


HOMOLYTIC BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES' KCAL/MOL'

A : B + A . + ' B llll = Homolytic bond dissociation eliergy or D(A-B)

H-H 104 435

H-F 136 569
H-Ct 103 431

I{-Br 88 36E
H-r 7\ 297

cH3-H
cH3-F
cH!-cl
CH3-Br
cH3-I

F-F
cl-cl
Br-Br
I-l

104 435
108 452
84 352
70 293
56 234

3E 159
58 243
6 lgt
36 151

cH!-Ir 104 435

c2H5-H 9E 4lo

n-C3H7-H 98 410

ic.H"-H 95 397

r.c;He-H 92 385

H,c:cH-H 108 452

H,c:bHcHr-H 88 368
c.H.-H ll0 460

c"nrinr-H ss rso

cH3{H3 EE 36E

crHs{H3 E5 356

n-C.Hr-{Hr 85 356

i-c.tt,-cH, 8n 352

r-c.He-{H3 E0 335

H,C:CH-{H3 92 3E5

H,c=iHcHr-cH3 72 3ol
c6Hs-{H3 93 389

c6HscH2-{H3 70 293

cH3-cl 84 352

c,II.-{l 8l 339
n-C.ffr--Ct eZ flf
icaH?-cl 81 339
t-c4He-{l 79 331

H"HH_CI E4 352

H,c+HcHr-cl 60 251
c6H5-{l E6 360

c6HscH2-{l 68 285

CH.-Br 70 293

C'H.-Br 69 2E9

*C.ff'-Sr 69 ZAS

ic;H?-Br 6t 285

\ 
t'C4He-Bt 61.?#

H'C<I{CH2-Br 47 197
C6H5-Br 72 301

CaHsCHz-Br 51 213

o Values in blue represent kJ/mol

CHAR,ACTERISTIC
PROTON CIIEMICAL SHIFTS

Type ofproton
Chemical shift 6,

ppm

CycloproPane

Primary

SecondarY
Tertiary
Vinylic
Acetylenic
Aromatic
Bendic

Allylic

Fluorides
Chlorides
Bromides
Iodides
Alcohols
Ethers
Esters' Esters
Aciis
Carbonyl comPounds

nidenyaic
Hldroxylic
Phenolic
Enolic
CarboxYlic

Arnino

H
l

c:c{-H 1.7
I
H

H-{-, F 
'44.5

H-{-Cl 34
Ht-Br 2.54
H-c-d 24
H-{--bH 3,H
H,C--OR 3.34
Rcoo-{-H 3.74.1
H-C-COOR 2 2.2
H-C--COOII I-zs
H-C--c{ 2-2;.7

H
I

RC-H

H
H

. l

R2c-H
R3c-H
C-C-H
c<-H
Ar-H
Ar-C-H

0.2

0.9

1 .3
1 .5

4.G5.9
T3
G8.5

2.2-3

H
I

RC:O
RO_H
ArO-H
c:C--fH
RCOO-H

9-10
1-5.5
4-t2

I 5-17
10.5-12

H

nr\-n l-s



ITETEROLYIIC BOND DTSSOCIATION ENERGIES, KCALn\{OL4

A:B + A+ + :B- AII : Hacrolytic bond dirsociation cncrgl or D(A*-B-)

cH3-H 313 l3l0
cH3-F 256 lOTl
cH3-{l 227 950
CH3-Br 219 916
CHr:-I 212 887
cH3--oH n4 1146

CH3-CL 227 95O . CH3-Br 219 916 CH3-I 212 E87 CH3{H n4 1146
C2Hs-{l l9t 799 C2H5-Br 184 770 C2H5-I 176 736 C2H5-OH U2 l0l3

r'C3H7-Cl 185'774 rC3H7-Br l?t 745 rCaHT:I l7l 715 D'CiHr-{H 235 98t
iCaHT-Cl 170 7ll r-C:Hz-Br 164 686 FCaH?-I 156 653 i-CaH?--OH Xn 929
,-C4He-Cl 15? 657 tc+Hg-Bt 149 623 t-C.He-I 1.$ 5E6 ,-CrHe--Oll 208 E70

HrC<H-Cl 209 866 HrC:CH-Br 2(X) 837 H2FCH-I 194 812 |

H1C{HCH2-{| 173 724 H2FCHCH2-Br 165 690 H2FCHCHI-I 159 665 HrC-CHCH2--OH T23 93t
C6H5-{l 219 916 C5H5-Br 210 879 C6II5-I 202 t45 C6H5-OH 275 ll5l

C6HsCH2-{l 166 695 C5H5CHr-Br 157 657 C6H3CH2-I 149 623 C6H5CH2-OH 215 900

o Values in blue represent kJ/mol

CHARACTERISTIC INFRARED ABSIORPTION FREQUENCIESO

H-H 401 1678
H-F 370 l54E
H-Cl 3v 1397
H-Br 324 1356
H-I 315 l3lE
H--OH 390 1632

Bond Compoundtype
Frpquency rangc,

c m ' Rcfcrcnce

C-H Alkaneq

C-H Alkenes

C-H Aromaticrings

C-H Alkynes
C:C Alkenes
FC Altynes
q-=C Aromatic rings
C-{ Alcohols, ethers, carboxylic acids, esters

b:O Aldctydcsb kctones, carboxylic acids, esters

O-H Monomcricaloobols,phenols

Hydrqgen-b@dod alcohols, phenols

Carboxylic acide
N-H Amines
C-N Amines
Gw ryt*t"s ,
-NO2 Nitrocompounds

28s0-2960
1350-1470
3020-308O(rr)
675-1000

3000-3100 (nr)
675-870

3300
1640-1680 (u)
2r00-?.?-ffi (a)
15fl), 16fi) (u)
l0to-1300

1690-1760

3610-3640 (u)

320/J-3ffi0(broa$

25W-3W0(broad)
3300-3500 (nr)
I 180-1360
221teu--2260 (u)
r5r5-l560
1345-1385

Sec.l7.5

S€c. 17.5

Sec. 17.5

S€c. 17.5
Sec. 17.5
S€c. 17.5
S€c. 17.5
Sec. 17.6
Sec. 17.7
S€c.19.22
S€c.20.25
S€c. 18.23
Sec. 19.22
S€e.20.25
Sec. 17.6
tu.24.17
S€c.17.6
S€c. 24.17
Sec. 19.?2
S€c.23.21
S€c.23.21

a All bands strong unless mark€d: zr, modprate; u, variable
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Preface

Perhaps the only thing that teachers of organic chemistry today are agreed on

is ttrat ttre textbooks 
-have 

frown too big. And they have - including our own' And

*, *t.fti"f airn in prepaiing this sixth edition was to shorten the book' We havc

;;;; 150 pages iiom it aid, most important, have rewritten the early chaptcn

to -"te ttris funaamental material more accesible to the student.

In shortening the book, however, we have stuck to the principle we hlve

always held: thesi are beginning styde.nts, and they need all the help they can get'

When we take up a topiC we eiplain it as fully and clearly as we can; the book is

shorter simply because we take up iewer topics'
A oo-G, of chapters have disappeared, as chapters. Some of their content

has been moved to otlier chapters. Some has been presented as problems, and is

"-pf"io.A it the Study Guidi; this material is thus available to help students to

Uto"O.o their understanding of organic chemistry beyond the limits of the text-

book. Much has been delrt"i *og"tfter as being less important than new material

that replaces it.---- 
it. systematic treatment of alcohols and ethers has been moved fonn'ard to

Ct apte.O, Jn"re it immediately follows the chapter on alkyl halides. Introduced

"itfri,5 poioq the chemistry of alcohols gives students the opportunity to apply aj.d

buitd onwhat they have just been studying about nucleophilic substitution' They

see Acofrofs x sibstratis, as nucleophiles, and as teavilts q;ou7s' They are intro-

["."Oto the most important-andsimplest-catalytic efect in orpnic chemis"

ti, iiri*ion. (In ihapter 7, alcotrols will appear again, playing still another star

;;-i; ;;;iropttiti. subititution: that of solvent.) With the most important labo-
'oto.y 

*utr. of aipn"ti. compounds in their hands, students can begin to carry

out organic synthesis in a realistic way'
Thirty-odd yean ago, when our fint edition appeared, it was a slim volume of

onlyg00p"go.Yet,inouropinion-then,andnow-itpfettJwellpresented
Gi" o"gu-"iichemistry as it was then: a science whose theory had come of age and

*"fO d understoodland enjoyed-by begrnners. The pattern underlying or-

g""i. .ft .irtry had begun to emerge,^ and it was our aim to reveal it to the

i.rO"ott. With the structurat theory before them, it soon became apparent' stu-
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dents could begin to.study organic chemistry, not through rote rnemorization, but
through/ under s t anding.

But organic chemistry has, of course, continud to grow, and at a tremendous
r4te, Theories have been refined and exceptions to geniralizations found; tniog,
are not so simple as they once seemed. New concepts and new tools have appearei
and established themselves as part of basic organic chemistry: orbital s6;.t.y,
for example, or nuclear magnetic resonance. Vtany factors have been found to be
much more important than was previously realized: the role ofthe solvent, stereo-
chemistry in all its aspects, the juxtaposition of reacting grorrpr. Hosts of new
reaBents have been devised: chemoselective, regioselectiieJtereoselective.

with all this grofih, the pattern underlying organic chemistry has become
broader and more complex. But it is still there. eno iiis more important than ever
that we pick out and focus on_the basic design. In our opinion, organic chemistry
has notbeen growingrandomly but along certain broad iines. Seeniingrv unrelared
areas of research are found, on examination, to involve simply different aspects of
the same basic concept. Just as the concept of the carboc"tioo ftur rc*.d to relate
reactions of many different kindg so these new concepts form threads running
through the basic patterU. It has been gur aim to identify these newer concepts, to
select the ones that are clearly fundamental to the learning of organic chemisiry
and then to build them into the framework of the book-ilatioi.oo- for them
by deleting material that seemed to.sles important than the niw.

The cornerstone of this framework has been, as always, the premise on which
thescience of organic chemistry rests: that chemical bihavior-is determiniiy
molbcular structure. chemical behavior-what happens, where in a molecule it
happens, even whether it happens-comes down to a matter of relative rates of
competing reactions. By and large, molecules tend to do what is easiest for them;
rate depends chiefly on the energy difference between the reactants and the transi-
tiol state. we approach the matter of reactivity, then, by examining-mentally
and, by means of models, physically-the structures involved. But what is meant
by "molecular structure" _is constanfly expanding, and our interpretation of
chemical behavior must reflect this.

In solution, all participants in a chemical reaction are solvated: the reactants
and the products-and the transition state. our examination of these must in-
clude any solvent molecules that help make up the structures and help determine
their stabilities. And so, in chapter 7, using as our examples the nucleophilic
substitution reactions the students have just studied, we shbw how reactivity-
and, with it, the course of reaction-is affected by the solvent. we showjust how
enorrnous solvent effects can be: that the presence of a solvent can speedup_or
slow down-a reaction by a factor of lbr; that a change frorn one solvent to
another can bring about a millionfold change in reaction rate.

At the same time, in chapter 7 the students are becoming acquainted with
secondary bonding. They learn that these forces - ion - dipole, dipole - dipole, van
der waals-are involved in much more than solvent itre"ts. They learn that,
acting-not only between different molecules but betweendifferent parts of the
same molecule, secondary bonding plays a key role in determining the shapes ot
large molecules like proteins and DNA, shapes that determine,-in turn, their
biological properties. The same forces that bring about dissolution of a solute in a
solvent also make the DNA hebx doubleand enable an enzyme to hold a substrate.

It is becoming increasingly clear that any examination of a molecular struc_
ture must be three dimensional.To emphasize this, and to help guide the students
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through this complex area of organic chemistry, we introduce the principles of
stereochemistry in three stages. In Chapter 4, we present the fundamentals of
stereoisomerism. In Chapter 10, we deal with the concepts of stereoselectivity and
stereospecfficity. We show how stereochemistry helps us to understand reaction
mechanisms; how this understanding can be used to control the stereochemical
outcome of a reaction; and why we want to exercise this control-because the
stereospecificity of biological reactions demands an equal stereoselectivity in the
synthesis of drugs and hormones and pheromones.

In Chapter 32, the students find that what they have learned about stereose-
lectivity and stereospecificity applies not only to stereochemically different mole-
cules, but also to stereochemically different parts of the same molecule. They find
that portions of a molecule may be stereochemically equivalent or non-equiva-
lent, and that they must be able to distinguish between these if they are to under-
stand subjects as widely different as NMR spectroscopy and biological oxidation
and reduction. They must learn the concepts of enantiotopic and diastereotopic
ligands andfaces.

In Chapter 29, we show that three-dimensional chemistry goes far beyond
what is generally thought of as stereochemistry. Up to this point, the students have
learned something of the effects on reactivity ofpolar factors, steric factors, and the
solvent. But there is another structural feature to be considered: the spatial rela-
tionship among reacting atoms and molecules. Being in the right place, itturns
out, can be the most powerful factor of all in determining how fast a reaction
goes-and what product it yields.

In this chapter we take up reactions from quite different areas, reactions
seemingly quite dissimilar but having one quality in common: prior to reaction,
the reactants are brought together and held in exactly the right positions for
reaction to occur. They may be held by secondary bonding to an enzyme mole-
cule; they may be held in a coordination sphere of a transition metal; they may
even be two functional groups in a single molecule. Now, once they have been
brought together, the substrate and the reagent are - if only temporattly - parts

of the same molecule. And when they react, they enjoy a very great advantage over
ordinary, separated reactants. The result is reaction with an enonnously enhanced
rate, reaction with a special stereochemistry.

The factor that makes all this possible we call symph oria the bringing together
of reactants into the proper spatial relationship.In Chapter 29 we introduce the
concept with a set of reactions in which we can most readily see and measure
symphoric effects: reactions involving neighboring group effects, where the bring-
ing together requires nothing more than rotation about carbon-carbon bonds.
Then we examine catalysis by transition metal complexes: basically the same kind
ofprocess, except that here the reactants are held, not by carbon, but by a transi-
tion metal. And, as with classical neighboring group effects, there are both rate
enhancement-without the catalyst, reaction does not occur at all-and pro-

found stereochemical consequences. Finally, we discuss catalysis by enzymes, and
point out the striking similarity to the action of transition metals. An enzyme is
much more complicated than a metal complex, and it binds the substrate and
reagent by different forces. But fundamentally its function is the same: to bring
together the reactants so that they are near each other and in the right positions.

Organic chemistry has grown, but our students come to us today knowing no
more chemistry than in the past; they must be led carefully along the paths in
\f,'ohler's jungie if they are not to get lost. They must be shown the relationships



among the various facts and theories that they are learning. They must come to
realizethat, asweknowmore and more aboutwhatisreauy-trappening, seemingly
unrelated properties tue seen to be simply different manifestations bf tne saml
basic factors. We have tried to point out these threads running through the pattern
of organic chemistry. where feasible, we lead the studentJ to fina the pattern
themselves, by working problems. Material is introduced at the rate at which we
have found students can absorb it. once presented, a principle is used and re-used.
!n a begnning book, we cannot cover more than a tiny fraction of this enonnous
field; but what we canhope for is to make a good jobof what we do teach.

As in the previous edition, we use color in the book. we have tried to do this
thoughtfully and purprcsefully: not just to make the book attractive-although it
does-but to help the students learn. we have used color in equations and in
graphs and diagrams: to draw attention to changes that are taking pt"."; to clariff
mechanisms; to identifu the chain-carrying particles in a chain ieaction: to label
structural units so that they can be followed through a series ofreactions. \fue have,
to the extent that it was feasible, been systematic: leaving groups are generally
shown in red, for example, and nucleophiles in blue-and so are the bonds that
represent the electron pairs they are taking away or bringrng up. And, to bring
home the importance of threedimensional chemistry, *i nan" included aboui
170 photographs of molecular models: to let the students see the shapes of the
molecules they are dealing with, and to add reality to the formulas they write; and,
we hope, to grve them some sense of the beauty-as objects and as mental
creations-of the structures that are the basis of organic chemistry.

It is not farfetched to say that we are living in the lge ofcarbon. Every day the
newspapers bring to our attention compounds of carbon: cholesterol and ioly-unsaturated fats, growth hormones and steroids, insecticides and pheromones,
carcinogens and chemotherapeutic agents, DNA and genes. wars ari fought ovei
petroleum. Twin catastrophes threaten us, both arising from the accumulation in
the atmosphere ofcompounds of carbon: depletion ofihe ozone layer, due chiefly
to the chlorofluorocarbons; and the greenhouse effect, due to methane, chloroflu-
orocarbons, and, most of all, carbon dioxide. To bring home the immediacy ofthe
problems that face our planet, we take up in chapter 2 the chemistryof the
depletion ofthe ozone shield: a pair offree-radical chain reactions ofthe kind the
students havejust been studyrng-but with a sinister twist. And in Chapters 3 and
6 we discuss the greenhouse effect and the parts plants and animals-and
combustion - play in determining the carbon dioxide balance in the atmosphere.

It is perhaps symbolic that for 1990 scimce selected as the moleculebf the
year diamond, one of the allotropic forms of carbon. And a runner-up was an-
other, newly discovered allotrope of carbon, c* buckminsterfullerene-which
has generated excitement in the chemical world not seen, it hai been said, ..since
the days of Kekul6". we must try to convey to the students a feeling ofexcitement
about the chemistry of the compounds of carbon; this is, after all, what good
teaching is all about.

ROBERT THORNTON MORRJSON

ROBERT NEILSON BOYD

rTo keep thegice of this Easrern Ecowmy Editian as lower as possible, we have notused colour
as in the original higher priced edition.
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Structure and Properties

l.l Organic chemistry

Organic chemistry is the chemistry of the compounds of carbon.
The misleading name "organic" is a relic of the days when chemical com-

pounds were divided into two classes, inorganic and organic, depending upon
where they had come from. Inorganic compounds were those obtain"a rio-
minerals; organic compounds were those obtained from vegetable or animal
sources, that is, from material produced by living organisms. Indeed, until about
1850 many chemists believed that organic compounds must have their origin in
living organisms, and consequently could never be synthesized from inorganic
material.

These compounds from organic sources had this in common : they all contained
the element carbon. Even after it had become clear that these eompounds did not
have to come from living sources but could be made in the ta$ratory, it was
convenient to keep the name organic to describe them and compoundsilike them.
The division between inorganic and organic compounds has been retained to this
day.

Today, although many compounds of carbon are still most conveniently
isolated from plant and animal sources, most of them are synthesized. They arl
sometimes synthesized from inorganic substances like carbonates or cyanides, but
more often from other organic compounds. There are two large reservoiis of organic
material from which simple organic compounds are obtained : petroleurn and coal.
(Both ofthese are "organic " in the-old sense, being products ofthe decay ofplants
and animals.) These simple compounds are used as building blocks from which
larger and more complicated compounds can be made.

We recognize petroleum and coal as the fossil fuels. laid down over millennia
and non-renewable. They-particularly petioleum-are being consumed at an
alarming rate to meet. our constantly increasing demands for power. Today, less
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than ten percent of the petroleum used goes into making chemicals; most of it is
simply burned to supply energy. There are, fortunately, alternative sourceg of
power-solar, geothermal, wind, waves, tides, nuclear energy-but where are we
to fin(l an alternative reservoir of organic raw material? Eventually, of c,ourse, we
shall have to go to the place where the fossil fuels originally came from-the
bionasv-butthis time directly, without the intervening millennia. The biomass is
renewable and, used properly, can last as long on this planet as we can. In the
meantime, it has been suggested, petroleum is too valuable to burn.

What is so special about the compounds of carbon that they should be separated
from compounds of all the other hundred-odd elements of the Periodic Table? In
part, at least, the answer seems to be this: there are so very many compounds of
carbon, and their molecules can be so large and complex.

Th.e nirmber of compounds that contain carbon is many times greater than
the number of compounds that do not contain carbon. These organic compounds
havebeen divided into families, which generally have no counterparts among the
inorganic compounds.

organic molecules containing thousands of atoms are known, and the arangc-
ment of atoms in even relatively small molecules can be very complicated. one of
the major problems in organic chemistry is to find out how the atoms are arranged
in molecules, that is, to determine the stnrctures of compounds.

There are many ways in which these complicated molecules can break apart,
or r€arrang€ themselves, to form new molecules; there are many ways in which
atoms ca^n be added to these molecules, or new atoms substituted for old ones.
Much of organic chemistry is devoted to finding out what these reactions are, how
they take place, and how they cari be used to synthesize compounds we want.

What is so special about carbon that it should form so many compounds? The
answer to this question came to August Kekul6 in 1854 during a l.ondon bus ride.

"One fine summcr evening, I was returning by the last omnibus, 'outside' as
usual, through the deserted streets of the metropolis, which are at other times so full
of life. I fell into a reverie and.lo! the atoms were gambolling before my eyes . . . . I
sawAow, frequently, two*srniller atoms united to form a pair, how a larger one
enbfaccd two smaller ones; how still larger ones kept hold of three or even four of
thc *maller; whilst the whole kept whirling in a giddy dance. I saw how the larger
once formcd a chaio . . . . I sp€nt part of the night putting on pap€r at least sketches
of thesc dream forms.'LAugust Kekul6, 1890.

Carbon atoms can attach themselves to one another to an extent not possible
for atoms of any other elcorc,nt. Crrbon atoms can form chains thousands of atoms
long, or rings ofall sizes; thc chains ad rings can have branches and cross-links.
To the carbon atoms of these chains and rings there are attached other atoms,
chiefly hydrogen, but also ffuorine, chlairc, brrtninc, iodine, oxygen, nitrogen,
sulfur, phosphorus, and many others. (L@k, for exampb, at cellulc€ m pagc 12fl),
chlorophyll on page 1059, ando:rytocin on page 1217.)

Each difrerent arrangement of atms oorr€rp@ds to a diffcreot comlnund,
and each compound has its own characteristic set of che,mical and physical
pdperties. It is not surprising that more than ten millio'n compounds of carbon
are known today and that this number is growing by half a million a year. It is not
surprising that the study of their chemistry is a special field.

Organic chemistry is a field of immense importance to technology: it is the
chemistry of dyes and drugs, paper and ink, paints and plastics,- gasoline and
rubber tires; it is the cbcmistry of the food we eat and the clothing xe wear.
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organic chemistry is fundamental to biology and medicine. Aside from waler,
irrrog rgrnisms are made up chiefly of organic compounds; the molecuies of"rnol+rnlrr bxrogy" are drganic molecules. Biology, on the molecular level, ls
aF- cfFictt),.

h r u farfetched to say that we are living in the Age of carbon. Every day
tb -rrprpcrs bring to our attention compounds of carbon: cholesterol and
Frulralea fats, growth honnones and steroids, insecticides and pheromones,
citFos and chemotherapeutic agents, DNA and genes. wars are fought ovei
Flanm. Twin catastrophes threaten us, both arising from the accumulationin
temphere of compounds of carbon: depletion of the ozone layer, due chiefly
r tb chlorofluorocarbons; and the greenhouse effect, due to methane, chlorofluo-
rcarbons, and, most of all, carbon dioxide. It is perhaps symbolic that for 1990
thelrurnal Science selected as the molecule of the year diamond,one of the allotropic
forms of carbon. And a runner-up was another, newly discovered allotropJof
carbon, C6s buckminsterfullerene-which has generated excitement in the chemical
world not seen, it has been said, "since the days of Kekul6".

1.2 The structural theory
"organic chemistry nowadays almost drives me mad. T<r me it appears like a

primeval tropical forest full of the most remaikable things, a dreadful endless jutrgle
into which one does not dare enter for there seems to be no way out."-Frliariitr
Wtihler. 1835.

How can we even begin to study a subject of such enonnous complexity? Is
organie chemistry today as w<ihler saw it a century and a half ago? The jungle is
still there-largely unexplored-and in it are more remarkable things than wohler
ever dreamed of. But, so long as we do not wander too far too fast, we can enter
without fear of losing our way, for we have a chart: the structural theory.

The structural theory is the basis upon which millions of facts about hundreds
of thousands of individual compounds have been brought together and arranged
in a systematic way. It is the basis'upon which these facts can best be accounied,
for and understood.

The structural theory is the framework of ideas about how atoms are put
together to make molecules. The structural theory has to do with the order in which
atoms are attached to each other, and with the electrons that hold them together.
It has to do with the shhpes and sizeb of the molecules that these atoms form, and
with the way that electrons are distributed over them.

A\nolecule is often represented by a picturc or a model-sometimes by several
pictures or several models. The atomic nuclei are represented by letters or plastic
balls, and the electrons that join,them by lines or dots or plastie pegs. These crude
pictures and models are trseful t{ us only if we understand what they are lntended
to rnean. Interpreted in terms of the structural theory, they tell us a good deal about
the compound whose molecules,they represent: hdw to jo about niaking it; what
physical properties to expect of it-melting point,'boiling point, specifiL gravity,
the kind of solventg'the compound will dissolve in, even whether it will be colored
or not; what kind of chemical behavior to expect-the kind of reagents the
compound will react with and the kind of products that will be formed, whether it
will react rapidly or slowly. we would know all this about a compoundrthat we
had never encountered before, simply on the basis of its structural fprmula and
what we understand its structural formula to mean.
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1.3 The chemical bond before 1926

Any consideration of the structure of molecules must begin with a discussion

of chemical bonds,the forces that hold atoms together in a molecule.

We shall discuss chernical bonds fust in terms of the theory as it had developed

prior to 1926, and then in terms of the theory of today. The introduction of quantum

mechanics in 1926 caused a tremendous change in ideas about how molecules are

formed. For convenience, the older, simpler language and pictorial representations

are often still used, although the words and pictures are given a modern interpret-

ation.
In 1916 two kinds of chemical bond were described: the ionic bondby Walther

Kossel (in Germany) and the eoaalent bond by G. N. Lewis (of the University of

California). Both Kossel and Lewis based thpir ideas on the following concept of

the atom.
A positively charged nucleus is surrounded by electrons arranged in concentric

shells or €nergy levels. There is a maximum number of electrons that can be

accommodated in each shell: two in the 6rst shell, eight in the second shell, eight

or eighteen in the third shell, and so on. The greatest stability is reached when the

outei shell is full, as in the noble gases. Both ionic and covalent bonds arise from

the tendency of atoms to attain this stable configuration of electrons.

@ )  
* - @ t  L i - - > L i + + e
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F+e- --> F-

The ionic bond results from transfer of electrons, as, for example, in the

formation of lithium fluoride. A lithium atom has two electrons in its inner shell

and one electron in its outer or valence shell; the loss of one electron would leave

lithium with a full outer shell of two electrons. A fluorine atom has two electrons

in its inner shell and seven electrons in its valence shell; the gain ofone electron

would give fluorine a full outer shell of eight. Lithium fluoride is formed by the

transfei of one electron from lithium to fluorine; lithium now bears a positive

charge and fluorine bqars a negative charge. The electrostatic attraction between

the 6ppositely charged ions is called an ionic bond. Such ionic bonds are typical of

the salis formed by combination of the metallic elements (electropositive elements)

on the far left side of the Periodic Table with the non-metallic elements (electro-

negative elements) on the far right side.
The covalent bond results from sharing of electrons, as, for example, in the

formation of the hydrogen molecule. Each hydrogen atom has a single electron;

by sharing a pair of electrons, both hydiqgens can complete their shells of two'

Two fluorine atoms, each with severi electrons in the valence shell, can complete

theif octets by sharing a pair of electrons. In a similar way we can visualize the

formation of 
'HF, 

H2O, NH3, CHo, and CFa. Here, too, the bonding force is

eleqtrostatic attraction: this time between Qach electron and both nuclei.
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H . +  . H  _ )

'F'. + .F' -=-'

H : H

H . +

2 H . +
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4 H . +  . C .

H
H : N :

H

H
H : C : H
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Tlw coualent bond is typical of the compounds of carbsn; it is the fund af c*ief

rytore in the study of organic chemistry.

1.1 Quanturn rnochanics

ln 1926 there emerged the theory known as quoilnrm meehanics, developed, in
tbc form most useful to chemists, by Erwin Schr6dinger (of the'University of
Zurich). He worked out mathematical expressions to describe the motion of an
&tron in terms of its energy. These mathematical expressions are called waoe
rforirns, since they are based upon the concept thal electrons show properties not
dt of particles but also of waves. ..

A rave equation has a series of solutions, called waue functions, each corre-

ffiol to a different energy level -for the electron. For all but the simplest of
lFr doing the mathematics is so time-consuming that at pr€s€nt-a.nd$pgf-

{)qnd cmputers will some day change this-only approximate solutions can
ffiEvenso,quantummechanicsgivesanswersagreetr4gqpwe1lwiththE
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facts that it is accepted today,as the 4ost fruitful approach to an uhderstanding of
ato'mic and molecular structure.

"Wave mechanics has shown us what is going on, and at the deepest possible
Ievel . .. it has taken the concepts of the experimental c[emist-the imaginative
perccption that came to those who had lived in their laboratories and allowed their
minds to dwell creatively upon the facts that they had found-and it has shown how
they all fit together; how, if you wish, they all have one single rationale; and how this
hidden relationship to each other can be brought out."-C. A. Coulson, London,
1951.

1.5 Atomic orbitals

A wave equation cannot tell us exactly where af electron is at any particular
moment, or how fast it is moving; it does not permit us to plot a precise orbit about
the nucleus. Instead, it tells us the probability offinding the electron at any particular
place:

The regibn in space where an electon is likely to be found is called an orbital.
There are different kinds of orbitals, which have different sizes and different
shapes, and which are disposed about the nucleus in specific ways. The particular
kind of orbital that an electron occupies depends upon the energy of the electron.
It is the shapes of these orbitals and their disposition with respect to each other
that we are particulady interested in, since these determine---or, more precisely,
can conveniently be thought o/as determining-the arrangement in space of the
atoms of a molecule, and even help deterrnine its chemical behavior.

It is convenient to picture an electron as being smeared out to fofn a cloud.
We might think of this cloud as a sort of blurred photograph of the rapidly moving
electron. The shape of the cloud is the shape of the orbital. The cloud is not uniform,
but is densest in those regions where the protability of finding the electron is
highest, that is, in those regions where the average negative charge, or electron
density, is greatest.

Let us see what the shapes of some of the atomic orbitals are. The orbital at
the lowest energy level is calledthe ls orbipal. It is a sphere with its center at the
nucleus of the atom, as represented in Fig. I . l. An orbital has no definite boundary

Flgule 1.1 Atomic orbitals: s orbital. The nucleus is at the center.

since there is a probability, although a very small one, of finding the electron
essentially separated from the atom--{r even on some other atom! However, the
prolability decreases very rapidly beyond a certain distance from the nucleus, so

(b)(q)
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3r the distribution of charge is fairly well represented by the electron cloud in

r;. r.ro. For simplicity, we may even represent an orbital as in Fig. 1.1b, where

d solid line encloses ihe region where the electron spends most (say 95f) of its

E.
At the next higher energy level there is the 2s orbital. This, too, is a sphere

rith its center at the atomic nucleus. ltis-naturally-larger than the ls orbital:

r.bc higher energy (lower stability) is due to the greater average distance between

dcctron and nucleus, with the resulting decrease in electrostatic attraction' (Con-

dder the work that must be done-the energy put into the system-to move an

electron away from the oppositely charged nucleus')

Next thlre are three orbitals of equal energy called,2p orbitals, shown in

Fig. 1:2. Each2p orbital is dumbbell-shaped. It consists of two lobes with the

atimic nucleus lying between them. The axis of each 2p orbital is perpendicular

to the axes of the other two. They are differentiated by the names 24t,,2py a'Jid

2p,, wherc the x, y, and z refer to the corresponding axes'

(c)

Flmr,el.2 Atomic orbitals: p orbitals. Axes mutually perpendicular.
(aiCross-section showing the two lobes of a single orbital. (D) Approrinate

;iG ; pairs of distoricd ellipsoids. (c) Representation as pairs of not'

quite-touching spheres.
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1.6 Electronic configuration. Pauli exclusion principle

There are a number of "rules" that determine the way in which the elegtrons
of an atom may be distributed, that is, that determine the electronic confguratibn
of an atom.

The most fundamental of these rules is the Pauli exclusion principle: only two
electrons can occupy any atomic orbital, and to do so these two must haue oppasite
spr'ns. These electrons of opposite spins are said to be paired. Electrons of like spin
tend to get as farfrom each other as possible.This tendency is the most important of
all the factors that determine the shapes and properties of molecules.

The exclusion principle, advanced in 1925 by Wolfgang Pauli, Jr. (of the Institute for
Theoretical Physics, Hamburg, Germany), has been called the corner$tone of chemistry.

The first ten elements of the Periodic Table have the electronic configurations
shown in Table l.l. We see that an orbital becomes occupied only if the orbitals

Tsble l.l ELEcTRoNIc CoNrtcunl'noNs

l s

t ' /
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2p
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o o o
o o c
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of lorrer energy are filled (e.g., 2s after ls, 2p after 2s). We see that an orbital is not
occupied by a pair of electrons until other orbitals ofequal energy are each occupied
by one electron (e.g., the 2p orbitals). The ls electrons make up the first shell of
two, and the fu and 2p electrons make up the second shell of eight. For elements
beyond the first ten, there is a third shell containing a 3s orbital, 3p orbitals, and
so on,

H

He

Li

Be

B

c
N

o

F

Ne



THE COVALENT BOND

*lcderorbitals

as in isolated atoms, electrons pccupy orbitals, and in accordance
lhe same " rules ". These molecular o;rbitals areconsidered to be centered

nuclei, perhaps covering the entire molecule ; the distribution of nuclei
is simply the one that results in the most stable molecule.

To make the enormously complicated mathematics more workable, two

ing assumptions are common$ made: (a) that each pair of electrons is

idly localized near just two nuclei, and (b) that the shapes of these localized
orbitals and their disposition with respect to each other are related in a

way to the shapes and disposition of atomic orbitals in the component

Tbe idea of localized molecular orbitals-or what we might call Do nd orbitals-

r airlently not a bad one, since mathematically this method of approximation is

sful with most (although int all) molecules. Furthermore, this idea closely

Fnlhls the chemist's classical concept of a bond as a force acting between two

rm and pretty much independent of the rest of the molecule; it can hardly be

cilgotal that this concept has worked amazingly well for a hundred years.

SCnificantly, the exceptional molecules for which classical formulas do not work

-.l"tt thoie for which the localized molecular orbital approach does not work

ertcr. (Eventhesecases, we shallfind, canbe handledbyarathersimple adaptation

dclrssicalformulas, anadaptationwhichagainparallelsamethodof mathematical
groximation.)

Tbe second assumption, of a relationship between'atomic and molecular

Ititals, is a highly reasonable one, as discussed in the following section. It has

Fvco so useful that, when necessary, atomic orbitals of certain kinds have been

rurrad just so that the assumption can be retained.

l, Thecovalentbond

Now let us consider the formation of a molecule. For conVenience we shall

inse this as happening by the coming together of the individual atoms, altholgh

Ln molecules aie not actually made this way. We make physical models of

olccules out of wooden or plastic balls that represent the various atoms; the

l€tion of holes or snap fasteners tells us how to put them together. In the same
rry. we shall make mental models of molecules out of mental atoms; the locatio'n

of iomic orbitals-some of them imaginary-will tell us how to put these together.

For a covalent bond to form, two atoms must be located so that an orbital of

* mlaps an orbital of the other; each orbital must contain a single electron.

l'bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb�:o this happens, the two atomic orbitals merge to form a single bond orbital

rlcf il ocpufieO by both electrons. The two electrons that occupy a bond orbital

Ir beve opposite spins, that is, must be paired. Each electron has available to it

-.rire mnd orbital, and thus may be considered to "belong to" both atomic

t|irerrangement of electrons and nuclei contains less energJ-that is, is mot€

)-tD the arrangement in the isolated atoms; as a result, formation of a

npanied by evolution of engrgy' The amount of energy (permole) that

rhcn a bond is formed (orthe amount that must be put into bre,ak the

tfu bond dissociation ercrgy. Fot a given pair of atoms, 6e grcater

rlomic orbitals, the stronger the bond.
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What gives the covalent bond its strength? It is the increase in electrostatic
attraction. In the isolated atoms, each electron is attracted by-and attracts--one
pcitive nucleus; in the molecule, each electron is attracted by t*opositive nuclei.

It is the concept of " overlap " that provides the mental UiiOge between atomic
oditals and bond orbitals. Overlap of atomic orbitals means tha:t trre bond orbital
occupies much of the same region in space that was occupied by both atomic
orbitals. consequently, an electron from one atom can, to aionsiderable extent,
remain in its original, favorable location with respect to .. its,' nucleus, and at the
sane time occupy a similarly favorable location with respect to the second nu"teur;
the same holds, of course, for the other electron.

- .The princ ipleof maximumoaerlap,firststated in l93l by Linus pauling (at the California
Pit^tll1gfl1$notoev), has.been ianked-only slightly 6d.*iil;;;i'"iion principle inrmportance to the understanding of molecular structure.

As our fust example, let us consider the formation of the hydrogen molecule,
H2, from-two hydrogen atoms. Each hydrogen atom has one electron, which
occupies the ls orbital. As we have seen, this is orbital is a sphere with its center
at the atomic nucleus. For a bsnd to form, the two nuclei must be brought closely
enough together f,or overlap of the atomic orbitals to occur (Fig. I . 3). For hydrogen,
the system is most stable when the distance betweenthe iuclei is},\iA;iti.
distance is called the bond length. At this distance the stabilizing effect of overlap
is exactly balanced by repulsion between the similarly charged nu-"I"i. Th. ,.sultini
hydrogen molecule contains 104 kcal/mol less energy thin the hydrogen atomi
from which it was made. y: ryv that the hydrogen-irydrogen bond has a length
of 0.74A and a strength of 104 kcal. 

J

ligure 1.3 Bgnd formation: H2 molecule. (a) Separate s orbitals.
(D) Overlap ofs orbitais. (c) and-(d) The o bond orUitut.

This bond orbital has roughly the shape we would expect from the merging of
two s orbitals. As shown in Fig. 1.3, it is sausage-shaped, with its long "*i, tyirrg
alqng the line joining the nuclei. It is cylindrically symmetical about this ionl
aris; that is, a slice of the sausage is circular. nond orlbitals having this shape are
alldo uhitals (sigrna orbitals) and the bonds are called o bonds.We may visualize
thc hydrogcNt nolecule as two nuclei embedded in a single sausage-shapid electron
clqrd. Thiscloudisdensest inthe region between the twlnuclei, ivhereihe negative
charge is anracted moat strongly by the two positive charges.
- lF sire of the hydrogen molecule-as measured, ray, by the volume inside

the 951 probability surface-is considerably smaller thanthat bf a single hydrogen
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t-- Ahhough surprising at,first, this shrinking of the electron cloud is actually
fi ruuld be expected. It is'the powerful attraction of the electrons by twonuclei
L gives the molecule greater stability than the isolated hydrogen atoms; this

Dcan that the electrons are held tighter, closer, than in the atoms.
; Next, let us consider,the formation of the fluorine molecule, F2, from two
-dDc atoms. As we can see from our table of electronic configurations (Table
LIL a fluorine atom has two electrons in the ls orbital, two electrons in the fu
Iti3d, and two electrons in each of two 2p orbitals. In the third 2p orbitalthere is
r.ingle electron which is unpaired and available for bond formation. overlap of
Cirp orbital with a similarp orbital of another fluorine atom permits electrons to
pir and the bond to form (Fig. l. ). The electronic charge is concentrated between
ft two nuclei, so that the back lobe of each of the overlapping orbitals shrinks to

o'o o.o
o.o.o

(a)

(c)(b)

Figure 1.4 Bond formation : F2 molecule. (a) separatep orbitals. (D) overlap
ofp orbitals. (c) The o bond orbital.

a comparatively small size. Although formed by overlap of atomic orbitals of a
different kind, the fluorine-fluorine bond has the same general shape as the
bydrogen-hydrogen bond, being cylindrically symmetrical about a line joining the
rrrclei; it, too, is given the designation of o bond. The fluorine-fluorine bond has
e hngth of |.42 A and a strength of about 38 kcal.

As the examples show, a covalent bond results from the overlap of two atomic-
orbitals to form a bond orbital occupied by a pair of electrons. Each kind of coaalmt
btd has a characteristii length and strength.

1.9 Hybrid orbitals: sp

Let us next consider beryllium chloride, BeClr.
Beryllium (Table 1.1) has no unpaired electrons. How are we to account for

its combining with two chlorine atoms? Bond formation is an energy-releasing

o o o o
(gbilizing) process, and tile ten{ency is tdform uonds-and as many as possible-
cra if this results in bond orbitals that bear little resemblance to the atomic
atftds we have talked about. If our method of mental molecule-building is to be
Tplicd here, it must be modified. we must invent an imaginary kind of beryllium
-m, one that is about to become bonded to two chlorine atoms.

2p2sl s

o
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2s 2p
/-----^-

o o c o

CHAP. I

One electron promoted:
two unpaired electrons

To arrive at this divalent beryllium atom, let us do a little electronic book-
keeping. First, we "promoti'" one of the-2s electrons to an emptyp orbital:

This provides twounpaired electrons, which are needed forbondingtotwo chlorine

atoms. We might now expect beryllium to form one bond of one kind, using thep

orbital, and one bond of another kind, using the s orbital. Again, this is contrary

to fact: the two bonds in beryllium chloride are known to be equivalent.
Next, then, we hybridize the orbitals. Various combinations of one s orbital

o
sp Hybridization

2p

r \ a \\_,, \,

and onep orbital are taken mathematically, and the mixed (hybrd) orbitals with

the greatest de gree of dlrectional chamcter are found (Fig. 1 .5). The more an atomic

orbital is concentrated in the direction ofthe bond, the greater the overlap and the

l s

B € O

p

o
l s

B e O e o
L------T-------J

+
sp

o o
ls

1 '"".it':;'(*'''

- # * r
,.'/'"', ili,fi ,.,, ;,,,, .,,.;.''.i�

|il{iiiiillr
(a)

(c)(b)

I[orcl5 Atomic orbitals: hybrid sp orbitals. (a) Cross-section and
aplroximate shape of a single orbital. Strongly directed along -one axis'
(iincprcsentation as a sphere, with the small back lobe omltted. (c) Two

orbitalc, with axes lying along a straight line.
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.r:.rnger the bond it,cah form. Three highly significant results emerge from the
,.;ulations: (a) the "best" hybrid orbital is much more strongly directed than

: :er the s or p orbital; (b) the two best orbitals are exactly equivalent to each
-.er; and (c) these orbitals point in exactly opposite directions-the arrangement

-.-: permits them to get ai far away from each other as possible (remember the Pauli
: r -,usion principle). The angle between the orbitals is thus 180'.

These particular hybrid orbitals are called sp orbitals, since they are considered
. :ris€ from the mixing of one s orbital and one p orbital. They have the shape
'.:, *n in Fig. l.5c; for convenience we shall neglect the small back lobe and
.:::esent the front lobe as a sphere.

L sing this sp-hybridized beryllium, let us construct beryllium chloride. An
:,:iemely important concept emerges here: bond angle. For maximum overlap
-'::*een the sp orbitals of beryllium and the p orbitals of the chlorines, the two
.:..orine nuclei must lie along the axes of the sp orbitals; that is, they must be
r:ated on exactly opposite sides of the beryllium atom (Fig. 1.6). The angle

:€tween the beryllium--chlorine bonds must therefore be 180".

c l l .  ) B e l  ) c l (  )
\_/

l0 Hybrid orbitals: sp2

\ert. let us look at boron trifluoride, BF3.
- ,-red electron, which occupies a 2p orbital.

(a)

c'-t7-c'
l 80'

(b) (c)
Figurel.6 Bond formation: BeCl, molecule. (a) Overlap of sp and p
orbitals. (D) The o bond orbitals. (c) Shape of the molecule.

Experiment has shown that/ as calculated, beryllium chloride is a linear
-" .ecule, all three atoms lying alo{re a single straight line.

There is nothing magical about the increase in directional character that accompanies
- . :ridization. The two lobes of the p orbital are of opposite plrase (Sec. 28.2); combination
- :h ansorbitalamounts toadditiononone sideof thenucleus.butvbtractionontheother.

.ou are curious about phase and its effect on bonding, read Secs. 2E.l-2E.4, which you
-. ,rnderstand at this point.

Boron (Table l.l) has only one
For three bonds we need three
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unpaired electrons, and so we promote one of the fu electrons to a2porbital:

ls 2s 2p

B o e Al;=?;::,::{:;"r,:ff,:*
If, now' we are to " make " the most stable molecule possible, we must .. make " the
strongest bonds possible; for these we must provide the most strongly directed
atomic orbitals that we can. Again, hybridization provides such orbiials: three
hybrid orbitals, exactly equivalent to each other. Each one has the shape shown in

2p
________A-___-

e e o
sp2 Hybridization

Fig. 1.7; as_ before, we shall neglect the small back lobe and represent the front
lobe as a sphere.

l s -  2 s
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ls sp2 2p
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\D) (c)

rturl.7 Atomic orbitals: hybrid sp2 orbitals. (c) cross"section andap.pioxrmate shape of a single orbital. Ii is strongly airictea "b"g ;t ;ir.(D) Rcprcsentation as a sphere, with the small Uict tob€;-ittA:(") Th;;;
orbialE with the aies directedtoward the cornergof an edd;;'#*gL.
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Thcse hybrid orbitals are called sp2 orbitals, since'they are considered to arise

from the mixing of oru s orbital and twop orbitals. They lie in a plane, whic!

includes the atomic nucleus, and are directed to the cbrners of an qquilateral

triangle ; the angle between any two orbitals is thus t 20'. Alain we see the geometry

that lermits the orbitals to be as far apart as possible: here, a tigonal (three-

*-ilT]ff:Hfr"#;. 
atoms fer maximum overrap of each of the sp2 orbitars

of boron with a p ottitut of fluorine, we obtain the structure shown in Fig. 1.8 : a

flat molec;Ulle, with the boron atom at the center of a triangle and the three fluorine

atoms at the corners. Every bond angle is 120".

,'d:,ft'Flgure l.t BF3 molecule.

Experiment has shown that boron trifluoride has exactly this flat, symmetrical
structure calculated by quantum mechanics.

1.11 Hybrid orbitals: sP3

Now, let us turn to one of the simplest of organic molecules, metla ne, CH4.
Carbon (Table 1 . I ) has an unpaired electron in each of the two p orbitals, and

on this basis might be expected to form a compound cH2. (It dres,but cH2 is a

c e e o e o
highly reactive molecule whose properties center about the need to provide carbon
'iiltn i"'o more bonds.) Again, we see the tendency to form as many bonds as

possible: in'this case, to combine withfour hydrogen atoms'

To provide four unpaired electrons, *" p-oiot one of the 2s electrons io the

emptyp orbital:

2p

ls 2s 2p

c o o e o e
Once more the most stron$ly directed orbitals are hybrid orbitals: this time, sp3

orbitals, f,rom the mixing oi on" s orbital and three p orbitals. Each one has the

2p

o o e

One electron Promoted:
four unpaired electrons

f s 2 s

( , Uc

(,L,

l s

oC
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shape shown in Fig. 1.9; as with sp and sp2 orbitals, we shall neglect the small back 
lobe and represent the front lobe as a sphere. 

Figure 1.9 Atomic orbitals: hybrid sp3 orbitals. (a) Cross-section and 
approximate shape of a single orbital. It is strongly directed along one axis. 
(b) Representation as a sphere, with the small back lobe omitted. (c) Four 
orbitals, with the axes directed toward the corners of a tetrahedron. 

Now, how are sp3 orbitals arranged in space? The answer is no surprise to us: 
in the way that lets them get as far away from each other as possible. They are 
directed to the corners of a regular tetrahedron. The angle between any twoorbitals 
is the tetrahedral angle 109.5" (Fig. 1.9). Just as mutual repulsion among orbitals 
gives two linear bonds or three trigonal bonds, so it gives four tetrahedral bonds. 

Overlap of each of the sp3 orbitals of carbon with an s orbital of hydrogen 
results in methane: carbon at the center of a regular tetrahedron, and the four 
hydrogens at the comers (Fig. 1.10). 

Figme 1.10 Bond formation: CH, molecule. (a) Tetrahedral sp3 orbitals. 
(b) Predicted shape: H nuclei located for maximum overlap. (c) Shape and 
size. 
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Experimentally, methane has been found to have the highly sjrmmetrical 
tetrahedral structure we have assembled. Each carbon-hydrogen bond has sxaply 
the same length, 1.10 A; the angle between any pair of bonds is the tetrahedral 
angle 109.5". It takes 104 kcal/mol to break one of the bonds of methane. 

Thus, in these last three sections, we have seen that there are associated with 
covalent bonds not only characteristic bond lengths and bond dissociation energies 
but also characteristic bond angles. These bond angles can be conveniently related 
to the arrangement of atomic orbitals-including hybrid orbitals-involved in 
bond formation; they ultimately go back to the Pauli exclusion principle and the 
tendency for unpaired electrons to get as far from each other as possible. 

Unlike the ionic bond, which is equally strong in all directions, the covalent 
bond is a directed bond. We can begin to see why the chemistry of the covalent bqnd 
is so much concerned with molecular size and shape. 

Since compounds of carbon are held together chiefly by covalent bonds, 
organic chemistry, too, is much concerned with molecular size and shape. To help 
us in our study, we should make frequent use of molecular models. Figure 1.1 1 
shows methane as represented by three different kinds of models: stick-and-ball, 
framework, and space-filling. These last are made to scale, and reflect accurately 
not only bond angles but also relative lengths of bonds and sizes of atoms. 

Figure 1.11 Models of methane molecule. (a) Stick-and-ball (Allyn & 
Bacon). (b) Framework (Prentice Hall). (c) Space-filling (Corey-Pauling- . 

Koltun, CPK); 1.25 cm equals 1.00 A. 

1.12 Unshared pairs of electrons 

Two familiar compounds, ammonia (NH3) and water (H,O), show how 
unsharedpairs of electrons can affect molecular structure. 

r 7 

N 0 0 0 0 0  

-1 sp2 Hybridization 

1s sp3 
A r \ 

N 0 0 0 0 0  
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In ammonia, nitrogen resembles the carbon of methane. Nitrogen is sp3- 
hybridized, but (Table 1 .l) has only three unpaired electrons; they occupy threeof 
the sp3 orbitals. Overlap of each of these orbitals with the s orbital of a hydrogen 
atom results in ammonia (Fig. 1.12). The fourth sp3 orbital of nitrogen contains a 
pair of electrons. 

Figure 1.12 Bond formation: NH3 molecule. (a) Tetrahedral sp3 orbitals. 
(b) Predicted shape, showing the unshared pair: H nuclei located for 
maximum overlap. (c) Shape and size. 

If there' is to be maximum overlap and hence maximum bond strength, the 
hydrogen nuclei must be located at three comers of a tetrahedron; the fourth corner 
is occupied by an unshared pair of electrons. Considering only atomic nuclei, we 
would expect ammonia to be shaped like a pyramid with nitrogen at the apex and 
hydrogen at the comers of a triangular base. Each bond angle should be the 
tetrahedral angle 109.5'. 

Experimentally, ammonia is found to have the pyramidal shape calculated by 
quantum mechanics. The bond angles are 107", slightly smaller than the predicted 
value; it has been suggested that the unshared pair of electrons occupies more 
space than any of the hydrogen atoms, and hence tends to compress the bond 
angles slightly. The nitrogen-hydrogen bond length is 1.01 A; it takes i03 kcal/ 
mol to break one of the bonds of ammonia. 

The sp3 orbital occupied by the unshared pair of electrons is a region of high 
electron density. This region is a source of electrons for electron-seeking atoms 
and molecules, and thus gives ammonia its basic properties (Sec. 1.22). 

. - 
There are twne ~er conceivable electronic configurations for ammonia, but neither fits 

the facts. 
(a) Since nitrogen is bonded to three other atoms, we might have pictured it as using 

sp2 orbitals, as boron does in boron trifluoride. But ammonia is not a flat molecule, and so 
we must reject this possibility. It is the unshared pair of electrons on nitrogen that makes 
the difference between NH, and BF,; these electrons need to stay away from those in the 
carbon-hydrogen bonds, and the tetrahedral shape makes this possible. 

(b) We might have pictured nitrogen as simply using the p orbitals for overlap, since 
they would provide the necessary three unpaired electrons. But this would give bond angles 
of 90"-remember, the p orbitals are at right angles to each other-in contrast to the 
observed angles of 107". More importantly, the unshared pair would be buried in an s orbitai, 
and there is evidence from dipole moments (Sec. 1.16) that this is not so. Evidently the 
stability gained by using the highly directed sp3 orbitals for bond formation more than 
makes up for raising the unshared pair from an s orbital to the higher-energy sp3 orbital. 
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One further fact about ammonia: spectroscopy reveals that the molecule 
undergoes inversion, that is, turns inside-out (Fig. 1.13). There is an energy bamer 

H 
H.. I .H 

'',, N'"" 

It Figore 1.13 Inversion of ammonia. 

of only 6 kcal/mol between one pyramidal arrangement and the other, equivalent 
one. This energy is provided by molecular collisions, and even at room temperature 
the fraction of collisions hard enough to do the job is so large that a rapid 
transformation between pyramidal arrangements occurs. 

Compare ammonia with methane, which does not undergo inversion. The 
unshared pair plays the role of a carbon-hydrogen bond in detetmining the most 
stable shape of the molecule, tetrahedral. But, unlike a carbon-hydrogen bond, the 
unshared pair cannot maintain aparticular tetrahedral arrangement; the pair points 
now in one direction, and the next instant in the opposite direction. 

Finally, let us consider water, H20. The situation is similar to that for 
ammonia, except that oxygen has only two unpaired electrons, and hence it bonds 

0 0 0 0 0 0  - sp)  Hybridization 

with only two hydrogen atoms, which occupy two comers of a tetrahedron. The 
other two comers of the tetrahedron are occupied by unshared pairs of electrons 
(Fig. 1.14). 

Figure 1.14 Bond formation: H,O molecule. (a) Tetrahedral sp3 orbitals. 
(8 Predicted shape, showing the unshared pairs: H nuclei located for 
maximum overlap. (c) Shape and size. 
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As actually measured, the H U H  angle is 105", smaller than the calculated 
tetrahedral angle, and even smaller than the angle in ammonia. Here there are two 
bulky unshared pairs of electrons compressing the bond angles. The oxygen- 
hydrogen bond length is 0.96 A; it takes 118 kcal/mol to break one of the bonds of 
water. 

If we examine Fig. 1.15 we can see the fundamental similarity in shape of the 
methane, ammonia, and water molecules: a similarity that, by,the approach we 
have used, stems from a similarity in bonding. 

Flgme 1.15 Models of (a) methane, (b) ammonia, (c) water. 

Because of the unshared pairs of electrons on oxygen, water is basic, although 
less strongly so than ammonia (Sec. 1.22). 
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1.13 Intramolecular forces 

We must remember that the particular method of mentally building molecules 
that we are learning to use is artificial: it is a purely intellectual process involving 
imaginary overlap of imaginary orbitals. There are other, equally artificial ways 
that use different mental or physical models. Our method is the one that so far has 
seemed to work out best for the organic chemist. Our kit of mental atomic models 
will contain just three "kinds " of carbon : tetrahedral (sp3-hybridized), trigonal 
(sp2-hybridized), and digonal (sp-hybridized). By use of this kit, we shall find, one 
can do an amazingly good job of building hundreds of thousands of organic 
molecules. 

But, however we amve at it, we see the actual structure of a molecule to be 
the net result of a combination of repulsive and attractive forces, which are related 
to charge and electron spin. 

(a) Repulsive forces. Electrons tend to stay as far apart as possible because they 
have the same charge and also, if they are unpaired, because they have the same 
spin (Pauli exclusion principle). The like-charged atomic nuclei, too, repel each 
other. 
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(b) Attractive forces. Electrons are attracted by atomic nuclei-as are the nuclei 
by the electrons-because of their opposite charge, and hence tend to occupy the 
region between two nuclei. Opposite spin permits (although, in itself, probably 
does not actually encourage) two electrons to occupy the same region. 

In methane, for example, the four hydrogen nuclei are as widely separated as 
they can be. The distribution of the eight bonding electrons is such that each one 
occupies the desirable region near two nuclei-the bond orbital-and yet, except 
for its partner, is as far as possible from the other electrons. We can picture each 
electron accepting-perhaps reluctantly because of their similar charges-ne 
orbital-mate of opposite spin, but staying as far as possible from all other electrons 
and even, as it wanders within the loose confines of its orbital, doing its best to 
avoid the vicinity of its restless partner. 

1.14 Bond dissociation energy. Homolysis and heterolysis 

We have seen that energy is liberated when atoms combine to form a molecule. 
For a molecule to break into atoms, an equivalent amount of energy must be 
consumed. The amount of energy consumed or liberated when a bond is broken or 
formed is known as the bond dissociation energy, D. It is characteristic of the particu- 
lar bond. Table 1.2 lists bond dissociation energies that have been measured for a 
number of bonds. As can be seen, they vary widely, from weak bonds like 1-1 (36 
kcal/mol) to very strong bonds like H-F (136 kcal/mol). Although the accepted 
values may change as experimental methods improve, certain trends are clear. 

Table 1.2 Hohfo~mc BOND DISSOCIA~ON ENERGIES, KCAL/MOL 

A : B - A.  + . B AH = Homolytic bond dissociation energy or D(A-B) 

H-H 104 CH3-H 104 
H-F 136 F-F 38 CH3-F 108 
H-Cl 103 Cl-Cl 58 CH3<l 84 
H-Br 88 Br--Br 46 CH3-Br 70 . 
H-I 71 1-1 36 CH3-I 56 

We must not confuse bonddissociation energy (D) with another measureof bond strength 
called bond energy (E). If one begins with methane, for example, and breaks, successively, 
four carbon-hydrogen bonds, one finds four different bond dissociation energies: 

CH, - CH, + H .  D(CHJ-H) = 104 kcal/mol 
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?he carbon-hydrogen bond energy in methane, E(C-H), on the other hand, is a single 
avaage value : 

CH, - C + 4H. AH = 397 kcallmol, E(C-H) = 39714 = 99 kcal/mol 

We shall generally End bond dissociation energies more useful for our purposes. 

So far, we have spoken of breaking a molecule into two atoms or into an atom 
and a group of atoms. Thus, of the two electrons making up the covalent bond, 
one goes to each fragment; such bond-breaking is called homolysis. We shall also 
encounter reactions involving bond-breaking of a different kind: heterolysis, in 
which both bonding electrons go to the same fragment. 

A:B A . + B -  Homolysis: ont?' electron to eachfragment 

A:B - A + :B Heterolysis: both electrons to onefragment 

(These words are taken from the Greek : homo, the same, and hetero, different; 
and lysis, a loosing. To a chemist lysis means "cleavage " as in, for example, hydro- 
lysis, "cleavage by water ".) 

The bond dissociation energies given in Table 1.2 are for homolysis, and are 
therefore homolytic bond dissociation energies. But bond dissociation energies have 
also been measured for heterolysis; some of these heterolytic bond dissociation 
energies are given in Table 1.3. 

Table 1.3 HETEROLY~C BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES, KCAL/MOL 

A:B - A+ + :B- AH = Heterolytic bond dissociation energy or D(A+-B-) 

H-H 401 CH3-H 313 
H-F 370 CH3-F 256 
H<i 334 CH3-CI 227 
H-Br 324 CH3-Br 219 
H-I 315 CH3-I 212 
H-OH 390 CHj-OH 274 

If we examine these values, we see that they are considerably bigger than 
those in Table 1.2. Simple heterolysis of a neutral molecule yields, of course, a 
positive ion and a negative ion. Separation of these oppositely charged particles 
takes a great deal of energy: 100 kcal/mol or so more than separation of neutral 
particles. In the gas phase, therefore, bond dissociation generally takes place by 
the easier route, homolysis. In an ionizing solvent (Sec. 7 . 9 ,  on the other hand, 
heterolysis is the preferred kind of cleavage. 
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1.15 Polarity of bonds 

Besides the properties already described, certain covalent bonds have another 
property: polarity. Two atoms joined by a covalent bond share electrons; their 
nuclei are held by the same electron cloud. But in most cases the two nuclei do not 
share the electrons equally; the electron cloud is denser about one atom than the 
other. One end of the bond is thus relatively negative and the other end is relatively 
positive; that is, there is a negative pole and a positive pole. Such a bond is said to 
be a polar b d ,  or to possess polarity. 

We can indicate polarity by using the symbols 6,  and 6- ,  which indicate 
partial + and - charges. (We say "delta plus " and "delta minus ".) For example : 

6- 6- 
6, 6- 0 N 
H-F a+/ \h 6+/ 1 '\6+ 

H  H H H  
8 + 

Polar bonds 

We can expect a covalent bond to be polar if it joins atoms that differ in their 
tendency to attract electrons, that is, atoms that differ in electronegativity. Further- 
more, the greater the difference in electronegativity, the more polar the bond will 
be. 

The most electronegative elements are those located in the upper right-hand 
comer of the Periodic Table. Of the elements we are likely to encounter in organic 
chemistry, fluorine has the highest electronegativity, then oxygen, then nitrogen 
and chlorine, then bromine, and finally carbon. Hydrogen does not differ very 
much from carbon in electronegativity; rt is not certain whether it is more or less 
electronegative. 

Electronegativity F > O > C I , N > B r > C , H  

Bond polarities are intimately concerned with both physical and chemical 
properties. The polarity of bonds can lead to polarity of molecules, and thus 
profoundly affect melting point, boiling point, and solubility. The polarity of a 
bond determines the kind of reaction that can take place at that bond, and even 
affects reactivity at nearby bonds. 

1 . 1  6 Polarity of molecules 

A molecule is polar if the center of negative charge does not coincide with the 
center of positive charge. Such a molecule constitutes a dipole: two equal and 
opposite charges separated in space. A dipole is often symbolized by u, where 
the arrow points from positive to negative. The molecule possesses a dipole 
moment, p, which is equal to the magnitude of the charge, e ,  multiplied by the 
distance, d,  between the centers of charge : 

in in in 
debye e.s.u. cm 

units. D 
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In a way that cannot be gone into here, it is possible to measure the dipole 
moments of molecules; some of the values obtained are listed in Table 1.4. We 
shall be interested in the values of dipole moments as indications of the relative 
polarities of different molecules. 

Table 1.4 DIPOLE MOMENTS, D 

H2 0 HF 1.75 CH, 0 
0 2  0 H 2 0  1.84 CH,CI 1.86 
Nz 0 NH, 1.46 CCI, 0 
C12 0 NF, 0.24 CO, 0 
Br2 0 BF, O 

It is the fact that some molecules are polar which has given rise to the 
.speculation that some bonds are polar. We have taken up bond polarity first simply 
because it is convenient to consider that the polarity of a molecule is a composite 
of the polarities of the individual bonds. 

Molecules like H z ,  O,, N,, Cl,, and Brz have zero dipole moments, that is, 
are non-polar. The two identical atoms of each of these molecules have, of course, 
the same electronegativity and share electrons equally; e is zero and hence p is 
zero, too. 

A molecule like hydrogen fluoride has the large dipole moment of 1.75 D. 
Although hydrogen fluoride is a small molecule, the very high electronegative 
4uorine pulls the electrons strongly; although d is small, e is large, and hence p is 
large, too. 

Methane and carbon tetrachloride, CCl,, have zero dipole moments. We 
certainly would expect the individual bonds-of carbon tetrachloride at least-to 
be polar; because of the very symmetrical tetrahedral arrangement, however, they 
exactly cancel each other out (Fig. 1.16). In methyl chloride, CH,Cl, the polarity 

++ 
H-F 

I 
tI ( I  C-H 

! I 

Hydrogen Methdne C'a rbon Methyl chlorlde 
fluoride tetrdchlor~dc 

Figure 1.16 Dipole moments of some molecules. Polarity of bonds and of molecules. 

of the carbon-chlorine bond is not canceled, however, and methyl chloride has a 
dipole moment of 1.86 D. Thus the polarity of a molecule depends not only upon 
the polarity of its individual bonds but also upon the way the bonds are directed, 
that is, upon the shape of the molecule. 

Ammonia has a dipole moment of 1.46 D. This could be accounted for as a 
net dipole moment (a vector sum) resulting from the three individual bond moments, 
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and would be in the direction shown in the diagram. In a similar way, we could 
account for water's dipole moment of 1.84 D. 

H Dipole moments 
H H expected from 

bond moments alone 

Ammonia Water 

Now, what kind of dipole moment would we expect for nitrogen trifluoride, 
NF,, which, like ammonia, is pyramidal? Fluorine is the most electronegative 
element of all and should certainly pull electrons strongly from nitrogen; the N-F 
bonds should be highly polar, and their vector sum should be large-far larger than 
for ammonia with its modestly polar N-H bonds. 

F 
Large dipole moment 

F expectedfrom 
bond moments alone 

Nitrogen trifluoride 
Z 

What are the facts? Nitrogen trifluoride has a dipole moment of only 0.24 D. It is 
not larger than the moment for ammonia, but rather is much smaller. 

How are we to account for this? We have forgotten the unshared pair of 
electrons. In NF3 (as in NH3) this pair occupies an sp3 orbital and must contribute 
a dipole moment in the direction opposite to that of the net moment of the N-F 
bonds (Fig. 1.17); these opposing moments are evidently of about the same size, 

p= 1.46 D 

I 
Ammonia Water Nitrogen 

trifluoride 

Figore 1.17 Dipole moments of some molecules. Contribution from un- 
I shared pairs. In NF,, the moment due to the unshared pair opposes the 

vector sum of the bond moments. 
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and the result is a small moment, in which direction we cannot say. In ammonia 
the observed moment is probably due chiefly to the unshared pair, augmented by 
the sum of the bond moments. In a similar way, unshared pairs of electrons must 
contribute to the dipole moment of water and, indeed, of any molecules in which 
they appear. 

Dipole moments can give valuable information about the structure of mole- 
cules. For example, any structure for carbon tetrachloride that would result in a 
polar molecule can be ruled out on the basis of dipole moment alone. The evidence 
of dipole moment thus supports the tetrahedral structure for carbon tetrachloride. 
(However, it does not prove this structure, since there are other conceivable 
structures that would also result in a non-polar molecule.) 
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The dipole moments of most compounds have never been measured. For these 
substances we must predict polarity from structure. From our knowledge of 
electronegativity, we can estimate the polarity of bonds; from our knowledge of 
bond angles, we can then estimate the polarity of molecules, taking into account 
any unshared pairs of electrons. 

1.17 Structure and physical properties 

We have just discussed one physical property of compounds : dipole moment. 
Other physical properties-like melting point, boiling point, or solubility in a 
particular solvent-are also of concern to us. The physical properties of a new 
compound give valuable clues about its structure. Conversely, the structure of a 
compound often tells us what physical properties to expect of it. 

In attempting to synthesize a new compound, for example, we must plan a 
series of reactions to convert a compound that we have into the compound that we 
want. In addition, we must work out a method of separating our product from all 
the other compounds making up the reaction mixture: unconsumed reactants, 
solvent, catalyst, by-products. Usually the isolation and purfication of a product 
take much more time and effort than theactual making of it. The feasibility of 
isolating the product by distillation depends upon its boiling point and the boiling 
points of the contaminants ; isolation by recrystallization depends upon its solubility 
in various solvents and the solubility of the contaminants. Success in the laboratory 
often depends upon making a good prediction of physical properties from structure. 
Organic compounds are real substances-not just collections of letters written on 
a piece of paper-and we must learn how to handle them. 
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We have seen that there are two extreme kinds of chemical bonds: ionic 
bonds, formed by the transfer of electrons, and covalent. bonds, formed by the 
sharing of electrons. The physical properties of a compound depend largely upon 
which kind of bonds hold its atoms together in the molecule. 

1.18 Melting point 

In a crystalline solid the particles acting as structural units-ions or mole- 
cules-are arranged in some very regular, symmetrical way; there is a geometric 
pattern repeated over and over within a crystal. 

Melting is the change from the highly ordered arrangement of particles in the 
crystalline lattice to the more random arrangement that characterizes a liquid (see 
Figs. 1.1 8 and 1.19). Melting occurs when a temperature is reached at which the 
thermal energy bf the particles is great enough to overcome the intracrystalline 
forces that hold them in position. 

An ionic compound forms crystals in which the structural units are ions. Solid 
sodium chloride, for example, is made up of positive sodium ions and negative 
chloride ions alternating in a very regular way. Surrounding each positive ion and 

Figure 1.18 ,-Melting of an ionic crystal. The units are ions. 

equidistant from it are six negative ions: one on each side of it, one above and one 
below, one in front and one in back. Each negative ion is surrounded in a similar 
way by six positive ions. There is nothing that we can properly call a molecule of 
sodium chloride. A particular sodium ion does not "belong" to any one chloride 
ion; it is equally attracted to six chloride ions. The crystal is an extremely strong, 
rigid structure, since the electrostatic forces holding each ion in position are 
powerful. These powerful interionic forces are overcome only at. a very high 
temperature; sodium chloride has a melting point of 801 "C. 

Crystals of other ionic compounds resemble crystals of sodium chloride in 
having an ionic lattice, although the exact geometric arrangement may be different. 
As a result, these other ionic compounds, too, have high melting points. Many 
molecules contain both ionic and covalent bonds. Potassium nitrate, KN03,  for 
example, is made up of K +  ions and NO3- ions; the oxygen and nitrogen atoms 
of the NO3- ion are held to each other by covalent bonds. The physical properties 
of compounds like these are largely determined by the ionic bonds; potassium 
nitrate has very much the same sort of physical properties as sodium chloride. 

A non-ionic compound, one whose atoms are held to each other entirely by 
covalent bonds, forms crystals in which the structural units are molecules. It is the 
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forces holding these molecules to each other that must be overcome for melting to 
occur. In general, these intermolecular forces are very weak compared with the 

Figure 1.19 Melting of' a non-ionic crystal. The units are molecules. 

forces holding ions to each other. To melt sodium chloride we must supply enough 
energy to break ionic bonds between Na+ and C1-. To melt methane, CH,, we 
do not need to supply enough energy to break covalent bonds between carbon and 
hydrogen; we need only supply enough energy to break CH, molecules away from 
each other. In contrast to sodium chloride, methane melts at - 183 "C. 

1.19.- Intermolecular forces 

What kinds of forces hold neutral molecules to each other? Like interionic 
forces, these forces seem to be electrostatic in nature, involving attraction of 
positive charge for negative charge. There are two kinds of intermolecular forces: 
dipole-dipole interactions and van der Wauls forces. 

Dipoldpole interaction is the attraction of the positive end of one polar 
molecule for the negative end of another polar molecule. In hydrogen chloride, for 
example, the relatively positive hydrogen of one molecule is attracted to the 
relatively negative chlorine of another: 

As a result of dipole-dipole interaction, polar molecules are generally held to each 
other more strongly than are non-polar molecules of comparable molecular weight; 
this difference in strength of intermolecular forces is reflected in the physical 
properties of the compounds concerned. 

An especially strong kind of dipoledipole attraction is hydrogen bonding, in 
which a hydrogen atom serves as a bridge between two electronegative atoms, holding 
one by a covalent bond and the other by purely electrostatic forces. When hydrogen is 
attached to a highly electronegative atom, the electron cloud is greatly distorted 
toward the electronegative atom, exposing the hydrogen nucleus. The strong 
positive charge of the thinly shielded hydrogen nucleus is strongly attracted by the 
negative charge of the electronegative atom of a second molecule. This attraction 
has a strength of about 5 kcal/mol, and is thus much weaker than the covalent 
bond-about 50-100 kcal/mol-that holds it to the first electronegative atom. It is 
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P 
much stronger, however, than other dipole4ipole attractions. Hydrogen bonding 
is generally indicated in formulas by a broken line : 

For hydrogen bonding to be important, both electronegative atoms must come from 
the group: F, 0, N .  Only hydrogen bonded to one of these three elements is positive 
enough, and only these three elements are negative enough, for the necessary 
attraction to exist. These three elements owe their special effectiveness to the 
concentrated negative charge on their small atoms. 

There must be forces between the molecules of a non-polar compound, since 
:ven such compounds can solidify. Such attractions are called van der Waals forces. 
The existence of these forces is accounted for by quantum mechanics. We can 
roughly visualize them arising in the following way. The average distribution of 
charge about, say, a methane molecule is symmetrical, so that there is no net dipole 
moment. However, the electrons move about, so that at any instant the distrib- 
ution will probably be distorted, and a small dipole will exist. This momen- 
tary dipole will affect the electron distribution in a second methane molecule 
nearby. The negative end of the dipole tends to repel electrons, and the positive 
end tends to attract electrons; the dipole thus induces an oppositely oriented dipole 
in the neighboring molecule : 

Although the momentary dipoles and induced dipoles are constantly changing, the 
net result is attraction between the two molecules. 

These van der Waals forces have a very short range; they act only between 
the portions of different molecules that are in close contact, that is, between the sur- 
faces of molecules. As we shall see, the relationship between the strength of van 
der Waals forces and the surface areas of molecules (Sec. 3.12) will help us to . 
understand the effect of molecular size and shape on physical properties. 

With respect to other atoms to which it is not bonded-whether in another molecule or 
in another part of the same molecule-very atom has an effective "size", called its van der 
Waals radius. As two non-bonded atoms are brought together the attraction between them 
steadily increases, and reaches a maximum when they are just "touching'-that is to say, 
when the distance between the nuclei is equal to the sum of the van der Waals radii. Now, 
if the atoms are forced still closer together, van der Waals attraction is very rapidly replaced 
by van der Waals repulsion. Thus, non-bonded atoms welcome each other's touch, but 
strongly resist crowding. 

We shall find both attractive and repulsive van der Waals forces important to our 
understanding of molecular structure. 

In Chapter 7, we shall discuss in detail all of these intermolecular forces- 
these kinds of secondary bonding. 
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1.20 Boiling 

Although the particles in a liquid are arranged less regularly and are freer to 
move about than in a crystal, each particle is attracted by a number of other 
particles. Boiling involves the breaking away from the liquid of individual mole- 
cules or pairs of oppositely charged ions (see Figs. 1.20 and 1.21). This occurs 
when a temperature is reached at which the thermal energy of the particles is 
great enough to overcome the cohesive forces that hold them in the liquid. 

Figure 1.20 Boiling of an ionic liquid. The units are ions and ion pairs. 

In the liquid state the unit of an ionic compound is again the ion. Each ion is 
still held strongly by a number of oppositely charged ions. Again there is nothing 
we could properly call a molecule. A great deal of energy is required for a pair of 
oppositely charged ions to break away from the liquid; boiling occurs only at a 
very high temperature. The boiling point of sodium chloride, for example, is 
141 3 "C. In the gaseousstate we have an ionpair, which can be considered a sodium 
chloride molecule. 

In the liquid state the unit of a non-ionic compound is again the molecule. 
The weak intermolecular forces here-dipole-dipole interactions and van der 

Figure 1.21 Boiling of a non-ionic liquid. The units are molecules. 

Waals forces-are more readily overcome than the strong interionic forces of ionic 
compounds, and boiling occurs at a very much lower temperature. Non-polar 
methane boils at - 161.5 "C, and even polar hydrogen chloride boils at only 
- 85 "C. 

Liquids whose molecules are held together by hydrogen bonds are called 
~cwciated liquids. Breaking these hydrogen bonds takes considerable energy, and 
(;. 3n associated liquid has a boiling point that is abnormally high for a compound 
7' 9 c  molecular weight and dipole moment. Hydrogen fluoride, for example, boils 
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100 degrees higher than the heavier, non-associated hydrogen chloride; water boils 
160ldegrees higher than hydrogen sulfide. 

'There are organic compounds, too, that contain hydrogen bonded to oxygen 
or nitrogen, and here, too, hydrogen bonding occurs. Let us take, for example, 
methane and replace one of its hydrogens with a hydroxyl group, --OH. The 
resulting compound, CH,OH, is methanol, the smallest member of the alcohol 
family. Structurally, it resembles not only methane. but also water: 

H H 
I i 

H-C-H H-0-H H-C-0-H 
I I 

H H 
Methane Water Methanol 

Like water, it is an associated liquid with a boiling point "abnormally" high for a 
compound of its size and polarity. 

The bigger the molecules, the stronger the van der Waals forces. Other things 
being equal-polarity, hydrogen bonding-boiling point rises with increasing 
molecular size. Boiling points of organic compounds range upward from that of 
tiny, non-polar methane, but we seldom encounter boiling points much above 
350 "C; at higher temperatures, covalent bohds within the molecules start to break, 
and decomposition competes with boiling. It is to lower the boiling point and thus 
minimize decomposition that distillation of organic compounds is often carried 
out under reduced pressure. 

. . 
W e m  1.8 Which of the following organic compounds would you predict to 
be associated liquids? Draw structures to show the hydrogen bonding you would expect. 
(a) CH30CH3; (b) CH3F; (c) CH3CI; (d) CH3NH,; (e) (CH3),NH; (f) (CH3),N. 

1.21 Solubility 

When a solid or liquid didsolves, the structural units-ions or molecules- 
become separated from each other, and the spaces in between become occupied 
by solvent molecules. In dissolution, as in melting and boiling, energy must be 
supplied to overcome the interionic or intermolecular forces. Where does the 
necessary energy come from? The energy required to break the bonds between 
solute particles is supplied by the formation of bonds between the solute particles 
and the solvent molecules: the old attractive forces are replaced by new ones. 

Now, what are these bonds that are formed between solute and solvent? Let 
us consider first the case of ionic solutes. 

A great deal of energy is necessary to overcome the powerful electrostatic 
forces holding together an ionic lattice. Only water or other highly polar solvents 
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are able to dissolve ionic compounds appreciably. What kinds of bonds are formed 
between ions and a polar solvent? By definition, a polar molecule has a positive 
end and a xlegative end. Consequently, there is electrostatic attraction between a 
positive ion and thenegative end of the solvent molecule, and between a negative 
ion and the positive end of the solvent molecule. These attractions are called ion- 
dipole bonds. Each ion-dipole borld is relatively weak, but in the aggregate they 
supply enough energy to overcome the interionic forces in the crystal. In solution 
each ion is surrounded by a cluster of solvent molecules, and is said to be solvated; 
if the solvent happens to be water, the ion is said to be hydrated. In solution, as in 
the solid and liquid states, the unit of a substance like sodium chloride is the ion, 
although in this case it is a solvated ion (see Fig. 1.22). 

Figure 1.22 Ion-dipole interactions: a solvated cation and anion. 

To dissolve ionic compounds asolvent must also have a high dielectric constant, 
thaf is, h b e  high insulating properties to lower the attraction between oppositely 
charged ions once they are solvated. 

Water owes its shperiority as a solvent for ionic substances not only to its 
polarity and its high dielectric constant but to another factor as well: it contains 
the -OH group and thus can form hydrogen bonds. Water solvates both cations 
and 'ixhions: cations, at its negative pole (its unshared electrons, essentially); 
anions, through hydrogen bonding. 

Now let us turn to the dissolution of non-ionic solutes. 
The solubility characteristics of non-ionic compounds are determined chiefly 

by their polarity. Non-polar or weakly polar compounds dissolve in non-polar or 
weakly polar solvents; highly polar compounds dissolve in highly polar solvents. 
"Like dissolves like" is an extremeiy useful rule of thumb. Methane dissolves in 
carbon tetrachloride because the forces holding methane molecules to each other 
and carbon tetrachloride molecules to each other-van der Waals interactions- 
are replaced by very similar forces holding methane molecules to carbon tetra- 
chloride molecules. 

Neither methane nor carbon tetrachloride is readily soluble in water. The 
highly polar water molecules are held to each other by very strong dipole-dipole 
interactions-hydrogen bonds; there could be only very weak attractive forces 
between water molecules on the one hand and the non-polar methane or carbon 
tetrachloride molecules on the other. 

In contrast, the highly polar organic compound methanol, CH,OH, is quite . 
soluble in water. Hydrogen bonds between water and methanol molecules can 
readily replace the very similar hydrogen bonds between different methanol 
molecules and different water molecules. 

An understanding of the nature of solutions is fundamental to an understan- 
ding of organic chemistry. Most organic reactions are camed out in solution and, 
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ir is W a g  increasingly clear, the solvent does much more than simply bring 
different molecules together so that they can react with each other. The solvent is 
iradFcd m the reactions that take place in it: just how much it is involved, and in 
what ways, is only now being realized. In Chapter 7, when we know a little more 
about organic reactions and how they take place, we shall return to this subject- 
which we have barely touched upon here-and examine in detail the role played 
by the solvent. 

1.22 Acids and bases 

Turning from physical to chemical properties, let us review briefly one familiar 
topic that is fundamental to the understanding of organic chemistry: acidity and 
basicity. 

The terms acid and base have been defined in a number of ways, each definition 
corresponding to a particular way of looking at the properties of acidity and 
basicity. We shall find it useful to look at acids and bases from two of these 
viewpoints; the one we select will depend upon the problem at hand. 

According to the Lowry-Brensted definition, an acid is a substance t b t  gives 
up a proton, and a base is a substance that accepts a proton. When sulfuric acid 
dissolves in water, the acid H2S04 gives up a proton (hydrogen nucleus) to the 
base H 2 0  to form the new acid H,O+ and the new base HS04-. When hydrogen 
chloride reacts with ammonia, the acid HCl gives up a proton to the base NH, to 
form the new acid NH4+ and the new base C1- 

H2S04 + H20 H30+ + HS04- 
Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker 

acid base acid 5ase 

HCI + NH3 S NH4+ + C1- 
Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker 

acid base acid base 

According to the Lowry-Brmsted definition, the strength of an acid depends 
upon its tendency to give up a proton, and the strength of a base depends upon its 
tendency to accept a proton. Sulfuric acid and hydrogen chloride are strong acids 
since they tend to give up a proton very readily; conversely, bisulfate ion, 
HS04-, and chloride ion must necessarily be weak bases since they have little 
tendency to hold on to protons. In each of the reactions just described, the 
equilibrium favors the formation of the weaker acid and the weaker base. 

If aqueous H2S04 is mixed with aqueous NaOH, the acid H,O+ (hydronium 
ion) gives up a proton to the base OH- to form the new acid H 2 0  and the new 
base H20. When aqueous NH,Cl is mixed with aqueous NaOH, the acid NH,' 

H 3 0 +  + OH- H20 + H20 
Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker 

acid base acid base 

NH4+ + OH- H20 + NH3 
Stron r Stronger Weaker Weaker 

a c i r  base acid base 
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(ammonium ion) gives up a proton to the base OH- to form the new acid H 2 0  and 
the new base NH3. In each case the strong base, hydroxide ion, has accepted a 
proton to form the weak acid H20. If we arrange these acids in the order shown, 
we must necessarily arrange the corresponding (conjugate) bases in the opposite 
order. 

Acid strength H2S04 > H,O+ > NH4+ > H,O 
HCI 

Base strength HS04- < H 2 0  < NH, < OH- c1- 
Like water, many organic compounds that contain oxygen can act as bases 

and accept protons; ethyl alcohol and diethyl ether, for example, form the oxonium 
ions I and 11. For convenience, we shall often refer to a structure like I as a 
protonated alcohol and a structure like I1 as a protonated ether. 

9 
CZH&H . . + HtS04 C2H50H . . + HS04-  

Ethyl alcohol H 
I 

An oxoniurn ion 
Protonated ethyl alcohol 

c3 
( c ~ H ~ ) ~ o :  + HCI + ( c ~ H ~ ) ~ o :  H + CI - 

Diethyl ether I 1 
An oxoniurn ion 

Protonated diethyl ether 

According to the Lewis definition, a base is a substance that can furnish an 
electron pair to form a covalent bond, and an acid is a substance that can take up an 
electron pair to form a covalent bond. Thus an acid is an electron-pair acceptor and a 
base is an electron-pair donor. This is the most fundamental of the acid-base 
concepts, and the most general; it includes all the other concepts. 

A proton is an acid because it is deficient in electrons, and needs an electron 
pair to complete its valence shell. Hydroxide ion, ammonia, and water are bases 
because they contain electron pairs available for sharing. In boron trifluoride, BF, , 
boron has only six electrons in its outer shell and hence tends to accept another 
pair to complete its octet. Boron trifluoride is an acid and combines with such 
bases as ammonia or diethyl ether. 

F 
I 97 a3 

F-B + :NH3 F-B:NH3 
I I 
F F 

Acid Base 

F 
I a3 81 .. 

F-B + : o ( c ~ H ~ ) ~  ?3 F-B:O(CZHS)Z 
I I 
F 6 

Acid Base 
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~luminhm chloride, AIC13, is ah acid, and for the same reason. In stannic chloride, 
SnCl,, tin has a complete octet, but can accept additional pairs of electrons (e.g., 
in SnCl,*-) and hence it is an acid, too. 

We write a formal negative charge on boron in these formulas because it has one more 
electron-half-interest in the pair shared with nitrogen or oxygen-than is balanced by the 
nuclear charge; correspondingly, nitrogen or oxygen is shown with a formal positive charge. 

We shall find the Lewis concept of acidity and basicity fundamental to our 
understanding of organic chemistry. To make it clear that we are talking about 
this kind of acid or base, we shall often use the expression Lewis acid (or Lewis 
base), or sometimes acid (or base) in the Lewis sense. 

Chemical. properties, like physical properties, depend upon molecular struc- 
ture. Just what features in a molecule's structure tell us what to expect about its 
acidity or basicity? We can try to answer this question in a general way now, 
although we shall return to it many times later. 

To be acidic in the Lowry-Brsnsted sense, a molecule must, of course, contain 
hydrogen. The degree of acidity is determined largely by the kind of atom that 
holds the ydrogen and, in particular, by that atom's ability to accommodate the 't. 
electron pair left bebind by the departing hydrogen ion. This ability to accommodate 
the elt#ctron pair seems to depend upon several factors, including (a) the atom's 
electronegativity, and (b) its size. Thus, within a given row of the Periodic Table, 
acidity increases as electronegativity increases: 

Acidity 
H-CH, < H-NH2 < H--OH < H-F 

H-SH < H-CI 

And within a given family, acidity increases as the size increases: 

Acidity 
.- H-F < H-CI < H-Br < H-I 

H--OH < H-SH < H-SeH 

Among organic compounds, we can expect appreciable Lowry-Brsnsted acidity 
from those containing 0-H, N-H, and S-H groups. 

To be acidic in the Lewis sense, a molecule must be electron-deficient; in 
oarticular, we would look for an atom bearing only a sextet of electrons. 

. . - ..- 
Problem 1.9 Predict the relative acidity of: (a) methyl alcohol (CH30H) and methyl-. 
amine (CH,NH,); (b) methyl alcohol (CH,OH) an ~ethioi (CH3SH); 
(c) H30t and N H4+. 

Nhich is tl . -.a- 
r acid of e; - - - - -  < 

ich pair: ( . -- -- 

d methar 

a) - .  H,Ot . .  c Problem 1.10 \ ~r H20; (b) NH,+ 
cx NH,; (c) H,S or ns ; (a) H,U or OH-.! (e) What relationship is there 1 
c h g e  and acidity? 

To be basic in either the Lowry-Brmsted or the Lewis sense, a molecule must 
tr+t an electron pair available for sharing. The availability of these unshared 
e'- is determined largely by the atom that holds them: its electronegativity, 
:rs srrt. its charge. The operation of these factors here is necessarily opposite to - k? w e  observed for acidity; the better an atom accommodates the electron pair, 
L!X Iea available the pair is for sharing. 
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nembers o . . . - - - - - 
ty: 
. -.- - - Problem 1.1 1 Arrange the r beach group in order of basici 

I 

(a)F-,OH-,NH2-,CH3-; (b)HF, H20,NH3; (c)Cl-,SH-; ( d )F - , c l ,w  , I - ;  
(e) OH-, SH-, SeH-. 

Problem 1.12 Predict the 
alcohol (CH30H), and methylamine (CH3NH2). 

Problem 1.13 Arrange the r 
(a) H30+, HZO, OH- ; (b) N 
there between charge and ba 

nembers o 
H,, NH2' 
sicity ? 

lf each gro 
- ; (c) HzS! 

methyl I 

up in orde 
, HS-, S2- 

Fluoride (1 

r of basicity : 
. . (d) What relations hip is 

1.23 Isomerism 

Before we start our systematic study of the different kinds of organic 
compounds, let us look at one further concept which illustrates especially well the 
fundamental importance of molecular structure : the concept of isomerism. 

The compound ethyl alcohol is a liquid boiling a/t 78 "C. Analysis (by the 
methods described later, Sec. 2.28) shows that it c o p i n s  carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen in the proportions 2C : 6H : 10. Measurement of its mass spectrum s h o w  
that it has a molecular weight of 46. The molecular formula of ethyl alcohol must 
therefore be C2H60. Ethyl alcohol is a quite reactive compound. For example, if a 
piece of sodium metal is dropped into a test tube containing ethyl alcohol, there is 
a vigorous bubbling and the sodium metal is consumed; hydrogen gas is evolved 
and there is left behind a compound of formula C2H,0Na. Ethyl alcohol reacts 
with hydriodic acid to form water and a compound of formula C2H,I. 

The compound dimethyl ether is a gas with a boiling point of - 24 "C. It is 
clearly a different substance from ethyl alcohol, differing not only in its physical 
properties but also in its chemical properties. It does not react at all with sodium 
metal. Like ethyl alcohol, it reacts with hydriodic acid, but it yields a compound of 
formula CHjI. Analysis of dimethyl ether sho& that it contains carbon, hydrogen, 
and oxygen in the same proportion as ethyl alcohol, 2C:6H: 10. It has the same 
molecular weight as ethyl alcohol, 46. We conclude that it has,the same molecular 
formula C2H60. 

Here we have two substances, ethyl allcohol and d i ~ e t h y l  ether, which have 
the same molecular formula, C2H60, and yet quite clearly are different compounds. 
How can we account for the existence of these two compounds? The answer is: 
they d i / f  in molecular structure4 Ethyl alcbhol has the structure =presented by I, 
and dimethyl ether the structure represented b t  11. As we shall see, the differences 
in physical and chemical properties of thesb two compounds can readily be 
accounted for on the basis of the difference in structure. 

I I 
H H 

I I 
H H 

I I I 
Ethyl alcoho! Dimethyljether 

Dijkrmt compounds that have the same molecular formula are called isomers 
(Greek: isos, equal; metos, part). They contain the same numbers of the same 
kinds of atoms, but the atoms are attached to one another in different ways. 
Isomers are different compounds because they have different moleculdr structures. 
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This difference in molecular structure gives rise to a difference in properties; 
it is the difference 41 propprties which tells us that we .are dealing with different 
compounds. In some case? the difference in structure-and hence the difference 
in properties-is so marked that the isomers are assigned to different chemical 
families, as, for example, ethyl alcohol and dimethyl ether. In other cases the 
difference in structure is so subtle that it can be described only in terms of three- 
dimensional models. Other kinds of isomerism fall between these two extremes. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Which of the following would you expect to be ionic, and which non-ionic? Give a 
simple electronic structure (Sec. 1.3) for each, showing only valence shell electrons. 

(a) MgCIz (c) ICl (e) KClO, (g) Bas04 
(b) CH2Cl2 (d) NaOCl (f) SiCl, (h) CH3NH2 

2. Give a likely simple electronic structure (Sec. 1.3) for each of the following, assuming 
them to be completely covalent. Assume that every atom (except hydrogen, of course) has a 
complete octet, and that two atoms may share more than one pair of electrons. 

(a) N2H4 (d) COCI, (g) co32" (3  CH20 
(b) H2S04 (e) HONO (h) C2H4 (k) CH202 
(c) HS0,- (f) NO2- (9 C2H2 (1) c3Hs 

3. What shape would you expect each of the following to have? 

(a) (CH3)3B (e) tha amide ion, NH2- 
(b) the methyl aniofi, CH3: - (f) dimethyl ether 
(c) the methyl cation, CH3+ .(g) the fluoroborate ion, BF,- 
( 4  HIS (h) (CH3)3N 

4. In many complex ions, e.g., CO(NH~),~+,  the bonds to the central atom can be 
pictured as utilizing six equivalent sp3d2 (ord2sp3) hybrid orbitals. On the basis of maximum 
separation of orbitals, what geometry would you expect these complexes to have? 

5. Indicate the direction of the dipole hnoment, ifany, th'at you would expect for each 
of the following: 

(a) HBr ( 4  CH2C12 (g) dimethyl ether 
(b) IC1 (e) CHCI, (h), (CH3)3N 
(c) 12 (f) CH30H (i) CF2C12 

About Working Problems 

Working problems is a necessary part of your work for two reasons: it will 
guide your study i d  the right direction, and, after you have studied a particular 
chapter, it will show whether or not you have reached your destination. 

You should work all the problems that you can; you should get help with the 
ones you cannot work yourself. The first problems in each set are easy, but provide 
the drill in drawing formulas, naming compounds, and using reactions that even 
the best student needs. The later problems in each set are the kind encountered by 
practicing chemists, a1:d test your ability to use what you have learned. 

You can check your answers to many of the problems in the answer section in 
the back of the book, and by use of the index. You will find more complete answers 
to all the problems, together with suggestions about how to approach each type of 
problem, in the-study Guide. 
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6. (a) Although HCl (1.27 A) is a longgr molecule than HF (0.92 A), it has a smaller 
dipole moment (1.03 debye compared to 1.75 debye). How do you account for this fact? 
(b) The dipole moment of CH3F is 1.847 debyq, and of CD3F, 1.858 debye. (D is 'H, 
deuterium.) Compared with the C-H bond, what is the direction of the C-D dipole? 

7. What do the differences in properties between lithium acetylacetonate (m.p. very 
high, insoluble in chloroform) and beryllium atetylacetonate (m.p. 108 OC, b.p. 270 OC, 
soluble in chloroform) suggest about their structures? 

8. n-Butyl alcohol (b.p. 118 OC) has a much higher boiling point than its isomer diethyl 
ether (b.p. 35 "C), yet both compounds show the same solubility (8 g per 100 g) in water. 

H H H H  H H  H H  
I I  I L  

H-C-C-C- -0-H 
I  I  I  I 

H-C-C-0-C-C-H 
I I I I  

H H H H  
I  I I  I  

H H  H H  
n-Butyl alcohol Diethyl ether 

How do you account for these facts? 

9. Rewrite the following equations to show the Lowry-Brmsted acids and bases 
actually involved. Label each as stronger or weaker, as in Sec. 1.22. 

(a) HCl(aq) + NaHC03(aq) t- H2C03 + NaCl 
(b) NaOH(aq) + NaHC03(aq) c- NazC03 + HzO 
( 4  NH3(aq) + HN03(aq) t- NH4N03(aq) 
(d) NaCN(aq) .-f HCN(aq) + NaOH(aq) 
(e) NaH + H 2 0  - Hz + NaOH 
(f) CaC2 + HzO - Ca(OH)2 + C2Hz 

Calcium Acetylene 
carbide 

10. What is the Lowry-Brmsted acid in (a) HCl dissolved in water; (b) HCI (un- 
ionized) dissolved in benzene? (c) Which solution is the more strongly acidic? 

11. Account for the fact that nearly every organic compound containing oxygen 
dissolves in cold concentrated sulfuric acid to yield a solution from which the compound 
can be recovered by dilution with water. 

12. How might you account for the following orders of acidity? Be as specific as you 
can. 

HC104 > HC102 > HC10 a'nd H2SO4 > H2S03 

13. For each of the following molecular formulas, draw structures like those in Sec. 
1.23 (a line for each shared pair, of electrons) for all the isomers you can think of. Assume 
that every atom (except hydrogen) has a complete octet, and that two atoms may share more 
than one pair of electrons. 

(a) C2H7N c4Hl0 (e) C3H8O 
@I C3H8 ( 4  C3H7C1 (f) C2H40 

14. In ordinary distillation, a liquid is placed in a flask and heated, at ordinary or 
reduced pressure, until distillation is complete. In the modification calledjlash distillation, 
the liquid is dripped into a heated flask at the same rate that it distills out, so that there is 
little liquid in the flask at any time. What advantage might flash distillation have, and under 
what conditions might you use it? 



Chapter
Methane

Energy of Activation.

Transition State

2.1 Hydrocarbons

Certain organic compounds contain only two elements, hydrogen and carbon,

and hence are known as hydrocarbons. On the basis of structure, hydrocarbons
are divided into two main classes, aliphatic and aromatic. Aliphatic hydrocarbons
are further divided into families: alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, and their cyclic ana-

logs (cycloalkanes, etc.). We shall take up these families in the order given.

Hydrocarbons

Aliphatic Aromatic

Alkanes Alkenes Alkynes Cyclic

aliphatic

The simplest member of the alkane family and, indeed, one of the simplest of

all organic compounds is methane, CH4 . We shall sUidy this single compound at

some length, since most of what we learn about it can be carried over with minor

modifications to any alkane.

2.2 Structure of methane

As we discussed in the previous chapter (Sec. 1.11), each of the four hydrogen
atoms is bonded to the carbon atom by a covalent bond, that is, by the sharing of a

pair of electrons. When carbon is bonded to four other atoms, its bonding orbitals

(sp* orbitals, formed by the mixing of one s and three/? orbitals) are directed to the

corners of a tetrahedron (Fig. 2. la). This tetrahedral arrangement is the one that

permits the orbitals to be as far apart as possible. For each of these orbitals to

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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2.2 structure of methane 

As we discussed in the previous chapter (Sec. 1.1 l), each of the four hydrogen 
atoms is bonded to the carbon atom by a covalent bond, that is, by the sharing of 
a pair of electrons. When carbon is bonded to four other atoms, its bonding orbitals 
(sp3 orbitals, formed by the mixing of ones and threep orbitals) are directed to the 
comers of a tetrahedron (Fig. 2. la). This tetrahedral arrangement is the one that 
permits the orbitals to be as far apart as possible. For each of these orbitals to 
overlap most effectively the spherical s orbital of a hydrogen atom, and thus to 
form the strongest bond, each hydrogen nucleus must be located at a comer of this 
tetrahedron (Fig. 2. lb). 

Figure 2.1 Methane molecule. (a) Tetrahedral sp3 orbitals. (b) Predicted 
shape: H nuclei located for maximum overlap. (c) Shape and size. 

The tetrahedral structure of methane has been verified by electron diffraction 
(Fig. 2. lc), which shows beyond question the arrangement of atoms in such simple 
molecules. Later on, we shall examine some of the evidence that led chemists to 
accept this tetrahedral structure long before quantum mechanics or electron 
diffraction was known. 

We shall ordinarily write methane with a dash to represent each pair of 
electrons shared by carbon and hydrogen (I). To focus our attention on individual 
electrons, we may sometimes indicate a pair of electrons by a pair of dots (11). 
Finally, when we wish to represent the actual shape of the molecule, we shall use 
a simple three-dimensional formula like I11 or IV. 

H y H 
I H I 

H-C-H H:C:H H-c- H ..C.~ 

In three-dimensional formulas of this kind, a solid wedge represents a bond 
coming toward us out of the plane of the paper; a broken wedge, a bond going 
away from us behind the plane of the paper; and an ordinary line, a bond lying in 
the plane of the paper. Thus formulas I11 and IV represent methane as in Fig. 2.22 
and Fig. 2.26, respectively. 
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overlap most effectively the spherical s orbital of a hydrogen atom, and thus to form
the strongest bond, each hydrogen nucleus must be located at a corner of this

tetrahedron (Fig.- 2. 1 b).

(c)

Figure 2.1. Methane molecule, (a) Tetrahedral sp* orbitals. (b) Predicted

shape: H nuclei located for maximum overlap, (c) Shape and size.

The tetrahedral structure of methane has been verified by electron diffraction

(Fig. 2.1c), which shows beyond question the arrangement of atoms in such simple
molecules. Later on, we shall examine some of the evidence that led chemists to

accept this tetrahedral structure long before quantum mechanics or electron

diffraction was known.

We shall ordinarily write methane with a dash to represent each pair of elec-

trons shared by carbon and hydrogen (I). To focus our attention on individual

electrons, we may sometimes indicate a pair of electrons by a pair of dots (II).

Finally, when we wish to consider the actual shape of the molecule, we shall use a

simple three-dimensional picture (HI).

H-C H

H

H
H:C:H
H

H

23 Physical properties

As we discussed in the previous chapter (Sec. 1.18), the unit of such a non-ionic

compound, whether solid, liquid, or gas, is the molecule. Because the methane

molecule is highly symmetrical, the polarities of the individual carbon-hydrogen
bonds cancel out; as a result, the molecule itself is non-polar.

Attraction between such non-polar molecules is limited to van der Waals

forces; for such small molecules, these attractive forces must be tiny compared
with the enormous forces between, say, sodium and chloride ions. It is not sur-

prising, then, that these attractive forces are easily overcome by thermal energy,

so that melting and boiling occur at very low temperatures: m.p -183, b.p.
- 101.5. (Compare these values with the corresponding ones for sodium chloride:

m.p. 801. b.p. 1413.) As a consequence, methane is a gas at ordinary tempera-

tures.
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Methane is colorless and, when liquefied, is less dense than water (sp.gr. 0.4).

In agreement with the rule of thumb that "litfe dissolves like," it is only slightly

soluble in water, but very soluble in organic liquids such as gasoline, ether, and

alcohol. In its physical properties methane sets the pattern for the other members

of the alkane family.

2.4 Source

Methane is an end product of the anaerobic ("without air") decay of plants,

that is, of the breakdown of certain very complicated molecules. *As such, it is the

major constituent (up to 97 ) of natural gas. It is the dangerousy/m/ow/? of the

coal mine, and can be seen as marsh gas bubbling to the surface of swamps.
If methane is wanted in very pure form, it can be separated from the other

constituents of natural gas (mostly other alkanes) by fractional distillation. Most

of it, of course, is consumed as fuel without purification.

According to one theory, the origins of life go back to a primitive earth

surrounded by an atmosphere of methane, water, ammonia, and hydrogen.

Energy radiation from the sun, lightning discharges- -broke these simple mole-

cules into reactive fragments (free radicals, Sec. 2.12); these combined to form

larger molecules which eventually yielded the enormously complicated organic

compounds that make up living organisms. (Recent detection of organic mole-

cules in space has even led to the speculation that "organic seeds for life could

have existed in interstellar clouds/')

Evidence that this could have happened was found in 1953 by the Nobel Prize

winner Harold C. Urey and his student Stanley Miller at the University of Chicago.

They showed that an electric discharge converts a mixture of methane, water,

animonia, and hydrogen into a large number of organic compounds, including

amino acids, the building blocks from which proteins, the "stuff of life*' (Chap. 36),

are made. (It is perhaps appropriate that we begin this study of organic chemistry

with methane and its conversion .into free radicals.)

The methane generated in the final decay of a once-living organism may well

be the very substance from which in the final analysis the organism was derived.

**. . . eartlf to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust. . . ."

2.5 Reactions

In its chemical properties as in its physical properties, methane sets the pat-

tern for the alkane family (Sec. 3.18). Typically, it reacts only with highly reactive

substances or under very vigorous conditions, which, as we shall see, amounts to

the same thing. At this point we shall take up only its oxidation: by oxygen, by

halogens, and even by water.

2.6 Oxidation. Heat of combustion

Combustion to carbon dioxide and water is characteristic of organic com-

pounds; under special conditions it is used to determine their content of carbon

and hydrogen (Sec. 2.26).

Combustion of methane is the principal reaction taking place during the
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REACTIONS OF METHANE

1. Oxidation

CH4 + 2O2 -5^> CO2 + 2H2O + heat (213 kcal/mole) Combustion

2HC-CH + 2CO + 10H 2 Discussed in Sec. 8.5.

Acetylene

CO + 3H 2

2. Halogenation

HX HX HX HX

CH 4 -^-> CH 3X ^> CH2X2 ^ CHX 3
-^-> CX4 light required

Reactivity of X2 F2 > C1 2 > Br2 (> I 2)

Unreactive

burning of natural gas. It is hardly necessary to emphasize its importance in the

areas where natural gas is available; the important product is not carbon dioxide or

water but heat.

Burning of hydrocarbons takes place only at high temperatures, as provided,

for example, by a flame or a spark. Once started, however, the reaction gives off

heat which is often sufficient to maintain the high temperature and to permit

burning to continue. The quantity of heal evolved when one mole of a hydrocarbon

is burned to carbon dioxide and water is called (he heat of combustion; for methane

its value is 213 kcal.

Through controlled partial oxidation of methane and the high-temperature

catalytic reaction with water, methane is an increasingly important source of

products other than heat: of hydrogen, used in the manufacture of ammonia;
of mixtures of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, used in the manufacture of

methanolznd other alcohols; and of acetylene (Sec. 8.5), itself the starting point of

large-scale production of many organic compounds.
Oxidation by halogens is of particular interest to us partly because we know

more about it than the other reactions of methane and, in one way or another, is

the topic of discussion throughout the remainder of this chapter.

2.7 Chlorination: a substitution reaction

Under the influence of ultraviolet light or at a temperature of 250-400 a

mixture of the two gases, methane and chlorine, reacts vigorously to yield hydrogen
chloride and a compound of formula CH 3C1. We say that methane has undergone

chlorination, and we call the product, CH 3C1, chloromethane or methyl chloride

(CH3
=

methyl).

Chlorination is a typical example of a broad class of organic reactions known
as substitution. A chlorine atom has been substituted for a hydrogen atom of
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methane, and the hydrogen atom thus replaced is found combined with a second

atom of chlorine.

H H
Ii8htorheat

> H--C-C1 + H-C1
Ji Chlorine A Hydrogenw M

chloride

Methane Methyl chloride

(Chloromethane)

The methyl chloride can itself undergo further substitution to form more

hydrogen chloride and CH2C12 , dichloromethane or methylene chloride (CH2
=

methylene).

H H
1

H C Cl + H Cl
I I

H H
Methylene chloride

(Dichloromethane)

In a similar way, chlorination may continue to yield CHCIa , trichloromethane

or chloroform, and CC14 , tetrachloromethane or carbon tetrachloride. These last

two compounds are already familiar to us, chloroform as an anesthetic, and carbon

tetrachloride as a non-flammable cleaning agent and the fluid in certain fire

extinguishers.

HC1
+

CH4 ^L> CH3C1

Methane Methyl
chloride

2.8 Control of chlorination

Chlorination of methane may yield any one of four organic products, depend-

ing upon the stage to which the reaction is carried. Can we control this reaction

so that methyl chloride is the principal organic product? That is, can we limit

the reaction to the first stage, wowochlorination ?

We might at first expect naively, as it turns out to accomplish this by pro-

viding only one mole of chlorine for each mole of methane. But let us see what

happens if we do so. At the beginning of the reaction there is only methane for

the chlorine to react with, and consequently only the first stage of chlorination

takes place. This reaction, however, yields methyl chloride, so that as the reaction

proceeds methane disappears and methyl chloride takes its place.

As the proportion of methyl chloride grows, it competes with the methane for

the available chlorine. By the time the concentration of methyl chloride exceeds

that of methane, chlorine is more likely to attack methyl chloride than methane, and

the second stage of chlorination becomes more important than the first. A large

amount of methylene chloride is formed, which in a similar way is chlorinated to

chloroform and this, in turn, is chlorinated to carbon tetrachloride. When we

finally work up the reaction product, we find that it is a mixture of all four

chlorinated methanes together with some unreacted methane.
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The reaction may, however, be limited almost entirely to monochlorination if

we use a large excess of methane. In this case, even at the very end of the reaction

unreacted methane greatly exceeds methyl chloride. Chlorine is more likely to

attack methane than methyl chloride, and thus the first stage of chlorination is the

principal reaction.

Because of the great difference in their boiling points, it is easy to separate the

excess methane (b.p. -161.5) from the methyl chloride (b.p. -24) so that the

methane can be mixed with more chlorine and put through the process again.

While there is a low conversion of methane into methyl chloride in each cycle, the

yield of methyl chloride based on the chlorine consumed is quite high.

The use of a large excess of one reactant is a common device of the organic

chemist when he wishes to limit reaction to only one of a number of reactive sites

in the molecule of that reactant.

2.9 Reaction with other halogens: halogenation

Methane reacts with bromine, again at high temperatures or under the

influence of ultraviolet light, to yield the corresponding bromomethanes: methyl

bromide, methylene bromide, bromoform, and carbon tetrabromide.

HBr
+

CH4 -"^ CH 3Br

Methane Methyl
bromide

Bromination takes place somewhat less readily than chlorination.

Methane does not react with iodine at all. With fluorine it reacts so vigor-

ously that, even in the dark and at room temperature, the reaction must be care-

fully controlled : the reactants, diluted with an inert gas, are mixed at low pressure.

We can, therefore, arrange the halogens in order of reactivity.

Reactivity of halogens F2 > C12 > Br2O I2)

This same order of reactivity holds for the reaction of the halogens with other

alkanes and, indeed, with most other organic compounds. The spread of reac-

tivities is so great that only chlorination and bromination proceed at such rates as

to be generally useful.

2.10 Relative reactivity

Throughout our study of organic chemistry, we shall constantly be interested

in relative reactivities. We shall compare the reactivities of various reagents toward

the same organic compound, the reactivities of different organic compounds to-

ward the same reagent, and even the reactivities of different sites in an organic
molecule toward the same reagent.

It should be understood that when we compare reactivities we compare rates

of reaction. When we say that chlorine is more reactive than bromine toward

methane, we mean that under the same conditions (same concentration, same

temperature, etc.) chlorine reacts with methane faster than does bromine. From
another point of view, we mean that the bromine reaction must be carried out under
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more vigorous conditions (higher concentration or higher temperature) if it is to

take place as fast as the chlorine reaction. When we say that methane and iodine

do not react at all, we mean that the reaction is too slow to be significant.

We shall want to know not only what these relative reactivities are, but also,

whenever possible, how to account for them. To see what factors cause one

reaction to be faster than another, we shall take up in more detail this matter of the

different reactivities of the halogens toward methane. Before we can do this,

however, we must understand a little more about the reaction itself.

2.11 Reaction mechanisms

It is important for us to know not only what happens in a chemical reaction

but also how it happens, that is, to know not only the facts but also the theory.

For example, we know that methane and chlorine under the influence of heat

or light form methyl chloride and hydrogen chloride. Just how is a molecule of

methane converted into a molecule of methyl chloride? Does this transformation

involve more than one step, and. if so, what are these steps? Just what is the func-

tion of heat or light ?

The answer to questions like these, that is, the detailed, step-by-step description

ofa chemical reaction, is called a mechanism. It is only a hypothesis; it is advanced

to account for the facts. As more facts are discovered, the mechanism must also

account for them, or else be modified so that it does account for them; it may even

be necessary to discard a mechanism and to propose a new one.

It would be difficult to say that a mechanism had ever been proved. If, how-

ever, a mechanism accounts satisfactorily for a wide variety of facts; if we make

predictions based upon this mechanism and find these predictions borne out; if the

mechanism is consistent with mechanisms for other, related reactions; then the

mechanism is said to be well established, and it becomes part of the theory of

organic chemistry.

Why are we interested in the mechanisms of reactions? As an important part

of the theory of organic chemistry, they help make up the framework on which

we hang the facts we learn. An understanding of mechanisms will help us to see a

pattern in the complicated and confusing multitude of organic reactions. We shall

find that many apparently unrelated reactions proceed by the same or similar

mechanisms, so that most of what we have already learned about one reaction may
be applied directly to many new ones.

By knowing how a reaction takes place, we can make changes in the experi-

mental conditions not by trial and error, but logically that will improve the

yield of the product we want, or that will even alter the course of the reaction

completely and give us an entirely different product. As our understanding of

reactions grows* so does our power to control them.

2.12 Mechanism of chlorination. Free radicals

It will be worthwhile to examine the mechanism of chlorination of methane

in some detail. The same mechanism holds for bromination as well as chlorina-

tion, and for other alkanes as well as methane; it even holds for many compqunds
which, while not alkanes, contain alkane-like portions in their molecules. Closely
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related mechanisms are involved in oxidation (combustion) and other reactions of

alkanes. More important, this mechanism illustrates certain general principles

that can be carried over to a wide range of chemical reactions. Finally, by studying

the evidence that supports the mechanism, we can learn something of how a chemist

finds out what goes on during a chemical reaction.

Among the facts that must be accounted for are these: (a) Methane and

chlorine do not react in thr dark at room temperature, (b) Reaction takes place

readily, however, in the dark at temperatures over 250, or (c) under the influence

of ultraviolet light at room temperature, (d) When the reaction is induced by light,

many (several thousand) molecules of methyl chloride are obtained for each

photon of light that is absorbed by the system, (e) The presence of a small amount

of oxygen slows down the reaction for a period of time, after which the reaction

proceeds normally; the length of this period depends upon how much oxygen is

present.

The mechanism that accounts for these facts most satisfactorily, and hence is

generally accepted, is shown in the following equation :

(1) C12
heatorlight

> 2C1-

(2) Cl- + CH 4 > HC1 + CH 3
-

(3) CH 3
- + C12 > CH 3C1 + Ci-

then (2), (3), (2), (3), etc.

The first step is the breaking of a chlorine molecule into two chlorine atoms.

Like the breaking of any bond, this requires energy, the bond dissociation energy,

and in Table 1.2 (p. 21) we find that in this case the value is 58 kcal/mole. The

energy is supplied as either heat or light.

energy + :CI:C1: > :C1- + -Cl:

The chlorine molecule undergoes homolysis (Sec. 1.14): that is, cleavage of

the chlorine-chlorine bond takes place in a symmetrical way, so that each atom
retains one electron of the pair that formed the covalent bond. This odd electron

is not paired as are all the other electrons of the chlorine atom; that is, it does not

have a partner of opposite spin (Sec. 1.6). An atom or group ofatoms possessing an

odd (unpaired) electron is called a free radical. In writing the symbol for a free

radical, we generally include a dot to represent the odd electron just as we include

a plus or minus sign in the symbol of an ion.

Once formed, what is a chlorine atom most likely to do? Like most free

radicals, it is extremely reactive because of its tendency to gain an additional electron

and thus have a complete octet; from another point of view, energy was supplied
to each chlorine atom during the cleavage of the chlorine molecule, and this

energy-rich particle tends strongly to lose energy by the formation ofa new chemical

bond.

To form a new chemical bond, that is, to react, the chlorine atom must collide

with some other molecule or atom. What is it most likely to collide with? Ob-

viously, it is most likely to collide with the particles that are present in the" highest

concentration: chlorine molecules and methane molecules. Collision with another
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chlorine atom is quite unlikely simply because there are very few of these reactive,

short-lived particles around at any time. Of the likely collisions, that with a

chlorine molecule causes no net change; reaction may occur, but it can result

only in the exchange of one chlorine atom for another:

: Cl- + : Cl . Cl : > : Cl : Cl : + : Cl- Collision probable but not productive

Collision of a chlorine atom with a methane molecule is both probable and

productive. The chlorine atom abstracts a hydrogen atom, with one electron, to

form a molecule of hydrogen chloride :

H H
H :C : H + Cl : > H : Cl : + H : C - Collision probable and productive

H H
Methane Methyl radical

Now the methyl group is left with an odd, unpaired electron; the carbon atom has

only seven electrons in its valence shell. One free radical, the chlorine atom, has

been consumed, and a new one, the methyl radical, CH 3 -, has been formed in its

place. This is step (2) in the mechanism.

Now, what is this methyl radical most likely to do? Like the chlorine atom,

it is extremely reactive, and for the same reason: the tendency to complete its octet,

to lose energy by forming a new bond. Again, collisions with chlorine molecules

or methane molecules are the probable ones, not collisions with the relatively

scarce chlorine atoms or methyl radicals. But collision with a methane molecule

could at most result only in the exchange of one methyl radical for another:

H H H H
H : C : H + C : H > H : C

J

-f H : C : H Collision probable but not productive

H H H H

The collision of a methyl radical with a chlorine molecule is, then, the impor-
tant one. The methyl radical abstracts a chlorine atom, with one of the bonding

electrons, to form a molecule of methyl chloride:

H H
H :C - -f : Cl : Cl : > H :C : Cl : + : Cl Collision probable and productive

H H
Methyl Methyl chloride

radical

The other product is a chlorine atom. This is step (3) in the mechanism.

Here again the consumption of one reactive particle has been accompanied by

the formation of another. The new chlorine atom attacks methane to form a

methyl radical, which attacks a chlorine molecule to form a chlorine atom, and so

the sequence is repeated over and over. Each step produces not only a new reactive

particle but also a molecule of product: methyl chloride or hydrogen chloride.

This process cannot, however, go on forever. As we saw earlier, union of two
r^^rt \\*,aA folotlyglv crarrf* nartirh*c is not Itkelv ! but CVerV SO often it dOCS happen
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and when it does, this particular sequence of reactions stops. Reactive particles

are consumed but not generated.

:C1- + -Cl: > :C1:C1:

CH 3
- + -CH 3 > CH3 :CH 3

CH 3
- + -Cl: > CH3 :CJ:

It is clear, then, how the mechanism accounts for facts (a), (b), (c), and (d)

on page 47 : either light or heat is required to cleave the chlorine molecule and form

the initial chlorine atoms; once formed, each atom may eventually bring about the

formation of many molecules of methyl chloride.

2.13 Chain reactions

The chlorination of methane is an example of a chain reaction, a reaction that

involves a series of steps, each of which generates a reactive substance that brings

about the next step. While chain reactions may vary widely in their details, they all

have certain fundamental characteristics in common.

(1) C12
heatorli8ht

> 2C1 Chain-initiating step

(2) Cl- + CH 4 HC1 + CH 3
-

1
> Chain-propagating steps

(3) CHr + C1 2 > CH3C1 + Cl- J

then (2), (3), (2), (3), etc., until finally:

(4) Cl- + -Cl > C1 2

or

(5) CH3
- + -CH 3 > CH 3CH 3

}>
Chain-terminating steps

or

(6) CH 3 + -CI > CH 3C1

First in the chain of reactions is a chain-initiating step, in which energy is

absorbed and a reactive particle generated; in the present reaction it is the cleavage

of chlorine into atoms (step 1).

There are one or more chain-propagating steps, each of which consumes a

reactive particle and generates another; here they are the reaction of chlorine atoms

with methane (step 2), and of methyl radicals with chlorine (step 3).

Finally, there are chain-terminating steps, in which reactive particles are con-

sumed but not generated; in the chlorination of methane these would involve the

union of two of the reactive particles, or the capture of one of them by the walls

of the reaction vessel.

Under one set of conditions, about 10,000 molecules of methyl chloride are

formed for every quantum (photon) of light absorbed. Each photon cleaves one

chlorine molecule to form two chlorine atoms, each of which starts a chain. On
the average, each chain consists of 5000 repetitions of the chain-propagating cycle

before it is finally stopped.

2.14 Inhibitors

Finally. h^w ^^ the mechanism of chlorination account for fact (e), that a
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small amount of oxygen slows down the reaction for a period of time, which de-

pends upon the amount of oxygen, after which the reaction proceeds normally?

Oxygen is believed to react with a methyl radical to form a new free radical:

CH 3
- + 2 > CH 3-O-0-

The CH 3OO- radical is much less reactive than the CH 3
- radical, and can do little

to continue the chain. By combining with a methyl radical, one oxygen molecule

breaks a chain, and thus prevents the formation of thousands of molecules of

methyl chloride; this, of course, slows down the reaction tremendously. After all

the oxygen molecules present have combined with methyl radicals* the reaction is

free to proceed at its normal rate.

A substance that slows down or stops a reaction even though present in small

amount is called an inhibitor. The period of time during which inhibition lasts, and

after which the reaction proceeds normally, is called the inhibition period. Inhibition

by a relatively small amount of an added material is quite characteristic of chain

reactions of any type, and is often one of the clues that first leads us to suspect that

we are dealing with a chain reaction. It is hard to see how else a few molecules

could prevent the reaction of so many. (We shall frequently encounter the use of

oxygen to inhibit free-radical reactions.)

2.15 Heat of reaction

In our consideration of the chlorination of methane, we have so far been con-

cerned chiefly with the particles involved molecules and atoms- and the changes
that they undergo. As with any reaction, however, it is important to consider also

the energy changes involved, since these changes determine to a large extent how
fast the reaction will go, and, in fact, whether it will take place at all.

By using the values of bond dissociation energies given in Table 1.2 (p. 21),

we can calculate the energy changes that take place in a great number of reactions.

In the conversion of methane into methyl chloride, two bonds are broken, CH 3 -H
and CI Cl, consuming 104 f 58, or a total of 162 kcal/mole. At the same time

two new bonds are formed, CH 3
- Cl and H Cl, liberating 84 f 103, or a total

of 187 kcal/mole. The result is the liberation of 25 kcal of heat for every mole of

CH 3-H + Cl -CI > CH 3-C! + H-C1

104 58 84 103.
162 187 A// = -25 kcal

methane that is converted into methyl chloride; this is, then, an exothermic reac-

tion. (This calculation, we note, does not depend on our knowing the mechanism
of the reaction.)

When heat is liberated, the heat content (enthalpy), //, of the molecules them-

selves must decrease; the change in heat content, A//, is therefore given a negative*

sign. (In the case of an endothermic reaction, where heat is absorbed, the increase

in heat content of the molecules is indicated by a positive A//.)

Problem 2.1 Calculate A// for the corresponding reaction of methane with:

(a) bromine, (b) iodine, (c) fluorine.
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The value of -25 kcal that we have just calculated is the netkH for the overall

reaction. A more useful picture of the reaction is given by the A//'s of the indi-

vidual steps. These are calculated below:

(1) C1-C1 * 2C\> Atf=+58kcal
(58)

(2) Cl- + CH3 H > CH3
- + H Cl A# = +1

(104) (103)

(3) CH 3
- + C1-C1 > CH 3-C1 + Cl- A// = -26

(58) (84)

It is clear why this reaction, even though exothermic, occurs only at a high tempera-

ture (in the absence of light). The chain-initiating step, without which reaction

cannot occur, is highly endothermic, and takes place (at a significant rate) only at a

high temperature. Once the chlorine atoms are formed, the two exothermic chain-

propagating steps occur readily many times before the chain is broken. The

difficult cleavage of chlorine is the barrier that must be surmounted before the

subsequent easy steps can be taken.

Problem 2.2 Calculate A/7 for the corresponding steps in the reaction of meth-
ane with: (a) bromine, (b) iodine, (c) fluorine.

We have assumed so far that exothermic reactions proceed readily, that is, are

reasonably fast at ordinary temperatures, whereas endothermic reactions proceed

with difficulty, that is, are slow except at very high temperatures. This assumed

relationship between A// and rate of reaction is a useful rule of thumb when other

information is not available; it is not, however, a necessary relationship, and there

are many exceptions to the rule. We shall go on, then, to a discussion of another

energy quantity, the energy of activation* which is related in a more exact way to

rate of reaction.

2.16 Energy of activation

To see what actually happens during a chemical reaction, let us look more

closely at a specific example, the attack of chlorine atoms on methane:

Cl- -I- CH3 H > H Cl 4- CH 3
- \H = + 1 kcal E^ 4 kcal

(104) (103)

This reaction is comparatively simple: it occurs in the gas phase, and is thus not

complicated by the presence of a solvent; it involves the interaction ofa single atom

and the simplest of organic molecules. Yet from it we can learn certain principles

that apply to any reaction.

Just what must happen if this reaction is to occur? First of all, a chlorine

atom and a methane molecule must collide. Since chemical forces are of extremely
short range, a hydrogen-chlorine bond can form only when the atoms are in close

contact.

Next, to be effective, the collision must provide a certain minimum amount of

energy. Formation of the H Cl bond liberates 103 kcal/mole; breaking the
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CHj H bond requires 104 kcal/mole. We might have expected that only 1 kcal/

mole additional energy would be needed for reaction to occur; however, this is

not so. Bond-breaking and bond-making evidently are not perfectly synchronized,

and the energy liberated by the one process is not completely available for the

other. Experiment has shown that if reaction is to occur, an additional 4 kcal/mole
of energy must be supplied.

The minimum amount ofenergy that must be provided by a collision for reaction

to occur is called the energy of activation,
"

acl . Its source is the kinetic energy of

the moving particles. Most collisions provide less than this minimum quantity

and are fruitless, the original particles simply bouncing apart. Only solid collisions

between particles one or both of which are moving unusually fast are energetic

enough to bring about reaction. In the present example, at 275, only about one

collision in 40 is sufficiently energetic.

Finally, in addition to being sufficiently energetic, the collisions must occur

when the particles are properly oriented. At the instant of collision, the methane

molecule must be turned in such a way as to present a hydrogen atom to the full

force of the impact. In the present example, only about one collision in eight is

properly oriented.

In genera], then, a chemical reaction requires collisions of sufficient energy

(act) and ofproper orientation. There is an energy of activation for nearly every

reaction where bonds are broken, even for exothermic reactions, in which bond-

making liberates more energy than is consumed by bond-breaking.

The attack of bromine atoms on methane is more highly endothermic, with

a A// of +16 kcal.

'*
Br- + CH 3 H > H Br + CH 3

- A/f = +16 kcaJ Eact
= 18 kcal

*<
(104) (88)

Rr liking the CH 3 H bond, as before, requires 104 kcal/mole, of which only 88

kcal is provided by formation of the H Br bond. It is evident that, even if this

88 kcal were completely available for bond-breaking, at least an additional 16

kcal/mole would have to be supplied by the collision. In other words, the act

of an endothermic reaction must be at least as large as the A//. As is generally

true, the &ct of the present reaction (18 kcal) is actually somewhat larger than

the A//.

2.17 Progress of reaction: energy changes

These energy relationships can be seen more clearly in diagrams like Figs. 2.2

and 2.3. Progress of reaction is represented by horizontal movement from reac-

tants on the left to products on the right. Potential energy (that is, all energy except

kinetic) at any stage of reaction is indicated by the height of the curve.

Let us follow the course of reaction in Fig. 2.2. We start in a potential energy

valley with a methane molecule and a chlorine atom. These particles are moving,

and hence possess kinetic energy in addition to the potential energy shown. The

exact amount of kinetic energy varies with the particular pair of particles, since

some move faster than others. They collide, and kinetic energy is converted into

potential energy. With this increase in potential energy, reaction begins, and we

move up the energy hill. If enough kinetic energy is converted, we reach the top
of the hill and start down the far side.
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A//- 4-1 kcai CHh- + HCI

CHi-f-CI-

CHi+Cl- +HC1

Progress of reaction >

Figure 2.2. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction: the

methane-chlorine atom reaction.

During the descent, potential energy is converted back into kinetic energy,

until we reach the level of the products. The products contain a little more poten-

tial energy than did the reactants, and we find ourselves in a slightly higher valley

than the one we left. With this net increase in potential energy there must be a

corresponding decrease in kinetic energy. The new particles break apart, and sin<

they are moving more slowly than the particles from which they were for*

CHr + HBr

act =I8kcal

+ Br CH3
- + HBr

Progress of reaction

Figure 2.3. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction : the

methane-bromine atom reaction.
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we observe a drop in temperature. Heat will be taken up from the surroundings.

In the bromine reaction, shown in Fig. 2.3, we climb a much higher hill and

end up in a much higher valley. The increase in potential energy and the corre-

sponding decrease in kinetic energy is much larger than in the chlorine reaction;

more heat will be taken up from the surroundings.

An exothermic reaction follows much the same course. (Take, for example,

the reverse of the bromine reaction: that is, read from right to left in Fig. 2.3.)

In this case, however, the products contain less potential energy than did the reac-

tants so that we end up in a lower valley than the one we left. Since this time the

new particles contain more kinetic energy than the particles from which they

were formed, and hence move faster, we observe a rise in temperature. Heat will

be given offio the surroundings.

In any reaction there are many collisions that provide too little energy for us

to reach the top of the hill. These collisions are fruitless, and we slide back to our

original valley. Many collisions provide sufficient energy, but take place when the

molecules are^improperly oriented. We then climb an energy hill, but we are off

the road; we may climb very high without finding the pass that leads over into the

next valley.

The difference in level between the two valleys, is, of course, the A//; the dif-

ference in level between the reactant valley and the top of the hill is the act .

We are concerned only with these differences, and not with the absolute height at

any stage of the reaction. We are not even concerned with the relative levels of the

reactant valleys in the chlorine and bromine reactions. We need only to know that

in the chlorine reaction we climb a hill 4 kcal high and end up in a valley 1 kcal

higher than our starting point; and that in the bromine reaction we climb a hill 18

kcal hign and end up in a valley 16 kcal higher than our starting point.

As we shall see, it is the height of the hill, the act that determines the rate of

reaction, and not the difference in level of the two valleys, A//. In going to a lower

valley, the hill might be very high, but could be very low. or even non-existent.

In climbing to a higher valley, however, the hill can be no lower than the valley to

which we are going; that is to say, in an endothermic reaction the EACl must be at least

as large as the A//.

An energy diagram of the sort shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 is particularly useful

because it tells us not only about the reaction we are considering, but also about the

reverse reaction. Let us move from right to left in Fig. 2.2, for example. We see

that the reaction

CH3
- + H-C1 > CH 3 H + Cl- A# = -1, aot

= 3

(103) (104)

has an energy of activation of 3 kcal, since in this case we climb the hill from the

higher valley. 'fUfcis, of course, an exothermic reaction with a A// of 1 kcal.

In the same way we can see from Fig. 2.3 that the reaction

CH 3
. + H Br > CH 3^~H + Br A// =-16, ;<* = 2

(88) (104)

has an energy of activation of 2 kcal, and is exothermic with a A// of - 16 kcal.

(We notice that, even though exothermic, these last two reactions have energies of

activation.)
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Reactions like the cleavage of chlorine into atoms fall into a special category:

Cl Cl > Cl- + -Cl A#= +58, * = 58

(58)
C.

a bond is broken but no bonds are formed. The reverse of this reaction, the union"

of chlorine atoms, involves no bond-breaking and hence would be expected to

Cl- + -Cl Cl-Cl
(58)

= -58, Eftct
=

take place very easily, in fact, with no energy of activation at all. This is con-

sidered to be generally true for reactions involving the union of two free radicals.

If there is no hill to climb in going from chlorine atoms to a chlorine molecule,

but simply a slope to descend, the cleavage of a chlorine molecule must involve

simply the ascent of a slope as shown in Fig. 2.4. The act for the cleavage of a

chlorine molecule, then, must equal the A//, that is, 58 kcal. This equality of ^.t

and A/7 is believed to hold generally' for reactions in which molecules dissociate

into radicals.

Progress of reaction >

Figure 2.4. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction: simple

dissociation.

2.18 Rate of reaction

A chemical reaction is the result of collisions of sufficient energy and proper

orientation. The rate of reaction, therefore, must be the rate at which these effec-

tive collisions occur, the number of effective collisions, let us say, that occur

during each second within each cc of reaction space. We can then express the

rate as the product of three factors. (The number expressing the probability that a
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collision will have the proper orientation is commonly called the probability factor.)

Anything that affects any one of these factors affects the rate of reaction.

The collision frequency depends upon (a) how closely the particles are crowded

together, that is, concentration or pressure; (b) how large they are; and (c) how
fast they are moving, which in turn depends upon their weight and the temperature.

We can change the concentration and temperature, and thus change the rate.

We are familiar with the fact that an increase in concentration causes an increase

in rate; it does so, of course, by increasing the collision frequency. A rise in

temperature increases the collision frequency; as we shall see, it also increases the

energy factor, and this latter effect is so great that the effect of temperature en

collision frequency is by comparison unimportant.

The size and weight of the particles are characteristic of each reaction and

cannot be changed. Although they vary widely from reaction .to reaction, this

variation does not affect the collision frequency greatly. A heavier weight makes

the particle move more slowly at a given temperature, and hence tends to decrease

the collision frequency. A heavier particle is, however, generally a larger particle,

and the larger size tends to increase the collision frequency. These two factors thus

tend to cancel out.

The probability factor depends upon the geometry of the particles and the kind

of reaction that is taking place. For closely related reactions it does not vary

widely.

Kinetic energy of the moving molecules is not the only source of the energy needed
for reaction ; energ> can also be provided, for example, from vibrations among the various

atoms within the molecule. Thus the probability factor has to do not only with what

atoms in the molecule suffer the collision, but also with the alignment of the other atoms
in the molecule at the time of collision.

By far the most important factor determining rate is the energy factor: the

fraction of collisions that are sufficiently energetic. This factor depends upon the

temperature, which we can control, and upon the energy of activation, which is

characteristic of each reaction.

At a given* temperature the molecules ofa particular compound have an average

velocity and hence an average kinetic energy that is characteristic of this system;

in fact, the temperature is a measure of this average kinetic energy. But the indi-

vidual n, )lecules do not all travel with the same velocity, some moving faster

than the average and some slower. The distribution of velocities is shown in

Fig. 2,5 by the familiar bell-shaped curve that describes the distribution among
individuals of so many qualities, for example, height, intelligence, income, or even

Jife expectancy. The number of molecules with a particular velocity is greatest
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Collisions with energy > i

Collisions with energy > 2

Average

Energy *>

Figure 2.5. Distribution of kinetic en-

ergy among molecules.

Energy >

Figure 2.6. Distribution of kinetic en-

ergy among collisions.

for a velocity near the average and decreases as the velocity becomes larger or

smaller than the average.

The distribution of collision energies, as we might expect, is described by a

similar curve, Fig. 2.6. Let us indicate collisions of a particular energy, act , by a

vertical line. The number of collisions with energy equal to or greater than ftct

is indicated by the shaded area under the curve to the right of the vertical line. The

fraction of the total number of collisions that have this minimum energy,
'

act ,

is then the fraction of the total area that is shaded. It is evident that the greater

the value 0/ act , the smaller the fraction of collisions that possess that energy.

The exact relationship between energy of activation and fraction of collisions

with that energy is:

e~ E*ct/RT = fraction of collisions with energy greater than

where

e = 2.7 1 8 (base of natural logarithms)

R = 1.986 (gas constant)

T = absolute temperature.

Using P for the probability factor and Z for the collision frequency, we arrive at

the rate equation :

rate =

This exponential /relationship is important to us in that it indicates that a

small difference in act has a large effect on the fraction of sufficiently energetic

collisions, and hence on the rate of reaction. For example, at 275, out of every

million collisions, 10,000 provide sufficient energy if act
= 5 kcal, 100 provide

sufficient energy if act
= 10 kcal, and only one provides sufficient energy if

act
= 15 kcal. This means that (all other things being equal) a reaction with

acl
= 5 kcal will go 100 times as fast as one with ftct

= 10 kcal, and 10,000

times as fast as one with aot
= 15 kcal.
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We have so far considered a system held at a given temperature. A rise in

temperature, of course, increases the average kinetic energy and average velocities,

and hence shifts the entire curve to the right, as shown in Fig. 2.7. For a given

energy of activation, then, a rise in temperature increases the fraction of sufficiently

energetic collisions, and hence increases the rate, as we already know.

The exponential relationship again leads to a large change in rate, this time for

a small change in temperature. For example, a rise from 250 to 300, which is

only a 10 increase in absolute temperature, increases the rate by 50",', if act
=

5 kcal, doubles the rate if act
= 10 kcal, and trebles the rate if act

= 15 kcal.

As this example shows, the greater the act , the greater the effect of a given change in

temperature; this follows from the e~ E*"IRT relationship. Indeed, it is from the

relationship between rate and temperature that the act of a reaction is determined:

the rate is measured at different temperatures, and from the results act is calculated.

We have examined the factors that determine rate of reaction. What we have

learned may be used in many ways. To speed up a particular reaction, for

example, we know that we might raise the temperature, or increase the concentra-

tion of reactants, or even (in ways that we shall take up later) lower the acL .

Of immediate interest, however, is the matter of relative reactivities. Let us

see, therefore, how our knowledge of reaction rates can help us to account for the

fact that one reaction proceeds faster than another, even though conditions for the

two reactions are identical.

15

3

Collisions at T\ with energy EAct

Collisions at T-i with energy &et

act

Energy >

Figure 2.7. Change in collision energies with change in temperature.

2.19 Relative rates of reaction

We have seen that the rate of a reaction can be expressed as a product of three

factors :

rate = collision frequency x energy factor x probability factor

Two reactions could proceed at different rates because of differences in any or all

these factors. To account for a difference in rate, we must first see in which of

these factors the difference lies.
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As an example, let us compare the reactivities of chlorine and bromine atoms

toward methane; that is, let us compare the rates, under the same conditions, of

the two reactions:

Cl- + CH3-H > H-C1 + CHr A// = +1, act
= 4

Br . 4- CH 3 H > H-Br + CH3
- A# = +16, ac t

= 18

Since temperature and concentration must be the same for the two reactions

if we are to compare them under the same conditions, any difference in collision

frequency would have to arise from differences in particle weight or size. A bro*

mine atom is heavier than a chlorine atom, and it is also larger; as we have seen,

the effects of these two properties tend to cancel out. In actuality, the collision

frequencies differ by only a few per cent. It is generally true that for the same

temperature and concentration, two closely related reactions differ but little in

collision frequency. A difference in collision frequency therefore cannot be the

cause of a large difference in reactivity.

The nature of the probability factor is very poorly understood. Since our .two

reactions are quite similar, however, we might expect them to have similar prob-

ability factors. Experiment has shown this to be true: whether chlorine or bromine

atoms are involved, about one in every eight collisions with methane has the

proper orientation for reaction. In general, where closely related reactions are con-

cerned, we may assume that a difference in probability factor is not likely to be

the cause of a large difference in reactivity.

We are left with a consideration of the energy factor. At a given temperature,

the fraction of collisions that possess the amount of energy required for reaction

depends upon how large that amount is, that is, depends upon the act . In our

example act is 4 kcal for the chlorine reaction, 18 kcal for the bromine reaction.

As we have seen, a difference of this size in the act causes an enormous difference

in the energy factor, and hence in the rate. At 275, of every 10 million collisions,

250,000 are sufficiently energetic when chlorine atoms are involved, and only one

when bromine atoms are involved. Because of the difference in act alone, then,

chlorine atoms are 250,000 times as reactive as bromine atoms toward methane.

As we encounter, again and again, differences in reactivity, we shall in general

attribute them to differences in
"

act ; in many cases we shall be able to account

for these differences in act on the basis of differences in molecular structure. // must

be understood that we are justified in doing this only when the reactions being com-

pared are so closely related that differences in collision frequency and in probability

factor are comparatively insignificant.

2.20 Relative reactivities of halogens toward methane

With this background, let us return to the reaction between methane and the

various halogens, and see if we can account for the order of reactivity given before,

p2 > C\2 > Br2 > 12 , and in particular for the fact that iodine does not react at

all.

From the table of bond dissociation energies (Table -1 .2, p. 21) we can calculate

for each of the four halogens the A A/ for each of the three steps of halogenation.

Since act has been measured for only a. few of these reactions, let us see what

tentative conclusions we can reach using only A//.
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X- F Cl Br I

(1) X2
> 2X- Atf=+38 +58 +46 +36

(2) X- + CH 4 > HX + CHr -32 +1 +16 +33

(3) CH3
- + X2 > CH 3X + X- -70 -26 -24 -20

Since step (1) involves simply dissociation of molecules into atoms, we may
quite confidently assume (Sec. 2.17 and Fig. 2.4) that A// in this case is equal to

-fact- Chlorine has the largest att , and should dissociate most slowly; iodine has

the smallest act , and should dissociate most rapidly. Yet this does not agree

with the observed order of reactivity. Thus, except possibly for fluorine, dissocia-

tion of the halogen into atoms cannot be the step that determines the observed

reactivities.

Step (3), attack of methyl radicals on halogen, is exothermic for all four

halogens, and for chlorine, bromine, and iodine it has very nearly the same A/f.

For these reactions, act could be very small, and does indeed seem to be so; prob-

ably only a fraction of a kcal. Even iodine has been found to react readily with

methyl radicals generated in another way, e.g., by the heating of tetramethyllead.

In fact, iodine is sometimes employed as a free-radical "trap" or "scavenger" in

the study of reaction mechanisms. The third step, then, cannot be the cause of

the observed relative reactivities.

This leaves step (2), abstraction of hydrogen from methane by a halogen
atom. Here we see a wide spread of A/Ts, from the highly exothermic reaction

with the fluorine atom to the highly endothermic reaction with the iodine atom.

The endothermic bromine atom reaction must have an act of at least 16 kcal; as

we have seen, it is actually 18 kcal. The slightly endothermic chlorine atom reaction

could have a very small act ; it is actually 4 kcal. At a given temperature, then, the

fraction of collisions of sufficient energy is much larger for methane and chlorine

atoms than for methane and bromine atoms. To be specific, at 275 the fraction

is about 1 in 40 for chlorine and 1 in 10 million for bromine.

A bromine atom, on the average, collides with many methane molecules

before it succeeds in abstracting hydrogen ;
a chlorine atom collides with relatively

few. During its longer search for the proper methane molecule, a bromine atom

is more likely to encounter another scarce particle a second halogen atom or a

methyl radical or be captured by the vessel wall ; the chains should therefore be

much shorter than in chlorination. Experiment has shown this to be so: where

the average chain length is several thousand for chlorination, it is less than 100 for

bromination. Even though bromine atoms are formed more rapidly than chlorine

atoms at a given temperature because of the lower act of step (1), overall bromina-

tion is slower than chlorination because of the shorter chain length.

For the endothermic reaction of an iodine atom with methane, EMt can be no

less than 33 kcal, and is probably somewhat larger. Even for this minimum value

of 33 kcal, an iodine atom must collide with an enormous number of methane

molecules (10
12 or a million million at 275) before reaction is likely to occur.

Virtually no iodine atoms last this long, but instead recombine to form iodine

molecules; the reaction therefore proceeds at a negligible rate. Iodine atoms are

easy to form; it is their inability to abstract hydrogen from methane that prevents

iodination from occurring.
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We cannot predict the act for the highly exothermic attack of fluorine atoms

on methane, but we would certainly not expect it to be any larger than for the

attack of chlorine atoms on methane. It appears actually to be smaller (about 1

kcal), thus permitting even longer chains. Because of the surprising weakness of

the fluorine-fluorine bond, fluorine atoms should be formed faster than chlorine

atoms; thus there should be not only longer chains in fluorination but also more

chains. The overall reaction is extremely exothermic, with a A// of 102 kcal,

and the difficulty of removing this heat is one cause of the difficulty of control of

fluorination.

Of the two chain-propagating steps, then, step (2) is more difficult than step

(3) (see Fig. 2.8). Once formed, methyl radicals react easily with any of the halo-

gens; it is how fast methyl radicals are formed that limits the rate of overall

reaction. Fluorination is fast because fluorine atoms rapidly abstract hydrogen
atoms from methane; act is only 1 kcal. lodination does not take place because

iodine atoms .find it virtually impossible to abstract hydrogen from methane; /?act

is more than 33 kcal.

Values of EACt for step (2), we notice, parallel the values ofA//. Since the same

bond, CH3 -H, is being broken in every case, the differences in A// reflect differ-

ences in bond dissociation energy among the various hydrogen-halogen bonds.

Ultimately, it appears, the reactivity of a halogen toward methane depends upon
the strength of the bond which that halogen forms with hydrogen.

One further point requires clarification. We have said that an
"

act of 33 kcal

is too great for the reaction between iodine atoms and methane to proceed at a

significant rate; yet the initial step in each of these halogenations requires an even

^Difficult step

1

CH3C1 + Cl

Progress of reaction

Figure 2.8. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction:

chlorination of methane. Formation of radical is difficult step.
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greater act . The difference is this: since halogenation is a chain reaction, dissocia-

tion of each molecule of halogen gives rise ultimately to many molecules of methyl

halide; hence, even though dissociation is very slow, the overall reaction can be

fast. The attack of iodine atoms on methane, however, is a chain-carrying step and

if it is slow the entire reaction must be slow; under these circumstances chain-

terminating steps (e.g., union of two iodine atoms) become so important that

effectively there is no chain.

2.21 Structure of the methyl radical, sp
2
Hybridization

We have spent a good part of this chapter discussing the formation and

reactions of the methyl free radical CH 3
-

. Just what is this molecule like? What
is its shape? How are the electrons distributed and, in particular, where is the odd

electron ?

These are important questions, for the answers apply not only to this simple

radical but to any free radical, however complicated, that we shall encounter.

The shape, naturally, underlies the three-dimensional chemistry the stereo-

chemistry of free radicals. The location of the odd electron is intimately involved

with the stabilization of free radicals by substituent groups.

As we did when we "made" methane (Sec. 1.11), let us start with the elec-

tronic configuration of carbon,

Is 2s 2p

c O O O

and, to provide more than two unpaired electrons for bonding, promote a 2s

electron to the empty 2p orbital:

Is 2s 2p ,

,
* One electron promoted:

O O O O four unpaired electrons

Like boron in boron trifluoride (Sec. 1.10), carbon here is bonded to three

other atoms. Hybridization of the 2s orbital and two of the p orbitals provides the

is 2s 2p

O O O O
| |

sp
2

Hybridization

I

\S Sp 2 In

c O O O O

necessary orbitals: three strongly directed sp
2 orbitals which, as we saw before,

lie in a plane that includes the carbon nucleus, and are directed to the corners of

an equilateral triangle.
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If we arrange the carbon and three hydrogens of a methyl radical to permit
maximum overlap of orbitals, we obtain the structure shown in Fig. 2.9a. It is

Figure 2.9. Methyl radical, (0) Only a bonds shown, (b) Odd electron in

p orbital above and below plane of a bonds.

flat, with the carbon atom at the center of a triangle and the three hydrogen atoms

at the corners. Every bond angle is 120.

Now where is the odd electron? In forming the sp
2
orbitals, the carbon atom

has used only two of its three p orbitals. The remaining p orbital consists of two

equal lobes, one lying above and the other lying below the plane of the three sp
2

orbitals (Fig. 2.9b); it is occupied by the odd electron.

This is not the only conceivable electronic configuration for the methyl radi-

cal: an alternative treatment would lead to a pyramidal molecule like that of am-

monia, except that the fourth sp
3 orbital contains the odd electron instead of an

electron pair (Sec. 1.12). Quantum mechanical calculations do not offer a clear-

cut decision between the two configurations. Spectroscopic studies indicate that

the methyl radical is actually flat, or nearly so. Carbon is trigonal, or not far from

it; the odd electron occupies a/? orbital, or at least an orbital with much/? charac-

ter.

Compare the shapes of three molecules in which the central atom is bonded to three

other atoms: (a) boron trifluoride, with no unshared electrons, trigonal; (b) ammonia,
with an unshared pair, tetrahedral; and (c) the methyl radical, with a single unshared

electron, trigonal or intermediate between trigonal and tetrahedral.

There is stereochemical evidence (for example, Sec. 7.10) that most other free

radicals are either flat or, if pyramidal, undergo rapid inversion like that of the

ammonia molecule (Sec. 1.12).

Problem 2.3 Besides free radicals, we shall encounter two other kinds of reac-

tive particles, carbonium ions (positive charge on carbon) and carbanions (nega-

tive charge on carbon). Suggest an electronic configuration, and from this predict

the shape, of the methyl cation, CH 3
+

; of the methyl anion, CH3 :~.

2.22 Transition state

Clearly, the concept of act is to be our key to the understanding of chemical

reactivity. To make it useful, we need a further concept: transition state,

A chemical reaction is presumably a continuous process involving a gradual

transition from reactants to products. It has been found extremely helpful, how-

ever, to consider the arrangement of atoms at an intermediate stage of reaction as
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though it were an actual molecule. This intermediate structure is called the tran-

sition state; its energy content corresponds to the top of the energy hill (Fig. 2.10).

Transition state

a

1

Products

Progress of reaction >

Figure 2.10. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction : transi-

tion state at top of energy hump.

The reaction sequence is now:

reactants > transition state products

Just as A// is the difference in energy content between reactants and products, so

act is the difference in energy content between reactants and transition state.

The transition state concept is useful for this reason: we can analyze the struc-

ture of the transition state very much as though it were a molecule, and attempt

to estimate its stability. Any factor that stabilizes the transition state relative to

the reactants tends to lower the energy of activation; that is to say, any factor that

lowers the top of the energy hill more than it lowers the reactant valley reduces the

net height we must climb during reaction. Transition state stability will be the

basis whether explicit or implicit of almost every discussion of reactivity in

this book.

But the transition state is only a fleeting arrangement of atoms which, by its

very nature lying at the top of an energy hill cannot be isolated and examined.

How can we possibly know anything about its structure? Well, let us take as an

example the transition state for the abstraction of hydrogen from methane by a

halogen atom, and see where a little thinking will lead us.

To start with, we can certainly say this: the carbon-hydrogen bond is stretched

but not entirely broken, and the hydrogen-halogen bond has started to form but

is not yet complete. This condition could be represented as

H f H
|

18- 8-

H-C-H + -X > H-C--H-X

A I A
.

Reactants Transition state

H

H-C- + H-X

Products

where the dashed lines indicate partly broken or partly formed bonds.
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Now, what can we say about the shape of the methyl group in this transition

state? In the reactant, where methyl holds the hydrogen, carbon is tetrahedral

(spMiybridized); in the product, where methyl has lost the hydrogen, carbon is

trigonal (,sp
2
-hybridized). In the transition state, where the carbon-hydrogen

bond is partly broken, hybridization of carbon is somewhere between sp
3 and sp

2
.

The methyl group is partly but not completely flattened; bond angles are greater

than 109.5 but less than 120.

+ H X

Reactant Transition state Product

Tetrahedral Becoming trigonal Trigonal

Finally, where is the odd electron? It is on chlorine in the reactants, on the

methyl group in the products, and divided between the two in the transition state.

(Each atom's share is represented by the symbol 8-.) The methyl group partly

carries the odd electron it will have in the product, and to this extent has taken on

some of the character of the free radical it will become.

Thus, in a straightforward way, we have drawn a picture of the transition state

that shows the bond-making and bond-breaking, the spatial arrangement of the

atoms, and the distribution of the electrons.

(This particular transition state is intermediate between reactants and products

not only in the time sequence but also in structure. Not all transition states are

intermediate in structure: as shown on page 462, reactant and product in SN2

reactions are tetrahedral, whereas the transition state contains pentavalent carbon.)

In Sec. 2.18, we looked at the matter of reaction rates from the standpoint of the

collision theory. An alternative, more generally useful approach is the transition state

(or thermodynamic) theory of reaction rates. An equilibrium is considered to exist be-

tween the reactants and the transition state, and this is handled in the same way as

true equilibria of reversible reactions (Sec. 18.11). Energy of activation (**) and prob-

ability factor are replaced by, respectively, heat {enthalpy) ofactivation (A//t) and entropy

of activation (A5J), which together make up free energy of activation (AGJ).

AGJ - AtfJ - 7ASJ

The smaller (the less positive) the A//J and the larger (the more positive) the AS:):, the

smaller AG{ will be, and the faster the reaction.

Entropy corresponds, roughly, to the randomness of a system; equilibrium tends to

favor the side in which fewer restrictions are placed on the atoms and molecules. Entropy
of activation, then, is a measure of the relative randomness of reactants and transition

state; the fewer the restrictions that are placed on the arrangement of atoms in the

transition staterelative to the reactants the faster the reaction will go. We can see,

in a general way, how probability factor and entropy of activation measure much the

same thing. A low probability factor means that a rather special orientation of atoms is

required on collision. In the other language, an unfavorable (low) entropy of activation

means that rather severe restrictions are placed on the positions of atoms in the transition

state.

2.23 Reactivity and development of the transition state

For the abstraction of hydrogen from methane by a halogen atom, we have
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just seen that the transition state differs from the reactants and this difference is,

of course, what we are looking for chiefly in being like the products. This is

generally true for reactions in which free radicals (or, for that matter, carbonium

ions or carbanions) are formed.

But just how much does this particular transition state resemble the products?
How far have bond-breaking and bond-making gone? How flat has the methyl

group become, and to what extent does it carry the odd electron?

Surprisingly, we can answer even questions like these, at least in a relative

way. In a set of similar reactions, the higher the E&ct , the later the transition state

is reached in the reaction process. Of the theoretical considerations underlying
this postulate, we shall mention only this: the difference in electronic distribution

that we call a difference in structure corresponds to a difference in energy; the

greater the difference in structure, the greater the difference in energy. If ,&
is high, the transition state differs greatly from the reactants in energy and, pre-

sumably, also in electronic structure; if E^ is low, the transition state differs

little from the reactants in energy and, presumably, also in electronic structure

(see Fig. 2.11).

Practically, this postulate has been found extremely useful in the interpretation

of experimental results; among other things, as we shall see, it enables us to account

for the relationship between reactivity and selectivity (Sec. 3.28).

A B C
Transition state

reached late

A B -C

Transition state

reached early

Difficult reaction

A B C
Reactants Easy reaction

A B C
Products

Progress of reaction >

Figure 2.11. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction: reac-

tivity and development of the transition state. Difficult reaction: transition

state reached late, resembles products. Easy reaction: transition state

reached early, resembles reactants.
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Abstraction of hydrogen by the highly reactive chlorine atom has a low
"

ac- .

According to the postulate, then, the transition state is reached before the reaction

has proceeded very far, and when the carbon-hydrogen bond is only slightly

stretched. Atoms and electrons are still distributed much as they were in the

reactants; carbon is still nearly tetrahedral. The methyl group has developed
little free-radical character.

Abstraction of hydrogen by the less reactive bromine atom, in contrast, has

a very high act . The transition state is reached only after reaction is well along
toward completion and when the carbon-hydrogen bond is more nearly broken.

The geometry and electron distribution has begun to approach that of the products,

and carbon may well be almost trigonal. The methyl group has developed much
free-radical character.

Thus, in the attack by a reagent of high reactivity, the transition state tends to

resemble the reactant; in the attack by a reagent of low reactivity, the transition state

tends to resemble the products.

2.24 Molecular formula: its fundamental importance

,In this chapter we have been concerned with the structure of methane: the

way In which atoms are put together to form a molecule of methane. But first

we had to know what kinds of atoms these are and how many of them make up the

molecule; we had to know that methane is CH4 . Before we can assign a structural

formula to a compound, we must first know its molecular formula^
Much of the chapter has been spent in discussing the substitution of chlorine

for the hydrogen of methane. But first we had to know that there is substitution,

that each step of the reaction yields a product that contains one less hydrogen
atom and one more chlorine atom than the reactant; we had to know that CH4

is converted successively into CH 3C1, CH 2C1 2 , CHC1 3 , and CC14 . Before we can

discuss the reactions of an organic compound, we must first know the molecular

formulas of the products.

TLet us review a little of what we know about the assigning of a molecular

formula to a compound. We must carry out:

(a) a qualitative elemental analysis, to find out what kinds of atoms are

present in the molecule;

(b) a quantitative elemental analysis, to find out the relative numbers of the

different kinds of atoms, that is, to determine the empiricalformula',

(c) a molecular weight determination, which (combined with the empirical

formula) shows the actual numbers of the different kinds of atoms, that is, gives us

the molecular formula^
Most of this should be familiar to the student from previous courses in

chemistry. What we shall concentrate on here will be the application of these

principles to organic analysis.

2.25 Qualitative elemental analysis

The presence of carbon or hydrogen in a compound is detected by combustion:

heating with copper oxide, which converts carbon into carbon dioxide and

hydrogen into water. (Problem: How could each of these products be identified?)
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(C,H) + CuO -^U Cu + CO2 + H2O

Covalently bonded halogen, nitrogen, and sulfur must be converted into

inorganic ions, which can then be detected in already familiar ways* This con-

version is accomplished in either of two ways: (a) through sodium fusion, treatment

with hot molten sodium metal;

(C,H,X,N,S) + Na -^-> Na+X~ -I- Na+CN- + Na+S--Na+

or (b> through Schoniger oxidation by oxygen gas.

(C,H,X,N,S) + O2 ^^> Na+X- + Na+NO2
- + Na+SOj- -Na+

(A simpler method of detecting halogen in some organic compounds is dis-

cussed in Sec. 14.24.)

By these methods, we could show, for example, that.methane contains carbon

and hydrogen, or that methyl chloride contains carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine.

Further tests would show the absence ofany other element in these compounds,

except possibly oxygen, for which there is no simple chemical test; presence or

absence of oxygen would be shown by a quantitative analysis.

Problem 2.4 (at How would you detect halide ion as a product of sodium fu-

sion or oxidation? (b) If sulfur and/or nitrogen is also present in an organic mole-

cule, this test cannot be carried out on a sodium fusion mixture until it has been

acidified and boiled. Why is this so?

Problem 2.5 Only carbon and hydrogen were detected by a qualitative elemental

analysis of the compound ethyl alcohol; quantitative analysis gave 52.1% carbon

and 13.1% hydrogen, (a) Why would it be assumed that ethyl alcohol contains oxy-

gen? (b) What percentage of oxygen would be assumed?

2.26 Quantitative elemental analysis: carbon, hydrogen, and halogen

Knowing what elements make up a compound, we must next determine the

proportions in which they are present. To do this, we carry out very much the

same analysis as before, only this time on a quantitative basis. To find out the

relative amounts of carbon and hydrogen in methane, for example, we would

completely oxidize a measured amount of methane and weigh the carbon dioxide

and water formed.

In a quantitative combustion, a weighed sample of the organic compound is

passed through a combustion train: a tube packed with copper oxide heated to

600-800, followed by a tube containing a drying agent (usually Dehydrite,

magnesium perchlorate) and a tube containing a strong base (usually Ascarite,

sodium hydroxide on asbestos). The water formed is absorbed by the drying

agent, and the carbon dioxide is absorbed by the base; the increase in weight of

each tube gives the weight of product formed.

For example, we might find that a sample of methane weighing 9.67 mg
produced 26.53 mg of CO2 and 21.56 mg of H2O. Now, only the fraction

C/CO2
= 12.01/44.01 of the carbon dioxide is carbon, and only the fraction

2H/H2O = 2.016/18.02 of the water is hydrogen. Therefore

wt. C 26.53 x 12.01/44.01 wt. H - 21.56 x 2.016/18.02
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wt. C (in sample) = 7.24 mg wt. H (in sample) = 2.41 mg

and the percentage composition is

% C = 7.24/9.67 x 100 % H = 2.41/9.67 x 100

% C (in sample) - 74.9 % H (in sample) 24.9

Since the total of carbon and hydrogen is 100 /, within the limits of error of the

analysis, oxygen (or any other element) must be absent.

In quantitative, as in qualitative, analysis, covalently bonded halogen must

be converted into halide ion. The organic compound is heated either (a) in a

bomb with sodium peroxide or (b) in a sealed tube with nitric acid (Can'us method)^
The halide ion thus formed is converted into silver haltde, which can be weighed.

Problem 2.6 When 7.36 mg of methyl chloride was heated in a bomb with

sodium peroxide, the chloride ion liberated yielded 20.68 mg of silver chloride,

(a) What percentage of chlorine is indicated by this analysis? (b) What percentage of

chlorine would be expected from a compound of formula CH 3C1 ? (c) What weight of

silver chloride would you expect from 7.36 mg of methylene chloride? (d) Of chloro-

form? (e) Of carbon tetrachloride?

(We shall lake up other quantitative analytical methods when we need them:

nitrogen and sulfur analysis, Sec. 10.12; methoxyl determination, Sec. 17.16;

neutralization equivalent, Sec. 18.21; saponification equivalent, Sec. 20.24.)

t
s

2.27 . Empirical formula

Knowing the percentage composition of a compound, we can now calculate

the empirical formula: the simplest formula that shows the relative numbers of the

different kinds of atoms in a molecule. For example, in 100 g (taken for convenience)

of methane there are 74.9 g of carbon and 24.9 g of hydrogen, according to our

quantitative analysis. Dividing each quantity by*the proper atomic weight gives

the number of gram-aioms of each element.

74 9
C:

' = 6.24 gram-atoms

249H :

' = 24.7 gram-atoms
l.UUo

Since a gram-atom of one element contains the same number of atoms as a gram-
atom of any other element, we now know the relative number of carbon and

hydrogen atoms in methane: C6 24^47. Conversion to smallest whole numbers

gives the empirical formula CH 4 for methane.

C: 6.24/6.24 = 1

H: 24.7/6.24 = 3.96, approximately 4

Problem 2.7 Calculate the percentage composition and then the empirical

formula for each of the following compounds: (a) Combustion of a 3.02-mg sample
of a compound gave 8.86 mg of carbon dioxide and 5.43 mg of water, (b) Combus-

tion of an 8.23-mg sample of a compound gave 9.62 mg of carbon dioxide and 3.94

mg of water. Analysis of a 5.32-mg sample of the same compound by the Carius

method gave 13.49 mg of silver chloride.
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2.28-7 Molecular weight. Molecular formula

At this stage we know what kinds of atoms make up the molecule we are

studying, and in what ratio they are present. This knowledge is summarized in

the empirical formula.

But this is not enough. On the basis of just the empirical formula, a molecule

of methane, for example, might contain one carbon and four hydrogens, or two

carbons and eight hydrogens, or any multiple of CH4 . We still have to find the

molecular formula: the formula that shows the actual number of each kind of atom

in a molecule.

To find the molecular formula, we must determine the molecular weight:

today, almost certainly by mass spectrometry, which gives an exact value (Sec.

13.2). Ethane, for example, has an empirical formula of CH 3 . A molecular weight

of 30 is found, indicating that, of the possible molecular formulas, C2H6 must

be the correct one.

Problem 2.8 Quantitative elemental analysis shows that the empirical formula

of a compound is CH. The molecular weight is found to be 78. What is the molecular

formula?

Problem 2.9 Combustion of a 5.17-mg sample of a compound gives 10.32 mg
of carbon dioxide and 4.23 mg of water. The molecular weight is 88. What is the

molecular formula of the compound?

PROBLEMS
1. Calculate the percentage composition of A, B, and C from the following analytical

data:

wt. sample wt. CO2 wt. H2O wt. AgCl
A 4.37 mg 15.02 mg 2.48 mg
B 5.95 mg 13.97mg 2.39 mg 7.55 mg
C 4.02 mg 9.14 mg 3.71 mg

2. What is the percentage composition of:

(a) C3H 7C1 (c) C4H 8 2 (e) CH4ON2

(b) C2H 6 (d) C6H8 2N2S (f) C6H 8NC1

3. What is the empirical formula of an organic compound whose percentage com-

position is:

(a) 85.6% C, 14.4% H (d) 29.8% C, 6.3% H, 44.0% Cl

(b) 92.2% C, 7.8% H (e) 48.7% C, 13.6% H, 37.8% N
(c) 40.0% C, 6.7% H (f) 25.2% C, 2.8% H, 49.6% Cl

(Note: remember that oxygen often is not determined directly.)

4. A qualitative analysis of papaverine, one of the alkaloids in opium, showed
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. A quantitative analysis gave 70.8% carbon, 6.2%.
hydrogen, and 4.1% nitrogen. Calculate the empirical formula of papaverine.

5. Methyl orange, an acid-base indicator, is the sodium salt of an acid that contains

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen. Quantitative analysis gave 51.4%
carbon, 4.3% hydrogen, 12.8% nitrogen, 9.8% sulfur, and 7.0% sodium. What is the

empirical formula of methyl orange?

6. Combustion of 6.51 mg of a compound gave 20.47 mg of carbon dioxide and
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8.36 mg of water. The molecular weight was found to be 84. Calculate: (a) percentage

composition; (b) empirical formula; and (c) molecular formula of the compound.

7. A liquid of molecular weight 60 was found to contain 40.0% carbon and 6.7%
hydrogen. What is the molecular formula of the compound?

8. A gas of the same empirical formula as the compound in Problem 7 has a molec-

ular weight of 30. What is its molecular formula?

9. Indigo, an important dyestuflf, gave an analysis of 73.3% carbon, 3.8% hydrogen,
and 10.7% nitrogen. Molecular weight determination gave a value of 262. What is the

molecular formula of indigo ?

10. The hormone insulin contains 3.4% sulfur, (a) What is the minimum molecular

weight of insulin? (b) The actual molecular weight is 5734; how many sulfur atoms are

probably present per molecule?

11. Calculate A// for:

(a) (d) H2 + X 2 > 2HX, where X = F, Cl, Br, I

(e) C2H 6 + Br2 > C2H,Br + HBr

(f) C6H 5CH 3 -f Br2 > C\H 5CH2Br + HBr

(g) H2C -CHCH 3 + Br2 > H 2O=CHCH 2Br + HBr

(h) Reactions (e), (f), and (g) proceed by the same free radical mechanism as halo-

genation of methane. Calculate A// for each step in these three reactions.

12. A conceivable mechanism for the chlorination of methane involves the following

steps :

(1) C1 2
v 2C1-

(2) Cl- + CH4 > CH 3C1 + H.

(3) H- + C1 2 > HC1 + Cl-

then (2), (3), (2), (3), etc.

(a) Calculate Af/ for each of these steps, (b) Why does this mechanism seem less likely

than the accepted one given in Sec. 2.12? (Additional, conclusive evidence against this

alternative mechanism will be presented in Sec. 7,10.)

13. (a) Free methyl radicals react with methane as follows:

(/) CH 3
- + CH4 > CH 4 + CHr

On the basis of the bond strengths involved, show why the above reaction takes place

rather than the following:

(//) CHr + CH4 > CH3-CH 3 + H-

(b) Reaction (/) has an Eact of 13 kcal. In Sec. 2.12 it was listed as probable (but un-

productive) on grounds of collision probability. In actuality, how probable is reaction

(/) in, say, a 50:50 mixture of CH4 and C1 2 ? (Hint: See Sees. 2.20 and 2.18.)

14. Bromination of methane is slowed down by addition of fairly large amounts of

HBr. (a) Suggest a possible explanation for this. (Hint: See Sec. 2.17.) (b) Account for

the fact that HC1 does not have a similar effect upon chlorination. (c) Any reaction tends

to slow down as reactants are used up and their concentrations decrease. How do you
account for the fact that bromination of methane slows down to an unusually great

extent, more than, say, chlorination of methane?

15. A mixture of H2 and C1 2 does not react in the dark at room temperature. At

high temperatures or under the influence of light (of a wavelength absorbed by chlorine)

a violent reaction occurs and HC1 is formed. The photochemical reaction yields as

many as a million molecules of HC1 for each photon absorbed. The presence of a small

amount of oxygen slows down the reaction markedly, (a) Outline a possible mechanism

to account for these facts, (b) Account for the fact that a mixture of H2 and I2 does not
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behave in the same way. (Hydrogen iodide is actually formed, but by an entirely different

mechanism.)

16. A stream of tetramethyllead vapor, (CH3)4Pb, was passed through a quartz
tube which was heated at one spot; a mirror of metallic lead was deposited at the hot

point, and the gas escaping from the tube was found to be chiefly ethane. The tube was

next heated upstream of the lead mirror while more tetramethyllead was passed through;
a new mirror appeared at the hot point, the old mirror disappeared, and the gas escaping
from the tube was now found to be chiefly tetramethyllead. Experiments like this, done

by Fritz Paneth at the University of Berlin, were considered the first good evidence for

the existence of short-lived free radicals like methyl, (a) Show how these experimental
results can be accounted for in terms of intermediate free radicals, (b) The farther up-
stream the tube was heated, the more slowly the old mirror disappeared. Account for this.

17. When a small amount (0.02%) of tetraethyllead, (C2H5)4Pb, is added to a mix-

ture of methane and chlorine, chlorination takes place at only 140 instead of the usual

minimum of 250. In light of Problem 16, show how this fact strengthens the mechanism
of Sec. 2.12.



Chapter Alkanes

Free- Radical Substitution

3.1 Classification by structure: the family

The basis of organic chemistry, we have said, is the structural theory. We
separate all organic compounds into a number of families on the basis of structure.

Having done this, ,we find that we have at the same time classified the compounds
as to their physical and chemical properties. A particular set of properties is thus

characteristic of a particular kind of structure.

Within a family there are variations in properties. All members of the family

may, for example, react with a particular reagent, but some may react more readily

than others. Within a single cdmpound there may be variations in properties,

one part of a molecule being more reactive than another part. These variations

in properties correspond to variations in structure.

As we take up each family of organic compounds, we shall first see what

structure and properties are characteristic of the family. Next we shall see how
structure and properties vary within the family. We shall not simply memorize

these facts, but. whenever possible, shall try to understand properties in terms of

structure, and to understand variations in properties in terms of variations in

structure.

Having studied methane in s.ome detail, let us now look at the more compli-

cated members of the alkane family. These hydrocarbons have been assigned

to the same family as methane on the basis of their structure, and on the whole

their properties follow the pattern laid down by methane. However, certain new

points will arise simply because of the greater size and complexity of these com-

pounds.

3.2 Structure of ethane

Next in size after methane is ethane, C2H6 . If we connect the atoms of this,

molecule by covalent bonds, following the rule of one bond (one pair of electron?*

73
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for each hydrogen and four bonds (four pairs of electrons) for each carbon, we
arrive at the structure

HH ^ *f
H:C:C:H H C C H
HH ^ h

Ethane

Each carbon is bonded to three hydrogens and to the other carbon.

Since each carbon atom is bonded to four other atoms, its bonding orbitals

(sp* orbitals) are directed toward the corners of a tetrahedron. As in the case of

methane, the carbon-hydrogen bonds result from overlap of these*^
3 orbitals

with the s orbitals of the hydrogens. The carbon-carbon bond arises from over-

lap of two sp* orbitals.

The carbon-hydrogen and carbon-carbon bonds have the same general

electron distribution, being cylindrically symmetrical about a line joining the

atomic nuclei (see Fig. 3.1); because of this similarity in shape, the bonds are given

the same name, a bonds (sigma bonds).

Figure 3.1. Ethane molecule. Carbon-
carbon single bond: a bond.

Figure 3.2. Ethane molecule : shape and
size.

In ethane, then, the bond angles and carbon-hydrogen bond lengths should

be very much the same as in methane, that is, about 109.5 and about 1.10 A,

respectively. Electron diffraction and spectroscopic studies have verified this

structure in all respects, giving (Fig. 3.2) the following measurements for the

molecule: bond angles, 109.5; C H length, 1.10 A; C C length, 1.53 A. Simi-

lar studies have shown that, with only slight variations, these values are quite

characteristic of carbon-hydrogen and carbon-carbon bonds and of carbon bond

angles in alkanes.

3.3 Free rotation about the carbon-carbon single bond. Conformations.

Torsional strain

This particular set of bond angles and bond lengths still does not limit us to a

single arrangement of atoms for the ethane molecule, since the relationship

between the hydrogens of one carbon and the hydrogens of the other carbon is

not specified. We could have an arrangement like I in which the hydrogens exactly

oppose each other, an arrangement like II in which the hydrogens are perfectly

staggered, or an infinity of intermediate arrangements. Which of these is the

actual structure of ethane ? The answer is : all of them.

We have seen that the a bond joining the carbon atoms is cylindrically sym-

netrical about a line joining the two carbon nuclei; overlap and hence bond
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I

Eclipsed conformation

H ii

Staggered conformation

Ethane

strength should be the same for all these possible arrangements. If the various

arrangements do not differ in energy, then the molecule is not restricted to any
one of them, but can change freely from one to another. Since the change from

one to another involves rotation about the carbon-carbon bond, we describe this

freedom to change by saying that there is free rotation about the carbon-carbon

single bond.

Different arrangements of atoms that can be converted into one another by

rotation about single bonds are called conformations. I is called the eclipsed, con-

formation; II is called the staggeted conformation. (The infinity of intermediate

conformations are called skew conformations.)

The highly useful representations of the kind

after M. S. Newman, of The Ohio State University, whoare called

first propos"ecTtheir use.

The picture is not yet complete. Certain physical properties show that rota-

tion is not quite free: there is an energy barrier of about 3 kcal/mole. The potential

energy of the molecule is at a minimum for the staggered conformation, increases

with rotation, and reaches a maximum at the eclipsed conformation (Fig. 3.3).

Most ethane molecules, naturally, exist in the most stable, staggered conforma-

tion; or, put differently, any molecule spends most of its time in the most stable

conformation.

How free are ethane molecules to rotate from one staggered arrangement to

another? The 3-kcal barrier is not a very high one; even at room temperature

the fraction of collisions with sufficient energy is large enough that a rapid inter-

conversion between staggered arrangements occurs. For most practical purposes,

we may still consider that the carbon-carbon single bond permits free rotation.

The nature of the rotational barrier in ethane is not understood or what is not

exactly the same thing -is not readily explained. It is too high to be due merely to van

der Waals forces (Sec. 1.19): although thrown closer together in the eclipsed conforma-

tion than in the staggered conformation, the hydrogens on opposite carbons are not big

enough for this to cause appreciable crowding. The barrier is considered to arise in some

way from interaction among the electron clouds of the carbon-hydrogen bonds. Quantum
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Eclipsed

H H

H

Rotation >

Figure 3.3. Potential energy changes during rotation about carbon-car-

bon single bond of ethane.

mechanical calculations show that the barrier should exist, and so perhaps "lack of

understanding" amounts to difficulty in paraphrasing the mathematics in physical terms.

Like the bond orbitals in methane, the two sets of orbitals in ethane tend to be as far

apart as possible to be staggered,

The energy required to rotate the ethane molecule about the carbon-carbon

bond is called torsional energy. We speak of the relative instability of the eclipsed

conformation or any of the intermediate skew conformations as being due to

torsional strain.

As the hydrogens of ethane are replaced by other atoms or groups of atoms,

other factors affecting the relative stability of conformations appear: van der

Waals forces, dipole-dipte interactions, hydrogen bonding. But the tendency

for the bond orbitals on adjacent carbons to be staggered remains, and any rotation

away from the staggered conformation is accompanied by torsional strain.

3.4 Propane and the butanes

The next member of the alkane family is propane, C3H8 . Again following the

rule of one bond per hydrogen and four bonds per carbon, we arrive at structure I.

Here, rotation can occur about two carbon-carbon bonds, and again is

essentially free. Although the methyl group is considerably larger than hydrogen,

the rotational barrier (3.3 kcal/mole) is only a little higher than for ethane. Evi-

dently there is still not significant crowding in the eclipsed conformation, and the

rotational barrier is due chiefly to the same factor as the barrier in ethane: tor-

sional strain.
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H H H

H- C-C-C-H
I

!
I

H H H

I

Propane

When we consider butane, C4H} , we find that there are two possible structures,

II and III. II has a four-carbon chain and III has a three-carbon chain with a

H H H HIII.
H--C C-C-C H

! !
1 I

H H H H
II

//-Butane

H H H
i I I

H-C C C-H

A i
k

H C-H

A
III

Isobutane

one-carbon branch. There can be no doubt that these represent different struc-

tures, since no amount of moving, twisting, or rotating about carbon-carbon

bonds will cause these ->nuctures to coincide. We can see that in the straight-chain

structure (II) each carbon possesses at least two hydrogens, whereas in the branched-

chain structure (III) one carbon possesses only a single hydrogen; or we may
notice that in the branched-chain structure (III) one carbon is bonded to three

other carbons, whereas in the straight-chain structure (II) no carbon is bonded to

more than two other carbons.

In agreement with this prediction, we find that two compounds of the same

formula, C4H 10 , have been isolated. There can be no doubt that these two sub-

stances are different compounds, since they show definite differences in their

physical and chemical properties (see Table 3.1); for example one boils at and

the other at \2\ By definition, they are isomers (Sec. 1.24).

Table 3.1 PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF THE ISOMERIC BUTANES

n-Butane Isobutane

Two compounds of formula C4Hi are known and we have drawn two struc-

tures to represent them. The next question is: which structure represents which
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compound ? For the answer we turn to the evidence of isomer number. Like methane,

the butanes can be chlorinated; the chlorination can be allowed to proceed until

there are two chlorine atoms per molecule. From the butane of b.p. 0\ six isomeric

products of formula C4H 8CN are obtained, from the butane of b.p.
- 12, only

three. We find that we can draw just six dichlorobutanes containing a straight chain

of carbon atoms, and just three -containing a branched chain. Therefore, the bu-

tane of b.p. (T must have the straight chain, and the butane of b.p. 12 must

have the branched chain. To distinguish between these two isomers, the straight-

chain structure is called //-butane (spoken "normal butane") and the branched-

chain structure is called isobutane.

Problem 3.1 Draw the structures of all possible dichloro derivatives of:

(a) //-butane; (b) isobutane.

Problem 3.2 Could we assign structures to the isomeric butanes on the <,-..' .iis

of the number of isomeric monoMoro derivatives?

3.5 Conformations of /r-butane. Van der Waals repulsion

Let us look more closely at the /z-butane molecule and the conformations in

which it exists. Focusing our attention on the middle C- C bond, we sec a molecule

CH

H^ ^p ^H U ^\ H H

CH 3 H
1 II

Anti conformation Gauche conformations

/?-Butane

similar to ethane, but with a methyl group replacing one hydrogen on each carbon.

As with ethane, staggered conformations have lower torsional energies and hence

are more stable than eclipsed conformations. But, due to the presence of the

methyl groups, two new points are encountered here: first, there are several

different staggered conformations; and second, a factor besides torsional strain

comes into play to affect conformational stabilities.

There is the anti conformation, I, in which the methyl groups are as far apart

as they can be (dihedral angle 180). There are two gauche conformations, II and

III, in which the methyl groups are only 60 apart. (Conformations II and III are

mirror images of each other, and are of the same stability; nevertheless, they are

different. Make models and convince yourself that this is so.)

The anti conformation, it has been found, is more stable (by 0.8 kcal/mole)

than the gauche (Fig. 3.4). Both are free of torsional strain. But in a gauche con-

formation, the methyl groups are crowded together, that is, are thrown together

closer than the sum of their van der Waals radii; under these conditions, van der

Waals forces are repulsive (Sec. 1.19) and raise the energy of the conformation.

We say that there is van der Waals repulsion (or steric repulsion) between the
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Rotation >

Figure 3.4. Potential energy changes during rotation about C2 3 bond

of /7-butane.

methyl groups, and that the molecule is less stable because of van der Waals

strain (or steric strain).

Van der Waals strain can affect not only the relative stabilities of various

staggered conformations, but also the heights of the barriers between them. The

energy maximum reached when two methyl groups swing past each other rather

than past hydrogensis the highest rotational barrier of all, and has been estimated

at 4.4-6.1 kcal/mole. Even so, it is low enough that at ordinary temperatures, at

least the energy of molecular collisions causes rapid rotation; a given molecule

exists now in a gauche conformation, and the next instant in the ami conforma-

tion.

We shall return to the relationships among conformations like these of

/i-butane in Sec. 4.20.

Problem 3.3 Both calculations and experimental evidence indicate that the

dihedral angle between the methyl groups in the gauche conformation of /t-butane

is actually somewhat larger than 60. How would you account for this?

Problem 3.4 Considering only rotation about the bond shown, draw a potential

energy tu. rotation curve like Fig. 3.4 for: (a) (CH 3)2CH-CH(CH 3)2 ; (b) (CH3)2CH-
CH2CH 3 ; (c) (CH3)3C C(CH3)3 . (d) Compare the heights of the various energy

barriers with each other and with those in Fig. 3.4.

3.6 Higher alkanes. The homologous series

If we examine the molecular formulas of the alkanes we have so far considered,

we see that butane contains one caflki and two hydrogens more than propane,
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which in turn contains one carbon and two hydrogens more than ethane, and so on.

A series of compounds in which each member differs from the next member by a

constant amount is called a homologous series, and the members of the series are

called homologs. The family of alkanes forms such a homologous series, the

constant difference between successive members being CH 2 . We also notice that

in each of these alkanes the number of hydrogen atoms equals two more than

twice the number of carbon atoms, so that we may write as a generalformula for

members of this series, CnH2n + 2 . As we shall see later, other homologous series

have their own characteristic general formulas.

In agreement with this general formula, we find that the next alkane, pentane,

has the formula C5H 12 , followed by hexane, C6H 14 , heptane, C7H J6 , and so on.

We would expect that, as the number of atoms increases, so does the number of

possible arrangements of those atoms. As we go up the series of alkanes, we find

that this is true: the number of isomers of successive homologs increases at a

surprising rate. There are 3 isomeric pentanes, 5 hexanes, 9 heptanes, and 75

decancs (Ci ); for the twenty-carbon eicosane, there are 366,319 possible isomeric

structures! The carbon skeletons of the isomeric pentanes and hexanes are shown

below,
]

C

C-C-C-C-C c-C-C-C C-C-C Pentanes

tt-Pentane Isopentane Neopentane

b.p. 36 b.p. 28 b.p. 9.5

i j

C C
b.p. 69 b.p. 60 b.p. 63' 7/c/.tj

C

c-c-~c~c c c-c-c
! I I

C C C
b.p. 50 b p. 58

C

It is important to practice drawing the possible isomeric structures that corre-

spond to a single molecular formula. In doing this, a set of molecular models is

especially helpful since it will show that many structures which appear to be dif-

ferent when drawn on paper are actually identical.

Problem 3.5 Draw the structures of: (a) the nine isomeric heptanes (C7Hi$);
(b) the eight chloropentanes (C5H,,C1); <c) the nine dibromobutanes (C4H8Br2).

3.7 Nomenclature

We have seen that the names methane, ethane, propane, butane, and pentane are

used for alkanes containing respectively one, two, three, four, and five carbon

atoms. Table 3.2 gives the names of
madjjplarger

alkanes. Except for the first
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Table 3.2 NAMES OF ALKANES

CH4

C2H 6

C3H,

nonane

CioH 22 decane

CnH24 undecane

C] 2H 2o dodecane

CI^HSO let radecane

hexadecane

octadecane

methane

ethane

propane
butane

CsHi2 pentane

Coll 14 hcxanc

C?Hi6 heptane

CsH| 8 octane

four members of the family, the name is simply derived from the Greek (or Latin)

prefix for the particular number of carbons in the alkane; thus pentane for five,

hexane for six, heptane for seven, octane for eight, and so on.

The student should certainly memorize the names of at least the first ten

alkanes. Having done this, he has at the same time essentially learned the names

of the first ten alkenes, alkyncs, alcohols, etc., since the names of many families

of compounds are closely related. Compare, for example, the names propane,

propene, and propvne for the three-carbon alkane, alkene, and alkyne.

But nearly every alkane can have a number of isomeric structures, and there

must be an unambiguous name for each of these isomers. The butanes and pen-

tanes are distinguished by the use of prefixes: jj-butane
and isobutane ; j-rjentane,

isopentanc, and neopentane^But there are 5 hexanes. 9Tieptanes, and 75 decanes;

it would be difficult to devise, and even more difficult to remember, a different

prefix for each of these isomers. It is obvious that some systematic method of

naming is needed.

As organic chemistry has developed, several different methods have been

devised to name the members of nearly every class of organic compounds; each

method was devised when the previously used system had been found inadequate
for the growing number of increasingly complex organic compounds. Unfortu-

nately for the student, perhaps, several systems have survived and are in current

use. Even if we are content ourselves to use only one system, we still have to under-

stand the names used by other chemists; hence it is necessary for us to learn more

than one system of nomenclature. But before we can do this, we must first learn

the names of certain organic groups.

3.8 Alkyl groups

In our study of inorganic chemistry, we found it useful to have names for

certain groups of atoms that compose only part of a molecule and yet appear

many times as a unit. For example, NH 4
*

is called ammonium', NO 3 ~, nitrate;

SO 3

~
~, sulfite\ and so on.

In a similar way names are given to certain groups that constantly appear as

structural units of organic molecules. We have seen that chloromethane, CH 3C1,

is also known as methyl chloride. The CH* group is called methyl wherever it

appears, CH 3Br being methyl bromide, CH 3 I, methyi iodide, and CH 3OH, methyl

alcohol. In an analogous way, the C 2H 5 group is ethyl; C3H 7 , propyl; C4H9 ,

butyl; and so on.

These groups are named simply by dropping -ane from the name of the

corresponding alkane and replacing it by -yl. They are known collectively as
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alkyl groups. The general formula for an alkyl group is CnH2n +i , since it contains

one less hydrogen than the parent alkane, CnH 2n + 2 .

Among the alkyl groups we again encounter the problem of isomerism.

There is only one methyl chloride or ethyl chloride, and correspondingly only one

methyl group or ethyl group. We can see, however, that there are two propyl
chlorides. I and II, and hence that there must be two propyl groups. These groups

H H H - H H H

H C-C CCI H-C-C C-Hill lit
K H H H Cl H

I U

w-Propyl chloride Jsopropyl chloride

both contain the propane chain, but differ in the point of attachment of the

chlorine; they are called it-propyl and isopropyl: We can distinguish the two

CH 3CH 2CH 2 CH 3CHCH 3

w-Propyl
Isoprop> 1

chlorides by the names n-propyl chloride and isopropyl chloride; we distinguish the

two propyl bromides, iodides, alcohols, and so on in the same way.
We find that there are four butyl groups, two derived from the straight-chain

/f-butane, and two derived from the branched-chain isobutane. These are given

the designations it- (normal), sec- (secondary), iso-, and tert- (tertiary), as shown

below. Again the difference between w-butyl and sec-butyl and between isobutyl

and /erf-butyl lies in the point of attachment of the alkyl group to the rest of the

molecule.

CH 3CH2CH 2CH 2 CH3CH 2CHCH3

w-Butyi
I

.sec-Butyl

<j

CHCH2 CH 3 C

CH/ ^H 3

Isobutyl ten-Butyl

Beyond butyl the number of isomeric groups derived from each alkane

becomes so great that it is impracticable to designate them all by various prefixes.

Even though limited, this system is so useful for the small groups just described

that it is widely used; a student must therefore memorize these names and learn to

recognize these groups at a glance in whatever way they happen to be represented.

However large the group concerned, one of its many possible arrangements

can still be designated by this simple system. The prefix n- is used to designate

any alkyl group in which all carbons form a single continuous chain and in which

the point of attachment is the very end carbon. For example:

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH2CH2C1 CH3(CH2)4CH2C1

/i-Pentyl chloride /i-Hexyl chloride

The prefix iso- is used to designate any alkyl group (of six carbons or less) that
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has a single one-carbon branch on the next-to-Iast carbon of a chain and has the

point of attachment at the opposite end of the chain. For example:

CH 3 CH
3x

CHCH 2CH 2C1 CH(CH 2)2CH 2C1

CH 3

X
CH 3

X

Isopentyl chloride Isohcxyl chloride

If the branching occurs at any other position, or if the point of attachment is at any
other position, this name does not apply.

Now that we have learned the names of certain alkyl groups, let us return to

the original problem : the naming of alkanes.

3.9 Common names of alkanes

As we have seen, the prefixes //-, iso-, and neo- are adequate to differentiate

the various butanes and pentanes, but beyond this point an impracticable number
of prefixes would be required. However, the prefix //- has been retained for any

alkane, no matter how large, in which all carbons form a continuous chain with no

branching:

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2CH 3 CH 3(CH 2)4CH 3

H-Pentane n-Hexane

An isoalkane is a compound of six carbons or less in which all carbons except one

form a continuous chain and that one carbon is attached to the next-to-end

carbon :

CH 3 CH 3

CHCH 2CH 3 CH(CH 2) 2CH 3

CH/ CH/
Isopentanc Isohcxanc

In naming any other of the higher alkanes, we make use of the IUPAC system,

outlined in the following section.

(It is sometimes convenient to name alkanes as derivatives of methane; see,

for example, I on p. 129.)

3. 10 IUPAC names of alkanes

To devise a system of nomenclature that could be used for even the most

complicated compounds, various committees and commissions representing the

chemists of the world have met periodically since 1892. In its present modification,

the system so devised is known as the IUPAC system (International Union of Pure

and Applied Chemistry). Since this system follows much the same pattern for all

families of organic compounds, we shall consider it in some detail as applied to the

alkanes.
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Essentially the rules of the IUPAC system are:

1. Select as the parent structure the longest continuous chain, and then

consider the compound to have been derived from this structure by the replacement
of hydrogen by various alkyl groups. Isobutane (I) can be considered to arise

CH 3CHCH, CH 3CH2CH2CHCH 3

CH 3 CH 3 CH 3

1 I! Ill

Methylpropane 2-Methylpentane 3-Methylpentane

(Isobutane)

from propane by the replacement of a hydrogen atom by a methyl group, and thus

may be named methylpropane.

2. Where necessary, as in the isomeric methylpentanes (II and III), indicate

by a number the carbon to which the alkyl group is attached.

3. In numbering the parent carbon chain, start at whichever end results in the

use of the lowest numbers; thus II is called 2*methylpentane rather than 4-methyl-

pentane.

4. If the same alkyl group occurs more than once as a side chain, indicate this

by the prefix <//-. /r/-, tetra-, etc., to show how many of these alkyl groups there are,

and indicate by various numbers the positions of each group, as in 2,2^4-trimethyl-

pentane (IV).

rCH 3 CH 2

CH 3CHCH 2CCH 3 CH 3CH 2CH 2CH CH C~ CH 2CH 3

CH 3 CH 3 CH CH 3 CH 2

CH 3

X >H 3 ^H 3

IV V

2.2,4-Trimethylpentane 4-Methyl-3,3-diethyI-5-isopropyloctane

5. If there are several different alkyl groups attached to the parent chain,

name them in order of increasing size or in alphabetical order; as in 4-methyl-

SJ-diethyl-S-isopropyhctane (V) .

There are additional rules and conventions used in naming very complicated

alkanes, but the five fundamental rules mentioned here will suffice for the com-

pounds we are likely to encounter.

Problem 3.6 Give the IUPAC names for: (a) the isomeric hexanes shown on

page 80; (b) the nine isomeric heptanes (see Problem 3.5, p. 80).

Problem 3.7 The IUPAC names for w-propyl and isopropyl chlorides arc

1-chhropropane and 2-chloropropane. On this basis name: (a) the eight isomeric

chloropentanes; (b) the nine isomeric dibromobutanes (see Problem 3.5, p. 80).

3.11 Classes of carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms

It has been found extremely useful to classify each caibon atom of an alkane

with respect to the number of other carbon atoms to which it is attached.
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A primary (7) carbon atom is attached to only one other carbon atom; a secondary

(2) is attached to two others; and a tertiary (3) to three others. For example:

jo 2
o

2
o

jo jo 30 jo

H H H H H H H

H-CC-C-CHIII!
H H H H A I A

H C H

H
1

Each hydrogen atom is similarly classified, being given the same designation

of primary, secondary, or tertiary as the carbon atom to which it is attached.

We shall make constant use of these designations in our consideration of the

relative reactivities of various parts of an alkane molecule.

3.12 Physical properties

The physical properties of the alkanes follow the pattern laid down by

methane, and are consistent with the alkane structure. An alkane molecule is

held together entirely by covalent bonds. These bonds either join two atoms of

the same kind and hence are non-polar, or join two atoms that differ very little in

electronegativity and hence are only slightly polar. Furthermore, these bonds

are directed in a very symmetrical way, so that the slight bond polarities tend to

cancel out. As a result an alkane molecule is either non-polar or very weakly

polar.

As we have seen ^Sec. 1.19), the forces holding non-polar molecules together

(van der Waals forces) arc weak and of very short range; they act only between

the portions of different molecules that are in close contact, that is, between the

surfaces of molecules. Within a family, therefore, we would expect that the larger

the molecule and hence the larger its surface area the stronger the intermolecular

forces.

Table 3.3 lists certain physical constants for a number of the w-alkanes. As
we can see, the boiling points and melting points rise as the number of carbons

increases. The processes of boiling and melting require overcoming the inter-

molecular forces of a liquid and a solid; the boiling points and melting points rise

because these intermolecular forces increase as the molecules get larger.

Except for the very small alkanes, the boiling point rises 20 to 30 degrees for
each carbon that is added to the chain ;

we shall find that this increment of 20-30

per carbon hofds not only for the alkanes but also for each of the homologous
series that we shall study.

The increase in melting point is not quite so regular, since the intermolecular

forces in a crystal depend not only upon the size of the molecules but also upon how
well they fit into a crystal lattice.

The first four i-alkanes are gases, but, as a result of the rise in boiling point

and melting point with increasing chain length, the next 13 (C$Cn) are liquids,

and those- containing 18 carbons or more are solids.
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Table 3.3 ALKANES

CHAP. 3

Problem 3.8 Using the data of Table 3.3, make a graph of: (a) b.p. vs. carbon
number

forjji^-alkanes; (b) m.p. vs. carbon number; (c) density vs. carbon num-
ber.

There are somewhat smaller differences among the boiling points of alkanes

that have the same carbon number but different structures. On pages 77 and 80

the boiling points of the isomeric butanes, pentanes, and hexanes are given. We
see that in every case a branched-chain isomer has a lower boiling point than a

straight-chain isomer, and further, that the more numerous the branches, the lower

the boiling point. Thus w-butane has a boiling point of and isobutane 12.

w-Pentane has a boiling point of 36, isopentane with a single branch 28, and

neopentane with two branches 9.5. This effect of branching on boiling point is

observed within all families of organic compounds. That branching should lower

the boiling point is reasonable: with branching the shape of the molecule tends to

approach that of a sphere; and as this happens the surface area decreases, with the

result that the intermolecular forces become weaker and are overcome at a lower

temperature.

In agreement with the rule of thumb, "like dissolves like," the alkanes are

soluble in non-polar solvents such as benzene, ether, and chloroform, and are

insoluble in water and other highly polar solvents. Considered themselves as sol-
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vents, the liquid alkanes dissolve compounds of low polarity and do not dissolve

compounds of high polarity.

The density increases with size of the alkanes, but tends to level off at about

0.8; thus all alkanes are less dense than water. It is not surprising that nearly all

organic compounds are less dense than water since, like the alkanes, they consist

chiefly of carbon and hydrogen. In general, to be denser than water a compound
must contain a heavy atom like bromine or iodine, or several atoms like chlorine.

3.13 Industrial source

The principal source of alkanes is petroleum, together with^th^accc^p^r^jng
natural gas. Decay and millions of years of geologicaTstresses have transformed

the complicated organic compounds that oncejnade up living plants or animals

into a mixture of alkanes ranging in size from one carbon to 30 or 40 carbons.

Formed along with the alkanes, and particularly abundant in California petroleum,

are cycloalkanes (Chap. 9), known to the petroleum industry as naphthenes.

The other fossil fuel, coal, is a potential second source of alkanes: processes are

being developed to convert coal, through hydrogenation, into gasoline and fuel oil, and
into synthetic gas to offset anticipated shortages of natural gas.

Natural gas contains, of course, only the more volatile alkanes, that is, those

of low molecular weight; it consists chiefly of methane and progressively smaller

amounts of ethane, propane, and higher alkanes. For example, a sample taken

from a pipeline supplied by a large number of Pennsylvania wells contained

methane, ethane, and propane in the ratio of 12:2: 1, with higher alkanes making

up only 3% of the total. The propane-butane fraction is separated from the

more volatile components by liquefaction, compressed into cylinders, and sold as

bottled gas in areas not served by a gas utility.

Petroleum is separated by distillation into the various fractions listed in

Table 3.4; because of the relationship between boiling point and molecular weight,

this amounts to a rough separation according to carbon number. Each fraction

is still a very complicated mixture, however, since it contains alkanes of a range

of carbon numbers, and since each carbon number is represented by numerous

isomers. The use that each fraction is put to depends chiefly upon its volatility

or viscosity, and it matters very little whether it is a complicated mixture or a

Table 3.4 PETROLEUM CONSTITUENTS

Distillation

Fraction Temperature, C Carbon Number

Asphalt or petroleum coke Non-volatile solids Polycyclic structures
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single pure compound. (In gasoline, as we shall see in Sec. 3.30, the structures of

the components are of key importance.)

The chief use of all but the non-volatile fractions is as fuel. The gas fraction,

like natural gas, is used chiefly for heating. Gasoline is used in those internal

combustion engines that require a fairly volatile fuel, kerosene is used in tractor

and jet engines, and gas oil is used in Diesel engines. Kerosene and gas oil are

also used for heating purposes, the latter being the familiar "furnace oil."

The lubricating oil fraction, especially that from Pennsylvania crude oil

(paraffin-base petroleum), often contains large amounts of long-chain alkanes

(C2o-C34) that have fairly high melting points. If these remained in the oil, they

might crystallize to waxy solids in an oil line in cold weather. To prevent this, the

oil is chilled and the wax is removed by filtration. After purification this is sold

as solid paraffin wax (m.p. 50-55) or used in petrolatum jelly (Vaseline). Asphalt
is used in roofing and road building. The coke that is obtained from paraflin-base

crude oil consists of complex hydrocarbons having a high carbon-to-hydrogen

ratio; it is used as a fuel or in the manufacture of carbon electrodes for the electro-

chemical industries. Petroleum ether and ligroin are useful solvents for many
organic materials of low polarity.

In addition to being used directly as just described, certain petroleum frac-

tions are converted into other kinds of chemical compounds. Catalytic isomeriza-

tion changes straight-chain alkanes into branched-chain ones. The cracking pro-

cess (Sec. 3.31) converts higher alkanes into smaller alkanes and alkenes, and thus

increases the gasoline yield; it can even be used for the production of "natural"

gas. In addition, the alkenes thus formed are perhaps the most important raw

materials for the large-scale synthesis of aliphatic compounds. The process of

catalytic reforming (Sec. 12.4)converts alkanes and cycloalkanesinto aromatic hydro-
carbons and thus helps provide the raw material for the large-scale synthesis of

another broad class of compounds.

3.14 Industrial source vs. laboratory preparation

We shall generally divide the methods of obtaining a particular kind of

organic compound into two categories: industrial source and laboratory preparation.

We may contrast the two in the following way, although it must be realized that

there are many exceptions to these generalizations.

An industrial source must provide large amounts of the desired material at

the lowest possible cost. A laboratory preparation may be required to produce

only a few hundred grams or even a few grams; cost is usually of less importance

than the time of the investigator.

For many industrial purposes a mixture may be just as suitable as a pure

compound; even when a single compound is required, it may be economically

feasible to separate it from a mixture, particularly when the other components

may also be marketed. In the laboratory a chemist nearly always wants a single

pure compound. Separation of a single compound from a mixture of related

substances is very time-consuming and frequently does not yield material of the

required purity. Furthermore, the raw material for a particular preparation may
well be the hard-won product of a previous preparation or even series of prepara-
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tions, and hence he wishes to convert it as completely as possible into his desired

compound. On an industrial scale, if a compound cannot be isolated from natur-

ally occurring material, it may be synthesized along with a number of related

compounds by some inexpensive reaction. In the laboratory, whenever possible,

a reaction is selected that forms a single compound in high yield.

In industry it is frequently worth while to work out a procedure and design

apparatus that may be used in the synthesis of only one member of a chemical

family. In the laboratory a chemist is seldom interested in preparing the same

compound over and over again, and hence he makes use of methods that are

applicable to many or all members of a particular family.

In our study of organic chemistry, we shall concentrate our attention on

versatile laboratory preparations rather than on limited industrial methods. In

learning these we may, for the sake of simplicity, use as examples the preparation

of compounds that may actually never be made by the method shown. We may
discuss the synthesis of ethane by the hydrogenation of ethylene, even though we

can buy all the ethane we need from the petroleum industry. However, if we know
how to convert ethylene into ethane, then, when the need arises, we also know how
to convert 2-methyl-l-hexene into 2-methylhexane, or cholesterol into cholestanol,

or, for that matter, cottonseed oil into oleomargarine.

3.15 Preparation

Each of the smaller alkanes, from methane through -pentane and isopentane,

can be obtained in pure form by fractional distillation of petroleum and natural

gas; neopentane does not occur naturally. Above the pentanes the number of

isorners of each homolog becomes so large and the boiling point differences become

so small that it is no longer feasible to isolate individual, pure compounds; these

alkanes must be synthesized by one of the methods outlined below.

In some of these equations, the symbol R is used to represent any alkyl group.

This convenient device helps to summarize reactions that are typical of an entire

family, and emphasizes the essential similarity of the various members.

In writing these generalized equations, however, we must not lose sight of one

important point. An equation involving RC1, to take a specific example, has

meaning only in terms of a reaction that we can carry out in the laboratory using

a real compound, lii e methyl chloride or tert-butyl chloride. Although- typical of

alkyl halides, a reaction may differ widely in rate or yield depending upon the par-

ticular alkyl group actually concerned. We may use quite different experimental

conditions for methyl chloride than for ten- butyl chloride; in an extreme case, a

reaction that goes well for methyl chloride might go so slowly or give so many
side products as to be completely useless for tert-butyl chloride.

PREPARATION OF ALKANES

1. Hydrogenation of alkenes. Discussed in Sec. 6.3.

r w H * + Pt< Pd * or Ni
^ <~ w*- nr2n > *~n 2n + 2

Alkene Alkane
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2. Reduction of alkyl halides

(a) Hydrolysis of Grignard reagent. Discussed in Sec. 3.16.

RX + Mg -> RMgX
Grignard
reagent

RH

Example:

CH 3CH 2CHCH 3
~^-> CH 3CH 2CHCH 3

--* CH 3CH2CHCH 3

HBr

jvButyI bromide

MgBr
Ac'c-Butylmagncsium

bromide
w-Butane

(b) Reduction by metal and acid. Discussed in Sec. 3.15.

RX-fZn + H* -> RH + Zn + +-fX-

Example:
>H *> CH 3CH 2CHCH 3

CH3CH 2CHCH3

Br H
w-Butanesec-Butyl bromide

3. Coupling of alkyl halides with organometallic compounds. Discussed in Sec. 3.17.

RX
Mav he

1 ', r, 3
'

RLi

Alkvllithium

CuX

Examples:

CH 3CH 2C1

Ethyl
chloride

CH 3CH 2 Li

Fthyllithium

R 2CuLi ,

Lithium

dialkylcopper

R'X I

Should he 1

"

> (CH3CH2)2 CuLi
|

Lithium

dicthylcoppcr

CH 3(CH 2 )5CH 2Br
-

//-Hcptyl bromide

R R

CH 3(CH 2 ) 7CH 3

/i-Nonane

CH 3CCH, -> ~^-^
(/-C4H 9 )2CuLi _

Cl

/pr/-Buty] chloride

CH 3CH 2C'H 2CH2CH 2Br
*

//-Pcntyl bromide

CH,C'CH 2CH 2
C H,CH 2

t'H 3

2,2-Dimcthylheptane

By far the most important of these methods is the hydrogenation of alkencs.

When shaken under a slight pressure of hydrogen gas in the presence of a small

amount of catalyst, alkenes are converted smoothly and quantitatively into alkanes

of the same carbon skeleton. The method is limited only by the availability of the

proper alkene. This is not a very serious limitation; as we shall see (Sec. 5.11),

alkenes are readily prepared, chiefly from alcohols, which in turn can be readily

synthesized (Sec, 15.7) in a wide variety of sizes and shapes.
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Reduction of an alkyl halide, either via the Grignard reagent or directly with

metal and acid, involves simply the replacement of a halogen atom by a hydrogen

atom; the carbon skeleton remains intact. This method has about the same ap-

plicability as the previous method, since, like alkenes, alkyl halides are generally

prepared from alcohols. Where either method could be used, the hydrogenation
of alkenes would probably be preferred because of its simplicity and higher yield.

The coupling of alkyl halides with organometallic compounds is the only
one of these methods in which carbon-carbon bonds are formed and a new, bigger

carbon skeleton is generated.

3.16 The Grignard reagent: an organometallic compound

When a solution of an alkyl halide in dry ethyl ether, (C2H5)2O, is allowed to

stand over turnings of metallic magnesium, a vigorous reaction takes place: the

solution turns cloudy, begins to boil, and the magnesium metal gradually dis-

appears. The resulting solution is known as a Grignard reagent, after Victor Grig-

nard (of the University of Lyons) who received the Nobel prize in 1912 for its

discovery. It is one of the most useful and versatile reagents known to the organic

chemist.

CH3I + Mg
eth

-

r
> CH3MgI

Methyl Methylmagnesium iodide

iodide

CH3CH2Br + Mg
ether

> CH3CH2MgBr
Ethyl bromide Ethylmagnesium bromide

The Grignard reagent has the general formula RMgX, and the general name

alkylmagnesium halide. The carbon-magnesium bond is covalent but highly polar,

with carbon pulling electrons from electropositive magnesium; the magnesium-

halogen bond is essentially ionic.

R:Mg+:X:-

Since magnesium becomes bonded to the same carbon that previously held

halogen, the alkyl group remains intact during the preparation of the reagent.

Thus 7i-propyl chloride yields /i-propylmagnesium chloride, and isopropyl chloride

yields isopropylmagnesium chloride.

CH3CH2CH2C1 + Mg
ether

> CH3CH 2CH2MgCl
n-Propyl chloride /i-Propylmagnesium chloride

CH3CHC1CH3 + Mg
ether

> CH3CHMgClCH 3

Isopropyl chloride Isopropylmagnesium chloride

The Grignard reagent is the best-known member of a broad class of substan-

ces, called organometallic compounds, in which carbon is bonded to a metal:

lithium, potassium, sodium, zinc, mercury, lead, thallium almost any metal

known. Each kind of organometallic compound has, of course, its own set of

properties, and 'its particular uses depend on these. But, whatever the metal, it is

less electronegative than carbon, and the carbon-metal bond like the one in the

8. 8+
R M
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Grignard reagent is highly polar. Although the organic group is not a full-

fledged carbanion an anion in which carbon carries negative charge it never-

theless has considerable carbanion- character. As we shall see, organometallic

compounds owe their enormous usefulness chiefly to one common quality: they

can serve as a source from which carbon is readily transferred with its electrons.

The Grignard reagent is highly reactive. It reacts with numerous inorganic

compounds including water, carbon dioxide, and oxygen, and with most kinds of

organic compounds ; in many of these cases the reaction provides the best way to

make a particular class of organic compound.
The reaction with water to form an alkane is typical of the behavior of the

Grignard reagent and many of the more reactive organometallic compounds
toward acids. In view of the marked carbanion character of the alkyl group, we

may consider the Grignard reagent to be the magnesium salt, RMgX, of the

extremely weak acid, R H. The reaction

RMgX + HOH > R-H + Mg(OH)X
Stronger Weaker

acid acid

is simply the displacement of the weaker acid, R H, from its salt by the stronger

acid, HOH.
An alkane is such a weak acid that it is displaced from the Grignard reagent

by compounds that we might ordinarily consider to be very weak acids themselves,

or possibly not acids at all. Any compound containing hydrogen attached to

oxygen or nitrogen is tremendously more acidic than an alkane, and therefore can

decompose the Grignard reagent: for example, ammonia or methyl alcohol.

RMgX + NH3 > R-H + Mg(NH2)X

Stronger Weaker
acid acid

RMgX + CH 3OH > R-H + Mg(OCH 3)X

Stronger Weaker
acid acid

For the preparation of an alkane, one acid is as good as another, so we naturally

choose water as the most available and convenient.

Problem 3.9 (a) Which alkane would you expect to get by the action of water

on w-propylmagnesium chloride? (b) On isopropylmagnesium chloride? (c) Answer

(a) and (b) for the action of deuterium oxide ("heavy water," D2O).

Problem 3.10 On conversion into the Grignard reagent followed by treatment

with water, how many alkyl bromides would yield: (a) //-pentane; (b) 2-methylbutane;

(c) 2,3-dimethylbutane; (d) neopentane? Draw the structures in each case.

3.17 Coupling of alkyl halides with organometallic compounds

To make an alkane of higher carbon number than the starting material re-

quires formation of carbon-carbon bonds, most directly by the coupling together

of two alkyl groups. The most versatile method of doing this is through a synthesis

developed during the late 1960s by E. J. Corey and Herbert House, working inde-

pendently at Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Coupling takes place in the reaction between a lithium dialkylcopper, R2CuLi,
and an alkyl halide, R'X. (R' stands for an alkyl group that may be the same as,

or different from, R.)

R 2CuLi + R'X --> R- R' + RCu + LiX

Lithium Alkyl Alkane
dialkylcopper halide

An alkyllithium, RLi, is prepared from an alkyl halide, RX, in much the same

way as a Grignard reagent. To it is added cuprous halide, CuX, and then, finally,

the second alkyl halide, R'X. Ultimately, the alkane is synthesized from the two

alkyl halides, RX and R'X.

Alkyl Lithium
lithium dialkylcopper > R R'

R'X

For good yields, R'X should be a primary halide; the alkyl group R in the

organometallic may be primary, secondary, or tertiary. For example:

>CH 3(CH2)7CH 3

w-Nonane

CH 3Br 1!~> CH3Li ~^-> (CH3)2CuLi
,

Methyl Methyllithium Lithium

bromide dialkylcopper

CH3(Ch2)6CH2I
J

. . w-Octyl iodide

CH3CH 2CHCH 3
~^-> -^-> (CH3CH2CH )2CnLi

Cl ' CH 3
|-* CH3CH 2CH(CH2)4CH 3

sec-Buiyl
chloride CH3CH2CH 2CH2CH2Br CH

/i-Pentyl bromide 3-Methyloctane

The choice of organometallic reagent is crucial. Grignard reagents or organo-
lithium compounds, for example, couple with only a few unusually reactive organic

halides. Organosodium compounds couple, but are so reactive that they couple, as

they are being formed, with their parent alkyl halide; the reaction of sodium with alkyl

halides (Wurtz reaction) is thus limited to the synthesis of symmetrical alkanes, R R.

Organocopper compounds were long known to be particularly good at the forma-

tion of carbon-carbon bonds, but are unstable. Here, they are generated in situ from the

organolithium, and then combine with more of it to form these relatively stable organo-
metallics. They exist as complex aggregates but are believed to correspond roughly to

R 2Cu~Li+. The anion here is an example of an ate complex, the negative counterpart

of an onium complex (ammo/jfffm, oxonium).

Although the mechanism is not understood, evidence strongly suggests this

much: the alkyl group R is transferred from copper, taking a pair of electrons

with it, and attaches itself to the alkyl group R' by pushing out halide ion (nucleo-

philic aliphatic substitution. Sec. 14.9).

Problem 3.11 (a) Outline two conceivable syntheses of 2-methylpentane from

three-carbon compounds, (b) Which of the two \\ould you actually use? Why?
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3.18 Reactions

The alkanes are sometimes referred to by the old-fashioned name of paraffins.

This name (Latin: parum qffinis, not enough affinity) was given to describe what

appeared to be the low reactivity of these hydrocarbons.
But reactivity depends upon the choice of reagent. If alkanes are inert toward

hydrochloric and sulfuric acids, they react readily with acids like HF-SbF5 and

FSOjH-SbFs ("magic acid") to yield a variety of products. If alkanes are inert

toward oxidizing agents like potassium permanganate or sodium dichromate,

most of this chapter is devoted to their oxidation by halogens. Certain yeasts feed

happily on alkanes to produce proteins certainly a chemical reaction. As Pro-

fessor M. S. Kharasch (p. 189) used to put it, consider the "inertness" of a room

containing natural gas, air, and a lighted match.

Still, on a comparative basis, reactivity is limited. "Magic acid" is, after all,

one of the strongest acids known; halogenation requires heat or light; combustion

needs a flame or spark to get it started.

Much of the chemistry of alkanes involves free-radical chain reactions, which

take place under vigorous conditions and usually yield mixtures of products. A
reactive particle typically an atom or free radical is needed to begin the attack

on an alkane molecule. It is the generation of this reactive particle that requires

the vigorous conditions: the dissociation of a halogen molecule into atoms, for

example, or even (as in pyrolysis) dissociation of the alkane molecule itself.

In its attack, the reactive particle abstracts hydrogen from the alkane; the

alkane itself is thus converted into a reactive particle which continues the reaction

sequence, that is, carries on the chain. But an alkane molecule contains many

hydrogen atoms and the particular product eventually obtained depends upon
which of these hydrogen atoms is abstracted. Although an attacking particle may
show a certain selectivity, it can abstract a hydrogen from any part of the molecule,

and thus bring about the formation of many isomeric products.

REACTIONS OF ALKANES

.1. Halogenation. Discussed in Sees. 3.19-3.22.

-^L-H + X, *""''', -i-X + HX

Usually a
mixture

Reactivity X2 : C12 > Br2

H: 3 > 2 > 1 > CHj-H

Example:

CH3 CH3 CH3

CH3-CH~CH3
230^y > CH3-CH-CH2C1 and CH3-C-CH3

Isobutane Isobutyl chloride
j

ter/-Butyl chloride
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2. Combustion. Discussed in Sec. 3.30.

CH2n+2 + excess O2

Hamc
> CO2 + (/i + 1)H2O

A/f = heat of combustion

Example:

w-C5Hu + 8 O2

flame
> 5CO2 + 6H2O A# = -845 kcal

3. Pyrolysis (cracking). Discussed in Sec. 3.31.

400-600; with or

alkane
without catalysts

^ H2 + smaller alkanes + alkenes

3.19 Halogenation

As we might expect, halogenation of the higher alkanes is essentially the same

as the halogenation of methane. It can be complicated, however, by the formation

of mixtures of isomers.

Under the influence of ultraviolet light, or at 250-400, chlorine or bromine

converts alkanes into chloroalkanes (alkyl chlorides) or bromoalkanes (alkyl

bromides); an equivalent amount of hydrogen chloride or hydrogen bromide is

formed at the same time. When diluted with an inert gas, and in an apparatus

designed to carry away the heat produced, fluorine has recently been found to give

analogous results. As with methane, iodination does not take place at all.

Depending upon which nydrogen atom is replaced, any of a number of iso-

meric products can be formed from a single alkane. Ethane can yield only one halo-

ethane; propane, /z-butane, and isobutane can yield two isomers each; -pentane

can yield three isomers, and isopentane, four isomers. Experiment has shown

that on halogenation an alkane yields a mixture of all possible isomeric products,

indicating that all hydrogen atoms are susceptible to replacement. For example,

for chlorination :

CH3CH3
--

.

"250*'
CH3CH2 Cl

Ethane
'

b.p. 13

Chloroethane

Ethyl chloride

CH3CH2CH3
l{^\y > CH 3CH2CH2-C1 and CH3CHCH3

Propane
'

b.p. 47 L
1-Chloropropane ^
W.Propylchloride

2^hloropropane

Isopropyl chloride

55%

CH3CH2CH2CH3
ligh^2S

o> CH3CH2CH2CH2 Cl and CH3CH2CHCH3

n-Butane
'

b.p. 78.5 L
1-Chlorobutane e

-Butylchloride **!
870

wc-Bulyl chloride
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CH 3

CH 3CHCH 3

Isobutane

CH 3

CH 3CHCH 2

b.p. 69

l-Chloro-2-

methylpropane

Isobutyl chloride
,

'

CI and

CH 3

CH 3CCH 3

I

C
*P* 5I

2-Chloro-2-

methylpropane

/?/7-Butyl chloride

36%

Bromination gives the corresponding bromides but in different proportions:

CH3CH 3 .JTur
' CH,CH2Br

Ethane

CH 3CH2CH 3
j 27,> CH 3CH 2CH 2Br and CH 3CHCH 3

Propane
'

3/ 1

97%

CH 3CH 2CH2CH 3
Il8hf ,370

> CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2Br and CH 3CH 2CHCH3

/r-Butane
'

2% 1
DT

98%

CH 3 CH 3 CH,

CH3CHCH 3
hgh

*r2

127o
> CH 3CHCH 2Br and CH 3CCH 3

Isobutane
'

trace I

ur

over 99%

Problem 3.12 Draw the structures of: (a) the three monochioro derivatives

of ff-pentune; (h) the four monochioro derivatives of isopentane.

Although both chlorination and bromination yield mixtures of isomers, the

results given above show that the relative amounts of the various isomers differ

markedly depending upon the halogen used. Chlorination gives mixtures in which

no isomer greatly predominates; in bromination, by contrast, one isomer may
predominate to such an extent as to be almost the only product, making up 97-

99% of the total mixture. In bromination, there is a high degree of selectivity as

to which hydrogen atoms are to be replaced. (As we shall see in Sec. 3.28, this

characteristic of bromination is due to the relatively low reactivity of bromine

atoms, ancl is an example of a general relationship between reactivity and selec-

tivity.)

Chlorination of an alkane is not usually suitable for the laboratory prepara-

tion of an alkyl chloride; any one product is necessarily formed in low yield, and

is- difficult to separate from its isomers, whose boiling points are seldom far from

its own. Bromination, on the other hand, often gives a nearly pure alkyl bromide

in high yield. As we shall see, it is possible to predict just which isomer will pre-

dominate; if this product is the one desired, direct bromination could be a feasible

synthetic route.

On an industrial scale, chlorination of alkanes is important. For many
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purposes, for example, use as a solvent, a mixture of isomers is just as suitable as,

and much cheaper than, a pure compound. It may be even worthwhile^ when

necessary, to separate a mixture of isomers if each isomer can then be marketed.

Problem 3.13 How do you account for the fact that not only bromination but

also chlorination is a feasible laboratory route to a neopentyl halidc,

3.20 Mechanism of halogenation

Halogenation of alkanes proceeds by the same mechanism as halogenaiion

of methane:

Chain-initiating step

Chain-propagating steps

then (2), (3), (2), (3), etc., until finally a chain is terminated (Sec. 2.13
N

,

A halogen atom abstracts hydrogen from the alkane (RH) to form an alkyl radical

(R-). The radical in turn abstracts a halogen atom from a halogen molecule to

yield the alkyl halide (RX).
Which alkyl halide is obtained depends upon which alkyl radical is formed.

CH4
-

Methane

CH 3CH 3
-

Ethane

abstraction

CH3CH2CH3

Propane

CH 3
*

Methyl
radical

CH 3CH 2
-

Ethyl
radical

CH 3CH 2CH 2
-

//-Propyl
radical

CH 3X
Methyl
halide

CH 3CH2X
Ethyl
halide

abstraction

CH 3CHCH 3

Isopropyl
radical

CH 3CH 2CH 2X

/?-Prop>l
halidc

CH 3CHCH 3

X
Isopropyl
haltde

This in turn depends upon the alkane and which hydrogen atom is abstracted from

it. For example, w-propyl halide is obtained from a w-propyl radical, formed

from propane by abstraction of a primary hydrogen; isopropyl halide is obtained

from an isopropyl radical, formed by abstraction of a secondary hydrogen.
How fast an alkyl halide is formed depends upon how fast the alkyl radical is

formed. Here also, as was the case with methane (Sec. 2.20), of the two chain-

propagating steps, step (2) is more difficult than step (3), and hence controls the

rate of overall reaction. Formation of the alkyl radical is difficult, but once formed

the radical is readily converted into the alkyl halide (see Fig. 3.5).
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Difficult step

RCI +C1-

Progress of reaction >

Figure 3.5. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction:

chlorination of an alkane. Formation of radical is rate-controlling step.

3.21 Orientation of halogenation

With this background let us turn to the problem of orientation; that is, let us

examine the factors that determine where in a molecule reaction is most likely to

occur. It is a problem that we shall encounter again and again, whenever we study

a compound that offers more than one reactive site to attack by a reagent. It is an

important problem, because orientation determines what product we obtain.

As an example let us take chlorination of propane. The relative amounts of

/?-propyl chloride and isopropyl chloride obtained depend upon the relative rates

at which w-propyl radicals and isopropyl radicals are formed. If, say, isopropyl
radicals are formed faster, then isopropyl chloride will be formed faster, and will

make up a larger fraction of the product. As we can see, w-propyl radicals are

formed by abstraction of primary hydrogens, and isopropyl radicals by abstraction

of secondary hydrogens.

H H H H H H
abstraction 111 III
Qf'H

> H C C~C Cl
i> H C-C C CI

H H H

C C C H
I I

H H
Propane

H H H
/j-Propyl

radical

H H H

H H H
/i-Propyl

chloride

H H H

H-i-i-i-H _a H-i-i-i-H
'-

'

-'-

H H
Isopropyl Isopronyl
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Thus orientation is determined by the relative rates of competing reactions. In

this case we are comparing the rate of abstraction of primary hydrogens with the

rate of abstraction of secondary hydrogens. What are the factors that determine

the rates of these two reactions, and in which of these factors may the two reac-

tions differ?

First of all, there is the collision frequency. This must be the same for the two

reactions, since both involve collisions of the same particles : a propane molecule

and a chlorine atom.

Next, there is the probability factor. If a primary hydrogen is to be abstracted,

the propane molecule must be so oriented at the time of collision that the chlorine

atom strikes a primary hydrogen ;
if a secondary hydrogen is to be abstracted, the

propane must be so oriented that the chlorine collides with a secondary hydrogen.
Since there are six primary hydrogens and only two secondary hydrogens in each

molecule, we might estimate that the probability factor favors abstraction of

primary hydrogens by the ratio of 6:2, or 3: 1.

Considering only collision frequency and our guess about probability factors,

we predict that chlorination of propane would yield w-propyl chloride and iso-

propyl chloride in the ratio of 3 : 1 . As shown on page 95, however, the two

chlorides are formed in roughly equal amounts, that is, in the ratio of about 1:1,

or 3:3. The proportion of isopropyl chloride is about three times as great as

predicted. Evidently, about three times 'as many collisions with secondary hydro-

gens are successful as collisions with primary hydrogens. If our assumption
about the probability factor is correct, this means that act is less for abstraction

of a secondary hydrogen than for abstraction of a primary hydrogen.

Chlorination of isobutane presents a similar problem. In this case, abstrac-

tion of one of the nine primary hydrogen leads to the formation of isobutyl

chloride, whereas abstraction of the single tertiary hydrogen leads to the formation

of re/7-butyl chloride. We would estimate, then, that the probability factor favors

abstraction
of r H v

H

H C H
H

r r r . ci
:

H H H
Isobutane

abstraction

of3H .

H H H
Isobutyl

radical

H C H
H H

H-C-C-C-H
i i
fer/-Butyl

radical

H

H-C-H
"

I 3H-C-CC Ci

Isobutyl

chloride

/*r/-Butyl

chloride

formation of isobutyl chloride by the ratio of 9: 1. The experimental results given

on page 96 show that the ratio is roughly 2:1, or 9:4.5. Evidently, about 4.5

times as many collisions with the tertiary hydrogen are successful as collisions wi'
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the primary hydrogens. This, in turn, probably means that /Tact is less for abstrac-

tion of a tertiary hydrogen than for abstraction of a primary hydrogen, and, in

fact, even less than for abstraction of a secondary hydrogen.

Study of the chlorination of a great many alkanes has shown that these are

typical results. After allowance is made for differences in the probability factor,

the rate of abstraction of hydrogen atoms is always found to follow the sequence

3 > 2 > 1. At room temperature, for example, the relative rates per hvdrogen

atom are 5.0:3.8:1.0. Using these values we can predict quite well the ratio of

isomeric chlorination products from a given alkane. For example:

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH3 -> CH,CH,CH,CH 2C1 and CH.CH.CHCKHi
light, 25

~ '

n-Butane //-Butyl chloride Arr-Butyl chloride

K-butyl chloride _ no. of 1
J H reactivity of 1' H

"ec-butyl chloride no. of 2 H reactivity of 2" H

6 1.0

4
X

18

6 .
, 1*%=

YC~J equivalent to j^~

In spite of these differences in reactivity, chlorination rarely yields a great

preponderance of any single isomer. In nearly every alkane, as in the example \vc

have studied, the less reactive hydrogens are the more numerous; their lower

reactivity is compensated for by a higher probability factor, with the result that

appreciable amounts of every isomer are obtained.

Problem 3.14 Predict the proportions of isomcnc products from chlorination

at room temperature of: (a) propane; (b) isobutanc; (c) 2,3-dimcthylbutanc,

(d) w-pentane (Note- There are three isomeric products); (c) isopentane; (f ) 2,2.3-m-

methylbutane; (g) 2,2,4-tnmethvlpentane. For (a) and (b) check your calculations

igainst the experimental values given on pai^cs ^ and %.

The same sequence of reactivity, 1 > 2^ > 1', is found in bromination, but

with enormously larger reactivity ratios. At 127 ,
foi example, the relative rates

per hydrogen atom are 1600:82:1. Here, differences m reactivity are so marked

as vastly to outweigh probability factors.

Problem 3.15 Answer Problem 3.14 lor brommation at 127.

3.22 Relative reactivities of alkanes toward halogenation

The best way to measure the relative reactivities of different compounds toward

the same reagent is by the method of competition, since this permits an exact

quantitative comparison under identical reaction conditions. Equimolar amounts

of two compounds to be compared are mixed together and allowed to react with a

limited amount of a particular reagent. Since there is not enough reagent for

both compounds, the two compete with each other. Analysis of the reaction

products shows which compound has consumed more of the reagent and hence is

more reactive.
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For example, if equimolar amounts of methane and ethane are allowed to

react with a small amount of chlorine, about 400 times as much ethyl chloride as

methyl chloride is obtained, showing that ethane is 400 times as reactive as

methane. When allowance is made for the relative numbers of hydrogens in the

two kinds of molecules, we see that each hydrogen of ethane is^AbonlfyBBF tifijes

as reactive as each hydrogen of methane.

CH 3C1 --"- C1 2
CiHj^ C2H 5CI

1 l.ght, 25 4(X)

Problem 3.16 Because of the rathci large difference in reactivity belft^tfcjhane
and methane, competition experiments have actually used mixtures containing more
methane than ethane. If the molar ratio of methane to ethane vsere JO: 1, what ratio

of ethyl . chloride to methyl chloride would you expect to obtain? What practical

advantage would this experiment have over one ;

nvolving a 1 : 1 ratio?

Data obtained from similar studies of other compounds are consistent with

this simple generalization : the reactirity of a hydrogen depends chiefly upon its

class, and not upon the alkane to which it is attached. Each primary hydrogen of

propane, for example, is about as easily abstracted as each primary hydrogen in

H-butane or isobutane ; each secondary hydrogen of propane, about as easily as

each secondary hydrogen of w-butane or w-pentane; and so on.

The hydrogen atoms of methane, which fall into a special class, are even less

reactive than primary hydrogens, as shown by the above competition with ethane.

Problem 3.17 On chlonnation, an equimolar mixture of ethane and neo-

pentane yields neopentyl chloride and ethyl chloride in the ratio of 2.3:1. How does

the reactivity of a primary hydrogen in neopentane compare with that of a primary

hydrogen in ethane ?

3.23 Ease of abstraction of hydrogen atoms. Energy of activation

At this stage we can summarize the effect of structure on halogenation of

alkanes in the following way. The controlling step in halogenation is abstraction

of hydrogen by a halogen atom :

R H + X- > H-X + R-

The relative ease with which the different classes of hydrogen atoms are abstracted

is:

Ease of abstraction 10 ^ *>* ^ , ^ rv,
-. . . 3 > 2 > 1 > i~rl4

of hydrogen atoms

This sequence applies (a) to the various hydrogens within a single alkane and hence

governs orientation of reaction, and (b) to the hydrogens of different alkanes and

hence governs relative reactivities,

Earlier, we concluded that these differences in ease of abstraction like most

differences in rate between closely related reactions (Sec. 2.19) are probably due

to differences in act . By study of halogenation at a series of temperatures (Sec.

2.18), the values of ftct listed in Table 3.5 were ireasured. In agreement with our

tentative conclusions, the increasing rate of reaction along the series, methyl, 1,
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Table 3.5 ENERGIES OF ACTIVATION, KCAL/MOLE

R-H + X- * R- -f H-X
R X = Cl X = Bi

2, 3, is paralleled by a decreasing act . In chlorination the differences in act ,

like the differences in rate, are small; in bromination both differences are large.

We have seen (Sec. 2.18) that the larger the E*ct of a reaction, the larger the increase

in rate brought about by a given rise in temperature. We have just found that the dif-

ferences in rate of abstraction among primary, secondary, and tertiary hydrogens are

due to differences in aet . We predict, therefore, that a rise in temperature should speed

up abstraction of primary hydrogens (with the largest act) most, and abstraction of

tertiary hydrogens (with the smallest act) least; the three classes of hydrogen should then

display more nearly the same reactivity.

This leveling-out effect has indeed been observed: as the temperature is raised, the

relative rates per hydrogen atom change from 5.0:3.8:1.0 toward 1:1:1. At very high

temperatures virtually every collision has enough energy for abstraction of even primary

hydrogens. It is generally true that as the temperature is raised a given reagent becomes

less selective in the position of its attack ; conversely, as the temperature is lowered it

becomes more selective.

How can we account for the effect of structure on ease of abstraction of

hydrogen atoms ? Since this is a matter of act , we must look for our answer, as

always, in the transition state. To do this, however, we must first shift our focus

from the hydrogen atom being abstracted to the radical being formed.

3.24 Stability of free radicals

In Table 1.2 (p. 21) we find the dissociation energies of the bonds that hold

hydrogen atoms to a number of groups. These values are the A//'s of the following

reactions:

CH 3-H > CH 3
- + H- A//-104kcal

CH3CH2-H > CH 3CH2
- + H- A// = 98

A 1 radical

CH 3CH2CH2-H -> CH 3CH 2CH 2
-

-I- H- A// . 98

A 1 radical

CH 3CHCH 3 > CH 3CHCH3 + H- A// = 95

H A 2 radical

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3CCH 3 > CH 3CCH 3 + H- A// 91

H A3 radical

By definition, bond dissociation energy is the amount of energy that must be
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supplied to convert a mole of alkane into radicals and hydrogen atoms. As we
can see, the amount of energy needed to form the various classes of radicals

decreases in the order: CH3
- > 1 > 2 > 3.

R-H R- + H- A// = bond dissociation energy

If less energy is needed to form one radical than another, it can only mean

that, relative to the alkane from which it is formed, the one radical contains less

energy than the other, that is to say, is more stable (see Fig. 3.6).

CH3
-

(104)
RH R- +H-

o- (98)

CH3CHCH3 (95) CH3

CHiC-CHj (91)

CH4 CH,

CHr-C-CHa

H

Figure 3.6. Relative stabilities of free radicals. (Plots aligned with each
other for easy comparison.)

We are not attempting to compare the absolute energy contents of, say,

methyl and ethyl radicals; 'we are simply saying that the difference in energy
between methane and methyl radicals is greater than the difference between ethane

and ethyl radicals. When we compare stabilities offree radicals, it must be under-

stood that our standard for each radical is the alkane from which it is formed. As
we shall see, this is precisely the kind of stability that we are interested in.

Relative to the alkane from which each is formed, then, the order of stability

of free radicals is:

Stability of

free radicals
3 > 2 > 1 > CHr

3.25 Ease of formation of free radicals

Let us return to the halogenation of alkatfes. Orientation and reactivity,

we have seen (Sec. 3.23), are governed by the relative ease with which the different

classes of hydrogen, atoms are abstracted. Jut by definition, the hydrogen being

abstracted and the radical being formed belong to the same class. Abstraction of

a primary hydrogen yields a primary radical, abstraction of a secondary hydrogen

yields a secondary radical, and so on. For example:

CH3CH2CH2~H + Br-

A 1 hydrogen

+ CH 3CH 2CH 2

A 1 radical
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CH 3CHCH 3 + Br- > H~Br + CH 3CHCH 3

H A 2 radical

A 2 hydrogen

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3CCH 3 -I- Br > H-Br + CH3CCH 3

H A3 radical

A 3 hydrogen

If the ease of abstraction of hydrogen atoms follows the sequence 3 > 2 >

1 > CH4 , then the ease of formation of free radicals must follow the same

sequence:

Ease of formation 10 00 . |0 . ri *
ff . j>z.>j.> \^ri-i*

of free radicals

In listing free radicals in order of their ease of formation, we find that we have

at the same time listed them in order of their stability. The more stable the free

radical, the more easily it is formed.

This is an extremely useful generalization. Radical stability seems to govern

orientation and reactivity in many reactions where radicals areformed. The addition

of bromine atoms to alkenes (Sec. 6. 1 7), for example, is a quite different sort of

reaction from the one we have just studied; yet, there too, orientation and reac-

tivity are governed by radical stability. (Even in those cases where other factors

steric hindrance, polar effects are significant or even dominant, it is convenient

to use radical stability as a point of departure.)

3.26 Transition state for halogenation

Is it reasonable that the more stable radical should be formed more easily?

We have already seen that the differences in reactivity toward halogen atoms

are due chiefly to differences in E^ : the more stable the radical, then, the lower

the act for its formation. This, in turn, means that the more stable the radical,

the more stable the transition state leading to its formation both stabilities being

measured, as they must be, against the same standard, the reactants. (Remember:

ftct is the difference in energy content between reactants and transition state.)

Examination of the transition state shows that this is exactly what we would

expect As we saw before (Sec. 2.22), the hydrogen-halogen bond is partly formed

and the carbon-hydrogen bond is partly broken. To the extent that the bond is

C H+ -X
H---H---X

> C- + H X
J

I

Reactants Transition state Products

Halogen has Carbon acquiring Carbon has
odd electron free-radical character odd electron

broken, the alkyl group possesses character ot the free radical it will become.

Factors that tend to stabilize the free radical tend to stabilize the incipient free

radical in the transition state.

We have seen that the stabilities of free radicals follow the sequence 3 > 2 >

1 > CH 3 -. A certain factor (delocalization of the odd electron, Sec. 6.28) causes
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the energy difference between isobutane and the tert-buty\ radical, for example,
to be smaller than between propane and the isopropyl radical. It is not unreason-

able that this same factor should cause the energy difference between isobutane

and the incipient tert-buiyl radical in the transition state to be smaller than between

propane and the incipient isopropyl radical in its transition state (Fig. 3.7).

CH 3

Stabilization of
transition state

CH,

CH.,- C H Br
I

CH,

Stabilization of
L^ radical

Progress of reaction >

Figure 3.7. Molecular structure and rate of reaction. Stability of tran-

sition state parallels stability of radical: more stable radical formed faster.

(Plots aligned with each other for easy comparison.)

3.27 Orientation and reactivity

Throughout our study of organic chemistry, we shall approach the problems

of orientation and reactivity in the following way.

Both problems involve comparing the rates of closely related reactions: in the

case of orientation, reactions at different sites in the same compound; in the case

of reactivity, reactions with different compounds. For such closely related reac-

tions, variations in rate are due mostly to differences in act ; by definition, EACt

is the difference in energy content between reactants and transition state.

We shall examine the most likely structure for the transition state, then, to

see what structural features affect its stability without at the same time affecting

by an equal amount the stability of the reactants; that is, we shall look for factors

that tend to increase or decrease the energy difference between reactants and

transition state. Having decided what structural features affect the act , we shall

compare the transition states for the reactions whose rates we wish to compare:

the more stable the transition state, the faster the reaction.

In many, if not most, reactions where a free radical is formed, as in the present

case, tlie transition state differs from the reactants chiefly in being like the product.

It is reasonable, ihen, that the factor most affecting the act should be the radical

character of the transition state. Hence we find that the more stable the radical
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the more stable the transition state leading to its formation, and the faster the

radical is formed.

3.28 Reactivity and selectivity

In its attack on alkanes, the bromine atom is much more selective than the

chlorine atom (with relative rate factors of 1600:82: 1 as compared with 5.0:3.8: 1).

It is also much less reactive than the chlorine atom (only 1/250,000 as reactive

toward methane, for example, as we sa\s in Sec. 2.19). This is just one example of

a general relationship: in a set of similar reactions, the less reactive the reagent, the

more selective it is in its attack.

To account for this relationship, we must recall what we learned in Sec. 2.23.

In the attack by the comparatively unreactive bromine atom, the transition state

is reached late in the reaction process, after the alkyl group has developed con-

siderable radical character. In the attack by the highly reactive chlorine atom, the

transition state is reached early, when the alkyl group has gained very little radical

character.

Bromination

. 5. 1

R -H-BrJR_H + fir- > LR -H-BrJ > R- 4- H-Br

Low reactivity; Transition state

high selectivity
Reached late:

much radical

character

Chlorination

p.
8- 1

LR--H cijR-H + a- > IR-H- cij > R- + H-CI

High reactivity; Transition state

tow selectivity
Reached early:

little radical

character

Now, by "selectivity" we mean here the differences in rate at which the various

classes of free radicals are formed; a more stable free radical is formed faster, we

said, because the factor that stabilizes it delocalization of the odd electron (Sec.

6.28) also stabilizes the incipient radical in the transition state. If this is so,

then the more fully developed the radical character in the transition state, the more

effective delocalization will be in stabilizing the transition state. The isopropyl

radical, for example, is 3 kcal more stable than the w-propyl radical; if the radicals

were completely formed in the transition state, the difference in act would be 3

kcal. Actually, in bromination the difference in act is 3 kcal: equal, within the

limits of experimental error, to the maximum potential stabilization, indicating,

as we expected, a great deal of radical character. In chlorination, by contrast,

the difference in act is only 0.5 kcal, indicating only very slight radical character.

A similar situation exists for reactions of other kinds. Whatever the factor

responsible for differences in stability among a set of transition states whether it is

delocalization of an odd electron, or accommodation of a positive or negative
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charge, or perhaps a change in crowding of the atoms the factor will operate more

effectively when the transition state is more fully developed, that is, when the

reagent is less reactive.

3.29 Non-rearrangement of free radicals. Isotopic tracers

Our interpretation of orientation (Sec. 3.21) was based on an assumption that

we have not yet justified: that the relative amounts of isomeric halides we find in

the product reflect the relative rates at which various free radicals were formed

from the alkane. From isobutane, for example, we obtain twice as much isobutyl

chloride as te/7-butyl chloride, and we assume from this that, by abstraction of

hydrogen, isobutyl radicals are formed twice as fast as /erf-butyl radicals.

Yet how do we know, in this case, that every isobutyl radical that is formed

ultimately yields a molecule of isobutyl chloride? Suppose some isobutyl radicals

were to change- by rearrangement of atoms into /<?r/-butyl radicals, which then

react with chlorine to yield ter/-butyl chloride. This supposition is not so far-

CH 3 CH 3 CH 3

f\ ' rearrangement
CH, C-CH, - - CHi C-CH,. CH V C-CH,

I

Docs nut w//Y>f/j

U |j[ /<?rf-Butyl radical

Isobutane Isohutyl radical
|
Ch

CH 3

CH 3
--C-CH 3

Cl

rf/7-But>l chloride

fetched as we, in our present innocence, might think; the doubt Jt raises is a very

real one. We shall shortly see that another kind of reactive intermediate particle,

the carbonium ion, is \ery prone to rearrange, with less stable ions readil> changing
into more stable ones (See. 5.22).

H. C. Brown (of Purdue University) and Glen Russell (no\\ of loua State

University) decided to test the possibility that free radicals, like carbonium ions,

might rearrange, and chose the chlorination of isobutane as a good test case,

because of the large difference in stability between w/-butyl and isobutyl radicals.

If rearrangement of alkyl radicals can indeed lake place, it should certainly happen
here.

What the problem comes down to is this: does every abstraction of primary

hydrogen lead to isobuiyl chloride, and every abstraction of tertiary hydrogen lead

to tert-butyl chloride? This, we might say, we could never know, because all

hydrogen atoms are exactly alike. But are they? Actually, three isotopes of hy-

drogen exist: 'H, profhtm, ordinary hydrogen:
2H or D, deuterium* heavy hydro-

gen; and 3H or T, tritium. Protium and deuterium are distributed in nature in

the ratio of 5000: 1. '(Tritium, the unstable, radioactive isotope, is present in

traces, but can be made by neutron bombardment of 6
Li.) Modern methods of

separation of isotopes have made very pure deuterium available, at moderate

prices, in the form of deuterium oxide. D 2O, heavy water.
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Brown and Russell prepared the deuterium-labeled isobutane I,

DC1 i CH 3 C- CH 3
--> CH 3-C-~CH3

CH3

CH3-C-CH 3

D n
HC1 f CHr C CH 2

~^ CH3 C~CH 2CJ
I "I
D , D

photochemically chlorinated it, and analyzed the products. The DClrHCl ratio

(determined by the mass spectrometer) was found to be equal (within experimental

error) to the tert-buiyl chloride: isobutyl chloride ratio. Clearly, every abstraction

of a tertiary hydrogen (deuterium) gave a molecule of tert~buty\ chloride, and every

abstraction of a primary hydrogen (protiwn) gave a molecule of isobutyl chloride.

Rearrangement of the intermediate free radicals did not occur.

All the existing evidence indicates quite strongly that, although rearrangement

of free radicals occasionally happens, it is not very common and does not involve

simple alkyl radicals.

Problem 3.18 (a) What results would have been obtained if some isobutyl
radicals had rearranged to tert-buiyl radicals? (b) Suppose that, instead of rearrang-

ing, isobutyl radicals were, in effect, converted into terr-butyl radicals by the reac-

tion

CH3 CH3 CH 3 CH3

CH3-CH~-CH 7 4- CHr-C-CH 3
> CH 3 -CH-CH 3 + CH 3-C-CH 3

H
What results would Brown and Russell have obtained?

Problem 3.19 Keeping in mind the availability of D2O, suggest a way to make I

from ter/~butyl chloride. (Hint: See Sec, 3.16.)

The work of Brown and Russell is just one example of the way in which we can

gain insight into a chemical reaction by using isotopically labeled compounds. We
shall encounter many other examples in which isotopes, used either as tracers, as

in this case, or for the detection of isotope effects (Sec. 11.15), give us information

about reaction mechanisms that we could not get in any other way.

Besides deuterium and tritium, isotopes commonly used in organic chemistry

include: 14C, available a<j
14CH 3OH and Ba 14CO 3 ;

18O, as H 2
8O; 15N, as 15NH 3 ,

15N(V, and 15NO2

~
;

36
C1, as chlorine or chloride; 131

I, as iodide.

Problem 3.20 Bromination of methane is slowed down by the addition of

HBr (Problem 14, p. 71); this is attributed to the reaction

CH 3
- + HBr > CH4 + Br-

which, as the reverse of one of the chain-carrying steps, slows down bromination.

How might you test whether or not this reaction actually occurs in the bromination

mixture?
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Problem 3.21 In Sec. 2.12 the reaction

Cl- + CI 2 > C1 2 + C|.

was listed as probable but unproductive. Given ordinary chlorine (made up of 35C1

and 37
C1) and 36C1 2 , and a mass spectrometer, how would you go about rinding out

whether or not the reaction actually occurs?

3.30 Combustion

The reaction of alkanes with oxygen to form carbon dioxide, water, and

most important of all heat* is the chief reaction occurring in the internal com-

bustion engine; its tremendous practical importance is obvious.

The mechanism of this reaction is extremely complicated and is not yet fully

understood. 'I here seems to be no doubt, however, that it is a free-radical chain

reaction. 'I he reaction is extremely exothermic and yet requires a very high tem-

perature, that of a flame, for its initiation. As in the case of chlorination, a great

deal of energy is required for the bond-breaking that generates the initial reactive -

particles; once this energy barrier is surmounted, the subsequent chain-carrying

steps proceed readily and with the evolution of energy.

A higher compression ratio has made the modern gasoline engine more

efficient than earlier ones, but has at the same time created a new problem. Under

certain conditions the smooth explosion of the fuel-air mixture in the cylinder is

replaced by knocking, which greatly reduces the power of the engine.

The problem of knocking has been successfully met in two general ways:

(a) proper selection of the hydrocarbons to be used as fuel, and (b) addition of

tetraethyllead.

Experiments with pure compounds have shown that hydrocarbons of differing

structures differ widely in knocking tendency. The relative antiknock tendency of

a fuel is generally indicated by its octane number. An arbitrary scale has been set

up, with //-heptane, which knocks ver> badly, being gi\en an octane number of

/ero, and 2,2,4-tnmelhylpentane (*"iso-octane") being gi\en the octane number

of 100. There are available today fuels with better antiknock qualities than "iso-

octane."

The gasoline fraction obtained by direct distillation of petroleum (straight-run

gasoline) is improved by addition of compounds of higher octane number; it is

sometimes entirely replaced by these better fuels. Branched-chain alkanes and

alkenes, and aromatic hydrocarbons generally have excellent antiknock qualities;

these are produced from petroleum hydrocarbons by catalytic cracking (Sec. 3.31)

and catalytic reforming (Sec. 12.4). Highly branched alkanes are synthesized from

alkenes and alkanes by alkylatton (Sec. 6.16).

In 1922 T. C. Midgley, Jr., and T. A. Boyd (of the General Motors Research

Laboratory) found that the octane number of a fuel is greatly improved by addition

of a small amount of tetraethyllead, (C 2H 5)4Pb. Gasoline so treated is called

ethyl gasoline or leaded gasoline. Nearly 50 years of research has finally shown

that tetraethyllead probably works by producing tiny particles of lead oxides, on

whose surface certain reaction chains are broken.

In addition to carbon dioxide and water, however, the gasoline engine dis-

charges other substances into the atmosphere, substances that are either smog-
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producing or downright poisonous: unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide,

nitrogen oxides, and, from leaded gasoline, various compounds of lead in the

United States, hundreds of tons of lead a day. Growing public concern about these

pollutants has caused a minor revolution in the petroleum and auto industries.

Converters are being developed to clean up exhaust emissions: by catalytic oxida-

tion of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, and by the breaking down of nitrogen

oxides into nitrogen and oxygen. But most of these oxidation catalysts contain

platinum, which is poisoned by lead; there has been a move to get the lead out of

gasoline not, initially, to cut down on lead pollution, but to permit converters

to function. This has, in turn, brought back the problem of knocking, which is

being met in two ways: (a) by lowering the compression ratio of tfie new auto-

mobiles being built: and (b) by increasing the octane number of gasoline through

changes in hydrocarbon composition through addition of aromatics and through

increased use of isomerization (Sec. 3.13).

3.31 Pyrolysis: cracking

Decomposition of a compound by the action of heat alone is known as

pyrolysis. This word is taken from the Greek pyr, fire, and lysis, a loosing, and

hence to chemists means "cleavage by heat"; compare hydro-lysis, "cleavage by
water."

The pyrolysis of alkanes, particularly when petroleum is concerned, is known

as cracking. In thermal cracking alkanes are simply passed through a chamber

heated to a high temperature. Large alkanes are converted into smaller alkanes,

alkenes, and some hydrogen. This process yields predominantly ethylene (C2H4)

together with other small molecules. In a modification called steam cracking,

the hydrocarbon is diluted with steam, heated for a fraction of a second to 700-

900, and rapidly cooled. Steam cracking is of growing importance in the pro-

duction of hydrocarbons as chemicals, including ethylene, propylene, butadiene,

isoprene, and cyclopentadiene. Another source of smaller hydrocarbons is hydro-

cracking, carried out in the presence of hydrogen at high pressure and at much
lower temperatures (250-450).

The lov\ -molecular-weight alkenes obtained from these cracking processes can

be separated and purified, and are the most important raw materials for the large-

scale synthesis of aliphatic compounds.
Most cracking, however, is directed toward the production of fuels, not

chemicals, and for this catalytic cracking is the major process. Higher boiling

petroleum fractions (typically, gas oil), are brought into contact with a finely

divided silica-alumina catalyst at 450-550 and under slight pressure. Catalytic

cracking not only increases the yield of gasoline by breaking large molecules into

smaller ones, but also improves the quality of the gasoline: this process involves

carbonwm ions (Sec. 5.15), and yields alkanes and alkenes with the highly branched

structures desirable in gasoline.

Through the process of alkylation (Sec. 6.16) some of the smaller alkanes and

alkenes are converted into high-octane synthetic fuels.

Finally, by the process of catalytic reforming (Sec. 12.4) enormous quantities

of the aliphatic hydrocarbons of petroleum are converted into aromatic hydro
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carbons which arc used not only as superior fuels but as the starting materials in

the synthesis of most aromatic compounds (Chap. 10).

3.32 Determination of structure

One of the commonest and most important jobs in organic chemistry is to

determine the structural formula of a compound just synthesized or isolated from

a natural source.

The compound will fall into one of two groups, although at first we probably

shall not know which group. It will be either, (a) a previously reported compound,
which we must identify, or (b) a new compound, whose structure we must prove.

If the compound has previously been encountered by some other chemist

who determined its structure, then a description of its properties will be found

somewhere in the chemical literature, together with the evidence on which its

structure was assigned. In that case, we need only to show that our compound
is identical with the one previously described.

If. on the other hand, our compound is a new one that has never before been

reported, then we must carry out a much more elaborate proof of structure.

Let us see in a general way now, and in more detail later just how we

would go about this job. We are confronted by a flask filled with gas, or a few

millihters of liquid, or a tiny heap of crystals. We must find the answer to the

question: what is if?

First, we purify the compound and determine its physical properties: melting

point, boiling point, density, refractive index, and solubility in various solvents.

In the laboratory today, we would measure various spectra of the compound

(Chap. 13), in particular the infrared spectrum and the nmr spectrum; indeed,

because of the wealth of information to be
gotten

in this way, spectroscopic examina-

tion might well be the first order of business after purification. From the mass

spectrum we would get a very accurate molecular weight.

We would carry out a qualitative elemental analysis to see what elements are

present (Sec. 2.25). We might follow this with a quantitative analysis, and from this

and the molecular weight we could calculate a molecular formula (Sec. 2.26); we

would certainly do this if the compound is suspected of being a new one.

Next, we study systematically the behavior of the compound toward certain

reagents. This behavior, taken with the elemental analysis, solubility properties,

and spectra, generally permits us to characterize the compound, that is, to decide

what family the unknown belongs to. We might find, for example, that the com-

pound is an alkane, or that it is an alkene, or an aldehyde, or an ester.

Now the question is: which alkane is it? Or which alkene, or which aldehyde,

or which ester? To find the answer, we first go to the chemical literature and look

up compounds of the particular family to which our unknown belongs.

If we find one described whose physical properties are identical with those of

our unknown, then the chances are good that the two compounds are identical.

For confirmation, we generally convert the unknown by a chemical reaction into

a new compound called a derivative, and show that this derivative is identical with

the product derived in the same way from the previously reported compound.
If, on the other hand, we do not find a compound described whose physical
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properties are identical with those of our unknown, then we have a difficult job
on our hands: we have a new compound, and must prove its structure. We may
carry out a degradation : break the molecule apart, identify the fragments, and deduce

what the structure must have been. To clinch any proof of structure, we attempt

to synthesize the unknown by a method that leaves no doubt about its structure.

Problem 3.22 The final step in the proof of structure of an unknown alkane

\\as its synthesis by the coupling of lithium di(ft>r/-butyl)copper with w-butyl bro-

mide. What \\as the alkane?

In Chap. 13, after we have become familiar with more features of organic

structure, we shall see how spectroscopy fits into the general procedure
1

outlined

above.

3.33 Analysis of alkanes

An unknown compound is characterized as an alkane on the basis of negative

evidence.

Upon qualitative elemental analysis, an alkane gives negative tests for all

elements except carbon and hydrogen. A quantitative combustion, if one is carried

out, shows the absence of oxygen; taken with a molecular weight determination,

the combustion gives the molecular formula, -CnH 2n + 2 which is that of an alkane.

An alkane is insoluble not only in water but also in dilute acid and base and in

concentrated sulfuric acid. (As we shall see, most kinds of organic compounds
dissolve in one or more of these solvents.)

An alkane is unreactive toward most chemical reagents. Its infrared spectrum
lacks the absorption bands characteristic of groups ofatoms present in other families

of organic compounds (like OH, C~O, ,C C, etc.).

Once the unknown has been characterized as an alkane, there remains the

second half of the problem: finding out which alkane.

On the basis of its physical properties boiling point, melting point, density,

refractive index, and, most reliable of all, its infrared and mass spectra it may be

identified as a previously studied alkane of known structure.

If it turns out to be a new alkane, the proof of structure can be a difficult

job. Combustion and molecular weight determination give its molecular formula.

Clues about the arrangement of atoms are given by its infrared and nmr spectra.

(For compounds like alkanes, it may be necessary to lean heavily on x-ray diffrac-

tion and mass spectrometry.)

Final proof lies in synthesis of the unknown by a method that can lead only
to the particular structure assigned.

(The spectroscopic analysis of alkanes will be discussed in Sees. 13.15-13.16.)

PROBLEMS
1. Give the structural formula of:

(a) 2,2,3,3-tetramethylpentane (e) 2,4-dimethyl-4-ethylheptane

(b) 2,3-dimethyIbutane (f) 2,5-dimethylhexane

(c) 3,4,4,5-tetramethylheptane (g) 2-methyI-3-ethylpentane

(d) 3,4-dimethyI-4-ethylheptane (h) 2,2,4-trimethylpentane
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2. Draw out the structural formula and give the IUPAC name of:

(a) (CH 3) 2CHCH2CH 2CH 3 (0 (CH 3)3CCH 2C(CH 3)3

(b) CH 3CH 2C(CH 3)2CH 2CH 3 (g) (CH 3)2CHCH 2CH 2CH(C2H 5)2

(c) (C2H 5)2C(CH 3)CH 2CH 3 (h) (CH 3)2CHCH(CH 3)CH 2C(C 2H 5)2CH 3

(d) CH 3CH 2CH(C H 3)CH(CH 3)CH(CH 3)2 (i) (CH 3 )2CHC(C 2H 5)2CH 2CH 2CH 3

CH 3 CH 3

(e) CH 3CH2CHCH 2CHCH 2CH 3 (j) CH 3CH 2CHCH 2CHCHCH 3

CH 3 CH 2CH 2CH 3 CH 2CH2CH 3

3. Pick out a compound in Problem 1 or 2 that has: (a) no tertiary hydrogen;

(b) one tertiary hydrogen; (c) two tertiary hydrogens; (d) no secondary hydrogen;

(e) two secondary hydrogens; (f) half the number of secondary hydrogens as primary

hydrogens.

4. Pick out a compound (if any) in Problem 1 or 2 that contains:

(a) one isopropyl group (g) one /*r/-butyl group

(b) two isopropyl groups (h) two tert-buiyl groups

(c) one isobutyl group (i) an isopropyl group and a j^r-butyl group

(d) two isobutyl groups (j) a /m-butyl group and an isobutyl group

(c) one sec-butyl group (k) a methyl, an ethyl, a //-propyl, and a jer-butyl

(f ) two .w-butyl groups group

5. What
alkane^

or alkancs of molecular weight 86 have: (a) two monobromo
derivatives? (b) three? (c) four? (d) five? (e) How many dibromo derivatives does the

alkane in (a) have?

6. How many mono-, di-, and trichloro derivatives are possible for cyclopentane ?

(Structure given in Sec. 9.5.)

7. Without referring to tables, list the following hydrocarbons in order of decreasing

boiling points (i e., highest boiling at top, lowest at bottom):

(a) 3.3-dimcth>lpcntane (c) 2-methylheptane (e) 2-methylhexane

(b) //-heptane (d) //-pentane

8. Wnte balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the following reac-

tions:

(a) isobutyl bromide f Mg/ether (d) product of (b) -f H 2O
(b) rm-butjl bromide + Mg/ether (e) product of (a) + D ;O
(c) product of (a) -i H :O (f) .wc-butyl chloride + Li, then Cul

(g) product of (f ) -f ethyl bromide

9. Write equations for the preparation of //-butane from:

(a) //-butyl bromide (d) l-butenc, CH,CH 2CH--CH 2

(b) .tec-butyl bromide (e) 2-butene, CH 3CH- CHCH 3

(c) ethyl chloride

10. Draw structures of all products expected from monochlorination at room tem-

perature of:

(a) if-hexane (c) 2,2,4-trimethylpentane

(b) isohexane (d) 2,2-dimethylbutane

11. Predict the proportions of products in the previous problem.

12. (a) Reaction of an aldehyde with a Grignard reagent is an important way of

making alcohols. Why must one scrupulously dry the aldehyde before adding it to the

Grignard reagent? (b) Why would one not prepare a Grignard reagent from
BrCH2CH 2OH?
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13. On the basis of bond strengths in Table 1.2, page 21, add the following free

radicals to the stability sequence of Sec. 3.24:

(a) vinyl, HiC-^CH-
(b) ally], H 2C=-CHCH 2

-

(c) benzyl, C6H 5CH 2
-

Check your answer on page 211.

14. On the basis of your answer to Problem 1 3, predict how the following would
fit into the sequence (Sec. 3.23) that shows ease of abstraction of hydrogen atoms:

(a) vinylic hydrogen, H 2O-CH--H
(b) allylic hydrogen, H 2C- CHCH 2-H
(c) benzylic hydrogen, C6H 5CH 2 H

Check your answer against the facts on page 210.

15. Free-radical chlorination of either w-propyl or isopropyl bromide gives 1-bromo-
2-chloropropane, and of either isobutyl or ter/-butyl bromide gives l-bromo-2-chloro-

2-methylpropane. What appears to be happening? Is there any pattern to this behavior?

16. (a) If a rocket were fueled with kerosene and liquid oxygen, what weight of

oxygen would be required for every I'ter of kerosene? (Assume kerosene to have the

average composition of /!-Ci 4H 30 .) (b) How much heat would be evolved in the com-
bustion of one liter of kerosene? (Assume 157 kcal/mote for each -CH 2

~
group and

186 kcal/rnole for each CH< group.) (c) If it were to become feasible to fuel a rocket
with free hydrogen atoms, what \\eight of fuel would be required to provide the same
heat as a liter of kerosene and the necessary oxygen? (Assume H 2 as the sole product.)

17. By what two quantitative methods could you show that a product isolated from
the chlorination of propane was a monochloro or a dichloro derivative of propane? Tell

exactly what results you would expect from each of the methods.

18. On the basis of certain evidence, including its infrared spectrum, an unknown
compound of formula C^H^ is suspected of being 2,7-dimethyloctane. How could

you confirm or disprove this tentatively assigned structure?

19. (a) A solution containing an unknown amount of methyl alcohol (CH 3OH)
dissolved in /?-octane is added to an excess of methylmagncsium iodide dissolved in the

high-boiling solvent, //-butyl ether. A gas is evolved, and is collected and its volume
measured: 1.04 cc (corrected to STP). What is the gas, and how is it formed? What
weight of methyl alcohol was added to the Gngnard reagent?

(b) A sample of 4.12 mg of an unknown alcohol, ROH, is added to methylmagncsium
iodide as above; there is evolved 1.56 cc of gas (corrected to STP). What is the molecular

weight of the alcohol? Suggest a possible structure or structures for the alcohol.

(c) A sample of 1.79 mg of a compound of mol. wt. about 90 gave 1.34 ml of the gas
(corrected to STP). How many "active (that is, acidic) hydrogens" are there per mole-
cule? Assuming all these to be in OH groups, suggest a structure for the alcohol.

(This is an example of the Zerewitinoff active hydrogen determination.)

20. (a) /er/-Butyl peroxide is a stable, easy-to-handle liquid that serves as a con-
venient source of free radicals:

<CH 3) 3CO- OC(CH 3) 3
~ > 2(CH 3)3CO-

A mixture of isobutane and CCI 4 is quite stable at 130 140". If a small amount of

/T/-butyl peroxide is added, a reaction occurs, that yields (chiefly) tert-buiyl chloride
and chloroform. A small amount of tert-bulyl alcohol ((CH 3 ) 3COH, equivalent to the

peroxide used) is also isolated. Give all steps in a likely mechanism for this reaction.

(b) When irradiated with ultraviolet light, or in the presence of a small amount of

peroxides, /er/-butyl hypochlorite, (CH 3) 3C-~O- Cl, reacts with alkanes to form, in

equimolar amounts, aJkyl chlorides and tert-buiyl alcohol. Outline all steps in a likely
mechanism for this reaction.



Chapter

4
Stereochemistry I.

Stereoisomers

4.1 Stereochemistry and stereoisomerism

The science of organic chemistry, we said, is based on the relationship between

molecular structure and properties. That part of the science which deals with

structure in three dimensions is called stereochemistry (Gr.: stereos, solid).

One aspect of stereochemistry is stereoisomerism. Isomers, we recall, are

different compounds that have the same molecular formula. The particular kind

of isomers that are different from each other only in the way the atoms are oriented

in space (but are like one another with respect to which atoms are joined to which

other atoms) are called Stereoisomers.

Pairs of Stereoisomers exist that differ so little in structure and hence in

properties that of all the physical measurements we can make, only one, involving

a special instrument and an unusual kind of light, can distinguish between them.

Yet, despite this close similarity, the existence of such Stereoisomers provides us

\\ith one of our most sensitive probes into mechanisms of chemical reactions; very

often, one of these isomers is selected for study, not because it is different from

ordinary compounds in its three-dimensional chemistry, but because it can be made

to reveal \vhut ordinary compounds hide. And, again despite their close similarity,

one isomer of such a pair may serve as a nourishing food, or as an antibiotic, or as

a powerful heart stimulant, and the other isomer ma> be useless.

In this chapter, we shall learn how to predict the existence of the kinds of

Stereoisomers called enantiomers and diastereomers, how to represent and designate

their structures, and, in a general way, how their properties will compare. Then, in

following chapters, we shall begin to use what we learn in this one. In Sees. 5.5-5.6.

we shall learn about the kind of Stereoisomers called geometric isomers. In Chapter 7,

the emphasis will shift from what these Stereoisomers fire, to how they are formed,

what they do, and what they can tell us.

We have already (Sees. 3.3 and 3.5) begun 6ur study of the branch of stereo-

chemistry called confornational analysis \ we shall return to it, especially in Chap.

9, and make use of it throughout the rest of the book.

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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4.2 Isomer number and tetrahedral carbon

Let us begin our study of stereochemistry with methane and some of its

simple substitution products. Any compound, however complicated, that contains

carbon bonded to four other atoms can be considered to be a derivative ofmethane;
and whatever we learn about the shape of the methane molecule can be applied to

the shapes of vastly more complicated molecules.

The evidence of electron diifraction, X-ray diffraction, and spectroscopy shows

that when carbon is bonded to four other atoms its bonds are directed toward the

corners of a tetrahedron. But as early as 1874, years before the direct determina-

tion of molecular structure was possible, the tetrahedral carbon atom was proposed

by J. H. van't Hoff, while he was still a student at the University of Utrecht. His

proposal was based upon the evidence of isomer number.

For any atom Y, only one substance offormula CH3Y has ever been found.

Chlorination of methane yields only one compound of formula CH 3C1; bromina-

tions yields only one compound of formula CH 3Br. Similarly, only one CH3F is

known, and only one CH3 I. Indeed, the same holds true if Y represents, not just

an atom, but a group of atoms (unless the group is so complicated that in itself

it brings about isomerism) ; there is only one CH3OH, only one CH3COOH, only

one CH 3SO3H.

What does this suggest about the arrangement of atoms in methane? It

suggests that every hydrogen atom in methane is equivalent to every other hydrogen

atom, so that replacement of any one of them gives rise to the same product. If

the hydrogen atoms of methane were not equivalent, then replacement ofone would

yield a different compound than replacement of another, and isomeric substitution

products would be obtained.

In what ways can the atoms of methane be arranged so that the four hydrogen
atoms are equivalent? There are three such arrangements: (a) a planar arrange-

ment (I) in which carbon is at the center of a rectangle (or square) and a hydrogen

H'/ \^H

H'

I II III

atom is at each corner; (b) a pyramidal arrangement (II) in which carbon is at the

apex of a pyramid and a hydrogen atom is at each corner of a square base; (c) a

tetrahedral arrangement (III) in which carbon is at the center of a tetrahedron and a

hydrogen atom is at each corner.

How do we know that each of these arrangements could give rise to only one

substance of formula CH3Y? As always for problems like this, the answer lies in

the use of molecular models. (Gumdrops and toothpicks can be used to make

structures like I and II, for which the bond angles of ordinary molecular models are

not suited.) For example, we make two identical models of I. In one model we
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replace, say, the upper right-hand H with a different atom Y, represented by a

differently colored ball or gumdrop; in the other model we similarly replace, say,

the lower right-hand H. We next see whether or not the two resulting models are

superimposable
-

t that is, we see whether or not, by any manipulations except bend-

ing or breaking bonds, we can make the models coincide in all their parts. If the

two models are superimposable, they simply represent two molecules of the same

compound; if the models are not superimposable, they represent molecules of

different compounds which, since they have the same molecular formula, are by
definition Isomers (p. 37). Whichever hydrogen we replace in I (or in II or III),

we get the same structure. From any arrangement other than these three, we
would get more than one structure.

As far as compounds of the formula CH 3Y are concerned, the evidence of

isomer number limits the structure of methane to one of these three possibilities.

Problem 4.1 How many isomers of formula CH 3Y would be possible if methane
were a pyramid with a rectangular base? What are they? (Hint: If you have trouble
with this question now, try it again after you have studied Sec. 4.7.)

For any atom Y and for any atom Z, only one substance of formula CH 2YZ
has ever been found. Halogenation of methane, for example, yields only one

compound of formula CB2C1 2 , only one compound of formula CH 2Br2 , and only

one compound of formula CH 2ClBr.

Of the three possible structures of methane, only the letrahedral one is

consistent with this evidence.

Problem 4*2 How many isomers of formula CH2YZ would be expected from
each of the following structures for methane? (a) Structure I with carbon at the center

of a rectangle; (b) structure I with carbon at the center of a square; (c) structure II;

fd) structure III.

Thus, only the tetrahedral structure for methane agrees with the evidence of

isomer number. It is true that this is negative evidence; one might argue that

isomers exist which have never been isolated or detected simply because the

experimental techniques are not good enough. But, as we said before, any com-

pound that contains carbon bonded to four other atoms can be considered to

be a derivative of methane; in the preparation of hundreds of thousands of.com-

pounds of this sort, the number oif isomers obtained has always been consistent

with the concept of the tetrahedral carbon atom.

There is additional, positive evidence for the tetrahedral carbon atom: the

finding ofjust the kind of isomers enantiomers that are predicted for compounds
of formula CWXYZ. It was the existence of enantiomers that convinced van't

Hoff that the carbon atom is tetrahedral. But to understand what enantiomers

are, we must first learn about the property called optical activity.

4.3 Optical activity. Plane-polarized light

Light possesses certain properties that are best understood by considering it

to be a wave phenomenon in which the vibrations occur at right angles to the

direction in which the light travels. There are an infinite number of planes passing
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through the line of propagation, and ordinary light is vibrating in all these planes.

If we consider that we are looking directly into the beam of a flashlight, Fig. 4.1

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation

of (a) ordinary light and (b) plane-

polarized light. Light traveling per-

pendicular to page; vibrations in

plane of page.

shows schematically the sort of vibrations that are taking place, ail perpendicular

to a line between our eye and the paper (flashlight). Plane-polarized light is light

whose vibrations take place in only one of these possible planes. Ordinary light is

turned into plane-polarized light by passing it through a lens made of the material

kirown as Polaroid or more traditionally through pieces of calcite (a particular

crystalline form of CaCO3) so arranged as to constitute what is called a Nicol

prism.

An optically active substance is one that rotates the plane of polarized light.

When polarized light, vibrating in a certain plane, is passed through an optically

active substance, it emerges vibrating in a different plane.

4.4 The polarimeter

How can this rotation of the plane of polarized light this optical activity be

detected? It is both detected and measured by an instrument called the polari-

meter, which is represented schematically in Fig. 4.2. It consists of a light source,

two lenses (Polaroid or Nicol), and between the lenses a tube to hold the substance

that is being examined for optical activity. These are arranged so that the light

Light
source

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of a polarimeter. Solid lines: before

rotanon. Broken lines: after rotation. is angle of rotation.
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passes through one of the lenses (polarizer), then the tube, then the second lens

(analyzer), and finally reaches our eye. When the tube is empty, we find that the

maximum amount of light reaches our eye whe/ the two lenses are so arranged
that they pass light vibrating in the same plane. If we rotate the lens that is nearer

our eye, say, we find that the light dims, and reaches a minimum when the lens

is at right angles to its previous position.

Let us -adjust the lenses so that a maximum amount of light is allowed to pass.

(In practice, it is easier to detect a minimum than a maximum; the principle

remains the same.) Now let us place the sample to he tested in the tube. If the

substance does not afTect the plane of polarization, light transmission is still at a

maximum and the substance is said to be optically inactive. If, on the other hand,

the substance rotates the plane of polarization, then the lens nearer our eye must

be rotated to conform with this new plane if light transmission is again to be a

maximum, and the substance is said to be optically active. If the rotation of the

plane, and hence our rotation of the lens, is to the right (clockwise), the substance

is dextrorotatory (Latin: dexter, right); if the rotation is to the left (counterclock-

wise), the substance is Icvorotatory (Latin: laevus. left).

We can determine not onl> that the substance has rotated the plane, and in

which direction, but also by how much. The amount of rotation is simply the

number of degrees that we must rotate the lens to conform with the light. The

symbols + and are used to indicate rotations to the right and to the left, respec-

tively.

The lactic acid (p. 121 ) that is extracted from muscle tissue rotates light to the

right, and hence is known as dextrorotatory lactic acid, or ( i-)-luctic acid. The

2-methyI-l-butanoI thai is obtained from fusel oil (a by-product of the fermentation

of starch to ethyl alcohol) rotates light to the left, and is known as Icvorotatory

2-methyl-l-butanol, or ( )-2-methyl-l-butanol.

4.5 Specific rotation

Since optical rotation of the kind we are interested in is caused by individual

molecules of the active compound, the amount of rotation depends upon how manv
i.wleciiics the light encounters in passing through llie lube.

The light will encounter twice as many molecules in a tube 20 cm long as in a

tube 10 cm long, and the rotation will be twice as large. If the active compound
is in solution, the number of molecules encountered by the light will depend upon
the concentration. For a given tube length, light will encounter twice as many
molecules in a solution of 2 g per 100 cc of solvent as in a solution containing I g

per 100 cc of solvent, and the rotation will be twice as large. When allowances are

made for the length of tube and the concentration, it is found that the amount of

rotation, as well as its direction, is a characteristic of each individual optically

active compound.

Specific rotation is the number of degrees of rotation observed if a 1 -decimeter

tube is used, and the compound being examined is present to the extent of Ig cc.

This is usually calculated from observations with tubes of other lengths and at

different concentrations by means of the equation

r i
MWM,_
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.~ . ,. observed rotation (degrees)
specific rotation =

;
. ,. .

i~s -

length (dm) x g/cc

where d represents density for a pure liquid or'concentration for a solution.

The specific rotation is as much a property of a compound as its melting point,

boiling point, density, or refractive index. Thus the specific rotation of the

2-methyl-l-butanol obtained from fusel oil is

[a]D
20 = -5.756'

Here 20 is the temperature and D is the wavelength of the light used in the measure-

ment (D line of sodium, 5893 A).

rroDiem 4..$ me concentration ot cholesterol dissolved in chloroform is 6.1 5 g
per 100 ml of solution, (a) A portion of this solution in a 5-cm polarimeter tube causes

an observed rotation of 1.2\ Calculate the specific rotation of cholesterol, (b) Pre-

dict the observed rotation if the same solution were placed in a 10-cm tube (c) Pre-

dict the observed rotation if 10 ml of the solution \vere diluted to 20 ml and placed in

a 5-cm tube.

Problem 4.4 A sample of a pure liquid in a 10-ctn tube is placed in a polari-

meter, and a reading of +45 J
is made. How could you establish that [a] is really +45

and not -315? That it is 4- 45" and not 4-405' or, for that matter, 4-765?

4.6 Enantiomerism: the discovery

The optical activity we have just described was discovered in 1815 at the

College de France by the physicist Jean-Baptiste Biot.

In 1848 at the Ecole normale in Paris the chemist Louis Pasteur made a set of

observations which led him a few years later to make a proposal that is the foun-

dation of stereochemistry. Pasteur, then a young man, had come to the cole

normale from the Royal College of Besancon (where he had received his baccalau-

reni es sciences with the rating of mediocre in chemistry), and had just won his

docteur es sciences. To gain some experience in crystallography, he was repeating

another chemist's earlier work on salts of tartanc acid when he saw something

that no one had noticed before: optically inactive sodium ammonium tartrate

existed as a mixture of two different kinds of crystals, which were mirror images of

each other. Using a hand lens and a pair of tweezers, he carefully and laboriously

separated the mixture into two tiny piles one of right-handed crystals and the

other of left-handed crystalsmuch as one might separate right-handed and left-

handed gloves lying jumbled together on a shop counter. Now, although the

original mixture was optically inactive, each set of crystals dissolved in water was

found to be opticalh active] Furthermore, the specific rotations of the two solu-

tions were exactly equal, but of opposite sign: that is to say, one solution rotated

plane-polarized light to the right, and the other solution an equal number of

degrees to the left. In all other properties the two substances were identical.

Since the difference in optical rotation was observed in solution, Pasteur

concluded that it was characteristic, not of the crystals, but of the molecules. He

proposed that, like the two sets of crystals themselves, the molecules making up
the crystals were mirror images of each other. He was proposing the existence Of

isomers whose structures differ only hi being mirror images of each other, and

whose properties differ only in the direction of rotation of polarized light.
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There remained only for van't Hoffto point out that a tetrahedral carbon atom
would account not only for the absence of isomers of formula CH3Y and CH2YZ,
but also for the existence of mirror-image isomers enantiomers like Pasteur's

tartaric acids. ^

4.7 Enantiomerism and tetrahedral carbon

Let us convince ourselves that such mirror-image isomers should indeed exist.

Starting with the actual, tetrahedral arrangement for methane, let us make a model

of a compound CWXYZ, using a ball of a different color for each different atom

or group represented as W, X, Y, and Z. Let us then imagine that we are holding

this model before a mirror, and construct a second model of what its mirror image
would look like. We now have two models which look something like this:

Blue

Yellow
Red

Blue

Red

Green

which are understood to stand for this:

mirror

X

Green

Not superimposable: isomers

Are these two models superimposable? No. We may twist and turn them as

much as we please (so long as no bonds are broken), but although two groups
of each may coincide, the other two do not. The models are not superimposable,

and therefore must represent two isomers of formula CWXYZ.
As predicted, mirror-image isomers do indeed exist, and thousands of instances

besides the tartaric acids are known. There are, for example, two isomeric lactic

COOH C2H5
C2H5

-OH HO rt H HCKTH 2^Q H H Q- CH2OH

CH3 CH3
CH3 CHj

Lactic acid 2-Methyl- 1 -butanol

acids and two 2-methyl-l-butanols, two chloroiodomethanesulfonic acids and two

sec-butyl chlorides.
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C,HS

SOjH SO3H CH3

Chloroiodomethanesulfonic acid sec-Butyl chloride

As we can see, the structures of each pair are mirror images; as we can easily

verify by use of models, the structures of each pair are not superimposable and

therefore represent isomers. (In fact, we have a/ready verified this, since the

models we made for CWXYZ can, of course, stand for any of these.)*

At this point we do not need to know the chemistry of these compounds, or

even what structure a particular collection of letters ( COOH, say, or -CH 2OH)
stands for; we can tell when atoms or groups are the same or different from each

other, and whether or not a model can be superimposed on its mirror image. Even

two isotopes of the same element, like protfum (ordinary hydrogen, H) and deu-

terium (heavy hydrogen, D) are different enough to permit detectable isomerism :

C"3 CH3

D

QH 5 C6H5

a -Deuteriocthylbenzene

We must remember that everything (except, of course, a vampire) has a mirror image,

including all molecules. Most molecules, however, are superimposable on their mirror

images, as, for example, bromochloromethane, and do not show this mirror-image
isomerism.

mirror

Cl

r
Br

Cl

B̂r

Bromochloromethane

Superimposable: no isomerism

Mirror-image isomers are called enantiomers. Since they differ from one

another only in the way the atoms are oriented in space, enantiomers belong to the

general class called stereoisomers. Later on we shall encounter btereoisomers that

are not mirror images of each other; these are called ttiastereomers. Any two stereo-

isomers are thus classified either as enantiomers or as diastereomers, depending

upon whether or not they are mirror images of each other.

The non-superimposability of mirror images that brings about the existence ofenantio-

mers also, as we shall see, gives them iheir optical activity, and hence enantiomers arc

often referred to as (one kind of) optical isomers. We shall make no use of the leim

optical isomer, since it is hard to define- indeed, is often used undefined - and of doubtful

usefulness.
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4.8 Enantiomerism and optical activity

Most compounds do not rotate the plane of polarized light. How is it that

some do? It is not the particular chemical family that they belong to, since optic-

ally active compounds are found in all families. To see what special structural

feature gives rise to optical activity, let us look more closel> at what happens when

polari/ed light is passed through a sample of a single pure compound.
When a beam of polari/ed light passes through an individual molecule, in

nearly every instance its plane is rotated a tiny amount by interaction with the

charged particles of the molecule; the direction and extent of rotation varies with

the orientation of the particular molecule in the beam. For most compounds,
because of the random distribution of the large number of molecules that make up
even the smallest sample of a single pure compound, for every molecule that the

light encounters, there is another (identical) molecule oriented as (he mirror image

of the first i \vhich exactly cancels its effect. The net result is no rotation, that is,

optical inactivity. Thus optical inactivity is not a property of individual molecules,

but rather of the random distribution of molecules that can serve as mirror images oj

each o(her.

Optical inactivity requires, then, that one molecule of a compound act as the

mirror image of another. But in the special case of CWXY/, we have found (Sec.

4.7) a molecule whose mirror image is not just another, identical molecule, but

rather a molecule of a different, isomeric compound. In a pure sample of a single

enantiorncr, no molecule can serve as the mirror image of another; there is no

exact canceling-out of rotations, and the net result is optical activity Thus, the

same non-superimposabilily of mirror images that gives rise to enanLiomerism

also is responsible for optical activity.

4.9 Prediction of enantiomerism. Chirality

Molecules that are not superimposahle on their mirror images are chiral.

Chirality is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence^oT enan-

tiomers. That is to say: a compound \\hose molecules are chiral can exist as enantio-

mers; a compound whose molecules are achiral (vMthout chirality) cannot exist as

enantiomers.

When we say that a molecule and its mirror image are superimposable, we

mean that if in our mind's eye we were to bring the image from behind the

mirror where it seems to be, it could be made to coincide in all its parts with the

molecule. To decide whether or not a molecule is chiral, therefore, we

make a model of it and a model of its mirror image, and see if we can superimpose
them. This is the safest way, since properly handled it must give us the right

answer. It is the method that we should use until we have become quite familiar

with the ideas involved; even then, it is the method we should use when we en-

counter a new type of compound.
After we have become familiar with the models themselves, we can draw

pictures of the models, and mentally try to superimpose them. Some, we find, are

not superimposablc, like these:
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mirror

H

CHAP. 4

SOjH
"\

SOjH

Chloroiodomethanesulforuc acid

Not superimposable : enantiomers

These molecules are chiral, and we know that chloroiodomethanesulfonic acid can

exist as enantiomers, which have the structures we have just made Or drawn.

Others, we find, are superimposable, like these :

mirror

H

CH3^Q_-CH 3

CI

CH3

ĈI

Isopropyl chloride

Superimposable : no enantiomers

These molecules are achiral, and so we know that isopropyl chloride cannot exist

as enantiomers.

"I call any geometrical figure, or any group of points, chiral, and say it has

chirality, if its image in a plane mirror, ideally realized, cannot be brought to coin-

cide with itself."Lord Kelvin, 1893.

In 1964, Cahn, Ingold, and Prelog(see p. 130) proposed that chemists use the terms

"chiral" and "chirality" as defined by Kelvin. Based on the Greek word for "hand"
(cheir\ chirality means "

handedness," in reference to that pair of non-superimposable
mirror images \ve constantly -have before us: our two hands. There has been wide-spread

acceptance of Kelvin's terms, and they have largely displaced the earlier "dissymmetric"
and "dissymmetry" (and the still earlier and less accurate "asymmetric" and "asym-
metry"), although one must expect to encounter the older terms in the older chemical

literature.

Whatever one calls
it,

it is non-superimposability-on-mirror-image that is the neces-

sary and sufficient condition for enantiomerism ; it is also a necessary- but not sufficient

condition for optical activity (see Sec. 4.13).

4.10 The chiral center

So far, all the chiral molecules we have talked about happen to be of the kind

CWXYZ; that is, in each molecule there is a carbon (C*) that holds four different

groups.

H H H

C2H5-C*~CH2OH

CH 3

2-MethyM-butanol

CH 3~-C*-~COOH C2H5-~C* CH3

OH CI

~CH3

Lactic acid .fee-Butyl chloride a-Dcuterioethylbenzene
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A carbon atom to which four different groups are attached is a chiral center. (Some-

times it is called chiral carbon, when it is necessary to distinguish it from chiral

nitrogen, chiral phosphorus, etc.)

Many but not all molecules that contain a chiral center are chiral. Many
but not all chiral molecules contain a chiral center. There are molecules that

contain chiral centers and yet are achiral (Sec. 4.18). There are chiral molecules

that contain no chiral centers (see, for example, Problem 6, p. 315).

The presence or absence of a chiral center is thus no criterion of chirality.

However, most of the chiral molecules that we shall take up do contain chiral

centers, and it will be useful for us to look for such centers; if we find a chiral

center, then we should consider the possibility that the molecule is chiral, and

hence can exist in enantiomeric forms. We shall later (Sec. 4.18) learn to recognize

the kind of molecule that may be achiral in spite of the presence of chiral centers;

such molecules contain more than one chiral center.

After becoming familiar with the use of models and of pictures of models,

the student can make use of even simpler representations of molecules containing

chiral centers, which can be drawn much faster. This is a more dangerous method,

however, and must be used properly to give the right answers. We simply draw a

cross and attach to the four ends the four groups that are attached to the chiral

center. The chiral center is understood to be located where the lines cross. Chemists

have agreed that such a diagram stands for a particular structure: the horizontal

lines represent bonds coming toward us out of the plane of the paper, whereas the

vertical lines represent bonds going away from us behind the plane of the paper.

That is to say:

H-X-Cl

CH3

can be represented by

C 2H5 C2H5

H- -Cl Cl- -H

CH 3 CH3

In testing the superimposability of two of these flat, two-dimensional repre-

sentations of three-dimensional objects, we must follow a certain procedure and

obey certain rules. First, we use these representations only for molecules that

contain a chiral center. Second, we draw one of them, and then draw the other as

its mirror image. (Drawing these formulas at random can lead to some interesting

but quite wrong conclusions about isomer numbers.) Third, in our mind's eye we

may slide these formulas or rotate them end for end, but we may not remove them

from the plane of the paper. Used with caution, this method of representation is

convenient; it is not foolproof, however, and in doubtful cases models or pictures

of models should be used.
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Problem 4.5 Using cross formulas, decide which of the following compounds
arc chiral. Check your ansv\ers by use of stick-and-ball formulas, and finally by use
of models.

(a) 1-chloropentane (e) 2-chloro-2-methylpentane
(b) 2-chloropentane (f) 3-chloro-2-methylpentane
(c) 3-chloropentane (g) 4-chloro-2-methylpentane
(d) l-chloro-2-methylpentane (h) l-chloro-2-bromobutane

Problem 4.6 (a) Neglecting stereoisomers for the moment, draw all isomers of
formula C*H 6DO. (b) Decide, as in Problem 4.5, which of these are chiral.

4.11 Enantiomers

Jsotners that are mirror jmagesjtfjeji^^ The two

different Jactic acids \\hose models we made in Sec. 4.7 are enantiomers (Gr. :

enantio-i opposite). So are the two 2-methyl-l-butanols, the two jer-butyl chlorides,

etc. How do the properties of enantiomers compare?
Enantiomers have identical physical properties, except for the direction of

rotation of the plane of polarized light. The two 2-methyl-l-butanols, for example,

( 4- )-2-Meth>M -butanol ( )2-Methyl-l-butanol

(Fermentation Product)

have identical melting points, boiling points, densities, refractive indices, and any
other physical constant one might measure, except for this: one rotates plane-

polarized light to the right, the other to tire left. This fact is not surprising, since

the interactions of both kinds of molecule with their fellows should be the same.

Only the direction of rotation is different; the amount of rotation is the same, the

specific rotation of one being -f 5.756, the other 5.756. It is reasonable that

these molecules, being so similar, can rotate light by the same amount. The

molecules are mirror images, and so are their properties: the mirror image of a

clockwise rotation is a counterclockwise rotation and of exactly the same

magnitude.

Enantiomers have identical chemical properties except toward optically active

reagents. The two lactic acids are not only acids, but acids of exactly the same

strength; that is, dissolved in water at the same concentration, bo'h ionize to

exactly the same degree. The two 2-methyl-l-butanols not only form the same

products alkenes on treatment with hot sulfuric acid, alkyI bromides on treatment

with HBr, esters on treatment with acetic acid but also form them at exactly ihe

same rate. This is quite reasonable, since the atoms undergoing attack in each

case are influenced in their reactivity by exactly the same combination of substi-

tuents. The reagent approaching either kind of molecule encounters the same

environment, except, of course, that one environment is the mirror image of the

other.

In the special case of a reagent that is itself optically active, on the other hand,

the influences exerted on the reagent are not identical in the attack on the two
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enantiomers, and reaction rates will be different so different, in some cases, that

reaction with one isomer does not take place at all. In biological systems, for

example, such stereochemical specificity is the rule rather than the exception, since

the all-important catalysts, enzymes, and most of the compounds they work on,

are optically active. The sugar ( + )-glucose plays a unique role in animal metab-

olism (Sec. 34.3) and is the basis of a multimillion-dollar fermentation industry

(Sec. 15.5); yet ( )-glucose is neither metabolized by animals nor fermented by

yeasts. When the mold PeniciUium glaucum feeds on a mixture of enantiomeric

tartaric acids, it consumes only the (-f)-enantiomer and leaves ( )-tartanc acid

behind. The hormonal activity of ( )-adrenaline is many times that of its enantio-

mer; only one stereoisomer of chloromycetin is an antibiotic, (-f )-Ephedrine not

only has no activity as a drug, but actually interferes with the action of its enan-

tiomer. Among amino acids, only one asparagine and one leucine are sweet, and

only one glutamic acid enhances the flavor of food. It is ( )-carvone that gives

oil of spearmint its characteristic odor; yet the enantiomeric ( 4- )-carvone is the

essence of caraway.

Consider, as a crude analogy, a right and left hand of equal strength (the

enantiomers) hammering a nail (an optically inactive reagent) and inserting a

right-handed screw (an optically active reagent). Hammering requires exactly

corresponding sets of muscles in the two hands, and can be done at identical rates.

Inserting the screw uses different sets of muscles: the right thumb pushes, for

example, whereas the left thumb pulls.

Or, let us consider reactivity in the most precise way we know: by the tran-

sition-state approach (Sec. 2.22).

Take first the reactions of two enantiomers with an optically inactive reagent.

The reactants in both cases are of exactly the same energy: one enantiomer plus

the reagent, and the other enantiomer plus the same reagent. The two transition

states for the reactions are mirror images (they are enantiomeric), and hence are

of exactly the same energy, too. Therefore, the energy differences between reac-

tants and transition statesthe act's -are identical, and so are the rates of

reaction.

Now take the reactions of two enantiomers with an optically active reagent.

Again the reactants are of the same energy. The two transition states, however,

are not mirror images of each other (they are diastereomeric), and hence are of

different energies; the act's are different, and so are the rates of reaction.

4.12 The racemic modification

Ajivxture ofjeguajj^arls of enantiomers is called a racemjfcjggodificatioii. A
racemic modificatio^ is optically^inactive: when enantiomers are mixe3TToge1her,

the rotation caused by a molecule of one isomer is exactly canceled by an equal and

opposite rotation caused by a molecule of its enantiomer.

The prefix is used to specify the racemic nature of the particular sample, as,

for example, ( )-lactic acid or ( )-2-methyl-l-butanol.

It is useful to compare a racemic modification with a compound whose

molecules are superimposable on their mirror images, that is, with an achiral

compound. They are both optically inactive, and for exactly the same reason.

Because of the random distribution of the large number of molecules, for every
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molecule that the light encounters there is a second molecule, a mirror image of

the first, aligned just right to cancel the effect of the first one. In a racemic modifica-

tion this second molecule happens to be an isomer of the first; for an achiral com-

pound it is not an isomer, but another, identical molecule (Sec. 4.8).

(For an optically active substance uncontaminated by its enantiomer, we have

seen, such cancellation of rotation cannot occur since no other molecule can serve

as the mirror image of another, no matter how random the distribution.)

Problem 4.7 To confirm the statements of the three preceding paragraphs, make
models of: (a) a pair of enantiomers, e.g., CHClBrI; (b) a pair of identical achiral

molecules, e.g., CH 2ClBr; (c) a pair of identical chiral molecules, e.g., CHClBrI.

(d) Which pairs are mirror images?

The identity of most physical properties of enantiomers has one consequence
of great practical significance. They cannot be separated by ordinary methods:

not by fractional distillation, because their boiling points are identical; not by
fractional crystallization, because their solubilities in a given solvent are identical

(unless the solvent is optically active); not by chromatography, because they are

held equally strongly on a given adsorbent (unless it is optically active). The

separation of a racemic modification into enantiomers the resolution of a racemic

modification is therefore a special kind of job, and requires a special kind of

approach (Sec. 7.9).

The first resolution was, of course, the one Pasteur carried out with his hand lens and
tweezers (Sec. 4.6). But this method can almost never be used, since racemic modifica-

tions seldom form mixtures of crystals recognizable as mirror images. Indeed, even

sodium ammonium tartrate does not, unless it crystallizes at a temperature below 28.
Thus partial credit for Pasteur's discovery has been given to the cool Parisian climate

and, of course, to the availability of tartaric acid from the winemakers of France.

The method of resolution nearly always used one also discovered by Pasteur

involves the use of optically active reagents, and is described in Sec. 7.9.

Although popularly known chiefly for his great work in bacteriology and medicine,
Pasteur was by training a chemist, and his work in chemistry alone would have earned him
a position as an outstanding scientist.

4.13 Optical activity: a closer look

We have seen (Sec. 4.8) that, like enantiomerism, optical activity results from

and only from chirality: the non-superimposability of certain molecules on their

mirror images. Whenever we observe (molecular) optical activity, we know we are

dealing with chiral molecules.

Is the reverse true? Whenever we deal with chiral molecules with compounds
that exist as enantiomers must we always observe optical activity? No. We have

just seen that a 50:50 mixture of enantiomers is optically inactive. Clearly, if we
are to observe optical activity, the material we are dealing with must contain an

excess of one enantiomer: enough of an excess that the net optical rotation can

be detected by the particular polarimeter at hand.

Furthermore, this excess of one enantiomer must persist long enough for the

optical activity to be measured. If the enantiomers are rapidly interconverted,

then before we could measure the optical activity due to one enantiomer, it would

be converted into an equilibrium mixture, which since enantiomers are of exactly

the same stability must be a 50:50 mixture and optically inactive.
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Even if all these conditions are met, the magnitude and hence the detectability

of the optical rotation depends on the structure of the particular molecule concerned.

In compound I, for example, the four groups attached to the chiral center differ only in

chain length.

CH2CH 3

CH 2CH 2CH 3

I

Ethyl--propyl--butyl-/i-hexylmethane

It has been calculated that this compound should have the tiny specific rotation of 0.00001

far below the limits of detection by any existing polarimeter. In 1965, enantiomerically

pure samples of both enantiomers of I were prepared (see Problem 19, p. 1026), and each

was found to be optically inactive.

At our present level of study, the matter of speed of interconversion will give

us no particular trouble. Nearly all the chiral molecules we encounter in this book

lie at either of two extremes, which we shall easily recognizef (a) molecules like

those described in this chapter which owe their chiralily to chiral centers; here

interconversion o
r
enantiomers (configuration^ enantiomers) is so slow because

bonds have to be Broken that we need not concern ourselves at all about inter-

conversion; (b) moK'cules whose enantiomeric forms (conformational enantiomers)

are interconvertible Dimply by rotations about single bonds; here for the com-

pounds we shall encounter interconversion is so fast that ordinarily we need not

concern ourselves at all about the existence of the enantiomers.

4.14 Configuration

The arrangement of atoms that characterizes a particular stereoisomer is called

its configuration.

Using the test of superimposability, we conclude, for example, that there are

two stereoisomeric sec-butyl chlorides; their configurations are I and IL Let us

C,H5 C2
H5

a V-H

CHj CH 3

I
"

sec-Butyl chloride

say that, by methods we shall take up later (Sec. 7.9), we have obtained in the

laboratory samples of two compounds of formula C2H 5CHC1CH 3 . We find that

one rotates the plane of polarized light to the right, and the other to the left; we

put them into two bottles, one labeled "(+)-sec-butyl chloride" and the other
"
(-)-^r-butyl chloride."

We have made two models to represent the two configurations of this chloride.

We have isolated two isomeric compounds of the proper formula. Now the

question arises, which configuration does each isomer have? Does the (-f )-isomer,
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say, have configuration I or configuration II? How do we know which structural

formula, I or II, to draw on the label of each bottle? That is to say, how do we

assign configuration ?

Until 1949 the question of configuration could not be answered in an absolute

sense for any optically active compound. But in that year J. M. Bijvoet most

fittingly Director of the van't Hoflf Laboratory at the University of Utrecht (Sec.

4.2) reported that, using a special kind of x-ray analysis (the method ofanomalous

scattering), he had determined the actual arrangement in space of the atoms of an

optically active compound. The compound was a salt of (4- )-tartaric acid, the

same acid that -almost exactly 100 years before had led Pasteur to his discovery

of optical isomerism. Over the years prior to 1949, the relationships* between the

configuration of (-f)-tartaric acid and the configurations of hundreds of optically

active compounds had been worked out (by methods that we shall take up later,

Sec. 7.5); when the configuration of ( f )-tartaric acid became known, these other

configurations, too, immediately became known. (In the case of the sec-butyl

chlorides, for example, the ( )-isomer is known to have configuration I, and the

(f )-isomcr configuration II.)

4.15 Specification of configuration: R and S

Now, a further problem arises. How can we specify a particular configuration

in some simpler, more convenient way than by always having to draw its picture?

The most generally useful way yet suggested is the use of the prefixes R and S.

According to a procedure proposed by R. S. Cahn (The Chemical Society, London),
Sir Christopher Ingold (University College, London), and V. Prelog (Eidgenossiche

Technische Hochschule, Zurich), two steps are involved.

Step 1. Following a set of sequence rules (Sec. 4.16), we assign a sequence of

priority to the four atoms or groups of atoms attached to the chiral center.

In the case of CHClBrI, for example, the four atoms attached to the chiral

center are all different and priority depends simply on atomic number, the atom

of higher number having higher priority. Thus I, Br, CI, H.

Br

I H

Bromochloroiodomethane

Step 2. We visualize the molecule oriented so that the group of lowest priority

is directed away from us, and observe the arrangement of the remaining groups.

If, in proceeding from the group of highcstj^riorityjojlie group ofsecondj>riojjty
and thence to thejhird, our eye travels in a clockwise direction, the configuration is

specified R (Catinl rectus, right); if counterclockwise, the configuration is specified

S (Latin: sinister, left).

Thus, configurations I and II are viewed like this:
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and are specified R and S, respectively.

A complete name for an optically active compound reveals if they are known
both configuration and direction of rotation, as, for example, (S)-(-(-)^ec-butyl

chloride. A raccmic modification can be specified by the prefix RS, as, for example,

(RS)-seobutyl chloride.

(Specification of compounds containing more than one chiral center is dis-

cussed in Sec. 4.19.)

We must not, of course, confuse the direction of optical rotation of a compound-
a physical property of a real substance, like melting point or boiling point- -\\ith the

direction in which our eve happens to travel when \ve imagine a molecule held in an arbi-

tiary manner. So far as \\e are concerned, unless \vc happen to know what has been
established experimentally for a specific compound, \\e have no idea \\hether (4 ) or ( )

rotation is associated \\ith the (R)- or the (S)-configuration.

4.16 Sequence rules

For case of reference and for convenience in reviewing, \\e shall set do\\n here

those sequence rules \\e shall have need of. The student should study Rules 1 and

2 now, and Rule 3 later \\hen the need for it arises.

Sequence Rule 1. If the four atoms attached to the chiral center are all dif-

ferent, priority depends on atomic number, with the atom of higher atomic num-

ber getting higher pnont>. If two atoms are isotopes of the same element, the

atom of higher mass number has the higher priority.

For example, in chloroiodomcthanesulfonic acid the sequence is I, Cl, S, H;
in -deuterioethyl bromide it is Br, C, D, H.

Cl

H C SOjH

H

H 3C C Br

D
Chloroiodomethanesulfonic a-Deuierioethyl bromide

acid

Problem 4.8 Make models and then draw both stick-and-ball pictures and cross

formulas for the cnunnomcrs of: (a) chloroiodomcthanesulfonic acid and (b) -

dcutcnocthvl biomide. Label each as R or S.

Sequence Rule 2. If the relative priority of two groups cannot be decided by

Rule I, it shall be determined by a similar comparison of the next atoms in the

groups (and so on, if necessary, \\orking outward from the chiral center). That is

to say, if two atoms attached to the chiral center are the same, we compare the

atoms attached to each of these first atoms.
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For example, take sec-butyl chloride, in which two of the atoms attached to

the chiral center are themselves carbon. In CH3 the second atoms are H, H, H;

H

CH 3 CH2 C CH 3

Cl

sec-Butyl chloride

in C2H 5 they are C, H, H. Since carbon has a higher atomic number than hydrogen,
C2H5 has the higher priority. A complete sequence of priority for sec-butyl

chloride is therefore Cl, C2H 5 , CH3 , H.

In 3-chloro-2-methylpentane the C, C, H of isopropyl takes priority over the

C, H, H of ethyl, and the complete sequence of priority is Cl, isopropyl, ethyl, H.

CH,H CH3 H

CH 3-CH-C-CH2-CH 3 CH 3-CH-C-CH2C1

Cl Cl

3-Chloro-2-methylpentane 1 ,2-Dichloro-3-methylbutane

In l,2-dichloro-3-methylbutane the Cl, H, H of CH2C1 takes priority over the

C, C, H of isopropyl. Chlorine has a higher atomic number than carbon, and the

fact that there are two C's and only one Cl does not matter. (One higher number is

worth more than two or three of a lower number.)

Problem 4.9 Into what sequence of priority must these alkyl groups always fall:

CH 3 , 1,2, 3?

Problem 4.10 Specify as R or S each of the enantiomers you drew : (a) in Prob-
lem 4.5 (p. 126); (b) in Problem 4.6 (p. 126).

Sequence Rule 3. (The student should defer study of this rule until he needs it.)

Where there is a double or triple bond, both atoms are considered to be

duplicated or triplicated. Thus,

A C

(J=A equals C A and C==A equals C A

Jli li
For example, in glyceraldehyde the OH group has the highest priority of all,

H

H H

H- c OH C-O equals C O

CH2OH O C
Glyceraldehyde

and the O, O, H of CHO takes priority over the O, H, H of CH2OH. The com-

plete sequence is then OH, CHO, CH2OH, H.
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The phenyl group, C6H 5 is handled as though it had one of the Kekule

structures:

equals [ |] equals I

C

In l-amino-2-methyl-l-phenylpropane, for example, the C, C, C, of phenyl takes

H

-CH(CH 3)2

NH2

priority over the C, C, H of isopropyl, but not over N, which has a higher atomic

number. The entire sequence is then NH 2 , C6H 5 , C3H7 , H.

The vinyl group, CH2=CH , takes priority over isopropyl.

H H H
CH=CH2 equals C C C takes priority over C CH3

C H CH 3

Following the "senior" branch. CH2 C, we arrive at C in vinyl as compared
v/ith H in the CH2 H of isopropyl.

Probjem 4.AJ

~3-chloro-l-pe

Hi.A A Draw and specify as R or S the enantiomers (if any) of:

(a)*3-chloro-l-pentene (e) methvlethyl-/i-propylisopropylmethane

(b) 3-chloro-4-methyl-l-pentene (f) C6H5CHOHCOOH, mandelic acid

(c) HOOCCH2CHOHCOOH, malic acid (g) CH^CH(NH2)C(X)H, alanine

(d) C6H5CH(CH3)NH*

4.17 Diastereomers

Next, we must learn what stereoisomers are possible for compounds whose

molecules contain, not just one, but more than one chiral center. (In Chapter 34,

we shall be dealing regularly with molecules that contain five chiral centers.)

Let us start with 2,3-dichloropentane. This compound contains two chiral

CH 3CH2-CH CH CH3

Cl Cl

2,3-Dichloropentane

centers, C-2 and C-3. (What four groups are attached to each of these carbon

atoms?) How many stereoisomers are possible?

Using models, let us first make structure I and its mirror image II, and see if

these are superimposable. We find that I and II are not superimposable, and

hence must be enantiomers. (As before, we may represent the structures by pic-

tures, and mentally try to superimpose these. Or, we may use the simple "cross"

representations, being careful, as before (Sec. 4.10), not to remove the drawings
from the plane of the paper or blackboard.)

Next, we try to interconvert I and II by rotations about carbon-carbon bonds.

We find that they are not interconvertible in this way, and hence each of them is

capable of retaining its identity and, if separated from its mirror image, of showing

optical activity.
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mirror

CHAP. 4

CH3

H-

Cl-

CH,

-Cl

-H

Cl-

H-

-H

C2H5

I

C 2H5

II

Not superimposable

Enantiomers

Are there any other stereoisomers of 2,3-dichloropentane? We can make struc-

ture III, which we find to be non-superimposable on either I or II: it is not, of

mirror

H Cl Cl

H

H

Not superimposable

Enantiomers

course, the mirror image of either. What is the relationship between III and I?

Between III and II? They are stereoisomers but not enantiomers, Stereoisomers

that are not mirror images of each other are called diastereomers. Compound III

is a diastereomer of I, and similarly of II.
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Now, is III chiral? Using models, we make its mirror image, structure IV,

and find that this is not superimposable on (or interconvertible with) III. Struc-

tures III and IV represent a second pair of enantiomers. Like III, compound IV

is a diastereomcr of I and of II.

How do the properties of diastereomers compare?
Diastereomers have similar chemical properties, since they are members of the

same family. Their chemical properties are not identical, however. In the reaction

of two diastereomers with a given reagent, neither the two sets of reactants nor

the two transition states are mirror images, and hence except by sheer coinci-

dence- -will not be of equal energies. aft's will be different and so will the rates

of reaction.

Diastereomers have different physical properties: different melting points,

boiling points, solubilities in a given solvent, densities, refractive indexes, and

so on. Diaslereomers differ in specific rotation; they may have the same or oppo-
site signs of rotation, or some may be inactive.

As a result of their differences in boiling point and in solubility, they can, in

principle at least, be separated from each other by fractional distillation or frac-

tional crystallization; as a result of differences in molecular shape and polarity,

they differ in adsorption, and can be separated by chromatography.
Given a mixture of all four stereoisomeric 2,3-dichloropentanes, we could

separate it, by distillation, for example, into two fractions but no further. One
fraction would be the racemic modification of I plus II; the other fraction would

be the racemic modification of HI plus IV. Further separation would require

resolution of the racemic modifications by use of optically active reagents (Sec.

7.9).

Thus the presence of two chiral centers can lead to the existence of as many
as four stcreoisomers. For compounds containing three chiral centers, there could

be as many as eight stcreoisomers; for compounds containing four chiral centers,

there could be as many as sixteen stercoisomers, and so on. The maximum number
of slcrcoisomers that can exist is equal to 2", where n is the number of chiral cen-

ters. (In any case where meso compounds exist, as discussed in the following sec-

lion, there will be fewer than this maximum number.)

4.18 Meso structures

Now let us look at 2,3-dichlorobutane, which also has two chiral centers.

Does this compound, too, exist in four stereoisomeric forms?

CH 3-CH-CH-CH 3

i i

Cl Cl

2,3-Dichlorobutane

Using models as before, we arrive first at the two structures V and VI. These

are mirror images that are not superimposable or interconvertible; they are there-

fore enantiomers, and each should be capable of optical activity.
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mirror

H

CHAT

H

CH3 CH,

CH
3 CH 3

V VI

Not superimposable

Enantiomers

mirror

H

CH3 CH 3

CH3 CH 3

VII VIII

Superimposable

A meso compound

Next, we make VII, which we find to be a diastereomer of V and of VI.
We now have three stereoisomers; is there a fourth? No. If we make VIII, the

mirror image of VII, we find the two to be superimposable; turned end-for^end,
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VII coincides in every respect with VIII. In spite of its chiral centers, VII is not

chiral. It cannot exist in two enantiomeric forms, and it cannot be optically active.

It is called a meso compound.
A meso compound is one whose molecules are superimposable on their mirror

images even though they contain chiral centers. A meso compound is optically

inactive for the same reason as any other compound whose molecules are achiral:

the rotation caused by any one molecule is cancelled by an equal and opposite

rotation caused by another molecule that is the mirror image of the first (Sec. 4.8).

We can often recognize a meso structure on sight by the fact that (in at least

one of its conformations) one half of the molecule is the mirror image of the other

half. This can be seen for wes0-2,3-dichlorobutane by imagining the molecule to

be cut by a plane lying where the dotted line is drawn. The molecule has a plane

ofsymmetry, and cannot be chiral. (Caution: If we do not see a plane of symmetry,

however, this does not necessarily mean that the molecule is chiral.)

CH3

H-

H-

-Cl

-Cl

CH3

Problem 4.12 Draw stereochemical formulas for all the possible stereoisomers

of the following compounds. Label pairs of enantiomers, and meso compounds. Tell

which isomers, if separated from all other stereoisomers, will be optically active. Pick
out several examples of diastereomers.

(a) 1,2-dibromopropane (e) 1,2,3,4-tetrabromobutane

(b) 3,4-dibromo-3,4-dimethylhexane (f) 2-bromo-3-chlorobutane

(c) 2,4-dibromopentane (g) l-chloro-2-methylbutane

(d) 2,3,4-tribromohexane (h) 1 ,3-dichloro-2-methyIbutane

4.19 Specification of configuration: more than one chiral center

Now, how do we specify the configuration of compounds which, like these,

contain more than one chiral center? They present no special problem; we simply

specify the configuration about each of the chiral centers, and by use of numbers

tell which specification refers to which carbon.

Consider, for example, the 2,3-dichloropentanes (Sec. 4.17). We take each

of the chiral centers, C-2 and G-3, in turn ignoring for the moment the existence

Cl Cl

2,3-Dichloropentane

of the other and follow the steps of Sec. 4.15 and use the Sequence Rules of
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Sec. 4.16. In order of priority, the four groups attached to C-2 are Cl,

CH3CH2CHC1~, CH 3 , H. On C-3 they are CI, CH 3CHC1-, CH 3CH2-, H.

(Why is CH 3CHC1- "senior" to CH3CH 2-?)

Taking in our hands or in our mind's eye a model of the particular Stereo-

isomer we are interested in, we focus our attention first on C-2 (ignoring C-3), and

then on C-3 (ignoring C-2). Stereoisomer I (p. 134), for example, we specify

(2S,3S)-2,3-dichloropentane. Similarly, II is (2R,3R), III is (2S,3R), and IV is

(2R,3S). These specifications help us to analyze the relationships among the

stereoisomers. As enantiomers, I and II have opposite that is, mirror-image

configurations about both chiral centers: 2S,3S and 2R,3R. As diastereomers, I

and III have opposite configurations about one chiral center, and thS same con-

figuration about the other: 2S,3S and 2S,3R.

We would handle 2,3-dichlorobutane (Sec. 4.18) in exactly the same way.

Here it happens that the two chiral centers occupy equivalent positions along the

CH 3-CHCH~CH 3

Cl Cl

2,3-Dichlorobutane

chain, and so it is not necessary to use numbers in the specifications. Enaniiomers

V and VI (p. 136) are specified (S,S)- and (R,R)-2,3-dichlorobutane ; respectively.

The meso isomer, VII, can, of course, be specified either as (R,S)- or (S,R)-2,3-

dichlorobutane the absence of numbers emphasizing the equivalence of the two

specifications. The mirror-image relationship between the two ends of this mole-

cule is consistent with the opposite designations of R and S for the two chiral cen-

ters. (Not all (R,S)-isomers, of course, are meso structures only those whose two

halves are chemically equivalent.)

Problem 4.13 Give the R/S specification for each Stereoisomer you drew in

Problem 4. 12 (p. 137).

4.20 Conformational isomers

In Sec. 3.5, we saw that there are several different staggered conformations of

w-butane, each of which lies at the bottom of an energy valley at an energy
minimum separated from the

others by energy hills (see Fig. 3.4, p. 79). Different

conformations corresponding to energy minima are called conformational isomers,

or conformers. Since conformational isomers differ from each other only in the

way their atoms are oriented in space, they, too, are stereoisomers. Like stereo-

isomers of any kind, a pair of conformers can either be mirror images of each other

or not.

-Butane exists as three conformational isomers, one ami and two gauche (Sec.

3.5). The gauche conformers, II and III, are mirror images of each other, and hence

are (conformational) enantiomers. Conformers I and II (or I and III) are not mirror

images of each other, and hence are (conformational) diastereomers.

Although the barrier to rotation in w-butane is a little higher than in ethane,

it is still low enough that at ordinary temperatures, at least interconversion of

conformers is easy and rapid. Equilibrium exists, and favors a higher population

of the more stable anti conformer; the populations of the two gauche conformers-
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mirror images, and hence of exactly equal stability are, of course, equal. Put

differently, any given molecule spends the greater part of its time as the ami

conformer, and divides the smaller part equally between the two gauche conformers.

As a result of the rapid interconversion, these isomers cannot be separated.

Problem 4.14 Return to Problem 3.4 (p. 79) and, for each compound: (a) tell

how many conformers there are, and label pairs of (conformational) enantiomers;

(b) give the order of relative abundance of the various conformers.

Easy interconversion is characteristic of nearly every set of conformational

isomers, and is the quality in which such isomers differ most from the kind of

stereoisofners we have encountered so far in this chapter. This difference in inter-

convertibility is due to a difference in height of the energy barrier separating stereo-

isomers, which is, in turn, due to a difference in origin of the barrier. By definition,

interconversion of conformational isomers involves rotation about single bonds;

the rotational barrier is in most cases a very low one and interconversion is

easy and fast. The other kind of stereoisomers, configurational isomers, or inver-

sional isomers, differ from one another in configuration about a chiral

center. Fnterconversion here involves the breaking of a covalent bond, for which

there is a very high barrier: 50 kcal/mole or more (Sec. 1.14). Interconversion is

difficult, and unless one deliberately provides conditions to bring it about is

negligibly slow.

Interconvertibility of stereoisomers is of great prac* kcal significance because

it limits their isolabitity. Hard-to-interconvert stereoisomers can be separated

(with special methods, of course, for resolution of enantiomers) and studied in-

dividually; among other things, their optical activity can be measured. Easy-to-

interconvert isomers cannot be separated, and single isolated isomers cannot be

studied; optical activity cannot be observed, since any chiral molecules are present

only as non-resolvable racemic modifications.

Our general approach to stereoisomers involves, then, two stages; first, we
test the wperimposability of possible isomeric structures, and then we test their

intercofwertibility. Both tests are best carried out with models. We make models

of the two molecules and, without allowing any rotations about single bonds, we

try to superimpose them: if they cannot be superimposed, they represent isomers.

Next, we allow the models all possible rotations about single bonds, and repeatedly

try to superimpose them: if they stilUrannot be superimposed, they arc non-inter-

convertible, and represent confi^itraTional isomers
\ bjj! if they can be superimposed

after rotation, they are interconvertible and represent confornigtiwl i*nmm
In^IeinTng with those aspects of stereochemistry that depend on isolation of

stereoisomers isomer number or optical activity, for example, or study of the

reactions of a single stereoisomer we can ignore the existence of easy-to-inter-

convert isomers, which means most conformational isomers. For convenience the

following "ground rule" will hold for discussions and problems in this book:

unless specifically indicated otherwise, (he terms "stereoisomers" "enantiomers"

ami
"
diastereomers" will refer only to configurational isomers, including geometric

isomers (Sec. 5.6), and will exclude conformational isomers. The latter will be

referred to as "conformational isomers/* "conformers," "conformational

enantiomers," and "conformational diastereomers."
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There is no sharp boundary between easy-to-interconvert and hard-to-interconvert

stereoisomers. Although we can be sure that Intel-conversion of configurational isomers

will be hard, we cannot be sure that interconversion of conformational isomers will be

easy. Depending upon the size and nature of substituents, the barrier to rotation about

single bonds can be of any height, from the low one in ethane to one comparable to that

for breaking a covalent bond. Some conformational isomers exist that are readily iso-

lated, kept, and studied; indeed, study of such isomers (atropisomers) makes up a large

and extremely important part of stereochemistry, one which, unfortunately, we shall

not be able to take up in this beginning book. Other conformational isomers exist that

can be isolated, not at ordinary temperatures, but at lower temperatures, where the

average collision energy is lower. The conformational isomers that we shall encounter

in this book, however, have low rotational barriers, and we may assume --until vve learn

otherwise that when we classify stereoisomers as configurational or conformational, we
at the same time classify them as hard-to-interconvert or easy-to-interconvert,

Problem 4.15 At low temperatures, where collision energies are small. t*o iso-

meric forms of the badly crowded CHBr2CHBr2 have been isolated by crystallization

<a) Give a formula or formulas (Newman projections) corresponding to each of the

>eparable forms, (b) Which, if either, of the materials, as actually isolated at low tem-

peratures, would be optically active? Explain.

PROBLEMS
1. What is meant by each of the following?

(a) optical activity (k) meso compound
(b) dextrorotatory (1) racemic modification

(c) levorotatory (m) configuration

(d) specific rotation (n) conformations

(e) chirality (o) R
(f) chiral molecule (p) S

(g) chiral center (q) +
(h) superimposable (r)

(i) enantiomers (s) configurational isomers

(j) diastereomers (t) conformational isomers

2. (a) What is the necessary and sufficient condition for enantiomerism ? (b) What
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for optical activity? (c) What conditions

must be met for the observation of optical activity ? (d) How can you tell from its formula
whether or not a compound can exist as enantiomers? (e) What restrictions, if any,
must be applied to the use of planar formulas in (d)? To the use of models in (d)?

(f) Exactly how do you go about deciding whether a molecule should be specified as R
orasS?

3. Compare the dextrorotatory and levorotatory for^s of 5*r-butyl alcohol,

CH 3CH 2CHOHCH 3 , with respect to:

(a) boiling point (g) rate of reaction with HBr
(b) melting point (h) infrared spectrum

(c) specific gravity (i) nmr spectrum
(d) specific rotation (j) adsorption on alumina

(e) refractive index (k) retention time in gas chromatography
(f) solubility in 100 g of water (1) specification as R or S

4. Which of the following objects are chiral?

(a) nail, screw, pair of scissors, knife, spool of thread;

(b) glove, shoe^ sock, pullover sweater, coat sweater, scarf tied around your neck;

(c) child's block, rubber ball, Pyramid of Cheops, helix (p. 11 57), double helix (p. 1 179);
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(d) basketball, football, tennis racket, golf club, baseball bat, shotgun barrel, rifle

barrel;

(e) your hand, your foot, your ear, your nose, yourself.

5. Assuming both your hands to be of equal strength and skill, which of the following

operations could you perform with equal speed and efficiency ?

(a) driving a screw, sawing a board, drilling a hole;

(b) opening a door, opening a milk bottle, opening a coffee jar, turning on the hot

water;

(c) signing your name, sharpening a pencil, throwing a ball, shaking hands with another

right hand, turning to* page 142.

6. Draw and specify as R or S the enantiomers (if any) of:

(a) 3-bromohexane (d) 1,3-dichloropentane

(b) 3-chloro-3-methylpentane (e) 3-chloro-2,2,5-trimethylhexane

(c) 1 ,2-dibromo-2-methylbutane (f) 1-deuterio-l-chlorobutane,

CH 3CH 2CH2CHDa

7. (a) What is the lowest molecular weight alkane that is chiral ? Draw stereochemical

formulas of the enantiomers and specify each as R or S. (b) Is there another alkane of

the same molecular weight that is also chiral ? If there is, give its structure and name, and

specify the enantiomers as R or S.

8. Draw stereochemical formulas for all the possible stereoisomers of the following

compounds. Label pairs of enantiomers, and mesc compounds. Tell which isomcrs, if

separated from all other stereoisomers, will be optically active. Give one isomer of each

set its R/S specification.

(a) CH 3CHBrCHOHCH 3 (g) HOCH 2(CHOH) 3CH 2OH
(b) CH 3CHBrCHBrCH 2Br (h) CH,-CHC1
(c) C6H 5CH(CH 3)CH(CH 3)C6H 5 i

"

I (Make models.)

(d) CH 3CH 2CH(CH 3)CH :C^H 2CH(CH 3)CH 2CH 3
CH2 -CHC1

(e) CH 3CH(C6H 5)CHOHCH, (i) CH 2 CHC1

(f) CH 3CHOHCHOHCMOHCH ?OH CHC1-CH,

(j) methylethyl-A7-prop>i->/-butyldmmoniurn chloride, (RR
/R*R /

"N)*C1~ (See Sec.

1.12.)

(k) methylethyl-//-propyl-s^r-butylarnmonium chloride

9. (a) In a study of chlorination oP propane, four products (A, B, C, and D) of

formula r,H 6C'l 2 \\cre isolated. What are their structures?

(b) Each v\as chlorinated further, and the number of trichloro products (C3H 5C1 3)

obtained from each was determined by gas chromatography. A gave one trichloro

product; B gave two: and C and D each gave three. What is the structure of A? Of B?
Of C and D?

(c) By another synthetic method, compound C was obtained in optically active form.

Now what is the structure of C? Of D?
(d) When optically active C was chlorinated, one of the trichloropropanes (E) obtained

was optically active, and the other two were optically inactive. What is the structure of

E? Of the other two?

10. Draw configurational isomers (if any) of: (a) CH 2BrCH 2Cl ; (b) CH 3CHBrCH2Cl.

(c) For each substance of (a) and (b), draw all conformers. Label pairs of conformational

enantiomers.

11. The more stable conformer of >/-propyl chloride, CH 3CH 2 CH2C1, is the

gauche. What does this indicate about the interaction between Cl and CH 3 ? How do

you account for this interaction? (Hint: See Sec. 1.19.)

12. (a) What must be the dipole moment of the anti conformation of 1,2-dichloro-

ethane, CH2C1 CH 2C1? (b) At 32 in the gas phase, the measured dipole moment of
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1,2-dichloroethane is 1.12 D. What does this single fact tell you about the conformational

make-up of the compound? (c) The dipole moment of a mixture of X and Y is given by
the expression

where N is the mole fraction of each kind of molecule. From bond moments, it has been
estimated that the gauche conformation of 1,2-dichloroethane should have a dipole
moment of about 3.2 D. Calculate the conformational composition of 1,2-dichloroethane
at 32 in the gas phase.



Chapter
Alkenes I. Structure

and Preparation

Elimination

5.1 Unsaturated hydrocarbons

In our discussion of the alkanes we mentioned briefly another family of

hydrocarbons, the alkenes, which contain less hydrogen, carbon for carbon, than

the alkanes, and which can be converted into alkanes by addition of hydrogen.
The alkenes were further described as being obtained from alkanes by loss of

hydrogen in the cracking process.

Since alkenes evidently contain less than the maximum quantity of hydrogen,

they arc referred to as unsaturated hydrocarbons. This unsaturation can be satisfied

by reagents other than hydrogen and gives rise to the characteristic chemical

properties of alkenes.

5.2 Structure of ethylene. The carbon-carbon double bond

The simplest member of the alkene family is ethylene, C2H 4 . In view of the

ready conversion ofethylene into ethane, we can reasonably expect certain structural

similarities between the two compounds.
To start, then, we connect the carbon atoms by a covalent bond, and then

attach two hydrogen atoms to each carbon atom. At this stage we find that each

carbon atom possesses only six electrons in its valence shell, instead of the required

eight, and thai the entire molecule needs an additional pair, of electrons if it is to be

neutral. We can solve both these problems by assuming that the carbon atoms
can share two pairs of electrons. To describe this sharing of two pairs of electrons,

we say that the carbon atoms are joined by a double bond. The carbon-carbon

double bond is the distinguishing feature of the alkene structure.

H H
H:C::C:H

H H

Ethylene
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Quantum mechanics gives a more detailed picture of ethylene and the carbon-

carbon double bond. To form bonds with three other atoms, carbon makes use of

three equivalent hybrid orbitals: sp
2
orbitals, formed by the mixing of one s and

two p orbitals. As we have seen (Sec. 1.10), sp
2 orbitals lie in one plane, that of the

carbon nucleus, and are directed toward the corners of an equilateral triangle; the

angle between any pair of orbitals is thus 120. This trigonal arrangement (Fig.

5.1) permits the hybrid orbitals to be as far apart as possible. Just as mutual

Figure 5.1. Atomic orbitals: hybrid

sp
2 orbitals. Axes directed toward

corners of equilateral triangle.

repulsion among orbitals gives four tetrahedral bonds, so it gives three trigonal

bonds.

If we arrange the two carbons and four hydrogens of ethylene to permit
maximum overlap of orbitals, we obtain the structure shown in Fig. 5.2. Each

Figure 5.2. Ethylene molecule: only
a bonds shown.

carbon atom lies at the center of a triangle, at whose corners are located the two

hydrogen atoms and the other carbon atom. Every bend angle is 120. Although
distributed differently about the carbon nucleus, these bonds individually are very

similar to the bonds in ethane, being cylindrically symmetrical about a line joining

the nuclei, and are given the same designation: a bond(sigma bond).

The molecule is not yet complete, however. In forming the sp
2
orbitals, each

carbon atom has used only two of its three p orbitals. The remaining p orbital

consists of two equal lobes, one lying above and the other lying below the plane
of the three sp

2 orbitals (Fig. 5.3); it is occupied by a single electron. If the/> orbital

Figure 5.3. Ethylene molecule: carbon-carbon double bond. Overlap

of/? orbitals gives IT bond; -n cloud above and below plane.

of one carbon atom overlaps the p orbital of the other carbon atom, the electrons

pair up and an additional bond is formed.

Because it is formed by the overlap of p orbitals, and to distinguish it from
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the dilVcrcntly shaped a bonds, this bond is called a n bond (pi bond). It consists

of uvo parts, one electron cloud that lies above the plane of the atoms, and another

electron cloud that lies below. Because of less overlap, the -n bond is weaker than

the carbon-carbon a bond. As we can see from Fig. 5.3, this overlap can occur

only when all six atoms lie in the same plane. Ethylene, then, is aflat molecule.

The carbon-carbon "double bond" is thus made up of a strong a bond and

a weak -n bond. The total bond energy of 163 kcal is greater than that of the car-

bon carbon single bond of ethane (88 kcal). Since the carbon atoms are held more

tightly together, the CC distance in ethylene is less than the CC distance in

ethane; that is to say, the carbon-carbon double bond is shorter than the carbon-

carbon single bond.

The a bond in ethylene has been estimated to have a strength of about 95

kcal: stronger than the one in ethane because it is formed by overlap of sp
2 orbitals

(Sec. 5.4). On this basis, we would estimate the strength of the -n bond to be 68

kcal.

This quantum mechanical structure of ethylene is verified by direct evidence.

Electron diffraction and spectroscopic studies show ethylene (Fig. 5.4) to be a flat

molecule, with bond angles very close to 120. The CC distance is 1.34 A as

compared with the CC distance of 1.53 A in ethane.

Figure 5.4. Ethylene molecule: shape
H
.7^>r>

! -34 A ^
nnH ci \ ^\>^^ J C
and size.

In addition to these direct measurements, we shall soon see that two important

aspects of alkene chemistry are consistent with the quantum mechanical picture of

the double bond, and are most readily understood in terms of that picture. These

are (a) the concept of hindered rotation and the accompanying phenomenon of

geometric isomerism (Sec. 5.6), and (b) the kind of reactivity characteristic of the

carbon-carbon double bond (Sec. 6.2).

5.3 Propylene

The next member of the alkene family is propylene, C3H6 . In view of its

great similarity to ethylene, it seems reasonable to assume that this compound also

contains a carbon-carbon double bond. Starting with two carbons joined by a

double bond, and attaching the other atoms according to our rule of one bond per

hydrogen and four bonds per carbon, we arrive at the structure

H H H

H~C~C=C-H
i
Propylene

5.4 Hybridization and orbital size

The carbon-carbon double bond in alkenes is shorter than the carbon-carbon

single bond in alkanes because four electrons bind more tightly than two. But, in
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addition, certain other bonds in alkenes are significantly shorter than their counter-

parts in alkanes: for example, the C H distance is 1.103 A in ethylene compared
with 1.112 A in ethane. To account for this and other differences in bond length,

we must consider differences in hybridization of carbon.

The carbon-hydrogen bonds of ethylene are single bonds just as in, say,

ethane, but they are formed by overlap of sp
2 orbitals of carbon, instead of sp

3

orbitals as in ethane. Now, compared with an sp
3

orbital, an sp
2 orbital has

less p character and more s character. A p orbital extends some distance

from the nucleus; an s orbital, on the other hand, lies close about the nucleus.

As the s character of a hybrid orbital increases, the effective size of the

orbital decreases and, with it, the length of the bond to a given second atom. Thus

an sp
2-s carbon-hydrogen bond should be shorter than an sp

3-s carbon-hydrogen
bond.

Benzene, in most ways a quite different kind of molecule from ethylene

(Sec. 10.1), also contains sp
2

-s carbon-hydrogen bonds; the C~-H bond distance is

1.084 A, almost exactly the same as in ethylene. Acetylene (Sec. 8.2) contains

.s/j-hybridized carbon which, in view of the even greater s character of the orbitals,

should form even shorter bonds than in ethylene; this expectation is correct, the

sp-s bond being only 1 .079 A.

A consideration of hybridization and orbital size would lead one to expect

an sp
2
-sp* bond to be shorter than an sp*-sp* bond. In agreement, the carbon-

carbon single bond-distance in propylene is 1.501 A, as compared with the carbon-

carbon distance of 1.534 A in ethane. The sp-sp* carbon-carbon single bond in

methylacetylene (Sec. 8.19) is even shorter, 1.459 A. These differences in carbon-

carbon single bond lengths are greater than the corresponding differences in

carbon-hydrogen bond lengths; however, another factor (Sec. 8.18) besides the

particular hybridization of carbon may be at work here.

Consideration of hybridization arid orbital size helps us to understand other

properties of molecules besides bond length: the relative acidities of certain hydro-
carbons (Sec. 8.10), for example, and the relative basicities of certain amines (Sec.

31.11), We might reasonably expect shorter bonds to be stronger bonds, and in

agreement Table 1.2 (p. 21) shows that the C H bond dissociation energy in

ethylene (104 kcal) is larger than that in ethane (98 kcal), and the C C (single)

bond dissociation energy in propylene (92 kcal) is greater than that in ethane

(88 kcal). Indeed, as will be discussed in Sec. 8.19, by affecting the stability of

molecules, changes in hybridization may be of more fundamental importance than

has been generally recognized.

5.5 Th4 butylencs

Going on to the butylenes, C4H a , we find that there are a number of possible

arrangements. First of all, we may have a straight-chain skeleton as in //-butane,

or a branched-chain structure as in isobutane. Next, even when \\e restrict our-

selves to the straight-chain skeleton, we find that there are two possible arrange-

ments that differ in position of the double bond in the chain. So far, then, we have

a total of three structures; as indicated, these are given the names 1-butene, 2-butene,

and isobutylene.
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HHHH HHHH HH
H-C-C-C-C-H H-6-C-C-C-H H-C-C=C-H

I I I I I I

H H H H H
j

1-Butene 2-Butcne H CH
H

Isobutylene

How do the facts agree with the prediction of three isomeric butylenes?

Experiment has shown that not three but four alkenes of the formula C4H 8 exist;

they have the physical properties shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BUTYLENES

On hydrogenation, the isomer of b.p. 7 yields isobutane; this butylene

evidently contains a branched chain, and has therefore the structure we have

designated isobutylene.

On hydrogenation, the other three isomers all yield the same compound,
rt-butane; they evidently have a straight-chain skeleton. In ways that we shall

study later (Sec. 6.29), it is possible to break an alkene molecule apart at the double

bond, and from the fragments obtained deduce the position of the double bond in

the molecule. When this procedure is carried out, the isomer of b.p. 6 yields

products indicating clearly that the double bond is at the end of the chain; this

butylene has therefore the structure we have designated 1-butene. When the same

procedure is carried out on the two remaining isomers, both yield the same mix-

ture of products; these products show that the double bond is in the middle of

the chain.

Judging from the products of hydrogenation and the products of cleavage,

we would conclude that the butylenes of b.p. + 1 and +4 both have the structure

we have designated 2-butene. Yet the differences in boiling point, melting point,

and other physical properties show clearly that they are not the same compound,
that is, that they are isomers. In what way can their structures differ?

^
To understand the kind of isomerism that gives rise to two 2-butenes, we must

examine more closely the structure of alkenes and the nature of the carbon-carbon

double bond. Ethylene is a flat molecule. We have seen that this flatness is a

result of the geometric arrangement of the bonding orbitals, and in particular the

overlap that gives rise to the IT orbital. For the same reasons, a portion of any
alkene must also be flat, the two doubly-bonded carbons and the four atoms

attached to them lying in the same plane.

If we examine the structure of 2-butene more closely, and particularly if we
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use molecular models, we find that there are two quite different ways, I and II, in

which the atoms can be arranged (aside from the infinite number of possibilities

arising from rotation about the single bonds). In one of the structures the methyl

groups lie on the same side of the molecule (I), and in the other structure they lie on

opposite sides of the molecule (II).

Now the question arises: can we expect to isolate two isomeric 2-butenes

corresponding to these tv\o different structures, or are they too readily inter-

converted like, say, the conformations of //-butane (Sec. 3.5)?

Conversion of 1 into II involves rotation about the carbon-carbon double

bond. The possibility of isolating isomers depends upon the energy required for

this rotation. We have seen that the formation of the rr bond involves overlap of

the p orbitals that lie above and below the plane of the a orbilals. To pass from

one of these 2-butenes to the other, the molecule must be twisted so that the p
orbitals no longer overlap; that is, the n bond must be broken (see Fig. 5.5).

Figure 5.5. Hindered rotation about

carbon-carbon double bond. Rota-

tion v\ould prevent overlap of p orbi-

tals and would break n bond.

CH,

Breaking the TT bond requires about 7Q kcal of energy, at room temperature an

insignificant proportion of collisions possess this necessary energy, and hence the

rate of this intercom ersion is extremely small. Because of this 70-kcaI energy

barrier, then, there is hindered rotation about the carbon carbon double bond. As a

result of this hindered rotation, two isomeric 2-butenes can be isolated. These

are, of course, the butylenes of b.p. f- l'
J
and b.p. f 4.

5.6 Geometric isomerism

Since the isomeric 2-butencs diiTer from one another only in the way the atoms

are oriented in space (but are like one another with respect to which atoms are

attached to which other atoms), they belong to the general class we have called

stereoisomers (Sec. 4.1). They are not, however, mirror images of each other, and

hence are not enantiomers. As we have already said, stereoisomers that are not

mirror images of each other are called diascereomers.

The particular kind of diastereomers that owe their existence to hindered

rotation about double bonds are called geometric isomers. The isomeric 2-butenes,

then, are diastereomers, and more specifically, geometric isomers.
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We recall that the arrangement of atoms that characterizes a particular

stereoisomer is called its configuration. The configurations of the isomeric

2-butenes are the structures I and II. These configurations are differentiated in

their names by the prefixes cis- (Latin: on this side) and trans- (Latin: across),

which indicate that the methyl groups are on the same side or on opposite sides of

the molecule. In a way that we are not prepared to take up at this time, the isomer

of b.p. +4 has been assigned the cis configuration and the isomer of b.p. + 1 the

trans configuration.

CH 3 H CH3 H
C C Geometric
II || isomers
C C

CH/
X
H \\'

X
CH 3

I II

m-2-Butene f/ww-2-Butene

b.p. 4-4 b.p. 4-1

There is hindered rotation about any carbon-carbon double bond, but it

gives rise to geometric isomerism only if there is*a certain relationship among the

groups attached to the doubly-bonded carbons. We can look i^or this isomerism

by drawing the possible structures (or better yet, by constructing them from molec-

ular models), and then seeing if these are indeed isomeric, or actually identical.

On this basis we find that propylene, 1-butene, and isobutvlene should not show

H H H
v

H II H
C C C No geometric
II j| i| isomerism
C C C

/ \ / \ / \
/it TJ s~* ft u /"'Uf /^*L1v-jn 3 jn \_2-t' 5 jn V. n 3 v_jn 3

Propylene 1-Butene Isobutylene

isomerism; this conclusion agrees with the facts. Many higher alkenes may, of

course, show geometric isomerism

If we consider compounds other than hydrocarbons, we find that 1,1-dichloro-

and 1,1-dibromoethene should not show isomerism, whereas the 1,2-dichloro- and

1,2-dibromoethenes should. In every case these predictions have been found cor-

rect. Isomers of the following physical properties have been isolated.

Cl H Cl H Br H Br HV V V V
II II li :!

C C C C
C I H H Cl Br H H Br

ciS" trans- cis- trans-

\ ,2-Dichloroethene 1 ,2-Dibromoethene

b.p. 60 b.p. 48 b.p. 110 b.p. 108

m.p. -80 m.p. -50" m.p. -53 m.p. -6

As we soon conclude from our examination of these structures, geometric

isomerism cannot exist if either carbon carries two identical groups. Some possible

combinations are shown below.
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abab abab aaV V a aV
c

'

c c I-abba cddc cd
Isomerism f Isomerism No isomerism

The phenomenon of geometric isomerism is a general one and can be en-

countered in any class of compounds that contain carbon-carbon double bonds

(or even double bonds of other kinds).

The prefixes cis and trans work very well for disubstituted ethylenes and some
trisubstituted ethylenes. But how are we to specify configurations like these?

CH 3 H CH 3 H CH 3 Br CH 3 Br H Cl H ClV V V V V V
B/ N

C, C.
X V H

X X
C1 a' \ cC \r B/ N

C.

Z Z Z E

1-Bromo-l-chloropropene 2-Bromo-l-chloropropene l-Bromo-l,2-dichloroethene

CH3 > H Br > CH3 Cl > H

Br > Cl Cl > H Br > Cl

Which groups are our reference points? Looking at each doubly-bonded carbon

in turn, we arrange its two atoms or groups in their Cahn^ngoldUPrelog sequence.

We then take the group of higher priority on the olne carbon and the group of

higher priority on the other carbon, and tell whether they are on the same side of

the molecule or on opposite sides. So that it will be clear that we are using this

method of specification, we use the letter Z to mean on the same side, and the let-

ter E to mean on opposite sides. (From the German: zusanfmen, together, and

entgegen, opposite.)

In so far as chemical and physical properties are concerned, geometric isomers

show the same relationship to each other as do the other diastereomers we have

encountered (Sec. 4.17). They contain the same functional groups and hence show

similar chemical properties. Their chf "nical properties are not identical, however,

since their structures are neither idei ical nor mirror images; they react with the

same reagents, but at different rates.

As the examples above illustrate, geometric isomers have different physical

properties: different melting points, boiling points, refractive indices, solubilities,

densities, and so on. On the basis of these different physical properties, they can

be distinguished from each other and, once the configuration of each has been

determined, identified. On the basis of these differences in physical properties they

can, in principle at least, be separated. (See Sec. 4.17.)

When we take up the physical properties of the alkenes (Sec. 5.9), we shall

discuss one of the ways in which we can tell whether a particular substance is the

els- or /raws-isomer, that is, one of the ways in which we assign configuratio

A pair of geometric isomers are, then, diastereomers. Where do they fit into the

other classification scheme, the one based on how the stereoisomcrs are interconverted
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(Sec. 4.20)? We shall discuss this question in more detail later (Sec. 7.1), but for the

moment we can say this. In the important quality of isolability, geometric isomers resem-

ble configurational isomers, and for a very good reason: in both cases interconversion

requires bond breaking a TT bond in the case of geometric isomers.

5.7 Higher alkenes

As we can see, the butylenes contain one carbon and two hydrogens more than

propylene, which in turn contains one carbon and two hydrogens more than

ethylene. The alkenes, therefore, form another homologous series, the increment

being the same as for the alkanes: CH 2 . The general formula for this family is

CnH 2n .

As we ascend the series of alkenes, the number of isomeric structures for each

member increases even more rapidly than in the case of the alkane series; in

addition to variations in the carbon skeletons, there are variations in the position

of the double bond for a given skeleton, and the possibility of geometric isomerism.

Problem 5.1 Neglecting enantiomerism, draw structures of: (a) the six iso-

meric pentylenes (C5H| ); (b) the four chloropropylenes (C3H 5C1); (c) the eleven

chlorobutylenes (C4H 7C1). Specify as Z or E each geometric isomer.

5.8 Names of alkenes

Common names are seldom used except for three simple alkenes: ethylene,

propylene, and isobutylene. The various alkenes of a given carbon number are,

however, sometimes referred to collectively as the pentylenes (amylenes), hexylenes,

heptylenes, and so on. (One sometimes encounters the naming of alkenes as deriva-

tives of ethylene: as, for example, tetramethylethylene for (CH 3)2C C(CH 3)2 .)

Most alkenes are named by the IUPAC system.

The rules of the IUPAC system are:

1 . Select as the parent structure the longest continuous chain that contains the

carbon-carbon double bond; then consider the compound to have been derived

from this structure by replacement of hydrogen by various alkyl groups. The

parent structure is known as ethene<propene,butene,pentene, and so on, depending

upon the number of carbon atoms; each name is derived by changing the ending
-ane of the corresponding alkane name to -ene:

H2C=-CH 2 CH 3-CH=CH2 CH 3CH 2CH=-CH 2 CH 3CH=-CHCH 3

Ethene Propene 1-Butene 2-Butene

(c/5- or trans-)

CH 3 CH 3 CH 3

CH 3 C=CH2 CH3-C CH=CH 2 CH3 C CH=CH CH3

2-Methylpropene I

^
3,3-DimethyI-l -butene 4-Methy!-2-pentene

(cis- or trans-)

2. Indicate by a number the position of the double bond in the parent chain.

Although the double bond involves two carbon atoms, designate its position by
the number of the first doubly-bonded carbon encountered when numbering from

the end of the chain nearest the double bond; thus J-butene and 2-butene.
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3. Indicate by numbers the positions of the alkyl groups attached to the

parent chain.

Problem 5.2 Give the structural formula of: fa) 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene;

(b) 3-bromo2-methylpropene; (c) m-2-methyl-3-heptene: (d) (>2-chloro-2-butene.

Problem 5.3 Referring to your answer to Problem 5.1 (p. 151), give IUPAC
names for: (a) the isomeric pentylenes; (b) the isomerk chloropropenes.

5.9 Physical properties

As a class, the alkenes possess physical properties that are essentially the same

as those of the alkanes. They are insoluble in water, but quite soluble in non-

polar solvents like benzene, ether, chloroform, or ligroin. They are less dense than

water. As we can see from Table 5.2, the boiling point rises with increasing carbon

Table 5.2 ALKENES

number; as with the alkanes, the boiling point rise is 20 30" for each added carbon,

except for the very small homologs. As before, branching lowers the boiling point.

A comparison of Table 5.2 with Table 3.3 (p. 86) shows that the boiling point of

an alkene is very nearly the same as that of the alkane with the corresponding car-

bon skeleton.

Like alkanes, alkenes are at most only weakly polar. Since the loosely held

rr electrons of the double bond are easily pulled or pushed, dipole moments are

larger than for alkanes. They are still small, however: compare the dipole moments

shown for propylene and 1-butene, for example, with the moment of 1.83 r> for

methyl chloride. The bond joining the alkyl group to the doubly-bonded carbon

has a small polarity, which is believed to be in the direction shown, that is, with the

alkyl group releasing electrons to the doubly-bonded carbon. Since this polarity

is not canceled by a corresponding polarity in the opposite direction, it gives a

net dipole moment to the molecule.
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CH 3 H C2H 5
^

H
"V ^c

7

V V^ ^>i

/i
= 0.35 D /i

= 0.37 D

cw-2-Butene, with two methyl groups on one side of the molecule and two

hydrogens on the other, should have a small dipole moment. In mws-2-butene,

on the other hand, with one methyl and one hydrogen on each side of the molecule,

the bond moments should cancel out. Although the dipole moments have not

CH\

I I

m-2-Butene // ans- 2-Butenc

expect small -\ > expect ^ =

b.p. +4 b.p. -f 1

m.p -139 m.p. -10<>
J

been measured directly, a small difference in polarity is reflected in the higher

boiling point of the c/j-isomer.

This same relationship exists for many pairs of geometric isomers. Because

of its higher polarity the cfr-isomer is generally the higher boiling of a pair;

because of its lower symmetry it fits into a crystalline lattice more poorly, and thus

generally has the lower melting point.

The differences in polarity, and hence the differences in melting point and

boiling point, are greater for alkenes that contain elements whose electronegativities

differ widely from that of carbon. For example:

H Cl H Cl H Br H Br H I H IV V V V V V
*

\r Br

cis trans cis trans cis trans

/*=1.85D /x
= p = 1.35 D /x

=
/i
= 0.75D ^ =

b.p. 60
C

b.p. 48 b.p. 110 b.p. 108 b.p. 188 b.p. 192

m.p. -80 m.p. -50 m.p. -53 m.p. -6 m.p. -14 m.p. +72

The relationship between configuration and boiling point or melting point is

only a rule of thumb, to which there are many exceptions (for example, the boil-

ing points of the diiodoethenes). Measurement of dipole moment, on the other

hand, frequently enables us positively to designate a particular isomer as c/$ or

trans.
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k 5.4 (a) Indicate the direction of the net dipole moment for each of the

dihaloethenes. (b) Would os-2,3-dichloro-2-butene have a larger or smaller dipole
moment than cfr-l,2-dichloroethene? (c) Indicate the direction of the net dipole mo-
ment of <^],2-dibromo-l,2-dichloroethene. Will it be larger or smaller than the

dipole moment of ctf-l,2-dichloroethene? Why?

5.10 Industrial source

Alkenes are obtained in industrial quantities chiefly by the cracking of petro-

leum (Sec. 3.31). The smaller alkenes can be obtained in pure form by fractional

distillation and are thus available for conversion into a large number of important

aliphatic compounds. Higher alkenes, which cannot be separated from the compli-

cated cracking mixture, remain as valuable components of gasoline.

1-Alkenes of even carbon number, consumed in large quantities in the manu-

facture of detergents, are available through controlled ionic polymerization of

ethylene by the Ziegler-Natta method (Sec. 32-6).

5.11 Preparation

Alkenes containing up to five carbon atoms can be obtained in pure form

from the petroleum industry. Pure samples of more complicated alkenes must be

prepared by methods like those outlined below.

The introduction of a carbon-carbon double bond into a molecule containing

only single bonds must necessarily involve the elimination of atoms or groups from

two adjacent carbons:

-C-C- * C=-C~ Elimination
I I

Y Z

In the cracking process already discussed, for example, the atoms eliminated are

both hydrogen atoms:

C- C J^ C--C + H 2

I :

H H

The elimination reactions described below not only can be used to make

simple alkenes, but also and this is much more important provide the best

general ways to introduce carbon-carbon double bonds into molecules of all kinds.

PREPARATION OF ALKENES

1. Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides. Discussed in Sec. <U2 5.14.

I
1 alcohol !

i
Ease of dehydrohalogenation

C-C + KOH > -C C- + KX f H 2O of alkyl halides

H X 3 > 2 > 1
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Examples:

CH 3CH2CH 2CH 2C1
KOHfalc)

> CHjCH 2CH-CH>
w-Butyl chloride 1-Butene

CH 3CH 2CHCiCH 3

KQH(alc)
> CH 3CH CHCH 3 -f CH,CH 2CH CH 2

sec-Buiyl chloride 2-Butene 1-Butene

W% M/Q

2. Dehydration of alcohols. Discussed in Sec. 5.19 5.23.

I I acid I
'

C-C- -> O=C- - + H 2O Ease of dehydration of alcohols

H OH Alkenes 3' > 2 > 1

Alcohols

Examples:

H H H H

H-C-C-H -^^ H C---C-H 4 H :

H (^H
Ethylene

Ethyl alcohol

CH 3CH2CH 2CH2OH "^^ CH 3CH 2CH-CH 2 + CH 3CH=--CHCH 3

-Butyl alcohol 1-Butene 2-Butcne

Chiefproduct

CH 3CH2-CH-CH 3
-^^ CH 3CH-CHCH 3 + CH 3CH 2CH-CH 2

I 2-Butene 1-Butene

n 4 i i u i Chiefproduct
sec-Butyl alcohol

3. Dehalogenation of vicinal dihalides. Discussed in Sec. 5.11.

-C-C- + Zn * -C-C- + ZnX2

Example:

CH 3CHBrCHBrCH 3
--> CH 3CH=CHCH 3

2,3-Dibromobutane 2-Butene

4. Reduction of alkynes. Discussed in Sec. 8.9.

I

R

i An alkyne

Pd or Ni-B (P-2)

RW
H" \

R H
\ __ /
(2 C Trans

H R
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The most important of these methods of preparation since they are the most

generally applicable are the dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides and the dehydra-
tion of alcohols. Both methods suffer from the disadvantage that, where the struc-

ture permits, hydrogen can be eliminated from the carbon on either side of the

carbon bearing the X or OH; this frequently produces isomers. Since the

isomerism usually involves only the position of the double bond, it is not important
in the cases where we plan to convert the alkene into an alkane.

As we shall see later, alkyl halides are generally prepared from the correspond-

ing alcohols, and hence both these methods ultimately involve preparation from

alcohols; however, dehydrohalogenation generally leads to fewer complications

and is often the preferred method despite the extra step in the sequence.
*

Dehaiogenation of vicinal (Latin: vicinalis, neighboring) dihalides is severely

limited by the fact that these dihalides are themselves generally prepared from the

alkenes. However, it is sometimes useful to convert an alkene to a dihalide while

we perform some operation on another part of the molecule, and then to regenerate

the alkene by treatment with zinc; this procedure is referred to as protecting the

double bond.

When a pure rw- or /ra/tf-alkene is wanted, uncontaminated with its stereoiso-

mer, it can often be prepared by reduction of an alkyne with the proper reagent

(Sec. 8.9).

5,12 Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides

Alkyl halides are converted into alkenes by dehydrohalogenation: elimination

of the elements of hydrogen halide. Dehydrohalogenation involves removal of the

halogen atom together with a hydrogen atom from a carbon adjacent to the one

Dehydrohalogenation: elimination of HX

i
I II

C C + KOH (alcoholic)
-> C=C - + KX + H 2O

' I AlkeneH A.

Alky] halide

bearing the halogen. It is not surprising that the reagent required for the elimina-

tion of what amounts to a molecule of acid is a strong base.

The alkene is prepared by simply heating together the alkyl halide and a

solution of potassium hydroxide in alcohol. For example:

CH 3CH2CH2CI -* CH3CH^CH 2
' CH 3CHCH 3

w-Propyl chloride Propylene '

Isopropyl chloride

CH 3CH2CH 2CH 2C1 -> CH 3CH 2CH -

/i-Butyl chloride 1-Butene

CH 3CH 2CHCH 3
~~-- CHjCH-CHCH, + CH,CH 2CH--=CH 2

I 2-Butene 1-Butcnc

0/)0 ,
<V}<>

'

*?c-Butyl chloride
/0 ^/w
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As we can see, in some cases this reaction yields a single alkene. and in other cases

yields a mixture. w-Butyl chloride, for example, can eliminate hydrogen only from

C-2 and hence yields only 1-butene. sec-Butyl chloride, on the other hand, can

eliminate hydrogen from either C-l or C-3 and hence yields both 1-butene and

2-butene. Where the two alkenes can be formed, 2-butene is the chief product;

this fact fits into a general pattern for dehydrohalogenation which is discussed in

Sec. 5.14.

Problem 5.5 Give structures of all alkenes expected from dehydrohalogenation
of: (a) 1-chloropentane, (b) 2-chloropentane, (c) 3-chloropentane, (d) 2-chloro-2-methyl-

butane, (e) 3-chloro-2-methylbutane, (f) 2-chloro-2,3-dimethylbutane, (g) 1-chloro-

2,2-dimcthylpropane.

Problem 5.6 What alkyl halidc (if any) would yield each of the following pure
alkenes upon dehydrohalogenation? (a) isobutylene, (b) 1-pentene, (c) 2-pentene,

(d) 2-methyM-butene, (e) 2-methyl-2-butene, (f) 3-methyl-l-butene.

5.11 Mechanism of dehydrohalogenation

The function of hydroxide ion is to pull a hydrogen ion away from carbon;

simultaneously a halide ion separates and the double bond forms. We should

I I

C::C + :X:~ -* H 2O

represented as

where arrows show the

direction of electron shift

notice that, in contrast to free radical reactions, the breaking of the CH and
C X bonds occurs in an unsymmetrical fashion: hydrogen relinquishes both

electrons to carbon, and halogen retains both electrons. The electrons left behind

by hydrogen are now available for formation of the second bond (the TT bond)
between the carbon atoms.

What supplies the energy for the breaking of the carbon-hydrogen and

carbon-halogen bonds?

(a) First, there is formation of the bond between the hydrogen ion and the

very strong base, hydroxide ion.

(b) Next, there is formation of the TT bond which, although weak, does supply
about 70 kcal/mole of energy.
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(c) Finallyand this is extremely important there is the energy of solvation

of the halide ions. Alcohol, like water, is a polar solvent. A liberated halide ion

is surrounded by a cluster of these polar molecules; each solvent molecule is

oriented so that the positive end of its dipole is near the negative ion (Fig. 5.6).

Figure 5.6. Ion dipole interaction:

solvated halide ion.

Although each of these ion- dipole bonds (Sec. 1.21) is weak, in the aggregate they

supply a great deal of energy. (We should recall that the ion dipole bonds in

hydrated sodium and chloride ions provide the energy for the breaking down of the

sodium chloride crystalline lattice, a process which in the absence of water requires

a temperature of 801 \) Just as a hydrogen ion is pulled out oj the molecule by a

hydroxide ion* so a halide ion is pulled out by solvent molecules.

The free-radical reactions of the alkanes, which we studied in Chap. 3, are

chiefly gas phase reactions. It is significant that ionic reactions (like the one just

discussed) occur chiefly in solution.

(We shall return to dehydrohalogenation after we have learned a little more

chemistry (Sec. 14.20), and have a look at the evidence for this mechanism.)

5.14 Orientation and reactivity in dehydrohalogenation

In cases where a mixture of isomeric alkenes can be formed, which isomer, if

any, will predominate? Study of many dehydrohalogenation reactions has shown

that one isomer generally does predominate, and that it is possible to predict which

isomer this v\ill be- that is, to predict the orientation of elimination -on the basis

of molecular structure.

CH 3CH 2CHBKH 3

KOH <'tlc>^ CH 3CH-CHCH 3 and CH 3CH 2CH=CH 2

CH.,CH 2CH 2CHBrCH,
KO1Ua!c)

> CH 3CH 2CH-CHCH 3

71%
and CH 3CH 2CH 2CH=CH 2

CHj CH 3 CH 3

CH 3CH 2 CBKH<
K0>f(jk)

> CH 3CH=-CCH 3 and CH 3CH 2C- CH 2

71% 29%

Once more, orientation is determined by the relative rates of competing

reactions. For .w-butyl bromide, attack by base at any one of three hydrogens
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(those on C-l) can lead to the formation of 1-butene; attack at either of two hydro-

gens (on C-3) can lead to the formation of 2-butene. We see that 2-butene is the

preferred product that is, is formed faster despite a probability factor of 3:2

working against its formation. The other examples fit the same pattern: the pre-

ferred product is the alkene that has the greater number of alkyl groups attached

to the doubly-bonded carbon atoms.

Ease of formation of alkenes

R2C=CR2 > R2O=CHR > R2O=CH2 , RCHCHR > RCH=-CH2

In Sec. 6.4 we shall find evidence that the stability of alkenes follows exactly the

same sequence.

Stability of alkenes

R 2C=CR2 > R2O=CHR > R2O=CH2 , RCH=CHR

In dehydrohalogenation, the more stable the alkene the more easily it is formed.

Examination of the transition state involved shows that it is reasonable that

the more stable alkene should be formed faster:

X
I I

-c-c
1

OH-
X- + H2

8-

H--OH

Transition state :

partly formed
double bond

The double bond is partly formed, and the transition state has thus acquired alkene

character. Factors that stabilize an alkene also stabilize an incipient alkene in the

transition state.

Alkene stability not only determines orientation of dehydrohalogenation, but

also is an important factor in determining the reactivity of an alkyl halide toward

elimination, as shown at the top of the next page.

Reactant

CH 3CH2Br

CH 3CH2CH2Br

CH 3CHBrCH 3

(CH3) 3CBr

Product

CH2-CH 2

CH 3CH-CH?

CH 3CH=-CH 2

(CH 3) 3C-CH2

Relative rates

1.0

3.3

9.4

120

Relative rates per H
1.0

5.0

4.7

40

As one proceeds along a series of alkyl halides from 1 to 2 to 3, the structure

by definition becomes more branched at the carbon carrying the halogen. This

increased branching has two results: it provides a greater number of hydrogens for

attack by base, and hence a more favorable probability factor toward elimination;

and it leads to a more highly branched, more stable alkene, and hence a more

stable transition state and lower act . As a result of this combination of factors,

in dehydrohalogenation the order of reactivity of RX is 3 > 2 > 1.
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Problem 5.7 Predict the major product of each dehydrohalogenation in Problem
5.5, page 157.

5.15 Carbonium ions

To account for the observed facts, we saw earlier, a certain mechanism was

advanced for the halogenation of alkanes; the heart of this mechanism is the fleet-

ing existence of free radicals, highly reactive neutral particles bearing an odd

electron.

Before we can discuss the preparation of alkenes by dehydration of alcohols,

we must first learn something about another kind of reactive particle: the car-

bonium ion, a group ofatoms that contains a carbon atom bearing only six electrons.

Carbonium ions are classified as primary, secondary, or tertiary after the carbon

bearing the positive charge. They are named by use of the word cation. For exam-

pie:

H H H CH 3

H:C CH,:Co CH 3 :C:CH 3 CH 3 :C:CH3

H H
' @

Methyl cation Ethyl cation Isopropyl cation /e/7-Butyl cation

(primary, 1") (secondary, 2) (tertiary, 3)

Like the free radical, the carbonium ion is an exceedingly reactive particle,

and for the same reason: the tendency to complete the octet of carbon. Unlike

the free radical, the carbonium ion carries a positive charge.

One kind of unusually stable carbonium ion (Sec. 12.19) was recognized as

early as 1902 by the salt-like character of certain organic compounds. But direct

observation of simple alkyl cations should be exceedingly difficult, by virtue of

the very reactivity and hence short life that we attribute to them. Nevertheless,

during the 1920's and 193CTs, alkyl cations were proposed as intermediates in many
organic reactions, and their existence was generally accepted, due largely to the

work of three chemists: Hans Meerwein of Germany, "the father of modern car-

bonium ion chemistry;" Sir Christopher Ingold of England; and Frank Whitmore

of the United States. The evidence consisted of a wide variety of observations

made in studying the chemistry of alkenes, alcohols, alkyl halides, and many
other kinds of organic compounds: observations that revealed a basically similar

pattern of behavior most logically attributed to intermediate carbonium ions. A
sizable part of this book will be devoted to seeing what that pattern is.

In 1963, George Olah (now at Case Western Reserve University) reported the

direct observation of simple alkyl cations. Dissolved in the extremely powerful
Lewis acid SbF5 , alkyl fluorides (and, later, other halides) were found to undergo
ionization to form the cation, which could be studied at leisure. There was a

RF + SbF5 > R+ SbF6
-

dramatic change in the nmr spectrum (Chap. 13), from the spectrum of the

alkyl fluoride to the spectrum of a molecule that contained no fluorine but instead

j/?
2
-hybridized carbon with a very low electron density. Figure 5.7 shows what

was observed for the terf-butyl fluoride system : a simple spectrum but, by its very
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simplicity, enormously significant. Although potentially very reactive, the to/-

butyl cation can do little in this environment except try to regain the fluoride ion

and the SbF5 is an even stronger Lewis acid than the cation.

a (CHjhC'Fneat

b (CHabCF in SbF 5 K 20

3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 68.0 7.0 60 5.0 4.0

Courtesy of The Journal jf American Chemkal Society

Figure 5.7. Proton nmr spectrum of (a) tert-buty\ fluoride and (b) tert-bulyl

cation. Jn (#), proton signal split imo two peaks by coupling with nearby
fluorine. In (6), single peak, shifted far downfield; strong dcshielding due to

low electron density on positive carbon.

By methods like this, Olah has opened the door to the study not just of the

existence of organic cations of many kinds, but of intimate details of their struc-

ture.

5.16 Structure of carbunium ions

In a carbonium ion, the electron-deficient carbon is bonded to three other

atoms, and for this bonding uses v/?- orbitals; the bonds are trigonal, directed to

the corners of an equilateral triangle. This part of a carbonium ion is therefore

(a)

Figure 5.8. A carbonium ion. (a) Only a bonds shown, (b) Empty p orbi-

tal above and below plane of or bonds.

flat, the electron-deficient carbon and the three atoms attached to it lying in the

same plane (Fig. 5.8a).
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But our description of the molecule is not yet quite complete. Carbon has

left a /> orbital, with its t\\o lobes lying above and below the plane of the <r bonds

(Fig. 5.X/j); in a carbonium ion, the/; orbital is empty. Although formally empty,
this /> orbital, we shall find, is intimately involved in the chemistry of carbojiium
ions: in their stability, and the stability of various transition states leading to their

formation.

'Fhere can be little doubt that carbonium ions actually are flat. The quantum
mechanical picture of a carbonium ion is exactly the same as that of boron tri-

tluoridc (Sec. 1JO). a molecule whose flatness is firmly established. Nmr and infra-

icd spectra of the stabilized carbonium ions studied by Olah are consistent with

A/>
: Inbndi/alion and flatness: in particular, infrared and Raman spectra of the

/IT/-bmy I cation are strikingly similar to those of trimethylboron, known to be

flat.

F- \idence of another kind indicates that carbonium ions not only normally
arc flat, but ha\c a stiong necJ to 'he flat. Consider the three tertiary alkyl bromides:

/</7-but\l bromide: and I and II, which are bicyclic (t,vo-ringed) compounds with

B

H '
(

\\)C k

1 II

/r/-Bul>l bromide 1-Bromobicyclo- 1 -Bromobicyclo-

[222]octane [2.2.1]heptanc

bromine at the bridgehead. The impact of a high-energy electron can remove
bromine from an alkyl bromide and generate a carbonium ion; the energy of the

electron required to do the job can be measured. On electron impact, I requires

5 kcal mole more energy to form the carbonium ion than does /e/7-butyl bromide,
and II requires 20 kcal mole more energy.

Mo\\ arc we to interpret these facts? On conversion into a carbonium ion,

three carbons must move into the plane of the electron-deficient carbon: easy for

fir

I f* as

C
Alkyl bromide Carbonium ion

Teirahetlral Trigonal

the open-chum /cry-butyl group; but difficult for F, where the three carbons are

tied back by the ring system; and still more difficult for II, where they are tied

back more tightly by the smaller ring.

Imagine* or, better, make a model of I or II. You could squash the top of the

molecule flat, but only by distorting the angles of the other bonds away from their nor-

mal tetrahedral angle, and thus introducing angle strain (Sec. 9.7).

Now, why is there this need to be flat? Partly, to permit formation of the

strongest possible a bonds through sp
2
hybridization. But there is a second ad-
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vantage of flatness, one which is related to the major factor determining carbonium

ion stability, accommodation of charge.

5.17 Stability of carbonium ions. Accommodation of charge

The characteristic feature of a carbonium ion is, by definition, the electron-

deficient carbon and the attendant positive charge. The relative stability of a

carbonium ion is determined chiefly by how well it accommodates that charge.

According to the laws of electrostatics, the stability of a charged system is

increased by dispersal of the charge. Any factor, therefore, that tends to spread out

the positive charge of the electron-deficient carbon and distribute it over the rest

of the ion must stabilize a carbonium ion.

Consider a substituent, G, attached to an electron-deficient carbon in place

of a hydrogen atom. Compared with hydrogen, G may either release electrons

or withdraw electrons (Sec. 1.23).

G->C

Carbonium Ion Stability

I I

G releases electrons: G withdraws electrons

disperses charge, intensifies charge,
stabilizes cation destabilizes cation

An electron-releasing substituent tends to reduce the positive charge at the

electron-deficient carbon; in doing this, the substituent itself becomes somewhat

positive. This dispersal of the charge stabilizes the carbonium ion.

An electron-withdrawing substituent tends to intensify the positive charge

on the electron-deficient carbon, and hence makes the carbonium ion less stable.

We consider (Sec. 1.23) electronic effects to be of two kinds: inductive effects,

related to the electronegativity of substituents ; and resonance effects. In the case

of carbonium ions, we shall see (Sec. 8.21), a resonance effect involves overlap of

the "empty" p orbital of the electron-deficient carbon with orbitals on other,

nearby atoms; the result is, of course, that the p orbital is no longer empty, and

the electron-deficient carbon no longer so positive. Maximum overlap depends on

coplanarity in this part of the molecule, and it is here that we find the second ad-

vantage of flatness in a carbonium ion.

So far, we, have discussed only factors operating within a carbonium ion to

make it more or less stable than another carbonium ion. But what is outside the

carbonium ion proper its environment can be even more important in deter-

mining how fast a carbonium ion is formed, how long it lasts, and what happens
to it. There are onions, one of which may stay close by to form an ion pair. There

is the solvent: a cluster of solvent molecules, each with the positive end of its di-

pole turned toward the cation; possibly one solvent molecule or two playing a

special role through overlap of one or both lobes of the p orbital. There may be a

neighboring group effect (Chap. 28), in which a substituent on a neighboring

carbon approaches closely enough to share its electrons and form a covalent bond:

an internal factor, actually, but in its operation much like an external factor.

In all this we see the characteristic of carbonium ions that underlies their

whole pattern of behavior: a needfor electrons to complete the octet of carbon.
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5.18 Relative stabilities of alkyl cations

The amount of energy required to remove an electron from a molecule or

atom is called the ionization potential. (It is really the ionization energy.) The

ionization potential of a free radical is, by definition, the A// for the conversion of

the radical into a carbonium ion:

R. ^ R+ + e
- AH ~ ionization potential

In ways that we cannot go into, the ionization potentials of many free radicals

have been measured. For example:

CH 3
- > CH 3

f
4- e" A// = 229 kcal/mole

CH 3CH 2
- > CH 3CH 2

* + e~ A// = 202

CH3CHCH 3 CH 3CHCH 3 + e" A// - 182

CH3 CH 3

CH 3-C-CH 3
> CH 3~C-CH 3 + e A// = 171

As we can see, the values decrease in the order: CH 3
- > 1 > 2 > 3.

Bond dissociation energies have already shown (Sec. 3.24) that the amount

of energy required to form free radicals from alkanes decreases in the same order:

CH3
- > 1 > 2 > 3. If we combine these two sets of data ionization poten-

tials and bond dissociation energies we see (Fig. 5.9) that, relative to the various

alkanes concerned, the order of stability of carbonium ions is:

Stability of carbonium ions 3 > 2 > 1 > CH3
4

Differences in stability between carbonium ions are much larger than between

free radicals. The ter/-butyl free radical, for example, is 13 kcal more stable than

the methyl free radical; the tert-butyl cation is 71 kcal more stable than the methyl

cation.

What we really want as standards for stability of carbonium ions are, of course, the

kinds of compounds they are generated from: alcohols at this particular point or, later,

alkyl halides (Chap. 14). However, the relative stabilities of most ordinary neutral

molecules closely parallel the relative stabilities of the alkanes, so that the relative order

of stabilities that we have arrived at is certainly valid whatever the source of the car-

bonium ions. To take an extreme example, the difference in stability between methyl and

ferf-butyl cations relative to the alkanes, as we have just calculated it, is 71 kcal. Relative

to other standards, the difference in stability is: alcohols, 57 kcal; chlorides, 74 kcal;

bromides, 78 kcal; and iodides, 76 kcal.

Now, by definition, the distinction among primary, secondary, and tertiary

cations is the number of alkyl groups attached to the electron-deficient carbon.

The facts are, then, that the greater the number of alkyl groups, the more stable

the carbonium ion.

H H R R

H-C8 R->C0 R->C0 R->C

H H H R
Methyl cation Primary cation Secondary cation Tei tiary cation

Electron release: Disperses charge, stabilizes ion
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0>

1

8
J*

1
V

1
C

CHa(333) T

R-H

CH,,CH2'(.K))

CHUCHCH.M277)
CH3

CH3 C-CH3 (262)

lonization

potential

229 202 182 171

CH3
-

CHiCHs CH.<CHCH 3

CH,

CHa-C-CH.

T

R-

104 98 95 91

Bond
dissociation

energy

R- + H-

T

R-H

CH 4 CH;iCH,, CH3CH :CH 3 CH8

CHj C CHs
i

H

Figure 5.9. Relative stabilities of alkyl cations. (Plots aligned with each

other for easy comparison.)

If our generalization about dispersal of charge applies in this case, alkyl

groups must release electrons here: possibly through an inductive effect, possibly

through resonance (hyperconjugation, Sec. 8.21).

The electronic effects of alkyl groups are the most poorly understood of all such

effects. Dipole moments indicate that they are electron-releasing when attached to a ir

electron system, but weakly electron-withdrawing in saturated hydrocarbons. Ingold

(p. 160) has suggested that alkyl groups can do pretty much what is demanded of them by
other groups in the molecule. This much seems clear: (a) in general, carbonium ions and

incipient carbonium ions are stabilized by electron release; (b) alkyl groups stabilize

carbonium ions; (c) alkyl groups affect a wide variety of reactions in a manner consistent

with their being electron-releasing.
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5.19 Dehydration of alcohols

Alcohols are compounds of the general formula, ROH, where R is any alkyl

group: the hydroxyl group, OH, is characteristic of alcohols, just as the carbon-

carbon double bond is characteristic of alkenes. An alcohol is named simply by

naming the alkyl group that holds the hydroxyl group and following this by the

word alcohol. It is classified as primary (\ ). secondary (2 ), or tertiary (3), depend-

ing upon the nature of the carbon atom holding the hydroxyl group (Sec. 3.11).

For example:

An alcohol is converted into an alkene by dehydration: elimination of a

molecule of water. Dehydration requires the presence of an acid and the applica-

tion of heat. It is generally carried out in either of two ways: (a) heating the

r r > rwJ +" C " C > -~ c= c- +

H OH
Alcohol

4Cld
> rw

Teat
> -~ c= c-

Alkcnc

Dehydration:
elimination of H2O

alcohol with sulfuric or phosphoric acid to temperatures as high as 200, or

(b) passing the alcohol vapor over alumina, A1 2O 3 , at 350-400, alumina here serving

as a Lewis acid (Sec. 1.22).

The various classes of alcohols differ widely in ease of dehydration, the order

of reactivity being

Ease of dehydration of alcohols 3
3 > 2 > 1

The following examples show how these differences in reactivity affect the experi-

mental conditions of the dehydration. (Certain tertiary alcohols are so prone to

dehydration that they can be distilled only if precautions are taken to protect the

system from the acid fumes in the ordinary laboratory.)
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Where isomeric alkenes can be formed, we again find the tendency for one

isomer to predominate. Thus, sec-butyl alcohol, which might yield both 2-butene

and 1-butene, actually yields almost exclusively the 2-isomer (see Sec. 5.23).

The formation of 2-butene from //-butyl alcohol illustrates a characteristic of

dehydration that is not shared by dehydrohalogenalion: the double bond can be

formed at a position remote from the carbon originally holding the OH group.

This characteristic is accounted for later (Sec. 5.22). It is chiefly because of the

greater certainty as to where the double bond will appear that dehydrohalogenation

is often preferred over dehydration as> a method of making alkenes.

5.20 Mechanism of dehydration of alcohols

The generally accepted mechanism for the dehydration of alcohols is sum-

marized in the following equations; for the sake of simplicity, ethyl alcohol is used

as the example. The alcohol unites (step 1) with a hydrogen ion to form the pro-

tonated alcohol, which dissociates (step 2) into water and a carbonium ion; the

carbonium ion then loses (step 3) a hydrogen ion to form the alkene.

H H H H
II II

(1) H C : C H J H+ <
> H C : C H

H :0:H H
:O^H

Alcohol H
Protonated alcohol

(2) _
H

Carbonium ion

(3)

The double bond is thus formed in two stages, OH being lost (as H 2O) in

step (2) and H being lost in step (3). This is in contrast to dehydrohalogenation

(Sec. 5.13), where the halogen and hydrogen are lost simultaneously.

The first step is simply an acid-base equilibrium in the Lowry-Bronsted sense

(Sec. 1.22). When sulfuric acid, for example, is dissolved in water, the following

reaction occurs:

HS04
~

Stronger base 6 " Weaker base

The hydrogen ion is transferred from the very weak base, HSO4 ~, to the stronger
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base, H2O, to form the oxonium ion, H3O+ ; the basic properties of each are due

of course, to the unshared electrons that are available for sharing with the hydro-

gen ion. An alcohol also contains an oxygen atom with unshared electrons and

hence displays basicity comparable to that of water. The first step of the mechan-

ism is more properly represented as

CH3CH2 :O: + HO-S-OH <=* CH3CH2 :O:H f HSO4
~

Stronger base Q Weaker base

where the hydrogen ion is transferred from the bisulfate ion to the stronger base,

ethyl alcohol, to yield the substituted oxonium ion, C2H 5OH2
+

, the protonated

alcohol.

In a similar way, step (3) does not actually involve the expulsion of a naked

hydrogen ion, but rather a transfer of the hydrogen ion to a base, the strongest one

around, C2H5OH.

H H

C2H5OH I HC : C-H <=n C2H 5OH2
+ +H-C::C-H

H

For convenience we shall frequently show the addition or expulsion of a hydrogen

ion, H +
, but it should be understood that in all cases this actually involves the

transfer of a proton from one base to another.

In summary, the mechanism for dehydration is the following:

(2) -<-<- = -<- + HP

' * C~rC < C C ~H H : B
\^j / \
H

>^

All three reactions are shown as equilibria, since each step is readily reversible;

as we shall soon see, the exact reverse of this reaction sequence is involved in the

formation of alcohols from alkenes (Sec. 6.10). Equilibrium (I) lies very far to the
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right; sulfuric acid, for example, is known to be nearly completely ionized in

alcohol solution. Since there is a very low concentration of carbonium ions

present at any time, equilibrium (2) undoubtedly lies very far to the left. Occasion-

ally one of these few carbonium ions undergoes reaction (3) to form the alkene.

Under the conditions of dehydration the alkene, being quite volatile, is generally

driven from the reaction mixture, and thus equilibrium (3) is shifted to the right.

As a consequence the entire reaction system is forced toward completion.

The carbonium ion is formed by dissociation of the protonated alcohol; this

involves separation of a charged particle, R +
, from a neutral particle, H2O. It is

obvious that this process requires much less energy than would formation of a

carbonium ion from the alcohol itself, since the latter process involves separation

of a positive particle from a negative particle. Viewed in another way, the car-

bonium ion (a Lewis acid) releases the weak base, water, much more readily than it

ROH 2<S > R + H2O Easy

Weak base:

good leaving group

ROM > R + OH- Difficult

Strong base:

poor leaving group

releases the extremely strong base, hydroxide ion ; that is to say, water is a much
better leaving group than hydroxide ion. Indeed, the evidence indicates that

separation of a hydroxide ion from an alcohol almost never occurs; reactions

involving cleavage of the C O bond of an alcohol seem in nearly every case to

require an acidic catalyst, the function of which, as in the present case, is to form

the protonated alcohol.

Finally, we must realize that even dissociation of the protonated alcohol is

made possible only by solvation of the carbonium ion (compare Sec. 5.13). Energy
for the breaking of the carbon-oxygen bond is supplied by the formation of many
ion-dipole bonds between the carbonium ion and the polar solvent.

As we shall see, a carbonium ion can undergo a number of different reactions;

just which one occurs depends upon experimental conditions. All reactions of a

carbonium ion have a common end : they provide a pair ofelectrons to complete the

octet of the positively charged carbon. In the present case a hydrogen ion is

eliminated from the carbon adjacent to the positive, electron-deficient carbon;
the pair of electrons formerly shared by this hydrogen are available for formation

of a TT bond.

ii /
C -f H:B

We can see how the mechanism accounts for the fact that dehydration is

catalyzed by acids. Now let us see how the mechanism also accounts for the fact

that the ease with which alcohols undergo dehydration follows the sequence
3 > 2 > 1.
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Problem 5.8 According to the principle of microscopic reversibility, a reaction

and its reverse follow exactly the same path but in opposite directions. On this basis

wfite a detailed mechanism for the hydration of alkenes* a reaction that is the exact

reverse of the dehydration of alcohols. (Check your answer in Sec. 6.10.)

5*21 Ease of formation of carbonium ions

The ease with which alcohols undergo dehydration follows the sequence

3 > 2 > 1. There is evidence that a controlling factor in dehydration is ihe

formation of the carbonium ion, and that one alcohol is dehydrated more easily

than another chiefly because it forms a carbonium ion more easily.

Carbonium ions can be formed from compounds other than alcohols, and in

reactions other than elimination. In all these cases the evidence indicates that the

ease of formation of carbonium ions follows the same sequence:

Ease of formation of carbonium ions 3 > 2 > 1 > CH 3
+

In listing carbonium ions in order of their ease of formation, we find that we

have at the same time listed them in order of their stability. The more stable the

carbonium ion, the more easily it is formed.

Is it reasonable that the more stable carbonium ion should be formed more

easily? To answer this question, we must look at a reaction in which a carbonium

ion is formed, and consider the nature of the transition state.

In the dehydration of an alcohol, the carbonium ion is formed by loss of

water from the protonated alcohol, ROH2 *, that is, by breaking of the carbon-

oxygen bond. In the reactant the positive charge is mostly on oxygen, and in the

product it is on carbon. In the transition state the C O bond must be partly

broken, oxygen having partly pulled the electron pair away from carbon. The posi-

tive charge originally on oxygen is now divided between carbon and oxygen. Car-

bon has partly gained the positive charge it is to carry in the final carbonium ion.

F8+ 5+ 1

lR-:OH2jR:OH 2
+ * R-:OH2 R+ + :OH2

Reactant Transition state Products

Oxygen Carbon and oxygen Carbon
has full have partial has full

positive charge positive charges positive charge

Electron-releasing groups tend to disperse the partial positive charge (8+)

developing on carbon, and in this way stabilize the transition state. Stabilization

of the transition state lowers act and permits a faster reaction (see Fig. 5.10).

Thus the same factor, electron release, that stabilizes the carbonium ion also

stabilizes the incipient carbonium ion in the transition state. The more stable

carbonium ion is formed faster.

We shall return again and again to the relationship between electronic effects

and dispersal of charge, and between dispersal ofcharge and stability. We shall find

that these relationships will help us to understand carbonium ion reactions of many
kinds, and, in fact, all reactions in which a charge positive or negativedevelops
or disappears. These will include reactions as seemingly different from dehydra-
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RCHr-OHs
8+ *+

R>CH OH> *+ +

RsC OH2

R2CHOH2

Secondary

Progress of reaction >

Figure 5.10. Molecular structure and rate of reaction. Stability of tran-

sition state parallels stability of carbonium ion: more stable carbonium ion

formed faster. (Plots aligned with each other for easy comparison.)

tion of alcohols as: addition to alkenes, aromatic and aliphatic substitution,

rearrangements, acidity and basicity.

5.22 Rearrangement of carbonium ions

Very often, dehydration gives alkenes that do not fit the mechanism as we have

so far seen it. The double bond appears in unexpected places; sometimes the

carbon skeleton is even changed. For example:

CH 3CH2CH2CH 2OH
H-Butyl alcohol

CH 3

CH 3CH 2CHCH 2OH
2-Methyl-l-bjLitanol

CHjCCHOHCHj -

CH,
3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanol

CH 3CH-CHCH 3

2-Butene

Chiefproduct

-v CH 3CH CCH 3

2-Methyl-2-butene

Chiefproduct

CH,

-^ CH 3C=-CCH 3

CH 3

2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene

Chiefproduct

CH 3

and CH 3CHC=CH 2

CH 3

2,3-Dimethyl-l-butene

Take the formation of 2-butene from w-butyl alcohol. Loss of water from the

protonated alcohol gives the -butyl carbonium ion. Loss of the proton from the
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carbon adjacent to the positive carbon could give 1-butene but not the 2-butene

that is the major product.

CH3CH2CH2CH2OH2 > H2O + CH 3CH2CH2CH2<# > CH3CH2CH==CH2

The other examples are similar. In each case we conclude that if, indeed, the

alkene is formed from a carbonium ion, it is not the same carbonium ion that is

initiallyformedfrom the alcohol

A similar situation exists for many reactions besides dehydration. The idea

of intermediate carbonium ions accounts for the facts only if we add this to the

theory: a carbonium ion can rearrange to form a more stable carbonium ion.

w-Butyl alcohol, for example, yields the w-butyl cation; this rearranges to

the sec-butyl cation, which loses a hydrogen ion to give (predominantly)

2-butene:

CH3CH2CH2CH2OH2 > CH 3CH2CH 2CH2 + H2O

CH 3Ch2CH 2CH2ci > CH 3CH2CHCH3 Rearrangement

(7) (2)

CH 3CH 2CHCH3 > CH 3CH-CHCH 3 + H+
2-Butene

Chiefproduct

In a similar way, the 2-methyl-l -butyl cation rearranges to the 2-methyl-2-butyl

cation,

CH3 CH,

CH3CH2CHCH2CB > CH3CH2CCH3 Rearrangement
e

(/) (3)

and the 3,3-dimethyl-2-butyl cation rearranges to the 2,3-dimethyl-2-butyl cation.

CH 3 CH 3 CH 3

CH 3C CHCH3 > CH3C CCH 3 Rearrangement
I

*e
|

CH 3 H
(2) (3)

We notice that in each case rearrangement occurs in the way that yields the more

stable carbonium ion: primary to a secondary, primary to a tertiary, or secondary

to a tertiary.

Just how does this rearrangement occur? Frank Whitmore (of The Penn-

sylvania State University) pictured rearrangement as taking place in this way: a

hydrogen atom or alkyl group migrates with a pair of electrons from an adjacent

carbon to the carbon bearing the positive charge. The carbon that loses the

migrating group acquires the positive charge. A migration of hydrogen with a

pair of electrons is known* as a hydride shift; a similar migration of an alkyl group
is known as an alkyl shift. These are just two examples of the most common kind
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of rearrangement, the 1,2-shifts: rearrangements in which the migrating group moves

from one atom to the very next atom.

I I

A hydride shift

1,2 Shifts

C C An alkyl shift

R

We can account for rearrangements in dehydration in the following way.

A carbonium ion is formed by the loss of water from the protonated alcohol.

If a 1,2-shift of hydrogen or alkyl can form a more stable carbonium ion, then such a

rearrangement takes place. The new carbonium ion now loses a proton to yield

an alkene.

In the case of the w-butyl cation, a shift of hydrogen yields the more stable

m'-butyl cation; migration of an ethyl group would simply form a different

w-butyl cation. In the case of the 2-methyl-l-butyl cation, a hydride shift yields a

tertiary cation, and hence is preferred over a methyl shift, which would only

yield a secondary cation. In the case of the 3,3-dimethyl-2-butyl cation, on the

other hand, a methyl shift can yield a tertiary cation and is the rearrangement

that takes place.

H H H H
II II

CH 3CH 2"C~C-H > CH3CH2-C-C-H
rl^ Iw H

/i-Butyl wr-Butyl

cn (^
u
)

CH3 H

CH 3CH2 C--C-H
I

H
2-MethyI-l -butyl 2-Methyl-2-butyl

(/<) (^
e
)

CH 3 H CH 3 H

CH3

3,3-Dimethyl-2-butyl 2,3-Dimethyl-2-butyl

(2) (3)

Historically, it was the occurrence of rearrangements that was chiefly respon-

sible for the development of the carbonium ion theory. Reactions of seemingly
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quite different kinds involved rearrangements that followed the same general

pattern; the search for a common basis led to the concept of the carbonium ion.

Today, the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of rearrangements of the kind we have

seen here is the best and sometimes the only evidence for (or against) the

intermediate formation of carbonium ions.

In our short acquaintance with the carbonium ion, we have encountered two

of its reactions. A carbonium ion may:

(a) eliminate a hydrogen ion to form an alkene;

(b) rearrange to a more stable carbonium ion.

This list will grow rapidly.

In rearrangement, as in every other reaction of a carbonium ion, the electron-

deficient carbon atom gains a pair of electrons, this time at the expense of a neigh-

boring carbon atom, one that can better accommodate the positive charge.

5.23 Orientation and reactivity in dehydration

At this point, we know this much about dehydration of alcohols.

(a) It involves the formation of a carbonium ion. How fast dehydration
takes place depends chiefly upon how fast this carbonium ion is formed, which, in

turn, depends upon how Stable the carbonium ion is. The stability of the car-

bonium ion depends upon the dispersal of the positive charge, which is determined

by electron-release or electron-withdrawal by the attached groups.

(b) If this initially formed carbonium ion can rearrange via a 1,2-shift to form

a more stable carbonium ion, it will do so.

This brings us to the last step of dehydration, (c) The carbonium ion either

the original one or the one formed by rearrangement loses a proton to form an

alkene. Now, if isomeric alkenes can be formed in this step, which, if any, will

predominate? The examples we have already encountered give us the answer:

CH3CH2CHCH 3 > CH3CH=HCH3 and CH3CH2CH=CH2

2-Butene

Preferredproduct

2-Butene 1-Butene

CH3 CH3 CH3

CH3CH2CCH3 CH3CH=CCH 3 and CH3CH2O=CH2

2-Methyl-2-butene 2-Methyl-l -butene

Preferredproduct

CH3 CH 3 CH 3 CH3 CH3 CH3

CH 3C CCH3 > CH3C==CCH 3 and CH3C ^CH2

I IU IJTn n
2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene 2,3-Dimethyl-l -butene

Preferred product

Here, as in dehydrohalogenation, the preferred alkene is the more highly sub-

stituted one, that is, the more stable one (Sec. 6.4). In dehydration, die more stable

alkene is the preferred product.
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Once more, examination of the transition state involved shows that it is

reasonable that the more stable alkene should be formed faster:

-cU-
|

ROH
\

ROH2

H 18.
H-OR

H J

Transition state":

partly formed
double bond

As the proton is pulled away by the base (the solvent), the electrons it leaves behind

become shared by the two carbons, and the carbon-carbon bond acquires double-

bond character. Factors that stabilize an alkene also stabilize an incipient alkene

in the transition state.

Problem 5.9 Predict the major product of dehydration of each of the following:

(a) (CH3)2C(OH)CH2CH3 , (b) (CH3)2CHCHOHCH3 , (c) (CH3)2C(OH)CH(CHj)2 .

PROBLEMS
1. Give the structural formula of:

(a) 3,6-dimethyl-l-octene (e) (Z)-3-chIoro-4-methyl-3-hexene
'

(b) 3-chloropropene (f) (E)-l-deuterio-2-chloropropene

(c) 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-pentene (g) (R)-3-bromo-1-butene

(d) //wi.s-3,4-dimethyl-3-hexene (h) (S)-/ra/w-4-methyl-2-hexene

2. Draw out the structural formula and give the IUPAC name of:

(a) isobutylene (d) /r^-(CH 3)2CHCH-CHCH(CH 3)2

(b) m-CH 3CH 2CH-CHCH,CH 3 (e) (CH 3)2CHCH 2CH~C(CH 3)2

(c) (CH 3) 3CCH-CH 2 (f) (CH 3CH 2)2C=-CH 2

3. Indicate which of the following compounds show geometric (cis-trans) isomerism,
draw the isomeric structures, and specify each as Z or E.

(a) 1-butene (g) 2-pentene

(b) 2-butene (h) 1-chloropropene

(c) 1,1-dichloroethene (i) l-chloro-2-methyl-2-butene

(d) 1,2-dichloroethene (j) 3-methyl-4-ethyl-3-hexene

(e) 2-methyl-2-butene (k) 2,4-hexadiene

(f) 1-pentene (CH 3CH--CHCH-CHCH 3)

4. There are 13 isomeric hexylenes (C6H I2) disregarding geometric isomerism.

(a) Draw the structure and give the IUPAC name for each, (b) Indicate which ones show

geometric isomerism, draw the isomeric structures, and specify each as Z or E. (c) One
of the hexylenes is chiral. Which one is it? Draw structures of the enantiomers, and

specify each as R or S.

5. In which of the following will c/s-3-hexene differ from msrw.y-3-hexene?

(a) b.p. (g) rate cf hydrogenation

(b) m.p. (h) product of hydrogenation
(c) adsorption on alumina (i) solubility in ethyl alcohol

(d) infrared spectrum (j) density

(e) dipolc moment (k) retention time in gas chromatography
(f ) refractive index

(1) Which one of the above would absolutely prove the configuration of each isomer?
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6. Write balanced equations for preparation of propylene from:

(a) CH3CH2CH2OH (/i-propyl alcohol) (c) isopropyl chloride

(b) CH3CHOHCH3 (isopropyl alcohol) (d) the alkyne, CH3O=CH
(e) propylene bromide (1,2-dibromopropane)

7. Give structures of the products expected from dehydrohalogenation of:

(a) 1-bromohexane (e) 3-bromo-2-methylpentane

(b) 2-bromohexane (f) 4-bromo-2-methylpentane

(c) l-bromo-2-methylpentane (g) l-bromo-4-methylpentane

(d) 2-bromo-2-methylpentane (h) 3-bromo-2,3-dimethylpentane

8. In those cases in Problem 7 where more than one product can be formed, predict

the major product.

9. Which alcohol of each pair would you expect to be more easily dehydrated?

(a) CH 3CH2CH2CH2CH20H or CH 3CH2CH2CHOHCH3

(b) (CH3)2C(OH)CH2CH 3 or (CH 3)2CHCHOHCH3

(c) (CH3)2CHC(OH)(CH3)2 or (CH3)2CHCH(CH3)CH 2OH

10. (a) Show all steps in the synthesis of propylene from propane by ordinary

laboratory methods (not cracking), (b) If the steps in (a) were carried out starting with

it-butane, would a single product or a mixture be expected ?

11. When dissolved in SbF5 , w-propyl fluoride and isopropyl fluoride give solutions

with identical nmr spectra, indicating that identical species are present. How do you
account for this ?

12. (a) When neopentyl alcohol, (CH3) 3CCH 2OH, is heated with acid, it is slowly
converted into an 85 : 15 mixture of two alkenes of formula C5H 10 . What are these aikenes,

and how are they formed? Which one would you think is the major product, and why?
(b) Would you expect neopentyl bromide, (CH 3)jCCH2Br, to undergo the kind of

dehydrohalogenaticn described in Sec. 5.13? Actually, when heated in aqueous alcohol,

neopentyl bromide slowly reacts to yield, among other products, the same alkenes as those

in (a). Suggest a mechanism for this particular kind of dehydrohalogenation. Why does

this reaction, unlike that in (a), not require acid catalysis?

13. When 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene is treated with hydrogen chloride there is obtained

a mixture of 3-chloro-2,2-dimethylbutane and 2-chIuro-2,3-dimethylbutane. What does

the formation of the second product suggest to you? Propose a likely mechanism for

this reaction, which is an example of electrophilic addition. Check your answer in Sees.

6. 10 and 6. 12.



Chapter
Alkenes II. Reactions of the

Carbon Carbon Double Bond

Electrophilic and Free-Radical Addition

6.1 The functional group

The characteristic feature of the alkene structure is the carbon-carbon double

bond. The characteristic reactions of an alkene are those that take place at the

double bond. The atom or group of atoms that defines the structure of a particular

family of organic compounds and, at the same time, determines their properties is

called the functional group.

In alkyl halides the functional group is the halogen atom, and in alcohols the

OH group; in alkcnes it is the carbon- carbon double bond. We must not forget

that an alkyl halide, alcohol, or alkene has alkyl groups attached to these functional

groups; under the proper conditions, the alkyl portions of these molecules undergo
the reactions typical of alkanes. However, the reactions that are characteristic of

each of these compounds are those that occur at the halogen atom or the hydroxyl

group or the carbon-carbon double bond.

A large part of organic chemistry is therefore the chemistry of the various

functional groups. We shall learn to associate a particular set of properties with a

particular group wherever we may find it. When we encounter a complicated

molecule, which contains a number of different functional groups, we may expect

the properties of this molecule to be roughly a composite of the properties of the

various functional groups. The properties of a particular group may be modified,

of course, by the presence of another group and it is important for us to understand

these modifications, but our point of departure is the chemistry of individual

functional groups.

6.2 Reactions of the carbon-carbon double bond: addition

Alkene chemistry is the chemistry of the carbon -carbon double bond.

What kind of reaction may we expect of the double bond ? The double* bond
consists of a strong or bond and a weak IT bond; we might expect, therefore, that

177
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reaction would involve the breaking of this weaker bond. This expectation is

correct; the typical reactions of the double bond are of the sort,

O=C + YZ > C C Addition

Y
J-A

where the -n bond is broken and two strong a bonds are formed in its place.

A reaction in which two molecules combine to yield a single molecule ofproduct
is called an addition reaction. The reagent is simply added to the organic molecule,

in contrast to a substitution reaction where part of the reagent is substitutedfor a

portion of the organic molecule. Addition reactions are necessarily limited to

compounds that contain atoms sharing more than one pair of electrons, that is,

to compounds that contain multiply-bonded atoms.

What kind of reagent may we expect to add to the carbon-carbon double

bond? In our structure of the bond there is a cloud of -n electrons above and below

the plane of the atoms (see Fig. 6.1). These rr electrons are less involved than the

Figure 6.1. Carbon-carbon double

bond: TT bond is source of electrons.

a electrons in holding together the carbon nuclei. As a result, they are themselves

held less tightly. These loosely held IT electrons are particularly available to a

reagent that is seeking electrons. It is not surprising, then, that in many of its

reactions the carbon-carbon double bond serves as a source of electrons: that is, it

acts as a base. The compounds with which it reacts are those that are deficient in

electrons, that is, are acids. These acidic reagents that are seeking a pair ofelectrons

are called electrophilic reagents (Greek: electron-loving). The typical reaction of an

alkene is electrophilic addition, or, in other words, addition of acidic reagents.

Reagents of another kind, free radicals, seek electrons or, rather, seek an

electron. And so we find that alkenes also undergo free-radical addition.

Most alkenes contain not only the carbon-carbon double bond but also alkyl

groups, which have essentially the alkane structure. Besides the addition reactions

characteristic of the carbon-carbon double bond, therefore, alkenes may undergo
the free-radical substitution characteristic of alkanes. The most important of these

addition and substitution reactions are summarized below, and will be discussed in

detail in following sections.

There are reagents that can add either as acids or as free radicals, and with

strikingly different results ; there are reagents that are capable both of adding to the

double bond and of bringing about substitution. We shall see how, by our choice

of conditions, we can lead these reagents along the particular reaction path

electrophilic or free-radical, addition or substitution we want them to follow.

The alkyl groups attached to the doubly-bonded carbons modify the reactions

of the double bond; the double bond modifies the reactions of the alkyl groups.
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We shall be concerned with seeing what these modifications are and, where possible,

how they can be accounted for.

REACTIONS OF ALKENES

Addition Reactions

II II
-O=C- + YZ > -C-C-

I I

Y Z

1. Addition of hydrogen. Catalytic hydrogenation. Discussed in Sec. 6.3.

I I P Pit rtr Nil I'

Example:

CHjCH CH 2
* CHjCt^CH}

Propene- Propane

(Propylene)

2. Addition of halogens. Discussed in Sees. 6.5, 6.13, and 7.11-7.12.

II II
-C-C -

4- X 2 > -C-C- X 2
= CI 2 , Br2

X X
Example:

CH 3CH=CH 2

Hr> 'nCCIt
- CH 3CHBrCH 2Br

Propene 1,2-Dibromopropane

(Propylenc) (Propylene bromide)

3. Addition of hydrogen halides. Discussed in Sees. 6.6-6.7 and 6.17.

II ! I

-C-C- + HX - -C-C- HX - HCI, HBr, HI
! I

H X
Examples:

CH,CH-CH :
-- > CH 3CHICH 3

Propene 2-Iodopropane

(Isopropyl iodide)

no peroxides
-> CH 3CHBrCHi Markovniko\ addition

2-Bromopropane

(Isopropyl bromide)

per xldes
> CH 3CH 2CH 2 Br Anti-Markovnikov addition

NBromopropane

(w-Propyl bromide)

CH 3CH=CH 2

HBr
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4. Addition of sulfuric acid. Discussed in Sec. 6.8.

-O=C- + H2S04 > -C-C-

H OSO3H

Example:

CH3CH=CH2

' 4
> CH3CHCH3

Propene

Isopropyl hydrogen sulfate

5. Addition of water. Hydration. Discussed in Sec. 6.9.

-C=C + HOH -^4 C-C-

UH
Example:

CH3CH=CH2

H2 >H
*> CH3CHCH 3

Propene

Isopropyl alcohol

(2-Propanol)

6. Halohydrin formation. Discussed in Sec. 6.14.

-C=C- + X2 + H2O > C-C + HX X2
= C12 , Br2

X OH

Example:

CH3CH=CH2

Cb>H2
> CH3CH-CH2

Propylene ^ L

Propylene chlorohydrin

(1-Chloro-2-propanol)

7. Dimerization. Discussed in Sec. 6.15.

Example:

CH 3 CH3 CH3 CH3

CH3~O=CH2 + CH3-0=CH2
-^-+ CH3-C~CH=C-CH3

Isobutylene I

2,4,4-Trimethyl-2-pentene

CH3 CH3

and CH3~C-CH2-C=CH2

CH3

2,4,4-Trimethyl-l-pentene
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8. Alkylation. Discussed in Sec. 6.16.

Example:

CH3 CH 3 CH 3 CH3

CH3-0==CH2 + CHy-C-H
H2S *

> CH 3C-CH2-C-CH3

Isobutylene ! JT !

Isobutane 2,2,4-Trimethylpentane

9. Oxymercuration-demercuration. Discussed in Sec. 15.8.

9r
. H2 + Hg(OAc)2

10. Hydroboration-oxidation. Discussed in Sees. 15.9-15.11.

Dibonme

Anti'Markovnikov
orientation

11. Addition of free radicals. Discussed in Sees. 6.17 and 6.18.

I I

C=C- + Y-Z peroxides J,
'

or light I I

Y Z

Example:

/i-C6H 13CH==CH2 + BrCCI 3

"*"""
> /7-C6H 13CH-CH 2-CCl 3

1-Octene Bromotrichloromethane 1

3-Bromo-l , 1 ,1 -trichlorononane

12. Polymerization. Discussed in Sees. 6.19 and 32.3-32.6.

13. Addition of carbenes. Discussed in Sees. 9.15-9.16.

14. Hydroxylation. Glycol formation. Discussed in Sees. 6.20 and 17.12.

I I

- II
-C=C- + KMnO4 or HCO2OH > -C C-

OH OH
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V

Example:

CHCH=CH2

KMn orHCQ* H
> CH3-CH-CH2

Propylene ^ ^
(Propene)

Propylene glycol

(1,2-Propanediol)

Substitution Reactions

15. Halogenation. Allylic substitution. Discussed in Sec. 6.21.

Examples:

;- + X2 -+ X-C--C=C- X2
= Cl2,Br2

Low I

concentration

C* I flfic

CH3CH=CH2

2>^
> C1~CH2CH=CH2

Propylene Allyl chloride

(Propene) (3-Chloro-l-propene)

Q + NBS >Q
Cyclohexene 3-Bromocyclohexene

N-Bromosuccinimide

Cleavage Reactions

16. Ozonolysis. Discussed in Sec.' 6.29.

^ ->c
x x

c~ HAZ
? -c^o + o=c-3

\ / structure

Ozone ^
' Aldehydes and ketones

Ozonide

Examples:
H H

CH3CH2CH-CH2
-5i>

H^ >Zn
> CH 3CH2D-0 + O-CH

1-Butene

CH, CH 3 H

Isobutylene

6.3 Hydrogenation. Heat of hydrogenation

We have already encountered hydrogenation as the most useful method for

preparing alkanes (Sec. 3.15). It is not limited to the synthesis of alkanes, but is a

general method for the conversion of a carbon-carbon double bond into a carbon-

carbon single bond: using the same apparatus, the same catalyst, and very nearly
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*

the same conditions, we can convert an alkene into an alkanc. an unsaturated

alcohol into a saturated alcohol, or an unsaturated ester into a saturated ester.

Since the reaction is generally_quantitative,_and since truTvoiume of hydrogen
consumed can be easily measured, hydrogenation is frequently used as an analytical

tool; it can, for example, tell us the number of double bonds in a compound.

C=C + H H > C C A# = heat of hydrogenation

H H

Hydrogenation is exothermic: the two a bonds (C H) being formed are,

together, stronger than the a bond (H H) and -n bond being broken. The quantity

of heat evolved when one mole of an unsaturated compound is hydrogenated is called

the heat of hydrogenation; it is simply A// of the reaction, but the minus sign is

not included. The heat of hydrogenation of nearly every alkene is fairly close to

an approximate value of 30 kcal for each double bond in the compound (see

Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 HEATS OF HYDROGENATION OF ALKENES

Heat of hydrogenation,

Alkene kcaI/mole

Ethylene 32.8

Although hydrogenation is an exothermic reaction, it proceeds at a negligible

rate in the absence of a catalyst, even at elevated temperatures. The uncatalyzed

reaction must have, therefore, a very large energy of activation. The function of

the catalysfis to lower the energy of activation ( act) so that the reaction can proceed

rapidly at room temperature. The catalyst does not, of course, affect the net

energy change of the overall reaction; it simply lowers the energy hill between the

reactants and products (see Fig. 6.2).

A catalyst lowers act by permitting reaction to take place in,a different way,
that is, by a different mechanism. In this case, the reactants are adsorbed on the.
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enormous surface of the finely divided metal, where reaction actually occurs.

Reaction between the adsorbed molecules is very different from the reaction that

would have to take place otherwise; it is believed, for example, that the catalytic

surface breaks the * bond of the alkene prior to reaction with hydrogen.

Lowering the energy hill, as we can see, decreases the energy of activation of

the reverse reaction as well, and thus increases the rate of e/ehydrogenation. We
might expect, therefore, that platinum, palladium, and nickel, under the proper

conditions, should serve as dehydrogenation catalysts; this is indeed the case.

We are familiar with the fact that, although a catalyst speeds up a reaction, it does

/ \^~ No catalyst

-C=C H-H2

V.

Progress of reaction >

Figure 6.2. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction : effect of

catalyst.

not shift the position of equilibrium ; this is, of course, because it speeds up both

the forward and reverse reactions (See Sec. 30.7).

Like hydrogenation, the addition of other reagents to the double bond is

generally exothermic. The energy consumed by the breaking of the Y Z and IT

bonds is almost always less than that liberated by formation of the C Y and C Z
bonds.

-G=C- + Y-Z > --C--C-- + heat

6.4 Heat of hydrogenation and stability of alkenes

Heats of hydrogenation can often give us valuable information about the

relative stabilities of unsaturated compounds. For example, of the isomeric

2-butenes, the cw-isomer has a heat of hydrogenation of 28.6 kcal, the trans-

homer one of 27.6 kcal. Both reactions consume one mole of hydrogen and yield

the same product, n-butane. Therefore, if the mww-isomer evolves 1 kcal less
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energy than the cfr-isomer, it can only mean that it contains 1 kcal less energy; in

other words, the /ronf-isomer is more stable by 1 kcal than the c/5-isomer (see

Fig. 6.3). In a similar way, frdw$-2-pentene (heat of hydrogenation = 27.6 kcal)

must be more stable by 1.0 kcal than c/.s-2-pentene (heat of hydrogenation = 28.6

kcal).

c/s-CH3CH=CHCH3

frfl/is-CH3CH=CHCH3
}

1 kcal

1

-CH3CH2CHaCH3

Figure 6,3. Heats of hydrogenation and stability: cis- and mww-2-butene.

Of simple disubstituted ethylenes, it is usually the fraws-isomer that is the more

stable. The two larger substituents are located farther apart than in the cfa-isomer;

there is less crowding, and less van der Waals strain (Sec. 3.5).

Heats of h>drogenation show that the stability of an alkene also depends upon
the position of the double bond. The following examples are typical:

CH3CH2CH=CH2 CH 3CH=CHCH3

30.3 kcal cis 28.6; trans 27.6

CH 3CH2CH2CH=CH2 CH3CH2CH=CHCH 3

30. 1 kcal cis 28.6 ; trans 27.6

CH3 CH3 CH3

CH3CHCH=CH2 CH2=CCH2CH3 CH3C=CHCH3

30.3 kcal 28.5 26.9

Each set of isomeric alkenes yields the same alkane. The differences in heat of

hydrogenation must therefore be due to differences in stability. In each case,

the greater the number of alkyl groups attached to the doubly-bonded carbon atoms,

the more stable the alkene.

Stability of alkenes

R2O=CR2 > R2C=CHR > R*C=CH2 , RCH=CHR > RCH=CH2 > CH2=CH2

We Have seen (Sees. 5.14, 5.23) that the stability of alkenes determines

orientation in dehydrohalogenation and dehydration.
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Problem 6.1 (a) Write a balanced equation for combustion of 1-butene.

(b) How does this equation compare with the corresponding one for cw-2-butene? For
//ww-2-butene? (c) The following heats of combustion have been measured for these

three butenes: 648.1, 647.1, 649.8 kcal. Which heat of combustion do you think ap-

plies to each butene? (d) Assign the following heats of combustion to 1-pentene, and
as- and f/ww-2-pentene: 804.3, 806.9, 805.3.

6.5 Addition of halogens

Alkenes are readily converted by chlorine or bromine into saturated com-

pounds that contain two atoms of halogen attached to adjacent carbons; iodine

generally fails to react.

II II
C=C + X2 > C-C
Alkene (X2 = Cl2 ,Br2) ^ ^

Vicinal dihalide

The reaction is carried out simply by mixing together the two reactants, usually

in an inert solvent like carbon tetrachloride. The addition proceeds rapidly at

room temperature or below, and does nof require exposure to ultraviolet light; in

fact, we deliberately avoid higher temperatures and undue exposure to light, as well

as the presence of excess halogen, since under those conditions substitution might
become an important side reaction.

This reaction is by far the best method of preparing vicinal dihalides. For

example:

CH2=CH2 + Br2 -^* CH2-CH2

Ethene ^ ^
(Ethylene)

i,2-Dibromoethane

(Ethylene bromide)

CH3CH=CH2 + Br2 -^> CH3 CH CH2

Propene ^ ^r
(Propylene)

1,2-Dibromopropane

(Propylene bromide)

CH3 CH3

CH3-O=CH2 + Br2 ^^> CH3-C-CH2

2-Methylpropene 1
jl

(Isobutylene)
l,2-Dibromo-2-methylpropane

(Isobutylene bromide)

Addition of bromine is extremely useful for detection of the carbon-carbon

double bond. A solution of bromine in carbon tetrachloride is red; the dihalide,

like the alkene, is colorless. Rapid decolorization of a bromine solution is charac-

teristic of compounds containing the carbon-carbon double bond. -{However, see

Sec. 6.30.)

A common method of naming alkene derivatives is illustrated here. As we

see, the product of the reaction between ethylene and bromine has the IUPAC
name of 1,2-dibromoethane. It is also frequently called ethylene bromide, the

word ethylene forming part of the name even though the compound is actually
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saturated. This is an old-fashioned name, and is meant to indicate the product of

the reaction between ethylene and bromine, just as, for example, sodium bromide

would indicate the product of the reaction between sodium and bromine. It

should not be confused with the different compound, 1,2-dibromoethene,

BrCH=CHBr. In a similar way, we have propylene bromide, isobutylene bromide,

and so on.

We shall shortly encounter other saturated compounds that are named in a

similar way, as, for example, ethylene bromohydrin and ethylene glycoL These

names have in common the use of two words, the first of which is the name of the

alkene; in this way they can be recognized as applying to compounds no longer

containing the double bond.

*

6.6 Addition of hydrogen halidcs. Markovnikov's rule

An alkene is converted by hydrogen chloride, hydrogen bromide, or hydrogen
iodide into the corresponding alkyl halide.

-C=C + HX
Alkene (HX = HC1, HBr, HI)

Alkyl halide

The reaction is frequently carried out by passing the dry gaseous hydrogen
halide directly into the alkene. Sometimes the moderately polar solvent, acetic

acid, which will dissolve both the polar hydrogen halide and the non-polar alkene,

is used. The familiar aqueous solutions of the hydrogen hatides are not generally

used; in part, this is to avoid the addition of water to the alkene (Sec. 6.9).

Problem 6.2 (a) What is the acid in an aqueous solution of HBr? In dry HBr?
(b) Which is the stronger acid? (c) Which can better transfer a hydrogen ion to an
alkene?

In this way, ethylene is converted into an ethyl halide, the hydrogen becoming
attached to one doubly-bonded carbon and the halogen to the other.

CH2=CH 2 + HI -> CH 3CH 2 I

Ethylene Elhyl iodide

Propylene could yield either of two products, the //-propyl halide or the iso-

propyl halide, depending upon the orientation of addition, that is, depending upon
which carbon atoms the hydrogen and halogen become attached to. Actually, it is

found that the isopropyl halide greatly predominates.

CH3-~CH=CH2 ~X-> CH 3 CH CH2

-Sw .'' I I

H-l H I

n-Propyl iodide

CH3-CH=CH 2
- CH3~CH-CH2 Actual product

I-H I H
Isopropyl iodide
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In the same way, isobutylene could yield either of two products, isobutyl halide or

ter/-butyl halide; here the orientation of addition is such that the tert-butyl halide

greatly predominates.

CH3

CH3-C=C,H2

CH3

CHr-C-CH2

H

CH3

CH3 C==CH2

I-H

I

Isobutyl iodide

CH3

CH3 C CH2 Actual product

I H
ten-Butyl iodide

Orientation in alkane substitutions (Sec. 3.21) depends upon which hydrogen
is replaced; orientation in alkene additions depends upon which doubly-bonded
carbon accepts Y and which accepts Z of a reagent YZ.

Examination of a large number of such additions showed the Russian chemist

Vladimir Markovnikov (of the University of Kazan) that where two isomeric

products are possible, one product usually predominates. He pointed out in 1869

that the orientation of addition follows a pattern which we can summarize as:

In the ionic addition of an acid to the carbon-carbon double bond of an alkene, the

hydrogen of the acid attaches itself to the carbon atom that already holds the greater

number of hydrogens. This statement is generally known as Markovnikov's rule.

Thus: "Unto everyone that hath shall be given," or "Them as has, gits."

Thus, in the addition to propylene we see that the hydrogen goes to the carbon

bearing two hydrogen atoms rather than to the carbon bearing one. In the addition

to isobutylene, the hydrogen goes to the carbon bearing two hydrogens rather than

to the carbon bearing none.

Using Markovnikov's rule, we can correctly predict the principal product of

many reactions. For example:

* CH3CH2CHICH 3

sec-Butyl iodide

(2-Iodobutane)

CH 3

> CH3-~C-CH2--CH3

I

ferf-Pentyl iodide

(2-Iodo-2-methylbutane)

> CH3CHICH2CH3

sec-Butyl iodide

(2-Iodobutane)

> CH3CHIC1
1-Chloro-l-iodoethane

* CH3CH2CHICH2CH3 + CH3CH2CH2CHICH3

3-Iodopentane 2-Iodopentane

CH 3CH2CH=CH2 + HI
1-Butene

CH3

CH3C=CH-CH 3 + HI

2-Methyl-2-butene

CH3CH=CHCH 3 + HI
2-Butene

CH2=CHC1 + HI

Vinyl chloride

(Chloroethene)

CH 3CH2CH=CHCH 3 4- HI
2-Pentene
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In 2-pentene each of the doubly-bonded carbons holds one hydrogen, so that

according to the rule we should expect neither product to predominate. Here again

the prediction is essentially correct, roughly eqiial quantities of the two isomers

actually being obtained.

The examples have involved the addition of hydrogen iodide; exactly similar

results are obtained in the addition of hydrogen chloride and, except for special

conditions indicated in the following section, of hydrogen bromide.

Reactions that, from the standpoint of orientation, give exclusively or nearly

exclusively one of several possible isomeric products are called regiospecific.

(From the Latin regio, direction, and pronounced "reejio.")

Addition of hydrogen halides to alkenes can be used to make alkyl halides.

The fact that addition occurs with a specific orientation, as summarized by Markov-

nikov's rule, rather than at random, is an advantage since a fairly pure product

can generally be obtained. At the same time, the synthesis is, of course, limited to

those products that are formed in agreement with Markovnikov's rule; for example,

we can make isopropyl iodide in this way, but not w-propyl iodide. (As we shall

see later, there are other, more important ways to prepare alkyl halides.)

6.7 Addition of hydrogen bromide. Peroxide effect

Addition of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen iodide to alkenes follows

Markovnikov's rule. Until 1933 the situation with respect to hydrogen bromide

Was exceedingly confused. It had been reported by some workers that addition of

hydrogen bromide to a particular alkene yields a product in agreement with

Markovnikov's rule; by others, a product in contradiction to Markovnikov's rule;

and by still others, a mixture of both products. It had been variously reported

that the product obtained depended upon the presence or absence of water, or of

light, or of certain metallic halides; it had been reported that the product obtained

depended upon the solvent used, or upon the nature of the surface of the reaction

vessel.

In 1933, M. S. Kharasch and F. W. Mayo at the University of Chicago

brought order to this chemical chaos by discovering that the orientation of addition

of hydrogen bromide to the carbon-carbon double bond is determined solely by
the presence or absence of peroxides.

Organic peroxides are compounds containing the O O linkage. They are en-

countered, generally in only very small amounts, as impurities in many organic com-

pounds, where they have been slowly formed by the action of oxygen. Certain peroxides
are deliberately synthesized, and used as reagents.

Kharasch and Mayo found that if one carefully excludes peroxides from the

reaction system, or if one adds certain inhibitors hydroquinone (p. 878), for ex-

ample, or diphenylamine (p. 728) the addition of HBr to alkenes follows Markov-

nikov's rule. On the other hand, if one does not exclude peroxides, or if one

no peroxides > CH3CHBrCH3 Markovnikov addition

Isopropyl bromide
CH3CH=CH2

* >

rt-Propyl bromide

Propylene I f an ^ CH3CH2CH2Br Anti-Markovnikoy addition
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CH3

CH3 C CH3 Markovnikov addition

Br

/erf-Butyl bromide

CH3-C=CH2

"
Isobutylene

CH3

-> CH3~C CH2Br Anti-MarkovniHov addition

H
Isobutyl bromide

deliberately puts peroxides into the reaction system, HBr adds to alkenes in exactly

the reverse direction.

This reversal of the orientation of addition caused by the presence of peroxides

is known as the peroxide effect. Of the reactions we are studying, only the addition

of hydrogen bromide shows the peroxide effect. The presence or absence of

peroxides has no effect on the orientation of addition of hydrogen chloride, hydro-

gen iodide, sulfuric acid, water, etc. As we shall see (Sees. 6.11 and 6.17), both

Markovnikov's rule and the peroxide effect can readily be accounted for in ways
that are quite consistent with the chemistry we have learned so far.

6.8 Addition of sulfuric acid

Alkenes react with cold, concentrated sulfuric acid to form compounds of the

genera] formula ROSO3H, known as alkyl hydrogen sulfates. These products are

formed by addition of hydrogen ion to one side of the double bond and bisulfate

O O

-C=O- + H-O-S--O--H > -C~C~0-~S-0-H
Alkene i 1 I

Sulfuric acid Alkyl hydrogen sulfate

ion to the other. It is important to notice that carbon is bonded to oxygen and

not to sulfur.

Reaction is carried out simply by bringing the reactants into contact: a gaseous

alkene is bubbled through the acid, and a liquid alkene is stirred or shaken with the

acid. Since alkyl hydrogen sulfates are soluble in sulfuric acid, a clear solution

results. The alkyl hydrogen sulfates are deliquescent solids, and are difficult to

isolate. As the examples below show, the concentration of sulfuric acid required

for reaction depends upon the particular alkene involved ; we shall later account for

this in a reasonable way (Sec. 6.11).

If the sulfuric acid solution of the alkyl hydrogen sulfate is diluted with water

and heated, there is obtained an alcohol bearing the same alkyl group as the

original alkyl hydrogen sulfate. The alkyl hydrogen sulfate has been cleaved by
water to form the alcohol and sulfuric acid, and is said to have been hydrolyzed.

This sequence of reactions affords a route to the alcohols, and it is for this purpose
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that addition of sulfuric acid to alkenes is generally carried out. This is an excel-

lent method for the large-scale manufacture of alcohols, since alkenes are readily

CH2=CH2

98/oH*S04
> CH 3CH2OS03H

H2 ' hcat
> CH3CH2OH 4- H2SO4

Ethylene Ethyl hydrogen sulfate Ethyl alcohol

CH 3CH=CH2

80/oH2S04
> CH 3CHCH 3

H2 theai
> CH3CHCH 3

Propylene
>̂S03H OH

Iscpropyl hydrogen sulfate Isopropyl alcohol

obtained by the cracking of petroleum. Because the addition of sulfuric acid fol-

lows Markovnikov's rule, certain alcohols cannot be obtained by this method.

For example, isopropyl alcohol can be made but not w-propyl alcohol; ferf-butyl

alcohol, but not isobutyl alcohol.

The fact that alkenes dissolve in cold, concentrated sulfuric acid to form the

alkyl hydrogen sulfates is made use of in the purification of certain other kinds of

compounds. Alkanes or alkyl halides, for example, which are insoluble in sulfuric

acid, can be freed from alkene impurities by washing with sulfuric acid. A gaseous
alkane is bubbled through several bottles of sulfuric acid, and a liquid alkane is

shaken with sulfuric acid in a separatory funnel.

6.9 Addition of water. Hydration

Water adds to the more reactive alkenes in the presence of acids to yield

alcohols. Since this addition, too, follows Markovnikov's rule, the alcohols are

-C=C + H 2

Alkene

the same as those obtained by the two-step synthesis just described; this direct

hydration is, of course, the simpler and cheaper of the two processes. Hydration
of alkenes is the principal industrial source of those lower alcohols whose formation

is consistent with Markovnikov's rule.

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3-C=CH2
H2 * H *> CH3-C-CH3

Isobutylene I

OH
tert-Butyl alcohol

6.10 Electrophilic addition: mechanism

Before we consider other reactions of alkenes, it will be helpful to examine the

mechanism of some of the reactions we have already discussed. After we have
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done this, we shall return to our systematic consideration of alkene reactions,

prepared to understand them better in terms of these earlier reactions.

We shall take up first the addition of those reagents which contain ionizable

hydrogen: the hydrogen halides, sulfuric acid, and water. The generally accepted

mechanism will be outlined, and then we shall see how this mechanism accounts

for certain facts. Like dehydration of alcohols, addition is pictured as involving

carbonium ions. We shall notice certain resemblances between these two kinds of

reaction; these resemblances are evidence that a common intermediate is involved.

Addition of the acidic reagent, HZ, is believed to proceed by two steps:

(1) -0=C-- + H:Z > -C-C- + :Z HZ - HC1, HBr, HI,
e H2S04,H30+

-0=C-- + H:Z > -C-C- +

^
e

(2) -C--C--+ :Z > -C-C- :Z C1-, Br~, I-,

i i i
HS04-,H2

Step (1) involves transfer ofhydrogen ion from :Z to the alkene to form a carbonium

ion; this is a transfer of a proton from one base to another.

Electrophilic addition

U

represented as

Step (2) is the union of the carbonium ion with the base :Z.

Step (1) is the difficult step, and its rate largely or entirely controls the overall

rate of addition. This step involves attack by an acidic, electron-seeking reagent

that is, an electrophilic reagent and hence the reaction is called electrophilic

addition. The electrophile need not necessarily be a Lowry-Bronsted acid trans-

ferring a proton, as shown here, but, as we shall see, can be almost any kind of

electron-deficient molecule (Lewis acid).

On the basis of step (2), we can add another reaction to our list of Sec. 5.22.

A carbonium ion may:

(c) combine with a negative ion or other basic molecule to form a halide, a

bisulfate, an alcohol, etc.

This reaction, like the. earlier ones, provides the electron-deficient carbon with a

pair of electrons.

The general mechanism is illustrated by specific examples: addition of hy-

drogen chloride,

(1) CH3--CH==CH2 + H:C1: CH3-CH-CH3 + :Clr
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(2) CH3 CH CH3 + :Clr > CH3 CH CH3

^
of sulfuric acid,

(1) CH 3 CH=CH2 + H:OSO3H CH3 CH CH 3 + :OSO3H-

(2) CH3 CH CH3 + :OSO 3H~ > CH3 CH CH3

I

OSO3H

and of water.

(1) CH3-CH=CH2 + H:OH2
+

7 CH 3-CH-CH3 + :OH2

(2a) CH3-CH-CH3 + :OH2 CH3-CH-CH3*
I

OH2

(2b) CH3 CH CH 3 + :OH2 ^
> CH3 CH CH 3 + H:OH2

+

OH2 OH

We notice that the carbonium ion combines with water to form not the alcohol

but the protonated alcohol; in a subsequent reaction this protonated alcohol re-

leases a hydrogen ion to another base to form the alcohol. This sequence of reac-

tions, we can see, is just the reverse of that proposed for the dehydration of alcohols

(Sec. 5.20). In dehydration, the equilibria are shifted in favor of the alkene chiefly

by the removal of the alkene from the reaction mixture by distillation : in hydra-

tion, the equilibria are shifted in favor of the alcohol partly by the high concentra-

tion of water.

Let us see how this mechanism accounts for some of the facts.

First, the mechanism is consistent with (a) the acidic nature of the reagents.

According to the mechanism, the first step in all these reactions is the transfer of

a hydrogen ion to the alkene. This agrees with the fact that all these reagents

except water are strong acids in the classical sense ; that is, they can readily supply

hydrogen ions. The exception, water, requires the presence of a strong acid for

reaction to occur.

Next, the mechanism is consistent with (b) the basic nature of alkenes. The
mechanism pictures the alkene as a base, supplying electrons to an attacking acid.

This agrees with the structure of the carbon-carbon double bond : basicity is due

to the loosely held, mobile IT electrons.

In the following sections we shall see that the mechanism is also consistent

with (c) the orientation ofaddition, (d) the relative reactivities ofalkenes, and (e) the

occurrence of rearrangements.

Problem 6.3 Addition of D2O to 2-methyl-2-butene (in the presence of D+)
was found (as we might expect) to yield the alcohol (CH3)2C(OD)CHDCH3 . When
the reaction was about half over, it was interrupted and the unconsumed alkene was

isolated; mass spectrometric analysis showed that it contained almost no deuterium.

This fact is considered to be evidence that formation of the carbonium ion is rate-

determining: that as soon as a carbonium ion is formed, it rapidly reacts with water

to yield the alcohol. Show how this conclusion is justified. (Hint: What results would
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you expect if the carbonium ions were formed rapidly and reversibly, and only every
so often combined with water?)

6.11 Electrophilic addition: orientadon and reactivity

The mechanism is consistent with the orientation ofaddition of acidic reagents,

and with the effect of structure on relative reactivities.

Addition of hydrogen chloride to three typical alkenes is outlined below, with

the two steps of the mechanism shown. In accord with Markovnikov's rule,

propylene yields isopropyl chloride, isobutylene yields terf-butyl chloride, and

2-methyl-2-butene yields /er/-pentyl chloride.

CH3-CH=CH2

Propylene

CH 3-CH-CH3

A 2 cation

CH3-CH2-CH2e

A 1 cation

CH3

CH3-C=CH2

Isobutylene

CH3~C-CH3

A 3 cation

CH3

CHr-C-CH2

H
A 1 cation

CH3-CH-CH3

Cl

Isopropyl chloride

CH3

CH3-C-CH3

Cl

/erf-Butyl chloride

Actual

product

2-Mcthyl-2-butcnc

A 3
C
cation

CH3

CH3-CH2-C-CH3

Cl

tcrt-Pcnlyl chloride

(2-Chloro-2-methylbutane)

Actual product

CH3

CH3-CH-C~CH3

I

H
A 2 cation

Which alkyl halide is obtained depends upon which intermediate carbonium

ion is formed. This in turn depends upon the alkene and upon which carbon of

the double bond hydrogen goes to. Propylene, for example, could yield an /i-propyl

cation if hydrogen went to C-2 or an isopropyl cation if hydrogen went to C-l.

Orientation is thus determined by the relative rates oftwo competing reactions :

formation of one carbonium ion or another. The fact that propylene is converted
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into the isopropyl cation instead of the w-propyl cation means that the isopropyl

cation is formed faster than the w-propyl cation.

In each of the examples given above, the product obtained shows that in the

initial step a secondary cation is formed faster than* a primary, or a tertiary faster

than a primary, or a tertiary faster than a secondary. Examination of many cases

of addition of acids to alkenes shows that this is a general rule: orientation is

governed by the ease of formation of carbonium ions, which follows the sequence
3 > 2 > 1.

In listing carbonium ions in order of their ease of formation from alkenes,

we find that once more (compare Sec. 5.21) we have listed them in order of their

stability (Sec. 5.18).

Stability of carbonium ions 3 > 2 > 1 > CH 3
+

We can now replace Markovnikov's rule by a more general rule: electrophilic

addition to a carbon-carbon double bond involves the intermediate formation of the

more stable carbonium ion.

Is it reasonable that the more stable carbonium ion should be formed more

easily? We answered this question in Sec. 5.21 by considering the transition state

leading to a carbonium ion ; let us do the same here.

In addition reactions, the carbonium ion is formed by attachment of hydrogen
ion to one of the doubly-bonded carbons. In the reactant the positive charge is

entirely on the hydrogen ion; in the product it is on the carbon atom. In the

transition state, the C H bond must be partly formed, and the double bond partly

broken. As a result the positive charge is divided between hydrogen and carbon.

C=C + H + > -C^C > C C Electrophilic
S + |0 addition

L H8+ J H
Reactants Transition state Product

Hydrogen Carbon and hydrogen Carbon
has full have partial has full

positive charge positive charges positive charge

Electron-releasing groups tend to disperse the partial positive charge (8+)

developing on carbon and in this way stabilize the transition state. Stabilization

of the transition state lowers act and permits a faster reaction (see Fig. 6.4).

As before, the electron release that stabilizes the carbonium ion also stabilizes the

incipient carbonium ion in the transition state. The more stable carbonium ion is

formed faster.

Thus, the rate of addition of a hydrogen ion to a double bond depends upon
the stability of the carbonium ion being formed. As we might expect, this factor

determines not only the orientation of addition to a simple alkene, but also the

relative reactivities of different alkenes.

Alkenes generally show the following order of reactivity toward addition of

acids:

Reactivity of alkenes toward acids

CH 3

G=CH2 > CH3CH=CHCH 3 , CH 3CH2CH=CH2, CH3CH=CH 2 >

CH3

X
CH2-=CH 2 > CH2=CHC1
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CH;i-CH-CH2e

CH3-CH-CH2

e
CH3-CH=CH2+He

Progress of reaction Progress of reaction

Figure 6.4. Molecular structure and orientation of reaction. Stability

of transition state parallels stability of carbonium ion: more stable carbon-

ium ion formed faster.

Isobutylene, which forms a tertiary cation, reacts faster than 2-butene, which forms

a secondary cation. 1-Butene, 2-butene, and propylene, which form secondary

cations, react faster than ethylene, which forms a primary cation.

CH,

CH3-C=CH2 + H +

Isobutylene

CH3CH=HCH3 + H+
2-Butene

CH3CH2CH==CH2 + H+
1-Butene

CH3CH=CH2 + H +

Propylene

CH2=CH2 + H+
Ethylene

CH3

CH3 C-CH3

e
A 3 cation

CH3CH2CHCH3

e
A 2 cation

CH3CH2CHCH3

e
A 2 cation

CH3CHCH3

I/A 2 cation

CH3CH28
A 1 cation

Halogens, like other elements in the upper right-hand corner of the Periodic

Table, tend to attract electrons. Just as electron release by alkyl groups disperses

the positive charge and stabilizes a carbonium ion, so electron withdrawal by

halogens intensifies the positive charge and destabilizes the carbonium ion. It is

not surprising that vinyl chloride, CH2^CHC1, is less reactive than ethylene.

We can begin to see what a powerful weapon we have for attacking the

problems that arise in connection with a wide variety of reactions that involve

carbonium ions. We know that the more stable the carbonium ion, the faster it

is formed; that its stability depends upon dispersal of the charge; and that dispersal
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of charge is determined by the electronic effects of the attached groups. We have

already found that this same approach enables us to deal with such seemingly

different facts as (a) the relative ease of dehydration of alcohols; (b) the relative

reactivities of alkenes toward addition of acids; and (c) the orientation of addition

of acids to alkenes.

6.12 Electrophilic addition: rearrangement

The mechanism of electrophilic addition is consistent with the occurrence of

rearrangements.

If carbonium ions are intermediates in electrophilic addition, then we should

expect the reaction to be accompanied by the kind of rearrangement that we said

earlier is highly characteristic of carbonium ions (Sec. 5.22). Rearrangements are

not only observed, but they occur according, to just the pattern that would be

predicted.

For example, addition of hydrogen chloride to 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene yields

not only 2-chloro-3,3-dimethylbutane, but also 2-chloro-2,3-dimethylbutane:

CH3 CH3 CH3

CHj-C
1

: CH==CH2 2!E> CH3-C CH-CH3 2^> CH3-C CH-CH3

<!:H3 CH3 CH3 Cl

3,3 Dimethyl-1-butene 2-Chloro-3,3-dimethylbutanc

rearrangement

CH3 CH3

CH3-C- CH-CH3 ^> CH3-C CH-CH3

CH3 Cl CH3

2-Chloro-2,3-dimethylbutane

Since a 1,2-shift of a methyl group can convert the initially formed secondary

cation into the more stable tertiary cation, such a rearrangement does occur, and

much of the product is derived from this new ion. (If we compare this change in

carbon skeleton with the one accompanying dehydration of 3,3-dimethyl-2-butanol

(p. 171), we can begin to see how the idea arose that these apparently unrelated

reactions proceed through the same intermediate.)

Problem 6.4 Addition of HC1 to 3-methyl-l-butene yields a mixture of t\\o alkyl
chlorides. What are they likely to be, and how is each formed? Give detailed equa-
tions. <

Problem 6.5 The reaction of aqueous HC1 with 3,3-dimethyl-2-butanol yields

2,3-dimethyl-2-chlorobutane. Using only reaction steps that you have already encoun-

tered, propose a detailed mechanism for this reaction. (Check your answer in Sec.

16.5.)

+*/

6.13 Mechanism of addition of halogens

Electrophilic addition of acids to alkenes involves two steps, the first being
attachment of hydrogen ion to form the carbonium ion. What is the iticchanism

of the addition of chlorine and bromine?
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From the structure of the double bond we might expect that here again it is

an electron source, a base, and hence that the halogen acts as an electrophilic

reagent, an acid. This idea is supported by the fact that alkenes usually show the

same order of reactivity toward halogens as toward the acids already studied:

electron-releasing substituents activate an alkene, and electron-withdrawing sub-

stituents deactivate an alkene.

The commonly accepted mechanism for addition of halogens to alkenes has

two steps, and is quite analogous to the mechanism for addition of hydrogen-

containing acids (protic acids). In step (1) halogen adds as a positive halogen ion

-C=C- + :X:X: > -O-C- + :Xr(1)

(2)

to the double bond to form a carbonium ion. In step (2) the carbonium ion

combines with a negative halide ion. (The mechanism is somewhat simplified for

our present purpose, and will be modified in Sec. 7.12.)

It seems reasonable that an alkene should abstract hydrogen ion from the

very polar hydrogen halide molecule. Is it reasonable that an alkene should

abstract a positive halogen ion from the non-polar halogen molecule? Let us

look at this problem more closely.

It is true that a halogen molecule is non-polar, since the two identical atoms

share electrons equally. This is certainly not true, however, for a halogen mole-

cule while it is under the influence of the powerful electric field of a nearby carbon-

carbon double bond. The dense electron cloud of the double bond tends to repel

the similarly charged electron cloud of the halogen molecule; this repulsion makes

the halogen atom that is nearer the double bond relatively positive and its partner

V
4
/ \

8+ S_
Br Br Polarization of Br2 by a double bond

relatively negative. The distortion of the electron distribution in one molecule

caused by another molecule is called polarization. Here, we would say that the

alkene has polarized the halogen molecule.

The more positive halogen of this polarized molecule is then abstracted by
the alkene to form a carbonium ion, leaving a negative halide ion. This halide

ion, or more probably another just like it, finally collides with the carbonium ion

to yield the product, a dihalide.

Let us look at some of the evidence for this mechanism. If a carbonium

ion is the intermediate, we might expect it to react with almost any negative ion or

basic molecule that we care to provide. For example, the carbonium ion formed

in the reaction between ethylene and bromine should be able to react not only
with bromide ion but also if these are present with chloride ion, iodide ion,

nitrate ion, or water.
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The facts are in complete agreement with this expectation. When ethylene

is bubbled into an aqueous solution of bromine and sodium chloride, there is

formed not only the dibromo compound but also the bromochloro compound and

the bromoalcohol. Aqueous sodium chloride alone is completely inert toward

ethylene; chloride ion or water can react only after the carbonium ion has been

formed by the action of bromine. In a similar way bromine and aqueous sodium

iodide or sodium nitrate convert ethylene into the bromoiodo compound or the

bromonitrate, as well as into the dibromo compound and the bromoalcohol.

Br"> CH2Br-CH 2Br

1,2-Dibromoethane

> CH2Br-CH2Cl

2-Bromo- 1 -chloroethane

CH2=CH2
-^2-> CH2Br-CH2

[

!
"

> CH2Br~CH 2 I

2-Bromo- 1 -iodoethane

CH2Br CH2ONO2

2-Bromoethyl nitrate

CH2Br-CH2OH2

1=^ CH2Br-CH2OH
2-Bromoethanol

Bromine in water with no added ions yields the dibromo compound and the

bromoalcohol.

In addition to the elegant work just described, the stereochemistry of the

reaction provides powerful support for a two-step addition of halogen. At the

same time, as we shall see in Sec. 7.12, it requires a modification in the mechanism.

ci-

NOj-

6.14 Halohydrin formation

As we hav* just seen, addition of chlorine or bromine in the presence of water

can yield compounds containing halogen and hydroxyl groups on adjacent carbon

atoms. These compounds are commonly referred to as halohydrins. Under proper

conditions, they can be made the major products. For example:

CH 2-CH 2

Ethylene

CH 3-CH=CH 2

Propylene

Br; . H 2 CH2-CH 2

OH Br

Ethylene bromohydnn

(2-Bromoethanol)

Cl: . H : ^ CH 3-CH-CH 2

OH Cl

Propylene chlorohydrin

( 1 -Chloro-2-propanol)
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There is evidence, of a kind we are not prepared to go into here, that these

compounds are formed by reaction of halogen and water (as shown in Sec. 6.13)

rather than by addition of preformed hypohalous acid, HOX. Whatever the

mechanism, the result is addition of the elements of hypohalous acid (HO and

X), and the reaction is often referred to in that way.

We notice that in propylene chlorohydrin chlorine is attached to the terminal

carbon. This orientation is, we say, quite understandable in light of the mechanism

and what we know about formation of carbonium ions: the initial addition of

chlorine occurs in the way that yields the more stable secondary cation. However,

we shall have to modify (Sec. 17.15) this interpretation of the orientation to fit

the modified mechanism of Sec. 7.12.

6.15 Addition of alkenes. Dimerization

Under proper conditions, isobutylene is converted by sulfuric or phosphoric

acid into a mixture of two alkenes of molecular formula C8H16 . Hydrogenation
of either of these alkenes produces the same alkane, 2,2,4-trimethyIpentane (Sec.

3.30). The two alkenes are isomers, then, and differ only in position of the double

bond. {Problem: Could they, instead, be cis-trans isomers?) When studied by
the methods discussed at the end of this chapter (Sec. 6.29), these two alkenes

are found to have the structures shown:

CH 3

CH3

2CH3-C=
Isobutylene

CH2=C-CH2-C- CH3 -i

CH3

2,4,4-Trimethyl- 1 -pentene

CH3 CH3
I 1-C-

CH3 CH3

H CH3

2,2,4-Trimethylpentane

("Iso-octane")

CH3

2f4,4-Trimethyl-2-pentene

Since the alkenes produced contain exactly twice the number of carbon and

hydrogen atoms as the original isobutylene, they are known as (timers (di = two,

mer = part) of isobutylene, and the reaction is called dimerization. Other alkenes

undergo analogous dimerizations.

Let us see if we can devise an acceptable mechanism for this dimerization.

There are a great many isomeric octenes; if our mechanism should lead us to just

the two that are actually formed, this in itself would provide considerable support
for the mechanism.

Since the reaction is catalyzed by acid, let us write as step (1) addition of a

hydrogen ion to isobutylene to form the carbonium ion; the tertiary cation would,
of course, be the preferred ion.

0)

CH3

CH3 O=CH2

CH3

CH3 C CH3
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A carbonium ion undergoes reactions that provide electrons to complete the

octet of the positively charged carbon atom. But a carbon-carbon double bond

is an excellent electron source, and a carbonium ion might well go there in its quest

for electrons. Let us write as step (2), then, addition of the /erf-butyl cation to

isobutylene; again, the orientation of addition is such as to yield the more stable

CH3 CH 3 CH3 CH3

(2) CH 3 C=CH2 + 0C CK 3
> CH 3-C CH2-C CH3

I & I

CH3 CH3

tertiary cation. Step (2) brings about the union of two isobutylene units, which is,

of course, necessary to account for the products.

What is this new carbonium ion likely to do? We might expect that it could

add to another molecule of alkene and thus make an even larger molecule; under

certain conditions this does indeed happen. Under the present conditions, how-

ever, we know that this reaction stops at eight-carbon compounds, and that these

compounds are alkenes. Evidently, the carbonium ion undergoes a reaction

familiar to us: loss of a hydrogen ion (step 3). Since the hydrogen ion can be

lost from a carbon on either side of the positively charged carbon, two products

should be possible.

CH3 CH3

I I

> H+ + CH2=C-CH2--C--CH3

CH3 CH3
I I

(3) CH3 C CH2-C-CH3

CH3

CH3

H3 CH3

=CH C> H+ 4- CH3 O=CH C CH3

CH3

We find that the products expected on the basis of our mechanism are just

the ones that are actually obtained. The fact that we can make this prediction

simply on the basis of the fundamental properties of carbonium ions as we under-

stand them is, of course, powerful support for the entire carbonium ion theory.

From what we have seen here, we can add one more reaction to those under-

gone by carbonium ions. A carbonium ion may:

(d) add to an alkene to form a larger carbonium ion.

6.16 Addition of alkanes. Alkyiation

The large amounts of 2,2,4-trimethylpentane consumed as high-test gasoline

are not made today by the dimerization reaction just described, but in another,

cheaper way. Isobutylene and isobutane are allowed to react in the presence of an

CH3

CH3-(UcH2 + H-d:-CH3
"*>. "

Isobutylene

Isobutane 2,2,4-Trimethylpentane
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acidic catalyst, to form directly 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, or "iso-octane." This

reaction is, in effect, addition of an alkane to an alkene.

The commonly accepted mechanism of this alkylation is based on the study

of many related reactions and involves in step (3) a reaction of carbonium ions

that we have not previously encountered.

CH 3 CH 3

(1) CH3-G=CH2 + H + > CH 3-C-CH 3

CH 3 CH3 CH 3 CH3

(2) CH3-O=CH2 + 0C-CH 3
> CH 3-C~CH2-C-CH 3

I e
I

CH 3 CH 3

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 CH 3
CH 3

(3) CH3-C~CH2-C~-CH3
r H^-C--CH3

> CH3~C~CH2~C-CH 3
r 0C-CH3

I / I I I

:H 3 ./ CH 3 H CH 3
CH 3

then (2), (3), (2), (3), etc.

The first two steps are identical with those of the dimerization reaction.

In step (3) a carbonium ion abstracts a hydrogen atom with its pair of electrons

(a hydride ion, essentially) from a molecule of alkane. This abstraction of hydride

ion yields an alkane of eight carbons, and a new carbonium ion to continue the

chain. As we might expect, abstraction occurs in the way that yields the tert-

butyl cation rather than the less stable (l
c

) isobutyl cation.

This is not our first encounter with the transfer of hydride ion to an electron-

deficient carbon; we saw much the same thing in the 1,2-shifts accompanying the

rearrangement of carbonium ions (Sec. 5.72). There, transfer was intramolecular

(within a molecule); here, it is intermolecular (between molecules). We shall find

hydride transfer playing an important part in the chemistry of carbonyl compounds

(Chap. 19).

Let us now bring our list of carbonium ion reactions up to date, A carbonium

ion may:

(a) eliminate a hydrogen ion to form an alkene;

(b) rearrange to a more stable carbonium ion;

(c) combine with a negative ion or other basic molecule;

(d) add to an alkene to form a larger carbonium ion;

(e) abstract a hydride ion from an aikane.

A carbonium ion formed by (b) or (d) can subsequently undergo any of the reac-

tions.

As we see, all reactions of a carbonium ion have a common end: they provide

a pair of electrons to complete the octet of the positively charged carbon.

Problem 6.6 When ethylene is alkylated by isobutane in the presence of acid,

there is obtained, not neohexane, (CH 3)3CCH2CH 3 , but chiefly 2,3-dimethylbutane.

Account in detail for the formation of this product.
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6.17 Free-radical addition. Mechanism of the peroxide-initiated addition of

HBr

In the absence of peroxides, hydrogen bromide 'adds to alkenes in agreement
with Markovnikov's rule; in the presence of peroxides, the direction of addition is

exactly reversed (see Sec. 6.7).

To account for thisperoxide effect, Kharasch and Mayo proposed that addition

can take place by two entirely different mechanisms: Markovnikov addition by
the ionic mechanism that we have just discussed, and anti-Markovnikov addition

by a free-radical mechanism. Peroxides initiate the free-radical reaction; in their

absence (or if an inhibitor, p. 189, is added), addition follows the usual ionic path.

The essence of the mechanism is that hydrogen and bromine add to the double

bond as atoms rather than as ions; the intermediate is a free radical rather than a

(1) peroxides > Rad-
*)

V Chain-initiating steps
(2) Rad- 4- H:Br > Rad:H + fir- J

(3) Br- + -C=C- > -C-C-
llr'

/ Chain-propagating steps

(4) -C-0- + HrBr > -C-C- + fir-

JJr lU
then (3), (4), (3), (4), etc.

carbonium ion. Like halogenation of alkanes, this is a chain reaction, this time

involving addition rather than substitution.

Decomposition of the peroxide (step 1) to yield free radicals is a well-known

reaction. The free radical thus formed abstracts hydrogen from hydrogen bromide

(step 2) to form a bromine atom. The bromine atom adds to the double bond

(step 3), and, in doing so, converts the alkene into a free radical.

Free-radical

addition

This free radical, like the free radical initially generated from the peroxide, abstracts

hydrogen from hydrogen bromide (step 4). Addition is now complete, and a new

bromine atom has been generated to continue the chain. As in halogenation of

alkanes, every so often a reactive particle combines with another one, or is captured

by the wall of the1 reaction vessel, and a chain is terminated.

The mechanism is well supported by the facts. The fact that a very few mole-

cules of peroxide can change the orientation of addition of many molecules of

hydrogen bromide strongly indicates a chain reaction. So, too, does the fact that

a very few molecules of inhibitor can prevent this change in orientation. It is not

surprising to find that these same compounds are efficient inhibitors of many other

chain reactions. Although their exact mode of action is not understood, it seems

clear that they break the chain, presumably by forming unreactive radicals.
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We must not confuse the effects of peroxides, which may have been formed by the

action of oxygen, with the effects of oxygen itself. Peroxides initiate free-radical reac-

tions; oxygen inhibits free-radical reactions (see Sec. 2.14).

The mechanism involves addition of a bromine atom to the double bond.

It is supported, therefore, by the fact that anti-Markovnikov addition is caused

not only by the presence of peroxides but also by irradiation with light of a wave-

length known to dissociate hydrogen bromide into hydrogen and bromine atoms.

Recently, the light-catalyzed addition of hydrogen bromide to several alkenes

was studied by means of esr (electron spin resonance) spectroscopy, which not

only can detect the presence of free radicals at extremely low concentrations, but

also can tell something about their structure (see Sec. 13.14). Organic free radicals

were shown to be present at appreciable concentration, in agreement with the

mechanism.

Is it reasonable that free-radical addition of hydrogen bromide should occur

with orientation opposite to that of ionic addition? Let us compare the two kinds

of addition to propylene.

Ionic addition: Markovnikov orientation

CH3 CH=CH2

Propylene

HBr

CH 3-CH-CH 3

A 2 cation

CH 3-CH 2-CH 2

A 1 cation

CH 3-CH-CH3

Br

Isopropyl bromide

Free-radical addition : Anti-Markovnikov orientation

HBr

CH 3 CH=CH 2

Propylene

Br

CH3-CH 2-CH2Br

fl-Propyl bromide

CH 3~CH~CH2Br

A 2 free radical

CH 3-CHCH 2

Br

A 1 free radical

Ionic addition yields isopropyl bromide because a secondary cation

is formed faster than a primary. Free-radical addition yields w-propyl bromide

because a secondary free radical is formed faster than a primary. Examination of

many cases of anti-Markovnikov addition shows that orientation is governed by
the ease of formation of free radicals, which follows the sequence 3 > 2 > 1.

In listing free radicals in order of their ease of formation from alkenes, we
find that once more (compare Sec. 3.25) we have listed them in order of their

stability (Sec. 3.24):

Stability of free radicals 3 > 2 > 1 > CH 3
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Free-radical addition to a carbon-carbon double bond involves the intermediate

formation of the more stable free radical.

Thus we find the chemistry of free radicals and the chemistry of carbonium

ions following much the same pattern: the more stable particle is formed more

easily, whether by abstraction or dissociation, or by addition to a double bortd.

Even the order of stability of the two kinds of particle is the same: 3 > 2 > 1 >
CH3 . In this particular case orientation is reversed simply because the hydrogen
adds first in the ionic reaction, and bromine adds first in the radical reaction.

6.18 Other free-radical additions

In the years since the discovery of the peroxide effect, dozens of reagents

besides HBr have been found (mostly by Kharasch) to add to alkenes in the

presence of peroxides or light. Exactly analogous free-radical mechanisms are

generally accepted for these reactions, too.

For the addition of carbon tetrachloride to an alkene, for example,

RCH=CH2 + CC14
pcroxidci

> RCH-CH2-CC13

CJ

the following mechanism has been proposed:

(1) peroxide > Rad-

(2) Rad + C1:CC13 Rad:Cl + CC13

(3) CC13 + RCH=CH2 > RCH-CH2-CC13

(4) RCH-CH2-CC13 + C1:CC13 RCH-CH2-CC13 + -CC13

Ci

then (3), (4), (3), (4), etc.

In the next section, we shall encounter another example of free-radical addi-

tion polymerization which has played a key part in the creation of this age of

plastics.

Problem 6.7 In the presence of a trace of peroxide or under the influence of

ultraviolet light, 1-octene reacts:

(a) with CHCJ 3 to form 1,1,1-trichlorononane;

(b) with CHBr3 to form 1,1,3-tribromononane;

(c) with CBrCl 3 to form l,l,l-trichloro-3-bromononane;

(d) with H-S-CH2COOH (thioglycoiic acid) to yield /7-C8H, 7 S-CH2COOH;
(e) with aldehydes, R C=O, to yield ketches, w-C8H 17 C R.

H (!)

Show all steps of a likely rrochanism for these reactions.

Problem 6.8 From the addition of CC14 to alkenes, RCH=CH2 , there is ob-

tained not only RCHCICH2CC13 , but also RCHC1CH2 CHCH2CC13 . Using only the

R
kinds of reactions you have already encountered, suggest a mechanism for the forma-

tion of this second product.
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Problem 6.9 In the dark at room temperature, a solution of chlorine in

tetrachloroethylene can be kept for long periods with no sign of reaction. When
irradiated with ultraviolet light, however, the chlorine is rapidly consumed, with the

formation ofhexachloroethane; many molecules ofproduct are formed for each photon
of light absorbed; this reaction is slowed down markedly when oxygen is bubbled

through the solution.

(a) How do you account for the absence of reaction in the dark? (b) Outline all

steps in the most likely mechanism for the photochemical reaction. Show how it ac-

counts for the facts, including the effect of oxygen.

Free-radical addition is probably even commoner than has been suspected. Recent

work indicates that free-radical chains do not always require light or decomposition of

highly unstable compounds like peroxides for their initiation. Sometimes a change from

a polar solvent which can stabilize a polar transition state to a non-polar solvent

causes a change from a heterolytic reaction to a homolytic one (Sec. 1.14). In some

cases, it may even be that chains are started by concerted homolysis, in which cleavage of

comparatively stable molecules (halogens, for example) is aided by the simultaneous

breaking and making of other bonds. In the absence of the clue usually given by the

method of initiation, the free-radical nature of such Reactions is harder to detect; one

depends upon inhibition by oxygen, detailed analysis of reaction kinetics, or a change in

orientation or stereochemistry.

6.19 Free-radical polymerization of alkenes

When ethylene is heated under pressure with oxygen, there is obtained a"

compound of high molecular weight (about 20,000), which is essentially an alkane

with a very long chain. This compound is made up of many ethylene units and

CH 2 ~CH 2 CH 2-CH 2-CHr-CH 2
~

or (~CH 2CH 2 --)

Polyethylene

hence is called polyethylene (poly
= many). It is familiar to most of us as the plastic

material of packaging films.

The formation of polyethylene is a simple example of the process called

polymerization : the joining together of many small molecules Jo make very large

molecules. The compound composed of these very large molecules is called a

polymer (Greek: poly + meros, many parts). The simple compounds from which

polymers are made are called monomers (mono one).

Polymerization of substituted ethylenes yields compounds whose structures

contain the long chain of polyethylene, with substituents attached at more or less

regular intervals. For example, vinyl chloride yields poly(vinyl chloride), used to

per "dcs

Cl

Vinyl chloride

or (-CH 2-CH-)n

Cl

Poly(vinyl chloride)

make phonograph records, plastic pipe, and when plasticized with high-boiling

esters raincoats, shower curtains, and coatings for metals and upholstery fabrics.
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Many other groups (e.g., COOCH3 , CN, C6H5) may be attached to the

doubly-bonded carbons. These substituted ethylenes polymerize more or less

readily, and yield plastics of widely differing physical properties and uses, but the

polymerization process and the structure of the polymer are basically the same as

for ethylene or vinyl chloride.

Polymerization requires the presence of a small amount of an initiator.

Among the commonest of these initiators are peroxides, which function by break-

ing down to form a free radical. This radical adds to a molecule of alkene, and in

doing so generates another free radical. This radical adds to another molecule of

alkene to generate a still larger radical, which in curn adds to another molecule of

alkene, and so on. Eventually the chain is terminated by steps, such as union

of two radicals, that consume but do not generate radicals.

Peroxide > Rad- -\

Rad- + CH2-CH RadCH2-CH- I Chain-initiating steps

R R J

RadCH 2-CH + CH2=CH * RadCH 2-CH CH2 CH- etc. Chain-II II propagating
R R R R step

This kind of polymerization, each step of which consumes a reactive particle

and produces another, similar particle, is an example of chain-reaction polymeri-

zation. In Chap. 32, we shall encounter chain-reaction polymerization that takes

place, not by way of free radicals, but by way of organic ions. We shall also en-

counter step-reaction polymerization, which involves a series of reactions each of

which is essentially independent of the others.

Problem 6.10 Give the structure of the monomer from which each of the follow-

ing polymers would most likely be made:

(a) Orion (fibers, fabrics), ~CH 2CH(CN)CH 2CH(CN)~;
(b) Saran (packaging film, seat covers),

~CH2CCl2CH 2CCl2-~;

(c) Teflon (chemically resistant articles),
~CF2CF2CF2CF2-~.

Problem 6.11 Can you suggest a reason why polymerization should take place
in a way C'head-to-taiP) that yields a polymer with regularly alternating groups?

6.20 Hydroxylation. Glycol formation

Certain oxidizing agents convert alkenes into compounds known as glycols.

Glycols-are simply dihydroxy alcohols; their formation amounts to l

of two hydroxyl groups to the double bond.

l

__l __ cold alkaline KMnO4 __i_r__^" C
or HCOjOH

>

|

7 ,

OH OHL
A glycol

Of the numerous oxidizing agents that cause hydroxylation, two of the most

commonly used are (a) cold alkaline KMnO4 , and (b) peroxyformic acid,

HC02OH.
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Hydroxylation with permanganate is carried out by stirring together at room

temperature the alkene and the aqueous permanganate solution: either neutral

the reaction produces OH~ or, better, slightly alkaline. Heat and the addition

of acid are avoided, since these more vigorous conditions promote further oxida-

tion of the glycol, with cleavage of the carbon-carbon double bond (Sec. 6.29).

Hydroxylation with peroxyformic acid is carried out by allowing the alkene

to stand with a mixture of hydrogen peroxide and formic acid, HCOOH, for a few

hours, and then heating the product with water to hydrolyze certain intermediate

compounds.
A glycol is frequently named by adding the word glycol to the name of the

alkene from which it is formed. For example:

3CH2=CH2 + 2KMnO4 + 4H2O-> 3CH2-CH2 + 2MnO2 + 2KOH
Ethylene

Ethylene glycol

H2
HC 2 H

> -

Propylcne

CH3-CH=CH2
HC 2 H

> -^> CH3-CH-CH2

Propylene glycol

Hydroxylation of alkenes is the most important method for the synthesis of

glycols. Moreover, oxidation by permanganate is the basis of a very useful analy-

tical test known as the Baeyer test (Sec. 6.30).

(We shall discuss the stereochemistry and mechanism of glycol formation in

Sec. 17.12.)

6.21 Substitution by halogen. Allylic hydrogen

So far in our discussion of alkenes, we have concentrated on the carbon-

carbon double bond, and on the addition reactions that take place there. Now
let us turn to the alkyl groups that are present in most alkene molecules.

Since these alkyl groups have the alkane structure, they should undergo
alkane Reactions, for example, substitution by halogen. But an alkene molecule

presents two sites where halogen can attack, the double bond and the alkyl groups.

Can we direct the attack to just one of these sites? The answer is yes, by our

choice of experimental conditions.

We know that alkanes undergo substitution by halogen at high temperatures
or under the influence of ultraviolet light, and generally in the gas phase: conditions

that favor formation of free radicals. We know that alkenes undergo addition of

halogen at low temperatures and in the absence of light, and generally in the liquid

phase: conditions that favor ionic reactions, or at least do not aid formation of

radicals.

I I I

-c=c~c-

Ionic Free-radical

attack attack

Addition Substitution
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If we wish to direct the attack of halogen to the alkyl portion of an alkene

molecule, then, we choose conditions that are favorable for the free-radical reaction

and unfavorable for the ionic reaction. Chemists of the Shell Development Com-

pany found that, at a temperature of 500-600, a mixture of gaseous propylene
and chlorine yields chiefly the substitution product, 3-chloro-l-propene, known as

allyl chloride (CH2=CH CH2
=

allyl). Bromine behaves similarly.

CH3-CH=CH2

Propylene

low temp.

CC14 soln.

500-600

gas phase

CH3 CH-CH2

Cl Cl

1 ,2-Dichloropropane

Propylene chloride

C1~CH2--CH=CH2

3-ChIoro- 1 -propene

Allyl chloride

HC1

Ionic: ~"

addition

Free-radical:

substitution

In view of Sees. 6.17-6.18, we might wonder why a halogen atom does not add

to a double bond, instead of abstracting a hydrogen atom. H. C. Brown (of Purdue

University) has suggested that the halogen atom does add but, at high temperatures,

is expelled before the second step of free-radical addition can occur.

X- + CHj CH-CH 2

CH 3-CH-CH2X

I

Free-radical addition

CH3-CH CH2X + X-

X

Free-radical substitution

HX + CH2-CH=-CH2

Allyl radical

> X CH 2-CH=CH2 + X-

Allyl halide

Actual product at

high temperature or
low halogen concentration

(X Cl, Br)

Consistent with Brown's explanation is the finding that low concentration of

halogen can be used instead of high temperature to favor substitution over (free-

radical) addition. Addition of the halogen atom gives radical I, which falls apart

(to regenerate the starting material) if the temperature is high or if it does not

soon encounter a halogen molecule to complete the addition. The allyl radical,

on the other hand, once formed, has little option but to wait for a halogen molecule,

whatever the temperature or however low the halogen concentration.

Problem 6.12 (a) What would the allyl radical have to do to return to the start-

ing material ? (b) From bond dissociation energies, calculate the minimum Ut for

this reaction.

The compound N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) is a reagent used for the specific

purpose of brominating alkenes at the allylic position; NBS functions simply by
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providing a constant, low concentration of bromine. As each molecule of HBr is

formed by the halogenation, NBS converts it into a molecule of Br2 .

O O .

.

N-Bromosuccinimifle Succinimide

(NBS)

6.22 Orientation and reactivity in substitution

Thus alkenes undergo substitution by halogen in exactly the same way as do

alkanes. Furthermore, just as the alkyl groups affect the reactivity of the double

bond toward addition, so the double bond affects the reactivity of the alkyl groups
toward- substitution.

Halogenation of many alkenes has shown that: (a) hydrogens attached to

doubly-bonded carbons undergo very little substitution; and (b) hydrogens at-

tached to carbons adjacent to doubly-bonded carbons are particularly reactive

toward substitution. Examination of reactions which involve attack not only

by halogen atoms but by other free radicals as well has shown that this is a general

rule: hydrogens attached to doubly-bonded carbons, known as vinylic hydrogens,

are harder to abstract than ordinary primary hydrogens; hydrogens attached to a

carbon atom adjacent to a double bond, known as allylic hydrogens, are even

easier to abstract than tertiary hydrogens.

Vinylic hydrogen: hard to abstract

Allylic hydrogen: easy to abstract

^r
-<u

We ^an now expand the reactivity sequence of Sec. 3.23.

*** > 3" > 2" > 1- > CH4> vinyiic

Substitution in alkenes seems to proceed by the same mechanism as substitu-

tion in alkanes. For example:

CH 2-CH-H -> CH 2=CH- -i CH 2=CH Cl

Ethylene Vinyl radical Vinyl chloride

CH 2-CH-CH 2-H -U CH2=CH-CH2
. -^ CH 2=CH-~CH 2C1

Propylene Allyl radical Allyl chloride

Evidently the vinyl radical is formed very slowly and the allyl radical is formed very

rapidly. We can now expand the sequence of Sec. 3.25.
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Ease of formation CH
of free radicals

' J J

Are these findings in accord with our rule that the more stable the radical, the

more rapidly it is formed'? Is the slowly formed vinyl radical relatively unstable,

and the rapidly formed allyl radical relatively stable?

The bond dissociation energies in Table 1.2 (p. 21) show that 104 kcal of

energy is needed to form vinyl radicals from a mole of ethylene, as compared with

98 kcal for formation of ethyl radicals from ethane. Relative to the hydrocarbon

from which each is formed, then, the vinyl radical contains more energy and is

less stable than a primary radical, and about the same as a methyl radical.

On the other hand, bond dissociation energies show that only 88 kcal is needed

for formation of allyl radicals from propylene, as compared with 91 kcal for

formation of tert-ouiyi radicals. Relative to the hydrocarbon from which each is

formed, the allyl radical contains less energy and is more stable than the tert-

butyl radical.

We can now expand the sequence of Sec. 3.24; relative to the hydrocarbon
from which each is formed, the order of stability of free radicals is:

In some way, then, the double bcmd affects the stability of certain free radicals;

it exerts a similar effect on the incipient radicals of the transition state, and thus

affects the rate of their formation. We have already seen (Sec. 5.4) a possible

explanation for the unusually strong bond to vinylic hydrogen. The high stability

of the allyi radical is readily accounted for by the structural theory: specifically,

by the concept of resonance.

6.23 Resonance theory

It will be helpful first to list some of the general principles of the concept of

resonance, and then to discuss these principles in terms of a specific example,

the structure of the allyl radical.

(a) Whenever a molecule can be represented by two or more structures that

differ only in the arrangement of electrons that is, by structures that have the same

arrangement of atomic nuclei there is resonance. The molecule is a hybrid of all

these structures, and cannot be represented satisfactorily by any one of them.

Each of these structures is said to contribute to the hybrid.

(b) When these contributing structures are of about the same stability (that is,

have about the same energy content), then resonance is important. The contribution

of each structure to the hybrid depends upon the relative stability of that struc-

ture: the more stable structures make the larger contribution.

(c) The resonance hybrid is more stable than any of the contributing structures.

This increase in stability is called the resonance energy. The more nearly equal in

stability the contributing structures, the greater the resonance energy.

There can be resonance only between structures that contain the same number of
odd electrons. We need concern ourselves about this restriction only in dealing with
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{//-radicals: molecules that contain two unpaired electrons. There cannot be resonance

between a diradical structure and a structure with all electrons paired.

6.24 Resonance structure of the allyl radical

In the language of the resonance theory, then, the allyl radical is a resonance

hybrid of the two structures, I and II.

CH 2==CH--CH 2
. CH 2-CH=CH 2

I H

This simply means that the allyl radical does not correspond to either I or

II, but rather to a structure intermediate between I and II. Furthermore, since I

and II are exactly equivalent, and hence have exactly the same stability, the

resonance hybrid is equally related to I and to II; that is, I and II are said to

make equal contributions to the hybrid.

This does not mean that the allyl radical consists of molecules half of which

correspond to I and half to II, nor does it mean that an individual molecule

changes back and forth between I and II. All molecules are the same; each one

has a structure intermediate between I and II.

An analogy to biological hybrids that was suggested by Professor G. W.
Wheland of the University of Chicago is helpful. When we refer to a mule as a

hybrid of a horse and a donkey, we do not mean that some mules are horses and

some mules are donkeys; nor do we mean that an individual mule is a horse part of

the time and a donkey part of the time. We mean simply that a mule is an animal

that is related to both a horse and a donkey, and that can be conveniently defined in

terms of those familiar animals.

An analogy used by Professor John D. Roberts of the California Institute of

Technology is even more apt. A medieval European traveler returns home from a

journey to India, and describes a rhinoceros as a sort of cross between a dragon and

a unicorn a quite satisfactory description of a real animal in terms of two familiar

but entirely imaginary animals.

// must be understood that our drawing of two structures to represent the allyl

radical does not imply that either of these structures (or the molecules each would

singly represent) has any existence. The two pictures are necessary because of the

limitations of our rather crude methods of representing molecules. We draw two

pictures because no single one would suffice. It is not surprising that certain

molecules cannot be represented by one structure of the sort we have employed;

on the contrary, the surprising fact is that the crude dot-and-dash representation

used by organic chemists has worked out to the extent that it has.

The resonance theory further tells us that the allyl radical does not contain

one carbon-carbon
t
single bond and one carbon-carbon double bond (as in 1

or II), but rather contains two identical bonds, each one intermediate between a

single and a double bond. This new type of bond this hybrid bond - has Kvn
described as a one-and-a-halfbond. It is said to possess one-half single-bond ehaw-
ter and one-half double-bond character.

[CH2=CH~CH2
. .CH2-CH=CH 2] equivalent to CH^CH^CH;

I H
' * '

ill
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The odd electron is not localized on one carbon or the other but is delocaliz^d,

being equally distributed over both terminal carbons. We might represent this

symmetrical hybrid molecule as in III, where the broken lines represent half bonds.

Problem 6.13 The nitro group, NO2 , is usually represented as

v
x
o

Actual measurement shows that the two nitrogen-oxygen bonds of a nitro compound
have exactly the same length. In nitromethane, CH 3NO2 , for example, the two nitro-

gen-oxygen bond lengths are each 1.21 A, as compared with a usual length of 1.36 A
for a nitrogen-oxygen single bond and 1.18 A for a nitrogen-oxygen double bond,

What is a better representation of the N(>2 group?

Problem 6.14 The carbonate ion, CO3
~
~, might be represented as

o=c
/

Actual measurement shows that all the carbon-oxygen bonds in CaCOa have the same

length, 1.31 A, as compared with a usual length of about 1.36 A for a carbon-oxygen
single bond and about 1,23 A for a carbon-oxygen double bond. What is a better

representation of the CO3

~ ~
ion?

6.25 Stability of the allyl radical

A further, most important outcome of the resonance theory is this: as a

resonance hybrid, the allyl radical is more stable (i.e., contains less energy) than

either of the contributing structures. This additional stability possessed by the mole-

cule is referred to as resonance energy. Since these particular contributing struc-

tures are exactly equivalent and hence of the same stability, we expect stabilization

due to resonance to be large.

Just how large is the resonance energy of the allyl radical ? To know the exact

value, we would have to compare the actual, hybrid allyl radical with a non-existent

radical of structure I or II something we cannot do, experimentally. We can,

however, estimate the resonance energy by comparing two reactions: dissociation

of propane to form a w-propyl radical, and dissociation of propylene to form an

allyl radical.

CH 3CH2CHj > CH3CH2CHr + H- A// = + 98 kcal

Propane w-Propyl radical

CH 2^CH -CH 3 > CH 2=CH -CH 2
- + H- A// = +85

Propylene Allyl radical

Propane, the /j-propyl radical, and propylene are each fairly satisfactorily repre-

sented by a single structure; the allyl radical, on the other hand, is a resonance

bvbrkl, WV see that the energy difference between propylene and the allyl radical

is 10 kiai/niolc less (98 88) than the energy difference between propane and the
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n-propyl radical; we attribute the lower dissociation energy entirely to resonance

stabilization of the allyl radical, and estimate the resonance energy to be 10 kcal/

mole.

6.26 Orbital picture of the allyl radical

To get a clearer picture of what a resonance hybrid is and, especially, to

understand how resonance stabilization arises let us consider the bond orbitals

in the allyl radical.

Since each carbon is bonded to three other atoms, it uses sp
2 orbitals (as in

ethylene, Sec. 5.2). Overlap of these orbitals with each other and with the 5 orbitals

of five hydrogen atoms gives the molecular skeleton shown in Fig. 6.5, with all

bond angles 120. In addition, each carbon atom has a p orbital which, as we

know, consists of two equal lobes, one lying above and the other lying below the

plane of the a bonds; it is occupied by a single electron.

equivalent to

[CH2-CH CH2
* -CH2 CH=CH2 ] equivalent to

Figure 6.5. Ally! radical. The p orbital of the middle carbon overlaps

p orbitals on both sides to permit delocalization of electrons.

As in the case of ethylene, the p orbital of one carbon can overlap the

p orbital of an adjacent carbon atom, permitting the electrons to pair and a bond

to be formed. In this way we would arrive at either of the contributing structures,

I or II, with the odd electron occupying the/? orbital of the remaining carbon atom.

But the overlap is not limited to a pair of p orbitals as it was in ethylene; the

p orbital of the middle carbon atom overlaps equally well the p orbitals of both

the carbon atoms to which it is bonded. The result is two continuous IT electron

clouds, one lying above and one lying below the plane of the atoms.

Since no more than two electrons may occupy the same orbital (Pauli exclusion

principle), these ir clouds are actually made up of two orbitals (See 29.5). One of these,

containing two n electrons, encompasses all three carbon atoms; the other, containing
the third (odd) -n electron, is divided equally between the terminal carbons.

The overlap of the p orbitals in both directions, and the resulting participation

of each electron in two bonds, is equivalent to our earlier description of the allyl

radical as a resonance hybrid of two structures. These two methods of representa-

tion, the drawing of several resonance structures and the drawing of an electron

cloud, are merely our crude attempts to convey by means of pictures the idea that

a given pair of electrons may serve to bind together more than two nuclei. It is this
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ability of n electrons to participate in several bonds, this delocalization of elec-

trons, that results in stronger bonds and a more stable molecule. For this reason

the term delocalization energy is frequently used instead of resonance energy.

The covalcnt bond owes its strength to the fact that an electron is attracted more

strongly by two nuclei than by one. In the same way an electron is more strongly attrac-

ted by three nuclei than by two.

We saw earlier (Sec. 2.21) that the methyl radical may not be quite flat: that

hybridization of carbon may be intermediate between sp
2 and sp*. For the allyl

radical, on the other hand and for many other free radicals flatness is clearly

required to permit the overlap of/? orbitals that leads to stabilization of the radical.

In terms of the conventional valence-bond structures we employ, it is difficult

to visualize a single structure that is intermediate between the two structures, 1

and II. The orbital approach, on the other hand, gives us a rather clear picture of

the allyl radical: the density of electrons holding the central carbon to each of the

others is intermediate between that of a single bond and that of a double bond.

6.27 Using the resonance theory

The great usefulness, and hence the great value, of the resonance theory lies in

the fact that it retains the simple though crude type of structural representation

which we have used so far in this book. Particularly helpful is the fact that the

stability of a structure can often be roughly estimated from its reasonableness. If

only one reasonable structure can be drawn for a molecule, the chances are good
that this one structure adequately describes the molecule.

The criterion of reasonableness' is not so vague as it might appear. The fact

hat a particular structure seems reasonable to us means that we ha\e previously

encountered a compound whose properties are pretty well accounted for by a

structure of that type; the structure must, therefore, represent a fairly stable kind

of arrangement of atoms and electrons. For example, each of the contributing

structures for the allyl radical appears quite reasonable because we have en-

countered compounds, alkenes and free radicals, that possess the features of this

structure.

There are a number of other criteria that we can use to estimate relative stabili-

ties, and hence relative importance, of contributing structures. One of these has

to do with (a) electronegativity ami location of charge.

For example, a convenient way of indicating the polarity (ionic character) of

the hydrogen- chlorine bond is to represent HC1 as a hybrid c-f structures I and II.

We judge that II is appreciably stable and hence makes significant contribution,

because in it a negative charge is located on a highly electronegative atom, chlorine.

H-C1 H + C1-

I II

On the other hand, we consider methane to be represented adequately by the

single structure HI.

H

H-C-H

H
III
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Although it is possible to draw additional, ionic structures like IV and V, we judge
these to be unstable since in them a negative charge is located on an atom of low

H + H

H- C-H H-C- H +
etc.

I !

H H
IV V

elcctroncgativity, carbon. We expect TV and V to make negligible contribution to

the hybrid and hence we ignore them.

In later sections we shall use certain other criteria to help us estimate stabilities

of possible contributing structures: (b) number of bonds (Sec. 8.17); (c) dispersal

of charge (Sec. 11.19); (d) complete vs. incomplete octet (Sec. 1 1.20); (e) separation

of charge (Sec. 18.12).

Finally, we shall find certain cases where the overwhelming weight of evidence

bond lengths, dipole moments, reactivity- indicate that an accurate description

of a given molecule requires contribution from structures of a sort that may appear

quite unreasonable to us (Sees. 6.28 and 8.18); this simply reminds us that, after

all, we know very little about the structure of molecules, and must be prepared to

change our ideas of what is reasonable to conform with e\idence provided by

experimental facts.

In the next section, we shall encounter contributing structures that are very

strange looking indeed.

Problem 6.15 The icni^ation potential of the all} I radical is 188 kail/mole.

(a) Hou does the allvl cation compare in stability \\ith the simple alk\l cations of Sec.

5.18? (b) Is the cation adequately represented by the structure CH :

Describe its structure in both valence-bond and orbital terms. (Check your
in Sec. 8.21.)

Problem 6.16 Benzene, C 6H , is a flat molecule \\ith all bond angles 120 ami

all carbon carbon bonds 1.39 A long. Its heat of h>drogenation (absorption of three

moles of hydrogen) is 49.8 kcal mole, as compared with values of 28.6 foi c>clohexene

(one mole of hydrogen) and 55.4 for l,3-c>clohe\udicnc Uv\o moles of hvdrogen).

(a) Is ben/ene adequately represented by the Kekule formula sho\\n? (b) Suggest a

CH

H

CH
2 ^'-^"

^C" HC^ /CH H- Ccx. ^C-H
CH 2 CM C

i

H
C\clohcxene l,3-C>cIohc\adicne Benzene

(Kckulc formula)

better structure for benzene in both valence-bond and orbital terms. (Check your
answer in Sees. 10.7-10.8.)

6.28 Resonance stabilization of alky] radicals. Hyperconjugation

The relative stabilities of tertiary, secondary, and primary alkyl radicals are

accounted for on exactly the same basis as the stability of the allyl radical:
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delocalization of electrons, this time through overlap between the p orbital occupied

by the odd electron and a a orbital of the alkyl group (Fig. 6.6). Through tbis

Figure 6.6. Hyperconjugation in an alkyl free ratlical. (a) Separate a and

p orbitals. (b) Overlapping orbitals.

overlap, individual electrons can, to an extent, help bind together three nuclei,

two carbons and one hydrogen. This kind of delocalization, involving a bond

orbitals, is called hypcrconjugation.

In resonance language, we would say that the ethyl radical, for example, is a

Inbnd of not only the usual structure, I, but also three additional structures, II,

HH HH H H HH
! i i

H-C C H- C--C H-C-C H-C-C
i

.

i

'

I
:

I

H H H H H H -H H
I II III IV

ill, and IV, in which a double bond joins the two carbons, and the odd electron

is held by a hydrogen atom.

Individually, each of these "no-bond" resonance structures appears strange

Inil, l.ikcn together, ihev mean that the carbon hydrogen bond is something less

th.ui a single bond, thai the carbon carbon bond has some double bond charac-

u-i, and thai the odd electron is parll\ accommodated by hydrogen atoms. Contri-

bution from these unstable structures is not nearly so important as from, say,

the equivalent structures for the allyl radical, and the resulting stabilization is

not nearly so large. It is believed, however, to stabilize the ethyl radical to the

extent of 6 kcal relative to the methyl radical (104 - 98, Sec. 3.24), for which such

resonance is not possible.

If we extend this idea to the isopropyl radical, we find that instead of three

hypcrconjugation structures we now have six. (Draw them.) The larger number of

contributing structures means more extensive delocalization of the odd electron,

and hence greater stabilization of the radical. In agreement with this expectation,

\se find that the bond dissociation energy of the isopropyl-hydrogen bond is only

95 kcal, indicating a resonance energy of 9 kcal/mole (104 95).

For the tert-buiyl radical there should be nine such hyperconjugation struc-

tures. (Draw them.) Here we find a bond dissociation energy of 91 kcal, indicating

a resonance stabilization of 13 kcal/mole (104 -, 91).

In summary, the relative stabilities of the free radicals we have studied are

determined by delocalization of electrons. Delocalization takes place through
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overlap of the p orbital occupied by the odd electron: overlap with the n cloud ofa

double bond in the allyl radical, or overlap with a bonds in alkyl radicals.

Problem 6.17 It has been postulated that the relative stabilities of alkyl cat-

ions are determined not only by inductive effects but also by resonance stabilization.

How might you account for the following order of stability of cations?

tert-buty] > isoprop>l > ethyl > methyl

6.29 Ozonolysis. Determination of structure by degradation

Along with addition and substitution we may consider a third general kind of

alkene reaction, cleavage: a reaction in which the double bond is completely

broken and the alkene molecule converted into two smaller molecules.

The classical reagent for cleaving the carbon-carbon double bond is ozone.

Ozonolysis (cleavage "by ozone) is carried out in two stages: first, addition of ozone

to the double bond to form an ozonide ;
and second, hydrolysis of the ozonide to

yield the cleavage products.

Ozone gas is passed into a solution of the alkene in some inert solvent like

carbon tetrachloride; evaporation of the solvent leaves the ozonide as a viscous oil.

This unstable, explosive compound is not purified, but is treated directly with

water, generally in the presence of a reducing agent.

In the cleavage products a doubly-bonded oxygen is found attached to each

of the originally doubly-bonded carbons:

Ozonolysis

-U- o^c-

Alkene Molozonide Ozonide Cleavage products

(Aldehydes and ketones)

These compounds containing the C~O group are called aldehydes and ketones;

at this point we need only know that they are compounds that can readily be

identified (Sec. 19.17). The function of the reducing agent, which is frequently zinc

dust, is to prevent formation of hydrogen peroxide, which would otherwise react

with the aldehydes and ketones. (Aldehydes, RCHO, are often converted into

acids, RCOOH, for ease of isolation.)

Knowing the number and arrangement of carbon atoms in these aldehydes

and ketones, we can work back to the structure of the original alkene. For example,

for three of the isomeric hexylenes:

H H

CH 3CH2CH2G=0 + 0=CCH3
<
H2 /Zn ^- CH3CH2CH2CH==CHCH 3

Aldehydes 2-Hexene

H
0=CCH2CH3

<
H2 /Zn <^- CH3CH2CH^CHCH2CH 3

Aldehydes 3-Hexene
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H CH3 CH3

CH 3CH2(Uo + 0==i--CH 3
<
H' /Zn <&- CH3CH 2CH==C--CH3

Aldehyde Ketone 2-Methyl-2-pentenc

One general approach to the determination of the structure of an unknown

compound is degradation, the breaking down of the unknown compound int9 a

number of smaller, more easily identifiable fragments. Ozonolysis is a typical

means of degradation.

Another method of degradation that gives essentially the same information

although somewhat less reliable is vigorous oxidation by permanganate, which

is believed to involve formation and cleavage of intermediate glycols (Sec. 6.20).

x^

i OH I

Carboxylic acids, RCOOH, are obtained instead of aldehydes, RCHO. A terminal

=CH2 group is oxidized to CO2 . For example:

CH3 CH3

CH3COOH + O=C-CH3
<
KM" 4 CH 3CH-=C-CH 3

Carboxylic Ketone 2-Methyl-2-butene
acid

CH 3CH2CH 2COOH + CO2
<
KMn * CH 3CH2CH 2CH-CH 2

Carboxylic Carbon 1-Pentene
acid dioxide

Problem 6.18 What products would you expect from each of the dimers of

isobutylene (Sec. 6.15) upon cleavage by: (a) ozonolysis, (b) KMnO4 ?

6.30 Analysis of alkencs

The functional group of an alkene is the carbon-carbon double bond. To
characterize an unknown compound as an alkene, therefore, we must show that

it undergoes the reactions typical of the carbon-carbon double bond. Since there

are so many of these reactions, we might at first assume that this is an easy job.

But let us look at the problem more closely.

First of all, which of the many reactions of alkenes do we select? Addition

of hydrogen bromide, for example 9 Hydrogenation ? Let us imagine ourselves

in the laboratory, working with gases and liquids and solids, with flasks and test

tubes and bottles.

We could pass dry hydrogen bromide from a tank through a test tube of an

unknown liquid. But what would we see? How could we tell whether or not a

reaction takes place? A colorless gas bubbles through a colorless liquid; a difierent

colorless liquid may or may not be formed.

We could attempt to hydrogenate the unknown compound. Here, we might

say, we could certainly tell whether or not reaction takes place: a drop in the

hydrogen pressure would show us that addition had occurred. This is true, and

hydrogenalion can be a useful analytical tool. But a catalyst must be prepared,
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and a fairly elaborate piece of apparatus must be used ; the whole operation might
take hours.

Whenever possible, we select for a characteritation test a reaction that is

rapidly and conveniently carried out, and that gives rise to an easily observed change.

We select a test that requires a few minutes and a few test tubes, a test in which

a color appears or disappears, or bubbles of gas are evolved, or a precipitate forms

or dissolves.

Experience has shown that an alkene is best characterized, then, by its property
of decolorizing both a solution of bromine in carbon tetrachloride (Sec. 6.5) and

a cold, dilute, neutral permanganate solution (the Baeyer test. Sec. 6.20). Both

tests are easily carried out; in one, a red color disappears, and in the other, a purple
color disappears and is replaced by brown manganese dioxide.

X
O=C

X
+ Br2/CCl4 > -C-C-

' x U
Alkenc Red Colorless

C=C + MnO4
"

v MnO2 4- C C or other products

OH d>H

Alkene Purple Brown ppt. Colorless

Granting that we have selected the best tests for the characterization ofalkenes,

let us go on to another question. We add bromine in carbon tetrachloride to an

unknown organic compound, let us say, and the red color disappears. What
does this tell us? Only that our unknown is a compound that reacts with bromine.

It may be an alkene. But it is not enough merely to know that a particular kind

ofcompound reacts with a given reagent; we must also know what other kinds of

compounds also react with the reagent. In this case, the unknown may equally

well be an alkyne. (It may also be any of a number of compounds that undergo

rapid substitution by bromine; in that case, however, hydrogen bromide would be

evolved and could be detected by the cloud it forms when we blow our breath over

the test tube.)

In the same way, decolorization of permanganate does not prove that a com-

pound is an alkene, but only that it contains some functional group that can be

oxidized by permanganate. The Compound may be an atttene; but it may instead

be a& atkyne, an aldehyde, or any of a number of easily oxidized compounds.
It may even be acompound that is contaminated with an Impurity that fa oxidised;

alcohols, for example, are not oxidized under tlrtse conditions, but often contain

impurities that ore. We can usually rule out this by making sure that more than a

drop or two of the reagent is decolorized*

By itself, a single characterization test seldom proves that an unknown is

one particular kind of compound. It may limit tte number of possibilities, so

that a final decision can then be made on tbe ba*m of ad4itloaal tests. Of, con-

versely, ifcertain possibilities have already been eHmto*trf, a tingle tort may ponnk
a final choice to be made. Thus, the bromine or pwmaganate test would to

sufficient to differentiate an alkene from an alkane, ot an aJfcene from an alky!

halide, or an alkene from an alcohol.
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The tests most used in characterizing alkenes, then, are the following: (a) rapid

decolorization of bromine in carbon tetrachloride without evolution of HBr,
a test also given by alkynes; (b) decolorization of cold, dilute, neutral, aqueous

permanganate solution (the Baeyer test), a test also given by alkynes and aldehydes.

Also helpful is the solubility of alkenes in cold concentrated sulfuric acid, a test

also given by a great many other compounds, including all those containing oxygen

(they form soluble oxonium salts) and compounds that are readily sulfonated

(Sees. 12.11 and 17.8). Alkanes or alkyl halides are not soluble in cold concen-

trated sulfuric acid.

Of the compounds we have dealt with so far, alcohols also dissolve in sulfuric

acid. Alcohols can be distinguished from alkenes, however, by the fact that

alcohols give a negative test with bromine in carbon tetrachloride and a negative

Baeyer test so long as we are not misled by impurities. Primary and secondary

alcohols ore oxidized by chromic anhydride, CrO3 , in aqueous sulfuric acid:

within two seconds, the clear orange solution turns blue-green and becomes

opaque.
ROH -I- HCrO4

- > Opaque, blue-green

1 or 2 Clear,

orange

Tertiary alcohols do not give this test; nor do alkenes.

Problem 6.19 Describe simple chemical tests (if any) that would distinguish j
between: (a) an alkene and an alkane; (b) an alkene and an alkyl halide; (c) an alkenc

"

and a secondary alcohol; (d) an alkene, an alkane, an alkyl halide, and a secondary
alcohol. Tell exactly what you would do and see.

Problem 6.20 Assuming the choice to be limited to alkane, alkene, alkyl halide,

secondary alcohol, and tertiary alcohol, characterize compounds A, B, C, D, and E
on the basis of the following information:

KMn04 CrO3

Once characterized as an alkene, an unknown may then be identified as a

previously reported alkene on the basts of its physical properties, including its

infrared spectrum and molecular weight. Proof of structure of a new compound
is best accomplished by degradation: cleavage by ozone or permanganate, followed

by identification of the fragments formed (Sec. 6.29).

(Spectroscopic analysis of alkenes will be discussed in Sees. 13.15-13.16.)

PROBLEMS
1. Draw a structural formula and give (when you can) an alternative name for:

(a) ethylene bromide (e) propylene glycol

(b) ethyl bromide (f) propylene bromohydrin
(c) bromoe^hylene (g) vinyl bromide

(d) ethylene glycol (h) ally! chloride
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2. Give structures and names of the products (if any) expected from reaction of

isobutytene with:

(a) H2 , Ni (g) HI (m) H2SO4 ( C8H16)

(b) C12 (h) HI (peroxides) (n) isobutane + HP
(c) Br2 (i) H2SO4 (o) cold alkaline KMnO4

(d) I2 (j) H20, H+ (p) hot KMn04

(e) HBr (k) Br2 , H2O (q) HCO2OH
(0 HBr (peroxides) (I) Br2 + NaCI(aq) (r) O3 ; then Zn, H2O

3. Which alkene of each pair would you expect to be more reactive toward addition

ofH2SO4 ?

(a) ethylene or propylene (e) vinyl chloride or 1,2-dichloroethene

(b) ethylene or vinyl bromide (f) 1-pentene or 2-methyM-butene
(c) propylene or 2-butene (g) ethylene or CH2=CHCOOH
(d) 2-butene or isobutylene (h) propylene or 3,3,3-trifluoropropene

4. Give structures and names of the principal products expected from addition of

HI to:

(a) 2-butene (e) 3-methyl-l-butene (2 products)

(b) 2-pentene (f) vinyl bromide

(c) 2-methyl-l-butene (g) 2,3-dimethyI-l-butene

(d) 2-methyl-2-butene . (h) 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-pentene

5. Draw the structure of 6-methyl-2-heptene. Label each set of hydrogen atoms to

show their relative reactivities toward chlorine atoms, using (1) for the most reactive,

(2) for the next, etc.

6. Account for the fact that addition of CBrCl 3 in the presence of peroxides takes

place faster to 2-ethyl-l-hexene than to 1-octene.

7. In methyl alcohol solution (CH 3OH), bromine adds to ethylene to yield not only

ethylene bromide but also Br CH2CH2 OCH3 . How can you account for this? Write

equations for all steps.

8. As an alternative to the one-step 1,2-hydride shift described in Sec. 5.22, one might
instead propose in view of the reactions we have studied in this chapter that carbonium
ions rearrange by a two-step mechanism, involving the intermediate formation of an

alkene:

=c- + H+ > -c-c-

When (by a reaction we have not yet taken up) the isobutyl cation was generated
in D 2O containing D 3O+, there was obtained /er/-butyl alcohol containing no deuterium

attached to carbon. How does this experiment permit one to rule out the two-step

mechanism?

9. In Sec. 6.17 a mechanism was presented for free-radical addition of hydrogen
bromide. Equally consistent with the evidence given there is the following alternative

mechanism:

(2a) Rad- + HBr > Rad-Br + H-

1 . i I

(3a) H- + -0=C > -C-C-
H
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i I

(4a) C-C- + HBr
II i I~ ~ ~ CC- -L- H

H H ir

then (3a), (4a), (3a), (4a), etc.

(a) In steps (2a) and (4a) an alkyl radical abstracts bromine instead of hydrogen
from hydrogen bromide. On the basis of bond dissociation energies (Table 1.2, p. 21),

is this mechanism more or less likely than (2) -(4) on p. 203? Explain.

(b) The esr study (p. 204) showed that the intermediate free radical from a given
alkene is the same whether HBr or DBr (deuterium bromide) is being added to the dodble

bond. Explain how this evidence permits a definite choice between mechanism (2a)-(4a)

and mechanism (2) -(4).

10. (a) Write all steps in the free-radical addition of HBr to propylene. (b) Write

all steps that would be involved in the free-radical addition of HC1 to propylene.

(c) List A// for each reaction in (a) and (b). Assume the following bond dissociation

energies: * bond, 68 kcal; 1 R Br, 69 kcal; 1 R Cl, 82 kcal; 2 R-H, 95 kcal.

(d) Suggest a possible reason why the peroxide effect is observed for Hflr but not for

HC1.

11. When isobutylene and chlorine are allowed to react in the dark at in the ab-

sence of peroxides, the principal product is not the addition product but methallyl
chloride (3-chloro-2-methyl-l-propene). Bubbling oxygen through the reaction mixture

produces no change.
This reaction was carried out with labeled isobutylene (l-

14
C-2-methyl-l-propene,

(CH 3)2G-=
14CH 2), and the methallyl chloride contained was collected, purified, and sub-

jected to ozonolysis. Formaldehyde (H 2C=O) and chloroacetone (C1CH 2COCH 3) were

obtained; all (97% or more) of the radioactivity was present in the chloroacetone.

(a) Give the structure, including the position of the isotopic label, of the methallyl
chloride obtained, (b) Judging from the evidence, is the reaction ionic or free radical?

(c) Using only steps with which you are already familiar, outline a mechanism that

accounts for the formation of this product, (d) Can you suggest one reason why isobutyl-

ene is more prone than 1- or 2-butene to undergo this particular reaction? (e) Under
similar conditions, and in the presence of oxygen, 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene yields mostly
the addition product, but also a small yield of 4-chloro-2,3-dimethyl-l-bufene. In light

of your answer to (c) how do you account for the formation of this minor product?

12. How do you account for the following facts: formic acid, HCOOH, contains

one carbon -oxygen bond of 1.36 A and another of 1.23 A, yet sodium formate, HCOO~
Na +

, contains two equal carbon-oxygen bonds, each of 1.27 A. (Check your answer
in Sec. 18.13.)

H-/"
\>H

Formic acid

13. (a) When 1-octene is allowed to react with N-bromosuccinimide, there is

obtained not only 3-bromo- 1-octene but also l-bromo-2-octene. How can you account

for this? (b) Propylene, CH 3CH- 14CH 2 , labeled with carbon-14 (a radioactive isotope)
is converted into allyl bromide by free-radical bromination. What would you predict

about the position of the tagged atom (
14C) in the product?

14. Give the structure of the alkene that yields on ozonolysis:

(a) CH 3CH 2CH 2CHO and HCHO
(b) CH 3-CH-~CHO and CH 3CHO*

CH 3

(c) OnlyCH, CO-CH 3

(d) CH 3CHO and HCHO and OHC CH 2-CHO
(e) What would each of these alkenes yield upon cleavage by KMnO4 ?
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15. Describe simple chemical tests that would distinguish between:

(a) 2-chloropentane and //-heptane (d) allyl bromide and 1-hexene

(b) 2-hexene and tert-butyl bromide (e) sec-butyl alcohol and //-heptane

(c) isobutane and isobutylene (f ) 1-octene and //-pentyl alcohol

(g) /m-pentyl alcohol and 2,2-dimethylhexane

(h) //-propyl alcohol and allyl alcohol (CH2^CHCH2OH)

Tell exactly what you would do and see. (Qualitative elemental analysis is a simple

chemical test; degradation is not.)

16. A hydrocarbon, A, adds one mole of hydrogen in the presence of a platinum

catalyst to form //-hexane. When A is oxidi/ed vigorously with KMnO 4 , e single car-

boxylic acid, containing three carbon atoms, is isolated. Give the structure and name of A.

Show your reasoning, including equations for all reactions.

17. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds, using only the organic source given, plus any necessary solvents and inorganic

reagents. (See general instructions about synthesis below.)

(a) ethylene from ethane

(b) propylene from propane
(c) ethyl iodide from ethane

(d) 2-bromopropane from propane (Note: simple monobromination of propane yields,

of course, a mixture of 1 -bromopropane and 2-bromopropane, and is therefore not

satisfactory for this synthesis. The mixture might, however, be used as an inter-

mediate.)

(e) 1,2-dibromopropane from propane

(f) 1,2-dibromobutane from 1 -bromobutane

(g) 2-iodobutane from 1-chlorobutane

(h) 2-methylpentane from propylene

(i) 3-methylheptane from //-butyl bromide

(j) l,2-dibromo~2-methylpropane from isobutane

(k) 2-iodobutane from //-butyl alcohol

(1) //-propyl bromide from isopropyl bromide

(m) propylene chlorohydrin from //-propyl iodide

(n) isohexane from (CH 3)2C(OH)CH2CH2GH 3

(o) 2,2-dimethylbutane from 3-chloro-2,2-dimethylbutane

About Synthesis

Each synthesis should be the one that gives a reasonably pure product in

reasonably good yield.

It is not necessary to complete and balance each equation. Simply draw
the structure of the organic compounds, and write on the arrow the necessary

reagents and any critical conditions. For example:

CH 3CH 2OH Jill!!!!!* CH 2-CH2

"2>NS CH3CH 3

At this stage you may be asked to make a particular compound by a method

that would never actually be used for that compound: for example, the synthesis

of ethane just above. But if you can work out a way to make ethane from ethyl

alcohol, then, when the need anses, you will also know how to make a compli-

cated alkane from a complicated alcohol, and, in fact, how to replace an OH
group by H in just about any compound you encounter. Furthermore, you
will have gained practice in putting together what you have learned about several

different kinds of compounds.
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Stereochemistry II.

Preparation and Reactions

of Stereoisomers

7.1 Stereoisomerism

Stereoisomers, we have learned, are isomers that differ only in the way their

atoms are oriented in space, ^o far, our study has been limited to finding out what

the various kinds of stereoibomers are, how to predict their existence, how to name

them, and, in a general way, how their properties compare.
In Chap. 4, we learned th.it Stereoisomers exist of the kind called enantio-

mers (mirror-image isomer.^, that they can be optically active, and that both their

existence and their optical activity are the result of the chirality of certain mole-

cules, that is, of the non supeninposability of such molecules on their mirror

images. We learned how to predict, from a simple examination of molecular struc-

ture, whether or not a particular compound can display this kind of isomerism.

We learned how to specify the configuration of a particular enantiomer by use of

the letters R and S.

~ We learned about diasterearners*. Stereoisomers that are'waf mirror images.

Some of these (Sees. 4.17 and 4.18) were of the kind that contained more than one

chiral center. Others (Sec. 5.6) were the kind, geometric isomers, that owe their

existence to hindered rotation about double bonds.

In Sees. 4.20 and 5.6, we learned that Stereoisomers can be classified not only

as to whether or not they are mirror images, but also and quite independently

of the other classification as to how they are interconverted. Altogether, we have:

(a) configuration^ isomers, interconverted by inversion (turning-inside-out) at a

chiral center; (b) geometric isomers, interconverted in principle by rotation

about a double bond ; and (c) conformational isomers, interconverted by rotations

about single bonds.

The operation required rotation is the same for interconversion of geo-

metric and conformational isomers, and it has been suggested that they be called

collectively rotational(or torsional) isomers. Geometric isomers are thus double-bond

rotational isomers, and conformational isomers are single-bond rotational isomers.

215
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On the other hand, from the very practical standpoint of isolability, geometric

isomers are more akin to configurational isomers: interconversion requires bond

breaking a IT bond in the case of geometric isomers and hence is always a diffi-

cult process. Conformational isomers are interconverted by the (usually) easy

process of rotation about single bonds.

For convenience, we laid down (Sec. 4.20) the following "ground rule" for

discussions and problems in this book: unless specifically indicated otherwise,

the terms
"
stereoisomcrs"

"
enantiomers" and

"
diastereomers" will refer only to

configurational isomers, including geometric isomers, and will exclude conforma-

tional isomers. The latter will be referred to as "conformational isomers," "'con-

formers,"
"
conformational enantiomers," and "conformational diastereomers."

7.2 Reactions involving stereoisomers

Now let us go on from the existence of stereoisomers, and look at their ///-

voli-ement in chemical reactions: reactions in which stereoisomers are formed,

and reactions in which stereoisomers are consumed', reactions in which the reagent

is of the ordinary (i.e., optically inactive) kind.and those in which the reagent is

optically active.

We shall take up:

(a) the conversion of an achiral molecule into a chiral molecule, with the

generation of a chiral center;

(b) reactions of chiral molecules in which bonds to the chiral center are not

broken, and see how such reactions can be used to relate the configuration of one

compound to that of another;

(c) reactions of the kind in (b) in which a second chiral center is generated;

(d) reactions of chiral compounds with optically active reagents.

Then we shall examine the stereochemistry of several reactions we have al-

ready studied free-radical halogenation of alkanes, and electrophilic addition of

halogens to alkencs -and see how stereochemistry can be used to get information

about reaction mechanisms. In doing this, we shall take up:

(e) a reaction of a chiral compound in which a bond to a chiral center is

broken ;

(f) a reaction of an achiral compound in which two chiral centers are gener-

ated at the same time.

7.3 Generation of a chiral center. Synthesis and optical activity

One of the products of chlorination of /i-butane is the chiral compound,

sec-butyl chloride. It can exist as two enantiomers, I and II, which are specified

CH 3CH2CH 2CH3
c^ .heat or light

> CH3CH2_cH-CHj + w-Butyl chloride

/i-Butane 1.

Achiral
5^Butyl chloride

Chiral

(Sec. 4.16) as S and R, respectively.
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CH, CH3

Cl Cl-

C2H 5

1 II

S-( f )-jec-butyl chloride R-(
-

)-sec-butyl chloride

Each enantiomer should, of course, be optically active. Now, if we were to

put the sec-butyl chloride actually prepared by the chlorination of w-butane into

a polarimeter, would it rotate the plane of polarized light? The answer is no,

because prepared as described it would consist of the racemic modification. The

next question is: why is the racemic modification formed ?

In the first step of the reaction, a chlorine atom abstracts hydrogen to yield

hydrogen chloride and a sec-butyl free radical. The carbon that carries the odd

electron in the free radical is s/?
2
-hybridized (trigonal, Sec. 2.21), and hence a part

of the molecule \sflat, the trigonal carbon and the three atoms attached to it lying

in the same plane. In the second step, the free radical abstracts chlorine from a

chlorine molecule to yield sec-butyl chloride. But chlorine may become attached

to either face of the flat radical, and, depending upon which face, yield either of two

products: R or S (see Fig. 7.1). Since the chance of attachment to one face is

exactly the same as for attachment to the other face, the enantiomers are obtained

in exactly equal amounts. The product is the racemic modification.

Figure 7.1. Generation of a chiral

center. Chlorine becomes attached

to either face of flat free radical, via

(a) or (6), to give enantiomers, and
in equal amounts.

Enantiomers

Formed in equal amounts

If we were to apply the approach just illustrated to the synthesis of any

compound whatsoever and on the basis of any mechanism, correct or incorrect

we would arrive at the same conclusion: as long as neither the starting material nor

the reagent (nor the environment) is optically active, we should obtain an optically
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inactive product. At some stage of the reaction sequence, there will be two alter-

native paths, one of which yields one enantiomer and the other the opposite

enantiomer. The two paths will always be equivalent, and selection between them

random. The facts agree with these predictions. Synthesis of chiral compounds from

achiral reactants always yields the racemic modification. This is simply one aspect

of the more general rule: optically inactive reactants yield optically inactive pro-

Problem 7.1 Show in detail why racemic Mr-butyl chloride would be obtained

if: (a) the sec-butyl radical were not flat, but pyramidal; (b) chlorination did not in*

volve a free rar-butyl radical at all, but proceeded by a mechanism in which a chlorine

atom displaced a hydrogen atom, taking the position on the carbon atom formerly

occupied by that hydrogen.

To purify the sec-butyl chloride obtained by chlorination of w-butane, we

would carry out a fractional distillation. But since the enantiomeric sec-butyl

chlorides have exactly the same boiling point, they cannot be separated, and are

collected in the same distillation fraction. If recrystallization is attempted, there

can again be no separation since their solubilities in every (optically inactive)

solvent are identical. It is easy to see, then, that whenever a racemic modification

isformed in a reaction, we will isolate (by ordinary methods) a racemic modification.

If an ordinary chemical synthesis yields a racemic modification, and if this

cannot be separated by our usual methods of distillation, crystallization, etc., how
do we know that the product obtained is a racemic modification? It is optically

inactive; how do we know that it is actually made up of a mixture of two optically

active substances? The separation of enantiomers (called resolution) can be

accomplished by special methods; these involve the use of optically active reagents,

and will be discussed later (Sec. 7.9).

P*oMem 7.2 Isopentane is allowed to undergo free-radical chlorination, and the

reaction mixture is separated by careful fractional distillation, (a) How many frac-

tions of formula C5HnCl would you expect to collect? (b) Draw structural formulas,
stereochemical where pertinent, for the compounds making up each fraction. Specify
each enantiomer as R or S. (c) Which if any, of the fractions, as collected, would
show optical activity ? (d) Account in detailjust as was done in the preceding section

for the optical activity or inactivity of each fraction.

7.4 Reactions of chiral molecules. Bond breaking

Having made a chiral compound, sec-butyl chloride, let us see what happens
when it, in turn, undergoes free-radical chlorination. A number of isomeric di-

chlorobutanes are formed, corresponding to attack at various positions in the

molecule. (Problem: What are these isomers?)

CH3CHr-CH-CH3
cb ' hcat or light

> CH3CH2-CH-CH2C1 f other products

CI Cl

jrc-Butyl chloride 1 ,2-DichIorobutane

Let us take, say, (S^sec-butyl chloride (which, we saw in Sec. 7.3, happens to

rotate light to the right), and consider only the part of the reaction that yields

1,2-dichlorobutane. Let us make a model (I) of the starting molecule, using a
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single ball for C2H 5 but a separate ball for each atom in -CH 3 . Following the

familiar steps of the mechanism, we remove an H from CH3 and replace it

with a Cl. Since we break no bond to the chiral center in either step, the model

we arrive at necessarily has configuration II, in which the spatial arrangement

CH2CI

(R)-l,2-Dichlorobutane

about the chiral center is unchanged or, as we say, configuration is retained

with CH 2C1 now occupying the same relative position that was previously occu-

pied by CH 3 . It is an axiom of stereochemistry that molecules, too, behave in

just this way, and that a reaction that does not involve the breaking of a bond /< a

chiral center proceeds with retention of configuration about that chiral center.

(If a bond to a chiral center is broken in a reaction, we can make no geneul
statement about stereochemistry, except that configuration can be and more

than likely will be changed. As discussed in Sec. 7.10, just what happ. r.>

depends on the mechanism of the particular reaction.)

Problem 7.3 We carry out free-radical chlorination of (S)-jrer-butyl chloride,

and by fractional distillation isolate the various isomeric products, (a) Draw stereo-

chemical formulas of the 1,2-, 2,2-, and 1,3-dichlorobutanes obtained in this way.
Give each enantiomer its proper R or S specification, (b) Which of these fractions,

as isolated, \\ill be optically active, and which will be optically inactive?

Now, let us see how the axiom about bond breaking is applied in relating i ne

configuration of one chiral compound to that of another.

7.5 Reactions of chiral molecules. Relating configurations

We learned (Sec. 4.14) that the configuration of a particular enantiomer

can be determined directly by a special kind of x-ray diffraction, which was first

applied in 1949 by Bijvoet to ( -I )-tartaric acid. But the procedure is difficult and

time-consuming, and can be applied only to certain compounds. In spite of this

limitation, however, the configurations of hundreds of other compounds are

now known, since they had already been related by chemical methods to (+)-
tartaric acid. Most of these relationships were established by application of the

axiom given above; that is, the configurational relationship between two optically

active compounds can be determined by converting one into the other by reactions

that do not involve breaking oj a bond to a chiral center,

Let us take as an example (-)-2.-methyl-l-butanol (the enantiomer found in

fusel oil) and accept, for the moment, that it has configuration III, which we would

specify S. We treat this alcohol with hydrogen chloride >and obtain the alky I

chloride, l-chloro-2-methylbutane. Without knowing the mechanism of this

reaction, we can see that the carbon-oxygen bond is the one that is broken. No
bond to the chiral center is broken, and therefore configuration is retained, with
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occupying the same relative position in the product that was occupied

by CH2OH in the reactant. We put the chloride into a tube, place this tube in

a polarimeter, and find that the plane of polarized light is rotated to the right;

HCI
>

I
i

C2HS

III lv

S-(-)-2-Methyl-l-butanol S-(-h)-l-Chloro-2-methylbutanc

that is, the product is ( + )-l-chloro-2-methylbutane. Since ( )-2-methyl-l-butanol

has configuration III, (+ )-l-chloro-2-methylbutane must have configuration IV.

Or, we oxidize ( )-2-methyl-l-butanol with potassium permanganate, obtain

the acid 2-methylbutanoic acid, and find that this rotates light to the right. Again,

no bond to the chiral center is broken, and we assign configuration V to (4- )-2-

methylbutanoic acid.

II! y

(S)-(
-
)-2-Methyl-l-butanoI (S)-( + )-2-Methylbutanoic acid

We can nearly always tell whether or not a bond to a chiral center is broken by

simple inspection of the formulas of the reactant and product, as we have done in these

cases, and without a knowledge of the reaction mechanism. We must be aware of the

possibility, however, that a bond may break and re-form during the course of a reaction

without this being evident on the surface. This kind of thing does not happen at random,
but in certain specific situations which an organic chemist learns to recognize. Indeed,

stereochemistry plays a leading role in this learning process: one of the best ways to

detect hidden bond-breaking is so to design the experiment that if such breaking occurs,

it must involve a chiral center.

But how do we know in the first place that (-)-2-methyl-l-butanol has

configuration III? Its configuration was related in this same manner to that of

another compound, and that one to the configuration of still another, and so on,

going back ultimately to ( 4- )-tartaric acid and Bijvoet's x-ray analysis.

We say that the (-)-2-methyl-l-butanol, the (+)-chloride, and the (+)-acid

have similar (or the same) configurations. The enantiomers of these compounds,
the (+)-alcohol, (-)-chloride, and (-)-acid, form another set of compounds with

similar configurations. The (-)-alcohol and, for example, the (-)-chloride are

said to have opposite configurations. As we shall find, we are usually more inter-

ested in knowing whether two compounds have similar or opposite configurations

than in knowing what the actual configuration of either compound actually is.

That is to say, we are more interested in relative configurations than in absolute

configurations.
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In this set of compounds with similar configurations, we notice that two are

dextrorotatory and the third is levorotatory. The sign of rotation is important

as a means of keeping track of a particular isomer just as we might use boiling

point or refractive index to tell us whether we have cis- or /ra/w-2-butene, now

that their configurations have been assigned but the fact that two compounds

happen to have the same sign or opposite sign of rotation means little; they may or

may not have similar configurations.

The three compounds all happen to be specified as S, but this is simply because

CH 2C1 and COOH happen to have the same relative priority as CH 2OH.
If we were to replace the chlorine with deuterium (Problem: How could this be

done?), the product would be specified R, yet obviously it would have the same

configuration as the alcohol, halide, and acid. Indeed, looking back to sec-butyl

chloride and 1 ,2-dichlorobutane, we see that the similar configurations I and

II are specified differently, one S and the other R; here, a group ( CH 3) that

has a lower priority than ~C2H 5 is converted into a group ( CH 2C1) that has a

higher priority. We cannot tell whether two compounds have the same or opposite

configuration by simply looking at the letters used to specify their configurations;

we must work out and compare the absolute configurations indicated by those

letters.

Problem 7.4 Which of the following reactions could safely be used to relate con-

figurations?

(a) ( + )-C6H 5CH(OH)CH 3 + PBr 3
> C6H 5CHBrCH 3

(b) ( + )-CH,CH 2CHClCH 3 + C6H 6 + A1C1 3
> C6H 5CH(CH 3)CH2CH 3

(c) (-)-C6H 5CH(OC2H 5)CH 2OH + HBr > C6H 5CH(OC2H 5)CH 2Br

(d) (+>CH 3CH(OH)CH 2Br + NaCN > CH 3CH(OH)CH 2CN
(e) (40-CH 3CH,C-K)CH(CH 3)C2H 5 + OH~ > CHjCH.COCT

.^
x

+ CH 3CH 2CH'OHCH 3

(f) (-)-CH 3CH 2CHBrCH, + C2H 5O~Na h ^ C 2H 5 O CH(CH 3)CH 2CH 3

(g) ( + )-CH 3CH,CHOHCH 3
-^> CH 3CH 2CH(ONa)CH 3

-c^^->
C2H 5 -0 CH(CH 3)CH 2CH 3

Problem 7.5 What general conclusion must you draw from each of the follow-

ing observations? (a) After standing in an aqueous acidic solution, optically active

CH 3CH 2CHOHCH 3 is found to have lost its optical activity, (b) After standing in

solution with potassium iodide, optically active -C6HnCHlCH 3 is found to have
lost its optical activity, (c) Can you suggest experiments to test >our conclusions?

(See Sec. 3.29.)

7.6 Optical purity

Reactions in which bonds to chiral centers are not broken can be used to get

one more highly important kind of information: the specific rotations of optically

pure compounds. For example, the 2-methyl-l-butanol obtained from fusel oil

(which happens to have specific rotation -5.756) is optically pure like most

chiral compounds from biological sources that is, it consists entirely of the one

enantiomer, and contains none of its mirror image. When this material is treated

with hydrogen chloride, the l-chloro-2-methylbutane obtained is found to have

specific rotation of -f 1.64. Since no bond to the chiral center is broken, every
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molecule of alcohol with configuration III is converted into a molecule of chloride

with configuration IV; since the alcohol was optically pure, the chloride of specific

rotation -f 1.64 is also optically pure. Once this maximum rotation has been estab-

lished, anyone can determine the optical purity of a sample of l-chloro-2-methyl-

hutane in a few moments by simply measuring its specific rotation.

If a sample of the chloride has a rotation of +0.82, that is, 50% of the maxi-

mum, we say that it is 50% optically pure. We consider the components of the mix-

ture to be (+ )-isomer and ( )-isomer (not (+ )-isomer and (-)-isomer). (Problem:

What are the percentages of (-f)-isomer and (-)-isomer in this sample?)

Problem 7.6 Predict the specific rotation of the chloride obtained by treatment

with hydrogen chloride of 2-methyl-l-butanol of specific rotation -f 3.12.

7.7 Reactions of chiral molecules. Generation of a second chiral center

Let us return to the reaction we used as our example in Sec. 7.4, free-radical

chlorination of sec-butyl chloride, but this time focus our attention on one of the

other products, one in which a second chiral center is generated: 2,3-dichloro-

butane. This compound, we have seen (Sec. 4.18), exists as three slereoisomers,

tncA'o and a pair of enantiomers.

<:H3CH2 ~~CH-CH 3
H2JJL5LM ^ CH 3 -CHCH-CH 3 -h other products

I i
i

CI O Cl

c-But> 1 chloi I Jc 2,3-Dichlorobutane

Let us suppose that we take optically active .\vc-butyl chloride (the (S)-isomer,

s i^ , carry out the chlorination, and by fractional distillation scpuiate the 2,3-

dichlorobutanes from all the other products (the 1,2-isomer, 2,2-is>omer, etc.).

Which stereoisomers can we expect to have?

Figure 7.2 shows the course of reaction. Three important points are illustrated

Ahich apply in all cases where a second chiral center is generated. first 51 nee no

bonds to the original chiral center, C-2, are broken, its configuration u retained

,n all the products. Second, there are two possible configurations aooul U>< new

chirai center, C-3, and both of these appear; in this particular case, 'hey
resilt

from attacks (a) and (b) on opposite sides of the flat portion of the free radical,

giving the diastereomeric S,S and R,S (or meso) products. Third, the diastw-reo^eric

products will be formed in unequal amounts; in this case because attack (a\ and

attack (b) are not equally likely.

In Sec. 7.3 we saw that generation of the first chiral center in a compound

>ields equal amounts of enantiomers, that is, yields an optically inactive raccmic

modification. Now we see that generation of a new chiral center in a compound
'hit is already optically active yields an optically active product containing unequal

amounts of diastereomers.

Suppose (as is actually the case) that the products from (S)-.yeobui\ i chloride

>how an S:meso ratio of 29:71. What would we get from chlorination of (RJ-vtr-

'Mityl chloride? We would get (R,R-) and /wew-products, and the R,R:/m'st> ratio

w^uld be exactly 29:71. Whatever factor favors mew-product over (S,S)-produ:t

vill favor meyo-product over (R,R)~product, and to exactly the same extent.
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H
C H,

Figure 7.2. Generation of a second

chiral center. Configuration at ori-

ginal chiral center unchanged. .

Chlorine becomes attached via (a) or
7 \

(b) to give diastereomers, and in un- / \
equal amounts.

(SrS>

Diastereomers

Formed in unequal amounts

Finally, what can we expect to get from optically inactive, racertiic see-butyl

chloride? The (S)-isomer that is present would yield (S,S> and /new-products in

the ratio of 29:71 ; the (R>isomer would yield (R,R)- and weso-products, and in

the ratio of29:71. Since there are exactly equal quantities of(S> and (R)-reactants,

the two sets of products would exactly balance each other, and we would obtain

products rn the ratio of 29:7K Optically inactive reactants yield

opticaUy inactive
products.

One point i^c^rilrei further discussion. Why an? the diastereomerte products

formed in unequal amounts? It is because the itttertnediate 3-chloro~2-butyl

radical in Fig, 7.2 already contains a chiral center. The free radical is chiral. and

lacks the symmetry that is necessary for atUttfc at the two faces to be equally

likely. (Make a model of the radical and assure yourself that this is so.)

Ill the following section, tWs point is discussed in more detail

To understand better how formation of diastcreomers differs from forma-

tion of enaatioiners, let us contrast the reaction of the chiral 3-chlorc-2-buty!

radical shown in Fig, 7.2 with the reaction of the achiral sec-butyl radical.
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In Sec. 7.3, we said that attachment of chlorine to either face of the sec-

butyl radical is equally likely. This is in effect true, but deserves closer examina-

tion. Consider any conformation of the free radical: I, for example. It is clear

that attack by chlorine from the top of I and attack from the bottom are not

sec-Butyl radical

Achiral

equally likely. But a rotation of 180 about the single bond converts 1 into II;

these are two conformations of the same free radical, and are, of course, in equili-

brium with each other. They are mirror images, and hence of equal energy and

equal abundance; any preferred attack from, say, the bottom of I to give the

(R)-product will be exactly counterbalanced by attack from the bottom of 11 to

give the (S)-product.

The "randomness of attack" that yields the racemic modification from

achiral reactants is not necessarily due to the symmetry of any individual icactant

molecule, but rather to the random distribution of such molecules between mirror-

image conformations (or to random selection between mirror-image transition

states).

Now, let us turn to reaction of the chiral 3-chloro-2-butyl radical (Fig. 7.2).

Here, the free radical we are concerned with already contains a chiral center,

about which it has the (S)-configuration ; attack is not random on such a radical

because mirror-image conformations are not present they could only come from

(R) free radicals, and there are none of those radicals present.

Preferred attack from, say, the bottom of conformation III a likely prefer-

ence since this would keep the two chlorine atoms as far apart as possible in the

transition state would yield /w^o-2,3-dichlorobutane. A rotation of 180 about

the single bond would convert III into IV. Attack from the bottom of IV would

H <>

HI IV

3-Chloro2-butyl radical

Chiral

yield the (S,S)-isomer. But III and IV are not mirror images, are not of equal

energy, and are not of equal abundance. In particular, because of lesser crowding
between the methyl groups, we would expect HI to be more stable and hence

more abundant than IV, and the meso product to predominate over the (S,S)-

isomer (as it actually does).
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We might have made a different guess about the preferred direction of attack,

and even a different estimate about relative stabilities of conformations, but we
would still arrive at the same basic conclusion: extept by sheer coincidence, the

two diastereomers would not be formed in equal amounts.

In this discussion, we have assumed that the relative rates of competing reactions

depend on relative populations of the conformations of the reactants. This assumption
is correct here, if, as seems likely, reaction of the free radicals with chlorine is easier and
faster than the rotation that intc .'converts conformations.

If, on the other hand, reaction with chlorine were a relatively difficult reaction and
much slower than interconversion of conformations, then relative rates would be deter-

mined by relative stabilities of the transition states. We would still draw the same general

conclusions. In the reaction of the achiral sec-butyl radical, the transition states are

mirror images and therefore of the same stability, and the rates of formation of the two

products would be exactly the same. In the reaction of the chiral 3-chloro-2-butyl radical,

the transition states are not mirror-images and therefore not of the same stability, and
rates of formation of the two products would be different. (n the latter case, we would
even make the same prediction, that the meso product would predominate, since the same

relationship between methyl groups that would make conformation III more stable would
also make the transition state resembling conformation III more stable.)

Problem 7.7 Answer the following questions about the formation of 2,3-dichloro-
butane from (R)-.w-butyl chloride, (a) Draw conformations (V and VI) of the inter-

mediate radicals that correspond to III and IV above, (b) What is the relationship be-

tween V and VI? (c) How will the V:V1 ratio compare with the III: IV ratio?

(d) Assuming the same preferred direction of attack by chlorine as on III and IV,

which stereoisomeric product would be formed from V? From VI? (e) Which

product would you expect to predominate? (f) In view of the ratio of products

actually obtained from (S)-s?c-butyl chloride, what ratio of products must be obtained

from (R)-^c-butyl chloride?

Problem 7.8 Each of the following reactions is carried out, and the products
are separated by careful fractional distillation or recrystallization. For each reaction

tell how many fractions will be collected. Draw stereochemical formulas of the com-

pound or compounds making up each fraction, and give each its R/S specification.

Tell whether each fraction, as collected, will show optical activity or optical inactivity.

(a) monochlorination of (R)-sec-buty\ chloride at 300;
(b) monochlorination of racemic sec-butyl chloride at 300;
(c) monochlorination of racemic l-chloro-2-methyIbutane at 300;
(d) addition of bromine to (S)-3-bromo-l-butene.

7.9 Reactions of chiral molecules with optically active reagents. Resolution

So far in this chapter we have discussed the reactions of chiral compounds
only with optically inactive reagents. Now let us turn to reactions with optically

active reagents, and examine one of their most useful applications: resolution of a

racemic modification, that is, the separation of a racemic modification into enantio-

mers.

We know (Sec. 7.3) that when optically inactive reactants form a chiral

compound, the product is the racemic modification. We know that the enantio-

mers making up a racemic modification have identical physical properties (except

for direction of rotation of polarized light), and hence cannot be separated by
the usual methods of fractional distillation or fractional crystallization. Yet

throughout this book are frequent references to experiments carried out using
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optically active compounds like (+)-jeobutyl alcohol, ( )-2-bromooctane,

(-)-a-phenylethyl chloride, (H-)-a-phenylpropionamide. How are such optically

active compounds obtained?

Some optically active compounds are obtained from natural sources, since

living organisms usually produce only one enantiomer of a pair. Thus only

(-)-2-methyl-l-butanol is formed in the yeast fermentation of starches, and only

(+)-lactic acid, CHsCHOHCOOH, in the contraction of muscles; only (-)-

malic acid, HOOCCH2CHOHCOOH, is obtained from fruit juices, only (-)-

quinine from the bark of the cinchona tree. Indeed, we deal with optically active

substances to an extent that we may not realize. We eat optically active bread

and optically active meat, live in houses, wear clothes, and read books made of

optically active cellulose. The proteins that make up our muscles and other tissues,

the glycogen in our liver and in our blood, the enzymes and hormones that enable

us to grow, and that regulate our bodily processes all these are optically active.

Naturally occurring compounds are optically active because the enzymes that

bring about their formation and often the raw materials from which they are

made are themselves optically active. As to the origin of the optically active

enzymes, we can only speculate.

Amino acids, the units from which proteins are made, have been reported present

in meteorites, but in such tiny amounts that the speculation has been made that "what

appears to be the pitter-patter of heavenly feet is probably instead the print of an earthly

thumb." Part of the evidence that the ammo acids found in a meteorite by Cyril Pon-

namperuma (of NASA) are really extraterrestrial in origin is that they are optically in-

active not optically active as earthly contaminants from biological sources would be.

From these naturally occurring compounds, other optically active compounds
can be made. We have already seen, for example, how (~)-2-methyl-l-butanol

can be converted without loss of configuration into the corresponding chloride

or acid (Sec! 7.5); these optically active compounds can, in turn, be converted into

many others.

Most optically active compounds are obtained by the resolution of a racemic

modification, that is, by a separation of a racemic modification into enantiomers.

Most such resolutions are accomplished through the use of reagents that are them-

selves optically active; these reagents are generally obtained from natural sources.

The majority of resolutions that have been carried out depend upon the reaction

of organic bases with organic acids to yield salts. Let us suppose, for example,
that we have prepared the racemic acid, ()-HA. Now, there are isolated from

various plants very complicated bases called alkaloids (that is, alkali-like), among
which are cocaine, morphine, strychnine, and quinine. Most alkaloids are

produced by plants in only one of two possible enantiomeric forms, and hence

they are optically active. Let us take one of these optically active bases, say a

levorotatory one, ( )-B, and mix it with our racemic acid ()-HA. The acid is

present in two configurations, but the base is present in only one configuration;

there will result, therefore, crystals of two different salts, [(-)-BH
+

(H-)-A~]

What is the relationship between these two salts? They are not superimpos-

able, since the acid portions are not superimposable. They are not mirror images,

since the base portions are not mirror images. The salts are stereoisomers that are

not enantiomers, and therefore are diastercorners.
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H +

(4-)-HA

(-i-)-HA
K->'BH'

-! (-)-B >

[( )-BH

> (-)-HA : ( )-BH+

Enantiomers: A\lkaloid Diasiereomeis. Resolved Alkaloid
/// a tat cnuc bast1

\tyw/ <//>/<* enantiomerb as a \alt
modification

These diastereomeric salts have, of course, different physical properties,

including solubility in a given solvent. They can therefore be separated by frac-

tional crystallization. Once the two salts are separated, optically active acid can

be recovered from each salt by addition of strong mineral acid, which displaces

the weaker organic acid. If the salt has been carefully purified by repeated crystal-

lizations to remove all traces of its diastereomer, then the acid obtained from it is

optically pure. Among the alkaloids commonly used for this purpose are ( )-

brucine, ( )-quinine, ( )-strychnine, and ( + )-cinchonine.

Resolution of organic bases is carried out by reversing the process just de-

scribed : using naturally occurring optically active acids, ( )-malic acid, for example.

Resolution of alcohols, which we shall find to be of special importance in synthesis,

poses a special problem: since alcohols are neither appreciably basic nor acidic,

they cannot be resolved by direct formation of salts. Yet they can be resolved by
a rather ingenious adaptation of the method we have just described: one attaches

to them an acidic "handle," which permits the formation of salts, and then when it

is no longer needed can be removed.

Compounds other than organic bases, acids, or alcohols can also be resolved.

Although the particular chemistry may differ from the salt formation just described,

the principle remains the same: a racemic modification is converted by an optically

active reagent into a mixture of diastereomers which can then be separated.

7.10 Reactions of chiral molecules. Mechanism of free-radical chlorination

So far, we have discussed only reactions of chiral molecules in which bonds

to the chiral center are not broken. What is the stereochemistry of reactions in

which the bonds to the chiral center are broken? The answer is: it depends.

It depends on the mechanism of the reaction that is taking place; because of this,

stereochemistry can qften give us information about a reaction that we cannot

get in any other way.
For example, stereochemistry played an important part in establishing the

mechanism that was the basis of our entire discussion of the halogenation of

alkanes (Chap. 3). The chain-propagating steps of this mechanism are:

(2a) X- + RH > HX + R-

(3a) R- + X2 > RX + X-
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Until 1940 the existing evidence was just as consistent with the following alter-

native steps:

(2b) X- + RH > RX + H-

(3b) H- + X2 > HX + X

To differentiate between these alternative mechanisms, H. C. Brown, M. S.

Kharasch, and T. H. Chao, working at the University of Chicago, carried out the

photochemical halogenation of optically active S-(H-)-1-chloro-2-methylbutanc.

A number of isomeric products were, of course, formed, corresponding to attack

at various positions in the molecule. (Problem: What were these .products?)

They focused their attention on just one of these products: j,2-dichloro-2-mcthyl-

butane, resulting from substitution at the chiral center (C-2).

CH 3

CH 3CH2CHCH 2C1
h , light

CH 3

CH3CH 2CCH 2C1

(S)-(4-)-l-Chloro-2-methylbutane ()-l,2-Dich1oro-2-mcthylbutane

Optically active Optically inactive

They had planned the experiment on the following basis. The two mechanisms

differed as to whether or not a free alkyl radical is an intermediate. The most

likely structure for such a radical, they thought, was /to as, it turns out, it very

probably isand the radical would lose the original chirality. Attachment of

chlorine to either face would be equally likely, so that an optically inactive, racemic

product would be formed. That is to say, the reaction would take place wiffi

racemization (see Fig. 7.3).

/- ii \. Intermediate
3 C. 2H 5 )fc free radical

Chiralilv

lost

CHjd

S-( + )- 1 -Chloro-2-methylbutane

Optically actlre

-Cl

CH 2C1 CH2 CI

Racemic product

; Optically inactke

Figure 7.3. Racemization through free-radical formation. Chlorine be-

comes attached to either face of free radical, via (a) or (6), to give enantio-

mers, and in equal amounts.
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For the alternative mechanism, in which chlorine would become attached to

the molecule while the hydrogen was being displaced, they could make no pre-

diction, except that formation of an optically inactive product would be highly

unlikely: there was certainly no reason to expect that back-side attack (on the face

opposite the hydrogen) would take place to exactly the same extent as front-side

attack. (In ionic displacements, attack is generally back-side.)

By careful fractional distillation they separated the 1 ,2-dichloro-2-methyl-

butane from the reaction mixture, and found it to be optically inactive. From this

they concluded that the mechanism involving free alkyl radicals, (2a), (3a), is the

correct one. This mechanism is accepted without question today, and the work

of Brown, Kharasch, and Chao is frequently referred to as evidence of the stereo*

chemical behavior of free radicals, with the original significance of the work

exactly reversed.

We can begin to see how stereochemistry provides the organic chemist with

one of his most powerful tools for finding out what is going on in a chemical reac-

tion.

Problem 7.9 This work does not prove that free radicals are flat. Racemization
is consistent with what Bother structure for free radicals? Explain. (Hint: See Sec.

2.21.)

Problem 7.10 Altogether, the free-radical chlorination of (S)-(+M-chloro-

2-methylbutane gave six fractions of formula C5HioCl2 . Four fractions were found to

be optically active, and two fractions optically inactive. Draw structural formulas

for the compounds making up each fraction. Account in detail for optical activity

or inactivity in each case.

7.11 Stereoselective and stereospecific reactions* syn- and anti-Addition

As our second example of the application of stereochemistry to the study of

reaction mechanisms, let us take another familiar reaction: addition of halogens
to alkenes. In this section we shall look at the stereochemical facts and, in the next,

see how these facts can be interpreted.

Addition of bromine to 2-butene yields 2,3-dibromobutane. Two chiral cen-

ters are generated in the reaction, and the product, we know, can exist as a meso

compound and a pair of enantiomers.

CH 3CH=CHCH3 + Br2 > CH 3-CH CH-CH3

2-Butene ^ ^
2,3-Dibromobutane

The reactant, too, exists as diastereomers: a pair of geometric isomers. If

we start with, say, cwr

-2-butene, which of the stereoisomeric products do we

get? A mixture of all of them? No. cw-2-Butene yields only racemic 2,3-dibromo-

butane; none of the meso compound is obtained. A reaction that yields predomi-

nantly one stereoisomer (or one pair of enantiomers) of several diastereomeric

possibilities is called a Stereoselective reaction.

Now, suppose we start with f/my-2-butene. Does this, too, yield the racemic

dibromide? No. mm.?-2-Butene yields only /ner0-2,3-dibromobutane. A reaction in

which stereochemically different reactants give stereochemically different products

is called a stereospecific reaction.
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'
Addition of bromine to alkenes is both stereoselective and stereospecific. We

say it is completely stereoselective since, from a given alkene, we obtain only one

diastereomer (or one pair of enantiomers). We say it is stereospecific, since just

which stereoisomer we obtain depends upon which stereoisomeric alkene we start

with.

In the above definition, stereochemically different means, in practice, diastereo-

merically different. The term stereospecific is not applied to reactions, like those in Sees.

7.4 and 7.5, in which enantiomerically different reactants give enantiomerically different

products.
All stereospecific reactions are necessarily stereoselective, but the reverse is not

true. There are reactions from which one particular stereoisomer is the predominant

product regardless of the stereochemistry of the reactant; there are reactions in which

the reactant cannot exist as stereoisomers, but from which one particular stereoisomer is

the predominant product. Such reactions are stereoselective but not stereospecific.

To describe stereospecificity in addition reactions, the concepts of jyw-addition

and anti-addition are used. These terms are not the names of specific mechanisms.

They simply indicate the stereochemical facts: that the product obtained is the

one to be expected if the two portions of the reagent were to add to the same face

of the alkene (syri) or to opposite faces (anti).

Y-Z

5>7i-Addition

Addition of bromine to the 2-butenes involves a/M-addition. If we start

(Fig. 7.4) with cw-2-butene, we can attach the bromine atoms to opposite faces

of the alkene either as in (a) or in (b) and thus obtain the enantiomers. Since,

whatever the mechanism, (a) and (b) should be equally likely, we obtain the racemic

modification.

Starting with rraws-2-butene (Fig. 7.5), we can again attach the bromine atoms

to opposite faces of the alkene in two ways but, whichever way we choose, we ob-

tain the w<?S(?-dibrornide.

0////-Addition is the general rule for the reaction of bromine or chlorine with

simple alkenes. We i>hall encounter other examples of stereospecific additions,

both anti and \vn. We shall find that other reactions besides addition can be
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anfi-Addition

CH3

m-2-Butene

"7^"* .
H

H^/^-CH3 Br

CH 3

-Br

-H

Br CH3

I

CH 3

H

CH3

Br-

H-

-H

-Br
-CH3

CH3

II II

I and II are enantiomers

Racemic 2,3-dibromobutane

Figure 7.4. aw/i-Addition to cw-2-butene. Attachment as in (a) or (b)

equally likely: gives racemic modification.

anrAAddition

Br

H
r/.t-2-Butcne

CHj

Br

CH,

H-

H-

-Br

Br

CH3

CH Br

CH3

HI

Figure 7.5. anti-Addition to //<wy-2-butene. Attachment as in (c) or (d)
gives meso piuiiuct.
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stereospecific and also that some can be non-stereospecific. Whatever the stereo-

chemistry of a reaction, it must, of course, be accounted for by a satisfactory

mechanism.

Problem 7.11 On treatment with permanganate, c/s-2-butene yields a glycol of

m.p. 34, and /ra/w-2-butene yields a glycol of m.p. 19. Both glycols are optically

inactive. Handling as described in Sec. 7.9 converts the glycol of m.p. 19 (but not

the one of m.p. 32) into two optically active fractions of equal but opposite rota-

tion.

(a) What is the configuration of the glycol of m.p. 19? Of m.p. 32?
(b) Assuming these results are typical (they are), what is the stereochemistry of

hydroxylation with permanganate ?

(c) Treatment of the same alkenes with peroxy acids gives the opposite results:

the glycol of m.p. 19 from c/s-2-butene, and the glycol of m.p. 32 from trans-2-

butene. What is the stereochemistry of hydroxylation with peroxy acids?

7.12 Mechanism of halogen addition

We saw earlier (Sec. 6.13) that addition of halogens to alkenes is believed to

proceed by two steps : first, addition of a positive halogen ion to form an organic

-fcU
X

(2) -C-C -I- X- > -C C
| CD I I

X XX
cation; then combination of this cation with a negative halide ion. We saw some

of the facts that provide evidence for this mechanism.

In the last section, we learned another fact: halogens add to simple alkenes

with complete stereospecificity, and in the anti sense. Let us reexamine the mechan-

ism in the light of this stereochemistry, and focus our attention on the nature of

the intermediate cation. This intermediate we represented simply as the carbonium

ion. A part of a carbonium ion, we remember (Sec. 5.16), is flat: the carbon that

carries the positive charge is s/?
2
-hybridized, and this trigonal carbon and the

three atoms attached to it lie in the same plane.

Now, is the observed stereochemistry consistent with a mechanism involving

such an intermediate? Let us use addition of bromine to c/j-2-butene as an exam-

ple. A positive bromine ion is transferred to, say, the top face of the alkene to

(1) C=C + X-X > C C + X-
/ \

~~A "X
CH3 \ CH3

ci$-2-Butene Cation I (S,S)-2,3-Dibromobutane
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form the carbonium ion I. Then, a bromide ion attacks the bottom face of the

positively charged carbon to complete the anti addition; attack at this face is

preferred, we might say, because it permits the two bromines to be as far apart

as possible in the transition state. (We obtain the racemic product: the S,S-di~

bromide as shown, the R,R-dibromide through attachment of positive bromine

to the near end of the alkene molecule.)

But this picture of the reaction is not satisfactory, and for two reasons. First,

to account for the complete stereospecificity of addition, we must assume that

attack at the bottom face of the cation is not just preferred, but is the only line of

attack: conceivable, but especially in view of other reactions of carbonium ions

(Sec. 14.13) not likely. Then, even if we accept this exclusively bottom-side at-

tack, we are faced with a second problem. Rotation about the carbon-carbon

bond would convert cation I into cation II; bottom-side attack on cation II would

Br Br

Br

wev0-2,3-Dibromobutane

yield not the racemic dibromide but the meso dibromide in effect ^-addition,
and contrary to fact.

To accommodate the stereochemical facts, then, we would have to make two

assumptions about halogen addition: after the carbonium ion is formed, it is

attacked by bromide ion (a) before rotation about the single bond can occur, and

(b) exclusively from the side away from the halogen already in the cation. Neither

of these assumptions is very likely; together, they make the idea of a simple car-

bonium ion intermediate hard to accept.

In 1937, to account better for the observed stereochemistry, I. Roberts and

G. E. Kimball at Columbia University proposed the following mechanism. In

step (1) of the addition of bromine, for example, positive bromine attaches itself

(1)

(2)

Br-Br

A bromonium ion

not to just one of the doubly-bonded carbon atoms, but to both, forming a cyclig

bromonium ion. In step (2), bromide ion attacks this bromonium ion to yield the

dibromide.
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Now, how does the bromonium ion mechanism account for an//-addition?

Using models, let us first consider addition of bromine to m-2-butene (Fig, 7.6).

CH3

ro-2-Butene

IV and V are enantiomers

Racemic 2.3-dibromobutane

Figure 7.6. Addition of bromine to c/s-2-butene via cyclic bromonium
ion. Opposite-side attacks (a) and (b) equally likely, give enantiomers in

equal amounts.

In the first step, positive bromine becomes attached to either the top or bottom

face of the alkene. Let us see what we would get if bromine becomes attached to

the top face. When this happens, the carbon atoms of the double bond tend to

become tetrahedral, and the hydrogens and methyls are displaced downward.

The methyl groups are, however, still located across from each other, as they were

in the alkene. In this way, bromonium ion III is formed.

Now bromonium ion HI is attacked by bromide ion. A new carbon-bromine

bond is formed, and an old carbon-bromine bond is broken. This attack occurs on

the bottom face of III, so that the bond being formed is on the opposite of carbon

from the bond being broken. Attack can occur by path (a) to yield structure IV

or by path (b) to yield structure V. We recognize IV and V as enantiomers. Since

attack by either (a) or (b) is equally likely, the enantiomers are formed in equal

amounts, and thus we obtain the racemic modification. The same results are ob-

tained if positive bromine initially becomes attached to the bottom face of cfr-2-

butene. (Show with models that this is so.)

Next, let us carry through the same operation on trans-2-buiene (Fig. 7.7).

This time, bromonium ion VI is formed. Attack on it by path (c) yields VII,

attack by (d) yields VIII. If we simply rotate either VII or VIII about the carbon-

carbon bond, we readily recognize the symmetry of the compound. It is meso-

2,3-dibromo-butane; VII and VIII are identical. The same results are obtained if
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positive bromine is initially attached to the bottom face of //ms^-butene. (Show
with models that this is so.)

H

Br-Br
CH,

frwtf-2-Butene
Vf

H
Butene

trans-Bromorimm ion

.
VII and VIII are the same

/Mtw-2,3-Dibromobutane

Figure 7.7. Addition of bromine to /ra/tt-2-butene via cyclic bromonium
ion. Opposite-side attacks (c) and (<0 give same product.

Problem 7.12 (a) What is the relationship between the bromonium ions formed

by attachment of positive bromine to the top and bottom faces of /r<nw2-butene?

In what proportions are they formed? (b) Answer the same questions for cfc-2-butene.

(c) For mww-2-pentene. (d) For m-2-pentene.

Problem 7.13 (a) Predict the products of addition of bromine to fra/u-2-pentene.

Is attack by bromide ion by the two paths equally likely? Account for the fact that

inactive material is actually obtained, (b) Do the same for c/>2-pentcne.

The concept of a halonium ion solves both of the problems associated with

an open carbonium ion: a halogen bridge prevents rotation about the carbon-

carbon bond, and at the same time restricts bromide ion attack exclusively to the

opposite face of the cation. This opposite-side approach, we shall find (Sec. 14.10),

is typical of attack by bases (nucleophiles) on tetrahedral carbon.

That such cyclic intermediates can give rise to a/m-addition is demonstrated

by hydroxylation with peroxy acids (Problem 7.11, p. 242): there, analogous
intermediate* perfectly respectable compounds called epoxides (Chap. 17)

can actually be isolated and studied.

-v-
An cpoxide

Cyclic halonium ions were first proposed, then, simply as the most reason-

able explanation for the observed stereochemistry. Since that time, however,
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more positive evidence has been discovered. In 1967, Olah (p. 160) prepared cations

whose nmr spectra indicate that they are indeed cyclic halonium ions. For example:

liquid SO2

(CH 3 )2C~CHCH 3
+ SbF5 (CH 3 )2CCHCH 3 SbF6

~

i Br V
The idea of a bromonium or chloronium ion may appear strange to us, in

contrast to the already familiar oxonium and ammonium ions. The tendency for

halogen to share two pairs of electrons and acquire a positive charge, we might

say, should be weak because of the high electronegativity of halogens. But the

evidence here, and in other connections (Sec. 11.21 and Sec. 25.6) shows that

this tendency is appreciable. In halogen addition we are concerned with this ques-

tion: which is more stable, an open carbonium ion in which carbon has only a

sextet of electrons, or a halonium ion in which each atom (except hydrogen, of

course) has a complete octet ? It is not a matter of which atom, halogen or carbon,

can better accommodate a positive charge; it is a matter of completeness or in-

completeness of octets.

In halonium ion formation we see one more example of what underlies all

carbonium ion behavior: the need to get a pair of electrons to complete the octet

of the positively charged carbon.

There are exceptions to the rule of or/-addition of halogens, but exceptions that arc

quite understandable. If the alkene contains substituents that can strongly stabilize the

open carbonium ion as, for example, in a benzyl cation (Sec. 12.19) then addition

proceeds with little or no stereospecificity. Carbon is getting the electrons it needs, but

in a different way.

Problem 7.14 Olah treated compounds of the formula (CH 3)2CXCF(CH3)2

with SbF5 . He observed the formation of halonium ions when X=C1, Br, or I, but an

open carbonium ion when X=F. How do you account for the difference in behavior

of the difluoro compound? (Hint: See Sec. 1.15.)

PROBLEMS
1. Each of the following reactions is carried out* and the products are separated by

careful fractional distillation or recrystalfixation. For each reaction tell how many frac-

tions will be collected. Draw stereochemical formulas of the compound or compounds
making up each fraction, and give each its R/S specification. Tell whether each fraction,

as collected, will show optical activity or optical inactivity.

(a) /f-pentane + C12 (300) >C5HUC1;
(b) 1-chloropentane + C12 (300) > C5Hi Cl 2 ;

(c) (S)-2-chloropentane + C12 (300) >C5H 10CI2 ;

(d) (R)-2-chloro-2,3-dimethylpentane + C12 (300) ^C7H,4C12 ;

(e) m*^HOCH2CHOHCHOHCH2OH + HNO3 HOCH2CHOHCHOHCOQH;
(f) (R)-jec-butyl chloride + KOH (ale);

(g) (S)-3-chloro-l-butene -r HC1;
(h) racemic QHsCOCHOHQJHj + H2 , catalyst > C6H5CHOHCHOHC6H5 .

2. In Problem 7.1 1 we saw that hydroxylation with permanganate is syn, and hydroxy-
lation with peroxy acids is anti. Keeping in mind that reaction ofepoxides(Sec. 17. 12) is

acid-catalyzed, give a detailed mechanism for hydroxylation with peroxy acids. (Check

your answer in Sec. 1 7. 1 2.)
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3. Give the absolute configuration and R/S specification of compounds /v

(a) (R)-HOCH 2CHOHCH~--CH ? -f cold alkaline KMnO4 > A.(optically acti,

B (optically inactive);

(b) (S)-l-chloro-2-methylbutane 4- Li, then + Cul > C;

(c) C 4- (S)-l-chloro~2-methylbutane *D;
(d) (R,R)-HOCH 2CHOHCHOHCH 2OH -f HBr > E(HOCH :CHOHCHOHCH 2Br);

(e) (R)-3-methyl-2-ethyI-l-pentene -f H 2/Ni ^ F (optically active) 4- G (optically

inactive).

4. An excess of the racemic acid CH 3CHC1COOH is allowed to react with (S)-2-

methyM-butanol to form the ester, CH 3CHaC~OCH,CH(CH 3)CH 2CH 3 ,
and the rc-

II

O
action mixture is carefully distilled. Three fractions are obtained, each of which is opti-

cally active. Draw stcreochemical formulas of the compound or compounds, making
up each fraction.

5. Addition oi chlorine water to 2-butenc yields not only 2,3-dichlorobutane but

the chlorohydnn, 3-chloro-2-butanol. r/s-2*Butene gives only the threo chlorohydrin,
and rra/tf-2-bulenc gives only the erythro chlorohydrin. What is the stereochemistry of

chlorohydnn formation, and how do you account for it?

Cl-

H~
-H H
-OH H-

CH 3

-Cl

-OH

(.HI CH 3

and enanucmer and enantiomer

Thrto Ervthro

3-Chloro-2-butanol

6. (a) How do you account for the fact that when allyl bromide is treated with dilute

H :SO4 ,
there is obtained not only l-bromo-2-propanol, but also 2-bromo-l-propanol?

(b) In contrast, allyl chloride yields only one product, l-chloro-2-propanol. How do you
account for this difference between the chloride and the bromide?

7. (a) Alfred Hassncr (University of Colorado) has found iodine azide, IN 3 ,
to

add to terminal alkenes with the orientation shown, and with complete stereospecificity

RCH=CH 2 -f IN 3
> RCHCH.l

N 3

(anti) to the 2-butenes. Suggest a mechanism for this reaction.

(b) In polar solvents like nitromethane, BrN 3 adds with the same orientation and

stereospecificity as JNV In non-polar solvents like u-pentcne, however, orientation is

reversed, and addition is non-stercospecific. In solvents of intermediate polarity like

methylene chloride, mixtures of products are obtained; light or peroxides favor forma-

tion of RCHBrCH2N 3 ; oxygen favors' formation of RCH(N 3)CH2Br. Account in detail

for these observations.
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carbon-carbon double bond of ethylene (163 kcal) or the carbon-carbon single

bond of ethane (88 kcal), and therefore is shorter than either.

Again;
1 the quantum mechanical structure is verified by direct evidence.

Electron diffraction, \-ray diffraction, and spectroscopy show acetylene (Fig. 8.4)

*
Figure 8.4. Acetylene molecule:

shape and size.

180

to be a linear molecule. The CC distance is 1.21 A, as compared with 1.34 A
in ethylene and 1.53 A in ethane. As in the case of the double bond, the structure

of the triple bond is verifiedalthough this time in a negative way by the evidence

of isomer number. As we can readily see from models, the linearity of the bonding
should not permit geometric isomerisni; no such isomers have ever been found.

The CH distance in acetylene is 1.08 A, even shorter than in ethylene

(1.103 A); because of their greater s character, sp orbitals are smaller than sp
2

orbitals.and sp-hybridized carbon forms shorter bonds than A/?
2
-hybridized carbon.

The C H bond dissociation energy in acetylene is not known, but we would ex-

pect it to be even greater than in ethylene. Oddly enough, the same sp hybridization

that almost certainly makes cleavage of the CH bond to form free radicals

(homolysis) more difficult, makes cleavage to form ions (hetcrolysis) easier, as we

shall see (Sec. 8.10).

Homelysis:

HCr- C : H > HC- C- 4 H- one electron to

each fragment

Heterolysis:

HC- C:H * HC-i:C: -f H +
both electrons to

one fragment

Problem 8.1 Compare the electronic configurations of CO : , \\hich is a Iinc'ir

molecule (check your ansvscr to Problem 1.6, p. 25), and HiO, \\hich has a bond angle
of 105 .

8.3 Higher alkyncs. Nomenclature

Like the alkanes and alkenes, the alkynes form a homologous series, the

increment again being CH 2 .

The alkynes are named according to two systems. In one, they are considered

to be derived from acetylene by replacement of one or both hydrogen atoms by

alkyl groups.

H-C-C-C2H 5 CH 3 GsC-CH 3 CH3-O-C CH(CH3)2

Ethylacetylene Dimethylacetylene Methylisopropylacetylene

1-Butyne 2-Butyne 4-Methyl-2-pentyne

For more complicated alkynes the IUPAC names are used. The rules are

exactly the same as for the naming of alkenes, except that the ending -yne replaces

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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-ene. The parent structure is the longest continuous chain that contains the triple

bond, and the positions both of substituents and of the triple bond are indicated

by numbers. The triple bond is given the number of Ihe first triply-bonded carbon

encountered, starting from the end of the chain nearest the triple bond.

8.4 Physical properties of alkynes

Being compounds of low polarity, the alkynes have physical properties that

are essentially the same as those of the alkanes and alkenes. They are insoluble

in water but quite soluble in the usual organic solvents of low polarity: ligroin,

ether, benzene, carbon tetrachloride. They are less dense than water. Their boil-

ing points (Table 8.1) show the usual increase with increasing carbon number,

and the usual effects of chain-branching; they are very nearly the same as the

boiling points of alkanes or alkenes with the same carbon skeletons.

8.5 Industrial source of acetylene

The alkyne of chief industrial importance is the simplest member of the

family, acetylene. It can be prepared by the action of water on calcium carbide,

CaC2 , which itself is prepared by the reaction between calcium oxide and coke at

the very high temperatures of the electric furnace. The calcium oxide and coke

are in turn obtained from limestone and coal, respectively. Acetylene is thus

obtained by a few steps from three abundant, cheap raw materials: water, coal,

limestone.
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Coal-> coke

CaCz _^ H-C-C-H
Limestone-> CaO

An alternative synthesis, based on petroleum, is displacing the carbide process.

This involves the controlled, high-temperature partial oxidation of methane.

6CH4 + O2

1SOO
> 2HC-CH H- 2CO + 10H2

(The economic feasibility of this process is partly due to use of side-products:

carbon monoxide and hydrogen for production of alcohols, and some hydrogen
as fuel to maintain the oxidation temperature.)

Enormous quantities of acetylene are consumed each year. Dissolved under

pressure in acetone contained in tanks,- it is sold to be used as fuel for the oxyacet-

ylene torch. It is the organic starting material for the large-scale synthesis of

important organic compounds, including acetic acid and a number of unsaturated

compounds that are used to make plastics and synthetic rubber. Many of the

synthetic uses of acetylene have grown out of work done in Germany before and

during World War II by W. Reppe (at the I, G. Farbenindustrie). Aimed at

replacing petroleum (scarce in Germany) by the more abundant coal as the prim-

ary organic source, this work has revolutionized the industrial chemistry of acet-

ylene.

8.6 Preparation of alkynes

A carbon-carbon triple bond is formed in the same way as a double bond:

elimination of atoms or groups from two adjacent carbons. The groups eliminated

W X W X

-C-C- > -0=C- > -CsC-U
and the reagents used are essentially the same as in the preparations of alkenes.

PREPARATION OF ALKYNES

1. Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl dihalides. Discussed in Sec. 8.6.

r H H H H H
NaNH2 %-~C_C_-

^H(alO
> ^Q^^

Jci I

.Example:

CH3CH=CH2 22+ CH 3CH-CH2
KOH(alc)

> CH3CH=CHBr
NaNH

*> CH3(feCH
1 1 1-Bromo-l-propene Propyne
Jtsr oT

1 ,2-Dibromopropane

(Propylene bromide)
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2. Reaction of sodium acetylides with primary alkyl halides. Discussed in Sec. 8.12.

==C:-Na+ + RX > -C-C-R + NaX
metal (R must

be T)

Examples:

HC==C:-Na+ + CH 3CH2CH2CH 2Br > HC=CCH2CH2CH 2CH 3

Sodium acetylide /f-Butyl bromide 1-Hexyne

(w-Butylacetylene)

CH 3(CH 2)4OEEC:-Na+ + CH3(CH2)3CH2C1

Sodium n-pentylacetylide /i-Pentyl chloride 6-Dodecyne

3. Dehalogenation of tetrahalides. Discussed in Sec. 8.6.

X X

-C-C- + 2Zn > feC- + 2ZnX2

Example:
Br Br

CHy-C-CH -^> CH 3 C==CH

ir ir Propyne

Dehydrohalogenation of vicinal dihalides is particularly useful since the di-

halides themselves are readily obtained from the corresponding alkenes by addition

of halogen. This amounts to conversion by several steps of a double bond into

a triple bond.

Dehydrohalogenation can generally be carried out in two stages as shown.

A vinyl halide

Very unreactive

Carried through only the first stage, it is a valuable method for preparing un-

saturated halides. The halides thus obtained, with halogen attached directly to

doubly-bonded carbon, are called vinyl halides, and are very unreactive (Sec. 25.5).

Under mild conditions, therefore, dehydrohalogenation stops at the vinyl halide

stage; more vigorous conditions use of a stronger base are required for alkyne

formation.

Reaction of sodium acetylides with alkyl halides permits conversion of smaller

alkynes into larger ones. Practically, the reaction is limited to the use of primary
halides because of the great tendency for secondary and tertiary halides to undergo
a side reaction, elimination; this point will be discussed further (Sec. 8.12) after

we have learned something about the nature of acetylides.

Dehalogenation of tetrahalides is severely limited by the fact that these halides

are themselves generally prepared from the alkynes. As is the case with the double
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bond and a dihalide, the triple bond may be protected by conversion into a tetra-

halide with subsequent regeneration of the triple bond by treatment with zinc.

8.7 Reactions of alkynes

Just as alkene chemistry is the chemistry of the carbon-carbon double bond,

so alkyne chemistry is the chemistry of the carbon-carbon triple bond. Like

aikenes, alkynes undergo electrophilic addition, and for the same reason: avail-

ability of the loosely held n electrons. For reasons that are not understood, the

carbon-carbon triple bond is less reactive than the carbon-carbon double bond

toward electrophilic reagents.

Reasonably enough, the triple bond is more reactive than the double bond

toward reagents that are themselves electron-rich. Thus alkynes undergo a set

of reactions, nucleophilic addition, that are virtually unknown for simple aikenes.

Although time does not permit us to go into these particular reactions here, we

shall take up nucleophilic addition later in connection with other kinds of com-

pounds (Chaps. 19 and 27).

Besides addition, alkynes undergo certain reactions that are due to the acidity

of a hydrogen atom held by triply-bonded carbon.

REACTIONS OF ALKYNES

Addition Reactions

Y Z
-~C=C- + YZ * -C=C

1. Addition of hydrogen. Discussed in Sec. 8.9.

H H

-G==C- 252 -C-C-
Alkyne ^ ^

Alkane

H
NaorU

'
NH

>
XC=C Trans

HI ^ ^-rs
Cjs

Pd or Ni-B (P-2) /
H

Examples:

,,
^l-NL

2-Butyne /i-Butane
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3-Hexyne

H2. Ni-B (P-2) ^

C2H5

X
H

fjww-3-Hexene

Chiefproduct

H H
r/5-3-Hexene

9*-99% pure

2. Addition of halogens. Discussed in Sec. 8.8.

X X

_C~C- -^ -C=C ^> -C-O- X2
= C12 , Br2

XX XX
Example:

Br Br

Br2 Br2
I I

/"if /~* /"'LJ
n'2 ^ /^Uf /" /^LI Pr2 /"'U /^ /^Uf

1^05^=1^11 > \sFls L^=Crl > 1^03 C Uri

Br Br Br Br

3. Addition of hydrogen halides. Discussed in Sec. 8.8.

H X

-U-_C=E=C > -C=C _c-C- HX = HC1, HBr, HI

H X H(X)X
1

H(X)
J-

I

I

CH3C==CH > CH3C=CH2 > CH3 C CH3

Cl Ci

4. Addition of water. Hydration. Discussed in Sec. 8.13.

H

H
H2SO" H'SOS H-i-C-H

Acetaldehyde

H H

CH3-c==c--H 4- H2o
H2S 4>H8S0s H

Acetone
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Reactions as Acids

-OEC-H + base > -C=C.-

5. Formation of heavy metal acetylides. Discussed in Sec. 8.11.

-C==C-H + M+ > -C==C-M + H +

Examples:

H-C-C-H + 2Ag
+ ^^ Ag-G=C--Ag + 2H+

Silver acetylide Identification

of terminal
CH 3feC-H + Cu(NH 3)2

+ -> CH3C==C-Cu + NH4
+ + NH 3

Cuprous
methylacetylide

6. Formation of alkali metal acetylides. Discussed in Sec. 8.10.

Examples:

H-feC-H + Na HqNH3

Sodium acetylide

CH 3-CHC=C H + NaNH2

ether
> CH 3-CH-C=CrNa + + NH 3

CH3 CH 3

Sodium isopropylacetylide

8.8 Addition reactions of alkynes

Addition of hydrogen, halogens, and hydrogen halides to alkynes is very

much like addition' to alkenes, except that here two molecules of reagent can be

consumed for each triple bond. As shown, it is generally possible, by proper

selection of conditions, to limit reaction to the first stage of addition, formation of

alkenes. In some cases at least, this is made simpler because of the way that the

atoms introduced in the first stage affect the second stage.

Problem 8.2 (a) Write the equation for the two-stage addition of bromine to

2-butyne. (b) How will the first two bromine atoms affect the reactivity of the double

bond? (c) How will this influence the competition for halogen between 2-butyne and

2,3-dibromo-2-butene? (d) In what proportions would you mix the reagents to help
limit reaction to the first stage? (e) Would you bubble 2-butyne into a solution of Br2

in CC1 4 , or drip the bromine solution into a solution of 2-butyne?

8.9 Reduction to alkenes

Reduction of an alkyne to the double-bond stage can unless the triple bond

is* at the end of a chain yield either a os-alkene or a f/ms-alkene. Just which

isomer predominates depends upon the choice of reducing agent.

Predominantly fraws-alkene is obtained by reduction of alkynes with sodium

or lithium in liquid ammonia. Almost entirely os-alkene (as high as 98%) is

obtained by hydrogenation of alkynes with several different catalysts : a specially
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prepared palladium called Lindlar's catalyst \ or a nickel boride called P-2 catalyst

reported by H. C. Brown (see p. 507) and his son, C. A. Brown.

><
v/

Pd/C or Ni-B

H H
Cis

Each of these reactions is, then, highly stereoselective. The stereoselectivity

in the r/s-reduction of alkynes is attributed, in a general way, to the attachment of

two hydrogens to the same side of an alkyne sitting on the catalyst surface; pre-

sumably this same stereochemistry holds for the hydrogenation of terminal

alkynes, RCCH, which cannot yield cis- and /raws-alkenes.

The mechanism that gives rise to /raws-reduction is not understood.

Problem 8.3 Most methods of making alkenes (Sees. 5.14 and 5.23) yield pre-

dominantly the more stable isomer, usually the trans. Outline all steps in the conver-

sion of a mixture of 75% /ra/w-2-pentene and 25% f/>-2-pentene into essentially pure

c/.s-2-pentene.

8.10 Acidity of alkynes. Very weak acids

In our earlier consideration of acids (in the Lowry-Bronsted sense, Sec. 1.22),

we took acidity to be a measure of the tendency of a compound to lose a hydrogen
ion. Appreciable acidity is generally shown by compounds in which hydrogen is

attached to a rather electronegative atom (e.g., N, O, S, X). The bond holding the

hydrogen is polar, and the relatively positive hydrogen can separate as the positive

ion; considered from another viewpoint, an electronegative element can better

accommodate the pair of electrons left behind. In view of the electronegativity

series, F > O > N > C, it is not surprising to find that HF is a fairly strong acid,

H 2O a comparatively weak one, NH3 still weaker, and CH4 so weak that we would

not ordinarily consider it an acid at all.

In organic chemistry we are frequently concerned with the acidities of com-

pounds that do not turn litmus red or taste sour, yet have a tendency even though
small to lose a hydrogen ion.

A triply-bonded carbon acts as though it were an entirely different element

a more electronegative one from a carbon having only single or double bonds.

As a result, hydrogen attached to triply-bonded carbon, as in acetylene or any

alkyne with the triple bond at the end of the chain (RC=C H), shows appreciable

acidity. For example, sodium reacts with acetylene to liberate hydrogen
form the compound sodium acetylide.

HCE-C-H + Na > HfeCrNa* + H2

Sodium acetylide
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Just how strong an acid is acetylene? Let us compare it with two familiar

compounds, ammonia and water.

Sodium metal reacts with ammonia to form sodamide, NaNH 2 , which is the

salt of the weak acid, H NH 2 .

NH 3 + Na > Na +NH 2

- + iH 2

Sodamide

Addition of acetylene to sodamide dissolved in ether yields ammonia and sodium

acetylide.

HCC-H + Na+NH2
- ~^ H-NH 2

Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker
acid base acid base

The weaker acid, H NH2 , is displaced from its salt by the stronger acid,

HCC H. In other language, the stronger base, NH 2 ~, pulls the hydrogen ion

away from the weaker base, HC~C~; if NH 2

~
holds the hydrogen ion more

tightly than HC^C", then H NH2 must necessarily be a weaker acid than

HC-C-H.
Addition of water to sodium acetylide forms sodium hydroxide and regenerates

H-OH + HC==C-Na+ -51* HC^C-H + Na +OH~
Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker

acid base acid base

acetylene. The weaker acid, HCC H, is displaced from its salt by the stronger

acid, H-OH.
Thus we see that acetylene is a stronger acid than ammonia, but a weaker acid

than water.

Acidity H 2O > HC^CH > NH 3

Other alkynes that have a hydrogen attached to triply-bonded carbon show com-

parable acidity.

The method we have just described for comparing acidities of acetylene,

ammonia, and water is a general one, and has been used to determine relative

acidities of a number of extremely weak acids. One compound is shown to be a

stronger acid than another by its ability to displace the second compoundfrom salts.

A-H + B-M+ * B-H + A-M+
Stronger Weaker

acid acid

How can we account for the fact that hydrogen attached to triply-bonded

carfeon is especially acidic? How can we account for the fact that acetylene is a

stronger acid than, say, ethane? A possible explanation can be found in the

electronic configurations of the anions.

If acetylene is a stronger acid than ethane, then the acetylide ion must be a

weaker base than the ethide ion, C2H 5 . In the acetylide anion the unshared
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pair of electrons occupies an sp orbital; in the ethide anion the unshared pair of

electrons occupies an sp
3 orbital. The availability of this pair for sharing with

acids determines the basicity of the anion. Now, compared with an sp
3

orbital,

HC==C:H <- H+ +
Acetylene Acetylide ion

Stronger Weaker
acid base

CH 3CH 2 :H - H+ + CH 3CH2 :-

Ethane Ethide ion

Weaker Stronger
acid base

an sp orbital has less p character and more s character (Sec. 5.4). An electron in

a p orbital is at some distance from the nucleus and is held relatively loosely; an

electron in an s orbital, on the other hand, is close to the nucleus and is held more

tightly. The acetylide ion is the weaker base since its pair of electrons is held more

tightly, in an sp orbital.

Problem 8.4 When 1-hexyne was added to a solution of //-propylmagnesium

bromide, a gas was evolved. The density of the gas showed that it had a molecular

weight of 44. When it was bubbled through aqueous KMnO4 or Br2 in CC14 , there

was no visible change, (a) What was the gas? (b) Write an equation to account for its

formation, (c) How could you have predicted such a reaction?

Problem 8.5 What do you suppose the structure of calcium carbide is? Can

you suggest another name for it? What is the nature of its reaction with water?

8.11 Formation of heavy metal acetylides

The acidic acetylenes react with certain heavy metal ions, chiefly Ag* and

Cu +
, to form insoluble acetylides. Formation of a precipitate upon addition of

an alkyne to a solution ofAgNO3 in alcohol, for example, is an indication of hydro-

gen attached to triply-bonded carbon. This reaction can be used to differentiate

terminal alkynes (those with the triple bond at the end of the chain) from non-

terminal alkynes.

CH3CH2feC-H -^-* CH3CH2C=C-Ag [

HN 3
> CH 3CH 2C~C-H + Ag+]

1-Butyne Precipitate 1-Butync

A terminal alkyne

CH 3-feC-CH 3 -^U no reaction

2-Butyne

A non-terminal alkyne

If allowed to dry, these heavy metal acetylides are likely to explode. They
should be destroyed while still wet by warming with nitric acid; the strong mineral

acid regenerates the weak acid, acetylene.
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8.12 Reaction of sodium acetylides with alkyl halides. Substitution vs.

elimination

Sodium acetylides are used in the synthesis of higher alkynes. For example:

Na+ + C2H 5 :X: * HC==CC2H 5 + Na+:Xr
1-Butyne

C2H5C=C :

-Na + + CH 3 :X : > CZH 5C^CCH 3 + Na +
:X :

-

2-Pentyne

This reaction involves substitution of acetylide ion for halide ion. It results

from attack by the acetylide ion on carbon..

Attack on C:

substitution

Alkyae

Since sodium acetylide is the salt of the extremely weak acid, acetylene, the

acetylide ion is an extremely strong base, stronger in fact than hydroxide ion.

In our discussion of the synthesis of alkenes from alkyl halides (Sec. 5.13), we saw
that the basic hydroxide ion causes elimination by abstracting a hydrogen ion.

It is not surprising that the even more basic acetylide ion can also cause elimination.

x
__, / _> X- VC ^C

\
f HCS5CH

Alkene

-C-CH

The acetylide ion, then, can react with an alkyl halide in two ways: by attack

at carbon to give substitution, or by attack at hydrogen to give elimination. We have
seen that the order of reactivity of alkyl halides toward elimination (Sec. 5.14)
is 3 > 2 > 1. In substitution (of the present kind), we shall find (Sec. 14.11)
the order of reactivity is just the opposite: 1 > 2 > 3. It is to be expected, then,
that : where substitution and elimination are competing reactions, the proportion of
elimination increases as the structure of an alkyl halide is changedfrom primary to

Elimination increases

* Elimination (E2)
RX= 1 2 3 vs.

< Substitution (SN2)
Substitution increases

secondary to tertiary. Many tertiary halides fastest at elimination and slowest
at substitution yield exclusively alkenes under these conditions.

When the attacking reagent is a strong base like hydroxide or acetylide, that

is, when the reagent has a strong affinity for hydrogen ion, elimination is partic-

ularly important. Practically speaking, only primary halides give good yields of
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the substitution product, the alkyne. With secondary and tertiary halides, elimina-

tion predominates to such an extent that the method is essentially useless. We shall

encounter this competition between substitution and elimination again and again

in our study of organic chemistry.

Reflecting their ability to form carbon-carbon bonds (Sec. 3. 17),. copper

acetylides, too, are used to couple with organic halides, particularly with the

ordinarily unreactive vinyl and aryl halides (Chap. 25).

8.13 Hydration of alkynes. Tautomerism

Addition of water to acetylene to form acetaldehydc, which can then be

oxidized to acetic acid, is an extremely important industrial process.

From the structure of acetaldehyde, it at first appears that this reaction

follows a different pattern from the others, in which two groups attach themselves

to the two triply-bonded carbons. Actually, however, the product can be accounted

for in a rather simple way.
H H

H "-P*"* ""*80
', H-C-e?-H ^r> H-C-C

Acetylene H
(pl^

-
> HO

Vinyl alcohol Acetaldehyde

If hydration of acetylene followed the same pattern as hydration of alkenes,

we would expect addition of H and OH to the triple bond to yield the structure

that we would call vinyl alcohol. But all attempts to prepare vinyl alcohol result

like hydration of acetylene in the formation of acetaldehyde.

A structure with OH attached to doubly-bonded carbon is called an cnol

(ene for the carbon carbon double bond, -ol for alcohol). It is almost always

true that when we try to make a compound with the enol structure, we obtain

instead a compound with the keto structure (one that contains a C O group).

II II
C=C OH -^r* C C^O Keto-enol tautomerism

I

H
Enol structure Keto structure

There is an equilibrium between the two structures, but it generally lies very much
in favor of the keto form. Thus, vinyl alcohol is formed initially by hydration of

acetylene, but it is rapidly converted into an equilibrium mixture that is almost

all acetaldehyde.

Rearrangements of this enol-keto kind take place particularly easily because

of the polarity of the O H bond. A hydrogen ion separates readily from oxygen
to form a hybrid anion; but when a hydrogen ion (most likely a different one)

returns, it may attach itself either to oxygen or to carbon of the anion. When it

returns to oxygen, it may readily come off again; but when it attaches itself to

-C=C O H ^Z [ OO-OJ + H+ __> C-C=O Keto-enol

H
Stronger acid Weaker acid

I tautomerism
H
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carbon, it tends to stay there. We recognize this reaction as another example of

the conversion of a stronger acid into a weaker acid (Sec. 8.10).

Compounds whose structures differ markedly in arrangement ofatoms, but which

exist in equilibrium, are called tautomers. The most common kind of tautomerism

involves structures that differ in the point of attachment of hydrogen. In these

cases, as in keto-enol tautomerism, the tautomeric equilibrium generally favors

the structure in which hydrogen is bonded to carbon rather than to a more electro-

negative atom; that is, equilibrium favors the weaker acid.

Problem 8.6 Hydration of propyne yields the ketone acetone, CHjCOCH 3 ,

rather than the aldehyde CH 3CH 2CHO. What does this suggest about the orientation

of the initial addition ?

DIENES

8.14 Structure and nomenclature of dienes

Dienes are simply alkenes that contain two carbon-carbon double bonds.

They therefore have essentially the same properties as the alkenes we have already

studied. For certain of the dienes, these alkene properties are modified in important

ways; we shall focus our attention on these modifications. Although we shall

consider chiefly dienes in this section, what we shall say applies equally well to

compounds with more than two double bonds.

Dienes are named by the ILJPAC system in the same way as alkenes, except

that the ending -diene is used, with two numbers to indicate the positions of the

two double bonds. This system is easily extended to compounds containing any
number of double bonds.

CH2=CH CH=CH2 CH 2=CH CH2 CH=CH 2 CH2=CH CH=CH CH=CH2

1,3-Butadiene 1,4-Pentadiene 1,3,5-Hexatriene

Dienes are divided into two important classes according to the arrangement

of the double bonds, Double bonds that alternate with single bonds are said to

be conjugated; double bonds that are separated by more than one single bond are

said to be isolated.

Conjugated I

double bonds Isolated

double bonds

A third class of dienes, of increasing interest to organic chemists, contain

cumulated double bonds; these compounds are known as allenes:

-JwO- Cumulated double bonds: allenes

8.15 Preparation and properties of dienes

Dienes are usually prepared by adaptations of the methods used to make

simple alkenes. For example, the most important diene, 1,3-butadiene (used to
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make synthetic rubber, Sec. 8.25), has been made in this country by a cracking

process, and in Germany by dehydration of an alcohol containing two OH
groups:

CH 3CH2CH2CH3

/i-Butane

heat

CH3CH2CH=CH2

1-Butene

CH2=CH-CH=CH2

1,3-Butadiene

CH 3CH-CHCH 3

2-Butene

CH,CH 2CH 2CH2

hea '- ac"L

OH OH 1,3-Butadiene

The chemical properties of a diene depend upon the arrangement of its double

bonds. Isolated double bonds exert little effect on each other, and hence each

reacts as though it were the only double bond in the molecule. Except for the

consumption of larger amounts of reagents, then, the chemical properties of the

non-conjugated dienes are identical with those of the simple alkenes.

Conjugated dienes differ from simple alkenes in three ways: (a) they are more

stable, (b) they undergo 1,4-addition, and (c) toward free radical addition, they are

more reactive.

8.16 Stability of conjugated dienes

If we look closely at Table 6.1 (p. 183), we find that the heats of hydrogenation

of alkenes having similar structures are remarkably constant. For monosubsti-

tuted alkenes (RCH CH 2) the values are very close to 30 kcal/mole; for disubsti-

tuted alkenes (R 2C CH 2 or RCH-CHR), 28 kcal/mole; and for trisubstituted

alkenes (R2C ^CHR), 27 kcal/mole. For a compound containing more than one

double bond we might expect a heat of hydrogenation that is the sum of the

heats of hydrogenation of the individual double bonds.

For non-conjugated dienes this additive relationship is found to hold. As
shown in Table 8.2, 1,4-pentadiene and 1,5-hexadiene, for example, have heats of

hydrogenation very close to 2 x 30 kcal, or 60 kcal/mole.

Table 8.2 HEATS OF HYDROGENATION OF DIENES

A// of Hydrogenation,

Diene kcal/mole

1,4-Pentadiene 60.8

1,5-Hexadiene 60.5

1,3-Butadiene 57.1

1,3-Pentadiene 54.1

2rMethyl- 1 ,3-butadiene (Isoprene) 53.4

2,3-Dimethyl-l,3-butadiene 53.9

1 ,2-Propadiene (Allene) 71.3
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For conjugated dienes, however, the measured values are slightly lower than

expected. For 1,3-butadiene we might expect 2 x 30, or 60 kcal: the actual value,

57 kcal, is 3 kcal lower. In the same way the values for 1 ,3-pentadiene and 2,3-

dimethyl- 1,3-butadiene are also below the expected values by 2-4 kcal.

Heats of Hydrogenation

CH2==CH-CH==CH 2 CH 3 CH=CH CH=CH2

Expected: 30 + 30 = 60 kcal Expected: 28 4- 30 = 58 kcal

Observed: 57 Observed: 54

CH3 CH 3

CH 2=C C=CH2

Expected: 28 + 28 = 56 kcal

Observed: 54

What do these heats of hydrogenation tell as about the conjugated dienes?

Using the approach of Sec. 6.4, let us compare, for example, 1 ,3-pentadiene (heat

of hydrogenation, 54 kcal) and 1,4-pentadiene (heat of hydrogenation, 61 kcal).

They both consume two moles of hydrogen and yield the same product, w-pentane.

If 1,3-pentadiene evolves less energy than 1,4-pentadiene, it can only mean that it

contains less energy; that is to say, the conjugated 1,3-pentadiene is more stable

than the non-conjugated 1,4-pentadiene.

In the next three sections we shall see how two different factors have been

invoked to account for the relative stabilities of conjugated dienes, and of simple

alkenes as well : (a) delocalization of TT electrons, and (b) strengthening of v bonds

through changes in hybridization of carbon,

Unusual stability of conjugated dienes is also strongly indicated by the fact

that, where possible, they are the preferred diene products of elimination reactions

(Sec. 5.14).

Problem 8.7 Predict the major product of dehydrohalogenation of 4-bromo-l-

hexene.

Problem 8.8 (a) Predict the heat of hydrogenation of allene, CHf==C==CH2 .

(b) The actual value is 71 kcal. What can you say about the stability of a cumulated

diene?

8.17 Resonance in conjugated dienes

Let us focus our attention on the four key carbon atoms of any conjugated
diene system. We ordinarily write the^C?! C2 and C3 C4 bonds as double, and

the C2 C3 bond as single:

1234
~M i r

This would correspond to an orbital picture of the molecule (see Fig. 8.50), in

which IT bonds are formed by overlap of the p orbitals of C\ and C2 , and

overlap of the p orbitals of C3 and C4 .

In the allyl radical we saw that resonance resulted from the overlap of the

p orbital of a carbon atom with p orbitals on both sides. We might expect that,
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in the same way, there could be a certain amount of overlap between the

p orbitals of C2 and C 3 ,
as shown in Fig. 8.56. The resulting delocalization of the

TT electrons makes the molecule more stable: each pair of electrons attracts and

is attracted by not just two carbon nuclei, but four.

(a)

Figure 8.5. Conjugated diene. (a) Overlap of p orbitals to form two
double bonds. (/>) Overlap of p orbitals to form conjugated system: de-

localization of TT electrons.

Using the language of conventional valence-bond structures, we say that a

conjugated diene is a resonance hybrid of I and II. The dotted line in II represents

1234
c=c c=c-III!

I

c-c=c c-
I I I I

aformal bond, and simply means that an electron on C
}
and an electron on C4 have

opposite spins, that is to say, are paired.

To the extent that II contributes to the structure, it gives a certain double-bond

character to the C2 C3 bond and a certain single-bond character to the Cj C2

and 3 C4 bonds; most important, it makes the molecule more stable than we
would expect I (the most stable contributing structure) to be.

Formation of a bond releases energy and stabilizes a system; all other things

being equal, the more bonds, the more stable a structure. Consideration of number

of bonds is one of the criteria (Sec. 6.27) that can be used to estimate relative

stability and hence relative importance ofjjcontributing
structure. On this basis

we would expect II with 10 bonds (the formaTbond does not count) to be less stable

than I with 1 1 bonds. The resonance energy for such a hybrid of non-equivalent

structures should be less than for a hybrid made up of equivalent structures. The
structure of a conjugated diene should resemble 1 more than II, since the more

stable structure I makes the larger contribution to the hybrid.

Consistent with partial double-bond character, the C2 C3 bond in 1,3-

butadiene is 1.48 A long, as compared with 1.53 A for a pure single bond. The
resonance energy of a conjugated diene is only 2-4 kcal/mole, compared with

10 kcal/mole for the allyl radical. (However, for an alternative interpretation,

see
s
Sec. 8.19.)
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8.18 Resonance in alkenes. Hyperconjugation

Heats of hydrogenation showed us (Sec. 6.4) that alkenes are stabilized not

only by conjugation but also by the presence of alkyl groups : the greater the number

of alkyl groups attached to the doubly-bonded carbon atoms, the more stable the

alkene. To take the simplest example, the heat of hydrogenation of propylene is

2.7 kcal lower than that of ethylene, indicating that (relative to the corresponding

alkane) propylene is 2.7 kcal more stable than ethylene.

Stabilization by alkyl groups has been attributed to the same fundamental

factor as stabilization by a second double bond : delocalization of electrons, this

time through overlap between a p orbital and a a orbital of the alkyl group.

Figure 8.6. Hyperconjugation in an

alkene: overlap between p and TT

orbitals.

Through this overtop, individual electrons can, to an extent, help bind together

four nuclei. Delocalization of this kind, involving a bond orbitals, we recognize

as hyperconjugation (Sec. 6.28).

Translated into resonance terminology, such hyperconjugation is represented

by contribution from structures like II. (As before, the dotted line in II represents

H H H H H H
III III

H-C-C=C-H H C=C-C H
I I

H "
321 321

I II

and two more
equivalent
structures

a formal bond, indicating that electrons on the two atoms are paired.) Considered

by itself, a structure like II is indeed strange, since there is no real bond joining the

hydrogen- to carbon. This is, however, simply a rough way of indicating that the

carbon-hydrogen bond is something less than a single bond, that the C2 C3

bond has some double-bond character, and that the C\ C2 bond has some

single-bond character.

Consistent with partial double-bond character, the carbon-carbon "single"

bond in propylene is 1.50 A long, as compared to 1.53 A for a pure single bond.

The greater the number of alkyl groups attached to the doubly-bonded car-

bons, the greater the number of contributing structures like II, the greater the

delocalization of electrons, and the more stable the alkene.

Hyperconjugation of the kind described above is called sacrificial hyperconjugation,
since there is one less real bond in structures like II than in I. In contrast, the kind of
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hyperconjugation we encountered in connection with free radicals and carbonium ions

involves no *'
sacrifice" of a bond and is called isovalent hyperconjugation.

8.19 Stability of dienes and alkenes: an alternative interpretation

We have seen that the carbon-hydrogen bond length decreases as we proceed

along the series ethane, ethylene, acetylene, and we attributed this to changes in

hybridization of carbon (see Table 8.3). As the/? character of the bonding orbital

Table 8.3 CARBON -HYDROGEN SINGLE BOND LENGTHS AND HYBRIDIZATION

Compound Length, A Hybridization

decreases, the orbital size decreases, and the bond becomes shorter (Sec. 5.4).

The carbon-carbon single-bond length also decreases along an analogous

series, ethane, propylene, propyne (Table 8.4). We notice that these differences

Table 8.4 CARBON CARBON SINGLE BOND LENGTHS AND HYBRIDIZATION

Compound Length, A Hybridization

arc bigger than for carbon-hydrogen bonds. Here, the bond-shortening has been

attributed to hyperconjugation, as discussed in Sec. 8.18.

U has been argued, most notably by M. J. S. Dewar of the University of Texas,

that there is no need to invoke hyperconjugation in molecules like these, and that

the changes in C C bond length
- like the. changes in C H bond length are

due simply to changes in hybridization of carbon.

Furthermore, Devvar has proposed that such shortening of bonds is accom-

panied by a proportional increase in bond energies (); that is, shortening a bond

makes the molecule more stable. Change in hybridization affects bond lengths

more and hence affects molecular stability more when carbon-carbon bonds are

involved than when carbon hydrogen bonds are involved. An alkyl substituent

stabilizes an alkene, relative to the corresponding alkane. because sp
2
hybridization

strengthens a carbon-carbon bond more than a carbon- hydrogen bond.

In a similar way, the unusual stability of conjugated dienes is attributed, not

to delocalization of the -n electrons, but to the fact that &p
2
-sp

2
hybridization makes

the C 2 C 3 bond short (1.48 A) and strong.

There is little doubt that both factors, delocalization of n electrons and change
in a bonds, are at work. The question is: what is the relative importance of each?

The answer may well turn out to be: both are important.

In the case of molecules like the allyl radical, where clearly no single structure is

acceptable, Dewar has not questioned the importance of ^-electron delocalization,
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although he considers o-bond stability to play a larger part than has been recognized.

He also accepts a more important role for isovalent hyperconjugation in free radicals

and carbonium ions than for the sacrificial hyperconjugation we have so far discussed.

8.20 Electrophilic add|bn
to conjugated dienes. 1,4-Addition

When 1 ,4-pentadiene is treated with bromine under conditions (what are they?)

that favor formation of the dihatide, there is obtained the expected product, 4,5-

dibromo-1-pentene. Addition of more bromine yields the 1,2,4,5-tetrabromo-

CH2=CH-CH2-CH-CH2 -^
CH2-CH-CH2-CH=CH2

Br Br

CH2 CH-CH2-CH CH2

Ir ir ir ir

pentane. This is typical of the behavior of dienes containing isolated double bonds:

the double bonds react independently, as though they were in different molecules.
'

When 1,3-butadiene is treated with bromine under similar conditions, there

is obtained not only the expected 3,4-dibromo-l-butene, but also l,4-dibromo-2-

butene. Treatment with HC1 yields not only 3-chloro-l-butene, but also l-chloro*

2-butene. Hydrogenation yields not only 1-butene but also 2-butene,

~V CH2-CH-CH=CH2 and CH 2-CH=CH~CH2

Br Br Br Br

1,2-addition 1,4-addition

CH2=CH-CH-=CH 2

1,3-Butadiene

HC1 CH2-CH-CH=CH2 and CH2-CH=CH-CH2

H Cl H Cl

1,2-addition 1,4-addition

H 2

cat.
x CH2-CH-CH^CH2 and

H H
1,2-addition

H
1,4-addition

Study of many conjugated dienes and many reagents shows that such behavior

is typical: in additions to conjugated dienes, a reagent may attach itselfnot only to a

pair of adjacent carbons (1,2-addition), but also to the carbons at the two ends of the

conjugated system (1,4-addition). Very often the 1,4-addition product is the major
one.

YZ I I I I

c c oc-
Y Z
1,2-addition

and

Y 2

1,4-addition

8.21 Allyl cations. Delocalization in carbonium ions

How can we account for the products obtained? We have seen (Sees. 6.10

and 6.1 1) that electrophilic addition is a two-step process, and that the first step
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takes place in the way that yields the more stable carbonium ion. Let us apply this

principle to the addition, for example, of HC1 to 2,4-hexadiene, which yields

4-chloro-2-hexene and 2-chloro-3-hexene :

CH3-CH-CH-CH-CH- CH3 -^U CH 3
-CH~CH-CH=CH-CH3

2,4-Hexadiene H Q
4-Chloro-2-hexene

CH 3-CH-CH==CH--CH-CH3

H Cl

2-Chloro-3-hexene

These products show that hydrogen adds to C-2 to yield carbonium ion I,

rather than to C-3 to yield carbonium ion II:

[> CH 3-CH-CH~CH=CH-CH3

CH 3~CH=CH-CH=CH-CH 3 I H+
1

X> CH3-CH-CH-CH=CH-CH3

H
U

Since both I and II are secondary cations, how can we account for the preference?

I is not simply a secondary cation, but is an allyl cation as well, since the carbon

bearing the positive charge is attached to a doubly-bonded carbon.

Let us look more closely at such cations, using the parent allyl cation,

CH2 CH CH2 +, as our example. Bond dissociation energies showed us that

allyl radicals are unusually stable, and we attributed this stability to resonance

between equivalent structures (Sees. 6.24-6.25). The ionization potential (188

kcal) of the allyl radical enables us to calculate that the allyl cation, too, is un-

usually stable. Even though we have just drawn its structure as that of a primary

cation, it is 24 kcal more stable than the ethyl cation, and just about as stable as

the isopropyl cation. We can now expand the sequence of Sec. 5.18.

Stability of allyl Cf +

carbonium ions
3 >

2
o > 1 > CH 3

Like the allyl radical, the allyl cation is a resonance hybrid of two exactly

equivalent structures:

[CH2-=CH-CH2
+ +CH2-CH=CH2] equivalent to CH2~CH CHj

in iv e

In either of the contributing structures, there is an empty p orbital on the electron-

deficient carbon. Overlap of this empty p orbital with the ft cloud of the double

bond results in delocalization of the * electrons: each of them helps to hold to-

gether all three carbon nuclei (Fig. $.7). We see how fatness is required to permit
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the overlap that provides electrons to the electron-deficient carbon and stabilize*

the cation.

equivalent to

[CHS^-CH CH2

4 'CH>-CH CH-] cqunalent to CH2 -CH CH-

Figure 8.7 Allyl cation. The p orbital of the middle carbon overlaps p
orbitals on both sides to permit delocahzation of electron^.

The relative stabilities of simple alky! cations has also been attributed to

dclocalization, this time by overlap of the/? orbital with IT bonds, that is, through

hyperconjugation (Sec. 6.28).

Problem 8.9 Draw resonance structures to show how the order of stability of

alkyl cations could be accounted for on the basis of hypcrconjugutien.

The products obtained from addition to conjugated dicnes arc always con-

sistent with the formation of the most stable intermediate carbonium ion: an allyl

cation. This requires the first step to be addition to one of the ends of the conjugated

system,

> _i__ i^_ !^!__
i

I i i

-c~c c-<

Y+

Aih f
\ to end of l u.s/tv;/

Y

An allyl idibomiim ion

The first step of addition to 2,4-hcxadiene yields, then, not cation I, but the

hybrid cation VI in which the charge is spread over two carbons:

rCH3 CH CH-CH ~CH-CH 3 CH 3 CH CH- CH- CH -CH 3 1

I

H H

equivalent to

/~*L4 'I.T f'UI - f~*IJT /^*LI /"'T T
v-rT}

- v~n v_xrT v-jci^v.n v^rij

H &

VI

In the second step, the negative chloride ion can attach itself to either of these

carbons and thus yield the 1,2- or 1,4-product.
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CHr-CH -

H

-Cl "-

VI

CH 3 -CH~-CH-CH==CH -CH 3

H Cl

1,2-Addition product

CH 3-CH CHCH CH-CH 3

H Cl

1,4-Addition product

We have not shown u/iv 1,4-addition occurs; we have simply shown that it

is not unreasonable that it t/<*es happen. In summary:

1!

Addition to end of
conjugated s vsiem

I

Y

Allyl carbonium ion

Y Z

1,2-Addition

Y Z
1,4-Addition

Thus the hybrid nature of the allyl cation governs both steps of electrophiiic

addition to conjugated dienes: the first, through stabilization; the second, by

permitting attachment to either of two carbon atoms.

Problem 8.10 Account for tho fact that 2-methyI-l,3-butadiene reacts (a) with
HC1 to yield only 3-chloro-3-methyi-l-butene and l-chloro-3-methyl-2-butene;

(b) with bromine to yield only 3,4-dibromo-3-methyl-l-butene and l,4-dibromo2-

methyl-2-butene.

8.22 1,2- vs. 1,4-Addition. Rate vs. equilibrium

A very important principle emerges when we look at the relative amounts of

1,2- and 1,4-addition products obtained.

Addition of HBr to 1,3-butadiene yields both the 1,2- and the 1,4-products;

the proportions in which they are obtained are markedly affected by the temperature

HBr
+

CH2=CH-CH=CH2

80% .

H

20% CH 2 -CH-CH-CH2

H Br

40

20% CH2-CH-CH=CH2

H Br

80% CH2~CH-CH-~CH2
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at which the reaction is carried out. Reaction at a low temperature (80) yields

a mixture containing 20% of the 1,4-product and 80% of the 1,2-product. Reaction

at a higher temperature (40) yields a mixture of quite different composition,

80% 1,4- and 20% 1,2-product. At intermediate temperatures, mixtures of inter-

mediate compositions are obtained. Although each isomer is quite stable at low

temperatures, prolonged heating of either the 1,4- or the 1,2-compound yields the

same mixture. How are these observations to be interpreted ?

The fact that either compound is converted into the same mixture by heating

indicates that this mixture is the result of equilibrium between the two compounds.
The fact that the 1,4-compound predominates in the equilibrium mixture- indicates

that it is the more stable of the two.

The fact that more 1,2- than 1,4-product is obtained at 80 indicates that

the 1,2-product is formed faster than the 1,4-product; since each compound re-

mains unchanged at 80, the proportions in which they are isolated show the

proportions in which they were initially formed. As the reaction temperature is

raised, the proportions in which the products are initially formed may remain the

same, but there is faster conversion of the initially formed products into the

equilibrium mixture.

The proportions of products actually isolated from the low-temperature

addition are determined by the rates of addition, whereas for the high-temperature

addition they are determined by the equilibrium between the two isomers.

Let us examine the matter of 1,2- and 1,4-addition more closely by drawing
a potential energy curve for the reactions involved (Fig. 8.8). The carbonium

ion initially formed reacts to yield the 1,2-product faster than the 1,4-product;

consequently, the energy of activation leading to the 1 ,2-product must be less than

CH2-CH---CH==CH2 *- CH2-CH-CH---CH2 - CH2-CH2==CH CH2

H Br
I

H e H
1 ,2-addition + Br~ 1 ,4-addition

product | product

+ HBr

< Progress of 1 ,2-addition Progress of 1,4-addition *

Figure 8.8. Potential energy changes during progress of reaction : 1 ,2- vs.

1,4-addition.
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that leading to the 1,4-product. We represent this by the lower hill leading from

the ion to the 1,2-product. More collisions have enough energy to climb the low

hill than the high hill, so that the 1,2-compound is formed faster than the 1,4-

compound. The 1,4-product, however, is more stable than the 1,2-product, and

hence we must place its valley at a lower level than that of the 1,2-product.

We shall see later (Sec. 14.12) that alkyl halidcs, and particularly allyl halides,

can undergo ionization. Now ionization of either bromo compound yields the

same carbonium ion; the most likely- and simplest way in which the 1,2- and

1,4-products reach equilibrium is through this ion.

CH 2-CH-CH-CH 2

H Br

1,2-

CH 2==CH-CH==CH2

+ HBr

Ionization of the bromides involves climbing the potential hills back toward

this carbonium ion. But there is a higher hill separating the ion from the 1,4-

product than from the 1,2-product; consequently, the 1,4-product will ionize more

slowly than the 1,2-product. Equilibrium is reached when the rates of the opposing
reactions are equal. The 1,2-product is formed rapidly, but ionizes rapidly. The

1,4-product is formed slowly, but ionizes even more slowly; once formed, the 1,4-

product tends to persist. At temperatures high enough for equilibrium to be reached

that is, high enough for significantly fast ionization the more stable 1,4-

product predominates.

We have not tried to account for the fact that the 1,2-product is formed faster

than the 1,4-product, or for the fact that the 1,4-product is more stable than the

1,2-product (although we notice that this is consistent with our generalization that

disubstituted alkenes are more stable than monosubstituted alkenes). We have

accepted these facts and have simply tried to show what they mean in terms of

energy considerations. Similar relationships have been observed for other dienes

and reagents.

These facts illustrate two important points. First, we must be cautious wh'en

we interpret product composition in terms of rates of reaction; we must be sure

that one product is not converted into the other after its formation. Second, the

more stable product is by no means always formed faster. On the basis of much

evidence, we have concluded that generally the more stable a carbonium ion or

free radical, the faster it is formed; a consideration of the transition states for the

various reactions has shown (Sees. 3.26, 5.21, and 6.11) that this is reasonable.

We must not, however, extend this principle to other reactions unless the evidence

warrants it.

Problem 8.11 Addition of one mole of bromine to 1,3,5-hexatricne yields only

5,6-dibromo-l >3-hcxadiene and l,6-dibromo2,4-hexadiene. (a) Are these products
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consistent %vith the formation of the most stable intermediate carbonium ion?

(b) What other product or products would also be consistent? (c) Actually, which

factor appears to be in control, rate or position of equilibrium?

8,23 Free-radical addition to conjugated dienes: orientation

Like other alkenes, conjugated dienes undergo addition not only by electro-

philic reagents but also by free radicals. In free-radical addition, conjugated
dienes show two special features: they undergo 1,4-addition as weJl as 1,2-addition,

and they are much more reactive than ordinary alkenes. We can account for both

features orientation and reactivity by examining the structure of the intermediate

free radical.

Let us take, as an example, addition of!BrCCl 3 to 1,3-butadiene in the presence

of a peroxide. As we have seen (Sec. 6.18), the peroxide decomposes (step 1)

to yield a free radical, which abstracts bromine from BrCCl} (step 2) to generate a

CC1 3 radical.

(1) Peroxide > Rad-

(2) Rad- + BrCClj -> RaU-Br + -CCI 3

The 'CCli radical thus formed adds to the butadiene (step 3). Addition to

one of the ends of the conjugated system is the preferred reaction, since this yields

a resonance-stabilized allyl free radical.

/CC1 3

i,

(3) C

Allylic free radical

The allyl free radical then abstracts bromine from a molecule of BrCCl 3

(step 4) to complete the addition, and in doing so forms a new -CCls radical which

can carry on the chain. In step (4) bromine can become attached to either C-2
or C-4 to yield either the 1,2- or 1,4-product.

(4) CJ 3C~CH;r-CH^CH^CH2
BrCC>i

> CI3C-CH2-~CH-CH=CH2

Br

Ally lie free radical 1 ,2-Addition product

and C!3C-CH2--CH=CH-CH2~-Br

1,4-Addition product

8.24 Free-radical addition to conjugated dienes: reactivity

if BrCCl 3 is allowed to react with a 50:50 mixture of 1,3-butadiene and a

simple alkene like 1-octene, addition occurs almost exclusively to the 1,3-butadiene.

Evidently the CC1 3 radical adds much more rapidly to the conjugated diene than
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to the simple alkene. Similar results have been observed in a great many radical

additions.

How can we account for the unusual reactivity of conjugated dienes? In our

discussion of halogenation of the simple alkenes (Sec. 3.27), we found that not only
orientation but also relative reactivity was related to the stability of the free radical

formed in the first step. On this basis alone, we might expect addition to a con-

jugated diene, which yields a stable allyl free radical, to occur faster than addition

to a simple alkene.

On the other hand, we have just seen (Sec. 8.16) that conjugated dienes are

more stable than simple alkenes. On this basis alone, we might expect addition to

conjugated dienes to occur more slowly than to simple alkenes.

The relative rates of the two reactions depend chiefly upon the ac t's- Stabili-

zation of the incipient allyl free radical lowers the energy level of the transition

state; stabilization of the diene lowers the energy of the reactants. Whether the

net aot is larger or smaller than for addition to a simple alkene depends upon
which is stabilized more (see Fig. 8.9).

act (diene) < act (alkene)

Stabilization of
- transition state

formedfront diene

Alkene Stabilization

of diene

Allyl

free

radical

Conjugated
diene

Progress of reaction >

Figure 8.9. Molecular structure and rate of reaction. Transition state

from diene stabilized more than diene itself: ac t is lowered. (Plots aligned
with each other for easy comparison.)

The fact is that conjugated dienes are more reactive than simple alkenes. In

the present case, then and in most cases involving alkenes and free radicals, or

alkenes and carbonium ions the factors stabilizing the transition state are more

important than the factors stabilizing the reactant. However, this .is not always
true. (It does not seem to be true, for example, in electrophilic addition to con-

jugated dienes.)

8.25 Free-radical polymerization of dienes. Rubber and rubber substitutes

Like substituted ethylenes, conjugated dienes, too, undergo free-radical

polymerization. From 1,3-butadiene, for example, there is obtained a polymer
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CH 2=CH--CH=CH 2

1 ,3-Butadiene Polybutadiene

whose structure indicates that 1,4-addition occurs predominantly:

Rad* CH 2==CH CH=CH2 CH2=CH-CH=CH2 CH2==CHCH==CH2

1 ,3-Butadiene 1

Such a polymer differs from the polymers of simple alkenes in one very important

way: each unit still contains one double bond.

Natural rubber has a structure that strongly resembles these synthetic poly-

dienes. We could consider it to be a polymer of the conjugated diene 2-methyl-

1,3-butadiene, isoprene.

r^u r r*uv-ri 3 1 *-"Ti3

CH2=O~CH CH 2 L-CH 2 C=CH-CH2

Isoprene c/5-Polyisoprene

Natural rubber

The double bonds in the rubber molecule are highly important, since appar-

ently by providing reactive allylic hydrogens they permit vulcanization, the forma-

tion of sulfur bridges between different chains. These cross-links make the rubber

harder and stronger, and do away with the tackiness of the untreated rubber.

CH, CH,

CH 3 CH 3

Natural rubber

CH3 CH 3

~CH-C-CH-CH 2-CH-C-
s I s

1

-CHC=CH CH2 CH2 C==CH~CH-

CH 3 CH3

Vulcanized rubber

Polymerization of dienes to form substitutes for rubber was the forerunner of

the enormous present-day plastics industry. Polychloroprene (Neoprene, Duprene)
was the first commercially successful rubber substitute in the United States.

Cl I" Cl I

CH2=C-CH=CH2 LCH2 C=CH-CH2 J n

Chloroprene Polychloroprene

The properties ofrubber substitutes like those of other polymers are determined,

in part, by the nature of the substituent groups. Polychloroprene, for example, is
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inferior to natural rubber in some {properties, but superior in its resistance to oil,

gasoline, and other organic solvents.

Polymers of isoprene, too, can be made artificially: they contain the same

unsaturated chain and the same substituent (the CH3 group) as natural rubber.

But polyisoprene made by the free-radical process we have been talking about

was in the properties that really matter a far cry from natural rubber. It

differed in stereochemistry, natural rubber has the eft-configuration at (nearly)

every double bond; the artificial material was a mixture of cis and trans. Not

until 1955 could a true synthetic rubber be made; what was needed was an entirely

new kind of catalyst and an entirely new mechanism of polymerization (Sec. 32.6).

With these, it became possible to carry out a stereoselective polymerization of

isoprene to a material virtually identical with natural rubber: cw-l,4-polyiso-

prene.

CH3 H CH3^
H

^ ^CX/ CH2 CH2

/"""U f*U f* f^ /"*T
\~,IM.2, V^*l2 Vx \~t v^X"!

CH3 H
Natural rubber

All els-configurations

8.26 Isoprene and the isoprene rule

The isoprene unit is one of nature's favorite building blocks. It occurs not

only in rubber, but in a wide variety of compounds isolated from plant and animal

sources. For example, nearly all the terpenes (found in the essential oils of many
plants) have carbon skeletons made up of isoprene units joined in a regular, head-

to-tail way. Recognition of this fact the so-called isoprene rule has been of

great help in working out structures of terpenes.

H3C CH3 CH3 CH
I

H2C /

I

Vitamin A

CH3
(

CH 3

CH2=C~CH2~CH2-hCH2~CH-CH2-CH2OH

Citroncllol : a terpene A*j

(found in oil of geranium) / V
H3C CH3

X-Terpincne: a terpene

(found in coriander oil)
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A fascinating area of research linking organic chemistry and biology is the

study of the biogenesis of natural products: the detailed sequence of reactions by

which a compound is formed in living systems, plant or animal. All the isoprene

units in nature, it appears, originate from the same compound,
"
isopentenyl"

pyrophosphate.
CH 3 O O

CH2=C-CH2-CH2-~<>-P-0-P-OH

A 4
Isopentyl pyrophosphate

Work done since about 1950 has shown how compounds as seemingly different

from rubber as cholesterol (p. 507) are built up, step by step, from isoprene units.

O
Isopentenyl

pyrophosphate

Squalene Lanosterol Cholesterol

Problem 8.12 (a) Mark off the isoprene units making up the squalene mole-

cule. (b) There is one deviation from the head-to-tail sequence. Where is it? Does
its particular location suggest anything to you in general terms about the bio-

genesis of this molecule? (c) What skeletal changes, if any, accompany the conversion

of squalene into lanosterol ? Of lanosterol into cholesterol ?

8.27 Analysis of alkynes and dienes

Alkynes and dienes respond to characterization tests in the same way as

alkenes: they decolorize bromine in carbon tetrachloride without evolution of

hydrogen bromide, and they decolorize cold, neutral, dilute permanganate; they

are not oxidized by chromic anhydride. They are, however, more unsaturated

than alkenes. This property can be detected by determination of their molecular

formulas (CnH2n -2) an^ by a quantitative hydrogenation (two moles of hydrogen
are taken up per mole of hydrocarbon).

Proof of structure is best accomplished by the same degradative methods that

are used in studying alkenes. Upon ozonolysis alkynes yield carboxylic acids,

whereas alkenes yield aldehydes and ketones. For example:

CH 3CH2C==CCHj
2-Pentyne .

CH3CH2COOH + HOOCCHj
Carboxylic acids
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Ozonolysis of dienes yields aldehydes and ketones, including double-ended ones

containing two C=O groups per molecule. For example:

CH3

CH2=C-~CH=CH2
--

A terminal alkyne (RG=CH) is characterized, and differentiated from isomers,

by its conversion into insoluble silver and cuprous acetylides (Sec. 8.1 1).

(Spectroscopic analysis ofalkynes and dienes is discussed in Sees. 13.15-13.16.)

Problem 8.13 Contrast the ozonolysis products of the following isomers:

(a) 1-pentyne, (b) 2-pentyne, (c) 3-methyM butyne, (d) 1,3-pentadiene, (e) 1,4-penta-

diene, (f) isoprene (2-methyl-l,3-butadiene).

Problem 8.14 Predict the ozonolysis products from polybutadiene, (C4H<,)B :

(a) if 1,2-addition is involved in the polymerization; (b) if 1,4-addition is involved.

Problem 8.15 Ozonolysis of natural rubber yields chiefly (90%) the compound

H CH 3

O=C-CH2 CH2 C=O

What does this teJl us about the structure of rubber?

PROBLEMS
1. (a) Draw structures of the seven isomeric alkynes of formula C6Hiq. (b) Give

the IUPAC and derived name of each, (c) Indicate which ones will react with Ag+ or

Cu(NH 3)2 *. (d) Draw structures of the ozonolysis products expected from each.

2. (a) Draw structures of all isomeric dienes of formula C6Hio, omitting cumulated

dienes. (b) Name each one. (c) Indicate which ones are conjugated, (d) Indicate which

ones can show geometric isomerism, and draw the isomeric structures, (e) Draw structures

of the ozonolysis products expected from each, (f) Which isomers (other than cis-trans

pairs) could not be distinguished on the basis of (e)?

3. Write equations for all steps in the manufacture of acetylene starting from lime-

stone and coal.

4. Outline all steps in the synthesis of propyne from each of the following com-

pounds, using any needed organic or inorganic reagents. Follow the other directions

given on page 224.

(a) 1,2-dibromopropane (e) /i-propyl alcohol

(b) propylene (f) U-dichloropropane

(c) isopropyl bromide (g) acetylene

(d) propane (h) 1,1,2.2-tetrabromopropane

5. Outline all steps in the synthesis from acetylene of each of the following com-

pounds, using any needed organic or inorganic reagents.

(a) ethylene (e) 1,2-dichloroethane (j) cw-2-butene

(b) ethane (f) acetaldehyde (k) rtwM-2-butene

(c) ethylidene bromide (g) propyne (1) 1-pentyne

(1,1-dibromoethane) (h) 1-butyne (m) 2-pentyne

(d) vinyl chloride (0 2-butyne (n) 3-hexyne
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6. Give structures and names of the organic products expected from the reaction

(if any) of 1 -butyne with :

(a) 1 mole H2 , Ni (i) product (h) + HNO3

(b) 2 moles H2 , Ni (j) NaNH2

(c) 1 mole Br2 (k) product (j) + C2H 5Br

(d) 2 moles Br2 (0 product (j) -f /er/-butyi chloride

(e) 1 mole HC1 (m) C2H5MgBr
(f) 2 moles HC1 (n) product (m) + H2O
(g) H20, H+,Hg+ +

(o) 3,thenH2

(h) Ag+ (p) hot KMnO4

7. Answer Problem 6 for 1,3-butadiene instead of 1-butyne.

8. Answer Problem 6 for 1,4-pentadiene instead of 1 -butyne.

9. Give structures and names of the products from dehydrohalogenation of each

of the following halides. Where more than one product is expected, indicate which will

be the major product.

(a) 1-chlorobutane; 2-chlorobutane

(b) 1-chlorobutane; 4-chloro-l-butene

(c) 2-bromo-2-methylbutane; 3-bromo-2-methylbutane

(d) l-bromo-2-methylbutane; 4-bromo-2-methylbutane

(e) l-ch!oro-2,3-dimethylbutane; 2-chIoro-2,3-dimethyIbutane

(f) 4-chloro-l-butene; 5-chloro-l-pentene

10. Which alkyl halide of each pair in Problem 9 would you expect to undergo

dehydrohalogenation faster?

11. Give structures of the chief product or products expected from addition of one

mole of HC1 to each of the following compounds:

(a) 1,3-butadiene; 1-butene (c) 1,3-butadiene; 2-methy1-1 ,3-butadiene

(b) 1,3-butadiene; 1,4-pentadiene (d) 1,3-butadiene; 1,3-pentadiene

12. Answer Problem 11 for the addition of BrCCl 3 in the presence of peroxides

(Sec. 6.18) instead of addition of HCL

13. Which compound of each pair in Problem 12 would you expect to be more reac-

tive toward addition of BrCCl 3 ?

14. (a) The heat of hydrogenation of acetylene (converted into ethane) is 75.0

kcal/mole. Calculate A// for hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene. (b) How does the

stability of an alkyne relative to an alkene compare with the stability of an alkene relative

to an alkane? (c) Solely on the basis of your answer to (b), would you expect acetylene

to be more or less reactive than ethylene toward addition of a free methyl radical, CH 3 ?

(d) Draw the structure of the free radical expected from addition of CH 3
- to acetylene:

from addition of CH 3
- to ethylene. Judging only from the relative stabilities of the

radicals being formed, would you expect CH 3
- to add to acetylene faster or slower than

to ethylene? (e) CH3
- has been found to add more slowly to acetylene than to ethylene.

Which factor reactant stability or radical stability is more important here?

15. (a) Make a model of allene, CH 2=^C~CH2 , a cumulated diene. What is the

spatial relationship between the pair of hydrogens at one end of the molecule and the

pair of hydrogens at the other end? (b) Substituted allenes of the type RCH==C=X:HR
have been obtained in optically active form. Is this consistent with the shape of the

molecule in (a)? Where are the chiral centers in the substituted allene? (c) Work out

the electronic configuration of allene. (Hint: How many atoms are attached to the middle
carbon? To each of the end carbons?) Does this lead to the same shape of molecule
that you worked out in (a) and (b)?
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16. A useful method of preparing 1-alkenes involves reaction of Grignard reagents
with the unusually reactive halide, allyl bromide:

RMgX + BrCH2CH==CH2 > R-CH2CH=CH2

When 1-hexene (b.p. 63.5) is prepared in this way, it is contaminated with /i-hexane

(b.p. 69) and 1,5-hexadiene (b.p. 60); these are difficult to remove because of the close-

ness of boiling points. The mixture is treated with bromine and the product distilled.

There are obtained three fractions: b.p. 68-69; b.p. 77-78 at 15 mm pressure; and a

high-boiling residue.

(a) What does each of these fractions contain? (b) What would you do next to get

pure 1-hexene? (c) Show how this procedure could be applied to the separation of

/f-pentane{b.p. 36) and l-pentene(b.p. 30); l-decene(b.p. 171) and 5-decyne (b.p. 175).

17. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following,

using alcohols of four carbons or fewer as your only organic source, and any necessary

inorganic reagents. (Remember: Work backwards.)

(a) m?.w?-3,4-dibromohexane;

(b) (2R,3R;2S,3S)-2,3-heptanediol, a racemic modification.

18. Treatment with phosphoric acid converts 2,7-dimethyl-2,6-octadiene into I.

H3C CH 3

H 2C CH 2

I

1 , 1 -Dimethyl-2-isopropenylcyclopentane

Using reaction steps already familiar to you, suggest a mechanism for this reaction.

19. Gutta percha is a non-elastic naturally-occurring polymer used in covering golf
balls and underwater cables. It has the same formula, (C5H 8)n , and yields the same

hydrogenation product and the same ozonolysis product (Problem 8.15, page 279) as

natural rubber. Using structural formulas, show the most likely structural difference

between gutta percha and rubber.

20. Describe simple chemical tests that would distinguish between :

(a) 2-pentyne and w-pentane (e) 1,3-pentadiene and 1-pentyne

(b) 1-pentyne and 1-pentene (f) 2-hexyne and isopropyl alcohol

(c) 1-pentyne and 2-pentyne (g) allyl bromide and 2,3-dimethyl-

(d) 1,3-pentadiene and K-pentane 1,3-butadiene

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

21. Describe chemical methods (not necessarily simple tests) that would distinguish

between:

(a) 2-pentyne and 2rpentene (c) 1,4-pentadiene and 2-pentyne

(b) 1 ,4-pentadiene and 2-pentene (d) 1,4-pentadiene and 1,3-pentadiene

22. On the basis of physical properties, an unknown compound is believed to be

one of the following:

/i-pentane (b.p. 36) 1-pentyne (b.p. 40)
2-pentene (b.p. 36") methylene chloride (b.p, 40)
1-chloropropene (b.p. 37) 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene (b.p. 41)
trimethylethylene (b.p. 39) 1,3-pentadiene (b.p. 42)
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Describe how you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown

actually is. Where possible, use simple chemical tests; where necessary, use more elabor-

ate chemical methods like quantitative hydrogenation and cleavage. Tell exactly what

you would do and see.

23. A hydrocarbon of formula C6Hi absorbs only one mole of H 2 upon catalytic

hydrogenation. Upon ozonolysis the hydrocarbon yields

H H
I I

O=C-CH 2~-CH2 CH2-CH 2 O=O
What is the structure of the hydrocarbon ? (Check your answer in Sec. 9.17.)

24. A hydrocarbon was found to have a molecular weight of 80-85. A 10.02-mg

sample took up 8.40 cc of H 2 gas measured at 0^ and 760 mm pressure. Ozonolysis

yielded only
H-C-H and H-C-C-HU

What was the hydrocarbon ?

25. Myrcene, C 10H 16 , a terpene isolated from oil of bay, absorbs three moles of

hydrogen to form C 10H 2 2. Upon ozonolysis myrcene yields:

CH 3 C-CH 3 H-C H H C CH 2 CH 2-C C H

A A i U
(a) What structures are consistent with these facts ?

(b) On the basis of the isoprene rule (Sec. 8.26), what is the most likely structure for

myrcene?

26. Dihydromyrcene, C 10H 18 , formed from myrcene (Problem 25), absorbs two
moles of hydrogen to form Ci H 22. Upon cleavage by KMnO4 , dihydromyrcene yields:

CH 3-C-CH 3 CH 3-C-OH CH 3-C CH 2 CH 2-C OH

(a) Keeping in mind the isoprene rule, what is the most likely structure for dihydro-

myrcene? (b) Is it surprising that a compound of this structure is formed by reduction

of myrcene?

27. At the beginning of the biogenesis of squalene (Sec. 8.26) isopentenyl pyrophos-

phate, CH 2=C(CH 3)CH 2CH 2OPP, is enzymatically isomerized to dimethylallyl pyro-

phosphate, (CH 3)2C=CHCH 2OPP. These two compounds then react together to yield

geranyl pyrophosphate, (CH 3) 2C^CHCH 2CH 2C(CH 3)=^CHCH 2OPP. (a) Assuming that

the weakly basic pyrophosphate anion is, like the protonated hydroxyl group, a good

leaving group,
R-OPP > Re + OPP-

can you suggest a series of familiar steps by which geranyl pyrophosphate might be formed ?

(b) Geranyl pyrophosphate then reacts with another molecule of isopentenyl pyro-

phosphate to form farnesyl pyrophosphate. What is the structure of farnesyl pyro-

phosphate? (c) What is the relationship between farnesyl pyrophosphate and squalene?

(d) An enzyme system from the rubber plant catalyzes the conversion of isopentenyl

pyrophosphate into rubber; dimethylallyl pyrophosphate appears to act as an initiator

for the process. Can you suggest a "mechanism** for the formation of natural rubber?



Chapter

Alicyclid Hydrocarbons

9.1 Open-cbflin and cyclic compounds

In the compounds that we have studied in previous chapters, the carbon

atoms are attached to one another to form chains; these are called open-chain

compounds, In many compounds, however, the carbon atoms are arranged to

form rings; these are called cyclic compounds.
In this chapter we shall take up the alicyclic hydrocarbons (aliphatic cyclic

hydrocarbons). Much of the chemistry of cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes we al-

ready know, since it is essentially the chemistry of open-chain alkanes and alkenes.

But the cyclic nature of some of these compounds confers very special properties

on them. It is because of these special properties that, during the past fifteen

years, alicyclic chemistry has become what Professor Lloyd Ferguson, of the

California State College at Los Angeles, has called "the playground for organic

chemists." It is on some ofthese special properties that we shall focus our attention.

9.2 Nomenclature

Cyclic aliphatic hydrocarbons are named by prefixing cycle- to the name of

the corresponding open-chain hydrocarbon having the same number of carbon

atoms as the ring. For example:

HjC CH2

I ^ //*! u /"*.____/" VI
i^tij 112^ x^fi2

Cydobutane Cyclopcnlcnc

Substituents on the ring are named, and their positions are indicated by numbers,

203
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Table 9.1 CYCLIC ALIPHATIC HVbftoCARBONR

the lowest combination of numbers being used, fti simple cycloalkenes and

cycloalkynes the doubly- and triply-bonded carbons are considered to occupy

positions 1 and 2. For example:

H

ChlorocycJopropane

r
,CH2

.^
CH2

,3-Dimcthylcyclohexane

Eihykryctopemcne

1,3-Cyclohcxadicne

For convenience, aliphatic rings are often represented by simple geometric

figures: a triangle for cyclopropane, a square for cyclobutane, a pentagon for

cyclopentane, a hexagon for cyclohexane, and so on. ft is understood that two

hydrogens are located at each corner of the figure unless some other group is

indicated. For example:

o
Cyclopentane

Cyclohexane

3-Ethykyclopentenc

CHj

1,3-Cyclopcntadicne

-CH 3

1 ,3-Dimcthylcyclohexane 1,3-Cyclohcxadiene
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Polycyclic compounds contain two or more rings that share two or more
carbon atoms. We can illustrate the naming system with norbornane, whose sys-

tematic name is bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane: (a) heptane, since it contains a total of seven

carbon atoms; (b) bicydo, since it contains two rings, that is, breaking two carbon-

Bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane

Norbornane

Bicyclo[2.2.2]octa-2-ene Tricycto[2.2.1.0
2 '6

]heptane

Nortricyclene
'

carbon bonds converts it into an open-chain compound; (c) [2.2.1], since the

number of carbons between bridgeheads (shared carbons) is two (C-2 and C-3),
two (C-5 and C-6), and one (C-7).

Polycyclic compounds in a variety of strange and wonderful shapes have

been made, and their properties have revealed unexpected facets of organic chemis-

try. Underlying much of this research there has always been the challenge; can

such a compound be madel

Cubanc Basketane Adamantane

The ultimate polycyclk; aliphatic system is diamond which is, of course, not a hydro-
carbon at all, but one of the allotropic forms of elemental carbon. In diamond each

Diamond

carbon atom is attached to four others by tetrahedral bonds of the usual single bond length,

1.54 A. (Note the cyclohcxane chairs, Sec. 9.11.)
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9.3 Industrial source

We have already mentioned (Sec. 3.13) that petroleum from certain areas,

(in particular California) is rich in cycloalkanes, known to the petroleum industry

as naphthenes. Among these are cyclohexane, methylcyclohexane, methylcyclo-

pentane, and 1,2-dimethylcyclopentane.

These cycloalkanes are converted by catalytic reforming into aromatic hydro-

carbons, and thus provide one of the major sources of these important compounds
(Sec. 12.4). For example:

Mo,OyAl,0>tW
300ib/in.'

* ^65^H3 + JH2 Dehydrogenatioo

CH2 Toluene

Methykyclohexane Aromatic

Aliphatic

Just as elimination of hydrogen from cyclic aliphatic compounds yields aro-

matic compounds, so addition of hydrogen to aromatic compounds yields cyclic

aliphatic compounds, specifically cyclohexane derivatives. An important example
of this is the hydrogenation of benzene to yield pure cyclohexane.

HjC^
f^ t i in Ni 1 50 25u 7 i

~

C6H6 -r 3H2 2Satm .

>
i I Hydrogenation

Benzene H2C\ /^-^2
Aromatic CH2

Cyclohexane

Aliphatic

As we might expect, hydrogenation of substituted benzenes yields substituted

cyclohexanes. For example:

C6H5OH 4- 3H2

Phenol

Aromatic

Cyclohcxanol

Aliphatic

From cyclohcxanol many other cyclic compounds containing a six-membered

ring can be made.

9.4 Preparation

Preparation of alicyclic hydrocarbons from other aliphatic compounds

generally involves two stages: (a) conversion of some open-chain compound or
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compounds into a compound that contains a ring, a process called cyclizatipn;

(b) conversion of the cyclic compound thus obtained into the kind of compound
that we want: for example, conversion of a cyclic alcohol into a cyclic alkene* or

of a cyclic alkene into a cyclic alkane^

Very often, cyclic compounds are made by the adapting of a standard method

of preparation to the job of closing a ring. For example, we have seen (Sec. 3.17)

that the alkyl groups of two alkyl halides can be coupled together through con-

version of one halide into an organometallic compound (a lithium dialkylcopper) :

CH 3CH2-C1- CH 3CH 2-M-,
CH3CH2

CH3CH2-C1
-' CH3CH2

Ethyl chloride w-Butane

2 moles

The same method applied to a tf/halide can bring about coupling between two

alkyl groups that are part of the same molecule:

a CH 2
" ZnX X

H2
-&JSU H 2< H2<CH2-C1 CH 2 -X CH2

1 ,3-Dichloropropane Cyclopropane

In this case zinc happens to do a good job. Although this particular method works

well only for the preparation of cyclopropane, it illustrates an important prin-

ciple : the carrying out of what is normally an intermolecular (between-molecules)

reaction under such circumstances that it becomes an intramolecular (within-a*

molecule) reaction. As we can see, it involves tying together the ends of a di-

functional molecule.

Alicyclic hydrocarbons are prepared from other cyclic compounds (e.g.,

halides or alcohols) by exactly the same methods that are used for preparing

open-chain hydrocarbons from other open-chain compounds.

Problem 9.1 Starting with cyclohexanol (Sec. 9.3), how would you prepare:

(a) cyclohexene, (b) 3-bromocyclohexene, (c) 1,3-cyclohexadiene?

Problem 9.2 Bromocyclobutane can be obtained from open-chain compounds.
How would you prepare cyclobutane from it?

The most important route to rings of many different sizes is through the im-

portant class of reactions called cycloadditions: reactions in which molecules are

added together to form rings. We shall see one example of cycloaddition in Sees.

9.15-9.16, and others later on.

9.5 Reactions

With certain very important and interesting exceptions, alicyclic hydrocarbons

undergo the same reactions as their open-chain analogs.
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Cycloalkanes undergo chiefly free-radical substitution (compare Sec. 3.19).

For example:

:HCI + HCI

HjC
Cyclopropane

H2

Chlorocyclopropanc

Br2
300V

H2C CH2

Cyclopcntane

+-CH2

Rromocyclopentane

HB,

Cycloalkenes undergo chiefly addition reactions, both electrophilic and free

radical (compare Sec. 6.2); like other alkenes, they can also undergo cleavage and

allylic substitution. For example:

Br2
HjC

HzC

CHBr

Cyclohexcnc

r, ^/C<^

C 2

1 ,2-Dibromocyclohexane

CH3

+ HI

H^ CH2

1 -Methylcyclopentene

HCH3

3,5-Dimethylcyclopentene

H2

1 -lodo- 1 -methylcyclopcntane

?
C3

O==CCH CH2 CH C=O

A dialdehyde

The two smallest cycloalkanes, cyclopropane and cyclobutane, show certain

chemical properties that are entirely different from those of the other members of

their family. Some of these exceptional properties fit into a pattern and, as we
shall see, can be understood in a general way.

The chemistry of bicyclic compounds is even more remarkable, and is right now
one of the most intensively studied areas of organic chemistry (Sec. 28.13).

9.6 Reactions of small-ring compounds. Cyclopropane and cyclobutane

Besides the free-radical substitution reactions that are characteristic of cyclo-

alkanes and of alkanes in general, cyclopropane and cyclobutane undergo certain
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addition reactions. These addition reactions destroy the cycldprofttrie and ctyplp*

butane HHg systems, and yield open-chain products. For example:

Ni.H2.My^

H

Cycjppropanc

H H
Propane

.* **!'. CH2CH2CHa

Cl Cl

] ,3-DichloropropQfte

^
onc' HiS S CHaCH^CHz

li 6H
n-rtopyl ateohoi

th each of these reactions a carbon-carbon bond is broken, and the two atoms of

the reagent appear at the ends of the propane chain:

In general, cyclopropane undergoes addition less readily than propylene:

chlorination, for example, requires a Lewis acid catalyst to polarize the chlorine

molecule (compare Sec. 1 1.1 1). Yet the reaction with sulfuric acid and otheraqueous

protic acids takes place considerably faster for cyclopropane than for propylene.

(Odder still, treatment with bromine and FeBr3 yields a grand mixture of bromo-

propanes.)

Cyclobutane does not undergo most of the ring-opening reactions of cycle-

propane; it is hydrogenated, but only under mote vigorous conditions than those

required for cyclopropane, thus cyclobutape undergoes addition less readily than

cyclopropane and, with some exceptions, cyclopropane less readily than an

alkene. The remarkable thing is tfiat these pycloalkanes undergo addition at all.

0i7 Baeyer strain theory

In 1885 Adolf von Baeyer (of the University of Munich) proposed a theory to

account for certain aspects of the chemistry of cyclic compounds. The part of

his theory dealing with the ring-opening tendencies of cyclopropane and cyclo-

butane is generally accepted today, although it is dressed in more modern language.

Other parts of his theory have been shown to be based on false assumptions,

and have been discarded.

Baeyer's argument was essentially the following. In general, when carbon

is bonded to four other atoms, the angle between any pair of bonds is the tetra-

hedral angle 109.5. But the ring of cyclopropane is a triangle with three angles

of 60, and the ring of cyclobutane is a square with four angles of 90. In cyclo-

propane or cyclobutane, therefore, one pair of bonds to each carbon cannot

assume the tetrahedral angle, but must be compressed to 60 or 90 to fit the

geometry of the ring.
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These deviations of bond angles from the "normal" tetrahedral value cause

the molecules to be strained, and hence to be unstable compared with molecules

in which the bond angles are tetrahedral. Cyclopropane and cyclobutane undergo

ring-opening reactions since these relieve the strain and yield the more stable open-
chain compounds. Because the deviation of the bond angles in cyclopropane

(109.5
- 60 = 49.5) is greater than in cyclobutane (109.5

- 90 19.5),

cyclopropane is more highly strained, more unstable, and more prone to undergo

ring-opening reactions than is cyclobutane.

The angles of a regular pentagon (108) are very close to the tetrahedral angle

(109.5), and hence cyclopentane should be virtually free of angle strain. The

angles of a regular hexagon (120) are somewhat larger than the tetrahedrai angle,

aftd hence, Baeyer proposed (incorrectly), there should be a certain amaunt of

strain in cyclohexane. Further, he suggested (incorrectly) that as one proceed 4
to cycloheptane, cyclooctane, etc., the deviation of the bond angles from 109.5

would become progressively larger, and the molecules would become progressively
more strained.

Thus Baeyer considered that tings smaller or larger than cyclopentane or

cyclohexane were unstable; it was because of this instability that the three- and

fouNmembered rings underwent ring-opening reactions; it was because of this

instability that great difficulty had been encountered in the synthesis of the larger
How does Baeyer's strain theory agree with the facts?

9$ Heals of combustion and relative stabilities of the cycloalkaites

We recall (Sec. 2.6) that the heat of combustion is the quantity of heat evolved

when one mole of a compound is burned to carbon dioxide and water. Lik$
heats of hydrogenation (Sees. 6.4 and 8.16), heats of combustion can often fur-

nish valuable information about the relative stabilities of organic compounds.
Let us see if the heats of combustion of the various cycloalkanes support Baeyer's

proposal that rings smaller or larger than cyclopentane and cyplohexane are un-

stable.

Examination of the data for a great many compounds has shown that the heat

of combustion of an aliphatic hydrocarbon agrees rather closely with that calcu-

lated by assuming a certain characteristic contribution from each structural unit.

For open-chain alkanes each methylene group, CH2 , contributes very close to

157.4 kcal/mole to the heat of combustion. Table 9.2 lists the heats of combus-
tion tjiat have been measured for some of the cycloalkanes.

Table 9.2 HEATS dt COMBUSTION OF CYCLOALKANES
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We notice that for cyclopropane the heat of combustion per CH2 group
is 9 kcal higher than the open-chain value of 157.4; for cyclobutane it is 7 kcal

higher than the open-chain value. Whatever the compound in which it occurs, a

CH 2 group yields the same products on combustion: carbon dioxide and water.

~CH 2
- + |O2 * CO 2 + H2O -I- heat

If cyclopropane and cyclobutarie evolve more energy per CH2 group than an

open-chain compound, it can mean only that they contain more energy per ~rCH2
~

group. In agreement with the Baeyer angle-strain theory, then, cyclopropane and

cyclobutane are less stable than open-chain compounds; it is reasonable to suppose
that their tendency to undergo ring-opening reactions is related to this instability.

According to Baeyer, rings larger than cyclopentane and cyclohexane also

should be unstable, and hence also should have high heats of combustion; further-

more relative instability and, with it, heat ofcombustion should increase steadily

with ring size. However, we see from Table 9.2 that almost exactly the opposite
is true. For none of the rings larger than four carbons does the heat of combustion

per CH2
~ deviate much from the open-chain value of 157.4. Indeed, one of the

biggest deviations is for Baeyer's "most stable" compound, cyclopentane: 1.3

kcal per CH2 , or 6.5 kcal for the molecule. Rings containing seven to eleven

carbons have about the same value as cyclopentane, and when we reach rings of

twelve carbons or more, heats of combustion are indistinguishable from the open-
chain Values. Contrary to Baeyer's theory, then, none of these rings is appreciably

less stable than open-chain compounds, and the larger ones are completely free of

strain. Furthermore, once they have been synthesized, these large-ring cyclo-

alkanes show little tendency to undergo the ring-opening reactions characteristic

of cyclopropane and cyclobutane.

What is wrong with Baeyer's theory that it does not apply to rings larger than

four members? Simply this: the angles that Baeyer used for each ring were based

on the assumption that the rings were ./to/. For example, the angles of a regular

(flat) hexagon are 120, the angles for a regular decagpn are 144. But the cyclo-

hexane ring is not a regular hexagon, and the cyclodecane ring is not a regular

decagon. These rings are not Hat, but are puckered (see Fig. 9.1) so that each bond

angle of carbon can be 109.5.

(a)

Figure 9.1. Puckeitd rings* (a) Qttlohexane* (b) Cyclodecane.

*

A three-membered ring niust be j>l*ttat, since three points (the three carbon

nuclei) define a plane. A fQwrmcmfreied ring need not be planar, but puckeriqg
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here would increase (angle) strain- A five-membered ring need not be planar, but

in this case a planar arrangement would permit the bond angles to have nearly the

tetrahedral value, All rings larger than this are puckered. (Actually, as we shall

see, cyclobutane and cyclopentane are puckered, too, but this is in spite ^/increased

angle strain.)

Iflarge rings are stable, why are they difficult to synthesize? Here we encoun-

ter Baeyer's second false assumption. The fact that a compound is difficult to

synthesize does not necessarily mean that it is unstable. The closing of a ring

requires that two ends of a chain be brought close enough to each other for a bond

to form. The larger the ring one wishes to synthesize, the longer must be the chain

from which it is made, and the less is the likelihood of the two ends of the chain

approaching each other. Ufider these conditions the end of one chain is more

likely to encounter the ewj pf Q different chain, add thus yield an entirely different

product (see Fig, 9*2).

CH2Y CH 2Y CH2Y CH 2~CH2

Figure 94. Ring closure (upper) vs. chain lengthening (lower).

the methods that are used successfully to make large rings take this fact into

consideration. Reactions are carried out in highly dilute solutions where collisions

between two different chains are unlikely; under these conditions the ring-closing

reaction, although slow, is the
principal

one. Five- and six-membered rings are

the kind most commonly encountered in organic chemistry because they are large

enough to be free of angle strain, Qnd small enough that ring closure is likely.

9.9 Orbital picture of angle strain

What is the meaning of Baeyer's angle strain in terms of the modern picture

of tha coVdlent bond ?

We have seen (Sec. 1.8) that, for a bond to form* two atoms must be located

so that an orbital of one overlaps an orbital of the other. For a given pair of

atoms, the greater the overlap of atomic orbitals, the stronger the bond. When
carbon is bonded to four other atoms, its bonding orbitals (sp* orbitals) are

directed to the corners of a tetrahedron; the angle between any pair of orbitals

is thus 109.5. Formation of a bond with another carbon atom involves over-

lap of one of these sp* orbitals with a similar sp* orbital of the other carbon atom.
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%
This overlap is most effective, and hence the bond is strongest, when the two

atoms are located so that an sp* orbital of each atom points toward the other

atom. This means that when carbon is bonded to two other carbon atoms the

C-C-C bond angle should be 109.5.

In cyclopropane, however, the CC C bond angle cannot be 109.5, but

instead must be 60. As a result, the carbon atoms cannot be located to permit

(

Figure 9.3. Angle strain, (a) Maximum overlap permitted for open-
chain or large-ring compounds. (6) Poor overlap for cyclopropane ring.

Bent bonds have much p character.

their sp
3 orbitals to point toward each other (see Fig. 9.3). There is less over-

lap and the bond is weaker than the usual carbon-carbon bond.

The decrease in stability of a cyclic compound attributed to angle strain

is due to poor overlap of atomic orbitals in the formation of the carbon-carbon

bonds.

On the basis of quantum mechanical calculations, C. A. Coulson and W, A.

Moffitt (of Oxford University) proposed bent bonds between carbon atoms of cyclo-

propane rings; this idea is supported by electron density maps based on X-ray
studies. Carbon uses sp

2 orbitals for carbon-hydrogen bonds (which are short

and strong), and orbitals with much p character (sp
4 to sp

5
) for the carbon-carbon

bonds. The high p character of these carbon-carbon bonds, and their location

largely outside the ring seems to underlie much of the unusual chemistry of these

rings. The carbon-carbon bond orbitals can overlap orbitals on adjacent atoms;
the resulting delocalization is responsible for the effects of cyclopropyl as a substi-

tuent. The carbon-carbon bond orbitals provide a site for the attack by acids

that is the first step of ring-opening. (Indeed, "edge-protonated" cyclopropanes
seem to be key intermediates in many reactions that do not, on the surface, seem

to involve cyclopropane rings.)

Ring-opening is due to the weakness of the carbon-carbon bonds, but the

way in which it happens reflects the unusual nature of the bonds; all this steins

utimately from the geometry of the rings and angle strain.
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9JO Factors affecting stability of conformations

To go more deeply into the chemistry of cyclic compounds, we must use

conformational analysis (Sec. 4.20). As preparation for that, let us review the

factors that determine the stability of a conformation.

Any atom tends to have bond angles that match those of its bonding orbitals:

tetrahedral (109.5) for j/7
3
-hybridized carbon, for example. Any deviations from

the "normal" bond angles are accompanied by angle strain (Sees. 9.8-9.9).

Any pair of tetrahedral carbons attached to each other tend to have their bonds

staggered. That is to say, any ethane-like portion of a molecule tends, like* ethane,

to take up a staggered conformation. Any deviations from the staggered arrange-

ment are accompanied by torsional strain (Sec. 3.3).

Any two atoms (or groups) that are not bonded to each other can interact in

several ways, depending on their size and polarity, and how closely they-are brought

together. These non-bonded interactions can be either repulsive or attractive,

and the result can be either destabilization or stabilization of the conformation.

Non-bonded atoms (or groups) that just touch each other that is, that are

about as far apart as the sum of their van der Waals radii attract each other. If

brought any closer together, they repel each other: such crowding together is

accompanied by van der Waals strain (steric strain) (Sees. 1.19, 3.5).

Non-bonded atoms (or groups) tend to take, positions that result in the most

favorable dipole-dipole interactions: that is, positions that minimize dipole-dipole

repulsions or maximize dipole-dipole attractions. (A particularly powerful attrac-

tion results from the special kind of dipole-dipole interaction called the hydrogen
bond (Sec. 1.19).

All these factors, working together or opposing each other, determine the

net stability of a conformation. To figure out what the most stable conformation

of a particular molecule should be, one ideally should consider all possible com-

binations of bond angles, angles of rotation, and even bond lengths, and see which

combination results in the lowest energy content. A start in this direction

feasible only by use of computers has been made, most notably by Professor

James F. Hendrickson (of Brandeis University).

Both calculations and experimental measurements show that the final result is

a compromise, and that few molecules have the idealized conformations that we

assign them and, for convenience, usually work with. For example, probably no

tetravalent carbon compound except one with four identical substituents has

exactly tetrahedral bond angles: a molecule accepts a certain amount of angle

strain to relieve van der Waals strain or dipole-dipole interaction. In the gauche
conformer of w-butane (Sec. 3.5), the dihedral angle between the methyl groups is

not 60, but almost certainly larger: the molecule accepts some torsional strain

to ease van der Waals strain between the methyl groups.

9.11 Conformations of cycloalkanes

Let us look more closely at the matter of puckered rings, starting with cyclo-

hexane, the most important of the cycloalkanes. Let us make a model of the mcijp.

cule, and examine the conformations that are free of angle strain.
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Chair conformation Twist-boat conformationBoat conformation

An energy maximum

Figure 9.4. Conformations of cyclohexane that are free of angle strain.

First, there is the chair form (Fig. 9.4). If we sight along each of the carbon-

carbon bonds in turn, we see in every case perfectly staggered bonds:

Chair

cyclohexane
Staggered
ethane

The conformation is thus not only free of angle strain but free of torsional strain as

well. It lies at an energy minimum, and is therefore a conformational isomer.

The chair form is the most stable conformation of cyclohexane, and, indeed, of

nearly every derivative of ryclohexane.

Next, let us flip the "left" end of the molecule up (Fig. 9.4) to make the boat

conformation. (Like all the transformations we shall carry out in this section,

this involves only rotations about single bonds; what we are making are indeed

conformations.) This is not a very happy arrangement. Sighting along either of

two carbon-carbon bonds, we see sets of exactly eclipsed bonds,

Flagpole
bonds
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and hence we expect considerable torsional strain: as much as in two ethane mole-

cules. In addition, there is van der Waals strain due to crowding between the

"flagpole" hydrogens, which lie only 1.83 A apart, considerably closer than the

sum of their van der Waals radii (2.5 A). The boat conformation is a good deal

less stable (6.9 kcal/mole, it has been calculated) than the chair conformation. It

is believed to lie, not at an energy minimum, but at an energy maximum; it is thus

not a conformer, but a transition state between two conformers.

Now, what are these two conformers that lie energetically speaking on

either side of the boat conformation ? To see what they are, let us hold a model of

the boat conformation with the flagpole hydrogens (// and Hb) pointing up, and

look down through the ring. We grasp C-2 and C-3 in the right hand and C-5

Move together

Boat Twist-boat

Cyclohexane

did O6 in the left hand, and twist the molecule so that, say, C-3 and C-6 go

down, and C-2 and C-5 come up. As we do this, Ha and H6 move diagonally

apart, and we see (below the ring) a pair of hydrogens, Hc and Hd (on C-3 and

C-6, respectively), begin to approach each other. (If this motion is continued, we
make a new boat conformation with Hc and Hd becoming the flagpole hydrogens.)

When the Ha Hb distance is equal to the Hc Hd distance, we stop and examine

the molecule. We have minimized the flagpole-flagpole interactions, and at the

same time have partly relieved the torsional strain at the C2 C3 and C5 C6

bonds.

Flagpole
bonds

Boat

cyclohexanc

Twist-boat

cyclohcxane

This new configuration is the twist-boat form. It is a conformer, lying at

energy minimum 5.5 kcal above the chair conformation. The twist-boat conformed*

is separated from another, enantiomeric twist-boat conformer by an energy barrier

1.6 kcal high, at the top of which is the boat conformation.
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Between the chair form and the twi*t*boat forth llfes the highest barrier of all;

a transition state conformation (the half-chair) which, with angle strain and tor*

siopal strain, lies about 1 1 kcal above the chair form.

The overall relationships are summarized In Fig. 9.5. Equilibrium exists

between the chair and twist-boat forms, with the more stable chair form being
favored 10,000 to 1 at room temperature.

Conform* Conformer Conformer

Figure 9.5. Potential energy relationships among conformations of
cyclohexane.

If chair cyclohexane is, conformationally speaking, the perfect specimen of a

cycloalkane, planar cyclopcntane (Fig. 9.6) must certainly be the poorest: there is
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exact bond eclipsing between every pair of carbons. To (partially) relieve this

torsional strain, cyclopentane takes on a slightly puckered conformation, even at

the cost of a little angle strain. (See also Problem 10; p. 316.)

Figure 9.6. Planar cyclopentane: much torsional strain. Molecule actu-

ally puckered.

Evidence of many kinds strongly indicates that cyclobutane is not planar,

but rapidly changes between equivalent, slightly folded conformations (Fig. 9.7).

Here, too, torsional strain is partially relieved at the cost of a little angle strain.

Figure 9.7. Cyclobutane: rapid transformation between equivalent non-

planar "folded" conformations.

Rings containing seven to twelve carbon atoms are also subject to torsional

strain, and hence these compounds, too, are less stable than cyclohexane; scale

models also reveal serious crowding of hydrogens inside these rings. Only quite

large ring systems seem to be as stable as cyclohexane.

9.12 Equatorial and axial bonds in cyclohexane

Let us return to the model of the chair conformation of cyclohexane (see Fig.

9.8). Although the cyclohexane ring is not flat, we can consider that the carbon

atoms lie roughly in a plane. If we look at the molecule in this way, we see that

the hydrogen atoms occupy two kinds of position: six hydrogens lie in the plane,

Equatorial bonds Axial bonds

Figure 9.8. Equatorial and axia! bonds in cyclohexane.
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while six hydrogens lie above or below the plane. The bonds holding the hydro-

gens that are in the plane of the ring lie in a belt about the "equator" of the ring,

and are called equatorial bonds. The bonds holding
the hydrogen atoms that are

above and below the plane are pointed along an axis perpendicular to the plane

and are called axial bonds. In the chair conformation each carbon atom has one

equatorial bond and one axial bond.

Cyclohexane itself, in which only hydrogens are attached to the carbon atoms,

is not only free of angle strain and torsional strain, but free of van der Waals

strain as well. Hydrogens on adjacent carbons are the same distance apart (2.3 A)
as in (staggered) ethane and, if anything, feel mild van der Waals attraction for

each other. We notice that the three axial hydrogens on the same side of the mole-

cule are thrown rather closely together, despite the fact that they are attached to

alternate carbon atoms; as it happens, however, they are the same favorable

distance apart (2.3 A) as the other hydrogens are.

If, now, a hydrogen is replaced by a larger atom or group, crowding occurs.

The most severe crowding is among atoms held by the three axial bonds on the

same side of the molecule; the resulting interaction is called 1,3-d iaxial inter-

action. Except for hydrogen, a given atom or group has more room in an equatorial

position than in an axial position.

As a simple example of the importance of 1,3-diaxial interactions, let us con-

sider methylcyclohexane. In estimating relative stabilities of various conformations

of this compound, we must focus our attention on methyl, since it is the largest

substituent on the ring and hence the one most subject to crowding. There are two

Equatorial CH 3 Axial CH 3

Figure 9.9. Chair conformations of methylcyclohexane.

possible chair conformations (see Fig. 9.9), one with CH 3 in an equatorial posi-

tion, the other with CH 3 in an axial position. As shown in Fig. 9.10, the two

axial hydrogens (on C-3 and C-5) approach the axial CH 3 (on C-l) more

closely than any hydrogens approach the equatorial CH 3 . We would expect

CH3

Axial CH 3

Figure 9.10. 1,3-Diaxial interaction in methylcyclohexane. Axial CHj
more crowded than equatorial CH 3 .
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the equatorial conformation to be the more stable, and it is, by about 1.8 kcal.

Most molecules (about 95/ at room temperature) exist in the conformation with

methyl in the uncrowded equatorial position.

In an equatorial position, we see, CH 3 points away from its nearest neighbors:

the two hydrogens one axial, and one equatorial on the adjacent carbons. This is

not true of CH 3 in an axial position, since it is held by a bond that is parallel to the

bonds holding its nearest neighbors: the two axial hydrogens.

Conformational analysis can account not only for the fact that one confor-

mation is more stable than another, but often with a fair degree of accuracy

for just how much more stable it is. We have attributed the 1.8-kcal energy dif-

ference between the two conformations of methylcyclohexane to 1,3-diaxial inter-

actions between a methyl group and two hydrogens. If, on that basis, we assign

a value of 0.9 kcal/mole to each 1,3-diaxial methyl-hydrogen interaction, we shall

find that we can account amazingly well for the energy differences between con-

formations of a variety of cyclohexanes containing more than one methyl group.

We notice that 0.9 kcal is nearly the same value that we earlier (Sec. 3.5) assigned to a

gauche interaction in /z-butane; examination of models shows that this is not just acci-

dental.

Let us make a model of the conformation of methylcyclohexane with axial methyl.
If we hold it so that we can sight along the Q 2 bond, we see something like this,

represented by a Newman projection:

Axial CH 3

CH 3

Gauche
//-Butane

The methyl group and C-3 of the ring have the same relative locations as the two methyl

groups in the gauche conformation of /;-butane (Sec. 3.5). If we now sight along the

(?! C6 bond, v\e see a similar arrangement but with C-5 taking the place of C-3.

Next, let us make a model of the conformation with equatorial methyl. This time,

if we sight along the Cj C2 bond, we see this:

Tquatonal ("H, Ann
n- Butane

Here, methyl and C-3 of the ring have the same relative locations as the two methyl

groups in the anti conformation of //-butane. And if we sight along the Cr C6 bond, we
see methyl and C-5 in the anti relationship.
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Thus, for each 1,3-diaxial methyl- hydrogen interaction there is a
"

intei action between the methyl group and a carbon atom 'of the ring. Of the two ap-

proaches, however, looking for 1,3-diaxial interactions is much the easier and has the

advantage, when we study substituents other than methyl, of focusing our attention on the

sizes of the groups being crowded together.

In general, then, it has been found that (a) chair conformations are more

stable than twist conformations, and (b) the most stable chair conformations

are those in which the largest groups are in equatorial positions. There are excep-

tions to both these generalizations (which we shall encounter later in problems),

but the exceptions are understandable ones.

Problem 9.3 For other alkylcyclohexane^ the difference in energy between

equatorial and axial conformations has been found to be: ethyl, 1.9 kcal/mole; iso-

propyl, 2.1 kcal/mole; and /m-butyl, more than 5 kcal/mole. Using models, can you
account for the big increase at /m-butyl? (Hint: Don't forget freedom of rotation

about all the single bonds.)

9.13 Stereoisomerism of cyclic compounds: cis- and

Let us turn for the moment from conformational analysis, and look at con-

figurational isomerism in cyclic compounds.
We shall begin with the glycol of cyclopentene, 1,2-cyclopentanediol. Using

models, we find that we can anange the atoms of this molecule as in I, in which

both hydroxyls lie below (or above) the plane of the ring, and as in II, in which

one hydroxyl lies above and the other lies belpw the plane of the ring.

OH OH H OH
l II

m-1 ,2-Cyclopcntanediol trans- \ ,2-Cvclopentanediol

I and II cannot be superimposed, and hence are isomers. They differ only in

the way their atoms are oriented in space, and hence are stereoisomers. No amount
of rotation about bonds can interconvert 1 and II, and hence they are not conforma-

tional isomers. They are configurational isomers; they are interconverted only by

breaking of bonds, and hence arc isolable. They are not mirror images, and hence

are diastcreomers; they should, therefore, have different physical properties, as the

two glycols actually have. Configuration I is designated the ra-configuration, and

H is designated the /raw-configuration. (Compare cis- and /ra/75-alkenes. Sec. 5.6.)

Problem 9.4 You have two bottles labeled
"
1.2-Cyclopentanediol," one con-

taining a compound of m.p. 30 , the other a compound of m.p. 55 ; both compounds

are optically inactive. Ho\\ could you decide, beyond any doubt, which bottle should

he labeled "w" and \\hich
*

Problem 9.5 (a) Starting from cyclopcntanol, outline a synthesis of stcreo-

chemically pure r/.v-!,2-eyclopentancdioi. (b) Of stcreochemicully pure mww-1.2-cyclo-

nentunediol.
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Stereoisomerism of this same sort should be possible for compounds other

than glycols, and for rings other than cyclopentane. Some examples of isomers

that have been isolated are:

COOH
m-l,3-( \clopentdnedicarbox} lie

acid

COOH

H Br

/tt//M-I,2-Dibromoc\clopcntanc*

COOH

//<///s-lJ-( \clopentunedicarbo\y lie

acid

HOOC

COOH

r/s-l,3-C\clobutaned]carbox\lie
acid

//.//;\-l,3-C>clobulanedicarbo\>lic
acid

H

CH 3

c i\-\ ,2-I)imctln lc\clopropanc

CH 3

CH 3
H

//</m-I,2-I)imetlulc\cIopmpdne

If we examine models of C/A- and /r0/7s-l,2-cyclopentanediol more closely,

we find that each compound contains two chiral centers. We know (Sec. 4.18)

that compounds containing more than one chiral center are often -but not always

chiral. Are these glycols chiral? As always, to test for possible chirality, we con-

struct a model of the molecule and a model of its mirror image, and see if the two

are superimposable. When we do this for the //my-glycol, we find that the models

m irror

OH OH

Not superimpo\ahle

Enantiomers : resolvable

tran?-\ ,2-Cyclopentancdiol
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are not superimposable. The trans glycol is chiral, and the two models we have

constructed therefore correspond to enarttiomers. Next, we find that the models

are not interconvertible by rotation about single bonds. They therefore represent,

not conformational isomers, but configurational isomers; they should be capable

of isolation resolution and, when isolated, each should be optically active.

Next let us look at c/s-l,2-cyclopentanediol. This, too, contains two chiral

centers; is it also chiral? This time we find that a model of the molecule and a

model of its mirror image are superimposable. In spite of its chiral centers, c/s-1,2-

mirroi

OH OH OH

Superimposable

A meso compound

cis-] ,2-Cyclopentanediol

cyclopentanediol is not chiral; it cannot exist in two enantiomeric forms, and can-

not be optically active. It is a meso compound.

We might have recognized c/>l,2-cyclopentanediol as a meso structure on sight

from the fact that one half of the molecule is the mirror image of the other half (Sec. 4.18):

OH

A meso compound

m-l,2-Cvclopentanedioi

Thus, of the two 1,2-cyclopentanediols obtainable from cyclopentene, only

one is separable into enantiomers, that is, is resolvable', this must necessarily be

the /ra/u-glycol. The other glycol is a single, inactive, nonresolvable compound,
and it must have the cis configuration.

What is the relationship between the meso ra-glycol and either of the enan-

tiomeric /ra/w-glycols? They are diaster-earners, since they are stereoisomers that

are not enantiomers.

Problem 9.6 Five of the eight structures sho\\n at the top of p. 302 arc achiral.

Which are these?

9.14 Stereoisomcrism of cyclic compounds. Conformational analysis

So far, we have described the relative positions of groups in cis- and trans-

isomers in terms of flat rings: both groups are below (or above) the plane of the
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ring, or one group is above and the other is below the plane of the ring. In view

of what we have said about puckering, however, we realize that this is a highly

simplified picture even for four- and five-membered rings, and for six-membered

rings is quite inaccurate.

Let us apply the methods of conformational analysis to the stereochemistry

of cyclohexane derivatives; and, since we are already somewhat familiar with inter-

actions of the methyl group
let us use the dimethylcyclohexanes as our examples.

If we consider only tuc 1 ore stable, chair conformations, we find that a

particular molecule of rra/is-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane, to take our first example,

can exist in two conformations (see Fig. 9.11). In one, both CH3 groups are in

H
Diequatorial Diaxial

Figure 9.11. Chair conformations of /raw5-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane.

equatorial positions, and in the other, both -CH 3 groups are in axial positions.

Thus, we see, the two CH3 groups of the trans-isomer are not necessarily on

opposite sides of the ring; in fact, because of lesser crowding between CH3

groups and axial hydrogens of the ring (less 1,3-diaxial interaction), the more

stable conformation is the diequatorial one.

A molecule of cw-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane can also exist in two conformations

(see Fig. 9.12). In this case, the two are of equal stability (they are mirror images)

since in each there is one equatorial and one axial CH 3 group.

CH3

Equatorial-axial

CH3

Axial-equatorial

Figure 9.12. Chair conformations of cis- 1 ,2-dimethyicyclohexane.

In the most stable conformation of /ra/w-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane, both

CH3 groups occupy uncrowded equatorial positions. In either conformation

of the aj-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane, only one CH 3 group can occupy an equatorial

position. It is not surprising to find that /r/75-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane is more
stable than c/.s-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane.

It is interesting to note that in the most stable conformation (diequatorial)

of the frarts-isomer, the CH 3 groups are exactly the same distance apart as they
are in either conformation of the c/5-rsomer. Clearly, it is not repulsion between
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the CHj groups as one might incorrectly infer from planar representations

that causes the difference in stability between the trans- and m-isomers: the cause

is 1,3-diaxial interactions '(Sec. 9.12).

Now, just how much more stable is the /ra/w-isomer? In the ns-l,2-dimethyl-

cyclohexane there is one axial methyl group, which means two 1,3-diaxial

methyl-hydrogen interactions: one with each of two hydrogen atoms. (Or, what is

equivalent (Sec. 9.12), there are two butone-gauche interactions between the methyl

groups and carbon atoms of the ring.) In addition, there is one butane-gauche.

interaction between the two methyl groups. On the basis of 0.9 kcal for each

1,3-diaxial methyl-hydrogen interaction or butane-gfli/c7/e interaction, we calculate

a total of 2.7 kcal of van der Waals strain for the m-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane.

In the (diequatorial) /ro/w-isomer there are no 1,3-diaxial methyl-hydrogen
interactions, but there is one butane-gauche interaction between the methyl

groups; this confers 0.9 kcal of van der Waals strain on the molecule. We sub-

tract 0.9 kcal from 27 kcal and conclude that the /ra//s-isomer should be more

stable than the r/5-isomer by 1.8 kcal/mole, in excellent agreement with the meas-

ured value of 1.87 kcal.

Problem 9.7 Compare stabilities, of .the possible chair conformations of: (a) cis-

1,2-dimethylcyclohexane; (b) //ww- 1,2-dimethylcyclohexane; (c) m-l,3-dimethyl-

cyclohexane; (d) /ra//s-l,3-dimethylcyclohexane; (e) m-l,4-dimethylcyclohexanc;

(f) /r0Hs-l,4-dirnethylcyclohexane. (g) On the basis of 0.9 kcal/mole per 1,3-diaxial

methyl- hydrogen interaction, predict (where you can) the potential energy difference

between the members of each pair of conformations.

Problem 9.8 On theoretical grounds, K. S. Pitzer (then at the University of

California) calculated that the energy difference between the conformations of cis-

1,3-dimethylcyclohexane should be about 5.4 kcal, much larger than that between the

chair conformations of //W7.y-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane or of //Y///j-l,4-dimethylcycJo-

hexane. (a) What special factor must Pitzer have recognized in the r/5-l,3-isomer?

(b) Using the 0.9 kcal value where it applies, what value must you assign to the factor

you invoked in (a), if you are to arrive at the energy difference of 5.4 kcal for the cis-

1,3-conformations? (c) The potential energy difference between cis- and fra/is-lj,3,5-

tetramethyicyclohexane was then measured by Norman L. A/linger (at Wayne State

University) as 3.7 kcal/mole. This measurement was carried out because of its direct

bearing on the matter of m-l,3-dimethylcyciohexane. What is the connection between

this measurement and parts (a) and (b)? Does Allinger's measurement support Pitzer's

calculation?

Problem 9.9 Predict the relative stabilities of the cis- and /rww-isomers of:

(a) 1,3-dimethylcyclohexane; (b) 1,4-dimethylcyclohexane. (c) On the basis of 0.9

kcal/mole per 1,3-diaxial methyl-hydrogen interaction or butane-gauche interaction,

and assuming that each stereoisomer exists exclusively in its more stable conforma-

tion, predict the potential energy difference between members of each pair of stereo-

isomers.

Conformational analysis of cyclohexane derivatives containing several different

substituents follows along the same lines as that of the dimethylcyclohexanes.

We need to keep in mind that, of two groups, the larger one will tend to call the

tune. Because of its very large 1,3-diaxial interactions (Problem 9.3, p. 301), the

bulky /T/-butyl group is particularly prone to occupy an equatorial position.

If as is usually the case other substituents are considerably smaller than /erf-

butyl, the molecule is virtually locked in a single conformation: the one with an
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equatorial tert-buiyl group. Consider cyclohexanes I and II containing a 4-tert-

butyl group cis or trans to another substituent G. In each diastereomer, ten-

butyl holds G exclusively in the axial or in the equatorial position, yet, because

(CH3)3C (CH3)3C

A cis-4-tert-butyl
substituted cyclohexane

A trans-4-tert-buty\
substituted cyclohexane

of its distance, exerts little electronic effect on G. Following a suggestion by
Professor Saul Winstein (of the University of California, Los Angeles), te/Y-butyl

has been widely used as a holding group, to permit the study of physical and

chemical properties associated with a purely axial or purely equatorial substituent.

Problem 9.10 Use the energy differences given in Problem 9.3 (p. 301) to calcu-

late values for the various alkyl-hydrogen 1,3-diaxial interactions, and from these

calculate the difference in energy between the two conformations of:

(a) r/5-4-/*r/-butyImethylcyclohexane;

(b)

(c)

Now, what can we say about the possible chirality of the 1,2-dimethylcyclo-

hexanes? Let us make a model of /raw5-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane in the more

stable diequatorial conformation, say and a model of its mirror image. We find

mirror

H

CH 3

CH3

H
Not superimposable; not interconvertible

trans- \ ,2-Dimethylcyclohexane

A resolvable racemic modification

they are not superimposable, and therefore are enantiomers. We find that they

are not interconvertible, and hence are configurational isomers. (When we flip

one of these into the opposite chair conformation, it is converted, not into its

mirror image, but into a diaxial conformation.) Thus, fr0Aw-l,2-dimethylcyclo-

hexane should, in principle, be resolvable into (configurational) enantiomers,

each of which should be optically active.

Next, let us make a model of cw-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane and a model of its

mirror image. We find they are not superimposable, and hence are enantiomers.
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mirror

307

CH 3 CH3

CH 3 |

Not superimposahle; bin intercom ertihle

t'/A-l,2-DimethyIc)cIohcxanc

A non-resoli ahfc racemic modification

In contrast to what we have said for the trans-compound, however, we find that

these models are interconvertible by flipping one chair conformation into the other.

These are conformational enantiomers and hence, except possibly at low tempera-

tures, should interconvert too rapidly for resolution and measurement of optical

activity.

Thus, just as with the cis- and rra/j.s-l,2-cyclopentanediols (Sec. 9.13), we

could assign configurations to the cis- and fra?,s-l,2-dimethylcyclohexanes by

finding out which of the two is resolvable. The c/s-l,2-dimethylcyclohexane is

not literally a meso compound, but it is a non-resolvable racemic modification,

which for most practical purposes amounts to the same thing.

To summarize, then, 1,2-dimethylcyclohexane exists as a pair of (configura-

tional) diastereomers: the cis- and /ra/w-isomers. The c/.v-isomer exists as a pair

of conformational enantiomers. The trans-homer exists as a pair of configura-

tional enantiomers, each of which in turn exists as two conformational diastereo-

mers (axial -axial and equatorial-equatorial).

Because- of the ready interconvertibility of chair conformations, it is possible

to use planar drawings to predict the configurational stereoisomerism of cyclo-

mirror

OH

Superimposablif

m- 1 ,2-ryclohexanediol

OH H

\r>t superimposahle

trans- 1 ,2-Cyclohexancdiol
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hexane derivatives. To understand the true geometry of such molecules, however,
and with ii the matter of stability, one must use models and formulas like those in

Figs. 9.11 and 9. 12.

Problem 9.11 Which of the following compounds are resolvable, and which
are non-resolvable? Which are truly mcso compounds? Use models as well as draw-

ings.

(a) m-l,2-cyclohexanediol (d) m7w$-l,3-cyclohexanediol
(b) m7//y-l,2-cyclohexanediol (e) m-1,4-cyciohexanediol
(c) c/>l,3-cyclohexancdiol (f) //ww-1,4-cyclohexanediol

Problem 9.12 Tell which, if any, of the compounds of Problem 9.1 1 exist as:

(a) a single conformation ;

(b) a pair of confonnationa! enantiomers;

(c) a pair of ccnformational diastercomers;

(d) a pair of (configurational) enantiomers, each of which exists as a single conforma-
tion;

(e) a pair of (configurational) enantiomers, each of which exists as a pair of conforma-
tional diastereomers;

(f) none of the above answers. (Give the correct answer.)

Problem 9.13 Draw structural formulas for all stereoisomers of the following.
Label any meso compounds and indicate pairs of enantiomers. Do any (like ro-1,2-
dimethylcyclohexane) exist as a non-resolvable racemic modification?

(a) ci>2-chlorocyclohexanol (d) rrawj-3-chlorocyclopentanol
(b) /rfl/w-2-chlorocyclohexanol (e) m-4-chlorocyclohexanol
(c) c/>3-chlorocyclopentanol (f) /rc//tf-4-chlorocycIohexanol

9.15 Carbcncs. Methylene

The difference between successive members of a homologous series, we have

seen, is the CH 2 unit, or methylene. But methylene is more than just a building block
for the mental construction of compounds; it is an actual molecule, and its chem-

istry and the chemistry of its derivatives, the carbenes, has become one of the

most exciting and productive fields of organic research,

Methylene is formed by the photolysis of either diazomethane, CH2N2 , or

ketene, CH 2
- O O. (Notice that the two starting materials and the two other

Diazomethane Methylene

uuravtolctllght CH2 + CO
Kctene Methylene

products, nitrogen and carbon monoxide, are pairs ofisoelectronic molecules, that

is, molecules containing the same number of valence electrons.)

Methylene as a highly reactive molecule was first proposed in the 1930s to

account for the fact that something formed by the above reactions was capable of

removing certain metal mirrors (compare Problem 16, p. 72). Its existence was

definitel) established in 1959 by spcctroscopic studies.
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4
IF I Ml* CMz WITH

NW* AND BOIL TWE
ATOMS IN OSMOTIC
FO&, J SHOULD GET
SPECKLED

(c> Wart Disney Productions

Figure 9.13. Evidence of early (1944) research on methylene. CH 2 by D.

Duck. (As unearthed by Professors P. P. Caspar and G. S. Hammond of

the California Institute of Technology.)

These studies revealed that methylene not only exists but exists in two different

forms (different spin states), generally referred to by their spectroscopic designa-

tions: singlet methylene, in which the unshared electrons are paired:

HHI 03 "~*y, . -
/ /1.12A

CH2 : H:C: H-'-C:

Singlet methylene

Unshared electrons paired

and triplet methylene, in which the unshared electrons are not paired.

cnr H:C:H H-H-^H
Triplet methylene

Unshared electrons not paired'
a diradical

Triplet methylene is thus a free radical: in fact, it is a {//radical. As a result of

the difference in electronic configuration, the two kinds of molecules differ in

shape and in chemical properties. Singlet methylene is the less stable form, and

is often the form Jirst generated, in the initial photolysis.

The exact chemical properties observed depend upon which form of methylene
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is reacting, and this in turn depends upon the experimental conditions. In the

liquid phase, the first-formed singlet methylene reacts rapidly with the abundant

solvent molecules before it loses energy. In the gas phase especially in the presence

of an inert gas like nitrogen or argon singlet methylene loses energy through
collisions and is converted into triplet methylene, which then reacts.

When methylene is generated in the presence of alkenes, there are obtained

cyclopropanes. For example:

CH3CH=CHCH3 + CH2N2 -^-* CH3CH CHCH3 -r N2

2-Butene Diazomethane CH
1 ,2-Dimethylcyclopropane

This is an example of the most important reaction of methylene and other carbenes:

addition to the carbon-carbon double bond. Its most striking feature is that it can

occur with two different kinds of stereochemistry.

X
O=C

/
+ CH2 v C C Addition

/ -\ * '

For example, photolysis of diazomethane in liquid cw-2-butene gives only

c/$-l,2-dimethylcyclopropane, and in liquid fra/w-2-butene gives only trans-1,2-

dimethylcyclopropane. Addition here is stereospecific and syn. Photolysis of

diazomethane in gaseous 2-butene either cis or trans gives both cis- and trans-

1,2-dimethylcyclopropanes. Addition here is non-stereospecific.

There seems to be little doubt that the following interpretation, due to P. S.

Skell of Pennsylvania State University, is the correct one.

It is singlet methylene that undergoes the stereospecific addition. Although

neutral, singlet methylene is electron-deficient and hence electrophilic; like other

J

Singlet methylene
> ~\ /

C~
Stereospecific

CH2 syn-addition

electrophiles, it can find electrons at the carbon-carbon double bond. The stereo-

chemistry strongly indicates simultaneous attachment to both doubly-bonded
carbon atoms. (However, on both theoretical and experimental grounds, the

transition state is believed to be unsymmetrical : attachment to one carbon has

proceeded further than attachment to the other, with the development of con-

siderable positive charge on the second carbon.)

It is triplet methylene that undergoes the non-stereospecific addition. Triplet

CH, ' V-C7 C-C -C^-^C- Triplet methylene

Non-stereospecific

addition

methylene is a diradical, and it adds by a free-radical-like two-step mechanism:

actually, addition followed by combination. The intermediate diradical 1 lasts

long enough for rotation to occur about the central carbon-carbon bond, and
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both cis and trans products are formed. (Problem: Using the approach of Sec.

7.12, assure yourself that this is so.)

Besides addition, methylene undergoes another reaction which, quite literally, be-

longs in a class by itself: insertion.

-C-H+-CH, - -C-CH 2-H Insertion

i

"

I

Methylene can insert itselfmio every carbon-hydrogen bond of most kinds of molecules.

We cannot take time to say more here about this remarkable reaction, except that when
addition is the desired reaction, insertion becomes an annoying side-reaction.

Problem 9.14 In the gas phase, with low alkene concentration and in the pres-

ence of an inert gas, addition of methylene to the 2-butenes is, we have seen, non-

stereospecific. If, however, there is present in this system a little oxygen, addition

becomes completely stereospecific (syn). Account in detail for the effect of oxygen.

{Hint: See Sec. 2.14.)

9.16 Substituted carbenes. a-Elimination

A more generally useful way of making cyclopropanes is illustrated by the

reaction of 2-butene with chloroform in the presence of potassium terf-butoxide

(f-Bu = ter/-butyl):

CH 3CH-CHCH 3
t CHC1 3

a+ CH 3CH~CHCH3 /-BuOH T KC1

2-Butene Chloroform C

Cl Cl

3,3-Dichloro- 1 ,2-dimethylcyclopropane

The dichlorocyclopropanes obtained can be reduced to hydrocarbons or hydro-

lyzed to ketones, the starting point for many syntheses (Chap. 19).

Here, too, reaction involves a divalent carbon compound, a derivative of

methylene: dichlorocarbene, :CC1 2 . It is generated in two steps, initiated by
attack on chloroform by the very strong base, /erf-butoxide ion, and then adds

to the alkene.

(1) r-BuO:- + H:CC13 <
-

:CC13
- + /-BuO:H

(2) :CC13
--> :CC12 + CT

Dichlorocarbene

(3) CH3CH=CHCH3 + :CC12
-> CH3CH~CHCH 3

c.
A

c.

It is believed that, because of the presence of the halogen atoms, the singlet

form, with the electrons paired, is the. more stable form of dichlorocarbene, and
is the one adding to the double bond. (Stabilization by the halogen atoms is

presumably one reason wh> dihalocarbenes do not generally undergo the inser-

tion reaction that is so characteristic of unsubstituted singlet methylene.)
The addition of dihalocarbenes, like that of singlet methylene, is stereospecific

and syn.
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Problem 9.15 (a) Addition of :CCI ? to cyclopentene yields a single compound.
What is it? (b) Addition of :CBrCl to cvclopentene yields a mixture of stereoiso-

mers. In light of (a), how do >ou account-for this? What are the isorners likely to be?

(Hint: Use models.)

In dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides (Sec. 5.13), we have already encoun-

tered a reaction in which hydrogen ion and halide ion are eliminated from a mole-

cule by the action of base; there H and X were lost from adjacent carbons,

and so the process is called fi-eUniinaiion. In the generation of the methylene
shown here, both H and X are eliminated from the same carbon, and the process

is called a-eliminaiion. (Later on, in Sec. 24.12, we shall see some of the evidence

for the mechanism of ^-elimination shown above.)

X

5S~* C-C Beta-elimination

I

i
' ^

-C-H ^ -c: Alpha-elimination

JC

Problem 9.16 (a) Why does CHC1 3 not undergo ^-elimination through the action

of base? (b) What factor would you expect to make a-elimination from CHC1 3 easier

than from, say, CH3CI?

There are many ways of generating what appear to be carbenes. But in some

cases at least, it seems clear that no free carbene is actually an intermediate;

instead, a carbenoid (carbene-like) reagent transfers a carbene unit directly to a

double bond. For example, in the extremely useful Simmons-Smith reaction

CH2I2 + Zn(Cu) > ICH2ZnI

ICH2ZnI

I I

-c
H

I Zn----I

2
C- + ZnI2

\
CP

(H. . Simmons and R. D. Smith of the du Pont Company) the carbenoid is an

organozinc compound which delivers methylene stereospecifically (and without

competing insertion) to the double bond.

9.17 Analysis of alicyclic hydrocarbons

A cyclopropane readily dissolves in concentrated sulfuric acid, and in this

resembles an alkene or alkyne. It can be differentiated from these unsaturated

hydrocarbons, however, by the fact that it is not oxidized by cold, dilute, neutral

permanganate.
Other alicyclic hydrocarbons have the same kind of properties as their open-

chain counterparts, and they are characterized in the same way: cycloalkanes by
their general inertness, and cycloalkenes and cycloalkynes by their response to
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tests for unsaturation (bromine in carbon tetrachloride, and aqueous permanga-

nate). That one is dealing with cyclic hydrocarbons is shown by molecular formu-

las and by degradation products.

The properties of cyclohexane, for example, show clearly that it is an alkane.

However, combustion analysis and molecular weight determination show its

molecular formula to be C6H 12 . Only a cyclic structure (although not necessarily

a six-membered ring) is consistent with both sets of data.

Similarly, the absorption of only one mole of hydrogen shows that cyclohexane

contains only one carbon-carbon double bond; yet its molecular formula is

C6Hi , which in an open-chain compound would correspond to two carbon-

carbon double bonds or one triple bond. Again, only a cyclic structure fits the facts.

Problem 9.17 Compare the molecular formulas of: (a) /r-hcxane and c>clo-

hexare; (b) //-pentanc and c>clopentane; (c) I-hcxene and cyclohexene; (d)dodecane,

-hexylcyclohexane, and c>clohcx>lcyclohcAanc. (e) In general, how can you deduce
the number of rings in a compound from its molecular formula and degree of un-

saturation?

Problem 9.18 What is the molecular formula of: (a) cyclohexane; (b) methyl-

cyclopentane; (c) 1,2-dimethylcyclobutane? (d) Docs the molecular formula give any
information about the size of ring in a compound?

Problem 9.19 The ycilovv plant pigments -, /?-, and y-caionnc, and the red pig-

ment of tomatoes, lycop&w, are converted into Vitamin A in the liver. All four have
the molecular formula C40Hs ft . Upon catalytic hydrogenation, - and /^-carotene

yield C40H78, y-carotene welds C40H S o, and Ijcopene yields C4()H S 2- How many rings,

if any, are there in each compound?

Cleavage products of cycloalkenes and cydoalkynes also reveal the cyclic

structure. Ozonolysis of cyclohexene, for example, does not break the molecule

into two aldehydes of lower carbon number, but simply into a single six-carbon

compound containing two aldehyde groups.

H 2crH20, Zn

A di~aldehyde

,CH
CH2

Cyclohexene KMnO4
COOH

-*
1

.COOH
CH2

A di-acid

Problem 9.20 Predict the ozonolysis products of: (a) cyclohexene; (b) 1-methyl-

cyclopentene; (c) 3-meth>lcyclopentene; (d) 1,3-cyclohexadiene; (e) 1 ,4-cyclohexa-

diene.

Problem 9.21 Both cyclohexene and 1,7-octadiene yield the di-aldehyde

OHC(CH 2)4CHO upon ozonolysis. What other facts would enable you to distinguish

between the two compounds?

(Analysis of cyclic aliphatic hydrocarbons by spectroscopy will be discussed

in Sees. 13.15-13.16.)
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PROBLEMS
1. Draw structural formulas of:

(a) methylcyclopentane (f) cyclohexylcyclohexane

(b) 1-methylcyclohexene (g) cyclopentylacetylene

(c) 3-methylcyclopentene (h) IJ-dimethyM-chlorocycloheptane

(d) m?/?.y-l,3-dichlorocyclobutane (i) bicyclo[2.2.1]hepta-2,5-diene

(e) cAs-2-bromo-l -methylcyclopentane (j) l-chlorobicyclo[2.2.21octane

2. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from each

of the following reactions:

(a) cyclopropane + C1 2 , FeCl 3 (j) 1-methylcyclohexene + Br2(aq)

(b) cyclopropane -f C12 (300
J

) (k) 1-methylcyclohexene -f HBr
(c) cyclopropane + cone. H2SO4 (peroxides)

(d) cyclopentane + C1 2 , FeCl 3 (I) 1,3-cyclohexadiene + HC1
(e) cyclopentane + C1 2 (300) (m) cyclopentanol + H 2SO4 (heat)

(f) cyclopentane + cone. H 2SO4 (n) bromocyclohexane + KOH(alc)
(g) cyclopentene + Br2/CCl4 (o) cyclopentene + cold KMnO4

(h) cyclopentene -f- Br2 (300) (p) cyclopentene + HCO2OH
(i) 1-methylcyclohexene -f HCI (q) cyclopentene + hot KMnO4

(r) chlorocyclopentane + (C2H 5)2CuLi

(s) 1-methylcyclopentene + cold cone. H 2SO4

(0 3-methylcyclopentene + O 3 , then H 2O/Zn
(u) cyclohexene + H 2SO4

-> C, 2H20

(v) cyclopentene + CHG1 3 -f /-BuOK
(w) cyclopentene -f- CH 2 I2 4- Zn(Cu)

3. Outline all steps in the laboratory synthesis of each of the following from cyclo-
hexanol.

(a) cyclohexene (g) adipic acid, HOOC(CH?)4COOH
(b) cyclohexane (h) bromocyclohexane
(c) mj/w-l,2-dibromocyclohexane (i) 2-chlorocyclohexanol

(d) m-l,2-cyclohexanediol (j) 3-bromocyclohexene
(e) /w/w-l,2-cyclohexanediol (k) 1,3-cyclohexadiene

(f) OHC(CH 2)4CHO (1) cyclohexylcyclohexane

(m) norcarane, bicyclo[4. 1 .Ojheptane

4. Give structure of all isomers of the following. For cyclohexane derivatives,

planar formulas (p. 307) will be sufficient here. Label pairs of enantiomers, and meso

compounds.

(a) dichlorocyclopropanes (d) dichlorocyclohexanes
(b) dichlorocyclobutanes (e) chloro-l,l-dimethylcyclohexanes

(c) dichlorocyclopentanes (f) 1 ,3,5-trichlorocyclohexanes

(g) There are a number of stereoisomeric 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexachlorocyclohexanes.
Without attempting to draw all of them, give the structure of the most stable isomer, and
show its preferred conformation.

5. (a) 2,5-Dimethyl-l,l-cyclopentanedicarboxylie acid (I) can be prepared as two

optically inactive substances (A and B) of different m.p. Draw their structures, (b) Upon
heating, A yields two 2,5-dimeth>lcyclopentanecarboxylic acids (II), and B yields only
one. Assign structures to 4 and B.

HOOC COOH H COOH
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6. (a) The following compounds can be resolved into optically active enantiomers.

3,3'-Diaminospiro[3.3]heptane 4-Methylcyclohexylideneaceticacid

Using models and then drawing three-dimensional formulas, account for this. Label

the chiral center in each compound.

(b) Addition of bromine to optically active 4-methylcyclohexylideneacetic acid yields

two optically active dibromides. Assuming a particular configuration for the starting

material, draw stereochemical formulas for the products.

7. (a) m7//$-l,2-Dimethylcyclohexane exists about 99% in the diequatorial con-

formation. /rfl/w-l,2-Dibromocyclohexane (or /r0/w-l,2-dichlorocyclohexane), on the

other hand, exists about equally in the diequatorial and diaxial conformations; further-

more, the fraction of the diaxial conformation decreases with increasing polarity of the

solvent. How do you account for the contrast between the dimethyl and dibromo (or

dirhloro) compounds? (Hint: See Problem 11, p. 141.)

(b) If //YW$-3-a>4-dibromo-te/7-butylcyclohexane is subjected to prolonged heating,
t is converted into an equilibrium mixture (about 50:50) of itself and a diastereomer.

What is the diastereomer likely to be? How do you account for the approximately equal

stability of these two diastereomers? (Here, and in (c), consider the more stable confor-

mation of each diastereomer to be the one with an equatorial /erf-butyl group.)

(c) There are two more diastereomeric 3,4-dibromo-/?/7-butylcyclohexanes. What
are they? How do you account for the fact that neither is present to an appreciable
extent in the equilibrium mixture?

8. The compound decalin, C10H 18 , consists of two fused cyclohexanc rings:

00
Deculm

(a) Using models, show how there can be two isomeric decalins, cis and trans, (b) How
many different conformations free of angle strain are possible for m-dccalin ? For trans-

decalin ? (c) Which is the most stable conformation of cw-decalin ? Of /raw-decalin ? (Hint
Consider each ring in turn. What are the largest substituents on each ring?) (d) Account for

the fact that fra/K-decalin is more stable than r/s-decalin. (e) The difference in stability

between cis- and /ra/w-decalin is about 2 kcal/mole; conversion of one into the other

takes place only under very vigorous conditions. The chair and twist-boat forms of cyclo-

hexane, on the other hand, differ in stability by about 6 kcal/mole, yet are readily inter-

converted at room temperature. How do you account for the contrast? Draw energy
curves to illustrate your answer.

9. Allinger (p. 305) found the energy difference between cis- and trans-} ,3-d\-tert~

butylcyclohexane to be 5.9 kcal/mole, and considers that this value represents the energy
difference between the chair and twist-boat forms of cyclohexane. Defend Allinger's

position.

10. It has been suggested that in certain substituted cyclopentanes the ring exists

preferentially in the "envelope" form:
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Using models, suggest a possible explanation for each of the following facts:

(a) The attachment of a methyl group to the badly strained cyclopentane ring raises

the heat of combustion very little more than attachment of a methyl group to the un-

strained cyclohexane ring. (Hint: Where is the methyl group located in the "envelope"

form?)

(b) Of the 1 ,2-dimethyIcyclopentanes, the /ra//s-isomer is more stable than the cis.

Of the 1,3-dimethylcyclopentanes, on the other hand, the rfa-isomer is more stable than

the trans.

(c) The c/j-isomer of methyl 3-methylcyclobutanecarboxylate

COOCH3

CH3

is more stable than the /ra/w-isomer

11. Each of the following reactions is carried out, and the products are separated by
careful distillation, recrystallization, or chromatography. For each reaction tell how
many fractions will be collected. Draw a stereochemical formula of the compound or

compounds making up each fraction. Tell whether each fraction, as collected, will be

optically active or optically inactive.

(a) (R)-3-hydroxycyclohexene + KMnO4 * C6H, 2O 3 ;

(b) (R)-3-hydroxycyclohexene + HCO2OH > C6H, 2O3 ;

(c) (S,S)-l,2-dichlorocyclopropane 4- C12 (300) > C3H 3Cl3;

(d) racemic 4-methylcyclohexene + Br2/CCl4 .

12. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following,

using alcohols of four carbons or fewer as your only organic source, and any necessary

inorganic reagents. (Remember: Work backwards.)

(a) cis-l ,2-di(w-propyl)cyclopropane ;

(b) racemic m?/7$-l-methyl-2-ethyl-3,3-dichIorocycIopropane*

13. Describe simple chemical tests that would distinguish between :

(a) cyclopropane and propane
(b) cyclopropane and propylene

(c) 1 ,2-dimethylcyclopropane and cyclopentane

(d) cyclobutane and 1-butene

(e) cyclopentane and 1-pentene

(f) cyclopentane and cyclopentene

(g) cyclohexanol and w-butylcyclohexane

(h) 1,2-dimethylcyclopentene and cyclopentanol

(i) cyclohexane, cyclohexene, cyclohexanol, and bromocyclohexane

14. How many rings does each of the following contain?

(a) Camphane, Ci Hi 8 , a terpene related to camphor, takes up no hydrogen, (b) Chole-

stane, C27H48 , a steroid of the same ring structure as cholesterol, cortisone, and the sex

hormones, takes up no hydrogen, (c) fi-Phellandrene, Ci Hi 6 , a terpene, reacts with

bromine to form Ci H 16Br4 . (d) Ergocalciferol (so-called "Vitamin D2 "), C28H44O,
an alcohol, gives C28H52O upon catalytic hydrogenation. (e) How many double bonds
does ergocalciferol contain ?

15. On the basis of the results of catalytic hydrogenation, how many rings does each
of the following aromatic hydrocarbons contain ?

(a) benzene (C6H6) > C6H, 2 (e) phenanthrene (C, 4H, ) > C, 4H24

(b) naphthalene (C, H 8) > Ci H, 8 (f) 3,4-benzpyrene (C20H 12) > C20H32

(c) toluene (C7H8) C7H, 4 (g) chrysene (C18H 12) > Ci 8H30

(d) anthracene (Ci 4H 10^ > CHH24

(Check your answers by use of the index.)
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16. (a) A hydrocarbon of formula Ci H l6 absorbs only one mole of H2 upon hydro-

genation. How many rings does it contain? (b) Upon ozonolysis it yields 1,6-cyclo-

decanedione (III). What is the hydrocarbon?

O CH 3 C- -CH 2 CH 2 CH

L
(CH 2)4

J A WOOF
Hi IV

17. Limonene, Ci Hi 6 , a terpene found in orange, lemon, and grapefruit peel,

absorbs only two moles of hydrogen, forming p-menthane, CioH 20 . Oxidation by per-

mangdnate converts limonene into IV. (a) How many rings, if any, are there in limonene?

(b) What structures are consistent with the oxidation product ?'(c) On the basis of the

isoprene rule (Sec. 8.26), which structure is most likely for limonene? For /?-menthane?

(d) Addition of one mole of H 2O convcits limonene into a-terpineol. What are the most

likely structures for a-terpineol? (e) Addition of two moles of H 2O to limonene yields

terpin hydrate. What is the most likely structure for terpin hydrate?

18. a-Terpinene, C JOHi 6 , a terpene found in coriander oil, absorbs only two moles

of hydrogen, forming p-menthane, C 10H 2o- Ozonolysis of a-terpinene yields V; per-

manganate cleavage yields VI.

CH 3 CH(CH3)2

CH3-C-CH 2 CH2-C-CH(CH3)2 HOOC C CH2 CH2 C COOH00 OH OH
V VI

(a) How many rings, if any, are there in a-terpinene? (b) On the basis of the cleavage

products, V and VI, and the isoprene rule, what is the most likely structure for a-terpinene?

(c) How do you account for the presence of the OH groups in VI?

19. Using only chemistry that you have already encountered, can you suggest a

mechanism for the conversion of nerol (Ci Hi 8O) into a-terpineol (Ci Hi 8O) in the

presence of dilute H2SO4 ?

CH3 C=CH-CH2-CH2-C=CH-CH2OH

Nerol (found in bcrgamot)

H3C CH3

-Terpineol



Chapter

10
Benzene

Arorriatic Character

10.1 Aliphatic and aromatic compounds

Chemists have found it useful to divide all organic compounds into two broad

classes: aliphatic compounds and aromatic compounds. The original meanings of

the words "aliphatic" (fatty) and "aromatic" (fragrant) no longer have any

significance.

Aliphatic compounds are open-chain compounds and those cyclic compounds
that resemble the open-chain compounds. The families we have studied so far

alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, and their cyclic analogs are all members of the aliphatic

class.

(Aromatic compounds are benzene and compounds that resemble benzene in

chemical behavior. Aromatic properties are those properties of benzene that

distinguish it from aliphatic hydrocarbons. Some compounds that possess

aromatic properties have structures that seem to differ considerably from the

structure of benzene: actually, however, there is a basic similarity in electronic

configuration (Sec. 10.10).^

'^Aliphatic hydrocarbons, as we have seen, undergo chiefly addition and free-

radical substitution; addition occurs at multiple bonds, and free-radical substitu-

tion occurs at other points along the aliphatic chain. In contrast, we shall find that

aromatic hydrocarbons are characterized by a tendency to undergo ionic substitution.

We shall find this contrast maintained in other families of compounds (i.e., acids,

amines, aldehydes, etc.); the hydrocarbon parts of their molecules undergo reactions

characteristic of either aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbons. )

It is important not to attach undue weight to the division between aliphatic

and aromatic compounds. Although extremely useful, it is often less important
than some other classification. For example, the similarities between aliphatic

and aromatic acids, or between aliphatic and aromatic amines, are more important
than the differences.
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10.2 Structure of benzene

It is obvious from our definition of aromatic Compounds that any study of

their chemistry must begin with a study of benzene. Benzene has been known since

1825; its chemical and physical properties are perhaps better known than those of

any other single organic compound. In spite of this, no satisfactory structure for

benzene had been advanced until about 1931, and it was ten to fifteen years before

this structure was generally used by organic chemists.

The difficulty was not the complexity of the benzene molecule, but rather the

limitations of the structural theory as it had so far developed. Since an under-

standing of the structure of benzene is important both in our study of aromatic

compounds and in extending our knowledge of the structural theory, we shall

examine in some detail the facts upon which this structure of benzene is built.

10.3 Molecular formula. Isomer number. Kekule structure

(a) Benzene has the molecular formula C^H^. From its elemental composition
and molecular weight, benzene was known to contain six carbon atoms and six

hydrogen atoms. The question was: how are these atoms arranged?
In 1858, August Kekule (of the University of Bonn) had proposed that

carbon atoms can join to one another to form chains. Then, in 1865, he offered

an answer to the question of benzene: these carbon chains can. sometimes be closed,

to form rings.

"I was sitting writing at my textbook, but the work did not progress; my
thoughts were elsewhere. I turned my chair to the fire, and dozed. Again the atoms
were gamboling before my eyes. This time the smaller groups kept modestly in the

background. My mental eye, rendered more acute by repeated visions of this kind,

could now distinguish larger structures of manifold conformations; long rows,

sometimes more closely fitted together; all twisting and turning in snake-like motion.

But look ! What was that ? One of the snakes had seized hold of its own tail, and

the form whirled mockingly before my eyes. As if by a flash of lightning I

woke ; . . . I spent the rest of the night working out the consequences of the hypothesis.

Let us learn to dream, gentlemen, and then perhaps we shall learn the truth."

August Kekule, 1865.

Kekule's structure of benzene was one that we would represent today as I.

U '

^x^^O H
c
\

C

H-C - x
H H

H
I II IN

Kekule formula
'" Dewar" formula

IV V

Other structures are, of course, consistent with the formula C6H6 : for example,

II- V. Of all these, KekuU's structure was accepted as the most nearly satisfactory;
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the evidence was of a kind with which we are already familiar: isomer number

(Sec. 4.2).

^j$ Benzene yields only one monosubstitution product, QH 5Y. Only one

bromobenzene, C$H5Br, is obtained when one hydrogen atom is replaced by

bromine; similarly, only one chlorobenzene, C6H 5C1, or one nitrobenzene,

C6H5NO2 , etc., has ever been made. This fact places a severe limitation on the

structure of benzene: each hydrogen must be exactly equivalent to every other

hydrogen, since the replacement of any one of them yields the same product.

Structure V, for example, must now be rejected, since it would yield two

isomeric monobromo derivatives, the 1-bromo and the 2-bromo compounds; all

hydrogens are not equivalent in V. Similar reasoning shows us that II and III

are likewise unsatisfactory. (How many monosubstitution products would each

of these yield?) I and IV, among others, are still possibilities, however.

(c) Benzene yields three isomeric disubstitution products, C6H4Y2 or C6H4YZ.

Three and only three isomeric dibromobenzenes, C6H4Br2 , three chloronitroben-

zenes, C$H4C1NO2, etc., have ever been made. This fact further limits our choice

of a structure; for example, IV must now be rejected. (How many disubstitution

products would IV yield ?)

At first glance, structure I seems to be consistent with this new fact; that is,

we can expect three isomeric dibromo derivatives, the 1,2- the 1,3-, and the 1,4-

dibromo compounds shown:

Br Br

C-H H-Ci

Br BrII--- -*
\>*:-H

I

H H Br

1 ,2-Dibromobenzene 1,3-Dibromobenzene 1,4-Dibromobenzene

Closer examination of structure I shows, however, that two 1,2-dibromo isomers

(VI and VII), 'differing in the positions of bromine relative to the double bonds,

should be possible:

f
"V:-H

H H
VI VII

But Kekul visualized the benzene molecule as a dynamic thing: ". . . the form

whirled mockingly before my eyes . .V He described it in terms of two structures,

VIII and IX, between which the benzene molecule alternates. As a consequence,
the two 1,2-dibromobenzenes (VI and VID would be in rapid equilibrium and hence

could not be separated.
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C^

I I.

H H
VIII IX

I II

.C-H

VI VII

Later, when the idea of tautomerism (Sec. 8.13) became defined, it was

assumed that Kekule's "alternation" essentially amounted to tautomerism.

On the other hand, it is believed by some that Kekule had intuitively anticipated by
some 75 years our present concept of delocalized electrons, and drew two pictures (VIlI
and IX) as we shall do, too- as a crude representation of something that neither picture

alone satisfactorily represents. Rightly or wrongly, the term "Kekule structure" has

come to mean a (hypothetical) molecule with alternating single and double bonds just

as the term "D^war benzene" has come to mean a structure (II) that James Dewar
devised in 1867 as an example of what benzene was not.

0.4 Stability of the benzene ring. Reactions of benzene

Kekule's structure, then, accounts satisfactorily for facts (a), (b), and (c) in

Sec. 10.3. But there are a number of facts that are still not accounted for by this

structure; most of these unexplained facts seem related to unusual stability of the

benzene ring. The most striking evidence of this stability is found in the chemical

reactions of benzene.

(d) Benzene undergoes substitution rather than addition. Kekule's structure of

benzene is one that we would call "cyclohexatriene." We would expect this

cyclohexatriene, like the very similar compounds, cyclohexadiene and cyclohexene,

to undergo readily the addition reactions characteristic of the alkene structure.

As the examples in Table 10.1 show, this is not the case; under conditions that

cause an alkene to undergo rapid addition, benzene reacts either not at all or very

slowly.
Table 10.1 CYCLOHEXENE vs. BENZENE

Rapid hydrogenation Slow hydrogenation
at 25, 20 lb/in.2 at 100-200, 1500 lb/in.2
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In place ofaddition reactions, benzene readily undergoes a new set of reactions,

all involving substitution. The most important are shown below.

REACTIONS OF BENZENE

1. Nitration. Discussed in Sec. 11.8.

HON02 C6H5NO2 + H2O
Nitrobenzene

2. Sulfonation. Discussed in Sec. 11.11.

C6H6 + HOSO3H -L> C6H5SO3H + H2O
Benzenesulfonic acid

3. Halogenation. Discussed in Sec. 11.10.

C6H5C1 + HC1
Chlorobenzene

HBr
Bromobenzene

4. Friedel-Crafts alkylation. Discussed in Sees. 11.9 and 12.6.

C6H 6 + RCI ^Q-+ C6H 5R + HCI

An alkylbenzene

5. Friedel-Crafts acylation. Discussed in Sec. 19.6.

C6H6 + RCOC1 > CoHsCOR + HCI

An acyl chloride A ketone

In each of these reactions an atom or group has been substituted for one of the

hydrogen atoms of benzene. The product can itself undergo further substitution

of the same kind ; the fact that it has retained the characteristic properties of benzene

indicates that it has retained the characteristic structure of benzene.

It would appear that benzene resists addition, in which the benzene ring sys-

tem would be destroyed, whereas it readily undergoes substitution, in which the

ring system is preserved.

10.5 Stability of the benzene ring. Heats of hydrogenation and combustion

Besides the above qualitative indications that the benzene ring is more stable

than we would expect cyclohexatriene to be, there exist quantitative data which

show how much more stable.

(e) Heats ofhydrogenation and combustion ofbenzene are lower than expected,

We recall (Sec. 6.3) that heat of hydrogenation is the quantity of heat evolved when
one mole of an unsaturated compound is hydrogenated. In most cases the value is

about 28-30 kcal for each double bond the compound contains. It is not surpris-

ing, then, that cyclohexene has a heat of hydrogenation of 28.6 kcal and cyclo-

hexadiene has one about twice that (55.4 kcal.)
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We might reasonably expect cyclohexatriene to have a heat of hydrogenation
about three times as large as cyclohexene, that is, about 85.8 kcal. Actually,

the value for benzene (49.8 kcal) is 36 kcal less than this expected amount.

This can be more easily visualized, perhaps, by means of an energy diagram

(Fig. 10.1), in which the height of a horizontal line represents the potential energy
content of a molecule. The broken lines represent the expected values, based upon
three equal steps of 28.6 kcal. The final product, cyclohexane, is the same in all

three cases.

Figure 10.1. Heats of hydrogenation and stability: benzene, cyclohexa-

diene, and cyclohexene.

The fact that benzene evolves 36 kcal less energy than predicted can only mean
that benzene contains 36 kcal less energy than predicted; in other words, benzene is

more stable by 36 kcal than we would have expected cyclohexatriene to be. The
heat of combustion of benzene is also lower than that expected, and by about the

same amount.

Problem 10.1

(a) benzene + H2

hexene.

From Fig. 10. 1 determine the AH of the following reactions:
> 1,3-cyclohexadiene; (b) 1,3-cyclohexadiene + H 2 > cyclo-

Problem 10.2 For a large number of organic compounds, the heat of combustion
actually measured agrees rather closely with that calculated by assuming a certain

characteristic contribution from each kind of bond, e.g., 54.0 kcal for each C H bond,
49.3 kcal for each C C bond, and 117.4 kcal for each O=C bond (c/.y-l,2-disubsti-

tuted). (a) On this basis, what is the calculated heat ofcombustion for cyclohexatriene?

(b) How does this compare with the measured value of 789.1 kcal for benzene?

Carbon-carbon bond lengths in benzene

(/) All carbon- carbon bonds in benzene are equal and are intermediate Mength
between single and double bonds. Carbon-carbon double bonds in a wide variety

of compounds are found tcrbe about 1.34 A iong. Carbon-carbon single bonds,
in which the nuclei are held together by only one pair of electrons, are considerably

longer: 1.53 A in ethane, for example, 1.50 A in propylene, i.48 A in 1,3-butadiene.
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If benzene actually possessed three single and three double bonds, as in a

Kekule structure, we would expect to find three short bonds (1.34 A) and three

long bonds (1.48 A, probably, as in 1,3-butadiene). Actually, x-ray diffraction

studies show that the six carbon-carbon bonds in benzene are equal and have a

length of 1.39 A, and are thus intermediate between single and double bonds.

10.7 ^ Resonance structure of benzene

The Kekute structure of benzene, while admittedly unsatisfactory, was gener-

ally used by chemists as late as 1945. The currently accepted structure did not

arise from the discovery of new facts about benzene, but is the result of an exten-

sion or modification of the structural theory; this extension is the concept of

resonance (Sec. 6.23).

H H

C H H C^ XC H
II I I II

HCX 4CH

The Kekule structures I and II, we now immediately recognize, meet the

cgfldiiions* for -resonance: structures that differ only in the arrangement of elec-

trons Benzene is a hybrid oFTand II. Since;T aricTII a?^HacTlT^quTvalent, and

hence of exactly the same stability, they make equal contributions to the hybrid.

And, also since I and II are exactly equivalent, stabilization due to resonance

should be large.

The puzzling aspects of benzene's properties now fall into place. The six

bond lengths are identical because the six bonds are identical: they are one-and-a-

half bonds and their length, 1.39 A, is intermediate between the lengths of single

and double bonds.

When it is realized that all carbon-carbon bonds in benzene are equivalent,

there is no longer any difficulty in accounting for the number of isomeric disub-

stitution products. It is clear that there should be just three, in agreement with

experiment:

3r

1,2-Dibromobenzene 1,3-Dibromobenzene 1 ,4-Dibromobenzene

Finally, the "unusual" stability of benzene is not unusual at all: it is what
one would expect of a hybrid of equivalent structures. The 36 kcal of energy that

Benzene does not contain compared with cyclohexatriene is resonance energy.
It is the 36 kcal of resonance energy that is responsible for the new set of proper-
ties we <$11 aromatic properties^
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Addition reactions convert an alkene into a more stable saturated compound.

Hydrogenation of cyclohexene, for example, is accompanied by the evolution of

28.6 kcal; the product lies 28.6 kcal lower than the reactants on the energy scale

(Fig. 10.1).

But addition would convert benzene into a less stable product by destroying

the resonance-stabilized benzene ring system; for example, according to Fig. 10.1

the first stage of hydrogenation of benzene requires 5.6 kcal to convert benzene into

the less stable cyclohexadiene. As a consequence, it is easier for reactions of

benzene to take an entirely different course, one in which the ring system is retained :

substitution.

(This is not quite all of the story in so far as stability goes. As we shall see in

Sec. 10.10, an additional factor besides resonance is necessary to make benzene

what it is.)

10.8 Orbital picture of benzene

A more detailed picture of the benzene molecule is obtained from a considera-

tion of the bond orbitals in this molecule.

Since each carbon is bonded to three other atoms, it uses sp
2 orbitals (as in

ethylcne, Sec. 5.2). These lie in the same plane, that of the carbon nucleus, and

arc directed toward the corners of an equilateral triangle. If we arrange the six

carbons and six hydrogens of benzene to permit maximum overlap of these

orbitals, we obtain the structure shown in Fig. 10.2a.

a

120'

120

(fl) W
Figure 10.2. Benzene molecule, (a) Only a bonds shown, (b) p orbitals

overlap to form TT bonds.

Benzene is aflat molecule, with every carbon and every hydrogen lying in the

same plane. It is a very symmetrical molecule, too, with each carbon atom lying

at the angle of a regular hexagon; every bond angle is 120. Each bond orbital is

cylindrically symmetrical about the line joining the atomic nuclei and hence, as

before, these bonds are designated as a bonds.

The molecule is not yet complete, however. There are still six electrons to be

accounted for. In addition to the three orbitals already used, each carbon atom
has a fourth orbital, a p orbital. As we know, this p orbital consists of two equal

lobes, one lying above and the other lying below the plane of the other three

orbitals, that is, above and below the plane of the ring; it is occupied by a single

electron.

As in the case of ethylene, the/? orbital of one carbon can overlap thep orbital

of an adjacent carbon atom, permitting the electrons to pair and an additional n
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bond to be formed (see Fig. 10.26). But the overlap here is not limited to a

pair ofp orbitals as it was in ethylene; the/> orbital of any one carbon atom over-

laps equally well the p orbitals of both carbon atoms to which it is bonded. The

result (see Fig. 10.3)' i$ two continuous doughnut-shaped electron clouds, one.

lying above and the other below the plane of the atoms.

Figure 10.3. Benzene molecule. IT

-H clouds above and below plane of

As with the allyl radical, it is the overlap of the p orbitals in both directions,

and the resulting participation of each electron in several bonds that corresponds

to our description of the molecule as a resonance hybrid of two structures. Again
it is the delocalization of the n electrons their participation in several bonds

that makes the molecule more stable.

To accommodate six IT electrons, there must be three orbitals (Sec. 2^.5). Their

sum is, however, the symmetrical TT clouds we have described.

The orbital approach reveals the importance of the planarity of the benzene

ring. The ring is flat because the trigonal (sp
2
) bond angles of carbon just fit the

120 angles of a regular hexagon; it is this flatness that permits ihe overlap of the

p orbitals in both directions, with the resulting delocalization and stabilization.

The facts are consistent with the orbital picture of the benzene molecule.

X-ray and electron diffraction show benzene (Fig. 10.4) to be a completely flat,

Figure 10.4. Benzene molecule:

shape and size.

H

symmetrical molecule with all carbon-carbon bonds equal, and all bond angles

120.

As we shall see, the chemical properties of benzene are just what we would

expect of this structure. Despite delocalization, the TT electrons are nevertheless

more loosely held than the a electrons. The ir electrons are thus particularly

available to a reagent that is seeking electrons: the typical reactions of the benzene

ring are those in which it serves as a source of electrons for electrophiiic (acidic)

reagents. Because of the resonance stabilization of the benzene Ving, these reactions

lead to substitution, in which the aromatic character of the benzene ring is preserved.

Problem 10.3 The carbon-h>drogen bond dissociation energy for benzene (112

kcal) is considerably larger than for cyclohexane. On the basis of the orbital picture
of benzene, what is one factor that may be responsible for this? What piece of physical
evidence tends to support your answer? (Hint: Look at Fig. 10.4 and tee See. 5.4.)
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Problem 10.4 The molecules of pyridine, C5H 5N, are flat, with all bond angles

about 120. All carbon-carbon bonds are 1.39 A long and the two carbon-nitrogen
bonds are 1.36 A long. The measured heat of combustion is 23 kcal lower than that

calculated by the method of Problem 10.2 on page 323. Pyridine undergoes such

substitution reactions as nitration and sulfonation (Sec. 10.4). (a) Is pyridine ade-

quately represented by formula I? (b) Account for the properties of pyridine by both

valence-bond and orbital structures. (Check your answer in Sec. 31.6.)

l

Problem 10.5 The compound borazole, B 3N3H6 , is shown by electron diffrac-

tion to have a flat cyclic structure with alternating boron and nitrogen atoms, and all

boron-nitrogen bond lengths the same, (a) How would you represent borazole by
valence-bond structures? (b) In terms of orbitals? (c) Ho\v many jr

electrons are there,

and which atoms have they "come from" ?

10.9 Representation of the benzene ring

For convenience we shall represent the benzene ring by a regular hexagon

containing a circle (I); it is understood that a hydrogen atom is attached to each

angle of the hexagon unless another atom or group is indicated.

means a hybrid of
|| ]

and

I represents a resonance hybrid of the Kekule structures II and III. The straight

lines stand for the a bonds joining carbon atoms. The circle stands for the cloud

of six delocalized n electrons. (From another viewpoint, the straight lines stand

for single bonds, and the circle stands for the extra half-bonds.)

I is a particularly useful representation of the benzene ring, since it emphasizes
the equivalence of the various carbon-carbon bonds. The presence of the circle

distinguishes the benzene ring from the cyclohexane ring, which is often represented

today by a plain hexagon.

There is no complete agreement among chemists about how to represent the benzene

ring. The student should expect to encounter it most often as one of the Kekule formulas.

The representation adopted in this book has certain advantages, and its use seems to be

gaining ground. It is interesting that very much the same representation was advanced
as long ago as 1899 by Johannes Thiele (of the University of Munich), who used a broken
circle to stand for partial bonds ("partial valences").

10.10 Aromatic character. The Httckel 4n + 2 rule

We have defined aromatic compounds as those that resemble benzene. But

just which properties of benzene must a compound possess before we speak of it

as being aromatic? Besides the compounds that contain benzene rings, there are

many other substances that are called aromatic; yet some of these superficially

bear little resemblance to benzene.

What properties do all aromatic compounds have in common?
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From the experimental standpoint, aromatic compounds are compounds
whose molecular formulas would lead us to expect a high degree of unsaturation,

and yet which are resistant to the addition reactions generally characteristic of

unsaturated compounds. Instead of addition reactions, we often find that these

aromatic compounds undergo electrophilic substitution reactions like those of

benzene. Along with this resistance toward addition and presumably the cause

of it we find evidence of unusual stability: low heats of hydrogenation and low

heats of combustion. Aromatic compounds are cyclic generally containing

five-, six-, or seven-membered rings and when examined by physical methods,

they are found to have flat (or nearly fiat) molecules. Their protons* show the

same sort of chemical shift in nmr spectra (Sec. 13.8) as the protons of benzene

and its derivatives.

From a theoretical standpoint, to be aromatic a compound must have a

molecule that contains|y>c7/c clouds of delocalized n electrons abgi^jmalbelow the

plane of the w0/ecM/e])fuftrTeTmr^

nde^on^That is to say, for the particular degree of stability that characterizes

an aromatic compound, delocalization alone is not enough. There must be a

particular number of TT electrons: 2, or 6, or 10, etc. This requirement, called the

4/1 + 2 rule or HUckel rule (after Erich Hiickel, of the Institut fiir theoretische

Physik, Stuttgart), is based on quantum mechanics, and has to do with the filling

up of the various orbitals that make up the TT cloud (Sec. 29.6). The HUckel rule

is strongly supported by the facts.

Let us look at some of the evidence supporting the Hiickel rule. Benzene has

six TT electrons, the aromatic sextet \
six is, of course, a HUckel number, corre-

sponding to n = 1. Besides benzene and its relatives (naphthalene, anthracene,

phenanthrene, Chap. 30), we shall encounter a number of heterocyclic compounds

(Chap. 31) that are clearly aromatic; these aromatic heterocycles, we shall see, are

just the ones that can provide an aromatic sextet.

Or, as further examples, consider these six compounds, for each of which just

one contributing structure is shown:

H H H

Cyclopentadienyl
cation

Four n electrons

Cyclopentadienyl
radical

Five * electrons

H

Cyclopentadienyl
anion

Six IT electrons

Aromatic

H

Cycloheptatrienyl
cation

(Tropylium ion)

Six n electrons

Aromatic

Cycloheptatrienyl
radical

Seven n electrons

Cycloheptatrienyl
anion

Eight IT electrons
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Each molecule is a hybrid of either five or seven equivalent structures, with the

charge or odd electron on each carbon. Yet, of the six compounds, only two give

evidence of unusually high stability: the cyclopentadienyl anion and the cyclo-

heptatrienyl cation (tropylium ion).

For a hydrocarbon, cyclopentadiene is an unusually strong acid (Ka = 10~ 15
),

indicating that loss of a hydrogen ion gives a particularly stable anion. (It is,

for example, a much stronger acid than cycloheptatriene, Ka
= 10~ 45

, despite the

fact that the latter gives an anion that is stabilized by seven contributing structures.)

Dicyclopentadienyliron (ferrocene), [(C 5H 5)~] 2Fe
+ +

, is a stable molecule that has

been shown to be a "sandwich" of an iron atom between two flat five-membered

rings. All carbon-carbon bonds are^lA A long. The rings of ferrocene undergo
two typically aromatic substitution reactions: sulfonation and the Friedel-Crafts

reaction.

Ferrocene

Of the cycloheptatrienyl derivatives, on the other hand, it is the cation that is

unusual. Tropylium bromide, C7H 7Br, melts above 200, is soluble in water but

insoluble in non-polar solvents, and gives an immediate precipitate of AgBr when

treated with- silver nitrate. This is strange behavior for an organic bromide, and

strongly suggests that, even in the solid, we are dealing with an ionic compound,
R+Br~, the cation of which is actually a stable carbonium ion.

Consider the electronic configuration of the cyclopentadienyl anion (Fig.

10.5). Each carbon, trigonally hybridized, is held by a or bond to two other carbons

(W (c)

Figure 10.5. Cyclopentadienyl anion. (a) Two electrons in p orbital of

one carbon ; one electron in p orbital of each of the other carbons, (b) Over-

lap ofp orbitals to form -n bonds, (c) ir clouds above and below plane of

ring; total of six IT electrons, the aromatic sextet.

"and one hydrogen. The ring is a regular pentagon, whose angles (108) are not a

bad fit for the 120 trigonal angle; any instability due to imperfect overlap (angle

strain) is more than made up for by the delocalization that is to follow. Four

carbons have ope electron each in p orbitals; the fifth carbon (the "one" that lost

the proton, but actually, of course, indistinguishable from the others) has two
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electrons. Overlap of the p ofbitals gives rise to n clouds containing a total of

six electrons, the aromatic sextet.

In a similar way, we arrive at the configuration of the tropyliurn ion. It is a

regular heptagon (angles 128.5). Six carbons contribute one p electron each, and

the seventh contributes only an empty p orbital. Result: the aromatic sextet.

The ions are conveniently represented as:

Cyclopentadienyl Cycloheptatrienyl
ani6n* cation

(Tropylium ion)

Six is the Hiickel number most often encountered, and for good reason. To

provide p orbitals, the atoms of the aromatic ring must be trigonally (sp
2
) hybrid-

ized, which means, ideally, bond angles of 120. To permit the overlap of the

p orbitals that gives rise to the ir cloud, the aromatic compound must be flat, or

nearly so. The number of trigonally hybridized atoms that will fit a flat ring

without undue angle strain (i.e., with reasonably good overlap for n bond

formation) is five, six, or seven. Six is the Hiickel number of tr electrons that can

be provided as we have just seen by these numbers of atoms. (It is surely no

coincidence that benzene, our model for aromatic character, is the "perfect"

specimen: six carbons to provide six ?r electrons and to make a hexagon whose

angles exactly match the trigonal angle.)

Now, what evidence is there that other Hiickel numbers 2, 10, 14, etc. are

also "magic" numbers? We cannot expect aromatic character necessarily to

appear here in the form of highly stable compounds comparable to benzene and its

derivatives. The rings will be too small or too large to accommodate trigonally

hybridized atoms very well, so that any stabilization due to aromaticity may be

largely offset by angle strain or poor overlap ofp orbitals, or both.

We must look for stability on a comparative basis as was done above with

the cyclopentadienyl and cycloheptatrienyl derivatives and may find evidence of

aromaticity only in the fact that one molecular species is less unstable than its

relatives. The net effect of a great deal of elegant work is strongly to support the

4/i -f 2 rule. The question now seems rather to be: over how unfavorable a

combination of angle strain and multiple charge can aromaticity manifest itself?

Problem 10.6 Ronald Breslow (of Columbia University) found that treatment

of 3-chlorocyclopropene with SbCI 5 yields a stable crystalline solid, I, of formula

H C!

3-Chloioc>clopropene

C3H 3SbCl , insoluble in non-polar solvents but soluble in polar solvents like nitro-

methane, acetonitrile, or sulfur dioxide. The nmr spectrum of I shows three exactly

equivalent protons. 3-Chlorocyclopropene reacts with AgBF4 to give AgC! and a

solution \vtih .in nmr spectrum identical to that of I. Treatment of I with chloride

ion regenerates 3-chlorocyi'iopropcnc.
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Conversion of I into C3H 3
+
by electron impact (Sec. 5.16) requires 235 kcal/

mole, as compared with 255 kcal/mole for conversion of allyl chloride into CjH 5 +.

(a) Give in detail the most likely structure of I, and show how this structure ac-

counts for the various observations, (b) Of what theoretical significance are these

findings?

Problem 10.7 \ 93 t5J-Cyclooctatetraene, C8H8 , has a heat of combustion (com-
pare Problem 10.2, p. 322) of 1095 kcal; it rapidly decolorizes cold aqueous KMnO4

and reacts with Br2/CCl4 to yield C8H8Br8 . (a) How should its structure be repre-

sented? (b) Upon what theoretical grounds might one have predicted its structure and

properties? (c) Treatment of cyclooctatetraene with potassium metal has been found
to yield a stable compound 2K+C8H8

~ ~ Of what significance is the formation of

this salt? (d) Using models, suggest a possible shape (or shapes) for cyclooctatetraene.

What shape would you predict for the C8H 8
~ ~

anion?

10.11 Nomenclature of benzene derivatives

In later chapters we shall consider in detail the chemistry of many of the

derivatives of benzene. Nevertheless, for our present discussion of the reactions

of the benzene ring it will be helpful for us to learn to name some of the more

important of these derivatives.

For many of these derivatives we simply prefix the name of the substituent

group to the word -benzene, as, for example, in chlorobenzene, bromobenzene,

iodobenzene, or nitrobenzene. Other derivatives have special names which may

Cl Br J NO2

Chlorobenzene Bromobenzene Iodobenzene Nitrobenzene

show no resemblance to the name of the attached substituent group. For example,

methylbenzene is always known as toluene, aminobenzene as aniline* hydroxy-

benzene as phenol, and so on. The most important of these special compounds
are:

CH3 NH2 QH COOH SO3H

Toluene Aniline Phenol Ben/oic acid Ben/cncsulfortic

acid

If several groups are attached to the benzene ring, we must not only tell what

they are, but also indicate their relative positions. The three possible isomers of a

disubstituted benzene are differentiated by the use of the names ortho, meta, and

para. For example:

o-Dibromobenzene

0/7/70

m-Dibromoben/ene

meta

/j-Dibromobenzene

pare.
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If the two groups are different, and neither is a group that gives a special narne to

the molecule, we simply name the two groups successively and end the word with

-benzene, as, for example, chloronitrobenzene, bromoiodobenzene, etc. If one of

the two groups is the kind that gives a special name to the molecule, then the

compound is named as a derivative of that special compound, as, for example,

nitrotoluene, bromophenol, etc.

I NO2 S0 3H

/>-Bromoiodobenzene w-Chloronitrobcn/cne

CH 3

N02

o-Nitrotoluene

/^Chlorobenzenesulfonic
acid

NH 2

Br

/7-Broniophenol w-Nitrobenzoic
acid

r>-lodoamlme

If more than two groups are attached to the benzene ring, numbers are used

to indicate their relative positions. For example :

)H

1 ,2,4-Tribromobenzene

NO2

2-Chloro-4-nitrophenol 2,6~Dinitrotoluene

N02

3-Bromo-5-chIoronitrobenzene 2,4,6- Tnbromoaniline

If all the groups are the same, each is given a number, the sequence being the one

that gives the lowest combination of numbers; if the groups are different, then the

last-named group is understood to be in position 1 and the other numbers conform

to that, as, for example, in 3-bromo-5-chloronilrobenzene. If one of the groups
that gives a special name is present, then the compound is named as having the

special group in position 1 ; thus in 2,6-dinitrotoluene the methyl group is considered

to be at the 1 -position.

Problem 10.8 You have three bottles containing the three isomeric dibromo-

benzenes; they have the melting points + 87, + 6, and - T. By a great deal of work,
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you prepare six dibromonitroben7enes (CaHjB^NC^) and find that, of the six, one

is related to (derived from or convertible into) the dibromobenzene of m.p. +87,
two to the isomer of m.p. +6, arid three to the isomer of m.p. -7.

Label each bottle with the correct name of ortho, meta, or para.

(This work was actually carried out by Wilhelm Korner, of the University of

Milan, and was the first example of the Kdrner method of absolute orientation.)

10.12 Quantitative elemental analysis: nitrogen and sulfur

This chapter has dealt with the structure of benzene and with some of its

reactions. It is well to remind ourselves again that all this discussion has meaning

only because it is based upon solid facts. As we saw earlier (Sec. 2.24), we can

discuss the structure and reactions of a compound only when we know its molec-

ular formula and the molecular formulas of its products.

To know a molecular formula we must know what elements are present in

the compound, and in what proportions. In Sec. 2.25 we saw how various elements

can be detected in an organic compound, and in Sec. 2.26 how the percentage of

carbon, hydrogen, and halogen can be measured.

^Quantitative analysis for nitrogen is carried out either (a) by the Dumas
method or (b) by the Kjeldahl method. The Kjeldahl method is somewhat more

convenient, particularly if many analyses must be carried out; however, it cannot be

used for all kinds of nitrogen compounds.
In the Dumas method, the organic compound is passed through a tube con-

taining, first, hot copper oxide and, next, hot copper metal gauze. The copper
oxide oxidizes the compound (as in the carbon-hydrogen combustion, Sec. 2.26),

converting combined nitrogen into molecular nitrogen. The copper gauze reduces

any nitrogen oxides that may be formed, also to molecular nitrogen. The nitrogen

gas is collected and its volume is measured. For example, an 8.32-mg sample of

aniline yields 1.11 cc of nitrogen at 21 and 743 mm pressure (corrected for "the

vapor pressure of water). We calculate the volume at standard temperature and

pressure,

vol. N 2 at S.T.P. = 1.1 1 x
273

27

+
3

21
x ^ = 1.01 cc

and, from it, the weight of nitrogen,

wt. N = ~~ x (2 x 14.01) = 0.00126 g or 1.26 mg

and, finally, the percentage of nitrogen in the sample

100-15.2%

Problem 10.9 Why is the nitrogen in the Dumas analysis collected over 50%
aqueous KOH rather than, say, pure water, aqueous NaCl, or mercury?

In the Kjeldahl method, the organic compound is digested with concentrated

sulfuric acid, which converts combined nitrogen into ammonium sulfate. The

solution is then made alkaline. The ammonia thus liberated is distilled, and its

amount is determined by titration with standard acid. For example, the ammonia
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formed from a 3.51-mg sample of aniline neutralizes 3.69 ml of 0.0103 N acid.

For every milliequivalent of acid there is a milliequivalent of ammonia, and a

milligram-atoms N = mjlliequivalents NH3
= milliequivalents acid

- 3.69 x 0.0103 - 0.0380

milligram-atom of nitrogen. From this, the weight and, finally, the percentage of

nitrogen in the compound can be calculated.

wt. N milligram-atoms N x 14.01 = 0.0380 x 14.01 = 0.53 mg

%N "
531

X 10 " 15 '1%

Sulfur in an organic compound is converted into sulfate ion by the methods

used in halogen analysis (Sec. 2.26) : treatment with sodium peroxide or with nitric

acid (Carius method). This is then converted into barium sulfate, which is weighed.

Problem 10.10 A Dumas nitrogen analysis of a 5.72-mg sample of p-phenylene-
diamine gave 1.31 cc of nitrogen at 20 and 746 mm. The gas 'was collected over satu-

rated aqueous KOH solution (the vapor pressure of water, 6 mm). Calculate the

percentage of nitrogen in the compound.

1 10.11 A Kjeldahl nitrogen analysis of a 3.88-mg sample of ethanolamine

required 5.73 ml of 0.0110 N hydrochloric acid for titration of the ammonia produced.
Calculate the percentage of nitrogen in the compound.

Problem 10.12 A Carius sulfur analysis of a 4.81-mg sample of p-toluenesulfonic
acid gave 6.48 mg of BaSO4 . Calculate the percentage of sulfur in the compound.

Problem 10.13 How does each of the above answers compare with the theoret-

ical value calculated from the formula of the compound? (Each compound is listed

in the index.)

PROBLEMS

1. Draw structures of:

(a) p-dinitrobenzene (g) rnesitylene ( 1,3>5-trimethylbenzene)

(b) m-bromonitrobenzene (h) 3,5-dinitrobenzenesulfonic acid

(c) 0-chIorobenzoic acid (i) 4-chloro-2,3-dinitrotoluene

(d) m-nitrotoluene (j) 2-amino-5-bromo-3-nitrobenzoic acid

(e) p-bromoaniline (k) p-hydroxybenzoic acid

(f) m-iodophenol (0 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (picric acid)

2. Give structures and names of all the possible isomeric:

(a) xylenes (dimethylbenzenes) (d) dibromonitrobenzenes

(b) aminobenzoic acids (H2NC6H4COOH) (e) bromochlorotoluenes

(c) trimethylbenzenes (f) trinitrotoluenes

3. (a) How many isomeric monosubstitution products are theoretically possible
from each of the following structures of formula C6H6 ? (b) How many disubstitution

products? (c) Which structures, if any, would be acceptable for benzene on the basis of
isomer number?
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CH 2

A
v
CH 2 H2C

4. Give structures and names of all theoretically possible products of the ring

mononitration of:

(a) o-dichlorobenzene (g) 0-chloronitrobenzene

(b) w-dichlorobenzene (h) w-chloronitrobenzene

(c) p-dichlorobenzene (i) p-chloronitrobenzene

(d) 0-bromochlorobenzene (j) 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene

(e) m-bromochlorobenzene (k) 4-bromo-l,2-dimethylbenzene

(f) p-bromochlorobenzene (1) p-ethyltoluene

5. Give structures and names of all benzene derivatives that theoretically can have

the indicated number of isomeric ring-substituted derivatives.

(a) C8H 10 : one monobromo derivative (e) C9Hi 2 : two mononitro derivatives

(b) C8H 10 : two monobromo derivatives (f) C9H J2 : three mononitro derivatives

(c) C8H 10 : three monobromo derivatives (g) C9H J2 : four mononitro derivatives

(d) C9Hi 2 : one mononitro derivative

6. There are three known tribromobenzenes, of m.p. 44, 87, and 120. Could
these isomers be assigned structures by use of the Korner method (Problem 10.8, p. 332)?

Justify your answer.

7. For a time the prism formula VI, proposed in 1869 by Albert Ladenburg of

Germany, was considered as a possible structure for benzene, on the grounds that it

would yield one monosubstitution product and three isomeric disubstitution products.

CH CH

CH- CH

CH
VI

(a) Draw Ladenburg structures of three possible isomeric dibromobenzenes.

(b) On the basis of the Korner method of absolute orientation, label each Ladenburg
structure in (a) as ortho, meta, or para.

(c) In light of Chap. 4, can the Ladenburg formula actually pass the test of isomer

number?
(Derivatives of Ladenburg

"
benzene," called prismanes, have actually been made.)

8. In 1874Griess (p. 1077) reported that he had decarboxylated the six known di-

aminoben/oic acids, C6Hi(NH2)>COOH, to the diaminobenzenes. Three acids gave a

diamine of m.p. 63, two acids gave a diamine of m.p. 104, and one acid gave a diamine
of m.p. 142. Draw the structural formulas for the three isomeric diaminobenzenes and
label each with its melting point.
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9. For which of the following might you expect aromaticity (geometry permitting) ?

(a) The annulenes containing up to 20 carbons. (Annulenes are monocyclic compounds
of the general formula [ CH=CH ].)

(b) The monocyclic polyenes C9H 10 , C9H9 +, C9H9 ~.

10. The properties of pyrrole, commonly represented by VII,

H

vn

show that it is aromatic. Account for its aromaticily on the basis of orbital theory. (Hint:

See Sec. 10.10. Check your answer in Sec. 31.2.)

11. When benzene is treated with chlorine under the influence of ultraviolet light,

a solid material of m.wt. 291 is formed. Quantitative analysis gives an empirical forrmila

of CHC1. (a) What is the molecular formula of the product? (b) What is a possible struc-

tural formula? (c) What kind of reaction has taken place? (d) Is the product aromatic?

(e) Actually, the product can be separated into six isomeric compounds, one of whicn is

used as an insecticide (Gammexane or Lindane). How do these isomers differ fzoin each

other? (f ) Are more than six isomers possible?

12. Can you account for the following order of acidity. (Hint: See Sec. 8.10.)

acetylene > benzene > /7-pentane



Chapter

n
Electrophilic

Aromatic Substitution

11.1 Introduction

We have already seen that the characteristic reactions of benzene involve

substitution, in which the resonance-stabilized ring system is preserved. What kind

of reagents bring about this substitution? What is the mechanism by which these

reactions take place?

Above and below the plane of the benzene ring there is a cloud of TT electrons.

Because of resonance, these TT electrons are more involved in holding together

carbon nuclei than are the TT electrons of a carbon-carbon double bond. Still, in

comparison with a electrons, these n electrons are loosely held and are available

to a reagent that is seeking electrons.

Figure 11.1. Benzene ring: TT cloud is source of

electrons. H

It is not surprising that in its typical reactions the benzene ring serves as a

source of electrons, that is, as a base. The compounds with which it reacts are

deficient in elections, that is, are electrophilic reagents or acids. Just as the typical

reactions of the alkenes are electrophilic addition reactions, so the typical reactions

of the benzene ring are electrophilic substitution reactions.

These reactions are characteristic not only of benzene itself, but of the benzene

ring wherever it is foundand, indeed, of many aromatic rings, benzenoid and

non-benzenoid.

337
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution includes a wide variety of reactions:

nitration, halogenation, sulfonation, and Friedel-Crafts reactions, undergone by

nearly all aromatic rings; reactions like nitrosation and diazo coupling, undergone

only by rings of high reactivity; and reactions like desulfonation, isotopic exchange,

and many ring closures which, although apparently unrelated, are found on closer

examination to be properly and profitably viewed as reactions of this kind. In

synthetic importance electrophilic aromatic substitution is probably unequaled by

any other class of organic reactions. It is the initial route of access to nearly all

aromatic compounds: it permits the direct introduction of certain substituent

groups which can then be converted, by replacement or by transformation, into

other substituents, including even additional aromatic rings.

ELECTROPHILIC AROMATIC SUBSTITUTION

Ar s aryl, any aromatic group with attachment directly to ring carbon

1. Nitration. Discussed in Sec. 11.8.

ArH + HONO2 *+ ArNO2 + H2O
A nitro compound

2. Sulfonation. Discussed in Sec. 11.9.

ArH + HOSOjH s 3
,

ArSO3H + H 2O
A sulfonic acid

3. Halogenation. Discussed in Sec. 11.11.

ArH + C12 ^- ArCl + HC1

An aryl chloride

ArH + Br2 -^-* ArBr + HBr
An aryl bromide

4. Friedel-Craftealkylation. Discussed in Sec. 11.10.

ArH + RC1 AICI
J> ArR + HC1

An a!kylbenzene

5. Friedel-Crafts acyiation. Discussed in Sec. 19.6.

ArH + RCOCI AIC1 3
> ArCOR + HCI

An acyl chloride A ketone

6. Protonation. Discussed in Sec. 11.12.

ArSO3H + H + H2o
>

ArH + H2SO4 Desulfonation

ArH + D* -> ArD + H +
Hydrogen exchange
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7. Thallation. Discussed in Sec. 11.13.

339

ArH + T1(OOCCF 3 ) 3

Thallium
trifluoroacetate

ArTl(OOCCF3)2 + CF3COOH
An arylthallium
ditrifluoroacetate

8. Nitrosation. Discussed in Sees. 23.11 and 24.10.

ArH -f HONO > ArN=O + H2O Only for highly

A nitroso compound reactive ArH

9. Diazo coupling. Discussed in Sec. 23.17.

ArH + Ar'N2
+X~ > ArN=NAr' + HX Only for highly

A diazonium salt An azo compound reactive ArH

10. Kolbe reaction. Discussed in Sec. 24.11. Only for phenols.

11. Reimer-Tiemann reaction. Discussed in Sec. 24.12. Only for phenols.

11.2 Effect of substituent groups

Like benzene, toluene undergoes electrophilic aromatic substitution : sulfona-

tion, for example. Although there are three possible monosulfonation pro-

ducts, this reaction actually yields appreciable amounts of only two of them : the

o- and /Msomers.

and

Toluene

SO3H

/>-Toluene-
sulfonic
acid

62%

and 6% m-isomcr

0-Toluene-

sulfonic

acid

32%

Benzene and toluene are insoluble in sulfuric acid, whereas the sulfonic acids

are readily soluble; completion of reaction is indicated simply by disappearance of

the hydrocarbon layer. When shaken with fuming sulfuric acid at room tempera-

ture, benzene reacts completely within 20 to 30 minutes, whereas toluene is found

to react within only a minute or two.

Studies of nitration, halogenation, and Friedel-Crafls alkylation of toluene

give analogous results. In some way the methyl group makes the ring more

reactive than unsubstituted benzene, and directs the attacking reagent to the

ortho and para positions of the ring.

On the other hand, nitrobenzene, to take a different example, has been found

to undergo substitution more slowly than benzene, and to yield chiefly the meta

isomer.
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Like methyl or nitro, any group attached to a benzene ring affects the reactivity

of the ring and determines the orientation of substitution. When an electrophilic

reagent attacks an aromatic ring, it is the group already attached to the ring that

determines how readily the attack occurs and where it occurs.

A group that makes the ring more reactive than benzene is called an activating

group. A group that makes the ring less reactive than benzene is called a

deactivating group.

A group that causes attack to occur chiefly at positions ortho and para to it is

called an ortho,para director. A group that causes attack to occur chiefly at

positions meta to it is called a meta director.

In this chapter we shall examine the methods that are used to measure these

effects On reactivity and orientation, the results of these measurements, and a theory

that accounts for these results. The theory is, of course, based on the most likely

mechanism for electrophilic aromatic substitution ; we shall see what this mechanism

is, and some of the evidence supporting it. First let us look at the facts.

11.3' Determination of orientation

To determine the effect of a group on orientation is, in principle, quite simple:

the compound containing this group attached to benzene is allowed to undergo
substitution and the product is analyzed for the proportions of the three isomers.

Identification of each isomer as ortho, meta, or para generally involves comparison
with an authentic sample of that isomer prepared by some other method from a

compound whose structure is known. In the last analysis, of course, all these

identifications go back to absolute determinations of the Kdrner type (Problem

10.8, p. 332).

In this way it has been found that every group can be put into one of two

classes: ortho,para directors or meta directors. Table 11.1 summarizes the orienta-

tion of nitration in a number of substituted benzenes. Of the five positions open
to attack, three (60%) are ortho and para to the substituent group, and two (40%)
are meta to the group; if there were no selectivity in the substitution reaction, we

Table 11.1 ORIENTATION OF NITRA'IION OF C6H5Y

Y Ortho Para Ortho plus para Meta
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would expect the ortho and para isomers to make up 60% of the product, and the

meta isomer to make up 40%. We see that seven of the groups direct 96-100%
of nitration to the ortho and para positions; the other six direct 72-94% to the

meta positions.

A given group causes the same general kind of orientation predominantly

ortho.para or predominantly meta whatever the electrophilic reagent involved.

The actual distribution of isomers may vary, however, from reaction to reaction.

In Table 11.2, for example, compare the distribution of isomers obtained from

toluene by sulfonation or bromination with that obtained by nitration.

Table 11.2 ORIENTATION OF SUBSTTTUTION IN TOLUENE

Ortho Meta Para

11.4 Determination of relative reactivity

A group is classified as activating if the ring it is attached to is more reactive

than benzene, and is classified as deactivating if the ring it is attached to is less

reactive than benzene. The reactivities of benzene and a substituted benzene are

compared in one of the following ways.

The time required for reactions to occur under identical conditions can be

measured. Thus, as we just saw, toluene is found to react with fuming sulfuric acid

in about one-tenth to one-twentieth the time required by benzene. Toluene is

more reactive than benzene, and -zCH^js therefore an activating group.

The severity of conditions required for comparable reaction to occur within the

same period of time can be observed. For example, benzene is nitrated in less

than an hour at 60 by a mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid and concentrated

nitric acid; comparable nitration of nitrobenzene requires treatment at 90 with

fuming nitric acid and concentrated sulfuric acid. Nitrobenzene is evidently less

reactive than benzene, and the nitro group, NO2 , is a deactivating group.

For an exact, quantitative comparison under identical reaction conditions,

competitive reactions can be carried out, in which the compounds to be compared
are allowed to compete for a limited amount of a reagent (Sec. 3.22). For example,
if equimolar amounts of benzene and toluene are treated with a small amount of

nitric acid (in a solvent like nitromethane or acetic acid, which will dissolve both

HN03

HN03

TH-N02 o,m,and/>
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organic and inorganic reactants), about 25 times as much nitrotoluene as nitro-

benzene is obtained, showing that toluene is 25 times as reactive as benzene. On
the other hand, a mixture of benzene and chlorobenzene yields a product in which

nitrobenzene exceeds the nitrochlorobenzenes by 30: 1, showing that chlorobenzene

is only one-thirtieth as reactive as benzene. The chloro group is therefore classified

as deactivating, the methyl group as activating. The activation or deactivation

caused by some groups is extremely powerful: aniline, C6H 5NH2 , is roughly one

million times as reactive as benzene, and nitrobenzene, C6H 5NO2 , is roughly

one-millionth as reactive as benzene.

11.5
'

Classification of substituent groups

The methods described in the last two sections have been used to determine

the effects of a great number of groups on electrophilic substitution. As shown in

Table 1 1.3, nearly all groups fall into one of two glasses: activating and ortho.para-

directing, or deactivating and wete-directing. The halogens are in a class by them-

selves, being deactivating but 0r//70,/?<7ra-directing.

Table 11.3 EFFECT OF GROUPS ON ELECTROPHILIC AROMATIC SUBSTITUTION

Activating: Ortho.para Directors Deactivating: Meta Directors

Strongly activating NO2

NH2 ( NHR, NR2) N(CH3)3
+

OH CN
COOH ( COOR)

Moderately activating SO3H
OCH3 ( OC2H5 , etc.) CHO, COR
NHCOCH3

Deactivating: Ortho,para Directors

Weakly activating F, Cl, Br, I

-C6H5

CH 3 ( C2H5 ,etc.)

Just by knowing the effects summarized in these short lists, we can now predict

fairly accurately the course of hundreds of aromatic substitution reactions. We
now know, for example, that bromination of nitrobenzene will yield chiefly the

Aw-isomer and that the reaction will go more slowly than the bromination of ben-

zene itself; indeed, it will probably require severe conditions to go at all. We
now know that nitration of C6H 5NHCOCHj, (acetanilide) will yield chiefly the 0-

and /Msomers and will take place more rapidly than nitration of benzene.

Although, as we shall see, it is possible to account for these effects in a reason-

able way, it is necessary for the student to memorize the classifications in Table

11.3 so that he m&y deal rapidly with synthetic problems involving aromatic

compounds.

11.6 Orientation in disubstituted benzenes

The presence of two substituents on a ring makes the problem of orientation

more complicated, but even here we can frequently make very definite predictions.

First of all, the two substituents may be located so that the directive influence of
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e reinforces that of the other; for example, in I, II, and III the orientation clearly

ist be that indicated by the arrows.

N02

in

On the other hand, when the directive effect of one group opposes that of the

icr, it may be difficult to predict the major product; in such cases complicated
xtures of several products are often obtained.

Even where there are opposing effects, however, it is still possible in certain

les to make predictions in accordance with the following generalizations.

(a) Strongly activating groups generally win out over deactivating or weakly

tivating groups. The differences in directive power in the sequence

-NH2 , -OH > -OCH 3 , -NHCOCH 3 > -C6H 5 , -CH 3 > meta directors

j great enough to be used in planning feasible syntheses. For example:

OH
HNO>f H,SO4

OH

(of*

Br2. FcBr,

OH

CHO

Chiefproduct

ere must be, however, a fairly large difference in the effects of the two groups for

ar-cut results; otherwise one gets results like these:

HNOj, HjSO^ Aand

(b) There is often little substitution between two groups that are meta to each

er. In many cases it seems as though there just is not enough room between
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two groups located meta to each other for appreciable substitution to occur there,

as illustrated by IV and V:

62%

Nitration

IV

11.7 Orientation and synthesis

As we discussed earlier (Sec. 3.14), a laboratory synthesis is generally aimed

at obtaining a single, pure compound. Whenever possible we should avoid use of

a reaction that produces a mixture, since this lowers the yield of the compound we

want and causes difficult problems of purification. With this in mind, let us see

some of the ways in which we can apply our knowledge of orientation to the

synthesis of pure aromatic compounds.
First of all, we must consider the order in which we introduce these various

substituents into the ring. In the preparation of the bromon itrobenzenes, for

example, it is obvious that if we nitrate first and then brominate, we will obtain the

w-isomer; whereas if we brominate first and then nitrate, we will obtain a mixture

of the o- and p-isomers* The order in which we decide to carry out the two steps,

then, depends upon which isomer we want.

N 2

m-Bromonitrobenzene

Br Br

-Br" Fc ^ HN03.H,so
4>

[Q]
N02 and (O)

N02

Bromonitrobenzcne

ortho- para-

38% 62%

Next, if our synthesis involves conversion of one group into another, we must

consider the proper time for this conversion. For example, oxidation of a methyl

group yields a carboxyl group (Sec. 12.10). In the preparation of nitrobenzoic

acids from toluene, the particular product obtained depends upon whether

oxidation or nitration is carried out first.

Substitution controlled by an activating group yields a mixture of ortho and

para isomers; nevertheless, we must often make use of such reactions, as in the

examples just shown. It is usually possible to obtain the pure para isomer from

Jthe mixture by fractional crystallization. As the more symmetrical isomer, it is

tKe less soluble (Sec. 12.3), and crystallizes while the solvent still retains the soluble
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ortho isomer. Some para isomer, of course, remains in solution to contaminate
the ortho isomer, which is therefore difficult to purify. As we shall see, special

approaches are often used to prepare ortho isomers.

COOH COOH
KMnO4 r/^l HNO,,

m-Nitrobenzoic acid

r-u-
T IUenC

HN " H*SO
? mi 2 and

K 2Cr2 7

NO2

o-Nitrobenzoic acid p-Nitrobenzoic acid

In the special case of nitro compounds, the difference in boiling points is often

large enough that both ortho and para isomers can be obtained,pure by fractional

distillation. As a result, many aromatic compounds are best prepared not by

direct substitution bu.t by conversion of one group into another, in the last analysis

starting from an original nitro compound; we shall take up these methods of

conversion later.

A goal of aromatic synthesis is control of orientation: the preparation, at

will and from the same substrate, of a pure ortho, a pure meta, or a pure para

isomer. Steps toward this goal have been taken very recently by Edward C. Taylor

(Princeton University) and Alexander McKillop (University of East Anglia),

chiefly through the chemistry of thallium: thallium as the cation in organic salts;

thallium salts as Lewis acids; arylthallium compounds (Sec. 11.13) as reactive

organometallic intermediates. One approach to regicspecific substitution involves

complexing attachment through a Lewis acid-base reaction of the attacking

reagent by some other molecule. Complexing of the reagent by the substituent

group prior to reaction tends to favor attack at the nearest position : ortho. Com-

plexing of the reagent by a bulky molecule tends to favor attack at the least

crowded position : para. If reaction can be carried out so that orientation is governed,

not by relative rates of reaction as it usually is but by position of equilibrium,

then the most stable isomer is favored: often the meta isomer. We shall see examples
of all these ways of controlling orientation.

fl.8 Mechanism of nitration

Now that we have seen the effects that substituent groups exert on (^dentation
and reactivity in electrophilic aromatic substitution, let us see how we can account
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for these effects. The first step in doing this is to examine the mechanism for the

reaction. Let us begin with nitration, using benzene as the aromatic substrate.

The commonly accepted mechanism for nitration with a mixture of nitric and

sulfuric acids (the widely used "mixed acid" of the organic chemist) involves the

following sequence of reactions:

(1) HONO2 + 2H2SO4 2HSO4
- + ONO2

Nitronium ion

(2)

(3)

0N02 + C6H 6

OV
C6H< HS<V

H
f

5

XNO2

C6H 5NO2 -f H2SO4

Slow

Fast

NO2

Step (1) generates the nitronium ion, cNO2 , which is the electrophilic particle

that actually attacks the benzene ring. This reaction is simply an acid-base

equilibrium in which sulfuric acid serves as the acid and the much weaker nitric

acid serves as a base. We may consider that the very strong acid, sulfuric acid,

causes nitric acid to ionize in the sense, HO%

~
. . .

+NO2 , rather than in the usual

way, H+ . . . ~ONO2 . The nitronium ion is well known, existing in salts such as

nitronium perchlorate, NO2
+ C1O4 ~, and nitronium fluoborate, NO2+BF4 ~.

Indeed, solutions of these stable nitronium salts in solvents like nitromethane or

acetic acid have been found by George Olah (of Case Western Reserve University)

to nitrate aromatic compounds smoothly and in high yield at room temperature.

Needing electrons, the nitronium ion finds them particularly available in the TT

cloud of the benzene ring, and so in step (2) attaches itself to one of the carbon

atoms by a covalent bond. This forms the carbonium ion,

H

N02

often called a benzenonium ion.

Just what is the structure of this carbonium ion ? We find that we can repre-

sent it by three structures (I, II, and III) that differ from each other only in position

of double bonds and positive charge. The actual ion must then be a reson;mcqf

hybrid of these three structures.

H N02 H N02

represented as

lir

H N02

IV

This means, of course, that the positive charge is not localized on one carbon

atom, but is distributed over the molecule, being particularly strong on the carbon
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atoms ortho and para to the carbon bearing the NO2 group. (As we shall see

later, this ortho.para distribution is significant.) The dispersal of the positive

charge over the molecule by resonance makes this ion more stable than an ion with

a localized positive charge. It is probably because of this stabilization that the

carbonium ion forms at all, in view of the stability of the original benzene itself.

Sometimes the hybrid carbonium ion is represented as IV, where the broken line

stands for the fractional bonds due to the delocalized TT electrons.

Thus far the reaction is like addition to alkenes: an electrophilic particle,

attracted by the n electrons, attaches itself to the molecule to form a carbonium

ion. But the fate of this carbonium ion is different from the fate of the ion formed

from an alkene. Attachment of a basic group to the benzenonium ion to yield the

addition product would destroy the aromatic character of the ring. Instead, the

basic ion, HSO4 ", abstracts a hydrogen ion (step 3) to yield the substitution pro-

duct, which retains the resonance-stabilized ring. Loss of a hydrogen ion, as we have

seen, is one of the reactions typical of a carbonium ion (Sec. 5.20); it is the preferred

reaction in this case.

As with other carbonium ion reactions we have studied, it is the formation

of the carbonium ion (step 2) that is the more difficult step; once formed, the

carbonium ion rapidly loses a hydrogen ion (step 3) to form the products. (We
shall see proof of this in Sec. 11.16.)

Electrophilic substitution, then, like electrophilic addition, is a stepwise

process involving an intermediate carbonium ion. The two reactions differ, how-

-ever, in the fate of the carbonium ion. While the mechanism of nitration is, per-

haps, better established than the mechanisms for other aromatic substitution

reactions, it seems clear that all these reactions follow the same course.

Problem 11.1 Nitration by nitric acid alone is believed to proceed by essentially
the same mechanism as nitration in the presence of sulfuric acid. Write an equation for

the generation of NO2
* from nitric acid alone.

Mechanism of sulfonation

Sulfonation of many aromatic compounds involves the following steps:

(1) 2H2S04 ;r H3
+ + HS<V + S0 3

H

(2) S03 + C6H6 ;^ C6frT Slow6

so3
-

e/
H

(3) C6H( + HS<V ^= C6H5S<V + H2SO4 Fast

(4) C6H5SO3
- + H3O* J QH5SO3H + H2O Equilibrium far to the left

Again the first step, which generates the electrophilic sulfur trioxide, is simply

an ,'icid-base equilibrium, this time between molecules of sulfuric acid. For
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sulfonation we commonly use sulfuric acid containing an excess ofSO3 ; even if this

is not done, it appears that SO3 formed in step (1) can be the electrophile.

S:O:

In step (2) the electrophilic reagent, SO3 , attaches itself to the benzene ring

to form the intermediate carbonium ion. Although sulfur trioxide is not positively

charged, it is electron-deficient, and hence an acid, nevertheless.

Step (3) is the loss of a hydrogen ion to form the resonance-stabilized sub-

stitution product, this time the anion of benzenesulfonic acid which, being a strong

acid, is highly dissociated (step 4).

With some aromatic substrates and at certain acidities, the electrophile may
be HSO3

+ or molecules that can readily transfer SO3 or HSO3
+ to the aromatic

ring.

Problem 11.2 Write an equation for the formation from H2SO4 of each of the

following sulfonating electrophiles: (a) H3SO4
+

; (b) HS<V ; (c) H2S2O7 .

UrliO Mechanism of Friedel-Crafts alkylation

In Friedel-Crafts alkylation, the electrophile is typically a carbonium ion.

It, too, is formed in an acid-base equilibrium, this time in the Lewis sense:

(1) RC1 + A1C13 Zjz A1C14
- + R

H
(2) R + C6H6 ;r C6u Slow

R

e/
H

(3) C6H 5 + A1C14
-

5Z C6H 5R + HC1 + A1C13 Fast

R

In certain cases, there is no free carbonium ion involved. Instead, the alkyl

group is transferred without a pair of electrons directly to the aromatic ring

from the polar complex, I, between A1C13 and the alkyl halide:

a H
Cl At-O R + C6H6

-> C6H^ + A1C14
-

Slow

a R
I

The electrophile is thus either (a) R + or (b) a molecule like I that can readily

transfer R + to the aromatic ring. This duality of mechanism is common In electro-

philic aromatic substitution. In either case, the Lewis acid R 4"

is displaced from RC1

by the other Lewis acid, A1C1 3 .

We speak of the Friedel-Crafts reaction as electrophilic substitution and, from the

viewpoint of the aromatic ring, it is. But, just as an acid reacts with a base, so an electro-

phile reacts with a nucleophile (nucleus-lover), a molecule which can provide the electrons

that the electrophile seeks. From the opposite point of view, then, this reaction involves
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nucleophilic attack by the aromatic ring on the alkyl group of complex I. The A1C14
~
ion

is a better leaving group than Cl~ would be; the Lewis acid, A1C1 3 , serves the same pur-

pose here that a Lowry-Br0nsted acid does in protonation of an alcohol (Sec. 5.20).

As we shall find out when we take up the Friedel-Crafts reaction as a synthetic

tool (Sec. 12.6), the Friedel-Crafts reaction in its widest sense involves reactants

other than alkyl halides and Lewis acids other than aluminium chloride: Bp3,
SnCl4 , HF, and even H+.

Problem 11.3 How do you account for the fact that benzene in the presence of

A1C1 3 reacts: (a) uith //-propyl bromide to give isoprop>lbenzene; (b) with isobutyl

bromide to yield /r/7-butylbenzene; (c) with neopentyl bromide to yield /err-pehtyl-

benzenc? (d) By which of the alternative mechanisms for the Friedel-Crafts reaction

are these products probably formed ?

Problem 11.4 Write all steps in the most likely mechanism for the reaction of

benzene: (a) with tert-buiyi alcohol in the presence of H :SLO4 to yield /v7-butylbenzene;

(b) with propylene in the presence of H 3PO4 to form isopropylbenzene.

11.1J/ Mechanism of halogcnation

Aromatic halogenation, illustrated for chlorination, involves the following

steps.

e &
(1) C1 2 -f FeCl 3 ^= ChFe-CICl

II

( (7,
- P H

(2) a 3Fc-oi-Cl 4- C6H 6 > C6H^ + FeCl4
-

Slow
11

X
C1

H

(3) C6ils + FeCl4
-

v C6H 5C1 + HC1 + FeCl 3 fta
N
C1

The key step (2) is the attachment of positive chlorine to the aromatic ring,

ft seems unlikely, though, that an actually free Cl + ion is involved. Instead, ferric

chloride combines with C12 to form complex II, from which chlorine is transferred,

without its electrons, directly to the ring.

Addition of halogens to alkenes, we have seen (Sec. 6.13), similarly involves

attack by positive halogen to form an intermediate carbonium ion. The loosely

held TT electrons of an alkene make it more reactive, however, and positive halogen
is transferred from the halogen molecule itself, X2 , with loss of Cl~. The less

reactive benzene molecule needs the assistance of a Lewis acid; reaction occurs

with the loss of the better leaving group, FeCl4 ~. Indeed, more highly reactive

aromatic compounds, i.e., those whose it electrons are more available, do react with

halogens in the absence of any added Lewis acid.

Problem 11.5 Certain activated benzene rings can be chlorinated by hypo-
chlorous acid, HOC1, and tlv's reaction is catalyzed by H^. In light of the above dis-

cussion, can you suggest a possible function of H+ ?

Problem 11.6 Aromatic bromination catalyzed by the Lewis acid thallium ace-

tate, Tl(OOCCHjh, gives onl> the para isomer. Suggest an explanation for this regio-

specificity. (Hint: See Sec. 11.7.)
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11.12 Desulfonation. Mechanism of protonation

When an aromatic sulfonic acid is heated to 100-175 with aqueous acid, it

is converted into sulfuric acid and an aromatic hydrocarbon. This desulfonation

is the exact reverse of the sulfonation process by which the sulfonic acid was

originally made.

C6H6 + H2S04 ~I C6H5S03H + H2O
Hydrocarbon Sulfonic acid

Volatile Non-volatile

By applying the usual equilibrium principles, we can select conditions that will

drive the reaction in the direction we want it to go. To sulfonate we use a large

excess of concentrated or fuming sulfuric acid; high concentration of sulfonating

agent and low concentration of water (or its removal by reaction with SOj) shift

the equilibrium toward sulfonic acid. To desulfonate we use dilute acid and often

pass superheated steam through the reaction mixture ; high concentration of water

and removal of the relatively volatile hydrocarbon by steam distillation shift the

equilibrium toward hydrocarbon.

According to the principle of microscopic reversibility (p. 170), the mechan-

ism of desulfonation must be the exact reverse of the mechanism of sulfonation.

(1) C6H5S03
- + H+ 5= CH,

so3
-

ov
H

(2) C6H 5 5= C6H6 + S03X
so3

-

The reaction is simply another example of electrophilic aromatic substitution. The

electrophile is the proton, H+, and the reaction is protonation or, more specifically,

protodesulfonation.

Sulfonation is unusual among electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions

in its reversibility. It is also unusual in another way: in sulfonation, ordinary

hydrogen (protium) is displaced from an aromatic ring about twice as fast as deu-

terium. These two facts are related to each other and, as we shall see in Sec. 11.16,

give us a more detailed picture of sulfonation and of electrophilic aromatic substi-

tution in general.

Problem 11.7 Predict the product or products of: (a) monobromination of

toluene; (b) monobromination of /Molucnesulfonic acid followed by treatment with

acid and superheated steam, (c) Using the principle of (b), and following the guide-
lines of Sec. 11.7, outline a synthesis from benzene of 0-dibromobenzene; of
o-bromochlorobenzene.

11/13
Thallation

"
Treatment of aromatic compounds with thallium trifluoroacetate,

T1(OOCCF3)3 , dissolved in trifluoroacetic acid (CF3COOH) gives rapidly and in
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high yield arylthallium ditrifluoroacetates, stable crystalline compounds. Reaction

is believed by Taylor and McKillop (p. 345) to involve electrophilic attack on the

aromatic ring by the (Lewis) acidic thallium.

ArH + T1(OOCCF3)3

Thallium
trifluoroacetate

ArTl(OOCCF3)2 + CF3COOH
Arylthallium

ditrifluoroacctate

Thallium compounds are very poisonous, and must be handled with extreme care.

Although substituent groups affect the reactivity of the aromatic substrate

as expected for electrophilic substitution, orientation is unusual in a number of

ways, and it is here that much of the usefulness of thallation lies. Thallation is al-

most exclusively para to R, Cl, and -OCH 3 , and this is attributed to the bulk

of the electrophile, thallium trifluoroacetate, which seeks out the uncrowded para

position.

Thallation is almost exclusively ortho to certain substituents like COOH,
COOCH 3 , and CH2OCH 3 (even though some of these are normally meta-

directing), and this is attributed to prior complexing of the electrophile with the

substituent; thallium is held at just the right distance for easy intramolecular

delivery to the ortho position. For example:

CH
'\A

TUOOCCF,),

TI(OOCCF3 )3 cocx:H 3

Methyl benzoate 0-Carbomcthoxyphenyhhallium
ditnfluoroacetalte

Only product

(In C6H 5CH 2CH 2COOH, however, it is evidently held too far from the ring, and

must leave the substituent before attacking the ring intermolecularly at the para

position.)

Thallation is reversible, and when carried out at a higher temperature (73

instead of room temperature) yields the more stable isomer: usually the meta

(compare 1,2- and 1,4-addition, Sec. 8.22). For example:

25

CH(CH3 )2

TKOOCCF,),

73

Rate-controlled

JT1(OOCCF3)2

85% meta

Equilibrium-controlled
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Now, these arylthallium compounds are useful, not in themselves, but as

intermediates in the synthesis of a variety of other aromatic compounds. Thallium

can be replaced by other atoms or groups which cannot themselves be introduced

directly into the aromatic ring
- or at least not with the same regiospecificity. In

this way one can prepare phenols (ArOH, Sec. 24.5) and aryl iodides (Sec. 25.3).

Direct iodination of most aromatic rings does not work very well, but the process

of thallation followed by treatment with iodide ion gives aryl iodides in high yields.

ArH + T1(OOCCF 3) 3

CFjCO "> ArTI(OOCCF3 )2
-
K
-^ Arl

11.14 Mechanism of electrophilic aromatic substitution: a summary

Electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions seem, then, to proceed by a

single mechanism, whatever the particular reagent involved. This can be sum-

marized for the reagent YZ as follows:

H

(1) C6H 6 + Y+ - -> C6nf Slow

H

(2) C6Hf + :Z- > C6H 5Y + H:Z Fas.

Two essential steps are involved: (1) attack by an electrophilic reagent upon the

H

ring to form a carbonium ion, C6H< , and (2) abstraction of a hydrogen ion from

Y
this carbonium ion by some base. In each case there is a preliminary acid-base

reaction which generates the attacking particle; the actual substitution, however, is

contained in these two steps.

Most of the support for this mechanism comes from evidence about the nature

of the attacking particle in each of these reactions: evidence, that is, that sub-

stitution is electrophilic. This evidence, in turn, comes largely from kinetics,

augmented by various other observations: the nitrating power of preformed
nitronium salts (Sec. 1 1.8), for example, or carbonium ion-like rearrangements in

some Friedel-Crafts alkylations (Problem 11.3 above). The electrophilic nature

of these reactions is supported in a very broad way by the fact that other reactions

which show the same reactivity and orientation features also fit into the same
mechanistic pattern.

Problem 11.8 In each of the following reactions, groups on the ring under at-

tack exert the kinds of effects summarized in Sec. 11.5. Suggest a likely electrophile
in each case, and write a likely mechanism.

(a) ArH + R-C-C1 Alcl '

il

O

(b) ArH + Ar'N 2
+Cr > Ar-N-=N-Ar'

(c) ArH + HONO ^-> Ar NO + H2O
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Problem 11.9 When phenol is treated with D2SC>4 in D ZO (deuterium sulfate in

heavy water), there is formed phenol containing deuterium instead of hydrogen at

positions ortho and para to the OH group. Benzene undergoes similar exchange but

at a much lower rate; under the same conditions benzenesulfonic acid does not under-

go exchange at all. (a) Outline the most probable mechanism for hydrogen-deuterium

exchange in aromatic compounds, (b) What is the attacking reagent in each case, and

to what general class does this reaction belong?

But this is only part of the mechanism. Granting that substitution is electro-

philic, how do we know that it involves two steps, as we have shown, and not just

one! And how do we know that, of the two steps, the first is much slower than

the second? To understand the answer to these questions, we must first learn

something about isotope effects.

11.15 Isotope effects

Different isotopes of the same element have, by definition, the same electronic

configuration, and hence similar chemical properties. This similarity is the basis

of the isotopic tracer technique (Sec. 3.29): one isotope does pretty much what

another will do, but, from its radioactivity or unusual mass, can be traced through
a chemical sequence.

Yet different isotopes have, also by definition, different masses, and because

of this their chemical properties are not identical: the same reactions can occur but

at somewhat Different rates (or, for reversible reactions, with different positions of

equilibrium)/^ difference in rate (or position of equilibrium) due to a difference in

the isotope present in the reaction system is called an isotope effect. \

Theoretical considerations, which we cannot go into, suprforted by much

experimental evidence, lead to the conclusion: if a particular atom is less tightly

bound in the transition state of a reaction than in the reactant, the reaction involving

the heavier isotope of that atom will go more slowly. The hydrogen isotopes have

the greatest proportional differences i,i mass: deuterium (D) is twice as heavy as

protium (H), and tritium (T) is three times as heavy. As a result, hydrogen isotope

effects are the biggest, the easiest to measure, and because of the special impor-
tance of hydrogen in organic chemistry the most often studied. (If you doubt the

importance of hydrogen, look at the structure of almost any compound in this

book.)

One kind of reaction in which an atom is less tightly bound in the transition

state than in the reactant is a reaction in which a bond to that atom is being broken.

Isotope effects due to the breaking of a bond to the isotopic atom are called

primary isotope effects. They are in general the biggest effects observed for a

particular set of isotopes.

In this book we shall be concerned with primary hydrogen isotope effects,

which amount to this: a bond to protium (H) is broken faster than a bond to deuter-

ium (D). For many reactions of this kind,

(1) ~C H + Z ^~> [~C~H~Z] > ~C + H Z

(2) -C-D + Z -* [~C~D~Z] -C + D-Z
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in which hydrogen is abstracted as an atom, positive ion, or negative ion, deu-

terium isotope effects (/e
H
/&
D
) in the range 5 to 8 (at room temperature) have been

observed ; that is to say, the reaction is 5 to 8 times as fast for ordinary hydrogen
as for deuterium. (Tritium isotope effects, kH/k

T
, are about twice as large as

deuterium isotope effects.)

These differences in rate can be measured in a variety of ways. In some

cases, the rates of the two individual reactions (1) and (2) can be measured directly

and the results compared. Usually, however, it is more feasible, as well as more

satisfactory, to use our familiar method of competition (Sec. 3.22) in either of two

ways.

In intermolecular competition, a mixture of labeled and unlabeled reactants

compete for a limited amount of reagent; reactions (1) and (2) thus go on in the

same mixture, and we measure the relative amounts of H Z and D Z r .oduced.

(Sometimes, larger amounts of the reagent Z are used, and the relative amounts of

the two reactants ordinary and labeledleft unconswned are measured; the less

reactive will have been used up more slowly and will predominate. The relative

rates of reaction can be calculated without much difficulty.)

In intramolecular competition, a single reactant is used which contains several

equivalent positions, some labeled and some not:

Product(D)

Product(H)

One can then measure either the relative amounts of H Z and D Z, or the

relative amounts of the D-containing product formed by reaction (3) and the

H-containing product formed by reaction (4).

Problem 11.10 (a) When excess toluene-a-d (C6H5CH2D) was photochemically

monochlorinated at 80 with 0.1 mole of chlorine, there were obtained 0.0212 mole

DC1 and 0.0868 mole HC1. What is the value of the isotope effect *H/fc
D
(per hydrogen

atom, of course)? (b) What relative amounts of DC1 and HC1 would you expect to get

fromC6H5CHD7 ?

Mechanism of electrophilic aromatic substitution: the two steps

Now that we know what isotope effects are and, in a general way, how they

arise, we are ready to see why they are of interest to the organic chemist. Let us

return to the questions we asked before : how do we know that electrophilic aromatic

substitution involves two steps,

(1) ArH + Y+ -> Ar Slow: rate-determining

Y

e/
H

(2) Ar + :Z > ArY + H:Z Fast

Y
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instead of just one,

(la) ArH + Y + > Ar
VX

YJ

> ArY

and how do we know that, of these two steps, the first is much slower than the

second ?

The answer is found in a series of studies begun by Lars Melander (of the

Nobel Institute of Chemistry, Stockholm) and extended by many other workers.

A variety of aromatic compounds labeled with deuterium or tritium were subjected

to nitration, bromination, and Friedel-Crafts alkylation. It was found that in

these reactions deuterium or tritium is replaced at the same rate as protium;
there is no significant isotope effect.

We have seen that a carbon-deuterium bond is broken more slowly than a

carbon-prolium bond, and a carbon -tritium bond more slowly yet. How then,

are we to interpret the fact that there is no isotope effect here? If the rates of

replacement of the various hydrogen isotopes are the same, it can only mean that

the reactions whose rates we are comparing do not involve the breaking of a

carbon- hydrogen bond.

This interpretation is consistent with our mechanism. The rate of the overall

substitution is determined by the slow attachment of the electrophilic reagent to

the aromatic ring to form the carbonium ion. Once formed, the carbonium ion

rapidly loses hydrogen ion to form the products. Step (1) is thus the rate-deter-

mining step. Since it does not involve the breaking of a carbon- hydrogen bond,

its rate- and hence the rate of the overall reaction- -is independent of the particular

hydrogen isotope that is present.

If substitution involved a single step, as in (la), this step would necessarily be

the rate-determining step and, since it involves breaking of the carbon hydrogen

bond, an isotope effect would be observed. Or, if step (2) of the two-step sequence

were slow enough relative to step ( 1 ) to affect the overall rate, again we would expect

an isotope effect. (Indeed, sulfonation does show a small isotope effect and, as

we shall see, for just this reason. Even in sulfonation, however, the overall rate is

controlled chiefly by step (1).)

Thus the absence of isotope effects establishes not only the two-step nature of

electrophilic aromatic substitution, but also the relative speeds of the steps.

Attachment of the electrophile to a carbon atom of the ring is the difficult step

(see Fig. 11.2); but it is equally difficult whether the carbon carries protium or

deuterium. The next step, loss of hydrogen ion, is easy. Although it occurs more

slowly for deuterium than for protium, this really makes no difference; slightly

faster or slightly slower, its speed has no effect on the overall rate.

Let us look at this matter more closely (Fig. 11.2, insert). Every carbonium

ion formed, whether I(H) or I(D), goes on to product, since the energy barrier to

H D
ov ^ /
Ar Ar
X
N0 2

X
N0 2

KH) KD)
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the right (ahead of the carbonium ion) whether slightly higher for deuterium or

slightly lower for protium is still considerably lower than the barrier to the left

(behind the carbonium ion). But the barrier behind the carbonium ion is the

ot f r tne reverse of step (1). It is this reverse reaction that must be much slower

than step (2) if step (1) is to be truly rate-determining (see Sec. 14.12). Summarized

in terms of the rate constants, kt for the various steps, we have:

(1) H (2)

ArH++N02 5= Ar' -^ ArNO2 + H+ k2 k^
*- XN02

I

We can see why nitration and reactions like it are not reversible. In the reverse

of nitration, nitrobenzene is protonated (the reverse of reaction 2) to form car-

bonium ion I; but this is, of course, no different from the ion I formed in the

nitration process, and it does the same thing: (re)forms nitrobenzene.

Difficult step

goes on to product

ArH + NO? ArNO2 +H f

Progress of Reaction >

Figure 11.2. Nitration. Formation of carbonium ion is rate-controlling

step; occurs equally rapidly whether protium (H) or deuterium (D) at

point of attack. All carbonium ions go on to product. There is no isotope

effect, and nitration is irreversible.
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Unlike most other electrophilic substitution reactions, sulfonation shows a

moderate isotope effect: ordinary hydrogen (protium) is displaced from an aro-

matic ring about twice as fast as deuterium. Docs this mean that sulfonation takes

place by a different mechanism than nitration, one involving a single step? Almost

certainly not.

(1) H (2)

ArH + S03 \
H+

so3
-

11

Unlike most other electrophilic substitution reactions, sulfonation is revers-

ible, and this fact gives us our clue. Reversibility means that carbonium ion II

can lose SO3 to form the hydrocarbon. Evidently here reaction (2) is not much

5^A?< ..orA?< -

go on to product, some revert

to starting material

ArH + SO3

Progress of Reaction >

Figure 11.3 Sulfonation. Some carbonium ions go on to product, some
revert to starting material. There is an isotope effect, and suifonation is

reversible.
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faster than the reverse of reaction (1). In sulfonation, the energy barriers on either

side of the carbonium ion II must be roughly the same height; some ions go one

way, some go the other (Fig. 1 1.3). Now, whether the carbonium ion is II(D) or

II(H), the barrier to the left (behind it) is the same height. But to climb the barrier

to the right (ahead), a carbon-hydrogen bond must be broken, so this barrier is

higher for carbonium ion II(D) than for carbonium ion II(H). More deuterated

ions than ordinary ions revert to starting material, and so overall sulfonation is

slower for the deuterated benzene. Thus, the particular shape of potential energy

curve that makes sulfonation reversible also permits an isotope effect to be

observed.

By use of especially selected aromatic substrates highly hindered ones isotope

effects can be detected in other kinds of electrophilic aromatic substitution, even in

nitration. In certain reactions the size of the isotope can be deliberately varied by changes
in experimental conditions- and in a way that shows dependence on the relative rates

of (2) and the reverse of (1). There can be little doubt that all these reactions follow the

same two-step mechanism, but with differences in the shape of potential energy curves.

In isotope effects the chemist has an exceedingly delicate probe for the examination of

organic reaction mechanisms.

Problemll.il From the reaction of mesitylene (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene) with

HF and BF3 , Olah (see p. 346) isolated at low temperatures a bright-yellow solid whose
elemental composition corresponds to mesitylene :HF:BF3 in the ratio 1:1:1. The

compound was poorly soluble in organic solvents and, when melted, conducted an

electric current; chemical analysis showed the presence of the BF4
~

ion. When heated,

the compound evolved BF3 and regenerated mesitylene.

What is a likely structure for the yellow compound? The isolation of this and
related compounds is considered to be strong support for the mechanism of electro-

philic aromatic substitution. Why should this be so?

Problem 11.12 Dehydrobromination by C2H 5O""Na
+ of ordinary isopropyl

bromide and of labeled isopropyl bromide, (CDOaCHBr, at 25" has been studied, and
the rates found to be in the ratio 1 .76:0.26. (a) What is the value of the isotope effect?

(b) Is this isotope effect consistent with the mechanism for dehydrohalogcnation given
in Sec. 5.13? (c) With the following two-step mechanism involving a carbonium ion?

RBr 2!L> R + Br- -^U alkene

(d) With the following two-step mechanism involving a carbanion 7

II I I

-C C + -OC2H 5 -*=-* -C C -^> alkene

11.17 Reactivity and orientation

We have seen that certain groups activate the benzene ring and direct sub-

stitution to 0/7//0 and para positions, and that other groups deactivate the ring and

(except halogens) direct substitution to meia positions. Let us sec if we can ac-

count for these effects on the basis of principles we have already learned.

First of all, we must remember that reactivity and orientation are both matters

of relative rates of reaction. Methyl is said to activate the ring because it makes
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the ring read faster than benzene; it causes ortho,para orientation because it makes

the ortho and para positions react faster than the nieta positions.

Now, we know that, whatever the specific reagent involved, the rate of electro-

philic aromatic substitution is determined by the same slow step -attack of the

electrophile on the ring to form a carbonium ion:

H
C6H 6 Y+ C6H 5

/
Slow: rate-determining

Any differences in rate of substitution must therefore be due to differences in the

rate of this step.

For closely related reactions, a difference in rate of formation of carbonium

ions is largely determined by a difference in af t , that is, by a difference in stability

of transition states. As with other carbonium ion reactions we have studied,

factors that stabilize the ion by dispersing the positive charge should for the same

rea c on stabilize the incipient carbonium ion of the transition state. Here again

we expect the more stable carbonium ion to be formed more rapidly. We shall

therefore concentrate on the relative stabilities of the carbonium ions.

In electrophilic aromatic substitution the intermediate carbonium ion is a

hybrid of structures I, II, and III, in which the positive charge is distributed about

the ring, being strongest as the positions ortho and para to the carbon atom being

attacked.

H Y H Y

represented as

III

H Y

IV

A group already attached to the benzene ring should affect the stability of the

carbonium ion by dispersing or intensifying the positive charge, depending upon its

electron-releasing or electron-withdrawing nature. It is evident from the structure

of the ion (I-III) that this stabilizing or destabilizing effect should be especially

important when the group is attached ortho or para to the carbon being attacked.

11.18 Theory of reactivity

To compare rates of substitution in benzene, toluene, and nitrobenzene, we

compare the structures of the carbonium ions formed from the three compounds:

H Y H Y

CH 3 NO2

nr
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By releasing electrons, the methyl group (II) tends to neutralize the positive

charge of the ring and so become more positive itself; this dispersal of the charge

stabilizes the carbonium ion. In the same way the inductive effect stabilizes the

developing positive charge in the transition state and thus leads to a faster reaction.

Transition state.

developing positive

chutge

Carbonium ion:

full positive

charge

The NO2 group, on the other hand, has an electron-withdrawing inductive

effect (III); this tends to intensify .the positive charge, destabilizes the carbonium

ion, and thus causes a slower reaction.

Reactivity in electrophilic aromatic substitution depends, then, upon the tendency

of a substituent group to release or withdraw electrons. A group that releases elec-

trons activates the ring; a group that withdraws electrons deactivates the ring.

4- Y+

Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution

G releases elections. G
stabilizes carbonium ion,

activates

NH 2

OH
OCH}
NHCOCH 3

-en.

G withdraw s electrons G
destabilizes carbonium ion,

deactivates
-NO2

-CN
SO 3H
COOH
-CHO
-COR
X

Like CH 3 , other alkyl groups release electrons, and like CH3 they activate

the ring. For example, ferf-butylbenzene is 16 times as reactive as benzene toward

nitration. Electron release by NH2 and OH, and by their derivatives OCH3

and NHCOCH3 , is due not to their inductive effect but to resonance, and is'

discussed later (Sec. 11.20).

We are already familiar with the electron-withdrawing effect of the halogens

(Sec. 6.11). The full-fledged positive charge of the N(CH3)3
+

group has, of

course, a powerful attraction for electrons. In the other deactivating groups

(e.g., NO2 , CN, COOH), the atom next to the ring is attached by a multiple

bond to oxygen or nitrogen. These electronegative atoms attract the mobile n

electrons, making the atom next to the ring electron-deficient; to make up this

deficiency, the atom next to the ring withdraws electrons from the ring.
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We might expect replacement of hydrogen in CH 3 by halogen to decrease

the electron-releasing tendency of the group, and perhaps to convert it into an

electron-withdrawing group. This is found to be the case. Toward nitration,

H-C-H H-C >C1 H~O>C1

Activating Weakly Moderately Strongly

deactivating deactivating deactivating

toluene is 25 times as reactive as benzene; benzyl chloride is only one-third as

reactive as benzene. The CH2C1 group is thus weakly deactivating. Further

replacement of hydrogen by halogen to yield the CHC12 and the CC1 3 groups
results in stronger deactivation.

11.19 Theory of orientation

Before we try to account for orientation in electrophilic substitution, let us

look more closely at the facts.

An activating group activates all positions of the benzene ring; even the posi-

tions metgj.o it are^noje reactive than any single position in benzene itself. It

directs ortho and para simply because it activates the ortho and para positions

much more than it does thojneta%

A deactivating group deactivates all positions in the ring, even the positions

meta to it. It directs meta simply because it deactivates the ortho and para positions

even more than it does the meta.

Thus both ortho,para orientation and meta orientation arise in the same way:
the effect of any group whether activating or deactivating is strongest at the ortho

and para positions.

To see if this is what we would expect, let us compare, for example, the car-

bonium ions formed by attack at the para and meta positions of toluene, a com-

pound that contains an activating group. Each of these is a hybrid of three struc-

tures, I-III for para, IV-VI for meta. In one of these six structures, II, the positive

charge is located on the carbon atom to which CH3 is attached. Although CH3

releases electrons to all positions of the ring, it does so most strongly to the car-

H Y
il

Especially stable:

charge on carbon

carrying sitbstituent

Para attack
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bon atom nearest it; consequently, structure II is a particularly stable one. Be-

cause of contribution from structure II, the hybrid carbonium ion resulting from

Meta attack

attack at the para position is more stable than the carbonium ion resulting from

attack at a meta position. Para substitution, therefore, occurs faster than meta

substitution.

In the same way, it can be seen that attack at an ortho position (VII-IX)

CH 3 C'Hj

VII VIII

Onho attack

Especially stable:

charge on carbon

carrying substituent

also yields a more stable carbonium ion, through contribution from IX, than attack

at a meta position.

In toluene, ortho,para substitution is thus faster than meta substitution because

electron release by CHj is more effective duringattack at the positions ortho and

para to it.

Next, let us compare the carbonium ions formed by attack at the para and

meta positions of nitrobenzene, a compound that contains a deactivating group.

Each of these is a hybrid of three structures, X-XII for para attack, XI II-XV for

meta attack. In one of the six structures, XI, the positive charge is located on the

Para attack

Especially unstable:

charge on carbon

carrying substituent

carbon atom to which NO2 is attached. Although NO2 withdraws electrons

from all positions, it does so most from the carbon atom nearest it, and hence this

carbon atom, already positive, has little tendency to accommodate
fc
the positive

charge of the carbonium ion. Structure XI is thus a particularly unstable one and

does little to help stabilize the ion resulting from attack at the para position. The

ion for para attack is virtually a hybrid of only two structures, X and XII; the
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positive charge is mainly restricted to only two carbon atoms. It is less stable than

the ion resulting from attack at a meta position, which is a hybrid of three structures,

and in which the positive charge is accommodated by three carbon atoms. Para

substitution, therefore, occurs more slowly than meta substitution.

Meta attack

XIV

In the same way it can be seen that attack at an ortho position (XVI-XVIII)

yields a less stable carbonium ion, because of the instability of XVIII, than attack

at a meta position.

Ortho attack

XVI XVII XVIII

Especially unstable:

charge on carbon

carrying substituent

In nitrobenzene, ortho.para substitution is thus slower than meta substitution

because electron withdrawal by NO2 is more effective during attack at the

positions ortho and para to it.

Thus we see that both ortho.para orientation by activating groups and meta

orientation by deactivating groups follow logically from the structure of the

intermediate carbonium ion. The charge of the carbonium ion is strongest at the

positions ortho and para to the point of attack, and hence a group attached to one

of these positions can exert the strongest effect, whether activating or deactivating.

The unusual behavior of the halogens, which direct ortho and para although

deactivating, results from a combination of two opposing factors, and will be taken

up in Sec. 11.21.

11.20v^Electron release via resonance

We have seen that a substituent group affects both reactivity and orientation

in electrophilic aromatic substitution by its tendency to release or withdraw

electrons. So far, we have considered electron release and electron withdrawal

only as inductive effects, that is, as effects due to the electronegativity of the group
concerned.

But certain groups (~NH2 and OH, and their derivatives) act as powerful

activators toward electrophilic aromatic substitution, even though they contain

electronegative atoms and can be shown in other ways to have electron-withdrawing

inductive effects. If our approach to the problem is correct, these groups must

release electrons in some other way than through their inductive effects; they are
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believed to do this by a resonance effect. But before we discuss this, let us review

a little of what we know about nitrogen and oxygen.

Although electronegative, the nitrogen of the NH2 group is basic and tends

to share its last pair of electrons and acquire a positive charge. Just as ammonia

accepts a hydrogen ion to form the ammonium (NH4
+
) ion, so organic compounds

related to ammonia accept hydrogen ions to form substituted ammonium ions.

NH 3 + H+

R 2NH2
+

RNH2 + H+

R 3N + H+

RNH 3
+

The OH group shows similar but weaker basicity; we are already familiar with

oxonium ions, ROH 2
+

.

H 2O ROH + H* ROH 2

The effects of NH 2 and OH on electrophilic aromatic substitution can be

accounted for by assuming that nitrogen and oxygen can share more than a pair

of electrons with the ring and can accommodate a positive charge.

The carbonium ion formed by attack para to the NH 2 group of aniline, for

example, is considered to be a hybrid not only of structures I, II, and III, with

positive charges located on carbons of the ring, but also of structure IV in which the

:NH 2 :NH->

Para attack

Especially stable:

every atom has octet

:NH 2 :NH 2

VI

Meta attack

positive charge is carried by nitrogen. Structure IV is especially stable, since in it

every atom (except hydrogen, of course) has a complete octet of electrons. This

carbonium ion is much more stable than the one obtained by attack on benzene

itself, or the one obtained (V-VI1) from attack rneta to the -~NH2 group of aniline;

in neither of these cases is a structure like IV possible. (Compare, for example, the

stabilities of the ions NH 4
+ and CH 3

+
. Here it is not a matter of which atom,

nitrogen or carbon, can better accommodate a positive charge; it is a matter of

which atom has a complete octet of electrons.)
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Examination of the corresponding structures (VIII-XI) shows that ortho

attack is much like para attack:

:NH 2

VIII

:NH 2 NH 2

Ortho attack

Especially stable:

every atom has octet

Thus substitution in aniline occurs faster than substitution in benzene, and

occurs predominantly at the positions ortho and para to NH2 .

In the same way activation and ortho>para orientation by the OH group is

accounted for by contribution of structures like XII and XIII, in which every atom

has a complete octet of electrons:

OH 0OH

XIII

Ortho attack

The similar effects of the derivatives of NH2 and OH are accounted for by
similar structures (shown only for/wa attack):

<"N(CH3)2 NHCOCHj COOCH3

U

H' Y H'

-NHCOCH3 OCH3

The tendency of oxygen and nitrogen in groups like these to share more than a

pair of electrons with an aromatic ring is shown in a number of other ways, which

will be discussed later (Sec. 23.2 and Sec. 24.7X

11.21^ Effect of halogen on electrophilic aromatic substitution

Halogens are unusual in their effect on electrophilic aromatic substitution:

they are deactivating yet 0rf/io,/>ara-directing. Deactivation is characteristic of

electron withdrawal, whereas orthoypara orientation is characteristic of electron

release. Can halogen both withdraw and release electrons?

The inswer is yes. Halogen withdraws electrons through its inductive effect,

and releases electrons through its resonance effect. So, presumably, can the

NH2 and OH groups, but there the much stronger resonance effect greatly
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outweighs the other. For halogen, the two effects are more evenly balanced, and

we observe the operation of both.

Let us first consider reactivity. Electrophilic attack on benzene yields car-

Cl \\-iihJra\\s electrons:

desiahilizcs carhonium ion.

dcacnralcs ring

bonium ion I, attack on chlorobenzene yields carbonium ion II. The electron-

withdrawing inductive effect of chlorine intensifies the positive charge in carbonium

ion II, makes the ion less stable, and causes a slower reaction.

Next, to understand orientation, let us compare the structures of the carbonium

ions formed by attack at the para and nteta positions of chlorobenzene. Each of

H Y

IV

Especially unstable:

charge on carbon

bearing substituent

Para attack

Meta attack

VI VII VIII

these is a hybrid of three structures, Hl-V for para, VI-VII I for meta. In one of

these six structures, IV, the positive charge is located on the carbon atom to which

chlorine is attached. Through its inductive effect chlorine withdraws electrons

most from the carbon to which it is joined, and thus makes structure IV especially

unstable. As before, we expect IV to make little contribution to the hybrid, which

should therefore be less stable than the hybrid ion resulting from attack at the

meta positions. If only the inductive effect were involved, then, we would expect

not only deactivation but also meta orientation.

But the existence of halonium ions (Sec. 7.12) has shown us that halogen
can share more than a pair of electrons and can accommodate a positive charge.

If we apply that idea to the present problem, what do we find? The ion resulting

from para attack is a hybrid not only of structures III-V, but also of structure IX,

in which chlorine bears a positive charge and is joined to the ring by a double bond.

This structure should be comparatively stable, since in it every atom (except

hydrogen, of course) has a complete octet of electrons. (Structure IX is exactly

analogous to those proposed to account for activation and ortho,para direction

by NH2 and OH.) No such structure is possible for the ion resulting from
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meta aitack. To the extent that structure IX contributes to the hybrid, it makes the

ion resulting from para attack more stable than the ion resulting from meta attack.

eci

Para attack

H Y
IX

Comparatively stable:

every atom has octet

Although we could not have predicted the relative importance of the two factors

the instability of IV and the stabilization by IX the result indicates that the con-

tribution from IX is the more important.

In the same way it can be seen that attack at an orlho position also yields an

ion (X-X1II) that can be stabilized by accommodation of the positive charge by

chlorine.

Ortho attack

XII

Especially unstable'

charge on carbon

hearing A itbstitiient

XII!

Comparatively stable'

every atom has octet

Through its inductive effect halogen tends to withdraw electrons and thus to

destabilize the intermediate carbonium ion. This effect is felt for attack at all

positions, but particularly for attack at the positions ortlio and para to the halogen.

Through its resonance effect halogen tends to release electrons and thus to

stabilize the intermediate carbonium ion. This electron release is effective only

for attack at the positions ortho and para to the halogen.

The inductive eflect is stronger than the resonance effect and causes net electron

withdrawal and hence deactivation for attack at all positions. The resonance

effect tends to oppose the inductive effect for attack at the orlho and para positions,

and hence makes the deactivation less for ortho,para attack than for meta.

Reactivity is thus controlled by the stronger inductive eflect, and orientation

is controlled by the resonance effect, which, although weaker, seems to be more

selective.

Problem 11.13 Hydrogen iodide adds to vinyl chloride more slowly than. to

ethylene, and yields 1-chloro-l-iodoethane. (a) Draw the formula of the carbonium
ion formed in the initial step of the addition to vinyl chloride, (b) Of addition to

ethylene. (c) Judging from the relative rates of reaction, which would appear to be the

more stable carbonium ion? (d) Account for the difference in stability.

(e) Draw the formula for the carbonium ion that would be formed if vinyl chloride

were to yield I -chloro-2-iodoethane. (f) Judging from the actual orientation of addi-

tion, which carbonium ion from vinyl chloride is the more stable, (a) or (e)? (g) Account
for the difference in stability.

(h) Which effect, inductive or resonance, controls reactivity in electrophilic addi-

tion to vinyl halides? (i) Which effect controls orientation?
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Thus we find that a single structural concept partial double-bond formation

between halogen and carbon helps to account for unusual chemical properties

of such seemingly different compounds as aryl halides and vinyl halides. The

structures involving doubly-bonded halogen, which probably make important

contribution not only to benzenonium ions but to the parent aryl halides as well

(Sec. 25.6), certainly do not seem to meet our usual standard of reasonableness

(Sec. 6.27). The sheer weight of evidence forces us to accept the idea that certain

carbon-halogen bonds possess double-bond character. If this idea at first appears

strange to us, it simply shows how little, after all, we really know about molecular

structure.

11.22 Relation to other carbonium ion reactions

In summary, we can say that both reactivity and orientation in electrophilic

aromatic substitution are determined by the rates of formation of the intermediate

carbonium ions concerned. These rates parallel the stabilities of the carbonium

ions, which are determined by the electron-releasing or electron-withdrawing

tendencies of the substituent groups.

A group may release or withdraw electrons by an inductive effect, a resonance

effect, or both. These effects oppose each other only for the NH 2 and OH
groups (and their derivatives) and for the halogens, X. For NH 2 and OH
the resonance effect is much the more important; for X the effects are more

evenly matched. It is because of this that the halogens occupy the unusual position

of being deactivating groups but ortho,para directors.

We have accounted for the facts of electrophilic aromatic substitution in

exactly the way that we accounted for the relative ease of dehydration of alcohols,

and for reactivity and orientation in electrophilic addition to alkenes: the more

stable the carbonium ion, the faster it is formed; the faster the carbonium ion is

formed, the faster the reaction goes.

In al! this \\e have estimated the stability of a carbonium ion on the same

basis: the dispersal or concentration of the charge due to electron release or electron

withdrawal by the substituent groups. As we shall see, the approach that has

worked so well for elimination, for addition, and for electrophilic aromatic sub-

stitution works for still another important class of organic reactions in which a

positive charge develops: nucleophilic aliphatic substitution by the S^I mechanism

(Sec. 14.14). It works equally well for nucleophilic aromatic substitution (Sec.

25.9), in which a negative charge develops. Finally, we shall find that this approach
will help us to understand acidity or basicity of such compounds as carboxylic

acids, sulfonic acids, amines, and phenols.

PROBLEMS
1. Give structures and names of the principal products expected from the ring

monobromination of each of the following compounds. In each case, tell whether bro-

mination will occur faster or slo\\er than \\ith benzene itself.

(a) acetanilide(C ftH 5NHCOCH 3) (d) N-methylaniline (C6H 5NHCH,)
(b) iodobenzene (e) ethyl benzoate (C^COOQHj)
(c) sec-butylbenzene (f) acetophenone (C6H 5COCH.O
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(g) phenetoie (C6H 5OC2H 5) (j) benzotrifluoride (C6H 5CF3)

(h) diphenylmethane (C6H 5CH 2C6H5) (k) biphenyl (C6H 5-C6H 5)

(i) benzonitrile (C6H 5CN)

2. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from

mononitration of:

(a) o-nitrotoluene (g) p-cresol

(b) /w-dibromobenzene (h) w-nitrotoluene

(c) /7-nitroacetanilide (i) />-xylene (p-C6H4(CH 3) 2)

(/?-O2NC6H 4NHCOCH 3) (j) terephthalic acid (p-C6H4(COOH)2)

(d) m-dinitrobenzene (k) anilinium hydrogen sulfate

(e) /w-cresol (w-CH 3C6H 4OH) (C6H 5NH 3
+ HSO4 -)

(f) 0-cresol

3. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from the

monosulfonation of :

(a) cyclohexylbenzene (g) o-fluoroanisole

(b) nitrobenzene (h) o-nitroacetanilide

(c) anisole (C6H 5OCH 3) (o-O2NC6H 4NHCOCH 3)

(d) benzenesulfonic acid (i) 0-xylene

(e) salicylaldehyde (0-HOC6H 4CHO) (j) /w-xylene

(f) Aw-mtrophenol (k) /?-xylene

4. Arrange the following in order of reactivity toward ring nitration, listing by
structure the most reactive at the top, the least reactive at the bottom.

(a) benzene, mesitylene (l,3,5-C ft
H 3(CH3)0, toluene, w-xylene, /?-xylene

(b) benzene, bromobenzene, nitrobenzene, toluene

(c) acetanilide (C6H 5NHCOCH 0, acetophenone (C6H,COCH,), aniline, benzene

(d) terephthalic acid, toluene, /7-toluic acid (p-CH 3C6H 4COOH), /?-xylene

(e) chlorobenzene, /?-chloronitrobenzene, 2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene

(f) 2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene, 2,4-dinitrophenol

(g) /w-dinitrobenzene, 2,4-dinitrotoluene

5. Even though 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB) has more shattering power (more

brisance) and is no more dangerous to handle, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) has always
been the high explosive in more general use. Can you suggest a reason (connected with

manufacture) for the popularity of TNT? (Benzene and toluene are both readily avail-

able materials; for many years benzene was cheaper.)

6. For each of the following compounds, indicate which ring you would expect to

be attacked in nitration, and give structures of the principal products.

(a) 2N<

/7-Nitrobiphenyl /;/-Nitrodiphen\lmethanc Phcn\l ben/oate

7. Arrange the compounds of each set in order of reactivity toward electrophilic
substitution. Indicate in each set which would yield the highest percentage of meta

isomer, and which would yieldLthe lowest.

(a) C6H 5N(CH 3) 3 +, C6H 5CH 2N(CH 3) 3 +, C6H 5CH 2CH2N(CH3)3 +,

C6H 5CH 2CH 2CH 2N(CH 3V
(b) C6H5N02 , C6H 5CH 2N02 , C6H5CH2CH2NO2

(c) C6H5CH 3 , C6H 5CH 2COOC2H 5 , C6H 5CH(COOC2H 5)2 , C6H5C(COOC2H5)3

8. There is evidence that the phenyl group, C6H5-, has an electron-withdrawing
inductive effect. Yet each ring of biphenyl, C6H 5-C6H5 , is more reactive than benzene
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toward electrophilic substitution, and the chief products are ortho and para isomers.

Show how reactivity and orientation can be accounted for on the basis of resonance.

9. When ^-phenylethyl alcohol, C6H 5CH2CH 2OH, is treated with thallium trifluoro-

acetate followed by potassium iodide, there is obtained predominantly one aryl iodide,

the particular isomer depending upon the conditions of thallation: (a) 25, ortho\ (b) 75,
meta\ (c) prior conversion to the ester, C6H 5CH 2CH 2OCOCH3, then 25, para. Suggest
an explanation for each case of regiospecificity.

10. There is evidence that the reaction between HNO 3 and H 2SO4 to generate
+NO 2

(which we have summarized in one equation, Sec. 1 1 .8) actually involves tjiree steps,

the second of which is the slowest one and the one that actually produces -+NO2 . Can

you suggest a reasonable sequence of reactions? (Hint: See Sec. 5.20.)

11. Treatment of sulfanilic acid (p-H2NC6H 4SO 3H) with 3 moles of bromine yields

2,4,6-tribromoaniline. Treatment of 4-hydroxy-l,3-benzenedisuIfonic acid with nitric

acid yields picric acid, 2,4,6-trinitrophenol. (a) Outline the most probable mechanism
for the replacement of SO 3H by Br and by NO 2 . (b) To what general class of

organic reactions do those reactions belong?

12. Using only individual steps with which you are already familiar, outline a likely

mechanism for the following reaction.

C6H 5C(CH 3) 3 4- Br2(AlBr 3)
> C6H 5Br + HBr + (CH 3) 2O-CH 2

13. In light of what you have learned in this chapter, predict the major products of

each of the following reactions.

(a) (CHO^NCH-CH, + HI

(b) CH 2--CHCF.1 + HBr(AlBr 3)

(c) What is the function of AlBr 3 in (b)? Why is it needed here?

14. You are trying to find out whether or not there is an isotope effect in a particular

kind of substitution in which the electrophile Y replaces a hydrogen of an aromatic ring.

I.i each of the following cases, tell what you would do^ and what you would expect to

observe if there were an isotope effect. (You can quantitatively analyze mixtures of

isomers. Your mass spectrometer will tell you what percentage of the hydrogen in a

compound is deuterium, but not the location of deuterium in a molecule.)

(a) C6Hfi and C ()
D6 are allowed to react separately but under identical conditions.

(b) A 50:50 mixture of C6H 6 and C6D6 is allowed to react with a limited amount of the

reagent.
*

(c) Anisole and amsole-4-d arc allowed to react separately. (Both your watch and your
mass spectrometer arc under repair when this particular experiment is carried out.)

(d) Benzene- 1, 3,5-d 3 (1,3,5-trideuteriobenzene) is allowed to react.

15. Outline all steps in the laboratory synthesis of the following compounds from

benzene and/or toluene, using any needed aliphatic or inorganic reagents. (Review the

general instructions on p. 224. Assume that a pure para isomer can be separated from
an ortho,para mixture.)

(a) /Miitrotoluene (i) 1,3,5-trjnitrobenzene

(b) p-bromonitrobcnzene (j) 2-bromo-4-nitrotoluenc

(c) /?-dichloroben/ene (k) 2-bromo-4-nitrobenzoic acid

(d) w-bromobcnzencsulfonic acid (1) 4-bromo-3-nitrobenzoic acid

(e) /7-bromobenzenesulfonic acid (m) 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid

(f ) /7-bromobenzoic acid (n) 4-nitro-l,2-dibromobenzene

(g) /H-bromobenzoic acid (o) 2-nitro-M-dichlorobenzene

(h) 0-iodobenzoic acid (p) w-iodotoluene
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16. Outline all steps in the following laboratory syntheses, using any needed aliphatic

or inorganic reagents. (Follow the other instructions in Problem 15).

(a) 4-nitro-2,6-dibromoanisole from anisole (C6H5OCH3)
(b) 4-bromo-2-nitrobenzoic acid from 0-nitrotoluene

(c) 2,4,6-tribromoaniline from aniline

(d) 2,4-dinitroacetanilide from acetanilide (C6H5NHCOCH3)

(e) 5-nitroisophthalic acid from w-xylene

(f ) 4-nitroisophthalic acid from /w-xylene

(g) 2-nitroterephthalic acid from /;-xylene (two ways)

(h) Which way in (g) is preferable? Why?



Chapter

12
Arenes

12.1 Aliphatic-aromatic hydrocarbons

From our study so far we know what kind of chemical properties to expect of

an aliphatic hydrocarbon, that is, of an alkane, alkene, or alkyne. We know what

kind of chemical behavior to expect of the parent aromatic hydrocarbon, benzene.

Many important compounds are not just aliphatic or just aromatic, however, but

contain both aliphatic and aromatic units; hydrocarbons of this kind are known

collectively as arenes. Ethylhenzene, for example, contains a benzene ring and an

aliphatic side chain.

1CH 2CH3

Ethylbcn/cne

What kind of chemical properties might we expect of one of these mixed

aliphatic-aromatic hydrocarbons? First, we might expect it to show two sets of

chemical properties. The ring of ethylbenzcne should undergo the electrophilic

Mote tettJily

benzene

0-Nitroethylbcn/cnc /J-Nitrocthylbcn/cnc

CH2CH3

Br

1 -Bromo-1 -phenylethane

(a-Phenylethyl bromide)

Only product

372

More readily
than for
ethane

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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substitution characteristic of benzene, and the side chain should undergo the free-

radical substitution characteristic of ethane. Second, the properties of each portion

of the molecule should be modified by the presence of the other portion. The ethyl

group should modify the aromatic properties of the ring, and the ring should

modify the aliphatic properties of the side chain.

These predictions are correct. Treatment of ethylbenzcne with nitric acid and

sulfuric acid, for instance, introduces a nitro group into the ring; treatment with

bromine in the presence of light introduces a bromine atom into the side chain.

But because of the ethyl group, nitration takes place more readily than with benzene

itself, and occurs chiefly at the positions ortho and para to the ethyl group; and

because of the ring, bromination takes place more readily than with ethane, and

occurs exclusively on the carbon nearer the ring. Thus each portion of the molecule

affects the reactivity of the other portion and determines the orientation of attack.

In the same way we may have a molecule that is part aromatic and part alkene,

or part aromatic and part alkyne. Again each portion of such a molecule shows

the properties characteristic of its particular structure, although these properties

are modified by the other portion of the molecule.

We shall examine most closely the compounds made up of aromatic and alkane

units, the alkylbenzenes. We shall look much more briefly at the aromatic-alkene

compounds (alkenylbenzencs) and aromatic-alkyne compounds (alkynylbenzenes).

We shall encounter the benzyl free radical and the benzyl carbonium ion,

which pretty much complete our lists of these reactive particles, and shall see

how their relative stabilities can be accounted for.

12.2 Structure and nomenclature

The simplest of the alkylbenzenes, methylbenzene, is given the special name of

toluene. Compounds containing longer side chains are named by pjefixing the

name of the alkyl group to the word -benzene, as, for example, in ethylbenzene,

n-propylbenzene, and isobittylbenzene.

CH2CH2CH 3

(O)

/i-Propy I benzene IsobutylbenzeneToluene Ethylbenzene

The simplest of the dialkylbenzenes, the dimethylbenzenes, are given the

special names of xylenes; we have, then, o-xylene, m-xylene, and p-xylene. Dialkyl-

benzenes containing one methyl group are named as derivatives of toluene, while

others are named by prefixing the names of both alkyl groups to the word -benzene.

A compound containing a very complicated side chain might be named as a

o-Xylene w-Xy!ene
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CHj

jTHCHj
-Hj

/>-Ethyltoluene m-Ethylisopropylbenzene 2-Methyl-3-phenylpentane

phenylalkane (C6H 5
= phenyl). Compounds containing more than one benzene

ring are nearly always named as derivatives of alkanes.

)CH2CH 2 <

Diphenylmethane 1 ,2-DiphcnyIethane

The simplest alkenylbenzene has the special name styrene. Others are generally

named as substituted alkenes, occasionally as substituted benzenes. Alkynyl-

benzenes are named as substituted alkynes.

CH 3

Styrene All>lhen/cne 2-Phen>l-2-butenc Phen> lacetylcne

(Vinylben/ene) (3-Phen>lpropene)

(Phenylethylcne)

12.3 Physical properties

As compounds of low polarity, the alkylbenzenes possess physical properties

that are essentially the same as those of the hydrocarbons we have already studied.

They are insoluble in water, but quite soluble in non-polar solvents like ether,

carbon tetrachloride, or ligroin. They are almost always less dense than water.

As we can see from Table 12.1, boiling points rise with increasing molecular weight,

the boiling point increment being the usual 20-3u
3
for each carbon atom.

Since melting points depend not only on molecular weight but also on mo-

lecular shape, their relationship to structure is a very complicated one. One

important general relationship does exist, however, between melting point and

structure of aromatic compounds: among isomeric disubstituted benzenes, the

para isomer generally melts considerably higher than the other two. The xylenes,

for example, boil within six degrees of one another; yet they differ widely in melting

point, the o- and w-isomers melting at -25 and -48, and the/MSomer melting

at -f 13. Since dissolution, like melting, involves overcoming the intermolecular

forces of the crystal, it is not surprising to find that generally the para isomer is also

the least soluble in a given solvent.

The higher melting point and lower solubility of a para isomer is only a special

example of the general effect of molecular symmetry on intracrystalline forces.

The more symmetrical a compound, the better it fits into a crystal lattice and hence

the higher the melting point and the lower the solubility. Para isomers are simply

the most symmetrical of disubstitutr d benzenes. We can see (Table 12.1) that
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1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene melts 85 to 100 higher than the less symmetrical

1,2,3,5- and 1,2,3,4-isomers. A particularly striking example of the effect of

symmetry on melting point is that of benzene and toluene. The introduction of a

single methyl group into the extremely symmetrical benzene molecule lowers the

melting point from 5 to -95.

12.4 Industrial source of alkylbenzenes

It would be hard to exaggerate the importance to the chemical industry and to

our entire economy of the large-scale production of benzene and the alkylbenzenes.

,
Just as the alkanes obtained from petroleum are ultimately the source of nearly all

our aliphatic compounds, so benzene and the alkylbenzenes are ultimately the

source of nearly all our aromatic compounds. When a chemist wishes to make a
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complicated aromatic compound, whether in the laboratory or in industry, he does

not make a benzene ring ; he takes a simpler compound already containing a benzene

ring and then adds to it, piece by piece, until he has built the structure he wants.

Just where do the enormous quantities of simple aromatic compounds come

from? There are two large reservoirs of organic material, coal and petroleum,

and aromatic compounds are obtained from both. Aromatic compounds are

separated as such from coal tar, and are synthesized from the alkanes of petroleum.

By far the larger portion of coal that is mined today is converted into coke,

which is needed for the smelting of iron to steel. When coal is heated in the

absence of air, it is partly broken down into simpler, volatile compounds which are

driven out; the residue is coke. The volatile materials consist of coal gas and a

liquid known as coal tar.

From coal tar by distillation there are obtained a number of aromatic com-

pounds. Upon coking, a ton of soft coal may yield about 120 pounds of coal tar.

From this 120 pounds the following aromatic compounds can be separated:

benzene, 2 pounds; toluene, 0.5 pound; xylenes, 0.1 pound; phenol, 0.5 pound;

cresols, 2 pounds; naphthalene, 5 pounds. Two pounds of benzene from a ton of

coal does not represent a very high percentage yield, yet so much coal is coked every

year that the annual production of benzene from coal tar is enormous.

Still larger quantities of aromatic hydrocarbons are needed, and these are

synthesized from alkanes through the process of catalytic reforming (Sec. 9.3).

This can bring about not only dehydrogenation, as in the formation of toluene from

methylcyclohexane, but also cyclization and isomerization, as in the formation of

toluene from //-heptane or 1,2-dimethylcyclopentane. In an analogous way, ben-

zene is obtained from cyclohexane and methylcyclopentane, as well as from the

hydrodealkylation of toluene.

Today, petroleum is the chief source of the enormous quantities of benzene,

toluene, and the xylenes required for chemicals and fuels. Half of the toluene and

xylenes are utilized in high-test gasoline where, in a sense, they replace the aliphatic

compounds inferior as fuels from which they were made. (A considerable

fraction even of naphthalene, the major component of coal tar distillate, is now

being produced from petroleum hydrocarbons.)

12.5 Preparation of alkylbenzenes

Although a number of the simpler alkylbenzenes are available from industrial

sources, the more complicated compounds must be synthesized in one of the ways
outlined below.

PREPARATION OF ALKYLBENZENES

1. Attachment ofalkyl group: Friedel-Crafts alkylation. Discussed in Sees. 12.6-12,8.

+ HX R may rearrange

Lewis acid: AlClj, BF3 , HF, etc.

Ar-X cannot be used in place o/R-X
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2. Conversion of side chain. Discussed in Sec. 19.10.

)̂CH 2R Clemmensen or Wolff-Kishner

re

)CH 2CH2R

Friedel-Crafts alkylation is extremely useful since it permits the direct attach-

ment of an alkyl group to the aromatic ring. There are, however, a number of
limitations to its use (Sec. 12.8), including the fact that the alkyl group that

becomes attached to the ring is not always the same as the alkyl group of tha parent
halide; this rearrangement of the alkyl group is discussed in Sec. 12.7.

There are frequently available aromatic compounds containing aliphatic side

chains that are not simple alkyl groups. An alkylbenzene can be prepared from
one of these compounds by converting the side chain into an alkyl group. Al-

though there is an aromatic ring in the molecule, this conversion is essentially the

preparation of an alkanc from some other aliphatic compound. The methods used

are those that we have already learned for the preparation of alkanes: hydro-

genation of a carbon carbon double bond in a side chain, for example. Many
problems of the alkylbenzenes are solved by a consideration of simple alkane

chemistry.

The most important side-chain conversion involves reduction of ketones either

by amalgamated /inc and HC1 (Clemmensen reduction) or by hydrazine and strong
base (Wolff-Kishner reduction). This method is important because the necessary
ketones are readily available through a modification of the Friedel-Crafts reaction

that involves acid chlorides (see Sec. 19.6). Unlike alkylation by the Friedel-

Crafts reaction, this method does not involve rearrangement

Problem 12.1 How might you prepare ethylbenzene from: (a) benzene
and ethyl alcohol; (b) acetophenone, C6H 5COCH 3 ; (c) styrene, C6H 5CH=CH2 ;

(d) a-phenylethyl alcohol, C6H 5CHOHCH 3 ; and (e) 0-phenylethyl chloride,C6H 5CH 2CH2CI?

Problem 12.2 How might you prepare 2,3-diphenylbutane from a-phenylethyl
alcohol, QH5CHOHCH 3 ?

*

12.6 Friedel-Crafts alkylation

If a small amount of anhydrous aluminum chloride is added to a mixture of
benzene and methyl chloride, a vigorous reaction occurs, hydrogen chloride gas is

f CH3C1 -42*+
(Q)

"3 + HC1

Toluene
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evolved, and toluene can be isolated from the reaction mixture. This is the

simplest example of the reaction discovered in 1877 at the University of Paris by
the French-American team of chemists, Charles Friedel and James Crafts. Con-

sidered in its various modifications, the Friedel-Crafts reaction is by far the most

important method for attaching alkyl side chains to aromatic rings.

Each of the components of the simple example just given can be varied. The

alkyl halide may contajnan alkyl group more complicated than methyl, and a

halogen atom other thancHToTmc; in some cases alcohols are used or especially

in industry alkenes. Substituted alkyl halides, like benzyl chloride, ChH 5CH 2Cl,

also can be used. Because of the low reactivity of halogen attached to an aromatic

ring (Sec. 25.5), aryl halides (Ar X, e.g., bromo- or chlorobenzene) cannot be used

in plaCe of alkyl halides.

The aromatic ring to \vhich the side chain becomes attached may be that of

benzene itself, certain substituted benzenes (chiefly alkylbenzenes and haloben-

zenes), or more complicated aromatic ring systems like naphthalene and anthracene

(Chap. 30).

, In place of aluminum chloride, other Lewis acids can be used, in particular

BF3 , HF, and phosphoric acid.

The reaction is carried out by simply mixing together the three components;

usually the only problems are those of moderating the reaction by cooling and of

trapping the hydrogen halide gas. Since the attachment of an alkyl side chain

makes the ring more susceptible to further attack (Sec. 1 1.5), steps must be taken

to limit substitution to /?70/70alkylation. As in halogenation of alkanes (Sec. 2.8),

this is accomplished by using an excess of the hydrocarbon. In this way an alkyl

carbonium ion seeking an aromatic ring is more likely to encounter an unsub-

stituted ring than a substituted one. Frequently the aromatic compound does

double duty, serving as solvent as well as reactant.

From polyhalogenated alkanes it is possible to prepare compounds containing

more than one aromatic ring:

2C6H 6 + CH 2CI 2 -^> C6H 5CH 2C6H 5 + 2HC1

Diphenylmethane

2C6H 6 + C1CH 2CH 2C1
- C6H 5CH 2CH 2C6H 5 + 2HC1

1 ,2-Diphenylethane

3C6H 6 + CHC1 3
-^2i* C6H 5

- C-C6H 5 + 3HC1

H
Triphenylmethane

3C6H 6 + CC14 -^* C6H5-C-C6H 5 + 3HCI

CJ

Triphenylchloromethane
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12.7 Mechanism of Friedel-Crafts alkylation

In Sec. 11.10 we said that two mechanisms are possible for Friedel-Crafts

alkylation. Both involve electrophilic aromatic substitution, but they differ as to

the nature of the electrophile.

One mechanism for Friedel-Crafts alkylation involves the following steps,

(1) RC1 + A1C1 3 ^= A1C14
- + R^

R

(2) R J + C$H$ <
>

C6H5X
H

R

(3) C6H^ + A1C1 4
-

^= C6H5R + HC1 + A1C1 3N
H

in which the electrophile is an alkyl carbonium ion. The function of the aluminum
chloride is to generate this carbonium ion by abstracting the halogen from the

alkyl halide. It is not surprising that other Lewis acids can function in the same

way and thus take the place of aluminum chloride:

R:X: + A1:CJ: ^I R3+:X:AI:CJ:O
:C:" ":C:

"

R:X: + B:F: J= R;+:X:B:F:3 _ , . .

. P.
' "

. p.
" " Carbonium ions

:.v :

*!
: from alkyl

halides

R:X: + Fe:Cl: ^= R3 + :X:Fe::0

K:X: + H:F: jz RO + :X:~H:F:9

Judging from the mechanism just described, we might expect the benzene

ring to be attacked by carbonium ions generated in other ways: by the action of

acid on alcohols (Sec. 5.20) and on alkenes (Sec. 6.10).

ROH + H +
^Z ROH2O T""*' R -H H2O Carbonium ions

from alcohols

|| || andfrom
-C=C- + H + ^Z -C-C0 alkenes

This expectation is correct: alcohols and alkenes, in the presence of acids, alkylate
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aromatic rings in what we may consider to be a modification of the Friedel-Crafts

reaction.

C6H6 + (CH 3)3COH
fer/-Butyl alcohol

H :SO4 C6H5-C(CH 3) 3

fer/-Butylbenzene

C6H6 -f (CH3)2G=CH2
n2 4

> C6H 5-C(CH 3)3

^hobutylcne terr-Butylbenzene

Also judging from the mecrTnism, we might expect Friedel-Crafts alkylation to

be accompanied by the kind of rearrangement that is characteristic of carbonium
ion reactions (Sec. 5.22). This expectation, too, is correct. As the 'following

examples show, alkylbenzenes containing rearranged alkyl groups are not only
formed but are sometimes the sole products. In each case, we see that the

C6H 6 CH 3CH2CH2Cl

w-Propyl chloride

AlClj

-18 to 8
C6H 5CH 2CH2C

SH 3

//-Propylbenzene

35-31%

CH 3

and C6H 5CHCH 3

Isopropylbenzene

65-69%

C6H66 CH 3CH2CH2CH 2C1

n-Butyl chloride

AIC1 3

o
C6H 5CH2CH 2CH 2CH 3

/i-Butylbenzene

34%

and

CH,

C6H 5CHCH 2CH3

sec-Butylbenzene

66%

C6H6

CH 3

CH3CHCH2C1

Isobutyl chloride

V
CH,

+ CttjCCHjOH

VCH 3

Neopentyl alcohol

AlClj

-18c to80

CH 3

C6H 3CCH,

CH 3

ter/-Butylbenzene

Only product

CH,

_BPi~
6H5C:CH 2CH3

CH3

/erf-Pentylbenzene

Only product

particular kind of rearrangement corresponds to what we would expect if a less

stable (1) carbonium ion were to rearrange by a 1,2-shift to a more stable (2 or

3) carbonium ion.

We can now make another addition to our list of carbonium ion reactions

(Sec. 6.16). A carbonium ion may:

(a) eliminate a hydrogen ion to form an alkene;

(b) rearrange to a more stable carbonium ion;

(c) combine with a negative ion or other basic molecule;

(d) add to an alkene to form a larger carbonium ion;

(e) abstract a hydride ion from an alkane;

(f) alkylate an aromatic ring.

A carbonium ion formed by (b) or (d) can subsequently undergo any of the

reactions.
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In alkylation, as in its other reactions, the carbonium ion gains a pair of

electrons to complete the octet of the electron-deficient carbonthis time from the

TI cloud of an aromatic ring.

Problem 12.3 ter/-Penty Ibenzene is the major product of the reaction of benzene

in the presence of BFj with each of the following alcohols: (a) 2-methyl-l-butanol,

(b) 3-methyl-2-butanol, (c) 3-methyl-l-butanol, and (d) neopentyl alcohol. Account
for Us formation in each case.

In some of the examples given above, we see that part of the product is made

up of unrearranged alkylbenzenes. Must we conclude that part of the reaction

does not go by way of carbonium ions? Not necessarily. Attack on an aromatic

ring is probably one of the most difficult jobs a carbonium ion is called on to do;

that is to say, toward carbonium ions an aromatic ring is a reagent of low reactivity

and hence high selectivity. Although there may be present a higher concentration

of the more stable, rearranged carbonium ions, the aromatic ring may tend to seek

out the scarce unrearranged ions because of their higher reactivity. In some cases,

it is quite possible that some of the carbonium ions react with the aromatic ring

before they have time to rearrange; the same low stability that makes primary

carbonium ions, for example, prone to rearrangement also makes them highly

reactive.

On the other hand, there is additional evidence (of a kind we cannot go into

here) that makes it very likely that there is a second mechanism for Friedel-Crafts

alkylation. In this mechanism, the electrophile is not an alkyl carbonium ion,

but an acid-base complex of alkyl halide and Lewis acid, from which the alkyl

group is transferred in one step from halogen to the aromatic ring.

Cl

ol ^
Cl-Al-Cl-R + C6H6 > c6H5

;

H
/

8.

H
C6H/ + AK

\
~R-C1A1C1 3J

R

This duality of mechanism does not reflect exceptional behavior, but is usual

for electrophilic aromatic substitution. It also fits into the usual pattern for

nucleophilic aliphatic substitution (Sec. 14.16), which from the standpoint of the

alkyl halide is the kind of reaction taking place. Furthermore, the particular

halides (1 and methyl) which appear to react by this second mechanism are just

the ones that would have been expected to do so.

12.8 Limitations of Friedel-Crafts alkylation

We have encountered three limitations to the use of Friedel-Crafts alkylation:

(a) the danger of polysubstitution ; (b) the possibility that the alkyl group will

rearrange; and (c) the fact that aryl halides cannot take the place of alkyl halides.

Besides these, there are several other limitations.

(d) An aromatic ring less reactive than that of the halobenzenes does not

undergo the Friedel-Crafts reaction; evidently the carbonium ion, R+, is a less

powerful nucleophile than NO2
* and the other electron-deficient reagents that

bring about electrophilic aromatic substitution.
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Next, (e) aromatic rings containing the NH2 , NHR, or NR2 group do

not undergo Friedel-Crafts alkylation, partly because the strongly basic nitrogen

ties up the Lewis acid needed for ionization of the alky] halide:

OA1C1 3

C6H5NH2 + A1CI 3 > C6H 5NH 2

I

Problem 12.4 Tying up of the acidic catalyst by the basic nitrogen is not the

only factor that prevents alkylation, since even when excess catalyst is used, reaction

does not occur. Looking at the structure of the complex (I) shown for aniline, can you
suggest another factor? (Hint: See Sec. 11.18.)

Despite these numerous limitations, the Friedel-Crafts reaction, in its various

modifications (for example, acylation, Sec. 19.6), is an extremely useful synthetic

tool.

12.9 Reactions of alkylbenzenes

The most important reactions of the alkylbenzenes are outlined below, with

toluene ana ethylbenzene as specific examples; essentially the same behavior is

shown by compounds bearing other side chains. Except for hydrogenation and

oxidation, these reactions involve either electrophilic substitution in the aromatic

ring or free-radical substitution in the aliphatic side chain.

In following sections we shall be mostly concerned with (a) how experimental

conditions determine which portion of the molecule aromatic or aliphatic

is attacked, and (b) how each portion of the molecule modifies th'- reactions of the

other portion.

REACTIONS OF ALKYLBENZENES

1. Hydrogenation.

Example:

(g)CH
2CH3 + 3Hj N|p. Mt QCH

2CH3

Ethylbenzene Ethylcyclohexane

2. Oxidation. Discussed in Sec. 12.10.

Example:

KMn04 (/-x-iCOOH (+CO2)

(or K2Cr2 7,

ordil. HNO,)

Ethylbenzene Benzoic acid
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3. Substitution in the ring. ElectrophiUc aromatic substitution. Discussed in Sec.

12.11.

Examples:

CH3

Toluene

CH3

N 2
and

CH3

y
N02

0-Nitrotoluene p-Nitrotoluene

Chiefproducts

H2so4 , so,

CH3

[6

0-Toluenesulfonic

acid

CH3

and (O)
S 3H R: activates

p-Toluenesulfonic
and directs

acid ortho, para

CH,X, A1C13

CH3

and O
CH3

o-Xylene />-Xylene

Temperature may affect orientation

, FcX3

X = Cl, Br

CH3

[6l
x

and
(QJ
X

4. Substitution in the side chain. Free-radical halogenation. Discussed in Sees.

12.12-12.14.

Examples:

CH3

(6)

Toluene

CH2C1 CHC12

(6) -HSterlSl

CC13

Benzyl chloride Benzal chloride Benzotrichloride

*|CH2CH3 Cla

[QJJHC8,

:H2CH2C1
heat of light

Ethylbenzene

Chiefproduct

Note: Competition between ring and side chain. Discussed in Sec. 12.12.

-Phenylethyl
chloride

0-PhenyIethyl
chloride



12.10 Oxidation of alkylbenzenes

Although benzene and alkanes are quite unreactive toward the usual oxidizing

agents (KMnO4 , K2Cr2O7 , etc.), the benzene ring renders an aliphatic side chain

quite susceptible to oxidation. The side chain is oxidized down to the ring, only a

carboxyl group ( COOH) remaining to indicate the position of the original side

chain. Potassium permanganate is generally used for this purpose, although

potassium dichromate or dilute nitric acid also can be used. (Oxidation of a side

chain is more difficult, however, than oxidation of an alkene, and requires pro-

longed treatment with hot KMnO4 .)

jgjCH
2CH 2CH2CH3 ho.KMn

0<)

//-Bu(\lhcn/cnc Bcn/oic acid

This reaction is used for two purposes: (a) synthesis of carboxylic acids, and

(b) identification of alkylbenzenes.

(a) Synthesis of carboxylic acids. One of the most useful methods of preparing

an aromatic carboxylic acid involves oxidation of the proper alkylbenzene. For

example:

Terephthalic acid

(1,4-Benzenedicarboxylic acid)

(b) Identification of alkylbenzenes. The number and relative positions of side

chains can frequently be determined by oxidation to the corresponding acids.
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Suppose, for example, that we are trying to identify an unknown liquid of formula

C8H 10 and boiling point 137-139 that we have shown .in other ways to be an

alkylbenzene (Sec. 12.22). Looking in Table 12.1 (p. 375), we find that it could be

any one of four compounds: o-
9 m~, or p-xylene, or ethylbenzene. As shown below,

oxidation of each of these possible hydrocarbons yields a different acid, and these

acids can readily be distinguished from each other by their melting points or the

melting points of derivatives.

o-Xylene Phthalic acid, m.p. 231

(b.p. 144) (p-nitrobcnzyl ester, m.p. 155)

OOH

w-Xylene Isophthalic acid, m.p. 348

(b.p. 139) (p-nitrobenzyl ester, m.p. 215)

COOH

COOH
Terephthalic acid, m.p. 300 subl.

(/j-nitrobenzyl ester, m.p. 263 )

Ethylbenzene Benzoic acid, m.p. 122

(b.p. 136 ) (/;-nitrobenzyl ester, m.p. 89 )

12.11 Electrophilic aromatic substitution in alkylbenzenes ^/

Because of its electron-releasing effect, an alkyl group activates a benzene

ring to which it is attached, and directs ortho and para (Sees. 11.18 and 11.19).

Problem 12.5 Treatment with methyl chloride and AIC1 3 at converts toluene

chiefly into <? and p-xylenes; at 80, however, the chief product is w-xylene. Further-

more, either o- or p-xylene is readily converted into m-xylene by treatment with AlClj
and HC1 at 80.

How do you account for this effect of temperature on orientation? Suggest a
role for the HC1.

Problem 12.6 Why is polysubstitution a complicating factor in Friedel-Crafts

alkylation but not in aromatic nitration, sulfonation, or halogenation?
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12*12 Halogenation of alkylbenzenes: ring vs. side chain

Alkylbenzenes clearly offer two main areas to attack by halogens: the ring and

the side chain. We can control the position of attack simply by choosing the

proper reaction conditions.

Halogenation of alkanes requires conditions under which halogen atoms are

formed, that is, high temperature or light. Halogenation of benzene, on the other

hand, involves transfer of positive halogen, which is promoted by acid catalysts

like ferric chloride.

CH4 + C1 2

heat rllght
> CH 3C1 + HC1

C6H6 + C\2

F^l3>c ld
> C6H5C1 + HC1

We might expect, then, that the position of attack in, say, toluene would be

governed by which attacking particle is involved, and therefore by the conditions

employed. This is so: if chlorine is bubbled into boiling toluene that is exposed to

Atom: attacks side chain

.C\+ Ion: attacks ring

ultraviolet light, substitution occurs almost exclusively in the side chain; in the

absence of light and in the presence of ferric chloride, substitution occurs mostly in

the ring. (Compare the foregoing with the problem of substitution vs. addition in

the halogenation of alkenes (Sec. 6.21), where atoms bring about substitution and

ions or, more accurately, molecules that can transfer ions bring about

addition.)

Like nitration and sulfonation, ring halogenation yields chiefly the o- and

CH3

Clz. Fe, or feCl
3>

Toluene o-Chlorotoluene /?-Chlorotoluene

Ma/
o 42'

{ ,

/j-isomers. Similar results are obtained with other alkylbenzenes, and with bromine

as well as chlorine.

Side-chain halogenation, like halogenation of alkanes, may yield polyhalo-

genated products; even when reaction is limited to monohalogenation, it may yield

a mixture of isomers.

Side-chain chlorination of toluene can yield successively the mono-, di-, and

trichloro compounds. These are known as benzyl chloride, benzal chloride, and

light
^-^

Hght
^^

light

Toluene Benzyl chloride Benzal chloride Benzotrichloride
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benzotrichloride\ such compounds are important intermediates in the synthesis of

alcohols, aldehydes, and acids.

12.13 Side-chain halogenation of alkylbenzenes

Chlorination and bromination of side chains differ from one another in

orientation and reactivity in one very significant way. Let us look first at bromina-

tion, and then at chlorination.

An alkylbenzene with a side chain more complicated than methyl offers more

than one position for attack, and so we must consider the likelihood of obtaining

a mixture of isomers. Bromination of ethylbenzene, for example, could theoretically

yield two products: 1-bromo-l-phenylethane and 2-bromo-l-phenylethane. Despite

1 -Bromo- 1 -phenylethane

Only product
heat,

light

Ethylbenzene

t- *
2-Bromo- 1 -phenylethane

a probability factor that favors 2-bromo-l -phenylethane by 3:2, the

found is 1-bromo-l-phenylethane. Evidently abstraction of the hydrogens aiiacned

to the carbon next to the aromatic ring is greatly preferred.

Hydrogen atoms attached to carbonjoined directly to an aromatic ring are called

benzylic hydrogens.

Benzylic hydrogen :

easy to abstract

The relative ease with which benzylic hydrogens are abstracted is shown not

only by orientation of bromination but also and in a more exact way by com-

parison of reactivities of different compounds. Competition experiments (Sec.

3.22) show, for example, that at 40 a benzylic hydrogen of toluene is 3.3 times as

reactive toward bromine atoms as the tertiary hydrogen of an alkane -and nearly

100 million times as reactive as a hydrogen of methane!

Examination of reactions that involve attack not only by halogen atoms but

by other free radicals as well has shown that this is a general rule: benzylic hydro-

gens are extremely easy to abstract and thus resemble allylic hydrogens. We can

now expand the reactivity sequence of Sec. 6.22:

Ease of abstraction allylic

of hydrogen atoms benzylic
> y > r> > r > CHj vinv iic> 3 >2 >l >I4 , vmylic

Side-chain halogenation of alkylbenzenes proceeds by the same mechanism as
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halogenation of alkanes. Bromination of toluene, for xample, would include the

following steps:

:r\ _ s\
CH2

Benzyl radical Benzyl bromide

The fact that benzylic hydrogens are unusually easy to abstract means that

benzyl radicals are unusually easy to form.

Ease of formation allyl y T , CH ,

,

of free radicals benzyl
> 3 > 2 > ' > CH 3 vmvl

Again we ask the question: are these findings in accord with our rule that the

more stable the radical, the more rapidly it isformed*! Is the rapidly formed benzyl

radical relatively stable?

The bond dissociation energies in Table 1.2 (p. 21) show that only 85 kcal is

needed for formation of benzyl radicals from a mole of toluene, as compared
with 91 kcal for formation of terf-butyl radicals and 88 kcal for formation of allyl

radicals. Relative to the hydrocarbon from which each is formed, then, a benzyl

radical contains less energy and is more stable than a tert-bulyl radical.

We can now expand the sequence of radical stabilities (Sec. 6.22). Relative to

the hydrocarbon from which each is formed, the relative stability of free radicals is:

Stability of allyl ^ *o ^ r> -* i* >> ru vinv ,

free radicals benzyl
> 3 > 2 > 1 > CH 3 -, vinyl

Orientation of chlorination shows that chlorine atoms, like bromine atoms,

preferentially attack benzylic hydrogen ; but, as we see, the preference is less marked:

CH2CH3
~hi"'"

IW I I

:i

1 -Chloro- 1 -phenylethane 2-Chloro- 1 -phenylethane

Mafor product, 9l
n/

9

Furthermore, competition experiments show that, under conditions where 3, 2,
and P hydrogens show relative reactivities of 5.0:3.8:1.0, the relative rate per

benzylic hydrogen of toluene is only 1.3. As in its attack on alkanes (Sec. 3.28),

the more reactive chlorine atom is less selective than the bromine atom: less selec-

tive between hydrogens in a single molecule, and less selective between hydrogens

in different molecules.

In the attack by the comparatively unreactive bromine atom, we have said

(Sec. 2.23), the transit. !>n state is reached late in the reaction process: the carbon-

hydrogen bond is largely broken, and the organic group has acquired a great deal

of free-radical character. The factors that stabilize the benzyl free radical stabilize

the incipient benzyl free radical in the transition state.

In contrast, in the attack by the highly reactive chlorine atom, the transition

state is reached early in the reaction process: the carbon-hydrogen bond is only

slightly broken, and the organic group has acquired little free-radical character.

The factors that stabilize the benzyl radical have little effect on this transition state.
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Just why benzylic hydrogens are less reactive toward chlorine atoms than even

secondary hydrogens is not understood. It has been attributed to polar factors (Sec. 32.4),

but this hypothesis has been questioned.

12.14 Resonance stabilization of the benzyl radical

How are we to account for the stability of the benzyl radical? Bond dissocia-

tion energies indicate that 19 kcal/mole less energy (104 -
85) is needed to form

the benzyl radical from toluene than to form the methyl radical from methane.

C6H5CH 3

Toluene

C6H5CH 2
- + H-

Benzyl radical

A//- +85kcal

As we did for the allyl radical (Sec. 6.24), let us examine the structures in-

volved. Toluene contains the benzene ring and is therefore a hybrid of the two

Kekule structures, I and II:

i 11

Similarly, the benzyl radical is a hybrid of the two Kekule structures, III and IV:

CH2
- CH2

-

This resonance causes stabilization, that is, lowers the energy content. However,
resonance involving Kekule structures presumably stabilizes both molecule and

radical to the same extent, and hence does not affect the difference in their energy
contents. If there were no other factors involved, then we might reasonably expect

the bond dissociation energy for a benzylic hydrogen to be about the same as that

of a methane hydrogen (see Fig. 12.1).

Considering further, however, we find that we can draw three additional

structures for the radical: V, VI, and VII. In these structures there is a double

bond between the side chain and the ring, and the odd electron is located on the

carbon atoms ortho and para to the side chain. Drawing these pictures is, of

equivalent to

VII

course, our way of indicating that the odd electron is not localized on the side

chain but is delocalized, being distributed about the ring. We cannot draw com-

parable structures for the toluene molecule.
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Contribution from the three structures, V-VII, stabilizes the radical in a way
that is not possible for the molecule. Resonance thus lowers the energy content of

the benzyl radical more than it lowers the energy content of toluene. This extra

stabilization of the radical evidently amounts to 19 kcal/mole (Fig. 12.1).

+H-

.CH... {-H-

Extra stabilization of
ben; vl radical. 19 kcal

CH, QH,CH 3

Progress of reaction >

Figure 12.1. Molecular structure and rate of reaction. Resonance-

stabilized ben/yl radical formed faster than methyl radical. (Plots aligned

with each other for easy comparison.)

We say, then, that the benzyl radical is stabilized by resonance. When we use

this expression, we must always bear in mind that we actually mean that the benzyl

radical is stabilized by resonance to a greater extent than the hydrocarbon from

which it is formed.

In terms of orbitals, delocalization results from overlap of the p orbital occu-

pied by the odd electron with the TT cloud of the ring.

Figure 12.2. Benzyl radical. The p orbital occupied by the odd electron

overlaps TT cloud of ring.

Problem 12.7 It is believed that the side-chain hydrogens of the benzyl radical

lie in the same plane as the ring. Why should they?

Problem 12.8 The strength of the bond holding side-chain hydrogen in

m-xylene is the same as in toluene; in o- and p-xylene it is 3-4 kcal lower. How do

you account for these differences?
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12.15 Triphenylmethyl: a stable free radical

We have said that benzyl and allyl free radicals are stabilized by resonance;

but we must realize, of course, that they are stable only in comparison with simple

alkyl radicals like methyl or ethyl. Benzyl and allyl free radicals are extremely

reactive, unstable particles, whose fleeting existence (a few thousandths of a second)

has been proposed simply because it is the best way to account for certain experi-

mental observations. We do not find bottles on the laboratory shelf labeled

"benzyl radicals" or "allyl radicals." Js there, then, any direct evidence for the

existence of free radicals?

In 1900 a remarkable paper appeared in the Journal of the American Chemical

Society and in the Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft\ its author was

the young Russian-born chemist Moses Gomberg, who was at that time an

instructor at the University of Michigan. Gomberg was interested in completely

phenylated alkanes. He had prepared tetraphenylmethane (a synthesis a number

of eminent chemists had previously attempted, but unsuccessfully), and he had now
set himself the task of synthesizing hexaphenylethane. Having available triphenyl-

chloromethane (Sec. 12.6), he went about the job in just the way we might today:

he tried to couple together two triphenylmethyl groups by use of a metal (Sec. 9.4).

Since sodium did not work very well, he used instead finely divided silver, mercury,

or, best of all, zinc dust. He allowed a benzene solution of triphenylchloromethane

to stand over one of these metals, and then filtered the solution free of the metal

halide. When the benzene was evaporated, there was left behind a white crystalline

solid which after recrystallization melted at 185; this he thought was hexaphenyl-

ethane.

Hexaphenylethane -f ZnCl2

Expected product

Triphenylchloromethane

2 moles

As a chemist always does with a new compound, Gomberg analyzed his

product for its carbon and hydrogen content. To his surprise, the analysis showed

88% carbon and 6% hydrogen, a total of only 94%. Thinking that combustion

had not been complete, he carried out the analysis again, this time more carefully

and under more vigorous conditions; he obtained the same results as before.

Repeated analysis of samples prepared from both triphenylchloromethane and

triphenylbromomethane, and purified by recrystallization from a variety of sol-

vents, finally convinced him that he had prepared not a hydrocarbon not hexa-

phenylethane but a compound containing 6% of some other element, probably

oxygen.

Oxygen could ha've come from impure metals; buj extremely pure samples of

metals, carefully freed of oxygen, gave the same results.
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Oxygen could have come from the air, although he could not see how molec-

ular oxygen could react at room temperature with a hydrocarbon. He carried

out the reaction again, this time under an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. When
he filtered the solution (also under carbon dioxide) and evaporated the solvent,

there was left behind not his compound of m.p. 185 but an entirely different

substance, much more soluble in benzene than his first product, and having a

much lower melting point. This new substance was eventually purified, and on

analysis it gave the correct composition for hexaphenylethane: 93.8'% carbon,

6.2% hydrogen.

Dissolved in benzene, the new substance gave a yellow solution. When a

small amount of air was admitted to the container, the yellow color disappeared,

and then after a few minutes reappeared. When more oxygen was admitted, the

same thing happened: disappearance of the color and slow reappearance. Finally

the color disappeared for good; evaporation of the solvent yielded the original

compound of m.p. 185.

Not only oxygen but also halogens were rapidly absorbed by ice-cold solutions

of this substance; even solutions of normally unreactive iodine were instantly

decolorized.

The compound of m.p. 185 was the peroxide,

(C6H 5) 3C-0-0-C(C6H 5)3

as Gomberg showed by preparing it in an entirely different way. The products of

the halogen reactions were the triphenylhalomethanes, (C6H 5) 3C X.

If this new substance he had made was indeed hexaphenylethane, it was be-

having very strangely. Cleavage of a carbon-carbon bond by such mild reagents

as oxygen and iodine was unknown to organic chemists.

Triphenylmethyl

> Dimer

Colorless

Triphenylmethyl

Yellow

"The experimental evidence presented above forces me to the conclusion that

we have to deal here with a free radical, triphenylmethyl, (C6H 5) 3C. On this

assumption alone do the results described above become intelligible and receive
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an adequate explanation." Comberg was proposing that he had prepared a stable

free radical.

It was nearly ten years before Gomberg's proposal was generally accepted.

It now seems clear that what happens is the following: the metal abstracts a

chlorine atom from triphenylchloromethane to form the free radical triphenyl-

methyl; two of these radicals then combine to form a dimeric hydrocarbon. But

the carbon-carbon bond in the dimer is a very weak one, and even at room tem-

perature can break to regenerate the radicals. Thus an equilibrium exists between

the free radicals and the hydrocarbon. Although this equilibrium tends to favor

the hydrocarbon, any solution of the dimer contains an appreciable concentration

of free triphenylmethyl radicals. The fraction of material existing as free radicals'

is about 2% in a 1 M solution, 10% in a 0.01 M solution, and nearly 100 in

very dilute solutions. We could quite correctly label a bottle containing a dilute

solution of this substance as "triphenylmethyl radicals."

Triphenylmethyl is yellow; both the dimer and the peroxide are colorless.

A solution of the dimer is yellow because of the triphenylmethyl present in the

equilibrium mixture. When ox>gen is admitted, the triphenylmethyl rapidly

reacts to form the peroxide, and the yellow color -disappears. More dimer dis-

sociates to restore equilibrium and the yellow color reappears. Only when all the

dimer-triphenylmethyl mixture is converted into the peroxide does the yellow

color fail to appear. In a similar way it is triphenylmethyl that reacts with iodine.

-^ (C6H 5 )3C-0~0-C(C6H 5 )3

Dimer *=- 2(C6H 5 ) 3O L^ 2(C6H 5 )3C-l
Triphenylmethyl

radical

Thus the dimer undergoes its surprising reactions by first dissociating into

triphenylmethyl, which, although unusually stable for a free radical, is nevertheless

an exceedingly reactive particle.

Now, what is this dimer? For nearly 70 years it was believed to be hexaphenyl-

ethane. It and dozens of analogs were studied exhaustively, and the equilibria

between them and triarylmethyl radicals were interpreted on the basis of the hexa-

arylethane structure. Then, in 1968, the dimer was shown to have the structure I.

<C6H 5 )3C /=>

Gomberg's original task is still unaccomplished: hexaphenylethane, it seems, has

never been made.

The basic significance of Gomberg's work remains unchanged. Many dimers

have been prepared, and the existence of free triarylmethyl radicals has been

substantiated in a number of ways; indeed, certain of these compounds seem to

exist entirely as the free radical even in the solid state. The most convincing evi-

dence for the free-radical nature of these substances lies in properties that arise

directly from the odd electron that characterizes a free radical. Two electrons
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that occupy the same orbital and thus make up a pair have opposite spins (Sec.

1.6); the magnetic moments corresponding to their spins exactly cancel each other.

But, by definition (Sec. 2.12), the odd electron of a free radical is not paired, and

hence the effect of its spin is not canceled. This spin gives to the free radical a net

magnetic moment. This magnetic moment reveals itself in two ways: (a) the com-

pound is paramagnetic: that is, unlike most matter, it is attracted by a magnetic

field; and (b) the compound gives a characteristic paramagnetic resonance absorp-

tion spectrum (or electron spin resonance spectrum, Sec. 13.14) which depends upon
the orientation of the spin of an unpaired electron in a changing external magnetic

field. This latter property permits the detection not only of stable free 'radicals

but of low concentrations of short-lived radical intermediates in chemical reactions,

and can even give information about their structure. (See, for example, Sec. 6.17).

The remarkable dissociation to form free radicals is the result of two factors.

First, triphenylmethyl radicals are unusually stable because of resonance of the

sort we have proposed for the benzyl radical. Here, of course, there are an even

larger number of structures (36 of them) that stabilize the radical but not the

hydrocarbon; the odd electron is highly delocalized, being distributed over three

aromatic rings.

Second, crowding among the large aromatic rings tends to stretch and weaken

the carbon-carbon bond joining the triphenylmethyl groups in the dimer. Once

the radicals are formed, the bulky groups make it difficult for the carbon atoms to

approach each other closely enough for bond formation: so difficult, in fact,

that hexaphenylethane is not formed at all, but instead dimer I even with the

sacrifice of aromaticity of one ring. Even so, there is crowding in the dimer, and

the total effect is to lower the dissociation energy to only 1 1 kcal/mole, as compared
with a dissociation energy of 80-90 kcal for most carbon-carbon single bonds.

It would be hard to overestimate the importance of Gomberg's contribution to

the field of free radicals and to organic chemistry as a whole. Although triphenyl-

methyl was isolable only because it was not a typical free radical, its chemical

properties showed what kind of behavior to expect of free radicals in general;

most important of all, it proved that such things as free radicals could exist.

Problem 12.9 The A// for dissociation of the dimer I has been measured as

11 kcal/mole, the
"

act as 19 kcal/mole. (a) Draw the potential energy curve for the

reaction, (b) What is the energy of activation for the reverse reaction, combination of

triphenylmethyl radicals? (c) How do you account for this unusual fact? (Compare
Sec. 2.17.)

Problem 12.10 When 1.5 g of "diphenyltetra(0-tolyl)ethane" is dissolved in 50 g
of benzene, the freezing point of the solvent is lowered 0.5 (the cryoscopic constant

for benzene is 5). Interpret these results.

12.16 Preparation of alkenylbenzenes. Conjugation with ring

An aromatic hydrocarbon with a side chain containing a double bond can be

prepared by essentially the same methods as simple alkenes (Sees. 5.12 and 5.19).

In general, these methods involve elimination of atoms or groups from two ad-

jacent carbons. The presence of the aromatic ring in the molecule may affect the

orientation of elimination and the ease with which it takes place.
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On an industrial scale, the elimination generally involves dehydrogenation.

For example, styrene, the most important of these compounds and perhaps the

most important synthetic aromatic compound can be prepared by simply heating

ethylbenzene to about 600 in the presence of a catalyst. The ethylbenzene, in

CH 2CH 3

Cr2O3-Al 2O3 . 600

90% yield

>

Ethylbcn/cne St>rene

turn, is prepared by a Friedel-Crafts reaction between two simple hydrocarbons,

benzene and ethylene.

In the laboratory, however, we are most likely to use dehydrohalogenation or

dehydration.

-CH-CH3 -

Cl

1-Phenyl-l-chloroethane Styrene

-CH--CH 3

OH
1-Phenylethanol Styrene

Dehydrohalogenation of l-phenyl-2-chloropropane, or dehydration of

l-phenyl-2-propanol, could yield two products: 1-phenylpropene or 3-phenyl-

propene. Actually, only the first of these products is obtained. We saw earlier

(Sees. 5.14 and 5.23) that where isomeric alkenes can be formed by elimination, the

KOH

>CH 2CHCH 3

Cl

1 -Phenyl-2-chloropropanc

1 -Phenylpropene

Only product

3-Phenylpropenc

heat H 2CHCH

OH
I -Phenyl-2-propano

preferred product is the more stable alkene. This seems to be the case here, too.

That 1-phenylpropene is much more stable than its isomer is shown by the fact that

3-phenylpropene is rapidly converted into 1-phenylpropene by treatment with hot

alkali.

>CH 2-CH=CH2

3-Phenylpropene

(Allylbcnzenc)

>CH=CH-CH 3

1-Phenylpropene
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A double bond that is separated from a benzene ring by one single bond is

said to be conjugated with the ring. Such conjugation confers unusual stability on

Double bond conjugated with ring:

unusually stable system

a molecule. This stability affects not only orientation of elimination, but, as we
shall see (Sec. 21.6), affects the ease with which elimination takes place.

Problem 12.11 Account for the stability of alkenes like styrene on the basis of:

(a) delocalization of rr electrons, shew ing both resonance structures and orbital overlap;

and (b) change in hybfidization.

12.17 Reactions of alkenylbenzenes

As we might expect, alkenylbenzenes undergo two sets of reactions: substitution

in the ring, and addition to the double bond in the side chain. Since both ring and

double bond are good sources of electrons, there may be competition between the

two sites for certain clectrophilic reagents; it is not surprising that, in general, the

double bond shows higher reactivity than the resonance-stabilized benzene ring.

Our main interest in these reactions will be the way in which the aromatic ring

affects the reactions of the double bond.

Although both the benzene ring and the carbon carbon double bond can be

hydrogenated catalytically, the conditions required for the double bond are much

CH 2CH 3 CH 2CH 3

H ;> Ni. 20. 2-3 atm f/^\] H 2 , N., 125, 110

75 minutes

atm r^^l

Styrene Kthylben/cne fthylcyclohcxanc

milder; by proper selection of conditions it is quite easy to hydrogenate the side

chain without touching the aromatic ring.

Mild oxidation of the double bond yields a glycol; more vigorous oxidation

cleaves the carbon- carbon double bond and generally gives a carboxylic acid in

which the COOH group is attached to the ring.

OH OH
Sivrcnc A gl\col Ben/oic acid

Both double bond and ring react with halogens by ionic mechanisms that have

essentially the same first step: attack on the n cloud by positively charged halogen.

Halogen is consumed by the double bond first, and only after the side chain is

completely saturated does substitution on the ring occur. Ring-halogenated

alkenylbenzenes must be prepared, therefore, by generation of the double bond

after halogen is already present on the ring. For example:
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HCICH 3 CH=CH2

Cl

/>-("hiorost>rCne

In a similar way, alkenylbenzenes undergo the other addition reactions

characteristic of the carbon- carbon double bond. Let us look further at the

reactions of conjugated alkenylbenzenes, and the way in which the ring affects

orientation and reactivity.

12.18 Addition to conjugated alkeny(benzenes: orientation. Stability of the

benzyl cation

Addition of an unsymmetrical reagent to a double bond may in general yield

two different products. In our discussion of alkenes (Sees. 6.11 and 6.17), we
found that usually one of the products predominates, and that we can predict

which it will be in a fairly simple way: in either electrophilic orfree-radical addition,

thefirst step takes place in the way that yields the more stable particle, carbonium ion

in one kind of reaction, free radical in the other kind. Does this rule apply to

reactions of alkenylbenzcnes?

The effect of the benzene ring on orientation can be well illustrated by a single

example, addition of HBr to 1-phenylpropene. In the absence of peroxides,

bromine becomes attached to the carbon adjacent to the ring; in the presence of

peroxides, bromine becomes attached to the carbon once removed from the ring.

According to the mechanisms proposed for these two reactions, these products are

formed as follows:

C6H 5CH--CHCH 3

C6H5CH-CHCH 3

CbH 5CHCH 2CH 3

A benzyl cation

C6ri5CHCHCHj

Br

A benzyl free radical

C6H 5CHCH 2CH 3

i

RrDI

C6H 5CH2CHCH 3

Br

No
peroxides

Peroxides

present

The first step of each of these reactions takes place in the way that yields the benzyl

cation or the benzyl free radical rather than the alternative secondary cation or

secondary free radical. Is this consistent with our rule that the more stable particle

is formed faster?

Consideration of bond dissociation energies has already shown us that a benzyl

free radical is an extremely stable one. We have accounted for this stability on

the basis of resonance involving the benzene ring (Sec. 12.14).

What can we say about a benzyl cation? From the ionization potential (179

kcal) of the benzyl free radical, we can calculate (Sec. 5.18) that the benzyl cation

is 69 kcal more stable than the methyl cation, and just about as stable as the

ter/-butyl cation. We can now expand our sequence of Sec. 8.21 to include the

benzyl cation :

Stability of

carbonium ions

benzyl aliyl

3
>

2
CH 3
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The stability of a benzyl cation relative to the compounds from which it is

made is also accounted for by resonance involving the benzene ring. Both the

carbonium ion and the compound from which it is made are hybrids of Kekule

structures. In addition, the carbonium ion can be represented by three other

structures, I, II, and III, in which the positive charge is located on the oriho and

para carbon atoms. Whether we consider this as resonance stabilization or simply

CHCH2CH3 CHCH 2CH 3 CHCH2CH 3" "

in

as dispersal of charge, contribution from these structures stabilizes the carbonium

ion.

The orbital picture of the benzyl cation is similar to that of the benzyl free

radical (Sec. 12.14) except that the p orbital that overlaps the *r cloud is an empty
one. Thep orbital contributes no electrons, but permits further delocalization of the

n electrons to include the carbon nucleus of the side chain.

Problem 12.12 How do you account for the following facts? (a) Triphenylchloro-
methane is completely ionized in certain solvents (e.g., liquid SO2 ); (b) triphenyl-

carbinol, (C6H 5) 3COH, dissolves in concentrated H 2SO4 to give a solution that has

the same intense >cllow color as triphenylchloromethane solutions. (Note: This yellow
color is different from that of solutions of tnphenylniethyl.)

Problem 12.13 In light of Problem 12.12, can you suggest a possible reason,
besides steric hindrance, why the reaction of CCI 4 \sith benzene stops at triphenyl-
chloroinethane? (See Sec. 12.6.)

12.19 Addition to conjugated alkenylbenzenes: reactivity

On the basis of the stability of the particle being formed, we might expect

addition to a conjugated alkenylbenzcne, which yields a stable benzyl cation or

free radical, to occur faster than addition to a simple alkene.

On the other hand, we have seen (Sec. 12.17) that conjugated alkenylbenzenes

are more stable than simple alkenes. On this basis alone, we might expect addition

to conjugated alkenylbenzenes to occur more slowly than to simple alkenes.

The situation is exactly analogous to the one discussed for addition to con-

jugated dienes (Sec. 8.24). Both reactant and transition state are stabilized by

resonance; whether reaction is faster or slower than for simple alkenes depends

upon which is stabilized more (see Fig. 8.9, p. 275).

The fact is that conjugated alkenylbenzenes are much more reactive than

simple alkenes toward both ionic and free-radical addition. Here again as in

most cases of this sort resonance stabilization of the transition state leading to a

carbonium ion or free radical is more important than resonance stabilization of the

reactant. We must realize, however, that this is not always true.
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Problem 12.14 Draw a potential energy diagram similar to Fig. 8.9 (p. 275) to

summarize what has been said in this section.

Problem 12.15 Suggest one reason why tetraphenylethylene does not react with
bromine in carbon tetrachloride.

12.20 Alkynylbenzenes

The preparations and properties of the alkynylbenzenes are just what we might

expect from our knowledge of benzene and the alkynes.

.
Problem 12.16 Outline all steps in the conversion of: (a) ethylbenzene into

phenylacetylene; (b) /ra//$-l-phenylpropene into c/s-1-phenylpropene.

12.21 Analysis of alkylbenzenes

Aromatic hydrocarbons with saturated side chains are distinguished from

alkenes by their failure to decolorize bromine in carbon tetrachloride (without

evolution of hydrogen bromide) and by their failure to decolorize cold, dilute,

neutral permanganate solutions. (Oxidation of the side chains requires more

vigorous conditions; see Sec. 12.10.)

They are distinguished from alkanes by the readiness with which they are

sulfonated by and thus dissolve in cold fuming' sulfuric acid (see Sec. 11.4).

They are distinguished from alcohols and other oxygen-containing com-

pounds by their failure to dissolve immediately in cold concentrated sulfuric acid,

and from primary and secondary alcohols by their failure to give a positive chromic

anhydride test (Sec. 6.30).

Upon treatment with chloroform and aluminum chloride, alkylbenzenes give

orange to red colors. These colors are due to triarylmethyl cations, Ar3C+,
which are probably produced by a Friedel-Crafts reaction followed by a transfer

of hydride ion (Sec. 6.16):

ArH
CHCi" A1CS ArCHQ 2

ArH> AlCli
> Ar2CHCl

ArH - A1CS Ar 3CH

Ar2CHCl &*+ Ar 2CHMlCl 4
--

Ar3CH-
Ar 2CH 2 + Ar 3C< A1C

Orange to red color

This test is given by any aromatic compound that can undergo the Friedel-Crafts

reaction, with the particular color produced being characteristic of the aromatic

system involved: orange to red from halobenzenes, blue from naphthalene, purple
from phenanthrene, green from anthracene (Chap. 30).

Problem 12.17 Describe simple chemical tests (if any) that would distinguish

between: (a) w-propylbenzene and 0-chlorotoluene; (b) benzene and toluene;

(c) w-chlorotoluene and m-dichlorobenzene; (d) bromobenzene and bromocyclo-

hexane; (e) bromobenzene and 3-bromo-l-hexene; (f) ethylbenzene and benzyl

alcohol (C6H5CH 2OH). Tell exactly what you would do and see.

The number and orientation of side chains in an alkylbenzene is shown by
the carboxylic acid produced on vigorous oxidation (Sec. 12.10).
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Problem 12.18 On the basis of characterization tests and physical properties,

an unknown compound of b.p. 182 is believed to be either m-diethylbenzene or

//-butylbenzene. How could you distinguish between the two possibilities?

(Analysis of alkylbenzenes by spectroscopic methods will be discussed in

Sees. 13.15-13.16.)

12.22 Analysis of alkenyl- and alkynylbenzenes

Aromatic hydrocarbons with unsaturated side chains undergo the reactions

characteristic of aromatic rings and of the carbon-carbon double or triple bond.

(Their analysis by spectroscopic methods is discussed in Sees. 13.15-13.16.)

Problem 12.19 Predict the response of allylbenzene to the following test reagents:

(a) cold concentrated sulfuric acid; (b) Br^ in CC1 4 ; (c) cold, dilute, neutral perman-

ganate; (d) CHC1 3 and A1CV, (e) CrO 3 and H 2SO4 .

Problem 12.20 Describe simple chemical tests (if any) that would distinguish

between : (a) styrene and ethylbenzene ; (b) styrene and phenylacetylene; (c) allylbenzene

and 1-nonene; (d) allylbenzene and allyl alcohol (CH 2=^CH CH 2OH). Tell exactly

what you would do and see.

PROBLEMS
1. Draw the structure of:

(a) w-xylene (g) isopropylbenzene (cumene)

(b) mesitylene (h) /raws-stilbene

(c) o-ethyltoluene (i) l,4-diphenyl-l,3-butadiene

(d) /7-di-/er/-butylbenzene (j) p-dibenzylbenzene

(e) cyclohexy Ibenzene (k) /w-bromostyrene

(f) 3-phenylpentane (1) diphenylacet>lene

2. Outline all steps in the synthesis of ethylbenzene from each of the following

compounds, using any needed aliphatic or inorganic reagents.

(a) benzene (f) 1-chloro-l-phenylethane

(b) styrene (g) 2-chloro-l-phenylethane

(c) phenylacetylene (h) /?-bromoetJhylbenzene

(d) a-phenylethyl alcohol (C6H 5CHOHCH,) (i) acetophenone (C6H 5CCH 3)

(e) -phenylethyl alcohol (C H 5CH 2CH 2OH) "\

3. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from
reaction (if any) of //-propy I benzene with each of the following. Where more than one

product is to be expected, indicate which will predominate.

(a) H 2 , Ni, room temperature, low (k) C1 2 , Fe

pressure (1) Br2 , Fe

(b) H : , Ni, 200% 100 atm. (m) 1 2 , Fe

(c) cold dilute KMnO4 (n) Br2 , heat, light

(d) hot KMnO4 (o) CH 3CI, AlClj,

(e) K 2Cr2O7 , H 2SO4 , heat (p) C6H 5CH 2CI, A1CI 3 , (Note: A benzyl

(f) boiling NaOH(aq) halide is not an aryl halide.)

(g) boiling HCI(aq) (q) C6H 5C1, A1C1 3 , 80

(h) HNO3 , H,SO4 (r) isobutylene, HF
(i) H,SO4 , SO3 (s) /m-butyl alcohol, H 2SO4

(j) Tl (OOCCF3 ) 3 (t) cyclohexene, HF
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4. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from

reaction (if any) of mw.y-1-phenyl-l-propene with:

(a) H 2 , Ni, room temperature, low pressure (i) Br2 , H 2O
(b) H 2 , Ni, 200, 100 atm. (j) cold dilute KMnO4

(c) Br2 inCa4 (k) hot KMnO4

(d) excess Br2 , Fe (1) HCO2OH
(e) HCI (m) O 3 , then H 2O/Zn
(f) HBr (n) Br2 ,

300

(g) HBr (peroxides) (o) CHBr3 , f-BuOK

(h) cold cone. H2SO4 (p) product (c), KOH(alc)

5. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from each

of the following reactions:.

(a) benzene + cyclohexene + HF
(b) phenylacetylene 4- alcoholic AgNO 3

(c) w-nitroben/yl chloride f K2Cr2O 7 + H2SO4 + heat

(d) allylbenzene + HCI

(e)
1

/>-chlorotoluene + hot KMnO4

(f) *w<?w0/tCi H 12O2 , 2-methoxy-4-allylphenol) -f hot KOH
> isoeugenol (C| H 12O 2)

(g) benzyl chloride 4- Mg + dry ether

(h) product of (g) + H 2O
(i) /j-xylene + Br2 -f Fe

(j) l-phenyl-l,3-butadiene + one mole H 2 + Ni, 2 atm., 30

(k) //ww-stilbene + O 3 , then H 2O/Zn
(1) 1,3-diphenylpropyne + H 2 , Pd *C, 5H 14

(m) 1,3-diphenylpropyne -H Li, NH 3(Jiq) >C I5H 14

(n) p-CH 3OC6H4CH- CHC6H 5 + HBr

6. Treatment of ben/yl alcohol (C6H 5CH 2OH) with cold concentrated H 2SO4

yields a high-boiling resinous material. What is a likely structure for this material, and
how is it probably formed ?

7. Label each set of hydrogens in, each of the following compounds in order of

expected ease of abstraction by bromine atoms. Use (1) for the most reactive, (2) for

the next, etc.

(a) l-phenyl-2-hexene

(c) 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (Hint: See Problem 12.8, p. 390.)

(d) What final monobromination product or products would abstraction of each kind

of hydrogen in (a) lead to?.

8. Give structures and names of the products expected from dehydrohalogenation
of each of the following. Where more than one product can be formed, predict the

major product.

(a) 1-chloro-l-phenylbutane (c) 2-chloro-2-phenylbutane

(b) l-chloro-2-phenylbutane (d) 2-chloro-l-phenylbutane

(e) 3-chloro-2-phenylbutane

9. Answer Problem 8 for dehydration of the alcohol corresponding to each of
the halides given. (Hint: Do not forget Sec. 5.22.)

10. Arrange in order of ease of dehydration: (a) the alcohols of Problem 9;

(b) C6H 5CH 2CH 2OH, C6H 5CHOHCH 3> (C6H 5)2C(OH)CH 3 .
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11. Arrange the compounds of each set in order of reactivity toward the indicated

reaction.

(a) addition of HC1 : styrene, /7-chlorostyrene, p-methylstyrene

(b) dehydration : a-phenylethyl alcohol (O6H 5CHOHCH 3), a-(p-nitrophenyi)ethyl alcohol,

a-(/?-aminophenyl)ethyl alcohol.

12. (a) Draw structures of all possible products of addition of one mole of Br2 to

I-phenyl-l,3-butadiene. (b) Which of these possible products are consistent with the

intermediate formation of the most stable carbonium ion? (c) Actually, only 1-phenyl-

3,4-dibromo-l-butene is obtained. What is the most likely explanation of this fact?

13. (a) The heats of hydrogenation of the stereoisomeric stilbenes (1,2-diphenyl-

ethenes) are: cis- t 26.3 kcal; trans-, 20.6 kcal. Which isomer is the more stable? (b) cis-

Stilbene is converted into fra/w-stilbene (but not vice versa) either (i) by action of a very
small amount of Br2 in the presence of light, or (ii) by action of a very small amount of

HBr (but not HC1) in the presence of peroxides. What is the agent that probably brings

about the conversion ? Can you suggest a way in which the conversion might take place?

(c) Why is rro/ij-stilbene not converted into c/s-stilbene ?

14. One mole of triphenylcarbinol lowers the freezing point of 1000 g of 100%
sulfuric acid twice as much as one mole of methanol. How do you account for this?

15. Can you account for the order ofacidity : triphenylmethane > diphenylmethane >
toluene > w-pentane (Hint: See Sec. 12.19.)

16. When a mixture of toluene and CBrCl 3 was irradiated with ultraviolet light,

there were obtained, in almost exactly equimolar amounts, benzyl bromide and CHC1 3 .

(a) Show in detail all steps in the most likely mechanism for this reaction, (b) There

were also obtained, in small amounts, HBr and C2C16 ; the ratio of CHC1 3 to HBr was
20:1. How do you account for the formation of HBr? Of C2C16 ? What, specifically,

does the 20:1 ratio tell you about the reaction? (c) When the reaction was carried out

on a series of ^-substituted toluenes, G C6H 4 CH 3 , the following order of reactivity

was observed

G = CH 3O > CH 3 > H > Br

How do you account for this order of reactivity?

17. When the product of the HF-catalyzed reaction of benzene with l-dodecene,

previously reported to be pure 2-phenyldodecane, was analyzed by gas chromatography,
five evenly-spaced peaks of about the same size were observed, indicating the presence of

five components, probably closely related in structure. What five compounds most

likely make up this mixture, and how could you have anticipated their formation?

18. The bond dissociation energy for the central C C bond of hexacyclopropyl-
ethane is only 45 kcal/mole. Besides steric interaction, what is a second factor that may
contribute to the weakness of this bond? (Hint: See Sec. 9.9.)

19. On theoretical grounds it is believed that a primary isotope effect is greatest if

bond breaking and bond making have proceeded to an equal extent in the transition

state, (a) In free-radical halogenation of the side chain of toluene, k.
H
/k

D
is about 2 in

chlorination and about 5 in bromination. There are two possible interpretations of

this. What are they? (b) In light of Sec. 2.23, which interpretation is the more likely?

20. The three xylenes are obtained as a mixture from the distillation of coal tar;

further separation by distillation is difficult because of the closeness of their boiling points

(see Table 12.1, p. 375), and so a variety of chemical methods have been used. In each

case below tell which isomer you would expect to react preferentially, and why.

(a) An old method : treatment of the mixture at room temperature with 80% sul-

furic acid.

(b) Another old method: sulfonation of all three xylenes, and then treatment of the

sulfonic acids with dilute aqueous acid.
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(c) A current method : extraction of one isomer into a BFj/HF layer.

(d) A proposed method:

C6H 5C(CH 3) 2 -Na
+ + xylenes 7- C6H5CH(CH 3)2 -f A 4- two xylenes

(Hint to part (d): See Sees. 8.10, 5.17, and 11,18.)

21. Upon ionic addition of bromine, c/s-1-phenyl-l-propene gives a mixture of 17%
erythro dibromide and 83%-' threo\ /raws- 1-pheny 1-1 -propene gives 88% erythro, 12%
threo\ and /ra/w-l-(p-methoxyphenyl)propene gives 63% erythro, 37% threo.

Ar Ar

-Br~Br H

-Br Br -H

CH 3

and enantiomer and enantiomcr

Ervthro Threo

How do these results compare with those obtained with the 2-butenes (Sec. 7.11)?

Suggest a possible explanation for the difference. What is the effect of the p-methoxy

group, and how might you account for this?

22. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds from benzene and/or toluene, using any necessary aliphatic or inorganic

reagents. Follow instructions on p. 224. Assume a pure para isomer can be separated
from an ortho.para mixture.

(a) ethylbenzene (i) c/s-1-phenylpropene

(b) styrene (j) p-/m-butyltoluene

(c) phenylacetylene (k) p-nitrostyrene

(d) isopropylbenzene (1) p-bromobenzyl bromide

(e) 2-phenylpropene (m) /?-nitrobenzal bromide

(f ) 3-phenylpropene (allylbenzenc) (n) p-bromobenzoic acid

(g) 1-phenylpropyne (two ways) (o) w-bromobenzoic acid

(h) mr/fj-1-phenylpropcne (p) 1,2-diphenylethane

(q) /?-nitrodiphenylmethane (/7-O 2NC6H4CH 2C6H 5 ) (Hint: See Problem 3(p).)

23. Describe simple chemical tests that would distinguish between:

(a) benzene and cyclohcxane

(b) benzene and 1 -hexene

(c) toluene and //-heptane

(d) cyclohexylbenzene and 1-phenylcyclohexcne

(e) benzyl alcohol (C ()
H 5CH 2OH) and /f-pentylben/ene

(f) cinnamyl alcohol (C6H 5CH--CHCH,OH) and 3-phenyl-l-propanol

(C6H 5CH 2CH 2CH 2OH)
(g) chlorobenzene and ethylbenzene

(h) nitrobenzene and m-dibromobenzene

24. Describe chemical methods (not necessarily simple tests) that would enable

you to distinguish between the compounds of each of the following sets. (For example,
make use of Table 18.1, page 580.

(a) 1-phenylpropene, 2-phenylpropene, 3-phenylpropene (allylbenzene)

(b) all alkylbenzenes of formula G>Hi 2

(c) w-chlorotoluene and benzyl chloride

(d) /Miivinylbenzene (p-C6H4(CH--^CH 2) 2) and l-phenyl-l,3-butadiene

(e) C6H 5CHaCH 3f p-CH 3C6H4CH 2Cl, and
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25. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following. Describe how
you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown actually is.

Where possible, use simple chemical tests; where necessary, use more elaborate chemical

methods like quantitative hydrogenation, cleavage, etc. Where necessary, make use of

Table 18.1, page 580.

b.p. b.p.

bromobenzene 156 p-chlorotoluene 162

3-phenylpropene 157 0-ethyltoluene 162

m-ethyltoluene 158 p-ethyltoluene 163

/i-propylbenzene 159 mesitylene 165

0-chlorotoluene 159 2-phenylpropene 165

m-chlorotoluene 162

26. The compound indene, C9H 8 , found in coal tar, rapidly decolorizes Br2/CCl 4

and dilute KMnO4 . Only one mole of hydrogen is absorbed readily to form indane,

C9Hi . More vigorous hydrogenation yields a compound of formula C9Hi 6 . Vigorous
oxidation of indene yields phthalic acid. What is the structure of indene? Of indane?

(Hint: See Problem 9.17, p. 313.)

27. A solution of 0.01 mole tert-buly] peroxide (p. 114) in excess ethylbenzene was

irradiated with ultraviolet light for several hours. Gas chromatographic analysis of

the product showed the presence of nearly 0.02 mole of tert-butyl alcohol. Evaporation
of the alcohol and unreacted ethylbenzene left a solid residue which was separated by

chromatography into just two products: X (1 g) and Y (1 g). X and Y each had the em-

pirical formula C8H9 and m.w. 210; each was inert toward cold dilute KMnO4 and

toward Br 2/CCl4 .

When isopropylbenzene was substituted for ethylbenzene in the above reaction,

exactly similar results were obtained, except that the single compound Z (2.2 g) was
obtained instead of X and Y. Z had the empirical formula C9HH , m.w. 238, and was
inert toward cold, dilute KMnO4 and toward Br2/CCl 4 .

What are the most likely structures for X, Y, and Z, and what is the most likely

mechanism by which they are formed?



Chapter

Spectroscopy and Structure

13.1 Determination of structure: spectroscopic methods

Near the beguiling of our study (Sec. 3.32), we outlined the general steps an

organic chemist takes when he is confronted with an unknown compound and sets

out to find the answer to the question: nhat is it? We have seen, in more detail,

some of the ways in which he carries out the various steps: determination of mo-

lecular weight and molecular formula; detection of the presence or absence of

certain functional groups; degradation to simpler compounds; conversion into

derivatives; synthesis by an unambiguous route.

At every stage of structure determination from the isolation and purification

of the unknown substance to its final comparison with an authentic sample
the use of instruments has, since World War II, revolutionized organic chemical

practice. Instruments not only help an organic chemist to do what he does/<w/er

but, more important, let him do what could not be done at all before: to analyze

complicated mixtures of closely related compounds; to describe the structure of

molecules in detail never imagined before; to detect, identify, and measure the

concentration of short-lived intermediates whose very existence was, not so long

ago, only speculation.

By now, we are familiar with some of the features of the organic chemical

landscape; so long as v^e do not wander too far from home, we can find our way
about without becoming lost. We are ready to learn a little about how to interpret

the kind of information these modern instruments give, so that they can help us

to see more clearly the new things we shall meet, and to recognize them more

readily when we encounter them again. The instruments most directly concerned

with our primary interest, molecular structure, are the spectrometers measurers o

spectra. Of the various spectra, we shall ^ual^^
and nucleajjna&w^^^ since they are thc_workhorsesjpf

the organic

chemical laboratory today ; of these, we shall spend most of our time with nmr.

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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We shall look \ery briefly at three other kinds of spectra: ma\v. ultraviolet

and ejectrott \j?in,resongucc_(e&L}-~-'

In all this, \\e must constantly keep in mind that \\hat xsc learn at this stage must

be greath simplified. There are many exceptions to the general i/ations \\e shall

learn: there are main pitfalls into \\hich \\e can stumble Our ability to apply

spectroscopic methods to the determination of organic structure is limited by

our understanding of organic chemistry as a \vhole and in this \\e are, of course,

onl> beginners. But so long as \se are aware of the dangers of a little learning,

and are \\iiling to make mistakes and profit from them, it is \\ortlnvhile for us

to become beginners in this area of organic chemistry, too.

Let us look first at the mass spectrum, and then at the others, which, as we

shall see, are all parts different ranges of \\avelengths-ofa single spectrum:

/that of electromagnetic radiation.

13.2 The mass spectrum

In the mass spectrometer, molecules are bombarded with a beam of energetic

electrons. The molecules are ionized and broken up into many fragments, some

of \\hich are positive ions. Each kind of ion has a particular ratio of mass to

charge, or /;/ e Value. For most ions, the charge is I, so that m/e is simply the

mass of the ion. Thus, for neopentane:

CH,

CHj-C-CH,

CH 3

2e' + (C5H, 2)t mje = 72

Molecular ion

and others

The set of ions is analyzed in such a way that a signal is obtained for each

value of m/e that is represented; the intensity of each signal reflects the relative

abundance of the ion producing the signal. The largest peak is called the base

peak: its intensity is taken as 100, and the intensities of the other peaks arc ex-

pressed relative to it. A plot or even a list showing the relative intensities of

signals at the various m/e values is called a mass spectrum, and is highly character-

istic of a particular compound. Compare, for example, the spectra of two isomers

shown in Fig. 13.1.

JjrtasjLspectra can, be used in two general ways: (a) to prpvejjie identity of

two
cjornpounds^.and (b) toJveJpLestjahlisJillie.suucturc of a^jieyv^^mpoMTKt ^
"Two compounds are shown to be identical by the fact that they have identical

physical properties: melting point, boiling point, density, refractive index, etc.

The
greaterjhe

number
_ofj^ysical.prqperties measured, the stronger the evidence.
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Figure 13.1. Mass spectra of two isomeric alkanes. (a) //-Octane;

(ft) 2,2,4-trimethylpentane.

Now,_a single mass spectrum amounts to dozens of physical properties, since it

'sTfows the relative abundances of dozens of different fragments. If we measure the

mass spectrum of an unknown compound and find it to be identical with the spec-
trum of a previously reported compound of known structure, then we can conclude

that- almost beyond the shadow of a doubt -the two compounds are identical.

JP.ec.t
rum hcl

ps^ tojesta
blish thc^stnic^re^qf jijieir comjxwnd in

: it can give an exact niolecularjyeight; it cajn_g[ve a molecular

^or at least najro^11ie"po^M bill liesJo $ very fe\v; and it can indicate the

certain structural units.

If one electron is removed from the parent molecule, there is produced the

molecular ion (ur parent ion), whose m\e value is, of course, the molecular weight of
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the compound. Sometimes the M+ peak is the base peak, and is easily recognized;

often, though, it is not the base peak it may even be very small and consider-

able work is required to locate it. Once identified, it gives the most accurate

molecular weight obtainable.

M + e~ > M* + 2e-

Moiecular ion

(Parent ion)

m/e SB mol. wt.

We might at first think that the M +
peak would be the peak of highest m/e

value. This is not so, however. Most elements occur naturally as several isotopes;

generally the lightest one greatly predominates, and the heavier ones occur to

lesser extent. Table 13.1 lists the relative abundances of several heavy isotopes.

Table 13.1 ABUNDANCE OF SOME HEAVY ISOTOPES

The molecular weight that one usually measures and works with is the sum of

the average atomic weights of the elements, and reflects the presence of these

heavy isotopes. This is. not true, however, of the molecular weight obtained from

the mass spectrum; here, the M+ peak is due to molecules containing only the

commonest isotope of each element.

Consider benzene, for example. The M f

peak, m/e 78, is due only to ions of

formula C6H6 +. There is a peak at m/e 79, the M + 1 peak, which is due to

C5
13CH6

+ and C6H 5D +
. There is an M + 2 peak at m/e 80, due to C4

13C2H6%
C5

13CH 5D% and C6H4D2 +. Now, because of the low natural abundance of most

heavy isotopes, these isotopic peaks are generally much less intense than the

M+ peak; just how much less intense depends upon which elements they are due

to. In the case of benzene, the M + 1 and M + 2 peaks are, respectively, 6.58%
and 0.18% as intense as the M* peak. (Table 13.1 shows us, however, that a

monochloro compound would have an M -f 2 peak about one-third as intense

as the M *
peak, and a monobromo compound would have M and M -f 2 peaks

of about equal intensity.)

It is these isotopic peaks that make it possible for us to determine the molecular

formula of the compound. Knowing the relative natural abundances of isotopes,

one can calculate for any molecular formula the relative intensity to be expected

for each isotopic peak: M + 1, M + 2, etc. The results of such calculations are

available in tables. Consider, for example, a compound for which 'M* is 44.
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The compound might be (among other less likely possibilities) N2O, CO2 , C2H4O,
or C3H8 . By use of Table 13.2, we clearly could pick out the most likely formula

from the mass spectral data.

Table 13.2 CALCULATED INTENSITIES OF ISOTOPIC PEAKS

M M + l M + 2

N2O 100 0.80 0.20

CO2 100 1.16 0.40

C2H4 100 1.91 0.01

C3H8 100 3.37 0.04

Finally, study of compounds of known structure is beginning to reveal the

factors that determine which fragments a particular structure is likely to break into.

In this we can find much that is familiar to us: the preferential formation of car-

bonium ions that we recognize as being relatively stable ones; elimination of small,

stable molecules like water, ammonia, and carbon monoxide. Under the energetic

conditions, extensive rearrangement can occur, complicating the interpretation;

but here, too, patterns are emerging. The direction of rearrangement is, as we
would expect, toward more stable ions. As this knowledge accumulates, the process

is reversed: from the kind of fragmentation an unknown compound gives, its

structure is deduced.

Problem 13.1 (a) Referring to the neopcntane fragmentation (p. 406), what is a

likely structure for C4H9
+

; C3H5
+

; C2H 5
+

; QH 3
+ ? (b) Write a balanced equation

for the formation of C4H9
+ from the molecular ion CjH^*.

13.3 The electromagnetic spectrum

We ^rQ^ready^^l^rjw^^vdinQU^^ kinds_of electromagnetic radiation:

light visible, ultraviolet^ infrared x-rays, radio and radar waves. These are

simply Different parts of a broad spectrum that stretches from g^rnj^ra)^whose
wyekngths are measured in fractions of an Angstrom unit, to radio wayes^whose

wayeleugthsjire measuredjiri meters or even kilometers. AlMhese wave? have.

the^sam^yg[ocijty y
3 x 10 l

j:entiimeters. pe second. Their
Jfrequency js related

to the wavelength~by the exgression_

~~~~ "'

where v = frequency, in Hz (Hertz, cycles/sec)

A wavelength, in cm
c = velocity, 3 x 1010 cm/sec

Theshortcr the wavelength^ the higher the frequency.
" When a beam of electromagnetic radiation is passed through a substance, the

radiation can be either absorbed or transmitted, depending upon its frequency

and the structure of the molecules it encounters. Electromagn^c jadjatioiL ia.

^nergy, and hejice ,when a molecule absorbs radiationfu gams energy. Just how
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much energy it gains depends upon the frequency of the radiation: the higher the

frequency (the shorter the wavelength), the greater the gain in energy.

A = hv

where A = gain in energy, in ergs

h = Planck's constant, 6.5 x 10~ 27
erg-sec

v = frequency, in Hz

The energyjoined byjjiejiplecule jn this way may bring about increased

vibration or rotation of the atoms, or may raise electron^ to higher energy levels.

The particular 'Frequency of radiation that a given molecule can absorb~de"pends

upon the changes in vibrations or rotations or electronic slates that are permitted

to a molecule of that structure. The spectrum of a compound is a plot that shows

how much electromagnetic radiation is absorbed (or transmitted) at each frequency.

It can be highly characteristic of the compound's structure.

13.4 The infrared spectrum

Of all the properties of an organic compound, the one that, by itself, gives the

.most jnformatjon about the compound's structure is its infrared spectrum!""*"

A molecule is
cor^sTanjj^viFrajingj

itsjonds^rr^// (aHd con tract), andLfefl</

with^ respect lo 'each, othejv Qianges^in vibrations,of a_ molecule ,are caused by

ataorpijpn. of infraredjjght; light lyjn&_beyond (lower frequency, longer wave-

length, less energy) thejred end ofjthe visible spectrum.,

A particular part of the infrared spectrum is referred to either by its wavelength

or and this is considered preferable by its frequency. Wavelength is expressed

in microns,
|JL (1 tx = 10

~ 4 cm or 104 A). Frequency is expressed, not in Hertz, but

in \cavenumbersi cm" 1
, often called reciprocal ceiwmeters; the wavenumber is

simply the number of waves per centimeter, a~nd is equal to the reciprocal of the

wavelength in centimeters.

Like the mass spectrum, an infrared spectrum is a highly characteristic property

of an organic compound see, for example, the spectra in Fig. 13.2, p. 411 and

can be used both to establish the identity of two compounds and to reveal the

structure of a new compound.
Two substances that have identical infrared spectra are, in effect, identical in

thousands of different physical properties the absorption of light at thousands of

different frequencies and must almost certainly be the same compound. (One

region of the infrared spectrum is called, appropriately, the fingerprint region.)

The infrared spectrum heipsto rcveaijhc
structure ofa new compound by _.

tcljjng us what^ groups arejpresent
in or absent fromthe molecule.,A particular

group of atomsjjvcs rise to characteristic absorption bands', that is to say, ajjarlicu.- ,

lafgroup absorbs light of certain frequencies that are much the same from com-

pound to compound. For example, the --OH group of alcohols absorbs strongly

at 3200-3600 cm
-

*jjhc C_Ojroup of keioneTglTl'O crrrj ;" thej-CsN group,*

^^^J^Tt^J^ grojjpatJ450and l^cnr}^
*

Interpretation of an infrared spectrurn is not a simple matter. Bands may be

obscured by the overlapping of other bands. Overtones (harmonics) may appear
at just twice the frequency of the fundamental band. The absorption band of a
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Figure 13.2. Infrared spectra, (a) 1-Octene; (b) isopropyl bromide;

(c) rt-butylbenzene.
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particular group may be shifted by various structural features conjugation,

electron withdrawal by a neighboring substituent, angle strain or van der Waals

strain, hydrogen bonding and be mistaken for a band of an entirely different

group. (On the other hand, recognized for what they are, such shifts reveal the

structural features that cause them.)

In our work we shall have modest aims: to learn to recognize a few of the more

striking absorption bands, and to gain a little practice in correlating infrared data

with other kinds of information. We must realize that we shall be taking from an

infrared spectrum only a tiny fraction of the information that is there, and which

can be gotten from it by an experienced person with a broad understanding of

organic structure.

Table 13.3 lists infrared absorption frequencies characteristic of various groups.

We shall look more closely at the infrared spectra of hydrocarbons in Sec. 13.15

and, in following chapters, at the infrared spectra of other families of compounds.

Table 13.3 CHARACTERISTIC INFRARED ABSORPTION FREQUENCIES'*

Frequency range,

* All bands strong unless marked: m, moderate; u\ weak; v, variable.

13.5 JThe ultrayiolel^spgctruni

Light of wavelength between about 4000 A and 7500 A (400-750 mpO is visible.

Just beyond the red end of the visible spectrum (A greater than 750 m^) lies the
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infrared region which we have just discussed. Just beyond the violet end of the

visible spectrum (A less than 400 mjji) lies the ultraviolet region.

The
ultrayiojet spectrometers commonly used measure absorption_of.lightin

the visible and "near" ultraviolet region, that is, in the 200-750 mjx range.lThis

Fight is of higher 'frequency (and greater energy) than infrared light and, wh^n it is

absorbed by a molecule, the changes it produces are, naturally, ones that require

greater energy : changes in electronic states.

In a transition to a higher electronic level, a molecule can go from any of a

number of sub-levels corresponding to various vibrational and rotational states

to any of a number of sub-levels; as a result, ultraviolet absorption bands are broad.

Where an infrared spectrum shows many sharp peaks, a typical ultraviolet spectrum
shows only a few broad humps. One can conveniently describe such a spectrum
in terms of the position of the top of the hump (hmAX) and the intensity of that

absorption (emA1t , the extinction coefficient).

When we speak of a molecule as being raised to a higher electronic level,

we mean that an electron has been changed from one orbital to another orbital of

higher energy. This electron can be of any of the kinds we have encountered:

a a electron, a TT electron, or an n electron (a non-bonding electron that is, one

of an unshared pair). A a electron is held tightly, and a good deal of energy is

required to excite it: energy corresponding to i,Hraviolet light of short wavelength,

in a region "far" ultraviolet outside the range of the usual spectrometer. It is

chiefly excitations of the comparatively loosely held n and TT electrons that appear
in the (near) ultraviolet spectrum, and, of these, only jumps to the lower more

stable excited states.

The electronic transitions of most concern to the organic chemist are:

(a) // -> TT*, in which the electron of an unshared pair goes to an unstable (and-

bonding) IT orbital, as, for example,

and (b) TT -> TT*, in which an electron goes from a stable (bonding) n orbital to an

unstable TT orbital, as, for example,

\=6: > \-6: TT > TT*

/ /

A TT -> TT* transition can occur for even a simple alkene, like ethylene, but

absorption occurs in the far ultraviolet. Conjugation of double bonds, however,

lowers the energy required for the transition, and absorption moves to longer

wavelengths, where it can be more conveniently measured. If there are enough
double bonds in conjugation, absorption will move into the visible region, and the

compound will be colored. ^-Carotene, for example, is a yellow pigment found

in carrots and green leaves, and is a precursor of vitamin A; it contains eleven

carbon-carbon double bonds in conjugation, and owes its color to absorption

at the violet end of the visible spectrum (Amax 451 m^).
How does conjugation bring about this effect? We have seen (Sec. 8.17)

that 1,3-butadiene, for example, is stabilized by contribution from structures

involving formal bonds. Stabilization is not very great, however, since such

structures and additional, ionic structures are not very stable and make only
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small contribution to the hybrid. Similar structures contribute to an excited state

of butadiene, too, but here, because of the instability of the molecule, they make
much larger contribution. Resonance stabilizes the excited state more than it

stabilizes the ground state, and thus reduces the difference between them.

In contrast to the infrared spectrum, the ultraviolet spectrum is not used

primarily to show the presence of individual functional groups, but rather to

show relationships between functional groups, chiefly conjugation: conjugation

between two or more carbon-carbon double (or triple) bonds; between carbon-

carbon and carbon-oxygen double bonds; between double bonds and an aromatic

ring; and even the presence of an aromatic ring itself. It can, in addition, reveal

the number and location of substituents attached to the carbons of the conjugated

system.

Problem 13.2 In Problem 9.19, page 313, you calculated the number of rings in

^-carotene. Taking into account also the molecular formula, the number of double

bonds, conjugation, its natural occurrence, and its conversion into vitamin A (p. 277),

what possible structure for 0-carotene occurs to you ?

Problem 13.3 Compounds A, B, and C have the formula CSH 8 , and on hydro-

genation all yield //-pentane. Their ultraviolet spectra show the following values of

Ama: A, 176 m,u; B, 211 mjx; C, 215 m^. (1-Pentene has Amax 178 mjx.) (a) What is a

likely structure for A? For B and C? (b) What kind of information might enable you
to assign specific structures to B and C?

13.6 The nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr) spectrum

Like electrons, the nuclei of certain atoms are considered to spin. The spin-

ning of these charged particles the circulation of charge generates a magnetic

moment along the axis of spin, so that these nuclei act like tiny bar magnets.

One such nucleus and the one we shall be mostly concerned withis the proton,

the nucleus of ordinary hydrogen,
1 H.

Now, if a proton is placed in an external magnetic field, its magnetic moment,

according to quantum mechanics, can be aligned in either of two ways: with or

against the external field. Alignment with the field is the more stable, and energy

must be absorbed to "flip" the tiny proton magnet over to the less stable align-

ment, against the field.

Just how much energy is needed to flip the proton over depends, as we might

expect, on the strength of the extcn.il field: the stronger the field, the greater the

tendency to remain lined up with it, and the higher the frequency (Remember:

A = hv) of the radiation needed to do the job.

where v = frequency, in Hz
H = strength of the magnetic field, in gauss

y = a nuclear constant, the gyromagnetic ratio,

26,750 for the proton

In a field of 14,092 gauss, for example, the energy required corresponds to electro-

magnetic radiation of frequency 60 MHz (60 megahertz or 60 million cycles per
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second): radiation in the radiofrequcncy range, and of much lower energy (lower

frequency, longer wavelength) than even infrared light.

In pnncjle^we^ojLiildj)lace^a
substance in a magnetic field ofconstant strength,

and then
oTStajnTi^^ injraredjor

arTultraviolet

spectrum: pass radiation ofjste^ijyj^iju^

andjabservc
the frcqucncy a t vvhichjgd iat ion is absorbed. In practice,

Tfhas been foun^niore coiiv'ementjo_keeplhe radiatloji fre.qj4nc_y coastant t a.rjd

to vary the strength of the magnetic fieldj
at some value oH he field -Strength the

energy required to flip "(TuT proton" niatches the energy^of the radration, absorption

occurs/aTrd^lTsTgnaT is observed. Such a spectrum is called a nuclear magnetic

resonance (nmr) spectrum (Fig. 13.3).
~~~

Since the nucleus involved is the proton, the spectrum is sometimes called a pmr
(proton magnetic resonance) spectrum, to differentiate it from spectra involving such

nuclei as 13C (called r/Mrjypectra) orJ^R_~
~

Downfield direction

Signal

Low field High field

Magnetic field sweep >

Figure 13.3. The nmr spectrum.

Now, if the situation were as simple as we have so far described it, all the

protons in an organic molecule would absorb at exactly the same field strength.

and the spectrum would consist of a single signal that would tell us little about the

structure of the molecule. But the frequency at which a proton absorbs depends
on the magnetic field which that proton feels, and this effective field strength is not

exactly the same as the applied field strength. The effective field strength at each

proton depends on the environment of that proton on, among other things, the

electron density at the proton, and the presence of other, nearby protons. Each

protonor, more precisely, each set of equivalent protons will have a slightly

different environment from every other set of protons, and hence will require a

slightly different applied field strength to produce the same effective field strength:

the particular field strength at which absorption takes place.

At a given radjcfrequcncy, then, all protons absorb at the same effective field

ffe
^ ajjdjfferent appliedfield strengths. It is this applied field

strygtlnhatjsjTieasured,
and against which the absorption is plotted.

"
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The result is a spectrum showing many absorption peaks, whose relative

positions, reflecting as they do differences in environment of protons, can give

almost unbelievably detailed information about molecular structure.

In the following sections, we shajMookjrt various aspects of the nmr spec-

trum;

(a) the number of signals^which tells us how many different "kinds" of pro-

tons there are in a molecule;

* ~~ "" """ ~~

~"

(b) the positions of the signals, which tell us something about the electronic

kind of proton ;

" *""" " ~"

(c) the intensities ofjhjjgha[s9 which tell us how many protons of_each kind

there are^and
*"

~

(d) the splitting of a^ ^/^^intosey^ml^peaks^jwhich tells usjabout the en-

n with respect to jpther, nearby protons.

13.7 Nmr. Number of signals. Equivalent and non-equivalent protons

In a given molecule, protons with the same environment absorb at the same

(applied) field strength; protons with different environments absorb at different

(applied) field strengths. A set of protons with the same environment are said to

be equivalent; the number of signals in the nmr spectrum tells us, therefore, how

many sets of equivalent protons how many "kinds" of protons a molecule

contains.

For our purposes here, equivalent protons are simply chemically equivalent

protons, and we have already had considerable practice in judging what these are.

Looking at each of the following structural formulas, for example, we readily

pick out as equivalent the protons designated with the same letter:

CH 3-CH 2-C1 CH3 CHC1 CH3 CH 3 CH 2-CH2 -Ci

a b aba a b c

2 nmr signals 2 nmr signals 3 nmr signals

Ethyl chloride Isopropyl chloride w-Propyl chloride

Realizing that, to be chemically equivalent, protons must also be stereo-

chemically equivalent, we find we can readily analyze the following formulas, too:

a b a b a b

CH3 H CH 3 H H Ux x ><
CH3 H Br H Cl H
a b c c

2 nmr signals 3 nmr signals 3 nmr signals 4 nmr signals

Isobutytene 2-Bromopropenc Vinyl chloride Methylcyclopropane

1,2-Dichloropropane (optically active or optically inactive) gives four nmr
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signals, and it takes only a little work with models or stereochemical formulas

to see that this should indeed be so.

c

H

CH.I CHCI-
c;

ci
i

H
a h (I

4 nmr signals

\ ,2-DichIoropropane

The environments of the two protons on C-l are not the same (and no amount of

rotation about single bonds will make them so); the protons are not equivalent,

and will absorb at different field strengths.

We can tell from a formula which protons are in different environments and hence

should give different signals. We cannot always tell -particularly \\ith stereochemically

different protons just how different these environments are; they may not be different

enough for the signals to be noticeably separated, and we may seejewer signals than we

predict.

Now, just how did we arrive at the conclusions of the last few paragraphs?
Most of us perhaps without realizing it judge the equivalence of protons by

following the approach of isomcr number (Sec. 4.2). This is certain!) the easiest

\vay to do it. We imagine each proton in turn to be replaced by some other atom

Z. If replacement of either of t\\o protons by Z would yield the same product

or enantiomeric products then the t\vo protons are chemically equivalent. We
ignore the existence of conformational isomcrs and, as we shall see in Sec. 13.13,

this is just \vhat we should do.

Take, for example, ethyl chloride. Replacement of a methyl proton would

give CH 2Z CH 2C1; replacement of a methylene proton would give CH 3 CHZC1.

These are, of course, different products, and we easily recognize the methyl protons

as being non-equivalent to the methylene protons.

The product CH 2Z CH-.C1 is the same regardless of which one of the three

methyl protons is replaced. The (average) environment of the three protons is

identical, and hence we expect one nmr signal for all three.

Replacement of either of the two methylene protons would give one of a pair

of enantiomers:

CHj

CI

Enanliotopic
protons

Ethyl chloride

H--0-2
a
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Such pairs of protons are called enantiotopic protons. The environments of these

two protons are mirror images of each other; these protons are equivalent, and

we see one nmr signal for the pair. (Like any other physical property except

rotation of polarized light the nmr spectrum does not distinguish between mirror

images.)

Turning to 2-bromopropene, we see that replacement of either of the vinylic

protons gives one of a pair of diastereomers (geometric isomers, in this case):

CH 3 H

Br

Diastereotopic

protons

2-Bromopropene

Such pairs of protons are called diastereotopic protons. The environments of these

two protons are neither identical nor mirror images of each other; these protons

are non-equivalent, and we expect an nmr signal from each one.

Similarly, in 1,2-dichloropropane the two protons on C-l are diastereotopic,

non-equivalent, and give separate nmr signals.

H

Diastereotopic

protons

1 ,2-Dichloropropane

In Sec. 13.13, we shall take a closer look at equivalence. The guidelines we

have laid down here, however based on rapid rotation about single bonds

hold for most spectra taken under ordinary conditions, specifically, at room

temperature.

Problem 13.4 Draw the structural formula of each of the following compounds
(disregarding enantiomcrism), and label all sets of equivalent protons. How many
nmr signals would you expect to see from each?

(a) the two isomers of formula C2H4CI2

(b) the four isomers of C3H 6Br2

(c) ethylbcnzcnc and p-xylene

(d) mesitylene, p-cthyltoluenc, isopropylbenzene
(c) CH 3CH2OH and CH 3OCH,
(f) CH3CH2OCH 2CH 3 , CH3OCH 2CH 2CH3 , CH 3OCH(CH,)2 , CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2OH
(g) CH 2-CH2 , CH 3-CH-CH 2 (Hint: Make Models.)V
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(h) CH 3CH 2C-H, CH 3CCH 3 , and C

A A
Problem 13.5 Three isomeric dimethylcyclopropanes give, respectively, 2, 3, and

4 nmr signals. Draw a stereoisomeric formula for the isomer giving rise to each num-
ber of signals.

Problem 13.6 How many nmr signals would you expect from cyclohexane?
Why?

13.8 >JnirJP_Qsitioiis of signals. Chemical shift

Just as the number of signals in an nmr spectrum tells us how many kinds

of protons a molecule contains, so the positions of the signals help to tell us what

kinds of protons they are: aromatic, aliphatic, primary, secondary, tertiary;

benzylic, vinylic, acetyienic; adjacent to halogen or to other atoms or groups.

These different kinds of protons have different electronic environments, and it is

the electronic environment that determines just where in the spectrum a proton
absorbs.

When a molecule is placed in a magnetic field as it is when one determines an

nmr spectrum its electrons are caused to circulate and, in circulating, they

generate secondary magnetic fields: induced magnetic fields.

Circulation of electrons about the proton itself generates a field aligned in

such a way that at the proton it opposes the applied field. The field felt by the

proton is thus diminished, and the proton is said to be shielded.

Circulation of electrons specifically, n electrons about nearby nuclei

generates a field that can either oppose or reinforce the applied field at the proton,

depending on the proton's location (Fig. 13.4). If the induced field opposes the

Induced

fields

Acetylene

(b)

Figure 13.4. Induced field (0) reinforces applied field at the aromatic

protons, and (b) opposes applied field at the acetyienic protons. Aromatic

protons are deshielded; acetyienic protons are shielded.
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applied field, the proton is shielded, as before. If the induced field reinforces the

applied field, then the field felt by the proton is augmented, and the proton is

said to be deshieldc
*

Compared with a naked proton, a shielded proton requires a higher applied

field strength and a deshielded proton requires a lower applied field strength

to provide the particular effective field strength at which absorption occurs.

Shielding thus shifts the absorption upfiekt anddeshielding shifts the absorption

downfield^Such shifts in the position of nmr afeb/ptioirarising from shielding

and deshieiding by electrons, are called chemical shifts.
"

How are the direction and magnitude the value of a particular chemical

shift to be measured and expressed ?

The unit in which a chemical shift is most conveniently expressed is parts per

rnillipn (pptrQ
of the total applied magnetic field. Since shielding and deshieiding

arise from induced secondary fields, the magnitude of a chemical shift is propor-

tional to the strength of the applied field or, what is equivalent, proportional to

the radiofrequency the field must match. If, however, it is expressed as a fraction

of the applied field that is, if the observed shift is divided by the particular

radiofrequency used then a chemical shift has a constant value that is independent

of the radiofrequency and the magnetic field that the nmr spectrometer employs.

The reference point from which chemical shifts are measured is, for practical

reasons, not the signal from a naked proton, but the signal from an actual com-

pound: usually tetramethylsilane, (CH 3 )4Si. Because of the low electronegativity

of silicon, the shielding of the protons in the silane is greater than in most other

organic molecules; as a result, most nmr signals appear in the same direction from

the tetramethylsilane signal: downfield.

The most commonly used scale is the B (delta) scale. The position of the

tetramethylsilane signal is taken as 0.0 ppm. Most chemical shifts have S values

between and 10 (minus 10, actually). A small 8 value represents a small downfield

shift, and a large 8 value represents a large downfield shift.

One commonly encounters another scale: the r (tan) scale, on which the tetra-

nethylsilane signal is taken as 10.0 ppm. Most r values lie between and 10. The two
scales are related by the expression r = 10 8.

An nmr signal from a particular proton appears at a different field strength

han the signal from tetramethylsilane. This difference the chemical shift is

measured not in gauss, as we might expect, but in the equivalent frequency units

Remember: v = y// /27r), and it is divided by the frequency of the spectrometer

ised. Thus, for a spectrometer operating at 60 MHz, that is, at 60 x 106 Hz:

. observed shift (Hz) x 10*

60 x 10 (HZ)

The chemical shift for a proton is determined, then, by the electronic environ-

nent of the proton. In a given molecule, protons with different environments

ion-equivalent protons have different chemical shifts. Protons with the same

jnvironm-^t equivalent protons have the same chemical shift; indeed, for nmr

wrposes, equivalent protons are defined as those with the same chemical shift. (We
lave already seen what the equivalence of protons means in terms of molecular

tructure.)
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Table 13.4 CHARACTERISTIC PROTON CHEMICAL SHIFTS

Type of proton Chemical shift, ppm

421

Furthermore, it has been found that a proton with a particular environment

shows much the same chemical shift, whatever the molecule it happens to be part

of. Take, for example, our familiar classes of hydrogens: primary, secondary,

and tertiary. In the absence of other nearby substituents, absorption occurs at

about these values:

RCH 3 8 0.9

R 2CH 2 5 1.3

R 3CH 8 1.5

All these protons, in turn, differ widely from aromatic protons which, because of

the powerful deshielding due to the circulation of the * electrons (see Fig. 13.4,

p. 419), absorb far downfield:

Ar-H 8 6-8.5

Attachment of chlorine to the carbon bearing the proion causes a downfield

shift. If the chlorine is attached to the carbon once removed .from the carbon

bearing the proton, there is again a downward shift, but this time much weaker.

CHj~Cl 8 3.0

R-CH2-CI 8 3.4

R 2CH-C1 8 4.0

CH3-C -Cl

R-CH2~C~C1
R2CH-C-O

81.5

81.7

8 1.6
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Toluene

r-n:

Tin

o*

oa

1

300

(c) Mesitylene

CH,
a

b

i

OHi

i t t 1 . lit i
^ f ,f

Figure 13.5. Nmr spectra: chemical shift, (a) Toluene; (b) p-xylenc;

(c) mesitylene.
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Two chlorines cause a greater downfield shift. Other halogens show similar

effects.

The downfield shift caused by chlorine is what we might have expected from its

inductive effect: electron withdrawal lowers the electron density in the vicinity of the

proton and thus causes deshielding. The effect of a substituent on the chemical shift

is unquestionably the net result of many factors; yet we shall often observe chemical

shifts which strongly suggest that an inductive effect is at least one of the factors at work.

Table 13.4 lists chemical shifts for protons in a variety of environments.

The nmr spectra (Fig. 13.5, p. 422) of the alkylbenzenes toluene, p-xylene,

and mesitylene illustrate the points we have just made. In each spectrum there are

two signals: one for the side-chain protons, and one for the ring protons. (Here,

as in some though not most aromatic compounds, the ortho, meta, and para

protons have nearly the same chemical shifts, and hence for nmr purposes are

nearly equivalent.)

In each spectrum, the ring protons show the low-field absorption we have

said is characteristic of aromatic protons. Absorption is not only at low field,

but at nearly the same field strength for the three compounds: at 8 7.17, 7.05, and

6.78. (These values are not exactly the same, however, since the environments of

the aromatic protons are not exactly the same in the three compounds.)
x

In each compound, side-chain protons benzylic protons are close enough
to the ring to feel a little of the deshielding effect of the TT electrons (Fig. 13.4, p.

419), and hence absorb somewhat downfield from ordinary alkyl protons: at

8 2.32, 2.30, and 2.25. In all three compounds, the environment of the side-chain

protons is almost identical, and so are the chemical shifts.

The similarity in structure among these three alkylbenzenes is thus reflected

in the similarity of their nmr spectra. There is, however, a major difference in their

structures a difference in numbers of aromatic and side-chain protons and, as

we shall see in the next section, this is reflected in a major difference in nmr spectra.

The chemical shift is fundamental to the nmr spectrum since, by separating the

absorption peaks due to the various protons of a molecule, it reveals all the other features

of the spectrum. The numerical values of chemical shifts, although significant, do not

have the overriding importance that absorption frequencies have in the infrared spectrum.
In our work with nmr, we shall escape much of the uncertainty that accompanies the

beginner's attempts to identify precisely infrared absorption bands; at the same time, \\e

have a greater variety of concepts to learn about but these, at our present level, \\e may
find more satisfying and intellectually more stimulating.

Problem 13.7 What is a possible explanation for the following differences in

chemical shift for aromatic protons? Benzene 5 7.37; toluene 8 7.17; /?-xylene S 7.05;

mesitylene 8 6.78.

13.9 Nmr. Peak area and proton counting

Let us look again at the nmr spectra (Fig. 13.5, p. 422) of toluene, />-xylene,

and mesitylene, and this time focus our attention, not on the positions of the

signals, but on their relative intensities, as indicated by the sizes of the absorption

peaks.

Judging roughly from the peak heights, we see that the (high-field) peak for
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side-chain protons is smaller than the (low-field) peak for aromatic protons in

the case of toluene, somewhat larger in the case of p-xylene, and considerably

larger in the case of mesitylene. More exact comparison, based on the areas under

the peaks, shows that the peaks for side-chain and aromatic protons have sizes in

the ratio 3 : 5 for toluene ; 3 : 2 (or 6 : 4) for /?-xylene ; and 3:1 (or 9 : 3) for mesitylene.

This illustrates a general quality of all nmr spectra. The area under an nmr

signal is directly proportional to the number ofprotons giving rise to the signal*

It is not surprising that this is so. The absorption of every quantum of energy is

due to exactly the same thing: the flipping over of a proton in the same effective magnetic
field. The more protons flipping, the more the energy absorbed, and the greater is the

area under the absorption peak.

Areas under nmr signals are measured by an electronic integrator, and are

usually given on the spectrum chart in the form of a stepped curve; heights of

steps are proportional to peak areas. Nmr chart paper is cross-hatched, and we

can conveniently estimate step heights by simply counting squares. We arrive

at a set of numbers that are in the same ratio as the numbers of different kinds of

protons. We convert this set of numbers into a set of smallest whole numbers just

as we did in calculating empirical formulas (Sec. 2.27). The number of protons

I

200

A

a 9H

O
.J.

JU

Figure 13.6. Nmr spectrum of p-ferr-butyltoluene. Proton counting.

The ratio of step heights a:b:c is

8.8:2.9:3.8 = 3.0:1.0:1.3 = 9.0:3.0:3.9

Alternatively, since the molecular formula is known,

16 H

1.03 x 8.8 = 9.1

f
_ u__ - 1.03 H per unit

15.5 units

b = 1.03 x 2.9 = 3.0 c = 1.03 x 3.8 = 3.9

Either way, we find: a, 9H; 6, 3H; c, 4H.

The 4H of c (8 7.1) are in the aromatic range, suggesting a disubsti-

tuted benzene C6H 4 . The 3H of b (5 2.28) have a shift expected for

benzylie protons, giving CH 3 C6H4 . There is left C4H9 which, in view

of the 9H of a (S 1.28) must be C(CH 3) 3 ; since these are once removed
from the ring their shift is nearly normal for an alkyl group. The compound
is /ir/-butyltoluene (actually, as shown by the absorption pattern of the

aromatic protons, the />-isomer).
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giving rise to each signal is equal to the whole number for that signal or to some

multiple of it. See, for example, Fig. 13.6.

We take any shortcuts we can. If we know the molecular formula and hence the

total number of protons, we can calculate from the combined step heights the number of

squares per proton. If we suspect a particular structural feature that gives a characteristic

signal --an aldehydic (--CHO) or carboxylic ( COOH) proton, say, which gives a far-

downfield peakwe can use this step height as a starting point.

Working the following problems will give us some idea of the tremendous help

"proton counting" by nmr can be in assigning a structure to a compound.

Problem 13.8 Go back to Problem 13.4 (p. 418), where you predicted the num-
ber of nmr signals from several compounds. Tell, where you can, the relative positions
of the signals (that is, their sequence as one moves downfield) and, roughly, the 5

value expected for each. For each signal tell the number of protons giving rise to it.

Problem 13.9 Give a structure or structures consistent with each of ihe nmr
spectra shown in Fig. 1 3. 7 (p. 426).

13.10 Nmr. Splitting of signals. Spin-spin coupling

An nmr spectrum, we have said, shows a signal for each kind of proton in a

molecule; the few spectra we have examined so far bears this out. If we look

much further, however, we soon find that most spectra are or appear to be

much more complicated than this. Figure 13.8 (p. 427), for example, shows the

nmr spectra for three compounds,

CH 2Br-CHBr2 CH 3-CHBr2 CH 3-CH 2Br

1,1,2-Tribromoethane 1,1-Dibromoethane Ethyl bromide

each of which contains only two kinds of protons; yet, instead of two peaks,

these spectra shower*?, six, and seven peaks, respectively

What docs this multiplicity of peaks mean? How does it arise, and what can

it tell us about molecular structure?

The answer is that we are observing the splitting _of mrir^signals
causedJ>y^

spin -spin coupling. The signal we expect from each set of equivalent protons is

*Sppearing, not as a single peak, but as a group of peaks. Splitting reflects the

environment of the absorbing protons: not with respect to electrons, but with

respect to other, nearby protons. It is as though we were permitted to sit on a

proton and look about in all directions: we can see and count the protons attached

to the carbon atoms next to our own carbon atom and, sometimes, even see protons

still farther away.

Let us take the case of adjacent carbon atoms carrying, respectively, a pair

of secondary protons and a tertiary proton, and consider first the absorption by
one of the secondary protons:

CH-CHj-

The magnetic field that a secondary proton feels at a particular instant is slightly

increased or slightly decreased by the spin of the neighboring tertiary proton:

increased if the tertiary proton happens at that instant to be aligned uv7/i the applied
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Figure 13.7. Nmr spectra for Problem 13.9, p. 425.
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field; or decreased if the tertiary proton happens to be aligned against the applied

field.

For half the molecules, then, absorption by a secondary proton is shifted

slightly downfield, and for the other half of the molecules the absorption is shifted

slightly upfield. The signal is split into two peaks: a doublet, with equal peak in-

tensities (Fig. 13.9).

Applied
field

I

Signal from \^
uncoupled proton

"~~
I

Spin combinations ^
for adjacent CH

Figure 13.9. Spin-spin coupling. Coupling with one proton gives a 1 : 1

doublet.

Next, what can we say about the absorption by the tertiary proton?

-CH-CH 2
-

It is, in its turn, affected by the spin of the neighboring secondary protons. But

now there are two protons whose alignments in the applied field we must consider.

There are four equally probable combinations of spin alignments for these two

protons, of which two are equivalent. At any instant, therefore, the tertiary

proton feels any one of three fields, and its signal is split into three equally spaced

peaks: a triplet, with relative peak intensities 1:2:1, reflecting the combined

(double) probability of the two equivalent combinations (Fig. 13.10).

Applied
f'c!d

Signal from

uncoupled proton

if
* '

Spin combinations

for adjacent CH 2

Figure 13.10. Spin-spin coupling. Coupling with two protons gives a

1:2:1 triplet.

Figure 13.11 (p. 429) shows an idealized nmr spectrum due to the grouping
CH CH 2 . We see a 1:1 doublet (from the CH 2 ) and a 1:2:1 triplet

(from the CH ). The total area (both peaks) under the doublet is twice as big

as the total area (all three peaks) of the triplet, since the doublet is due to absorption

by twice as many protons as the triplet.

A little measuring shows us that the separation of peaks (the coupling constant,
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CH2Br CHBra

a b

Figure 13.11. Spin- spin splitting. Signal a is split into a doublet by coup-

ling with one proton ; signal b s split into a triplet by two protons. Spacings
in both sets the same (/aiJ.

/, Sec. 13.11) in the doublet is exactly the same as the separation of peaks in the

triplet. (Spin-spin coupling is a reciprocal affair, and the effect of the secondary

protons on the tertiary proton must be identical with the effect of the tertiary

proton on the secondary protons.) Even if they were to appear in a complicated

spectrum of many absorption peaks, the identical peak separations would tell us

that this doublet and triplet were related : that the (two) protons giving the doublet

and the (one) proton giving the triplet are coupled, and hence are attached to

adjacent carbon atoms.

We have seen that an nmr signal is split into a doublet by one nearby proton,

and into a triplet by two (equivalent) nearby protons. What splitting can we

expect more than two protons to produce? In Fig. 13.12 (p. 430), we see that three

equivalent protons split a signal into four peaks a quartet with the intensity

pattern 1:3:3:1.

It can be shown that, in general, a set ofn equivalent protons will split an nmr

signal into n + 1 peaks.

If we turn once more to Fig. 13.8 (p. 427), we no longer find these spectra so

confusing. We now see not just five or six or seven peaks, but instead a doublet

and a triplet, or a doublet and a quartet, or a triplet and a quartet. We recognize

each of these multiplets from the even spacings within it, and from its symmetrical
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intensity pattern (1:1, or 1:2:1, or 1:3:3:1). Each spectrum does show% absorp-
tion by just two kinds of protons; but clearly it shows a great deal more than that.

Applied
field

Signal from

uncoupled proton

uutuu
.tutu, lit

N
tit

'

*

Spin combinations

for adjacent CHa

Figure 13.12. Spin-spin coupling. Coupling with three protons gives a

1:3:3:1 quartet.

If we keep in mind that the peak area reflects the number of absorbing protons,

and the multiplicity of splittings reflects the number of neighboring protons, we

find in each spectrum just what we would expect.

In the spectrum of CHBr2 CH2Br we see

Downfield triplet and Upfield doublet
Area: 1 Area: 2

C CH2

In the spectrum of CH 3 CHBr2 we see

Downfield quartet and

Area: 1

C-CH 3

H

and in the spectrum of CH 3 CH 2Br we see

Downfield quartet and

Area: 2

-CH2-CH 3

C CH2

H

Vpfield doublet

Area: 3

-C CH3

H

Upfie'd triplet

Area: 3

CH2-CH,

We see chemical shifts that are consistent with the deshielding effect of halo-

gens: in each spectrum, the protons on the carbon carrying the greater number of

halogens absorb farther downfield (larger 8).

In each spectrum, we see that the spacing of the peaks within one multiplet

is the same as within the other, so that even in a spectrum with many other peaks,

we could pick out these two multiplets as being coupled.

Finally, we see a feature that we have not yet discussed: the various multi-

plets do not show quite the symmetry we have attributed to them. In spectrum

(a), v>e see
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not

and in spectrum (b)

but something like

not

and in spectrum (c)

but something like

not
I

but something like
\

In each case, the inner peaks the peaks nearer the other, coupled multiplets are

larger than the outer peaks.

Perfectly symmetrical multiplets are to be expected only when the separation

between multiplets is very large relative to the separation within multiplets

that is, when the chemical shift is much larger than the coupling constant (Sec.

13.11). The patterns we see here are very commonly observed, and are helpful

in matching up multiplets: we know in which direction upfield or downfield

to look for the second multiplet.

We have not yet answered a very basic question: just which protons in a

molecule can 'be coupled? We may expect to observe spin spin splitting only be-

tween non-equivalent neighboring protons. By
"
non-equivalent" protons we mean

protons with different chemical shifts, as we have already discussed (Sec. 13.8).

By "neighboring" protons we mean most commonly protons on adjacent carbons,

as in the examples we have just looked at (Fig. 13.8, p. 427); sometimes protons
further removed from each other may also be coupled', particularly if TT bonds

intervene. (If protons on the same carbon are non-equivalent as they sometimes

are they may show coupling.)

We do not observe splitting due to coupling between the protons making up
the same CH 3 group, since they are equivalent. We do not observe splitting

due to coupling between the protons on C-l and C-2 of 1,2-dichloroethane

CH 2 CH 2

Cl Cl

1 ,2-Dichloroethane

No splitting

since, although on different carbons, they, too, are equivalent.
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In the spectrum of 1 ,2-dibromo-2-methylpropane,

CH3

CH 3 C CH2Br No splitting

Br

1 ,2-Dibromo-2-methylpropane

we do not observe splitting between the six methyl protons, on the one hand, and

the two CH 2 protons on the other hand. They are non-equivalent, and give

rise to different nmr signals, but they are not on adjacent carbons, and their

spins do not (noticeably) affect each other. The nmr spectrum contains two' singlets,

with a peak area ratio of 3: 1 (or 6:2). For the same reason, we do not observe

splitting due to coupling between ring and side-chain protons in alkylbenzenes

(Fig. 13.5, p. 422).

We do not observe splitting between the two vinyl protons of isobutylene

CH 3 H
No splitting

CH 3

X X
H

- Isobutylene

since they are equivalent. On the other hand, we may observe splitting between

the two vinyl protons on the same carbon if, as in 2-bromopropene, they are non-

equivalent.

CH 3 Ha

B/ V
2-Bromopropene

The fluorine (
19
F) nucleus has magnetic properties of the same kind as the proton.

It gives rise to nmr spectra, although at a quite different frequency-field strength com-
bination than the proton. Fluorine nuclei can be coupled not only with each other, but

also with protons. Absorption by fluorine does not appear in the proton nmr spectrum
it is far off the scale but the splitting by fluorine of proton signals can be seen. The

signal for the two protons of l,2-dichloro-l,l-difluoroethane, for example,

H F
I I

Cl-C-C Cl

appears as a 1 : 2 : 1 triplet with peak spacings of 1 1 Hz. (What would you expect to see

in the fluorine nmr spectrum?)

Figures 13.13 and 13.14, p. 433, and Fig. 13.15, p. 434, illustrate some of the

kinds of splitting we are likely to encounter in nmr spectra.
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Figure 13.13. Nmr spectrum of isopropyl bromide. Absorption by the

six methyl protons H appears upfield, split into a doublet by the single

adjacent proton H b . Absorption by the lone proton Hb appears down-
field (the inductive effect of bromine) split into a septet by the six ad-

jacent protons with the small outside peaks typically hard to see.

I

400
I

200 Ocps

I t-'-k

\,v,
-^

Figure 13.14. Nmr spectrum of -propylbenzene. Moving downfield, we
see the expected sequence of signals: a, primary (3H); b, secondary (2H);

c, benzylic (2H); and d, aromatic (5H). Signals a and c are each split into

a triplet by the two secondary protons H& . The five protons adjacent to

the secondary protons three on one side and two on the other are, of

course, not equivalent; but the coupling constants, /ab and y^, are nearly
the same, and signal b appears as a sextet (5+1 peaks). The coupling
constants are not exactly the same, however, as shown by the broadening
of the six peaks.
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I I 1 I I I I I I 1 I I I I 1 I I [ I I I I I. J I i l_Ll..l i

Figure 13.15. Nmr spectrum of 1,2-dibromo-l-phenylethane. The

diastereotopic protons Ha and H b give different signals, each split into a

doublet by H c ; the downfield peaks of the doublets happen to coincide.

(There is no discernible splitting tfue to coupling between Ha and Ht,.)

The four-line pattern of c is due to successive splittings by H a and

Hb . (If yac and /bc were equal as they would have to be if, for example,
H and H ft were equivalent the middle peaks of c would merge to give

the familiar 1:2:1 triplet.)
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13.11 Nmr. Coupling constants

^tance betweenjgeaks in mujjirjet js__a
measurejrf the effectiveness of

^and is called the-coupling constant /. CouplmgTunHke chemical

shift).is not a matter of induced magnetic fields. The value oFthe coupling constant

as measured, in Hz remains the same, whatever the applied magnetic field

(that is, whatever the radiofrequency used). In this respect, of course, spin-spin

splitting differs from chemical shift, and, when necessary, the two can be distin-

guished on this basis: .the spectrum is run at a second, different radiofrequency;

when measured in Hz, peak separations due to splitting remain constant, whereas

peak separations due to chemical shifts change. (When divided by the radio-

frequency and thus converted into ppm, the numerical value of the chemical shift

would, of course, remain constant.)

As we can see from the following summary, the size of a coupling constant

depends markedly on the structural relationships between the coupled protons.

7=2-6 Hz

H

Gauche

/J=2-\S
Hz

5-14 Hz
Vicinal protons

/ varies with

dihedral angle

=c v

2-13 Hz Vinylie protons

C-l

For example, in any substituted ethylene or in any pair of geometric isomers

J is always larger between trans protons than between cis protons; furthermore,

the size of J varies in a regular way with the electronegativity of substituents. so

that one can often assign configuration without having both isomers in hand)

A coupling constant is designated as -I- or - to permit certain theoretical correla-

tions; for many compounds this sign has been determined. We shall be concerned only
with the absolute size of /, as reflected in the distance between peaks.

Although we shall not work very much with the values of coupling constants,

we should realize that, to an experienced person, they can often be the most im-

portant feature of an nmr spectrum: the feature that gives exactly 'the kind of

information about molecular structure that is being looked for.

Problem 13.10 Go back to Problem 13.8 (p. 425), and tell, where you can, the

kind of splitting expected for each signal.

Problem 13.11 In Problem 13.9 (p. 425) you analyzed some nmr spectra. Does
the absence of splitting in these spectra now lead you to change any of your answers?

Problem 13.12 Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr
spectra shown in Fig. 13.16 (p. 436).
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Figure 13.16. Nmr spectra for Problem 13.12, p. 435.
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13.12 Nmr. Complicated spectra. Deuterium labeling

Most nmr spectra that the organic chemist is likely to encounter are consider-

ably more complicated than the ones given in this book. How are these analyzed ?

First of all, many spectra showing a large number tff peaks can be completely

analyzed by the same general methods we shall use here. It just takes practice.

Then again, in many cases complete analysis is not necessary for the job at

hand. Evidence of other kinds may already have limited the number of possible

structures, and all that is required of the nmr spectrum is that it let us choose

among these. Sometimes all that we need to know is how many kinds of protons

there are or, perhaps, how many kinds and how many of each kind. Sometimes

AcO,

4.93 10.0

Courtesy of The Journal of the American Chemical Society

Figure 13.17. Nmr spectrum of 2--acetoxycholestane-3-one, taken by
K. L. Williamson and W. S. Johnson of the University of Wisconsin and

Stanford University. The four downfield peaks are due to the proton on

C-2, whose signal is split successively by the axial proton and the equa-
torial proton on C-l.

omy one structural feature is still in doubt for example, does the molecule contain

two methyl groups or one ethyl group? and the answer is given in a set of peaks

standing clear from the general confusion. (Sec, for example, Fig. 13.17, above.)

Instrumental techniques are available, and others are being rapidly developed.
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100 cps

Courtesy of The Journal of the American Chemical Society

Figure 13.18. Nmr spectra of (top) cyclohexanol and (bottom) 3,3,4,4,5,5-

hexadeuteriocyclohexanol, taken by F. A. L. Anet of the University of
Ottawa. With absorption and splitting by six protons eliminated, the pat-
tern due to the five remaining protons can be analyzed.

The diastereotopic sets of protons, Ha and Hb , give different signals.

Signal a is split successively into doublets by H& (only one H& splits each
Ha) and by H c . Signal b is split similarly by Ha and Hc . Downfield signal
c is split successively into triplets by Ha (both protons) and H6 (both pro-
tons).

to help in the analysis of complicated spectra, and to simplify the spectra actually
measured. By the method of double resonance (or double irradiation), for example,
the spins of two sets of protons can be decoupled, and a simpler spectrum obtained.

The molecule is irradiated with two radiofrequency beams: the usual one,
1 1 ~'"'1 ran/>nri murk ctroTiper beam, whose
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frequency differs from that of the first in such a way that the following happens.
When the field strength is reached at which the proton we are interested in absorbs

and gives a signal, the splitting protons are absorbing the other, very strong radia-

tion. These splitting protons are "stirred up" and flip over very rapidly so

rapidly that the signalling proton sees them, not in the various combinations of

spin alignments (Sec. 13.10), but in a single average alignment. The spins are

decoupled, and the signal appears as a single, unsplit peak.

A particularly elegant way to simplify an nmr spectrum and one that is

easily understood by an organic chemist is the use of deuterium labeling.

Because a deuteron has a much smaller magnetic moment than a proton, it

absorbs at a much higher field and so gives no signal in the proton nmr spectrum.

Furthermore, its coupling with a proton is weak and it ordinarily broadens, but

does not split, a proton's signal; even this effect can be eliminated by double

irradiation.

As a result, then, the replacement of a proton by a deuteron removes from an

nmr spectrum both the signal from that proton and the splitting by it of signals

of other protons; it is as though there were no hydrogen at all at that position in

the molecule. For example:

CH 3-CH 2
- CH 2D-CH2

~- CH 3-CHD~
Triplet Quartet Triplet Triplet Doublet Quartet

JH 2H 2H 2H 3H JH

One can use deuterium labeling to find out which signal is produced by which

proton or protons: one observes the disappearance of a particular signal when a

proton in a known location is replaced by deuterium. One can use deuterium

labeling to simplify a complicated spectrum so that a certain set of signals can be

seen more clearly: see, for example, Fig. 13.18, p. 438. (This figure also illustrates

a point made at the beginning of this section: the formidable looking nine-peak

multiplet is analyzed without too much difficulty.)

13.13 Equivalence of protons: a closer look

We have seen that equivalence or non-equivalence of protons is funda-

mental to the nmr spectrum, since it affects both the number of signals and their

splitting. Let us look more closely at equivalence, and see how it is affected by the

rate at which certain molecular changes occur:

(a) rotations about single bonds, as in the interconversion between conforma-

tions of substituted ethanes or cyclohexanes;
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(b) inversion of molecules, that is, the turning inside out of pyramidal mole-

cules like amines (Sec. 22.6);

(c) proton exchange, as, for example, of alcohols (Sec. 16.13).

R*O-H* 4- RO-H ^= R*O-H + RO-H*

Each of these molecular changes can change the environment both electronic

and protonic of a given proton, and hence can affect both its chemical shift and

its coupling with other protons. The basic question that arises is whether or not

the nmr spectrometer sees the proton in each environment or in an average of all

of them. The answer is, in short, that it can often see the proton in either way,

depending upon the temperature, and in this ability lies much of the usefulness

of nmr spectroscopy.

In comparing it with other spectrometers, Professor John D. Roberts of the

California Institute of Technology has likened the nmr spectrometer to a camera

with a relatively long shutter time that is, to a "slow" camera. Such a camera

photographs the spokes of a wheel in different ways depending upon the speed

with which the wheel spins: as sharp, individual spokes if spinning is slow; as

blurred spokes if spinning is faster; and as a single circular smear if spinning is

faster yet. In the same way, if the molecular change is relatively fast, the nmr

spectrometer sees a proton in its average environment a smeared-out picture;

if the molecular process is slow, the spectrometer sees the proton in each of its

environments.

In this section we shall examine the effects of rotations about single bonds on

the nmr spectrum, and in later sections the effects of the other molecular changes.

Let us return to ethyl chloride (Sec. 13.7), and focus our attention on the methyl

protons. If, at any instant, we could look at an individual molecule, we would

almost certainly see it in conformation I. One of the methyl protons is ami to

the chlorine and two protons are gauche ; quite clearly, the anti proton is in a

different environment from the others, and for the moment is not equivalent

to them. Yet, we have seen, the three methyl protons of ethyl chloride give a

single nmr signal (a triplet, because of the adjacent methylene group), and hence

must be magnetically equivalent. How can this be? The answer is, of course,

that rotation about the single bond is compared with the nmr **
shutter speed

1 *

a fast process; the nmr "camera" takes a smeared-out picture of the three protons.
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Each proton is seen in an average environment, which is exactly the same as the

average environment of each of the other two: one-third ami, and two-thirds

gauche.

There are three conformations of ethyl chloride, II, III, and IV, identical except that

a different individual proton occupies the ami position. Being of equal stability, the

three conformations are exactly equally populated: one-third of the molecules in each.

In one of these conformations a given proton is anti to chlorine, and in two it is gauche.

1,1,2-Trichloroethane, to take another example, presents a somewhat different

conformational picture, but the net result is the same: identical average environ-

ments and hence equivalence for the two methylene protons.

H

ci

H

Cl

v

Cl

H

a a

H
VII

The environments of the two protons are the same in V. The environments are

different for the two in VI and VII, but average out the same because of the equal

populations of these enantiomeric conformations. (Here, however, we cannot say

just what the average environment is, unless we know the ratio of V to the racemic

modification (VI plus VII).)

With diastereotopic protons, on the other hand, the situation is different:

diastereotopic protons are non-equivalent and no rotation will change this. We
decided (Sec. 13.7) that the two C~l protons of 1 ,2-dichloropropane,

CH 3CHC1CH 2C1, are diastereotopic, since replacement of either one by an atom
Z would yield diastereomers:

H

1 ,2-Dtchloropropane
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Rotation cannot interconvert the diastereomers, nor can it make the protons,

Ha and Hb , equivalent. In none of the conformations (VIII, IX, or X)

CH, CH,

Cl

ci ci

CI

VIII

Cl

Cl

IX

is the environment of the two protons the same; nor is there a pair of mirror-image

conformations to balance out their environments. (This holds true whether the

compound is optically active or inactive; the presence or absence of an enantio-

meric molecule has no effect on the environment of a proton in any individual

molecule.) These diastereotopic protons give different signals, couple with the

proton on C-2 (with different coupling constants), and couple with each other.

Cyclohexane presents an exactly analogous situation, since the transformation

of one chair form into another involves rotations about single bonds. In any
chair conformation there are two kinds of protons: six equatorial protons and six

axial protons. Yet there is a single nmr signal for all twelve, since their average

environments are identical: half equatorial, half axial.

If, however, we replace a proton by, say, bromine, the picture changes. Now,
the axial and equatorial protons on each carbon are diastereotopic protons: re-

placement of one would give a m-diastereomer, replacement of the other a trans-

diastereomer. Prot )ns Ha and Hb or any other geminal pair on the ring have

Br

different environments. When Ha is equatorial, so is Br, and when Ha is axial,

so is Br; Hb always occupies a position opposite to that of Br. Furthermore,

the stabilities and hence populations of the two conformations will, in general, be

different, and Ha and Hb will spend different fractions of their time in axial and

equatorial positions; however, even if by coincidence the conformations are of

equal stability, Ha and H 6 are still not equivalent.

So far, we have discussed situations in which the speed of rotation about

single bonds is so fast that the nmr spectrometer sees protons in their average

environment. This is the usual situation. It is this situation in which our earlier
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test for equivalence would work : if replacement of either of two protons by Z
would give the same (or enantiomeric) products, the protons are equivalent. We
ignore confor/ners in judging the identity of two products.

Now, if by lowering the temperature we could sufficiently slow down ro-

tations about single bonds, we would expect an nmr spectrum that reflects the

"instantaneous" environments of protons in each conformation. This is exactly

what happens. As cyclohexane, for example, is cooled down, the single sharp

peak observed at room temperature is seen to broaden and then, at about -70,
to split into two peaks, which at 100 are clearly separated: one peak is due to

axial protons, and the other peak is due to equatorial protons.

This does not mean that the molecule is frozen into a single conformation; it still

flips back and forth between two (equivalent) chair conformations; a given proton is

axial one moment and equatorial the next. It is just that now the time between inter-

conversions is long enough that we "photograph" the molecule, not as a blur but sharply
as one conformation or the other.

By study of the broadening of the peak, or of the coalescence of the two peaks,

it is possible to estimate the aci for rotation. Indeed, it was by this method that

the barrier of 1 1 kcal/mole (Sec. 9.1 1) was calculated.

Problem 13.13 The fluorine nmr spectrum (Sec. 1 3. 1 0) of 1 ,2-difluorotetrachloro-

ethane, CFC^CFC^, shows a single peak at room temperature, but at 120 shows
two peaks (singlets) of unequal area. Interpret each spectrum, and account for the

difference. What is the significance of the unequal areas of the peaks in the low-tem-

perature spectrum? Why is there no splitting in either spectrum?

Problem 13.14 At room temperature, the fluorine nmr spectrum of

CF2BrCBr2CN (3,3-difluoro-2,2,3-tribromopropanenitrile) shows a single sharp

peak. As the temperature is lowered this peak broadens and, at -98\ is split into two
doublets (equal spacing) and a singlet. The combined area of the doublets is consider-

ably larger than more than twice as large as the area of the singlet. Interpret each

spectrum, and account for the relative peak areas in the low-temperature spectrum.

13.14 The electron spin resonance (esr) spectrum

Let us consider a free radical placed in a magnetic field and subjected to electro-

magnetic radiation; and let us focus our attention, not on the nuclei, but on the

odd, unpaired electron. This electron spins and thus generates a magnetic moment,
which can be lined up with or against the external magnetic field. Energy is re-

quired to change the spin state of the electron, from alignment with the field to

the less stable alignment, against the field. This energy is provided by absorption

of radiation of the proper frequency. An absorption spectrum is produced, which

is called an electron spin resonance (esr) spectrum or an electron paramagnetic
resonance (epr) spectrum.

The esr spectrum is thus analogous to the nmr spectrum. An electron has,

however, a much larger magnetic moment than the nucleus of a proton, and more

energy is required to reverse the spin. In a field of 3200 gauss, for example, where

nmr absorption would occur at about 14 MHz, esr absorption occurs at a much

higher frequency: 9000 MHz, in the microwave region.

Like nmr signals, esr signals show splitting, and from exactly the same cause,

coupling with the spins of certain nearby nuclei: for example, protons near carbon
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atoms that carry or help to carry the odd electron. For this reason, esr spectros-

copy can be used not only to detect the presence of free radicals and to measure

their concentration, but also to give evidence about their structure: what free

radicals they are, and how the odd electron is spread over the molecule.

Problem 13.15 Although all elections spin, only molecules containing unpaired

electrons only free radicals give esr spectra. Why is this ?(//////: Consider the pos-

sibility (a) that one electron of a pair has its spin reversed, or (b) that both electrons

of a pair have their spins reversed.)

Problem 13.16 In each of the following cases, tell what free radical is respon-

sible for the esr spectrum, and show how the observed splitting arises, (a) X-irradia-

tion of methyl iodide at low temperatures: a four-line signal, (b) y-irradiation at

77K of propane and of //-butane: symmetrical signals of, respectively, 8 lines and

7 lines, (c) Triphenylmethyl chloride 4 /me: a very complex signal.

13.15 Spectroscopic analysis of hydrocarbons. Infrared spectra

In this first encounter with infrared spectra, we shall see absorption bands due

to vibrations of carbon -hydrogen and carbon-carbon bonds: bands that will

constantly reappear in all the spectra we meet, since along with their various

functional groups, compounds of all kinds contain carbon and hydrogen. We must

expect to find these spectra complicated and, at first, confusing. Our aim is to

learn to pick out of the confusion those bands that are most characteristic of certain

structural features.

Let us look first at the various kinds of vibration, and see how the positions

of the bands associated with them vary with structure.

Bands due to carbon-carbon stretching may appear at about 1500 and 1600

cm' 1 for aromatic bonds, 'at 1650 cm" 1 for double bonds (shifted to about 1600

cm' 1 by conjugation), and at 2100 cm" 1 for triple bonds. These bands, however,

are often unreliable. (They may disappear entirely for fairly symmetrically sub-

stituted alkynes and alkenes, because the vibrations do not cause the change in

dipole moment that is essential for infrared absorption.) More generally useful

bands are due to the various carbon-hydrogen vibrations.

Absorption due to carbon-hydrogen stretching, which occurs at the high-fre-

quency end of the spectrum, is characteristic of the hybridization of the carbon

holding the hydrogen: at 2800-3000 cm * for tetrahedral carbon; at 3000 3100

cm" 1 for trigonal carbon (alkenes and aromatic rings): and at 3300 cm' 1 for

digonal carbon (alkynes).

Absorption due to various kinds of carbon- hydrogen bending, which occurs

at lower frequencies, can alo be characteristic of structure. Methyl and mcthylcnc

groups absorb at about 1430 1470cm !

; for methyl, there is another band, quite

characteristic, at 1375 cm" '. The isopropyl
"
split" is characteristic: a doublet,

with equal intensity of the two peaks, at 1370 and 1385 cm" l (confirmed by a band

at 1170 cm l

). tert-Buiy\ gives an unsymmetrical doublet: 1370 cm' 1

(strong)

and 1395 cm" 1

(moderate).

Carbon -hydrogen bending in alkenes and aromatic rir\gs is both in-plane and

out-of-plane, and of these the latter kind is more useful. For alkenes, out-of-piane
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bending gives strong bands in the 800-1000 cirr 1

region, the exact location de-

pending upon the nature and number of substituents, and the stereochemistry:

RCH-CH, 910-920 cm- 1 m-RCH-CHR 675-730 cm' 1

990-1000 (variable)

R 2G-CH2 880-900 to//w-RCH-CHR 965-975

For aromatic rings, out-of-plane C H bending gives strong absorption in the 675-

870 cm' 1

region, the exact frequency depending upon the number and location

of substituents; for many compounds absorption occurs at:

monosubstituted 690-710 crrr l w-disubstituted 690-710 cm" l

730-770 750-810

o-disubstituted 735-770 /7-disubstituted 810-840

Now, what do we look for in the infrared spectrum of a hydrocarbon ? To

begin with, we can rather readily tell whether the compound is aromatic or purely

aliphatic. The spectra in Fig. 13.2 (p. 411) show the contrast that is typical:

aliphatic absorption is strongest at higher frequency and is essentially missing

below 900 cm ~
l

; aromatic absorption is strong at lower frequencies (C H out-of-

plane bending) between 650 and 900 cm' 1
. In addition, an aromatic ring will

show C H stretching at 3000- 3 100 cm ~
*

; often, there is carbon-carbon stretching

at 1 500 and 1 600 cm
-

! and C H in-plane bending in the 1000-1 100 cm
-

l
region.

An alkene shows C H stretching at 3000-3100 cm" 1
and, most characteristic-

ally, strong out-of-plane C -H bending between 800-1000 cm" 1

, as discussed

above.

A terminal alkyne, RCX CH, is characterized by its C H stretching band, a

strong and sharp band at 3300 cm" 1
, and by carbon-carbon stretching at 2100

cm" 1
. A disubstituted alkyne, on the other hand, does not show the 3300 cm" 1

band and, if the two groups are fairly similar, the 2100 cm" 1 band may be missing,

too.

Some of these characteristic bands are labeled in the spectra of Fig. 13.2,

page 411.

Problem 13.17 What is a likely structure for a hydrocarbon of formula C
(,H, 2

that shov\s strong absorption at 2920 and 2840 cm ', and at 1450 cm" l

; none above
2920 cm !

; and below 1450 cm l none until about 1 250 cm~ J ?

13.16 Spectroscopic analysis of hydrocarbons. Nmr

The application of nmr spectroscopy to hydrocarbons needs no special dis-

cussion beyond that already given in Sees. 13.6-13.11. For hydrocarbons as for

other kinds of compounds, \\c shall find that where the infrared spectrum helps

to tell us what kind of compound we are dealing with, the nmr spectrum will

help to tell us what compound.
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About Analyzing Spectra

In problems you will be given the molecular formula of a compound and

asked to deduce its structure from its spectroscopic properties: sometimes from

its infrared or nmr spectrum alone, sometimes from both. The compound will

generally be a simple one, and you may need to look only at a few features of

the spectra to find the answer. To confirm your answer, however, and to gain

experience, see how much information you can get from the spectra: try to

identify as many infrared bands as you can, to assign all nmr signals to specific

protons, and to analyze the various spin-spin splittings. Above all, look at as

many spectra as you can find: in the laboratory, in other books, in catalogs of

spectra in the library.

PROBLEMS
1. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the following sets of nmr

data.

(a) C3H3C15

a triplet, 8 4.52, 1H
b doublet, 8 6.07, 2H

(b) C3H 5C1 3

a singlet, 8 2.20, 3H
b singlet, 8 4.02, 2H

(c) C4H 9Br

a doublet, 8 1.04, 6H
b multiplet, 8 1.95, 1H
c doublet, 8 3.33, 2H

(d)

(e)

a singlet, 81.30, 9H
b singlet, 8 7.28, 5H

a doublet, 8 0.88, 6H
b multiplet, 8 1.86, 1H
c doublet, 8 2.45, 2H
d singlet, 87.12, 5H

(0 C9H IO

a quintet, 8 2.04, 2H
b triplet, 8 2.91, 4H
c singlet, 8 7.17, 4H

(g) C IOH 13C1

a singlet, 8 1.57, 6H
b singlet, 8 3.07, 2H
c singlet, 8 7.27, 5H

(h) C 10H 12

a multiplet, 8 0.65, 2H
b multiplet, 8 0.81, 2H
c singlet, 8 1.37, 3H
d singlet, 8 7.17, 5H

(i) C9HuBr
a quintet, 8 2.15, 2H
b triplet, 8 2.75, 2H
c triplet, 8 3.38, 2H
d singlet, 8 7.22, 5H

(j) C3H 5aF2

a triplet, 8 1.75, 3H
b triplet, 8 3.63, 2H

2. Identify the stereoisomeric l,3-dibromo-l,3-dimethylcyclobutanes on the basis

of their nmr spectra.

Isomer X : singlet,

singlet,

Isomer Y : singlet,

8 2.13, 6H
8 3.21, 4H

, SL88, 6H
doublet, 8 2.84, 2H
doublet, 8 3.54, 2H
doublets have equal spacing

3. When mesitylene (nmr spectrum, Fig. 13.5, p. 422) is treated with HF and SbF 5

in liquid SOi solution, the following peaks, all singlets, are observed in the nmr spec-

trum; 8 2.8, 6H; 8 2.9, 3H; 8 4.6, 2H; and 8 7.7, 2H. To what compound is the spectrum

due? Assign all peaks in the spectrum.
Of what general significance to chemical theory is such an observation?
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4. (a) On catalytic hydrogenation, compound A, C5H 8 , gave ra-l,2-dimethylcyclo-

propane. On this basis, three isomeric structures were considered possible for A. What
were they ? (b) Absence of infrared absorption at 890 cm ~

] made one of the structures

unlikely. Which one was it? (c) The nmr spectrum of A showed signals at 8 4.95 and
8 6.13 with intensity ratio 3:1. Which of the three structures in (a) is consistent with this?

(d) The base peak in the mass spectrum was found at m/e 67. What ion was this peak

probably due to, and how do you account for its abundance? (e) Compound A was

synthesized in one step from open-chain compounds. How do you think this was done?

5. X-ray analysis shows that the [18]annulene (Problem 9, p. 336, n = 9) is planar.

The nmr spectrum shows two broad bands: r 1.1 and r 1 1.8, peak area ratio 2:1. (a) Are
these properties consistent with aromaticity? Explain, (b) Would you have predicted

aromaticity for this compound? Explain. (Hint: Carefully draw a structural formula for

the compound, keeping in mind bond angles and showing all hydrogen atoms.)

6. Hydrocarbon B, C6H 6 , gave an nmr spectrum with two signals: 8 6.55 and
8 3.84, peak area ratio 2: 1 . When warmed in pyridine for three hours, B was quantitatively

converted into benzene.

Mild hydrogenation of B yielded C, whose spectra showed the following: mass

spectrum, mol. wt. 82; infrared spectrum, no double bonds; nmr spectrum, one broad

peak at 8 2.34.

(a) How many rings are there in C? (See Problem 9.17, p. 313.) (b) How many
rings are there (probably) in B? How many double bonds in B? (c) Can you suggest a

structure for B?for C?
(d) In the nmr spectrum of B, the upfield signal was a quintet, and the downfield

signal was a triplet. How must you account for these splittings?

7. The five known 1 , 2,3,4,5,6-hexachlorocyclohexanes can be described in terms of the

equatorial (c) or axial (a) disposition of successive chlorines: eeeeee, eeeeea, eeeeaa,

eeaeea, eeeaaa. Their nmr spectra have been measured.

Which of these would give: (a) only one peak (two isomers); (b) two peaks, 5H:1H
(one isomer); (c) two peaks, 4H:2H (two isomers)?

(d) Which one of the isomers in (a) would you expect to show no change in nmr
spectrum at low temperature? Which one would show a split into two peaks? Predict

the relative peak areas for the latter case.

8. (a) Although the nmr spectrum of fra/7.s-4-teA7-butyl-l-bromocyclohexane is

complicated, the signal from one proton stands clear (8 3.83), downfield from the rest.

Which proton is this, and why? (b) The w-isomer shows a corresponding peak, but at

8 4.63. Assuming that the tew-butyl group exerts no direct magnetic effect, to what
do you attribute the difference in chemical shifts between the two spectra? These data

are typical, and are the basis of a generalization relating conformation and chemical shift.

What is that generalization ?

9. The nmr spectrum of bromocyclohexanc shows a downfield peak (1H) at 8 4.16.

This signal is a single peak at room temperature, but at -75 separates into two peaks
of unequal area (but totalling one proton): 8 3.97 and 8 4.64 in the ratio 4.6: 1.0. How do

you account for the separation of peaks? On the basis of your generalization of the

previous problem, which conformation of the molecule predominates, and (at 75)
what percentage of molecules does it account for?

10. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the infrared spectra in

Fig. 13.19, page 448.

11. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra in Fig.

13.20, page 449.

12. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra in Fig.

13.21, page 450.

13. Give a structure or structures of the compound D, whose infrared and nmr
spectra are shown in Fig. 13.22, p. 451.
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Figure 13.19. Infrared spectra for Problem 10, p. 447.
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Figure 13.22. Infrared and nmr spectra for compound D, Problem 13,
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Chapter

14

Alkyl Halides

Nucleophilic Aliphatic Substitution

Elimination

14.1 Structure and nomenclature

We shall consider as alkyl halides all compounds of the general formula

R X, where R is any simple alkyl or substituted alkyl group. For example:

CH 3-C-CH3

Cl

/erf-Butyl chloride

2-ChIoro-2-methylpropane

Allyl bromide

3-Bromo- 1 -propene

O*
Cyclohexyl
bromide

)CH 2C1

Benzyl chloride p-Nitrobenzyl bromide

CH 2 CH 2

Br Br

Ethylene bromide

1 ,2-Dibromoethane

Vinyl chloride

CH 2 CH 2

OH Br

Ethylene bromohydrin

2-Bromoethanol

Substituted alkyl halides undergo, of course, the reactions characteristic of

their other functional groups nitration of benzyl chloride, oxidation of ethylene

bromohydrin, addition to allyl bromide but as halides they react very much
like ethyl or isopropyl or tert-buiyl halides.

Compounds in which the halogen atom is attached directly to an aromatic

ring (aryl halides, e.g., bromobenzene) differ so much from the alkyl halides in

their preparations and properties that they will be taken up in a separate chapter

(Chap. 25). For the present we need to know that in the kinds of reaction

typical of alkyl halides most aryl halides are extremely unreactive.

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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As we know from our previous acquaintance with these compounds, alkyl

halides are given both common names and IUPAC names.

14.2 Physical properties

Because of greater molecular weight, haloalkanes have considerably higher

boiling points than alkanes of the same number of carbons. For a given alkyl

group, the boiling point increases with increasing atomic weight of the halogen,

so that a fluoride is the lowest boiling, an iodide the highest boiling.

Table 14.1 ALKYL HALIDES

Cyclohexyl 142.5 1.000 165

Vinyl (Haloethene) - 14 16 56

Allyl (3-Halopropenc) 45 .938 71 1.398 103

Crotyl (l-Halo-2-butene) 84 132

Mcthylvinylcarbinyl 64

(3-Halo-l-butene)

Propargyl (3-Halopropync) 65 90 1.520 115

Ben/yl 179 1.102 201 93<>

a-Phenylethyl 92*5 85*0

/3-Phenylethyl 92*> 92" 127'9

Diphenylmethyl 1731* 184*0

Triphenylmethyl 310 23015

Dihalomethane 40 .336 99 2.49 Igfo/ 3.325

Trihalomethane 61 .489 151 2.89 subl. 4.008

Tetrahalomethane 77 .595 189.5 3.42 subl. 4.32

U-Dihaloethane 57 .174 110 2.056 179 2.84

1,2-Dihaloethane I \ .257 132 2.180 d 2.13

Trihaloethylcne 87 164 2.708

Tetrahaloethylene 121 subI.

Benzal halidc 205 140"

Bcnzotrihalide 221 1.38
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In spite of their polarity, alkyl halides are insoluble in water, probably

because of their inability to form hydrogen bonds. They are soluble in the typical

organic solvents.

lodo, bromo, and polychloro compounds are more dense than water.

14.3 Industrial source

On an industrial scale alkyl halides chiefly the chlorides because of the cheap-

ness of chlorine are most often prepared by direct halogenation of hydrocarbons

at the high temperatures needed for these free-radical reactions (Sees. 3.19, 6.21,

and 12.12-12.13). Even though mixtures containing isomers and compounds of

different halogen content are generally obtained, these reactions are useful indus-

trially since often a mixuire can be used as such or separated into its components

by distillation.

Certain important halides are prepared by methods similar to those used in

the laboratory; thus, for vinyl chloride:

HCF-CH HCi.Hficb
> CH2-=CHC1

Acetylene Vinyl chloride

<;I 2 f^u r*u 5w ru
> LJnb I~r1 2 > l_Hi"" II

Ethylene J,. J,. Vinyl chloride

Many fluorine compounds are not prepared by direct fluorination, but rather

by replacement of chlorine, using inorganic fluorides:

CH 3C1 + Hg2F2 > CH 3F + Hg2Cl 2

Methyl fluoride

(b.p. -79)

CC14 + SbF3 > CC12F2

Dichlorodifluoromethane

(Freon-12)

(b.p. -28)

/The increasingly important polyfluorides known as fluorocarbons are prepared by

replacement of hydrogen using inorganic fluorides:

C7H 16 + 32CoF3 > C7F, 6 + 16HF + 32CoF2 (2CoF2 + F2 > 2CoF3)

n-Heptane Perfluoroheptanc

(per = fully substituted)

(b.p. 84)

Cobalt(III) fluoride, CoF3 , is a convenient fluorinating agent.

14.4 Preparation

In the laboratory alkyl halides are most often prepared by the methods

outlined below.
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PREPARATION OF ALKYL HALIDES

1. From alcohols. Discussed in Sees. 16.4-16.5.

R-OH HXorPX3
> R-X

Examples:

CH3CH 2CH2OH
conc

or

HBr
> CH 3CH2CH2Br

n-Propyl alcohol NaBr,H 2so4 , /i-Propyl bromide

:H-CH3

PBr '

OH Br

1-Phenylethanol 1 -Bromo- 1-phenylethane

a-Phenylethyl alcohol a -Phenylethyl bromide

CH 3CH2OH
+2

> CH 3CH2I

Ethyl alcohol Ethyl iodide

2. Halogenation of certain hydrocarbons. Discussed in Sees. 3.19, 6.21, 12.12-12.14.

R H *^-> R-X + HX

Examples:

CH 3 CH3

CH 3-C-CH3
<**""*", CH3-C-CH 2C113-C-CH3
<**""*", CH3-C

CH 3 CH 3

Neopentane Neopentyl chloride

}CH3

Toluene Benzyl bromide

3. Addition of hydrogen halides to alkenes. Discussed in Sees. 6.6-6.7.

A J<
HX

J. J._c==c > ~cc

4. Addition of halogens to alkenes and alkynes

- -
X?

> C C Discussed in Sec. 6.5.

X X
-^> C-C Discussed in Sec. 8.8.

5. Halide exchange. Discussed in Sec. 14.4.

R X + I"
acet ne

> R-I 4- X~
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Alkyl halides are nearly always prepared from alcohols, which are available

commercially (Sec. 15.5) or are readily synthesized (Sees. 15.7 and 16.9-16.10). Al-

though certain alcohols tend to undergo rearrangement (Sec. 16.4) during replace-

ment of OH by X, this tendency can be minimized by use of phosphorus
halides.

Certain halides are best prepared by direct halogenation. The most important

of these preparations involve substitution of X for the unusually reactive allylic

or benzylic hydrogens.

H

Allylic hydrogen An allyl halide Benzylic hydrogen A benzyl halide

An alkyl iodide is often prepared from the corresponding bromide or chloride

by treatment with a solution of sodium iodide in acetone; the less soluble bromide

or sodium chloride precipitates from solution and can be removed by filtration.

14.5 Reactions

A halide ion is an extremely weak base. Its reluctance to share its electrons is

shown by its great tendency to release a hydrogen ion, that is, by the high acidity

of the hydrogen halides.

When attached to carbon, halogen can be readily displaced as halide ion by

other, stronger bases. These bases possess an unshared pair of electrons and are

seeking a relatively positive site, that is, are seeking a nucleus with which to share

their electrons.

Basic, electron-rich reagents are called nucleophilic reagents (from the Greek,

nucleus-loving). The typical reaction of alkyl halides is nucleophilic substitution:

R:X+:Z > R:Z+:X- Nucleophilic substitution

A nucleophilic Leaving
reagent group

To describe the ease of displacement of the weakly basic halide ions, we refer to

them as good leaving groups.

(Aryl and vinyl halides undergo these substitution reactions with extreme

difficulty, Sec. 25.5.)

Alkyl halides react with a large number of nucleophilic reagents, both in-

organic and organic, to yield a wide variety of important products. As we shall

see, these reagents include not only negative ions like hydroxide, alkoxide, and

cyanide, but also neutral bases like ammonia and water; their characteristic

feature is an unshared pair of electrons.

As a synthetic tool, nucleophilic substitution involving alkyl halides is one of

the three or fouf most useful classes of organic reactions. Much of the importance
of alcohols is due to their ready conversion into alkyl halides, with their good leaving

groups.

A large number of nucleophilic substitutions are listed below to give an idea

of the versatility of alkyl halides; many will be left to later chapters for detailed

discussion.
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As we already know (Sees. 5.12 and 8.12), alkyl halides undergo not only

substitution but also elimination, a reaction that is important in the synthesis of

alkenes. Both elimination and substitution are brought about by basic reagents,

and hence there must always be competition between the two reactions. We shall

be interested to see how this competition is affected by such factors as the structure

of the halide or the particular nucleophilic reagent used.

We shall look rather closely at both nucleophilic substitution and elimination

reactions of the alkyl halides, for they provide a particularly good illustration of

the effect of structure on reactivity, and of the methods that may be used to deter-

mine mechanisms of reactions.
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2. Dehydrohalogenation: elimination. Discussed in Sees. 5.12-5.14 and 14.18-14.23.

C C * C^^^C

3. Preparation of Grignard reagent. Discussed in Sees. 3.16 and 15.12.

RX + Mg
dryethcr

> RMgX

4. Reduction. Discussed in Sec. 3.15.

RX + M + H + > RH + M+ + X~

Examples:

(CH3)3CC1 -^> (CH 3) 3CMgCl ^> (CH3) 3CD

7,7-Dibromonorcarane Norcarane

14.6 Alkyl sulfonates

In following sections, we shall discuss the mechanisms of nucleophilic ali-

phatic substitution and of elimination using alkyl halides as our examples. But

we should realize that these reactions take place in exactly the same ways with a

variety of other compounds: compounds which, like alkyl halides, contain good

leaving groups.

Of these other compounds, alkyl esters of sulfonic acids, ArSO2OR, are most

commonly used in place of alkyl halides: usually in the study of reaction mechan-

isms, but also in synthesis. As the anions of strong acids, sulfonate anions are

weak bases and hence are good leaving groups in either nucleophilic substitution

or .elimination:

ArSO2OR +

Alkyl sulfonate

ArSO2O

-C -C-+ :B

1

H
Alkyl sulfonate

R:Z 4- ArSO3

-
Nucleophilic

Weak base: substitution

good leaving group

O--C 4- H:B 4 ArSO 3

~
Elimination

Most commonly used are esters of /Moluenesulfonic acid: the /?-toluenesiil-

fonates. The name of the />-toluenesulfonyl group is often shortened to tosyl

(Ts); /Moluenesulfonyl chloride thus becomes tosyl chloride (TsCl), and /Holuene-
sulfonates become tosyfates (TsOR).

CH3-S-

Tosyl or Ts Brosyl or Bs Mewl or Ms
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Like alkyl halides, alkyl sulfonates are prepared from alcohols but, as we
shall see in Sec. 16.7, the two syntheses differ in one very important way.

14.7 Rate of reaction: effect of concentration. Kinetics

Before we discuss nucleophilic substitution involving alkyl halides, let us

return briefly to the matter of what determines the rate of a reaction.

We have seen (Sec. 2.18) that the rate of a chemical reaction can be expressed

as a product of three factors:

rate = coljision
x ener8V x probability

frequency factor factor

So far, we have used this relationship to understand problems of orientation and

relative reactivity; in doing this we have compared rates of different reactions.

When the conditions that we can control (temperature, concentration) are kept the

same, closely related reactions proceed at different rates chiefly because they have

different energy factors, that is to say, different EACtS> We have been able to

account surprisingly well for many differences in act's by using structural theory

to estimate stabilities of the transition states.

It is also useful to study an individual reaction to see how its rate is affected

by deliberate changes in experimental conditions. We can determine act , for

example, if we measure the rate at different temperatures (Sec. 2.18). But perhaps

the most valuable information about a reaction is obtained by studying the effect

of changes in concentration on its rate.

How does a change in concentration of reactants affect the rate of a reaction

at a constant temperature? An increase in concentration cannot alter the fraction

of collisions that have sufficient energy, or the fraction of collisions that have the

proper orientation ; it can serve only to increase the total number of collisions.

If more molecules are crowded into the same space, they will collide more often

and the reaction will go faster. Collision frequency, and hence rate, depends in a

very exact way upon concentration.

The field of chemistry that deals with rates of reaction, and in particular

with dependence of rates on concentration, is called kinetics. Let us see what

kinetics can tell us about nucleophilic aliphatic substitution.

14.8 Kinetics of nucleophilic aliphatic substitution. Second-order and first-

order reactions

Let us take a specific example, the reaction of methyl bromide with sodium

hydroxide to yield methanol:

CH3Br + OH" > CH 3OH + Br~

This reaction would probably be carried out in aqueous ethanol, in which both

reactants are soluble.

If the reaction results from collision between a hydroxide ion and a methyl

bromide molecule, we would expect the rate to depend upon the concentration of

both these reactants. If either OH" concentration, [OH~], or CH3Br concen-

tration, [CH 3Br], is doubled, the collision frequency should be doubled and the
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reaction rate doubled. If either concentration is cut in half, the collision frequency,

and consequently the rate, should be halved.

This is found to be so. We say that the rate of reaction depends upon both

[OH~] and [CH3Br], and we indicate this by the expression

rate *[CH3Br][OH~]

If concentrations are expressed in, say, moles per liter, then k is the number which,

multiplied by these concentrations, tells us how many moles of methanol are

formed in each liter during each second. At a given temperature and for a given

solvent, k always has the same value and is characteristic of this particular reaction ;

k is called the rate constant. For example, for the reaction between methyl bromide

and hydroxide ion in a mixture of 80% ethanol and 20% water at 55, the value of

k is 0.0214 liters per mole per second.

What we have just seen is, of course, not surprising; we all know that an

increase in concentration causes an increase in rate. But now let us look at the

corresponding reaction between ter/-butyl bromide and hydroxide ion:

CH3 CH3

CH3 C CH3 + OH- - -> CH 3 C CH 3 + Br~

Br OH

As before, if we double [RBr] the rate doubles; if we cut [RBr] in half the

rate is halved. But if we double [OH~], or if we cut [OH~] in half, there is no

change in the rate. The rate of reaction is independent o/[OH~].
The rate of reaction of tert-butyl bromide depends only upon [RBr]. This is

indicated by the expression

rate = [RBr]

For the reaction of te/7-butyl bromide in 80% alcohol at 55, the rate constant is

0.010 per second. This means that of every mole of /erf-butyl bromide present,

0.010 mole reacts each second, whatever the [OH"].
The methyl bromide reaction is said to follow second-order kinetics, since its

rate is dependent upon the concentrations of two substances. The tert-butyl

bromide reaction is said to follow first-order kinetics; its rate depends upon the

concentration of only one substance.

How are we to account for this difference in kinetic order? How are we to

account for the puzzling fact that the rate of the /er/-butyl bromide reaction is

independent of [OH']?
To account for such differences in kinetic order, as well as for many other

observations, it has been proposed that nucleophilic substitution can proceed by
two different mechanisms. In the following sections we shall see what these two

mechanisms are believed to be, the facts on which they are based, and how they

account for the facts.

Recognition of the duality of mechanism for nucleophilic aliphatic substitution,

formulation of the mechanisms themselves, and analysis of the factors influencing compe-
tition between them all are largely due to Sir Christopher Ingold (of University College,

London) and the people who worked with him; and this is only a fraction of their total

contribution to the theory of organic chemistry.
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14.9 The S^2 reaction: mechanism and kinetics

The reaction between methyl bromide and hydroxide ion to yield methanol

follows second-order kinetics; that is, the rate depends upon the concentrations

of both reactants:

CH3Br + OH- > CH3OH + Br~

rate = *[CH3Br][OH-]

The simplest way to account for the kinetics is to assume that reaction requires

a collision between a hydroxide ion and a methyl bromide molecule. On the

basis of evidence we shall shortly discuss, it is known that in its attack the hydroxide
ion stays as far away as possible from the bromine; that is to say, it attacks the

molecule from the rear.

Figure 14.1. The SN2 reaction: complete inversion of configuration.

Nucleophilic reagent attacks back side.

The reaction is believed to take place as shown in Fig. 14.1. When hydroxide
ion collides with a methyl bromide molecule at the face most remote from the

bromine, and when such a collision has sufficient energy, a C OH bond forms

and the C Br bond breaks, liberating the bromide ion.

The transition state can be pictured as a structure in which carbon is partially

bonded to both OH and Br; the C OH bond is not completely formed, the

C Br bond is not yet completely broken. Hydroxide has a diminished negative

charge, since it has begun to share its electrons with carbon. Bromine has de-

veloped a partial negative charge, since it has partly removed a pair of electrons

from carbon. At the same time, of course, ion-dipole bonds between hydroxide
ion and solvent are being broken and ion-dipole bonds between bromide ion and

solvent are being formed.

The OH and Br are located as far apart as possible; the three hydrogens
and the carbon lie in a single plane, all bond angles being 120. The C H bonds

are thus arranged like the spokes of a wheel, with the C OH and the C Br

bonds lying along the axle.

This is the mechanism that is called SN2: substitution nucleophilic bimolecular.

The term ^/molecular is used here since the rate-determining step involves collision

of two particles.

What evidence is there that alkyl halides can react in this manner? First of

all, as we have just seen, the mechanism is consistent with the kinetics of a reaction

like the one between methyl bromide and hydroxide ion. In general, an SN2
reaction follows second-order kinetics. Let us look at some of the other evidence.

14.10 The SN2 reaction: stereochemistry

Both 2-bromooctane and 2-octanol are chiral; that is, they have molecules

that are not superimposable on their mirror images. Consequently, these com-
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pounds can exist as enantiomers, and can show optical activity. Optically active

2-octanol has been obtained by resolution of the racemic modification (Sec. 7.9),

and from it optically active 2-bromooctane has been made.

The following configurations have been assigned (Sec. 7.5):

H-O"Br

H^-p-OH
CH 3

CH 3

(
- )-2-Bromooctane (

- )-2-Octanol

[a]
= -34.6 [a]

= -9.9

We notice that the ( )-bromide and the ( )-alcohol have similar configurations;

that is, OH occupies the same relative position in the ( )-alcohol as Br does

in the ( )-bromide. As we know, compounds of similar configuration do not

necessarily rotate light in the same direction ; they just happen to do so in the present

case. (As we also know, compounds of similar configuration are not necessarily

given the same specification of R and S (Sec. 7.5); it just happens that both are R
in this case.)

When ( )-2-bromooctane is allowed to react with sodium hydroxide under

conditions where second-order kinetics are followed, there is obtained ( + )-2-

octanol.

C*Hn C6H 13

CH 3

(
- )-2-Bromooctane

M- -34.6"

optical purity 100 optical purity 100%

We see that the OH group has not taken the position previously occupied by

Br; the alcohol obtained has a configuration opposite to that of the bromide.

A reaction that yields a product whose configuration is opposite to that of the reactant

is said to proceed with inversion of configuration.

(In this particular case, inversion of configuration happens to be accompanied

by a change in specification, from R to S, but this is not always true. We cannot

tell whether a reaction proceeds with inversion or retention of configuration simply

by looking at the letters used to specify the reactant and product; we must work out

and compare the absolute configurations indicated by those letters.)

Now the question arises: does a reaction like this proceed with complete
inversion? That is to say, is the configuration of every molecule inverted? The
answer is yes. An SN2 reaction proceeds with complete stereochemical inversion.

To answer a question like this, we must know the optical purity both of the reactant

that we start with, and of the product that we obtain: in this case, of 2-bromooctane and
2-octanol. To know these we must, in turn, know the maximum rotation of the bromide
and of the alcohol ; that is, we must know the rotation of an optically pure sample of each.
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Suppose, for example, that we know the rotation of optically pure 2-bromooctane

to be 34.6 and that of optically pure 2-octanol to be 9.9. If, then, a sample of optically

pure bromide were found to yield optically pure alcohol, we would know that the reaction

had proceeded with complete inversion. Or and this is much more practicable if a

sample of the halide of rotation, say,
- 28.7 (83% optically pure) were found to yield

alcohol of rotation + 8.22 (83% optically pure), we would draw exactly the same con-

clusion.

In developing the ideas of SN 1 and SN2 reactions, Ingold (p. 460) studied the reaction

of optically active 2-bromooctane and obtained results which when corrected for a

small contribution from the SN 1 reaction, and for the effect of bromide ion generated

during the reaction (see Problem 14, p. 488) led him to conclude that the SN2 reaction

proceeds, within limits of experimental error, with complete inversion.

The particular value that Ingold used for the rotation of optically pure 2-bromooctane
has been questioned, but the basic idea of complete inversion in SN2 reactions is established

beyond question : by study of systems other than alkyl halides and by elegant work in-

volving radioactivity and optical activity (Problem 14, p. 488).

It was to account for inversion of configuration that back-side attack was

first proposed for substitution of the SN2 kind. As OH becomes attached to

carbon, three bonds are forced apart until they reach the planar "spoke" arrange-

ment of the transition state; then, as bromide is expelled, they move on to a

tetrahedral arrangement opposite to the original one. This process has often

been likened to the turning-inside-out of an umbrella in a gale.

-> H

CH 3

SN 2: complete inversion

The stereochemistry of the 2-bromooctane reaction indicates back-side attack

in accordance with the SN2 mechanism; studies ofother optically active compounds,
under conditions where the reactions follow second-order kinetics, show similar

results. It is not possible to study the stereochemistry of most halides, since

they are not optically active; however, there seems no reason to doubt that they,

too, undergo back-side attack.

The SN2 mechanism is supported, then, by stereochemical evidence. Indeed,

the relationship between mechanism and stereochemistry is so well established

that in the absence of other evidence complete inversion is taken to indicate an

SN2 reaction.

We see once more how stereochemistry can give us a kind of information about

a reaction that we cannot get by any other means.

Inversion of configuration is the general rule for reactions occurring at chiral cen-

ters, being much commoner than retention of configuration. Oddly enough, it is the very

prevalence of inversion that made its detection difficult. Paul Walden (at the Polytech-

nicum in Riga, Latvia) discovered the phenomenon of inversion in 1896 when he en-

countered one of the exceptional reactions in which inversion does not take place.

Problem 14.1 (a) What product would be formed if the reaction of c/s-4-bromo-

cyclohexanol with OH~ proceeded with inversion? (b) Without inversion? (c) Is it

always necessary to use optically active compounds to study the stereochemistry of

substitution reactions ?
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14.11 The S^2 reaction: reactivity

In what way would we expect changes in structure of the alkyl group to

affect reactivity in an SN2 substitution? In contrast to the free-radical and car-

bonium ion reactions we have studied, this time the structure of the transition

state is not intermediate between the structures of the reactant and product; this

time we cannot simply assume that factors stabilizing the product will also stabilize

the transition state.

First of all, let us compare transition state and reactants with regard to elec-

tron distribution. In the transition state, there is a partly formed bond between

carbon and hydroxide ion and a partly broken bond between carbon and halide

ion: hydroxide ion has brought electrons to carbon, and halide ion has taken elec-

trons away. Unless one of the two processes, bond-making or bond-breaking,

has gone much further than the other, the net charge on carbon is not greatly

different from what it was at the start of the reaction. Electron withdrawal or

electron release by substituents should affect stability of transition state and

reactant in much the same way, and therefore should have little influence on

reaction rate.

To understand how structure does influence the rate, let us compare transition

state and reactants with regard to shape, starting with the methyl bromide reaction.

The carbon in reactant and product is tetrahedral, whereas carbon in the transition

state is bonded to five atoms. As indicated before, the C H bonds are arranged

like the spokes of a wheel, with the C--OH and C Br bonds lying along the axle

(Fig. 14.2).

What would be the effect of replacing the hydrogens successively by methyl

Methyl Ethyl

Isopropyl /erf-Butyl

Figure 14.2. Stcric factor in the SN2 reaction. Crowding raises enorgy of
transition staic and slows down reaction.
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groups? That is, how will the transition state differ as we go from methyl bromide

through ethyl bromide and isopropyl bromide to /erf-butyl bromide ? As hydrogen

atoms are replaced by the larger methyl groups, there is increased crowding about

the carbon; this is particularly severe in the transition state, where the methyls

are thrown close to both OH and Br (Fig. 14.2). Non-bonded interaction

raises the energy of the crowded transition state more than the energy of the roomier

reactant; act is higher and reaction is slower.

In agreement with this prediction, differences in rate between two SN2 reactions

seem to be due chiefly to steric factors, and not to electronic factors; that is to say,

differences in rate are related to the bulk of the substituents and not to their ability

to withdraw or release electrons. As the number of substituents attached to the

carbon bearing the halogen is increased, the reactivity toward SN2 substitution

decreases. These substituents may be aliphatic, or aromatic, or both, as shown

in the following two sequences:

SN2 substitution: relative reactivity toward I"

H H CH 3 CH3

H C Br > CH 3-C Br > CH 3 C Br > CH 3 C-Br

H H H CH 3

Methyl Ethyl Isopropyl f?r/-Butyl

150 1 0.01 0.001

H CH3

a-Phcnylcthyl l-Phenylisopropyl

(To give an idea of how large these differences may be, the relative rates for a

particular SN2 reaction, substitution by iodide ion, are indicated below the formulas

in the first sequence.)

In SN2 reactions the order of reactivity of RX is CH 3X > 1 > 2 > 3.
In cases where steric factors are kept constant, electronic effects on SN2

reactions can be observed; however, these effects are found to be comparatively
small. Some SN2 reactions are speeded up slightly by electron release, and others

are speeded up slightly by electron withdrawal, but it is not usually possible to

predict which will be the case simply from the structures involved

Problem 14.2 (a) Draw the structures of ethyl, Ai-propyl, isobutyl, and neopentyi
bromides. These structures can be considered methyl bromide with one of its hydro-

gens replaced by various alky! groups (GCH 2Br). What is the group G in each case?

(b) The relative rates of reaction (with ethoxide ion) are roughly: methyl bromide,

100; ethyl bromide, 6; w-propyl bromide, 2; isobutyl bromide, 0.2; neopentyi bro-

mide, 0.00002. What is the effect of the size of the group G attached to carbon bearing
the halogen ? How dbes this compare with the effect of changing the number of groups?

Thus we see that the SN2 mechanism is supported by three lines of evidence:

kinetics, stereochemistry, and effect of structure on reactivity.

Now let us turn to the other mechanism by which nucleophilic aliphatic sub-

stitution can take place.
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14.12 The SN1 reaction: mechanism and kinetics. Rate-determining step

The reaction between tert-buty\ bromide and hydroxide ion to yield ten-

butyl alcohol follows first-order kinetics; that is, the rate depends upon the

concentration of only one reactant, tert-butyl bromide.

CH3 CH3

CH3 C CH3 + OH- > CH3-C-CH3 + Br~

Br OH
* rate = k [RBr]

How are we to interpret the fact that the rate is independent of [OH"]?
If the rate of reaction does not depend upon [OH~], it can only mean that the

reaction whose rate we are measuring does not involve OH~.
These observations are quite consistent with the following mechanism.

CH 3 CH3

(1) CH3-C-CH 3
> CH3-C-CH3 + Br- Slow

Jr
^ '

SN!
CH3 CH3

(2) CH3-O-CH 3 + OH" > CH3 C CH 3 Fast

I

OH
tert-Butyl bromide slowly dissociates (step 1) into bromide ions and tert-butyl

cations. The carbonium ions then combine rapidly (step 2) with hydroxide ions to

yield tert-butyl alcohol.

The rate of the overall reaction is determined by the slow breaking of the

C Br bond to form the carbonium ion; once formed, the carbonium ion reacts

rapidly to form the product. A single step whose rate determines the overall rate

of a stepwise reaction is called a rate-determining step. It is not surprising that

the rate-determining step here is the one that involves the breaking of a bond, an

energy-demanding process. The required energy is supplied by formation of many
ion-dipole bonds between the two kinds of ion and the solvent. (Although each

of these is weak, altogether in reactions like these they supply 110-150 kcal/mole!)

This is the mechanism that is called SN1 : substitution nucleophilic unimolecular.

The term wi/molecular is used here since the rate-determining step involves only

one molecule (disregarding the many necessary solvent molecules).

What evidence is there that alkyl halides can react by this mechanism? As
we have just seen, the mechanism is consistent with the first-order kinetics of a

reaction like the one between tert-butyl bromide and hydroxide ion. In general,

an SN! reaction follows first-order kinetics. The rate of the entire reaction is

determined by how fast the alkyl halide ionizes, and hence depends only upon the

concentration of alkyl halide.

In the following sections, we shall look at some of the other evidence.

Let us see what we mean by rate-determining step in a reaction like this,

(1) A 7^ R + B
A-i

(2) R + C ^-> product
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where R is a reactive intermediate (carbonium ion, free radical) whose concentration is

maintained at some low steady state throughout the reaction. The exact kinetics ex-

pression for the formation of the product is

(3) rate = -

Without going into the derivation of this equation, let us see what it means.

The term j[A] is in the numerator and the term k2[C] is in the denominator of the

denominator; the bigger they are, the faster the rate. This is reasonable, since k\ [A]

is the rate of step (1) and k2[C] contributes to the rate of step (2). The term &-i[B] is in

the denominator; the bigger it is, the slower the rate. This, too, is understandable,

since it contributes to the rate of the reverse of step (1).

Now if k2[C] happens to be much larger than k- ^B], the term k- i[B]/k 2[C] is very

small insignificant relative to 1 and drops out. Under these conditions we get our

familiar rate expression for first-order kinetics:

rate = *i[A]

But if A:2[C] is much larger than k- i[B], it must mean that step (2) is much faster than

the reverse of step (1). This is the real requirement for step (1) to be rate-determining
If we return to Sec. 11.16, we see that the absence of an isotope effect in nitration was

accounted for on just this basis.

Does this mean that, contrary to what was said before, step (1) in the forward

direction need not be slower than step (2)? Step (1) must still be a slow step, for other-

wise the reactive intermediate would be formed faster than it could be consumed, and its

concentration would build upcontrary to the nature of the reactive intermediate, and

a condition different from the one for which the kinetics expression (3) holds.

Problem 14.3 When iodine is added to a benzene solution of dimer I (Sec. 1 2. 1 5),

the color of the iodine gradually fades, at a rate that depends upon [dimer] but is inde-

pendent ofl\ 2 ]. When a benzene solution of the dimer is shaken under an atmosphere
ofNO gas, the pressure of the gas gradually drops, at a rate that depends upon [dimer]

but is independent 0/the NO pressure. The rate constants for the two reactions are

identical. Account for these results.

14.13 The SN1 reaction: stereochemistry

We have proposed that, under the conditions we have described, methyl
bromide reacts with hydroxide ion by the SN2 mechanism, and that ferf-butyl

bromide reacts by the SN 1 mechanism. Since sec-alkyl bromides are intermediate

in structure between these two halides, it is not surprising to find that they can

react by either or both mechanisms.

An increase in [OH"] speeds up the second-order reaction but has no effect

on the first-order reaction. At high [OH~], therefore, the second-order reaction

is so much the faster that sec-alkyl bromides react almost entirely by the SN2

mechanism. The behavior of optically active 2-bromooctane in an SN2 reaction

has been studied (Sec. 14.10) by use of high IOH~].
In the same way, a decrease in [OH~] slows down the second-order reaction,

but has no effect on the first-order reaction. The behavior of optically active

2-bromooctane in an SN 1 reaction has been studied by use of low [OH~],
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Problem 14.4 In 80% ethanol at 55, isopropyl bromide reacts with hydroxide
ion according to the following kinetic equation, where the rate is expressed as moles

per liter per second :

rate 4.7 x 10-*[RX][OH-] + 0.24 x K)- 5[RX]

What percentage of the isopropyl bromide reacts by the SN2 mechanism when [OH~]
is: (a) 0.001 molar, (b) 0.01 molar, (c) 0.1 molar, (d) 1.0 molar, (e) 5.0 molar?

When (-)-2-bromooctane is converted into the alcohol under conditions

(low [OH
~

]) where first-order kinetics are followed, there is obtained ( -I- )-2-octanol.

(-)-C6H l3CHBrCH 3

H
^"**

> (+ )-C6H 13CHOHCH3

Lower optical purity

The product has the opposite configuration from the starting materials, as in the

SN2 reaction, but this time there is a loss in optical purity. Optically pure bromide

yields alcohol that is only about two-thirds optically pure. Optically pure starting

material contains only the one enantiomer, whereas the product clearly must con-

tain both. The product is thus a mixture of the inverted compound and the racemic

modification, and we say that the reaction has proceeded with partial racemization.

How can we account for these stereochemical results?

The carbonium ion, we saw in Sec. 5.16, has aflat structure: carbon is bonded

to three other atoms, and for this bonding uses sp
2 orbitals. Let us see how this

shape affects the stereochemical course of the reaction.

In the first step the optically active 2-bromooctane ionizes to form bromide

ion and the flat 2-octyl cation. The nucleophilic reagent OH~ (or very possibly

H 2O) then attaches itself to the carbonium ion. But it may attach itself to either

Enantiomers

(a) Inversion (b) Retention

Predominates

Figure 14.3. The SN! reaction: racemization plus inversion. Nucleo-

philic reagent attacks both (a) back side and (b) front side of carbonium
ion. Back-side attack predominates.
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face of this flat ion, and depending upon which face, yields one or the other of

two products (see Fig. 14.3).

If the attack were purely random, we would expect equal amounts of the two

isomers; that is to say, we would expect only the racemic modification. But the

product is not completely racemized, for the inverted product exceeds its enantiomer.

How do we account for this? The simplest explanation is that attack by the nucleo-

philic reagent occurs before the departing halide ion has completely left the neigh-

borhood of the carbonium ion; to a certain extent the departing ion thus shields

the front side of the ion from attack. As a result, back-side attack is somewhat

preferred.

Racemization in an SN 1 reaction arises, then, from the loss of configuration

in the intermediate carbonium ion. In some cases racemization may be almost

complete; hydrolysis of a-phenylethyl chloride, for example, proceeds with 87%
racemization and 13% inversion:

C6H 5CHCICH 3
~

j-p
2-* C6H 5CHOHCH 3

[] = -34
N

[tt]
- +1.7

Optical purity = "^ x 100 = 31% Optical purity
~

.4^3
x 100-4%

In contrast to an SN2 reaction, which proceeds with complete inversion,

an SN 1 reaction proceeds with racemization.

(We shall look more closely at the stereochemistry- -and, indeed, all aspects

of the SN 1 reaction in Sec. 14.17.)

Problem 14.5 Suppose that, under SN 1 conditions, 2-bromooctane of specific

rotation -21.6 was found to yield 2-octanol of specific rotation +4.12. Using the

rotations for optically pure samples given en p. 462, calculate: (a) the optical purity

of reactant and of product; (b) the percentage of racemization and of inversion accom-

panying the reaction; (c) the percentage of front-side and of back-side attack on the

carbonium ion.

14.14 The SN 1 reaction: reactivity

The rate-determining step of an SN 1 reaction is the formation of a carbonium

ion. Judging from our previous experience, therefore, \ve expect the reactivity

of an alkyl halide to depend chiefly upon how stable a carhonium ion it can form.

Our expectation is correct: the order of reactivity of alkyl haltdes in SN 1

reactions is the same as the order of stability of carbomum ions.

In SN 1 reactions the order of reactivity of RX is allyl. benzyl > 3
(

*> 2 >
1 > CHjX.

As the positive charge develops on the carbon atom in the transition state,

it is dispersed by the same factors inductive effect and resonance- -that stabilize

the full-fledged carbonium ion.

P' HRX > IR-XJ > R 4 +X"
Transition state Products

R has partial R has full

positive charge positive charge
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The following example gives some idea ofhow much the rate of an SN 1 reaction
"

can be changed by changes in structure:

RBr + H 2

forrnicftcid
> ROH + HBr

CH3 CH 3 H H

CH 3-C Br > CH 3 C Br > CH 3-C Br > CHr-C Br

CH3 H H H

*%? 100 million

H
Isopropyl

45

H
Ethyl

1.7

Methyl

1.0

(Formic acid is used here as an even better ionizing solvent than water.)

The rate of an SN2 reaction, we saw, is affected largely by steric factors,

that is, by the bulk of the substituents. In contrast, the rate of an SN 1 reaction

is affected largely by electronic factors, that is, by the tendency of substituents to

release or withdraw electrons.

Problem 14.6 Neopentyl halides are notoriously slow in nuclcophilic substitu-

tion, whatever the experimental conditions. How can you account for this?

14.15 The SN1 reaction: rearrangement

If the SN 1 reaction involves intermediate carbonium ions, we might expect it

to show one of the characteristic features of carbonium ion reactions: rearrange-

ment. In an SN2 reaction, on the other hand, the halide ion does not leave until

the nucleophilic reagent has become attached; there is no free intermediate particle

and hence we would expect no rearrangement. These expectations are correct.

The following example illustrates this point. We shall see (Sec. 16.5) that the

neopentyl cation is particularly prone to rearrange to the more stable ten-

pentyl cation. Neopentyl bromide reacts (slowly) with ethoxide ion by an SN2

mechanism to yield neopentyl ethyl ether; it reacts (slowly) with ethyl alcohol by
an SN 1 reaction to yield almost entirely rearranged products.

No rearrangement

CHj-C-CH2Br

Neopentyl
bromide

S N2
* ^3 C

C" 3

Neopentyl ethyl ether

OC2H 5

rerr-Pentyl ethyl ether

2-Methyl-2-butene .

Rearrangement
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Because of the strong correlation between rearrangement and formation of

carbonium ions, in the absence of other information rearrangement is often taken

as an indication of an SN 1 mechanism.

We notice that the SN 1 reaction is accompanied by much elimination; expulsion

of a proton to yield an alkene is, of course, typical behavior of a carbonium ion.

14.16 SN2 vs. SN1

The strength of the evidence for the two mechanisms, SN l and SN2, lies in its

consistency. Nucleophilic substitutions that follow first-order kinetics also show

racemization and rearrangement, and the reactivity sequence 3 > 2 > 1 >

CH 3X, Reactions that follow second-order kinetics show complete stereochemical

inversion and no rearrangement, and follow the reactivity sequence CH 3X >

1 > 2 > 3. (The few exceptions to these generalizations are understandable

exceptions; see Problem 16.5, p. 525.)

SS2 increases gZ
RX == CH 3X 1 2 3 vs.

SN l increases S^l

Because there are two opposing reactivity sequences, we seldom encounter

either of them in a pure form, but find instead a sequence that is a combination of

the two. Most typically for halides, as we go along the series CH 3 , 1, 2, 3,

reactivity passes through a minimum, usually at 2:

CH 3X > 1 > 2 < 3

SN2 SN2 Mixed SN 1

Reactivity by the SN2 mechanism decreases from CH 3 to 1, and at 2 is so low

that the SN 1 reaction begins to contribute significantly; reactivity, now by SN 1,

rises sharply to 3. The change in mechanism at 2 is confirmed by kinetics and

other evidence.

The occurrence of a minimum or maximum in a property reactivity, acidity,

antibacterial activity, etc. as one proceeds along a logical series always suggests

the working of opposing factors. (See, for example, the effect of acidity on certain

carbonyl reactions, Sec. 19.14.) In the case of nucleophilic aliphatic substitution,

a minimum of the kind we have just encountered is highly characteristic of a change
in molecularity of reaction.

Problem 14.7' In 80% ethanol at 55, the second-order rate constant for the reac-

tion of ethyl bromide with hydroxide ion is 0.0017 liters/mole/sec. Making use of this

rate constant and those in Sec. 14.8 and Problem 14,4, calculate the relative rates of

hydrolysis in 0.1N hydroxide for methyl, ethyl, tsopropyl, and tert-bulyl bromides.

Despite the predisposition of a particular class of halide toward a particular

reaction mechanism, we can to a certain extent control the reaction by our choice

of experimental conditions. (This was done, for example, to obtain the nearly

pure SN2 sequence in Sec. 14.11 and the nearly pure SN l sequence in Sec. 14.14.)

The very way in which changes in experimental conditions affect the relative

importance of the two mechanisms provides additional evidence for the mechanisms.
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We have already seen an example of this: high concentration of the nucleophilic

reagent favors the SN2 reaction; low concentration favors the SN I reaction.

The nature of the nucleophilic reagent also plays an important role: for

example, neopentyl bromide reacts with ethoxide ion by the SN2 mechanism and

with ethyl alcohol by the SN 1 mechanism. The strongly nudeophilic (strongly

basic) ethoxide ion pushes halogen from the molecule, whereas the weakly nucleo-

philic ethanol waits to be invited in.

Finally, the polarity of the solvent can often determine the mechanism by

which reaction occurs, ionization of an alkyl halide is possible only because

most of the energy needed to reach the transition state is supplied by formation

of dipole-dipole bonds between the solvent and the polar transition state. The

more polar the solvent, the stronger the solvation forces and the faster the ionization.

is, a.i

R~X > LR--XJ > R+ f X
Rcactant Transition state Products

More polar than reactant:

stabilized more

by solvaiion

Changing the solvent, say, from 80% ethanol to the much more polar water

should speed up ionization and hence the rate of the SN 1 reaction. What effect

will this have on the SN2 reaction? Here we do not have a transition state that is

more polar than the reactants; in fact, since the negative charge is dispersed over

OH and X, this transition state is less strongly solvated than the reactants.

P- H
HO" + R X > [HO R XJ > HO -R + X-

Reactants Transition state Products

Concentrated charge: Dispersed charge

stabilized more than

transition state by
salvation

Increasing the polarity of the solvent slows down the SN2 reaction slightly. Other

things being equal, the more polar the solvent, the more likely it is that an alkyl

halide will react by the SN 1 mechanism, (For a closer look at this matter, see Sec.

18.11.)

These mechanisms give us some idea of the kind of behavior to expect from a

halide of a particular structure: its reactivity under a given set of conditions, the

likelihood of racemization or of rearrangement, the extent or elimination. They
tell us how 10 change the experimental conditions concentration, solvent, the

nucleophilic reagent to achieve the results we want: to speed up reaction, to

avoid racemization or rearrangement, to minimize elimination.

Problem 14.8 Benzyl bromide reacts with H2O in formic acid solution to yield

benzyl alcohol; the rate is independent of [H2O]. Under the same conditions p-methyl-

benzyl bromide reacts 58 times as fast.

Benzyl bromide reacts with ethoxide ion in dry alcohol to yield benzyl ethyl

ether (C6H 5CH2OC2Hs); the rate depends upon both [RBrJ and [OC2H 5 -]. Under
the same conditions p-methy Ibenzyl bromide reacts 1,5 times as fast,

Interpret these results. What do they illustrate concerning the effect of: (a) polarity
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of solvent, (b) nucleophilic power of the reagent, and (c) electron release by substitu-

ents?

Problem 14.9 The rate of reaction of 3-chloro-l-butene with ethoxide ion in

ethyl alcohol depends upon both [RC1] and [OC2H 5 ~]; the product is 3-ethoxy-

1-butene, CH 3CH(OC2H 5)CH -CH ? . The reaction of 3-chloro-l-butene with ethyl

alcohol alone, on the other hand, yields not only 3-ethoxy-l-butene but also 1-ethoxy-

2-butene, CH 3CH--CHCH 2OC2H 5 . How do you account for these results? (Hint:

See Sec. 8.21.)

Problem 14.10 Predict the effect of increasing solvent polarity on the rate of:

(a) the SN2 attack by ammonia on an alkyl halide:

RX + NH 3
-> RNH 3

+ + X-

(b) the SN 1 reaction of an alkyldimethylsulfonium ion with the solvent:

RS(CH 3)2
+ -> (CH 3)2S + R+

I
HjO. C:H<QH

14.17 Solvolysis

Let us turn briefly to the special case of nucleophilic aliphatic substitution in

which the solvent is the nucleophile: solvolysis. In its various aspects, solvolysis is

and has been for many years the most intensively studied reaction in organic

chemistry. Yet it is the reaction about which there is probably the most intense

disagreement.

R:X + :S > R:S + Xr
solvent

There is no added strong nucleophile and so, for many compounds, solvo-

lysis falls into the category we have called SN 1 : that is, reaction proceeds by two

or more -steps, with the intermediate formation of a carbonium ion. It is this

intermediate that lies at the center of the problem: its nature, how it is formed,

and how it reacts. In studying solvolysis one is studying all SN 1 reactions and, in

many ways, all reactions involving intermediate carbonium ions.

Perhaps the biggest question to be answered is: just what is the role played

by the solvent? Does it, at one extreme, simply cluster about the carbonium ion

and the anion -and the transition state leading to their formation aiding in

heterolysis through formation of ion dipole bonds? Or, at the other extreme,

does a single solvent molecule act as a nucleophile and help push the leaving group
out of the molecule? Kinetics cannot be used to give a direct answer to this ques-

tion since the concentration of the solvent does not change during the course of

reaction. (We can, of cdurse, study the kinetics of hydrolysis of alkyl halides in,

say, formic acid solution but this is certainly not the same reaction as hydrolysis

in water.)

It seems clear that the solvent can give nucleophilic assistance to solvolysis.

How strong this assistance is depends upon the nucleophilic power of the solvent,

and upon how badly the assistance is needed. Water and alcohols, for example,
are strongly nucleophilic solvents, acetic acid is weaker, formic acid is weaker

yet, and trifluoroacetic acid is very weak. Formation of tertiary cations is relatively

easy and needs little nucleophilic assistance; in any case, crowding would dis-
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courage such assistance. Reactivity of tertiary substrates depends little on nucleo-

philic power of the solvent and chiefly on its polarity. Formation of secondary

cations needs much nucleophilic assistance; reactivity depends on both nucleo-

philic power and polarity of the solvent. With most primary substrates, reaction

is probably straight-forward SN2: a single step with solvent acting as nucleophile.

Let us concentrate, then, on secondary alkyl substrates. Just what is meant

by the term nucleophilic assistance! First of all, it differs from the SN2 kind of

attack in this way: it leads to the formation, not of product, but of the inter-

mediate carbonium ion. Next, it differs from general "solvation" in this way: a

single solvent molecule is involved, not a cluster. This solvent molecule attacks the

substrate at the back side and, acting as a nucleophile, helps to push the leaving

group out the front side. There is formed a carbonium ion or at least something
with a great deal of cation character. Clinging to its back side is the solvent mole-

cule and to the front side, the leaving group. Each may be bonded to carbon through

overlap of a lobe of the empty p orbital. The geometry is similar to that in the

SN2 transition state, but this is an intermediate, and corresponds to an energy

minimum in a progress-of-reaction plot. If the leaving group is an anion, and if

the solvent is of only moderate polarity, bonding between cation and anion may
be chiefly electrostatic, and one speaks of an ion pair.

This cationoid intermediate this "carbonium ion" now reacts. Ultimately

it reacts with a solvent molecule with formation of a full-fledged bond to yield

product. If, at the time of reaction, the leaving group is still bonded to the front

side or is still lurking there reaction with solvent occurs at the back side.

If, on the other hand, the carbonium ion has lasted long enough for the leaving

group to be exchanged for a second solvent molecule thus forming a symmetrical

intermediate reaction with solvent is equally likely at front or back side. Solvo-

lysis can occur with complete inversion or with inversion plus varying amounts of

racemization.

Elegant work by Saul Winstein (of the University of California, Los Angeles) has

revealed the detailed behavior of ion pairs that are intermediates in certain cases of solvo-

lysis: tight (or intimate) ion pairs, the cation of which is free enough to pivot about and
lose configuration, and yet is held tightly enough that recombination to the covalently

bonded compound is the favored process; loose (or solvent-separated) ion pairs, the

cation of which is susceptible to attack by outside nucleophiles.

It has been suggested that there is a continuous spectrum of mechanisms for

nucleophilic substitution ranging from the idealized SN 1 reaction (called Lim, for

limiting) at one end, to the idealized SN2 reaction (called N) at the- other. On
progress-of-reaction plots, the energy minimum for the carbonium ion becomes

shallower and shallower as we move away from the SN 1 end; at the SN2 end the

minimum has disappeared, and we have a single maximum.
This viewpoint may well be correct. But the differences in stability between

the various classes of carbonium ions are great enough that, by and large, reactions

fall into three separated groups: (a) for primary substrates, SN2; (b) for tertiary

substrates, SN 1, with an intermediate that approximates our idea of a simple

(solvated) carbonium ion; and (c) for secondary substrates, a two-step reaction

that is SN 1 to the extent that there is a cationoid intermediate, but one formed with

nucleophilic assistance and still encumbered with nucleophile (solvent) and

leaving group.
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14.18 Elimination: 2 and El

We encountered dehydrohalogenation in Sec. 5.12 as one of the best methods

of preparing alkenes. A. that time we said that the mechanism involves a single

step: base pulls a hydrogen ion away from carbon, and simultaneously a halide

ion separates- aided, of course, by solvation.

E2

Dnnokcular elimination

.

-C.--C ----- > X i C C ! H B
-

I

H

But we have just learned that alkyl hahdcs, particularly tertiary ones, can

dissociate into halide ions and carbonium ions, and we already know (Sec. 5.20)

that a carbonium ion can lose a hydrogen ion to a base to form an alkene.

Kl

I'm violet ulai elimination

^
! , !

(!) -C--C- ----X r CC Slow

II II
H H

A carbonjam ion

(2)
- C -,rC

>
/C=C r H : B Fast

H
>

.B

Arc there, then, t\\o mechanisms for dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides?

The answer is: yes* and they bear the same relationship to each other as do the

SN2 and SN 1 mechanisms for substitution. They are the E2 mechanism (elimina-

tion, bimolecular), which involves two molecules in the rate-determining step, and

the El mechanism (elimination, unimoleatlar), which involves one molecule in the

rate-determining step.

The order of reactivity of alkyl halides toward E2 or El elimination is the

same:

Reactivity toward 3 > 2
y > 1

2 or El elimination

This sequence reflects, for the E2 reaction, the relative stabilities of the alkenes

being formed (Sec. 5.14), and for the El reaction, the stabilities of the carbonium

ions being formed in the first (slow) step.

But, as we might expect, reactions following the two mechanisms differ in

kinetics: second-order for E2, and first-order for El. At the base concentrations

ordinarily used for dehydrohalogenation, the E2 mechanism whose rate depends
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upon base concentration is the principal reaction path. The El mechanism

is generally encountered only with tertiary halides and in solutions of low base

concentration. Using the difference in kinetics as our point of departure, let us

look at the evidence for each of the mechanisms.

14.19 Evidence for the El mechanism

What is the evidence for the El mechanism? The elimination reactions that

(a) follow first-order kinetics

also:

(b) show the same effect of structure on reactivity as in SN 1 reactions; and

(c) where the structure permits, are accompanied by rearrangement.

The fact that the rate is independent of the base concentration is interpreted

as it was in Sec. 14.12 for the SN 1 reaction; indeed, we see that the rate-determining

step in El and SN 1 reactions is exactly the same. It follows that the order of

reactivity of halides should be the same as in SN 1 reactions and it is.

Finally, first-order elimination is accompanied by the same kind of rearrange-

ment that we expect for a reaction proceeding by way of carbonium ions. The

2-methyl-2-butene formed from neopcntyl bromide (Sec. 14.15) is clearly the

product of El elimination. Indeed, the reaction in which we first encountered

rearrangement, dehydration of alcohols, is simply El elimination involving the

prolonated alcohol (Sec. 5.22).

14.20 Evidence for the E2 mechanism

What is the evidence for the E2 mechanism? The elimination reactions that

(a) follow second-order kinetics

also:

(b) are not accompanied by rearrangements',

(c) show a large deuterium isotope effect',

(d) do not undergo hydrogen-deuterium exchange', and

(e) show a large element effect.

Under conditions where reactions follow second-order kinetics, dehydro-

bromination of ordinary isopropyl bromide by sodium ethoxide takes place seven

times as fast as that of the labeled compound, (CD 3) 2CHBr. An isotope effect

of this size, we have seen (Sec. 11.15), reveals the breaking of a carbon -hydrogen
bond in the transition state of the rate-determining step.

Facts (a), (b), and (c) are, of course, exactly what we would expect for the E2

mechanism. The rate-determining step (the only step) involves reaction between

a molecule of alkyl halide and a molecule of base, in which a carbon-hydrogen
bond is broken, and in which there is no opportunity for rearrangement. In

particular, these three facts rule out a carbonium ion (El) mechanism for second-

order elimination.

There is, however, another reasonable mechanism that we must consider:

the carbanion mechanism, which has as its first step the abstraction of a hydrogen
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ion to form a negatively charged particle called a carbanion. This mechanism,
like the E2, is consistent with facts (a), (b), and (c).

0)

Elimination
A carbanion via

carbanion

Seldom observed

(2)

In an attempt to distinguish between these two possibilities, dehydrohalo-

genation of -phenylethyl bromide, C6H 5CH2CH2Br, was carried out in labeled

ethanol, C2H 5OD, with ethoxide ion as base. If carbanions were formed, some

of them might be expected to recombine with a hydrogen ion to regenerate the

starting material:

C2H 5O C2H $O
C6H5-CH-CH 2 < C6H5-CH-CH2

<
> C6H 5-~CH-CH2

I I C2H 5OH "^
I

C2H 3OD I I

H Br Br D Br

Unlabelcd hatidc
j

Labeled halide

Starting material
\ Exchange product

C6H 5 CH~CH2 + Br~

FMmination product

But in this recombination the carbanion would be almost certain to regain a

deuteron, not a proton, since nearly all the molecules of alcohol are C2H 5OD,
not C2H 5OH.

When this reaction was interrupted, and unconsumed /?-phenylethyl bromide

recovered, it was found by mass spectrometric analysis to contain no deuterium.

Similar experiments with other systems have given similar results : in typical second-

order elimination reactions there is no hydrogen-deuterium exchange.

Fact (d) shows, then, that if carbanions are involved in these elimination

reactions they lose halide ion much more rapidly than they combine with hydrogen
ions. (That is, k2 would have to be much larger than k_!.) But if this were so, the

first step (1) would be rate-determiningjust as in an SN 1 reaction, or in aromatic

nitration and the rate of the second step (2) would have no effect on the overall

rate of reaction.

Now, is this true? How can we tell whether or not the rate at which halide

ion is lost affects the rate of elimination? We might consider looking for an isotope

effect, as was done in aromatic nitration. But here that would be a very difficult

job. We are not dealing with loss of hydrogen, whose isotopes differ two- or

three-fold in mass; we are dealing with loss of elements like chlorine, whose iso-

topes differ by only a few percent, with correspondingly small differences in the

ease with which bonds are broken.
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It has been pointed out by Joseph Bunnett (of the University of California,

Santa Cruz) that evidence against the carbanion mechanism is available in the

element effect.

In SN l and SN 2 displacements the reactivity of alkyl halides follows the

sequence
R--I > R Br > R-C1 > R-F

with the ease of breaking the carbon -halogen bond depending upon its stiength

(see Table 1.2, p. 21). The differences in rate here are quite large: alkyl bromides,

for example, react 25 to 50 times as fast as alkyl chlorides. These element elTects

are, in fact, much larger than the isotope effects observed for the breaking of bonds

to protium and deuterium as, indeed, they should be, considering the much greater

differences in bond strength.

Now, in these elimination reactions, the reactivity of alkyl halides follows the

same sequence as for substitution and with element effects, of just about the same

size. Clearly, the rate of breaking the carbon halogen bond does affect the overall

rate of reaction. On this evidence, if carbanions were formed, they \\ould find

step (2) difficult and would revert to starting material many times before finally

losing halide ion. But such reversible carbanion formation has been ruled out by

the absence of isotopic exchange.

Thus, only the 2 mechanism fits all the facts.

14.21 Orientation of elimination. The variable E2 transition state

Where elimination can produce a. mixture of isomers, which one predomi-

nates? We saw earlier (Sec. 5.14) that in dehydrohalogenation the more stable

alkene is formed faster: sec-butyl bromide, for example, yields more 2-butene than

l-butene. We attributed this orientation to the alkene character of the transition

CH 3CH 2CHCH 3

>>c '

> CHjCH=CHCH! + CH 3CH,CH CH 2

b 2-Butene 1-Butene

J?// 70'
r-Bulyl bromide /0

state: the double bond is partly formed in the transition state, and factors that

stabilize an alkene stabilize this incipient alkene.

Predominant formation of the more stable isomer is called Saytzeff orienta-

tion after the Russian chemist Alexander Saytzeff (University of Kazan), who in

1875 first formulated a "rule" for orientation in dehydrohalogenation.

Problem 14.11 Like Markovnikov, Saytzeff stated his rule in terms, not of

product stability, but of numbers of hydrogens on carbon atoms, (a) Suggest a word-

ing for this original Saytzeff rule, (b) Predict the major product of dehydrohalogena-
tion of 2-bromo-l-phenylbutane on the basis of the original rule, (c) On the basis of
the modern rule.

But orientation in E2 elimination is not always Saytzeff, particularly when

compounds other than alkyl halides are involved. To see the various factors at

work here, let us take, as a simple example, elimination from the 2-hexyl halides

brought about by the strong base sodium mcthoxide. The iodide, bromide, and
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chloride do react with SaytzefT orientation, but the fluoride gives predominantly
the less substituted alkene, 1-hexene. Such orientation is called Hofmann orienta-

tion, since it was first observed by Hofmann (in elimination from quaternary

ammonium salts, Sec. 23.5). Furthermore, we can see that there is a steady in-

crease in the fraction of 1-hexene along the series I, Br, Cl, F.

CH,CH 2CH 2CH 2CHrH, iL9 f

!^?j2.?i
> 2-hexene and 1-hexene

X

X-l 81,, 19%
Br 72 28

Cl 67 33

F 30 70

Such observations are best understood in terms of what Bunnett (p. 478)

has called the variable transition state theory of E2 elimination. We are speaking,

remember, of a one-step elimination; both the C--H and C-- X bonds are being

broken in the same transition state. But there is a whole spectrum of t2 transition

states which differ in the relative extent to which the two bonds are broken.

Variable E2 Transition State

X
' ^ X '

-nU- -cU- -^
1 i~B '

A-B
'

!

H B
Carbonium-hke Central Carbanion-like

Much alkene character

At the center of the spectrum is the transition state we have described before

for elimination from alkyl halides: both C- H and C X bonds are broken to a

considerable extent, the transition state has considerable alkene character, and

orientation is SaytzefT.

But, if breaking of the C H bond greatly exceeds breaking of the C X
bond, there is little alkene character to the transition state, but instead the develop-

ment of negative charge on the carbon losing the proton. In this case, the transition

state has carbanion character, and its stability is controlled as we might expect, by

dispersal or intensification of the negative charge: electron-withdrawing groups

stabilize, and electron-releasing groups destabilize. At one end of the spectrum,

then, we have the carbanion-like transition state.

At the other end of the spectrum is the transition state in which C X bond-break-

ing greatly exceeds C H bond-breaking. Positive charge develops on the carbon losing

the leaving group, giving carbomum ion character to the transition state. Alkene charac-

ter is diminished, and we might expect orientation to be less strongly SaytzefT.

Consider elimination from the 2-hexyl halides. With the iodide, there is con-

siderable breaking of both bonds in the transition state, much alkene character,

and preferred formation of the more stable alkene: SaytzefT orientation. As we go

along the series I, Br, Cl, F, the C X bond becomes stronger, and the extent to

which it is broken in the transition state decreases. At the same time, the electron-

withdrawing effect of X increases, favoring the development of negative charge.
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With the fluoride, we have predominant C H bond-breaking, with little alkene

character but considerable carbanion character to the transition state. A primary

hydrogen is preferentially abstracted by base, since that permits the negative charge

to develop on a primary carbon, to which there is attached only one electron-

releasing alkyl group. Orientation is Hofmann.

Bunnett believes that C F bond-breaking lags behind C- H bond-breaking chiefly

because of the strength of the C F bond. Ingold (p. 460), who was the first to suggest

carbanion character as the underlying cause of Hofmann orientation, believed that

electron withdrawal by fluorine is the major factor.

In E2 elimination with bases like KOH and CH 3ONa, most alkyl halides give

Saytzeff orientation. Certain other compounds (quaternary ammonium salts,

Sec. 23.5, for example) give Hofmann orientation. Alkyl sulfonates fall in be-

tween. With each kind of compound, orientation is affected sometimes drastic-

ally by the choice of base and solvent, and by stereochemistry. (The percentage

of 1-hexene from 2-hexyl chloride, for example, jumps from 33% in CH 3ONa/
CH 3OH to 91% in /-BuOK//-BuOH, evidently for steric reasons.) In all this, we

should remember that orientation is a matter of relative stabilities of competing
transition states; these stabilities are determined by electronic factors alkene

character and carbanion character with superimposed conformational factors.

So far, we have spoken only of E2 elimination. In El elimination, orientation

is determined in the second step: conversion of carbonium ion to alkene. As we

might expect, orientation is essentially the same regardless of what leaving group
has departed earlier in the formation of the carbonium ion. Orientation is strongly

Saytzeff, reflecting much alkene character in the transition state.

Problem 14.12 2-Phenylethyl bromide undergoes E2 elimination about 10 times

as fast as 1-phenylethyl bromide, even though they both yield the same alkene. Sug-

gest a possible explanation for this.

14.22 Stereochemistry of elimination

Dehydrohalogenation of l-bromo-l,2-diphenylpropane gives, as we would

expect, 1,2-diphenylpropene. But the halide contains two chiral centers, and we

C6H 5CH-CH-C6H 5 > C6H5CH==C(CH3)C6H5

j^. ^Ljj
1,2-Diphenylpropene

1-Bromo-1 ,2-diphenylpropane

can easily show that it can exist as two pairs of enantiomers; each pair is diastereo-

meric with the other pair. On E2 elimination, one pair of enantiomers yields only

the oy-alkene, and the other pair yields only the /raAw-alkene. The reaction is

completely stereospecific (Sec. 7.11).

As this example and many others show, the bimolecular reaction of alkyl

halides involves ^//-elimination : in the transition state the hydrogen and the

leaving group are located as far apart as possible, in the anti relationship (Sec.

3.3) as opposed to gauche or eclipsed (see Fig. 14.4, p. 482).
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C6H 5 C6H 5

Br X
C6H S

cis- \ ,2-Dipheny I- 1 -propene

1 -Bromo- 1 ,2-diphenylpropane

C6H5 C6H5

C6H65

1 -Bromo- 1 ,2-diphenylpropane

Thus, diastereonicr I or its enanliomer, II, gives the m-alkcne:

CH3

Br

-H

-H

CH 3

C6H5

C6H 5

c/5-1 ,2-Dipheny1-1 -propene

and diastereomer III (or its enantiomer, IV) gives the frans-alkene:

:B

C6H 5
i \

-C6H 5

CHr -H

-Br

C6H5

ill trans-l ,2-Diphenyl-l -propene

The preference for awr/'-elimination from halides can be very strong. To see

this is so, we must turn from open-chain compounds to cyclic compounds. In
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+ H:B

Figure 14.4. The H2 reaction of alky! halides: ^/////-elimination. Hydrogen
and the leaving group, X, are as iar apart as possible, in the ami relation-

ship.

cyclohexane rings, 1,2-substituents can take up the anri conformation only by

occupying axial positions; this, in turn, is possible only if they are trans to each

other (see Fig. 14.5, p. 483).

To take a specific example: E2 elimination converts neomenthyl chloride into a

mixture of 75% 3-menthcne and 25
;,
2-menthene. This is about what we might

expect, the more stable because more highly substituted 3-menthene being the

preferred product. But, in marked contrast, E2 elimination converts the diastereo-

meric menthyl chloride exclusively into the less stable 2-menthene.

Neomenthyl chloride

iso-C3H 7

2-Menthene 3-Menthene

75%

iso-C3H 7

CH3

Menthyl chloride 2-Menthene

Only product

How are we to account for these differences in behavior? In neomenthyl

chloride there is a hydrogen on either side of the chlorine which is trans to the
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X X

483

H

H If

Figure 14.5. Only //\y//.v-l,2-suhstituents can assume the anii relationship.

chlorine, and which can take up a conformation anti to it. Either hvdrogen
can be eliminated, and the ratio of products is determined in the usual way, by the

relative stabilities of the alkenes being formed. In menthyl chloride, on the other

hand, only one hydrogen is trans to the chlorine, and it is the only one that is

eliminated, despite the fact that this yields the less stable alkene.

In recent years it has become clear that E2 reactions can also proceed by syn-

elimination: in the transition state the hydrogen and leaving group are in the

eclipsed (or gauche) relationship. Although uncommon for alkyl halides, syn-

elimination \* often observed for quaternary ammonium salts and sometimes for

alkyl sullbnates. On electronic grounds, the mo?4 stable transition states seem to

be those in which the hydrogen and leaving group are perip/anar (in the same plane)

to permit overlap of incipient p orbitals in the partially-formed double bond. Of
the two periplanar eliminations, the anti is probably easier than the syn other

things being equal. But various factors may throw the stereochemistry one way or

the other. Conformational effects enter in, and the degree of carbanion character;

the stereochemistry is affected by the strength of the base and by its bulk and by
the bulk of the leaving group. Ring systems present special situations: it is difficult

for ra-l,2-substituents to become sivi-penplanar in cyclohexanes, but easy in

cyclopentanes.

Problem 14.13 When treated with /-BuOK in DMSO, diastereomer V (and its

CH 3
CH

3

H-

H-

-D

-OTs

D-

H-

-H

-OTs

CH 3

v

CH,
VI
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enantiomer) gave r/>2-butene without loss of deuterium and trans-2-bu\ene with

loss of deuterium; diabtereomer VI (and its enantiomer) gave //Y/w-2-butene without

loss of deuterium. How do you account for these findings? What is the stereochemis-

try of elimination here ?

Problem 14.14 Of the various isomeric 1,2,3,4, 5,6-hexachlorocyclohexanes,
one isomer undergoes dehydrohalogcnation by base much more slowly than the others.

Which isomer is probably the unrcaUivc one, and v\hy is it unrcactive?

Problem 14.15 Suggest an explanation foi the fact that dehydrohalngenation of

sec-butyl chloride yields both r/.s- and /VtfA7S-2-butene, but mostly (6:1) the trans-

isomer. (Assume only anti elimination.)

Problem 14.16 How do you account for the fact that when heated in ethanol,

in the absence of added base, mcnthyl chloride yields both 3-menthene (68' ) and

2-menthene(32%)?

Problem 14.17 Using models suggest explanations for the following.

(a) On E2 elimination v\ith r-BuOK//-BuOH, both cis- and /r//5-2-phen>lcyclo-

pentyl tosylates give 1-pheny level* ipentene us the only ulkenc; the cis isomer reacts

14 times as fast as the tram

(h) On E2 elimination with //-CsHnONa //-GsHj |OH to give 2-chloronorbor-

nene,VIU reacts about 100 times as fast as its diustereomer, V(I .

Cl

Mil

//<;/K-2.M)ich!(>ronorhornane

14.23 Elimination 175. substitution

Let us return to a problem we encountered before, in the reaction between

acetylides and alkyl halides (Sec. 8.12): competition between substitution and

elimination. Both reactions result from attack by the same nucleophilic reagent:

attack at carbon causes substitution, attack at hydrogen causes elimination.

"^"9 E2vs. SN2

H

We can see more clearly now why reaction with acetylides to form alkynes
is limited in practice to primary halides. Under the conditions of the reaction

a solvent of low polarity (liquid ammonia or ether) and a powerful nucleophilic

reagent (acetylide ion) we would expect substitution, that is, alkync formation,

to take place by an SN2 mechanism. Primary halides should therefore form alkynes
fastest tertiary halides the slowest.

On the other hand, the speed with which an alkyl halide undergoes elimination
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depends chiefly (Sec. 5.14) upon the stability of the alkene formed; tertiary halides,

which necessarily yield highly branched (more stable) alkenes, undergo elimination

fastest.

Primary halides, then, undergo substitution fastest and elimination slowest;

tertiary halides undergo substitution slowest and elimination fastest. It is not

surprising that the yields of alkynes are good for primary halides and very bad

for tertiary halides.

The same considerations hold for the reactions of alkyl halides with other

nucleophiles. Where substitution and elimination are competing reactions, the

proportion of elimination increases as the structure of an alkyl halide is changed

from primary to secondary to tertiary. Many tertiary halides yield exclusively

alkenes under these conditions.

Elimination increases
^ Elimination (E2)

RX - 1 2 3 95.
<
Substitution increases Substitution (S]s[2)

Like acetylide ion, hydroxide ion is a strong base; that is, it has a strong affinity

for hydrogen ion. The preparation of alcohols from alkyl halides gives good yields

with primary halides, somewhat poorer yields with secondary halides; it is essen-

tially worthless for the preparation of tertiary alcohols.

Tertiary alcohols are best prepared under conditions that favor the SN 1

reaction: solvent of high polarity, and reagent of low nucleophilic power. This

is accomplished by simply boiling with water, which serves both as solvent and

nucleophilic reagent. Yet even here the yields of alcohol are not high; consider-

able elimination occurs since the intermediate is a tertiary carbonium ion, which

can easily expel a hydrogen ion to yield a relatively stable alkene.

El M. SN 1

When we want the product of a substitution reaction, elimination is a nuisance

to be avoided. But when we want an alkene from an alkyl halide, elimination is

what we are trying to bring about. To do this, we use a solvent of low polarity,

and a high concentration of a strong base: concentrated alcoholic potassium

hydroxide.

Problem 14.18 Which compound of each of the following sets would you ex-

pect to give the higher yield of substitution product under conditions for bimolecular

reaction ?

(a) ethyl bromide or )3-phenylethyl bromide;

(b) a-phenylethyl bromide or j8-phenylethyl bromide;

(c) isobutyl bromide or //-butyl bromide;

(d) isobutyl bromide or te/v-butyl bromide.

Problem 14.19 Suggest an explanation for each of the following facts.

(a) Dehydrohalogenation of isopropyl bromide, which requires several hours of

refluxing in alcoholic KOH, is brought about in less than a minute at room tempera-
ture by /-BuO K 4

in DMSO. (Hint: See Sec. 1.21.)
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(b) The reaction of tert-buty\ chloride in water to yield (chiefly) tert-butyl alcohol

is not appreciably affected by dissolved sodium fluoride; in DMSO, however, sodium
fluoride brings about rapid formation of isobutylene.

14.24 Analysis of alkyl halides

Simple alkyl halides respond to the common characterization tests in the

same manner as alkanes: they are insoluble in cold concentrated sulfuric acid;

they are inert to bromine in carbon tetrachloride, to aqueous permanganate, and to

chromic anhydride. They are readily distinguished from alkanes, however, by

qualitative analysis (Sec. 2.25), which shows the presence of halogen.

In many cases, the presence of halogen can be detected without a sodium

fusion or Schonigor oxidation. An unknown is warmed for a few minutes with

alcoholic silver nitrate (the alcohol dissolves both the ionic reagent and the organic

compound); halogen is indicated by formation of a precipitate that is insoluble in

dilute nitric acid.

As in almost all reactions of organic halides, reactivity toward alcoholic silver

nitrate follows the sequence Rl > RBr > RC1. For a given halogen atom,

reactivity decreases in the order 3 > T > 1, the sequence typical of carbonium

ion formation; allyl and benzyl halides are highly reactive. Other evidence

(stereochemistry, rearrangements) suggests that this reaction is of the SN 1 type.

Silver ion is believed to dispose reaction toward this mechanism (rather than the

SN2) by pulling halide away from the alkyl group.

R:X + Ag" > R + +Ag + X-

(Vinyl and aryl halides do not react, Sec. 25.5.)

As mentioned earlier (Sec. 14.1), substituted alkyl halides also undergo the

reactions characteristic of their other functional groups.

Problem 14.20 Describe simple chemical tests (if any) that would distinguish

between: (a) ethylene bromohydrin and ethylene bromide; (b) 4-chloro-l-butene and

/7-butyl chloride; (c) bromocyclohexane and bromobenzene ; (d) 1 -chIoro-2-methyl-2-

propane! and l,2-dichloro~2-methylpropane. Tell exactly what you would do and see.

14.25 Spectroscopic analysis of alkyl halides

For the Spectroscopic analysis of alkyl halides, see the general discussion in

Chapter 13, in which many alkyl halides were used as examples.

PROBLEMS
1. Outline the synthesis of ethyl bromide from: (a) ethane, (b) ethylene, (c) ethanol.

Which method would one most probably use in the laboratory?

2. Which methods of Problem 1 would be used to prepare pure samples of:

(a) ethyl chloride (e) isopropyl bromide

(b) ethyl fluoride (f) benzyl chloride

(c) ethyl iodide (g) a-phenylethyl chloride

(d) //-propyl bromide (h) cyclohexyl bromide
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3. Outline the synthesis of the following compounds from isopropyl alcohol :

(a) isopropyl bromide (f) 2-bromopropene
(b) allyl chloride (g) 1-bromopropene
(c) l-chloro-2-propanol (h) l,3-dich!oro-2-propanol

(d) 1,2-dibromopropane (i) 2,3-dibromo-l-propanol

(e) 2,2-dibromopropane (j) 2,2-dichloro-l-methylcyclopropane

4. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following from

cyclohexanol and any necessary aliphatic, aromatic, or inorganic reagents.

(a) bromocyclohexane (d) 3-bromocyclohexene
(b) iodocyclohexane (e) fra/?,y-2-chlorocyclohexanol

(c) mw.v-l,2-dibromocyclohe\ane (f) norcarane (see p. 458)

5. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following, using

benzene, toluene, and any needed aliphatic or inorganic reagents.

(a) p-bromobenzyl chloride (e) m-nitrobenzotrichloride

(b) tnphenylchloromethdne (f) 1,2-dichloro-l-phenylethane

(c) allyl iodide (g) phenylacetylene

(d) ben/al bromide (h) phenylcyclopropane

6. Give the structures and names of the chief organic products expected from the

reaction (if any) of //-butyl bromide with :

(a) NaOH(aq) (h) H 2 , Pt

(b) KOH(alc) (i) difutc neutral K MnO4

(c) cold cone. H 2SO4 (j) Nal in acetone

(d) Zn, H*
"

(k) bcn/ene. A'CU
(e) Li, then Cuf, ethyl bromide (1) CH 3C--C~Na

'

(f) Mg, ether (m) HgF2

(g) product (f) + D2O (n) Br2/CCl4

7. Referring when necessary to the list on page 457, give structures of the chief

organic products expected from the reaction of //-butyl bromide with :

(a) NH 3 (d) NaOC2H 5

(b) C6H 5NH 2 (e) CH 3COOAg
(c) NaCN (f) NaSCH 3

8. Write equations for the most likely side reactions in the conversion of /i-butyl

bromide into :

(a) l-butanol by aqueous NaOH (c) 1-butene by alcoholic KOH
(b) methyl /?-butyl ether by CH 3ONa (d) 1-hexyne by sodium acetylide

Will each of these side reactions be more or less important if /erf-butyl bromide is

used instead of //-butyl bromide?

9. Arrange the compounds of each set in order of reactivity toward SN2 displacement:

(a) 2-bromo-2-methyl butane, 1-bromopentane, 2-bromopentane

(b) l-bromo-3-methy I butane, 2-bromo-2-methylbutane, 3-bromo-2-methylbutane

(c) 1-bromobutane, l-bromo-2,2-dimcthylpropane, l-bromo-2-methylbutane, 1-bromo-

3-methylbutane

10. Arrange the compounds of each set in order of reactivity toward SN 1 displace-

ment:

(a) the compounds of Problem 9(a)

(b) the compounds of Problem 9(b)

(c) benzyl chloride, p-chlorobenzyl chloride, p-methoxybenzyl chloride, p-methylbenzyl

chloride, />-nitrobenzyl chloride ^
(d) benzyl bromide, a-phenylethyl bromide, j8-phenylethyl bromide
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11. Arrange the compounds in each set in order of ease of dehydrohalogenation by
concentrated alcoholic KOH :

(a) compounds of Problem 9(a)

(b) compounds of Problem 9(b)

(c) 2-bromo-l-phenylpropane and 3-bromo-l-phenylpropane

(d) 5-bromo-l,3-cyclohexadiene, bromocyclohexane, 3-bromocyclohexene

(e) els- and //wj.y-2-bromomethylcyclohexane

12. Consider, as an example, the reaction between an alkyl halide and NaOH in a

mixture of water and ethanol. In a table, with one column for SN2 and another for

SN 1, compare the two mechanisms with regard to:

(a) stereochemistry

(b) kinetic order

(c) occurrence of rearrangements

(d) relative rates of CH3X, C2H 5X, iso-C3H 7X, ter/-C4H9X
(e) relative rates of RC1, RBr, and RT

(f) effect on rate of a rise in temperature

(g) effect on rate of doubling [RX]
(h) effect on rate of doubling [OH~]
(i) effect on rate of increasing the water content of the solvent

(j) effect on rate of increasing the alcohol content of the solvent

13. Optically active sec-butyl alcohol retains its activity indefinitely in contact with

aqueous base, but is rapidly converted into optically inactive (racemic) sec-butyl alcohol

by dilute sulfunc acid. How do you account for these facts? Suggest a detailed mech-
anism or mechanisms for the racemization by dilute acid.

14. When optically active 2-iodooctane was allowed to stand in acetone solution

containing Na LM
I (radioactive iodide), the alkyl halide was observed to lose optical

activity and to exchange its ordinary iodine for radioactive iodine. The rate of each of

these reactions depended on both [RI] and [I~], but racemization was exactly twice as

fast as isotopic exchange. This experiment, reported in 1935 by E. D. Hughes (of

University College, London), is considered to have established the stereochemistry of the

SN2 reaction: that each molecule undergoing substitution suffers inversion of configura-

tion. Show exactly how this conclusion is justified. (Hint: Take one molecule of alkyl

halide at a time, and consider uhat happens when it undergoes substitution.)

15. When neomenth>l chloride undergoes 2 elimination, 2-menthane makes up one-

fourth of the reaction product (Sec. 14.22). Since menthyl chloride can yield only 2-

menthene, we might expect it to react at one-fourth of the rate of neomenthyl chloride.

Actually, however, it reacts only 1/200 as fast as neomenthyl chloride: that is, only 1/50 as

fast as we would have expected. How do you account for this unusually slow elimination

from menthyl chloride? (Hint: Use models.)

16. When either cis- or /ra/j.y-1-phenylpropene was treated with chlorine in CC1 4 ,

and the reaction product was separated by preparative-scale gas chromatography, two

fractions, A and B, of formula C9H 10CI 2 , were obtained. On treatment with potassium
terr-butoxide in tert-buiyl alcohol, each fraction gave 1-chloro-l-phenyl-l-propene. Nmr
showed that Cl and CH 3 were trans in A, and cis in B.

(a) Give structural formulas for A and B. (b) In this particular system, is addition

of halogen stereospecific ? Discuss.

17. m-4-te/7-ButylcycIohexyl tosylate reacts rapidly with NaOEt in EtOH to yield

4-/r/-but>lcycIohexene; the rate of reaction is proportional to the concentration of both

tosylate and ethoxide ion. Under the same conditions, ;ra/?5-4-fcr/-butylcyclohexyl

tosylate reacts slowly to yield the alkene (plus 4-/er/-butylcyclohexyl ethyl ether); the rate

of reaction depends only on the concentration of the tosylate.

How do you account for these observations?
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18. (a) It has been proposed that the conversion of vicinal dihalides into alkenes by
the action of iodide ion can proceed by either a one-step mechanism (i) or a three-step

mechanism (ii).

(i) C C > C=C + IBr + Br~

Br Br

<L ,L JL+ <L <L
l\(u) C C * C C >

II II
Br Br I Br

Show the details, particularly the expected stereochemistry, of each step of each mechan-
ism.

(b) The following stereochemical observations have been made:

mes0-l,2-dibromo-l,2-dideuterioethane (CHDBrCHDBr) + I~ >

only cw-CHD=CHD
we$0-2,3-dibromobutane + I

~
> only /r<ms-2-butene

racemic 2,3-dibromobutane -f I" > only c/.s-2-butene

On the basis of the observed stereochemistry, which mechanism is most probably followed

by each halide? Explain in detail. How do you account for the difference in behavior

between the halides?

(c) When 1-bromocyclohexene (ordinary bromine) is allowed to react with radio-

active Br2 , and the resulting tribromide is treated with iodide ion, there is obtained

1-bromocyclohexene that contains less than 0.3% of radioactive bromine.

19. On treatment with the aromatic base pyridine (Sec. 31.8), racemic 1,2-dibromo-
1 ,2-diphenylethane loses HBr to yield /ra/i,y-l-bromo-l,2-diphenylethene; in contrast, the

meso 'iibromide loses Br2 to yield /ra/w-l,2-diphenylethene. (a) Suggest a mechanism for

the reaction of each stereoisomer. (b) How do you account for the difference in their be-

havior ?

20. Treatment of neopentyl chloride with the strong base sodamide (NaNH 2) yields

a hydrocarbon of formula C5Hio, which rapidly decolorizes bromine in carbon tetra-

chloride, but is not oxidized by cold, dilute, neutral permanganate. Its nmr spectrum
shows absorption at 8 0.20 and 8 1.05 with peak area ratio 2:3. When the same reaction

is carried out using the labeled alkyl halide, (CH 3)3CCD2CI, the product obtained has

its M +
peak at m}e 11. What is a likely structure for the hydrocarbon, and how is it prob-

ably formed? Is the result of the labeling experiment consistent with your mechanism?

(Hint: See Sec. 9.16.)

21. (a) In the liquid form, /e/7-butyl fluoride and isopropyl fluoride gave the following
nmr spectra.

tert-buty\ fluoride: doublet, 8 1.30, / = 20 Hz
isopropyl fluoride: two doublets, 8 1.23, 6H, / = 23 Hz and 4 Hz

two multiplets, 8 4.64, 1H, J = 48 Hz and 4 Hz

How do you account for each of these spectra? (Hint: See Sec. 13.10.)

(b) When the alkyl fluorides were dissolved in liquid SbF5 , the following nmr
spectra were obtained.

from rer/-butyl fluoride: single^ 8 4.35

from isopropyl fluoride: doublet, 8 5.06, 6H, / = 4 Hz
multiplet, 8 13.5, 1H, / 4 Hz

To what molecule is each of these spectra due? (Him: What does the disappearance of

just half the peaks observed in part (a) suggest?) Is the very large downfield shift what

you might have expected for molecules like these? Of what fundamental significance to

organic theory are these observations ?
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22. When methallyl chloride, CH 2=--C(CH 3)CH2C1, was treated with sodamide in

tetrahydrofuran solution, there was obtained a hydrocarbon, 4^, which gave the follow-

ing nmr spectrum:
a doublet, 8 0.83, 2H, J = 2 Hz
b doublet, 82.13, 3H,y = 1 Hz
c multiptet, 86.40, 1H

(a) What is a likely structure foi this hydrocarbon, and by what mechanism was it probably
formed? (b) What product would you expect to obtain b> the same reaction from allyl

chloride?

23. Hydrocarbon C has been prepared in two different ways:

(i)
Cl-X^>~Br

: Na > C

l-ChJoro-3-bromocu'Iohutano

(ii) CH2--=CH CH 2-CHN 2
-^^ C

Allykiia7omethane

Mass spectrometry shows a molecular weight of 54 tor C. (What is its molecular formu-

la?) On gas chroniatography, C \vjs found to have a different retention time fiom cyclo-

butene, butadiene, or meth>Ienec>clopropane. C was stable at 180 (unlike cyclobutene),

but was converted into butadiene at 225. The nmr spectrum of C' showed: /;, singlet

8 0.45, 2H; b, multiplet, 8 1.34, 2H; c, multiplet, 8 1.44, 2H.

(a) What single structure for C is consistent with all these facts 1(Hint: In analyzing
the nmr spectrum, take stereochemistry into consideration.) (b) By what familiar reac-

tion is C formed in (i)? in (ii)?

24. Describe simple chemical tests that \\ould serve to distinguish between:

(a) allyl chloride and /7-propyl chloride

(b) allyl chloride and .benzyl chloride

(c) ethylene chlorohydrin, ethylcne chloride, and ethylene glycol

(d) cyclohexanol, cyclohexyl bromide, and cyclohexene

(e) tert-buty] alcohol, fert-butyl chloride, and 1-octene

(f) benzyl chloride and /7-chlorotoluene.

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

25. A liquid of boiling point 39-41
3 was insoluble in water, dilute acids or bases,

or concentrated H2SO4 . It did not react with Bn/CC^ or dilute KMnCXj. It was sub-

jected to sodium fusion, and the resulting solution was filtered, acidified with nitric acid,

and boiled. Addition of AgNO 3 gave a precipitate.

(a) On the basis of Table 14.1, what compound or compounds might this have

been? (b) Several milliliters of CC1 4 were added to a portion of the acidified solution

from the fusion, and the mixture was shaken with chlorine water. A violet color appeared
in the CC1 4 layer. Which compound or compounds of (a) are still possible? (c) How
would each of the other possibilities hav<. responded in (b)?

26. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following. Describe how
you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown actually is. Where

possible, use simple chemical tests; where necessary, use more elaborate chemical methods
like quantitative hydrogenation, cleavage, etc. Where necessary, make use of Table 18.1.

p. 580.

(a) b.p., C b.p., C
w-decane 1 74 /?-cymene (/Msopropyltoluene) 1 77

4-methylcyclohexanol 174 limonene (see Problem 17, page 317) 178

l,3-dichloro-2-propanol 176 //-heptyl bromide 180
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(b)

1-phenyl-l-propene 177 /i-hexyl iodide 180

benzyl chloride 179 cyclohexylcarbinol 182

2-octanol 179

(c)

m-diethylbenzene 182 /i-octyl chloride 185

w-butylbenzene 183 /rww-decalin (see Problem 8, p. 315) 186

2-ethyl-l-hexanol 184



Chapter

15

Alcohols I. Preparation and

Physical Properties

15.1 Structure

Alcohols are compounds of the general formula ROH, where R is any alkyl

or substituted alkyl group. The group may be primary, secondary, or tertiary;

it may be open-chain or cyclic; it may contain a double bond, a halogen atom,

or an aromatic ring. For example:

CH,
!

"

CHr C CH 3

OH
ten- Butyl alcohol

CM -CH 2OH
AIM alcohol O 1

Cyclohcxanol

>CH 2OH

Benzyl alcohol

CH 2
- < \\ 2

Cl OH
Ethylene chlorohydrm

(/3-Chloroethyl alcohol)

CH^ -CH--CH-,
I

-

i I

-

OH OH OH
Glycerol

All alcohols- contain the hydroxyl (- OH) group, which, as the functional

group, determines the properties characteristic of this family. Variations in

structure of the R group may affect the rate at which the alcohol undergoes certain

reactions, and even, in a few cases, may affect the kind of reaction.

Compounds in which the hydroxyl group is attached directly to an aromatic

ring are not alcohols; they are phenols, and differ so markedly from the alcohols

that we shall consider them in a separate chapter.

492
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15.2 Classification

We classify a carbon atom as primary, secondary, or tertiary according to the

number of other carbon atoms attached to it (Sec. 3.1 1). An alcohol is classified

according to the kind of carbon that bears the OH group:

H

R-C-OH

H
Primary

(1)

R

R C-OH

Secondary

(2)

R

R-C-OH

R
Tertiary

0)

One reaction, oxidation, which directly involves the hydrogen atoms attached

to the carbon bearing the OH group, takes an entirely different course for each

class of alcohol. Usually, however, alcohols of different classes differ only in

rate or mechanism of reaction, and in a way consistent with their structures. Certain

substituents may affect reactivity in such a way as to make an alcohol of one class

resemble the members of a different class; benzyl alcohol, for example, though

formally a primary alcohol, often acts like a tertiary alcohol. We shall find that

these variations, too, are consistent with the structures involved.

15.3 Nomenclature

Alcohols arc named by three different systems. For the simpler alcohols

the common names, which we have already encountered (Sec. 5.19), are most often

used. These consist simply of the name of the alkyl group followed by the word

alcohol. For example:
CH 3

CH 3CH2OH
Ethyl alcohol

CH 3CHCH 3

OH
Isopropyl alcohol

CH 3CHCH 2OH
Isobutyl alcohol

CH3

CH 3CH 2-C-CH 3

ferr-PentyI alcohol p-Nitrobenzyl alcohol

H
a-Phenylethyl alcohol

We should notice that similar names do not always mean the same classification;

for example, isopropyl alcohol is a secondary alcohol, whereas isobutyl alcohol

is a primary alcohol.

It is sometimes convenient to name alcohols by the carbinol system. Accord-

ing to this system, alcohols are considered to be derived from methyl alcohol,

CH 3OH, by the replacement of one or more hydrogen atoms by other groups.

We simply name the groups attached to the carbon bearing the OH and then

add the suffix -carbinol to include the C OH portion:
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CH3CH2

CH 3

CH2

C-

H,

-OH CH 3CH2C

CH3

Triethylcarbinol

H~C-OH
H

sec-Butylcarbinol

Finally, there is the most versatile system, the IUPAC. The rules are:

(1) Select as the parent structure the longest continuous carbon chain that

contains the OH group \
then consider the compound to have been derived from

this structure by replacement of hydrogen by various groups. The parent structure

is known as ethanol, propanol, butanol, etc., depending upon the number of carbon

atoms; each name is derived by replacing the terminal -e of the corresponding

alkane name by -ol.

(2) Indicate by a number the position of the OH group in the parent chain,

generally using the lowest possible number for this purpose.

(3) Indicate by numbers the positions of other groups attached to the parent

chain.

CH3OH

Methanol

CH 3

CH3CH2-C CH 3

OH
2-Methy1-2-butanol

CH 3CH2CHCH2OH

2-Methyl-l-butanol

CH,

CH 3CHCHCH 3

OH
3-Methyl-2-butanol

C1CH2CH 2OH
2-Chloroethanol

)CH2CH2OH

2-Phenylethanol

CH 3CHCH=CH 2

OH
3-Buten-2-oi

Alcohols containing two hydroxyl groups are called glycols. They have both

common names and IUPAC names.

CH2CH2 CH 3CH CH 2II I I

OH OH OH OH
Ethylene glycol Propylene glycol

1,2-Ethanediol 1,2-Propanediol

CH2-CH2
I I

OH OH
Trimethylene giycoi

1 ,3-PropanedioI cis- 1 ,2-Cyclopcntancdiol

15.4 Physical properties

The compounds we have studied so far, the various hydrocarbons, are non-

polar or nearly so, and have the physical properties that we might expect of such

compounds: the relatively low melting points and boiling points that are charac-

teristic of molecules with weak intermolecular forces; solubility in
non-polar

solvents and insolubility in polar solvents like water.
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Alcohols, in contrast, contain the very polar OH group. In particular, this

group contains hydrogen attached to the very electronegative element, oxygen,

and therefore permits hydrogen bonding (Sec. 1.19). The physical properties (Table

15.1) show the effects of this hydrogen bonding.

R

R O~H O

Table 15J ALCOHOLS
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Let us look first at boiling points. Among hydrocarbons the factors that

determine boiling point seem to be chiefly molecular weight and shape; this is

to be expected of molecules that are held together chiefly by van der Waals forces.

Alcohols, too, show increase in boiling point with increasing carbon number, and

decrease in boiling point with branching. But the unusual thing about alcohols is

that they boil so high: as Table 15.2 shows, much higher than hydrocarbons of

the same molecular weight, and higher, even, than many other compounds of

considerable polarity. How are we to account for this?

Table 15.2 STRUCTURE AND BOILING POINT

Name Dipole
Structure Mol. Wt. Moment, D B.p., C

The answer is, of course, that alcohols, like water, are associated liquids:

their abnormally high boiling points are due to the greater energy needed to break

the hydrogen bonds that hold the molecules together. Although ethers and alde-

hydes contain oxygen, they contain hydrogen that is bonded only to carbon; these

hydrogens are not positive enough to bond appreciably with oxygen.

Infrared spectroscopy (Sec. 13.4) has played a key role in the study of hydro-

gen bonding. In dilute solution in a non-polar solvent like carbon tetrachloriue

(or in the gas phase), where association between molecules is minimal, elhanol,

for example, shows an O H stretching band at 3640 cm" 1
. As the concentration

of ethanol is increased, this band is gradually replaced by a broader band at

3350 cm" 1
. The bonding of hydrogen to the second oxygen weakens the O H

bond, and lowers the energy and hence the frequency of vibration.

Problem 15.1 The infrared spectrum of m-l,2-cyclopentanediol has an O H
stretching band at a lower frequency than for a free OH group, and this band does
not disappear even at high dilution. /rfl/w-l,2-Cyclopentanediol shows no such band.
Can you suggest a possible explanation ?

Problem 15.2 It has been suggested that there is weak hydrogen bonding:
(a) between chloroform molecules; (b) between HCN molecules. How would you
account for this? (Hint: See Sec. 8.10.)

The solubility behavior of alcohols also reflects their ability to form hydrogen
bonds. In sharp contrast to hydrocarbons, the lower alcohols are miscible with

water. Since alcohol molecules are held together by the same sort of intermodular
forces as water molecules, there can be mixing of the two kinds of molecules: the

energy required to break a hydrogen bond between two water molecules or two
alcohol molecules is provided by formation of a hydrogen bond between a water

molecule and an alcohol molecule.

This is true, however, only for the lower alcohols, where the OH group
constitutes a large portion of the molecule. A long aliphatic chain with a small
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OH group at one end is mostly alkane, and its physical properties show this.

The change in solubility with carbon number is a gradual one: the first three

primary alcohols are miscible with water; -butyl alcohol is soluble to the extent

of 8 g per 100 g water; w-pentyl, 2 g; w-hexyl, 1 g; and the higher alcohols still less.

For practical purposes we consider that the borderline between solubility and

insolubility in water occurs at about four to five carbon atoms for normal primary

alcohols.

Polyhydroxy alcohols provide more than one site per molecule for hydrogen

bonding, and their properties reflect this. The simplest glycol, ethylene glycol,

boils at 197. The lower glycols are miscible with water, and those containing as

many as seven carbon atoms show appreciable solubility in water. (Ethylene glycol

owes its use as an antifreeze e.g. Prestone to its high boiling point, low freezing

point, and high solubility in water.)

Problem 15.3 The disaccharide sucrose, C^I^On, is a big molecule and yet

(it is ordinary table sugar) is extremely soluble in water. What might you guess about

its structure? (Check your answer on p. 11 19.)

Problem 15.4 How do you account for the fact that, although ethyl ether has

a much lower boiling point than //-butyl alcohol, it has the same solubility (8 g per

lOOg) in water?

15.5 Industrial source

If an organic chemist were allowed to choose ten aliphatic compounds with

which to be stranded on a desert island, he would almost certainly pick alcohols.

From them he could make nearly every other kind of aliphatic compound : alkenes,

alkyl halides, ethers, aldehydes, ketones, acids, esters, and a host of others. From
the alkyl halides, he could make Grignard reagents, and from the reaction between

these and the aldehydes and ketones obtain more complicated alcohols and so on.

Our stranded chemist would use his alcohols not only as raw materials but fre-

quently as the solvents in which reactions are carried out and from which products
are recrystallized.

For alcohols to be such important starting materials in aliphatic chemistry,

they must be not only versatile in their reactions but also available in large amounts

and at low prices. There are two principal ways to get the simple alcohols that

are the backbone of aliphatic organic synthesis: by hydration of alkenes obtained

from the cracking of petroleum, and by fermentation of carbohydrates. In addition

to these two chief methods, there are some others that have more limited appli-

cation. (See Fig. 15.1.)

(a) Hydration of alkenes. We have already seen (Sec. 3.31) that alkenes con-

taining up to four or five carbon atoms can be separated from the mixture ob-

tained from the cracking of petroleum. We have also seen (Sees. 6.8 and 6.9)

that alkenes are readily converted into alcohols either by direct addition of water,

or by addition of sulfuric acid followed by hydrolysis. By this process there can

CH 3-CH--CH 2 + H 2SO4
-> CH 3

- CH-CH3 -5^> CH3~CH~CH3

OSO3H 6H
Isopropyl alcohol

(2)
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CHi

CHy H2O

CH3

CH3-C-CH 3

+OH2

CH3

OH
/er/-Butyl alcohol

(3)

be obtained only those alcohols whose formation is consistent with the application

of Markovnikov's rule: for example, isopropyl but not w-propyl, sec-butyl but

not w-butyl, terf-butyl but not isobutyl. Thus the only primary alcohol obtainable

in this way is ethyl alcohol.

cracking

Sec. 3.31

^ RCH-CH 2

hydration

Sec. 6.9

cracking

> RCHCH 3

OH
Markovnikuv

addition

Ziegler-Natta

polymerization, air

Sec. 32.6

hydration

CH}(CH 2CH2 )nCH2OH'

Long straight-chain

even numbered alcohols

reduction

Ethyl alcohol
yeast fermentation

Sec. 15.5
Sugars

Fusel oil <

Mixture of 1 alcohols

' Starch

Figure 15.1. Industrial sources of alcohols.

(b) Fermentation of carbohydrates. Fermentation of sugars by yeast, the

oldest synthetic chemical process used by man, is still of enormous importance for

the preparation of ethyl alcohol and certain other alcohols. The sugars come

from a variety of sources, mostly molasses from sugar cane, or starch obtained from

various grains; the name "grain alcohol" has been given to ethyl alcohol for this

reason.

When starch is the starting material, there is obtained, in addition to ethyl

alcohol, a smaller amount offusel oil (German: Fusel, inferior liquor), a mixture

of primary alcohols: mostly isopentyl alcohol with smaller amounts of w-propyl

alcohol, isobutyl alcohol, and 2-methyl-l-butanol, known as active amyl alcohol

(amyl pentyl).

\ 15.5 The isopentyl and active amyl alcohols are formed by enzymatic
transformation of the amino acids leucine and isoleucine, which come front hydrolysis
of protdin material in the starch.

(CH3)2CHCH 2CH(NH3
*)COO

-

Leucine

CH3CH2CH(CH3KH(NH,*)COO-
Isoleucinc
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(a) Which amino acid gives which alcohol? (b) Although both amino acids are opti-

cally active, and the transformation processes are analogous, only one gives an alco-

hol that is optically active. Why is this?

15.6 Ethyl alcohol

Ethyl alcohol is not only the oldest synthetic organic chemical used by man,

but it is also one of the most important.

In industry ethyl alcohol is widely used as a solvent for lacquers, varnishes,

perfumes, and flavorings; as a medium for chemical reactions; and in recrystal-

lizations. In addition, it is an important raw material for synthesis; after we have

learned more about the reactions of alcohols (Chap. 16), we can better appreciate

the role played by the leading member of the family. For these industrial purposes

ethyl alcohol is prepared both by hydration of ethylene and by fermentation of

sugar from molasses (or sometimes starch); thus its ultimate source is petroleum,

sugar cane, and various grains.

Ethyl alcohol is the alcohol of "alcoholic" beverages. For this purpose it is

prepared by fermentation of sugar from a truly amazing variety of vegetable

sources. The particular beverage obtained depends upon what is fermented (rye

or corn, grapes or elderberries, cactus pulp or dandelions), how it is fermented

(whether carbon dioxide is allowed to escape or is bottled up, for example), and

what is done after fermentation (whether or not it is distilled). The special flavor

of a beverage is not due to the ethyl alcohol but to other substances either charac-

teristic of the particular source, or deliberately added.

Medically, ethyl alcohol is classified as a hypnotic (sleep producer); it is less toxic

than other alcohols. (Methanol, for example, is quite poisonous: drinking it, breathing it

for prolonged periods, or allowing it to remain long on the skin can lead to blindness

or death.)

Because of its unique position as both a highly taxed beverage and an important
industrial chemical, ethyl alcohol poses a special problem: it must be made available to

tfie chemical industry in a form that is unfit to drink. This problem is solved by addition

of a denaturant, a substance that makes it unpalatable or even poisonous. Two of the

eighty-odd legal denaturants, for example, are methanol and high-test gasoline. When
necessary, pure undenatured ethyl alcohol is available for chemical purposes, but its

use is strictly controlled by the Federal Government.

Except for alcoholic beverages, nearly all the ethyl alcohol used is a mixture of

95% alcohol and 5% water, known simply as 95% alcohol. What is so special

about the concentration of 95%? Whatever the method of preparation, ethyl

alcohol is obtained first mixed with water; this mixture is then concentrated by
fractional distillation. But it happens that the component of lowest boiling point
is not ethyl alcohol (b.p. 78.3) but a binary azeotrope containing 95% alcohol

and 5% water (b.p. 78.15). As an azeotrope, it of course gives a vapor of the same

composition, and hence cannot be further concentrated by distillation no matter

how efficient the fractionating column used.

Pure ethyl alcohol is known as absolute alcohol. Although more expensive
than 95% alcohol, it is available for use when specifically required. It is obtained

by taking advantage of the existence of another azeotrope, this time a ternary

one of b.p. 64.9: 7.5% water, 18.5% ethyl alcohol, and 74% benzene.
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Problem 15.6 Describe exactly what will happen if one distills a mixture of 150

g of 95% alcohol and 74 g of benzene.

For certain special purposes (Sees. 26.2 and 26.3) even the slight trace of water

found in commercial absolute alcohol must be removed. This can be accomplished

by treatment of the alcohol with metallic magnesium; water is converted into

insoluble Mg(OH)2 , from which the alcohol is then distilled.

15.7 Preparation of alcohols

Most of the simple alcohols and a few of the complicated ones are available

from the industrial sources described in Sec. 15.5. Other alcohols must be pre-

pared by one of the methods outlined below.

PREPARATION OF ALCOHOLS

1. Oxymercuration-demercuration. Discussed in Sec. 15.8.

X
C==C

X
+ Hg(OAc)2 + H2

Mercuric acetate

-C-C- ^^ -C-C-

Examples:

CH3

CH H8(OAc)?' H;0

I*.
3,3-Dimethy1-1-butene

Markovnikov
addition

CH3

_ -CH-CH3

CH3 OH
3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanol

No rearrangement

Norbornene ew-Norborneol

2. Hydroboration-oxidation. Discussed in Sees. 15.9-15.11.

N
O=C

/
+ (BH3)2 -C-C

'

> ~C-C- +

Alkylborane

Antt-Markovnllcw
orientation
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CH3

1-Methylcyclopcntene

syn-Addition

H OH
frflrtJ-2-Methyl- 1-cyclopcntanol

Y"3
H2 2>OH

> CH3-C-CH2-CH2OH No rearrangement

CH 3

CH3~C-CH=CH2

CH3 en 3

3,3-Dimethyl-l-butene $,3-Dimethyl-l-butanol

3. Grignard synthesis. Discussed in Sees. 15.12-15.15.

-C=0 \- MgX C OMgX

R

H

:=O f RMgX

-formaldehyde

H

R' C=O + RMgX

Kher aldehydes

T
R'C=O + RMgX

Kctoncs

H

H-i

<&H2H2C-CH2 + RMgX

:thylene oxide

R'COOC2H5 + 2RMgX
An ester

-OMgX

V
R'-C-OMgX

R

R"

R'-C-OMgX

R

RCH2CH2OMgX

C-OH I

R

H

H-C-OH

R

H

R'-C-OH

R

R"

'~C

R

+ X"

1 alcohol

2 alcohol

3 alcohol

H2o j

R

* R'-C-OMgX -5^

R

Discussed in Sec. 20.21.

RCH2CH2OH F alcohol:

two carbons
added

R

R'-C-OH 3 alcohol

Jt
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4. Hydrolysis of alkyl halides. Discussed in Sec. 15.7.

R~X + OH- (or H20) > R-OH + X~ (or HX)

Examples:

@>CH2CI
""** N'OH

Benzyl chloride

CH2=CH2

"2t " 2
> CH2-CH2 ^'"2"> CH2-CH2

Ethylene

Ethylene chlorohydrin Ethylene glycol

5. Aldol condensation. Discussed in Sec. 21.7.

Reduction of carbonyl compounds. Discussed in Sec. 19.10.

7. Reduction of acids and esters. Discussed in Sees. 18.18 and 20.22.

8. Hydroxyiation of alkenes. Discussed in Sees. 6.20 and 17.12.

KMnO^ ^L^L
OH OH

5>'/i-hydro\ylation

-C=O
OH

RCOiQH ^ _ HAH^ _^ \^_

OH

We can follow either of two approaches to the synthesis of alcohols or,

for that matter, of most other kinds of compounds, (a) We can retain the original

carbon skeleton, and simply convert one functional group into another until we

arrive at an alcohol; or (b) we can generate a new, bigger carbon skeleton and

at the same time produce an alcohol.

By far the most important method of preparing alcohols is the Grignard

synthesis. This is an example of the second approach, since it leads to the forma-

tion of carbon-carbon bonds. In the laboratory a chemist is chiefly concerned with

preparing the more complicated alcohols that he cannot buy; these are prepared

by the Grignard synthesis from rather simple starting materials. The alkyl halides

from which the Grignard reagents are made, as well as the aldehydes and ketones

themselves, are most conveniently prepared from alcohols; thus the method

ultimately involves the synthesis of alcohols from less complicated alcohols.

Alcohols can be conveniently made from compounds containing carbon-

carbon double bonds in two ways; by oxymercuration-demercuration and by

hydroboration-oxidation. Both amount to addition of water to the double bond,

but with opposite orientation- Markovnikov and anti-Markovnikov and hence

the two methods neatly complement each' other.
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Hydrolysis of alkyl halides is severely limited as a method of synthesizing

alcohols, since alcohols are usually more available than the corresponding halides;

indeed, the best general preparation of halides is from alcohols. The synthesis

of benzyl alcohol from toluene, however, is an example of a useful application

of this method.

aqueous NaOH

Toluene Benzyl chloride

For those halides that can undergo elimination, the formation of alkene must al-

ways be considered a possible side reaction.

Problem 15.7 Give structures of compounds A through D in the following in-

dustrially important synthesis.

CH3CH=CH2 + C12

A + H2O, OH'

B + C12 , H2O

C + H2O, OH-

600* A (C3H5C1)

B (C3H60)

C (C3H 7 2C1)

D (C3H8 3)

15.8 Oxymercuration-demercuration

Alkenes react with mercuric acetate in the presence of water to give hydroxy-
mercurial compounds which on reduction yield alcohols.

+ H2O + Hg(OAc)2
-

Alkene Water Mercuric acetate

Oxymercuration Demercuration

-d; <L_
NaBHs -i <L_

OH HgOA?) OH H
V~- '

Alcohol

OAc - CH 3COO

The first stage, oxymercuration, involves addition to the carbon-carbon

double bond of OH and HgOAc. Then, in demercwation, the HgOAc is

replaced by H. The reaction sequence amounts to hydration of the alkene, but

is much more widely applicable than direct hydration.

The two-stage process of oxymercuration-demercuration is fast and con-

venient, takes place under mild conditions, and gives excellent yields often over

90%. The alkene is added at room temperature to an aqueous solution of mercuric

acetate diluted with the solvent tetrahydrofuran. Reaction is generally complete

within minutes. The organomercurial compound is not isolated but is simply

reduced in situ by sodium borohydride, NaBH4 . (The mercury is recovered as a

ball of elemental mercury.)
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Oxymercuration-demercuratiori is highly regiospecific, and gives alcohols

corresponding to Markovnikov addition of water to the carbon-carbon double

bond. For example:

Hg(OAc)2 ,H20^ NaBH4 ^CH3(CHa)3CH=CH2

1-Hexene

2-Hexanol

CH3 CH3

CH3CH2C=CH2
H8(OAc)2>H2

> -^^> CH3CH2CCH3

2-Methyl-l-butene !

terf-Pentyl alcohol

OCH3 Hg(OAc)2 ,H2O NaBH4^ " ' '

X)H

1-MethylcycIopentene 1-Methylcyclopentanol

CH3 CH 3

CH 3-C-CH=CH2 HUOAch.W), JS*52i CH3-C CH-CH 3

CH3 CH 3 OH
3,3-Dimethyl-l-butene 3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanol

Oxymercuration involves electrophilic addition to the carbon-carbon double

bond, with the mercuric ion acting as electrophile. The absence of rearrangement

and the high degree of stereospecificity (typically anti) in the oxymercuration

step argues against an open carbonium ion as intermediate. Instead, it has been

proposed, there is formed a cyclic mercurinium ion, analogous to the bromonium

I

and chloronium ions involved in the addition of halogens. In 1971, Olah (p. 160)

reported spectroscopic evidence for the preparation of stable solutions of such

mercurinium ions.

The mercurinium ion is attacked by the nucleophilic solvent water, in the

present case to yield the addition product. This attack is back-side (unless pre-

vented by some structural feature) and the net result is anti addition, as in the

addition of halogens (Sec. 7.12). Attack is thus of the SN2 type; yet the orientation

of addition shows that the nucleophile becomes attached to the more highly sub-

stituted carbon as though there were a free carbonium ion intermediate. As we
shall see (Sec. 17.15), the transition state in reactions of such unstable three-

membered rings has much SN 1 character.

Although the demercuration reaction is not really understood, free radicals

have been proposed as intermediates. Whatever the mechanism, demercuration is

generally not stereospecific and can, in certain special cases, be accompanied by

rearrangement.

Despite the stereospecificity of the first stage, then, the overall process is not,
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in general, stereospecific. Rearrangements can occur, but are not common. The
reaction of 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene illustrates the absence of the rearrangements
that are typical of intermediate carbonium ions.

Mercuration can be carried out in different solvents to yield products other

than alcohols. This use of solvomercuration as a general synthetic tool is due largely

to H. C. Brown (p. 507).

Problem 15.8 Predict the product of the reaction of styrene with mercuric ace-

tate in methanol solution, followed by reduction with NaBH4 .

15.9 Hydroboration-oxidation

With the reagent diborane, (BH 3 ) 2 , alkenes undergo hydroboration to yield

alkylboranes, R 3B, which on oxidation give alcohols. For example:

(BH 3 )2
"*-<-"=

> CH 3CH 2BH2

(CH 3CH 2)2BH
H:C CH;

>

Triethylboron

Diborane
(CH 3CH 2)2BH

H:C CH3
> (CH 3CH2)3B

(CH 3CH 2) 3B + 3H 2O2
- 3CH 3CH 2OH + 3B(OH)3

Triethylboron Hydrogen Ethyl alcohol Boric acid

peroxide

The reaction procedure is simple and convenient, the yields are exceedingly high,

and, as we shall see, the products are ones difficult to obtain from alkenes in any
other way.

Diborane is the dimer of the hypothetical BH 3 (horane) and, in the reactions

that concern us, acts much as though it were BH 3 . Indeed, in tetrahydrofuran,

one of the solvents used for hydroboration, the reagent exists as the monomer,
in the form of an acid-base complex with the solvent.

H H H
N

H H CH2-CH2

H:B B' ^B H:B:6
H \S V X

H H X
CH2-CH 2

Borane Diborane Borane-tetrahydrofuran
complex

Hydroboration involves addition to the double bond of BH 3 (or, in following

stages, BH 2R and BHR 2), with hydrogen becoming attached to one doubly-bonded

carbon, and boron to the other. The alkylborane can then undergo oxidation,

in which the boron is replaced by OH (by a mechanism we shall encounter in

Sec. 28.6). /

'
Hydroboration Oxidation

44-
^Ikene ^ k k <!)H

x N
Alcohol

BHR, H-BR2
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Thus, the two-stage reaction process of hydroboration-oxidation permits,

in effect, the addition to the carbon-carbon double bond of the elements of

H-OH.
Reaction is carried out in an ether, commonly tetrahydrofuran or "diglyme"

(</fethylene glycol methyl ether, CH3OCH2CH2OCH2CH2OCH3). Diborane is

commercially available in tetrahydrofuran solution. The alkylboranes are not

isolated, but are simply treated in situ with alkaline hydrogen peroxide.

15.10 Orientation and stereochemistry of hydroboration

Hydroboration-oxidation, then, converts alkenes into alcohols. Addition is

highly regiospecific; the preferred product here, however, is exactly opposite to

the one formed by oxyrnercuration-demercuration or by direct acid-catalyzed

hydration. For example:

CH3CH=CH2

Propylene

(BH 3)2 H 2O2,OH- CH 3CH2CH2OH
w-Propyl alcohol

CH3CH2CH=CH2

1-Butene

(BH3)j H 2 2 .OH~ CH3CH2CH2CH 2OH
/i-Butyl alcohol

CH3 C=CH2

Isobutylene

<BH 3)2 H2O2,OH~
r~C 2OH
Isobutyl alcohol

=C

CH3

CH3-CH=C-CH3

2-Methyl-2-butene

CH3

CH3 C-CH=CH2

CH3

3,3-Dimethyl-l -butene

(BH3 )2 H2 2,OH-

CH3

> CH3-CH CH CH3

(BH3)2

3-Methyl-2-butanol

(2)

CH,
HaOi.OH-

> CH3-C--CH2--CH2OH

CH3

3,3-Dimethyl-l-butanol

The hydroboration-oxtdation process gives products corresponding to anti-Markovni-

kov addition of water to the carbon-carbon double bond.

The reaction of 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene illustrates a particular advantage of the

method. Rearrangement does not occur in hydroboration evidently because

carbonium ions are not intermediates and hence the method can be used without

the complications that often accompany other addition reactions.

The reaction of 1,2-dimethylcyclopentene illustrates the stereochemistry of

the synthesis: hydroboration-oxidation involves overall syn addition.
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(BH3 )2 H 2 2
.OH^

:n3 tH3 H 6n
1 ,2-Dimethylcyclopentene cis- \ ,2-Dimethylcyclopentanol

Through a combination of features of which we take up only three orienta-

tion, stereochemistry, and freedom from rearrangements hydroboration-oxida-

tion gains its great synthetic utility: it gives a set of alcohols not obtainable from

alkenes by other methods and, through these alcohols (Sec. 16.10), provides a

convenient route to corresponding members of many chemical families.

We catch here a brief glimpse of just one of the many applications of hydroboration
to organic synthesis that have been discovered by H. C. Brown (of Purdue University).

Although generally recognized as an outstanding organic chemist, Professor Brown was

originally trained as an inorganic chemist, in the laboratory of H. I. Schlesinger at the

University of Chicago. It was in this laboratory in the course of a search for volatile

uranium compounds, during World War II that lithium aluminum hydride and sodium

borohydride (Sec. 19.10) were first made and their reducing properties first observed; and
it was here that Brown's interest in borohydrides originated.

The examples we have used to show the fundamentals of hydroboration-

oxidation have been, necessarily, simple ones. In practice, synthesis generally

involves more complicated molecules, but the principles remain the same. For

example:

OH
Cholesterol

Cholestanc-30,6a-diol

I

'

/
CH>

C8H, 7
=- CHCH2CH2CH2CHX

CH3

Problem 15.9 Predict the products of hydroboration-oxidation of: (a) as~2-

phenyl-2-butene; (b) /rww-2-phenyl-2-butene; (c) 1-methylcyclohexene.

Problem 15.10 The stereochemistry of hydroboration-oxidation is the net result

of the stereochemistry of the two steps, and is consistent with either of two combina-
tions of stereochemistry for the individual steps. What aic these two combinations?

15.11 Mechanism of hydroboration

Much of the usefulness of hydroboration-oxidation lies in the "unusual"

orientation of the hydration. The OH simply takes the position occupied by
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boron in the intermediate alkylborane, and hence the final product reflects the

orientation of the hydroboration step. Is this orientation really "unusual"?

The orientation appears to be unusual because hydrogen adds to the opposite

end of the double bond from where it adds in ordinary electrophilic addition.

But the fundamental idea in electrophilic addition is that the electrophilic part of the

reagent the acidic part- -becomes attached, using the TT electrons, in such a way
that the carbon being deprived of the TT electrons is the one best able to stand

the deprivation. Thus, with propyJene as an example:

HZ CH 3 -CH CH 2

ri

Z .

CH 3 CH- CHf

H

Now, what is the center of acidity in BH 3 ? Clearly, boron, with only six

electrons. It is not at all surprising that boron should seek out the TT electrons of the

double bond and begin to attach itself to carbon. In doing this, it attaches itself

in such a way that the positive charge can develop on the carbon best able to

accommodate it. Thus:

s+
CH 3-*CH CH 2

: 8-

H-B H

H

Unlike ordinary electrophilic addition, however, the reaction does not proceed

to give a carbonmm ion. As the transition state is approached, the carbon that is

losing the TT electrons becomes itself increasingly acidic: electron-deficient boron

is acidic but so, too, is electron-deficient carbon. Not too far away is a hydrogen
atom held to boron by a pair of electrons. Carbon begins to take that hydrogen,

with its electron pair; boron, as it gains the TT electrons, is increasingly willing to

release that hydrogen. Boron and hydrogen both add to the doubly-bonded car-

bons in the same transition state:

8 +

CH 3 CHCH2 Transition state for
i i

8_ hydroboration
H B-

In view of the basic nature of alkcncs and the acidic nature of BH 3 , the principal

driving force of the reaction is almost certainly attachment of boron to carbon.

In the transition state attachment of boron to C-l has proceeded to a greater

extent than attachment of hydrogen to C--2. Thus loss of (n) electrons by C-2
to the Q B bond exceeds its gain of electrons from hydrogen, and so C-2, the

carbon that can best accommodate the charge, has become positive.

On theoretical grounds (Chap. 29) it has been postulated that the step we have
described must follow a preliminary step in which boron attaches itself to both carbon

atoms, or perhaps to the -a electrons.

Thus orientation of addition in hydroboration is controlled in fundamentally
the same way as in two-step electrophilic addition. Hydrogen becomes attached
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to opposite ends of the double bond in the two reactions because it adds without

electrons in one case (as a proton, an acid), and with electrons in the other case (as a

hydride ion, a base).

Because of the Lo\vry-Br0nsted treatment of acids and bases, we tend to think of

hydrogen chiefly in its proton character. Actually, its hydride character has considerably
more reality. Solid lithium hydride, for example, has an ionic crystalline lattice made up
of Li + and H "

; by contrast, a naked unsolvated proton is not encountered by the organic
chemist.

We are already familiar with the facile transfer of hydride from carbon to carbon:

within a single molecule (hydride shift in rearrangements), and between molecules

(abstraction by carbonium ion, Sec. 6.16). Later on we shall encounter a set of remark-

ably versatile reducing agents (hydrides like lithium aluminum hydride, LiAlH4 , and
sodium borohydride, NaBH4) that function by transfer of hydride ion to organic molecules.

Problem 15.11 Identify the acids and bases (Lewis or Lowry-Br0nsted) in each

of the following reactions:

(a) Li
+ H- + H 2 > H2 + Li + OH'

(b) (C 2H 5)jB+ NH, > (C2H5X,B:NH 3

(c) (BHj) 2 + 2(CH 3 )3N > 2H 3B:N(CH 3)3

(d) 2Li +H + (BH 3)2
> 2Li +BH4

'

Problem 15.12 In light of the mechanism, what stereochemistry would you ex-

pect for the hydroboration step? On this basis, which of the two combinations in
*

Problem 15.10 (p. 507) would be the correct one? What would the stereochemistry of

the oxidation step be?

(Actually, the stereochemistry, worked out in a way we cannot go into here, is

part of the basis for the mechanism, and not the other way around.}

15.12 Grignard synthesis of alcohols

The Grignard reagent, we recall, has the formula RMgX, and is prepared by
the reaction of metallic magnesium with the appropriate organic halide (Sec. 3.16).

This halide can be alkyl (1, 2, 3), allylic, aralkyl (e.g., benzyl), or aryi (phenyl

RX + Mg "**"**,
A Grignard

reagent

or substituted phenyl). The halogen may be Cl, Br or I. (Arylmagnesium
chlorides must be made in the cyclic ether tetrahydrofuran instead of ethyl ether.)

One of the most important uses of the Grignard reagent is its reaction with

aldehydes and ketones to yield alcohols. Aldehydes and ketones have the general

formulas:

H R

R-~C==O R C=O
An aldeh>de A ketone

The functional group of both is the carbonyl group, C=O, and, as we shall see

later (Chap. 19), aldehydes and ketones resemble each other closely in most of
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their reactions. Like the carbon-carbon double bond, the carbonyl group is

unsaturated, and like the carbon-carbon bond, it undergoes addition. One of its

typical reactions is addition of the Grignard reagent.

Since the electrons of the carbonyl double bond hold together atoms of quite

different electronegativity, we would not expect the electrons to be equally shared;

in particular, the mobile TT cloud should be pulled strongly toward the more electro-

negative atom, oxygen. Whatever the mechanism involved, addition of an un-

symmetrical reagent is oriented so that the nucleophilic (basic) portion attaches

itself to carbon, and the electrophilic (acidic) portion attaches itself to oxygen.

The carbon-magnesium bond of the Grignard reagent is a highly polar bond,

carbon being negative relative to electropositive magnesium. It is not surprising,

then, that in the addition to carbonyl compounds, the organic group becomes

attached to carbon and magnesium to oxygen. The product is the magnesium

C OMgX
H20,

tfMgX

C-OH +

R
An alcohol

Mg(OH)X

Mg+ X- H2

salt of the weakly acidic alcohol and is easily converted into the alcohol itself by
the addition of the stronger acid, water. Since the Mg(OH)X thus formed is a

gelatinous material difficult to handle, dilute mineral acid (HC1, H2SO4) is com-

monly used instead of water, so that water-soluble magnesium salts are formed.

15.13 Products of the Grignard synthesis

The class of alcohol that is obtained from a Grignard synthesis depends

upon the type of carbonyl compound used: formaldehyde, HCHO, yields primary

alcohols; other aldehydes, RCHO, yield secondary alcohols; and ketones, R2CO,

yield tertiary alcohols.

I RMgX

Formaldehyde

H

H-i-OMgX
R

1 alcohol

V
R' C=0 f RMgX

Higher aldehydes

R'-C-OH

R
2 alcohol

R'-C=O h RMgX
^^

Ketones R
3 alcohol
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This relationship arises directly from our definitions of aldehydes and ketones,

and our definitions of primary, secondary, and tertiary alcohols. The number of

hydrogens attached to the carbonyl carbon defines the carbonyi compound as

formaldehyde, higher aldehyde, or ketone. The carbonyl carbon is the one that

finally bears the OH group in the product; here the number of hydrogens defines

the alcohol as primary, secondary, or tertiary. For example:

CH3CH2CHCH3

H
+ H C=O

CH3

CH3CH2CHCH2OMgBr

MgBr
jec-Butylmagnesium

bromide

Formaldehyde

CH3

CH3CH2CHCH2OH
AT alcohol

sec-Butylcarbinol

(2-Methyl-l-butanoI)

Phenylmagnesium
bromide

Acetaldehydc A 2 alcohol

Phenylmethylcarbinol

(1-Phenylethanol)

CH3

ff-C4H9MgBr + CH3-C=0
w-Butylmagnesium

bromide
Acetone

rCOMgBr
CH3

=> I
-> /l-C4Hg C OH

CH3

A 3 alcohol

n-Butyldimethylcarbinol

(2-Methyl-2-hexanol)

A related synthesis utilizes ethylene oxide (Sec. 17.14) to make primary alcohols

containing two more carbons than the Grignard reagent. Here, too, the organic

H2C-CH2

Ethylene oxide

RMgX RCH2CH2OMgX
H2

% RCH2CH2OH
A 1 alcohol:

two carbons added

group becomes attached to carbon and magnesium to oxygen, this time with the

breaking of a carbon-oxygen a bond in the highly strained three-membered ring

(Sec. 9.9). For example:

MgBr ! H2C HCH2

X)

Phenylmagnesium
bromide

Ethylene
oxide

)CH2CH2OMgBr

H2

)CH2CH2OH

0-Phenylethyl alcohol

(2-Phenylethanol)
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15.14 Planning a Grignard synthesis

How do we decide which Grignard reagent and which carbonyl compound
to use in preparing a particular alcohol ? We have only to look at the structure

of the alcohol we want. Of the groups attached to the carbon bearing the OH
group, one must come from the Grignard reagent, the other two (including any

hydrogens) must come from the carbonyl compound.
Most alcohols can be obtained from more than one combination of reagents;

we usually choose the combination that is most readily available. Consider, the

example, the synthesis of 2-phenyl-2-hexanol :

CH 3CH2CH2CH2MgBr -f

!OH
2-PhenyI-2-hexanol

CH3 /
I

'"

CH3CH2CH2CH2 C-

OH
2-Phenyl-2-hexanol

/j-Butylmagnesium
bromide

O
Acetophenone

CH3CH2CH2CH2 C -f- BrMg-

O
Phenylmagnesium

bromide
Methyl /i-butyl

ketone

As shown, we could make this either from the four-carbon Grignard reagent

and the aromatic ketone, or from the phenyl Grignard reagent and the six-carbon

aliphatic ketone. As we shall know when we have studied aldehydes and ketones

(Chap. 1 9), the first route uses the more readily available carbonyl compound and

is the one actually used to make this alcohol.

15.15 Limitations of the Grignard synthesis

The very reactivity that makes a Grignard reagent so useful strictly limits

how we may use it. We must keep this reactivity in mind when we plan the experi-

mental conditions of the synthesis, when we select the halide that is to become the

Grignard reagent, and when we select the compound with which it is to react,

In our first encounter with the Grignard reagent (Sec. 3.16), we allowed it to

react with water to form an alkane; the stronger acid, water, displaced the extremely

weak acid, the alkane, from its salt. In the same way, any compound containing

hydrogen attached to an electronegative element oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, or

even triply-bonded carbon is acidic enough to decompose a Grignard reagent.

A Grignard reagent reacts rapidly with oxygen and carbon dioxide, and with nearly

every organic compound containing a carbon-oxygen or carbon-nitrogen multiple

bond.

How does all this affect our reaction between a Grignard reagent and, say, an

aldehyde? First of all, alkyl halide, aldehyde, and the ether used as solvent must

be scrupulously dried and freed of the alcohol from which each was very probably

made; a Grignard reagent will not even form in the presence of water. Our ap-

paratus must be completely dry before we start. We must protect the reaction
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system from the water vapor, oxygen, and carbon dioxide of the air: water vapor
can be kept out by use of calcium chloride tubes, and oxygen and carbon dioxide

can be swept out of the system with dry nitrogen. Having done all this we may
hope to obtain a good yield of product providing we have properly chosen the

halide and the aldehyde.

We cannot prepare a Grignard reagent from a compound (e.g., HOCH 2CH 2Br)

that contains, in addition to halogen, some group (e.g., OH) that will react with

a Grignard reagent; if this were tried, as fast as a molecule of Grignard reagent

formed it would react with the active group (OH) in another molecule to yield

an undesired product (HOCH 2CH 2 H).

We must be particularly watchful in the preparation of an aryimagnesium

halide, in view of the wide variety of substituents that might be present on the

benzene ring. Carboxyl ( COOH), hydroxyl (--OH), amino ( NH2), and

SO3H all contain hydrogen attached to oxygen or nitrogen, and therefore are

so acidic that they will decompose a Grignard reagent. We have just learned that

a Grignard reagent adds to the carbonyl group (C -O), and we shall learn that it

adds similarly to COOR and C~ N groups. The nitro ( NO2) group oxidizes

a Grignard reagent. It turns out that only a comparatively few groups may be

present in the halide molecule from which we prepare a Grignard reagent; among
these are R, Ar, -OR, and Cl (of an aryl chloride),

CJ may not he.

-COOH C=O
OH - COOR
NH 2 CszN
SO 3H -NO 2

and many others

G may be :

R OR
-Ar(aryl) -Cl

By the same token, the aldehyde (or other compound) with which a Grignard

reagent is to react may not contain other groups that are reactive toward a Grig-

nard reagent. For example, a Grignard reagent would be decomposed before it

could add to the carbonyl group of :

)COOHH2N<s^ Yy ||
VT/

m-Niirobenzaldehyde /?-Aminoacetophenone
O

p-Benzoylbenzoic acid

These may seem like severe limitations, and they are. Nevertheless, the num-
ber of acceptable combinations is so great that the Grignard reagent is one of

our most valuable synthetic tools. The kind of precautions described here must

be taken in any kind of organic synthesis : we must not restrict our attention to the

group we happen to be interested in, but must look for possible interference by
other functional groups.
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15.16 Steroids

Cholesterol (p. 507), notorious as the substance deposited on the walls of

arteries and as the chief constituent of gallstones, is the kind of alcohol called a

sterol. Sterols belong, in turn, to the class of compounds called steroids: com-

pounds of the general formula

A steroid

The rings are (generally) aliphatic. Lines like the vertical ones attached to

the 10- and 13-positions represent angular methyl groups. Commonly, in

cholesterol, for example,

12-CH2-CH
CH3

[-CH2-CH_
20 22 23 24 25\

CH 3
27

J

Stereochemistry is indicated by solid lines (-bonds, coming out of the plane

of the paper) and dotted lines (a-bonds, going behind the plane of the paper).

A 3ft6-diol

I

Thus in I the H and OH at the 5- and 6-positions are cis to each other, but

trans to the 3-OH and to the angular methyl at the 10-position. Fusion of the rings

to each other can be cis or trans, thus increasing the complications of the stereo-

chemistry.

Finally, in any rigid cyclic system like this, conformational effects are marked,
and often completely control the course of reaction.

H CH,

trans-Fusion
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H3C

c/5-Fusion

Steroids include sex hormones and adrenal cortical hormones (cortisone is

one), cardiac glycosides, and bile acids. Because of their biological importance

and, undoubtedly, because of the fascinating complexity of the chemistry the

study of steroids has been, and is now, one of the most active areas of organic

chemical research.

Estrone

An estrogen, or
female sex hormone

Testosterone

An androgen, or
male sex hormone

OH

HO

CH3 CH 3

I I

CHCH=CHCHCH(CH3 )2

Cortisone

An adrenocortical

hormone

Ergosterol

A precursor of
Vitamin D

PROBLEMS
1. (a) Ignoring* enantiomerism, draw the structures of the eight isomeric pentyl

alcohols, C5HUOH. (b) Name each by the IUPAC system and by the carbinol system.

(c) Label each as primary, secondary, or tertiary, (d) Which one is isopentyl alcohol?

Ai-Pentyl alcohol? te/7-Pentyl alcohol? (e) Give the structure of a primary, a secondary,
and a tertiary alcohol of the formula C6H 13OH. (f) Give the structure of a primary,
a secondary, and a tertiary cyclic alcohol of the formula C5H9OH.

2* Without referring to tables, arrange the following compounds in order of de-

creasing boiling point: (a) 3-hexanol; (b) //-hexane; (c) dimethyl-/f-propylcarbinol;

(d) /i-octyl alcohol; (e) w-hexyl alcohol.
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3. Looking at the beginning of each chapter for the structure involved, tell which

families of compounds discussed in this book can: (a) form hydrogen bonds with other

molecules of the same kind; (b) form hydrogen bonds v\ith v\ater.

4. Which compound would you expect to have the higher boiling point? (Check

your answers in the proper tables.)

(a) p-cresol (/>-CH 3C6H 4OH) or anisole (C6H 5OCH 3 )

s?
(b) methyl acetate, CH 3C , or propionic acid, CH 3CH 2C

X
OCH 3 \)H

(c) propionic acid or /j-pentyl alcohol.

5. Write equations to show how isopropyl alcohol might be prepared: (a) from

an olefin; (b) from an alkyl halide; (c) by a Grignard reaction, (d) Which method is

used industrially? Why?

6. Give structures of the Grignard reagent and the aldehyde or ketone that would
react to yield each of the following alcohols. If more than one combination of reuctants

is possible, show each of the combinations.

(a) (h) each of the isomenc penty) alcohols of Problem l(a)

(i) 1-phenyl-l-propanol (n) cyclohexylcarbinol

(j) 2-phenyl-2-propanol (o) 1-cyclohexylethanol

(k) l-phenyl-2-propanol (p) 2,4-dimethyl-3-pentanol

(1) 3-phenyM-propanol (a) 1-(/7-tolyl)ethanol, ^-CH 3QH4CHOHCH 3

(m) 1-methylcyclohexanol (r) triphenylcarbmol, (C6H 5 ) 3COH

7. For many 2-substituted ethanols, GCH 2CH 2OH, the gauche conformation is

more stable than the anti:

G - -OH, NH 2 , F, Cl, Br, -OCH 3 , NHCH,, N(CH 3 ) 2 , and ~NO 2 .

How might this be accounted for?

8. (a) As shov\n on p. 507, cholesterol is converted into cholestane-3j8,6a-diol

through cvVhydration by hydroboration-oxidation. What stereoisomeric product could

also have been formed by m-hydralion ? Actually, the reaction gives a 78/' yield of

cholestane-3/3,6-diol, and only a small amount of its stereoisomer. What factor do you
think is responsible for this particular stereospccificity ? (Him: See pp. 514-515.)

(b) Hydroboration of androst-9(l l)-cne gives 90",', of a single stereoisomer. Which
would you expect this to be?

Andrust- c

)(l l)-cnc

9. (a) Using models and then drawing formulas, show the possible chair conforma-
tions for f/.v-l,3-cyclohcxanediol. (b) On the basis solely of 1,3-interaction, which would

you expect to be the more stable conformation? (c) Infrared evidence indicates intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding in r/s-l,3-cyclohexanediol. Just how would the infrared

spectrum show this? Which conformation in (a) is indicated by this evidence, and what
is the source of its stability?

10. The infrared spectrum of the stereoisomer of 2 >5-di-/erf-butyl-l ,4-cyclohexanediol
in which all four substituents are cis to each other shows the presence of an intramolecular

hydrogen bond. In what conformation does the molecule exist? (Hint: Use models.)
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11. (a) What are the two diastereomeric products that could be formed by anti-

addition of bromine to cholesterol? to 2-cholestene ? (b) Actually, one product greatly

predominates in each case, as shown :

HO,

Cholesterol 5a,6j3-Dibromo-3/9-hydroxycholestane

*5' yield

2-Cholestene 2/3,3a-Dibromocholestane

7tf yield

How do you account for the observed stereochemistry? (It is not a matter of relative

stability of the diastereomers.) (Hint: Consider carefully the stereochemical possibilities

at each step of *he mechanism.)

12. On treatment with a variety of reagents (water, acetylide ion), borate esters of

the kind shown arc converted into alkenes:

(RO)2BCH 2CH2Br CH2=CH2

The els and trans esters (I) were prepared, and their configurations were assigned by
nmr. Each ester was treated with bromine, and the resulting dibromide was treated with

water, cis-l gave only trans-ll as the final product, and trans-l gave only cis-ll.

CH 3CH==C(CH 3)B(OR)2

I (m or trans)

CH3CH=-CBrCH 3

II (cis or trans)

Making use of what you know about the addition of bromine to alkenes, what do

you conclude about the stereochemistry of this elimination reaction ? Show the most

likely mechanism for the elimination, including the part played by water (or acetylide ion).
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Chapter
Alcohols II. Reactions

16.1 Chemistry of the OH group

The chemical properties of an alcohol, ROH, are determined by its functional

group, OH, the hydroxyl group. When we have learned the chemistry of the

alcohols, we shall have learned much of the chemistry of the hydroxyl group in

whatever compound it may occur; we shall know, in part at least, what to expect

of hydroxyhalides, hydroxyacids, hydroxyaldehydes, etc.

Reactions of an alcohol can involve the breaking of either of two bonds:

the C OH bond, with removal of the OH group; or the O H bond, with

removal of H. Either kind of reaction can involve substitution, in which a

group replaces the OH or -H, or elimination, in which a double bond is

formed.

Differences in the structure of R cause differences in reactivity, and in a few

cases even profoundly alter the course of the reaction. We shall see what some of

these effects of structure on reactivity are, and how they can be accounted for.

16.2 Reactions

Some of the more important reactions of alcohols are listed below, and are

discussed in following sections.

REACTIONS OF ALCOHOLS

C OH BOND CLEAVAGE

R-j-OH

1. Reaction with hydrogen halides. Discussed in Sees. 16.4-16.5.

R OH + HX > RX + H2O R may rearrange

518
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Reactivity of HX: HI > HBr > HCl

Reactivity of ROM: allyl, benzyl > 3 > 2 > 1

Examples:

2. Reaction with phosphorus trihalides. Discussed in Sec. 16.10.

R-OH + PX 3
> RX + H 3PO3

(PX 3
= PBr3 , PI3)

Examples:

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3CH 2CHCH 2OH ^ > CH,CH2CHCH2Br

2-Methyl- 1 -butanol 2-Methyl-l -bromobutane

)CHCH3
-~>

(O)cHCH 3

OH Br

1-Phenylethanol 1 -Bromo-1 -phenylethane

CH 3CH 2OH ~^^ > CH 3CH 2I

Ethyl alcohol Ethyl iodide

3. Dehydration. Discussed in Sees. 5.19-5.23, and 16.3.

i I

H OH

aclf
!> _ -C-C h H 2O Rearrangement may occur

Reactivity of ROH: 3 > 2 > 1

Examples:

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2OH
t1:?>U4 - neat

> CH 3CH-CHCH 3 and CH 3CH 2CH-CH2

//-Butyl alcohol 2-Butene 1-Butene

Major product

Cyclohexanol Cyclohexene
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2-PhcnyI-2-propanol 2-PhenyIpropene

O H BOND CLEAVAGE

RO-f-H

4. Reaction as acids: reaction with active metals. Discussed in Sec. 16.6.

RO-H + M > RO- M + + JH2 M = Na, K, Mg, Al, etc.

Reactivity of ROM: CH 3OH > l

n > 2 > 3

Examples:

CH 3CH 2OH -=-> CH 3CH 2O'Na+ + }]

Sodium cthoxidc

CH 3 CH3

CH 3-C OH --> CH 3 -C-O) 3A1

H H
Aluminium isopropoxide

CH, CH 3

I

"

K I

CH 3 C -OH -^-^ CH 3-C-O K +

CH 3 CH 3

ten- Butyl alcohol Potassium /e/7-butoxide

5. Ester formation. Discussed in Sees. 16.7 and 18.16.

Examples:

CH 3CH2OH

Tosyl chloride Ethyl tosylate

(/7-Toluenesulfonyl chloride)

CH 3CH 2OH f CH 3C > CH3C
X

+ H2O

Acetic acid Ethyl acetate

6. Oxidation. Discussed in Sec. 16.8.

H

Primary: R-CH 2OH
A ,,An aldehyde > R COOH
KMoO4

I
A carboxylic acid
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Secondary:

Tertiary:

R

K2Cr2 70rCr

R

R-C-0
A ketone

r i AMI neut. KMnO4R C OH --*-* no reaction

Examples:

CH 3CH 2CH2OH
/j-Propyl alcohol

(1)

CH 3

CH 3CH2CHCH 2OH
2-MethyM-butanol

0)

K?Cr2 7

KMn 4

H

CH 3CH 2<> O + H2

Propionaldehyde

CH 3

CH 3CH 2CHCOOH
2-Methylbutanoic acid

Cyclohcxanol

(2)
Cyclohexanone

3-Cholcstanol

(2)

3-Cholestanonc

We can see that alcohols undergo many kinds of reactions, to yield many
kinds of products. Because of the availability of alcohols, each of these reactions

is one of the best ways to make the particular kind of product. After we have

learned a little more about the reactions themselves, we shall look at some of the

ways in which they can be applied to synthetic problems.

16.3 Dehydration

We discussed the dehydration of alcohols at some length earlier (Sees. 5.19-

5.23). It might be well, however, to summarize what we know about this reaction

at our present level of sophistication.

(a) Mechanism. According to the commonly accepted mechanism, we re-

member, dehydration involves (1) formation of the protonated alcohol, ROH2 *,

(2) its slow dissociation into a carbonium ion, and (3) fast expulsion of a hydrogen

ion from the carbonium ion to form an alkene. Acid is required to convert the
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alcohol into the protonated alcohol, which dissociates by loss of the weakly basic

water molecule much more easily than the alcohol itself.

1

i H+i ! i
~H:0

j j .-H+ | j_ _ _ ~ ----
7> _ "_ ~--* __ -(\-

-->
--(2* (7__

H OH H<OH, ri

W
*

Alkene

Ale.
'

ol Protonated alcohol Carbonium ion

We recoi f his mechanism as an example of El elimination with the

protonated alec 1 as substrate. We can account, in a general way, for the con-

trast between ak hols and alkyl halides, which mostly undergo elimination by
the E2 mechanism. Since the alcohol must be protonated to provide a reasonably

good leaving group, H 2O, dehydration requires an acidic medium. But for E2

elimination we need a fairly strong base to attack the substrate without waiting

for it to dissociate into carbonium ions. A strong base and an acidic medium are,

of course, incompatible: any base much stronger than the alcohol itself would

become protonated at the expense of the alcohol.

(b) Reactivity. We know that the rate of elimjnation depends greatly upon
the rate of formation of the carbonium ion, which in turn depends upon its stability.

We know how to estimate the stability of a carbonium ion, on the basis of

inductive effects and resonance. Because of the electron-releasing inductive

effect of alkyl groups, stability and hence rate of formation of the simple alkyl

cations follows the sequence 3 > 2 > \\

We know that because of resonance stabilization (Sec. 12.19) the benzyl

cation should be an extremely stable ion, and so we are not surprised to find that

an alcohol such as 1-phenylethanol (like a tertiary alcohol) undergoes dehydration

extremely rapidly.

aad .

^)CHCH 3
-^ J>CH=CH2

1-Phenylethanol A benzyl cation Styrene

(c) Orientation. We know that expulsion of the hydrogen ion takes place in

such a way as to favor the formation of the more stable alkene. We can estimate

the relative stability of an alkene on the basis of the number of alkyl groups attached

to the doubly-bonded carbons, and on the basis of conjugation with a benzene

ring or with another carbon-carbon double bond. It is understandable, then, that

$T-butyl alcohol yields chiefly 2-butene, and l-phenyl-2-propanol yields only

1-phenylpropene.

CH 3CH 2CHCH3
-!!> CH3CH-CHCH 3

,*c-Butyl alcohol

2-Butene

Chiefproduct

:H 2CHCH 3

OH
l-Phenyl-2-propanol 1-Phenylpropene

Only product
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(d) Rearrangement. Finally, we know that a carbonium ion can rearrange,

and that this rearrangement seems to occur whenever a 1 ,2-shift of hydrogen or

alkyl group can form a more stable carbonium ion.

In all this we must not lose sight of the fact that the rates of formation of

carbonium ions and of alkenes depend chiefly upon the stabilities of the transition

states leading to fheir formation. A more stable carbonium ion is formed faster

because the factors inductive effects and resonance that disperse the charge
of a carbonium ion tend also to disperse the developing positive charge of an

incipient carbonium ion in the transition state. In the same way, the factors that

stabilize an alkene conjugation of hyperconjugation, or perhaps change in hy-

bridization tend to stabilize the developing double bond in the transition state.

16.4 Reaction with hydrogen halides: facts

Alcohols react readily with hydrogen halides to yield alkyl halides and water.

The reaction is carried out either by passing the dry hydrogen halide gas into the

alcohol, or by heating the alcohol with the concentrated aqueous acid. Sometimes

hydrogen bromide is generated in the presence of the alcohol by reaction between

sulfunc acid and sodium bromide.

The least reactive of the hydrogen halides, HC1, requires the presence of zinc

chloride for reaction with primary and secondary alcohols; on the other hand,

the very reactive ter/-butyl alcohol is converted to the chloride by simply being

shaken with concentrated hydrochloric acid at room temperature. For example:

dry HBr

Cyclohexanol Cyclohcxyl bromide

CH3CH2CH 2CH2OH
/i-Butyl alcohol

CH3CH2CH2OH
w-Propyl alcohol

v-

OH
terr-Butyl alcohol

NaBr, H2SO 4 .

reflux

HCI + ZnCI 2 ,

cone. HO
room temp.

rt-Butyl bromide

w-Propyl chloride

CH3

i
fer/-Butyl chloride

Let us list some of the facts that are known about the reaction between alcohols

and hydrogen halides.

(a) The reaction is catalyzed by acids. Even -though the aqueous hydrogen
halides are themselves strong acids, the presence of additional sulfuric acid speeds

up the formation of halides.

Problem 16.1 How do you account for the catalysis by ZnCl 2 of the HCI reac-

tion? (Hint: ZnCl2 is sometimes used as a (weak) Friedel-Crafts catalyst.)
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(b) Rearrangement of the alkyl group occurs, except with most primary alcohols.

The alkyl group in the halide does not always have the same structure as the alkyl

group in the parent alcohol. For example:

CH 3 H CH3 HI' II
CH 3-C C-CH 3 (but no CH 3-C C~CH3)

Cl H H Cl

3-Methyl-2-butanol 2-Chloro-2-methylbutane

(te/7-Pentyl chloride)

CH 3

/""IT r^ /^U ClU "Cl ^ fU C* /~*U /"'LIVrfit v, v. n ^v/n > v. r \ v. v-jn 2~~"V-.jn i

I I

CH 3 Cl

Neopentyl alcohol /?rr-Pentyl chloride

We see that the halogen does not always become attached to the carbon that origin-

ally held the hydroxyl (the first example); even the carbon skeleton may be different

from that of the starting material (the second example).

On the other hand, as shown on p. 523 for /?-propyl and w-butyl alcohols,

most primary alcohols give high yields of primary halides without rearrangement.

(c) The order of reactivity of alcohols toward HX is allyl, benzyl > y > 2 >

1 < CH3 . Reactivity decreases through most of the series (and this order is the

basis of the Lucas test, Sec. 16.1 1), passes through a minimum at 1, and rises again

atCH 3 .

16.5 Reaction with hydrogen halides: mechanism

What do the facts that we have just listed suggest to us about the mechanism

of reaction between alcohols and hydrogen halides?

Catalysis by acid suggests that here, as in dehydration, the protonated alcohol

ROH 2
*

is involved. The occurrence of rearrangement suggests that carbonium

ions are intermediates although not with primary alcohols. The idea ofcarbonium

ions is strongly supported by the order of reactivity of alcohols, which parallels

the stability of carbonium ions except for methyl.

On the basis of this evidence, we formulate the following mechanism. The

(1) ROH + HX ^Z ROH 2
+ + X~ SN1:

_ - . . v a. , , ^ oil except methanol and
(2) ROH 2

< 7= R+ + H 2 most T alcohols

(3) R + + X- > RX

alcohol accepts (step 1) the hydrogen ion to form the protonated alcohol, which

dissociates (step 2) into water and a carbonium ion; the carbonium ion then

combines (step 3) with a halide ion (not necessarily the one from step 1) to form

the alkyl halide.

Looking at the mechanism we have written, we recognize the reaction for

what it is: nucleophilic substitution, with the protonated alcohol as substrate and
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halide ion as the nucleophile. Once the reaction type is recognized, the other

pieces of evidence fall into place.

The particular set of equations written above is, of course, the SN 1 mechanism

for substitution. Primary alcohols do not undergo rearrangement simply because

they do not react by this mechanism. Instead, they react by the alternative SN2

mechanism :

[8- 8 + "I SN2:
X- + ROH2

+ > |X"R~OHJ * X-R + H 2O most r alcohols

and methanol

What we see here is another example of that characteristic of nucleophjlic

substitution: a shift in the molecularity of reaction, in this particular case between

2 and 1. This shift is confirmed by the fact that reactivity passes through a

minimum at 1 and rises again at methyl. Because of poor accommodation of the

positive charge, formation of primary carbonium ions is very slow; so slow in this

instance that the unimolecular reaction is replaced by the relatively unhindered

b' molecular attack. The bimolecular reaction is even faster for the still less hin-

dered methanol.

Thus alcohols, like halides, undergo substitution by both SN 1 and SN2 mechanisms;
but alcohols lean more toward the unimolecular mechanism. We encountered the same
situation in elimination (Sec. 16.3), and the explanation here is essentially the same:

we cannot have a strong nucleophile a strong base present in the acidic medium re-

quired for protonation of the alcohol.

Neopentyl alcohol reacts with almost complete rearrangement, showing that,

although primary, it follows the carbonium ion mechanism. This unusual behavior

is easily explained. Although neopentyl is a primary group, it is a very bulky one

and, as we have seen (Problem 14.2, p. 465), compounds containing this group

undergo SN2 reactions very slowly. Formation of the neopentyl cation from

neopentyl alcohol is slow, but is nevertheless much faster than the alternative

bimolecular reaction.

Problem 16.2 Because of the great tendency of the neopentyl cation to rearrange,

neopentyl chloride cannot be prepared from the alcohol. How might neopentyl
chloride be prepared ?

Problem 16.3 Predict tne relative rates at which the following alcohols will react

with aqueous HBr:

(a) benzyl alcohol, /?-methylbenzyl alcohol, p-nitrobenzyl alcohol ;

(b) benzyl alcohol, a-phenylethyl alcohol, /3-phenylethyl alcohol.

Problem, 16.4 When allowed to react with aqueous HBr, 3-buten-2-ol

(CH 3CHOHCH ~CH 2 ) yields not only 3-bromo-l-butene (CH 3CHBrCH CH 2) but

also l-bromo-2-butcne (CHjCH-~CHCH2Br). (a) How do you account for these

results? (Hint: See Sec. 8.21.) (b) Predict the product of the reaction between HBr
and 2-buten-l-ol (CH 3CH--CHCH2OH). (c) How does this "rearrangement" differ

from those described in the last section?

Problem 16.5 (a) Write the steps in the reaction of an alcohol with HCl by the

SN l mechanism, (b) What is the rate-determining step? (c) The rate of reaction de-

pends upon the concentration of what substance? (d) The concentration of this sub*

stance depends in turn upon the concentrations of what other compounds? (e) Will
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the rate depend only on [ROH]? Does an SN! reaction always follow first-order

kinetics?

16.6 Alcohols as acids

We have seen that an alcohol, acting as a base, can accept a hydrogen ion

to form the protonated alcohol, ROH 2 *. Let us now turn to reactions in which

an alcohol, acting as an acid, loses a hydrogen ion to form the alkoxide ion, RO ".

Since an alcohol contains hydrogen bonded to the very electronegative

element oxygen, we would expect it to show appreciable acidity. Tfie polarity

of theOH bond should facilitate the separation of the relatively positive hydrogen

as the ion; viewed differently, electronegative oxygen should readily accommodate

the negative charge of the electrons left behind.

The acidity of alcohols is shown by their reaction with active metals to form

hydrogen gas, and by their ability to displace the weakly acidic hydrocarbons

from their salts (e.g., Grignard reagents):

ROH + Na > RO~Na + + iH 2

ROH + R'MgX > R'H + Mg(OR)X
Stronger Weaker

acid acid

With the possible exception of methanol, they are weaker acids than water, but

stronger acids than acetylene or ammonia:

RO-Na* 4 H- OH > Na +OH~ + RO-H
Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker

base acid base acid

HCVC-Na* + RO H RO~Na + + HC-C H
Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker

base acid base acid

As before, these relative acidities are determined ty displacement (Sec. 8.10).

We may expand our series of acidities and basicities, then, to the following:

Relative acidities: H 2O > ROH > HC CH > NH, > RH

Relative basicities: OH" < OR' < HC C~ < NH 2
~ < R"

Not only does the alkyl group make an alcohol less acidic than water, but the

bigger the alkyl group, the less acidic the alcohol: methanol is the strongest acid

and tertiary alcohols are the weakest.

This acid-weakening effect of alkyl groups is not an electronic effect, as was once

believed, with electron release destabilizing the anion and making it a stronger base. In

the gas phase, the relative acidities of various alcohols and of alcohols and water are

reversed; evidently, the easily polarized alkyl groups are helping to accommodate the

negative charge, just as they help to accommodate the positive charge in carbonium
ions (Sees. 5.18 and 11.18). Alcohols are weaker acids than water in solution which is

where we are normally concerned with acidity and this is a solvation effect; a bulky
group interferes with the ion- dipole interactions that stabilize the anion.
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Since an alcohol is a weaker acid than water, an alkoxide is not prepared from

the reaction of the alcohol with sodium hydroxide, but is prepared instead by
reaction of the alcohol with the active metal itself.

As we shall see, the alkoxides are extremely useful reagents; they are used as

powerful bases (stronger than hydroxide) and to introduce the OR group into

a molecule.

Problem 16.6 Which would you expect to be the stronger acid: (a) 0-chloro-

ethyl alcohol or ethyl alcohol? (b) p-Nitrobenzyl alcohol or benzyl alcohol?

(c) w-Propyl alcohol or glycerol, HOCH2CHOHCH2OH?

Problem 16.7 Sodium metal was added to /erf-butyl alcohol and allowed to

react. When the metal was consumed, ethyl bromide was added to the resulting mix-

ture. Work-up of the reaction mixture yielded a compound of formula C6Hj4O.

In a similar experiment, sodium metal was allowed to react with ethanol. When
ter/-butyl bromide was added, a gas was evolved, and work-up of the remaining mix-

ture gave ethanol as the only organic material.

(a) Write equations for all reactions, (b) What familiar reaction type is involved

in each case? (c) Why did the reactions take different courses?

16.7 Formation of alkyl sulfonates

Sulfonyl chlorides (the acid chlorides of sulfonic acids) are prepared by the

action of phosphorus pentachloride or thionyl chloride on sulfonic acids or their

salts :

ArSO2OH + PC1 5
-*2*- ArSO2Cl + POC1 3 + HCl

(or ArSO3 Na) A sulfonyl (or NaCl)
chloride

Alcohols react with these sulfonyl chlorides to form esters, alkyl sulfonates \

ArSO2Cl + ROH a^" > ArSO2OR + Cl" + H2O
An alkyl sulfonate

We have already seen (Sec. 14.6) that the weak basicity of the sulfonate anion,

ArSOj~, makes it a good leaving group, and as a result alkyl sulfonates undergo

nucleophilic substitution and elimination in much the same manner as alkyl

halides.

Alkyl sulfonates offer a very real advantage over alkyl halides in reactions

where stereochemistry is important; this advantage lies, not in the reactions of

alkyl sulfonates, but in their preparation. Whether we use an alkyl halide or

sulfonate, and whether we let it undergo substitution or elimination, our starting

point for the study is almost certainly the alcohol. The sulfonate must be pre-

pared from4he alcohol; the halide nearly always mil be. It is at the alcohol

stage that any resolution will be carried out, or any diastereomers separated; the

alcohol is then converted into the halide or sulfonate, the reaction we are studying

is carried out, and the products are examined.

Now, any preparation of a halide from an alcohol must involve breaking of

the carbon-oxygen bond, and hence is accompanied by the likelihood of stereo-

R-x
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chemical inversion and the possibility of racemization. Preparation of a sulfonate,

on the other hand, does not involve the breaking of the carbon-oxygen bond,

and hence proceeds with complete retention; when we carry out a reaction with

this sulfonate, we know exactly what we are starting with.

O
, I

RCH-H f Cl-S-Ar
i

j

6

Problem 16.8 Outline all steps in the synthesis of sec-butyl tosylate, starting

with benzene, toluene, and any necessary aliphatic and inorganic reagents.

Problem 16.9 You prepare sec-butyl tosylate from alcohol of [a] +6.9. On
hydrolysis with aqueous base, this ester gives sec-butyl alcohol of [a]

- 6.9. Without

knowing the configuration or optical purity of the starting alcohol, what (if anything)
can you say about the stereochemistry of the hydrolysis step?

16.8 Oxidation of alcohols

The compound that is formed by oxidation of an alcohol depends upon the

number of hydrogens attached to the carbon bearing the OH group, that is,

upon whether the alcohol is primary, secondary, or tertiary. We have already

encountered these products aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acids and should

recognize them from their structures, even though we have not yet discussed much
of their chemistry. They are important compounds, and their preparation by the

oxidation of alcohols is of great value in organic synthesis (Sees. 16.9 and 16.10).

The number of oxidizing agents available to the organic chemist is growing
at a tremendous rate. As with all synthetic methods, emphasis is on the develop-

ment of highly selective reagents, which will operate on only one functional group
in a complex molecule, and leave the other functional groups untouched. Of the

many reagents that can be used to oxidize alcohols, we can consider only the most

common ones, those containing Mn(VII) and Cr(VI).

Primary alcohols can be oxidized to carboxylic acids, RCOOH, usually by

heating with aqueous KMnO4 . When reaction is complete, the aqueous solution

of the soluble potassium salt of the carboxylic acid is filtered from MnO2 , and the

acid is liberated by the addition of a stronger mineral acid.

RCH 2OH + KMnO4 > RCOO-K+ + MnO2 + KOH
1 alcohol Purple Sol. in H2O .

Brown

RCOOH
A carboxylic acid

Insol. in

Primary alcohols can be oxidized to aldehydes, RCHO, by the use ofK2Cr2O7 .

Since, as we shall see (Sec. 19.9), aldehydes are themselves readily oxidized to

acids, the aldehyde must be removed from the reaction mixture by special tech-

niques before it is oxidized further.
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H

RCH2OH + Cr2O7

- - -> R C=-O + Cr* + +

1 alcohol Orange-red An aldehyde Green

|K 2Cr20,

X
OH

A carboxylic acid

Secondary alcohols are oxidized to ketones, R2CO, by chromic acid in a form

selected for the job at hand: aqueous K 2Cr2O7 , CrO3 in glacial acetic acid, CrO3

R' R'

R-CHOH JZ&&"*** R-(Uo
A 2 alcohol A ketone

in pyridine, etc. Hot permanganate also oxidizes secondary alcohols; it is seldom

used for the synthesis of ketones, however, since oxidation tends to go past the

ketone stage, with breaking of carbon-carbon bonds.

With no hydrogen attached to the carbinol carbon, tertiary alcohols are not

oxidized at all under alkaline conditions. If acid is present, they are rapidly de-

hydrated to alkenes, which are then oxidized.

Let us look briefly at the mechanism of just one oxidation reaction, to see

the kind of thing that is involved here. Oxidation of secondary alcohols by Cr(VI) is

believed to involve (1) formation ofa chromate ester, which (2) loses a proton and an

(1) R2CHOH + HCr04
- + H+ > R2CHOCrO 3H + H 2O

Cr(VI)

R

(2) R-C-O-trC^H-> R-C=O + H3O+ + HCrO3
-

Cr(lV)
*

H2O-

(3) R 2CHOH + Cr(IV) R2COH + Cr(III)

(4) R2COH + Cr(VI) > R2O=O + Cr(V)

(5) R2CHOH + Cr(V)
viaanester

> R2O=O + Cr(III)

HCrO3

~
i n to form the ketone. It is possible that the proton is lost to an oxygen

of the ester group in a cyclic mechanism (2a). Additional alcohol is then oxidized,

evidently by reactions (3)-(5), with chromium finally reaching the Cr(III) state.

<2a) R-CyO^^O > R2C=0 + H2Cr03

Cr(lV)
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The difficult step in ail this is breaking the carbon-hydrogen bond; this is

made possible by the synchronous departure of HCrO3 ~, in what is really an E2

elimination but here with the formation of a carbon-oxygen double bond.

In connection with analysis, we shall encounter two reagents used to oxidize

alcohols of special kinds: (a) hypohalite (Sec. 16.11), and (b) periodic acid (Sec.

16.12).

16.9 Synthesis of alcohols

Let us try to get a broader picture of the synthesis of complicated alcohols.

We learned (Sec. 15.12) that they are most often prepared by the reaction of

Grignard reagents with aldehydes or ketones. In this chapter we Have learned

that aldehydes and ketones, as well as the alkyl halides from which the Grignard

reagents are made, are themselves most often prepared from alcohols. Finally,

we know that the simple alcohols are among our most readily available compounds.
We have available to us, then, a synthetic route leading from simple alcohols to

more complicated ones.

alcohol alkyl halide

alcohol

-> Grignard reagent

aldehyde or ketone

more complicated
alcohol

As a simple example, consider conversion of the two-carbon ethyl alcohol

into the four-carbon sec-butyl alcohol :

MgHBr

CH 3CH2OH
Ethyl alcohol

CH 3CH2Br CH3CH 2MgBr

H

CH 3-C=O
Acctaldehydc

CH 3CH2-CHCH3

OMgBr

H 2O, H+

CH 3CH2CHCH 3

OH
sec-Buly] alcohol

Using the sec-butyl alcohol thus obtained, we could prepare even larger alcohols :

CH 3 CH 3

CH3

CH3CH 2CHOH
sec-Butyl alcohol

>CH 3CH 2CHBr CH 3CH 2CHMgBi
CHjCHO ,

t'Hj

H 2CH

CH,

CH 3CH 2C=0

CH 3C H 2CH CHCH3

OH
3-MethyI-2-pentanol

CH 3CH 2C-CH 2CH3

OH
3-Methyl-3-pentanol
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By combining our knowledge of alcohols with what we know about alkyl-

benzenes and aromatic substitution, we can extend our syntheses to include aro-

matic alcohols. For example:

CH3CHCH3

OH

-Phenyl-2-methyI-2-propanoI

Granting that we know the chemistry of the individual steps, how do we go
about planning a route to these more complicated alcohols? In almost every

organic synthesis it is best to work backward from the compound we want. There

are relatively few ways to make a complicated alcohol; there are relatively few

ways to make the Grignard reagent or the aldehyde or ketone; and so on back to

our ultimate starting materials. On the other hand, alcoholjs
can undergo so many

different reactions that, if we go at the problem the other way around, we find a

bewildering number of paths, few of which take us where we want to go.

Let us suppose (and this is quite reasonable) that we have available all alcohols

uf four carbons or fewer, and that we want to make, say, 2-methyl-2-hexanol. Let

us set down the structure and see what we need to make it.

CH 3

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH2-C-CH 3

OH
2-Methyl-2-hexanol

Since it is a tertiary alcohol, we must use a Grignard reagent and a ketone.

But which Grignard reagent? And which ketone? Using the same approaches
before (Sec. 15.14), we see that there are two possibilities:

|CH 3

CH3CH2CH2CH2-rC-CH3

ion
2-Methyl-2-hexanol

i'
n-Butylmagnesium Acetone

bromide
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CH3/
CH3CH2CH2CH2-C-CH3

OH^
2-Methyl-2-hexanol

CH,

CH3CH2CH2CH2-C + BrMgCH3

Methyl n-butyl
ketone

Methylmagnesiutn
bromide

Of these two possibilities we would select the one involving the four-carbon

Grignard reagent and the three-carbon ketone; now how are we to make theml

The Grignard reagent can be made only from the corresponding alkyl halide,

w-butyl bromide, and that in turn most likely from an alcohol, w-butyl alcohol.

Acetone requires, of course, isopropyl alcohol. Putting together the entire syn-

thesis, we have the following sequence:

- CH 3CH2CH 2CH 2Mg Br CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2Br

JHBr

CH3CH2CH 2CH 2
- C~CH 3

OH
2-Methyl-2-hexanol

n-Butyl alcohol

OH
Isopropyl alcohol

Let us consider that in addition to our alcohols of four carbons or fewer we

have available benzene and toluene, another reasonable assumption, and that we

wish to make, say, l-phenyl-3-methyl-2-butanol. Again we set down the structure

of the desired alcohol and work backward to the starting materials. For a

H H CH3

-CH3

H OH H
1-Phenyl-3-methyl-2-butanol

secondary alcohol, a Grignard reagent and an aldehyde are indicated, and again

there are two choices: we may consider the molecule to be put together between

(a) C-l and C-2 or (b) C-2 and C-3. Of the two possibilities we select the first,

H

since this requires a compound with only one carbon attached to the benzene

ring, which we have available in toluene. We need, then, a four-carbon aldehyde
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and benzylmagnesium chloride. The aldehyde can readily be made from isobutyl
alcohol, but how about benzylmagnesium chloride? This is, of course, made from

benzyl chloride, which in turn is made from toluene by free-radical chlorination.

Our synthesis is complete:

r <Q>CH 2MgCl

Benzylmagnesium
chloride

OH
l-Phenyl-3-methyl-

2-butanol

Mg

HCH3

K 2Cr 2 7

C 3

HOCH 2-CH-CH 3

Isobutyl alcohol

Now that we know how to make complicated alcohols from simple ones,
v/hat can we use them for?

16.10 Syntheses using alcohols

The alcohols that we have learned to make can be converted into other kinds of

compounds having the same carbon skeleton; from complicated alcohols we can

make complicated aldehydes, ketones, acids, halides, alkenes, alkynes, alkanes, etc.

Alkyl halides are prepared from alcohols by use of hydrogen halides or phos-

phorus halides. Phosphorus halides are often preferred because they tend less

to bring about rearrangement (Sec. 16.4).

Alkenes are prepared from alcohols either by direct dehydration or by de-

hydrohalogenation of intermediate alkyl halides; to avoid rearrangement we often

select dehydrohalogenation of halides even though this route involves an extra

step. (Or, sometimes better, we use elimination from alkyl sulfonates.)

PBr, or PI 3

alcohol

alkyi halide alkene

TsCl > alkyl tosylate
basc

> alkene

acid
-> dehydration to alkene

]

HX
-> alkyl halide

Rearrangements possible

Alkanes, we learned (Sec, 3.15), are best prepared from the corresponding
alkenes by hydrogenation, so that now we have a route from complicated alcohols

to complicated alkanes.

Complicated aldehydes and ketones are made by oxidizing complicated alco-

hols. By reaction with Grignard reagents these aldehydes and ketones can be

converted into even more complicated alcohols, and so on.
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Given the time, necessary inorganic reagents, and the single alcohol ethanol,

our chemical Crusoe of Sec. 15.5 could synthesize all the aliphatic compounds
that have ever been made and for that matter the aromatic ones, too.

In planning the synthesis of these other kinds of compounds, we again follow

our system of working backward. We try to limit the synthesis to as few steps as

possible, but nevertheless do not sacrifice purity for time. For example, where

rearrangement is likely to occur we prepare an alkene in two steps via the halide

rather than by the single step of dehydration.

Assuming again that we have available alcohols of four carbons or fewer,

benzene, and toluene, let us take as an example 3-methyl-l-butcne. It could be

CH3

CH 3-CH-CH^CH 2

3-Methyl-l-butene

prepared by dehydrohalogenation of an alkyl halide of the same carbon skeleton,

or by dehydration of an alcohol. If the halogen or hydroxyl group were attached

to C-2, we would obtain some of the desired product, but much more of its isomer,

2-methyl-2-butene :

CH3 H

CH 3-C- C-CH 3 -^3

( !

3

H Br
CH 3 CH 3

CH 3-C=CH-CH 3 { some CH 3~C CH==CH2

CH 3 H

CH 3-C~C-CH 3
-Jsl

H OH

I

H
2-Methyl-2-butene 3-Methyl-l-butene

Chiefproduct

We would select, then, the compound with the functional group attached to C-l.

Even so, if we were to use the alcohol, there would be extensive rearrangement to

yield, again, the more stable 2-methyl-2-butene:

CH 3 H H CH 3 CH 3

CH 3-C C-C-H ^-> CHjC CHCH, ami mostly CH,-C-=CH-CH 3

^ i ^ A 2-Methyl-2-butene

3-MethyM-butanol 3-Methyl-l-butene

Only dehydrohalogenation of l-bromo-3-m'ethylbutane would yield the desired

product in pure form :

CH 3 H H CH 3

ru n r* r- u alcoholic KOH ^ nu '

,-, ^uCHi C C C rt > CHi C CH LH^III I

H H Br H
l-Bromo-3-methylbutane 3-Methyl-l-butene
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How do we prepare the necessary alkyl halide? Certainly not by bromination

of an alkane, since even if we could make the proper alkane in some way, bromina-

tion would occur almost entirely at the tertiary position to give the wrong product.

(Chlorination would give the proper chloride but as a minor component of a

grand mixture.) As usual, then, we would prepare the halide from the corre-

sponding alcohol, in this case 3-methyl-l-butanol. Since this is a primary alcohol

(without branching near the OH group), and hence does not form the halide

via the carbonium ion, rearrangement is not likely; we might use, then, either

hydrogen bromide or PBr3 .

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3~CH-CH 2-CH 2Br <
PBr3 CH 3-CH-CH2-CH 2OH

3-Methyl-l-butanol

Now, how do we make 3-mpthyl-l-butanol? It is a primary alcohol and

contains one carbon more than our largest available alcohol; therefore we would

use the reaction of a Grignard reagent with formaldehyde. The necessary Grig-

nard reagent is isobutylmagnesium bromide, which we could have prepared from

CH,

CH 3 CH CH 2 CH2OH
3-Methyl-l-butanol

H

H-C=0
Formaldehyde

CH,
- CH3 CH CH2MgBr
Isobutylmagnesium bromide

isobutyl bromide, and that in turn from isobutyl alcohol. The formaldehyde

is made by oxidation of methanol. The entire sequence, from which we could

expect to obtain quite pure 3-methyl-l-butene, is the following:

CH 3 CH 3 CH3

CH 3-CH-CH--CH 2 *^L CH 3 CH-CH2 CH2Br ^-CH 3 CH CH 2-CH 2OH
3-Methyl-l -butene 3-Methyl-l-butanol

y->i i

~ it v- vy -* CH3OH.
3

Methanol

CH3-CH-CH2-CH 2OH
3-Methyl-l-butanol

CH 3 CH 3

1 CH 3-CH-CH 2 MgBr J^ CH 3 CH-CH 2Br

PBr 3

CH,

CH3 CH CH2OH
Isobutyl alcohol
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16.11 Analysis of alcohols. Characterization. lodoform test

Alcohols dissolve in cold concentrated sulfuric acid. This property they share

with alkenes, amines, practically all compounds containing oxygen, and easily

sulfonated compounds. (Alcohols, like other oxygen-containing compounds,
form oxonium salts, which dissolve in the highly polar sulfuric acid.)

Alcohols are not oxidized by cold, dilute, neutral permanganate (although

primary and secondary alcohols are, of course; oxidized by permanganate under

more vigorous conditions). However, as we have seen (Sec. 6.30), alcohols often

contain impurities that are oxidized under these conditions, and so the perman-

ganate test must be interpreted with caution.

Alcohols do not decolorize bromine in carbon tetrachloride. This property

serves to distinguish them from alkenes and alkynes.

Alcohols are further distinguished from alkenes and alkynes and, indeed,

from nearly every other kind of compound by their oxidation by chromic an-

hydride, CrO 3 , in aqueous sulfuric acid: within two seconds, the clear orange
solution turns blue-green and becomes opaque.

ROH + HCrO4
~

> Opaque, blue-green

Ior2 Clear,

orange

Tertiary alcohols do not give this test. Aldehydes do, but are easily differentiated

in other ways (Sec. 19.17).

Reaction of alcohols with sodium metal, with the evolution of hydrogen

gas, is of some use in characterization; a wet compound of any kind, of course,

will do the same thing, until the water is used up.

The presence of the OH group in a molecule is often indicated by the forma-

tion of an ester upon treatment with an acid chloride or anhydride (Sec. 18.16).

Some esters are sweet-smelling; others are solids with sharp melting points, and

can be derivatives in identifications. (If the molecular formulas of starting material

and product are determined, it is possible to calculate how many OH groups are

present.)

Problem 16.10 Make a table to show the response of each kind of compound
we have studied so far toward the following reagents: (a) cold concentrated H 2SO4 ;

(b) cold, dilute, neutral KMnO4 ; (c) Br, in CC1 4 ; (d) CrO 3 in H 2SO4 ; (e)cold fuming
sulfuric acid; (f) CHC1 3 and A1C1 3 ; (g) sodium metal.

Whether an alcohol is primary, secondary, or tertiary is shown by the Lucas

test, which is based upon the difference in reactivity of the three classes toward

hydrogen halides (Sec. 16.4). Alcohols (of not more than six carbons) are soluble

in the Lucas reagent, a mixture of concentrated hydrochloric acid and zinc chloride.

(Why are they more soluble in this than in water?) The corresponding alkyl

chlorides are insoluble. Formation of a chloride from an alcohol is indicated by
the cloudiness that appears when the chloride separates from the solution ; hence, the

time required for cloudiness to appear is a measure of the reactivity of the alcohol.

A tertiary alcohol reacts immediately with the Lucas reagent, and a secondary
alcohol reacts within five minutes; a primary alcohol does not react appreciably
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at room temperature. As we have seen, benzyl alcohol and allyl alcohol react as

rapidly as tertiary alcohols with the Lucas reagent; allyl chloride, however, is

soluble in the reagent. (Why?)
Whether or not an alcohol contains one particular structural unit is shown

by the iodoform test. The alcohol is treated with iodine and sodium hydroxide

(sodium hypoiodite, NaOI); an alcohol of the structure

H

R C CHj where R is H or an aIkyI or aryl group

OH

yields a yellow precipitate of iodoform (CHI 3 , m.p. 119). For example:

Gives positive Gives negative

iodoform test iodoform test

H
rn ru Any other
\^n 3 v, n

primary alcohol

OH

H CH,

CH 3 -C-CH 3 CH 3-C-CH 3

OH OH

H H
I I

CH 3-C-CH2CH 2CH 3 CH 3CH 2-C-CH 2CH 3

OH OH

fi

I

C6H 5-C-CH 3 C6H 5-CH 2-CH 2OH

OH

The reaction involves oxidation, halogenation, and cleavage.

H

R C-CH3 + NaOI --> R-C CH 3 + Nal + H2O

OH O

R-C-CH3 + 3NaOI -> R C CI3 + 3NaOH
II II

O O

R-C-CI ? + NaOH -> RCOQ-Na* + CHT 3

II YellowU
precipitate

As would be expected from the equations, a compound of structure

R-C-CH 3

II where R is H or an alkyl or aryl group
O

also gives a positive test (Sec. 19.17).
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In certain special cases this reaction is used riot as a test, but to synthesize

the carboxylic acid, RCOOH. Here, hypobromite or the cheaper hypochlorite

would probably be used.

16.12 Analysis of glycols. Periodic acid oxidation

Upon treatment with periodic acid, HIO4 , compounds containing two or

more OH or O groups attached to adjacent carbon atoms undergo oxidation

with cleavage of carbon-carbon bonds. For example:

R CH--CH-R' + HIO4 > RCHO + R'CHO ( + HfO 3)

OH OH

R CC-R' + HIO4 > RCOOH + R'COOH

R-CH-C R' + HI04 > RCHO + R'COOH
I II

OH O

R-CH CH CH-R' + 2HIO4 > RCHO + HCOOH + R'CHOIII
OH OH OH

R
I

\

R--O-4-CH-R' + HIO4 > R 2CO + R'CHO

OH' OH

R-CH-CH 2-CH~R' + HI04 > no reaction

OHAH
"

'

The oxidation is particularly useful in determination of structure. Quali-

tatively, oxidation by HIO4 is indicated by formation of a white precipitate

(AglOa) upon addition of silver nitrate. Since the reaction is usually quantitative,

valuable information is given by the nature and amounts of the products, and by
the quantity of periodic acid consumed.

Problem 16.11 When one mole of each of the following compounds is treated

with HIO4 , what will the products be, and how many moles of HIO4 will be con*
sumed ?

(a) CH 3CHOHCH2OH (e) r/5-l,2-cyclopentanediol

(b) CH 3CHOHCHO (f) CH 2OH(CHOH) 3CHO
(c) CH 2OHCHOHCH 2OCH 3 (g) CH2OH(CHOH)3CH 2OH
(d) CH 2OHCH(OCH 3)CH 2OH

Problem 16.12 Assign a structure to each of the following compounds:
A + one mole HIO4 > CH 3COCH 3 + HCHO
B + one mole HIO4 > OHC(CH2)4CHO
C + one mole HIO4 > HOOC(CH 2)4CHO
D + one mole HIO4 > 2HOOC CHO
E + 3HIO4 > 2HCOOH + 2HCHO
F + 3HIO4 2HCOOH + HCHO + CO2

G + 5HI04 * 5HCOOH + HCHO
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16.13 Spectroscopic analysis of alcohols

Infrared. In the infrared spectrum of a hydrogen-bonded alcohol and this

is the kind that we commonly see the most conspicuous feature is a strong,

broad band in the 3200-3600 cm- 1
region due to O H stretching (see Fig. 16.1).

O H stretching, strong, broad

Alcohols, ROH (or phenols, ArOH) 3200-3600 cm' 1

(A monomeric alcohol, as discussed in Sec. 15.4, gives a sharp, variable band at

3610-3640 cm-i.)

Another strong, broad band, due to C O stretching, appears in the 1000-

1200 cm" 1
region, the exact frequency depending on the nature of the alcohol:

CO stretching, strong, broad

TROH about 1050 cm- 1

2 ROH about llOOcm' 1

3 ROH about 11 50 cm -i

ArOH about 1230cm- 1

(Compare the locations of this band in the spectra of Fig. 16.1.)

Wavelength, M

WOO 3500

rttltr 10984 K Frequency, cm

Wavelength, M

5 6 9 10 12 15

WOO 3900

*fe> 985 K

90 INO 1600 1400 1200

Frequency, cm*
1

Figure 16.1. Infrared spectra of (a) .sec-butyl alcohol and (b) benzyl
alcohol.
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Phenols (ArOH) also show both these bands, but the C -O stretching appears

at somewhat higher frequencies. Ethers show C O stretching, but the O H
band is absent. Carboxylic acids and esters show C O stretching, but give ab-

sorption characteristic of the carbonyl group, C O, as well. (For a comparison
of certain oxygen compounds, see Table 20.3, p. 689.)

Nmr. Nmr absorption by a hydroxylic proton (O H) is shifted downtield

by hydrogen bonding. The chemical shift that is observed depends, therefore,

on the degree of hydrogen bonding, which in turn depends on temperature, con-

centration, and the nature of the solvent (Sec. 1 5.4). As a result, the signal can

appear anywhere in the range 8 1-5. It may be hidden among the peaks due to

alkyl protons, although its presence there is often revealed through proton count-

ing.

A hydroxyl proton ordinarily gives rise to a singlet in the nmr spectrum:

its signal is not split by nearby protons, nor does it split their signals. Proton

exchange between two (identical) molecules of alcohol

R* -O-H* + R-O-H ^= R*- O-H + R-O-H*

is so fast that the proton now in one molecule and in the next instant in another

cannot see nearby protons in their various combinations of spin alignments, but

in a single average alignment.

Presumably through its inductive effect, the oxygen of an alcohol causes a

downfield shift for nearby protons: a shift of about the same size as other electro-

negative atoms (Table 13.4, p. 421).

Problem 16.13 Can you suggest a procedure that might move a hidden O H
peak into the open? (Hint: See Sec. 15.4.)

Problem 16.14 (a) Very dry, pure samples of alcohols show spin-spin splitting

of the O H signals. What splitting would you expect for a primary alcohol? a sec-

ondary alcohol? a tertiary alcohol? (b) This splitting disappears on the addition of a
trace of acid or base. Write equations to show just how proton exchange would be

speeded up by an acid (H:B); by a base (:B).

PROBLEMS
1. Refer to the isomeric pentyl alcohols of Problem l(a), p. 515. (a) Indicate

which (if any) will give a positive iodoform test, (b) Describe how each will respond
to the Lucas reagent, (c) Describe how each will respond to chromic anhydride, (d) Out-

line all steps in a possible synthesis of each, starting from alcohols of four carbons or

less, and using any necessary inorganic reagents.

2, Give structures and names of the chief products expected from the reaction (if

any) of cyclohexanol with :

(a) cold cone. H^SO4 (j) H 2 , Ni

(b) H,SO4 , heat (k) CH,MgBr
(c) cold dilute KMnO4 (1) NaOH(aq)
(d) CrO3 , H 2S04 (m) product (f) + Mg
(e) Br2/CCl 4 (n) product (m) + product (d)

(f ) cone, aqueous HBr (o) product (b) + cold alk. KMnO4

(g> P + I> (p) product (b) + Br2/CO4

(h) Na (q) product (b) + C6H6f HF
(i) CHjCOOH, H 4

(r) product (b) + H 2 , Ni
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(s) product (q) + HNO3/H 2SO4 (v) product (d) + C6H 5MgBr
(t) product (b) + N-bromosuccinimide (w) tosyl chloride, OH '

(u) product (b) + CHC1 3 + /-BuOK (x) product (w) + /-BuOK

3. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following com-

pounds
from //-butyl alcohol, using any necessary inorganic reagents. Follow the general

instructions on p. 224.

(a) -butyl bromide (m) /i-octane

(b) 1-butene (n) 3-octyne
(c) w-butyl hydrogen sulfate (o) cw-3-octene

(d) potassium w-butoxide (p) //ww-3-octene

(e) /f-butyraldehyde, (q) 4-octanol

CH3CH 2CH2CHO (r) 4-octanone,

(f) w-butyric acid, CH 3CH,CH 2CH2CCH2CH2CH3

CH3CH2CH2COOH II

(g) fl-butane

(h) 1,2-dibromobutane (s) 5-(//-propyl)-5-nonanol

(i) l-chloro-2-butanol (t) /i-butyl //-butyrate,

(j) 1-butyne CH 3CH 2CH 2C-OCH2CH 2CH 2CH 3

(k) ethy{cyclopropane [j

(1) 1,2-butanediol O

4. Give structures and (where possible) names of the principal organic products of

the following:

(a) benzyl alcohol + Mg
(b) isobutyl alcohol + benzole acid + H *

(c) ethylcne bromide + excess NaOH(aq)
(d) *-butyl alcohol + H2 , Pt

(e) crotyl alcohol (CH 3CH-=CHCH2OH) + Br2/H2O
(f) CH 3OH + C2H 5MgBr
(g) /J-bromobenzyl bromide + NaOH(aq)
(h) tert-bulyl alcohol + C6H6 + H2SO4

5. In Great Britain during the past few years, thousands of motorists have been

(politely) stopped by the police and asked to blow into a "breathalyser": a glass tube

containing silica gel impregnated with certain chemicals, and leading into a plastic bag.

If, for more than half the length of the tube, the original yellow color turns green, the

motorist looks very unhappy and often turns red. What chemicals are impregnated on
the silica gel, why does the tube turn green, and why does the motorist turn red?

6. Arrange the alcohols of each set in order of reactivity toward aqueous HBr:

(a) the isomeric pentyl alcohols of Problem l(a), p. 515. (Note: It may be necessary
to list these in groups of about the same reactivity.)

(b) l-phenyl-1-propanol, 3-phenyl-l-propanol, l-phenyl-2-propanol

(c) benzyl alcohol, p-cyanobenzyl alcohol, p-hydroxylbenzyl alcohol

(d) 2-buten-l-ol, 3-buten-l-ol

(e) cyclopentylcarbinol, 1-methylcyclopentanol, mw.s-2-methylcyclopentanol

(f) benzyl alcohol, diphenylcarbinol, methanol, triphenylearbinol

7. Outline the sequence of steps that best accounts for the following facts.

(a) 3-methyl- 1-butene -f HC1 yields both 3-chloro-2-methylbutane and 2-chloro-

2-methylbutane.

(b) Either 2-pentanol or 3-pentanol -f HC1 yields both 2-chloropentane and 3-chloro-

pentane.

(c) 2,2,4-trimethyl-3-pentanol
AI** hMt

> 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-pentene + 2A4-trimethyl-

1-pentene -f 2,3,4-trimethyl-2-pentene H- 2,3,4-tnmethyI-l-pentene + 3-methyI-2-i$o-

propyI-1-butene + 3,3,4-trimethyl-l-pentenc.
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(d) 2,2-dimethylcyclohexanol
H *

> 1,2-dimethylcyclohexene -f 1-isopropylcyclo-

pentene. {Hint: Use models.)

(e) cyclobutyldiethylcarbinol > 1,2-diethylcyclopentene

1,2-dimethylcyclohexene

8. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds from cyclohexanol and any necessary aliphatic, aromatic, or inorganic re-

agents.

(a) cyclohexanone (C6Hi O) (g) rra//,y-l,2-dibromocyclohexane

(b) bromocyclohexane (h) cyclohexylcarbinol

(c) 1-methylcyclohexanol (i) 1-bromo-l-phenylcyclohexane

(d) 1-methylcyclohexene (j) cyclohexanecarboxylic acid

(e) /rflAW-2-methylcyclohexanol (k) adipic acid, HOOC(CH 2)4COOH
(f) cyclohexylmethylcarbinol (I) norcarane (see p. 458)

9. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds from benzene, toluene, and alcohols of four carbons or fewer.

(a) 2,3-dimethyI-2-butanol (1) /r/w-l,2-dimethylcyclopropane

(b) 2-phenyl-2-propanol (m) 1-chloro-l-phenylethane

(c) 2-phenylpropene (a-phenylethyl chloride)

(d) 2-methyM-butene (n) .rec-butylbenzene

(e) isopentane (o) methyl isopropyl ketone (II)

(f) l,2-dibromo-2-methylbutane (p) 2-methylhexane

(g) 3-hexanol (q) benzyl methyl ketone (III)

(h) 3-hexanone (I) (r) 2,2-dimethylhexane

(i) 4-ethyl-4-heptanol (s) 2-bromo-l-phenylpropane

(j) 2-bromo-2-methylhexane (t) 3-heptyne

(k) methylacetylene (to) ; <?thyl propionate (IV)

CH 3CH 2CH2CCH2CH3
Y "

CH3CCH(CH 3)2

O
k >.', O

C6H 5CH 2CCH3 CH3CH2C~OCH2CH 3

O O
III IV

10. Compounds "labeled" at various positions by isotopic atoms are useful in

determining reaction mechanisms and in following the fate of compounds in biological

systems. Outline a possible synthesis of each of the following labeled compounds using
I4CH 3OH as the source of 14C, and D2O as the source of deuterium.

(a) 2-methyl-l-propanol-l-
l4C, (CH 3)2CH 14CH 2OH

(b) 2-methyl-l-propanol-2->
4
C, (CH 3).

14CHCH 2OH
(c) 2-methyI-l-propanol-3-

14C, 14CH 3CH(CH 3)CH 2OH
(d) propene-l-

14
C, CH 3CH^14CH 2 (h) C6H 5CH 2D

(e) propene-2-
14C, CH 3

14CH=CH, (i) />-DC6H4CH3

(f) propeneO-^, i 4CH 3CH=-CH 2 (j) CH3CH 2CHbi4CH 3

(g) C6H 5D
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11. When /ra/?5-2-methylcyclopentanol is treated with tosyl chloride and the product
with potassium te/7-butoxide, the only al!._ne obtained is 3-methylcyclopentene. (a) What
is the stereochemistry of this reaction ? (b) This is the final step of a general synthetic

route to 3-alkylcyclopentenes, starting from cyclopentanone. Outline all steps in this

route, carefully choosing your reagents in each step, (c) What advantage does this se-

quence have over an analogous one involving an intermediate halide instead of a tosy-

late?

12. Making use of any necessary organic or inorganic reagents, outline all steps in

the conversion of:

(a) androst-9(ll)-ene (p. 516) into the saturated 11-keto derivative.

(b)

(CH3)2N

into

Conessine

(3/?-dimethylanunocon-5-enine)

An alkaloid

(CH3)2N

3/?-Dimethylaminoconanin-6-one

(O H3C,

CH3COO

5a-Pregnane-3-oI-20-one

(acetate ester)

(Hint: CH 3COOCH 3 + H2O
OII "

>hca!
>

into

O
3-Cholestanonc

where R= - CH(CH3)CH2CH2CH(CH3)2

CH3COO- + CH 3OH.)

13. Assign structures to the compounds A through HH.

(a) ethylene + Cl 2(aq) > A (C2H5OC1)
A + NaHC0 3(aq) > B (C2H6O2)

(b) ethylene + Cl2(aq) > A (C2H 5OC1)
A + HN0 3 > C (C2H 3 2C1)

C + H 2 > D (C2H4 3)

(c) E 4- 6HIO4 > 6HCOOH
(d) F (C 18H34 2) + HC02OH > G (C18H36O4)

G + HI04 > CH3(CH2)7CHO 4- OHC(CM2)7COOH
(e) allyl alcohol + Br2/CCl4 > H (C3H6OBr2)

H + HN03 > I (C3H4 2Br2)
I + Zn > J (C3H4 2)
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(f) 1,2,3-tribromopropane -I- KOH(alc) K (C3H4Br2)

K + NaOH(aq) * L(C 3H 5OBr)
L + KOH(alc) > M (C 3H 4O)

(g) 2,2-dichloropropane + NaOH(aq) > [N (C3H 8O2)] O (C3H6O)

(h) propyne + CU(aq) > [P (C,H AO,CI2)]
> Q (C3H 4OC1 2 )

*

Q + Cl(uq) > R(C3H 3OCI 3 )

R t NaOH(aq) > CHCI 3 + S(C2H,O 2Na)
(0 c>clohexe"e *- KMnO4 > T(C6H, 2O2)

f *- CH;COOH, H + > U (C 10H 16O4)

<j) V<C,H S0,) + CH,COOH.H* > W(C9H 14O6)

<k) cyclohcxanol 4- K>Cr,O 7, H 4 > X (C6H IOO)
X f iif.CH 3CH 4MgBr. followed by HiO > Y (CnH, 8O)
Y -r heat * Z(C I3H 1(I)

Z -f- Ni (300
J

) > AA(CPH 12)

(I) (RH f )-l-bromo-2,4-dimethylpentane + Mg > BB
BB 4- (CHO^CHCH^CHO, then H,O > CC (CrH, O), mixture

CC + CrO, > DD(C I2H 24O)
DD -h CH,MgBr, then H :O - ~> EE (C, 3H 28O), r/ w/>///^

LL -f- I 2 , heat ^ FF (Cn H-. 6), a mixture

FF 4 H 2 , Ni > GG (C, 3H 28) + HH (C 13H 28)

Optically Optically
active inactive

14. (a) On treatment \vith HBr, //ir^-3-bromo-2-butanol is converted into racemic

2,3-dibromobutane, and erv//rro-3-bromo-2-butanol is converted into /m-.s0-2,3-dibromo-

butane. What appears to be the stereochemistry of the reaction? Does it proceed \\ith

inversion or retention of configuration ?

CH 3 CH3

Br-

H-

-H H Br

-OH H OH

CH 3 CH 3

and enantiomer and enantiomer

Threo Ervthro

3-Bromo-2-butanol

(b) When optically active //?rec?-3-bromo-2-butanol is treated with HBr, racemic

2,3-dibromobutane is obtained. Now what is the stereochemistry of the reaction? Can

you think of a mechanism that accounts for this stereochemistry?

(c) These observations, reported in 1939 by Saul Winstein (p. 474) and Howard J.

Lucas (of The California Institute of Technology), are the first of many described as

"neighboring group effects." Does this term help you find an answer to (b)?

(d) On treatment with aqueous HBr, both cis- and /r//5-2-bromocyclohexanol are

converted into the same product. In light of (b), what would you expect this product
to be?

15. Interpret the following observations, (a) When dissolved in HSO 3F-SbF5-SO 2

at -60\ methanol gave the following nmr spectrum: a, triplet, 8 4.7, 3H; b, quartet,
6 9.4, 2H. Under the same conditions, isobutyl alcohol gave: a, doublet, S 1.1, 6H;
b multiplet, B 2.3, 1H; r, two overlapping triplets, B 4.7, 2H; </, triplet, B 9.4, 2H.

(b) Warming to +50 had no effect on the methanol solution. At -30, however,
the isobutyl alcohol spectrum slowly disappeared, to be replaced by a single peak at

8 4.35. (c) Even at - 60, f<?*7-butyl alcohol dissolved in HSO3F-SbF5-SO2 to give im-

mediately a single peak at B 4.35.
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16. Tricyclopropylcarbino! (R3COH, R = cyclopropyl) gives a complex nmr
spectrum in the region 8 0.2-1.1, and is transparent in the near ultraviolet. A solution

of the alcohol in concentrated H 2SO4 has the following properties:

(i) A freezing-point lowering corresponding to four particles for each molecule

dissolved;

(ii) intense ultraviolet absorption (Amax 270 mp, emax 22,000);

(iii) an nmr spectrum with one peak, a singlet, 8 2.26.

When the solution is diluted and neutralized, the original alcohol is recovered.

(a) What substance is formed in sulfuric acid solution ? Show how its formation accounts

for each of the facts (i) (iii). How do you account for the evident stability of this substance?

(Hint: See Sees. 9.9 and 12.18.)

(b) A solution of 2-cyclopropyl-2-propanol in strong acid gives the following nmr
spectrum :

a singlet, 8 2.60, 3H
b singlet, 8 3.14, 3H
c multiplet, 8 3.5-4, 5H

A similar solution of 2-cyclopropyl-l,l,l-trideuterio-2-propanol gives a similar spectrum

except that a and b are each reduced to one-half their former area.

What general conclusion about the relative locations of the two methyl groups must

you make? Can you suggest a specific geometry for the molecule that is consistent not

only with this spectrum but also with your answer to part (a)? {Hint: Use models.)

17. By use of Table 16.1 tell which alcohol or alcohols each of the following is likely

to be. Tell what further steps you would take to identify it or to confirm your identifica-

tion. (Below, Ar = a-naphthyl, Sec. 30.2.)

ArNCO + ROH > ArNHCOOR
An isocyanate A urethane

II: b.p. 115-7; Lucas test, secondary; 3,5-dinitrobenzoate, m.p. 95-6
JJ: b.p. 128-30; negative halogen test; Lucas test, primary
KK: b.p. 128-31; positive iodoform test

LL: b.p. 115-8; 3,5-dinitrobenzoate, m.p. 60-1

MM: b.p. 117-9; a-naphthylurethane, m.p. 69-71

Table 16.1 DERIVATIVES OF SOME ALCOHOLS

a-Naphthylurethane 3,5-Dinitrobcnzoatc

Alcohol B.p., C M.p., C M.p., C

18. Describe simple chemical tests that would serve to distinguish between:

(a) si-butyl alcohol and n-octane

(b) //-butyl alcohol and 1-octene

(c) /r-butyl alcohol and /t-pentyl bromide

(d) w-butyl alcohol and 3-buten-l-ol

(e) 3-buten-l-ol and 2-buten-l-ol
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(f) 3-pcntanol and 1-pentanol

(g) 3-pentanol and 2-pentanol

(h) 3-phenyl-l-propanol and cinnamyl alcohol (3-phenyl-2-propen-l-ol)

(i) 1,2-propanediol and 1,3-propanedioI

(j) //-butyl alcohol and ter/-pentyl alcohol

(k) /7-bromobenzyl alcohol and />-ethylbenzy 1 alcohol

(1) a-phenylethy! alcohol and /?-phenytethyl alcohol

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

19. Although it is a secondary alcohol, l-chloro-2-propanol behaves like a primary
alcohol in the Lucas test. Can you suggest a reason for this behavior?

20. (a) Compound NN of formula C9Hj;>O responded to a series of tests as follows:

(1) Na > slow formation of gas bubbles

(2) acetic anhydride > pleasant smelling product

(3) CrOj/H 2SO4 > opaque blue-green immediately

(4) hot KMnO4 > benzoic acid

(5) Br2/CCl4 > no decolorization

(6) I2 + NaOH > yellow solid

(7) rotated plane-polarized light

What was NN? Write equations for all the above reactions.

(b) Compound OO, an isomer of NN, also was found to be optically active. It

showed the same behavior as NN except for test (6). From the careful oxidation of OO
by KMnO4 there was isolated an acid of formula C9H 10O2 . What was OO?

21. Identify each of the following isomers of formula C20Hi 8O:

Isomer PP (m.p. 88) a singlet, 8 2.23, 1H
b doublet, 8 3.92, 1H, / = 7 Hz
c doublet, 8 4.98, 1H, J = 7 Hz
d singlet, 86.81, 10 H
e singlet, 8 6.99, 5H

Isomer QQ (m.p. 88) a singlet, 8 2.14, 1H
b singlet, 8 3.55, 2H
c broad peak, 8 7.25, 15H

What single simple chemical test would distinguish between these two isomers?

22. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra in Fig.

16.2, p. 548.

23. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra in Fig.

16.3, p. 549.

24. Upon hydrogenation, compound RR (C4H 8O) is converted into SS (C4H 10O).
On the basis of their infrared spectra (Fig. 16.4, p. 550) give the structural formulas of
RR and SS.

25. Give a structure or structures for the compound TT, whose infrared and nmr

^spectra are shown in Fig. 16.5, p. 550, and Fig. 16.6, p. 551.

26. Geraniol* C 10H, 8O, a terpene found in rose oil, gives the infrared and nmr spectra
shown in Fig. 16.7 (p. 551). In the next problem, chemical evidence is given from which
its structure can be deduced; before working that problem, however, let us see how much
information we can get from the spectra alone.

(a) Examine the infrared spectrum. Is geraniol aliphatic or aromatic? What func-

tional group is clearly present ? From the molecular formula, what other groupings must
also be present in the molecule? Is their presence confirmed by the infrared spectrum?

(b) In the nmr spectrum, assign the number of protons to each signal on the basis

of the integration curve. From the chemical shift values, and keeping in mind the infrared

information, what kind of proton probably gives rise to each signal ?

(c) When geraniol is shaken with D2O, the peak at 8 3.32 disappears. Why?
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(d) Write down likely groupings in the molecule. How many (if any) methyl groups
are there? Methylene groups? Vinylic or allylic protons?

(e) What relationships among these groupings are suggested by chemical shift

values, splittings, etc. ?

(f) Draw a structure or structures consistent with the spectra. Taking into account

the source of geraniol, are any of these more likely than others?

27. Geraniol, Ci H 18O, a terpene found in rose oil, adds two moles of bromine to

form a tetrabromide, C 10H 18OBr4 . It can be oxidized to a ten-carbon aldehyde or to a

ten-carbon carboxylic acid. Upon vigorous oxidation, geraniol yields:

CH 3 C CH 3 CH 3 C~-CH 2~CH.-C~OH HO C-C OH

i i 'i U
(a) Keeping in mind the isoprene rule (Sec. 8.26), what is the most likely structure for

geraniol? (b) Nerol (Problem 19, p. 317) can be converted into the same saturated alco-

hol as geraniol, and yields the same oxidation products as geraniol, yet has different

physical properties. What is the most probable structural relationship between geraniol

and nerol ? (c) Like nerol, geraniol is converted by sulfuric acid into a-terpineol (Problem

19, p. 317), but much more slowly than nerol. On this basis, what structures might

you assign to nerol and geraniol? (Hint: Use models.)

28. Upon treatment with HBr, both geraniol (preceding problem) and linalool (from
oil of lavender, bergamot, coriander) yield the same bromide, of formula Ci H I7Br.

How do you account for this fact?

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3-O=CH~CH2-CH2-C-CH=CH2

(!>H

Linalool



oa

Figure 16JL Nmr spectra for Problem 22, p. 546.
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Chapter

17
Ethers and Epoxides

ETHERS

17.1 Structure and nomenclature of ethers

Ethers are compounds of the general formula R -O R, Ar O R, or

Ar-O Ar.

To name ethers we usually name the two groups that are attached to oxygen,
and follow these names by the word ether:

C2H50C2H5

Ethyl ether

CH3

CH3 O C~CH3

CH3

Methyl tert-butyl
ether

-O-

Phenyl ether

CH3 C0-
H

Isopropyl phenyl ether

If one group has no simple name, the compound may be named as an alkoxy
derivative:

C2H5O< >COOH

OCH 3

3-Methoxyhexane />-Ethoxybenzoic acid

The simplest aryl alkyl ether has the special name of anisole*

>OCH3

Anisole

I "I
HO OC2H 5

2-Ethoxyeihanol

552
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If the two groups are identical, the ether is said to be symmetrical (e.g.,

ethyl ether, phenyl ether), if different, unsymmetrical (e.g., methyl tert-butyl ether,

anisole).

17.2 Physical properties of ethers

Since the C O C bond angle is not 180, the dipole moments of the two

C O bonds do not cancel each other; consequently, ethers possess a small net

dipole moment (e.g., 1.18 D for ethyl ether).

R
'

R net dipole
moment

This weak polarity does not appreciably affect the boiling points of ethers,

which are about the same as those of alkanes having comparable molecular weights,

and much lower than those of isomeric alcohols. Compare, for example, the

boiling points of /i-heptane (98), methyl /i-pentyl ether (100), and w-hexyl alcohol

(157). The hydrogen bonding that holds alcohol molecules strongly together is

not possible for ethers, since they contain hydrogen bonded only to carbon (Sec.

15.4):

On the other hand, ethers show a solubility in water comparable to that of

the alcohols, both ethyl ether and w-butyl alcohol, for example, being soluble to the

extent of about 8 g per 100 g of water. We attributed the water solubility of the

Table 17.1 ETHERS

lower alcohols to hydrogen bonding between water molecules and alcohol mole-

cules; presumably the water solubility of ether arises in the same way.

H

R O--H O

17.3 IndustriaKsources of ethers. Dehydration of alcohols

A number of symmetrical ethers containing the lower alkyl groups are pre-

pared on a large scale, chiefly for use as solvents. The most important of these is
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ethyl ether, the familiar anesthetic and the solvent we use in extractions and in the

preparation of Grignard reagents; others include isopropyl ether and tf-butyl

ether.

These ethers are prepared by reactions of the corresponding alcohols with

sulfuric acid. Since a molecule of water is lost for every pair of alcohol molecules,

the reaction is a kind of dehydration. Dehydration to ethers rather than to alkenes

2R 0-H H 2S04t hat
> R_Q_ R + H2Q

is controlled by the choice of reaction conditions. For example, ethylene is pre-

pared by heating ethyl alcohol with concentrated sulfuric acid to 180
U

; ethyl

ether is prepared by heating a mixture of ethyl alcohol and concentrated sulfuric

acid to 140, alcohol being continuously added to keep it in excess.

Dehydration is generally limited to the preparation of symmetrical ethers,

because, as we might expect, a combination of two alcohols usually yields a mixture

of three ethers.

Ether formation by dehydration is an example of nucleophilic substitution^

with the protonated alcohol as substrate and a second molecule of alcohol as

nucleophile.

Problem 17.1 (a) Give all steps of a likely mechanism for the dehydration of an

alcohol to an ether, (b) Is this the only possibility? Give all steps of an alternative

mechanism. (Hint: See Sec. 14.16.) (c) Dehydration of w-butyl alcohol gives w-butyl

ether. Which of your alternatives appears to be operating here?

Problem 17.2 In ether formation by dehydration, as in other cases of substitu-

tion, there is a competing elimination reaction. What is this reaction, and what pro-

ducts does it yield? For what alcohols would elimination be most important?

Problem 17.3- (a) Upon treatment with sulfuric acid, a mixture of ethyl and

H-propyl alcohols yields a mixture of three ethers. What are they? (b) On the other

hand, a mixture of /?r/-butyl alcohol and ethyl alcohol gives a good yield of a single,

ether. What ether is this likely to be? How do you account for the good yield?

On standing in contact with air, most aliphatic ethers are converted slowly
into unstable peroxides. Although present in only low concentrations, these

peroxides are very dangerous, since they can cause violent explosions during the

distillations that normally follow extractions with ether.

The presence of peroxides is indicated by formation of a red color when the

ether is shaken with an aqueous solution of ferrous ammonium sulfate and potas-

sium thiocyanate; the peroxide oxidizes ferrous ion to ferric ion, which reacts with

thiocyanate ion to give the characteristic blood-red color of the complex.

peroxide 4- Fe^ + > Fe+ + + -^> Fe(SCN)n
-<*-">

(/;
= I to 6)

Red

Peroxides can be removed from ethers in a number of ways, including washing
with solutions of ferrous ion (which reduces peroxides), or distillation from con-

centrated H2SO4 (which oxidizes peroxides).

For use in the preparation of Grignard reagents, the ether (usually ethyl)

must be fuee of traces of water and alcohol. This so-called absolute ether can be

prepared by distillation of ordinary ether from concentrated H2SO4 (which
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removes not only water and alcohol but also peroxides), and subsequent storing

over metallic sodium. There is available today commercial anhydrous ether of

such high quality that only the treatment with sodium is needed to make it ready
for the Grignard reaction.

It is hard to overemphasize the hazards met in using ethyl ether, even when it is

free of peroxides: it is highly volatile, and the flammability of its vapors makes

explosions and fires ever-present dangers unless proper precautions are observed.

17.4 Preparation of ethers

The following methods are generally used for the laboratory preparation of

ethers. (The Williamson synthesis is used for the preparation of aryl alkyl ethers

industrially, as well.)

PREPARATION OF ETHERS

1. Williamson synthesis. Discussed in Sec. 17.5.

R'O~Na + ROR' Yieldfrom RX:

RX + or > or CHj > 1 > 2
U

(>3)
ArO~Na+ ROAr

Examples:

(CH 3),CHOH -^> (CH 3 )2CHO Na ' + CH 3CH2CH2Br

Sodium //-Propyl

isopropoxide bromide

)OH t CH 3CH 2Br
^ Nd "

CH 3CH 2CH 2OCH(CH 3) 2

//-Propyl isopropyl ether

Phenol F.thyl bromide Phenyl ethyl ether

2. Alkoxymercuration-demercuration. Discussed in Sec. 17.6.

C-</ + ROH + Hg(OOCCF 3 ) 2
-> - C-C- NAB" 4

> CO-
' ^

JSSSS*. R "BOOCCF., R<! ^
Markovnikoo
orientation

Example:

CH 3 CH 3

:H 3-C-CH-CH 2 + CH 3CH 2OH H8(OOCCFl):
>

NaBHS CH 3-C----CH -CH 3

CH 3 CH 3 OC2H 5

3,3-Dimethyl-l-butene 3-Ethoxy-2,2-dimethylbutane

No rearrangement
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17.5 Preparation of ethers. Williamson synthesis

In the laboratory, the Williamson synthesis of ethers is important because of

its versatility: it can be used to make unsymmetrical ethers as well as symmetrical

ethers, and aryl alkyl ethers as well as dialkyl ethers.

In the Williamson synthesis an alkyl halide (or substituted alkyl halide) is

allowed to react with a sodium alkoxide or a sodium phenoxide:

R X + Na+-O R' > R-O-R' + Na + X~

R X + Na 4 -O-Ar > R-O-Ar + Na 4 X~

For the preparation of methyl aryl ethers, methyl sulfate, (CH3)2SO4 , is frequently

used instead of the more expensive methyl halides.

CH 3 CH 3

I I

CH 3Br + Na+-0-C-CH 3 > CH 3-O--C-CH 3

I I

CH 3 CH 3

Sodium Methyl te/7-butyl ether

/iiY-butoxide

CH3OS02OCH 3
aq ' NaOH

> <Q)OCH 3 f- CH 3OSO 3

~
Na+

Phenol Methyl sulfate Anisole

)CH2Br f

Benzyl bromide Phenol Benzyl phenyl ether

The Williamson synthesis involves nucleophilic substitution of alkoxide ion

or phenoxide ion for halide ion; it is strictly analogous to the preparation of alco-

hols by treatment of alkyl halides with aqueous hydroxide (Sec. 15.7). Aryl halides

cannot in general be used, because of their low reactivity toward nucleophilic sub-

stitution.

Problem 17.4 (a) On what basis could you have predicted that methyl sulfate

would be a good methylating agent in reactions like those presented above? (Hint:

What is the leaving group! See Sec. 14.6.) fb) Can you suggest another class of com-

pounds that might serve in place of alkyl halides in the Williamson synthesis?

Sodium alkoxides are made by direct action of sodium metal on dry alcohols:

ROH + Na > RO-Na* + iH2

An alkoxide

Sodium phenoxides, on the other hand, because of the appreciable acidity of

phenols (Sec. 24.7), are made by the action of aqueous sodium hydroxide on

phenols:

ArOH + Na + -OH > ArO'Na 4 + H2O
Stronger A phenoxide Weaker

acid acid

If we wish to make an unsymmetrical dialkyl ether, we have a choice of two

combinations of reagents; one of these is nearly always better than the other.
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In the preparation of ethyl ten-butyl ether, for example, the following combina-

tions are conceivable:

CH3

CH3CH2Br + NaO-C-CH3 Feasible

CH3
CH3CH2-0-C-CH 3

'

CH3

Ethyl terf-butyl
ether

CH3-C Cl -I NaOCH2CH3 Not feasible

CH3

Which do we choose? As always, we must consider the danger of elimination com-

peting with the desired substitution; elimination should be particularly serious

here because of the strong basicity of the alkoxide reagent. We therefore reject

the use of the tertiary halide, which we expect to yield mostly or all elimina-

tion product; we must use the other combination. The disadvantage of the slow

CH 3CH2Br

CH3

CH 3

CH,

CH3

I

CH3-C Cl + -OC2H5

CH3

CH3

CH 3CH2-O-C CH 3 + Br- Substitution

CH 3

Ethyl /erf-butyl ether

CH 3

I

CH 3-O-CH 2 + C2H 5OH + Cl- Elimination

reaction between sodium and ter/-butyl alcohol (Sec. 16.6) in the preparation of

the alkoxide is more than offset by the tendency of the primary halide to undergo
substitution rather than elimination. In planning a Williamson synthesis of a

dialkyl ether, we must always keep in mind that the tendency for alkyl halides to

undergo dehydrohalogenation is 3 > 2 > 1.

For the preparation of an aryl alkyl ether there are again two combinations

to be considered; here, one combination can usually be rejected out of hand.

/7-Propyl phenyl ether, for example, can be prepared only from the alkyl halide and

the phenoxide, since the aryl halide is quite unreactive toward alkoxides.

CH3CH 2CH 2Br

/i-Propyl
bromide

Na+~O<

Sodium phenoxide

CH3CH2CH2O

H-Propyl phenyl ether

Na+Br-

Na+ ~OCH2CH2CH3

Sodium n-propoxide

no reaction

Since alkoxides and phenoxides are prepared from the corresponding alcohols

and phenols, and since alkyl halides are commonly prepared from the alcohols,
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the Williamson method ultimately involves the synthesis of an ether from two

hulroxy compounds.

Problem 17.5 Outline the synthesis, from alcohols and/or phenols, of:

(a) ethyl tert-bulyl ether (c) isobutyl sec-butyl ether

(b) //-propyl phenyl ether (d) cyclohexyl methyl ether

Problem 17.6 Outline the synthesis of phenyl p-nitrobenzyl ether from any of

these starting materials: toluene, bromobenzene, phenol. (Caution: Double-check the

nitration stage.)

Problem 17.7 When optically active 2-octanol of specific rotation -8^24 is

converted into its sodium salt, and the salt is then treated with ethyl bromide, there

is obtained the optically active ether, 2-ethoxyoctane, with specific rotation - 14.6.

Making use of the configuration and maximum rotation of 2-octanol given on p. 462,

what, if anything, can you say about: (a) the configuration of ( )-2-ethoxyoctane ?

(b) the maximum rotation of 2-ethoxyoctane ?

Problem 17.8 (Work tins after Problem 77.7.) When (-)-2-bromooctane of

specific rotation - 30.3 is treated with ethoxide ion in ethyl alcohol, there is obtained

2-ethoxyoctane of specific rotation +15.3. Using the configuration and maximum
rotation of the bromide given on p. 462, answer the following questions, (a) Does this

reaction involve complete retention of configuration, complete inversion, or inversion

plus racemization? (b) By what mechanism does this reaction appear to proceed?
(c) In view of the reagent and solvent, is this the mechanism you would have expected
to operate? (d) What mechanism do you suppose is involved in the alternative syn-
thesis (Problem 17.7) of 2-ethoxyoctane from the salt of 2-octanol and ethyl bromide?

(e) Why, then, do the products of the two syntheses have opposite rotations?

17.6 Preparation of ethers. Alkoxymercuration-demercuration

Alkenes react with mercuric trifluoroacetate in the presence of an alcohol

to give alkoxymercurial compounds which on reduction yield ethers.

Alkoxymercuration Demercuration

X

C C + ROM + Hg(OOCCFi)> >
/ \

Alkcne Alcohol Mercuric
trifluoroacetate

We recognize this two-stage process as the exact analog of the oxymercura-
tion- demercuration synthesis of alcohols (Sec. 15.8). In place of water we use

an alcohol which, not surprisingly, can play exactly the same role. Instead of

introducing the hydroxy group to make an alcohol, we introduce an alkoxy group
to make an ether. This example of solvomercuration-demercuration amounts to

Markovnikov addition of an alcohol to a carbon-carbon double bond.

Problem 17.9 Write all steps of a likely mechanism for alkoxymercuration.

Alkoxymercuration-demercuration has all the advantages we saw for its

counterpart : speed, convenience, high yield, and the virtual absence of rearrange-

ment. Compared with the Williamson synthesis, it has one tremendous advantage:
there is no competing elimination reaction. As a result, it can be used for the
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synthesis of nearly every kind of alkyl ether except evidently for steric reasons

di-/er/-alkyl ethers. For example :

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3-C-CH-CH, + (CH 3)2CHOH Hg(OOCCF3)2
> Si> CH 3-C CH-CH 3

I "II
CH 3 CH 3 OCH(CH 3)2

3,3-DimethyM -butene 3-Isopropoxy-2,2-dimethylbutane

C6H 5CH CH 2 + (CH 3) 3COH Hg(OOCCF3>2
>

NaBH4
> C6H 5CHCH 3

OC(CH 3)3

a-Phenylethyl tert-buiy\ ether

We notice that, instead of the mercuric acetate which was used in the

preparation of alcohols, here mercuric //-///woroacetate is used. With a bulky
alcohol secondary or tertiary as solvent, the trifluoroacetate is required for a

good yield of ether.

Problem 17.10 In the presence of a secondary or tertiary alcohol, mercuric ace-

tate adds to alkenes to give much -or even chiefly organic acetate instead of ether

i i II
C C- instead of -C CII II
OAc HgOAc OR HgOAc

as the product. How do you account for the advantage of using mercuric trifluoro-

acetate? (Hint: Trifluoroacetic acid is a much stronger acid than acetic.)

Problem 17.11 Starting with any alcohols, outline all steps in the synthesis of

each of the following ethers, using the Williamson synthesis or alkoxymercuration-
demercuration, whichever you think is best suited for the particular job.

(a) //-hexyl isopropyl ether (c) cyclohexyl tert-buly\ ether

(b) 2-hexyI isopropyl ether (d) cyclohexyl ether

17.7 Reactions of ethers. Cleavage by acids

Ethers arc comparatively un reactive compounds. The ether linkage is quite

stable toward bases, oxidizing agents, and reducing agents, fn so far as the ether

linkage itself is concerned, ethers undergo just one kind of reaction, cleavage by

acids :

R-O R' + HX ~> R X + R'-OH -^-> R' X

Ar-O-R + HX > R-X + Ar-OH

Reactivity of HX: HI > HBr > HC1

Cleavage takes place only under quite vigorous conditions: concentrated acids

(usually HI or HBr) and high temperatures.

An alkyl ether yields initially an alkyl halide and an alcohol; the alcohol

may react further to form a second mole of alkyl halide. Because of the low

reactivity at the bond between oxygen and an aromatic ring, an aryl alkyl ether
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undergoes cleavage of the alkyl-oxygen bond and yields a phenol and an alkyl

halide. For example:

CH 3 CH 3 CH 3

AOO i_in r I

-CH-0-CH-CH,
, 3o:,"o.> ZCHj-CH-Br

Isopropyl ether Isopropyl bromide

Anisole Phenol Methyl iodide

Cleavage involves nucleophilic attack by halide ion on the protonated ether,

with displacement of the weakly basic alcohol molecule:

s <, ,

ROR' + HX 7= ROR' + X-
-|*i->

RX + R'OH
S2 Weak base:

good leaving gwup

Such a reaction occurs much more readily than displacement of the strongly basic

alkoxide ion from the neutral ether.

ROR' : X
)(

> RX i R'Q-

Strong base:

poor leaving group

Reaction of a protonated ether with halide ion, like the corresponding reaction

of a protonated alcohol, can proceed by either an SN 1 or SN2 mechanism, depending

upon conditions and the structure of the ether. As we might expect, a primary

sa

0)

(2)

RX + HOR'

alkyl group tends to undergo SN2 displacement, whereas a tertiary alkyl group
tends to undergo SN l displacement.

Problem 17.12 Cleavage of optically active methyl .xv-butyl ether by anhydrous
HBr yields chiefly methyl bromide and sec-buly] alcohol; the sec-butyl alcohol has the

same configuration and optical purity as the starting material. How do you interpret

these results?
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17.8 Electrophilic substitution in aromatic ethers

The alkoxy group, OR, was listed (Sec. 1 1.5) as ortho,para-direclmg toward

electrophilic aromatic substitution, and moderately activating. It is a much

stronger activator than R, but much weaker than OH.
The carbonium ions resulting from ortho and para attack were considered (Sec.

11.20) to be stabilized by contribution from structures I and II. These structures

OR

are especially stable ones, since in them every atom (except hydrogen, of course)

has a complete octet of electrons.

The ability of the oxygen to share more than a pair of electrons with the ring
and to accommodate a positive charge is consistent with the basic character of

ethers.

Problem 17.13 Predict the principal products of: (a) bromination of p-methyl-

anisole; (b) nitration of m-nitroanisole; (c) nitration oi benzyl phenyl ether.

17.9 Cyclic ethers

In their preparation and properties, most cyclic ethers are just like the ethers

we have already studied: the chemistry of the ether linkage is essentially the same
whether it forms part of an open chain or part of an aliphatic ring.

Problem 17.14 1,4-Dioxane is prepared industrially (for use as a water-soluble

solvent) by dehydration of an alcohol. What alcohol is used?

H
//~\

H "2C CH 2

1,4-Dioxane Furan Tetrahydrofuran

Problem 17.15 The unsaturated cyclic ether fnran can readily be made from sub-

Stances isolated from oat hulls and corncobs; one of its important uses involves its

conversion into (a) tetrahydrofnnin, and (b) 1,4-dichlorobutane. Using your knowledge
of alkene chemistry and ether chemistry, show hens these conversions can be carried

out.

Cyclic ethers of one class deserve special attention because of their unusual

reactivity ; these compounds are the epoxides.
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EPOXIDES

17.10 Preparation of epoxides

Epoxides are compounds containing the three-membered ring:

I I

P p

O
Epoxide ring

(Oxirane ring)

They are ethers, but the three-membered ring gives them unusual properties.

By far the most important epoxide is the simplest one, ethylene oxide. It is

prepared on an industrial scale by catalytic oxidation of ethylene by air.

CH2=CH 2

2>A8>250
> CH2~CH2

Ethylene O
Ethylene oxide

Other epoxides are prepared by the following methods.

PREPARATION OF EPOXIDES

1. From halohydrins. Discussed in Sec. 17.10.

X:,H7O

Example:

CH 3-CH -CH 2
Cl3tH2

> CH 3-CH-CH 2

conc - a"- OH "

> CH,-CH-CH 2

OH Cl

Propylene Propylene oxide

chlorohydrin

2. Peroxidation of carbon-carbon double bonds. Discussed in Sec. 17.10.

-CXC- + C6H5CO2OH > -C C- + C6H 5COOH
Peroxybenzoic Q

acid

Examples:

-CH=CH2
*******>

Styrene Styrene oxide

c acid

Cyclohexene Cyclohexene oxide
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The conversion of halohydrins into epoxides by the action of base is simply
an adaptation of the Williamson synthesis (Sec. 17.5); a cyclic compound is

obtained because both alcohol and halide happen to be part of the same molecule.

In the presence of hydroxide ion a small proportion of the alcohol exists as alkoxide;

this alkoxide displaces halide ion from another portion of the same molecule to

yield the cyclic ether.

(1)

Br

CH 2~CH2 4- OH- H2

Br

CH2-CH2

O

(2)
CH 2_CH2 H-~C -C H

,S XTH

CH 2~CH 2^' Br~

Since halohydrins are nearly always prepared from alkenes by addition of halogen

and water to the carbon -carbon double bond (Sec. 6.14), this method amounts to

the conversion of an alkenc into an epoxide.

Alternatively, the carbon-carbon double bond may be oxidized directly to the

epoxide group by peroxybenzoic acid :

0-0-H
Peroxybenzoic acid

When allowed to stand in ether or chloroform solution, the peroxy acid and the

unsaturated compoundwhich need not be a simple alkene react to yield ben-

zoic acid and the epoxide. For example:

D

0-OH
Cyclopentenc Peroxybenzoic

acid

O
Cyclopentene

oxide

*0 -f- C6H5cf
OH

Benzoic
acid

3-Phenyl-2-propen- 1 -ol

Cinnamyl alcohol
I C6H 5C

OH

17.11 Reactions of epoxides

Epoxides owe their importance to their high reactivity, which is due to the

ease of opening of the highly strained three-membered ring. The bond angles of the
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ring, which average 60, are considerably less than the normal tetrahedral carbon

angle of 109.5, or the divalent oxygen angle of 1 10
r

for open-chain ethers (Sec.

17.2). Since the atoms cannot be located to permit maximum overlap of

orbitals (Sec. 9.9), the bonds are weaker than in an ordinary ether, and the mole-

cule is less stable.

Epoxides undergo acid-catalyzed reactions with extreme ease, and unlike

ordinary ethers can even be cleaved by bases. Some of the important reactions

are outlined below.

REACTIONS OF EPOXIDES

1. Acid-catalyzed cleavage. Discussed in Sec. 17.12.

Examples:

H2 + CH2-CH 2
-^-* CH2-CH 2

OH OH
Ethylene glycol

(1,2-Ethanediol)

C2H 5OH + CH 2~~CH 2
-^U CH 2-CH 2

C2H 56 ^H
2-Ethoxyethanol

)OH 4- CH 2-~CH2
-^-*

(p/OCH 2CH2OH

Phenol O
2-Phcnoxyethanol

HBr + CH 2-CH2 > CH 2-CH 2

Br OH
Ethylene bromohydrin

(2-Bromoethanol)

2. Base-catalyzed cleavage. Discussed in Sec. 17.13.

Examples:

C2H 5O-Na+ + CH 2-~CH 2 > C2H 5OCH 2CH 2OH
Sodium ethoxidc O 2-Ethoxyethanol
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Sodium phenoxide

-Na+ + CH 2-"CH 2

O 2-Phenoxyethanol

CH 2~CH 2

O
H 2NCH 2CH 2OH
2-Ammoethanol

(Ethanolamine)

3. Reaction with Grignard reagents. Discussed in Sec. 17.14.

R-MgX RCH :.CH 2 1* RCH 2CH 2OH
Primary abofedl:

chain has been lengthened

by two carbons

Examples:

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2MgBr + CH 2 CH2 CH 3CH 2CH2CH 2CH2CH 2OH
1-Hexanol

)MgBr + CH 2-CH 2

\ /
- O

cH 2CH 2OH

2-Phenylcthanol

O-Phenylethyl alcotiol)

17.12 Acid-catalyzed cleavage of epoxides. aitn-Hydroxylation

Like other ethers, aji epoxide is converted by acid into the protonated epoxide,

which can then undergo attack by any. of a number of-nucleophilic reagents.

An important feature of the reactions of epoxides is the formation of com-

pounds that contain two functional groups. Thus, reaction with water yields a

glycol ; reaction with an alcohol yields a compound that is both ether and alcohol.

!
i H+ i

i

V
H

-c c-
I I

OH 2 OH

OR
H

--4-

in

I

-c
OH OH
A glycol

- + H+

-f-rr
OR OH

An alkoxyalcohol

(A hydroxyether)

f H^
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Problem 17.16 The following compounds are commercially available for use as

water-soluble solvents. How could each be made?

(a) CH3CH2-0-CH2CH2~0-CH 2CH2-OH Carbitol

(b) C6H5~O-CH 2CH2-O-CH2CH2-OH Phenyl carbitol

(c) HO CH2CH 2-O CH 2CH2-OH Diethylene glycol

(d) Ha-CH2CH2-O-CH2CH 2~O~CH2CH2~-OH Triethylene glycol

Problem 17.17 Show in detail (including structures and transition states) the

steps in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of ethylene oxide by an SN 1 mechanism; by an

SN2 mechanism.

The two-stage process of epoxidation followed by hydrolysis is stereospecific,

and gives glycols corresponding to ami addition to the carbon-carbon double

bond. Exactly the same stereochemistry was observed (Problem 7.11, p. 242)

for hydroxylation of alkenes by peroxyformic acid and for good reason: an

epoxide is formed there, too, but is rapidly cleaved in the acidic medium, formic

acid. The interpretation is exactly the same as that given to account for anti

addition of halogens (Sec. 7.12); indeed, epoxides and their hydrolysis served as a

model on which the halonium ion mechanism was patterned.

Hydroxylation with permanganate gives .sy/i-addition (Problem 7.11, p. 242). To
account for this stereochemistry it has been suggested that an intermediate like I is in-

volved:

OHOH

Hydrolysis of such an intermediate would yield the m-glycol. This mechanism is sup-

ported by the fact that osmium tetroxide, OsO4 , which also yields the c/s-glycol, actually
forms stable intermediates of structure II.

--C <:--

q o

X
o o

II

Thus, the two methods of hydroxylation by peroxy acids and by permanganate
differ in stereochemistry because they differ in mechanism.

Problem 17.18 Using both models and drawings of the kind in Sec. 7.12, show
all steps in the formation and hydrolysis of the epoxide of: (a) cyclopentene; (b)c/5-

2-butene; (c) ftwi$-2-butene; (d) m-2-pentene; (e) frtf/w-2-pentene. (f) Which (if any)
of the above products, as obtained, would be optically active?
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17.13 Base-catalyzed cleavage of epoxides

Unlike ordinary ethers, epoxides can be cleaved under alkaline conditions.

Here it is the epoxide itself, not the protonated epoxide, that undergoes nucleophilic

attack. The lower reactivity of the non-protonated epoxide is compensated for

by the more basic, more strongly nucleophilic reagent: alkoxide, phenoxide,

ammonia, etc.

Let us look, for example, at the reaction of ethylene oxide with phenol. Acid

catalyzes reaction by converting the epoxide into the highly reactive protonated

epoxide. Base catalyzes reaction by converting the phenol into the more strongly

nucleophilic phenoxide ion.

CH2-CH2 OCH2CH2OH
-H +

Weakly
nucleophilic

reagent

_ ,

Protonated

epoxide

Highly reactive

)CH2CH2CT

)OCH2CH2OH

+ CH2-CH2

nto& Non^*ted

reagent
cpoxidc

Problem 17.19 Write equations for the reaction of ethylene oxide with

(a) methanol in the presence of a little H2SO4 ; (b) methanol in the presence of a little

CH 3O-Na+;(c) aniline.

Problem 17.20 Using the reaction between phenol and ethylene oxide as an

example, show why it is not feasible to bring about reaction between the protonated

epoxide and the highly nucleophilic reagent phenoxide ion. (Hint: Consider what
would happen if one started with a solution of sodium phenoxide and ethylene oxide

and added acid to it.)

Problem 17.21 Poly(oxypropylene)glycols,

CH3 f CH 3 "I CH3

HO-CH-CH2-OLCH2CH~oJ B-<:H2CHOH

which are used in the manufacture of polyurethane foam rubber, are formed by the

action of base (e.g., hydroxide ion) on propylene oxide in the presence of propylene

glycol as an initiator. Write all steps in a likely mechanism for their formation.

17.14 Reaction of ethylene oxide with Grignard reagents

Reaction of Grignard reagents with ethylene oxide is an important method of

preparing primary alcohols since the product contains two carbons more than the

alkyl or aryl group of the Grignard reagent. As in reaction with the carbonyl

group (Sec. 15.12), we see the nucleophilic (basic) alkyl or aryl group of the
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Grignard reagent attach itself to the relatively positive carbon and the electro-

philic (acidic) magnesium attach itself to the relatively negative oxygen. Use of

higher epoxides is complicated by rearrangements and formation of mixtures.

RCH2CH20-MgX* ^> RCH2CH2OH

17.15 Orientation of cleavage of epoxides

There are two carbon atoms in an epoxide ring and, in principle, either one

can suffer nuclcophilic attack. In a symmetrical epoxide like ethylene oxide, the

two carbons are equivalent, and attack occurs randomly at both. But in an un-

symmetrical epoxide, the carbons are not equivalent, and the product we obtain

depends upon which one is preferentially attacked. Just what is the orientation

of cleavage of epoxides, and how does one account for it?

The preferred point of attack, it turns out, depends chiefly on whether the

reaction is acid-catalyzed or base-catalyzed. Consider, for example, two reactions

of isobutylene oxide:

CH 3 CH

3-C-CH 3~C CH 2 + H 2
18O -^-> CH 3-C CH2OH

O 18QH

CH, CH 3

CH 3 C CH2 + CH 3OH
C"30Na

> CH 3-C CH 2OCH3V in

Here, as in general, the nucleophile attacks the more substituted carbon in acid-

catalyzed cleavage, and the less substituted carbon in base-catalyzed cleavage.

Our first thought is that two different mechanisms are involved here, SN 1

and SN2. But the evidence indicates pretty clearly that both are of the SN2 type:

cleavage of the carbon -oxygen bond and attack by the nucleophile occur in a single

step. (There is not only stereochemical evidence complete inversion but also

evidence of several kinds that we cannot go into here.) How, then, are we to

account for the difference in orientation in particular, for SN2 attack at the

more hindered position in acid-catalyzed cleavage?
Tn an SN2 reaction, we said earlier (Sec. 14.11), carbon loses electrons to the

leaving group and gains electrons from the nucleophile, and as a result does not

become appreciably positive or negative in the transition state; electronic factors

are unimportant, and steric factors control reactivity. But in acid-catalyzed

cleavage of an epoxide, the carbon-oxygen bond, already weak because of the

angle strain of the three-membered ring, is further weakened by protonation:

the leaving group is a very good one, a weakly basic alcohol hydroxyl. The nucleo-

phile, on the other hand, is a poor one (water, alcohol, phenol), Although there are

both bond-breaking and bond-making in the transition state, bond-breaking has
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proceeded further than bond-making; the leaving group has taken electrons

away to a much greater extent than the nucleophile has brought them up, and the

carbon has acquired a considerable positive charge.

Crowding, on the other hand, is relatively unimportant, because both leaving

group and nucleophile arc far away. Stability of the transition state is determined

chiefly by electronic factors, not steric factors. We speak of such a reaction as

having considerable SN 1 character. Attack occurs not at the less hindered carbon,

but at the carbon that can best accommodate the positive charge.

Acid-catalyzed S>2 cleavage

I I

Z: + -C-----C-

\

H

/"* /"I
~~-\^~-~~\^,-~

H J

Bond-breaking exceeds

bond-making:

positwe chaige on carbon

Z

-C- C

In base-catalyzed cleavage, the leaving group is a poorer one a strongly

basic alkoxide oxygen-- and the nucleophile is a good one (hydroxide, alkoxide,

phenoxide). Bond-breaking and bond-making are more nearly balanced, and

reactivity is controlled in the more usual way, by steric factors. Attack occurs at

the less hindered carbon.

Base-catalyzed Sw2 cleavage

Z

Z: 4 -C- -C

V
Z

I

Bond-making balances

bond-breaking.

no particular charge
on carbon

Problem 17.22 Predict the chief product of each of the following reactions:

(a) styrene oxide 4 dry HC1
(b) styrene oxide 4 CH 3OH + a little CH3ONa
(c) propylene oxide + aniline

(d) trimethylethylene oxide 4- HO

One further point. We have encountered the two-step addition of unsym-
metrical reagents in which the first step is attack by positive halogen ; formation

of halohydrins (Sec. 6.14), and ionic addition of 1N3 and BrN 3 (Problem 7, p. 247).

The orientation is what would be expected if a carbonium ion were the inter-

mediate. Propylene chlorohydrin, for example, is CH 3CHOHCH2Cl; IN 3 adds to

terminal alkenes to yield RCH(N 3)CH 2 l. Yet the exclusively anti stereochemistry
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(Problems 5 and 7, p. 247) indicates that the intermediate is not an open cation

but a halonium ion; cleavage of this ring must involve attack by the nucleophile

(H2O or N.r) at the more hindered carbon. This is not really surprising, in view

of what we have just said about epoxides. The halonium ion ring is even less stable

than that of a protonated epoxide; cleavage has much SN l character, and takes

place at the carbon atom that can best accommodate the positive charge. (Con*

sider, too, the orientation of solvomercuration, in which the intermediate is a

cyclic mercurinium ion.)

17.16 Analysis of ethers

Because of the low reactivity of the functional group, the chemical behavior

of ethers both aliphatic and aromatic resembles that of the hydrocarbons to

which they are related. They are distinguished from hydrocarbons, however,

by their solubility in cold concentrated sulfuric acid through formation of oxonium

salts.

Problem 17.23 Because of their highly reactive benzene rings, aryf ethers may
decolorize bromine in carbon tetrachloride. How coutd this behavior be distinguished
from the usual unsaturation test? (Hint: Sec Sec. 6.30.)

Problem 17.24 Expand the table you made in Problem 16.10, p. 536, to in-

clude ethers.

Problem 17.25 Describe simple chemical tests (if any) that would distinguish
between an aliphatic ether and (a) an aikane; (b) an alkene; (c) an alkyne; (d) an

alkyl halide; (e) a primary or secondary alcohol; (f) a tertiary alcohol; (g) an alkyl

aryl ether

Identification as a previously reported ether is accomplished through the usual

comparison of physical properties. This can be confirmed by cleavage with hot

concentrated hydriodic acid (Sec, 17.7) and identification of one or both products.

Aromatic ethers can be converted into solid bromination or nitration products

whose melting points can then be compared with those of previously reported

derivatives.

Proof of structure of a new ether would involve cleavage by hydriodic acid

and identification of the products formed. Cleavage is used quantitatively in the

Zeisel method to show the number of alkoxyl groups in an alkyl aryl ether.

Problem 17.26 How many methoxyl groups per molecule of papaverine would
be indicated by the following results of a Zeisel analysis ?

Treatment of papaverine (C2oH2|O4N, one of the opium alkaloids) with hot

concentrated hydriodic acid yields CHJ, indicating the presence of the methoxyl

group OCHj. When 4.24 mg of papaverine is treated with hydriodic acid and the

CH 3 I thus formed is passed into alcoholic silver nitrate, 11.62 mg of silver iodide is

obtained.

17.17 Spectroscopic analysis of ethers

Infrared. The infrared spectrum of an ether does not, of course, show the

O H band characteristic of alcohols; but the strong band due to C O stretching
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is still present, in the 1060-1300 cm" 1
range, and is the striking feature of the

spectrum. (See Fig. 17.1).

CO stretching, strong, broad

Alkyl ethers 1060-1 150 cm" 1

Aryl and vinyl ethers 1200-1275 cm" 1
(and, weaker, at 1020-1075 cm' 1

)

Carboxylic acids and esters show C O stretching, but show carbonyl absorption

as well. (For a comparison of certain oxygen compounds, see Table 20.3, p. 689.)

Wavelength, M

2.5 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 IS

T T

(CH 3CH2CH2)2

I

4000 3300

Sotbkr 10987 K

2000 1800 1600

Frequency, cm"
1

Wavelength, M

5 6

Sodtler 4826 K Frequency, cm"
1

Figure 17.1. Infrared spectra of (a) n-propyl ether and (b) phenetole.

PROBLEMS
1. Write structural formulas for:

(a) methyl ether

(b) isopropyl ether

(c) methyl w-butyl ether

(d) isobutyl /ir/-butyl ether

(e) 3-methoxyhexane

(f) vinyl ether

(g) allyl ether

(h) )9-chloroethyl ether

(i) anisole

(j) phenetole

(k) phenyl ether

(1) cyclohexene oxide

(m) /?-nitrobenzyl /i-propyl ether

(n) 1,2-epoxypcntane
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2. Name the following structures:

(a) (CH 3)2CHCH2-0-CH2CH(CH3)2 (e) />-BrC6H4OC2H5

(b) CH 3 O CH(CH3)2 (f) 0-O2NC6H4CH2OC6H 5

(c) (CH 3)3C-O-CH2CH3 (g) 2,4-Br2C6H3OCH 3

(d) CH 3CH2CH2CH(OCH 3)CH2CH 2CH 3

3. Outline a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following compounds from

alcohols and phenols:

(a) methyl ter/-butyl ether (d) p-tolyl benzyl ether

(b) phenetole (C6H 5OC2H5) (e) isopropyl isobutyl ether

(c) tf-butyl cyclohexyl ether (f) isopropyl ter/-butyl ether

(g) resorcinol dimethyl ether (1,3-dimethoxybenzene)

4. Arrange the compounds of each set in order of reactivity toward bromine:

(a) anisole, benzene, dhlorobenzene, nitrobenzene, phenol

(b) anisole, m-hydroxyanisole, o-methylanisole, m-methylanisole

(c) p-C6H4(OH)2 , p-CH3OC6H 4OH, p-C6H4(OCH3)2

5. Write a balanced equation for each of the following. (If no reaction occurs, indi-

cate "no reaction.")

(a) potassium te/7-butoxide + ethyl iodide

(b) /er/-butyl iodide + potassium ethoxide

(c) ethyl alcohol + H2SO4 (140)
(d) /t-butyl ether + boiling aqueous NaOH
(e) methyl ethyl ether -f excess HI (hot)

(f) methyl ether + Na
(g) ethyl ether + cold cone. H 2SO4

(h) ethyl ether -f hot cone. H 2SO4

(i) C6H5OC2H 5 + hot cone. HBr
(j) C6H5OC2H 5 + HN0 3 , H2S04

(k) />-CH 3C6H4OCH 3 + KMn04 + KOH + heat

(1) C&5OCH2C6H5 + Br2 , Fe

6. Like other oxygen-containing compounds, i-butyl ter/-butyl ether dissolves in

cold concentrated H2SO4 . On standing, however, an acid-insoluble layer, made up of

high-boiling hydrocarbon material, slowly separates from the solution. What is this

material likely to be, and how is it formed ?

7. Describe simple chemical tests that would distinguish between:

(a) //-butyl ether and /i-pentyl alcohol

(b) ethyl ether and methyl iodide

(c) methyl /i-propyl ether and 1-pentene

(d) isopropyl ether and allyl ether

(e) anisole and toluene

(f) vinyl ether and ethyl ether

(g) si-butyl ter/-butyl ether and //-octane

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

8. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following. Describe how
you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown actually is.

Where possible, use simple chemical tests; where necessary, use more elaborate chemical

methods like quantitative hydrogenation, cleavage, etc. Make use of any needed tables

of physical constants.

(a) w-propyl ether (b.p. 91) and 2-methylhexane (b.p. 91)
(b) benzyl ethyl ether (b.p. 188) and allyl phenyl ether (b.p. 192)
(c) methyl p-tolyl ether (b.p. 176) and methyl w-tolyl ether (b.p. 177)
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(d) ethyl w-propyl ether (b.p. 64), 1-hexene (b.p. 64), and methanol (b.p. 65)
(e) anisole (b.p. 154), bromobenzene (b.p. 156), 0-chlorotoluene (b.p. 159), w-propyl-

ben/ene (b.p. 159), and cyclohexanol (b.p. 162)
(f) ethyl ether fb.p. 35), /i-pentane (b.p. 36), and isoprene (b.p. 34)
(g) methyl 0-tolyl ether (b.p. 171), phenetole (b.p. 172), and isopentyl ether (b.p. 173)

9. Three compounds, A, B, and C, have the formula C8H9OBr. They are insoluble

in water, but are soluble in cold concentrated H2SO4 . B is the only one of the three that

gives a precipitate when treated with AgNO 3 . The three compounds are unaffected by
dilute KMnO4 and Br2/CCl4 . Further investigation of their chemical properties leads to

the following results:

oxidation by hot alkaline KMnO+:

A D (C8H7O3Br), an acid

B > E (C8H8O3), an acid

C > unaffected

treatment with hot cone. HBr:

A > F (C 7H7OBr)
B > G(C7H7OBr)
C > H (C6H 5OBr), identified as o-bromophenol
E > I (C7H6O3), identified as salicylic acid, o-HOC6H4COOH

. , , . ., (CH3 )2SO4 , NaOH HC1 ,~ ~ .

/j-hydroxybenzoic acid - 2^1^
>. + J (C8H 8O3)

J + Br2 + Fe > D

What are the probable structures of A, B, and C? Of compounds D through J?
Write equations for all reactions involved.

10. Before doing the chemical work described in the preceding problem, we could

quickly have learned a good deal about the structure of A, B, and C from examination of

their nmr spectra. What would you expect to see in the nmr spectrum of each com-

pound? Give approximate chemical shift values, splittings, and relative peak areas.

11. Give the structures and names of the products you would expect from the reaction

of ethylene oxide with:

(a) H20, H + '

(i) HCOOH
(b) H2O, OH" (j) C6H5MgBr
(c) C2H 5OH, H+ (k) NH 3

(d) product of (c), H +
(1) diethylamine (C2H5NHC2H5)

(e) HOCH2CH 2OH, H+ (m) phenol, H+
(f) product of (e), H 4

(n) phenol, OH -

(g) anhydrous HBr (o) HC==C-Na +

(h) HCN

12. Propylene oxide can be converted into propylene glycol by the action of either

dilute acid or dilute base. When optically active propylene oxide is used, the glycol

obtained from acidic hydrolysis has a rotation opposite to that obtained from alkaline

hydrolysis. What is the most likely interpretation of these facts?

13. In Sec. 17.10 a mechanism is proposed for the conversion of ethylene bromo-

hydrin into ethylene oxide in the presence of base, (a) To what general class does this

reaction belong? (b) Using models, show the likely steric course of this reaction, (c) Can
you suggest a reason why sodium hydroxide readily converts /r<w,?-2-chlorocyclohexanol
into cyclohexene oxide, but converts the c/s-isomer into entirely different products?

(d) Account for the fact that addition of chlorine and water to oleic acid (cft-9-octadece-

noic acid) followed by treatment with base gives the same epoxide (same stereoisomer)
as does treatment of oleic acid with a peroxy acid.
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14. (a) Draw formulas for all the stereoisomers of I.

(b) Indicate which isomers, when separated from all others, will be optically active, and

which will be optically inactive, (c) One of these stereoisomers is very readily converted

into an ether, C 10H 18O. Which isomer is this, and what is the structure of the ether?

15. Give the structures (including configurations where pertinent) of compounds
K through Y:

(a) CH2^CH 2 + C1,/H 2 > K (C2H 5OC1)
K + H2SO4 + heat > L (C4H 8OC1 2)

L + ale. KOH > M (C4H 6O)

(b) C1CH2CH-CH2 + CH 3OH + H2SO4 > N (C4H9O 2C1)

O
N + NaOCl > CHC1 3 + O (C3H 6O 3 )

N 4- NaOH(aq) > P (C4H 8O2)

(c) C1CH2CH 2CH 2OH + KOH > Q (C3H 6O)
(d) benzene + ethylene oxide + BF3

> R (C8H, O)

(e) CH2=CHCH,CH,CH 2OH + Hg(OAc)2 -f- H 2O, then NaBH4 > S (C5H IOO)
(f) methyl vinyl ether + dil. H 2SO4 > T (C2H4O)
(g) cyclohexene oxide -i- anhydrous HC1 > U (C6HUOC1)
(h) 1-methylcyclohexene + HCO2OH > V (C7H 14O2)

(i) racemic 3,4-epoxy-l-butene + cold alkaline KMnO4 , then

dilute acid * W (C4H 10O4)

(j) c/j-2-butene + C12/H 2O, then OH~, then dilute acid > X (C4H 10O2)

(k) f/ww-2-butene treated as in (j) > Y (C4H 10O2)

16. Give a structure or structures for the compound whose infrared spectrum is

shown in Fig. 17.2 (p. 575). If you find more than one structure consistent with the spec-

trum, could you decide among the possibilities on the basis of the nmr spectrum? Tell

what you would expect to see in each case.

17. Give a structure or structures for the compound Z, whose infrared and nmr
spectra are shown in Fig. 17.3 (p. 575).

18. Give a structure or structures consistent with each nmr spectrum shown in

Fig. 17.4 (p. 576).

19. Give the structures of compounds AA, BB, and CC on the basis of their infra-

red spectra (Fig. 17.5, p. 577) and their nmr spectra (Fig. 17.6, p. 578).
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Chapter

18
Carboxylic Acids

18.1 Structure

Of the organic compounds that show appreciable acidity, by far the most

important are the carboxylic acids. These compounds contain the carboxyl group

o
c

>H

attached to either an alkyl group (RCOOH) or an aryl group (ArCOOH). For

example:

HCOOH CH 3COOH CH 3(CH2) 10COOH
Formic acid Acetic acid Laurie acid

Methanoic Ethanoic Dodecanese
acid acid acid

Oleic acid

m-9-Octadecenoic acid

)COOH

Benzole acid

2N\O/COOH

p-Nitrobenzoic acid

)CH 2COOH

Phenylacetic acid

CH3 CH COOH

Br

A-Bromopropionic acid

2-Bromopropanoic acid

Cyclohcxanccarboxylic acid

CH2=CHCOOH

Acrylic acid

Propenoic acid

Whether the group is aliphatic or aromatic, saturated or unsaturated, substituted

or unsubstituted, the properties of the carboxyl group are essentially the same.

579
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18.2 Nomenclature

The aliphatic carboxylic acids have been known for a long time, and as a

result have common names that refer to their sources rather than to their chemical

structures. The common names of the more important acids are shown in Table

18.1. Formic acid, for example, adds the sting to the bite of an ant (Latin : formica,

ant); butyric acid gives rancid butter its typical smell (Latin: butyrum, butter);

Table 18.1 CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
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and caproic, caprylic, and capric acids are all found in goat fat (Latin: caper,

goat).

Branched-chain acids and substituted acids are named as derivatives of the

straight-chain acids. To indicate the position of attachment, the Greek letters,

-, /K y-, S-, etc., are used; the a-carbon is the one bearing the carboxyl group,

S y j8

C-C-C-C-COOH Used in common names

For example:

CH3CH2CHCOOH

CH3

a-Methylbutyric
acid

CH 3CH 2CH-CHCOOH

CH 3 CH3

, 0-Dimethylvaleric
acid

>CH 2CH 2CH 2C'OOH

y -Phenylbutyric
acid

CH 2CH2CHCOOH

Cl CH 3

y-Chloro-a-methylbutyric acid

CH3CHCOOH

OH
a-Hydroxypropionic acid

Lactic acid

Generally the parent acid is taken as the one of longest carbon chain, although
some compounds are named as derivatives of acetic acid.

Aromatic acids, ArCOOH, are usually named as derivatives of the parent

acid, benzole acid, C6H 5COOH. The methylbenzoic acids are given the special

name of toluic acids.

/>-Bromqbenzoic
acid

COOH
N02

N02

2,4-Dinitrobenzoic
acid

The IUPAC names follow the usual pattern. The longest chain carrying the

carboxyl group is considered the parent structure, and is named by replacing
the -e of the corresponding alkane with -oic acid. For example:

CH3CH2CH 2CH 2COOH

Pen tanoic acid

CH 3CH2CHCOOH

CH3

2-Methylbutanoic
acid

CH3

!:HCH 2COOH

3-(p-Chlorophcnyl)butanoic
acid

)CH 2CH2COOH

3-Phcnylj)ropanoic
acid^ (

2-Butenoic acid
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The position of a substituent is indicated as usual by a number. We should notice

C-C C-COOH Used in WPAC names

that the carboxyl carbon is always considered as C-l, and hence C-2 corresponds

to a of the common names, C-3 to j8, and so on. (Caution: Do not mix Greek

letters with IUPAC names, or Arabic numerals with common names.)

The name of a salt of a carboxylic acid consists of the name of the cation

(sodium, potassium, ammonium, etc.) followed by the name of the acid with the

ending -ic acid changed to -ate. For example:

)cOONa (CH 3COO)2Ca HCOONH4

Sodium benzoate Calcium acetate Ammonium formate

CH2 CH-COOK

Br Br

Potassium a,-dibromopropionate

(Potassium 2,3-dibromopropanoate)

18.3 Physical properties

As we would expect from their structure, carboxylic acid molecules are polar,

and like alcohol molecules can form hydrogenj>onds with each other and with

other kinds of molecules. The alipliatuTacids therefore show very muchjjie
same

solubility behavior^rflie^lc^HbTsTlhTnTsrFou are miscible witH water, the five-
t ._ __^_ _____ -*- --- ---, ' -

carbon acid is partly soluble, andlhe higher adds are virtually insoluble. Water

solubility undoubtedly arises from hydrogen bonding between the carboxylic

acid and water. The simplest aromatic acid, benzoic acid, contains too many
carbon atoms to show appreciable solubility in water.

Carboxylic acids are soluble in less polar solvents like ether, alcohol,

benzene, etc.
* ~~ ""

We can see from Table 18.1 that as a class the carboxylic acids are even higher

boiling than alcohols. For example, propionic acid (b.p. 141) boils more than

twenty degrees higher than the alcohol of comparable molecular weight, w-butyl

alcohol (b.p. 118). These very high boiling points are due to the fact that a

pair of carboxylic acid molecules are held together not by one but by two hydrogen
bonds:

O H-O
D V* f"1 DIX V^ V^~"~Jx

V-H-V

Problem 18.1 At 110 and 454 mm pressure, 0.11 g acetic acid vapor occupies
63.7 cc; at 156 and 458 mm, 0.081 g occupies 66.4 cc. Calculate the molecular weight
of acetic acid in the vapor phase at each temperature. How do you interpret these

results?

The odors of the lower aliphatic acids progress from the sharp, irritating

odors df formic and acetic acids to the distinctly unpleasant odors of butyric,
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valeric, and caproic acids; the higher acids have little odor because of their low

volatility.

18.4 Salts of carboxylic acids

Although much weaker than the strong mineral acids (sulfuric, hydrochloric,

nitric), the carboxylic acids are tremendously more acidic than the very weak

organic acids (alcohols, acetylene) we have so far studied; they are much stronger

acids than water. Aqueous hydroxides therefore readily convert carboxylic

acids into their salts; aqueous mineral acids readily convert the salts back into the

carboxylic acids. Since we can do little with carboxylic acids without encountering

RCOOH
Acid

this conversion to and from their salts, it is worthwhile for us to examine the

properties of these salts.

Salts of carboxylic acid like all salts are crystalline non-volatile solids

made up of positive and negative ions; their properties are what we would expect

of such structures. The strong electrostatic forces holding the ions in the crystal

lattice can be overcome only by heating to a high temperature, or by a very polar

solvent. The temperature required for melting is so high that before it can be

reached carbon-carbon bonds break and the molecule decomposes, generally

in the neighborhood of 300-400. A decomposition point is seldom useful for

the identification of a compound, since it usually reflects the rate of heating rather

than the identity of the compound.
The alkali metal salts of carboxylic acids (sodium, potassium, ammonium)

are soluble in water but insoluble in non-polar solvents; most of the heavy metal

salts (iron, silver, copper, etc.) are insoluble in water.

Thus we see that, except for the acids of four carbons or less, which are soluble

both in water and in organic solvents, carboxylic acids and their alkali metal salts

show exactly opposite solubility behavior. Because of the ready interconversion

of acids and their salts, this difference in solubility behavior may be used in two

important ways: for identification and for separation.
" A water-insoluble organic compound that dissolves in cold dilute aqueous

sodium hydroxide must be either a carboxylic acid or one of the few other kinds of

organic compounds more acidic than water; that it is indeed a carboxylic acid

can then be shown in other ways.

RCOOH -I- NaOH > RCOONa + H 2O
Stronger acid Soluble in Weaker

Insoluble in H2O H2 acid

Instead of sodium hydroxide, we can use aqueous -sodium bicarbonate; even if the

unknown is water-soluble, its acidity is shown by the evolution of bubbles ofCO2 .

RCOOH + NaHCOj > RCOONa + H2O + CO2 1

Insoluble in H2O Soluble in H2O
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We can separate a carboxylic acid from non-acidic compounds by taking

advantage of its solubility and their insolubility in aqueous base; once the separa-

tion has been accomplished, we can regenerate the acid by acidification of the

aqueous solution. If we are dealing with solids, we simply stir the mixture with

aqueous base and then filter the solution from insoluble, non-acidic materials;

addition of mineral acid to the filtrate precipitates the carboxylic acid, which can

be collected on a filter. If we are dealing with liquids, we shake the mixture with

aqueous base in a separatory funnel and separate the aqueous layer from the in-

soluble organic layer; addition of acid to the aqueous layer again liberates the

carboxylic acid, which can then be separated from the water. For completeness

of separation and ease of handling, we often add a water-insoluble solvent like

ether to the acidified mixture. The carboxylic acid is extracted from the water by
the ether, in which it is more soluble; the volatile ether is readily removed by dis-

tillation from the comparatively high-boiling acid.

For example, an aldehyde prepared by the oxidation of a primary alcohol

(Sec. 16.8) may very well be contaminated with the carboxylic acid; this acid can

be simply washed out with dilute aqueous base. The carboxylic acid prepared

by oxidation of an alkylbenzene (Sec. 12.10) may very well be contaminated with

unreacted starting material; the carboxylic acid can be taken into solution by

aqueous base, separated from the insoluble hydrocarbon, and regenerated by
addition of mineral acid.

Since separations of this kind are more clear-cut and less wasteful of material,

they are preferred wherever possible over recrystallization or distillation.

18.5 Industrial source

Acetic acid, by far the most important of all carboxylic acids, is prepared by
air oxidation of acetaldehyde, which is readily available from the hydration of

acetylene (Sec. 8.13), or the dehydrogenation of ethanol.

HC^CH
Acetylene

CH3CH2OH
Ethanol

HA H2S04, HgS04

Cu, 250-300

H

CH3C=0 * Mn4
*> CH3COOH

Acetaldehyde Acetic acid

Large amounts of acetic acid are also produced as the dilute aqueous solu-

tion known as vinegar. Here, too, the acetic acid is prepared by air oxidation; the

compound that is oxidized is ethyl alcohol, and the catalysts are bacterial (Aceto-

bacter) enzymes.
The most important sources of aliphatic carboxylic acids are the animal and

vegetable fats (Sees. 33.2-33.4). From fats there can be obtained, in purity of

over 90%, straight-chain carboxylic acids of even carbon number ranging from six

to eighteen carbon atoms. These acids can be converted into the corresponding
alcohols (Sec. 18.18), which can then be used, in the ways we have already studied

(Sec. 16.10), to make a great number of other compounds containing long, straight-

chain units.

The most important of the aromatic carboxylic acids, benzole acid and the
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phthalic acids, are prepared on an industrial scale by a reaction we have already

encountered: oxidation of alkylbenzenes (Sec. 12.10). The toluene and xylenes

required are readily available from coal tar and, by catalytic reforming of aliphatic

hydrocarbons (Sec. 12.4), from petroleum; another precursor of phthalic acid

(the 0/7/70 isomer) is the aromatic hydrocarbon naphthalene, also found in coal

tar. Cheap oxidizing agents like chlorine or even air (in the presence of catalysts)

are used.

Coal tar

or

petroleum

(catalytic

reforming)

Toluene

COOH

Benzole acid

heat, catalyst,

~eo 2

,COOH

ICOOH

Phthalic acid

Problem 18.2 In the presence of peroxides, carboxylic acids (or esters) react with

l-alkenes to yield more complicated acids. For example:

/f-C4H9CH=CH2

1-Hexene

CH 3CH2CH2COOH
w-Butyric acid

peroxides
/r-C4H9CH2CH2CHCOOH

tH5

2-Ethyloctanoic acid

(70% yield)

(a) Outline all Steps in a likely mechanism for this reaction. (Hint: See Sec. 6.18.)

Predict the products of similar reactions between: (b) 1-octene and propionic acid;

(c) 1-decene and isobutyric acid; and (d) 1-octene and ethyl malonate,
CH2(COOC2H 5)2 .

Problem 18.3 (a) Carbon monoxide converts a sulfuric acid solution of each of

the following into 2,2-dimethylbutanoic acid: 2-methyl-2-butene, /err-pentyl alcohol,

neopentyl alcohol. Suggest a likely mechanism for this method of synthesizing car-

boxylic acids, (b) /i-Butyl alcohol and ^c-butyl alcohol give the same product. What
would you expect it to be?

18.6 Preparation

The straight-chain aliphatic acids up to C6 , and those of even carbon number

up to Cjg, are commercially available, as are the simple aromatic acids. Other

carboxylic acids can be prepared by the methods outlined below.

PREPARATION OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

1. Oxidation of primary alcohols. Discussed in Sec. 16.8.

KMnO4RCH2OH RCOOH
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Examples:
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CH3

CH 3CH2CHCH 2OH
2-Methyl-l-butanol

CH,

CH3CHCH2OH
Isobutyl alcohol

KMnO4

KMnO4
.

CH,

CH 3CH 2CHCOOH
2-Methylbutanoic acid

CH,

CH 3CHCOOH
Isobutyric acid

2. Oxidation of alkylbenzenes. Discussed in Sec. 12.10.

KMnO-torKaCrzO?,

Examples:

Ar-R

O2N^^CH3

/?-Nitrotoluene

K 2C20,
Ar-COOH

IQ.
o-Bromotoluene

KMnO4,OH-;

)COOH

/>-Nitrobcnzoic acid

iCOOH

o-Bromobcnzoic acid

3. Carbonation of Grignard reagents. Discussed in Sec. 18.7.

RX ~^> RMgX -^> RCOOMgX
(or ArX)

RCOOH
(or ArCOOH)

Examples:

CH3 CH3
-

COOH

(g)

C2H5

p-&Tomosec-
butylbcnzcnc

c2H

tert-Ptniyl
chloride

CH 3

C2H5-C-MgCl

CH3

acid

CH3

C2H5~C--COOH

CH 3

Ethyldimethylacetic
acid

(2,2-Dimethylbutanoic
acid)

J
4. Hydrolysis of nitrites. Discussed in. Sec. 18.8.

R~C^N
or

acidorba>c
R-COOH

or + NH3

Ar-COOH
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Examples:

Benzyl chloride

/i-C4H9Br -

/i-Butyl bromide

PREPARATION 587

Phcnylacetonitrilc

/i-C4H9CN ^

/i-Valeronitrile

(Pentanenitrile)

Phenylacetic acid

n-C4H,COO- + NH,

/i-C4H9COOH + NH4
+

w-Valeric acid

(Pentanoic acid)

-. . .

Diazomum salt

<?-Tolunitrile o-Toluic acid

5. Malonic ester synthesis. Discussed in Sec. 26.2.

6. Special methods for phenolic acids. Discussed in Sec. 24.11.

All the methods listed are important; our choice is governed by the availability

of starting materials.

Oxidation is the most direct and is generally used when possible, some lower

aliphatic acids being made from the available alcohols, and substituted aromatic

acids from substituted toluenes.

The Grignard synthesis and the nitrile synthesis have the special advantage

of increasing the length of a carbon chain, and thus extending the range of available

materials. In the aliphatic series both Grignard reagents and nitriles are prepared

from halides, which in turn are usually prepared from alcohols. The syntheses

thus amount to the preparation of acids from alcohols containing one less carbon

atom.

KMnO4

RCH2OH

RCOOH Same carbon number

PBr,
RCH2Br

- RCH 2MgBr

CN-

Higher carbon number

-^> ^-> RCH2COOH

> RCH2CN -i^> RCH2COOH

Problem 18.4 What carboxylic acid can be prepared from p-bromotoluene : (a) by
direct oxidation? (b) by free-radical chlorination followed by the nitrile synthesis?

Aromatic nitriles generally cannot be prepared from the unreactive aryl

halides (Sec. 25.5). Instead they are made from diazonium salts by a reaction we
shall discuss later (Sec. 23,13). Diazonium salts are prepared from aromatic
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amines, which in turn are prepared from nitro compounds. Thus the carboxyl

group eventually occupies the position on the ring where a nitro group was origin-

ally introduced by direct nitration (Sec. 1 1.8).

ArH * ArNO2

Nitro

compound

> ArNH> > ArN, + > ArfeN > ArCOOH
Amine Dia/onium Nitrile Acid

For the preparation of quite complicated acids, the most versatile method of

all is used, the malonic ester synthesis (Sec. 26.2).

18.7 Grignard synthesis

The Grignard synthesis of a carboxylic acid is carried out by bubbling gaseous

CO2 into the ether solution of the Grignard reagent, or by pouring the Grignard

reagent on crushed Dry Ice (solid CO2); in the latter method Dry Ice serves not only

as reagent but also as cooling agent.

The Grignard reagent adds to the carbon-oxygen double bond just as in the

reaction with aldehydes and ketones (Sec. 15.12). The product is the magnesium
salt of the carboxylic acid, from \vhich the free acid is liberated by treatment

with mineral acid.

> RCOO MgX+ RCOOH Mg-+

The Grignard reagent can be prepared from primary, secondary, tertiary, or

aromatic halides; the method is limited only by the presence of other reactive

groups in the molecule (Sec. 15.15). The following syntheses illustrate the applica-

tion of this method:

CH 3

CH 3-C-OH

CH 3

tert-Butyl
alcohol

CH<

CH 3

CH 3

terf-Butyl
chloride

CH 3

C- MgCl ~ > -* CH 3 -C COOH

Trimcthylacetic acid

CH 3

Mcsit>lcne

CH 3

Bromorncsitylene Mesitoic acid

(2,4,6-Trimethyi-
benzoic acid)

18.8 Nitrile synthesis

Aliphatic nitriles are prepared by treatment of alkyl halides with sodium

cyanide in a solvenj that will dissolve both reactants; in dimethyl sulfoxide,
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reaction occurs rapidly and exothermically at room temperature. The resulting

nitrile is then hydrolyzed to the acid by boiling aqueous alkali or acid.

RX + CN- > RC~N + X-

^-> RCOOH + NH4
+

RC^N H2

The reaction of an alkyl halide with cyanide ion involves nucieophilic sub-

stitution (Sec. 14.5). The fact that HCN is a very weak acid tells us that cyanide

ion is a strong base; as we might expect, this strongly basic ion can abstract

hydrogen ion and thus cause elimination as well as substitution. Indeed, with

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2Br + CN~ - > CH3CH 2CH 2CH 2CN 1 halide:

//-Butyl bromide Valeromtnle substitution

CH 3 CH 3

CH 3-C-Br + CN- --> CH 3 C -CH 2 + HCN 3 halide:

Ipj Isobutylene elimination

terf-Butyl bromide

tertiary halides elimination is the principal reaction; even with secondary halides

the yield of substitution product is poor. Here again we find a nucieophilic sub-

stitution reaction that is of synthetic importance only when primary halides are

used.

As already mentioned, aromatic nitriles are made, not from the unrcactive

aryl halides, but from diazoniurn salts (Sec. 23.13).

Although nitriles are sometimes named as cyanides or as cyano compounds,

they generally take their names from the acids they yield upon hydrolysis. They
are named by dropping ~ic acid from the common name of the acid and adding

-nitrile; usually for euphony an "o" is inserted between the root and the ending

(e.g., acetonitrile). In the IUPAC system they are named by adding -nitrile to the

name of the parent hydrocarbon (e.g., ethanenitnle). For example:

N CH 3(CH 2 )3O^N
Acetonitrile /i-Valeromtnle

(Ethanenitnle) (Pentanen.tnle)
Benzonitnle />-Tolumtnle

18.9 Reactions

The characteristic chemical behavior of carboxylic acids is, of course, deter-

mined by their functional group, carboxyl. COOH. This group is made up of a

carbonyl group (C O) and a hydroxyl group (OH). As we shall see, it is the

OH that actually undergoes nearly every reaction loss of H +
, or replacement

by another group but it does so in a way that is possible only because of the effect
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The rest of the molecule undergoes reactions characteristic of its structure;

it may be aliphatic or aromatic, saturated or unsaturated, and may contain a

variety of other functional groups.

REACTIONS OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

1. Acidity. Salt formation. Discussed in Sees. 18.4, 18.10-18.14.

RCOOH 5Z RCOO- + H +

Examples:

2CH 3COOH + Zn > (CH 3OX)-)2Zn+
+ + H2

Acetic acid Zinc acetate

CH 3(CH 2) 10COOH + NaOH > CH 3(CH 2) 10COO-Na+ + H2O
Laurie acid Sodium laurate

I NaHC03
> O i C02 + H2

Benzoic acid Sodium benzoate

2. Conversion into functional derivatives

O
> R-C^ (Z = -C1, -OR', -NH2)

(a) Conversion into acid chlorides. Discussed in Sec. 18.15.

O rsOCM O
R-C +^PC1 3 \

> R-C
J

X
C1

Acid chloride

Examples:

)COOH t PQ5 -> /COa f pOClj 4- HC1

Benzoic acid Benzoyl chloride

/2-C 17H 35COOH + SOC12 > n.C17H35COCl + SO2 + HC1
Stearic acid Thionyl Stearoyl chloride

chloride

3CH3COOH + PC13 ~^-> 3CH3COQ + H3PO3

Acetic acid Acetyl chloride
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(b) Conversion into esters. Discussed in Sees. 18.16 and 20.15.

R (/ + R'OH T^- R-C^ + H2O Reactivity of R'OH: 1> 2(> 3)X
OH \>R'

An ester

O O
52^ R_</ *> R-C^

X
OH

X
C1

X
OR'

An acid chloride An ester
>

Examples:

)COOH + CH3OH

Benzole acid Methanol Methyl benzoate

CH3COOH h CH 2OH i CH 3COOCH 2 I- H 2O

Acetic acid Benzyl alcohol Benzyl acetate

(CH 3)3CCOOH
SQCl2

> (CH 3) 3CCOC1
2s

> (CH 3)3CCOOC2H5

Trimethylacetic acid Ethyl trimethylacetate

(c) Conversion into amides. Discussed in Sec. 18.17.

O O O

OH Cl

An acid chloride An amide

Example:

C6H 5CH2COOH ^> C6H 5CH 2COC1 -^> C6H 5CH 2CONH 2

Phcnylacetic acid Phenylacctyl chloride Phenylacetamide

3. Reduction. Discussed in Sec. 18.18.

RCOOH LIAI"4
> RCH 2OH Also reduced via esters (Sec. 20,22)

1 alcohol

Examples:

4(CH 3)3CCOOH + 3LiAlH4 -^> [(CH 3)3CCH2O]4AlLi -^-> (CH 3)3CCH2OH
Trimethylacetic + 2LiAlO2 -f 4H2 Ncopentyl alcohol

acid
(2,2-Dimethyl-

1-propanol)

COOH CH 2OH
UAIH 4

w-Toluic acid m-Methylbenzyl alcohol
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4. Substitution in alkyl or aryl group

(a) Alpha-halogenation of aliphatic acids. Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction. Dis-

cussed in Sec. 18.19.

.RCH2COOH + X 2 -^-> RCHCOOH + HX X, = CI 2 , Br*

X
An a-haloacid

Examples:

CH 3COOH -^> C1CH 2COOH ^> C1 2CHCOOH ^* C1 3CCOOH*
Acetic Chloroacetic Dichlorpa^etic Trichlorpacetic
acid acid acid acid

CH 3 CH 3

CH3CHCH2COOH 5*4 CH.CHCHCOOH
Isovaleric acid

Br

a-Bromoisovaleric acid

^ (b) Ring substitution in aromatic acids. Discussed in Sees. 11.5 and 11.17.

COOH : deactivates, and directs meta in electrophilic substitution.

Example:

COOH COOH
HNO,, H 2S04 , heat

Benzoic acid w-Nitrobenzoic acid

The most characteristic property of the carboxylic acids is the one that gives

them their name: acidity. Their tendency to give up a hydrogen ion is such that

in aqueous solution a measurable equilibrium exists between acid and ions; they

are thus much more acidic than any other class of organic compounds we have

studied so far.

RCOOH + H 2O ^Z RCOO- + H 3O +

The OH of an acid can be replaced by a number of groups Cl, OR', NH 2

to yield compounds known as acid chlorides, esters, and amides. These compounds
are called functional derivatives of acids; they all contain the acyl group:

The functional derivatives are all readily reconverted into the acid by simple

hydrolysis, and are often converted one into another.

One of the few reducing agents capable of reducing an acid directly to an

aleohol is lithium aluminum hydride, LiAlH4 .
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The hydrocarbon portion of an aliphatic acid can undergo the free-radical

halogenation characteristic of alkanes, but because of the random nature of the

substitution it is seldom used. The presence of a small amount of phosphorus,

however, causes halogenation (by an ionic mechanism) to take place exclusively

at the alpha position. This reaction is known as the Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction,

and it is of great value in synthesis.

An aromatic ring bearing a carboxyl group undergoes the aromatic electro-

philic substitution reactions expected of a ring carrying a deactivating, meta-

directing group. Deactivation is so strong that the Friedel-Crafts reaction does not

take place. We have already accounted for this effect of the -COOH group on

the basis of its strong electron-withdrawing tendencies (Sec. 11.18).

COOH uithdnm's electrons

deactiiate\, directs meta in

electrophtlic substitution

Decarboxylation elimination of the COOH group as CO 2 -is of limited

importance for aromatic acids, and highly important for certain substituted ali-

phatic acids: malonic acids (Sec. 26.2) and -keto acids (Sec. 2<x3). It is worthless

for most simple aliphatic acids, yielding a complicated mixture of hydrocarbons.

18.10 lonization of carboxylic acids. Acidity constant

In aqueous solution a carboxylic acid exists in equilibrium with the carboxylate

anion and the hydrogen ion (actually, of course, the hydronium ion, H 3O*).

RCOOH + H 2O ^Z RCOO- + H 3CT

As for any equilibrium, the concentrations of the components are related by the

expression

[RCOO-}[H 30*3

[RCOOH]

(Since the concentration of water, the solvent, remains essentially constant, this

term is usually omitted.) The equilibrium constant is called here the acidity

constant, Ka (afar acidity).

Every carboxylic acid has its characteristic Ka < which indicates how strong an

acid it is. Since the acidity constant is the ratio of ionized to unionized material,

the larger the Ka the greater the extent of the ionization (under a given set of con-

ditions) and the stronger the acid. We use the #a's, then, to compare in an exact

way the strengths of different acids.

We see in Table 18.2 (p. 600) that unsubstituted aliphatic and aromatic acids

have AVs of about 10~ 4 to 10" 5 (0.0001 to 0.00001). This means that they are

weak-ly acidic, with only a slight tendency to release protons.

By the same token, carboxylate anions are moderately basic, with an appre-

ciable tendency to combine with protons. Ttyey react with water to increase the
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concentration of hydroxide ions, a reaction often referred to as hydrolysis. As

RCOO- + H 2O ^I RCOOH + OH~

a result aqueous solutions of carboxylate salts are slightly alkaline. (The basicity

ofan aqueous solution of a carboxylate salt is due chiefly, of course, to the carboxy-

late anions, not to the comparatively few hydroxide ions they happen to generate.)

We may now expand the series of relative acidities and basicities:

Relative acidities: RCOOH > HOH > ROH > HfeCH > NH 3 > RH

Relative basicities: RCOO" < HO" < RO~ < HC-C" < NH 2
~ < R~

*

f

Certain substituted acids are much stronger or weaker than a typical acid like

CH 3COOH. We shall see that the acid-strengthening or acid-weakening effect

of a substituent can be accounted for in a reasonable way; however, we must first

learn a little more about equilibrium in general.

18.11 Equilibrium

So far we have dealt very little with the problem of equilibrium. Under the

conditions employed, most of our reactions have been essentially irreversible;

that is, they have been one-way reactions. With a few exceptions 1 ,4-addition,

for example (Sec. 8.22) the products obtained, and their relative yields, have

been determined by how fast reactions go and not by-how nearly to completion

they proceed before equilibrium is reached. Consequently, we have been concerned

with the relationship between structure and rate; now we shall turn to the rela-

tionship between structure and equilibrium.

Let us consider the reversible reaction between A and B to form C and D. The

A + B ^Z C + D

yield of C and D does not depend upon how fast A and B react, but rather upon
how completely they have reacted when equilibrium is reached.

The concentrations of the various components are related by the familiar

expression,

in which Keq is the equilibrium constant. The more nearly a reaction has proceeded
to completion when it reaches equilibrium, the larger is [C][D] compared with

[A][B], and hence the larger the Keq * The value of Keq is therefore a measure of

the tendency of the reaction to go to completion.

The value of Keq is determined by the change in free energy, (7, on proceed-

ing from reactants to products (Fig. 18.1). The exact relationship is given by the

expression,

AC = - 2.303RT log*,,

where AG is the standardfree energy change.
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A + B ^H C +D

Progress of reaction >

Figure 18.1. Free energy curve for a reversible reaction.

Free energy change is related to our familiar quantity Af/ (precisely A//,
which is only slightly different) by the expression,

AG = A// - 7AS

where AS is the standard entropy change. Entropy corresponds roughly, to the

randomness of the system. To the extent that 7AS contributes to A<7, equilibrium

tends to shift toward the side in which fewer restrictions are placed on the posi-

tions of atoms and molecules. ("Die Energie der Welt ist constant. Die Entropie

der Welt strebt einem Maximum zu." Clausius, 1865.)

Under the same experimental conditions two reversible reactions have KeqS
of different sizes because of a difference in A(7. In attempting to understand the

effect of structure on position of equilibrium, we shall estimate differences in

relative stabilities of reactants and products. Now, what we estimate in this way
are not differences in free energy change but differences in potential energy change.

It turns out that very often these differences are proportional to differences in

AG. So long as we compare closely related compounds, the predictions we make

by this approach are generally good ones.

These predictions are good ones despite the fact that the free energy changes
on which they depend are, made up to varying degrees of A// and AS . For example,

/7-nitrobenzoic acid is a stronger acid than benzoic acid. We attribute this (Sec.

18.14) to stabilization of the /?-nitrobenzoate anion (relative to the benzoate

anion) through dispersal of charge by the electron-withdrawipg nitro group.

Yet, in this case, the greater acidity is due about as much to a more favorable

AS as to a more favorable A//. How can our simple "stabilization by dispersal

of charge" account for an effect that involves the randomness of a system?

Stabilization is involved, but it appears partly in the AS for this reason.
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lonization of an acid is possible only because of solvation of the ions produced:
the many ion-dipole bonds provide the energy needed for dissociation. But solva-

tion requires that molecules of solvent leave their relatively unordered arrangement
to cluster in some ordered fashion about the ions. This is good for the A// but bad

for the AS . Now, because of its greater intrinsic stability, the /;-nitrobenzoate

anion does not need as many solvent molecules to help stabilize it as the benzoate

anion does. The AS is thus more favorable. We can visualize the p-nitrobenzoate

ion accepting only as many solvent molecules as it has to, and stopping when the

gain in stability (decrease in enthalpy) is no longer worth the cost in entropy.

(In the same way, it has been found that very often a more polar solvent

speeds up a reaction as, for example, an SN 1 reaction of alkyl halides (Sec. 14.16)

not so much by lowering act as by bringing about a more favorable entropy
of activation. A more polar solvent is already rather ordered, and its clustering

about the ionizing molecule amounts to very little loss of randomness indeed,

it may even amount to an increase in randomness.)

By the organic chemist's approach we can make very good predictions indeed. We
can not only account for, say, the relative acidities of a set of acids, but we can correlate

these acidities quantitatively with the relative acidities of another set of acids, or even with

the relative rates of a set of reactions. These relationships are summarized in the Hammett

equation (named for Louis P. Hammett of Columbia University),

i
K

i
k

log"F-
= pa or log-p-

= pa
**0 *0

where K or k refers to the reaction of a m- or ^-substituted phenyl compound (say,

ionization of a substituted benzoic acid) and A' or Ar refers to the same reaction of the

unsubstituted compound (say, ionization of benzoic acid).

The substituent constant (a, sigma) is a number ( + or ) indicating the relative

electron-withdrawing or electron-releasing effect of a particular substituent. The reac-

tion constant (p, rho) is a number ( + or ) indicating the relative need of a particular

reaction for electron withdrawal or electron release.

A vast amount of research has shown that the Hammett relationship holds for

hundreds ofsets of reactions. (lonization of 40-odd p-subst ituted benzoic acids, for exam-

ple, is one set.) By use of just two tables one of a constants and one of p constants

we can calculate the relative AVs or relative rates for thousands of individual reactions.

For example, from the a value for w-NO2 ( + 0.710) and the p value for ionization of

benzoic acids in water at 25 (-f 1.000), we can calculate that Ka for w-nitrobenzoic acid

is 5.13 times as big as the Ka for benzoic acid. Using the same a value, and the p value

for acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of benzamides in 60% ethanol at 80 (-0.298), we can

calculate that m-nitrobenzamide will be hydrolyzed only 0.615 as fast as benzamide.

The Hammett relationship is called a linear free energy relationship since it is based

on and reveals the fact that a linear relationship exists between free energy change
and the effect exerted by a substituent. Other linear free energy relationships are known,
which take into account steric as well as electronic effects, and which apply to ortho

substituted phenyl compounds as well as meta and para, and t(fc aliphatic as well as

aromatic compounds. Together they make up what is perhaps the greatest accomplish-
ment of physical-organic chemistry.

In dealing with rates, we compare the stability of the reactants with the

stability of the transition state. In dealing with equilibria, we shall compare the

stability of the reactants with the stability of the products. For closely related

reactions, we are justified in assuming that the more stable the products relative to

the reactants, the further reaction proceeds toward completion.
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18.12 Acidity of carboxylic acids

Let us see how the acidity of carboxylic acids is related to structure. In

doing this we shall assume that acidity is determined chiefly by the difference in

stability between the acid and its anion.

First, and most important, there is the fact that carboxylic acids are acids at

all. How can we account for the fact that the OH of a carboxylic acid tends to

release a hydrogen ion so much more readily than the OH of, say, an alcohol?

Let us examine the structures of the reactants and products in these two cases.

We see that the alcohol and alkoxide ion are each represented satisfactorily

by a single structure. However, we can draw two reasonable structures (I and II)

for the carboxylic acid and two reasonable structures (III and IV) for the carboxy-

late anion. Both acid and anion are resonance hybrids. But is resonance equally

R-O-H ^z H+ + R-O-

r x> o-i
R-C^ R-C

X

[

X
OH >J

1 II

Non-equivalent:

resonance less important

H + R-C
>

III IV

Equivalent:

resonance more important

important in the two cases? By the principles of Sec. 6.27 we know that resonance

is much more important between the exactly equivalent structures III and IV

than between the non-equivalent structures I and II. As a result, although both

acid and anion are stabilized by resonance, stabilization is far greater for the anion

than for the acid (see Fig. 18.2). Equilibrium is shifted in the direction of increased

ionization, and Ka is increased.

RO- -f H+

ROM
Small resonance

stabilization

Large resonance

stabilization

RCOOH

Progress of reaction >

Figure 18.2. Molecular structure and position of equilibrium. Carboxylic acid

yields resonance-stabilized anion; is stronger acid than alcohol. (Plots aligned

with each other for easy comparison.)
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Strictly speaking, resonance is less important for the acid because the contributing

structures are of different stability, whereas the equivalent structures for the ion must

necessarily be of equal stability. In structure II two atoms of similar electronegativity

carry opposite charges; since energy must be supplied to separate opposite charges,

II should contain more energy and hence be less stable than I. Consideration of separa-

tion ofcharge is one of the rules of thumb (Sec. 6.27) that can be used to estimate relative

stability and hence relative importance of a contributing structure.

The acidity of a carboxylic acid is thus ducjojhcjgowcrful resonance stabiliza-

tion of
jts JHTJQn.

This stabilization and the resulting acidity are possible only be-

cause of the presence of the carbonyl group.

18.13 Structure of carboxylate ions

According to the resonance theory, then, a carboxylate ion is a hybrid of

two structures which, being of equal stability, contribute equally. Carbon is

joined to each oxygen by a
"
one-and-one-half

"
bond. The negative charge is

evenly distributed over roth oxygen atoms.

equivalent to R -C' >e

VI

That the anion is indeed a resonance hybrid is supported by the evidence of

bond length. Formic acid, for example, contains a carbon-oxygen double bond

and a carbon-oxygen single bond; we would expect these bonds to have different

lengths. Sodium formate, on the other hand, if it is a resonance hybrid, ought to

contain two equivalent carbon-oxygen bonds; we would expect these to have the

same length, intermediate between double and single bonds. X-ray and electron

diffraction show that these expectations are correct. Formic acid contains one

carbon-oxygen bond of 1.36 A (single bond) and another of 1.23 A (double bond);

sodium formate contains two equal carbon-oxygen bonds, each 1.27 A long.

O
1.23 A/'

H C
1.36 A\

OH
Formic acid Sodium formate

Problem 18.5 . How do you account for the fact that the three carbon-oxygen
bonds in CaCO3 have the same length, and that this length (1.31 A) is greater than

that found in sodium formate? *

What does this resonance mean in terms of orbitals? Carboxyl carbon is

joined to the three other atoms by a bonds (Fig. 18.3); since these bonds utilize

sp
2 orbitals (Sec. 5.2), they lie in a plane and are 120 apart. The remaining p

orbital of the carbon overlaps equally well p orbitals from both of the oxygens,
to form hybrid bonds (compare benzene, Sec. 10.8). In this way the electrons
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are bound not just to one or two nuclei but to three nuclei (one carbon and two

oxygens); they are therefore held more tightly, the bonds are stronger, and the

Figure 18.3. Carboxylate ion. Overlap of p orbitals

in both directions : delocalization of IT electrons, and

dispersal of charge.

anion is more stable. This participation of electrons in more than one bond, this

smearing-out or delocalization of the electron cloud, is what is meant by repre-

senting the anion as a resonance hybrid of two structures.

Problem 18.6 How do you account for the fact that the a-hydrogens of an
aldehyde (say, /i-butyraldehyde) are much more acidic than any other hydrogens in
the molecule? (Check your answer in Sec. 21.1.)

ft a H
>CH2CH 2O=O

fl-Butyraldehyde

CH3
<

18.14 Effect of substituents on acidity

Next, let us see how changes in the structure of the group bearing the COOH
affect the acidity. Any factor that stabilizes the anion more than it stabilizes

the acid should increase the acidity; any factor that makes the anion less stable

should decrease acidity. From what we have learned about carbonium ions, we
know what we might reasonably expect. Jj

Electron-withdrawing substituents

should disperse the negative charge, stabilize the anion, and thus increase acidity.

Electron-releasing substituents should intensify the negative charge, destabilize

the anion, and thus decrease acidity^

Acid Strength

e
I -oj

G withdraws electrons: stabilizes anion, G releases electrons: destabilizes anion,

strengthens acid weakens acid

The Ka's listed in Table 18.2 are in agreement with this prediction.

Looking first at the aliphatic acids, we see that the electron-withdrawing

halogens strengthen acids: chloroacetic acid is 100 timesfes strong as acetic acid,

dichloroacetic acid is still stronger, and trichloroacetic acid is more than 10,000

times as strong as the unsubstituted acid. The other halogens exert similar effects.
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Table 18.2 ACIDITY CONSTANTS OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

CHAP. 18

ACIDITY CONSTANTS OF SUBSTITUTED BENZOIC ACIDS

Ka of benzole acid = 6.3 x 10
~ 5

AO Ka

Problem 18.7 (a) What do the Ka's of the monohaloacetic acids tell us about

the relative strengths of the inductive effects of the different halogens? (b) On the

basis of Table 18.2, what kind of inductive effect does the phenyl group, C6H 5 ,

appear to have ?

a-Chlorobutyric acid is about as strong as chloroacetic acid. As the chlorine

is moved away from the COOH, however, its effect rapidly dwindles: /?-chloro-

butyric acid is only six times as strong as butyric acid, and y-chlorobutyric acid is

only twice as strong. It is typical of inductive effects that they decrease rapidly

with distance, and are seldom important when acting through more than four

atoms.

,o

-CH 2
~-CH 2 CH 2

- c;
No

Inductive effect : decreases with distance

The aromatic acids are similarly affected by substituents: CH 3 , OH, and

NH 2 make benzoic acid weaker, and Cl and NO2 make benzoic acid stronger.

We recognize the acid-weakening groups as the ones that activate the ring toward

electrophilic substitution (and deactivate toward nucleophilic substitution). The

acid-strengthening groups are the ones that deactivate toward electrophilic sub-

stitution (and activate toward nucleophilic substitution). Furthermore, the groups
that have the largest effects on reactivity whether activating or deactivating

have the largest effects on acidity.

The OH and - OCH3 groups display both kinds of effect we have attributed to them

(Sec. 1 1.20): from the meta position, an electron-withdrawing acid-strengthening inductive
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effect; and from the para position, an electron-releasing acid-weakening resonance effect

(which at this position outweighs the inductive effect). Compare the two effects exerted

by halogen (Sec. 11.21).

0r//K?-Substhuted aromatic acids do not fit into the pattern set by their meta and

para isomers, and by aliphatic acids. Nearly all ortho substituents exert an effect of the

same kind acid-strengthening whether they are electron-withdrawing or electron-

releasing, and the effect is unusually large. (Compare, for example, the effects of 0-NO2

and 0-CHj, of #-NO 2 and m- or p-NOi.) This ortho effect undoubtedly has to do with

the nearness of the groups involved, but is more than just steric hindrance arising from
their bulk.

Thus we see that the same concepts inductive effect and resonance that

we found so useful in deal ingLwit h^rates pfnejictjon are also 'useful in dealing with

equilibria. By using these concepts to estimate the stabilities oflmions, we are

able to predjct the relative strengths of acids ; in~tTiTs~way we can account not only
fo the effect of substituents j>n the acid strength of carboxyjic acids but also for

the very fact that the comjx>undsjire adds.

Problem 18.8 fhere is evidence that certain groups like /7-methoxy weaken the

acidity of benzoic acids not so much by destabilizing the anion as by stabilizing the

acid. Draw structures to show the kind of resonance that might be involved. Why
would you expect such resonance to be more important for the acid than for the

anion ?

18.15 Conversion into acid chlorides

A carboxylic acid is perhaps more often converted into the acid chloride

than into any other of its functional derivatives. From the highly reactive acid

chloride there can then be obtained many other kinds of compounds, including

esters and amides (Sec. 20.8).

An acid chloride is prepared by substitution of CI for the OH of a carbox-

ylic acid. Three- reagents are commonly used for this purpose: thionyl chloride,

SOC] 2 ; phosphorus trichloride, PC1 3 ; and phosphorus pentachloride, PC1 5 . (Of
what inorganic acids might we consider these reagents to be the acid chlorides?)

For example:

soci 2 -^> UJX : so2 i HCI

Cl

Benzoic acid \ Bcnzoyl chloride

COOH (OC

O2NtyJNO2

-3,5-Dinitrobenzoie 3,5-Dmitrobenzoyl
acid chloride

Thionyl chloride is particularly convenient, since the products formed besides the

acid chloride are gases and thus easily separated from the acid chloride; any
excess of the low-boiling thionyl chloride (79 ) is easily removed by distillation.
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18.16 Conversion into esters

Acids are frequently converted into their esters via the acid chlorides:

RCOOH SOCl2>etc '

> RCOC1 5^> RCOOR'
Acid Acid chloride Ester

A carboxylic acid is converted directly into an ester when heated with an alco-

hol in the presence of a little mineral acid, usually concentrated sulfuric acid or

dry hydrogen chloride. This reaction is reversible, and generally reaches equili-

brium when there are appreciable quantities of both reactants and products present.

RCOOH + R'OH -T-~* RCOOR' + H2O
Acid Alcohol Ester

For example, when we allow one mole of acetic acid and one mole of ethyl alcohol

to react in the presence of a little sulfuric acid until equilibrium is reached (after

several hours), we obtain a mixture of about two-thirds mole each of ester and

water, and one-third mole each of acid and alcohol. We obtain this same equili-

brium mixture, of course, if we start with one mole of ester and one mole of water,

again in the presence of sulfuric acid. The same catalyst, hydrogen ion, that catalyzes

the forward reaction, esterification, necessarily catalyzes the reverse reaction,

hydrolysis.

This reversibility is a disadvantage in the preparation of an ester directly

from an acid; the preference for the acid chloride route is due to the fact that both

steps preparation of acid chloride from acid, and preparation of ester from acid

chloride are essentially irreversible and go to completion.

Direct esterification, however, has the advantage of being a single-step

synthesis; it can often be made useful by application of our knowledge of equilibria.

If either the acid or the alcohol is cheap and readily available, it can be used in

large excess to shift the equilibrium toward the products and thus to increase the

yield of ester. For example, it is worthwhile to use eight moles of cheap ethyl

alcohol to convert one mole of valuable y-phenylbutyric acid more completely
into the ester:

>CH2CH2CH2C + C2H 5OH
OH

y-Phenylbutyric acid Ethyl alcohol Ethyl y-phenylbutyrate

I mole 8 moles 85-88% yield

+ H2

Sometimes the equilibrium is shifted by removing one of the products. An
elegant way of doing this is illustrated by the preparation of ethyl adipate. The

dicarboxylic acid adipic acid, an excess of ethyl alcohol, and toluene are heated

with a little sulfuric acid under a distillation column. The lowest boiling compo-
nent (b.p. 75) of the reaction mixture is an azeotrope of water, ethyl alcohol,

and toluene (compare Sec. 15.6); consequently, as fast as water is formed it is
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removed as the azeotrope by distillation. In this way a 95-97% yield of ester

is obtained:

toluene (b.p. 111),

HOOC(CH 2)4COOH + 2C2H 5OH ^ > C2H 5OOC(CH2)4COOC2Hs
Adipic acid Ethyl alcohol Ethyl adipate

Non-volatile B.p. 78 B.p. 245

+ 2H2O
Removed as

azeotrope, b.p. 75

The equilibrium is particularly ui favorable when phenols (ArOH) are used

instead of alcohols; yet, if water is removed during the reaction, phenolic esters

(RCOOAr) are obtained in high yield.

The presence of bulky groups near the site of reaction, whether in the alcohol

or in the acid, slows down esterification (as well as its reverse, hydrolysis). This

Reactivity CH 3OH > 1 > 2(> 3)
in esterifi-

cation HCOOH > CH 3COOH > RCH2COOH > R 2CHCOOH > R3CCOOH

steric hindrance can be so marked that special methods are required to prepare

esters of tertiary alcohols or esters of acids like 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid (mesi-

toic acid).

The mechanism of esterification is necessarily the exact reverse of the mecha-

nism of hydrolysis of esters. We shall discuss both mechanisms when we take up
the chemistry of esters (Sec. 20.18) after we have learned a little more about the

carbonyl group.

Problem 18.9 (a) In the formation of an acid chloride, which bond of a car-

boxylic acid is broken, C-OH or CO-H? (b) When labeled methano), CH3
18OH,

was allowed to react with ordinary benzoic acid, the methyl benzoate produced was
found to be enriched in 18O, whereas the water formed contained only ordinary

oxygen. In this esterification, which bond of the carboxylic acid is broken, C OH
or CQ-H ? Which bond of the alcohol?

18.17 Conversion into amides

Amides are compounds in which the OH of the carboxylic acid has been

O
RCOOH > RCOC1 -^ R-c'

Acid Acid chloride NH?
Amide

replaced by NH 2 . These are generally prepared by reaction of ammonia with

acid chlorides.

18.18 Reduction of acids to alcohols

Conversion of alcohols into acids (Sec. 18.6) is important because, in general,

alcohols are more available than acids. This is not always true, however; long
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straight-chain acids from fats are more available than are the corresponding

alcohols, and here the reverse process becomes important: reduction of acids to

alcohols.

Lithium aluminum hydride, LiAlH 4 , is one of the few reagents that can

reduce an acid to an alcohol; the initial product is an alkoxide from which the

alcohol is liberated by hydrolysis:

4RCOOH + 3LiAlH4 > 4H 2 + 2LiAlO2 + (RCH 2O)4AlLi -^> 4RCH2OH
1 alcohol

Because of the excellent yields it gives, LiAlH4 is widely used in the laboratory

for the reduction of not only acids but many other classes of compounds. Since

it is somewhat expensive, it can be used in industry only for the reduction of small

amounts of valuable raw materials, as in the synthesis of certain drugs and

hormones.

As an alternative to direct reduction, acids are often converted into alcohols

by a two-step process: esterification, and reduction of the ester. Esters can be

reduced in a number of ways (Sec. 20.22) that are adaptable to both laboratory

and industry.

We have seen (Sec. 18.5) that in the carboxylic acids obtained from fats we

have available long straight-chain units for .,se in organic synthesis. Reduction

of these acids to alcohols (either directly or as esters) is a fundamental step in the

utilization of these raw materials, since from the alcohols, as we know, a host of

other compounds can be prepared (Sec. 16.10). Although only acids of even

carbon number are available, it is possible, of course, to increase the chain length

and thus prepare compounds of odd carbon number. (For an alternative source

of alcohols both of even and odd carbon number, see Sec. 32.6.)

Problem 18.10 Outline the synthesis from lauric acid (//-CnH23COOH, dodec-

anoic acid) of the following compounds: (a) 1-bromododecane; (b) tridecanoic acid

(C, 3 acid); (c) l-tetradecanol; (d) 1-dodecene; (e) dodecanej (f) 1-dodecyne;

(g) methyl //-decyl ketone; (h) 2-dodecanol; (i) undecanoic acid; (j) 2-tetradecanol ;

(k) 2-methyl-2-tetradecanol.

18.19 Halogenation of aliphatic acids. Substituted acids

In the presence of a small amount of phosphorus, aliphatic carboxylic acids

react smoothly with chlorine or bromine to yield a compound in which a-hydrogen
has been replaced by halogen. This is the Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction. Be-

cause of its specificity only alpha halogenation- -and the readiness with which it

takes place, it is of considerable importance in synthesis.

CHjCOOH ^^> C1CH2COOH ^> C1 2CHCOOH ^-^ C13CCOOH

CH 3CH 2COOH 5^> CH 3CHBrCOOH -^ CH 3CBr2COOH

no further substitution
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The function of the phosphorus is ultimately to convert a little of the acid

into acid halide. In this form (for reasons we cannot go into here) each molecule

of acid sooner or later undergoes a-halogenation.

P 4- X2 > PX 3

RCH 2COOH + PX 3 > RCH 2COX

RCH 2COX + X2 > RCHCOX -f HX

X

RCHCOX + RCH2COOH 7^ RCHCOOH + RCH 2COX

X X
a-Haloacid

The halogen of these halogenated acids undergoes nucleophilic displacement

and elimination much as it does in the simpler alkyl halides (Sees. 14.5 and 5.12).

Halogenation is therefore the first step in the conversion of a carboxylic acid into

many important substituted carboxylic acids:

RCHCOOH + large excess of NH 3
> RCHCOOH

Br NH 2

An a-halogenated acid An a-amino acid

RCHCOOH + NaOH > RCHCOONa -^~> RCHCOOH

Br OH OH
An a-hydroxy acid

RCH 2CHCOOH + KOH (ale) > RCH-CHCOO" ~^-> RCH -CHCOOH
1 An a,/?-unsaturated acid

These new substituents can, in turn, undergo their characteristic reactions.

Problem 18.11 Predict the product of each of the following reactions:

(a) CH 2=CHCOOH + H2/Ni

(b) tow*-CH3CH==CHCOOH + Br2/CCl4
(c) C6H5CH(OH)CH2COOH + H+, heat > C9H8O2

(d) o-HOOCC6H4CH2OH -H H+, heat > C8H6O2

18.20 Dicarboxylic acids

If the substituent is a second carboxyl group, we have a dicarboxylic acid.

For example:

HOOCCH 2COOH HOOCCH 2CH 2COOH HOOCCH 2CH 2CH 2CH 2COOH
Malonic acid Succinic acid Adipic acid

Propanedioic acid Butanedioic acid Hexanedioic acid
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HOOCCH2CH 2CHCOOH HOOCCH 2CCH 2COOH HOOCCHCH2CHCOOH

Br CH 3 Cl Cl

cE-Bromoglutaric acid j8,j9-Dimethylglutaric acid a,a'-Dichloroglutaric acid

2-Bromopentanedioic acid 3,3-Dimethylpentanedioic acid 2,4-Dichloro-

pentanedioic acid

We have already encountered the benzenedicarboxylic acids, the phthalic acids

(Sec. 12.10).

Table 18.3 DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Most dicarboxylic acids are prepared by adaptation of methods used to pre-

pare jnonocarboxylic acids. Where hydrolysis of a nitrile yields a monocarboxylic

acid, hydrolysis of a dinitrile or a cyanocarboxylic acid yields a dicarboxylic acid;

where oxidation of a methylbenzene yields a benzole acid, oxidation of a di-

methylbenzene yields a phthalic acid. For example:

ClCH2COCTNa+
Sodium

chloroacetate

CN-

Ethyl malonatc

Problem 18*12 Why is chloroacetic acid converted into its salt before treatment

with cyanide in the above preparation?
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Problem 18.13 Outline a synthesis of: (a) pentanedioic acid from 1,3-propanediol

(available from a fermentation of glycerol): (b) nonanedioic acid from cfc-9-octadece-

noic acid (oleic acid, obtained from fats); (c) succinic acid from 1,4-butynedio! (avail-

able from acetylene and formaldehyde).

In general, dicarboxylic acids show the same chemical behavior as mono-

carboxylic acids. It is possible to prepare compounds in which only one of the

carboxyl groups has been converted into a derivative; it is possible to prepare

compounds in which the two carboxyl groups have been converted into different

derivatives.

Problem 18.14 Predict the products of the following reactions:

(a) adipic acid (146 g) + 95% ethanol (146 g) + benzene + cone. H2SO4 , 100

(b) adipic acid (146 g) + 95% ethanol (50 g) + benzene + cone. H2SO4 , 100

(c) succinic acid + LiAlH4

(d) pentanedioic acid + 1 mole Br2 , P
(e) terephthalic acid + excess SOC12

(f) maleic acid (c/5-butenedioic acid) + Br2/CCl4

As with other acids containing more than one ionizable hydrogen (H 2SO4 ,

H2CO3 , H 3PO4 , etc.), ionization of the second carboxyl group occurs less readily

than ionization of the first (compare Ays with K2's in Table 18.3). More energy

COOH COO-
.
COO-

H 4

>H COOH

H*

is required to separate a positive hydrogen ion from the doubly charged anion

than from the singly charged anion.

Problem 18.15 Compare the acidity (first ionization) of oxalic acid with that

of formic acid; of malonic acid with that of acetic acid. How do you account for

these differences?

ProWem 18.16 Arrange oxalic, malonic, succinic, and glutaric acids in order

of acidity (first ionization). How do you account for this order?

In addition to the reactions typical of any carboxylic acid, we shall find, some

of these dicarboxylic acids undergo reactions that are possible only because there

are two carboxyl groups in each molecule, and because these carboxyl groups are

located in a particular way with respect to each other.

Problem 18.17 Give a likely structure for the product of each of the following

reactions:

(a) oxalic acid + ethytone glycoi C4H4O4

(b) succinic acid + heat C4H4O3

(c) terephthalic acid + tthylene glycol (C10H8O4)R, the polymer Dacron
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18.21 Analysis of carboxylic acids* Neutralization equivalent

Carboxylic acids are recognized through their acidity. They dissolve in

aqueous sodium hydroxide and in aqueous sodium bicarbonate. The reaction

with bicarbonate releases bubbles of carbon dioxide (see Sec. 18.4).

(Phenols, Sec. 24.7, are more acidic than water, but with certain exceptions

are considerably weaker than carboxylic acids; they dissolve in aqueous sodium

hydroxide, but not in aqueous sodium bicarbonate. Sulfonic acids are even more

acidic than carboxylic acids, but they contain sulfur, which can be detected by
elemental analysis.)

Once characterized as a carboxylic acid, an unknown is identified as a particu-

lar acid on the usual basis of its physical properties and the physical properties of

derivatives. The derivatives commonly used are amides (Sees. 20.11 and 23.6)

and esters (Sec. 20.15).

Problem 18.18 Expand the table you made in Problem 17.24, p. 570, to in-

clude the kinds of compounds and tests we have taken up since then.

Particularly useful both in identification of previously studied acids and in

proof of structure of new ones is the neutralization equivalent: the equivalent

weight of the acid as determined by titration with standard base. A weighed sample
of the acid is dissolved in water or aqueous alcohol, and the volume of standard

base needed to neutralize the solution is measured. For example, a 0.224-g sample
of an unknown acid (m.p. 139-140) required 13.6 ml of 0.104 N sodium hydroxide
solution for neutralization (to a phenolphthalein end point). Since each 1000 ml

of the base contains 0.104 equivalents, and since the number of equivalents of

base required equals the number of equivalents of acid present,

r^~
x 0.104 equivalents of acid = 0.224 g

and

1 equivalent of acid = 0.224 x ~ x ~ = 158 g

Problem 18.19 Which of the following compounds might the above acid be:

(a) 0-chtorobenzoic acid (m.p. 141) or (b) 2,6-dichlorobenzoic acid (m.p. 139)?

Problem 18.20 A 0.187-g sample of an acid (b.p. 203-205) required 18.7 ml of

0.0972 N NaOH for neutralization, (a) What is the neutralization equivalent?

(b) Which of the following acids might it be: //-caproic acid (b.p. 205), methoxyacetic
acid (b.p. 203), or ethoxyacetic acid (b.p. 206)?

Problem 18.21 (a) How many equivalents of base would be neutralized by one
mole of phthalic acid? What is the neutralization equivalent of phthalic acid?

(b) What is the relation between neutralization equivalent and the number of acidic

hydrogens per molecule of acid? (c) What is the neutralization equivalent of 1,3,5-

benzenetricarboxvlic acid? Of mellitic acid, C6(COOH)6 ?

A metal salt of a carboxylic acid is recognized through these facts: (a) it

leaves a residue when strongly heated (ignition test); (b) it decomposes at a fairly

high temperature/ instead of melting; and (c) it is converted into a carboxylic

acid upon treatment with dilute mineral acid.
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Problem 18.22 The residue left upon ignition of a sodium salt of a carboxylic*

acid was white, soluble in water, turned moist litmus blue, and reacted with dilute

hydrochloric acid with the formation of bubbles. What was its probable chemical

composition ?

18.22 Spectroscopic analysis of carboxylic acids

Infrared. The carboxyl group is made up of a carbonyl group (C -O) and

a hydroxyl group (OH), and the infrared spectrum of carboxylic acids reflects

both these structural units. For hydrogen-bonded (dimeric) acids, O H stretching

gives a strong, broad band in the 2500-3000 cm" 1
range (see Fig. 18.4, below).

O H stretching, strong, broad

COOH and enols 2500-3000 cm
'

l

ROM and ArOH 3200-3600 cm -
l

With acids we encounter, for the first time, absorption due to stretching of the

carbonyl group. This strong band appears in a region that is usually free of other

Wavelength, p

25 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15

ladtler 104 K

2000 1800 1600

Frequency, cm"'

Wavelength, ju

5 6

Figure 18.4. Infrared spectra of (a) propionic acid and (b) o-toluic acid.
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strong absorption, and by its exact frequency gives much information about

structure. For (hydrogen-bonded) acids, the C O band is at about 1700 cm" 1
.

C~O stretching, strong

R C-OH 1 700-1 725 cm -
l C=C C OH 1 680-1 700 cm -

*

Ar-C-OH 1680-1700 cm" * C=CH-C 1540-1640 cm' l

tl I II

O OH O
(enols)

Acids also show a C O stretching band at about 1250 cm"" 1
(compare alco-

hols, Sec. 16.13, and ethers, Sec. 17.17), and bands for 6 H bending near 1400

cm- 1 and 920 cm" 1
(broad).

Enols, too, show both O H andCO absorption ; these can be distinguished

by the particular frequency of the C O band. Aldehydes, ketones, and esters

show carbonyl absorption, but the O H band is missing. (For a comparison of

certain oxygen compounds, see Table 20.3, p. 689.)

Nmr. The outstanding feature of the nmr spectrum of a carboxylic acid is the

absorption far downfield (8 10.5-12) by the proton of COOH. (Compare the

absorption by the acidic proton of phenols, ArOH, in Sec. 24.14.)

PROBLEMS
1. Give the common names and IUPAC names for the straight-chain saturated

carboxylic acids containing the following numbers of carbon atoms: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,

10, 12, 16, 18.

2. Give the structural formula and, where possible, a second name (by a different

system) for each of the following:

(a) isovaleric acid (j) isophthalic acid

(b) trimethylacetic acid (k) terephthalic acid

(c) a,-dimethylcaproic acid (I) /?-hydroxybenzoic acid

(d) 2-methyl-4-ethyloctanoic acid (m) potassium a-methylbutyrate

(e) phenylacetic acid (n) magnesium 2-chIoropropanoate

(f) y-phenylbutyric acid (o) maleic acid

(g) adipic acid (p) a,a'-dibromosuccinic acid

(h) /Moluic acid (q) isobutyronitrile

(i) phthalic acid (r) 2,4-dinitrobenzonitrile

3. Write equations to show how each of the following compounds could be converted

into benzole acid:

(a) toluene (d) benzyl alcohol

(b) bromobenzene (e) benzdtrichloride

(c) benzonitrile (f) acetophenone, C6H 5COCH 3 (Hint: See Sec. 16.11.)

4. Write equations to show how each of the following compounds could be con-

verted into //-butyric acid:

(a) //-butyl alcohol (c) //-propyl alcohol (a second way)
(.b) //-propyl alcohol (d) methyl //-propyl ketone

Which of the above methods could be used to prepare trimethylacetic acid?

5. Write equations to show how tetrahydrofuran could be converted into :

(a) succinic acid; (b) glutaric acid; (c) adipic acid.
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6. Write equations to show the reaction (if any) of benzole acid with :

(a) KOH (g) LiAlH4 (m) Br2 + P

(b) Al (h) hot KMnO4 (n) HNO3/H 2SO4

(c) CaO (i) PC15 (o) fuming sulfuric acid

(d) Na2C03 (j) PCJ3 (p) CH30, AICI3

(e) NH3(aq) (k) SOCI2 (q) T1(OOCCF3)3

(0 H2 , Ni, 20, 1 atm. (1) Br2/Fe (r) w-propyl alcohol, H +

7. Answer Problem 6 for w-valeric acid.

8. Write equations to show how isobutyric acid could be converted into each of the

following, using any needed reagents.

(a) ethyl isobutyrate (d) magnesium isobutyrate

(b) isobutyryl chloride (e) isobutyl alcohol

(c) isobutyramide

9. Write equations to show all steps in the conversion of benzoic acid into:

(a) sodium benzoate (e) -propyl benzoate

(b) benzoyl chloride (f) p-tolyl benzoate

(c) benzamide (g) /n-bromophenyl benzoate

(d) benzene (h) benzyl alcohol

10. Write equations to show how phenylacetic acid could be converted into each

of the following, using any needed reagents.

(a) sodium phenylacetate (g) j8-phenylethyl alcohol

(b) ethyl phenylacetate (h) a-bromophenylacetic acid

(c) phenylacetyl chloride (i) a-aminophenylacetic acid

(d) phenylacetamide (j) a-hydroxyphenylacetic acid

(e) /?-bromophenylacetic acid (k) phenylmalonic acid, C6H 5CH(COOH)2

(f) /7-nitrophenylacetic acid

11. Complete the following, giving the structures and names of the principal organic

products.

(a) C6H 5CH=CHCOOH 4- KMnO4 + OH" + heat

(b) />-CH 3C6H4COOH + HN03 + H 2SO4

(c) succinic acid 4- LiAlH4 , followed by H +

(d) C6H 5COOH + C6H5CH2OH 4- H +

(e) product (d) + HNO3 + H2SO4

(f) C6H 5CH?COOH 4- T1(OOCCF3)3

(g) cyclo-C6HHMgBr + CO2 , followed by H2SO4

(h) product (g) 4- C2H5OH + H +

(i) product (g) -f- SOC12 4- heat

(j) w-CH3C6H4OCH3 4- KMnO4 + OH-
(k) mesitylene + K2Cr2O7 + H2SO4

(I) isobutyric acid + isobutyl alcohol + H +

(m) salicylic acid (o-HOC^COOH) -f Br2 , Fe

(n) sodium acetate + p-nitrobenzyl bromide (What would you predict ?)

(o) linolenic acid + excess H2 , Ni

(p) oleic acid + KMnO4 , heat

(q) linoleic acid + O3 , then H 2O, Zn
(r) benzoic acid (C7H6O2) -f H2 , Ni, heat, pressure > C7H 12O2

(s) benzoic acid + ethylene glycol 4- H + > C 16H 14O4

(t) phthalic acid -f ethyl alcohol + H + > Ci 2H 14O4

(u) oleic acid 4- Br2/CCl4

(v) product (u) + KOH (alcoholic)

(w) oleic acid + HCO2OH
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12. Outline a possible laboratory synthesis of the following labeled compounds,

using Ba 14CO 3 or 14CH3OH as the source of 14C.

(a) CH 3CH2CH2
i4COOH (c) CH3

i4CH2CH2COOH
(b) CH 3CH2

14CH2COOH (d)
i 4CH3CH 2CH 2COOH

13. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds from toluene and any needed aliphatic and inorganic reagents.

(a) benzoic acid (e) p-chlorobenzoic acid

(b) phenylacetic acid (f) p-bromophenylacetic acid

(c) p-toluic acid (g) a-chlorophenylacetic acid

(d) m-chlorobenzoic acid

14. Outline a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following compounds from

benzene, toluene, and alcohols of four carbons or fewer, using any needed inorganic

reagents.

(a) ethyl a-methylbutyrate (g) p-toluamide

(b) 3,5-dinitrobenzoyl chloride (h) w-hexyl benzoate

(c) a-amino-p-bromophenylacetic acid (i) 3-bromo-4-methylbenzoic acid

(d) a-hydroxypropionic acid (j) a-methylphenylacetic acid

(e) p-HO 3SC6H4COOH (k) 2-bromo-4-nitrobenzoic acid

(f) 2-pentenoic acid (1) 1,2,4-benzenetricarboxylic acid

15. Without referring to tables, arrange the compounds of each set in order of

acidity:

(a) butanoic acid, 2-bromobutanoic acid, 3-bromobutanoic acid, 4-bromobutanoic acid

(b) benzoic acid, p-chlorobenzoic acid, 2,4-dichlorobenzoic acid, 2,4,6-trichlorobenzoic

acid

(c) benzoic acid, p-nitrobenzoic acid, p-toluic acid

(d) a-chlorophenylacetic acid, p-chlorophenylacetic acid, phenylacetic acid, a-phenyl-

propionic acid

(e) p-nitrobenzoic acid, p-nitrophenylacetic acid, /?-(p-nitrophenyl)propionic acid

(f) acetic acid, acetylene, ammonia, ethane, ethanol, sulfuric acid, water

(g) acetic acid, malonic acid, succinic acid

16. Arrange the monosodium salts of the acids in Problem 15(f) in order of basicity.

17. The two water-insoluble solids, benzoic acid and 0-chlorobenzoic acid, can be

separated by treatment with an aqueous solution of sodium formate. What reaction

takes place? (Hint: Look at the Ays in Table 18.2.)

18. Arrange the compounds of each set in order of reactivity in the indicated

reaction :

(a) esterification by benzoic acid: sec-butyl alcohol, methanol, ter/-pentyl alcohol,

/i-propyl alcohol

(b) esterification by ethyl alcohol : benzoic acid, 2,6-dimethylbenzoic acid, o-toluic acid

(c) esterification by methanol: acetic acid, formic acid, isobutyric acid, propionic acid,

trimethylacetic acid

19. Give stereochemical formulas of compounds A-F:

(a) racemic -bromobutyric acid 4- one mole Br2 , P > A + B
(b) fumaric acid -f HCO2OH > C (C4H 6O6)

(c) 1,4-cyclohexadiene -H CHBr3/r-BuOK > D (C7H8Br2)
D + KMnO4 > E (C7H8Br2O4)
E + H2 , Ni(base) > F (C7Hi O4)
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20. Give structures of compounds G through J:

acetylene + CH3MgBr > G + CH4

G + CO2 > H ^> I (C3H 2O2)

J + KMnO4
-> CH 2(COOH) 2

21. Describe simple chemical tests (other than color change of an indicator) that

would serve to distinguish between :

(a) propionic acid and w-pentyl alcohol

(b) isovaleric acid and -octane

(c) ethyl /f-butyrate and isobutyric acid

(d) propionyl chloride and propionic acid

(e) p-aminobenzoic acid and benzamide

(f) C6H5CH-=CHCOOH and C6H5CH=CHCH 3

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

22. Compare benzoic acid and sodium benzoate with respect to:

(a) volatility (e) degree of ionization of solid

(b) melting point (f) degree of ionization in water

(c) solubility in water and (d) in ether (g) acidity and basicity

Does this comparison hold generally for acids and their salts?

23. Tell how you would separate by chemical means the following mixtures,

recovering each component in reasonably pure form:

(a) caproic acid and ethyl caproate (c) isobutyric acid and 1-hexanol

(b) w-butyl ether and n-butyric acid (d) sodium benzoate and triphenylcarbinol

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

24. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following. Describe

how you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown actually is.

Where possible, use simple chemical tests; where necessary, use more elaborate chemical

methods like quantitative hydrogenation, cleavage, neutralization equivalent, etc. Make
use of any needed tables of physical constants.

(a) acrylic acid (CH 2^CHCOOH, b.p. 142) and propionic acid (b.p. 141)

(b) mandelic acid (C6H 5CHOHCOOH, m.p. 120) and benzoic acid (m.p. 122)

(c) 0-chlorobenzoic acid (m.p. 141), mesotartaric acid (m.p. 140), m-nitrobenzoic

acid (m.p. 141), and suberic acid (HOOC(CH2)6COOH, m.p. 144)

(d) chloroacetic acid (b.p. 189), a-chloropropionic acid (b.p. 186), dichloroacetic acid

(b.p. 194), and w-valeric acid (b.p. 187)

(e) 3-nitrophthalic acid (m.p. 220) and 2,4,6-trinitrobenzoic acid (m.p. 220)

(f) />-chlorobenzoic acid (m.p. 242), />-nitrobenzoic acid (m.p. 242), o-nitrocinnamic

acid (o-O2NC6H4CH=-CHCOOH, m.p. 240)

(g) The following compounds, all of which boil within a few degrees of each other:

o-chloroanisole isodurene

0-chlorostyrene linalool (see Problem 28, p. 547)

/>-cresyl ethyl ether 4-methylpentanoic acid

c/5-decalin (see Problem 8, p. 315) a-phenylethyl chloride

2,4-dtchlorotoluene o-toluidine (o-CH3C6H4NH2)
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25. By use of Table 18.4 tell which acid or acids each of the following is likely to be.

Tell what further steps you would take to identify it or to confirm your identification.

K: m.p. 155-7; positive halogen test;/Miitrobenzyl ester, m.p. 104-6; neutralization

equivalent, 158 2

L: m.p. 152-4; negative tests for halogen and nitrogen

M: m.p. 153-5; positive chlorine test; neutralization equivalent, 188 4

N: m.p. 72-3; anilide, m.p. 117-8; amide, m.p. 155-7

O: m.p. 79-80; amide, m.p. 97-9

P: m.p. 78-80; negative tests for halogen and nitrogen; positive test with CrO3/

H 2SO4

Table 18.4 DERIVATIVES OF SOME CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Acid Amide Anilide p-Nitrobenzyl ester

M.p., C M.p., C M.p., C M.p., C
frfl/w-Crotonic (CH 3CH=CHCOOH) 72 161 118 67

Phenylacetic 77 156 118 65

Arachidic (/i-Ci9H39COOH) 77 108 92

o-Hydroxyisobutyric 79 98 136 80

Glycolic (HOCH2COOH) 80 120 97 107

0-Iodopropionic 82 101

lodoacetic 83 95 143

Adipic (HOOC(CH2)4COOH) 151 220 241 106

p-Nitrophenylacetic 153 .198 198

2,5-Dichlorobenzoic 153 155

m-Chlorobenzoic 154 134 122 107

2,4,6-Trimethylbenzoic 155 188

m-Bromobenzoic 156 155 136 105

/7-Chlorophenoxyacetic 158 133 125

Salicylic (o-HOC6H4COOH) 159 142 136 98

26. An unknown acid was believed to be either 0-nitrobenzoic acid (m.p. 147)
or anthranilic acid (m.p. 146). A 0.201-g sample neutralized 12.4 ml of 0.098 N NaOH.
Which acid was it?

27. Carboxylic acid Q contained only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and had a

neutralization equivalent of 149 3. Vigorous oxidation by KMnO4 converted Q into

R, m.p. 345-50, neutralization equivalent 84 2.

When Q was heated strongly with soda lime a liquid S of b.p. 135-7 distilled.

Vigorous oxidation by KMnO4 converted S into T, m.p. 121-2, neutralization equivalent
123 2.

U, an isomer of Q, gave upon oxidation V, m.p. 375-80, neutralization equivalent
70 2.

What were compounds Q through V? (Make use of any needed tables of physical

constants.)

28. Tropic acid (obtained from the alkaloid atropine, found in deadly nightshade,

Atropa belladona), C9Hi O3 , gives a positive CrO3/H2SO4 test and is oxidized by hot

KMnO4 to benzole acid. Tropic acid is converted by the following sequence of reactions

into hydratropic acid:

HRr ("III

tropic acid -^-> C9H9O2Br ^-> C9H 8O2 (atropic acid)

atropicacid ^^> hydratropic acid (C9H 10O2)
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(a) What structure or structures are possible at this point for hydratropic acid?

'For tropic acid?

(b) When a-phenylethyl chloride is treated with magnesium in ether, the resulting

solution poured over dry ice, and the mixture then acidified, there is obtained an acid

whose amide has the same melting point as the amide of hydratropic acid. A mixed

melting point determination shows no depression. Now what is the structure of hydra-

tropic acid? Of tropic acid?

29. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the following sets of nmr

data:

(a) C3H 5CI02 (d) C4H 7Br0 2

a doublet, 8 1.73, 3H a triplet, 8 1.08, 3H
b quartet, 8 4.47, 1H b quintet, 8 2.Q7, 2H
c singlet, 8 11.22, 1H c triplet, 8 4.23, 1H

(b) C3H 5C102
</ singlet, 8 10.97, iH

a singlet, 8 3.81, 3H (e) C4H 8O3

b singlet, 8 4.08, 2H a triplet, 8 1.27, 3H
3 -66 2H

b singlet, 8 3.77, 2H
c quartet, 8 4.23, 2H

30. Which (if any) of the following compounds could give rise to each of the infrared

spectra shown in Fig. 18.5 (p. 616)?

/i-butyric acid p-nitrobenzoic acid

crotonic acid (CH3CH=CHCOOH) mandelic acid (C6H 5CHOHCOOH)
malic acid (HOOCCHOHCH2COOH) p-nitrobenzyl alcohol

benzoic acid

PROBLEMS <3

HOOCCHCH 2COOH HOOCCH2CHCH2COOH
CH(CH 3)2 CH(CH 3)2

Isopropylsuccinic acid 0-Isopropylglutaric acid

What single structure for carvotanacetone is consistent with all these facts?

28. Which (if any) of the following compounds could give rise to each of the infrared
spectra shown in Fig. 19.2 (p. 654)?

isobutyraldehyde ethyl vinyl ether
2-butanone cyclopropylcarbinol
tetrahyd' -furan 3-buten-2-ol

29. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra in Fig.
19.3 (p. 655).

30. Give the structures of compounds P, Q, and R on the basis of their infrared
spectra (Fig. 19.4, p. 656) and their nmr spectra (Fig. 19.5, p. 657).
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Figure 18.5. Infrared spectra for Problem 30, p. 615.
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19

Aldehydes and Ketones

Nucleophilic Addition

19.1 Structure

Aldehydes are compounds of the general formula HCHO; ketones are com-

pounds of the general formula RR'CO. The groups R and R' may be aliphatic

or aromatic.

H R'

An aldehyde A ketone

Bojth aldehydes and ketones contain the carbonyl group, C O, and are often

referred to collectively as carbonyl compounds. It is the carbonyl group that largely

determines the chemistry of aldehydes and ketones.

It is not surprising to find that aldehydes and ketones resemble each other

closely in most of their properties. However, there is a hydrogen atom attached

to the carbonyl group of aldehydes, and there are two organic groups attached to

the carbonyl group of ketones. This difference in structure affects their properties

in two ways: (a) aldehydes are quite easily oxidized, whereas ketones are oxidized

only with difficulty;
(b|) aldehydes are usually more reactive than ketones toward

nucTeophilic addition, the characteristic reaction ot carbonyl compounds.
Let us examine the structure of the carbonyl group. Carbonyl carbon is

joined to three other atoms by a bonds; since these bonds utilize sp
2 orbitals (Sec.

1.10), they lie in a plane, and are 120 apart. The remaining/? orbital of the carbon

overlaps a p orbital of oxygen to form a n bond; carbon and oxygen are thus

617
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joined by a double bond. The part of the molecule immediately surrounding

carbonyl carbon is flat; oxygen, carbonyl carbon, and the two atoms directly

attached to carbonyl carbon lie in a plane.

The electrons of the carbonyl double bond hold together atoms of quite

different electronegativity, and hence the electrons are not equally shared; in

particular, the mobile -n cloud is pulled strongly toward the more electronegative

atom, oxygen.

The facts are consistent with the orbital picture of the carbonyl group.

Electron diffraction and spectroscopic studies of aldehydes and ketones show that

carbon, oxygen, and the two other atoms attached to carbonyl carbon lie in a

plane; the three bond angles of carbon are very close to 120.\The large dipolc

moments (2.3-2.8 D) of aldehydes and ketones indicate that the electrons or the

carbonyl group arc quite unequally snared. We shall see how the physical and

cfiemical properties of aldehydes and ketones are determined by the structurej)f

the carbonyl group.

19.2 Nomenclature

The common names of aldehydes are derived from the names of the corre-

sponding carboxyiic acids by replacing -ic add by -aldehyde.

The IUPAC names of aldehydes follow the usual pattern. The longest chain

carrying the CHO group is considered the parent structure and is named by

replacing the -e of the corresponding alkane by -al. The position of a substituent

is indicated by a number, the carbonyl carbon always being considered as C-l.

Here, as with the carboxylic acids, we notice that C-2 of the IUPAC name corre-

sponds to alpha of the common name.

H
H-C=O
Formaldehyde

Methanal

H

CH3O=0
Acetaldehyde

Ethanal

H

CH3CH2OO
Propionaldehyde

Propanal

H

CH3CH2CH2C==O

/f-Butyraldehyde

Butanal

l-Nitrobenzaldehyde

c=o
H

Phenylaoetaldehyde

Salicylaldehydc (Phenylethanal)

(o-Hydroxybenzaldehyde)

H

C=CH3CH2CH2CHC=O
f*U
v_.jn 3

et-Methylvaleraldehyde \

2-Methylpentanal

H
I

CH3CH2CHCH2C=O

CH3

j3-Methyivaleraldehyde

3-Methylpentanal

H

CH3CHCH2CH2C=0

Isocaproaldehyde

y-Methylvaleraldehydc

4-Methylpentanal
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The simplest aliphatic ketone has the common name of acetone. For most

other aliphatic ketones we name the two groups that are attached to carbonyl

carbon, and follow these names by the word ketone. A ketone in which the

carbonyl group is attached to a benzene ring is named as a -phenone, as illustrated

below.

According to the IUPAC system, the longest chain carrying the carbonyl group
is considered the parent structure, and is named by replacing the -e of the corre-

sponding alkane with -one. The positions of various groups are indicated by

numbers, the carbonyl carbon being given the lowest possible number.

CH3 C CH3

O
Acetone

Propanone

CH3CH2~-C-CH3

O
Methyl ethyl ketone

Butanone

CH3CH2CH2 C-CH3

O
Methyl /r-propyl ketone

2-Pentanone

CH3CH2-C-CH2CH 3

O
Ethyl ketone

3-Pentanone

CH3CH-C-CH3

Methyl isopropyl ketone

3-Methyl-2-butanone

>CH2-C-CH3'
II

O
Benzyl methyl ketone

1-Phenyl-2-propanone

O
fl-Butyrophenone

O
Benzophcnone

N02

3-N i tro-4/-methylbenzophenone

19.3 Physical properties

The polar carbonyl group makes aldehydes and ketones polar compounds,
and hence they have higher Boiling pOlliU lliaa aon-pulai compounds or com-

parable molecular weignt. By tnemseives, they are not d&pable Of intcrmoiecular

hydrogen CTldlug since they eMUM hydrogen bonded bfaiy to carbon; as a result

they have lower boiling points than comparable alcohols or carboxylic acids. hSr

example, compare -butyraldehyde (b.p, 76) and methyl ethyl ketone (b.p. 80
6
)

with w-pentane (b.p. 36) and ethyl ether (b.p. 35) on the one hand, and with

w-butyl alcohol (b.p. 118) and propionic acid (b.p. 141) on the other.

The lower aldehydes and ketones are appreciably soluble in water, presumably

because of hydrogen bonding between solute and solvent molecules; borderline

solubility is reached at abolil live taibum. Aldehydes and kttuncs are soluble in

the usual organic solvents.
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Formaldehyde is a gas (b.p. 21), and is handled either as an aqueous solu-

tion (Formalin), or as one of its solid polymers: paraformaldehyde (CH2O)n ,

or trioxane^ (CH2O)3 . When dry formaldehyde is desiredflisTfor Example, for

reaction with a Grignajd reagent, it is obtained by heating paraformaldehyde or

trioxane.

CH 2OCH 2OCH20~
Paraformaldehyde O\ s

CH 2

Trioxane

Acetaldehyde (b.p. 20) is often generated from its higher-boiling trimer by

heating the trimer with acid:
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H

3CH3C=0
Acctaldehydc

B.p. 20

vv
cria h*

Paraldehyde

B.p. 125

19.4 Preparation

A few of the many laboratory methods of preparing aldehydes and ketones are

outlined below; most of these are already familiar to us. Some of the methods

involve oxidation or reduction in which an alcohol, hydrocarbon, or acid chloride

is converted into an aldehyde or ketone of the same carbon number. Other

methods involve the formation of new carbon-carbon bonds, and yield aldehydes

or ketones of higher carbon number than the starting materials.

Industrial preparation is generally patterned after these laboratory methods,

but with use of cheaper reagents : alcohols are oxidized catalytically with air, or

by dehydrogenation over hot copper.

PREPARATION OF ALDEHYDES

1. Oxidation of primary alcohols. Discussed in Sees. 16.8 and 19.5.

_ H

RCH2OH ~

1 Alcohol Aldehyde

Example:

CH 3CH2CH2CH2OH
-Butyl alcohol

(l-Butanol)

B.p. 118

. H2so4) warm

#-Butyraldehyde

(Butanal)

B.p. 76

2. Oxidation of methylbenzenes. Discussed in Sec. 19.5.

Cl* heat ^ A _^^, H2

ArCH3
~

Examples:

^ ArCHCl2

CrO,. acetic anhydride
) ArCH(pOCCH3)2

ArCHO

f-Bromotoluene p-Brdmobenzaldehydc
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CK>3' AC>

/^-Nitrotoluene p-Nitrobenzaldehyder

3. Reduction of acid chlorides. Discussed in Sec. 19.4.

RCOC1 or ArCOCl LiA1H(Bu"
/)3

> RCHO or ArCHO
Acid chloride Aldehyde

Examples:

2N

/h-Nitrobenzoyl chloride

COC1
LiA1H(Bu

-'>
2N CHO

p-Nitrobenzaldehyde

4. Reimer-Tiemann reaction. Phenolic aldehydes. Discussed in Sec. 24.12.

PREPARATION OF KETONES

1. Oxidation of secondary alcohols. Discussed in Sec. 16.8.

RCHOHR'
Cr 30rKaCr2 7

> R-C-R'
2 Alcohol

Example:

^
H3C CH3

(->Menthol

Ketone

CH3

HjC CH3

(->Menthone

2. Friedel-Crafts acylation. Discussed in Sec. 19.6.

O
+ArH

NQ
Acid chloride

. R-C-Ar + HCI
LewU Kid II

Ketone

Examples:

/t-C5HnCOCl
Caproyl chloride

HC1

/t-Pentyl phenyl ketone

No rearrangement ofn-pentylgroup
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;coci

Benzoyl chloride

(CH 3CO)2O f

Acetic anhydride

623

+ HCl
..

O
Benzophenone

(Phenyl ketone)

AIC1,
f- CH 3COOH

O
Acetophenone

(Methyl phenyl ketone)

3. Reaction of acid chlorides with organocadmium compounds. Discussed in Sec.

19.7.

R'MgX

Examples:

R'2Cd

RCOC1
or

ArCOCl

CdCI,

R C R' or Ar CR' R' must be aryl

II II or primary alkyI

CH3

(CH3CH2CH2CH2)2Cd 2CH 3CHCOC1
Di-w-butylcadmium Isobutyryl chloride

I I

CH3

m-Bromotoluene

Mg
)MgBr

CH,

2CH3CH2CH2CH2CCHCH3

O
/i-Butyl isopropyl ketone

(2-Methyl-3-heptanone)

CH 3

2CH3CU2CH2COC1

Butyryl chloride

CH3

>CCH 2CH2CH3

O
n-Propyl m-tolyl ketone

4. Acetoacetic ester synthesis. Discussed in Sec. 26.3.
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Depending upon the availability of starting materials, aliphatic aldehydes can

be prepared from alcohols or acid chlorides of the same carbon skeleton, and

aromatic aldehydes can be prepared from methylbenzenes or aromatic acid chlorides.

RCOOH

RCH 2OH

RCOC1

RCHO Preparation of

aliphatic aldehydes

ArCOOH

ArCH 3

ArCOCl

ArCHO Preparation vf

aromatic aldehydes

There are, in addition, a number of methods by which the aldehyde group is intro-

duced into an aromatic ring: for example, the Reimer-Tiemann synthesis of phen-

olic aldehydes (Sec. 24.12).

Aliphatic ketones are readily prepared from the corresponding secondary

alcohols, if these are available. More complicated aliphatic ketones can be pre-

pared by the reaction of acid chlorides with organocadmium compounds. A

RCOOH

RR'CHOH

RCOC1
R'aCd

R C R'

II

O

Preparation of

aliphatic ketones

particularly useful method for making complicated aliphatic ketones, the aceto-

acetic ester synthesis, will be discussed later (Sec. 26.3). Aromatic ketones con-

taining a carbonyl group attached directly to an aromatic ring are conveniently

prepared by Friedel-Crafjts acylation (Sec. 19.6).

ArH
RCOCI (Ar'COCI), AlClj

ArBr + ArMgBr > Ar2Cd
RCOCI (Ar'COCI)

ArCOOH > ArCOCl
R 2Cd (Ar' 2Cd)

-> ArCR (ArCAr')
II II

O O

Preparation

ofaromatic

ketones

19.5 Preparation of aldehydes by oxidation methods

Aldehydes are easily oxidized to carboxyliC-
acids bV the same reagent, acidic

dhhromate, that is used in their synthesis. How ,

is & possible, then, to stop the

oxidation of a primary alcohol or a methylbenzei
16 (Sec - 19 -4) at the aldehyde

stage? The answer is to remove the aldehyde as fast ?s ** *s f rmed before it can

undergo further oxidation. This "removal" can be accv?
mPlished either physically

or chemically. \

An aldehyde always has a lower boiling point than th* alcono1 from whicn il is

formed. (Why?) Acetaldehyde, for example, has a boi4 ing Point of 20 ' ***1

alcdhol has a boiling point of 78. When a solution of Bichromate and sulfuric
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acid is dripped into boiling ethyl alcohol, acetaldehyde is formed in a medium whose

temperature is some 60 degrees above its boiling point; before it can undergo

appreciable oxidation, it escapes from the reaction medium. Reaction is carried

out under a fractionating column that allows aldehyde to pass but returns alcohol

to the reaction vessel.

In the case of methylbenzenes, oxidation of the side chain can be interrupted

by trapping the aldehyde in the form of a non-oxidizable derivative, the gem-
diacetate (Latin : Gemini, twins), which is isolated and then hydrolyzed.

AfCH3
acetic anhydride

> ArCH(OCCHj)2
hy*oly.fa

, ArCHQ

o
A ^m-diacetatc .

Not oxidized

Problem 19.1 A ^/w-diacetate is the ester of what "
alcohol"?

Problem 19.2 Optically active alcohols in which the chiral center carries the

OH undergo racemization in acidic solutions. (Why ?) Give a detailed experimental

procedure (including apparatus) for studying the stereochemistry of acidic hydrolysis of

sec-butyl benzoate that would prevent racemization of the alcohol subsequent to

hydrolysis. sec-Butyl benzoate has a boiling point of 234; an azeotrope of 68%
sec-butyl alcohol and 32% water has a boiling point of 88.5.

19.6 Preparation of ketones by Friedel-Crafts acylation

One of the most important modifications of the Friedel-Crafts reaction

involves the use of acid chlorides rather than alkyl halides. An acyl group, RCO ,

becomes attached to the aromatic ring, thus forming a ketone; the process is called

acylation. As usual for the Friedel-Crafts reaction (Sec. 12.8), the aromatic ring

undergoing substitution must be at least as reactive as that of a halobenzene;

catalysis by aluminum chloride or another Lewis acid is required.

O
ArH + R C^ -^> Ar-C R + HCl

x
ci A

A ketone

The most likely mechanism for Friedel-Crafts acylation is analogous to the

carbonium ion mechanism for Friedel-Crafts alkylation (Sec. 11.10), and involves

the following steps:

(1) RCOC1 + A1C13 > RC=-O + A1C14
-

H
(2) ArH + RfeO > A/

(3) A/ + A1C14
-

> Ar-C-R + HCl + A1C1 3

X
COR A
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This fits the pattern of electrophilic aromatic substitution, the attacking reagent

this time being the acylium ion, R feO. The acylium ion is considerably more

stable than ordinary carbonium ions since in it every atom has an octet ofelec-

trons.

Alternatively, it may be that the electrophile is a complex between acid chloride

and Lewis acid :

6-A1CK
R C

\a

In this case, from the standpoint of the acid chloride, reaction is acid-catalyzed

nucleophilic acyl substitution, of the kind discussed in Sec. 20.4, with the aromatic

ring acting as the nucleophile.

In planning the synthesis of diaryl ketones, ArCOAr', it is particularly

important to select the right combination of ArCOCl and Ar'H. In the prepara-

tion of tfMiitrobenzophenone, for example, the nitro group can be present in the

acid chloride but not in the ring undergoing substitution, since as a strongly

deactivating group it prevents the Friedel-Crafts reaction (Sec. 12.8).

2N
AIC1,

m-Nitrobenzophenone

Benzene

COCl COOH

m-Nitrobenzoyl m-Nitrobenzoic acid

chloride

HNOj, H 2SO4

COOH

Benzole acid

No reaction **!&- O2N(Q) + <CJ)COC1

Nitrobenzene Benzoyl chloride

Friedel-Crafts acylation is one of the most important methods of preparing

ketones in which the carbonyl group is attached to an aromatic ring. Once formed,

these ketones may be converted into secondary alcohols by reduction, into ter-

tiary alcohols by reaction with Grignard reagents, and into many other important
classes of compounds, as we shall see.

Of particular importance is the conversion of the acyl group into an alkyl

group. This can be accomplished by the Clemmensen reduction (amalgamated
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zinc and concentrated hydrochloric acid), or the Wolff-Kishner reduction (hydrazine

and base). For example:

C(CH 2 )4CH3
Zn(Hg)tHCI > @>CH 2(CH 2)4CH3

rt-Hexy Ibenzene

/i-Pentyl phenyl ketone

CCH 2CH2CH3

O m-(fl-Butyl)toIuene

/i-Propyl m-tolyl ketone

A straight-chain alkyl group longer than ethyl generally cannot be attached in good

yield to an aromatic ring by Friedel-Crafts alkylation because of rearrangement

(Sec. 12.7). Such a group is readily introduced, however, in two steps: (1) forma-

tion of a ketone by Friedel-Crafts acylation (or by the reaction of an organo-

cadmium compound with an acyi chloride, described in the following section);

(2) Clemmensen or WolfF-Kishner reduction of the ketone.

19.7 Preparation of ketones by use of organocadmium compounds

Grignard reagents react with dry cadmium chloride to yield the corresponding

organocadmium compounds, which react with acid chlorides to yield ketones:

2R'MgX + CdCl2 > R'2Cd + 2MgXCl Rr

must be aryl or

primary alkyl

R'2Cd + 2RCOC1 > 2R C R' + CdCl2

O
A ketone

Here, as in its other reactions (Sec. 20.7), the acid chloride is undergoing nucleo-

philic substitution, the nucleophile being the basic alkyl or aryl group of the

organometallic compound.

Only organocadmium compounds containing aryl or primary alkyl groups are

stable enough for use. In spite of this limitation, the method is one of the most

valuable for the synthesis of ketones.

Grignard reagents themselves react readily with acid chlorides, but the pro-

ducts are usually tertiary alcohols; these presumably result from reaction of

initially formed ketones with more Grignard reagent. (If tertiary alcohols are

desired, they are better prepared from esters than from acid chlorides, Sec. 20.21.)

Organocadmium compounds, being less reactive, do not react with ketones.

The comparatively low reactivity of organocadmium compounds not only
makes the synthesis of ketones possible, but in addition widens the applicability of

the method. Organocadmium compounds do not react with many of the func-

tional groups with which the Grignard reagent does react: NO2 , CN, CO,
COOR, for example. Consequently, the presence of one of these groups in the

acid chloride molecule does not interfere with the synthesis of a ketone (compare
with Sec. 15.15). For example:
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202N/O)COC1 + (CH3)2Cd > 202N/OV-C-CH3 + CdCl2

l-Nitrobenzoyl Dimethylcadmium
chloride p-Nitrotcctophcnone

(Methyl />-nitrophcnyl ketone)

CH 3OCCH2CH2CC1

A A Diisopentylcadmium

CH3OCCH2CH2CCH2CH2CH(CH3)2

O O
Methyl 4-oxo-7-methyloctanoate

(A y-keto ester)

Problem 19.3 Would it be feasible to make p-nitroacetophenone via the reac-

tion between di(p-nitrophenyl)cadrniurn, (>-O2NC6H 4)2Cd, and acetyl chloride?

19.8 Reactions. Nucleophilic addition

The carbonyl group, C O, governs the chemistry of aldehydes and ketones.

It does this in two ways: (a) by providing a site for nucleophilic addition, and

(b) by increasing the acidity of the hydrogen atoms attached to the alpha carbon.

Both these effects are quite consistent with the structure of the carbonyl group and, in

fact, aredueto thesame thing : the ability ofoxygen to accommodatea negative charge.
In this section, we shall examine the carbonyl group as a site for nucleophilic

addition; in Sec. 21.1, we shall see how the acid-strengthening effect arises.

The carbonyl group contains a carbon-oxygen double bond; since the mobile

TT electrons are pulled strongly toward oxygen, carbonyl carbon is electron-deficient

and carbonyl oxygen is electron-rich. Because it is flat, this part of the molecule

is open to relatively unhindered attack from above or below, in a direction per-

pendicular to the plane of the group. It is not surprising that this accessible,

polarized*group is highly reactive^

What kind of reagents will attack such a group? Since the important step in

these reactions is the formation of a bond to the electron-deficient (acidic) carbonyl

carbon, the carbonyl group is most susceptible to attack by electron-rich, nucleo-

philic reagents, that is, by bases! The typical reaction of aldehydes and ketones is

nucleophilic addition.

Nucleophilic addition

R'-

Reactant Transition Product
state

Trigonal Becoming tetrahedral Tetrahedral

Partial negative Negative charge
charge on oxygen on oxygen
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As might be expected, we can get a much truer picture of the reactivity of the

carbonyl group by looking at the transition state for attack by a nucleophile. In

the reactant, carbon is trigonal. In the transition state, carbon has begun to

acquire the tetrahedral configuration it will have in the product; the attached

groups are thus being brought closer together. We might expect moderate steric

hindrance in this reaction; that is, larger groups (R and R') will tend to resist

crowding more than smaller groups. But the transition state is a relatively roomy
one compared, say, with the transition state for an SN2 reaction, with its penta-

valent carbon; it is this comparative uncrowdedness that we are really referring to

when we say that the carbonyl group is "accessible" to attack.

In the transition state, oxygen has started to acquire the electrons and the

negative charge that it will have in the product. // 15 the tendency of oxygen to

acquire electrons its ability to carry a negative charge that is the real cause of the

reactivity of the carbonyl group toward nucleophiles. (The polarity of the carbonyl

group is not the cause of the reactivity; it is simply another manifestation of the

electronegativity of oxygen.)

Aldehydes generally undergo nucleophilic addition more readily than ketones.

This difference in reactivity is consistent with the transition states involved, and

seems to be due to a combination of electronic and steric factors. A ketone

contains a second alkyl or aryl group where an aldehyde contains a hydrogen
atom. A second alkyl or aryl group of a ketone is larger than the hydrogen of an

aldehyde, and resists more strongly the crowding together in the transition state.

An alkyl group releases electrons, and thus destabilizes the transition state by

intensifying the negative charge developing on oxygen.

We might have expected an aryl group, with its electron-withdrawing inductive

effect (Problem 18.7, p. 600), to stabilize the transition state and thus speed up

reaction; however, it seems to stabilize the reactant even more, by resonance

(contribution by I), and thus causes net deactivation.

-C-6:

If acid is present, hydrogen ion becomes attached to carbonyl oxygen. This

prior protonation lowers the dct for nucleophilic attack, since it permits oxygen to

Acid-catalyzed nucleophilic addition

R
;c=o

Undergoes nucleophilic
attack more readily

R'-C. 5+

R

R'-C
R
/XOH

acquire the ?r electrons without having to accept a negative charge Thus nucleo-

philic audtiion to aldehydes and keiones can be catalyzed by acids (sometimes,

by Lewis acids).
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REACTIONS OF ALDEHYDES AND KETONES

1. Oxidation. Discussed in Sec. 19.9.

(a) Aldehydes

Used

chiefly

for
RCOOH or ArCOOH detection

of

Aldehydes

Ag(NH3)2
*

RCHO or ArCHO

Examples:

CH3CHO 4- 2Ag(NH3)2
+ + 3OH~ > 2Ag + CH3COQ- + 4NH 3 + 2H2O

Colorless

solution

(b) Methyl ketones

Silver

mirror

Tollens*

test

R-C-CH 3 or Ar-C-CH3 -^L> RCOO" or ArCOO~ + CHX3
Uahform

11
reaction

Examples:

C2H 5-C-CH3 + 301-

O

C2H5COO- + CHI3 + 2OH"
lodoform

Yellow; m.p. 119

CH3 CH 3 CH3

CH3C=CHCCHJ ^~U CHC13 + CH3C=CHCOOK ^^ CH3C=CHCOOH

^ 3-Methyl-2-butenoic acid

Mcsityl oxide

(4-Methyl-3-penten-2-one)

2. Reduction

(a) Reduction to alcohols. Discussed in Sec. 19.10.

H2 + Ni, Pt, or Pd

:-OH

H
Examples:

OH

Cyclopentanone Cyclopentanol

^^ "^ ^^~(
T
H~"CH3

OH
Aoctophenonc a-Phenylethyl alcohol
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(b) Reduction to hydrocarbons. Discussed in Sec. 19.10.

631

Zn(Hg). cone. HCI I

. ^ j~

NH.NH,.

H

- -i-H
H

Examples
*

CHjCHjCHjCOCl

Clemmensen reduction

for compounds sensitive to base

Wolff-Kishner reduction

for compounds sensitn e to acid

Zn(Hg).
cone. HCI

O
/7-Butyrophenone

(Phcnyl /i-propyl ketone)

rt-Butylbcnzene

NH 2NH2. base y

Cyclopentanone Cyclopentane

(c) Reductive animation. Discussed in Sec. 22.11.

3. Addition of Grignard reagents. Discussed in Sees. 15.12-15.15 and 19.11.

\

I!

O

RMgX -C-R

OMgX

H 2

4. Addition of cyanide. Cyanohydrin formation* Discussed in Sec. 19.12.

\ / H* 1

CT + CN- > -CCN

Cyanohydrin

Examples:

Benzaldehyde
)H

Mandelonitrik
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Examples:

H H

CH 3C=O + H2N-OH ^> CH3C=NOH + H2O
Acetaldehyde Hydroxylaminc Acetaldoxime

H H

>=O + H2N-NHC6H5
-51*

^^-C=NNHC6H5 + H 2O

Brnzaldehyde Phcnylhydrazine BenzaMehydc phenylhydrazone

7. Addition of alcohols. Acetal formation. Discussed in Sec. 19.15.

H+ I

2ROH
-;

-~C~OR + H2O

A
An acetal

Example:

H H

CH3-C=O + 2C2H5OH 7^ CH 3-C-OC2HS -I- H2O
Acetaldehyde

Acetal

(Acetaldehyde
diethyl acetal)

8. Cannizzaro reaction. Discussed in Sec. 19.16.

H

-COO' -f ~CH2OH
An aldehyde with Acid Alcohol
no a-hydrogew salt

Examples:

2HCHO .foomfmpeniM
> HCOO -

+ CH3OH
Formaldehyde Formate ion Mcthanol

CHO COO" CH2OH

|f^J
SD%KOH ^^o l^la

m-Chlorobenzaldehyde m-Chlorobenzotte m-Chlorobenzyl
ion alcohol

CHO CH2OH

(Sl/vu ^ HCHO
"%N> H' <i

'

> (O)nrH + HCO "

*N^^OCH3 XXU^MS
OCH} OCHj

Veratraldchyde 3,4-Dimethoxybenzyl alcohol

3,4-Diroethoxybcnzaldehyde
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9. Halogenation of ketones. Discussed in Sees. 21.3-21.4.

O O

X2

acidorbase
) - + HX

X2
= C12 , Br2 , 12

10. Addition of carbanions.

(a) Aldol condensation. Discussed in Sees. 21.5-21.8.

(b) Reactions related to aldol condensation. Discussed in Sec. 21.9,

(c) Wittig reaction. Discussed in Sec. 21.10.

(d) Reforntatsky reaction. Discussed in Sec. 21.13.

19.9 Oxidation
*

Aldehydes are easily oxidized to carboxylic acids; ketones are not. Oxidation

is the reaction in which aldehydes differ most from ketones, and this difference

stems directly from their difference in structure: by definition, an aldehyde has a

hydrogen atom attached to the carbonyl carbon, and a ketone has not. Regardless

of exact mechanism, this hydrogen is abstracted in oxidation, either as a proton or

an atom, and the analogous reaction for a ketone abstraction of an alkyl or aryl

group does not take place.

Oxidation by chromic acid, for example, seems to involve a rate-determining

step analogous to that for oxidation of secondary alcohols (Sec. 16.8): elimina-

tion (again possibly by a cyclic mechanism) from an intermediate chromate ester.

R OHR
\ . I

t
^

C=O + HCrO4
- + H+ ^=^ R CjO CrO3H >

H
Cr(VI) H

OH

R-C=O + H+ + HCKV
Cr(lV)

.The intermediate is the chromate ester of the aldehyde hydrate, RCH(OH)2 ; it seems

likely |hat the ester is formed from the hydrate, which exists in equilibrium with the aide-

hydA Ih that case, what we are dealing with is essentially oxidation of a special kind of

alcohol a gem-diol

Aldehydes are oxidized not only by the same reagents that oxidize primary
and secondary alcohols permanganate and dichromate but also by the very

mild oxidizing agent silver ion. Oxidation by silver ion requires an alkaline medium;
to prevent precipitation of the insoluble silver oxide, a complexing agent is added:

ammonia
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Tollens' reagent contains the silver ammonia ion, Ag(NH 3)2
+

. Oxidation of

the aldehyde is accompanied by reduction of siiver ion to free silver (in the form of

a mirror under the proper conditions).

RCHO + Ag(NH 3)2
+ -> RCOO- + Ag

Colorless Silver

solution itirror

(Oxidation by complexed cupric ion is a characteristic of certain substituted

carbonyl compounds, and will be taken up with carbohydrates in Sec. 34.6.)

Oxidation by Tollens' reagent is useful chiefly for detecting aldehydes, and

in particular for differentiating them from ketones (see Sec. 19.17). The reaction

is of value in synthesis in those cases where aldehydes are more readily available

than the corresponding acids: in particular, for the synthesis of unsaturated acids

from the unsaturated aldehydes obtained from the aldol condensation (Sec. 21.6),

where advantage is taken of the fact that Tollens' reagent does not attack carbon-

carbon double bonds.

H
a

I Tollens' leacent ft

CH-CXRCH- CH-CXO - RCH-CH COOH
a.jS-Unsaturated aldehyde a,/?-Unsaturated acid

Oxidation of ketones requires breaking of carbon-carbon bonds, and (except

for the haloform reaction) takes place only under vigorous conditions. Cleavage
involves the double bond of the enol form (Sec. 8.13) and, where the structure

OH O
_l I i

<_
H

Enol JKetone

permits, occurs on either side of the carbonyl group; in general, then, mixtures

of carboxylic acids are obtained (see Sec. 6.29).

Problem 19.4 Predict the product(s) of vigorous oxidation of: (a) 3-hexanone;

(b) cyclohexanone.

Methyl ketones are oxidized smoothly by means of hypohalite in the haloform

reaction (Sec. 16.11). Besides being commonly used to detect these keiones (Sec.

19.17), this reaction is often useful in synthesis, hypohalite having the special

advantage of not attacking carbon-carbon double bonds. For example: *

H CH 3 H CH 3
i i i

i
j

-C=C-C-CH 3
-55E>

^QV_.
c==C_-CoOH t CHC1 3

O a-Methylcinrimic acid

Available by aldol condensation

(Sec. 21.81
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19.10 Reduction

Aldehydes can be reduced tojjrimary alcohols, and ketones to secondary

alcohols, either by catalytic hydrogenation or by use of chemical reducing agents

'ike lithium aluminum hydride, LiAlH4 . Such reduction is useful for the prepara-

tion of certain alcohols that are less available than the corresponding carbonyl

compounds, in particular carbonyl compounds that can be obtained by the aldol

condensation (Sec. 21.7). For example:

H OH

Cyclopentanone Cyclopentanol

CHjCHCHCHO
Crotonaldehyde

From aldol condensation

of acetaldehyde

H 2,Ni CH 3CH2CH2CH2OH
/i-Butyl alcohol

>CH=CHCHO

Cinnamaldehyde

From aldol condensation

of henzaldehyde and acetaldehvde

(Sec. 21 8)

Cinnamyl alcohol

Sodium borohydride, NaBH4 , does not reduce carbon -carbon double bonds,

not even those conjugated with carbonyl groups, and is thus useful for the reduction

of such unsaturated carbonyl compounds to unsaturated alcohols.

Aldehydes and ketones can be reduced to hydrocarbons by the action (a) of

amalgamated zinc and concentrated hydrochloric acid, the Clemmensen reduction;

or (b) of hydrazine, NH 2NH 2 , and a strong base like KOll or potassium iert-

butoxide, the Wolff-Kishner reduction. These are particularly important when

applied to the alf^Taryl ketones obtafrTed from Friedel-Crafts acylation, since this

reaction sequence permits, indirectly, the attachment of straight alkyl chains to the

benzene ring. For example:

OH
CH 3(CH 2 )4COOH, ZnCI 2 Zn(Hg), HC1

Resorcinol CO(CH2)4CH 3

OH

OH
CH2(CH2)4CH 3

4-n-Hexylresorcinol

Used as an antiseptic

A special sort of oxidation and reduction, the Cannizzaro reaction, will be

discussed in Sec. 19.16.
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Let us look a little more closely at reduction by metal hydrides. Alcohols

are formed from carbonyl compounds, smoothly and in high yield, by the action

of such compounds as lithium aluminum hydride, LiAlH4 . Here again, we see

4R 2O-O + LiAlH4 -> (R 2CHO)4AlLi --^> 4R 2CHOH + LiOH + A1(OH)3

nucleophilic addition: this time the nucleophile is hydrogen transferred with a

pair of electrons as a hydride ion, H:~ from the metal to carbonyl carbon:

> (~-C-O)4Ar

19.11 Addition of Grignard reagents

The addition of Grignard reagents to aldehydes and ketones has already been

discussed as one of the most important methods of preparing complicated alcohols

(Sees. 15.12-15.15).

The organic group, transferred with a pair of electrons from magnesium to

carbonyl carbon, is a powerful nucleophile.

19.12 Addition of cyanide

The elements of HCN add to the carbonyl group of aldehydes and ketones to

yield compounds known as cyanohydrins:

The reaction is often carried out by adding mineral acid to a mixture of the carbonyl

compound and aqueous sodium cyanide. In a useful modification, cyanide is

added to the bisulfite addition product (Sec. 19.13) of the carbonyl compound, the

bisulfite ion serving as the necessary acid :

I \ / -
I

C SO3~Na+ ^Z C + Na+HSOr ^-> -~C CN + SO3

-"
4- Na+

1 II

*

I

OH O OH

Addition appears to involve nucleophilic attack on carbonyl carbon by the

strongly basic cyanide ion; subsequently (or possibly simultaneously) oxygen

accepts a hydrogen ion to form the cyanohydrin product :
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CN

O
:CN

Nucleophilic

reagent

Although it is the elements of HCN that become attached to the carbonyl group, a

highly acidic medium in which the concentration of un-ionized HCN is highest

actually retards reaction. This is to be expected, since the very weak acid HCN
is a poor source of cyanide ion.

Cyanohydrins are nitriles, and their principal use is based on the fact that,

like other nitriles, they undergo hydrolysis; in this case the products are a-hydroxy-
acids or unsaturated acids. For example:

O2N

m-Nitrobenzaldehyde

O2N

CH 3

CH 3CH 2-C-0
Methyl ethyl ketone

2-Butanone

CN-.H+

H

C CN

CH 3

CH 3CH 2-C CN

OH

HCI, heat

H 2SO4 , heat

2N OH

w-Nitromandelic acid

CH3

CH 3CH2 -C-COOH

OH

CH3

CH 3CH-C-COOH
2-Methyl-2-butenoic acid

Problem 19.5 Each of the following is converted into the cyanohydrin, and the

products are separated by careful fractional distillation or crystallization. For each

reaction tell how many fractions will be collected, and whether each fraction, as col-

lected, will be optically active or inactive, resolvable or non-resolvable.

(a) Acetaldehyde; (b) benzaldehydc; (c) acetone;

(d) R-( 4- )-glyceraldehyde, CH 2OHCHOHCHO; (e) ( )-glyceraldehyde.

(f) How would your answer to each of the
above^be changed if each mixture

were subjected to hydrolysis to hydroxy acids before fractionation ?

19.13 Addition of bisulfite

Sodium bisulfite adds to most aldehydes and to many ketones (especially

methyl ketones) to form bisulfite addition products:

Na+HSO 3

- -c-so3 -i

I

OH
A bisulfite

addition product
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The reaction is carried out by mixing the aldehyde or ketone with a concentrated

aqueous solution of sodium bisulfite; the product separates as a crystalline solid.

Ketones containing bulky groups usually fail to react with bisulfite, presumably
for steric reasons.

Addition involves nucleophilic attack by bisulfite ion on carbonyl carbon,

followed by attachment of a hydrogen ion to carbonyl oxygen :

:SO3H~

Nucleophihc
reagent

Like other carbonyl addition reactions, this one is reversible. Addition of

acid or base destroys the bisulfite ion in equilibrium with the addition product,

and regenerates the carbonyl compound.

S02 f H 2

-C-SQ 3-Na+ < \' \ HS03
-

OH S03

-
i H 2

Bisulfite addition products arc generally preparedfor the purpose of separat-

ing a carbonyf "compoun^Tfrom non-carbonyl compounds. The carbo"nyl com-

pou7i3~caTrDT]pu rified by conversion into its bisulfite addition product, separation

of the crystalline addition product from the non-carbonyl impurities, and sub-

sequent regeneration of the carbonyl compound. A non-carbonyl compound can

be freed of carbonyl impurities by washing it with aqueous sodium bisulfite; any

contaminating aldehyde or ketone is converted into its bisulfite addition product

which, being somewhat soluble in water, dissolves in the aqueous layer.

Problem 19.6 Suggest a practical situation that might arise in the laboratory
in which you would need to (a) separate an aldehyde from undesired non-carbonyl

materials; (b) remove an aldehyde that is contaminating a non-carbonyl compound.
Describe how you could carry out the separations, telling exactly what you would do
and see.

19.14 Addition of derivatives of ammonia

Certain compounds related to ammonia add to the carbonyl group to form

derivatives that are important chiefly for the characterization and identification of

aldehydes and ketones (Sec. 19.17). The products contain a carbon-nitrogen

double bond resulting from elimination of a molecule of water from the initial

addition products. Some of these reagents and their products are:
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+ :NH 2OH - :

Hydroxylamine

O

:NH 2NHC6H 5

Phenylhydra/ine

NOH + H 2

Oximc

NNHC
(,H 5 + H 2O

Phenylhydra/onc

O

+ :NH 2NHCONH 2
-

Semicarba7idc

C NHNHCONH 2

OH
\
C-NNHCONH, + H 2

Semicarbazonc

Like ammonia, these derivatives of ammonia are basic, and therefore react

with acids to form salts: hydroxylamine hydrochloride, HONH 3
+ C1~; phenyl-

hydrazine hydrochloride, C6H 5NHNH 3
+ C1~ ; and semicarbazide hydrochloride,

NH 2CONHNH 1

+ C1. The salts are less easily oxidized by air than the free bases,

and it is in this form that the reagents are best preserved and handled. When

needed, the basic reagents are liberated from their salts in the presence of the

carbonyl compound by addition of a base, usually sodium acetate.

C6H 5NHNfVCI 4 CH 3COO Na f ~1 C6H 5NHNH 2 + CH 3COOH + Na + Cl~

Phenylhydrazine Sodium Phenylhydrazine Acetic acid

hydrochloride acetate

Stronger acid Stronger base Weaker base Weaker acid

It is often necessary to adjust the reaction medium to just the right acidity.

Addition involves nucleophilic attack by the basic nitrogen compound on carbonyl

carbon. Protonation of carbonyl oxygen makes carbonyl carbon more susceptible

to nucleophilic attack; in so far as the carbonyl compound is concerned, then,

addition will be favored by high acidity. But the ammonia derivative, H 2N G,

can also undergo protonation to form the ion,
+ H 3N G, which lacks unshared

electrons and is no longer nucleophilic; in so far -as the nitrogen compound is con-

cerned, then, addition is favored by low acidity. The conditions under which

H 2N G
Free base:

nucleophilic

G
Salt:

not nucleophilic

addition proceeds most rapidly are thus the result of a compromise: the solution

must be acidic enough for an appreciable fraction of the carbonyl compound to be
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protoriated, but not so acidic that the concentration of the free nitrogen compound
is too low. The exact conditions used depend upon the basicity of the reagent,

and upon the reactivity of the carbonyl compound.

Problem 19.7 Semicarbazide (1 mole) is added to a mixture of cyclohexanone

(1 mole) and benzaldehyde (1 mole). If the product is isolated immediately, it consists

almost entirely of the scmicarbazone of cyclohexanone; if the product is isolated after

several hours, it consists almost entirely of the semicarbazone of benzaldehyde. How
do you account for these observations? (Hint: See Sec. 8.22.)

19.15 Addition of alcohols. Acetal formation^
Alcohols add to the carbonyl group of aldehydes in the presence of anhydrous

acids to yield acetals:

H H
dry HC1

1

2ROH <_:-- : R'-C OR + H 2O
|

R' C O
Aldehyde Alcohol }^nUK

Acetal

The reaction is carried out by allowing the aldehyde to stand with an excess of the

anhydrous alcohol and a little anhydrous acid, usually hydrogen chloride. In the

preparation of ethyl acetals the water is often removed as it is formed by means of

the azeotrope of water, benzene, and ethyl alcohol (b.p. 64.9, Sec. 15.6). (Simple

kctals are usually difficult to prepare by reaction of ketones with alcohols, and are

made in other ways.)

dry HC! , , ^ x

: 2C 2H 5OH <nzn> (C3>"V""O^2H5 < H 2O

Benzaldehyde Ethyl alcohol

Dicthyl acetal of benzaldehyde

There is good evidence that in alcoholic solution an aldehyde exists in equilib-

rium with a compound called a hemiacetal:

H H

R'-C -O + ROH ~
R' C-OR

A hemiacetal

A hemiacetal is formed by the addition of the nucleophilic alcohol molecule to the

carbonyl group; it is both an ether and an alcohol. With a few exceptions, hemi-

acetals are too unstable to be isolated.

In the presence of acid the hemiacetal, acting as an alcohol, reacts with more

of the solvent alcohol to form the acetal. an ether:
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H H

R'C-OR + ROH ^= R'-C-OR + H 2O
I I

OH OR
Hemiacetal Acetal

(An alcohol) (An ether)

The reaction involves the formation (step 1) of the ion I, which then combines

(step 2) with a molecule of alcohol to yield the protonated acetal. As we can see,

H H H
I I I

.o

(1) R'-C OR + H +
^Z R'-C-OR 7~> R' C-OR + H 2O

I I

IOH OH :

Hemiacetal

H H H
I I I

(2) R'-C-OR + ROH TZ R'C-OR ^= R C- OR + H +

I
II

1

0>OR OR
.1 AcetalH

this mechanism is strictly analogous to the SN 1 route we have previously encountered

(Sec. 17.3) for the formation of ethers.

Acetal formation thus involves (a) nucleophilic addition to a carbonyl group,

and (b) ether formation via a carbonium ion.

Acetals have the structure of ethers and, like ethers, are cleaved by acids and

are stable toward bases. Acetals differ from ethers, however, in the extreme ease

with which they undergo acidic cleavage; they are rapidly converted even at room

H H
I H- I

R'C-OR + H 2 -~^ R'-C-O + 2ROH
JL D Aldehyde Alcohol
OlX

Acetal

temperature into the aldehyde and alcohol by dilute mineral acids. The mechanism

of hydrolysis is exactly the reverse of that by which acetals are formed.

Problem 19.8 Account for the fact that anhydrous acids bring about formation

of acetals whereas aqueous acids bring about hydrolysis of acetals.

Ine neari or me cucmi&iry ol acetals is the
"
carbonium

"
ion,

H H
! I

R C--OR R C=OR|
J 3
la Ib

Especially stable:

every atom has octet
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which is a hybrid of structures la and Ib. Contribution from Ib, in which every

atom has an octet of electrons, makes this ion considerably more stable than

ordinary carbonium ions. (Indeed, Ib alone may pretty well represent the ion, in

which case it is not a carbonium ion at all but an oxonium ion.)

Now, generation of this ion is the rate-determining step both in formation of

acetals (reading to the right in equation 1) and in their hydrolysis (reading to the

left in equation 2). The same factor the providing of electrons by oxygen that

stabilizes the ion also stabilizes the transition state leading to its formation.

Generation of the ion is speeded up, and along with it the entire process: formation

or hydrolysis of the acetal.

(Oddly enough, oxygen causes activation in nucleopltilic substitution here in

precisely the same way it activates aromatic ethers toward electrophilic substitution

(Sec. 17.8); the common feature is, of course, development of a positive charge in

the transition state of the rate-determining step.)

We shall find the chemistry of hemiacetals and acetals to be fundamental to

the study of carbohydrates (Chaps. 34 and 35).

Problem 19.9 (a) The following reaction is an example of what familiar syn-

thesis?

, ,> ,
aqueous NaQH

JOH
* CH2 ' 2

"

(b) To what family of compounds does II belong? (c) What will II yield upon treat-

ment with acid? With base?

Problem 19.10 Suggest a convenient chemical method for separating unreacted

benzaldehyde from benzaldehyde diethyl acetal. (Compare Problem 19.6, p. 639.)

Problem 19.11 Glyceraldehyde, CH 2OHCHOHCHO, is commonly made from

the acetal of acrolein, CH 2 -<TH -CHO. Show how this could be done. Why is acro-

lein itself not used ?

Problem 19.12 How do you account for the following differences in ease of

hydrolysis?

Problem 19.13 The simplest way to prepare an aldehyde, RCH I8O, labeled at

the carbonyl oxygen, is to allow an ordinary aldehyde to stand in H2
18O in the pres-

ence of a little acid. Suggest a detailed mechanism for this oxygen exchange.

19.16 Cannizzaro reaction

In the presence of concentrated alkali, aldehydes containing no a-hydrogeris

undergo self-oxidation-and-reduction to yield a mixture of an alcohol and a salt
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of a carboxylic acid. This reaction, known as the Cannizzaro reaction, is generally

brought about by allowing the aldehyde to stand at room temperature with con-

centrated aqueous or alcoholic hydroxide. (Under these conditions an aldehyde

containing a-hydrogens would undergo aldol condensation faster, Sec. 21.5.)

2HCHO 50%Na H
> CH 3OH + HCOQ-Na +

Formaldehyde Methanol Sodium formate

p-Nitroberualdehyde ;;-Nitrobenzyl alcohol Sodium />-mtrobenzoate
*

In general, a mixture of two aldehydes undergoes a Cannizzaro reaction to

yield all possible products. If one of the aldehydes is formaldehyde, however,

reaction yields almost exclusively sodium formate and the alcohol corresponding
to the other aldehyde:

ArCHO + HCHO ^~~-+ ArCH 2OH + HCOO~Na f

The high tendency for formaldehyde to undergo oxidation makes this crossed

Cannizzaro reaction a useful synthetic tool. For example:

CHO CH2OH
; HCHO -

c N̂^t>
(Q)

i HCOO Na'

OCH 3 OCH 3

Amsaldehyde /?-Methoxyben/.yl alcohol

(/7-Methoxybenzaldehyde)

Evidence, chiefly from kinetics and experiments with isotopically labeled

compounds, indicates that even this seemingly different reaction follows the familiar

pattern for carbonyl compounds: nucleophilic addition. Two successive additions

H

(1) Ar-C--0 + OH-

(2) Ar-C=0 I Ar C-Q > Ar-C O + Ar-C=O

H OH

ArCH2OH ArCOO"

are involved: addition of hydroxide ion (step 1) to give intermediate I; and addi-

tion of a hydride ion from I (step 2) to a second molecule of al^hyde. The presence
of the negative charge on I aids in the loss of hydride ion.
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Problem 19.14 In the case of some aldehydes there is evidence that intermediate

II is the hydride donor in the Cannizzaro reactions, (a) How would II be formed from

I?

H

R C O-

CK
II

(b) Why would you expect II to be a better hydride donor than I? (Hint: What is one

product of the hydride transfer from II?)

Problem 19.15 Suggest an experiment to prove that a hydride transfer of the

kind shown in step (2) is actually involved, that is, that hydrogen is transferred from I

and not from the solvent.

Problem 19.16 From examination of the mechanism, can you suggest one fac-

tor that would tend to make a crossed Cannizzaro reaction involving formaldehyde

take place in the particular way it does?

Problem 19.17 Phenylglyoxal, C
ft
H 5COCHO, K converted by aqueous sodium

hvdroxide into sodium mandelate, QHsCHOHCOONa. Suggest a likely mechanism

fo; this conversion.

Problem 19.18 In the benzilic acid rearrangement, the diketone benzil is con-

verted by sodium hydroxide into the salt of benzilic acid.

C6H 5COCOC6H 5
* (C6Hs) 2C(OH)COO -^ (C f)

H 5) ?C(OH)COOH
Benzil Benzilic acid

If sodium methoxide is used instead of sodium hydroj^ide^ ^the ester

(C6H 5 )2C(OH)COOCH3 is obtained. Suggest a possible mechanis^i -

ment.

19.17 Analysis of aldehydes and ketones

Aldehydes and ketones are characterized through the addition tcrt'hVcafbonyl

group of nucleophilic reagents, especially derivatives of ammonia (Sec. 19.14).

An aldehyde or ketonc will, for example, react with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine

to form an insoluble yellow or red solid.

Aldehydes are characterized, and in particular are differentiated from ketones,

through their ease of oxidation: aldehydes give a positive test with Tollens' reagent

(Sec. 19.Q); ketones do not. A positive Tollens' test is also given by a few other

kinds of easily oxidized compounds, e.g., certain phenols and amines; these

compounds do not, however, give positive tests with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine.

Aldehydes are also, of course, oxidized by many other oxidizing agents: by

cold, dilute, neutral KMnO4 and by CrO3 in H 2SO4 (Sec. 6.30),

A highly sensitive test for aldehydes is the Schiff test. An aldehyde reads

with the fuchsin-aldehyde reagent to form a characteristic magenta color.

Aliphatic aldehydes and ketones having a-hydrogen react with Br2 in CC14 .

This reaction is generally too slow to be confused with a test for unsaturation,

and moreover it liberates HBr.

Aldehydes and ketones are generally identified through the melting points of
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derivatives like 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazones, oximes, and semicarbazones (Sec.

19.14).

Methyl ketones are characterized through the iodoform test (see Sec. 16.1 1).

Problem 19.19 Make a table to summarize the behavior of each class of com-

pound we have studied toward each of the oxidizing agents we have studied.

Problem 19.20 A convenient test for aldehydes and most ketones depends upon

the fact that a carbonyl compound generally causes a change in color when it is added

to a solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride and an acid-base indicator. What is the

basis of this test?

Problem 19.21 Expand the table you made in Problem 18.18, p. 608, to include

aldehydes and ketones, and, in particular, emphasize oxidizing agents.

19.18 Spectroscopic analysis of aldehydes and ketones

Infrared. Infrared spectroscopy is by far the best way to detect the presence

of a carbonyl group in a molecule. The strong band due to C O stretching

appears at about 1700 cm" 1

, where it is seldom obscured by other strong ab-

sorptions; it is one of the most useful bands in the infrared spectrum, and is often

the first one looked for (see Fig. 19.1).

71100

IfiOO 1400

Frequency, cm"
1

Wavelength, fi

80
rf

60 %

I
40 3

20 I

4000 3600 3200 2800 2400 2000

'RDC 82

1600 1400

Frequency, cm"
1

Figure 19.1. Infrared spectra of (a) //-butyraldehyde and (b) acetophenone.
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The carbonyl band is given not only by aldehydes and ketones, but also by

carboxylic acids and their derivatives. Once identified as arising from an aldehyde

or ketone (see below), its exact frequency can give a great deal of information

about the structure of the molecule.

C O stretching, strong

RCHO 1725 cm- 1 R 2CO 1710 cm" 1 Cyclobutanones 1780 cm- 1

ArCHO 1 700 cm ~
l ArCOR 1 690 cm -

1 Cyclopentanones 1 740 cm ~

II III III
O=C CHO 1 685 cm -

l --CS=C O--O 1 675 cm -
l -O-C- C 1 540- 1 640 cm -

I I!

OH O
(enols)

The CHO group of an aldehyde has a characteristic C--H stretching band

near 2720 cm" 1

; this, in conjunction with the carbonyl band, is fairly certain

evidence for an aldehyde (see Fig. 19.1).

Carboxylic acids (Sec. 18.22) and esters (Sec. 20.25) also show carbonyl

absorption, and in the same general region as aldehydes and ketones. Acids,

however, also show the broad O -H band. Esters usually show the carbonyl

band at somewhat higher frequencies than ketones of the same general structure;

furthermore, esters show characteristic C O stretching bands. (For a comparison
of certain oxygen compounds, see Table 20.3, p. 689.)

Nmr. The proton of an aldehyde group, CHO, absorbs far downfield,

at 8 9-10. Coupling of this proton with adjacent protons has a small constant

(J 1-3 Hz), and the fine splitting is often seen superimposed on other splittings.

Ultraviolet. The ultraviolet spectrum can tell a good deal about the structure

ofcarbonyl compounds: particularly, as we might expect from our earlier discussion

(Sec. 13.5), about conjugation of the carbonyl group with a carbon -carbon double

bond.

Saturated aldehydes and ketones absorb weakly in the near ultraviolet.

Conjugation moves this weak band (the R band) to longer wavelengths (why?)

and, more important, moves a very intense band (the K band) from the far ultra-

violet to the near ultraviolet.

I III
c-=o -c c-c-o

Amax 270-300 mrji Amax 300 -350 mp Amax 215 250 m;z

*max 10-20 emax 10-20 Cmax 10,000-20,000

The exact position of this K band gives information about the number and location

of substituents in the conjugated system.

PROBLEMS
1. Neglecting enantiomerism, give structural formulas, common names, and IUPAC

names for:

(a) the seven carbonyl compounds of formula CsH^O
(b) the five carbonyl compounds of formula C8H 8O that contain a benzene ring
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2. Give the structural formula of:

(a) acetone (k) 3-methyl-2-pentanone

(b) benzaldehyde (1) 2-butenal

(c) methyl isobutyl ketone (m) 4-methyl-3-penten-2-one (mesityl oxide)

(d) trimethylacetaldehyde (n) l,3-diphenyl-2-propen-l-one (benzalaceto-

(e) acetophenone phenone)

(f) cinnamaldehyde (o) 3-hydroxypentanal

(g) 4-methylpentanal (p) benzyl phenyl ketone

(h) phenylacetaldehyde (q) salicyaldehyde

(i) benzophenone (r) p,p'-dihydroxybenzophenone

(j) a,y-dimethylcaproaldehyde (s) w-tolualdehyde

3. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)
of phenylacetaldehyde with :

(a) Tollens' reagent (i) isopropylmagnesium chloride, then H 2O
(b) CrO3/H,SO4 (j) NaHS03

(c) cold dilute KMnO4 (k) CN", H +

(d) KMnO4 , H f
, heat (1) hydroxylamine

(e) H 2 , Ni, 20 lb/in
2

, 30 (m) phenylhydrazine

(f) LiAlH 4 (n) 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine

(g) NaBH4 (o) semicarbazide

(h) C6H 5MgBr, then H 2O (p) ethyl alcohol, dry HCl(g)

4. Answer Problem 3 for cyclohexanone.

5. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)
of benzaldehyde with :

(a) cone. NaOH (e) CH 3MgI, then H2O
(b) formaldehyde, cone. NaOH (f) product (e) + H +

,heat

(c) CN-, H+ (g) (CH 3),
14CHMgBr, then H 2O

(d) product (c) + H 2O, H +
, heat (h) H 2

l O, H +

6. Write equations for all steps in the synthesis of the following from propionaldehyde,

using any other needed reagents :

(a) /j-propyl alcohol (e) 1 -phenyl- 1-propanol

(b) propionic acid (f) methyl ethyl ketone

(c) a-hydroxybutyric acid (g) //-propyl propionate

(d) sec-buly\ alcohol (h) 2-methyl-3-pentanol

7. Write equations for all steps in the synthesis of the following from acetophenone,

using any other needed reagents:

(a) ethylbenzene (d) 2-phenyl-2-butanol

(b) benzoic acid (e) diphenylmethylcarbinol

(c) a-phenylethyl alcohol (f) a-hydroxy-a-phenylpropionic acid

8. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following from

benzene, toluene, and alcohols of four carbons or fewer, using any needed inorganic

reagents:

(a) isobutyraldehyde (i) w-nitrobenzophenone
(b) phenylacetaldehyde (j) //-propyl /Molyl ketone

(c) p-bromobenzaldehyde (kj a-methylbutyraldehyde

(d) methyl ethyl ketone (1) //-butyl isobutyl ketone

(e) 2,4-dinitrobenzaldehyde (m) p-nitroacetophenone

(f) p-nitrobenzophenone (n) 3-nitro-4'-methylbenzophenone

(g) 2-methyl-3-pentanone (o) />-nitropropiophenone

(h) benzyl methyl ketone
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9. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following from

benzene, toluene, and alcohols of four carbons or fewer, using any needed inorganic

reagents:

(a) w-butylbenzene (e) />-nitro--hydroxyphenylacetic acid

(b) a-hydroxy-w-valeric acid (f) l,2-diphenyl-2-propanol

(c) 2-methylheptane (g) ethylphenyl-p-bromophenylcarbinol

(d) 2,3,5-trimethyl-3-hexanol (h) 3-methyl-2-butenoic acid

10. (a) What are A, B, and C?

C6H 5C(CH 3) 2CH 2COOH 4- PC1 3 > A(CnH l3OCl)
A + AlCyCSz > B(CHH 12O)
B + N2H4 , OH", heat, high-boiling solvent > C(CUH 14)

C gave the following nmr spectrum:

a singlet, 8 1.22, 6H
b triplet, 8 1.85, 2H, 7 = 7 Hz
c triplet, 8 2.83, 2H, J = 7 Hz
d singlet, 8 7.02, 4H

(b) C was also formed by treatment of the alcohol D (CUH 16O) with concentrated

sulfuric acid. What is the structure of D?

11. In the oxidation of an alcohol RCH 2OH to an aldehyde by chromic acid, the

chief side-reaction is formation, not of the carboxylic acid, but of the ester RCOOCH 2R.

Experiment has shown that a mixture of isobutyl alcohol and isobutyraldehyde is oxidized

much faster than either compound alone. Suggest a possible explanation for these facts.

(Hint: See Sec. 19.9.)

12. Give stereochemical formulas for compounds E-J.

R-(+)-glyceraldehyde (CH 2OHCHOHCHO) + CN , H + > E + F
(both E and F have the formula C4H 7O^N)
E + F + OH~, H 2O, heat; then H+ > G + H (both C4H 8O 5 )

G + HNO 3
> I (C4H 6O4), optically active

H -f HNO3
> J (C%H 6O4), optically inactive

13. (a) w-l,2-Cyclopentanediol reacts with acetone in the presence of dry HC1 to

yield compound K, C8Hi 4O2 , which is resistant to boiling alkali, but which is readily

converted into the starting materials by aqueous acids. What is the most likely structure

of K? To what class of compounds does it belong?

(b) /r#//s-l,2-Cyclopentanediol does not form an analogous compound. How do

you account for this fact?

14. The oxygen exchange described in Problem 19.13 (p. 643) can be carried out by
use of hydroxide ion instead of hydrogen ion as catalyst. Suggest a detailed mechanism
for exchange under these conditions. (Hint: See Sec. 19.16.)

15. Vinyl alkyl ethers, RCH -CHOR', are very rapidly hydrolyzed by dilute aqueous
acid to form (he alcohol R'OH and the aldehyde RCH 2CHO. Hydrolysis in H 2

ll<O gives

alcohol R'OH containing only ordinary oxygen. Outline all steps in the most likely

mechanism for the hydrolysis. Show how this mechanism accounts not only for the

results of the tracer experiment, but also for the extreme ease with which hydrolysis

takes place.

16. (a) Optically active 2-octyl brosylate was found to react with pure water to yield

2-octanol with complete inversion of configuration. With mixtures of water and the

"inert** solvent dioxane (p. 561), however, inversion was accompanied by racemization,

the extent of racemization increasing with the concentration of dioxane. From this and

other evidence, R. A. Sneen (of Purdue University) has proposed that inverted alcohol is

formed through (SN2) attack by water, and that retained alcohol is formed via an initial

attack by dioxane.

Show in detail how nucleophilic attack by dioxane could ultimately lead to the forma-

tion of alcohol with retention of configuration.
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(b) In the mixed solvent methanol and acetone (no water present), 2-octyl brosylate

was found to yield not only the 2-octyl methyl ether, but also some 2-octanoL When
the same reaction was carried out in the presence of the base pyridine (to'neutralize the

sulfonic acid formed), no 2-octanol was obtained; there was obtained instead, in impure
form, a substance whose infrared spectrum showed no absorption in the carbonyl region,

but which reacted w ith an acidic solution of 2,4-dimtrophenyIhydrazine to yield the 2,4-

dinitrophenylhydrazone of acetone. Sneen has proposed that the 2-octanol was formed

by a series of reactions initiated by nucleophilic attack on 2-octyl brosylate by acetone.

Outline all steps in mechanism for the formation of 2-octanol under these conditions.

What compound is probably responsible for the formation of the 2,4-dinitrophenyl-

hydrazone? How do you account for the effect of added base?

17. On treatment with bromine, certain diarylcarbinols (I) are converted into a

50:50 mixture of aryl bromide (II) and aldehyde (III).

I Br 2
> CH 3O

I II in

Whether G is NO2 ,

- H, -
Br, or Chh, bromine appears only in the ring containing

the OCH 3 group. The rate of reaction is affected moderately by the nature of G,
decreasing along the series: G = CH 3 > H > Br > NO2 . The rate of reaction

is slowed down by the presence of added bromide ion.

Outline all steps in the most likely mechanism for this reaction. Show how your
mechanism accounts for each of the above facts.

1JL A naive graduate student needed a quantity of benzhydrol, (C6H 5 ) 2CHOH, and
decided to prepare it by the reaction between phenymagnesium bromide and benzaldehyde.
He prepared a mole of the Grignard reagent. To insure a good yield, he then added, not

one, but two moles of the aldehyde. On working up the reaction mixture, he was at first

gratified to find he had obtained a good yield of a crystalline product, but his hopes were
dashed when closer examination revealed that he had made, not benzhydrol, but the ketone

benzophenone. Bewildered, the student made the first of many trips to his research

director's office.

He returned shortly, red-faced, to the laboratory, carried out the reaction again

using equimolur amounts of the reactants, and obtained a good yield of the compound he

wanted.

What had gone wrong in his first attempt? How had his generosity with benzaldehyde
betrayed him? (Hinf See Sec. 19.16. Examine the structure of the initial addition product.)
(In Problem 20, p. 724, we shall follow his further adventures.)

19. (a) Give structural formulas of compounds L and M, and of isoeugenol and
vanillin.

eugenol (below) + KOH, 225 -> isoeugenol (C 1()H,2O 2 )

isoeugenol + (CH 3COO) 2
> L (C 12H UO 3 ) (See Sec. 20.10)

L + K 2Cr 2 7 , H 2SO4 , 75 =* M (C,oH IOO4)

M + HSO 3 , H 2O, boil > vanillin (C 8H HO 3)

(b) Account for the conversion of eugenol into isoeugenol.

OH
OCH 3

CH 2CH=CH 2

Eugenol Safrole
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(c) Suggest a way to convert safrole into piperonal (above).

20. Suggest a mechanism for the following reaction.

651

H3O+

3,8-CarvomcnthcncdioI

The ring-closing step can be considered as cither nuclcophilic addition or electrophilic

addition depending on one's point of view. Show how this is so, identifying both the

clectrophile and the nucleophiie.

21. The trimer of trichloroacetaldehyde (compare paraldehyde, p. 621) exists in

two forms, N and O, which give the following nmr data.

N : singlet, B 4.28

O: two singlets, 8 4.63 and 8 5.50, peak area ratio 2: 1

Show in as much detail as you can the structure of each of these.

22. How do you account for the difference in behavior between diastereomers IV

and V? (Hint: Draw Newman projections. What are the bulkiest groups?)

C6H 5

H-

H-

H, CH 2C6H 5

C6H5

23. The acetal (VI) of glycerol and benzaldehyde has been found to exist in two

configurations, (a) Draw them, (b) One of these exists preferentially in a conformation

H
VI

in which the phenyl group occupies an axial position. Which configuration is this, and
counterbalances the unfavorable steric factor?
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24. Describe a simple chemical test that would serve to distinguish between:

(a) n-valeraldehyde and ethyl ketone

(b) phenylacetaldehyde and benzyl alcohol

(c) cyclohexanone and methyl /r-caproate

(d) 2-pentanone and 3-pentanone

(e) propionaldeliyde and ethyl ether

(f) diethyl acetal and w-valeraldehyde

(g) diethyl acetal and w-propyl ether

(h) methyl m-tolyl ketone and propiophenone

(i) 2-pentanone and 2-pentanol

(j) paraldehyde and isobutyl ether

(k) dioxane and trioxane

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

25. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following, all of which

boil within a few degrees of each other. Describe how you would go about finding out

which of the possibilities the unknown actually is. Where possible use simple chemical

tests; where necessary use more elaborate chemical methods such as quantitative hydro-

genation, cleavage, neutralization equivalent, saponification equivalent, etc. Make use

of any needed tables of physical constants.

(a) phenylacetaldehyde (c) isophorone (3,5,5-trimethyl-2-cyclo-

w-tolualdehyde hexen- 1 -one)

0-tolualdehyde /t-dodecane

acetophenone benzyl w-butyl ether

p-tolualdehyde ethyl benzoate

(b) methyl 0-phenylethyl ketone /u-cresyl acetate

cyclohexylbenzene w-nonyl alcohol

benzyl w-butyrate (d) /?-chloroacetophenone

y-phenylpropyl alcohol methyl 0-chlorobenzoate

/f-caprylic acid p-chlorobenzyl chloride

m-chloronitrobenzene

26. Citral, C 10Hi 6O, is a terpene that is the major constituent of lemongrass oil.

It reacts with hydroxylamine to yield a compound of formula C10HnON, and with

Tollens' reagent to give a silver mirror and a compound of formula Ci H 16O2 . Upon
vigorous oxidation citral yields acetone, oxalic acid (HOOC--COOH), and levulinic acid

(CH3COCH2CH2COOH).
. (a) Propose a structure for citral that is consistent with these facts and with the

isoprene rule (Sec. 8.26.)

(b) Actually citral seems to consist of two isomers, citral a (geraniat) and citral b

(neral), which yield the same oxidation products. What is the most likely structural

difference between these two isomers?

(c) Citral a is obtained by mild oxidation of geraniol (Problem 27, p. 547); citral b
is obtained in a similar way from nerol. On this basis assign structures to citral a and
citral b.

27. (+)-Carvotanacetone, Cj H 16O, is a terpene found in thuja oil. It reacts with

hydroxylamide and semicarbazide to form crystalline derivatives. It gives negative
tests with Tollens' reagent, but rapidly decolorizes cold dilute KMnO4 .

Carvotanacetone can be reduced successively to carvomenthone, C10H 18O, and carvo-

menthol, C 10H2oO. Carvomenthone reacts with hydroxylamine but not with cold dilute

KMnO4 . Carvomenthol does not react with hydroxylamine or cold dilute KMnO4 ,

but gives a positive test with CrO3/H2SO4 .

One set of investigators found that oxidation of Carvotanacetone gave isopropyl-
succinic acid and pyruvic acid, CHjCOCOOH; another set of investigators isolated acetic

acid and 0-isopropylglutaric acid.
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HOOCCHCH2COOH HOOCCH2CHCH2COOH

CH(CH
?
)2 CH(CH3)2

Isopropylsuccinic acid 0-Isopropylglutaric acid

What single structure for carvotanacetone is consistent with all these facts?

28. Which (if any) of the following compounds could give rise to each of the infrared

spectra Shown in Fig. 19.2 (p. 654)?

isobutyraldehyde ethyl vinyl ether

2-butanone cyclopropylcarbinol

tetrahydrofuran 3-buten-2-ol

29. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra in Fig.

19.3 (p. 655).

30. Give the structures of compounds P, Q, and R on the basis of their infrared

spectra (Fig. 19.4, p. 656) and their nmr spectra (Fig. 19.5, p. 657).
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Figure 19.2. Infrared spectra for Problem 28, p. 653.



Figure 19.3. Nmr spectra for Problem 29, p. 653.
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Chapter

20
Functional Derivatives

of Carboxylic Acids

Nucleophilic Acyl Substitution

20.1 Structure

Closely related to the carboxylic acids and to each other are a number of

chemical families known as functional derivatives of carboxylic acids: acid chlorides>

anhydrides, amides, and esters. These derivatives are compounds in which the

OH of a carboxyl group has been replaced by CI, OOCR, NH2 ,
or OR'.

\ o
o

x
ci

Acid chloride Anhydride

They ail contain the acyl group:

R C
X
NH2

Amide

O
R-C/

X
OR'

Ester

R may be

alkyI or

aryl

O
R-C

Acyl group

Like the acid to which it is related, an acid derivative may be aliphatic or

aromatic, substituted or unsubstituted; whatever the structure of the rest of the

molecule, the properties of the functional group remain essentially the same.

20.2 Nomenclature

The names of acid derivatives are taken in simple ways from either the

common name or the IUPAC name of the corresponding carboxylic acid. For

example:

658
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O

OH
Acetic acid

Ethanoic acid

Benzoic acid

c
s
x
ci

Acctyl chloride

Ethanoyl chloride

O
CHr--C

>
CH
'-\

Acetic anhydride

Ethanoic anhydride

~#

NH 2

Acctamide

Ctliananude

O

Benzoyl chloride

OC 2H 5

Ethyl acetate

Ethyl cthanoate

Benzoic anhydride

NH2

Benzamide

Change:

-ic acid to -vl chloride

acid to anhydride

OC 2H5

Ethyl benzoate

-ic acid of common name

(or ~oic acid of IUPAC name)
to - amide

-ic acid to -ate,

preceded by name of

alcohol or phenol group

20.3 Physical properties

The presence of the C O group makes the acid derivatives polar compounds.
Acid chlorides and anhydrides (Table 20.1) and esters (Table 20.2, p. 674) have

boiling points that are about the same as those of aldehydes or ketones of com-

parable molecular weight (see Sec. 15.4). Amides (Table 20.1) have quite high

boiling points because they are capable of strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding.

R

H

O N H O' >J H-V I

\^, II

R

The border line for solubility in water ranges from three to five carbons for

the esters to five or six carbons for the amides. The acid derivatives are soluble

in the usual organic solvents.
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Volatile esters have pleasant, rather characteristic odors; they are often used

in the preparation of perfumes and artificial flavorings. Acid chlorides have sharp,

irritating odors, at least partly due to their ready hydrolysis to HC1 and carboxylie

acids.

Table 20.1 ACID CHLORIDES, ANHYDRIDES, AND AMIDES

20.4 Nucleophilic acyl substitution. Role of the carbonyl group

Before we take up each kind of acid derivative separately, it will be helpful to

outline certain general patterns into which we can then fit the rather numerous

individual facts.

Each derivative is nearly always prepared directly or indirectly from the

corresponding carboxylie acid, and can be readily converted back into the car-

boxylic acid by simple hydrolysis. Much of the chemistry of acid derivatives

involves their conversion one into another, and into the parent acid. In addition,

each derivative has certain characteristic reactions of its own.

The derivatives of carboxylie acids, like the acids themselves, contain the car-

bonyl group, C~O. This group is retained in the products of most reactions under-

gone by these compounds, and does not suffer any permanent changes itself. But

by its presence in the molecule it determines the characteristic reactivity of these

compounds, and is the kev to the understanding of their chemistry.

Here, too, as in aldehydes and ketones, the carbonyl group performs two

functions: (a) it provides a site for nucleophilic attack, and (b) it increases the

acidity of hydrogens attached to the alpha carbon.

(We shall discuss reactions resulting from the acidity of a-hydrogens in Sees.

21. 11-21. 12 and 26.1-26.3.)

Acyl compounds carboxylic acids and their derivatives typically undergo

nucleophilic substitution in which -OH, -Cl, OOCR, NH2f or -OR' is

replaced by some other basic group. Substitution takes place much more readily

than at a saturated carbon atom; indeed, many of these substitutions do not usually

take place at all in the absence of the carbonyl group, as, for example, replacement
of-NH2 by~OH.
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r
+ :Z > R-C Z > R-C + :W

4,

_W = -OH, -Cl, -OOCR, -NH2 , -OR'

To account for the properties of acyl compounds, let us turn to the carbonyl

group. We have encountered this group in our study of aldehydes and ketones

(Sees. 19.1 and 19.8), and we know what it is like and what in general to expect of it.

Carbonyl carbon is joined to three other atoms by a bonds; since these bonds

utilize sp
2 orbitals (Sec. 1.10), they lie in a plane and are 120 apart. The remaining

p orbital of the carbon overlaps &p orbital of oxygen to form a TT bond; carbon and

oxygen are thus joined by a double bond. The part of the molecule immediately

surrounding carbonyl carbon Is flat', oxygen, carbonyl carbon, and the two atoms

directly attached to carbonyl carbon He in a plane:

We saw before that both electronic and steric factors make the carbonyl

group particularly susceptible to nucleophilic attack at the carbonyl carbon:

(a) the tendency of oxygen to acquire electrons even at the expense of gaining a

negative charge; and (b) the relatively unhindered transition state leading from the

trigonal reactant to the tetrahedral intermediate. These factors make acyl com-

pounds, too, susceptible to nucleophilic attack.

It is in the second step of the reaction that acyl compounds differ from alde-

hydes and ketones. The tetrahedral intermediate from an aldehyde or ketone

gains a proton, and the result is addition. The tetrahedral intermediate from an acyl

Aldehyde or ketone

AtUiturn

Acyl compound
** Substitution

compound ejects the :W group, returning to a trigonal compound, and thus the

result is substitution.

We can see why the two classes of compounds differ as they do. The ease

with which :W is lost depends upon its basicity: the weaker the base, the better

the leaving group. For acid chlorides, acid anhydrides, esters, and amides, :W
is, respectively: the very weak base Cl~ ; the moderately weak base RCOO" ; and

the strong bases R'O~ and NH 2 ~. But for an aldehyde or ketone to undergo

substitution, the leaving group would have to be hydride ion (:H~) or alkide ion
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(:R~) which, as we know, are the strongest bases of all. (Witness the low acidity

of H2 and RH.) And so with aldehydes and ketones addition almost always

takes place instead.

Problem 20.1 Suggest a likely mechanism for each of the following reactions,

and account for the behavior shown:

(a) The last step in the haloform reaction (Sec. 16.11),

OH" + R C-CX3 RCOO- + CHX3

(b) The reaction of o-fluorobenzophenone with amide ion,

f H2N-C

Thus, nucleophilic acyl substitution proceeds by two steps, with the inter-

mediate formation of a tetrahedral compound. Generally, the overall rate is

affected by the rate of both steps, but the first step is the more important. The

first step, formation of the tetrahedral intermediate, is affected by the same factors

Nucleophilic acyl substitution

:z

Reactant

Trigonal

W w

Transition state

Becoming tetrahedral

Partial negative

charge on oxygen

Intermediate

Tetrahedral

Negative charge
on oxygen

"C=O -f : W
Z

Product Leaving group

Trigonal Weaker base leaves

more readily

as in addition to aldehydes and ketones (Sec. 19.8): it is favored by electron with-

drawal, which stabilizes the developing negative charge; and it is hindered by the

presence of bulky groups, which become crowded together in the transition state.

The second step depends, as we have seen, on the basicity of the leaving group, : W.
If acid is present, H + becomes attached to carbonyl oxygen, thus making the

Acid-catalyzed nucleophilic acyl substitution

\v
OH

Z

W/XOH

Undergoes nucleophilic
attack more readily

R,

z'
=0 + H:W
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carbonyl group even more susceptible to the nucleophilic attack; oxygen can now

acquire the -n electrons .without having to accept a negative charge.

It is understandable that acid derivatives are hydrolyzed more readily in either

alkaline or acidic solution than in neutral solution: alkaline solutions provide

hydroxide ion, which acts as a strongly nucleophilic reagent; acid solutions provide

hydrogen ion, which attaches itself to carbonyl oxygen and thus renders the-rnole-

cule vulnerable to attack by the weakly nucleophilic reagent, water.

Alkaline hydrolysis

RC
W

:OH"
Strongly

nucleophilic

t :W

Acidic hydrolysis

OH

R-C
W

H 20:

Highly
vulnerable Weakly

nucleophilic

20.5 Nucleophilic substitution: alkyl vs. acyl

As we have said, nucieophilic substitution takes place much more readily at

an acyl carbon than at saturated carbon. Thus, toward nucleophilic attack acid

chlorides are more reactive than alkyl chlorides, amides are more reactive than

amines (RNH2), and esters are more reactive than ethers.

R C more reactive than R ClV
Cl

Acid chloride ^ Alkyl chloride

o
R C more reactive than R NH2

X
NH2

Amide Amine

:>

more reactive than R OR'

Ester Ether

O
R-C

Reactivity in

nucleophilic

displacement
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It is, of course, the carbonyl group that makes acyl compounds more reactive

than alkyl compounds. Nucleophilic attack (SN 2) on a tetrahedral alkyl carbon

involves a badly crowded transition state containing pentavalent carbon; a bond

must be partly broken to permit the attachment of the nucleophile:

Alkyl nucleophilic substitution

&-+Z-( > W

Tetrahedral C Pentavalent C
Attack hindered Unstable

Nucleophilic attack on a flat acyl compound involves a relatively unhindered

transition state leading to a tetrahedral intermediate that is actually a compound;
since the carbonyl group is unsaturated, attachment of the nucleophile requires

Acyl nucleophilic substitution

Rw _/
Z:

ô

Trigonal C Tetrahedral C
Attack relatively Stable

unhindered

breaking only of the weak TT bond, and places a negative charge on an atom quite

willing to accept it; oxygen.

ACID CHLORIDES

20.6 Preparation of acid chlorides

Acid chlorides are prepared from the corresponding acids by reaction with

thionyl chloride, phosphorus trichloride, or phosphorus pentachloride, as discussed

in Sec. 18.15.

20.7 Reactions of acid chlorides

Like other acid derivatives, acid chlorides typically undergo nucleophilic

substitution. Chlorine is expelled as chloride ion or hydrogen chloride, and its

place is taken by some other basic group. Because of the carbonyl group these

reactions take place much more rapidly than the corresponding nucleophilic

substitution reactions of the alkyl halides. Acid chlorides are the most reactive

of the derivatives of carboxylic acids.
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REACTIONS OF ACID CHLORIDES

1. Conversion into acids and derivatives. Discussed in Sec. 20.8.

O O
R-CX + HZ > R-CX + HCl

x
ci \

(a) Conversion into acids. Hydrolysis.

RCOC1 + H2O > RCOOH + HCl

An acid

Example:

Benzoyl chloride Benzoic acid

(b) Conversion into amides. Ammonolysis

RCOC1 -f 2NH 3 > RCONH2 + NH4C1

An amide

Example:

Benzoyl chloride Benzamide

(c) Conversion into esters. Alcoholysis

RCOC1 + R'OH > RCOOR' + HCl
An ester

Example:

>^\ /^\
:i C2H 5OH > (O>COOC2H5 4- HCl

Benzoyl chloride Ethyl Ethyl benzoate
alcohol

2. Formation of ketones. Friedel-Crafts acylation. Discussed in Sec. 19.6.

O

wwwi RC AT

Cl Q
A ketone
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3. Formation of ketones. Reaction with organocadmium compounds. Discussed in

Sec. 19.7.

R'MgX R'2Cd

RCOC1
or

ArCOCl

I C R or ArCR'
A A

R' must be aryl
or primary alkyl

4. Formation of aldehydes by reduction. Discussed in Sec. 19.4.

RCOC1 or ArCOCl LiAIH(OBu-f)j RCHO or ArCHO
Aldehyde

20.8 Conversion of acid chlorides into acid derivatives

In the laboratory, amides and esters are usually prepared from the acid chloride

rather than from the acid itself. Both the preparation of the acid chloride and its

reactions with ammonia or an alcohol are rapid, essentially irreversible reactions.

It is more convenient to carry out these two steps tfian the single slow, reversible

reaction with the acid. For example:

Aromatic acid chlorides (ArCOCl) are considerably less reactive than the

aliphatic acid chlorides. With cold water, for example, acetyl chloride reacts

almost explosively, whereas Benzoyl chloride reacts only very slowly. The reaction

of aromatic acid chlorides with an alcohol or a phenol is often carried out using the

Schotten-Baumann technique: the acid chloride is added in portions (followed by

vigorous shaking) to a mixture of the hydroxy compound and a base, usually

aqueous sodium hydroxide or pyridine (an organic base, Sec. 31.11). Although
the function of the base is not clear, it seems not only to neutralize the hydrogen
chloride that would otherwise be liberated, but also tp catalyze the reaction.
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ACID ANHYDRIDES

20.9 Preparation of acid anhydrides

Only one monocarboxylic acid anhydride is encountered ^very often; however,

this one, acetic anhydride, is immensely important. It is prepared by the reaction

of acetic acid with ketene, CH 2=C---O, which itself is prepared by high-tempera-

ture dehydration of acetic acid.

CH 3COOH 4
> H2 + CH2-G=0 *

(CH 3CO)2O
Ketene Acetic anhydride

Ketene is an extremely reactive, interesting compound, which we have already

encountered as a source of tnethylene (Sec. 9.15). It is made in the laboratory

CH 3COCH 3

70 '75 V CH4 + CH2=C=O
Ketene

by pyrolysis of acetone, and ordinarily used as soon as it is made.

In contrast to monocarboxylic acids, certain *//carboxylic acids yield an-

hydrides on simple heating: in those cases where a five- or six-membered ring is

produced. For example:

?c "XOH .
,

H2C
"C

+ H 2

Water

If
II

o o
Succinic

anhydride

o
Phthalic

anhydride

Ring size is crucial : with adipic acid, for example, anhydride formation would pro-
duce a seven-membered ring, and does not take place. Instead, carbon dioxide is lost and

cyclopentanone, a ketone with a five-membered ring, is formed.

C=0 + C02 4- H2

Carbon Water

Cyclopentanone
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Problem 20.2 Cyclic anhydrides can be formed from only the a>l,2-cyclopen-

tanedicarboxylic acid, but from both the c/s- and fr0Ai5-l,2-cycIohexanedicarboxylic

acids. How do you account for this?

Problem 20.3 Maleic acid (C4H4O4 , m.p. 130, highly soluble in water, heat of

combustion 327 kcal) and fnmaric acid (C4H 4O4 , m.p. 302, insoluble in water, heat

of combustion 320 kcal) are both dicarboxylic acids; they both decolorize Br2 in

CC14 and aqueous KMnO4 ; on hydrogenation both yield succinic acid. When heated

(maleic acid at 100", fumaric acid at 250-300), both acids yield the same anhydride,

which is converted by cold water into maleic acid. Interpret these facts.

20.10 Reactions of acid anhydrides

Acid anhydrides undergo the same reactions as acid chlorides, but a little

more slowly; where acid chlorides yield a molecule of HC1, anhydrides yield a

molecule of carboxylic acid.

Compounds containing the acetyl group are often prepared from acetic

anhydride; it is cheap, readily available, less volatile and more easily handled than

acetyl chloride, and it does not form corrosive hydrogen chloride. It is widely

used industrially for the esterification of the polyhydroxy compounds known as

carbohydrates, especially cellulose (Chap. 35).

REACTIONS OF ACID ANHYDRIDES

1. Conversion into acids and acid derivatives. Discussed in Sec. 20.10.

(RCO)2O + HZ -> RCOZ + RCOOH

(a) Conversion into acids. Hydrolysis

Example:

(CH 3CO)2O + H 2O # 2CH 3COOH
Acetic anhydride Acetic acid

(b) Conversion into amides. Ammonolysis

Examples:

(CH aCO)2O + 2NH 3 > CH3CONH2 + CH 3COO~NH4
+

Acetic anhydride Acetamide Ammonium acetate

J
C
||

2NH3
_. <f2CONH

2 _j^ CH2CONH2

CH2COONH4 CH2COOH

||
Ammonium succinamate Succinamic acid

O
Succinic anhydride
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(c) Conversion into esters. Alcoholysis

669

Examples:

(CH 3CO)2 + CH 3OH
Acetic anhydride

CHjCOOCH 3 + CH3COOH
Methyl acetate Acetic acid

(An ester)

-I- CH 3CH 2CHCH 3

OH

Phthalic anhydride sec-Butyl alcohol

COOCHCH 2CH 3

hydrogen phthalate

?. Formation of ketones. Friedel-Crafts acylation. Discussed in Sec. 19.6.

(RCO) 2O + ArH AlClj

or other
Lewii acid

R-C-Ar + RCOOH

O
A kctone

Examples:

(CH 3CO)2
;

Acetic

anhydride

AICU
' CH 3COOH

Acetic acid

Methyl mesityl ketonc

OOH
o-Benzoylbenzoic acid

Phthalic anhydride

Only "half" of the anhydride appears in the acyl product; the other "half"

carboxylic acid. A cyclic anhydride, we see, undergoes exactly the same

reactions as any other anhydride. However, since both "halves" of the anhydride

are attached to each other by carbon-carbon bonds, the acyi compound and the

carboxylic acid formed will have to be part of the same molecule, Cyclic anhydrides
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can thus be used to make compounds containing both the acyl group and the

carboxyl group: compounds that are, for example, both acids and amides, both

acids and esters, etc. These difunctional compounds are of great value in further

synthesis.

Problem 20.4 Give structural formulas for compounds A through G.

Benzene + succinic anhydride
AI 3

> A (C 10HieAj)

A + Zn(Hg) -2^-> B (C IOH 12O2)

B+SOC1 2 > C(C10HnOCl)

D (C 10H I00)

D + H2 -^> E (C 10H 120)

El IT O/~\ "*-^* ^ TT" ff* \ f \
-r ri2"jU4 > r vv^iorlio/

FPt, heat /^ //^ u \ i u> \j ^^iQrigj "r J12

Problem 20.5 (a) What product will be obtained if D of the preceding problem
is treated with C6H 5MgBr and then water? (b) What will you finally get if the product
from (a) replaces E in the preceding problem ?

Problem 20.6 When heated with acid (e.g., concentrated H2SO4), o-benzoyl-

benzoic acid yields a product of formula C 14H 8O 2 . What is the structure of this prod-
uct? What general type of reaction has taken place?

Problem 20.7 Predict the products of the following reactions:

(a) toluene 4- phthalic anhydride + A1C1 3

(b) the product from (a) + cone. H 2SO4 + heat

Problem 20.8 (a) The two 1,3-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acids (p. 302) have been

assigned configurations on the basis of the fact that one can be converted into an anhy-
dride and the other cannot. Which configuration would you assign to the one that

can form the anhydride, and why ? (b) The method of (a) cannot be used to assign

configurations to the 1,2-cyclohexanedicarboxylic acids, since both give anhydrides.

Why is this? (c) Could the method of (a) be used to assign configurations to the

1,3-cyclohexanedicarboxylie acids ?

Problem 20.9 Alcohols are the class ofcompounds most commonly resolved (Sec.

7.9), despite the fact that they are not acidic enough or basic enough to form (stable)

salts. Outline all steps in a procedure for the resolution of s^c-butyl alcohol, using
as resolving agent the base (

-
)-B.

AMIDES

20.11 Preparation of amides

In the laboratory amides are prepared by the reaction of ammonia with acid

chlorides or, when available, acid anhydrides (Sees. 20.8 and 20.10). In industry

they are often made by heating the ammonium salts of carboxylic acids.
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20.12 Reactions of amides

An amide is hydrolyzed when heated with aqueous acids or aqueous bases.

The products are ammonia and the carboxylic acid, although one product or the

other is obtained in the form of a salt, depending upon the acidity or basicity of the

medium.

/ nother reaction of importance, the Hoffmann degradation of amides, will be

discussed later (Sec. 22.12).

REACTIONS OF AMIDES

1. Hydrolysis. Discussed in Sec. 20.13.

M-^ RCOOH I NH4
>

RCONH 2 f H 2

RCOO 1 NH 3

Examples:

CONH 2
- H 2SO4 \- H 2O -

/
COOH f NH

4
HSO4

Bcnzamide Benzoic acid

CH 3CH 2CH 2CONH 2 + NaOH + H 2O -> CH 3CH 2CH 2COO-Na 4 + NH 3

Butyramide Sodium butyratc

2. Conversion into imides. Discussed in Sec. 20.14.

3. Hofmann degradation of amides. Discussed in Sees. 22.12 and 28.2-28.5.

RCONH 2 or ArCONH 2
-~ -+ RNH 2 or ArNH 2 + OV -

Amide 1 aminc

20.13 Hydrolysis of amides

Hydrolysis of amides is typical of the reactions of carboxylic acid derivatives.

It involves nucleophilic substitution, in which the NH 2 group is replaced by

OH. Under acidic conditions hydrolysis involves attack by water on the pro-

tonated amide:

o 1

NH 2 NH 2 J NH 2

O
> RCOO-NH 4
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Under alkaline conditions hydrolysis involves attack by the strongly nucleophilic

hydroxide ion on the amide itself:

o-
i

OH-
o

R-C : OH
'NH2 NH 2

RCOO NH 3

20.14 Imides

Like other anhydrides, cyclic anhydrides react with ammonia to yield amides;

in this case the product contains both CONH 2 and COOH groups. If this

acid-amide is heated, a molecule of water is lost, a ring forms, and a product is

obtained in which two acyl groups have become attached to nitrogen; compounds
of this sort are called imides. Phthalic anhydride gives phthalamic acid and

phthalimide:

Phthalic anhydride

INH,. heat

CONH 2

COO~N1

Ammonium phthalamate

|CONH 2

JCOOH
Phthalamic acid

heat

Phthalimide

Problem 20.10 Outline all steps in the synthesis of succinimide from succinic

acid.

Problem 20.11 Account for the following sequence of acidities. (Hint: See Sec.

18.12.)

K*

Ammonia 10~ 33

Benzamide 10- 14 to 1Q- 15

Phthalimide 5 x 10
- ?

ESTERS

20.15 Preparation of esters

Esters are usually prepared by the reaction of alcohols or phenols with acids

or acid derivatives. The most common methods are outlined below.
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PREPARATION OF ESTERS

1. From acids. Discussed in Sees. 18.16 and 20.18.

H +

RCOOH + R'OH

Carboxylic Alcohol
acid

R may be R' is

alkyl or usually

aryl alkyl

RCOOR' + H 2O
Ester

Reactivity of R OH:

Examples:

CH 3COOH
Acetic acid

)COOH

Bcnzoic acid

HOCH 2

Benzyl alcohol

CH ;

HOCH 2CHCH 3
:

Isobutyl
alcohol

CH 3COOCH 2

Benzyl acetate

Isobutyl benzoate

2. From acid chlorides or anhydrides. Discussed in Sees. 20.8 and 20.10.

RCOC1 + R'OH (or ArOH) - > RCOOR' (or RCOOAr) + HC1

(RCO)2O + R'OH (or ArOH) > RCOOR' (or RCOOAr) + RCOOH

Examples:

Br Br

C 2HsOH
pyndmi

HC1

o-Bromobenzoyl
chlonde

Ethyl o-bromobenzoate

NaOH

p-Nitrophenol
anhydride

3. From esters. Transesterification. Discussed in Sec. 20.20.

CH 3COOQNO2 t CH 3COOH

/j-Nitrophenyl acetate

The direct reaction of alcohols or phenols with acids involves an equilibrium

and especially in the case of phenols requires effort to drive to completion

(see Sec. 18.16). In the laboratory, reaction with an acid chloride or anhydride
is more commonly used.

The effect of the structure ofthe alcohol and of t^e acid on ease of esterification

has already been discussed (Sec. 18.16).
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Table 20.2 ESTERS OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

As was mentioned earlier, esterification using aromatic acid chlorides, ArCOCl,
is often carried out in the presence of base (the Schotten-Baumann technique,

Sec. 20.8).

Problem 20.12 When benzole acid is esterified by methanol in the presence of a

little sulfuric acid, the final reaction mixture contains five substances: benzoic acid,

methanol, water, methyl benzoate, sulfuric acid. Outline a procedure for the separa-

tion of the pure ester.

A hydroxy acid is both alcohol and acid. In those cases where a five- or six-

membered ring can be formed, intramolecular esterification occurs. Thus, a

y- or S-hydroxy acid loses water spontaneously to yield a cyclic ester known as a

lactone. Treatment with base (actually hydrolysis of an ester) rapidly opens the

RCHCH 2CH 2COO
I

OH
Salt of a

-hydroxy acid

:HR
A --lactone

A cyclic ester five-membered ring

RCHCH 2CH 2CH 2COO-Na

OH
Salt of a

A -hydroxy acid
A ft -lactone

A cyclic ester: six-membered ring

lactone ring to give the open-chain salt. We shall encounter lactones again in our

study of carbohydrates (Sec. 34.8).

Problem 20.13 Suggest a likely structure for the product formed by heating k
each

of these acids, (a) Lactic acid, CH 3CHOHCOOH, gives lactide, C6H 8O4 . (b) 10-Hy-
droxydecanoic acid gives a material of high molecular weight (KXXK9000).
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20.16 Reactions of esters

Esters undergo the nucleophilic substitution that is typical of carboxylic acid

derivatives. Attack occurs at the electron-deficient carbonyl carbon, and results

in the replacement of the OR' group by OH, OR*, or NH2 :

R-C
O

\
:Z

OR'

o-

R-C- Z

in-

R-C :OR'-

:Z = :OH~, :NH3

These reactions are sometimes carried out in the presence of acid. In these

acid-catalyzed reactions, H f
attaches itself to the oxygen of the carbonyl group,

and thus renders carbonyl carbon even more susceptible to nucleophilic attack.

O
R C

X
MI*

X
OR' c\z

^OH 1 Actd catalysis:

> makes carbon more

susceptible to

nucleophilic attack

REACTIONS OF ESTERS

1. Conversion into acids and acid derivatives.

(a) Conversion into acids. Hydrolysis. Discussed in Sees. 20.17 and 20.18.

RCOOR' 1 H2

OH-

Example:

)COOC2H5 \- H2

Ethyl benzoate

RCOOH 4- R'OH

RCOO- H R'OH

)COOH + C2H5OH

Benzoic acid Ethyl alcohol

NaOH
I C2H5OH

Sodium benzoate Ethyl alcohol

(b) Conversion into amides. Ammonolysis. Discussed in Sec. 20.19.

RCOOR' + NH 3 RCONH2 + R'OH

Example:

CH3COOC2H5 4 NH 3

Ethyl acetate

CH 3CONH2 + C2H 5OH
Acetamide Ethyl alcohol
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(c) Conversion into esters. Transesterification. Alcoholysis. Discussed in Sec. 20.20.

acid or base

RCOOR' + R"OH ^
> RCOOR* + R'OH

Example:

I 2
_ _C-R RCOOCH 3 CH 2OH

II
_l_

;H_ -C-R' + CH 3OH acid or base R'COOCH 3 + CHOH

L*

i

2
__ -C-R" R"COOCH3 CH 2OH

1 Mixture of Glycerol^
methyl esters

A glyceride

(A fat)

2. Reaction with Grignard reagents. Discussed in Sec. 20.21.

R"

RCOOR' + 2R'MgX -> R -C-R*

OH
Tertiary alcohol

Example:

CH 3 CH3 CH3

CH3CHCOOC2H 5 + 2CH 3MgT > CH3CH-C~C
Ethyl Methylmagnesium ATT

rxl%n+t>ntA ir^Airll* \Jfl
isobutyrate iodid

2 moles 2,3-Dimethyl-2-butanol

3. Reduction to alcohols. Discussed in Sec. 20.22.

(a) Catalytic hydrogenation. Hydrogenolysis

RCOOR' + 2H 2 25or

f

> RCH2OH + R'OH
3000-6000 ib/in.2 1 alcohol

Example:

CH3 CH 3

CH3-C-COOC2H 5 + 2H 2 2^ 33

C^y CHj-i-CH.OH 4- C2H 5OH
iu

'

iu EthylCH 3 CH 3 alcohol

Ethyl trimethylacetate Neopentyl alcohol

(Ethyl 2,2-dimethylpropanoate) (2,2-Dimethylpropanol)

(b) Chemical reduction

4RCOOR' + 2LiAlH4
ether

> 4 +
}
-^ i +

I UAKOR% J I R'OH
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Example:

CH 3(CH 2) 7CH-CH(CH 2)7COOCH 3
-i^~> CH 3(CH2)7CH-CH(CH2) 7CH2OH

Methyl oleate Oleyl alcohol

(Methyl cw-9-octadecenoate) (cw-9-Octadecen-l-oI)

4. Reaction with carbanions. Claisen condensation. Discussed in Sees. 21.11 and
21.12.

20.17 Alkaline hydrolysis of esters

A carboxylic ester is hydrolyzed to a carboxylic acid and an alcohol or phenol
when heated with aqueous acid or aqueous base. Under alkaline conditions, of

course, the carboxylic acid is obtained as its salt, from which it can be liberated by
addition of mineral acid.

Base promotes hydrolysis of esters by providing the strongly nucleophilic

reagent OH". This reaction is essentially irreversible, since a resonance-stabilized

R--</ +OH- >
X

R'

Ester Hydroxide Salt

carboxylate anion (Sec. 18.13) shows little tendency to react with an alcohol.

Let us look at the various aspects of the mechanism we have written, and see

what evidence there is for each of them.

First, reaction involves attack on the ester by hydroxide ion. This is consistent

with the kinetics, which is second-order, with the rate depending on both ester

concentration and hydroxide concentration.

Next, hydroxide attacks at the carbonyl carbon and displaces alkoxide ion.

That is to say, reaction involves cleavage of the bond between oxygen and the acyl

group, RCO+ OR'. For this there are two lines of evidence, the first being the

stereochemistry.

Let us consider, for example, the formation and subsequent hydrolysis of an
ester of optically active sec-butyl alcohol. Reaction of (+ )-sec-butyl alcohol with

benzoyl chloride must involve cleavage of the hydrogen-oxygen bond and hence
cannot change the configuration about the chiral center (see Sec. 7.4). If hydrolysis
of this ester involves cleavage of the bond between oxygen and the sec-butyl

group, we would expect almost certainly inversion (or inversion plus racemization

if the reaction goes by an SN 1 type of mechanism):
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C6H 5COO- 4-

( + )-sec-Butyl
alcohol

Cleavage between

oxygen and alkyl

group: inversion

(-)-.Hc-Butyl
alcohol

If, on the other hand, the bond between oxygen and the sec-butyl group remains

intact during hydrolysis, then we would expect to obtain sec-butyl alcohol of the

same configuration as the starting material:

C6H 5COO- +

JlC6H5C+C1

C2H,

CH3

(+)-sr-Butyl
alcohol

Cleavage between

oxygen and acyl

group: retention

alcohol

When $ec-butyl alcohol of rotation 4-13.8 was actually converted into the

benzoate and the benzoate was hydrolyzed in alkali, there was obtained sec-butyl

alcohol of rotation 4-13.8. This complete retention of configuration strongly

indicates that bond cleavage occurs between oxygen and the acyl group.

Tracer studies have confirmed the kind of bond cleavage indicated by the

stereochemical evidence. When ethyl propionate labeled with 18O was hydrolyzed

by base in ordinary water, the ethanol produced was found to be enriched in 18O;
the propionic acid contained only the ordinary amount of 18O:

xP
CH3CH2 C, 4 OH-

Xl8OC2H 5

CH3CH2-C^ 4- C2H 5
18OH

OH

The alcohol group retained the oxygen that it held in the ester; cleavage occurred

between oxygen and the acyl group.

The study of a number of other hydrolyses by both tracer and stereochemical

methods has shown that cleavage between oxygen and the acyl group is the usual

one in ester hydrolysis. This behavior indicates that the preferred point of nucleo-

philic attack is the carbonyl carbon rather than the alkyl carbon; this is, of course,

what we might have expected in view of the generally greater reactivity of carbonyl
carbon (Sec. 20.5).
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Finally, according to the mechanism, attack by hydroxide ion on carbonyl

carbon does not displace alkoxide ion in one step,

O
OH- + R-C

\
OR'

O
8-

II
S-

HO C OR'

.

Transition state

OH-

Does
+ R'O- not

happen

-OOCR

but rather in two steps with the intermediate formation of a tetrahedral compound.
These alternative mechanisms were considered more or less equally likely until

1950 when elegant work on isotopic exchange was reported by Myron Bender

(now at Northwestern University).

Bender carried out the alkaline hydrolysis of carbonyl-labeled ethyl benzoate,

C6H5C 18OOC2H5 , in ordinary water, and focused his attention, not on the

product, but on the reactant. He interrupted the reaction after various periods of

time, and isolated the unconsumed ester and analyzed it for 18O content. He found

that in the alkaline solution the ester was undergoing not only hydrolysis but also

exchange of Us 18O/or ordinary oxygen from the solvent.

18

R C-OC2H 5 +
Labeled ester

Starting material

18 -

R-C-OC2H 5

18Q

R-C + OC2H5

-

OH

H2

i!
18OH

R C OC2H 5 -C e + HOC2H 5

VI
Hydrolysis products

H 2O

R-C~OC2H 5 + 18OH-

O
Unlabeled ester

Exchange product

R-C OC2H25

18OH

R-C

O

OC2H 5

-

III

Oxygen exchange is not consistent with the one-step mechanism, which pro-

vides no way for it to happen. Oxygen exchange is consistent with a two-step

mechanism in which intermediate I is not only formed, but partly reverts into

starting material and partly is converted (probably via the neutral species II) into

III an intermediate that is equivalent to I except for the position of the label.

If all this is so, the "reversion" of intermediate III into "starting material" yields

ester that has lost its 18O.
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Bender's work does not prove the mechanism we have outlined. Conceivably, oxygen

exchange and hence the tetrahedral intermediate simply represent a blind-alley down
which ester molecules venture but which does not lead to hydrolysis. Such coincidence

is unlikely, however, particularly in light of certain kinetic relationships between oxygen

exchange and hydrolysis.

Similar experiments have indicated the reversible formation of tetrahedral

intermediates in hydrolysis of other esters, amides, anhydrides, and acid chlorides,

and are the basis of the general mechanism we have shown for nucleophilic acyl

substitution.

Exchange experiments are also the basis of our estimate of the relative

importance of the two steps: differences in rate of hydrolysis of acyl derivatives

depend chiefly on how fast intermediates are formed, and also on what fraction of

the intermediate goes on to product. As we have said, the rate of formation of the

intermediate is affected by both electronic and steric factors: in the transition state,

a negative charge is developing and carbon is changing from trigonal toward

tetrahedral.

Even in those cases where oxygen exchange cannot be detected, we cannot

rule out the possibility of an intermediate; it may simply be that it goes on to

hydrolysis products much faster than it does anything else.

Problem 20.14 The relative rates of alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl p-substituted

benzoates, />-GC6H4COOC2H 5 , are:

G - NO, > Cl > H > CH 3 > OCH 3

110 4 1 0.5 0.2

(a) How do you account for this order of reactivity? (b) What kind of effect, activating
or deactivating, would you expect from p-Br? from />-NH : ? from p-CTCH^?
(c) Predict the order of reactivity tov\ard alkaline h>drolysis of: p-aminophenyl acetate,

p-methylphenyl acetate, /7-nitrophenyl acetate, phenyl acetate.

Problem 20.15 The relative rates of alkaline hydrolysis of alk>l acetates,

CH 3COOR, are:

R = CH 3 > C 2H 5 > (CH 3) 2CH > (CH 3)3C
1 0.6 0.15 0.008

'

(a) What two factors might be at work here? (b) Predict the order of reactivit> toward
alkaline hydrolysis of: methyl acetate, methyl formate, methyl isobutyratc, methyl
propionate, and methyl tnmethylacetate.

Problem 20.16 Exchange expeiiments show that the fraction of the tetrahedral

intermediate that goes on to products follows the sequence:

acid chloride > acid anhydride > ester > amide

What is one factor that is probably at work here?

20.18 Acidic hydrolysis of esters

Hydrolysis of esters is promoted not only by base but also by acid. Acidic

hydrolysis, as we have seen (Sec. 18.16), is reversible,

RCOOR' + H,O ;Z RCOOH + R'OH
H*

and hence the mechanism for hydrolysis is also taken in the opposite direction
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the mechanism for esterification. Any evidence about one reaction must apply to

both.

The mechanism for acid-catalyzed hydrolysis and esterification is contained

in the following equilibria:

H 2O
H+ Water

+ +
O OH^v-

,1 : ^
R-C OR' .> R-C OR'

Ester

T R-C-OH
Acid

II

Mineral acid speeds up both processes by protonating carbonyl oxygen and thus

rendering carbonyl carbon more susceptible to nucleophilic attack (Sec. 20.4).

In hydrolysis, the nucleophilc is a water molecule and the leaving group is an

alcohol; in esterification, the roles are exactly reversed.

As in alkaline hydrolysis, there is almost certainly a tetrahedral intermediate

or, rather, several of them. The existence of more than one intermediate is re-

quired by, among other things, the reversible nature of the reaction. Looking only

at hydrolysis, intermediate II is likely, since it permits separation of the weakly

basic alcohol molecule instead of the strongly basic alkoxide ion; but considera-

tion of esterification shows that II almost certainly must be involved, since it is

the product of attack by alcohol on the protonated acid.

The evidence for the mechanism is much the same as in alkaline hydrolysis.

The position of cleavage, RCO-j-OR' and RCO-t-OH, has been shown by
18O

studies of both hydrolysis and esterification. The existence of the tetrahedral

intermediates was demonstrated, as in the alkaline reaction, by
18O exchange

between the carbonyl oxygen of the ester and the solvent.

Problem 20.17 Write the steps to account for exchange between RC 1SOOR'
and H 2O in acidic solution. There is reason to believe that a key intermediate here is

identical with one in alkaline hydrolysis. What might this intermediate be?

Problem 20.18 Account for the fact (Sec. 18. 16) that the presence of bulky sub-
stituents in either the alcohol group or the acid group slows down both esterification

and hydrolysis.

Problem 20.19 Acidic hydrolysis of /e>7-butyl acetate in water enriched in 18O
has been found to yield /f/7-butyl alcohol enriched in 1HO and acetic acid containing
ordinary oxygen. Acidic hydrolysis of the acetate of optically active 3,7-dimethyl-3-
octanol has been found to yield alcohol oTmuch lower optical purity than the starting
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alcohol, and having the opposite sign of rotation, (a) How do you interpret these

two sets of results? (b) Is it surprising that these particular esters should show this kind

of behavior?

20.19 Ammonolysis of esters

Treatment of an ester with ammonia, generally in ethyl alcohol solution,

yields the amide. This reaction involves nucleophilic attack by a base, ammonia,
on the electron-deficient carbon; the alkoxy group, OR', is replaced by NH2 .

For exampie:

CH 3 C
7

+ NH 3 > CH 3-C^ + C2H5OH
OC2H 5 NH2

Ethyl acetate Acetamide

20.20 Transesterification

In the esterification of an acid, an alcohol acts as a nucleophilic reagent;

in hydrolysis of an ester, an alcohol is displaced by a nucleophilic reagent. Know-

ing this, we are not surprised to find that one alcohol is capable of displacing

another alcohol from an ester. This alcoholysis (cleavage by an alcohol) of an

ester is called transesterification.

H+ orOR"-
RCOOR' + R'OH <

> RCOOR* + R'OH

Transesterification is catalyzed by acid (H2SO4 or dry HCI) or base (usually

alkoxide ion). The mechanisms of these two reactions are exactly analogous to

those we have already studied. For acid-catalyzed transesterification :

R"OH
H+ Alcohol B

O OH V$ OH
'! I.

>
I

R__C-OR' >: R C^OR' 7 R-C-OR' ^=
Ester A jOR"

H
OH OH ^ O

R-O-OR' ?= R-C }~3 ^ R-C-OR"
^

^

OR" OR'J
Ester B

f

For base-catalyzed transesterification:

O ?"
/OA|

R-CX + "OR* ^= R-C-OR" ^= R-CX ^+-OR'
X
OR' ^ \K

Ester A Alkoxide B Ester B Alkoxide A
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Transesterification is an equilibrium reaction. To shift the equilibrium to the

right, it is necessary to use a large excess of the alcohol whose ester we wish to

make, or else to remove one of the products from the reaction mixture. The

second approach is the better one when feasible, since in this way the reaction can

be driven to completion.

20.21 Reaction of esters with Grignard reagents

The reaction of carboxylic esters with Grignard reagents is an excellent method

for preparing tertiary alcohols. As in the reaction with aldehydes and ketones

(Sec. 19.11), the nucleophilic (basic) alkyl or aryl group of the Grignard reagent

attaches itself to the electron-deficient carbonyl carbon. Expulsion of the alkoxide

group would yield a ketone, and in certain special cases ketones are indeed isolated

from this reaction. However, as we know, ketones themselves readily react with

Grignard reagents to yield tertiary alcohols (Sec. 15.13); in the present case the

products obtained correspond to the addition of the Grignard reagent to such a

ketone:

Ester

Two of the three groups attached to the carbon bearing the hydroxyl group
in the alcohol come from the Grignard reagent and hence must be identical; this,

of course, places limits upon the alcohols that can be prepared by this method.

But, where applicable, reaction of a Grignard reagent with an ester is preferred

to reaction with a ketone because esters are generally more accessible.

Problem 20.20 Starting from valeric acid, and using any needed reagents, outline

the synthesis of 3-ethyl-3-heptanol via the reaction of a Grignard reagent with: (a) a

ketone; (b) an ester.

Problem 20.21 (a) Esters of which acid would yield secondary alcohols on reac-

tion with Grignard reagents? (b) Starting from alcohols of four carbons or fewer, out-

line all steps in the synthesis of 4-heptanol.

20.22 Reduction of esters

Like many organic compounds, esters can be reduced in two ways: (a) by

catalytic hydrogenation using molecular hydrogen, or (b) by chemical reduction.

In either case, the ester is cleaved to yield (in addition to the alcohol or phenol
from which it was derived) a primary alcohol corresponding to the acid portion of

the ester.

RCOOR' raduction
> RCH2OH + R'OH

Ester 1 alcohol

Hydrogenolysis (cleavage by hydrogen) of an ester requires more severe

conditions than simple hydrogenation of (addition of hydrogen to) a carbon-
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carbon double bond. High pressures and elevated temperatures are required:

the catalyst used most often is a mixture of oxides known as copper chromite, of

approximately the composition CuO.CuCr2O4 . For example:

CH3(CH2) 10COOCH 3 ""S CH 3(CH 2) 10CH2OH + CH 3OH
Methyl laurate

'

Lauryl alcohol

(Methyl dodecanoate) ( 1-Dodecanol )

Chemical reduction is carried out by use of sodium metal and alcohol, or more

usually by use of lithium aluminium hydride. For example:

LiA1H4 CH 3(CH2)i4CH2OH
Ethyl palmitate 1-Hexadecanol

(Ethyl hexadecanoate)

Problem 20.22 Predict the products of the hydrogenolysis of //-butyl oleate over

copper chromite.

20.23 Functional derivatives of carbonic acid

Much of the chemistry of the functional derivatives of carbonic acid is already

quite familiar to us through our study of carboxylic acids. The first step in dealing

with one of these compounds is to recognize just how it is related to the parent

acid. Since carbonic acid is bifunctional, each of its derivatives, too, contains two

functional groups; these groups can be the same or different. For example;

[HOC-OH1

C1-C-C1 H 2N-C-NH 2 C2H 5O-C-OC2H 5

A I A . A A
Carbonic acid Phosgene Urea Ethyl carbonate

(Carbonyl chloride) (Carbamide)

Acid Acid chloride Amide Ester

C2H50-C-CI H 2N

O O
Ethyl chlorocarbonate Cyanamide Urethane

(Ethyl carbamate)

Acid chloride-ester Amlde-rAtrile Ester-amide

We use these functional relationships to carbonic acid simply for convenience.

Many of these compounds could just as well be considered as derivatives of other

acids, and, indeed, are often so named. For example:
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In general, a derivative of carbonic acid containing an OH group is unstable,

and decomposes to carbon dioxide. For example:

[HO-C-OHlJ
> C02 + H2

Carbonic acid

[RO-C-OHl

,

If > C02 + ROH

Alkyl hydrogen
carbonate

[H

2N-C-OHl

J

Carbamic acid

[a-c-OHl
II > C02 + HC1

L
<>

J

Chlorocarbonic
acid

Most derivatives of carbonic acid are made from one of three industrially

available compounds: phosgene, urea, or cyanamide.

Phosgene, COC12 , a highly poisonous gas, is manufactured by the reaction

between carbon monoxide and chlorine.

r*r\ , r-i activated charcoal, 200 /-i *-* /"tCU + C12 > Cl C Cl

i
Phosgene

It undergoes the usual reactions of an acid chloride.

"-* Cl C OH + C02 + HC1

O

r
O

Phosgene

H2N-C-NH2

O
Urea

Cl-C-OR RO-C-OR
O O

Alkyl Alkyl carbonate
chlorocarbonate

H2N~C~OR

Alkyl carbunate

(Aurcthanc)
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Problem 20.23 Suggest a possible synthesis of (a) 2-pentylurethane, H2NCOO-
CH(CHaX-C3H7), used as a hypnotic; (b) benzyl chlorocarbonate (carbobenzoxy
chloride), C^5CH2OCOCl, used in the synthesis of peptides (Sec. 36.10).

Urea, H 2NCONH 2 , is excreted in the urine as the chief nitrogen-containing

end product of protein metabolism. It is synthesized on a large scale for use as a

fertilizer and as a raw material in the manufacture of urea-formaldehyde plastics

and of drugs.

heat, pressure

CO2 + 2NH 3 ;= i H2NCOONH4 <
H 2N C-NH 2

fl
4

Ammonium carbamate . Q
Urea

Urea is weakly basic, forming salts with strong acids. The fact that it is a

stronger base than ordinary amides is attributed to resonance stabilization of the

cation : [e 1H2N C NH2 H2N=O-NH2 H2N C=NH 2

equivalent to

Problem 20.24 Account for the feet that guanidine. (H2N)2C=NH, is strongly
basic.

Urea undergoes hydrolysis in the presence of acids, bases, or the enzyme
urease (isolable from jack beans; generated by many bacteria, such as Micrococcus

weae).

C NH2
II

O
Urea

2 OH-
->

urease

CO2

NH3 + CO3

-

NH3 -f CO2

Urea reacts with nitrous acid to yield carbon dioxide and nitrogen; this is a

useful way to destroy excess nitrous acid in diazotizations.

H 2N-C-NH2

HON
> C02 + N2

O

Urea is converted by hypohalites into nitrogen and carbonate.

H2N~-C-NH2

Br* H "

> N2 + C03
-- + Br~

O
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Treatment of urea with acid chlorides or anhydrides yields ureides. Of special

H2N-C-NH 2 + CHjCOCl -> CH3CONH-C-NH2

O O
Acetylurea

A ureide

importance are the cyclic ureides formed by reaction with malonic esters; these are

known as barbiturates and are important hypnotics (sleep-producers). For example:

NH2 C2H50-C N.oc,H

H2 -> 0=0 .CH2

xi u r* u r\ rf X 1 6/
NH, C!HiO-C%

Urea Ethyl malonate
Barbituric acid

(Malonylurca)

Cyanamide, H2N CsnN, is obtained in the form of its calcium salt by the

high-temperature reaction between calcium carbide and nitrogen. This reaction is

CaQ+N2 -> CaNCN + C
Calcium Calcium
carbide cyanamide

important as a method of nitrogen fixation; calcium cyanamide is used as a

fertilizer, releasing ammonia by the action of water.

Problem 20.25 Give the electronic structure of the cyanamide anion, (NCN)~
"

Discuss its molecular shape, bond lengths, and location of charge.

Problem 20.26 Give equations for the individual steps probably involved in the

conversion of calcium cyanamide into ammonia in the presence of water. What other

product or products will be formed in this process? Label each step with the name of
the fundamental reaction type to which it belongs.

Problem 20.27 Cyanamide reacts with water in the presence of acid or base to

yield urea; with methanol in the presence of acid to yield methylisourea,
H 2NC( --NH)OCH 3 ; with hydrogen sulfide to yield //r/<wmr, H 2NC(=S)NH 2 ; and with

ammonia to yield guunitHne, H 2NC(--NH)NH 2 . (a) What functional group of cyan-
amide is involved in each of these reactions? (b) To what general class of reaction do
these belong? (c) Show the most probable mechanisms for these reactions, pointing
out the function of acid or base wherever involved.

20.24 Analysis of carboxylic acid derivatives. Saponification equivalent

Functional derivatives of carboxylic acids are recognized by their hydrolysis

under more or less vigorous conditions to carboxylic acids. Just which kind of

derivative it is is indicated by the other products of the hydrolysis.

Problem 20.28 Which kind (or kinds) of acid derivative: (a) rapidly forms a
white precipitate (insoluble in HNO3) upon treatment with alcoholic silver nitrate?
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(b) reacts with boiling aqueous NaOH to liberate a gas that turns moist litmus paper
blue? (c) reacts immediately with cold NaOH to liberate a gas that turns moist litmus

blue? (d) yields only a carboxylic acid upon hydrolysis? (e) yields an alcohol when
heated with acid or base?

Identification or proof of structure of an acid derivative involves the identifi-

cation or proof of structure of the carboxylic acid formed upon hydrolysis (Sec.

18.21). In the case of an ester, the alcohol that is obtained is also identified (Sec.

16.11). (In the case of a substituted amide, Sec. 23.6, the amine obtained is

identified, Sec. 23.19.)

If an ester is hydrolyzed in a known amount of base (taken in excess), the

amount of base used up can be measured and used to give the saponification

equivalent: the equivalent weight of the ester, which is similar to the neutralization

equivalent of an .acid (see Sec. 18.21).

RCOOR' + OH- > RCOO- + R'OH
one one

equivalent equivalent

Problem 20.29 (a) What is the saponification equivalent of u-propyl acetate?

(b) There are eight other simple aliphatic esters that have the same saponification

equivalent. What are they? (c) In contrast, how many simple aliphatic acids have this

equivalent weight? (d) Is saponification equivalent as helpful in identification as

neutralization equivalent?

Problem 20.30 (a) How many equivalents of base would be used up by one mole
of methyl phthalate, 0-C6H 4(COOCH3)2 ? What is the saponification equivalent of

methyl phthalate? (b) What is the relation between saponification equivalent and the

number of ester groups per molecule? (c) What is the saponification equivalent of

glyceryl stearate (tristearoylglyerol)?

20.25 Spectroscopic analysis of carboxylic acid derivatives

Infrared. The infrared spectrum of an acyl compound shows the strong

band in the neighborhood of 1 700 cm ~
l that we have come to expect of O -O

stretching (see Fig. 20.1).

The exact frequency depends on the family the compound belongs to (see Table

20.3, p. 689) and, for a member of a particular family, on its exact structure. For

esters, for example :

C--O stretching, strong

RCOOR 1740 cm- > ArCOOR 1715-1730 cnr * RCOOAr 1770 cm- *

or or

~C=C-COOR RCOOC=C-

Esters are distinguished from acids by the absence of the O H band. They
are distinguished from ketones by two strong C O stretching bands in the 1050-

1300 cm' 1
region; the exact position of these bands, too, depends on the ester's

structure.
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4000- 3600 3200 2800 2400 2000

IRDC 603

1800 1600 1400

Frequency, era

Wavelength,

4000 3600 3200 2800 2400 2000

IRDC 67

1800 1600 1400

Frequency, cm"
1

Figure 20.1. Infrared spectra of (a) methyl acetate and (b) benzamide.

Besides the carbonyl band, amides (RCONH 2) show absorption due to

N H stretching in the 3050-3550 cm" 1
region (the number of bands and their

location depending on the degree of hydrogen bonding), and absorption due to

N H bending in the 1600-1640 cm" J

region.

Table 20.3 INFRARED ABSORPTION BY SOME OXYGEN COMPOUNDS
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Nmr. As we can see in Table 13.4 (p, 421), the protons in the alkyi portion

of an ester (RCOOCH2R') absorb farther downfield than the protons in the acyl

portion (RCH2COOR').
Absorption by the CO NH protons of an amide appears in the range

B 5-8, typically as a broad, low hump.

PROBLEMS
1. Draw structures and give names of:

(a) nine isomeric esters of formula C5Hi O2

(b) six isomeric esters of formula CaHgO2

(c) three isomeric methyl esters of formula C7Hj 2O4

2. Write balanced equations, naming all jorganic products, for the reaction (if any)
of /i-butyryl chloride with:

(a) H 2O (h) alcoholic AgNO3

(b) isopropyl alcohol (i) CH3NH 2

(c) /Miitrophenol (j) (CH 3)2NH
(d) ammonia (k) (CH 3)3N
(e) toluene, A1C1 3 (1) C6H 5NH 2

(f) nitrobenzene, AIC1 3 (m) (C6H5)2Cd
(g) NaHC03 (aq) (n) C6H 5MgBr

(Check your answers to (i) through (1) in Sec. 23.6.)

3. Answer Problem 2, parts (a) through (1) for acetic anhydride.

4. Write equations to show the reaction (if any) of succinic anhydride with :

(a) hot aqueous NaOH (d) aqueous ammonia, then strong heat

(b) aqueous ammonia (e) benzyl alcohol

(c) aqueous ammonia, then cold dilute HC1 (f) toluene, A1C1 3 , heat

5. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)
of phenylacetamide with:

(a) hot HC1 (aq) (b) hot NaOH (aq)

6. Answer Problem 5 for phenylacetonitrile.

7. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)
of methyl //-butyrate with :

(a) hot H2SO4 (aq) (e) ammonia
(b) hot KOH (aq) (f) phenylmagnesium bromide

(c) isopropyl alcohol -f H 2SO4 (g) isobutylmagnesium bromide

(d) benzyl alcohol + QH 5CH2ONa (h) LiAlH4 , then acid

8. Outline the synthesis of each of the following labeled compounds, using H2
18O

as the source of 18O.

O 18Q 1*O

(a) C6Hr-C-i 8OCH3 (b) C6H5-C-OCH3 (c) C6H5-C-18OCH 3

Predict the product obtained from each upon alkaline hydrolysis in ordinary H2O.

9. Outline the synthesis of each of the following labeled compounds, using
14CO2

or 14CH3OH and H2
18O as the source of the "tagged" atoms.

(a) CH 3CH2
14COCH3 (e) C6H5

14CH2CH 3

(b) CH3CH 2CO"CH 3 (f) C6H 5CH2"CH 3

(c) CH 3"CH2COCH 3 (g) CH3CH2OOCH3

(d) "CH3CH2COCH3
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10. Predict the product of the reaction of y-butyrolactone with (a) ammonia,
(b) LiAlH4 , (c) C2H 5OH + H2SO4 .

11. When sec-butyl alcohol of rotation +13.8 was treated with tosyl chloride, and

the resulting tosylate was allowed to react with sodium benzoate, there was obtained

sec-butyl benzoate. Alkaline hydrolysis of this ester gave sec-butyl alcohol of rotation

-13.4. In which step must inversion have taken place? How do you account for this?

12. Account for the following observations. (Hint: See Sec. 14.13, and Problem
14.9 on p. 473.)

5N Na H
> C6H5-CH-<:H=CH-CH3

H-CH=CH-CH 3 1

OCR
dtl. NaOH

complete retention

C6H5-CH=CH-CH-CH3O
?ally active

inactive

C6H 5~CH=CH-CH~CH3
OCR

dlL NaOH
> C6H 5-CH=CH-CH-CH3

OH
inactive

5N NaOH
C6H5-CH=CH-CH-CH3

O I

optically active OH
complete retention

13. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following, all of which boil

within a few degrees of each other. Describe how you would go about finding out which

of the possibilities the unknown actually is. Where possible use simple chemical tests;

where necessary use more elaborate chemical methods like quantitative hydrogenation,

cleavage, neutralization equivalent, saponification equivalent, etc. Make use of any
needed tables of physical constants.

benzyl acetate methyl 0-toluate

ethyl benzoate methyl w-toluate

isopropyl benzoate methyl /Moluate

methyl phenylacetate

14. Describe simple chemical tests that would serve to distinguish between:

(a) propionic acid and methyl acetate

(b) n-butyryl chloride and n-butyl chloride

(c) /Miitrobenzamide and ethyl p-nitrobenzoate

(d) glyceryl tristearate and glyceryl trioleate

(e) benzonitrile and nitrobenzene

(f) acetic anhydride and w-butyl alcohol

(g) glyceryl monopalmitate and glyceryl tripalmitate

(h) ammonium benzoate and benzamide

(i) />-bromobenzoic acid and benzoyl bromide

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

15. Tell how you would separate by chemical means the following mixtures, recover-

ing each component in reasonably pure form: (a) benzoic acid and ethyl benzoate;

(b) //-valeronitrile and //-valeric acid; (c) ammonium benzoate and benzamide. Tell

exactly what you would do and see.
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16. Carboxyl groups are often masked by reaction with dihydropyran, which yields

esters that are stable toward base but easily hydrolyzed by dilute aqueous acids. Account

in detail both for the formation of these esters and for their ease of hydrolysis. (Hint: See

Sec. 19.15.)

RCOOH

Dihydropyran Tetrahydropyranyl ester

(DHP) (RCOOTHP)

17. Treatment of 2,4-pentanedione with KCN and acetic acid, followed by hydrol-

ysis, gives two products, A and B. Both A and B are dicarboxylic acids of formula

C7H J2O6 . A melts at 98. When heated, B gives first a lactonic acid (C7Hi ()O5 , m.p.

90) and finally a dilactone (C7H8O4 , m.p. 105). (a) What structure must B have that

permits ready formation of both a monolactone and a dilactone? (b) What is the struc-

ture of A? (Hint: Use models.)

18. Give the structures (including configurations where pertinent) of compounds C
through O.

(a) Urea (H 2NCONH 2) + hot dilute NaOH > C + NH 3

(b) Phosgene (COCI 2) + 1 mole C2H 5OH, then + NH 3
> D (C3H 7O2N)

(c) bromobenzene + Mg, ether > E (C6H5MgBr)
E + ethylene oxide, followed by H+ > F (C8H IOO)
F + PBr3

> G (C8H9Br)

G + NaCN > H (C9H9N)
H + H 2SO4 , H 2O, heat > I (C9H IOO.)
I + SOCU > J (C9H9OC1)
J + anhydrous HF > K (C9H 8O)
K + H 2 , catalyst > L(C9H IOO)
L + H 2SO4 , warm > M (C9H8)

(d) mw?5-2-methylcyclohexanol + acetyl chloride > N
N + NaOH (aq) + heat > O + sodium acetate

19. Progesterone is a hormone, secreted by the corpus luteum, that is involved in the

control of pregnancy. Its structure was established, in part, by the following synthesis

from the steroid stigmasterol, obtained from soybean oil.

Stigmasterol (C29H48O) + (CH 3CO)2O > P(C31H50O2)

P+Br2 > Q (C31H 50 2Br2)
Q + O3 , then Ag2O > R (C24H 36O4Br2)

R + Zn/CH 3COOH > S (C24H36O4)

S + C2H5OH, H* T (C26H40 4)

T + C6H 5MgBr, then H2O > U (C36H46O3)
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U 4- acid, warm > V (Cj6H44O2)

V 4- Br2 ; then CrO3 , H + > W (C23H34O3Br2)
W + Zn/CH3COOH > X (C23H34O3)

X 4- H2O, H+, heat > Y (C21H 32O2), pregnenolone
Y -1- Br2 ; then CrO3 , H + > Z (C21H30O2Br2)

Z 4- Zn/CH3COOH > progesterone (C21H30O2)

(a) Give structures for progesterone and the intermediates P~Z.

(b) Progesterone shows strong absorption in the near ultraviolet: AmAX 240 m^,
max 17,600. On this basis, what is the structure for progesterone?

20. On the basis of the following evidence assign structures to: (a) Compounds
AA to DD, isomers of formula C3H 8O2 ; (b) compounds EE to MM, isomers of formula

C3H6O2 . (Note: a-Hydroxy ketones, CHOH CO , give positive tests with Tollens'

reagent and with Fehling's and Benedict's solutions (p. 1075), but negative SchifT's tests.

Acetic

NaHCO* anhydride Tolleris* Schiff's HIO*
(a) AA C7H12 4

-
BB - C7Hi2O4 4-

CC - C5Hi 3
-

DD - -i _i _

(b) EE - C5H8 3 4- 4- +
FF - C5H8 3 + - +
GO - C5H8 3 4- 4-

HH CO2
-

II _2 +
JJ - -

KK - C7H10 4 4-

LL - -' -i -i

MM - C5H 8O3
- - -i

1 After treatment with dilute acid, solution gives positive test.

2 After treatment with NaOH, solution gives positive iodoform test.

21. 2,5-Dimethyl-l,l-cyclopentanedicarboxylic acid can be prepared as a mixture

of two optically inactive substances of different physical properties, NN and OO. When
each is heated and .the reaction mixture worked up by fractional crystallization, NN
yields a single product, PP, of formula C8H 14O2 , and OO yields two products, QQ and

RR, both of formula C8H 14O2 .

(a) Give stereochemical formulas for NN, OO, PP, QQ, and RR. (b) Describe

another method by which you could assign configurations to NN and OO.

22. (a) (~)~Erythrose, C4H8O4 , gives tests with Tollens* reagent and Benedict's

solution (p. 1075), and is oxidized by bromine water to an optically active acid, C4H8O5 .

Treatment with acetic anhydride yields Ci ()H 14O 7 . Erythrose consumes three moles of

H1O4 and yields three moles of formic acid and one mole of formaldehyde. Oxidation

of erythrose by nitric acid yields an optically inactive compound of formula C4H$O6.
(-)-Threose, an isomer of erythrose, shows similar chemical behavior except that

nitric acid oxidation yields an optically active compound of formula C4H 6O6 .

On the basis of this evidence what structure or structures are possible for

(-)-erythrose? For (-)-threose?

(b) When R-glyceraldehyde, CH 2OHCHOHCHO, is treated with cyanide and the

resulting product is hydrolyzed, two monocarboxylic acids are formed (see Problem 12,

p. 649). These acids are identical with the acids obtained by oxidation with bromine water

of (
-

)-threose and (
- )-erythrose.

Assign a single structure to (-)-erythrose and to (-)-threose.
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23. Which (if any) of the following compounds could give rise to each of the infrared

spectra shown in Fig. 20.2 (p. 695)?

ethyl acetate methacrylic acid [CH 2^=C(CH 3)COOH]
ethyl acrylate (CH 2-CHCOOC2H 5) methacrylamide [CH2-C(CH 3)CONH 2]

isobutyric acid phenylacetamide

24. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra shown
in Fig. 20.3 (p. 696).

25. Give the structures of compounds SS, TT, and UU on the basis of their infrared

spectra (Fig. 20.4, p. 697) and their nmr spectra (Fig. 20.5, p. 698).

26. Give a structure or structures consistent with the nmr spectrum shown in

Fig. 20.6 (p. 699).

27. Give the structure of compound VV on the basis of its infrared and nmr spectra

shown in Fig. 20.7 (p. 699).

28. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nmr spectra shown
in Fig. 20.8 (p. 700).
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Figure 20.2. Infrared spectra for Problem 23, p. 694.
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Figure 203. Nmr spectra for Problem 24, p. 694.
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Figure 20.4. Infrared spectra for Problem 25, p. 694.
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Figure 20.5. Nmr spectra for Problem 25, p. 694.
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Figure 20.6. Nmr spectrum for Problem 26, p. 694.
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Figure 20.7. Infrared and nmr spectra for Problem 27, p. 594.
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Chapter

21

Carbanions I

Aldol and Claisen Condensations

21.1 Acidity of a-hydrogens

In our introduction to aldehydes and ketones, we learned that it is the carbonyl

group that largely determines the chemistry of aldehydes and ketones. At that

time, we saw in part how the carbonyl group does this: by providing a site at which

nucleophilic addition can take place. Now we are ready to learn another part of

the story: how the carbonyl group strengthens the acidity of the hydrogen atoms

attached to the a-carbon and, by doing this, gives rise to a whole set of chemical

reactions.

lonization of an a-hydrogen,

I

yields a carbanion I that is a resonance hybrid of two structures II and III,

equivalent to C=C

III

resonance that is possible only through participation by the carbonyl group.
Resonance of this kind is not possible for carbanions formed by ionization of

^-hydrogens, y-hydrogens, etc., from saturated carbonyl compounds.

Problem 21.1 Which structure, II or HI, would you expect to make the larger

contribution to the carbanion I? Why?

701
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Problem 21.2 Account for the fact that the diketone acetylacetone (2,4-pentane-

dione) is about as acidic as phenol, and much more acidic than, say, acetone. Which

hydrogens are the most acidic?

Problem 21.3 How do you account for the following order of acidity?

(C6H5)3CH > (C6H 5)2CH 2 > C6H5CH, > CH4

The carbonyl group thus affects the acidity of a-hydrogens in just the way it

affects the acidity of carboxylic acids: by helping to accommodate the negative

charge of the anion.

O
-cr ^=
\>-H

\

Resonance in I involves structures (II and III) of quite different stabilities, and

hence is much less important than the resonance involving equivalent structures

in a carboxylate ion. Compared with the hydrogen of a COOH group, the

a-hydrogen atoms of an aldehyde or ketone are very weakly acidic; the important

thing is that they are considerably more acidic than hydrogen atoms anywhere
else in the molecule, and that they are acidic enough for significant even though

very low concentrations of carbanions to be generated.

We shall use the term carbanion to describe ions like I since part of the charge is

carried by carbon, even though the stability that gives these ions their importance is due
to the very fact that most of the charge is not carried by carbon but by oxygen.

We saw before (Sec. 19.8) that the susceptibility of the carbonyl group to

nucleophilic attack is due to the ability of oxygen to accommodate the negative

charge that develops as a result of the attack,

-C-O-

precisely the same property of oxygen that underlies the acidity of a-hydrogens.

We have started with two apparently unrelated chemical properties of carbonyl

compounds and have traced them to a common origin an indication of the sim-

plicity underlying the seeming confusion of organic chemistry.

Problem 21.4 In the reaction of aqueous NaCN with an <x,0-unsaturated ketone
like

3 4921
CH3 6

CM- adds, not to G-2, but to C-4. (a) How do you account for this behavior?
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(b) What product would you expect to isolate from the reaction mixture? (#/*; See

Sees. 19.12 and 8.20.) (Check your answers in Sec. 27.5.)

21.2 Reactions involving carbanions

The carbonyl group occurs in compounds other than aldehydes and ketones

in esters, for exampleand, wherever it is, it makes any a-hydrogens acidic and

thus aids in formation of carbanions. Since these a-hydrogens are only weakly

acidic, however, the carbanions are highly basic, exceedingly reactive particles.

In their reactions they behave as we would expect: as nucleophiles. As nucleophiles,

carbanions can attack carbon and, in doing so, form carbon-carbon bonds.

From the standpoint of synthesis, acid-strengthening by carbonyl groups is probably

the most important structural effect in organic chemistry.

We shall take up first the behavior of ketones toward the halogens, and see evi-

dence thatcarbanions doindeed exist
;
at thesame time,we shall see an elegant example

of the application of kinetics, stereochemistry, and isotopic tracers to the under-

standing of reaction mechanisms. And while we are at it, we shall see something of

the role that keto-enol tautomerism plays in the chemistry of carbonyl compounds.

Next, we shall turn to reactions in which the carbonyl group plays both its

roles: the aldol condensation, in which a carbanion generated from one molecule

of aldehyde or ketone adds, as a nucleophile, to the carbonyl group of a second

molecule; and the Claisen condensation, in which a carbanion generated from one

molecule of ester attacks the carbonyl group of a second molecule, with acyl

substitution as the final result.

REACTIONS INVOLVING CARBANIONS

1. Halogenation of ketones. Discussed in Sees. 21.3-21.4.

X2
= C12 , Br2 , 12

a-Halo ketone

Examples:

Cyclohexanone 2- Bromocyclohexanone

CH3 F CH3 "I

CH 3-~C C~CH3 + I2 + OH- > CH3-C C~CI3 ^
I II I 1 II

CH3 L CH3 O J

Methyl tert-bulyl ketone 9H*

(3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanone) CH3-~C COO" -H <

IT, lodoform
CHs

Trimethylacetate ion
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2. Nucleophilic addition to <

(a) Aldol condensation. Discussed in Sees. 21.5-21.8.

ba>eoracid

An atdol

(A 0-hydroxy carbonyl compound)

Examples:

H

CH 3C=0 +

H

Acetaldchyde

2 males

H H
NaHSQ4

H H H

CH3C-CH2C=0
>h<>t

"> CH3444==O + H2O
I., Crotonaldehyde

(2-Butenal)
Accoildol

(3-Hydroxybutanal)

3C=0 4- CH2C==0

H
Acetone

NaHSO,

CH3C-CH2CCH3
hcat

> CH3C=CHCCH3 + H2O

d)H (!) &
'

.

Diacctonc alcohol Mesityl oxide

(4-Mcthyl-3-pcntcn-2-onc)

T V
-C=O + CH2C=0 -

Bcnzaldchydc Acetaldchyde

OH-

I II

H O

Benzaldehyde Acetone

:-CH2CCH3

II

3

o

V V V
:=c-c=c

Cinnamaldehydc

(3-PhenyI-2-propenal)

c

o
Benzalacetone

(4-Phenyl-3-buten-2-one)

T

Benzaldehyde

CH 2-C-
I II

H
Acetophenone

OH-

HH
-c=C C-

I!

O

H 2O

Benzalacetophenone

(I..VDiphenyl-2-propcn-l-one)

(b) Reactions related to aldol condensation. Discussed in Sec. 21.9.

(c) Addition of Grignard reagents. Discussed in Sec. 19.11.

(d) Addition of organozinc compounds. Reformatsky reaction. Discussed in Sec.

21.13.
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(e) Wittig reaction. Discussed in Sec. 21.10.

R' R' R'

X
C
X
+ Ph3P=C-R > -C-C-R > --O=C~R + Ph3PO

A Anylick ^ ^phj
Abctainc

Examples:

H H

C6H5CH=CHCHO + Ph3P=CH2 > C6H5CH=CH--C-CH *

Ctnnamaldehyde Mcthylenctriphcnylphosphoranc 1 ^1D.

Q\J tivrrlij

l-Phenyl-l,3*butadiene

Cyclobexanone Methyfenecydobexane

3. NocIeojWIk acyl i^itiiiitioi.

(a) Ctolsen condensation. Discussed in Sees. 21.11-21.12.

O i O I i O

A )?-kcto ester

Examples:

O O
^ +CH2</

'OCH
>> CH3CX

OC2H5 i
X
OC2H3 |)

X
OC2H5

Ethyl acetate Ethyl acetoacctatc

2 moles

COOC2H 5 4 CH3COOC2H5 ~C-CH2COOC2H5 + C2H5OH

Ethyl benzoate Ethyl acetate O
Ethyl benzoyiacetate

(b) Acylation of organocadmium compounds. Discussed in Sec. 19.7.

4. Nudeophilic aUphatk substitution.

(a) Coupling of alkyl halides with organometallic compounds. Discussed in Sec.

3.17.
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(b) Synthesis of acetylides. Discussed in Sec. 8.12.

(c) Alkylation of malonic ester and acetoacetic ester. Discussed in Sees. 26.2-26.3.

5. Addition to a,/?-unsaturated carbonyl compounds. Michael addition. Discussed in

Sec. 27.7.

21.3 Base-promoted halogenation of ketones

Acetone reacts with bromine to form bromoacetone; the reaction is accelerated

by bases (e.g., hydroxide ion, acetate ion, etc.). Study of the kinetics shows that

CH 3COCH 3 + Br2 + :B > CH 3COCH 2Br -I- Br~ + H:B
Acetone Bromoacetone

the rate of reaction depends upon the concentration of acetone, [acetone], and of

base, [:B], but is independent of bromine concentration:

rate = k [acetone][:B]

We have encountered this kind of situation before (Sec. 14.12) and know, in a

general way, what it must mean: if the rate of reaction does not depend upon

[Br2], it can only mean that the reaction whose rate we are measuring does not

involve Br2 .

The kinetics is quite consistent with the following mechanism. The base

(1) CH 3CCH 3 + :B ^Z H:B + CH 3C^CH 2 Slow: rate-determining

6
I

(2) CH,C CH, + Br, > CH,CCH,Br + Br~ Fast
"

;
" " "

Q
: ;

" "

n

O-/ o
I

slowly abstracts a proton (step 1) from acetone to form carbanion.J, which then

reacts rapidly with bromine (step 2) to yield bromoacetone. Step (1), generation

of the carbanion. is the rate-determining step, since its rate determines the overall

rate of the reaction sequence. As fast as carbanions are generated, they are snapped

up by bromine molecules.

Strong support for this interpretation comes from the kinetics of iodination.

Here, too, the rate of reaction depends upon, [acetone] and [: B] but is independent

of [I 2 ], Furthermore, and most significant, at a given [acetone] and [: B], bromina-

tion and iodination proceed at identical rates. That is to say, in the rate expression

rate = k [acetone][:B]

the value of k is the same regardless of which halogen is involved. It should be,

of course, according to the proposed mechanism, since in both cases it is the rate

constant for the same reaction, abstraction of a proton from the ketAne.

Study ofthe bromination ofacetone, done by A. Lapworth (of the University of
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Manchester) in 1904, showed for the first time how kinetics could be used to reveal

the mechanism of an organic reaction. The carbanion mechanism has since been

confirmed not only by the iodination work, but also by studies of stereochemistry

and isotopic exchange.

Problem 21.5 Show in detail exactly how each of the following facts provides
evidence for the carbanion mechanism of base-promoted halogenation of ketones.

(a) In basic solution, ( + )-phenyl sec-butyl ketone undergoes racemization ; the

rate constant for loss of optical activity is identical with the rate constant for bromina-

tion of this ketone.

(b) Ketone II undergoes racemization in basic solution, but ketone HI does not.

CH3 CH3

C6H5-C-CH-C6H5 C6H5-C-C~-C6H5

6 O C4H9
-

II III

(c) When (-f-)-phenyl sec-butyl ketone is allowed to stand in D2O containing

OD~, it not only undergoes racemization, but also becomes labeled with deuterium

at the a-position; the rate constants for racemization and hydrogen exchange are

identical.

Problem 21 .6 (a) Suggest a mechanism for the base-catalyzed racemization of

the optically active ester, ethyl mandelate, C6H 5CHOHCOOC2H 5 . (b) How do you
account for the fact that optically active mandelic acid undergoes racemization in base

much more slowly than the ester? (Hint: See Sec. 18.20.) (c) What would you predict

about the rate of base-catalyzed racemization of a-methylmandelic acid,

C6H 5C(CH 3)(OH)COOH ?

Problem 21.7 Suppose, as an alternative to the carbanion mechanism, that

hydrogen exchange and racemization were both to arise by some kind of direct dis-

placement of one hydrogen (H) by another (D) with inversion of configuration. What
relationship would you then expect between the rates of racemization and exchange?

(Hint: Take one molecule at a time, and see what happens when H is replaced by D
with inversion.)

21.4 Acid-catalyzed halogenation of ketones. Enolization

Acids, like bases, speed up the halogenation of ketones. Acids are not, how-

ever, consumed, and hence we may properly speak of acid-catalyzed halogenation

(as contrasted to base-promoted halogenation). Although the reaction is not,

CH3COCH3 + Br2 -^-> CH3COCH2Br + HBr
Acetone Bromoacetone

strictly speaking, a part of carbanion chemistry, this is perhaps the best place to

take it up, since it shows a striking parallel in every aspect to the base-promoted
reaction we have just left.

Here, too, the kinetics show the rate of halogenation to be independent of

halogen concentration, but dependent upon ketone concentration and, this time,

acid concentration. Here, too, we find the remarkable identity of rate constants

for apparently different reactions: fpr bromination and iodination of acetone, and

exchange of its hydrogens for deuterium; for iodination and racemization of pheny
1

sec-butyl ketone.
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The interpretation, too, is essentially the same as the one we saw before:

preceding the step that involves halogen, there is a rate-determining reaction that

can lead not only to halogenation but also to racemization and *o hydrogen

exchange.

The rate-determining reaction here is the formation of the end, which involves

two steps: rapid, reversible protonation (step 1) of the carbonyl oxygen, followed

by the slow loss of an a-hydrogen (step 2).

(1) CH3-C CH3 + H:B 5 CH3 C CH3 + :B Fast

O +OH

(2) CH 3 C CH3 -f :B > CH3 C=CH2 + H:B Slow

+OH OH
Enol

(3) CH3~O=CH2 + X2 > CH3-C-CH2X + X" Fast

OH +&H
I

(4) CH3-C-CH2X + :B ^= CH3-C-CH2X + H:B Fast

+OH O

Once formed, the enol reacts rapidly with halogen (step 3). We might have

expected the unsaturated enol to undergo addition and, indeed, the reaction starts

out exactly as though this were going to happen: positive halogen attaches itself

to form a cation. As usual (Sec. 6.11), attachment occurs in the way that yields

the more stable cation.

The ion formed in this case, I, is an exceedingly stable one, owing its stability

to the fact that it is hardly a "carbonium" ion at all, since oxygen can carry the

charge and still have an octet of electrons. The ion is, actually, a protonated

ketone; loss of the proton yields the product, bromoacetone.

We may find it odd, considering that we call this reaction "acid-catalyzed," that the

rate-determining step (2) is really the same as in the base-promoted reaction : abstraction

of an a-hydrogen by a base here, by the conjugate base of the catalyzing acid. Actually,

what we see here must always hold true: a reaction that is truly catalyzed by acid or base

is catalyzed by both acid and base. In our case, transfer of the proton from the acid

H : B to carbonyl oxygen (step 1 ) makes the ketone more reactive and hence speeds up
enolization. But, if this is truly catalysis, the acid must not be consumed. Regeneration
of the acid H:B requires that the conjugate base :B get a proton from somewhere; it

takes it from the a-carbon (step 2), and thus completes the enolization. Both acid and

base speed up the rate-determining step (2): base directly, as one of the reactants, and acid

indirectly, by increasing the concentration of the other reactant, the protonated ketone.

Using a strong mineral acid in aqueous solution, we would not be aware of the role played

by the base; the acid is H 3O + and the conjugate base, H 2O, is the solvent.

Problem 21.8 Show in detail how the enolization mechanism accounts for the

following facts: (a) the rate constants for acid-catalyzed hydrogen-deuterium ex-

change and bromination of acetone are identical; (b) the rate constants for acid-

catalyzcd racemization and iodinetion of phenyl sec-butyl ketone are Identical.
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Problem 21.9 (a) In the acid-catalyzed dehydration of alcohols (Sec. 5.20), what

is the base involved? (b) In the base-catalyzed racemization and hydrogen exchange of

phenyl sec-butyl ketone (Problem 21.5, p. 707), what is the acid involved?

21.5 Aldol condensation

Under the influence of dilute base or dilute acid, two molecules of an aldehyde

or a ketone may combine to form a 0-hydroxyaldehyde or 0-hydroxyketone. This

reaction is called the aklol condensation. In every case the product results from

addition of one molecule of aldehyde (or ketone) to a second molecule in such a

way "that the a-carbon of the first becomes attached to the carbonyl carbon of the

second. For example:

H H H H H H

CHr-C==O + H-C~C=O -55l> CH3-C-O-O=O

H (*)H H
Acetaldehyde Aldol

2 moles O-Hydroxybutyraldehyde)

(3-Hydroxybutanal)

H H H H CH3 H

CH3CH2 C=O + CH3-C--C==O ^> CH3CH2 C--C-C=O

H dm H
Propionaldehyde 0-Hydroxy-a-methylvaleraldehyde

2 moles (3-Hydroxy-2-methylpentanal)

CH3 H H CH3 H H

CH3~C=O + H~C~C~C~H -2*1^ CH3-C -C-C-O-H

I U AH U Ji

Acetone 4-Hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone

2 moles (Diacetone alcohol)

If the aldehyde or ketone does not contain an a-hydrogen, a simple aldol

condensation cannot take place. For example:

no reaction

(In concentrated base, however, these may undergo the Cannizzaro reaction, Sec.

19.16.)

The generally accepted mechanism for the base-catalyzed condensation in-

volves the following steps, acefaldehyde being used as an example. Hydroxide ion

(1) CH 3CHO + OH- J H2O + [CH2CHO]-
Basic 1

catalyst
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H H

(2) CH 3-C=0 + [CH2CHO]- ^= CH3-C-CH2CHO

L
Nucleophilic U

reagent

H H

(3) CH 3-C CH2CHO + H 2O ^ CH3-C CH 2CHO + OH~

<!>_ OH
II 111

abstracts (step 1) a hydrogen ion from the a-carbon of the aldehyde to form car-

banion I, which attacks (step 2) carbonyl carbon to form ion II.
1

II (an alkoxide)

abstracts (step 3) a hydrogen ion from water to form the j8-hydroxyaldehyde III,

regenerating hydroxide ion. The purpose of hydroxide ion is thus to produce

the carbanion I, which is the actual nucleophilic reagent.

Problem 21.10 Illustrate these steps for:

(a) propionaldehyde (d) cyclohexanone

(b) acetone (e) phenylacetaldehyde

(c) acetophenone

Problem 21.11 The aldol condensation of unsymmetrical ketones (methyl ethyl

ketone, for example) is usually of little value in synthesis. Why do you think this is so?

The carbonyl group plays two roles in the aldol condensation. It not only

provides the unsaturated linkage at which addition (step 2) occurs, but also makes

the a-hydrogens acidic enough for carbanion formation (step 1) to take place.

Problem 21.12 In acid-catalyzed aldol condensations, acid is believed to perform
two functions: to catalyze conversion of carbonyl compound into the enol form, and
to provide protonated carbonyl compound with which the enol can react. The reaction

that then takes place can, depending upon one's point of view, be regarded either as

acid-catalyzed nucleophilic addition to a carbonyl group, or as electrophilic addition

to an alkene. On this basis, write all steps in the mechanism of acid-catalyzed aldol

condensation of acetaldehyde. In the actual condensation step, identify the nucleophile
and the electrophile.

Problem 21.13 (a) When acetaldehyde at fairly high concentration was allowed

to undergo base-catalyzed aldol condensation in heavy water (D2O), the product was
found to contain almost no deuterium bound to carbon. This finding has been taken

as one piece of evidence that the slow step in this aldol condensation is formation of

the carbanion. How would you justify this conclusion? (b) The kinetics also supports
this conclusion. What kinetics would you expect if this were the case? (Remember:
Two molecules of acetaldehyde are involved in aldol condensation.) (c) When the

experiment in part (a) was carried out at low acetaldehyde concentration, the product
was found to contain considerable deuterium bound to carbon. How-do you account

for this? (Hint: See Sec. 14.20.) (d) In contrast to acetaldehyde, acetone was found to

undergo base-catalyzed hydrogen-deuterium exchange much faster than aldol con-

densation. What is one important factor contributing to this difference in behavior?
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Problem 21.14 In alkaline solution, 4-methyl-4-hydroxy-2-pentanone is partly

converted into acetone. What does this reaction amount to? Show all steps in the

most likely mechanism. (Hint: See Problem *>.8, p. 170.)

21.6 Dehydration of aldol products

The jff-hydroxyaldehydes and jff-hydroxyketones obtained from aldol con-

densations are very easily dehydrated; the major products have the carbon-carbon

double bond between the a- and 0-carbon atoms. For example:

H H H

CH

Aldol

CH3 H

CHr-i i-C-CH3

13 (a Lewis acid), distill

Diacetone alcohol

(4-Hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone)

H H H

:Hr-O=--C=0 + H2

Crotonaldehyde

(2-Butenal)

CH3 H

CH3-C=C~C-CH3 -f

O
Mesityl oxide

(4-Methyl-3-penten-2-one)

H2

Both the ease and the orientation of elimination are related to the fact that the

alkene obtained is a particularly stable one, since the carbon-carbon double bond

is conjugated with the carbon-oxygen double bond of the carbonyl group (compare
Sec. 8.16).

Problem 21.15 Draw resonance structures to account for the unusual stability
of an a,0-unsaturated aldehyde or ketone. What is the significance of these structures
in terms of orbitals? (See Sec. 8.17.)

As we know, an alkene in which the carbon-carbon double bond is conjugated

with an aromatic ring is particularly stable (Sec. 12.17); in those cases where

elimination of water from the aldol product can form such a conjugated alkene,

the unsaturated aldehyde or ketone is the product actually isolated from the

reaction. For example:

-CH3 + CH3
-

Acetophenone
2 moles

1 ,3-Diphcnyl-2-butcn- 1 -one
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21.7 Use of aldol condensation in synthesis

Catalytic hydrogenation of ,j8-unsaturated aldehydes and ketones yields

saturated alcohols, addition of hydrogen occurring both at carbon-carbon and at

carbon-oxygen double bonds. It is for the purpose of ultimately preparing

saturated alcohols that the aldol condensation is often carried out. For example,

/i-butyl alcohol and 2-ethyl-l-hexanol are both prepared on an industrial scale in

this way:

2CH3CHO ^"i CH3CHOHCH2CHO ^^^ CH3CH=CHCHO
Acetaldehyde Aldol Crotonaldehyde

(2-Butenal)

H 2,Ni

H-Butyl alcohol

CH3CH2CH2CHO ^i CH3CH2CH2CHOHCHCHO
w-Butyraldehyde jj

. 250 CH3CH2CH2CH-=CCHO

H 2> Ni
C2"5

w-Butyl alcohol

CH3CH2CH2CH2CHCH2OH

C2H5

2-Ethyl-l-hexanol

Unsaturated alcohols can be prepared if a reagent is selected that reduces only

the carbonyl group and leaves the carbon-carbon double bond untouched; one

such reagent is sodium borohydride, NaBH4 .

RCH==CH-C-R' NaBH4
> -^4 RCHMTH-CH-R'

cg3-Unsaturated carbonyl Unsaturated alcohol

compound

Problem 21.16 Outline the synthesis of the following alcohols starting from
alcohols of smaller carbon number:

(a) 2-methyM-pentanol (d) 2,4-diphenyl-l-butanol

(b) 4-methyl-2-pentanol (e) l,3-diphenyl-2-buten-l-ol

(c) 2-cyclohexyIcyclohexanol

Problem 21.17 The insect repellent "6-12" (2-ethyl-l,3-hexanediol) is produced

by the same chemical company that produces i-butyl alcohol and 2-ethyl-l-hexanol;

suggest a method for its synthesis. How could you synthesize 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol ?

21.8 Crossed aldol condensation

An aldol condensation between two different carbonyl compounds a so-

called crossed aldol condensation is not always feasible in the laboratory, since a
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mixture of the four possible products may be obtained. On a commercial scale,

however, such a synthesis may be worthwhile if the mixture can be separated and

the components marketed.

Problem 21.18 //-Butyl alcohol, //-hexyl alcohol, 2-ethyl-l-hexanol, and 2-ethyl-

1-butanol are marketed by the same chemical concern; hov\ might they be prepared
from cheap, readily available compounds?

Under certain conditions, a good yield of a single product can be obtained

from a crossed aldol condensation : (a) one reactant contains no a-hydrogens and

therefore is incapable of condensing with itself (e.g., aromatic aldehydes or form-

aldehyde); (b) this reactant is mixed with the catalyst; and then (c) a carbonyl

CHjCHO. 20
3

H H H

c=c-c:=o

Cinnamaldehydc

Crossed aldol

condensations

Bcnzalacetophcnone

compound that contains a-hydrogens is added slowly to this mixture. There is

thus present at any time only a very low concentration of the ionizable carbonyl

compound, and the carbanion it forms reacts almost exclusively with the other

carbonyl compound, which is present in large excess.

Problem 21.19 Outline the synthesis of each of the following from benzene or

toluene and any readily available alcohols:

(a) 4-phenyl-2-butanol (d) 2,3-diphenyl-l-propanol

(b) 1,3-diphenyl-l-propanoI (e) l,5-diphenyI-l,4-pentadien-3-one

(c) 1,3-diphenylpropane (dibenzalacetone)

Problem 21.20 (a) What prediction can you make about the acidity of the

y-hydrogens of a,/9-unsaturated carbonyl compounds,

1 H
as, for example, in crotonaldehyde ? (b) In view of your answer to (a), suggest a way to

synthesize 5-phenyl-2,4-pentadienal, C6H5CH=CH CH-=CH CHO.
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21.9 Reactions related to the aldol condensation

There are a large number of condensations that are closely related to the

aldol condensation. Each of these reactions has its own name Perkin,

Knoevenagel, Doebner, Claisen, Dieckmann, for example and at first glance each

may seem quite different from the others. Closer examination shows, however,

that like the aldol condensation each of these involves attack by a carbanion on a

carbonyl group. In each case the carbanion is generated in very much the same way:

the abstraction by base of a hydrogen ion alpha to a carbonyl group. Different

bases may be used sodium hydroxide, sodium ethoxide, sodium acetate, amines

and the carbonyl group to which the hydrogen is alpha may vary aldehyde,

ketone, anhydride, ester but the chemistry is essentially the same as that of the

aldol condensation. We shall take up a few of these condensations in the following

problems and in following sections; in doing this, we must not lose sight of the

fundamental resemblance of each of them to the aldol condensation.

Problem 21.21 Esters can be condensed with aromatic aldehydes in the presence
of alkoxtdes; thus benzaldehyde and ethyl acetate, in the presence of sodium ethoxide,

give ethyl cinnamate, C6H5CH==CHCOOC2H 5 . Show all steps in the most likely

mechanism for this condensation.

Problem 21.22 Account for the following reactions:

KOH
(a) C6H5CHO 4- CH3NO2 ^> C6H5CH:==CHNO2 + H2O

(b) CoHsCHO + C6H5CH2CN
NaOC*H

*> QH5CH=C-CN + H2O

C6H5CHO + CH 3 N02

aron% C6H 5CH=CH3N02 + H2O

(d) CH3CHO + NaGsCH i()
> CH3CHG=CH 4

> CH3CHCssH

ONa OH
(e) A Perkin condensation:

C6H5CHO + (CH 3CO)2

CH'COONS C6H5CH:=CHCOOH
Acetic anhydride Cinnamic acid

(f) A Knoevenagel reaction:

CH,CHO + CH2(COOC2H5)2
2>>mlne

(g) A Cope reaction:

NCCH2COOC2H5

CH>C ONIS
CN

21.10 The Wittig reaction

In 1954, Georg Wittig (then at the University of Ttibingcn) reported a method

of synthesizing alkenes from carbonyl compounds, which amounts to the replace-
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ment of carbonyl oxygen, O, by the group --CRR'. The heart of the synthesis

R 7
R' R7

N
C- O + Ph 3P-C R > C C R -> -O=C R + Ph 3PO

An ylide A pph Triphcnylphosphine~v rrn 3 oxide

A betaine

is the nucleophilic attack on carbonyl carbon by an ylide to form a betaine which

often spontaneously undergoes elimination to yield the product. For example:

(C6H 5)2C-0 + Ph 3P-CH2 > (C6H 5)2C~-CH2 > (C6H 5)2OCH2

Benzophenone A
Apu 1,1-Diphenylethene

Methylenetriphenylphosphorane +
3

C6H 5CHO + C6H 5CH=-CH-CH PPh 3
-> C6H 5CH- CH-CH-=CHC6H5

->

Benzaldehyde ^ ^p^

C6H5CH=CH-CH-=CHC6H5

1 ,4-DiphenyM ,3-butadiene

The reaction is carried out under mild conditions, and the position of the

carbon-carbon double bond is not in doubt. Carbonyl compounds may contain

a wide variety of substituents, and so may the ylide. (Indeed, in its broadest

form, the Wittig reaction involves reactants other than carbonyl compounds, and

may lead to products other than substituted alkenes.)

The phosphorus ylides have hybrid structures, and it is the negative charge on

R7

,P=C-RPh 3 l

carbon the carbanion character of ylides- that is responsible for their charac-

teristic reactions: in this easternucleophilic attack on carbonyl carbon.

The preparation of ylides is a two-stage process, each stage of which belongs

to a familiar reaction type : nucleophilic attack on an alkyl halide, and abstraction

of a proton by a base.

R' R' R 7

RCHX + Ph3P > Ph3P-CH R X~ ^> Ph 3P=C R + base:H

Tiiphenyl- A phosphonium salt An ylide

phosphine

Many different bases have been used chiefly alkoxides and organometallics

and in a variety of solvents. For example :

CH 3Br + Ph 3P > Ph3P-CH 3 Br-
c
ffff > Ph 3P==CH2 + C6H6 + LiBr
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CH 2-CHCH 2C1 + Ph 3P > Ph^P-CHjCH-CHiCl-
- N
p

*'
>

Ph 3P-CHCH-CH 2

Problem 21.23 What side reactions would you expect to encounter in the pre-

paration of an ylide like Ph 3P--C(CH,)CH :CH 3 ?

Problem 21.24 Give the structure of an ylide and a carbonvl compound from
which each of the following could be made.

(a) CH 3CH 2CH,CH C(CH 3)CH,CH 3

(b) C6H 5C(CH 3) CHCH 2C6H 5

(c)

(d)

(e) l,4-diphcnyl-1,3-butadiene (an alternative to the set of reagents used on p. 715)

(f) CH 2-CHCH-C(CH 3)COOCH 3

Problem 21.25 Outline all steps in a possible laboratorv synthesis of each ylide

and each carbonyl compound in the preceding problem, starting from ben/ene, toluene,

alcohols of four carbons or fewer, acetic anhydride, triphcnylphosphine, and c>clo-

pentanol, and using any needed inorganic reagents.

Problem 21.26 Give the structures of compounds A-C.

C6H 5OCH 2C1 + Ph 3P, then /-BuOK -v A (CJ5H 21OP)
A 4- methyl ethyl ketone > Ph 3PO + B (C nH I4b)
B + dilute aqueous acid > C(C 5Hi O)

The above sequence offers a general route to what class of compounds?

Problem 21.27 Give the structures of compounds D-F.

(a) ChH 5COCH 2CH :
CH 2CH 2Br + Ph 3 P, then NaOEt - D (C MH 12 )

(b) BrCH 2CH 2CH?Br + >h 3 P, then base -
Ei . f u //~t ijf*\\ *^ tr /f u \

i *'"^-6*"*4\^- *^/2 "
* '^-11** 10*

Problem 21.28 Give the structures of compounds G and H, and account for the

stereochemistry of each step.

/ra//5-2-octene + C6H 5CO.OH > G (C8H 16O)
G -H Ph 2PLi, then CH 3I > ri (C21H 29OP)
H > m-2-octene

21.11 Claisen condensation. Formation of /Mteto esters

An a-hydrogen in an ester, like an a-hydrogen in an aldehyde or ketone, is

weakly acidic, and for the same reason: through resonance, the carbonyl group

helps accommodate the negative charge of the carbanion. Let us look at an ex-

ceedingly important reaction of esters that depends upon the acidity of ^-hydrogens.

It is for esters the exact counterpart of the aldol condensation; reaction takes

a different turn at the end, but a turn that is typical of the chemistry of acyl com-

pounds.
When ethyl acetate is treated with sodium ethoxide, and the resulting mixture
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is acidified, there is obtained ethyl -ketobutyrate (ethyl 3-oxobutanoate), generally

known as ethyl acetoacetate or acetoacetic ester:

:H?2CH 3COOC2H 5

Ethyl acetate

2 moles

Na+-OC2H5

Sodium
ethoxide

CH 3COCHCOOC2H 5

- Na +

Sodioacetoacetic ester

2C2H 5OH

CH 3COCH2COOC2H 5

Ethyl acetoacetate

Acetoacetic ester

A fi-keto ester

Ethyl acetoacetate is the ester of a p-keto acid\ its preparation illustrates the reac-

tion known as the Claisen condensation.

The generally accepted mechanism for the Claisen condensation (shown here

for ethyl acetate) is:

(1) CH 3COOC2H 5 + -OC2H 5 ^

O

(2) CH 3--C-OC2H5 + -CH 2COOC2H 5

I

C2H 5OH + -CH 2COOC2H5

I

o-

_ CH 3 C-CH 2COOC2H 5

OC2H 5

O

CH3 2COOC2H5 + -OC2H 5

O

(3) CH3CCH2COOC2H5 f -OC2H5

Stronger acid

CH 3COCHCOOC2H5
- + C2H5OH

Weaker acid

Ethoxide ion abstracts (step 1) a hydrogen ion from the a-carbon of the ester to

form carbanion I. The powerfully nucleophilic carbanion I attacks (step 2) the

carbonyl carbon of a second molecule of ester to displace ethoxide ion and yield

the keto ester.

Like the aldol condensation and related reactions, the Claisen condensation

involves nucleophilic attack by a carbanion on an electron-deficient carbonyl

carbon. In the a/dol condensation, nucleophilic attack leads to addition, the typical

reaction of aldehydes and ketones; in the Claisen condensation, nucleophilic attack

leads to substitution, the typical reaction ofacyl compounds (Sec. 20.4).

When reaction is complete there is present, not acetoacetic ester, but its

sodium salt, sodioacetcacetic ester. The a-hydrogens of acetoacetic ester are located

alpha to two carbonyl groups, and hence ionization yields a particularly stable

carbanion in which two carbonyl groups help accommodate the charge. As a result

acetoacetic ester is a much stronger acid than ordinary esters or other compounds

containing a single carbonyl group. It is considerably stronger than ethyl alcohol,

and hence it reacts (step 3) with ethoxide ion to form ethyl alcohol and the anion
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OC2H 5

c=o
H+ +

OC2H5

c=o
H3

r2H5

HC

v*
CH3

equivalent to

OC2
H

5

HC'
,0=0

V-=0

CH3

HC

0=0

O C

of sodioacetoacetic ester. Formation of the salt of acetoacetic ester is essential

to the success of the reaction; of the various equilibria involved in the reaction,

only (3) is favorable to the product we want.

Problem 21.29 Better yields are obtained if the Claisen condensation is carried

out in ether with alcohol-free sodium ethoxide as catalyst instead of in ethyl alcohol

solution. How do you account for this?

As we might expect, the Claisen condensation of more complicated esters

yields the products resulting from ionization of an a-hydrogen of the ester; as a

result, it is always the a-carbon of one molecule that becomes attached to the

carbonyi carbon of another. For example:

-OC2H 5 > CH 3CH 2CO CCOOC2H5

- + 2C2H5OH

CH<

2CH3CH2COOC2H 5

Ethyl propionatc

CH 3CH2C~CHCOOC2H5

O CH3

Ethyl 3rOXO-2-methylpentanoate

Ethyl -methyl-/3-ketovalerate

A $-keto ester

Problem 21.30 Sodium ethoxide converts ethyl adipate into 2-carbethoxycyclo

pentanone (II). This is an example of the Dieckmann condensation.

JL COOC2H5
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(a) How do you account for formation of II? (b) What product would you expect

from the action of sodium ethoxide on ethyl pimelate (ethyl heptanedioate)? (c) Would

you expect similar behavior from ethyl glutarate or ethyl succinate? Actually, ethyl

succinate reacts with sodium ethoxide to yield a compound of formula Ci 2H lft
Oe

containing a six-membered ring. What is the likely structure for this last product?

21.12 Crossed Claisen condensation

Like a crossed aldol condensation (Sec. 21.8), a crossed Claisen condensation

is generally feasible only when one of the reactants has no a-hydrogens and thus is

incapable of undergoing self-condensation. For example:

)COOC 2H 5 CH3COOC 2H 5

Ethyl benzoate Ethyl acetate

c2H 5OH

Ethyl benzoylacetate

HCOOC2H 5 + CH 3COOC2H 5

" OC -HS
> H--C CH 2COOC2H5 + C2H 5OH

Ethyl formate Ethyl acetate ^
Ethyl formylacetate

(known only as the Na salt)

COOC2H 5 + CH 3COOC2H 5

~ OC:HS C2H 5OOC C CH2COOC2H5 + C2H5OH

COOC2H5
Ethyl acetate O

Ethyl oxalate

C2H 50-C-OC2H 5 + QHsCHzCOOC^
Q Ethyl phenylacetate

Ethyl carbonate

Ethyl oxaloacetate

-QC 2H 3

QH 5

C2H50-C-CHCOOC2H5 + C2H5OH

O
Ethyl phenylmalonate

Phenylmalonic ester

Problem 21.31 In what order should the reactants be mixed in each of the above

crossed Claisen condensations? (Him: See Sec. 21.8.)

Problem 21.32 Ketones (but not aldehydes) undergo a crossed Claisen condensa

tion with esters. For example:

CH,COOC 2H 5

Ethyl acetate Acetone

CH 3COCH 2COCH 3

Acetylacetone

C2H5OH

(a) Outline all steps in the most likely mechanism for this reaction, (b) Predict the

principal products expected from the reaction in the presence of sodium ethoxide of

ethyl propionate and acetone; (c) of ethyl benzoate and acetophenone; (d) of ethyl

oxalate and cyclohcxanonc.

Problem 21.33 Outline the synthesis from simple esters of:

(a) ethyl -phcnylbcn?oylacetatc, C6H 5COCH(ChH5)COOC2H5
(b) ethyl 2,3-dioxo-l,4-cyclopentanedicarboxylate (I). (Hint: Use ethyl oxalate as one

ester.)
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(c) ethyl 1 ,3-dioxo-2-indanecarboxylate (II)

C2H5OOCs COOC2H5

CHAP. 21

v-v
HCOOC2H5

21.13 Rejformatsky reaction. Preparation of /3-hydroxy esters
- ^ ^

In the Claisen condensation, we have just seen, carbanions are generated

from esters through abstraction of an a-hydrogen by base. But we are familiar

with another way of generating carbanions or rather, groups with considerable

carbanion character: through formation of organometallic compounds. This ap-

proach, too, plays a part in the chemistry of esters.

If an a-bromo ester is treated with metallic zinc in the presence of an aldehyde

or ketone, there is obtained a j8-hydroxy ester. This reaction, known as the

Reformatsky reaction, is the most important method of preparing 0-hydroxy acids

and their derivatives. For example :

CH3

3-C-O +CH
Acetone

BrCH 2COOC2H 5

Ethyl bromoacetate

Zn, ether

CH,

CH3-C-CH2COOC2H5

OZnBr

CH,

CH 4-CH2COOC2H5

OH
Ethyl j3-hydroxyisovalerate

Ethyl 3-hydroxy-3-methylbutanoate

Benzaldehyde

CH 3

+ BrCHCOOC2H5

Ethyl a-bromopropionate

~CHCOOC2H5

OH
Ethyl j8-hydroxy-/3-phenyl-

a-methylpropionate

The a-bromo ester and zinc react in absolute ether to yield an intermediate

organozinc compound, which then adds to the carbonyl group of the aldehyde or

ketone. The formation and subsequent reaction of the organozinc compound is

similar to the formation and reaction of a Grignard reagent. Zinc is used in place
of magnesium simply because the organozinc compounds are less reactive than

Grignard reagents; they do not react with the ester function but only with the

aldehyde or ketone.
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BrCH2COOC2H5

Ethyl bromoacetate

CHj

,-i=CH3-C=O
Acetone

CH3

-<: CH2COOC2H5

OZnBr

CH3-C-CH2COOC2H5

OH
Ethyl j9-hydroxyisovalerate

Tb** Reformatsky reaction takes place only with esters containing bromine in

the alpha position, and hence necessarily yields fota-hydroxy esters. By the proper

R' R"

R-C=0 + BrCCOOC2H5 R, R', R' may be H, alkyl, or aryl

H

Zn
1

1-

R' R' R' R" R' R

R~C-C-COOC2H5
:̂ ^> R~0=C-COOC2H5 -^^> R--<:

HO H H H

hydrolysis

R' R'

R-C-C-COOH

selection of ester and carbonyl compound, a wide variety of rather complicated

)3-hydroxy carboxylic acids can be prepared.

Like 0-hydroxyaldehydes and -ketones, j8-hydroxyesters and -acids are readily

dehydrated. The unsaturated compounds thus obtained (chiefly a,]8-unsaturated)

can be hydrogenated to saturated carboxylic acids. Extended in this way, the

Reformatsky reaction is a useful general method for preparing carboxylic acids,

paralleling the aldol route to alcohols.

In planning the synthesis of a carboxylic acid by the Reformatsky reaction,
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our problem is to select the proper starting materials; to do this, we have, only to

look at the structure of the product we want. For example:

Acid wanted: Requires: Starting materials:

CH 3 H rR = CHr-
<|

CH3 H

CII.V-CH CH-COOH J R' = CH 3 I CH 3 OO + BrCHCOOC2H 5

H CH 3 rR = C6H 5-1 H CH3

C6H 5-C-C"COOH \
R' = H-

\
C6H 5-O=O + BrCHCOOC2H5

H H

Problem 21.34 Outline the synthesis of the following acids via the Reformatsky
reaction:

(a) //-valeric acid; (b) ,y-dimethylvaleric acid; (c) cinnamic acid; (d) a-methyl-/?-

phenylpropionic acid.

Problem 21.35 Outline the synthesis of the following, starting from benzaldehyde
and ethyl bromoacetate:

(a) C
ft
H 5CH,CH7COOH (c) C6H 5CH2CH 2CH2CH,COOH

(b) C6H 5CH 2CH 2CHO

Problem 21.36 Give structures of compounds A, B, and C:

ethyl oxalate + ethyl acetate -I- sodium ethoxide > A (C8H 12O5)

A + ethyl bromoacetate + Zn, then H 2O > B (C 12H20O7)

B + OH - + heat, then H* > C (C6H 8O 7), citric acid

PROBLEMS
1. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)

of phenylacetaldehyde with:

(a) dilute NaOH (d) Br2/CCl4

(b) dilute HCI (e) Ph 3P=CH2

(c) aqueous Na2CO 3

2. Answer Problem 1 for cyclohexanone.

3. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)
of benzaldehyde with:

(a) dilute NaOH (i) ethyl acetate, sodium ethoxide

(b) cone. NaOH (j) ethyl phenylacetate, sodium ethoxide

(c) acetaldehyde, dilute NaOH (k) formaldehyde, cone. NaOH
(d) propionaldehyde, dilute NaOH (1) crotonaldehyde, NaOH
(e) acetone, dilute NaOH (m) Ph 3P=-CHCHCH 2

(f ) product (e), dilute NaOH (n) Ph 3P=CH(OC6H 5)

(g) acetophenone, NaOH (o) product (n), dilute acid

(h) acetic anhydride, sodium acetate, heat

4. Write equations for all steps in the synthesis of the following from propionalde-

hyde, using any other needed reagents:

(a) tt-methyl-j3-hydroxyvaleraldehyde (f) a-methylvaleric acid

(b) 2-methyl-l-pentanol (g) 2-methyl-3-phenylpropenal
(c) 2-methyl-2-pentenal (h) CH 3CD2CHO
(d) 2-methyl-2-penten-l-ol (i) CHjCHzCH^O
(e) 2-methyl-l,3-pentanediol (j) 2-methyl-3-hexene
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5. Write equations for all steps in the synthesis of the following from acetophenone,

using any other needed reagents:

(a) benzoicacid (d) l,3-diphenyl-2-buten-l-ol

(b) l,3-diphenyl-2-buten-l-one (e) l,3-diphenyl-2-propen-l-one

(c) 1,3-diphenyl-l-butanol (f) a-phenylpropionaldehyde (Hint: See

Problem 21.26.)

6. Give the structures of the principal products expected from the reaction in the

presence of sodium ethoxide of:

(a) ethyl //-butyrate (f ) ethyl benzoate and ethyl phenylacetate

(b) ethyl phenylacetate (g) ethyl propionate and cyclohexanone

(c) ethyl isovalerate (h) ethyl phenylacetate and acetophenone

(d) ethyl formate and ethyl propionate (i) ethyl carbonate and acetophenone

(e) ethyl oxalate and ethyl succinate

7. Sodium ethoxide is added to a mixture of ethyl acetate and ethyl propionate

(a) Give the structures of the products expected, (b) Would this reaction be a good
method of synthesizing any one of these?

8. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis of each of the following via the Claisen

condensation, using any needed reagents:

(a) C6H 5COCH(CHOCOOC2H 5 (e) (CH 3)2CHCOCH2COCH3
(b) C6H 5CH2COCH(C6H5)COOC2H5 (f) C6H 5COOH 2COCH 3

(c) C2H5OOCCOCH(CH 3)COOC2H5 (g) 2-benzoylcyclohexanone

(d) C6H 5CH(CHO)COOC2H 5 (h) C2H5OOCCH(GHO)CH2COOC2H5

9. The cinnamic acid obtained by the Perkin condensation is the more stable trans-

isomer. Suggest a method of preparing cw-cinnamic acid. (Hint: See Sec. 8.9.)

10. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following from

benzene, toluene, acetic anhydride, triphenylphosphine, and alcohols of four carbons or

fewer, using any needed inorganic reagents:

(a) 4-methyl-4-hydroxy-2-pentanone

(b) 4-methyl-2-pentanol

(c) crotonaldehyde, CH 3CH --CHCHO
(d) cinnamyl alcohol, C6H 5CH^CHCH 2OH
(e) p-nitrocinnamaldehyde

(f) 1,3-butanediol

(g) 3-methyl-2-butenoic acid (via aldol condensation)

(h) 3-methyl-2-butenoic acid (a second way)

(i) 3-nriethyl-l-pentyn-3-ol (Oblivan, a hypnotic)

(j) l-phenyl-l,3,5-hexatriene

(k) l,6-diphenyl-l,3,5-hexatriene

(1) 2,3-dimethyl-2-pentenoic acid

(m) 3-hydroxy-4-phenylbutanoic acid

(n) a,-dimethylcaproic acid

(o) indanone (0

(p) racemic ery//ir0-2,3-dihydroxy-3-phenylpropanoic acid (II and its enantiomer)

H-

H-

COOH
CH 3~HC--CH-COOH

OH

-OH
4

C6H 5

/-Methylparaconic acid
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11. How do you account for the formation ofy-methylparaconic acid (previous page)
from the reaction of acetaldehyde with succinic acid?

12. Considerable quantities of acetone are consumed in the manufacture of methyl

isobutyl ketone (MIBK). How do you think the synthesis of MIBK is accomplished?

13. Methyl ethyl ketone can be made to undergo the Claisen condensation with

a given ester to yield either of two products, depending upon experimental conditions,

(a) What are these two products? (b) How could you tell quickly and simply which prod-
uct you had obtained? (Note: Use ethyl benzoate as the ester.)

14. The acetylenic ester CH 3 C C COOC 2H 5 can be converted into e*hyl

acetoacetate. (a) How? (b) Outline a synthesis of the acetylenic ester from acetylene
and any needed reagents.

15. The compound pentaerythritol, C(CH;>OH)4, used in making explosives, is ob-

tained from the reaction of acetaldehyde and formaldehyde in the presence of calcium

hydroxide. Outline the probable steps in this synthesis.

16. The labeled alkene, 1,3,3-trideuteriocyclohexene, needed for a particular stereo-

chemical study, was prepared from cyclohexanone. Outline all steps in such a synthesis.

17. (a) The haloform test (Sec. 1 6. 1 1 ) depends upon the fact that three hydrogens
on the same carbon atom are successively replaced by halogen. Using acetone as an

example, show why the carbon that suffers the initial substitution should be the preferred

site of further substitution. (Hint: See Sec. 18.14.)

(b) The haloform test also depends upon the ease with which the trihalomethyl
ketone produced in (a) is cleaved by base. What is the most likely mechanism for this

cleavage? What factor makes such a reaction possible in this particular case?

18. Upon treatment with dilute NaOH, /?-methylcrotonaldehyde, (CH 3)2C=^GHCHO,
yields a product of formula C 10Hi 4O, called dehydrocitral. What is a likely structure

for this product, and how is it formed? (Hint: See citrtil, Problem 26, p. 652.)

19. As part of the total synthesis of vitamin D 3 , compound III was converted into IV

by a number of stages, two of which involved use of the Wittig reaction. Show how this

conversion might have been carried out.

CH,

CH CHO

III

20. Meanwhile, back at the laboratory, our nai've graduate student (Problem 18,

p. 650) had need of the hydroxy ester (CHjhQOHjCHaCXKX^Hs. Turning once again

to the Grignard reaction, he prepared methylmagnesium iodide and to it he added

acetoacetic ester. Everything went well; indeed, even without the application of heat, the

reaction mixture bubbled merrily. Working carefully and with great skill, he isolated an

excellent yield of the starting material, acetoacetic ester. He poured this down the sink

and fled, sobbing, to his research director's office, where he begged for a new research

problem.
What reaction had taken place? What was the bubbbling due to? (In Problem 12,

p. 881, we shall see how he made out with his new research problem.)

21. In contrast to simple carbonyl compounds, 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds like

acetoacetic ester or 2,4-pentanedione (acetylacetone) exist to an appreciable extent in the

enol form.
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(a) Pure samples of keto and enol forms of acetoacetic ester have been isolated. Each

retained its identity for weeks if acids and bases were carefully excluded. Write equations

to show exactly how keto-enol interconversion is speeded up by a base. By an acid.

(b) Draw the structure of the enol form of, say, 2,4-pentanedione. Can you suggest

one factor that would tend to stabilize the enol form of such a compound?
(c) Although the enol form of acetoacetic ester is an alcohol, it does not have a higher

boiling point than the keto form. (Actually, it boils somewhat lower.) Can you suggest

a second factor that would tend to stabilize the enol form of a 1,3-dicarbonyl compound?

22. Draw the structures (stereochemical where pertinent) of products A and B.

(a)

,COOC2H5

,H

tH2COCH3

-I- NaOEt, then H2O A (Ci HMO2), highly enolic

(b) methyl ethyl ketone + ethyl oxalate + NaOEt > B (C6H6O3)

23. (a) Fig. 21.1(0) (below) shows the nmr spectrum of a solution of acetylacetone,

CH 3COCH 2COCH3, in chloroform. Besides the peaks shown, there is a small hump, e,

near 8 15 of about the same area as the peak d at 8 5.5. How do you interpret this spec-

trum? What quantitative conclusion can you draw?

(b) Fig. 21.1(6) (p. 726) shows the nmr spectrum of benzoylacetone,

C6H 5COCH 2COCH3. There is an additional peak, d, near 8 16 of about the same area

as the peak b at 8 6.1. How do you interpret this spectrum? How do you account for the

difference between it and the spectrum in (a)?

Figure 21.1(a). Nmr spectrum of acetylacetone.
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Figure 21.1(6). Nmr spectrum of benzoylacetone.



Chapter

22
Amines I. Preparation and

Physical Properties

22.1 Structure

Nearly all the organic compounds that we have studied so far are bases,

although very weak ones. Much of the chemistry of alcohols, ethers, esters, and

even of alkenes and aromatic hydrocarbons is understandable in terms of the

basicity of these compounds.
Of the organic compounds that show appreciable basicity (for example, those

strong enough to turn litmus blue), by far the most important are the amines.

An amine has the general formula RNH2 , R2NH, or R3N, where R is any alkyl or

aryl group. For example:

CH3NH2

Methylamine

(1)

(CH3)2NH
Dimethylamine

(2)

(CH3) 3N
Trimethylamine

(3)

H2NCH2CH2NH2

Ethylenediamine

(1)

N-Mcthylaniline

(2)

N,N-Dimethylanilinc

(3)

22.2 Classification

Amines are classified as primary, secondary, or tertiary, according to the

number of groups attached to the nitrogen atom.

H H

R-N-K
Primary

1

R N-R
Secondary

2

R

R-N-R
Tertiary

727
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In their fundamental properties bastfity and the accompanying nucleo-

philicity amines of different classes are very much the same. In many of their

reactions, however, the final products depend upon the number of hydrogen atoms

attached to the nitrogen atom, and hence are different for amines of different classes.

22.3 Nomenclature

Aliphatic amines are named by naming the alkyl group or groups attached to

nitrogen, and following these by the word -amine. More complicated ones are

often named by prefixing amino- (or N-methylamina-, N,N-diethylamino-> etc.) to

the name of the parent chain. For example:

_CH3-C-CH3

NH2

te/7-Butylamine

(1)

H
CH3CH2-N-CH 3

Methylethylamine

(2)

H2NCH2CH2CH2COOH
y-Aminobutyric acid

(1)

H2NCH2CH2OH
2-Aminoethanol

(Ethanolamine)

(1)

CH3

CH3 N CHCH2CH3

CH3

Dimethyl-jec-butylamine

(3)

H

CH3 N CH(CH2)4CH3

CH 3

2-(N-Methylamino)heptane

(2)

Aromatic amines those in which nitrogen is attached directly to an aromatic

ring are generally named as derivatives of the simplest aromatic amine, aniline.

An aminotoluene is given the special name of toluidine. For example:

2,4,6-Tribromoaniline

(1)

N-Methyl-N-cthylaniline

(3)

/>-Nitroso-N,N-dimethylaniline

(3)

Diphcnylamine

(2)

4,4'-Dinitrodiphcnylaminc

(2)
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Salts of amines are generally named by replacing -amine by -ammonium (or

-aniline by -anilinium), and adding the name of the anion (chloride, nitrate, sulfate,

etc.). For example:

(C2H5NH3 +) 2S(V
Ethylairmonium

sulfate

(CH 3) 3NH +N0 3

-

Trimethylammonium
nitrate

C6H5NH 3

Anilinium
chloride

cr

22.4 Physical properties of amines

Like ammonia, amines are polar compounds and, except for tertiary amines,

can form intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Amines have higher boiling points

H CH 3 H
I

H-N H N-CH,

than non-polar compounds of the same molecular weight, but lower boiling points

than alcohols or carboxylic acids.

Amines of all three classes are capable of forming hydrogen bonds with water.

As a result, smaller amines are quite soluble in water, with borderline solubility

Table 22.1 AMINTS

Name

Methylamine

Dimethylamine

Trimethylamine

Ethylamine

Diethylamine

Triethylamine

/t-Propylamine

Di-w-propylamine

Tri-w-propylamine

Isopropylamine

w-Butylamine

Isobutylamine

s^c-butylamine

terf-Butylamine

Cyclohexylamine

Benzylamine

a-Phenylethylamine

j8-Phenylethylamine

Ethylenediamine

Tetramethylenediamine

[H2N(CH2)4NH2]

Hexamethylenediamine

Tetramethylammonium hydroxide

39

63

196

\35d

v.sol.

220 strong base
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Table 22.1 AMINES (continued)

being reached at about six carbon atoms. Amines are soluble in less polar solvents

like ether, alcohol, benzene, etc. The methylamines and ethylamines smell very

much like ammonia; the higher alkylamines have decidedly "fishy" odors.

Aromatic amines are generally very toxic; they are readily absorbed through
the skin, often with fatal results.

Aromatic amines are very easily oxidized by air, and although most are color-

less when pure, they are often encountered discolored by oxidation products.
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22.5 Salts of amines

Aliphatic amines are about as basic as ammonia; aromatic amines are con-

siderably less basic. Although amines are much weaker bases than hydroxide ion

or ethoxide ion, they are much stronger bases than alcohols, ethers, esters, etc. ;

they are much stronger bases than water. Aqueous mineral acids or carboxylic

acids readily convert amines into their salts; aqueous hydroxide ion readily

converts the salts baclc into the free amines. As with the carboxylic acids, we can

do little with amines without encountering this conversion into and from their salts;

it is therefore worthwhile to look at the properties of these salts.

In Sec. 18.4 we contrasted physical properties of carboxylic acids with those

of their salts; amines and their salts show the same contrast. Amine salts are

typical ionic compounds. They are non-volatile solids, and when heated generally

decompose before the high temperature required for melting is reached. The

halides, nitrates, and sulfates are soluble in water but are insoluble in non-polar

solvents.

The difference in solubility behavior between amines and their salts can be

used both to detect amines and to separate them from non-basic compounds. A
water-insoluble organic compound that dissolves in cold, dilute aqueous hydro-

chloric acid must be appreciably basic, which means almost certainly that it is an

amine. An amine can be separated from non-basic compounds by its solubility in

acid; once separated, the amine can be regenerated by making the aqueous solu-

tion alkaline. (See Sec. 18.4 for a comparable situation for carboxylic acids.)

Problem 22.1 Describe exactly how you would go about separating a mixture of
the three water-insoluble liquids, aniline (b.p. 184), n-butylbenzene (b.p. 183), and
/r-valeric acid (b.p. 187), recovering each compound pure and in essentially quanti-
tative yield. Do the same for a mixture of the three water-insoluble solids, p-toluidine,
0-bromobenzoic acid, and p-nitroanisole.

22.6 Stereochemistry of nitrogen

So far in our study of organic chemistry, we have devoted considerable time

to the spatial arrangement of atoms and groups attached to carbon atoms, that

is, to the stereochemistry of carbon. Now let us look briefly at the stereochemistry

of nitrogen.

Amines are simply ammonia in which one or more hydrogen atoms have

been replaced by organic groups. Nitrogen uses s/>
3

orbitals, which are directed
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to the corners of a tetrahedron. Three of these orbitals overlap s orbitals of hydro-

gen or carbon; the fourth contains an unshared pair of electrons (see Fig. 1.11,

p. 18). Amines, then, are like ammonia, pyramidal, and with very nearly the same

bond angles (108 in trimethylamine, for example).

From an examination of models, we can see that a molecule in which nitro-

gen carries three different groups is not superimposable on its mirror image; it

is chiral and should exist in two enantiomeric forms (I and 11) each of which

separated from the other might be expected to show optical activity.

But such enantiomers have not yet been isolated for simple amines and

spectroscopic studies have shown why: the energy barrier between the two pyra-

midal arrangements about nitrogen is ordinarily so low that they are rapidly

interconverted. Just as rapid rotation about carbon-carbon single bonds pre-

vents isolation of conformational enantiomers (Sec. 4.20), so rapid inversion

about nitrogen prevents isolation of enantiomers like I and II. Evidently, an un-

shared pair of electrons of nitrogen cannot ordinarily serve as a fourth group to

maintain configuration.

Next, let us consider the quaternary ammonium salts, compounds in which

four alkyl groups are attached to nitrogen. Here all four sp* orbitals are used to

form bonds, and quaternary nitrogen is tetrahedral. Quaternary ammonium salts

in which nitrogen holds four different groups have been found to exist as con-

figurattonal enantiomers, capable of showing optical activity: methylallylphenyl-

benzylammonium iodide, for example.

Problem 22*2 At room temperature, the nmr spectrum of 1-ethylaziridine (III)

shows the triplet-quartet of an ethyl group, and two other signals of equal peak area.

When the temperature is raised to 120, the latter two signals merge into a single signal.

How do you interpret these observations?

\
N-C2H 5 N-CI

H 2C HC

CH 3

in iv

Problem 22.3 Account for the following, drawing all pertinent stereochemical

formulas, (a) l-Chloro-2-methylaziridine (IV, above) was prepared in two isomeric

forms separable at 25 by ordinary gas chromatography. (b) The reaction of

(C6H 5)2C^NCH 3 with R-(+)-2-phenylpcroxypropionic acid gave a product,

C| 4H|jbN, with [a] + 12.5, which showed no loss of optical activity up to (at least)
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Problem 22.4 Racemization in certain free-radical and carbonium ion reac-

tions has been attributed (Sees. 7.10 and 14.13) to loss of configuration in a jtat inter*

mediate. Account for the fact that the formation of alkyl carbanions, R: which are

believed to be pyramidal can also lead to racemization.

22.7 Industrial source

Some of the simplest and most important amines are prepared on an industrial

scale by processes that are not practicable as laboratory methods.

The most important of all amines, aniline, is prepared in several ways:

(a) reduction of nitrobenzene by the cheap reagents, iron and dilute hydrochloric

acid (or by catalytic hydrogenation, Sec. 22.9); (b) treatment of chlorobenzen&with

o

Nitrobenzene Anilinium chloride Aniline

NH,, Cu20. 200. 900 lb/in.*

ammonia at high temperatures and high pressures in the presence of a catalyst.

Process (b), we shall see (Chap. 25), involves nucleophilic aromatic substitution.

Methylamine, dimethylamine, and trimethylamine are synthesized on an

industrial scale from methanol and ammonia:

NH 3 -38?* CH 3NH 2 -SjgU (CH3)2NH -SigU (CH 3)3N
450 450

'

450

Ammonia Methylamine Dimethylamine Trimethylamine

AlKyl halides are used to make some higher alkylamines, just as in the laboratory

(Sec. 22.10). The acids obtained from fats (Sec. 33.4) can be converted into

long-chain 1-aminoalkanes of even carbon number via reduction of nitriles (Sec.

22.8).

RCOOH N"3theat
> RCONH2

hcat
> RGs=N H2>caS RCH2NH2

Acid Amide Nitrile Amine

22.8 Preparation

Some of the many methods that are used to prepare amines in the laboratory

are outlined on the following pages.
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PREPARATION OF AMINES

1. Reduction of nitro compounds. Discussed in Sec. 22.9.

ArN 2 Ar*H2
Chiefly for

aromatic aminesor

RN02

Nitro compound

*" or

RNH2

1 amine

Examples:

COOC2Hs

(8)
NO2 NH2

Ethyl /7-nitrobcnzoate Ethyl />-aminobenzoate

NH2

Sn,HCI

NH2

NO2 NH2

p-Nitroaniline p-Phenylenediamine

CH3CH2CH2N02

1-Nitropropane

Fc>HC1 CH3CH2CH2NH2

n-Propylamine

2. Reaction of halides with ammonia or amines. Discussed in Sees. 22.10 and 22.13.

NH3

** RNH2 > R2NH
1 amine 2 amine

> R3N
3 amine Quaternary

ammonium salt
^,. , w,,-*i.^Mw,.-
electron-withdrawing
substituents

Examples:

CH3COOH

Acetic

^> CH2COOH

Cl

Chlorqacetic
acid

NH2

C2H5C1 -

Ethyl chloride

C2H5NH2

Ethylamine

(1)

CH2COOH (or CH2COO~)

NH2
+NH3

Aminoacetic acid

(Glycine; an amino acid)

(1)

H
I

Methylethylamine

(2)

Benzyl chloride Benzylamine

(H
Benzyldimethylamine

(3)
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N(CH3)3 +I-

N,N-Dimethylaniline Phcnyltrimethylammonium iodide

(3') (4)

Cl NHCH3

N02 NO2

2,4-Dinitrochlorobenzcnc N-Methyl-2,4-dinitroaniline

(2)

3. Reductive amination. Discussed in Sec. 22.11.

1 amine

X
or NaBHjCN

CH-NHR 2 amine

H2 .Ni ^ \

Examples:

4
Acetone

(CH 3)2CHC=0 +

Isobutyraldehyde

H

or NaBHjCN /

:3 + NH3 + H2

CH-NR2

CH3 CH~CH3

NH2

Isopropylamine

(1)

H

)NH2

Aniline

(1)

NaBHjCN.

CH3O=0 + (CH3)2NH4-H2

Acetaldehyde Dimethylamine

(2)

4. Reduction of nitrites. Discussed in Sec. 22.8.

)NCH2CH(CH3)2

N-Isobutylaniline

(2)

CH3

CH3CH2-N-CH3

Dimethylethylamine

(3)

RC=N
Nitrite

RCH2NH2

1 amine

Examples:

)CH2Ci

Benzyl chloride

:H2CN -

Phenylacetonitrite

(Benzyl cyanide)

>CH2CH2NH 2

/5-Phcnylcthylamine
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C1CH2CH2CH2CH2C1
NaCN

> NC(CH2)4CN
"2>Ni

> H2NCH2(CH2)4CH2NH2

1,4-DichIorobutane Adiponitrile Hexamethylenediamine

(1 ,6-Diaminohexanc)

(1)

5. Hofmaim degradation of amides. Discussed in Sees. 22.13 and 28.2-28.5.

RCONH2 or ArCONH2 -^-+ RNH2 or

Amide 1 amine

Examples:

CH 3(CH2)4CONH2

KOBf
> CH 3(CH 2)4NH2

Caproamide n-Pentylamine

(Hexanamide)

EJr Br

m-Bromobenzamide m-Bromoanilinc

Reduction of aromatic nitro compounds is by far the most useful method of

preparing amines, since it uses readily available starting materials, and yields the

most important kind of amines, primary aromatic amines. These amines can be

converted into aromatic diazonium salts, which are among the most versatile

class of organic compounds known (see Sees. 23.11-23.17). The sequence

nitro compound > amine > diazonium salt

provides the best possible route to dozens of kinds of aromatic compounds.
Reduction of aliphatic nitro compounds is limited by the availability of the

starting materials.

Ammonolysis of halides is usually limited to the aliphatic series, because of the

generally low reactivity of aryl halides toward nucleophilic substitution. (How-

ever, see Chap. 25.) Ammonolysis has the disadvantage of yielding a mixture of

different classes of amines. It is important to us as one of the most general methods

of introducing the amino ( NH2) group into molecules of all kinds; it can be used,

for example, to convert bromoacids into amino acids. The exactly analogous

reaction of halides with amines permits the preparation of every class of amine (as

well as quaternary ammonium salts, R4N +
X~).

Reductive animation, the catalytic or chemical reduction of aldehydes (RCHO)
and ketones (RaCO) in the presence of ammonia or an amine, accomplishes much
the same purpose as the reaction of halides. tt too can be used to prepare any
class of amine, and has certain advantages over the halide reaction. The formation

of mixtures is more readily controlled in reductive amination than in ammonolysis
of halides. Reductive amination of ketones yields amines containing a sec-alky!

group; these amines are difficult to prepare by ammonolysis because ofthe tendency
of jii-alkyl halides to undergo elimination rather than substitution.
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Synthesis via reduction of nitrites has the special feature of increasing the length

ofa carbon chain, producing a primary amine that has one more carbon atom than

the alkyl halide from which the nitrile was made. The Hofmann degradation of

amides has the feature of decreasing the length of a carbon chain by one carbon

atom; it is also of interest as an example of an important class of reactions involving

rearrangement.

KMnO, SOCU

RCH2OH

OH

RCH2Br

NH3, H,, Ni

OBr Lower
> RNH2 carbon,

number

Same
carbon

number

Problem 22.5 Show how ft-penty)amine can be synthesized from available mate-

rials by the four routes just outlined.

22.9 Reduction of nitro compounds

Like many organic compounds, nitro compounds can be reduced in two general

ways: (a) by catalytic hydrogenation using molecular hydrogen, or (b) by chemical

reduction, usually by a metal and acid.

Hydrogenation of a nitro compound to an amine takes place smoothly

when a solution of the nitro compound in alcohol is shaken with finely divided

nickel or platinum under hydrogen gas. For example:

NHCOCH 3

(g)
N 2

o-Nitroacctanilidc

NHCOCH3

o-Aminoacetanilide

This method cannot be used when the molecule also contains some other easily

hydrogenated group, such as a carbon-carbon double bond*

Chemical reduction in the laboratory is most often carried out by adding

hydrochloric acid to a mixture of the nitro compound and a metal, usually

granulated tin. In the acidic solution, the amine is obtained as its salt; the free

amine is liberated by the addition of base, and is steam-distilled from the reaction
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SnCV

mixture. The crude amine is generally contaminated with some unreduced nitro

compound, from which it can be separated by taking advantage of the basic

properties of the amine; the amine is soluble in aqueous mineral acid, and the

nitro compound is not.

Reduction of nitro compounds to amines is an essential step in what is probably

the most important synthetic route in aromatic chemistry. Nitro compounds are

readily prepared by direct nitration ; when a mixture of o- and p-isomers is obtained,

it can generally be separated to yield the pure isomers. The primary aromatic

amines obtained by the reduction of these nitro compounds are readily converted

into diazonium salts; the diazonium group, in turn, can be replaced by a large

number of other groups (Sec. 23. 11). In most cases this sequence is the best method

of introducing these other groups into the aromatic ring. In addition, diazonium

salts can be used to prepare the extremely important class of compounds, the

azo dyes.

ArH > ArNO2 > ArNH 2
-> ArN 2

+

-> ArX

> AcOH

> ArCN
I > azo dyes

22.10 Ammonolysis of halides

Many organic halogen compounds are converted into amines by treatment

with aqueous or alcoholic solutions of ammonia. The reaction is generally carried

out either by allowing the reactants to stand together at room temperature or by

heating them under pressure. Displacement of halogen by NH 3 yields the amine

salt, from which the free amine can be liberated by treatment with hydroxide ion.

RX + NH 3 > RNH 3
+X-

RNH3+X- + OH' --> RNH2 + H2O + X~

Ammonolysis of halides belongs to the class of reactions that we have called

nucleophilic substitution. The organic halide is attacked by the nucieophilic

ammonia molecule in the same way that it is attacked by hydroxide ion, alkoxide

ion, cyanide ion, acetylide ion, and water:

[3+
8-1

HjN-R-X
-

HjN-R-X > H3N-R + X-

Like these other nucleophilic substitution reactions, ammonolysis is limited chiefly

to alkyl halides or substituted alkyl halides. As with other reactions of this kind,

elimination tends to compete (Sec. 14.23) with substitution: ammonia can attack
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hydrogen to form alkene as well as attack carbon to form amine. Ammonolysis
thus gives the highest yields with primary halides (where substitution predominates)
and is virtually worthless with tertiary halides (where elimination predominates).

CH 3CH 2CH 2CH 2Br > CH<CH 2CH 2CH 2NH 3
f Br- Substitution

\1H
CHr C CH, - v CHy-C CH 2 + NH 4Br elimination

Br

Because of their generally low reactivity, aryl halides are converted into amines

only (a) if the ring carries NO 2 groups, or other strongly electron-withdrawing

groups, at positions ortho and para to the halogen, or (b) if a high temperature or

a strongly basic reagent is used (Chap. 25).

Some examples of the application of ammonolysis to synthesis are:

H 2C1
"

Toluene Benzyl chloride Benzylammc

A serious disadvantage to the synthesis of amines by ammonolysis is the

"ormation of more than one class of amine. The primary amine salt, formed by

RX + NH, *

l
c amine salt

the initial substitution, reacts with the reagent ammonia to yield the ammonium
salt and the free primary amine; the following equilibrium thus exists:

RNH, + + NH< ^= RNH 2 + NH 4
+

1 amine

The free primary amine, like the ammonia from which it was made, is a nucleophilic

reagent; it too can attack the alkyl halide, to yield the salt of a secondary amine:

NH,
RNH 2 + RX -> R 2NH 2

+X 7
-> R 2NH

1 amine 2 amine

The secondary amine. which is in equilibrium with its salt, can in turn attack the

alkyl halide to form the salt of a tertiary amine:
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R2NH
2 amine

RX t R 3N
3 amine

Finally, the tertiary amine can attack the alkyi halide to form a compound of the

formula R4N 4
X~, called a quaternary ammonium salt (discussed in Sec. 23.5):

R 3N + RX > R 4N +X-
3 amine Quaternary ammonium salt

(4)

The presence of a large excess of ammonia lessens the importance of these*last

reactions and increases the yield of primary amine; under these conditions, a

molecule of alkyl halide is more likely to encounter, and be attacked by, one of the

numerous ammonia molecules rather than one of the relatively few amine mole-

cules. At best, the yield of primary amine is always cut down by the formation of

the higher classes of amines. Except in the special case of methylamine, the primary

amine can be separated from these by-products by distillation.

22.11 Reductive amination

Many aldehydes (RCHO) and ketones (R2CO) are converted into amines by
reductive amination: reduction in the presence of ammonia. Reduction can be

accomplished catalytically or by use of sodium cyanohydridoborate, NaBH 3CN.

Reaction involves reduction of an intermediate compound (an imine, RCH NH
or R2C-^NH) that contains a carbon -nitrogen double bond.

H

R--C O +

An aldehyde

NH 3

R'

R-0 O + NH 3
>

A ketone

H
1

R C NH
An immc

H

R-C

H
A 1 amine

Reductive amination has been used successfully with a wide variety of aldehydes

and ketones, both aliphatic and aromatic. For example:

CH 3(CH 2)5CHO -2-^^-,
Heptaldehyde

(Heptanal)

w-Heptylamine

(1-Aminoheptane)

Benzaldchydc

:H2NH2

Bcnzylamine
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CH 3(CH2 )2CCH3

2-Pcntanonc

(Methyl n-propyl ketone)

CH3(CH2)2CHCH3

NH2

2-Aminopentane

-CH,

Acetophenone

(Methyl phenyl ketone)

NH2

a-Phenylcthylamine

Reductive amination of ketones yields amines containing a sec-alkyl group;
such amines are difficult to obtain by ammonolysis because of the tendency for

sec-alkyl halides to undergo elimination. For example, cyclohexanone is converted

into cyclohexylamine in good yield, whereas ammonolysis of bromocyclohexane

yields only cyclohexene.

K2Cr2 7

^
/ \ NH3,H2.Ni

O-l
Cyclohcxanol

Cyclohexanone Cyclohexylamine

^O NH>

Bromocyclohexane Cyclohexene

During reductive amination the aldehyde or ketone can react not only with

ammonia but also with the primary amine that has already been formed, and thus

yield a certain amount of secondary amine. The tendency for the reaction to go

H

R C=-O

Aldehyde

H 2N-CH 2R

1 amine

H

-C=N~-CH2R
Imine

H

RCH 2 N-CH2R
2 amine

beyond the desired stage can be fairly well limited by the proportions of reactants

employed and is seldom a serious handicap.

22.12 Hofmann degradation of amides

As a method of synthesis of amines, the Hofmann degradation of amides has

the special feature of yielding a product containing one less carbon than the start-

ing material. As we can see, reaction involves migration of a group from carbonyl

OBr-

X
NH2

A 1 amine

An amide
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carbon to the adjacent nitrogen atom, and thus is an example of a molecular

rearrangement. We shall return to the Hofmann degradation (Sees. 28.2-28.5)

and discuss its mechanism in detail.

Problem 22.6 Using a different method in each case, show how the following
amines could be prepared from toluene and any aliphatic reagents:

H2NH2 (c) (OXH2CH2NH2

NH2

22.13 Synthesis of secondary and tertiary amines

So far we have been chiefly concerned with the synthesis of primary amines.

Secondary and tertiary amines are prepared by adaptations of one of the processes

already described: ammonolysis of halides or reductive animation. For example:

CH3CH2CH2CH2NH2 + CH3CH2Br

/7-Butylamine Ethyl bromide

(1)

CH 3CH2CCH3

&
Butanone

(Methyl ethyl ketone)

CH3NH2

Methyiamine

H

CH3CH2CH2CH2 N-CH2CH3

Ethyl-/i-butylamine

(2)

^ CH3CH2CHCH3

Methyl-sec-butylamine

(2)

Aniline

(1)

>NHCH3

N-Methylaniline

(2)

H

CH3CH2CH2CH2-N-CH2CH3 + CH3Br

Ethyl-if-butylamine Methyl

/2\ bromide

N.N-Dimethylaniline

(3)

CH3

CH3CH2CH2CH2-N~CH2CH3

Methylethyl-/i-butylamine

Where ammonia has been used to produce a primary amine, a primary amine can

be used to produce a secondary amine, or a secondary amine can be used to pro-

duce a tertiary amine. In each of these syntheses there is a tendency for reaction

to proceed beyond the first stage and to yield an amine of a higher class than the

one that is wanted.
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PROBLEMS
1. Draw structures, give names, and classify as primary, secondary, or tertiary:

(a) the eight isomeric amines of formula C4HnN
(b) the five isomeric amines of formula C7H9N that contain a benzene ring

2. Give the structural formulas of the following compounds:

(a) rcc-butylamine (i) N,N-dimethylaniline

(b) 0-toluidine (j) ethanolamine (2-aminoethanol)

(c) anilinium chloride (k) -phenylethylamine

(d) diethylamine (1) N,N-dimethyIaminocyciohexane
(e) p-aminobenzoic acid (m) diphenylamine
(f) benzylamine (n) 2,4-dimethylaniline

(g) isopropylammonium benzoate (o) tetra-/?-butylammonium iodide

(h) o-phenylenediamine (p) p-anisidine

3. Show how w-propylamine could be prepared from each of the following:

(a) w-propyl bromide (e) propionitrile

(b) /i-propyl alcohol (f) //-butyram'de

(c) propionaldehyde (g) w-butyl alcohol

(d) 1-nitropropane (h) ethyl alcohol

Which of these methods can be applied to the preparation of aniline? Of benzylamine?

4. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following com-

pounds from benzene, toluene, and alcohols of four carbons or less, using any needed

inorganic reagents.

(a) isopropylamine (h) /7-aminobenzoic acid

(b) /i-pentylamine (i) 3-aminoheptane

(c) /Moluidine (j) N-ethylaniline

(d) ethylisopropylamine (k) 2,4-dinitroaniline

(e) a-phenylethylamine (I) the drug 6ewz/rwe(2-arnino-l-phenylpropane)

(f) j9-phenylethylamine (m) p-nitrobenzylamine

(g) m-chloroaniline (n) 2-aminol-phenylethanol

5. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis from palmitic acid,

/i-C15H31COOH, of:

(a) /z-C l6H33NH2 (c) /i-C 15H 3,NH2

(b) /i-C17H35NH2 (d) w-C15H3ICH(NH2).w-C16H33

6. On the basis of the following synthesis give the structures of putrescine and

cadaverine, found in rotting flesh:

(a) ethylene bromide -^> C4H4N2
**> c#>+ putrescine (C4H I2N2)

(b) Br(CH2)5Br *-+ cadaverine (C5H I4N2)

7. One ofthe raw materials for the manufacture of Nylon 66 is hexamethylenediamine,
NH2(CH2)6NH2 . Much of this amine is made by a process that begins with the 1,4-

addition of chlorine to 1,3 -butadiene. What do you think might be the subsequent steps

in this process?

8. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis of /?-alanine (/9-aminopropionic acid) from

succinic anhydride.

9. Using models and then drawing formulas, show the stereoisomeric forms in

which each of the following compounds can exist. Tell which stereoisomers when separated
from all others would be optically active and which would be optically inactive.

(a) a-nhenylethylaminc

hyl-N-ethylaniline

yl-rt-propylphenylammoniurn bromide
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(d) CH, CH2-CH, CH,
Br N N Br-

, 2-,
N N

2H3 CH2 CH2

(e) H
X x

CH2-CH2 CHz-CH^
H

X
COOC2H5

(f) methylethylphenylamine oxide, (CH 3)(C2H5XC6H 5)N O

10. Two geometric isomers of benzaldoxime, C6H5CH=NOH, are known, (a) Draw
their structures, showing the geometry of the molecules, (b) Show how this geometry
results from their electronic configurations, (c) Would you predict geometric isomerism

for benzophenoneoxime, (C6Hs)2C NOH? For acetophenoneoxime, C6H 5C(CH3>=
NOH? For azobenzene, C6H5N=-NC6H 5 ?

11. (a) Give structural formulas of compounds A through D.

phthalimide (Sec. 20.14) -f KOH (ale.) > A(C8H4O2NK)

A + CH 3CH2CH2Br, heat > B(CuHnO2N)

B -f H2O, OH-, heat > C (C3H9N) -h D

(b) This sequence illustrates the Gabriel synthesis. What class of compounds does it

produce? What particular advantage does it have over alternative methods for the produc-
tion of these compounds? On what special property of phthalimide does the synthesis

depend?
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23
Amines II. Reactions

23.1 Reactions

Like ammonia, the throe classes of amines contain nitrogen that bears an

unshared pair of electrons; as a result, amines closely resemble ammonia in

chemical properties. The tendency of nitrogen to share this pair of electrons under-

lies the entire chemical behavior of amines: their basicity, their action as nucleo-

philes, and the unusually high reactivity of aromatic rings bearing amino or sub-

stituted amino groups.

REACTIONS OF AMINES

I. Basicity. Salt formation. Discussed in Sees. 22.5 and 23.2 23.4.

RNH 2 + H + ^ RNJV

R :NH I- Fr ^Z: R.NIV

RjN + H + II R,NH +

Examples;

HCI

Aniline

>NH 3 Cl

Anilinium chloride

(Aniline hydrochloride)

(CH 3)2NH + HNO 3 JI
Dimethylamine Dimethylammonium nitrate

>N(CH3 )2
: CH 3COOH *= U^hHtCHjh' OOCCH 3

N,N-Dimethylaniline N,N-Dimethylanilinium acetate

745
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2, Alkylation. Discussed in Sees. 22.13 and 23.5.

RNH , _"*> R ,NH > R 3N >

ArNH , _**> ArNHR -> ArNR 2

Examples:

(-C4H 9 ) 2NH (Q/CH 2a

Di-n-butylamine Benzyl chloride

(2)

Benzyldi(/?-butyl)amine

H CH3

-C3H7NH 2 ^^-> ;;-C 3H 7NCH 3
^^> w-C 3H 7NCH 3

-

//-Propylamine //-Propylmethylamine w-Propyldimethylamine

(l
c
) (2") (3)

CH 3

CH 3

/i-Propyltrimethylammonium
iodide

(4)

3. Conversion into amides. Discussed in Sec. 23.6.

R'COCI

Primary: RNH 2

Secondary: R 2NH

Tertiary: R 3N

Examples:

ArSO^CI

>NH 2

Aniline

(1)

R'CONHR An N-substituted amide

ArSOjNHR An N-substituted sulfonamide

R'CONR 2 An N,N-disubstituled amide

ArSO2NR 2 An N,N-disubstituted sulfonamide

No reaction

No reaction under conditions of

Hinsbcrg test(6/// see Sec. 23.18).

H

-N-C-CH3

QH 5S02CI

aq. NaOH

Acetanilide

(N-Phenylacetamide)

H O
1 I

-N S-

Bcnzcnesulfonanilide

(N-Phcnylbenzenesulfonamide)
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H

Methylethylamine

(2)

REACTIONS

C,H 5COCl _

747

pyridme
: N

CH3

11

N-Methyl-N-ethylbenzamide

/>-CH,CH4S02Cl S-N
aq. NaOH

N-Methyl-N-ethyl-p-toluenesulfonamide

4. Ring substitution in aromatic amines. Discussed in Sees. 23.7, 23.10, and 23.17.

- NHR I
Activate powerfully, and direct ortho,para

|

in electrophilic aromatic substitution

Examples:

NH2

-NHCOR: Less powerful activator than --NH 2

NH 2

Aniline

r

(0)
Br

Br

2A6-Tribroir.oaml'ne

NHCOCH 3 NHCOCH 3

-
NH 2

^> (Oj

Acetanilide

N(CH3 )2

NaNO2, HC1

Br Br

/7-BromoacetaniIide />-Bromoaniline

N(CH 3)2

NO
N,N-Dimethyl

-
^-Nitroso-N.N-dimcthylaniline

aniline

(CH 3 )2N< >N 2+C1
acid

HC1

N,N-Dimethyl- Benzenediazonium

aniline chloride

An azo compound

5. Hofmann elimination from quaternary ammonium salts. Discussed in Sec. 23.5.

H
OH ~, heat

,

Alkene

R 3N + H2O
3 amine

Quaternary
ammonium ion
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*6. Reactions with nitrous acid. Discussed in Sees. 23.10-23.11.

MONO

CHAP. 23

Primary aromatic: ArNH2

Primary aliphatic: RNH 2

Ar N~N + Diazonium salt

H ?O
-> [R-N-N + N 2 + mixture of alcohols

and alkenes

Secondary aromatic ArNHR ArN N=O
or aliphatic: or

QNO
> or N-Nitrosoamine

R 2NH R 2N-

Tertiary aromatic: />-Nitroso

compound

23.2 Basicity of amines. Basicity constant

Like ammonia, amines are converted into their salts by aqueous mineral acids

and are liberated from their salts by aqueous hydroxides. Like ammonia, therefore,

amines are more basic than water and less basic than hydroxide ion:

RNH 2

Stronger
base

RNH, + H 2O
Weaker
base

Stronger
base

RNH 2 + H 2O
Weaker
base

We found it convenient to compare acidities of carboxylic acids by measuring

the extent to which they give up hydrogen ion to water; the equilibrium constant

for this reaction was called the acidity constant, Ka . In the same way, it is con-

venient to compare basicities of amines by measuring the extent to which they

accept hydrogen ion from water; the equilibrium constant for this reaction is called

a basicity constant, Kb .

RNH 2 + H 2O <- RNH 3
+ + OH~

_ [RNIVKOH-]
Ab -

[RNH 2 ]

(As in the analogous expression for an acidity constant, the concentration of the

solvent, water, is omitted.) Each amine has its characteristic Kb ; the larger the

Kb , the stronger the base.

We must not lose sight of the fact that the principal base in an aqueous solution

of an amine (or of ammonia, for that matter) is the amine itself, not hydroxide ion.

Measurement of [OH~] is simply a convenient way to compare basicities.

We see in Table 22.1 (p. 729) that aliphatic amines of all three classes have

Kb's of about 10' 3 to 10~ 4
(0.001 to 0.0001); they are thus somewhat stronger

bases than ammonia (Kb = 1.8 x 10
~
5
). Aromatic amines, on the other hand, are

considerably weaker bases than ammonia, having A^s of 10' 9 or less. Substituents
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on the ring have a marked effect on the basicity of aromatic amines, p-nitroaniline,

for example, being only 1/4000 as basic as aniline (Table 23.1).

Table 23.1 BASICITY CONSTANTS OF SUBSTITUTED ANILINES

Kb of aniline = 4.2 x lO" 10

23.3 Structure and basicity

Let us see how basicity of amines is related to structure. We shall handle

basicity just as we handled acidity: we shall compare the stabilities of amines with

the stabilities of their ions; the more stable the ion relative to the amine from which

it is formed, the more basic the amine.

First of all, amines are more basic than alcohols, ethers, esters, etc:, for the

same reason that ammonia is more basic than water: nitrogen is less electronegative

than oxygen, and can better accommodate the positive charge of the ion.

An aliphatic amine is more basic than ammonia because the electron-releasing

alkyl groups tend to disperse the
gusitivej^harj^

and therefore stabilize it in a way that is not possible for the unsubstitutcd ajn-

monium ion. Thus an ammonium ion is stabilized by electron release in the same

way as a carbonium ion (Sec. 5.17). From another point of view, we can consider

that an alkyl group pushes electrons toward nitrogen, and thus makes the fourth

pair more available for sharing with an acid. (The differences in basicity among

primary, secondary, and tertiary aliphatic amines are due to a combination of

solvation
x
and electronic factors.)

H
I

R->N: + H +

H
R releases electrons:

makes unshared pair
more available

H

R release* electron*

stabilises ton*

increases basicity

How can we account for the fact that aromatic amines arc weaker bases than

ammonia? Let us compare the structures of aniline and the anilinium ion with

the structures of ammonia and the ammonium ion. We see that ammonia and

the ammonium ion are each represented satisfactorily by a single structure:

H
H:N:H

Ammonia

H
H:N:H +

H
Ammonium ion
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Aniline and anilinium ion contain the benzene ring and therefore are hybrids of the

Kekule structures I and II, and III and IV. This resonance presumably stabilizes

Aniline

III iv

Anilinium ion

both amine and ion to the same extent. It lowers^ the^eniergy content of each by the

same number of kcal/mole, and hence doeTnoF affect indifference in their energy

contents, that is, does not affect A<7 of ionization. If there were no other factors

involved, then, we might expect the basicity of aniline to be about the same as the

basicity of ammonia.

However, there are additional structures to be considered. To account for

the powerful activating effect of the NH 2 group on electrophilic aromatic sub-

stitution (Sec. 11.20), we considered that the intermediate carbonium ion is

stabilized by structures in which there is a double bond between nitrogen and the

ring; contribution from these structures is simply a way of indicating the tendency

for nitrogen to share its fourth pair of electrons and to accept a positive charge.

It is generally believed that the -NH 2 group tends to share electrons with the ring,

not only in the carbonium ion which is the intermediate in electrophilic aromatic

substitution, but also in the aniline molecule itself.

Thus aniline is a hybrid not only of structures I and II but also of structures

V, VI, and VII. We cannot draw comparable structures for the anilinium ion.

VII

Contribution from the three structures V, VI, and VII stabilizes the amine in a way
that is not possible for the ammonium ion; resonance thus lowers the energy

content of aniline more than it lowers the energy content of the anilinium ion.

The net effect is to shift the equilibrium in the direction of less ionization, that is,

to make Kb smaller (Fig. 23.1). (See, however, the discussion in Sec. 18.1 1.)

The low basicity of aromatic amines is thus due to the fact that the amine is

stabilized by resonance to a greater extent than is the ion.

From another point of view, we can say that aniline is a weaker base than

ammonia because the fourth pair of electrons is partly shared with the ring and is

thus less available for sharing with a hydrogen ion.ffrhe tendency (through reson-

ance) for the NH 2 group to release electrons to the aromatic ring makes the ring

more reactive toward elcctrophi lie attack; at the sametrmelfils tendency neces-

sarily makes the amine less basic. Similar considerations apply to other aromatic

amines!1
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I

/ \

NHa + H+
Large resonance

stabilization

ArNH_> H- H+

Small resonance

stabilization

Progress of reaction >

Figure 23.1. Molecular structure and position of equilibrium. Resonance-

stabilized aromatic amine is weaker base than ammonia. (Plots aligned with

each other for easy comparison.)

23.4 Effect of substituents on basicity of aromatic amines

How is the basicity of an aromatic amine affected by substituents on the ring?

In Table 23.1 (p. 749) we see that an electron-releasing substituent like CH 3

increases the basicity of aniline, and an electron-withdrawing substituent like X
oV^Nl^ decreases the basicity. These effects are understandable. Electron release

tends to disperse the positive charge of Ib^aniliniujm ion, and thus stabilizes the

ion relative to the amine. Electron withdrawal tends toTntensify the positive charge

of the, anilinium ion, and thus destabilizes the ion relative to the amine.
\

Basicity of Aromatic Amines

NH 2 G releases electrons :

stabilizes cation,

increases basicity

= NH 2

OCH,
-CH 3

NH 2
G withdraws electrons

destabilizes cution.

decreases basicit v

-N0 2

-sor
-COOH
X

We notice that the base-strengthening substituents are the ones that activate

an aromatic ring toward electrophilic substitution; the base-weakening substit-

uents are the ones that deactivate an aromatic ring toward electrophilic sub-

stitution (see Sec. 11.5). Basicity depends upon position of equilibrium, and hence
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on relative stabilities of reactants and products. Reactivity in electrophilic aromatic

substitution depends upon rate, and hence on relative stabilities of reactants and

transition state. The effect of a particular substituent is the same in both cases,

however, since the controlling factor is accommodation of a positive charge.

A given substituent affects the basicity of an amine and the acidity of a

carboxylic acid in opposite ways (compare Sec. 18.14). This is to be expected,

since basicity depends upon ability to accommodate a positive charge, and acidity

depends upon ability to accommodate a negative charge.

Once again we see the operation of the ortho effect (Sec. 18.14). Even electron-

releasing substituents weaken basicity \\hen they are ortho to the amino group, and

electron-withdrawing substituents do so to a much greater extent from the ortho position

than from the meta or para position.

From another point of view, we can consider that an electron-releasing group

pushes electrons toward nitrogen and makes the fourth pair more available for

sharing with an acid, whereas an electron-withdrawing group helps pull electrons

away from nitrogen and thus makes the fourth pair less available for sharing.

Problem 23.1 (a) Besides destabilizing the anilmium ion, how else might a nitro

group affect basicity? (Hint: See structures V-VII on p. 750.) (b) Why does the nitro

group exert a larger base-weakening effect from ihepara position than from the nearer

meta position?

Problem 23.2 Draw the structural formula of the product expected (if any) from
the reaction of tnmethylamme and BFj .

23.5 Quaternary ammonium salts. Exhaustive methylation. Hofmann
elimination

Like ammonia, an amine can react with an alkyl halide; the product is an

amine of the next higher class. The alkyl halide undergoes nucleophilic substitu-

tion, with the basic amine serving as the nucleophilic reagent. We see that one of

RNH 2
RX

X R 2NH **
y R 3N RX

> R 4N +X"
,o 2

o
30 40

the hydrogens attached to nitrogen has been replaced by an alkyl group; the

reaction is therefore often referred to as alkylation of amines. The amine can be

aliphatic or aromatic, primary, secondary, or tertiary; the halide is generally an

alkyl halide.

We have already encountered alkylation of amines as a side reaction in the

preparation of primary amines by the ammonolysis of halides (Sec. 22.10), and as a

method of synthesis of secondary and tertiary amines (Sec. 22.13). Let us look at

one further aspect of this reaction, the formation of quaternary ammonium salts.

Quaternary ammonium salts are the products of the final stage of alkylation

of nitrogen. They have the formula R4N+X~. Four organic groups are covalently

bonded to nitrogen, and the positive charge of this ion is balanced by some nega-
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tive ion. When the salt of a primary, secondary, or tertiary amine is treated with

hydroxide ion, nitrogen gives up a hydrogen ion and the free amine is liberated.

The quaternary ammonium ion, having no proton to give up, is not affected by

hydroxide ion.

R

R

Quaternary Quaternary Insoluble
ammonium salt

" ammonium hydroxide

When a solution of a quaternary ammonium halide is treated with silver oxide,

silver halide precipitates. When the mixture is filtered and the filtrate is evaporated
to dryness, there is obtained a solid which is free of halogen. An aqueous solution

of this substance is strongly alkaline, and is comparable to a solution of sodium

hydroxide or potassium hydroxide. A compound of this sort is called a quaternary
ammonium hydroxide. It has the structure R4N +OH . Its aqueous solution is

basic for the same reason that solutions of sodium or potassium hydroxide are

basic: the solution contains hydroxide ions.

When a quaternary ammonium hydroxide is heated strongly (to 125 or higher),

it decomposes to yield water, a tertiary amine, and an alkene. Trimethyl-w-

propylammonium hydroxide, for example, yields trimethylamine and propylene:

CH 3 CH 3

CH, N" CH 2CH :CH 3 OH- > CH 3 N + CH 2~CHCH3 + H2O

CH 3 CH 3
Propylene

Tnmethyl-//-propylammonium Trimethylamine
hydroxide

This reaction, called the Hofmann elimination, is quite analogous to the dehydro-

halogenation of an alkyl halide (Sec. 14.18). Most commonly, reaction is E2:

hydroxide ion abstracts a proton from carbon; a molecule of tertiary amine is

expelled, and the double bond is generated. Bases other than hydroxide ion can

be used.

+ H 2

El elimination from quaternary ammonium ions is also known. Competing with

cither E2 or El elimination there is, as usual, substitution: either SN2 or SN 1. (Problem:
What products would you expect from substitution?)

Orientation in the E2 reaction is typically strongly Hofmann (Sec. 14.21)

not surprisingly, since it was for this reaction that Hofmann formulated his rule.

For example:
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CH 3CH2CH2CHCH 3

*
* CH3CH2CH 2CH --CH2 + CH 3CH2CH==CHCH3

NfCH )
1-Pentene 2-Pentene

2-Pentyltrimethyl-

~"
96 /0 4/0 N

ammonium ion

The transition state has considerable carbanion character, at least partly because

powerful electron withdrawal by the positively charged nitrogen favors develop-

ment of negative charge. There is preferential abstraction of a proton from the

carbon that can best accommodate the partial negative charge: in the example

given, from the primary carbon rather than the secondary.

Sulfonium ions, I^S*, react similarly to quaternary ammonium ions.

The stereochemistry of Hofmann elimination is commonly anti, but less so

than was formerly believed. Syn elimination is important for certain cyclic com-

pounds, and can be made important even for open-chain compounds by the proper

choice of base and solvent. Quaternary ammonium ions are more prone to syn

elimination than alkyl halides and sulfonates. Electronically, ami formation of

the double bond is favored in eliminations; but when the alkene character of the

transition state is slight as here other factors come into play: conformational

factors, it has been postulated.

Problem 23.3 Predict the major products of F2 elimination from: (a) 2-methyl-

3-pentvltrimeth>lammoniurn ion; (b) diethyldi-/r-propylammonium ion; (c) dimethyl-

etnyl(2-chloroethyl)ammoniurn ion; (d) dimethylethyl-//-propy!ammomumion.

Problem 23.4 When dimethyl-ter/-pentylsulfonium ethoxide is heated in ethanol,

the alkene obtained is chiefly (86/;) 2-methyl-l-butene; when the corresponding
sulfonium iodide is heated in ethanol, the alkene obtained is chiefly (86%) 2-methyl-
2-butene.

(a) How do you account for the difference in products? (b) From the sulfonium

iodide reaction there is also obtained considerable material identified as an ether.

What ether would you expect it to be, and how is it formed? (c) What ether would

you expect to obtain from the sulfonium ethoxide reaction ?

The formation of quaternary ammonium salts, followed by an elimination of

the kind just described, is very useful in the determination of the structures of

certain complicated nitrogen-containing compounds. The compound, which

may be a primary, secondary, or tertiary amine, is converted into the quaternary

ammonium hydroxide by treatment with excess methyl iodide and silver oxide/

The number of methyl groups taken up by nitrogen depends upon the class of the

amine; a primary amine will take up three methyl groups, a secondary amine will

take up two, and a tertiary amine only one. This process is known as exhaustive

methylation of amines.

When heated, a quaternary ammonium hydroxide undergoes elimination to an

alkene and a tertiary amine. From the structures of these products it is often

possible to deduce the structure of the original amine. As a simple example,

contrast the products (I and II) obtained from the following isomeric cyclic

amines:
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H
2-Methylpyrrolidine

H
3-Methylpyrrolidine

/ \
H3C CH3

OH-

H3C CH3

OH-

hcat
.

H2C CH2

CH=CH2

\
H 3C CH3

5-(Dimethylamino)- 1 -pentene

I

HC CHCH3

// \

> H2C

x<
H 3C CH3

4-(Dimcthylamino)-3-methyl- 1 -butene

II

Problem 23.5 (a) What products would be expected from the hydrogenation of
I and II ? (b) How could you prepare an authentic sample of each of these expected

hydrogenation products?

Problem 23.6 What products would be expected if I and II were subjected to

exhaustive methylation and elimination ?

23.6 Conversion of amines into substituted amides

We have learned (Sec. 20.11) that ammonia reacts with acid chlorides of

carboxylic acids to yield amides, compounds in which Cl has been replaced by

\ NH3 R-C
^O

V
C1 ^NH2

the NH2 group. Not surprisingly, acid chlorides of sulfonic acids react similarly.

O O

NH3 + Ar S Cl > Ar S NH2

O O
A sulfonyl chloride A sulfonamide

In these reactions ammonia serves as a nucleophilic reagent, attacking the carbonyl

carbon or sulfur and displacing chloride ion. In the process nitrogen loses a proton
to a second molecule of ammonia or another base.

In a similar way primary and secondary amines can react with acid chlorides

to form substituted amides, compounds in which Ci has been replaced by the

NHR or NR2 group:
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R'COCI

Primary: RNH 2

Secondary: R 2NH

R'COCI

ArSO,CI

R'COCI

Tertiary: RiN
ArSO^CI

R'CONHR An N-substituted amide
^

ArSO2NHR An N-substituted sulfonamide

R'CONR 2 An N,N-disubstituted amide

ArSO2NR 2 An N,N-disubstituted sulfonamide

No reaction

No reaction under conditions of

Hinsberg iesi(bnt see Sec. 23.18).

Tertiary amines, although basic, fail to yield amides, presumably because they

cannot lose a proton (to stabilize the product) after attaching themselves to carbon

or to sulfur. Here is a reaction which requires not only that amines be basic, but

also that they possess a hydrogen atom attached to nitrogen. (However, see Sec.

23.19.)

Substituted amides are generally named as derivatives of the unsubstituted

amides. For example :

CH3CNHC 2H 5

O
N-Ethylacetamide

CH,

CH 3CH2CH2CN C2H 5

O

N-Methyl-N-ethylbutyramide

CH,

)CN~CH 3

'll

O

N,N-Dimethylbenzamide

In many cases, and particularly where aromatic amines are involved, we are more

interested in the amine from which the amide is derived than in the acyl group.

In these cases the substituted amide is named as an acyl derivative of the amine.

For example :

>NHCCH 3

II

O
Acetanilidc

>NHC<

O
Benzanilide

CH 3 NHCCH 3

II

O
Aceto-/Moluidide

Substituted amides of aromatic carboxylic acids or of sulfonic acids are

prepared by the Schotten-Baumann technique: the acid chloride is added to the

amine in the presence of a base, either aqueous sodium hydroxide or pyridine.

For example:
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(w-C4 Hg) 2NH }S02CI
NaOH

)SO2N
C4H 9

Di.*-butylamine
Ben^nesulfonyl

NfN.Di^.ta^bellzeneM1ironim jde

'

Acetylation is generally carried out using acetic anhydride rather than

acetyl chloride. For example:

NHCOCH 3

(CH 3CO) 2O -

o-Toluidine Acetic anhydride

CH 3COOH

Aceto-o-toluidide

Like simple amides, substituted amides undergo hydrolysis; the products are

the acid and the amine, although one or the other is obtained as its salt, depending

upon the acidity or alkalinity of the medium.

)CON

CH 3

N-Methylbenzanilide

NaOH heat

NHCOCH 3

Br

/7-Bromoacetanilide

H 2 + HC1
heat

)COO-Na+

Sodium benzoate N-Methylaniline

CH 3COOH
Acetic acid

/7-Bromoanilinium
chloride

Sulfonamides are hydrolyzed more slowly than amides of carboxylic acids;

examination of the structures involved shows us what probably underlies this

difference. Nucleophilic attack on a trigonal acyl carbon (Sec. 20.4) is relatively

unhindered; it involves the temporary attachment of a fourth group, the nucleo-

philic reagent. Nucleophilic attack on tetrahedral sulfonyl sulfur is relatively

hindered; it involves the temporary attachment of a fifth group. The tetrahedral

Trigonal C
Attack relatively

unhindered

O

Ar S W + :Z

O
Tetrahedral S

Attack hindered

o-

> R C-Z

W
Tetrahedral C
Stable octet

Acyl

nucleophilic

substitution

Sulfonyl

nucleophilic

substitution

Pentavalent S

Unstable decet
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carbon of the acyl intermediate makes use of the permitted octet of electrons; al-

though sulfur may be able to use more than eight electrons in covalent bonding,

this is a less stable system than the octet. Thus both steric and electronic factors

tend to make sulfonyl compounds less reactive than acyl compounds.
There is a further contrast between the amides of the two kinds of acids. The

substituted amide from a primary amine still has a hydrogen attached to nitrogen,

and as a result is acidic: in the case of a sulfonamide, this acidity is appreciable,

and much greater than for the amide of a carboxylic acid. A monosubstituted

sulfonamide is less acidic than a carboxylic acid, but ibout the same as a phenol

(Sec. 24.7); it reacts with aqueous hydroxides to form salts.

O
j

Ar-S NHR + OH- >

O

This difference in acidity, too, is understandable. A sulfonic acid is more acidic

than a carboxylic acid because the negative charge of the anion is dispersed over

three oxygens instead of just two. In the same way, a sulfonamide is more acidic

than the amide of a carboxylic acid because the negative charge is dispersed over

two oxygens plus nitrogen instead of over just one oxygen plus nitrogen.

Problem 23.7 (a) Although amides of carboxylic acids are very weakly acidic

(Ka - 10" 14 to 10~ 15
), they are still enormously more acidic than ammonia (Ka =

10" 33
) or amines, RNH2 . Account in detail for this.

(b) Diacetamide, (CH3CO) 2NH, is much more acidic (Ka = 10~ ll
) than acetamide

(Ka = 8.3 x 10" 16
), and roughly comparable to benzenesulfonamidc (Ka =* 10" 10

).

How can you account for this?

Problem 23.8 In contrast to carboxylic esters, we know, alkyl sulfonates undergo
nucleophilic attack at alkyl carbon. What two factors are responsible for this difference

_R Ar-S-O- R*

z

in behavior? (Hint: See Sec. 14.6.)

The conversion of an amine into a sulfonamide is used in determining the class

of the amine; this is discussed in the section on analysis (Sec. 23.18).

23.7 Ring substitution in aromatic amines

We have already seen that the NH2 , NHR, and NR2 groups act as

powerful activators and ortho.para directors in electrophilic aromatic substitution.

These effects were accounted for by assuming that the intermediate carbonium ion

is stabilized by structures like I and II in which nitrogen bears a positive charge
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+NH2

H Y
l n

and is joined to the ring by a double bond. Such structures are especially stable

since in them every atom (except hydrogen) has a complete octet of electrons;

indeed, structure I or 11 by itself must pretty well represent the intermediate.

In such structures nitrogen shares more than one pair of electrons with the

ring, and hence carries the charge of the "carbonium ion." Thus the basicity

of nitrogen accounts for one more characteristic of aromatic amines.

The acetamido group, NHCOCH 3 , is also activating and ortho,para~

directing, but less powerfully so than a free amino group. Electron withdrawal

by oxygen of the carbonyl group makes the nitrogen of an amide a much poorer

source of electrons than the nitrogen of an amine. Electrons are less available

for sharing with a hydrogen ion, and therefore amides are much weaker bases than

amines: amides of carboxylic acids do not dissolve in dilute aqueous acids. Elec-

trons are less available for sharing with an aromatic ring, and therefore an acetamido

group activates an aromatic ring less strongly than an amino group.

More precisely, electron withdrawal by carbonyl oxygen destabilizes a positive

charge on nitrogen, whether this charge is acquired by profanation or by electrophilic.

attack on the ring.^-

(We have seen (Sec. 1 1.5) that the NR3
+
group is a powerful deactivator and

meta director. In a quaternary ammonium salt, nitrogen no longer has electrons

to share with the ring; on the contrary, the full-fledged positive charge on nitrogen

makes the group strongly electron-attracting.)

In electrophilic substitution, the chief problem encountered with aromatic

amines is that they are too reactive. In halogenation, substitution tends to occur

at every available ortho or para position. For example:

NH2

CH 3 CH3

^-Toluidine 3,5-Dibromo-4-aminotolucne

Nitric acid not only nitrates, but oxidizes the highly reactive ring as well, with

loss of much material as tar. Furthermore, in the strongly acidic nitration medium,
the amine is converted into the anilinium ion; substitution is thus controlled not by
the NH2 group but by the NH 3

+
group which, because of its positive charge,

directs much of the substitution to the meta position.

There is, fortunately, a simple way out of these difficulties. We protect the

amino group: we acetylate the amine, then carry out the substitution, and finally

hydrolyze the amide to the desired substituted amine. For example:
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J5L
H2

(OP
CH3

/?-Toluidine Aceto-/?-toluidide 3-Bromo-4-aminotoluene

NHCOCH 3 NHCOCH 3 N^H2

HNO } . H2SO4 . 15
> ff^l

H 3Q. H *

LJ^J heat

Acetanilide "&- NO 2

/7-Nitroacetanilide ^-Nitroaniline

Problem 23.9 Nitration of un-acetylated aniline yields a mixture of about t\\o-

thirds meta and one-third para product. Since almost all the aniline is in the form of

the anilinium ion, how do you account for the fact that even more meta product is

not obtained?

23.8 Sulfonation of aromatic amines. Dipolar ions

Aniline is usually sulfonated by "baking" the salt, anilinium hydrogen sulfate,

at 180-200; the chief product is the /Msomer. In this case we cannot discuss

orientation on our usual basis of which isomer is formed faster. Sulfonation is

Aniline Anilinium hydrogen
sulfate Sulfanihc acid

known to be reversible, and the p-isomer is known to be the most stable isomer ;

it may well be that the product obtained, the ^-isomer, is determined by the

position of an equilibrium and not by relative rates of formation (see Sec. 8.22

and Sec. 12.11). It also seems likely that, in some cases at least, Sulfonation of

amines proceeds by a mechanism that is entirely different from ordinary aromatic

substitution.

Whatever the mechanism by which it is formed, the chief product of this

reaction is/?-aminobenzenesulfonic acid, known as sulfanilic acid; it is an important

and interesting compound.
'First of all, its properties are not those we would expect of a compound

containing an amino group and a sulfonic acid group. Both aromatic amines and

aromatic sulfonic acids have low melting points; benzenesuifonic acid, for example,

melts at 66, and aniline at -6. Yet sulfanilic acid has such a high melting point

that on being heated it decomposes (at 280-300) before its melting point can be

reached. Sulfonic acids are generally very soluble in water; indeed, we have seen

that the sulfonic acid group is often introduced into a molecule to make it water-

soluble. Yet sulfanilic acid is not only insoluble in organic solvents, but also

nearly insoluble in water. Amines dissolve in aqueous mineral acids because of

their conversion into water-soluble salts. Sulfanilic acid is soluble in aqueous
bases but insoluble in aqueous acids.
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These properties of sulfanilic acid are understandable when we realize that

sulfanilic acid actually has the structure I which contains the NH 3
+ and 803"

groups. Sulfanilic acid is a salt, but of a rather special kind, called a dipolar ion

T II

Insoluble in water Soluble in water

(sometimes called a zwitterion* from the German, Znitter, hermaphrodite). It is

the product of reaction between an acidic group and a basic group that are part of

the same molecule. The hydrogen ion is attached to nitrogen rather than oxygen

simply because the NH 2 group is a stronger base than the ~-SO 3

~
group. A

high melting point and insolubility in organic solvents are properties we would

expect of a salt. Insolubility in water is not surprising, since many salts are in-

soluble in water. In alkaline solution, the strongly basic hydroxide ion pulls

hydrogen ion away from the weakly basic -NH 2 group to yield the p-amino-
benzenesulfonate ion (II), which, like most sodium salts, is soluble in water. In

aqueous acid, however, the sulfanilic acid structure is not changed, and therefore

the compound remains insoluble; sulfonic acids are strong acids and their anions

(very weak bases) show little tendency to accept hydrogen ion from H^O*.
We can expect to encounter dipolar ions whenever we have a molecule con-

taining both an amino group and an acid group, providing the amine is more basic

than the anion of the acid.

Problem 23.10 p-Aminobenzoic acid is not a dipolar ion, whereas glycine (amino-
acetic acid) is a dipolar ion. How can you account for this?

23.9 Sulfanilamide. The sulfa drugs

The amide of sulfanilic acid (sulfanilamlde) and certain related substituted

amides are of considerable medical importance as the sulfa drugs. Although they

have been supplanted to a wide extent by the antibiotics (such as penicillin, terra-

mycin, chloromycetin, and aureomycin), the sulfa drugs still have their medical

uses, and make up a considerable portion of the output of the pharmaceutical

industry.

Sulfonamides are prepared by the reaction ofa sulfonyl chloride with ammonia
or an amine. The presence in a sulfonic acid molecule of an amino group, however,

poses a special problem : if sulfanilic acid were converted to the acid chloride, the

sulfonyl group of one molecule could attack the amino group of another to form
an amide linkage. This problem is solved by protecting the amino group through

acetylation prior to the preparation of the sulfonyl chloride. Sulfanilamide and
related compounds are generally prepared in the following way:
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jmcocH3

CISO,H
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HCOCH

Aniline Acctanilide 2Cl

/7-Acetamidobenzencsulfonyl
chloride

NHR S02NHR
Substituted sulfanilamide

The selective removal of the acetyl group in tjie final step is consistent with the

general observation that amides of carboxylic acids are more easily hydrolyzed

than amides of sulfonic acids.

CH3-C NH
ir
o

Hydrolysis
occurs here

O
Sulfanilamide

The antibacterial activity and toxicity ofa sulfanilamide stems from a rather

simple fact: enzymes in the bacteria (and in the patients) confuse it for /?-amino-

benzoic acid, which is an essential metabolite. In what is known as metabolite

antagonism, the sulfanilamide competes with p-aminobenzoic acid for reactive

NH2

(0)
COOH

/^-Aminobenzoic acid

SO2NHR
Substituted sulfanilamide

sites on the enzymes; deprived of the essential metabolite, the organism fails to

reproduce, and dies.

Just how good a drug the sulfanilamide is depends upon the nature of the

group R attached to amido nitrogen. This group must confer just the right degree

of acidity to the amido hydrogen (Sec. 23.6), but acidity is clearly only one of the

factors involved. Of the hundreds of such compounds that have been synthesized,

only a half dozen or so have had thejproper combination of high antibacterial

activity and low toxicity to human beings that is necessary for an effective drug;

in nearly all these effective compounds the group R contains a heterocyclic ring

(Chap. 31).
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Sulfamerazine Succinoylsulfathiazolc

23.10 Reactions of amines with nitrous acid

Each class of amine yields a different kind of product in its reaction with

nitrous acid, HONO. This unstable reagent is generated in the presence of the

amine by the action of mineral acid on sodium nitrite.

Primary aromatic amines react with nitrous acid to yield diazonium salts;

this is one of the most important reactions in organic chemistry. Following sec-

tions are devoted to the preparation and properties of aromatic diazonium salts.

ArNH2 + NaNO2 + 2HX -^-> ArN2
+X- + NaX + 2H2O

1 aromatic A diazonium salt

amine

Primary aliphatic amines also react with nitrous acid to yield diazonium salts;

but since aliphatic diazonium salts are quite unstable and break down to yield a

complicated mixture of organic products (see Problem 23. 1 1 , below), this reaction is

of little synthetic value. The fact that nitrogen is evolved quantitatively is of some

RNH2 + NaNO2 + HX > [RN2+X-J S5> N2 + mixture of alcohols and alkenes

1 aliphatic Unstable

amine
,

importance in analysis, however, particularly of amino acids and proteins.

Problem 23.11 The reaction ofn-butytamine with sodium nitrite and hydrochloric
acid yields nitrogen and the following mixture: it-butyl alcohol, 25%; sec-butyl alco-

hol, 13%; 1-butene and 2-butene, 37%; *-butyl chloride, 5%; iwvbutyl chloride, 3%.
(a) What is the most likely intermediate common to all of these products? (b) Outline

reactions that account for the various products.

Problem 23.12 Predict the organic products of the reaction of: (a) isobutylamine
with nitrous acid; (b) neopentylamine with nitrous acid.

Secondary amines, both aliphatic and aromatic, react with nitrous acid to

yield N-nitrosoamines.

CH3 CH3

>N H + NaNO2 + HC1 -* W^N N=O + NaCl + H2O

N-Methylaniline N-Nitroso-N-methylaniline

Tertiary aromatic amines undergo ring substitution, to yield compounds in

which a nitroso group, ~N O, is joined to carbon; thus N,N-dimethylaniline

yields chiefly ;>-mtroso-N,N-dimethylaniline.
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(CH3)2N

N,N-Dimethylaniline
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NaNOi, HC1.
0-10^

/>-Nitroso-N,N-dimethylaniline

CHAP. 23

Ring nitrosation is an electrophiiic aromatic substitution reaction, in which the

attacking reagent is either the nitrosoniwn ion, +NO, or some species (like
+

H 2O NO or NOC1) that can easily transfer +NO to the ring. The nitrosonium

ion is very weakly electrophiiic compared with the reagents involved in nitration,

sulfonation, halogenation, and the Friedel-Crafts reaction ; nitrosation ordinarily

occurs only in rings bearing the powerfully activating dialkylamino ( NR2) or

hydroxy (OH) group.

+NO

N,N-Dimcthylaniline

H

O

CH3 CH3

N=0
jp-Nitroso-N.N-
dimethylaniline

Despite the differences in final product, the reaction of nitrous acid with all

these amines involves the same initial step: electrophiiic attack by *NO with dis-

placement 0/H
+

. This attack occurs at the position of highest electron availability

in primary and secondary amines: at nitrogen. Tertiary aromatic amines are

attacked at the highly reactive ring.

Tertiary aliphatic amines (and, to an extent, tertiary aromatic amines, too, particu-

larly if the para position is blocked) react with nitrous acid to yield an N-nitroso derivative

of a secondary amine; the group that is lost from nitrogen appears as an aldehyde or

ketone. Although this reaction is not really understood, it too seems to involve the

initial attack by
+NO on nitrogen.

Problem 23.13 (a) Write equations to show how the molecule H2O NO is

formed in the nitrosating mixture, (b) Why can this transfer +NO to the ring more

easily than MONO can? (c) Write equations to show ho\v NOC1 can be formed from

NaNO2 and aqueous hydrochloric acid, (d) Why is NOC1 a better nitrosating agent

than MONO?
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Problem 23.14 (a) Which, if cither, of the following seems likely? (i) The ring

of N-methylaniline is much less reactive toward electrophilic attack than the ring of

N,N-dimethylaniline. (ii) Nitrogen of N-methylaniline is much more reactive toward

electrophilic attack than nitrogen of N,N-dimethylaniline.

(b) How do you account for the fact that the two amines give different products
with nitrous acid?

23.11 Diazonium salts. Preparation and reactions

When a primary aromatic amine, dissolved or suspended in cold aqueous
mineral acid, is treated with sodium nitrite, there is formed a diazonium salt.

coldArNH 2 + NaNO2

1 aromatic
amine

2HX NaX + 2H 2O
A diazonium salt

Since diazonium salts slowly decompose even at ice-bath temperatures, the solu-

tion is used immediately after preparation.

The large number of reactions undergone by diazonium salts may be divided

into two classes: replacement, in which nitrogen is lost as N2 ,
and some other

atom or group becomes attached to the ring in its place; and coupling, in which the

nitrogen is retained in the product.

REACTIONS OF DIAZONIUM SALTS

1. Replacement of nitrogen

ArN2
+ + :Z > ArZ + N2

(a) Replacement by --C1, Br, and CN. Sandmeyer reaction. Discussed in

Sees. 23.12-23.13.

~S* Ard + N2

CuBr
ArBr + N2

ArCN + N2

Examples:

0-Chlorotoluene

o-Toluidinc o-Bromotolucne
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N.NOHC.

o-Toluidine

(b) Replacement by I. Discussed in Sec. 23.12.

-4-1- Arl + N2

j

o-Tolunitrile

H2 N2+HSO4
-

Aniline lodobenzene

v
(c) Replacement by F. Discussed in Sec. 23.12.

ArN2
+BF4

- heat ArF + N2 + BF3

NH2

Aniline

2+cr
HBF4 but

[Ql

Benzenediazonium Bcnzcnediazonium Fluorobenzene

chloride fluoboimte

(d) Replacement by -OH. Discussed in Sec. 23.14.

H2O JL^ ArOH + N2

A phenol

aj
NH2

o-Toluidinc o-Cretol

(e) Replacement by H. Discussed in Sec. 23.15.

+ H3PO2 52^ ArH + H3PO3 4- N2

O^SciJ

2,4-Dkhk>roniline m-Dichlorobenzcnc

BF3
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2. Coupling. Discussed in Sec. 23.17.

ArN2+X~ + (O)G > Ar-N=N

767

G must be a strongly
G electron-releasing

group:
An azo compound OH, NR2, NHR, NHa

Example:

Eenzenediazonium
chloride

N=N-

/7-Hydroxyazobenzene

p-(Phenylazo)phcnol

Replacement of the diazonium group is the best general way of introducing

F, Cl, Br, I, CN, OH, and H into an aromatic ring. Diazonium salts are valuable

in synthesis not only because they react to form so many classes" of compounds,
but also because they can be prepared from nearly all primary aromatic amines.

There are few groups whose presence in the molecule interferes with diazotization;

in this respect, diazonium salts are quite different from Grignard reagents (Sec.

15.15). The amines from which diazonium compounds are prepared are readily

obtained from the corresponding nitro compounds, which are prepared by direct

nitration. Diazonium salts are thus the most important link in the sequence:

ArH ArN0
2

* ArNH2

Ar~F

Ar-Cl

ArBr
Ar-I

Ar-CN
Ar OH
Ar H

Ar-COOH

In addition to the atoms and groups just listed, there are dozens of other groups

that can be attached to an aromatic ring by replacement of the diazonium nitrogen,

as, for example, -Ar, -NO2 , OR, -SH, -SR, NCS, -NCO, -PO3H 2 ,

AsO3H2 ,
SbO3H2 ; the best way to introduce most of these groups is via

diazotization.

The coupling of diazonium salts with aromatic phenols and amines yields

azo compounds, which are of tremendous importance to the dye industry.

23.12 Diazonium salts. Replacement by halogen* Sandmeyer reaction

Replacement of the diazonium group by Cl or Br is carried out by mixing
the solution of freshly prepared diazonium salt with cuprous chloride or cuprous
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bromide. At room temperature, or occasionally at elevated temperatures, nitrogen

is steadily evolved, and after several hours the aryl chloride or aryl bromide can

be isolated from the reaction mixture. This procedure, using cuprous halides, is

generally referred to as the Sandmeyer reaction.

ArN2+X~ ^U ArX + N2

Sometimes the synthesis is carried out by a modification known as the Gatter-

mann reaction, in which copper powder and hydrogen halide are used in place of the

cuprous halide.

Replacement of the diazonium group by I does not require the use of a

cuprous halide or copper; the diazonium salt and potassium iodide are simply

mixed together and allowed to react.

ArN2
+X- + I- > Arl + N2 + X~

Replaccment of the diazonium group by F is carried out in a somewhat

different way. Addition of fluoborie acid, HBF4 , to the solution of diazonium

salt causes the precipitation of the diazonium fluoborate, ArN2+BF4 ~, which can

be collected on a filter, washed, and dried. The diazonium fluoborates are unusual

among diazonium salts in being fairly stable compounds. On being heated, the

dry diazonium iluoborate decomposes to yield the aryl fluoride, boron trifluoride,

ArN2
+X~ HBF

4> ArN2+BF4
***'

> ArF + BF3 + N2

and nitrogen. An analogous procedure involves the diazonium hexafluorophos-

phate, ArNz+PFa-.
The advantages of the synthesis of aryl halides from diazonium salts will be

discussed in detail in Sec. 25.3. Aryl fluorides and iodides cannot generally be

prepared by direct halogenation. Aryl chlorides and bromides can be prepared by
direct halogenation, but, when a mixture of 0- and p-isomers is obtained, it is

difficult to isolate the pure compounds because of their similarity in boiling point.

Diazonium salts ultimately go back to nitro compounds, which are usually obtain-

able in pure form.

23.13 Diazonium salts. Replacement by CN. Synthesis of carboxylic
adds

Replacement of the diazonium group by CN is carried out by allowing the

diazonium salt to react with cuprous cyanide. To prevent loss of cyanide as HCN,
the diazonium solution is neutralized with sodium carbonate before being mixed

with the cuprous cyanide.

ArCN + N2
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Hydrolysis of nitriles yields carboxylic acids. The synthesis of nitrites from

diazonium salts thus provides us with an excellent route from nitro compounds to

carboxylic acids. For example:

CH3 CH 3

p-Toluic p-Tolunitrilc p-Toluenediazonium /?-Toluidine p-Nitrotoluene Toluene

acid chloride

This way of making aromatic carboxylic acids is more generally useful than either

carbonation of a Grignard reagent or oxidation of side chains. We have just seen

that pure bromo compounds, which are needed to prepare the Grignard reagent,

are themselves most often prepared via diazonium salts; furthermore, there are

many groups that interfere with the preparation and use of the Grignard reagent

(Sec. 15.15). The nitro group can generally be introduced into a molecule more

readily than an alkyl side chain ; furthermore, conversion of a side chain into a

carboxyl group cannot be carried out on molecules that contain other groups
sensitive to oxidation.

23.14 Diazonium salts. Replacement by OH. Synthesis of phenols

Diazonium salts react with water to yield phenols. This reaction takes place

ArN2+X- + H2 > ArOH + N2 + H+

slowly in the ice-cold solutions of diazonium salts, and is the reason diazonium

salts are used immediately upon preparation; at elevated temperatures it can be

made the chief reaction of diazonium salts.

As we shall see, phenols can couple w&h diazonium salts to form azo com-

pounds (Sec. 23.17); the more acidic the solution, however, the more slowly this

coupling occurs. To minimize coupling during the synthesis of a phenol, therefore

coupling, that is, between phenol that has been formed and diazonium ion that

has not yet reacted the diazoaiuin solution is added slowly to a large volume of

boiling dilute sulfuric acid.

This is the best general way to make the important class of compounds, the

phenols.

23.15 Diazonium saks. Replacement fcy H
Replacement of the diazonium group by H can be brought about by a

number of reducing agents; perhaps the most useful of these is hypophosphorus

SttiJbiteThe diazonium salt is simply allowed to stand in the presence of tfe

hypophosphorous acid ; nitrogen k lost, and hypophosphorous acid is oxidized to

phosphorous acid:
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ArN2+X- + H3PO2 + H2O > ArH + N2 + H3PO3 + HX

An especially elegant way of carrying out this replacement is to use hypophos-

phorous acid as the diazotizing acid. The amine is dissolved in hypophosphorous

acid, and sodium nitrite is added; the diazonium salt is reduced as fast as it is

formed.

This reaction of diazonium salts provides a method of removing an NH2

or NO2 group from an aromatic ring. This process can be extremely useful in

synthesis, as is shown in some of the examples in the following section.

23.16 Syntheses using diazonium salts

Let us look at a few examples of how diazonium salts can be used in organic

synthesis.

To begin with, we might consider some rather simple compounds, the three

isomeric bromotoluenes. The best synthesis of each employs diazotization, but

not for the same purpose in the three cases. The o- and /j-bromotoluenes are

prepared from the corresponding o- and/Miitrotoluenes:

o-Bromotoluene

B.p. 182

o-Toluenediazonium

bromide

0-Toluidine

H3 H3

(Q)
^

(9)
^

Br N2+Br-

p-Bromotolucne p-Toluenediazonium

B.p. 185 bromide

The advantage of these many-step syntheses over direct bromination is, as we have

seen, that a pure product is obtained. Separation of the o- and />-bromotoluenes

obtained by direct bromination is not feasible.

Synthesis of m-bromotoluene is a more complicated matter. The problem
here is one of preparing a compound in which two 0r/fa>,/uzra-directing groups are

situated meta to each other. Bromination of toluene or methylatioh of bromo-

benzene would not yield the correct isomer. m-Bromotoluene is obtained by the

following sequence of reactions:
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CH 3

w-Bromotoluene

Toluene /j-Nitrotoluene /?-Toluidine Aceto-/?-toluidide

The key to the synthesis is the introduction of a group that is a much stronger

ortho,para director than CH 3 , and that can be easily removed after it has done its

job of directing bromine to the correct position. Such a group is the NHCOCH 3

group: it is introduced into the para position of toluene via nitration, reduction,

and acetylation; it is readily removed by hydrolysis, diazotization, and reduction.

Problem 23.15 Outline the synthesis from benzene or toluene of the following

compounds: m-nitrotoluene, w-iodotoluene, 3,5-dibromotoluene, 1 ,3,5-tribromo-

benzene, the three toluic acids (CHjC6H 4COOH). the three methylphenols (cresols).

In the synthesis of w-bromotoluene, advantage was taken of the fact that the

diazonium group is prepared from a group that is strongly orthoipara-directing.

Ultimately, however, the diazonium group is prepared from the NO2 group,

which is a strongly jwta-directing group. Advantage can be taken of this fact,

too, as in the preparation of w-bromophenol :

m-Bromophenol m-Bromoanilinc

m-Bromobenzenediazonium
chloride

w-Bromonitrobenzene

Here again there is the problem of preparing a compound with two ortho.para

directors situated meta to each other. Bromination at the nitro stage gives the

necessary meta orientation.

Problem 23.16 Outline the synthesis from benzene or toluene of the following

compounds* m-dibromobenzene, m-bromoiodobenzene.

As a final example, let us consider the ^reparation of 1,2,3-tribromobenzene:
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1 ,2,3-Tribromobcnzene 3,4,5-Tribromoanilinc

3,4,5-Tribromobcnzenediazonium
chloride

|HQ

N 2+HSO4
-

CuBr

2,6-Dibromo-4-nitro- 3,4,5-Tribromonitrobenzene
benzenediazonium

hydrogen sulfate

2,6-Dibromo-4-
nitroaniline

Br2 ,

CH,COOH

In this synthesis advantage is taken of the fact that the NO2 group is a meta

director, that the NH 2 group is an ortho,para director, and that each of them

can be converted into a diazonium group. One diazonium group is replaced by

Br, the other by H.

Problem 23.17 Outline the synthesis from benzene or toluene of the following

compounds: 2,6-dibromotoluene, 3,5-dibromonitrobenzene.

23.17 Coupling of diazonium salts. Synthesis of azo compounds

Under the proper conditions, diazonium salts react with certain aromatic

compounds to yield products of the general formula ArN NAr', called

azo compounds. In this reaction, known as coupliiig, the nitrogen of the dia-

zonium group is retained in the product, in contrast to the replacement reactions

we have studied up to this point, in which nitrogen is lost.

ArN2
+ + Ar'H Ar N=N Ar' + H*

An azo compound

The aromatic ring (Ar'H) undergoing attack by the diazonium ion must, in

general, contain a powerfully electron-releasing group, generally OH, NR2 ,

NHR, or NH 2 . Substitution usually occurs para to the activating group.

Typically, coupling with phenols is carried out in mildly alkaline solution, and

with amines in mildly acidic solution.

Activation by electron-releasing groups, as well as the evidence of kinetics

studies, indicates that coupling is electrophilic aromatic substitution in which the

diazonium ion is the attacking reagent:
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N=N-Ar

It is significant that the aromatic compounds which undergo coupling are also the

ones which undergo nitrosation. Like the nitrosonium ion,
+NO, the diazonium

ion, ArN 2 *, is evidently very weakly electrophilic, and is capable of attacking

only very reactive rings.

Problem 23.18 Benzenediazonium chloride couples with phenol, but not with

the less reactive anisole. 2,4-Dinitrobenzenediazonium chloride, however, couples
with anisole; 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenediazonium chloride even couples with the hydro-
carbon mesitylene (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene), (a) How can you account for these dif-

ferences in behavior ? (b) Would you expect /Moluenediazonium chloride to be more or

less reactive as a coupling reagent than benzenediazonium chloride?

In the laboratory we find that coupling involves more than merely mixing

together a diazonium salt and a phenol or amine. Competing with any other

reaction of diazonium salts is the reaction with water to yield a phenol. If coupling

proceeds slowly because of unfavorable conditions, phenol formation may very

well become the major reaction. Furthermore, the phenol formed from the dia-

zonium salt can itself undergo coupling; even a relatively small amount of this

undesired coupling product could contaminate the desired material usually a dye
whose color should be as pure as possible to such an extent that the product

would be worthless. Conditions under which coupling proceeds as rapidly as

possible must therefore be selected.

It is most important that the coupling medium be adjusted to the right degree

of acidity or alkalinity. This is accomplished by addition of the proper amount of

hydroxide or salts like sodium acetate or sodium carbonate. It will be well to

examine this matter in some detail, since it illustrates a problem that is frequently

encountered in organic chemical practice.

The electrophilic reagent is the diazonium ion, ArN 2
+

. In the presence of

hydroxide ion, the diazonium ion exists in equilibrium with an un-ionized com-

pound, Ar N=N OH, and salts (Ar NU N O~Na+) derived from it:

NaOH
Ar N=N-OH ~7

> Ar N=N Q-Na+
H +

Does not couple Does not couple

For our purpose we need only know that hydroxide tends to convert diazonium

ion, which couples, into compounds which do not couple. In so far as the electro-

philic reagent is concerned, then, coupling will be favored by a low concentration

of hydroxide ion, "that is, by high acidity.

But what is the effect of high acidity on the amine or phenol with which the

diazonium salt is reacting? Acid converts an amine into its ion, which, because

of the positive charge, is relatively unreactiv? toward electrophilic aromatic

substitution: much too unreactive to be attacked by the weakly electrophilic
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diazonium ion. The higher the acidity, the higher the proportion of amine that

exists as its ion, and the lower the rate of coupling.

Couples Does not couple

An analogous situation exists for a phenol. A phenol is appreciably acidic;

in aqueous solutions it exists in equilibrium with phenoxide ion:

Couples Couples
rapidly slowly

The fully developed negative charge makes O~ much more powerfully electron-

releasing than OH; the phenoxide ion is therefore much more reactive than the

un-ionized phenol toward electrophilic aromatic substitution. The higher the

acidity of the medium, the higher the proportion of phenol that is un-ionized, and

the lower the rate of coupling. In so far as the amine or phenol is concerned,

then, coupling is favored by low acidity.

The conditions under which coupling proceeds most rapidly are the result of a

compromise. The solution must not be so alkaline that the concentration of

diazonium ion is too low; it must not be so acidic that the concentration of free

amine or phenoxide ion is too low. It turns out that amines couple fastest in mildly

acidic solutions, and phenols couple fastest in mildly alkaline solutions.

Problem 23.19 Suggest a reason for the use of excess mineral acid in the diazo-

tization process.

Problem 23.20 (a) Coupling of diazonium salts with primary or secondary
aromatic amines (but not with tertiary aromatic amines) is complicated by a side

reaction that yields an isomer of the azo compound. Judging from the reaction of

secondary aromatic amines with nitrous acid (Sec. 23.10), suggest a possible structure

for this by-product.

(b) Upon treatment with mineral acid, this by-product regenerates the original

reactants which recombine to form the azo compound. What do you think is the

function of the acid in this regeneration? (Hint: See Problem 5.8, p. 170.)

Azo compounds are the first compounds we have encountered that as a class

are strongly colored. They can be intensely yellow, orange, red, blue, or even green,

depending upon the exact structure of the molecule. Because of their color, the

azo compounds are of tremendous importance as dyes; about half of the dyes in

industrial use today are azo dyes. Some of the acid-base indicators with which

the student is already familiar are azo compounds.
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N02

Para red Methyl orange

A red dye An acid-base indicator:

red in acid, yellow in base

Problem 23.11 An azo compound is cleaved at the azo linkage by stannous

chloride, SnCl2 , to form two amines, (a) What is the structure of the azo compound
that is cleaved to 3-bromo-4-aminotoIuene and 2-methyI-4-aminophenoI? (b) Outline

a synthesis of this azo compound, starting with benzene and toluene.

Problem 23.22 Show how p-amino-N,N-dimethylaniline can be madftjgei aji azo

compound.

23.18 Analysis of amines. Hinsberg test

Amines are characterized chiefly through their

compound that dissolves in cold dilute hydrochloric acid or a water-soluble

compound (not a salt. Sec. 18.21) whose aqueous solution turns litmus blue

must almost certainly be an amine (Sees. 22.5 and 23.2). Elemental analysis

shows the presence of nitrogen.

Whether an amine is primary, secondary, or tertiary is best shown by the

Hinsberg test. The amine is shaken with benzenesulfonyl chloride in the presence

of aqueous potassium hydroxide (Sec. 23.6). Primary and secondary amines

form substituted sulfonamides; tertiary amines do not //the test is carried out

properly.

The monosubstituted sulfonamide from a primary amine has an acidic

hydrogen attached to nitrogen. Reaction with potassium hydroxide converts this

amide into a soluble salt which, if the amine containedfewer than eight carbons, is

at least partly soluble. Acidification of this solution regenerates the insoluble

amide.

The disubstituted sulfonamide from a secondary amine has no acidic hydrogen
and remains insoluble in the alkaline reaction mixture.

What do we observe when we treat an amine with benzenesulfonyl chloride

and excess potassium hydroxide? A primary amine yields a clear solution, from

which, upon acidification, an insoluble material separates. A secondary amine

yields an insoluble compound, which is unaffected by acid. A tertiary amine

yields an insoluble compound (the unreacted amine itself) which dissolves upon
acidification of the mixture.

RNH 2 + C6H 5S02C1 i [C6H 5S02NHR] > C6H 5SO2NR-K+ iU
1 Amine Clear solution

C6H5SO2NHR
Insoluble
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R 2NH + C6H 5S02C1 OH; C6H 5S02NR2
KOHQTH*

^
No reaction

2 Amine Insoluble

R3N + c6H5so2a -;
3 Amine Insoluble Clear solution

Like all experiments, the Hinsberg test must be done carefully and interpreted

thoughtfully. Among other things, misleading side-reactions can occur if the pro-

Dortions of reagents are incorrect, or if the temperature is too high or the time of

eaction too long. Tertiary amines evidently react after all, they are just as

lucleophilic as other amines; but the initial product (I) has no acidic proton to

C6H 5SO2C1 + R3N > C6H 5SO2NR3
+ C1- ^ C6H5SO3

- + R 3N + Q-
I

ose, and ordinarily is hydrolyzed to regenerate the amine.

Problem 23.23 In non-aqueous medium, the product C6H 55>O2N(kCH3)3
T Cl-

ean actually be isolated from the reaction of benzenesulfonyl chloride with one

equivalent of trimethylamine. When two equivalents of the amine are used, there is

formed, slowly, C6H 5SO2N(CH 3)2 and (CH 3)4N + C1-. (a) Give all steps in a likely

mechanism for this latter reaction. What fundamental type of reaction is probably

involved?

(b) If, in carrying out the Hinsberg test, the reaction mixture is heated or allowed

to stand, many primary amines give precipitates. What are these precipitates likely to

be? What incorrect conclusion about the unknown amine are you likely to draw?

Problem 23.24 The sulfonamides of big primary amines are only partially soluble

in aqueous KOH. (a) In the Hinsberg test, what incorrect conclusion might you draw

about such an amine? (b) How might you modify the procedure to avoid this mistake?

Behavior toward nitrous acid (Sec. 23.10) is of some use in determining the

:lass of an amine. In particular, the behavior of primary aromatic amines is quite

:haracteristic: treatment with nitrous acid converts them into diazonium salts,

which yield highly colored azo compounds upon treatment with j8-naphthol (a

phenol, see Sec. 23.17).

Among the numerous derivatives useful in identifying amines are: amides

^e.g., acetamides, benzamides, or sulfonamides) for primary and secondary amines;

quaternary ammonium salts (e.g., those from benzyl chloride or methyl iodide)

'or tertiary amines.

We have already discussed proof of structure by use of exhaustive methylation
ind elimination (Sec. 23.5).

23.19 Analysis of substituted amides

A substituted amide of a carboxylic acid is characterized by the presence of

nitrogen, insolubility in dilute acid and dilute base, and hydrolysis to a carboxylic
acid and an amine. It is generally identified through identification of its hydrol-

ysis products (Sees. 18.21 and 23.18).

23.20 Spectroscopic analysis of amines and substituted amides

Infrared. The number and positions of absorption bands depend on the

class to which the amine belongs (see Fig. 23.2).
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Figure 23.2. Infrared spectra of (a) isobutylamine and (b) N-methyl-
aniline.

An amide, substituted or unsubstituted, shows the C band in the 1640-

1690 cm" 1

region. In addition, if it contains a free NH group, it will show

N H stretching at 3050-3550 cm' 1

, and NH bending at 1600-1640 cm' 1

or 1530-1570 cm'i (RCONHR').

N-H stretching 3200-3500 cm- *

1 Amines T Amines 3 Amines

Often two bands One band No band

N-H bending

1 Amines Strong bands 650 -900 cm -
l

(broad) and 1 560-1 650 cm *
!

C- N stretching

Aliphatic 1030-1230 cnr l
(weak) Aromatic 1 180-1360 cnr *

(strong)

(3: usually a doublet) Two bands
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Nmr. Absorption by N H protons of amines falls in the range 8 1-5, where it

is often detected only by proton counting. Absorption by CO NH- protons

of amides (Sec. 20.25) appears as a broad, low hump farther downfield (8 5-8).

PROBLEMS

1. Write complete equations, naming all organic products, for the reaction (if any)

of /i-butyJamine with:

(a) dilute HC1 0) benzyl bromide

(b) dilute H2SO4 (k) bromobenzene

(c) acetic acid (1) excess methyl iodide, then Ag2O
(d) dilute NaOH (m) product (1) + strong heat

(e) acetic anhydride (n) CH3COCH3 + H2 + Ni

(f) isobutyryl chloride (o) HONO (NaNO
?
+ HC1)

(g) p-nitrobenzoyl chloride + pyridine (p) phthalic anhydride

(h) benzenesulfonyl chloride + KOH (aq) (q) sodium chloroacetatfc

(i) ethyl bromide (r) 2,4,6-trinitrochlorobenzene

2. Without referring to tables, arrange the compounds of each set in order of

basicity:

(a) ammonia, aniline, cyclohexylamine

(b) ethylamine, 2-aminoethanoI, 3-amino-l-propanol

(c) aniline, p-methoxyaniline, p-nitroaniline

(d) benzylamine, w-chlorobenzylamine, /w-ethylbenzylamine

(e) p-chloro-N-methylaniline, 2,4-dichloro-N-methylaniline, 2,4,6-trichloro-N-methyl-

aniline

3. Which is the more strongly basic, an aqueous solution of trimethylamine or an

aqueous solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide? Why ? (Hint: What is the principal

base in each solution?)

4. Compare the behavior of the three amines, aniline, N-methylaniline, and N,N-
dimethylaniline, toward each of the following reagents:

(a) dilute HC1 (e) acetic anhydride

(b) NaNO2 + HC1 (aq) (f) benzoyi chloride -f pyridine

(c) methyl iodide (g) bromine water

(d) benzenesulfonyl chloride + KOH (aq)

5. Answer Problem 4 for ethylamine, diethylamine, and triethylamine.

6. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from the

action (if any) of sodium nitrite and hydrochloric acid on:

(a) p-toluidine (e) N-methylaniline

(b) N,N-diethylaniline (f) 2-amino-3-methylbutane

(c) /z-propylamine (g) benzidine (4,4'-diaminobiphenyl)

(d) sulfanilic acid (h) benzylamine

7. Write equations for the reaction of /?-nitrobenzenediazonium sulfate with:

(a) m-phenylenediamine (d) p-cresol (g) CuCN
(b) hot dilute H2SO4 (e) KI v (h) HBF4 , then heat

(c) HBr + Cu (f) CuCl (i) H3PO2

8. Give the reagents and any special conditions necessary to convert p-toluene-

diazonium chloride into:
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(a) toluene (f) p-fluorotoluene

(b) p-cresol, />-CH3C6H4OH (g) /Molunitrile, />-CH 3C6H4CN
(c) p-chlorotoluene (h) 4-methyl-4

/

-(N,N-dimethylamino)azobenzene

(d) p-bromotoluene (i) 2,4-dihydroxy-4'-methylazobenzene

(e) p-iodotoluene

9. Write balanced equations, naming all organic products, for the following reactions :

(a) /i-butyryl chloride + methylamine

(b) acetic anhydride + N-methylaniline

(c) tetra-rt-propylammonium hydroxide -f heat

(d) isovaleryl chloride + diethylamine

(e) tetramethylammonium hydroxide + heat

(f) trimethylamine + acetic acid

(g) N,N-dimethylacetamide + boiling dilute HC1
(h) benzanilide + boiling aqueous NaOH
(i) methyl formate + aniline

(j) excess methylamine + phosgene (COC^
(k) w-02NC6H4NHCH 3 + NaNO2 + H2SO4

(1) aniline + Br2 (aq) in excess

(m) m-toluidine + Br2 (aq) in excess

(n) /Moluidine + Br2 (aq) in excess

(o) /7-toluidine + NaNO2 -f HC1
(p) C6H 5NHCOCH3 + HNO3 + H2SO4

(q) p-CH 3C6H4NHCOCH3 + HNO 3 -f H2SO4

(r) />-C2H 5C6H4NH2 + large excess of CH3I

(s) benzanilide + Br2 -f Fe

10. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds from benzene, toluene, and alcohols of four carbons or fewer, using any
needed inorganic reagents.

(a) 4-amino-2-bromotoluene (h) />-aminobenzylamine

(b) 4-amino-3-bromotoluene (i) N-nitroso-N-isopropylaniline

(c) /7-aminobenzenesulfonanilide (j) N-ethyl-N-methyl-w-valeramide

0>-H2NC6H4S02NHC6H5) (k) /f-hexylamine

(d) monoacetyl /7-phenylenediamine (1) 1-amino-l-phenylbutane

O-aminoacetanilide) (m) aminoacetamide

(e) /?-nitroso-N,N-diethylaniline (n) hippuric acid

(f) 4-amino-3-nitrobenzoic acid (C6H5CONHCH2COOH)
(g) 2,6-dibromo-4-isopropylaniline

11. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis from benzene, toluene, and any
needed inorganic reagents of:

(a) the six isomeric dibromotoluenes, CH3C6H3Br2 . (Note: One may be more difficult

to make than any of the others.)

(b) the three isomeric chlorobenzoic acids, each one free of the others

(c) the thiee isomeric bromofiuorobenzenes

Review the instructions on page 224. Assume that an ortho,para mixture of isomeric

nitro compounds can be separated by distillation (see Sec. 11.7).

12. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds from benzene and toluene and any needed aliphatic and inorganic reagents.

(a) p-fluorotoluene (h) 3,5-dibromoaniline

(b) m-fluorotoluene (i) 3-bromo-4-iodotoIuene

(c) />-iodobenzoic acid (j) 2-amino-4-methylphenol
(d) /n*bromoaniline . (k) 2,6-dibromoiodobenzene: .

(e) 3-bromo-4-methylbenzoic acid (1) 4-iodo-3-nitrotoluene

(f) 2-bromo-4-methylbenzoic acid (m) p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid

(g) m-ethylphenol (n) 2-bromo-4-chlorotoluene
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13. When adipic acid (hexanedioic acid) and hexamethylenediamine (1,6-diamino-

hexane) are mixed, a salt is obtained. On heating, this salt is converted into Nylon 66,

a high-molecular-weight compound of formula (Ci 2H22O2N2)n . (a) Draw the structural

formula for Nylon 66. To what class of compounds does it belong? (b) Write an equation
for the chemistry involved when a drop of hydrochloric acid makes a hole in a Nylon 66

stocking.

14. Account for the following reactions, making clear the role played by tosyl

chloride.

TsCl

15. If halide ion is present during hydrolysis of benzenediazonium ion or p-nitro-

benzenediazonium ion, there is obtained not only the phenol, but also the aryl halide:

the higher the halide ion concentration, the greater the proportion of aryl halide obtained.

The presence of halide ion has no effect on the rate of decomposition of benzenediazonium

ion, but speeds up decomposition of the p-nitrobenzenediazonium ion.

(a) Suggest a mechanism or mechanisms to account for these facts, (b) What factor

is responsible for the unusually high reactivity of diazonium ions in this reaction and,

indeed, in most of their reactions? (Hint: See Sec. 14.5.)

16. Describe simple chemical tests (other than color reactions with indicators) that

would serve to distinguish between :

(a) N-mcthylaniline and o-toluidine (h) aniline and acetanilide +

(b) aniline and cyclohexylamine (i) (C6H5NH 3)2SO4 and />-H 3NC6H 4SO3

-

(c) /i-C4H9NH 2 and (w-C4H9)2NH (j) C1CH 2CH 2NH2 and CH 3CH2NH 3C1

(d) (w-C4H9)2NH and (/f-C4H 9) 3N (k) 2,4,6-trinitroaniline and aniline

(e) (CH 3) 3NHC1 and (CH 3)4NC1 (1) C6H 5NHSO2C6H 5 and C6H 5NH 3HSO4

(f) C6H 5NH 3C1 and <?-ClC6H4NH 2

(g) (C2H 5)2NCH 2CH 2OH and (C2H 5)4NOH
Tell exactly what you would do and see.

17. Describe simple chemical methods for the separation of the following mixtures,

recovering each component in essentially pure form :

(a) triethylamine and //-heptane

(b) aniline and anisole

(c) stearamide and octadecylamine

(d) 0-02NC6H4NH2 andp-H3NC6H4S0 3

-

(e) C6H 5NHCH 3 and C6H 5N(CH3)2

(f) /i-caproic acid, tri-w-propylamine, and cyclohexane

(g) 0-nitrotoluene and otoluidine

(h) p-ethylaniline and propionanilide

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

18. The compounds in each of the following sets boil (or melt) within a few degrees
of each other. Describe simple chemical tests that would serve to distinguish among
the members of each set.

(a) aniline, benzylamine, and N,N-dimethylbenzylamine
(b) 0-chloroacetanilide and 2,4-diaminochlorobenzene

(c) N-ethylbenzylamine, N-ethyl-N-methylaniline, j8-phenylethylamine, and otoluidine

(d) acetanilide and ethyl oxamate (C2H5OOCCONH2)
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(e) benzonitrile, N,N-dimethylaniline, and formamide

(f) N,N-dimethyl-/w-toluidine, nitrobenzene, and w-tolunitrile

(g) N-(sec-butyl)benzenesulfonamide

p-chloroaniline o-nitroaniline

N,N-dibenzylaniline p-nitrobenzyl chloride

2,4-dinitroaniline /j-toluenesulfonyl chloride

N-ethyl-N-(/?-tolyl)-/MoIuenesulfonamide

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

19, An unknown amine is believed to be one of those in Table 23.2. Describe how

you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown actually is.

Where possible use simple chemical tests.

Table 23.2 DERIVATIVES OF SOME AMINES

20. Choline, a constituent of phospholipids (fat-like phosphate esters of great physio-

logical importance), has the formula C5Hi;O2N. It dissolves readily in water to form a

strongly basic solution. It can be prepared by the reaction of ethylene oxide with tri-

mcthyiaminc in the presence of tarer.

(a) What is a likely structure for choline? (b) What is a likely structure for its acetyl

derivative, acetylcholine, C 7Hi7O 3N, important in nerve action?

21. Novocaine, a local anesthetic, is a compound of formula C 13H2oO2N 2 . It is

insoluble in water and dilute NaOH, but soluble in dilute HC1. Upon treatment with

NaNO2 and HC1 and then with j8-naphthol, a highly colored solid is formed.

When Novocaine is boiled with aqueous NaOH, it slowly dissolves. The alkaline

solution is shaken with ether and the layers are separated.

Acidification of the aqueous layer causes the precipitation of a white solid A; con-

tinued addition of acid causes A to redissolve. Upon isolation A is found to have a melt-

ing point of 185-6 and the formula C7H 7O 2N.

Evaporation of the ether layer leaves a liquid B of formula C6H 15ON. B dissolves

in water to give a solution that turns litmus blue. Treatment of B with acetic anhydride

gives C, C8H 17O2N, which is insoluble in water and dilute base, but soluble in dilute

HC1.

B is found to be identical with the compound formed by the action of diethylamine
on ethylene oxide.

(a) What is the structure of Novocaine? (b) Outline all steps in a complete synthesis

of Novocaine from toluene and readily available aliphatic and inorganic reagents.

22. A solid compound D, of formula Ci 5H 15ON, was insoluble in water, dilute HCl,
or dilute NaOH. After prolonged heating of D with aqueous NaOH, a liquid, E, was
observed floating on the surface of the alkaline mixture. E did not solidify upon cooling
to room temperature; it was steam-distilled and separated. Acidification of the alkaline

mixture with hydrochloric acid caused precipitation of a white solid, F.
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Compound E was soluble in dilute HC1, and reacted with benzenesutfbnyl chloride

and excess KOH to give a base-insoluble solid, G.

Compound F, m.p. 180, was soluble in aqueous NaHCO3 , and contained no nitro-

gen.

What were compounds D, E, F, and G?

23. Give the structures of compounds H through Q:

rcdycti S H(C 9H17ON, an alcohol)

H + heat > I (C9H 15N)
I + CH3I, then Ag2O > J (C10H 19ON)
J + heat > K(C lfH 17N)
K + CH3I, then Ag2O > L (CnH 2iON)
L + heat > M (C8H 10)

M + Br2 > N (C8H loBr2)

N + (CH3)2NH > O (C 12HatN2)

O + CH3I, then Ag2O > P (C 14H30O2N2)

P + heat > Q(C8H 8)

24. Pantothenic acid, C9Hi 7O 3N occurs in Coenzyme A (p. 11 73), essential to meta-

bolism of carbohydrates and fats. It reacts with dilute NaOH to five C9Hi 6O 5NNa,
with ethyl alcohol to give CnH 2IO 5N, and with hot NaOH to give compound V (see

below) and /J-aminopropionic acid. Its nitrogen is non-basic. Pantothenic acid has been

synthesized as follows:

isobutyraldehyde + formaldehyde + K2CO3
> R (C5H 10O2)

R + NaHSO3 , then KCN > S (C6HUO2N)
S + H2O, H+,heat > [T(C6HPO4)] > U (QH 10O3)

U + NaOH(aq), warm > V(C6HnO4Na)
U + sodium j8-aminopropionate, then H* > pantothenic acid (CgHnOsN)

What is the structure of pantothenic acid?

25. An unknown compound W contained chlorine and nitrogen. It dissolved readily

in water to give a solution that turned litmus red. Titration ofW with standard base gave
a neutralization equivalent of 131 2.

When a sample ofW was treated with aqueous NaOH a liquid separated; it contained

nitrogen but not chlorine. Treatment of the liquid with nitrous acid followed by j9-naph-

thoJ gave a red precipitate.

What was W? Write equations for all reactions.

26. Which (if any) of the following compounds could give rise to each of the infrared

spectra shown in Fig. 23.3 (p. 783)?

n-butylamine 0-anUidine

diethylamine m-anisidine

N-methylformamide aniline

N,N-dimethyIformamide N,N-dimethyl-o-toiuidine

2-(dimethylamino)ethanol acetaniltde

27. Give a structure or structures consistent with each of the nrnr spectra shown
in Fig. 23.4 (p. 784).

28. Give the structures of compounds X, Y, and Z on the basis of their infrared

spectra (Fig. 23.5, p. 785) and their nmr spectra (Fig. 23.6, p. 786).
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Figure 23.3. Infrared spectra for Problem 26, p. 782.
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Chapter

24
Phenols

24.1 Structure and nomenclature

Phenols are compounds of the general formula ArOH, where Ar is phenyl,

substituted phenyl, or one of the otfer aryl groups we shall study later (e.g.,
"

naphthyl, Chap. 30). Phenols differ from alcohols in having the OH group
attached directly to an aromatic ring.

Phenols are generally named as derivatives of the simplest member of the

family, phenol. The methylphenols are given the special name of cresols. Occa-

sionally phenols are named as hydroxy- compounds.,

COOH

OH
p-Hydroxybenzoic acid

OH
Hydroquinone Salicylic acid

Both phenols and alcohols contain the OH group, and as a result the two

families resemble each other to a limited extent. We have already seen, for example,
that both alcohols and phenols can be converted into ethers and esters. In most of

;heir properties, however, and in their preparations, the two kinds of compound
differ so greatly that they well deserve to be classified as different families.

14.2 Physical properties

The simplest phenols are liquids or low-melting solids; because of hydrogen

bonding, they have quite high boiling points. Phenol itself is somewhat soluble

787
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in water (9 g per 100 g of water), presumably because of hydrogen bonding with the

water; most other phenols are essentially insoluble in water. Unless some group

capable of producing color is present, phenols themselves are colorless. However,

like aromatic amines, they are easily oxidized; unless carefully purified, many
phenols are colored by oxidation products.

Table 24.1 PHENOLS

Name

Solub.,

M.p., B.p., g/100 g H2O
C C at 25

An important point emerges from a comparison of the physical properties of

the isomeric nitrophenols (Table 24.2). We notice that 0-nitrophenol has a muoh

lower boiling point and much lower solubility in water than its isomers; it is the

only one of the three that is readily steam-distillable. How can these differences

be accounted for?

Table 24.2 PROPERTIES OF THE NITROPHENOLS
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Let us consider first the m- and /?-isomers. They have very high boiling points

because of intermolecular hydrogen bonding:

Intermolecular

hydrogen bonding

H-0

Their solubility in water is due to hydrogen bonding with water molecules:

Steam distillation depends upon a substance having an appreciable vapor pressure

at the .boiling point of water; by lowering the vapor pressure, intermolecular

hydrogen bonding inhibits steam distillation of the m- and p-isomers.

What is the situation for the o-isomer? Examination of models shows that

the NO2 and OH groups are located exactly right for the formation of a

Intramolecular

hydrogen bonding:
chelation

0-Nitrophenol

hydrogen bond within a single molecule. This intramolecular hydrogen bonding
takes the place of w/mnolecular hydrogen bonding with other phenol molecules

and with water molecules; therefore 0-nitrophenol does not have the low volatility

of an associated liquid, nor does it have the solubility characteristic of a compound
that forms hydrogen bonds with water.

The holding of a hydrogen or metal atom between two atoms of a single

molecule is called chelation (Greek: chele, claw). See, for example, chlorophyll

(p. 1004) and hemin (p. 1152).

Intramolecular hydrogen bonding seems to occur whenever the structure of a

compound permits ; we shall encounter other examples of its effect on physical

properties.
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Problem 24.1 Interpret the following observations. The O H bands (Sec. 15.4)
for the isomeric nitrophenols in solid form (KBr pellets) and in CHCI 3 solution are:

KBr CHClj

0- 3200 cm-* 3200 cm~i
m- 3330 3520

p- 3325 3530

Problem 24.2 In which of the following compounds uould you expect intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding to occur: o-nitroaniline, 0-cresol, o-hydroxybenzoic acid

(salicylic acid), o-hydroxybenzaldchyde (salicylaldehyde), 0-fluorophenol, o-hydroxy-
benzonitrile.

24.3 Salts of phenols

Phenols are fairly acidic compounds, and in this respect differ markedly from

alcohols, which are even more weakly acidic than water. Aqueous hydroxides
convert phenols into their salts; aqueous mineral acids convert the salts back into

the free phenols. As we might expect, phenols and their salts have opposite solu-

bility properties, the salts being soluble in water and insoluble in organic solvents.

OH-
ArOH 1 ArO~

H +

A phenol A phenoxide ion

(acid) (salt)

Insoluble Soluble
in water in water

Most phenols have #a 's in the neighborhood of 10~ lo
, and are thus consider-

ably weaker acids than the carboxylic acids (AVs about 10
~
5
). Most phenols are

weaker than carbonic acid, and hence, unlike carboxylic acids, do not dissolve in

aqueous bicarbonate solutions. Indeed, phenols are conveniently liberaled from

their salts by the action of carbonic acid.

CO2 + H 2O ;z H 2CO 3 + ArO'Na* > ArOH + Na^ HCO3

*

Stronger Weaker
acid acid

Soluble Insoluble

in water in water

The acid strength of phenols and the solubility of their salts in water are useful

both in analysis and in separations. A water-insoluble substance that dissolves in

aqueous hydroxide but not in aqueous bicarbonate must be more acidic than water,

but less acidic than a carboxylic acid; most compounds in this range of acidity are

phenols. A phenol can be separated from non-acidic compounds by means of its

solubility in base; it can be separated from carboxylic acids by means of its

insolubility in bicarbonate.

Problem 24.3 Outline the separation by chemical methods of a mixture of

p-cresol,/>-toluicacid,p~toluidinc, and p-nitrotoluene. Describe exactly what you would
do and see.
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24.4 *

Industrial source

Most phenols are made industrially by the same methods that are used in the

laboratory; these are described in Sec. 24.5. There are, however, special ways of

obtaining certain of these compounds on a commercial scale, including the most

important one, phenol. In quantity produced, phenol ranks near the top of the

list of synthetic aromatic compounds. Its principal use is in the manufacture of

the phenol-formaldehyde polymers (Sec. 32.7).

A certain amount of phenol, as well as the cresols, is obtained from coal tar

(Sec. 12.4). Most of it (probably over 90%) is synthesized. One of the synthetic

processes used is the fusion of sodium benzcnesulfonate with alkali (Sec. 30.12);

another is the Dow process, in wfiich chlorobenzene is allowed to react with aqueous
sodium hydroxide at a temperature of about 360. Like the synthesis of aniline

from chlorobenzene (Sec. 22.7), this second reaction involves nucleophilic substi-

tution under conditions that are not generally employed in the laboratory (Sec.

25.4).

Na+

Sodium phenoxide

An increasingly important process for the synthesis of phenol starts with

cumene, isopropylbenzene. Cumene is converted by air oxidation into cumene

hydroperoxide, which is converted by aqueous acid into phenol and acetone.

+ CH3~C=0
CH3

CHj-C OOH
phcnol Acetone

CH3

Cumene hydroperoxide

(The mechanism of this reaction is discussed in Sec. 28.6.)

Problem 24.4 Outline a synthesis of cumene from cheap, readily available

hydrocarbons.

Certain phenols and their ethers are isolated from the essential oils of various

plants (so called because they contain the essence odor or flavor of the plants).

A few of these are:

Oil of cloves
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OH

CHO
Vanillin

Oil oj

i-anUla bean

OH

;o

Thymol
Oil of thyme
and mint

CH2CH=CH2

Safrole

Oil ofsassafras

24.5 Preparation

In the laboratory, phenols are generally prepared by one of the two methods

outlined below.

PREPARATION OF PHENOLS

1. Hydrolysis of diazonium salts. Discussed in Sec. 23.14.

ArN 2
+ + H2O > ArOH + H+ + N2

Example:

N 2
4 HS04 QH

HA H+. heat

/M-Chlorobenzencdiazonmm

hydrogen sulfate

w-Chlorophenol

2. Oxidation of aryIthallium compounds. Discussed in Sec. 24.5.

A Ti/ru-^Y-n- \ArTl(OOCCF3)2

Arythallium
trifluoroacetate

Pb(OAc)4 H 2O,OH- A __
ArO AW-IUArOH

Aryl
trifluoroacetate

t Tl(OOCCFj)3

ArH

Example:

T1(OQCCF3)3 Pb(OAc)4 HaO, OH-

PhjP heat

Cl

(Q)

Chlorobenzene

3. Alkali fusion of sulfonates. Discussed in Sec. 30.12.

Cl

^(01
OH

/>-Chlorophenol

Only isomer

Hydrolysis of diazonium salts is a highly versatile method of making phenols.

It is the last step in a synthetic route that generally begins with nitration (Sees.

23. 11 and 23. 14).
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Much simpler and more direct is a recently developed route via thallation.

An arylthallium compound is oxidized by lead tetraacetate (in the presence of

triphenylphosphine, Ph3P) to the phenolic ester of trifluoroacetic acid, which on

hydrolysis yields the phenol. The entire sequence, including thallation, can be

carried out without isolation of intermediates. Although the full scope of the

method has not yet been reported, it has two advantages over the diazonium route:

(a) the speed and high yield made possible by the fewer steps; and (b) orientation

control in the thallation step. (Review Sees. 11.7 and 11.13.)

Of limited use is the hydrolysis of aryl halides containing strongly electron-

withdrawing groups ortho and para to the halogen (Sec. 25.9); 2,4-dinitrophenol

and 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (picric acid) are produced in this way on a large scale:

^)H
HNO3 .

H 2S04

lvTo 2
N0 2 N0 2

N0 2

2,4-DinitrochIorobenzene 2,4-Dinitrophenol 2,4,6-Trinitrophenol

Sodium 2,4-dinitrophenoxide Picric acid

Problem 24.5 Outline all steps in the synthesis from toluene of: (a) /?-cresol via

diazotization ; (b) p-cresol via thallation; (c) and (d) w-cresol via each route. (Hint:

See Sees. 23. 16 and 11. 13.)

24.6 Reactions

Aside from acidity, the most striking chemical property of a phenol is the

extremely high reactivity of its ring toward electrophilic substitution. Even in

ring substitution, acidity plays an important part; ionization of a phenol yields the

O~ group, which, because of its full-fledged negative charge, is even more strongly

electron-releasing than the OH group.

Phenols undergo not only those electrophilic substitution reactions that are

typical of most aromatic compounds, but also many others that are possible only

because of the unusual reactivity of the ring. We shall have time to take up only

a few of these reactions.

REACTIONS OF PHENOLS

1. Acidity. Salt formation. Discussed in Sees. 24.3 and 24.7.

ArOH + H 2O _Z ArO- + H 3O*

Example:

/O)oH -r NaOH >
^)o~Na^

-r H 2O

Phenol Sodium phcnoxidc

2. Ether formation. Williamson synthesis. Discussed in Sees. 17.5 and 24.8.

ArO- + RX > ArOR + X"
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Examples:

PHENOLS

OH r C2H 5 I

Phenol Ethyl iodide

OC2H2"5

Phenyl ethyl ether

(Phenetole)

CHAP. 24

/-Cresol p-Nitrobenzyl
bromide

+ (CH 3 )2S04

O'Nitrophcnol Methyl sulfate

aqueous

)OH + C1CH2COOH ~+
Phenol Chloroacetic acid

p-Tolyl p-nitrobenzyl ether

"'

o-Nitroanisole

(o-Nitrophenyl methyl ether)

:H-COONa
HCI

:H2COOH

Phenoxyacetic add

3. Ester formation. Discussed in Sees. 20.8, 20.15, and 24.9.

RCOCI
> RCOOAr

Examples:

2N<

ArOH

)OH h UJ/COC1

Phenol Benzoyl chloride

)OH + (CH3CO)2O

Ar'SO2OAr

NaOH

2N

f-NitrQphenol Acetic anhydride

C-CH,

p-Nitrophenyl acetate

H
+ CH3

o-Bromophenol p-Toluenesulfonyl
chloride 0-Bromophenyl p-toluenesulfonate

4. Ring substitution. Discussed in Sec. 24.10.

H"l Activate powerfully, and direct ortho.para

O -
/ in electrophilic aromatic substitution.

OR : Less powerful activator than OH.
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(a) Nitration. Discussed in Sec. 24.10.

Example:

OH OH OH

(g)
diluteHN ^Q

>

(Q)
N02

and
(Q)

pt * Nv?2

o-Nitroptienol p-Nitropheno)

(b) Sulfonation. Discussed in Sec. 24.10.

Example:

15-20; [Q]
S 3H

o-Phenolsulfonic acid

I

100

795

p-PhenoIsulfonic acid

(c) Halogenation. Discussed in Sec. 24.10.

Examples:

OH OH

|A_./J ^/
fir

Phenol 2,4,6-Tribromophenol

)H

(Q)

Phenol

Brit CS 2,0"

p-Bromophcnol

(d) Fiiedel-Crafts alkylation.,Discussed in Sec. 24.10.

Example:

OH CH3 OH

(g)
+ CH3-<t-CH3

-BU (Q)

Phenol

/erf-Butyl
chloride

p-/err-Butylpheijol
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(e) Frfedd-Crafts acylation. Fries

and 24.10.

CHAP. 24

Discussed in Sees. 24.9

Examples:

H
Resorcinol

CH3<CH2)4COOH

Caproic acid

2,4-Dihydroxyphcnyl /i-pcntyl

ketone

25

OH

IQW
m-Cfesol

(CH,CO)20^ AID,

JCH 3

w-Crcsyl acetate

2-Mcthyl-4-hydroxyacetophenone

Chiefproduct

4-Methyl-2-hydroxyacctophcnonc

Chiefproduct

(f) Nitrosation. Discussed in Sec. 24.10.

Example:

H

+ NaNO2 + H2S04

o-Ciesol
NO

4-Nitroso2-mcthylphcnol

(g) Coupling with diazonium salts. Discussed in Sees. 23.17 and 24.10.

(h) Carbonation. Kolbe reaction. Discussed in Sec. 24.11.

Example:

Na

C02 > LOJ
:OONa

Sodium phenoxide
Sodium salicylate

(Sodium o-hydroxybenzoate)
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(I) Aldehyde formation. Rcimcr-Tteoiaim reaction. Discussed in Sec. 24.12.

Example:

OH OH

Phenol Chloroform

(]) Reaction with formaldehyde. Discussed in Sec. 32.7

Salicylaldehyde

(o-Hydroxybenzaldehyde)

24.7 Acidity of phenols

Phenols are converted into their salts by aqueous hydroxides, but not by

aqueous bicarbonates. The salts are converted into the free phenols by aqueous

mineral acids, carboxylic acids, or carbonic acid.

ArOH + OH-

Stronger
acid

ArO- + H2CO3

Stronger
acid

ArO- + H2O
Weaker
acid

ArOH 4- HOV
Weaker
acid

Phenols must therefore be considerably stronger acids than water, but con-

siderably weaker acids than the carboxylic acids. Table 24.1 (p. 788) shows that

this is indeed so: most phenols have Ka's of about 10" 10
, whereas carboxylic acids

have Ka's of about 10" 5
.

Although weaker than carboxylic acids, phenols are tremendously more acidic

than alcohols, which have Ka's in the neighborhood of 10~ 16
{o 10~ 18 How does

it happen that an OH attached to an aromatic ring is so mucnNmore acidic than

an -~OH attached to an alkyl group? The answer is to be found in an examination

of the structures involved. As usual we shall assume that differences ihxacidity are

due to differences in stabilities of reactants and products (Sec. 18.12). \
Let us examine the structures of reactants and products in the ionization of an

alcohol and of phenol. We see that the alcohol and the alkoxide ion are Wh
represented satisfactorily by a single structure. Phenol and the phenoxide ion

R~0:H
Alcohol

H*

Alkoxide ion

111 IV

Phenoxide ion
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contain a benzene ring and therefore must be hybrids of the Kekul6 structures I

and II, and III and IV. This resonance presumably stabilizes both molecule and

ion to the same extent. It lowers the energy content of each by the same number

of kcal/mole, and hence does not affect the difference in their energy contents. If

there were no other factors involved, then, we might expect the acidity of a

phenol to be about the same as the acidity of an alcohol.

However, there are additional structures to be considered. Being basic,

oxygen can share more than a pair of electrons with the ring; this is indicated by

contribution from structures V-VII for phenol, and VIII-X for the phenoxide ion.

VII VIII

Now, are these two sets of structures equally important? Structures V-VII for

phenol carry both positive and negative charges; structures VIII-X for phenoxide

ion carry only a negative charge. Since energy must be supplied to separate oppo-

site charges, the structures for the phenol should contain more energy and hence

be less stable than the structures for phenoxide ion. (We have already encountered

the effect of separation of charge on stability in Sec. 18.12.) The net effect of

resonance is therefore to stabilize the phenoxide ion to a greater extent than the

phenol, and thus to shift the equilibrium toward ionization and make Ka

larger than for an alcohol (Fig. 24.1).

RO- + H+

ROM
Small resonance

stabilization

Large resonance

stabilization

RCOOH

Progress of reaction

Figure 24.1. Molecular structure and position of equilibrium. Phenol

yields resonance-stabilized anion; is stronger acid than alcohol. (Plots

aligned with each other for easy comparison.)
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We have seen (Sec. 23.3) that aromatic amines are weaker bases than aliphatic

amines, since resonance stabilizes the free amine to a greater extent than it does the

ion. Here we have exactly the opposite situation, phenols being stronger acids

than their aliphatic counterparts, the alcohols, because resonance stabilizes the ion

to a greater extent than it does the free phenol. (Actually, of course, resonance

with the ring exerts the same effect in both cases; it stabilizes and thus weakens

the base: amine or phenoxide ion.)

In Table 24.1 (p. 788) we see that electron-attracting substituents like X or

NO 2 increase the acidity of phenols, and electron-releasing substituents like

CH 3 decrease acidity. Thus substituents affect acidity of phenols in the same

way that they affect acidity of carboxylic acids (Sec. 18. 14); it is, of course, opposite

to the way these groups affect basicity of amines (Sec. 23.4). Electron-attracting

substituents tend to disperse the negative charge of the phenoxide ion, whereas

electron-releasing substituents tend to intensify the charge.

Problem 24.6 How do you account for the fact that, unlike most phenols, 2,4-

dinitrophenol and 2,4,6-trinitrophenol are soluble in aqueous sodium bicarbonate?

We can see that a group attached to an aromatic ring affects position of

equilibrium in reversible reactions in the same way that it affects rate in irreversible

reactions. An electron-releasing group favors reactions in which the ring becomes

more positive, as in electrophilic substitution or in the conversion of an amine into

its salt. An electron-withdrawing group favors reactions in which the ring becomes

more negative, as in nucleophilic substitution (Chap. 25) or in the conversion of

a phenol or an acid into its salt.

24.8 Formation of ethers. Williamson synthesis

As already discussed (Sec. 17.5), phenols are converted into ethers by reaction

in alkaline solution with alkyl halides; methyl ethers can also be prepared by
reaction with methyl sulfate. In alkaline solutions a phenol exists as the phenoxide
ion which, acting as a nucieophiiic reagent, attacks the halide (or the suifate) and

displaces halide ion (or sulfate ion).

ArOH OH
> ArCT

> Ar-O-R

V Ar-0-CH 3 CH 3OS03

-

Certain ethers can be prepared by the reaction of unusually active aryl halides with

sodium alkoxides. For example:

f Na+-OCH3

NO2 NO2

2,4-Dinitrochlorobenzene 2,4-Dinitroanisolc

(2,4-Dinitrophcnyl methyl ether)
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While alkoxy groups are activating and o/7/K?,/>0rtf-directing in electrophilic

aromatic substitution, they are considerably less so than the OH group. As a

resuJ* ethers do not generally undergo those reactions (Sees. 24.10-24.12) which

require the especially high reactivity of phenols: coupling, Kolbe reaction, Reimer-

Tiemann reaction, etc. This difference in reactivity is probably due to the fact

that, unlike a phenol, an ether cannot ionize to form the extremely reactive phen-

oxide ion.

As a consequence of the lower reactivity of the ring, an aromatic ether is less

sensitive to oxidation than a phenol. For example:

KMnO4 , OH heat H" ,,..-----v * CH

/7-Methylanisole

We have already discussed the cleavage of ethers by acids (Sec. 17.7). Cleavage

of methyl aryl ethers by concentrated hydriodic acid is the basis of an important

analytical procedure (the Zeisel procedure* Sec. 17.16).

Problem 24.7 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid is the important weed-killer known
as 2,4-D. Outline the synthesis of this compound starting from benzene or toluene

and acetic acid.

Cl

2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid

(2,4-D)

Problem 24.8 The //-propyl ether of 2-amino-4-nitrophenoI is one of the sweetest

compounds ever prepared, being about 5000 times as sweet as the common sugar
sucrose. It can be made from the dinitro compound by reduction with ammonium
bisulfide. Outline the synthesis of this material starting from benzene or toluene and

any aliphatic reagents.

24.9 Ester formation. Fries rearrangement

Phenols are usually converted into their esters by the action of acids, acid

chlorides, or anhydrides as discussed in Sees. 18.16, 20.8, and 20.15.

Problem 24.9 Predict the products of the reaction between phenyl benzoate and

one mole of bromine in the presence of iron.

When esters of phenols are heated with aluminum chloride, the acyl group

migrates from the phenolic oxygen to an ortho or para position of the ring, thus

yielding a ketone. This reaction, called the Fries rearrangement, is often used
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instead of direct acylation for the synthesis of phenolic ketones. For example:

Phenyl propionatc 0-HydroxyphenyI
ethyl ketone 6

(o-Hydroxypropiophenone) />-Hydroxyphenyl

Volatile in steam ethyl ketone

(p-Hydroxypropiophenonc)

Non-volatile in steam

In at least some cases, rearrangement appears to involve generation of an

acylium ion, RCO\ which then attacks the ring as in ordinary Friedel-Crafts

acylation.

Problem 24.10 A mixture of o- and /7-isorners obtained by the Fries rearrange-
ment can often be separated by steam distillation, only the 0-isomer distilling. How
do you account for this?

Problem 24.11 4-/i-HexyIresorcinol is used in certain antiseptics. Outline its

preparation starting with resorcinol and any aliphatic reagents.

4-ff-Hexylrcsorcinol

24.10 Ring substitution

Like the amino group, the phenolic group powerfully activates aromatic

rings toward electrophilic substitution, and in essentially the same way. The

intermediates are hardly carbonium ions at all, but rather oxonium ions (like I

and II), in which every atom (except hydrogen) has a complete octet of electrons;

OH

they are formed tremendously faster than the carbonium ions derived from benzene

itself. Attack on a phenoxide ion yields an even more stable and even more

rapidly formed intermediate, an unsaturated ketone (like HI and IV).

With phenols, as with amines, special precautions must often be taken /o

prevent polysubstitution and oxidation. - ^
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Treatment of phenols with aqueous solutions of bromine results in replace-

ment of every hydrogen ortho or para to the OH group, and may even cause

displacement of certain other groups. For example :

OH OH

2Br2(aq) > ^(Q -i- 2HBr

0-Cresol Br

4,6-Dibromo-2-methylphenol

OH

Br

/j-Phenolsulfonic acid 2,4,6-Tnbromophenol

If halogenation is carried out in a solvent of low polarity, such as chloroform,

carbon tetrachloride, or carbon disulfide, reaction can be limited to monohalo-

genation. For example:

OH OH OH

(Oj 21^21;
(Q)

and

Phenol Br

/?-Bromophenol o-Bromopheno!

Chiefproduct

Phenol is converted by concentrated nitnc acid into 2,4,6-trinitrophenol

(picric acid), but the nitration is accompanied by considerable oxidation. To

OH OH

Phenol NO2

2,4,6-Trinitrophenol

(Picric acid)

obtain mononitrophenols, it is necessary to use dilute nitric acid at a low tempera-

ture; even then the yield is poor. (The isomeric products are readily separated by

OH OH OH
dilute HNO3 , 20

s

r/^\lNO2 ,
j.

^jj
ancj

Phenol NO2

o-Nitrophenol /j-Nitrophenol

40% yield 13% yield

steam distillation. Why?)
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Problem 24.12 Picric acid can be prepared by treatment of 2,4-phenoldisulfonic

acid with nitric acid, (a) Show in detail the mechanism by which this happens.

(b) What advantage does this method of synthesis have over the direct nitration of

phenol?

Alkylphenols can be prepared by Friedel-Crafts alkylation of phenols, but

the yields are often poor.

Although phenolic ketones can be made by direct acylation of phenols, they

are more often prepared in two steps by means of the Fries rearrangement (Sec.

24.9).

Problem 24.13 The product of sulfonation of phenol depends upon the tempera-
ture of reaction: chiefly orrho at 15-20\ chiefly para at I00\ Once formed, 0-phenol-
sulfomc acid is converted into the /7-isomer by sulfuric acid at 100". How do you
account for these facts? (Hiu: Sec Sec. 8.22.)

In addition, phenols undergo a number of other reactions that also involve

electrophilic substitution, and that are possible only because of the especially

high reactivity of the ring.

Nitrous acid converts phenols into nitrosophenols:

OH OH
NaNO,, H :S04t 7-8'

Phenol NO
/7-Nitrosophenol

80% yield

Phenols are one of the few classes ofcompounds reactive enough to undergo attack

by the weakly electrophilic nitrosonium ion, *NO.

Problem 24.14 The NO group is readily oxidized to the NO2 group by nitric

acid. Suggest a better way to synthesize />nitrophenol than the one given earlier in this

section

As we have seen, the ring of a phenol is reactive enough to undergo attack by
diazonium salts, with the formation of azo compounds. This reaction is discussed

in detail in Sec. 23.17.

24.11 Kolbe reaction. Synthesis of phenolic acids

Treatment of the salt of a phenol with carbon dioxide brings about substitution

of the carboxyl group, COOH, for hydrogen of the ring. This reaction is known
as the Kolbe reaction; its most important application is in the conversion of phenol

itself into 0-hydroxybenzoic acid, known as salicylic acid. Although some

p-hydroxybenzoic acid is formed as well, the separation of the two isomers can be
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Sodium salicylate

Chiefproduct

carried out readily by steam distillation, the o-isomer being the more volatile.

(Why?)
It seems likely that CO2 attaches itself initially to phenoxide oxygen rather

than to the ring. In any case, the final product almost certainly results from

electrophilic attack by electron-deficient carbon on the highly reactive ring.

, Problem 24.15 Aspirin is acetyisalicylic acid (0-acetoxybenzoic acid, 0-CHjiCOO-
CftH^OOH); oil of wintergmn is the ester, methyl salicylate. Outline the synthesis

of these t\vo compounds from phenol.

24.12 Reimer-Tiemann reaction. Synthesis of phenolic aldehydes.
Dichlorocarbene

Treatment of a phenol with chloroform and aqueous hydroxide introduces an

aldehyde group, CHO, into the aromatic ring, generally ortho to the OH.
This reaction is known as the Reimer-Tiemann reaction. For example:

Phenol

CHC12 1CHO

Salicylaldehyde

Chiefproduct

A substituted benzal chloride is initially formed, but is hydrolyzed by the alkaline

reaction medium.

The Reimer-Tiemann reaction involves electrophilic substitution on the highly

reactive phenoxide ring. The electrophilic reagent is dichlorocarbene, :CCl2,

generated from chloroform by the action of base. Although electrically neutral,

dichlorocarbene contains a carbon atom with only a sextet of electrons and hence

is strongly electrophilic.

OH- + CHC1 3 ^

Chloroform

H 20+ ~:CC13 l- + :CCI2

Dichlorocarbene

O~
CHC12

We encountered dichlorocarbene earlier (Sec. 9.16) as a species adding to

carbon-carbon double bonds. There, as here, it is considered to be formed from

chloroform by the action of a strong base.
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The formation of dichlorocarbene by the sequence

(1) CHC1 3 + OH- 7~> CC13

- + H 2O

(2) CCV ^= Cl- + :CC12

|
fast

-> products (addition to alkenes, Reimer-Tiemann

reaction, hydrolysis, etc.)

is indicated by many lines of evidence, due mostly to elegant work by Jack Hine

of the Ohio State University.

Problem 24.16 What bearing does each of the following facts have on the mecha-
nism above? Be specific.

(a) CHC13 undergoes alkaline hydrolysis much more rapidly than CCU or

CH2C12 .

(b) Hydrolysis of ordinary chloroform is carried out in D2O in the presence of

OD~. When the reaction is interrupted, and unconsumed chloroform is recovered, it

is found to contain deuterium. (Hint: See Sec. 20.17.)

(c) The presence of added Cl slows down alkaline hydrolysis of CHC1*.
(d) When alkaline hydrolysis of CHC1 3 in the presence of I" is interrupted, there

is recovered not only CHC13 but also CHC12I. (In the absence of base, CHC1 3 docs

not react with I".)

(e) In the presence of base, CHCb reacts with acetone to give l,l,l-trichloro2-

methyl-2-propanol.

24.13 Analysis of phenols

The most characteristic property of phenols is their particular degree of acidity.

Most of them (Sees. 24.3 and 24.7) are stronger acids than water but weaker acids

than carbonic acid. Thus, a water-insoluble compound that dissolves in aqueous
sodium hydroxide but not in aqueous sodium bicarbonate is most likely a phenol.

Many (but not all) phenols form colored complexes (ranging from green

through blue and violet to red) with ferric chloride. (This test is also given by

enols.)

Phenols are often identified through bromination products and certain esters

and ethers.

Problem 24.17 Phenols are often identified as their aryloxyacetic acids,

ArOCH 2COOH. Suggest a rea~gent and a procedure for the preparation of these

derivatives. (Hint: See Sec. 24.8.) Aside from melting point, what other property
of the aryloxyacetic acids would be useful in identifying phenols? (Hint: See Sec.

18.21.)

24.14 Spectroscopic analysis of phenols

Infrared. As can be seen in Fig. 24.2 (p. 806), phenols show a strong, broad

band due to O H stretching in the same region, 3200-3600 cm* 1
, as alcohols.

O H stretching, strong, broad

Phenols (or alcohols), 3200-3600 cm -
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Wavelength, p

6 7

O H stretch

I I I i

40 \

4000 MOO 3200 2800 2400

IRDC69S

1600

Frequency, c

Figure 24.2. Infrared spectrum of p-cresol.

Phenols differ from alcohols, however, in the position of the C O stretching band

(compare Sec. 16.13).

C O stretching, strong, broad

Phenols, about 1230 cm" * Alcohols, 1050-1200 cnr l

Phenolic ethers do not, of course, show the O H band, but do show C O
stretching.

C O stretching, strong, broad

Aryl and vinyl ethers, 1200-1275 cm- 1
, and weaker, 1020-1075 cnr 1

Alkyl ethers, 1060-1150 cnr 1

(For a comparison of certain oxygen compounds, see Table 20.3, p. 689.)

Nmr. Absorption by the O H proton of a phenol, like that of an alcohol

(Sec. 16.13), is affected by the degree of hydrogen bonding, and hence by the

temperature, concentration, and nature of the solvent. The signal may appear

anywhere in the range 8 4-7, or, if there is intramolecular hydrogen bonding, still

lower: 8 6-12.

PROBLEMS
1. Write structural formulas for.

(a) 2,4-dinitrophcnol (g) picric acid

(b m-cresol (h) phenyl acetate

(c) hydroquinone (i) anisole

(d) rcsorcinol (j) salicylic acid

(e) 4-/i-hexylresorcinol (k) ethyl salicylate

(0 catcchol

2. Give the reagents and any critical conditions necessary to prepare phenol from:

(a) aniline (c) chlorobenzene

(b) benzene (d) cumene (isopropylbenzene)

3. Outline the steps in a possible industrial synthesis of:

(a) catechol from guaiacol, o-Ct^OC^OH, found in beech-wood tar

(b) catechol from phenol (d) picric acid from chlorobenzene

(c) resorcinol from benzene (e) vtratroleto-C<&4(OCHi)2 ,ttomc&tccb6}
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4. Outline a possible laboratory, synthesis of each of the following compounds
from benzene and/or toluene, using any needed aliphatic and inorganic reagents,

(a)-(c) the three cresols (j) 5-bromo-2-methylphenol

(d) /Modophenol (k) 2,4-dinitrophenol

(e) w-bromophenol (I) p-isopropylphenol

(f) 0-bromophenol (m) 2,6-dibromo-4-isopropylphenol

(g) 3-bromo-4-methylphenol (n) 2-hydroxy-5-methylbenzaldehyde

(h) 2-bromo-4-methylphenol (o) o-methoxybenzyl alcohol

(i) 2-bromo-5-methylphenol

5. Give structures and names of the principal organic products of the reaction (if

any) of 0-cresol with :

(a) aqueous NaOH (m) product (i) + A1CI 3

(b) aqueous NaHCO3 (n) thionyl chloride

(c) hot cone. HBr (o) ferric chloride solution

(d) methyl sulfate, aqueous NaOH (p) H 2 , Ni, 200, 20 atm.

(e) benzyl bromide, aqueous NaOH (q) cold dilute HNO 3

(f) bromobenzene, aqueous NaOH (r) H 2SO4 , 15

(g) 2,4-dinhrochlorobenzene, aqueous (s) H 2SO4 , 100"

NaOH (t) bromine water

(h) acetic acid, H 2SO4 (u) Br2 , CS 2

(i) acetic anhydride (v) NaNO 2 , dilute H 2SO4

(j) phthalic anhydride (w) product (v) + HNO3

(k) p-nitrobenzoyl chloride, pyridine (x) p-nitrobenzenediazonium chloride

(1) benzenesulfonyl chloride, aqueous (y) CO 2 , NaOH, 125, 5 atm.

NaOH (z) CHC1 3 , aqueous NaOH, 70

6. Answer Problem 5 for anisole.

7. Answer Problem 5, parts (a) through (o), for benzyl alcohol.

8. Without referring to tables, arrange the compounds of each set in order of

acidity:

(a) benzenesulfonic acid, benzoic acid, benzyl alcohol, phenol

(b) carbonic acid, phenol, sulfuric acid, water

(c) w-bromophenol, w-cresol, w-nitrophenol, phenol

(d) p-chlorophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2,4,6-trichlorophenol

9. Describe simple chemical tests that would serve to distinguish between:

(a) phenol and o-xy!ene

(b) p-ethylphenol, /Mnethylanisole, and p-methylbenzyl alcohol

(c) 2,5-dimethylphenol, phenyl benzoate, w-toluic acid

(d) anisole and <?-toluidine

(e) acetylsalicylic acid, ethyl acetylsalicylate, ethyl salicylate, and salicylic acid

(f) m-dinitrobenzene, m-nitroaniline, m-nitrobenzoic acid, and m-nitrophenol

Tell exactly what you would do and see.

10. Describe simple chemical methods for the separation of the compounds of

Problem 9, parts (a), (c), (d), and (f), recovering each component in essentially pure form.

11. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following

compounds starting from the aromatic source given, and using any needed aliphatic

and inorganic reagents:

(a) 2,4-diaminophenol (Amidol, used as a photographic developer) from chlorobenzene

(b) 4-amino-l,2-dimethoxybenzene from catechol

(c) 2-nitro-l,3-dihydroxybe"nzene from resorcinol (Hint: See Problem 11.7, p. 350.)

(d) 2,4,6-trimethylphenol from mesitylene

(e) /?-terf-butylpnenol from phenol
(f) 4-(p-hydroxyphenyl)-2,2,4-trimethylpentane from phenol
(g) 2-phenoxy-l-bromoethane from phenol (Hint: Together with C6H5OCH2CH2OC6H5.)
(h) phenyl vinyl ether from phenol
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(i) What will phenyl vinyl ether give when heated with acid?

(j) 2,6-dinitro-4-^rr-butyI-3-methylanisole (synthetic musk) from m-cresol

(k) S-methyl-l,3-dihydroxybenzene (orcinol, the parent compound of the litmus dyes)
from toluene

12. Outline a possible synthesis of each of the following from benzene, toluene, or

any of the natural products shown in Sec. 24.4, using any other needed reagents.

(a) caffeic acid, from coffee beans

(b) tyramine, found in ergot (Hint: See Problem 21.22a, p. 714.)

(c) noradrenaline, an adrenal hormone

CH=CHCOOH CH2CH2NH 2 CHOHCH2NH 2

OH OH
OH OH OH

Caffeic acid Tyramine Noradrenaline

13. The reaction between benzyl chloride and sodium phenoxide follows second-

order kinetics in a variety of solvents; the nature of the products, however, varies con-

siderably, (a) In dimethylformamide, dioxane, or tetrahydrofuran, reaction yields only

benzyl phenyl ether. Show in detail the mechanism of this reaction. To what general
class does it belong? (b) In aqueous solution, the yield of ether is cut in half, and there

is obtained, in addition, o- and p-benzylphenol. Show in detail the mechanism by which
the latter products are formed. To what general class (or classes) does the reaction belong?
(c) What is a possible explanation for the difference between (a) and (b)? (Hint: Sec Sec.

1.21.) (d) In methanol or ethanol, reaction occurs as in (a); in liquid phenol or 2,2,2-

trifluoroethanol, reaction is as in (b). How can you account for these differences ?

14. When phloroglucinol, 1, 3,5-trihydroxybenzene, is dissolved in concentrated

HC1O4 , its nmr spectrum shows two peaks of equal area at B 6.12 and 8 4.15. Similar

solutions of 1 ,3,5-trimethoxybenzene and 1,3,5-triethoxybenzene show similar nmr
peaks. On dilution, the original compounds are recovered unchanged. Solutions of these

compounds in D2SO4 also show these peaks, but on standing the peaks gradually dis-

appear.
How do you account for these observations? What is formed in the acidic solutions?

What would you expect to recover from the solution of 1 ,3,5-trimethoxybenzene in

D2S04 ?

15. When the terpene citral is allowed to react in the presence of dilute acid with

olivetol, there is obtained a mixture of products containing I, the racemic form of one of

the physiologically active components of hashish (marijuana). (C5HU is n-pentyl.) Show
all steps in a likely mechanism for the formation of I.

(CH 3)2C==CHCH2CH2C(CH 3)=CHCHO +
HO

Citral Olivetol

A 1-3,4-/rcfl5-Tetrahydrocannabin< 1
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16. Give structures of all compounds below:

(a) /Miitrophenol + C2H5Br + NaOH (aq) * A (C8H9O3N)
A -I- Sn + HC1 > B (C8HUON)
B + NaNO2 + HC1, then phenol > C (C14H 14O2N2)

C + ethyl sulfate + NaOH (aq) > D (C 16H 18O2N2)

D4-SnCl2 > E(C8H nON)
E -I- acetyl chloride * phenacetin (CioHi 3O2N), an analgesic (".pain-killer")

and antipyretic ("fever-killer")

(b) 0-(0-hydroxyphenyJ)ethyl alcohol HBr F (C8H9OBr)
F 4- KOH > coumarane (C8H8O), insoluble in NaOH

(c) phenol + C1CH2COOH 4- NaOH (aq), then HCl > G (C8H8O3)

G 4- SOC12 > H (C8H7O2C1)

H 4- A1C13 > 3-cumaranone (C8H6O2) .

(d) p-cymene (/Msopropyltoluene) 4- cone. H2SO4 > I -H J (both Ci Hi 4O3S)

I 4- KOH 4- heat, then H+ > carvacrol (Ci H 14O), found in some essential

oils

J -I- KOH + heat, then H* > thymol (CioHi 4O), from oil o? thyme
I + HN03 > K(C8H 8 5S)

p-toluic acid 4- fuming sulfuric acid > K
(e) anethole (p. 791) 4- HBr > L (C10H 13OBr)

L 4- Mg > M (C2oH26 2)

M 4- HBr, heat > hexestrol (C 18H22O2), a synthetic estrogen (female sex

hormone)

17. The adrenal hormone (-)-adrenaline was the first hormone isolated and the

first synthesized. Its structure was proved by the following synthesis:

catechol 4- C1CH2COC1
PQCij

> N (C8H7O3CI)

N 4- CH 3NH, * 0(C9H U 3N)
O4-H2 , Pd ()-adrenaline(C9H 13O 3N)
N 4- NaOI, then H + * 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid

What is the structure of adrenaline?

18. (-)-Phellandral, Ci H ]6O, is a terpene found in eucalyptus oils. It is oxidized

by Tollens' reagent to (
-

)-phellandric acid, C IOH !6O;>, which readily absorbs only one

mole of hydrogen, yielding dihydrophellandric acid. C 10H, 8O2 . ()-PhellandraI has

been synthesized as follows:

isopropylbenzene 4- H2SO4 4- SO3
> P (C9H 12O 3S)

P + KOH, fuse > Q (C9H 12O)

Q4-H 2 , Ni > R(C9H I80)
R + K2Cr2 7 , H2S04 > S (C9H 16O)
S H- KCN 4- H+ > T (CtoH, ?ON)
T 4- acetic anhydride > U (C 12H 19O2N)
U 4 heat (600) > V (C IOH, SN) 4- CH 3COOH
V 4- H,SO4 f H 2O > W (C 10H 16O2)

W + SOC1 2 > X(CioH lsOCl)

X JSHPJ!^ ()-phellandral

(a) What is the most likely structure of phellandral ? (b) Why is synthetic phellandral

optically inactive? At what stage in the synthesis does inactivity of this sort first appear?
(c) Dihydrophellandric acid is actually a mixture of two optically inactive isomers.

Give the structures of these isomers and account for their optical inactivity.

19. Compound Y, C7H8O, is insoluble in water, dilute HCl, and aqueous NaHCO3 ;

it dissolves in dilute NaOH. When Y is treated with bromine water it is converted rapidly

into a compound of formula C7H 5OBr3 . What is the structure of Y?

20. Two isorneric compounds, Z and AA, are isolated from oil of bay leaf; both

are found to have the formula C] H ]2O. Both are insoluble in water, dilute acid, and
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dilute base. Both give positive tests with dilute KMnO4 and Br2/CCl4 . Upon vigorous

oxidation, both yield anisic acid, /?-CH 3OC6H4COOH.

(a) At this point what structures are possible for Z and AA?
(b) Catalytic hydrogenation converts Z and AA into the same compound, C 10Hi4O.

Now what structures are possible for Z and AA?
(c) Describe chemical procedures (other than synthesis) by which you could assign

structures to Z and AA.
(d) Compound Z can be synthesized as follows:

p-bromoanisole + Mg -f ether, then allyl bromide > Z

What is the structure of Z?
(e) Z is converted into AA when heated strongly with concentrated base. What is the

most likely structure for AA?
(f) Suggest a synthetic sequence starting with p-bromoanisole that would independently

confirm the structure assigned to AA.

21. Compound BB (Ci K 12O3) was insoluble in water, dilute HC1, and dilute

aqueous NaHCO3 ; it was soluble in dilute NaOH. A solution of BB in dilute NaOH
was boiled, and the distillate was collected in a solution of NaOI, where a yellow precipi-

tate formed.

The alkaline residue in the distillation flask was acidified with dilute H2SO4 ; a solid,

CC, precipitated. When this mixture was boiled, CC steam-distilled and was collected.

CC was found to have the formula C 7H 6O^; it dissolved in aqueous NaHCO 3 with evo-

lution of a gas.

(a) Give structures and names for BB and CC. (b) Write complete equations for all

the above reactions.

22. Chavibetol, Ci Hi 2O2 , is found in betel-nut leaves. It is soluble fn aqueous
NaOH but not in aqueous NaHCO3 .

Treatment of chavibetol (a) with methyl sulfate and aqueous NaOH gives compound
DD, CnHj 4O 2 ; (b) with hot hydriodic acid gives methyl iodide; (c) with hot concentrated

base gives compound EE, Ci Hj 2O2 .

Compound DD is insoluble in aqueous NaOH, and readily decolorizes dilute

KMnO4 and Br2/CCl4 . Treatment ofDD with hot concentrated base gives FF, Cj iH 14O2 .

Ozonolysis of EE gives a compound thai is isomeric with vanillin (p. 792).

Ozonolysis of FF gives a compound that is identical with the one obtained from the

treatment of vanillin with methyl sulfate.

What is the structure of chavibetol ?

23. Piperine, CpH^O^, is an alkaloid found in black pepper. It is insoluble in

water, dilute acid, and dilute base. When heated with aqueous alkali, it yields piperic

acid, Ci 2Hi O4 , and the cyclic secondary amine piperidine (see Sec. 31.12), C5F VI
N.

Piperic acid is insoluble in water, but soluble in aqueous NaOH and aqueous
NaHCO3 . Titration gives an equivalent weight of 215 6. It reacts readily with

Br2/CCl4 , without evolution of HBr, to yield a compound of formula C l2H 10O4Br4 .

Careful oxidation of piperic acid yields piperonylic acid, C8H6O4 , and tanaric acid,

HOOCCHOHCHOHCOOH.
When piperonylic acid is heated with aqueous HC1 at 200 it yields formaldehyde

and protocatechuic acid, 3,4-dHiydroxybenzoic acid.

(a) What kind of compound is piperine? (b) What is the structure of piperonylic
acid? Of piperic acid? Of piperine?

(c) Does the following synthesis confirm your structure?

catechol + CHC13 -f- NaOH GG (C7H6O3)

GG + CH2I2 + NaOH HH (C8H6O3)

HH + CH3CHO + NaOH > II (C10H8O3)

II + acetic anhydride + sodium acetate > piperic acid (Ci 2Hi O4)

piperic acid + PCI5 > JJ(C,2H9O3a)
JJ + piperidine * piperine
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24. Hordinene, Ci Hi 5ON, is an alkaloid found in germinating barley. It is soluble

in dilute HC1 and in dilute NaOH; it reprecipitates from the alkaline solution when
CO2 is bubbled in. It reacts with benzenesulfonyl chloride to yield a product KK that is

soluble in dilute acids.

When hordinene is treated with methyl sulfate and base, a product, LL, is formed.

When LL is oxidized by alkaline KMnO4 , there is obtained anisic acid, /?-CH 3OC6H4
-

COOH. When LL is heated strongly there is obtained /;-methoxystyrene.

(a) What structure or structures are consistent with this evidence? (b) Outline a

synthesis or syntheses that would prove the structure of hordinene.

25. The structure of the terpene a-terpineol (found in oils ofcardamom and marjoram)
was proved in part by the following synthesis:

/Moluic acid -f- fuming sulfuric acid > MM (Cg^^Q5S)

MM + KOH fusion
> NN (C8H8O3)

NN + Na, alcohol > OO (C8Hi 4O3)

00 + HBr > PP(C8H 13 2Br)

PP + base, heat > QQ (C8H, 2O2)

QQ + C2H 5OH, HC1 > RR (C IOH 16O2)

RR + CH 3MgI, then H 2O > ce-terpineol (C 10H 18O)

What is the most likely structure for a-terpineol?

26. Coniferyl alcohol^ C loHi 2O3 , is obtained from the sap of conifers. It is soluble

in aqueous NaOH but not in aqueous NaHCO3 .

Treatment of coniferyl alcohol (a) with benzoyl chloride and pyridine gives compound
SS, C24H20O5 ; (b) with cold HBr gives Ci H MO2Br; (c) with hot hydriodic acid gives a

volatile compound identified as methyl iodide; (d) with methyl iodide and aqueous base

gives compound TT, CnH 14O3 .

Both SS and IT are insoluble in dilute NaOH. and rapidly decolorize dilute KMnO4

and Br2/CCl4 .

Ozonolysis of coniferyl alcohol gives vanillin.

What is the structure of coniferyl alcohol ?

Write equations for all the above reactions.

27. When -(/?-tolyloxy)isobutyric acid (prepared from /j-cresol) is treated with

Br2 , there is obtained UU.

H,C

Br'Xr^/

UU

(a) To what class of compounds does UU belong? Suggest a mechanism for its

formation.

(b) Give structural formulas for compounds VV, WW, and XX.

UU 4- AgNO 3 , CH3OH > W(Ci 2H l6O4)

VV + H2 , Rh > WW (C 12H 20 4)

WW + H 2O, OH- > XX (C8H 14O)

(c) The reactions outlined in (b) can be varied. Of what general synthetic utility

do you think this general process might be?

28. Compounds AAA-FFF are phenols or related compounds whose structures are

given in Problem 19, p. 650, or Sec. 24.4. Assign a structure to each one on the basis of

infrared and/or nmr spectra shown as follows.

AAA, BBB, and CCC: infrared spectra in tig. 24.3 (p. 812)

nmr spectra in Fig. 24.4 (p. 813)

ODD: nmr spectrum in Fig. 24.5 (p. 814)

EEE and FFF: infrared spectra in Fig. 24.6 (p. 814)

(Hint: After you have worked out some of the structures, compare infrared spectra.)
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Chapter

25
Aryl Halides

Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution

25.1 Structure

Aryl halides are compounds containing halogen attached directly to an

aromatic ring. They have the general formula ArX, where Ar is phenyl, sub-

stituted phenyl, or one of the other aryl groups that we shall study (e.g., naphthyl,

Chap. 30):

m-Chloronitrobenzene

/>-Iodotoluene

COOH

0-Chlorobenzoic acid

An aryl halide is not just any halogen compound containing an aromatic

ring. Benzyl chloride, for example, is not an aryl halide, for halogen is not

attached to the aromatic ring; in structure and properties it is simply a sub-

stituted alkyl halide and was studied with the compounds it closely resembles

(Chap. 14).

We take up the aryl halides in a separate chapter because they differ so much
from the alkyl halides in their preparation and properties. Aryl halides as a class

are comparatively unreactive toward the nucleophilic substitution reactions so

characteristic of the alkyl halides. The presence of certain other groups on the

aromatic ring, however, greatly increases the reactivity of aryl halides; in the

absence of such groups, reaction can still be brought about by very basic reagents
or high temperatures. We shall find that nucleophilic aromatic substitution can

follow two very different paths: the bimolecular displacement mechanism, for

activated aryl halides; and the elimination-addition mechanism, which involves the

remarkable intermediate called benzyne.

817
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It will be useful to compare aryl halides with certain other halides that are

not aromatic at all: vinyl halides, compounds in which halogen is attached directly

-i-i-X
A vinyl halide

to a doubly-bonded carbon.

Vinyl halides, we have already seen, show an interesting parallel to aryl

halides. Each kind of compound contains another functional group besides halo-

gen: aryl halides contain a ring, which undergoes electrophilic substitution; vinyl

halides contain a carbon-carbon double bond, which undergoes electrophilic

addition. In each of these reactions, halogen exerts an anomalous influence on

reactivity and orientation. In electrophilic substitution, halogen deactivates, yet

directs ortho,para (Sec. 11.21); in electrophilic addition, halogen deactivates,

yet causes Markovnikov orientation (Problem 11.13, p. 367). In both cases

we attributed the influence of halogen to the working of opposing factors.

Through its inductive effect, halogen withdraws electrons and deactivates

the entire molecule toward electrophilic attack. Through its resonance effect,

halogen releases electrons and tends to activate but only toward attack at

certain positions.

Problem 25.1 Drawing all pertinent structures, account in detail for the fact

that: (a) nitration of chlorobenzene is slower than that of benzene, yet occurs predomi-

nantly ortho,para\ (b) addition of hydrogen iodide to vinyl chloride is slower than to

ethylene, yet yields predominantly 1-chloro-l-iodoethane.

The parallel between aryl and vinyl halides goes further: both are unreactive

toward nucleophilic substitution and, as we shall see, for basically the same reason.

Moreover, this low reactivity is caused partly, at least by the same structural

feature that is responsible for their anomalous influence on electrophilic attack:

partial double-bond character of the carbon-halogen bond.

We must keep in mind that aryl halides are of *'low reactivity" only with respect to

certain"sets of familiar reactions typical of the more widely studied alkyl halides. Before

1953, aryl halides appeared to undergo essentially only one reaction and that one,
rather poorly. It is becoming increasingly evident that aryl halides are actually capable of

doing many different things; as with the "unreactive" alkanes (Sec. 3.18), it is only

necessary to provide the proper conditions and to have the ingenuity to observe what is

going on. Of these reactions, we shall have time to take up only two. But we should be

aware that there are others: free-radical reactions, for example, and what Joseph Bunnett

(p. 478) has named the base-catalyzed halogen dance (Problem 23, p. 845).

25.2 Physical properties

Unless modified by the presence of some other functional group, the physical

properties of the aryl halides are much like those of the corresponding alkyl

halides. Chlorobenzene and bromobenzene, for example, have boiling points

very nearly the same as those of /i-hexyl chloride and w-hexyl bromide; like the

alkyl halides, the aryl halides are insoluble in water and soluble in organic solvents.
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The physical constants listed in Table 25.1 illustrate very well a point previously

made (Sec. 12.3) about the boiling points and melting points of ortho, meta, and

para isomers. The isomeric dihalobenzenes, for example, have very nearly the

same boiling points: between 173 and 180 for the dichlorobenzenes, 217 to 221

for the dibromobenzenes, and 285 to 287 for the diiodobenzenes. Yet the melting

points of these same compounds show a considerable spread; in each case, the

para isomer has a melting point that is some 70-100 degrees higher than the ortho

or meta isomer. The physical constants of the halotoluenes show a similar relation-

ship.

Here again we see that, having the most symmetrical structure, the para isomer

fits better into a crystalline lattice and has the highest melting point. We can see

how it is that a reaction product containing both ortho and para isomers frequently

deposits crystals of only the para isomer upon cooling. Because of the strong

intracrystalline forces, the higher melting para isomer also is less soluble in a given

solvent than the ortho isomer, so that purification of the para isomer is often

possible by recrystallization. The ortho isomer that remains in solution is generally

heavily contaminated with the para isomer, and is difficult to purify.

25.3 Preparation

Aryl halides are most often prepared in the laboratory by the methods out-

lined below, and on an industrial scale by adaptations of these methods.
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PREPARATION OF ARYL HALIDES

1. From diazonium salts. Discussed in Sees. 23.12 and 25.3.

ArH

Example:

ArN02

HONO

Diazonium
salt

*> ArF

ArCl

ArBr

Arl

o-Tolucncdiazonium o-Chlorotolucne

chloride

2. Halogenation. Discussed in Sees. 11.11 and 12.12.

X2
^i"*"

> ArX-fHX

X2
= C12 , Br2

Lewis acid = FeCl3 , A1C13 , Tl(OAc)3 , etc.

Examples:
NO2 NO2

((")]
Q* AIC1>

> f(~\]

Nitrobenzene m-Chloronitrobenzene

NHCOCH3 NHCOCH3

Acetanilide

Br

p-Bromoacetanilide

Major product

3. From arylthallium compounds. Discussed in Sec. 25.3.

[ArH + T1(OOCCF3)3 >] ArTI(OOCCF3)2 + I2

trifluoroacetate

Examples:

Arl

CH3

TKOOCCFj), I,

CH3

(O)

Toluene /Modotolucne
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COOH COOH
TUOQCCFQj I,

o-Iodobenzoic acid

These methods, we notice, differ considerably from the methods of preparing

alkyl halides. (a) Direct halogenation of the aromatic ring is more useful than

direct halogenation of alkanes; although mixtures may be obtained (e.g., ortho +

para], attack is not nearly so random as in the free-radical halogenation of aliphatic

hydrocarbons. Furthermore, by use of bulky thallium acetate (Sec. 11.7) as the

Lewis acid, one can direct bromination exclusively to the para position, (b) Alkyl

halides are most often prepared from the corresponding alcohols; aryl halides

are not prepared from the phenols. Instead, aryl halides are most commonly

prepared by replacement of the nitrogen of a diazonium salt; as the sequence

above shows, this ultimately comes from a nitro group which was itself introduced

directly into the ring. From the standpoint of synthesis, then, the nitro compounds
hear much the same relationship to aryl halides that alcohols do to alkyl halides.

(These reactions of diazonium salts have been discussed in detail in Sees. 23.11-

23.12.)

The preparation of aryl halides from diazonium salts is more important than

direct halogenation for several reasons. First of all, fluorides and iodides, which

can seldom be prepared by direct halogenation, can be obtained from the diazonium

salts. Second, where direct halogenation yields a mixture of ortho and para iso-

mers, the ortho isomer, at least, is difficult to obtain pure. On the other hand, the

ortho and para isomers of the corresponding nitro compounds, from which the

diazonium salts ultimately come, can often be separated by fractional distillation

(Sec. 11.7). For example, the o- and />bromotoluenes boil only three degrees

apart: 182 and 185. The corresponding o- and p-nitrotoluenes, however, boil

sixteen degrees apart: 222 and 238.

Aryl iodides can be prepared by simple treatment of arylthallium compounds
with iodine. As in the synthesis of phenols (Sec. 24.5) the thallation route has the

advantages of speed, high yield, and orientation control (sec Sees. 11.7 and 11.13)

Problem 25.2 Using a different approach in each case, outline all steps in the

synthesis of the following from toluene: (a) p-bromotoluene; (b) /Modotoluenc;
(c) w-bromotoluene; (d) /w-iodotoluene; (e) 0-bromotoluene.

25.4 Reactions

The typical reaction of alkyl halides, we have seen (Sec. 14.5), is nucleophilic

substitution. Halogen is displaced as halide ion by such bases as OH", OR",
NH 3 , CN , etc., to yield alcohols, ethers, amines, nitriles, etc. Even Friedcl-

Crafts alkylation is, from the standpoint of the alkyl halide, nucleophilic substitu-

tion by the basic aromatic ring.
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R:X+ :Z > R:Z + :X-

Z OH-, OR", NH3 , CN-, etc.

It is typical ofvry\ halides that they undergo nucleophilic substitution only with

extreme difficulty. Except for certain industrial processes where very severe con-

ditions are feasible, one does not ordinarily prepare phenols (ArOH), ethers (ArOR),
amines (ArNH2), or nitriles (ArCN) by nucleophilic attack on aryl halides. We
cannot use aryl halides as we use alkyl halides in the Friedel-Crafts reaction.

However, aryl halides do undergo nucleophilic substitution readily Jf the

aromatic ring contains, in addition to halogen, certain other properly placed groups:

electron-withdrawing groups like NO2 , NO, or CN, located ortho or para to

halogen. For aryl halides having this special kind of structure, nucleophilic

substitution proceeds readily and can be used for synthetic purposes.

The reactions of unactivated aryl halides with strong bases or at high tempera-

tures, which proceed via benzyne, are finding increasing synthetic importance.

The Dow process, which has been used for many years in the manufacture of

phenol (Sec. 24.4), turns out to be what Bunnett (p. 478) calls "benzyne chemistry

on the tonnage scale!"

The aromatic ring to which halogen is attached can, of course, undergo the

typical electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions: nitration, sulfonation, halo-

genation, Friedel-Crafts alkylation. Like any substituent, halogen affects the

reactivity and orientation in these reactions. As we have seen (Sec. 11.5), halogen

is unusual in being deactivating, yet ortho,para-dirccting.

REACTIONS OF ARYL HALIDES

1. Formation of Grignard reagent. Limitations are discussed in Sec. 15.15.

ArBr + Mg *2L**L * ArMgBr

ArCl + Mg
telrahydrofuran

> ArMgCl

2. Substitution in the ring. Electrophilic aromatic substitution. Discussed in Sec. 11.21.

X: Deactivates and directs ortho,para
in electrophilic aromatic substitution.

3. Nucleophilic aromatic substitution. Bimolecular displacement. Discussed in Sees.

25.7-25.13.

A,.Y _i_ -i A -T j_ .v- Ax must contain strongly electron-withdrawing
/\r j\. T ** ' /\r . Hi T j\. i ji .mr

groups ortho ana/or para to -X.
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Examples:

LOW REACTIVITY OF ARYL AND VINYL HALIDES

+ NaOH

823

NO2

2,4-DinitrochIorobcnzenc

NH3

NO2

2,4-Dinitrochlorobenzene

NaOC2H5

N02

2,4-Dinitrochlorobenzene

NH2

NO2

2,4-Dinitroaniline

OC2H5

(Or
02

NO2

2,4-Dmitrophcnyl ethyl ether

4. Nucleophili aromatic substitution. Elimination-addition. Discussed in Sec. 25.14.

- Ar:Z + :X-Ar:X + :Z -

Strong

Ring not activated toward

bimolecular displacement

Examples:

F

(Q) i C6H 5 L.
-

Fluorobenzene Phenyllithium Biphenyl

3-Bromo-4-methoxybiphenyl

NH 2

2-Amino-4-methoxybiphenyl

25.5 Low reactivity of aryl and vinyl halides

We have seen (Sec. 14.24) that an alkyl halide is conveniently detected by the

precipitation of insoluble silver halide when it is warmed with alcoholic silver

nitrate. The reaction occurs nearly instantaneously with tertiary, allyl, and benzyl

bromides, and within five minutes or so with primary and secondary bromides.

Compounds containing halogen joined directly to an aromatic ring or to a doubly-

bonded carbon, however, do not yield silver halide under these conditions. Bromo-

benzene or vinyl bromide can be heated with alcoholic AgNO 3 for days without the

slightest trace of AgBr being detected. In a similar way, attempts to convert aryl
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or vinyl halides into phenols (or alcohols), ethers, amines, or nitriles by treatment

with the usual nucleophilic reagents are also unsuccessful; aryl or vinyl halides

cannot be used in place of alkyl halides in the Friedel-Crafts reaction.

No reaction

Vinyl halide

How can the low reactivity of these halides be accounted for? To find possible

answers, let us look at their structures.

25.6 Structure of aryl and vinyl halides

The low reactivity of aryl and vinyl halides toward displacement has, like the

stabilities of alkenes and dienes (Sees. 8.17-8.19), been attributed to two different

factors: (a) delocalization of electrons by resonance; and (b) differences in (a)

bond energies due to differences in hybridization of carbon.

Let us look first at the resonance interpretation.

Chlorobenzene is considered to be a hybrid of not only the two Kekule

structures, I and II, but also of three structures, III, IV, and V, in which chlorine is

:CP. Cl: CI: eci:

I II HI

joined to carbon by a double bond ; in III, IV, and V chlorine bears a positive charge

and the ortho and para positions of the ring bear a negative charge.

In a similar way, vinyl chloride is considered to be a hybrid of structure VI

(the one we usually draw for it) and structure VII, in which chlorine is joined to

carbon by a double bond; in VII chlorine bears a positive charge and C-2 bears

2 i

H H
H:C::C:C1:

VI

2 1

HH
H:C:C::
e

VII

Cl:

a negative charge. Other aryl and vinyl halides are considered to have structures

exactly analogous to these.

Contribution from III, IV, and V, and from VII stabilizes the chlorobenzene

and vinyl chloride molecules, and gives double-bond character to the carbon-
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chlorine bond. Carbon and chlorine are thus held together by something more

than a single pair of electrons, and the carbon-chlorine bond is stronger than if it

were a pure single bond. The low reactivity of these halides toward nucleophilic

substitution is due (partly, at least) to resonance stabilization of the halides (by a

factor that in this case does not stabilize the transition state to the same extent);

this stabilization increases the act for displacement, and thus slows down reaction.

For aryl halides, another factor which may well be the most important one

is stabilization of the molecule by resonance involving the Kekule structures.

The alternative interpretation is simple. In alkyl halides the carbon holding

halogen is s/?
3
-hybridized. In aryl and vinyl halides, carbon is s;?

2
-hybridized; the

bond to halogen is shorter and stronger, and the molecule is more stable (see

Sec. 5.4).

What evidence is there to support either interpretation, other than the fact

that it would account for the low reactivity of aryl and vinyl halidesl

The carbon-halogen bonds of aryl and vinyl halides are unusually short. In

chlorobenzene and vinyl chloride the C Cl bond length is only 1.69 A, as com-

pared with a length of 1.77-1.80 A in a large number of alkyl chlorides (Table 25,2).

In bromobenzene and vinyl bromide the C -Br bond length is only 1.86 A, as

compared with a length of 1.91-1.92 A in alkyl bromides.

Now, as we have seen (Sec. 5.2), a double bond is shorter than a single bond

joining the same pair of atoms; if the carbon-halogen bond in aryl and vinyl

halides has double-bond character, it should be shorter than the carbon-halogen
bond in alkyl halides. Alternatively, a bond formed by overlap of an sp

2 orbital

should be shorter than the corresponding bond involving an sp* orbital.

Dipole moments of aryl and vinyl halides are unusually small. Organic halogen

compounds are polar molecules; displacement of electrons toward the more

electronegative element makes halogen relatively negative and carbon relatively

positive. Table 25.2 shows that the dipole moments of a number of alkyl chlorides

and bromides range from 2.02 D to 2.15 D. The mobile n electrons of the benzene

ring and of the carbon-carbon double bond should be particularly easy to dis-

place; hence we might have expected aryl and vinyl halides to have even larger

dipole moments than alkyl halides.

However, we see that this is not the case. Chlorobenzene and bromobenzene

have dipole moments of only 1 .7 D, and vinyl chloride and vinyl bromide have

dipole moments of only 1.4 D. This is consistent with the resonance picture of

these molecules. In the structures that contain doubly-bonded halogen (III, IV,

Table 25.2 BOND LENGTHS AND DIPOLE MOMENTS OF HALIDES
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V, and VII) there is a positive charge on halogen and a negative charge on carbon;
to the extent that these structures contribute to the hybrids, they tend to oppose
the usual displacement of electrons toward halogen. Although there is still a net

displacement of electrons toward halogen in aryl halides and in vinyl halides, it is

less than in other organic halides.

Alternatively, ,s/>
2
-hybridized carbon is, in effect, a more electronegative atom

than an $/>
3
-hybridized carbon (see Sec. 8.10), and is less willing to release electrons

to chlorine.

As was discussed in Sees. 11.21 and 25.1, contribution from structures in

which halogen is doubly bonded and bears a positive charge accounts for the* way
halogen affects the reactions of the benzene ring or of the carbon-carbon double, bond
to which it is joined.

The counterargument is that this simply indicates that resonance of this kind
can occur but not how important it is in the halide molecules.

Finally, the existence of cyc/ic halonium ions (Sec. 7.12) certainly shows that

halogen can share more than a pair of electrons.

It is hard to believe that the stability of these molecules is not affected by the

particular kind of hybridization; on the other hand, it seems clear that there is

resonance involving halogen and the TT electrons. The question, once more, is one
of their relative importance. As in the case of alkenes and dienes, it is probable
that both are important.

As we shall see, in the rate-determining step of nucleophilic aromatic ^substitu-

tion a nucleophile attaches itself to the carbon bearing halogen ; this carbon becomes

tetrahedral, and the ring acquires a negative charge. Such a reaction is made more
difficult by the fact that it destroys the aromaticity of the ring and disrupts the

resonance between ring and halogen; and, if Dewar is correct (Sec. 8.19), because

energy is required to change the hybridization of carbon from sp
2

Problem 25.3 In Sec. 25.3 we learned that, unlike alkyl halides, aryi halides are
not readily prepared from the corresponding hydroxy compounds. How might you
account for this contrast between alcohols and phenols? {Him: See Sec. 24.7.)

25.7 Nucleophilic aromatic substitution: bimolecular displacement

We have seen that the aryl halides are characterized by very low reactivity

toward the nucleophilic reagents like OH", OR", NH 3 , and CN" that play such

an important part in the chemistry of the alkyl halides. Consequently, nucleo-

philic aromatic substitution is much less important in synthesis than either nucleo-

philic aliphatic substitution or electrophilic aromatic substitution.

However, the presence ofcertain groups at certain positions ofthe ring markedly
activates the halogen of aryl halides toward displacement. We shall have a look at

some of these activation effects, and thei. try to account for them on the basis of

the chemical principles we have learned. We shall find a remarkable parallel be-

tween the two kinds of aromatic substitution, electrophilic and nucleophilic, with

respect both to mechanism and to the ways in which substituent groups affect

reactivity and orientation.

Chlorobenzene is converted into phenol by aqueous sodium hydroxide only
at temperatures over 300. The presence of a nitro group ortho or para to the
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chlorine greatly increases its reactivity: o- or /?-chloronitrobenzene is converted

into the nitrophenol by treatment with aqueous sodium hydroxide at 160. A
nitro group meta to the chlorine, on the other hand, has practically no effect on

reactivity. As the number of 0/7/10 and para nitro groups on the ring is increased,

the reactivity increases: the phenol is obtained from 2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene by
treatment with hot aqueous sodium carbonate, and from 2,4,6-trinitrochloro-

benzene by simple treatment with water.

Similar effects are observed when other nucleophilic reagents are used.

Ammonia or sodium methoxide, for example, reacts with chloro- or bromobenzene

onlv under very vigorous conditions. For example:

Cl

NH,.Cu,0.200.900lbin 2

Chlorobenzene

NH 2

Aniline

Yet if the ring contains a nitro group or preferably two or three of them ortho

or para to the halogen, reaction proceeds quite readily. For example:

NH,, I70
J

N02

2,4-Dmitrochlorobenzene

NO2

2,4-Dinitroaniline
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NaOCHj. 20

N02 NO2

2,4,6-Trinitrochlorobenzene 2,4,6-Trinitroanisolc

Like NO2 , certain other groups have been found to activate halogen located

ortho or para to them: "-N(CH 3)3
+

, -CN, ~SO3H, -COOH, -CHO, COR.
This is a familiar list. All these are electron-withdrawing groups, which are de-

activating and we/fl-directing toward electrophilic substitution (see Table 11.3,

p. 342).

Although our concern here is primarily with displacement of halogen, it is

important to know that these electron-withdrawing substituents activate many
groups other than halogen toward nucleophilic substitution. (Hydrogen is generally

not displaced from the aromatic ring, since this would require the separation of

the very strongly basic hydride ion, :H".)

Problem 25.4 When p-nitroso-N,N-dimethylaniline is heated with aqueous

KOH, dimethylamine is evolved; this reaction is sometimes used to prepare pure

dimethylamine, free from methylamine and trimethylamine. (a) What are the other

products of the reaction? (b) To what class of organic reactions does this belong?

(c) Upon what property of the nitroso group does this reaction depend? (d) Outline

all steps in the preparation of pure diethylamine starting from nitrobenzene and ethyl

alcohol.

Problem 25.5 How do you account for the following observations ?

(a) Although most ethers are inert toward bases, 2,4-dinitroanisole is readily

cleaved to methanol and 2,4-dinitrophenol when refluxed with dilute aqueous NaOH.
(b) Although amides can be hydrolyzed by either aqueous acid or aqueous alkali,

hydrolysis of p-nitroacetanilide is best carried out in acidic solution.

(c) Treatment of a-chloronitrobenzene by aqueous sodium sulfite yields sodium

0-nitrobenzenesulfonate. Give the structure of the reagent involved. How does this

reagent compare with the one in ordinary sulfonations?

(d) Would you expect the method of (c) to be a general one for preparation of

sulfonic acids? Could it be used, for example, to prepare benzenesulfonic acid?

(e) Washing crude /w-dinitrobenzene with aqueous sodium sulfite removes con-

taminating o- and p-dinitrobenzene.

If electron-withdrawing groups activate toward nucleophilic substitution, we

might expect electron-releasing groups to deactivate. This is found to be so.

Furthermore, the degree of deactivation depends upon how strongly they release

electrons: -NH 2 and OH deactivate strongly; -OR, moderately; and -R,

weakly.

In nucleophilic as in electrophilic aromatic substitution, then, a substituent

group affects reactivity by its ability to attract or release electrons; in nucleophilic

as in electrophilic aromatic substitution, a substituent group exerts its effect chiefly

at the position ortho and para to it. The kind of effect that each group exerts,

however, is exactly opposite to the kind of effect it exerts in electrophilic aromatic

substitution. In nucleophilic aromatic substitution electron withdrawal causes

activation^ and electron release causes deactivation.
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To account for these effects, we must look at the mechanism for the kind of

nucleophilic aromatic substitution we have been talking about.

25.8 Bimolecular displacement mechanism for nucleophilic aromatic

substitution

The bimolecular displacement mechanism for nucleophilic aromatic substi-

tution (shown here for chlorobenzene) is:

(0

(2)

Cl

Cl

C6HsCl + :Z > C6H 5 ;N Slow

Bimolecular

displacement

> C6H 5Z + :C1- Fast

There are Us o essential steps: attack of a nucleophilic reagent upon the ring to form

a carbanion (I), and the expulsion of halide ion from this carbanion to yield the

product.

The intermediate carbanion (I) is a hybrid of II, III, and IV; this hybrid is

sometimes represented by the single structure V:

Cl
H H

Cl "I Z C

.1

I

I]
I equivalent to

\

IV

In nucleophilic aliphatic substitution (SN2), the intermediate in which carbon

is bonded to both the attacking group and the displaced group is considered to be

a transition state; a structure (VI) containing carbon bonded to five atoms must be

.Cl

Z- Cl Intermediates in

nucleophilic substitution

vi

Aliphatic S N 2

Pentavalent carbon^
transition state

V

Aromatic

Tetrahedral carbon*

compound

unstable and so corresponds to the top of an energy hill (Fig. 25.1). In nucleo-

philic aromatic substitution, on the other hand, the intermediate is an actual

compound ; a structure (V) containing tetrahedral carbon and having the negative

charge distributed about the ring is comparatively stable, and corresponds to an

energy valley (Fig. 25,2).
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Alkyl halide

Z tyCl

Progress of reaction Progress of reaction

Figure 25. 1 . Energy cu rve for n uclco-

philic aliphatic (SN2) substitution.

One-step reaction: intermediate is a

transition state.

Figure 25.2. Energy curve for nucleo-

philic aromatic substitution. Two-

step reaction: intermediate is a com-

pound.

25.9 Reactivity in nucleophilic aromatic substitution

For reactions involving an intermediate carbonium ion, we have seen that

the overall rate depends only on the rate of formation of the carbonium ion. In

nucleophilic aromatic substitution an analogous situation seems to exist: the first

step, formation of the carbanion, largely determines the overall rate of reaction;

once formed, the carbanion rapidly reacts to yield the final product.

For closely related reactions, we might expect a difference in rate of formation

ofcarbanions to be largely determined by a difference in acL , that is, by a difference

in stability of the transition states. Factors that stabilize the carbanion by dispers-

ing the charge should for the same reason stabilise the incipient carbanion of the

transition state. Just as the more stable carbonium ion is formed more rapidly, so,

we expect, the more stable carbanion should be formed more rapidly. We shall

therefore concentrate our attention on the relative stabilities of the intermediate

carbanions.

Z Cl

Transition state: Carbanion:

developing negative full negative

charge charge

To compare the rates of substitution in chlorobenzene itself, a chlorobenzene

containing an electron-withdrawing group, and a chlorobenzene containing an

electron-releasing group, we compare the structures of carbanions 1, II, and III.
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Z. Cl Z. Cl Z. Cl

A group that withdraws electrons (II) tends to neutralize the negative charge

of the ring and so to become more negative itself; this dispersal of the charge

stabilizes the carbanion. In the same way, electron withdrawal stabilizes the

transition state with its developing negative charge, and thus speeds up reaction.

A group that releases electrons (III) tends to intensify the negative charge, de-

stabilizes the carbanion (and the transition state), and thus slows down reaction.

Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution

JX^ G withdraws electrons G N(CH^3*
.

ft' 1

!

stabilizes carbanion,
~~NO 2

actuates CN
-SO,H
-COOH
CHO

- COR
- x

G releases electrons G NH 2

.7 I

* _ 1
1

destabilizes carbanion, ~OH
'*

l ^-- ]

deactivates -OR
R

It is clear, then, why a given substituent group affects nucleophilic and

electrophilic aromatic substitution in opposite ways: it affects the stability of

negatively and positively charged ions in opposite ways.

25.10 Orientation in nucleophilic aromatic substitution

To see why it is that a group activates the positions ortho and para to it most

strongly, let us compare, for example, the carbanions formed from /;-chloronitro-

benzene and /w-chloronitrobenzene. Each of these is a hybrid of three structures,

I-III for para attack, IV-V1 for meta attack. In one of these six structures, II,

Para attack

NO2

, n

Especially stable:

charge on carbon

bearing substitue*'
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CI

0..N02 ^ N02

the negative charge is located on the carbon atom to which NO2 is attached.

Although NO2 attracts electrons from all positions of the ring, it does so most

from the carbon atom nearest it; consequently, structure II is a particularly stable

one. Because of contribution from structure II, the hybrid carbanion resulting

from attack on ^-chloronitrobenzene is more stable than the carbanion resulting

from attack on w-chloronitrobenzene. The para isomer therefore reacts faster than

the meta isomer.

In the same way, it can be seen that attack on 0-chloronitrobenzene (VII-IX)

also yields a more stable carbanion, because of contribution from IX, than attack

on w-chloronitrobenzene.

Ortho attack
'j

VIII IX

Especially stable:

charge on carbon

bearing substituent

By considerations similar to those of Sec. 11.19, we can see that deactivation

by an electron-releasing group should also be strongest when it is ortho or para to

the halogen.

Nucleophilic and electrophilic aromatic substitution are similar, then, in that

a group exerts its strongest influence whether activating or deactivating at the

positions ortho and para to it. This similarity is due to a similarity in the inter-

mediate ions: in both cases the charge of the intermediate ion whether negative

or positive is strongest at the positions ortho and para to the point of attack,

and hence a group attached to one of these positions can exert the strongest

influence.

25.11 Electron withdrawal by resonance

The activation by -~NO2 and other electron-attracting groups can be accounted

for, as we have seen, simply on the basis of inductive effects, However, it is gener-

ally believed that certain of these groups withdraw electrons by resonance as well.

Let us see what kind of structures are involved.

The intermediate carbanions formed by nucleophilic attack on o- and/?-chloro-

nitrobenzene are considered to be hybrids not only of structures with negative

charges carried by carbons of the ring (as shown in the last section), but also of

structures I and II in which the negative charge is carried by oxygen of the NO2

group. Being highly electronegative, oxygen readily accommodates a negative

charge, and hence I and II should be especially stable structures. The carbanions

to which these structures contribute are therefore much more stable than the ones
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formed by attack on chlorobenzene itself or on m-chloronitrobenzene, for which

structures like I and II are not possible. Thus resonance involving the NO2

group strengthens the activation toward nucleophilic substitution caused by the

inductive effect.

The activating effect of a number of other electron-attracting groups is con-

sidered to arise, in part, from the contribution of similar structures (shown only
for para isomers) to the intermediate carbanions.

NO

C -C R N=O
\ ii

OH

Problem 25.6 There is evidence to suggest that the nitroso group, ~N=6:,
activates ortho and para positions toward both nucleophilic and electrophilic aromatic

substitution; the group apparently can either withdraw or release electrons upon
demand by the attacking reagent. Show how this might be accounted for. (Hint: See

Sec. 11.20.)

25.12 Evidence for the two steps in bimolecular displacement

Our interpretation of reactivity and orientation in nucleophilic aromatic

substitution has been based on one all-important assumption that we have not yet

justified: displacement involves t\vo steps, of which the first one is much slower than

the second.

X

(1) Ar-X + :Z > A/ Slow

Z

X
(2) A/ > Ar-Z + :X- Fast

The problem here reminds us of the analogous problem in electrophilic

aromatic substitution (Sec. 11.16). There the answer was found in the absence of
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an isotope effect: although carbon-deuterium bonds are broken more slowly than

carbon-hydrogen bonds, deuterium and hydrogen were found to be displaced at

the same rate. Reactivity is determined by the rate of a reaction that does not

involve the breaking of a carbon-hydrogen bond.

But in nucleophilic aromatic substitution, we are dealing with displacement,

not of hydrogen, but of elements like the haiogens; as was discussed in connec-

tion with dehydrohalogenation, any isotope effects would be small, and hard to

measure.

The answer came from Joseph Bunnett (p. 478), who is responsible for much
of what we understand about nucleophilic aromatic substitution. It was while

studying this reaction that he first conceived the idea of element effect (Sec. f4.20),

and showed how it gave evidence for the two-step mechanism.

In SN 1 and SN2 displacement, we recall, the reactivity of alkyl halides follows

the sequence
R-I > R-Br > R- Cl > R-F

The ease of breaking the carbon-halogen bond depends upon its strength, and

the resulting differences in rate are quite large.

Yet, in nucleophilic aromatic substitution, there is often very little difference

in reactivity among the various halides and, more often than not, the fluoride

containing the carbon-halogen bond hardest to break --is the most reactive. If

reactivity is independent of the strength of the carbon-halogen bond, we can only

conclude that the reaction whose rate we are observing does not involve, breaking

Difficult step

Ar-X

Ar Z + :

Progress of Reaction >

Figure 25.3. Potential energ> changes during course of reaction: nucleo-

philic aromatic substitution. Formation of carbanion is rate-controlling

step; strength of C X bond does not affect over-all rate.
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of the carbon- halogen bond. In nucleophilic aromatic substitution, as in electro-

philic aromatic substitution, the rate of reaction is determined by the rate of attach-

ment of the attacking particle to the ring (Fig. 25.3).

The faster reaction of aryl fluorides is attributed to the very strong inductive effect

of fluorine; by withdrawing electrons it stabilizes the transition state of the first step of

a reaction that will ultimately lead to its displacement.

Problem 25.7 When 2,4,6-trinitroamsole is treated with sodium ethoxide, a

product of formula CqHioOgN^ Na* is formed. A product of the same formula is

formed by the treatment of trinitrophenetolc by sodium methoxide. When treated

with acid, both products give the same mixture of trimtroanisole and trimtrophene-
tole. What structure (or structures) would you assign to these products?

25.13 Nucleophilic substitution: aliphatic and aromatic

We can see a regulai progression in the thiee kinds of nucleophiiic suostitution

that \ve have studied so far. The departing group leaves the molecule before the

entering group becomes attached in an SN I reaction, at the same time, in an SN2

reaction, and after in nucleophilic aromatic substitution. A positive charge thus

develops on carbon during an SN 1 reaction, no particular charge during an SN2

reaction, and a negathe charge during nucleophilic aromatic substitution. As a

result, an SN 1 reaction is favored by electron release, an SN2 reaction is relatively

insensitive to electronic factors, and nucleophilic aromatic substitution is favored

by electron withdrawal.

R X -> R f > R- Z Positive charge

x-

SN 1

e cha

develops on carbon

r 8 i

Sx2

R X -* lz~R--x] -* R-Z + X- Little charge
develops on carbon

J Nucleophilic aromatic

Negative charge

develops on carbon

25.14 Elimination-addition mechanism for nucleophilic aromatic

substitution. Benzyne

We have seen that electron-withdrawing groups activate aryl halides toward

nucleophilic substitution. In the absence of such activation, substitution can be

made to -take place, by use of very strong bases, for example. But when this is

done, substitution does not take place by the mechanism we have just discussed

(the so-called bimolecular mechanism), but by an entirely different mechanism: the

benzyne (or elimination-addition) mechanism. Let us first see what this mechanism

is, and then examine some of the evidence for it.
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When an aryl halide like chlorobenzene is treated with the very strongly basic

amide ion, NH 2 ~, in liquid ammonia, it is converted into aniline. This is not the

simple displacement that, on the surface, it appears to be. Instead, the reaction

involves two stages: elimination and then addition. The intermediate is the mole-

cule called benzyne (or dehydrobenzene).

Aryl halide

Benzyne has the structure shown in Fig. 25.4, in which an additional bond is

formed between two carbons (the one originally holding the halogen and the one

Figure 25.4. Benzyne molecule.

Sideways overlap of sp
2 orbitals

forms TT bond out of plane of aro-

matic TT cloud.

originally holding the hydrogen) by sideways overlap of sp
2 orbitals. This

new bond orbital lies along the side of the ring, and has little interaction with the

IT cloud lying above and below the ring. The sideways overlap is not very

good, the new bond is a weak one, and benzyne is a highly reactive molecule.

The elimination stage, in which benzyne is formed, involves two steps : abstrac-

tion of a hydrogen ion (step 1) by the amide ion to form ammonia and carbanion I,

which then loses halide ion (step 2) to form benzyne.

(1)

(2)

Elimination

The addition stage, in which benzyne is consumed, may also involve two

steps: attachment of the amide ion (step 3) to form carbanion II, which then reacts

with an acid, ammonia, to abstract a hydrogen ion (step 4). It may be that step (3)

and step (4) are concerted, and addition involves a single step; if this is so, the

transition state is probably one in which attachment of nitrogen has proceeded to

a greater extent than attachment of hydrogen, so that it has considerable carbanion
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NH 2

NH 3

Addition

-f- NH 2

"

Aniline

character. (This is analogous to hydroboration (Sec. 15.1 1), in which the transition

state has considerable carbonium ion character.)

Let us look at the facts on which the above mechanism is based.

(a) Fact. Labeled chlorobenzene in which 14C held the chlorine atom was

allowed to react with amide ion. In half the aniline obtained the amino group
was held by

14C and in halj it was held by an adjacent carbon.

NH 2

and

Interpretation. In bcnzyne the labeled carbon and the ones next to it become

equivalent, and NH 2

~
adds randomly (except for a small isotope effect) to one or

the other.

NH,

NH,
NH 3

NH,

NH 3

Although foreshadowed by certain earlier observations, this experiment, reported in

1953 by John D. Roberts of the California Institute of Technology, marks the real

beginning of benzyne chemistry.

(b) Fact. Compounds containing two groups ortho to halogen, like 2-bromo-

3-methylanisole, do not react at all.

CH3 no reaction

Interpretation. With no ortho hydrogen to be lost, benzyne cannot form,

(c) Fact. When a 50:50 mixture of bromobenzene and odeuteriobromo-

benzene is allowed to react with a limited amount ofamide ion, recovered unreacted
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material contains more of the deuteriobromobenzene than bromobenzene; the

deuterated compound is less reactive and is consumed more slowly.

NH 2

aniline <
NH

o-Deuteriobromobenzene

Reacts more slowly:
more left unconsumed

Interpretation. This isotope effect (Sec. 11.15) shows not only that \\\z*ortho

hydrogen is involved, but that it is involved in a rate-determining step. Deuterium

is abstracted more slowly in the first step (equation 1, p, 836), and the whole reaction

sequence is slowed down.

Bond to D broken
more slowly

(d) Fact. o-Deuteriofluorobenzene is converted into aniline only very slowly,

but loses its deuterium rapidly to yield ordinary fluorobenzene.

Interpretation. Abstraction of hydrogen (step 1) takes place, but before the

very strong carbon-fluorine bond can break, the carbanion reacts with the acid

which is almost all NH 3 with only a trace of NH 2D to regenerate fluorobenzene,

but without its deuterium.

In the case of 0-deuterio6/ww0benzenc, on the other hand, breaking of the

weaker carbon-bromide bond (step 2) is much faster than the protonation by
ammonia (reverse of step 1): as fast as a carbanion is formed, it loses bromide ion.

In this case, isotopic exchange is not important. (It may even be that here steps

(1) and (2) are concerted.)

NH2

-
. I NH3

forX = F, k-i k2

X = Br, k<i k-i
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(e) Fact. Both /w-bromoanisole and 0-bromoanisole yield the same product:

/w-anisidine (w-aminoanisole).

J NH 2

w-Anisidine o-Bromoanisole

Interpretation. They yield the same product because they form the same

intermediate benzyne.

Which benzyne is this, and how is it that it yields m-anisidinc? To deal

with orientation both in the elimination stage and the addition stage we must

remember that a methoxyl group has an electron-withdrawing inductive effect.

Since the electrons in carbanions like I and II (pp. 836 837) are out of the plane of

the IT cloud, there is no question of resonance interaction; only the inductive

effect, working along the a bonds (or perhaps through space), is operative.

0-Bromoanisole yields the ben/yne shown (III, 2,3-dehydroanisole) because

it has to. w-Bromoanisole yields III because, in the first step, the negative charge

0-Bromoanisole

appears preferentially on the carbon that can best accommodate it: the carbon

next to the electron-withdrawing group. Whatever its source, III yields m-anisidine

Actual intermediate

Br

for the same reason : addition ofNH 2
~
occurs in such a way that the negative charge

appears on the carbon next to methoxyl.

Actual product

More stable

carbanion

OCH 3

or

m-Anisidine
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Another common" way to generate benzyne involves use of organolithium

compounds. For example:

8-

C6H 5 Li; then H 2O C6H 5

Here benzyne formation involves abstraction of a proton (reaction 5) by the base

CAH 5

~
to form a carbanion which loses fluoride ion (reaction 6) to give benzyne.

(5)

Stronger
acid

C6H 5-Li

Stronger
base

Weaker
base

Weaker
acid

(6) -f- Li+F'

Problem 25.8 Account for the relative strengths of these acids and bases.

Addition of phenyllithium (reaction 7) to the benzyne gives the organolithium

compound IV. From one point of view, this is the same reaction sequence observed

for the amide ion-ammonia reaction (above), but it stops at the carbanion stage

for want of strong acid. (Alternatively, the Lewis acid Li
f has completed thp se-

quence.) Addition of water in this company, a very strong acid -yields (reaction

8) the final product. (The strong acid H + has displaced the weaker acid Li '

.)

(8)
I Li+OH

C6 H<;

Organolithium compounds, RLi, resemble Grignard reagents, RMgX, in their

reactions. As in Grignard reagents (Sec. 3.16), the carbon -metal bond can probably
best be described as a highly polar covalent bond or, in another manner of speaking, as

a bond with much ionic character (a resonance hybrid of R M and R M '

). Because

of the greater electropositivity of lithium, the carbon- lithium bond is even more ionic

than the carbon-magnesium bond and, partly as a result of this, organolithium com-

pounds are more reactive than Grignard reagents. As wo have done with Cingnard
reagents, we shall for convenience focus our attention on the carbanion character of the

organic group in discussing these reactions as acid base chemistry. In the reactions
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involving K +NH 2

~
we indicated free carbanions as intermediates, although even here

the attractive forces- whatever they are -between carbon and potassium may be of

great importance.

Problem 25.9 Account for the following facts: (a) treatment of the reaction

mixture in reaction (8) with carbon dioxide instead of water gives V ; (b) treatment of

OCH 3

the reaction mixture in reaction (8) with benzophenone gives VI; (c) benzyne can be

generated by treatment of 0-bromofluorobenzene with magnesium metal.

25.15 Analysis of aryl halides

Aryl halides show much the same response to characterization tests as the

hydrocarbons from which they are derived: insolubility in cold concentrated

sulfuric acid; inertness toward bromine in carbon tetrachloride and toward

permanganate solutions; formation of orange to red colors when treated with

chloroform and aluminum chloride; dissolution in cold fuming sulfuric acid,

but at a slower rate than that of benzene.

Aryl halides are distinguished from aromatic hydrocarbons by the presence

of halogen, as shown by elemental analysis. Aryl halides are distinguished from

most alkyl halides by their inertness toward silver nitrate; in this respect they

resemble vinyl halides (Sec. 25.5).

Any other functional groups that may be present in the molecule undergo

their characteristic reactions.

Problem 25.10 Describe simple chemical tests (if any) that will distinguish be-

tween: (a) bromobenzene and //-hexyl bromide; (b) p-bromotoluene and benzyl bro-

mide; (c) chlorobenzene and 1-chloro-l-hexene; (d) a-(p-bromophenyl)ethyl alcohol

C/j-BrC6H 4CHOHCHi) and />-bromo-/f-hexylbenzene; (e) a-(p-chlorophenyl)ethyl
alcohol and 0-(/>-chlorophenyl)ethyl alcohol (/7-CIC6H 4CH 2CH 2OH). Tell exactly
what you would do and sec.

Problem 25.11 Outline a procedure for distinguishing by chemical means (not

necessarily simple tests) between: (a)/?-bromoethylbenzene and 4-bromo-l,3-dimethyl-

benzene; (b) 0-chloropropenylbenzene (0-ClC6H 4CH--=CHCH3) and 0-chloroallyl-

benzene (<?-ClC6H4CH 2CH CH2).

PROBLEMS
1. Give structures and names of the principal organic products of the reaction (if

any) of each of the following reagents with bromobenzene:

(a) Mg, ether (f) NH 3 , 100

(b) boiling 10% aqueous NaOH (g) boiling aqueous NaCN
(c) boiling alcoholic KOH (h) HNO3 , H :SO4

(d) sodium acetylide (0 fuming sulfuric acid

(e) sodium eihoxide (j) C1 2 , Fe
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(k) I-,, Fe (n) cold dilute KMnO4

(I) C6H 6 , AICI, (o) hot KMnO4

<m) CH 3CH,C 1, A1CI 3

2. Answer Problem 1 for //-butyl bromide.

3. Answer Problem 1, parts (b), (e), (f), and (g) for 2,4-dinitrobromobenzene.

4. Outline a laboratory method for the conversion of bromobenzene into each of the

following, using any needed aliphatic and inorganic reagents.

(a) benzene (h) a-phenylethyl alcohol

(b) p-bromonitrobenzene (i) 2-phenyl-2-propanol

(c) p-bromochlorobenzene (j) 2,4-dinitrophenol

(d) /7-bromoben/enesulfonic acid (k) allylbenzene (Hint: See Problem 16,

(e) 1,2,4-tribromobcnzene p. 281.)

(f ) p-bromotoluene (1) benzoic acid

(g) benzyl alcohol (m) aniline

5. Give the structure and name of the product expected when phcnylmagnesium
bromide is treated with each of the following compounds and then with water:

(a) H 2O (i) CH 3COCH 3

(b) HBr (dry) (j) cyclohexanone

(c) C2H<OH (k) 3,3-dimethylcyclohexanone

(d) aliyi bromide (1) C6H 5COCH 3

(e) HCHO (m) C6H 5COC6H S

(f) CH 3CHO (n) (~)-C6H 5COCH(CH 3)C2H 5

(g) C6H 5CHO (o) acetylene

(h) p-CH 3CbH 4CHO
Which products (if any) would be single compounds? Which (if any) would be racemic

modifications? Which (if any) would be optically active as isolated?

6. Arrange the compounds in each set in order of reactivity toward the indicated

reagent. Give the structure and name of the product expected from the compound
you select as the most reactive in each set.

(a) NaOH: chlorobcn/ene, w-chloronitrobenzene, 0-chloronitrobenzene, 2,4-dinitro-

chlorobenzene, 2,4,6-trinitrochlorobenzene

(b) HNO 3/H 2SO4 : benzene, chlorobenzene, nitrobenzene, toluene

(c) alcoholic AgNO3 : 1-bromo-l-birtene, 3-bromo-l-butene, 4-bromo-l-butene

(d) fuming sulfuric acid: bromobenz'ene, p-bromotoluene, /?-dibromobenzene, toluene

(e) KCN: benzyl chloride, chlorobenzene, ethyl chloride

(f) alcoholic AgNO 3 : 2-bromo-l-phenylethene, a-phenylethyl bromide, /3-phenylethyl
bromide

7. In the preparation of 2,4-dmitrochlorobenzene from chloroben/ene, the excess

nitric acid and sulfuric acid must be washed from the product. Which vould you select

for this purpose: aqueous sodium hydroxide or aqueous sodium bicarbonate? Why?

8. Give structures and names of the principal organic products expected from each

of the following reactions:

(a) 2,3-dibromopropene -f- NaOH(aq)
(b) p-bromobenzyl bromide + NH 3(aq)

(c) p-chlorotoluene 4- hot KMnO4

(d) /w-bromostyrene + Br2/CCl4

(e) 3,4-dichloronitrobenzene + 1 mole NaOCH 3

(f) p-bromochlorobenzene + Mg, ethyl ether

(g) p-bromobenzyl alcohol 4- cold dilute KMnO4

(h) p-bromobenzyl alcohol + cone. HBr
(i) <<-('>-chlorophenyl)ethyl bromide -f KOH(alc)
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(j) /?-bromotoluene -f 1 mole C1 2 , heat, light

(k) o-bromobenzotrifluoride + NaNH 2/NH 3

(1) o-bromoanisole + K + -NEt2/Et2NH
9. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the following com-

pounds from benzene and/or toluene, using any needed aliphatic or inorganic reagents:

(a) m-chloronitrobenzene (h) 2,4-dinitroaniline

(b) p-chloronitrobenzene (i) /?-bromostyrene

(c) /w-bromobenzoic acid (j) 2,4-dibromobenzoic acid

(d) /7-bromobenzoic acid (k) w-iodotoluene

(e) m-chlorobenzotrichloride (1) p-bromobenzenesulfonic acid

(f) 3,4-dibromonitrobenzene (m) />-chlorobenzyl alcohol

(g) /7-bromobenzal chloride (n) 2-(p-tolyl)propane

10. Halogen located at the 2- or 4-position of the aromatic heterocyclic compound
pyridine (Sec. 31.6) is fairly reactive toward nucleophilic displacement. For example:

NH 2

NH>. 180-200

4-Chloropyndine 4-Aminopyridine

How do you account for the reactivity of these compounds? (Check your answer in

Sec. 31.10.)

11. The insecticide called DDT, 1,1,1 -trichloro-2,2-bis-(/?-chlorophenyl(ethane,

(/?-ClC6H 4) 2CHCCl 3 , is manufactured by the reaction between chlorobenzene and

tnchloroacetaldehyde in the presence of sulfuric acid. Outline the series of steps by which

this synthesis most probably takes place; make sure you show the function of the

H 2SO4 . Label each step according to its fundamental reaction type.

12. In the Dow process for the manufacture of phenol, two by-products are diphenyl
ether and y?-phenylphenol. It has been suggested that these two compounds are formed

via the same intermediate. How might this happen ?

13. In KNH 2/NHj , protium-deuterium exchange takes place at the following relative

rates :

<?-C6H 4DF > m-C6H 4DF > /7-C6H 4DF > C6H 5D
4,000,000 4,000 200 1

How do you account for this sequence of reactivity?

14. Reduction of 2,6-dibromobenzenediazomum chloride, which would be expec-

ted to give AH-dibromobenzene, actually yields chiefly w-bromochlorobenzene. How do

you account for this ?

15. The reaction of 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene with N-methylaniline to give N-methyl-

2,4-dinitrodiphenylamine is catalyzed by weak bases like acetate ion. The reaction of the

corresponding bromo compound is faster, and is not catalyzed by bases. How do you
account for these observations? (Hint: Examine in detail every step of the mechanism.)

16. (a) The labeled ether 2,4-(NO2)2C6H 3
18OC6H 5 reacts more slowly than the

unlabeled ether with the secondary aminc pipcridinc (Sec. 31.12). How do you account for

this?

(b) The isotope effect in part (a) becomes weaker as the piperidine concentration is

raised. Account in detail for this observation. (Hint: See the preceding problem.)

17. The rate of reaction between /?-fluoronitrobenzene and azide ion (N 3 ~) is affected

markedly by the nature of the solvent. How do you account for the following relative

rates: in methanol, 1; in formamide, 5.6; in N-methylformamide, 15.7; in dimethyl-

formamide, 2.4 x 104 .
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18. The dry diazonium salt I was subjected to a flash discharge, and an especially

I

adapted mass spectrometer scanned the spectrum of the products at rapid intervals after

the flash. After about 50 microseconds there appeared simultaneously masses 28, 44,

and 76. As time passed (about 250 microseconds) mass 76 gradually disappeared and a

peak at mass 152 approached maximum intensity.

(a) What are the peaks at 28, 44, and 76 due to ? What happens as time* passes,

and what is the substance of mass 152? (b) From what compound was the diazonium

salt I prepared ?

19. When a trace of KNH 2 is added to a solution of chlorobenzene and potassium

triphenylmethide, (C6H5 ) 3C~K% in liquid ammonia, a rapid reaction takes place to

yield a product of formula C25H 2o. What is the product? What is the role of KNH 2 ,

and why is it needed ?

20. How do you account for each of the following observations?

(a) When p-iodotoluene is treated with aqueous NaOH at 340, there is obtained a

mixture of /?-cresol (51%) and /w-cresol (49%). At 250, reaction is, of course, slower,

and yields only /?-cresoI.

(b) When diazotized 4-nitro-2-aminobenzoic acid is heated in tert-butyl alcohol,

there is obtained carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and a mixture of m- and p-nitrophenyl tert-

butyl ethers.

(c) When o-chlorobenzoic acid is treated with NaNH->/NH 3 in the presence of aceto-

nitrile (CH 3CN) there is obtained a 70% yield of /w-H6oCC6H 4CH 2CN and 10-20%
of a 1:2 mixture of o- and m-aminobenzoic acids.

21. When either II or III is treated with KN(C 2H 5)2/HN(C2H 5)2, there is obtained in

^CH 2CH 2NHCH 3

Jci

good yield the same product, of formula C9H nN. What is the product, and how is it

formed?

22. An unknown compound is believed to be one of the following. Describe how
you would go about finding out which of the possibilities the unknown actually is.

Where possible use simple chemical tests; where necessary use more elaborate chemical

methods like quantitative hydrogenation, cleavage, etc. Where necessary, make use of

Table 18.1, p. 580.

(a) C6H 5CH=CHBr (b.p. 221), 0-C6H 4Br2 (b.p. 221), BrCH 2(CH 2) 3CH 2Br (b.p. 224)
(b) o-CH 3C6H 4Br (b.p. 182), m-CH 3C6H 4Br (b.p. 184 ),/?-CH 3C6H 4Br (b.p. 185)
(c) tf-ClC6H<C2H 5 (b.p. 178), C6H 5CH 7C1 (b.p. 179

Q
)r <7-C6H 4Cl 2 (b.p. 180)

(d) C1CH 2CH 2OH (b.p. 129), 4-octyne (b.p. 131), isopentyl alcohol (b.p. 132), C6H 5C1

(b.p. 132), ethylcyclohexane (b.p. 132), 1-chlorohexane 0>.p. 134)

(e)

N^,

(m.p. 73^)
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23. In studying the base-catalyzed halogen dance, Bunnett has made the follow-

ing observations. When IV is treated with C6H 5NHK/NH 3 , it is isomerized to V. There is

IV V VI VII VIII IX

found, in addition, VI, m- and jo-dibromobenzenes, and unconsumed IV. Similar treat-

ment of VII gives chiefly VIII, along with IX, IV, and V. When IV labeled at the 1-position

with radioactive bromine is allowed to react, the recovered IV had the label statistically

distributed among all three positions.

(a) Bunnett first considered a mechanism involving intermediate benzynes. Show how
you could account for the above observations on this basis.

(b) When IV is allowed to isomerize in the presence ofmuch KI, no iodobromobenzenes
are found, On this and other grounds, Bunnett rejected the benzyne mechanism. Explain.

(c) From the isomerization of IV, some unconsumed IV is always obtained. Yet the

reaction of V gives IV only ifthere is present a small amount of VI to start with. (This is a

real effect ; highly purified materials give the same results.) In the presence of a little VI, the

same mixture (about 50: 50) of IV and V is formed whether one starts with IV or with V.

Suggest a complete mechanism for the base-catalyzed halogen dance, and show how it

accounts for all the facts. It may help to go at the problem in this way. First, start with V
and the base, in the presence of VI, and show how IV can be formed. Show how, under

the same conditions, V can be formed from IV.

Next, start with only IV and base, and show how all the products are formed (V,

VI, m- and p-dibromobenzenes), and account for the scrambling of the bromine label.

Finally, the hardest part: why must VI be added to bring about isomerization of V
but not the isomerization of IV ? (Hint: Simply write for V equations analogous to those

you have written for IV, and keep in mind Problem 13, p. 843.)



Chapter

26

Carbanions II

Malonic Ester and

Acetoacetic Ester Syntheses

26.1 Carbanions in organic synthesis

We have already seen something of the importance to organic synthesis of

the formation of carbon-carbon bonds: it enables us to make big molecules out

of little ones. In this process a key role is played by negatively charged carbon.

Such nucleophilic carbon attacks carbon holding a good leaving group in alkyl

halides or sulfonates, usually or carbonyl or acyl carbon. Through nucleophilic

substitution or nucleophilic addition, a new carbon -carbon bond is formed.

Nucleophilic carbon is of two general kinds, (a) There are the carbanion-like

groups in organometallic compounds, usually generated through reaction of an

organic halide with a metal: Grignard and organocadmium reagents, for example;

the lithium dialkylcopper reagents used in the Corey-House synthesis of hydro-

carbons; the organozinc compounds that are intermediates in the Reformatsky
reaction, (b) There are the more nearly full-fledged carbanions generated through
abstraction of -hydrogens by base, as in the aldol and Claisen condensations and

their relatives.

The difference between these two kinds of carbon is one of degree, not kind. There is

interaction --just how much depending on the metal and the solvent even between

electropositive ions like sodium or potassium or lithium and the anion from carbonyl

compounds. These intermediates, too, could be called organometallic compounds; the

bonding is simply more ionic than that in, say, a Grignard reagent.

In this chapter we shall continue with our study of carbanion chemistry,

with emphasis on the attachment of alkyl groups to the a-carbons of carbonyl

and acyl compounds. Such alkylation reactions owe their great importance to the

special nature of the carbonyl group, and in two ways. First, the carbonyl group
makes a-hydrogens acidic, so that alkylation can take place. Next, the products

846
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obtained still contain the carbonyl group and hence are highly reactive; they are

ideal intermediates for further molecule-building.

Of the very many alkylation methods that have been developed, we can look

at only a few: first, two classics of organic synthesis, the malonic ester synthesis

and the acetoacetic ester synthesis', and then, several newer methods. In doing this

we shall be concerned not only with learning a bit more about how to make new

molecules from old ones, but also with seeing the variety of ways in which carbanion

chemistry is involved.

26.2 Malonic ester synthesis of carboxylic acids

One of the most valuable methods of preparing carboxylic acids makes use of

ethyl malonate (malonic ester), CH 2(COOC 2H 5 ) 2 , and is called the malonic ester

synthesis. This synthesis depends upon (a) the high acidity of the -hydrogens of

malonic ester, and (b) the extreme ease with which malonic acid and substituted

malonic acids undergo decarboxylalion. (As we shall sec, this combination of

properties is more than a happy accident, and can be traced to a single underlying

cause.)

Like acetoacetic ester (Sec. 21.11), and for exactly the same reason, malonic

ester contains a-hydrogens that are particularly acidic: they are alpha to two

carbonyl groups. When treated with sodium ethoxide in absolute alcohol, malonic

ester is converted largely into its salt, sodiomalonic ester:

CH 2(COOC2H 5)2 + Na+-OC 2H 5 ^r* CH(COOC2H 5)2 -Na
+ + HOC2H 5

Stronger acid Sodiomalonic ester Weaker acid

Reaction of this salt with an alkyl halide yields a substituted malonic ester, an ethyl

alkylmalonate, often called an alkylmalonic ester:

CH(COOC2H 5 )2 -Na + + RX > RCH(COOC2H 5)2 + Na f X~

Ethyl alkylmalonate

Alkylmalonic ester

This reaction involves nucleophilic attack on the alkyl halide by the carbanion,

CH(COOC2H 5)2 ~, and, as we might expect, gives highest yields with primary alkyl

halides, lower yields with secondary alkyl halides, and is worthless for tertiary alkyl

halides and for aryl halides.

The alkylmalonic ester still contains one ionizable hydrogen, and on treatment

with sodium ethoxide it, too, can be converted into its salt; this salt can react with

an alkyl halide which may be tKe same as, or different from, the first alkyl halide

to yield a dialkylmalonic ester:

RCH(COOC2H5)2 + Na + -OC2H5 zr* RC(COOC2H s)2 -Na+ + C2H5OH

R'X

RR'C(COOC2H5)2 + Na +

Dialkyimalonic ester
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The acidity of malonic ester thus permits the preparation of substituted

malonic esters containing one or two alkyl groups. How can these substituted

malonic esters be used to make carboxylic acids? When heated above its melting

point, malonic acid readily loses carbon dioxide to form acetic acid; in a similar

way substituted malonic acids readily lose carbon dioxide to form substituted

acetic acids. The monoalkyl- and dialkylmalonic esters we have prepared* are

readily converted into monocarboxylic acids by hydrolysis, acidification, and

heat:

RCH(COOC2H5)2

A monoalkylmalonic ester

H2 ' QH "
thcat

RCH(COO-)2 RCH(COOH)2

heat, 140

RCH2COOH + C02

A monosubstituted
acetic acid

RR'C(COOC2H5)2

A dialkylmalonic ester

RR'C(COO-)2 RR'C(COOH)2

I

hea| HQ.

RR'CHCOOH + CO2

A disubstituted

acetic acid

A malonic ester synthesis yields an acetic acid in which one or two hydrogens have

been replaced by alkyl groups.

In planning a malonic ester synthesis, our problem is to select the proper alkyl

halide or halides; to do this, we have only to look at the structure of the acid we

want. Isocaproic acid, for example, (CH3)2CHCH 2CH 2COOH, can be considered

as acetic acid in which one hydrogen has been replaced by an isobutyl group. To

prepare this acid by the malonic ester synthesis, we would have to use isobutyl

bromide as the alkylating agent:

CH3

CH3CHCH2CH2COOH
Isocaproic acid

CH3

CH3CHCH2Br

Isobutyl bromide

COOH

CH3CH
CH3 I

CH2CH

COO-

Na +CH(COOC2H5)2
-

CH2(COOC2H5),

Malonic ester

CH3 I

2CHCH3CHCH

HAOH-.heat

COOC2H5
CH3 I

CH3CHCH2CH

i(X>C2H5

E'hy' ^butylmalonate

Isobutylmalomc ester

An isomer of isocaproic acid, a-methylvaleric acid, CH 3CH2CH2CH(C.l3)COOH,
can be considered as acetic acid in which one hydrogen has been replaced by a
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heat
COOH COO-

CH3CH2CH 2CHCC|OH
<^i CH 3CH^CH2CCOOH J^- CH 3CH2CH2CCOO-

CH3 CH 3 <!:H3

a-Methylvalericacid

JH.O.OH-.
heat

COOC2H5

> CH 3CH2CH2CCOOC2H5

^H
Ethyl methyl-w-propylmalonate

Methyl-rt-propylmalonic ester

CH 3Br + Na +CH 3CH2CH 2C(COOC2H5)2
-

Methyl bromide
|

Na + -OC 2H 5

CH3CH 2CH 2CH(COOC2H 5)2

t

CH3CH2CH2Br + Na +CH(COOC2H5)2
-

w-Propyl bromide t V1 . _ _
Na+ -OC2H 5

CH2(COOC2H5)2

Malonic ester

w-propyl group and a second hydrogen has been replaced by a methyl group; we
must therefore use two alkyl halides, w-propyl bromide and methyl bromide.

The basic malonic ester synthesis we have outlined can be modified. Often

one can advantageously use: different bases as, for example, potassium tert-

butoxide; alkyl sulfonates instead of halides; polar aprotic solvents like DMSO or

DMF(Sec. 1.21).

In place of simple alkyl halides, certain other halogen-containing compounds
may be used, in particular the readily available a-bromo esters (why can a-bromo-

acids not be used ?), which yield substituted succinic acids by the malonic ester

synthesis. For example :

CH3

HOOCCHCH2COOH
a-Methylsuccinic acid

, CH 3 H+ CH3
- HOOCCHCH(COOH)2

<- -QOCCHCH(COO-)2

j
^ QH . heat

CH3CHCOOC2H5

Br

Ethyl
a-bromopropionate

Na +CH(COOC2H5)2
-

CH3

C2H5OOCCHCH(COOC2H5)2

CH2(COOC2H5 )2

Malonic ester

Problem 26.1 Outline the synthesis of the following compounds from malonic

ester and alcohols of four carbons or less:

(a) the isomeric acids, /t-valeric, isovaleric, and a-methylbutyric. (Why can the mal-

onic ester synthesis not be used for the preparation of trimethylacetic acid?)

(b) leucinc (a-aminoisocaproic acid)

(c) isoleucine (a-amino-j3-methylvaleric acid)
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Problem 26.2 Adipic acid is obtained from a malonic ester synthesis in which

the first step is addition of one mole of ethylene bromide to a large excess of sodio-

malonic ester in alcohol. Cychpropanecarboxylic acid is the final product of a malonic

ester synthesis in which the first step is addition of one mole of sodiomalonic ester to

two moles of ethylene bromide followed by addition of one mole of sodium ethoxide.

p\ XTOOH
HOOCCH,CH,CH,CH,COOH "X

\S H ^-V H
Adipic acid Cyclopropane- Cyclopentane-

carboxylic acid carboxylic acid

(a) Account for the difference in the products obtained in the two syntheses, (b) Tell

exactly how you would go about synthesizing cyclopentanecarboxylic acid.

Problem 26.3 (a) Malonic ester reacts with benzaldehyde in the presence of

piperidine (a secondary amine, Sec. 31.12) to yield a product of formula Ci 4H 16O4 .

What is this compound, and how is it formed? (This is an example of the Knoevenagel
reaction. Check your answer in Problem 21.22 (f), p. 714.) (b) What compound
would be obtained if the product of (a) were subjected to the sequence of hydrolysis,

acidification, and heating? (c) What is another way to synthesize the product of (b)?

Problem 26.4 (a) Cyclohexanone reacts with cyanoacetic ester (ethyl cyanoace-

tate, NCCF^COOC^H.s) in the presence of ammonium acetate to yield a product of

formula CnH^C^N. What is this compound, and how is it formed? (This is an

example of the Cope reaction. Check your answer in Problem 21.22 (g), p. 714.)

(b) What compound would be formed from the product of (a) by the sequence of

hydrolysis, acidification, and heating?

Problem 26.5 In an example of the Michael condensation, malonic ester reacts
.

with ethyl 2-butenoate in the presence of sodium ethoxide to yield A, of formula

Ci3H 2:O6 . The sequence of hydrolysis, acidification, and heating converts A into

3-methylpentanedioic acid. What is A, and how is it formed ? (Hint: See Sec. 8.20. Check

your answer in Sec. 27.7.)

26.3 Acetoacetic ester synthesis of ketones

One of the most valuable methods of preparing ketones makes use of ethyl

acetoacetate (acetoacetic ester), CH 3COCH 2COOC2H 5 , and is called the acetoacetic

ester synthesis of ketones. This synthesis closely parallels the malonic ester synthesis

of carboxylic acids.

Acetoacetic ester is converted by sodiunuethexitfe into the sodioacetoacetic

ester, which is then allowed to react with aa^ alkyjjialidejo form an alkylaceto-

acetic ester (an ethyl alkylacetoacetate), CH 3COCHRCOOC2H 5 ; if desired, the

alkylation can be repeated to yield a dialkylacetoacetic ester, CH 3COCRR'COO-
C2H 5 . All alkylations are conducted in absolute alcohol.

When hydrolyzed by dilute aqueous alkali (or by acid), these monoalkyl-
or dialkylacetoacetic esters yield the corresponding acids, CH3COCHRCOOH
or CH3COCRR'COOH, which undergo decarboxylation to form ketones*

CH 3COCH 2R or CH 3COCHRR'. This loss of carbon dioxide occurs even more

readily than from malonic acid, and may even take place before acidification of the

hydrolysis mixture.
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CH3COCH2COOC2H 5

Acetoacetic ester

i
"
OC2Hs

CH3COCHCOOC2H 5

-

RX

CH 3COCHCOOC2H<

R
Monoalkylacetoacetic ester

I

i

"
OC2Hi

CH3COCRCOOC2H 5

CH.COCHCOO

R

CH 3COCHCOOH

R

1

CH 3COCH 2R
A monosubstituted

acetone*

R'X

CH3COCCQOC2H 5

R
'

Dialkylacetoacetic ester

CH 3COCCOCf

R

-C0 2

CH 3COCHRR'
A disubstituted

acetone

The acetoacetic ester synthesis of ketones yields an acetone molecule in which one

or two hydrogens have been replaced by alkyl groups.

In planning an acetoacetic ester synthesis, as in planning a malonic ester

synthesis, our problem is to select the proper alkyl halide or halides. To do this,

we have only to look at the structure of the ketone we want. For example,

5-methyl-2-hexanone can be considered as acetone in which one hydrogen has been

replaced by an isobutyl group. In order to prepare this ketone by the acetoacetic

ester synthesis, we would have to use isobutyl bromide as the alkylating agent:

CH 3CHCH 2CH 2CCH 3

O
5-Methyl-2-hexanone

CH 3

CH 3CHCH 2Br

Isobutyl bromide

COOH
>,

<H 3 !

-- CH,CHCH 2CHCCH 3

II

O

Na +CH 3COCHCOOC2H 5

JNa
4- -OC 2H 5

CH 3COCH 2COOC2H 5

Ethyl acetoacetate

coo-

CH 3CHCH 2CHCCH 3

O

JOH-

cooc,H 5

CH 3 |

CH 3CHCH 2CHCCH,

6
Ethyl

a-isobutylacetoacctatc

The isomeric ketone 3-mcthyl-2-hexanone can be considered as acetone in

which one hydrogen has been replaced by a //-propyl group and a second hydrogen
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(on the same carbon) has been replaced by a methyl group; we must therefore use

two alkyl halides, w-propyl bromide and methyl bromide:

COOH

CH3CH2CH2CH CCH3
i^L CH3CH2CH2C CCH3

<
H2 orH *

.

CH3 (i CH 3 I

3-Methyl-2-hexanone COO

CH3CH2CH2C CCH3

CH3 O

COOC2H5 COOC2H3

CH3Br + Na +CH3CH2CH2CCOCH3

-
> CH3CH2CH2C CCH3

Methyl bromide

j
Na +-Oc2H5 ^H3 A

Ethyl -methyl--

y<JUC,
2H 5 1-propylacetoacetate

CH 3CH2CH2CHCCH3

t

CH3CH2CH2Br + Na +CH3COCHCOOC2H5
~

,1-Propyl bromide

|N.+
-OC,H,

CH3COCH2COOC2H5

Ethyl acetoacetate

Like the malonic ester synthesis, this synthesis, too, can be modified by changes
in the base, solvent, and alkylating agent.

Problem 26.6 To what general class does the reaction between sodioacetoacetic

ester and an alkyl halide belong? Predict the relative yields using primary, secondary,
and tertiary halides. Can aryl halides be used?

Problem 26.7 (a) Predict the product of the acetoacetic ester synthesis in which

ethyl bromoacetate (why not bromoacetic acidl) is used as the halide. To what general
class of compounds does this product belong? (b) Predict the product of the aceto-

acetic ester synthesis in which benzoyl chloride is used as the halide; in which chloro-

acetone is used as the halide. To what general classes of compounds do these products

belong?

Problem 26.8 Outline the synthesis of the following compounds from acetoacetic

ester, benzene, and alcohols of four carbons or less :

(aHc) the isomeric ketones:

methyl /7-butyl ketone (2-hexanone)

methyl isobutyl ketone (4-methyl-2-pentanone)

methyl sec-bulyl ketone (3-methyl-2-pentanone)

(d) Why can the acetoacetic ester synthesis not be used for the preparation of methyl

/<?r/-butyl ketone?

(e) 2,4-pentanedione (acetylacetone)

(f) 2,5-hexanedione (acetonylacetone)

(g) l-phenyl-l,4-pentanedione
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Problem 26.9 The best general preparation of a-keto acids is illustrated by the

sequence:

ethyl propionate + ethyl oxalate ^> A (C9H| 4O 5)

A + dil. H2SO4 52!L> CO2 + 2C2H 5OH + CH 3CH 2CCOOH (a-ketobutyric acid)

6
What familiar reactions are involved ? What is the structure of A ?

Problem 26.10 Outline the synthesis from simple esters of:

(a) a-ketoisocaproic acid

(b) a-keto-)8-phenylpropionic acid

(c) a-ketoglutaric acid

(d) leucine (a-aminoisocaproic acid). (Hint: See Sec. 22.11.)

(e) glutamic acid (a-aminoglutaric acid)

26.4 Decarboxylation of j8-keto acids and malonic acids

The acetoacetic ester synthesis thus depends on (a) the high acidity of the

a-hydrogens of -keto esters, and (b) the extreme ease with which -keto acids

undergo decarboxylation. These properties are exactly parallel to those on which

the malonic ester synthesis depends.

We have seen that the higher acidity of the cc-hydrogens is due to the ability of

the keto group to help accommodate the negative charge of the acetoacetic ester

anion. The ease of decarboxylation is, in part, due to exactly the same factor.

(So, too, is the occurrence of the Claisen condensation, by which the acetoacetic

ester is made in the first place.)

Decarboxylation of j9-keto acids involves both the free acid and the carbbxylate

ion. Loss of carbon dioxide from the anion

CH 3 -C CH 2 "COO- > C0 2 + CH 3 -C -CH 2

O O-/,
I

yields the carbanion I. This carbanion is formed faster than the simple carbanion

(R:~) that would be formed from a simple carboxylate ion (RCOO~) because it is

more stable. It is more stable, of course, due to the accommodation of the negative

charge by the keto group.

Problem 26.11 Decarboxylation of malonic acid involves both the free acid and
the monoanion, but not the doubly-charged anion. (a) Account for the ease of de-

carboxylation of the monoanion. Which end loses carbon dioxide? (b) How do you
account for the lack of reactivity of the doubly-charged anion? (Hint: See Sec. 18.20.)

Problem 26.12 In contrast to most carboxylic acids (benzoic acid, say) 2,4,6-tri-

nitrobenzoic acid is decarboxylated extremely easily: by simply boiling it in aqueous
acid. How do you account for this?
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Decarboxylation of free acetoacetic acid involves transfer of the acidic

hydrogen to the keto group, either prior to (as shown here) or simultaneously with

O
CH3~C-CH2 C

X
^= CHv-C CH2 COO" * CH3 O=CH2 + CO2

O OH OH

CH 3-C-CH 3

il

O

loss of carbon dioxide. We are quite familiar with the function of protonation to

redact the basicity of a leaving group.

Problem 26.13 When dimethylacctoacetic acid is decarboxylated in the presence
'

of iodine or bromine, there is obtained an iododimethylacetone or a bromodimethyl-
acetone (3-halo-3-methyl-2-butanone), although under these conditions neither iodine

nor bromine reacts significantly with the dimethylacetone. What bearing does this

experiment have on the mechanism of decarboxylation ?

i 26.14 Suggest a mechanism for the decarboxylation of free malonic

acid.

Probfem 26.15 Account for the comparative ease with which phenylpropiolic

acid, C6H 5C=CCOOH, undergoes decarboxylation in alkaline solution.

26.5 Direct and indirect alkylation of esters and ketones

By the malonic ester and acetoacetic ester we make ^-substituted acids and

a-substituted ketones. But why not do the job directly ? Why not convert simple

acids (or esters) and ketones into their carbanions, and allow these to react with

aikyl halides? There are a number of obstacles: (a) self-condensation aldol

condensation, for example, of ketones; (b) polyalkylation ; and (c) for unsym-
metrical ketones, alkylation at both a-carbons, or at the wrong one. Consider

self-condensation. A carbanion can be generated from, say, a simple ketone; but

competing with attack on an alkyl halide is attack at the carbonyl carbon of

another ketone molecule. What is needed is a base-solvent combination that can

convert the ketone rapidly and essentially completely into the carbanion before

appreciable self-condensation can occur. Steps toward solving this problem have

been taken, and there are available methods so far, of limited applicability

for the direct alkylation of acids and ketones.

A tremendous amount of work has gone into the development of alternatives

to direct alkylation. Another group is introduced temporarily to do one or more

of these things: increase the acidity of the a-hydrogens, prevent self-condensation,

and direct alkylation to a specific position. The malonic ester and acetoacetic

ester syntheses are, of course, typical of this approach. In the acetoacetic ester

synthesis, for example, the carbethoxy group, COOEt, enhances the acidity of
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ex-hydrogens, but only those on one particular a-carbon, so that allegation will

take place there. Then, when alkylation is over, the carbethoxy group is easily

removed by hydrolysis and decarboxylation.

In the biosynthesis of fats (Sec. 37.6), long-chain carboxylic acids are made via a series

of what are basically malonic ester syntheses. Although in this case reactions are catalyzed

by enzymes, the system still finds it worthwhile to consume carbon dioxide to make a

malonyl compound, then form a new carbon-carbon bond, and finally eject the carbon

dioxide.

To get some idea of the way problems like these are being approached, let

us look at just a few of the other alternatives to direct alkylation.

26.6 Synthesis of acids and esters via 2-oxazolines

Reaction of a carboxylic acid with 2-amino-2-methyl-l-propanol yields a

heterocyclic compound called a 2-oxazoline (1). Frorr. this compound the acid can

be regenerated, in the form of its ethyl ester, by ethanolysis.

CH 2COOH \
-* RCH*-< ~ RCH2COOE

2-Ammo-2-methyl- A 2-alkyI-4,4-dimethyl-

1-propanol 2-oxazoIine

Using this way to protect the carboxyl group, A. I. Meyers (Colorado State

University) has recently opened an elegant route to alkylated acetic acids or,

by modification along Reformatsky lines,, to -hydroxy esters.

RCH2CQOH

RR'CHCOOH

Treatment of the 2-oxazoline with the strong base, /r-butyllithium, yields the

lithio derivative II. This, like sodiomalonic ester, can be alkylated and, if desired,

re-alkylated up to a total of two substituents on the a-carbon. Ethanolysis of the

new 2-oxazoline yields the substituted ester.

The synthesis depends on : (a) the ease of formation and hydrolysis of 2-oxa-

zolines; (b) the fact that the a-hydrogens retain their acidity in the oxazoline

(Why?); and
(c)

the inertness of the 2-oxazoline ring toward the lithio derivative.

(The ring is inert toward the Grignard reagent as well, and can be used to protect

the carboxyl group in a wide variety of syntheses.)
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Problem 26.16 Using the Meyers oxazoline method, outline all steps in the

synthesis of: (a) /i-butyric acid from acetic acid; (b) isobutyric acid from acetic acid;

(c) isobutyric acid from propionic acid; (d) /3-phenylpropionic acid from acetic acid.

Problem 26.17 (a) Give structural formulas of compounds A and B.

Oxazoline I (R H) + *-BuLi, then CH 3(CH 2)5CHO > A
A + EtOH, H 2SO4 > BCCnH^Oj)

(b) Outline all steps in the synthesis of ethyl 3-(w-propyI)-3-hydroxyhexanoate,

(c) Of ethyl 2-ethyl-3-phenyl-3-hydroxypropanoate.

Problem 26,18 (a) Give structural formulas of compounds C-E.

4-hydroxycydohexanecarboxylic acid + (CH 3)2C(NH2)CH2OH >

C(CHH 19 2N)

C + CrO 3/pyridine > D (CnH l7O2N)

D + C6H 5MgBr, then C2H 5OH, H2SO4 > E (C 15H 18O2)

(b) Using benzene, toluene, and any needed aliphatic and inorganic reagents,

how would you make C6H 5COCH2CH2COOH? (Hint: See Sec. 20.10.) (c) Now,
how would you make C6H5C(C2H 5)=CHCH2COOH ? (d) Outline a possible syn-

thesis of/7-CH 3CH2CHOHC6H4COOC2Hs. (e) Of C6HsCHOHC6H4COOC2H5-/>.

26.7 Organoborane synthesis of acids and ketones

Hydroboration of alkenes yields alkylboranes, and these, we have seen (Sec.

15.9), can be converted through oxidation into alcohols. But oxidation is only

one of many reactions undergone by alkylboranes. Since the discovery of hydro-

boration in 1957, H. C. Brown and his co-workers (p. 507) have shown that

alkylboranes are perhaps the most versatile class of organic reagents known.

In the presence of base, alkylboranes react with bromoacetone to yield

alkylacetones, and with ethyl bromoacetate to yield ethyl alkylacetates.

R3B + BrCH2COCH3
^> RCH2COCH3

Bromoacetone An alkylacetone

R3B + BrCH2COOEt ^> RCH2COOEt

Ethyl bromoacetate An ethyl alkylacetate

The following mechanism has been postulated, illustrated for reaction with

bromoacetone. Base abstracts (1) a proton one that is alpha both to the carbonyl

group and to bromine to give the carbanion I. Being a strong base, carbanion I

(1) Base: + CH2BrCOCH3 ^= ~CHBrCOCH3 + BaserH
I

(2) RjB + -CHBrCOCH3 > R3B:CHBrCOCH3

I II

r?"Ne N \
(3)

R B-CHCOCH3
> R- B CHCOCH3 + Br

R Qr R
II III
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R

(4) R 2B-~CHCOCH3 -f Base:H > RCH2COCH3 + R2B:Base
III

combines (2) with the (Lewis) acidic alkylborane to give II. Intermediate II now

rearranges (3) with loss of halide ion to form III. Finally, HI undergoes (4) protono-

lysis (a Lowry-Bronsted acid-base reaction this time) to yield the alkylated ketone.

The key step is (3), in which a new carbon-carbon bond is formed. In II,

boron carries a negative charge. Made mobile by this negative charge, and attrac-

ted by the adjacent carbon holding a good leaving group, an alkyl group migrates

to this carbon taking its electrons along and displaces the weakly basic halide

ion.

We have, then, three acid-base reactions and a 1,2-alkyl shift: all familiar

reaction types. Step (1) involves formation of a carbanion; step (3) involves

intramolecular nucleophilic (SN2) attack by a carbanion-like alkyl group; and

step (4) involves attachment of a proton to a carbanion or a carbanion-like moiety.

Protonolysis of alkylboranes is much more difficult than protonolysis of, say, Grig-
nard reagents. The course of reaction (4) is evidently not equilibrium-controlled, but

rate-controlled: it is not the stronger base, R:~, that gets the proton, but instead the

resonance-stabilized carbanion [RCHCOCH 3J-.

Problem 26.19 Trialkylborancs are inert to water, but are particularly prone to

protonolysis by carboxylic acids, (a) Can you suggest a specific mechanism for proton-

olysis of R 3B by a carboxylic acid? (b) For protonolysis of R2BCH(R)COCH3 by,

say, ArOH?

As a synthetic route, this organoborane synthesis parallels the aeetoacetic

ester and malonic ester syntheses. An acetone unit is furnished by aeetoacetic

ester or, here, by bromoacetone; an acetic acid unit is furnished by malonic ester

or, here, by bromoacetic ester. In these syntheses, bromine plays the same part

that the COOEt group did : by increasing the acidity of certain a-hydrogens,

it determines where in the molecule reaction will take place; it is easily lost from

the molecule when its job is done. Unlike the loss of COOEt, the departure of

Br is an integral part of the alkylation process.

Consistently high yields depend on the proper selection of reagents. In

general, the best base is the bulky potassium 2,6-di-/<?rf-butylphenoxide. The best

alkylating agent is B-alkyl-9-borabicyclo[3.3.I]nonane, or
"
B-alkyl-9-BBN,"

available via successive hydroborations of alkenes:

B-H B-CH 2CH2R

1 ,5-Cyclooctadiene 9-Borabicycio[3.3. 1 Jnonanc B-Alkyl-9-borabicycIo{3.3. 1 Jnonane

(9-BBN) (B-A!kyl-9-BBN)

As dimer
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The overall sequence thus amounts to the conversion of alkenes into ketones

and esters. For example:

(CH3)2C=CH2

Isobutyiene

Cyclopcntcnc

9"BBN

B-CH 2CH(CH3)2

BCH 2cocH
3) (CH3)2CHCHr-CH2COCH3

S-Methyl-2-hexanoneB-Isobutyl-BBN

B-Cyclopentyl-9-BBN

Ethyl cyclopcntylacetate

Besides bromoacetone, other bromomethyl ketones (BrCH2COR) can be

used if they are available. Bromination is best carried out with cupric bromide as

the reagent, and on ketones in which R contains no a-hydrogens to compete with

those on methyl: acetophenone, for example, or methyl /erf-butyl ketone.

Problem 26.29 Using 9-BBN plus any alkenes and unhalogenatcd acids or

ketones, outline all steps in the synthesis of: (a) 2-heptanone; (b) 4-methylpentanoic

acid; (c) 4-methyl-2-hexanone; (d) l-cyclohexyl-2-propanone; (e) ethyl (trans-2-

methylcyclopentyl)acetate; (f) l-phenyl-4-methyl-l-pentanone; (g) i-cyclopenty1-3,3-

dimethyl-2-butaaone.

26.8 Alkylatien of carbonyl compounds via enamines

As we might expect, amines react with carbonyl compounds by nucleophilic

addition. If the amine is primary, the initial addition product undergoes dehydra-

tion (compare Sec. 19.14) to form a compound containing a carbon-nitrogen

C=0 + H2NR'

A 1 amine

-C-NHR'

An imine

double bond, an mine. Elimination occurs with this orientation even if the car*

bonyl compound contains an a-hydrogen: that is, the preferred product is the

\
-O^-N- Imine-enamine tautomerism

Enamine Imine

More stable form
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imine rather than the enamfne (ene for the carbon-carbon double bond, amine

for the amino group). If some enamine should be formed initially it rapidly

tautomerizes into the more stable imino form.

The system is strictly analogous to the keto-enol one (Sees. 8.13 and 21.4). The pro-
ton is acidic, and therefore separates fairly readily from the hybrid anion ; it can return

to either carbon or nitrogen, but when it returns to carbon, it tends to stay there. Equili-

brium favors formation of the weaker acid.

Now, a secondary amine, too, can react with a carbonyl compound, and to

yield the same kind of initial product. But here there is no hydrogen left on nitro-

gen; if dehydration is to occur, it must be in the other direction, to form a carbon-

carbon double bond. A stable enamine is the product.

R' R'

-0-0=0 + R$NH > -0-C-N-R' > -C-C-N-R'
I I I

H H OH
A 2 imine An enamine

In 1954 Gilbert Stork (of Columbia University) showed how enamines could

be used in the alkylation and acylation of aldehydes and ketones, and in the years

since then enamines have been intensively studied and used in organic synthesis in

a wide variety of ways. All we can do here is to try to understand a little of the basic

chemistry underlying the use of enamines.

The usefulness of enamines stems from the fact that they contain nucleophilic

carbon. The electrons responsible for this nucleophilicity are, in the final analysis,

the (formally) unshared pair on nitrogen; but they are available for nucleophilic

attack by carbon of the enamine. Thus, in alkylation:

I vo lie
O=C NR' 2

> C C=NR'2 f X~^
\XD D

"T~ Jx IV.

An iminium ion

The product of alkylation is an iminium ion, which is readily hydrolyzed to re-

generate the carbonyl group. The overall process, then, is:

Ketone Enamine Iminium ion Alkylated ketone

(In enamines the nitrogen too is nucleophilic, but attack there, which yields

quaternary ammonium ions, is generally an unwanted side-reaction. Heating often

converts N-alkylated compounds into the desired C-alkylated products.)

Nitrogen in enamines plays the same role it does in the chemistry of aromatic

amines not surprisingly, when we realize that enamines are, after all, vinyl amines.

(Remember the similarities between vinyl and aryl halides.) For example, bromination
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of aniline involves, we say, electrophilic attack by bromine on the aromatic ring; but from
the opposite, and equally valid, point of view, it involves nucleophilic attack on bromine
by carbons of the ring with nitrogen furnishing the electrons.

Commonly used secondary amines are the heterocyclic compounds pyrroli-
dine and morpholine:

Pyrrolidine Morpholine

Best yields are obtained with reactive halides like benzyl and allyl halides, -halo

esters, and -halo ketones. For example:

O
II

fl^i
TsOH

>
-H2o

H

Cyclohexanone Pyrrolidine Enamine Iminium ion

H20, H +

O
II

r
xx

pCH2CH=CH 2

CH2COOEt

O

0-Tetralone Enamine

Problem 26.21 Outline all steps in the preparation of each of the following by
the enamine synthesis:

(a) 2-benzylcyclohexanone

(b) 2,2-dimethyl-4-pentenal

O

(e) 2-(2,4-dinitrophenyIX:yclohexanone
(f) 2,2-dimethyl-3-oxobutanal, CH 3COC(CH 3)2CHO
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Problem 26.22 Give structural formulas of compounds A-F.

(a) cycloper:iaione + morpholine, then TsOH > A (C9H 15ON)
A + Catl-THO, then H 2O, H + > B (C, 2H, 2O)

(b) isobvityraiciehyde + terf-butylamine > C (C8HnN)
C -i C2li 5MgBr > D (C8H 16NMgBr) + E
D + C6H 5CH2C1, then H 2O, H* > F (CnH 14O)

PROBLEMS
1. Outline the synthesis of each of the following from malonic ester and any other

reagents:

{;>) /i-caproic acid (f) dibenzylacetic acid

(b) isobutyric acid (g) a,j8-dimethylsuccinic acid

(c) /f-methylbutyric acid (h) glutaric acid

(d) a,0-dimethylbutyric acid (i) cyclobutanecarboxylic acid

(e) 2-ethylbutanoic acid

2. Outline the synthesis of each of the following from acetoacetic ester and any
other needed reagents:

(a) methyl ethyl ketone (h) 3-methyl-2-hexanol

(b) 3-ethyl-2-pentanone (i) 2,5-dimethylheptane

(c) 3-ethyl-2-hexanone (j) j8-methylcaproic acid

(d) 5-methyl-2-heptanone (k) j3-methylbutyric acid

(e) 3,6-dimethyl-2-heptanone (1) methylsuccinic acid

(f) 4-oxo-2-methylpentanoic acid (m) 2,5-hexanediol

(g) y-hydroxy-/f-vaieric acid

3. What product would you expect from the hydrolysis by dilute alkali of 2-carb-

ethoxycyclopentanone (see Problem 21.30, p. 718)? Suggest a method of synthesis of

2-methylcyclopentanone.

4. Give structures of compounds A through J:

(a) 1,3-dibromopropane + 2 moles sodiomalonic ester > A (Ci 7H28O8)

A + 2 moles sodium ethoxide, then CH 2I2 > B (C 18H28O8)

B H- OH~, heat; then H+ ; then heat > C (C8H 12O4)

(b) ethylene bromide + 2 moles sodiomalonic ester v D (C J6H26O8)

D + 2 moles sodium ethoxide, then 1 mole ethylene bromide > E (Ci 8H28O8)

E + OH -
, heat ; then H +

; then heat > F (C8H 12O4)

(c) 2 moles sodiomalonic ester + I2 > G (Ci 4H 22O8) -f 2NaI
G + OH', heat; then H +

; then heat > H (C4H 6O4)

(d) D -H 2 moles sodium ethoxide, then I 2 > I (C 16H24O8)

I + OH", heat; then H +
; then heat > J (C6H 8O4)

(e) Suggest a possible synthesis for 1 ,3-cyclopentanedicarboxylic acid; for 1,2-cyclo-

pentanedicarboxylic acid; for 1,1-cyclopentanedicarboxylic acid.

5. Give structures of compounds K through O:

allyl bromide 4- Mg > K (C6Hi )

K -I- HBr > L (C6H 12Br2)

sodiomalonic ester 4- excess L > M (Ci 3H23O4Br)

M -f sodium ethoxide > N (C 13H 22O4)

N + OH-, heat; then H +
; then heat' > O (C8H, 4O2)

6. When sodium trichloroacetate is heated in diglyme solution with alkenes, there

are formed 1,1-dichlorocyclopropanes. How do you account for this?
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7. (a) How could you synthesize 2,7-octanedione ? (Hint: See Problem 26.2,

p. 850). (b) Actually, tfve expected ketone reacts further to give

How does this last reaction occur? To what general types does it belong? (c) How could

you synthesize 2,6-heptanedione? (d) What would happen to this ketone under the

conditions of (b)?

8. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis of each of the following from simple
esters:

(a) 1,2-cyclopentanedione (Hint: See Problem 21.33, p. 719-720.)

(b) CH 3CH 2CH 2COCOOC2H 5 (Hint: See Problem 26.9, p. 853.)

9. Outline the synthesis from readily available compounds of the following hyp-
notics (see Sec. 20.23):

(a) 5,5-diethylbarbituric acid (Barbital, Veronal; long-acting)

(b) 5-allyl-5-(2-pentyl)barbituric acid (Seconal: short-acting)

(c) 5-ethyl-5-isopentylbarbituric acid (Amytal; intermediate length of action)

10. (a) Contrast the structures of barbituric acid and Veronal (5,5-diethylbarbituric

acid), (b) Account for the appreciable acidity (Ka - 10~ 8
) of Veronal.

11. When treated with concentrated alkali, acetoacetic ester is converted into two
moles of sodium acetate, (a) Outline all steps in a likely mechanism for this reaction.

(Hint: See Sec. 21.11 and Problem 5.8, p. 170.) (b) Substituted acetoacetic esters also

undergo this reaction. Outline the steps in a general synthetic route from acetoacetic

ester to carboxylic acids, (c) Outline the steps in the synthesis of 2-hexanone via aceto-

acetic ester. What acids will be formed as by-products? Outline a procedure for purifica-

tion of the desired ketone. (Remember that the alkylation is carried out in alcohol;

that NaBr is formed; that aqueous base is used for hydrolysis; and that ethyl alcohol

is a product of the hydrolysis.)

12. (a) Suggest a mechanism for the alkaline cleavage of /9-diketones, as, for example:

O

R KOH, CHjOH
RCO(CH 2) 5COO-IC-

(b) Starting from cyclohexanone, and using any other needed reagents, outline all

steps in a- possible synthesis of 7-phenylheptanoic acid, (c) Of pentadecanedioic acid,

HOOC(CH 2) 13COOH.

13. Give structures of compounds P through S:

heptanal (heptaldehyde) + ethyl bromoacetate + Zn, then H 2O > P (CnH22O 3)

P + CrO 3 in glacial acetic acid > Q (Cj|H 2oO3)

Q + sodium ethoxide, then benzyl chloride > R (C 18H26O3)

R + OH", heat; then H +
, warm > S (C 15H 22O)
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14. Treatment of 1,5-cyclooctadiene with diborane gives a material, T, which is

oxidized by alkaline H 2O 2 to a mixture of 12% m-l,5-cyclooctanediol and 28% m-
1,4-cyclooctanediol. If T is refluxed for an hour in THF solution (or simply distilled),

there is obtained a white crystalline solid, U, which is oxidized to 99%-pure c/j-1,5-

cyclooctanediol.

(a) What is T? What is U ? (b) Account for the conversion of T into U.

15. On treatment with concentrated KOH, 2,6-dichlorobenzaldehyde is converted into

1,3-dichlorobenzene and potassium formate. The kinetics shows that the aldehyde and two
moles of hydroxide ion are in equilibrium with a reactive intermediate that (ultimately)

yields product, (a) Outline a likely mechanism that is consistent with these facts. (Hint:

See Sec. 19.16.) (b) How do you account for the difference in behavior between this

aldehyde and most aromatic aldehydes under these conditions?

16. Give structural formulas of compounds V and W, and tell exactly how each is

formed :

y-butyrolactone + CH 3ONa > V (C8H 10O3)

V + cone. HC1 * W (C7H 12OCl2)
W + aq. NaOH > dicyclopropyl ketone

17. The structure of nerolidol, C ]5H26O, a terpene found in oil of neroli, was estab-

lished by the following synthesis:

geranyl chloride (RC1) + sodioacetoacetic ester > X (RC6H 9O3)

X + Ba(OH)2 , then H +
, warm > Y (RC 3H 5O)

Y + NaC=sCH, then H 2O > Z (RC 5H 7O)

z reduction
^ AA (Rc5H 9O), nerolidol

(a) Give the structure of nerolidol, using R for the geranyl group.

(b) Referring to Problem 27, p. 547, what is the complete structure of nerolidol ?

18. The structure of menthone, C| H 18O, a terpene found in peppermint oil, was

first established by synthesis in the following way :

ethyl -methylpimelate + sodium ethoxide, then H 2O > BB (Ci H 16O 3)

BB + sodium ethoxide, then isopropyl iodide > CC (Cj 3H 22O3)

CC + OH", heat; then H* ; then heat > menthone

(a) What structures for menthone are consistent with this synthesis? (b) On the basis

of the isoprene rule (Sec. 8.26) which structure is the more likely? (c) On vigorous reduc-

tion menthone yields p-menthane, 4-isopropyl-l-methylcyclohexane. Now what struc-

ture or structures are most likely for menthone?

19. The structure of camphoronic acid (a degradation product of the terpene camphor)
was established by the following synthesis:

sodioacetoacetic ester + CH 3I > DD ^^> -l!> EE(C8H 14O 3)

EE + ethyl bromoacetate + Zn, then H 2O > FF (C 12H 22O 5)

FF + PC1 5 , then KCN > GG (C 13H 21O4N)
GG + H 2O, H +

, heat > camphoronic acid (C9H ]4O6)

What is the structure of camphoronic acia ?

20. Two of the oxidation products of the terpene a-terpineol are terebic acid and

terpenylic acid. Their structures were first established by the following synthesis:

ethyl chloroacelate -f sodioacetoacetic ester > HH (CH)H 16O5)

HH + one mole CH 3MgJ, then H2O > II (C, ,H 20O5)

II + OH , H 2O, heat, then H " > [JJ (C 7H 12O 5)] -> terebic acid (C7H 10O4)

HH + sodium ethoxide, then ethyl chloroacetate > KK (C, 4H 22O 7)

KK + OH , then H +
, warm > LL (C 7H H)O 5)

LL -f ethyl alcohol, H+ > MM (CnH 18O5)
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MM + one mole CH3MgI, then H2O * NN (C, 2H22O5)

NN-f OH-,H2O, heat, then H + [OO (C8H 14O5)] >

terpenylic acid (C8H 12O4)

What is the structure of terebic acid ? Of terpenylic acid?

21. Isopentenyl pyrophosphate, the precursor of isoprene units in nature (Sec. 8.26),

is formed enzymatically from the pyrophosphate of mevalonic acid by the action ofATP
(adenosine triphosphate) and Mn+ *

ion.

CH2~OPP

Isopentenyl

pyrophosphate

It is believed that the function ofATP is to phosphorylate mevalonic acid pyrophosphate

at the 3-position.

Just what happens in the last step of this conversion? Why should the 3-phospbate

undergo this reaction more easily than the 3-hydroxy compound?
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27

a,P-Unsaturated Carbonyl

Compounds

Conjugate Addition

27.1 Structure and properties

In general, a compound that contains both a carbon-carbon double bond and

a carbon-oxygen double bond has properties that are characteristic of both

functional groups. At the carbon-carbon double bond an unsaturated ester or

unsaturated ketone undergoes electrophilic addition of acids and halogens,

hydrogenation, hydroxylation, and cleavage; at the carbonyl group it undergoes the

nucleophilic substitution typical of an ester or the nucleophilic addition typical ofa

ketone.

Problem 27.1 What will be the products of the following reactions?

(a) CH 3CH=-CHCOOH + H 2 + Pt

(b) CH 3CH-=CHCOOC2H S + OH~ + H,O + heat

(c) C6H 5CH-CHCOCH3 + I 2 + OH-
(d) CH 3CH=-CHCHO + C6H 5NHNH 2 + acid catalyst

(e) CH 3CH-CHCHO + Ag(NH 3)2
+

(f) C6H 5CH=-CHCOC6H 5 -I- O3 , followed by Zn + H 2O
(g) CH 3CH=CHCHO + excess H2 + Ni, heat, pressure

(h) mww-HOOCCH==CHCOOH + Br,/CCl4

(i) mw-HOOCCH=CriCOOH + cold alkaline KMnO4

Problem 27.2 What are A, B, and C, given the following facts?

(a) Cinnamaldehyde (C6H5CH=^CHCHO) + H 2 4- Ni, at low temperatures and

pressures A.

(b) Cinnamaldehyde -f H 2 -f- Ni, at high temperatures and pressures

(c) Cinnamaldehyde + NaBH4 , followed by H+ > C.

B.

865
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In the a,0-unsaturated carbonyl compounds, the carbon-carbon double bond

and the carbon-oxygen double bond are separated by just one carbon-carbon

single bond; that is, the double bonds are conjugated. Because of this conjugation,

J? a,(3-Unsaturated

carbonyl compound

Conjugated system

such compounds possess not only the properties of the individual functional groups,

but certain other properties besides. In this chapter we shall concentrate on the

aj8-unsaturated compounds, and on the special reactions characteristic of the

conjugated system.

Table 27.1 <X,^-UNSATURATED CARBONYL COMPOUNDS

Acrylonitrile
- 82 79

Table 27.1 lists some of the more important of these compounds. Many have

common names which the student must expect to encounter. For example:

Acrolein

Propenal

CH2=CH-~COOH
Acrylic acid

Pronenoic acid

CH 3

CH2=CH-C==N CH2=C-COOH
Acrylonitrile Methacrylic acid

Prooenenitrile 2-Methylpropenoic acid
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CH3CH=:CHCHO
Crotonaldehyde

2-Butenal

C6H5CH=CHCHO
Cinnamaldehyde

3-Phenylpropenal

C6H 5CH=CF1CCH 3

O
Benzalacetone

4-Phenyl-3-
buten-2-one

CH3

CH3C=CHCCH 3

Mesityl oxide

4-Methyl-3-
penten-2-one

O

27.2 Preparation

There are several general ways to make compounds of this kind : the aldol

condensation, to make unsaturated aldehydes and ketones ; dehydrohalogenation of

oc-halo acids and the Perkin condensation, to make unsaturated acids. Besides

these, there are certain methods useful only for making single compounds.
All these methods make use of chemistry with which we are already familiar:

the fundamental chemistry of alkenes and carbonyl compounds.

Problem 27.3 Outline a possible synthesis of:

(a) crotonaldehyde from acetylene

(b) cinnamaldehyde from compounds of lower carbon number

(c) cinnamic acid from compounds of lower carbon number

(d) 4-methyl-2-pentenoic acid via a malonic ester synthesis

Problem 27.4 The following compounds are of great industrial importance for

the manufacture of polymers: acrylonitrile (for Orion), methyl acrylate (for Acryloid),

methyl methacrylate (for Lucite and Plexiglas). Outline a possible industrial synthesis

of: (a) acrylonitrile from ethylene; (b) methyl acrylate from ethylene; (c) methyl meth-

acrylate from acetone and methanol.

(d) Polymerization jf these compounds is similar to that of ethylene, vinyl chloride,

etc. (Sec. 6.19). Draw a structural formula for each of the polymers.

Problem 27.5 Acrolein, CH 2 ^CHCHO, is prepared by heating glycerol with

sodium hydrogen sulfate, NaHSO4 . (a) Outline the likely steps in this synthesis, which

involves acid-catalyzed dehydration and keto-enol tautomerization. (Hint: Which
-OH is easier to eliminate, a primary or a secondary?) (b) How could acrolein be

converted into acrylic acid ?

27.3 Interaction of functional groups

We have seen (Sec. 6.11) that, with regard to electrophilic addition, a carbon-

carbon double bond is activated by an electron-releasing substituent and deactivated
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Vy an electron-withdrawing substituent. The carbon-carbon double bond serves

ks a source of electrons for the electrophilic reagent; the availability of its electrons

is determined by the groups attached to it. More specifically, an electron-releasing

substituent stabilizes the transition state leading to the initial carbonium ion by

dispersing the developing positive charge; an electron-withdrawing substituent

destabilizes the transition state by intensifying the positive charge.

Electrophilic Addition

3 + Y+ > -0==C-G >

G releases electrons: activates

G withdraws electrons: deactivates

The O=O, COOH, COOR, and CN groups are powerful electron-

withdrawing groups, and therefore would be expected to deactivate a carbon-

carbon double bond toward electrophilic addition. This is found to be true:

a,jB-unsaturated ketones, acids, esters, and nitriles are in general less reactive than

simple alkenes toward reagents like bromine and the hydrogen halides.

But this powerful electron withdrawal, which deactivates a carbon-carbon

double bond toward reagents seeking electrons, at the same time activates toward

reagents that are electron-rich. As a result, the carbon-carbon double bond of an

<x,j8-unsaturated ketone, acid, ester, or nitrile is susceptible to nucleophilic attack,

and undergoes a set of reactions, nucleophilic addition, that is uncommon for the

simple alkenes.

27.4 Electrophilic addition

The presence of the carbonyl group not only lowers the reactivity of the

carbon-carbon double bond toward electrophilic addition, but also controls the

orientation of the addition.

In general, it is observed that addition of an unsymmetrical reagent to an

a,0-unsaturated carbonyl compound takes place in such a way that hydrogen
becomes attached to the a-carbon and the negative group becomes attached to the

0-carbon. For example:

CH2=CH~CHO + HCl(g) ^ CH2~CH--CHO
Acrolcin ^ ^

0-Chloropropionaldehyde

CH2=CH-COOH + H2
H2S 4 ' 100

> CH2-~CH~-COOH

Acrylic acid
<t,H ^

l-Hydroxypropionic acid

Oi3-<:H=CH-COOH + HBr(g) ~ CH3-CH~CH-~COOH
Crotonic acid <iL J*

Of 1

0-Bromobutyric acid
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CH3 CH3

CH3~C==CH~C~CH3 + CH3OH HlS 4
> CH3-C~~CH-C-CH3

<!> CH3(!) A O
Mesityl oxide 4-Methoxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone

Electrophilic addition to simple alkenes takes place in such a way as to form

the most stable intermediate carbonium ion. Addition to a,j3-unsaturated arbonyl

compounds, too, is consistent with this principle; to see that this is so, however,

we must look at the conjugated system as a whole. As in the case of conjugated

dienes (Sec. 8.20), addition to an end of the conjugated system is preferred, since

this yields (step 1) a resonance-stabilized carbonium ion. Addition to the carbonyl

oxygen end would yield carbonium ion 1; addition to the 0-cairbon end would yield

carbonium ion II.

More stable:

actual intermediate

0)

Of the two, I is the more stable, since the positive charge is carried by carbon

atoms alone, rather than partly by the highly electronegative oxygen atom.

In the second step of addition, a negative ion or basic molecule attaches itself

either to the carbonyl carbon or to the ,5-carbon of the hybrid ion I.

C C=C OH Actually formed

Z

III

ill /
(2)

Of the two possibilities, only addition to the jS-carbon yields a stable product

(III), which is simply the enol form of the saturated carbonyl compound. The
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enol form then undergoes tautomerization to the keto form to give the observed

product (IV).

a,/8-Unsaturated

compound

Carbonium ion

C C=C OH

i
III

Enol form

i

IV

Keto form

27.5 Nucleophilic addition

Aqueous sodium cyanide converts ,/?-unsaturated carbonyl compounds into

0-cyano carbonyl compounds. The reaction amounts to addition of the elements

of HCN to the carbon-carbon double bond. For example:

H H

Bcnzalaoetophenone

H H

CNH O
3-Cyano- 1 ,3-diphenyl- 1-propanone

NaCN(aq)

H H

CH3-C-C-COOC2H5

Ethyl crotonate

Ethyl ]8-cyanobutyrate

Ammonia or certain derivatives of ammonia (amines, hydroxylamine, phenyl-

hydrazine, etc.) add to a,0-unsaturated carbonyl compounds to yield 0-amino

carbonyl compounds. For example:

CH3 H CH3 H
T i T i

i
C~-'"-'C C GH3 + CH3NH2 > CH3 C C C Cri3

& Methylamine CH^R ^ &
Mesityl oxide 4-(N-Methylamino)-4-methyI-

2-pentanone

/ro-HOOCCH=CHCOOH
Fumaric acid

NH3 > -OOCCH CH2 COOH

Aminosuccinic acid

(Aspartic acid)
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NH 2OH

Hydroxylamine NHOH H

3-(N-Hydroxylamino)-3-
phenylpropanoic acid

These reactions are believed to take place by the following mechanism :

(1) -C=C-C=C + :Z > -C-C-C-0
Z

I

(2)

Keto

The nuclecphilic reagent adds (step 1) to the carbon-carbon double bond to yield

the hybrid anion I, which then accepts (step 2) a hydrogen ion from the solvent to

yield the final product. This hydrogen ion can add either to the a-carbon or to

oxygen, and thus yield either the keto or the enol form of the product; in either

case the same equilibrium mixture, chiefly keto, is finally obtained.

In the examples we have just seen, the nucleophilic reagent, : Z, is either the

strongly basic anion, :CN~, or a neutral base like ammonia and its derivatives,

:NH 2
- G. These are the same reagents which, we have seen, add to the carbonyl

group of simple aldehydes and ketones. (Indeed, nucleophilic reagents rarely

add to the carbon-carbon double bond of ,0-unsaturated aldehydes, but rather to

the highly reactive carbonyl group.)

These nucleophilic reagents add to the conjugated system in such a way as to

form the most stable intermediate anion. The most stable anion is I, which is the

hybrid of II and III.

equivalent to C C C=O C C=C O0
e

III

As usual, initial addition occurs to an end of the conjugated system, and in this case

to the particular end (5-carbon) that enables the electronegative element oxygen to

accommodate the negative charge.
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The tendency for a,j8-unsaturated carbonyl compounds to undergo nucleo-

philic addition is thus due not simply to the electron-withdrawing ability of the

carbonyl group, but to the existence of the conjugated system that permits forma-

tion of the resonance-stabilized anion I. The importance in synthesis of <x,/?-un-

saturated aldehydes, ketones, acids, esters, and nitrites is due to the fact that they

provide such a conjugated system.

Problem 27.6 Draw structures of the anion expected from nucleophilic addition

to each of the other positions in the conjugated system, and compare its stability with

that of I.

Problem 27.7 Treatment of crotonic acid, CH 3CH^=CHCOOH, with phenyl-

hydrazine yields compound IV.

%"=0
; u/
H
X VHH <^ 6

M
5

IV

To what simple class of compounds does IV belong? How can you account ibr its

formation? (Hint: See Sec. 20.11.)

Problem 27.8 Treatment of aeryIon itrile, CH 2~CHCN, with ammonia yields a
mixture of two products: 0-aminopropionitriIe, H2NCH 2CH 2CN, and di(0-cyano-

ethyi)amine, NCCH 2CH 2NHCH2CH 2CN. How do you account for their forma-
tion?

Problem 27.9 Treatment of ethyl acrylate, CH 2-=CHCOOC2H5f with methyl-
amine yields CH 3N(CH 2CH 2COOC2H 5)2 . How do you account for its formation?

27.6 Comparison of nucleophilic and electrophilic addition

We can see that nucleophilic addition is closely analogous to electrophilic

addition: (a) addition proceeds in two steps; (b) the first and controlling step is the

formation ofan intermediate ion; (c) both orientation of addition and reactivity are

determined by the stability of the intermediate ion, or, more exactly, by the

stability of the transition state leading to its formation; (d) this stability depends

upon dispersal of the charge.

The difference between nucleophilic and electrophilic addition is, of course,

that the intermediate ions have opposite charges: negative in nucleophilic addition,

positive in electrophilic addition. As a result, the effects of substituents are exactly

opposite. Where an electron-withdrawing group deactivates a carbon-carbon

double bond toward electrophilic addition, it activates toward nucleophilic addition.

An electron-withdrawing group stabilizes the transition state leading to the

formation of an intermediate anion in nucleophilic addition by helping to disperse

the developing negative charge:
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Nucleophilk addition

~C~C4- :Z >

2
8 - *

G withdraws electrons: activates

Addition to an <x,0-unsaturated carbonyl compound can be understood best

in terms of an attack on the entire conjugated system. To yield the most stable

intermediate ion, this attack must occur at an end of the conjugated system. A
nucleophilic reagent attacks at the 0-carbon to form an ion in which the negative

charge is partly accommodated by the electronegative atom oxygen; an electro-

philic reagent attacks oxygen to form a carbonium ion in which the positive charge

is accommodated by carbon.

C-OH Electrophilic

attack

Nucleophilic

attack

27.7 The Michael addition

Of special importance in synthesis is the nucleophilic addition of carbanions to

a,/?-unsaturated carbonyl compounds known as the Michael addition. Like the

reactions of carbanions that we studied in the previous chapter, it results in forma-

tion of carbon-carbon bonds. For example:

Bcnzalacctophcnonc

CH2(COOC2H5)2
pi>tridht

>

Ethyl malonate

CH(COOC2H5)2

(QVc=C-COOC2H5

Ethyl cinnamate

H H

fj-OM^OOC*
Ethyl crotonate

CH2(COOC2H 5)2

Ethyl malonate

CH3~CH(COOC2H5)2

Ethyl methylmalonate

COOC 2H5

H
CH(COOC2H5)2

H H

C(COOC2H5)2

CH3
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H CH3 COOC2H5 H CH3

H-CMT-COOCzHs + CH2 <*#**-> H-C-~C- COOC2H5

Ethyl o-methylacrylate ^ ^
Ethyl cyanoacetate HCOOC2H5

CN

The Michael addition is believed to proceed by the following mechanism

(shown for malonic ester):

(1) CH2(COOC2H5)2 + :Base > HrBase* + CH(COOC2H5)2

(2) -~C=^-C==0 + CH(COOC2H5)2
-

Nucleophilic

reagent

CH(COOC2H 5)2

(3) C C~C^=O + HiBase^ > O-CC^=O -f :

H(COOC2H5)2 CH(COOC2H 5)2

The function of the base is to abstract (step 1) a hydrogen ion from malonic ester

and thus generate a carbanion which, acting as a nucleophilic reagent, then attacks

(step 2) the conjugated system in the usual manner.

In general, the compound from which the carbanion is generated must be a

fairly acidic substance, so that an appreciable concentration of the carbanion can

be obtained. Such a compound is usually one that contains a ~-CH2
* or CH

group flanked by two electron-withdrawing groups which can help accommodate

the negative charge of the anion. In place of ethyl malonate, compounds like

ethyl cyanoacetate and ethyl acetoacetate can be used.

OC2H 5 QC2H 5

OC2H 5
OC2H 5

Ethyl malonate

OC2H 5
OC2H 5

/C
=0

H2C + : Base < * H . Base*

\
Ethyl cyanoacetate
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2H 5 OC2H5

/C
=0

/P
^C

H2C + : Base 7 T H : Base* + HC'. \ Q

v v
CH 3 CH }

Ethyl acetoacetate

Problem 27.10 Predict the products of the following Michael additions:

(a) ethyl crotonate + malonic ester > A > > ^> B

(b) ethyl acrylate + ethyl acetoacetate > C H'' H *
> D

(c) methyl vinyl ketone + malonic ester > E

(d) benzalacetophenone + acetophenone > F

(e) acrylonitrile + allyl cyanide > G H: ' H *

> H + 2NH 4
J

(f) C2H 5OOC~C C-COOC2H 5 (1 mole) 4- ethyl acetoacetate (I mole) > I

(g) I ggniOH-M^ H^y j + CHjCOOH

Problem 27.11 Formaldehyde and malonic ester react in the presence of ethoxide

ion to give K f C8H, 2O.4. (a) What is the structure of K? (Hint: See Problem 26.3,

p. 850.) (b) How can K he converted into L, (C2H 5OOC) 2CHCH 2CH(COOC2H5)2?

(c) What would you get if L were subjected to hydrolysis, acidification, and heat?

Problem 27.12 Show how a Michael addition followed by an aldol condensation

can transform a mixture of methyl vinyl ketone and cyclohexanone into A l<9-octalone.

ca
A'- 9-Octalone

Problem 27.13 When mesityl o\ide, (CH 3 )2C CHCOCH,, is treated with ethyl

malonate in the presence of sodium ethoxide, compound M is obtained, (a) Outline

the steps in its formation, (b) How could M be turned into 5,5-dimethyl-l,3-cyclo-

hexanedione?

O

<CH 3 )2<

COOC 2H 5

Problem* 27.14 In the presence of pipendine (a secondaiy amine. Sec. 31.12),

1,3-cyclopentadiene and benzal-p-bromoacetophenone yield N. Outline the steps in

its formation.
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27.8 Tbe Diels-Alder reaction

a^-Unsaturated carbonyl compounds undergo an exceedingly useful reaction

with conjugated dienes, known as the Dtete-Alder reaction. This is an addition

reaction in which C-l and C-4 of the conjugated diene system become attached

/ \
"\

Diene Dienophile Adduct

(Greek : diene-loving) Six-membered ring

to the doubly-bonded carbons of the unsaturated carbonyl compound to form a

six-membered ring. A concerted, single-step mechanism is almost certainly in-

volved; both new carbon-carbon bonds are partly formed in the same transition

state, although not necessarily to the same extent. The D^ls-Alder reaction is the

most important example of cycloaddition, which is discusst d further in Sec. 29.9.

Since reaction involves a system of 4 rr electrons (the diene) and a system of 2

it electrons (the dienophile), it is known as a [4 + 2] cycloaddition.

The Diels-Alder reaction is useful not only because a ring is generated, but

also because it takes place so readily for a wide variety of reactants. Reaction is

favored by electron-withdrawing substituents in the dienophile, but even simple
alkenes can react. Reaction often takes place with the evolution of heat when the

reactants are simply mixed together. A few examples of the Diels-Alder reaction

are:

cfr-1 ,2,3,6-Tetratydrophthalic

Mafetc anhydride
anhydride

qiumtitfttive

1 ,2,3,6-TetrahydrobenzaIdehyde

Acrolein
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1 ,3-Butadicnc 5,8,9, 10-Tetrahydro- 1 ,4-naphthoquinone

/> Benzoquinone

1 1,3 -butadiene, 100

A5,8,U,12,13,14-C)ctahydro-
9, 10-anthraquinone

l,3-Cyck)hcxadiene H

Malcic anhydride

Problem 27. J5 From what reactants could each of the following compounds
be synthesized?

O
O

O'
C6H5

Problem 27.16 (a) In one synthesis of the hormone cortisone (by Lewis Sarett of

Merck, Sharp and Dohme), the initial step was the formation of 1 by a Diels-Alder

reaction. What were the starting materials?

C,H 50,

(b) In another synthesis of cortisone (by R. B. Woodward, p. 938), the initial
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step was the formation of II by a Diels-Alder reaction: What were the starting mater-

ials?

27.9 QuinoDes

a,-Unsaturated ketones of a rather special kind are given the name of

quinones: these are cyclic diketones of such a structure that they are converted by

reduction into hydroquinones, phenols containing two OH groups. For example:

n
NH2

CrA '

Because they are highly conjugated, quinones are colored; /?-benzoquinone,

for example, is yellow.

Also because they are highly conjugated, quinones are rather closely balanced,

energetically, against the corresponding hydroquinones. The ready interconver-

sion provides a convenient oxidation-reduction system that has been studied

intensively. Many properties of quinones result from the tendency to form the

aromatic hydroquinone system.

Quinones some related to more complicated aromatic systems (Chap. 30)

have been isolated from biological sources (molds, fungi, higher plants). In many
cases they seem to take part in oxidation-reduction cycles essential to the living

organism.

Problem 27.17 When p-benzoquinone is treated with HC1, there is obtained

2-chlorohydroquinone. It has been suggested that this product arises via an initial

1,4-addition. Show how this might be so.

Problem 27.18 (a) Hydroquinone is used in photographic developers to aid in

the conversion of silver ion into free silver. What property of hydroquinone is being

taken advantage of here?

(b)7?-Benzoquinone can be used to convert iodide ion into iodine. What property

of the quinone is being taken advantage of here?

Problem 27.19 How do you account for the fact that the treatment of phenol

with nitrous acid yields the mono-oxirae ofp4*nzoquinone?
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PROBLEMS
1. Outline all steps in a possible laboratory synthesis of each of the unsaturated

carbonyl compounds in Table 27.1, p. 866, using any readily available monofunctional

compounds: simple alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, acids, esters, and hydrocarbons.

2. Give the structures of the organic products expected from the reaction of benzal-

acetone, C6H 5CH=CHCOCH 3 , with each of the following:

(a) H2 , Ni (1) aniline

(b) NaBH4 (m) NH 3

(c) NaOI (n) NH2OH
(d) O 3 , then Zn, H2O (o) benzaldehyde, base

(e) Br2 (p) ethyl malonate, base

(f) HC1 (q) ethyl cyanoacetate, base

(g) HBr (r) ethyl methylmalonate, base

(h) H2O, H+ (s) ethyl acetoacetate, base

(i) CH 3OH,H +
(t) 1,3-butadiene

(j) NaCN (aq) (u) 1,3-cycIohexadiene

(k) CH3NH2 (v) 1,3-cyclopentadiene

3. In the presence of base the following pairs of reagents undergo Michael addition.

Give the structures of the expected products.

(a) benzalacetophenone + ethyl cyanoacetate

(b) ethyl cinnamatc + ethyl cyanoacetate

(c) ethyl fumarate + ethyl malonate

(d) ethyl acetylenedicarboxylate + ethyl malonate

(e) mesityl oxide + ethyl malonate

(f) mesityl oxide + ethyl acetoacetate

(g) ethyl crotonate + ethyl methylmalonate

(h) formaldehyde -f 2 moles ethyl malonate

(i) acetaldehyde + 2 moles ethyl acetoacetate

(j) methyl aerylate + nitromethane

(k) 2 moles ethyl crotonate + nitromethane

(1) 3 moles acrylonitrile + nitromethane

(m) 1 mole acrylonitrile + CHC1 3

4. Give the structures of the compounds expected from the hydrolysis and decarboxy-
lation of the products obtained in Problem 3, parts (a) through (i).

5. Depending upon reaction conditions, dibenzalacetone and ethyl malonate can

be made to yield any of three products by Michael addition.

dibenzalacetone -f 2 moles ethyl malonate > A (no unsaturation)

dibenzalacetone -f 1 mole ethyl malonate > B (one carbon-carbon double bond)
dibenzalacetone + 1 mole ethyl malonate > C (no unsaturation)

What are A, B, and C?

6. Give the structure of the product of the Diels-Alder reaction between:

(a) maleic anhydride and isoprene

(b) maleic anhydride and l,l'-bicyclohexenyl (I)

(c) maleic anhydride and 1 -vinyl-1-cyclohexene

(d) 1,3-butadiene and methyl vinyl ketone

(e) 1,3-butadiene and crotonaldehyde

(f) 2 moles 1,3-butadiene and dibenzalacetone

(g) 1,3-butadiene and 0-nitrostyrene (C6H5CH=CHNO2)

(h) 1,3-butadiene and 1,4-naphthoquinone (II)

(i) p-benzoquinone and 1,3-cyclohexadiene

(j) p-benzoquinone and l,l'-bicyclohexenyl (I)

(k) p-benzoquinone and 2 moles 1,3-cyclohexadiene
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(1) p-benzoquinone and 2 moles l,l'-bicyclohexenyl (I)

(m) 1,3-cyclopentadicne and acrylonitrile

(n) 1,3-cyclohexadiene and acrolein

7. From what reactants could the following be synthesized by the Diels-Alder

reaction ?

(a)

CH2=CH 6

(d)

iCOOH
:OOH

CHO

(c)

OCOCH
3

C6H5

(i)

COCH,

8. The following observations illustrate one aspect of the stereochemistry of the

Diels-Alder reaction :

maleic anhydride + 1,3-butadiene > D (C8H 8O3)

D + H 2O, heat > E (C8H 10O4)

E + H2 , Ni > F (C8H 12O4), m.p. 192

fumaryl chloride (/rfl/w-ClOCCH==CHCOCl) + 1,3-butadiene > G (C8H8O2C12)

G -f H2O, heat > H (C8H 10O4)

H + H2 , Ni > I (C8H 12O4), m.p. 215

I can be resolved; F cannot be resolved.

Does the Diels-Alder reaction involve a sy/j-addition or an an//-addition?

9. On the basis of your answer to Problem 8, give the stereochemical formulas of

the products expected from each of the following reactions. Label meso compounds
and racemic modifications.

(a) crotonaldehyde (//ww-2-butenal) + 1,3-butadiene

(b) p-benzoquinone + 1,3-butadiene

(c) maleic anhydride + 1,3-butadiene, followed by cold alkaline KMnO4

(d) maleic anhydride + 1,3-butadiene, followed by hot KMnO4
- >
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10. Account for the following observations:

(a) Dehydration of3-hydroxy-2,2-dimethylpropanoic acid yields 2-methy1-2-butenoic acid.

(b) C2H5OOC-COOC2H5
-

Ethyl oxalate OC,HS
-

> C2H5OOC-~C~CH2CH=CHCOOC2H5

CH3CH=CHCOOC2H5J O
Ethyl crotonate

(c) CH2=CH PPh 3 Br- + salicylaldehyde + a little base >

(d) CH 3CH=CHCOOC2H5 + Ph 3P=CH2 > CH 3~CH-CH-COOC2H5 + Ph 3P

(e)
r"S->F // \\

+ Li

11. When citral (Problem 26, p. 652) is refluxed with aqueous potassium carbonate,

acetaldehyde distills from the mixture and 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one is obtained in high

yield. Show all steps in a likely mechanism. (Hint: See Sec. 21.5.)

12. In connection with his new research problem, our naive graduate student

(Problem 18, p. 650, and Problem 20, p. 724) needed a quantity of the unsaturated alcohol

C6H5CH-CHC(OH)(CH3)(C2H5). He added a slight excess of benzalacetone, C6H5CH=
CHCOCH 3 , to a solution of ethylmagnesium bromide, and, by use of a color test, found
that the Grignard reagent had been consumed. He worked up the reaction mixture in the

usual way with dilute acid. Having learned a little (but not much) from his earlier sad

experiences, he tested the product with iodine and sodium hydroxide; when a copious

precipitate of iodoform appeared, he concluded that he had simply recovered his starting

material.

He threw his product into the waste crock, carefully and methodically destroyed his

glassware, burned his laboratory coat, left school, and went into politics, where he did

quite well; his career in Washington was marred only, in the opinion of some, by his blind

antagonism toward all appropriations for scientific research and his frequent attacks

alternately vitriolic and caustic on the French.

What had he thrown into the waste crock? How had it been formed?

13. Treatment ofCF3(C6H5)C=CF2 with EtONa/EtOH yields chiefly CF3(C6H5)C=
CF(OEt). Similar treatment of CF2C1(C6H5)C=CF2 yields EtOCF2(C6H 5)O=CF2. The
rates of the two reactions are almost identical. It has been suggested that both reactions

proceed by the same mechanism.

Show all steps in a mechanism that is consistent with the nature of these reactants,

and that accounts for the similarity in rate despite the difference in final product.

14. Give structures of compounds J through QQ:

(a) glycerol + NaHSO4 , heat * J (C3H4O)
J + ethyl alcohol + HC1 > K (C7H15O2C1)

K + NaOH,heat > L(C7H14O2)

L + cold neutral KMnO4 > M (C7H16O4)

M + dilute H2SO4 > N (C3H6O3) + ethyl alcohol
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(b) C2H5OOC C=C COOC2H5 + sodiomalonic ester > O (Ci5H22O8)

O + OH~, heat; then H+; then heat > P (CH6O6), aconitic acid, found in

sugar cane and beetroot

(c) ethyl fumarate + sodiomalonic ester > Q (C] 5H24O8)

Q + OH-, heat; then H +
; then heat > R (C6H8O6), tricarballylic acid

(d) benzil (C6H5COCOC6H5) + benzyl ketone (C6H5CH2COCH2C6H5) + base >

S (C29H200), "tetracyclone"
S -f maleic anhydride > T (C33H22O4)

T + heat > CO + H2 + U (C32H2oO3)

(e) S + C6H5C~ECH > V (C37H26O)
V + heat > CO + W (C36H26)

(f) acetone + BrMgC COC2H5 , then H2O > X (C7Hi2O2)

X + H2 , Pd/CaC03 > Y (C7H 14O2)

Y -f H+, warm > Z (C5H8O), j8-methylcrotonaldehyde

(g) ethyl 3-methyl-2-butenoate + ethyl cyanoacetate + base > AA (Ci2HigO4N)
AA + OH -, heat; then H+ ; then heat > BB (C7H 12O4)

(h) mesityl oxide + ethyl malonate + base > CC (Ci 3H22O5)

CC + NaOBr, OH~, heat; then H+ > CHBr3 + BB (C7HJ2O4)

(i) CH3C~CNa + acetaldehyde > DD (C5H8O)
DD -h K2Cr2O7 , H2SO4

-> EE (C5H 6O)
(j) 3-pentyn-2-one + H2O, Hg++ , H + --> FF (C5H8O2)

(k) mesityl oxide -f NaOCl, then H+ > GO (C5H8O2)

(I) methallyl chloride (3-chloro-2-methylpropene) -i- HOCI > HH
HH + KCN -^ II (C6H8ON2)

II + H2S04 , H20, heat > JJ (C6H8O4)

(m) ethyl adipate -f NaOEt > KK (C8H 12O3)

KK 4- methyl vinyl ketone -I- base
Michael

> LL (Ci2Hi 8O4)

LL + base -^U MM (C12H 16O 3)

(n) hexachloro-l,3-cyclopentadiene + CH3OH 4- KOH >

NN + CH2==CH2 , heat, pressure > OO (C9H10C14O2)

OO + Na + r-BuOH > PP (C9HMO2)

PP -f- dilute acid > QQ (C7H8O), 7-ketonorbornene

15. Spermine, H2NCH2CH2CH2NHCH2CH2CH2CH2NHCH2CH2CH2NH2f

in seminal fluid, has been synthesized from acrylonitrile and 1 ,4-diaminobutane (putrt-

cine). Show how this was probably done.

16. Outline all steps in each of the following syntheses:

(a) HOOC-CH=CHCH==CH--COOH from adipic acid

(b) HC==G CHO from acrolein (Hint: See Problem 14(a) above.)

(c) CH3COCH=CH2 from acetone and formaldehyde

(d) CH3COCH=CH2 from vinylacetylene

(e) /?-phenylgIutaric acid from benzaldehyde and aliphatic reagents

(f) phenylsuccinic acid from benzaldehyde and aliphatic reagents

(g) 4-phenyl-2,6-heptanedione from benzaldehyde and aliphatic reagents (Hint: See

Problem 3(f), above.)

17. Treatment of ethyl acetoacetate with acetaldehyde in the presence of the base

piperidine was found to give a product of formula C 14H22O*. Controversy arose about

its structure: did it have open-chain structure III or cyclic structure IV, each formed by
combinations of aldol and Michael condensations?

HO

C2H5OOC CH CH-CH COOC2H 5

HI IV
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(a) Show just how each possible product could have been formed.

(b) Then the nmr spectrum of the compound was found to be the following

a complex, 8 0.95-1. 10, 3H
b singlet, 8 1.28, 3H
c triplet, centered at 8 1.28, 3H
d triplet, centered at 8 1.32, 3H
e singlet, 3 2.5, 2H
/ broad singlet, 83.5, 1H

g complex, 8 2-4, total of 3H
h quartet, 8 4.25, 2H
i quartet, 8 4.30, 2H

Which structure is the correct one? Assign all
peaks

in the spectrum. Describe the spec-

trum you would expect from the other possibility.

18. Give the likely structures for UU and VV.

1,3-butadiene + propiolic acid (HC-CCOOH) > RR (C7H 8O 2 )

RR + 1 mole LiA!H 4 > SS (C7H IOO)
SS + methyl chlorocarbonate (CH 3OCOC1) > TT (C9H,2O 3)

TT + heat (short time) > toluene + UU (C7H 8)

UU + tetracyanoethylene > VV (Ci 3H 8N 4)

Compound UU is not toluene or 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene; on standing at room tem-

perature it is converted fairly rapidly into toluene. Compound UU gives the following

spectral data. Ultraviolet: Am .lx 303 mpi, 6 max 4400. Infrared: strong bands at 3020, 2900,

1 595, 1400, 864, 692, and 645 cm *
; medium bands at 2850, 1 152, and 790 cirr .

19. Give structures of compounds WW through YY, and account for their forma-

tion:

cyclopentanone + pyrrolidine, then acid > WW (C9Hi 5N)
WW + CH 2--CHCOOCH 3 > XX (C 13H 2 iO2N)
XX + H 2O, H *, heat > YY (C9H 14O 3)

20. Irradiation by ultraviolet light of 2,2,4,4-tetramethyl-l,3-cyclobutanedione (V)

produces tetramethylethylene and two moles of carbon monoxide. When the irradiation

is carried out in furan (VI), there is obtained a product believed to have the structure VII.

v vi

(a) Chief support for structure VII comes from elemental analysis, mol. wt. determina-

tion, and nmr data:

a singlet, 8 0.85, 6H
b singlet, 8 1.25, 6H
r singlet, 8 4.32, 2H
d singlet, 8 6.32, 2H

Show how the nmr data support the proposed structure. Why should there be two singlets

of 6H each instead of one peak of 12H ?

(b) It is proposed that, in the formation of tetramethylethylene, one mole of carbon

monoxide is lost at a time. Draw electronic structures to show all steps in such a two-

stage mechanism. How does the formation of VII support such a mechanism?
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21, 0-Lactones cannot be made from/3-hydroxyacids. The j8-lactone VII I was obtained,

however, by treatment of sodium maleate (or sodium fumarate) with bromine water.

CHCOO-

-OOC-CH=CH"-COO- + Br2
- C/ \HBr

o
VII!

This experiment, reported in 1937 by P. D. Bartlett and D. S. Tarbeli (of Harvard Uni-

versity), was an important step in the establishment of the mechanism of addition of

halogens to carbon-carbon double bonds. Why is this so? How do you account for the

formation of the/Mactone?

22. When the sodium salt of diazocyclopentadiene-2-carboxylic acid (IX) is heated

above 140, N2 and CO2 are involved. If IX is heated in solution with tetracyclone (X),

IX X

CO is evolved as well, and 4,5,6,7-tetraphenylindene (XI) is obtained. Show all steps in a

likely mechanism for the formation of XI. (Hint: See Problem 10(e) above.) Of what

special theoretical interest are these findings?



Chapter

28

Rearrangements ando

Neighboring Group Effects

Nonclassical Ions

28.1 Rearrangements and neighboring group effects: intramolecular

nudeophilic attack

Carbonium ions, we know, can rearrange through migration of an organic

group or a hydrogen atom, with its pair of electrons, to the electron-deficient

carbon. Indeed, when carbonium ions were first postulated as reactive intermediates

(p. 160), it was to account for rearrangements of a particular kind. Such rearrange-

ments still provide the best single clue that we are dealing with a carbonium ion

reaction.

The driving force behind all carbonium ion reactions is the need to provide

electrons to the electron-deficient carbon. When an electron-deficient carbon is

generated, a near-by group may help to relieve this deficiency. It may, of course,

remain in place and release electrons through the molecular framework, induc-

tively or by resonance. Or and this is what we are concerned with here it may
actually carry the electrons to where they are needed. Other atoms besides carbon

can be electron-deficient in particular, nitrogen and oxygen and they, too, can

get electrons through rearrangement. The most important class of molecular re-

arrangements is that involving 1,2-shifts to electron-deficient atoms. It is the kind

of rearrangement that we shall deal with in this chapter.

An electron-deficient carbon is most commonly generated by the departure

of a leaving group which takes the bonding electrons with it. The migrating group

is, of course, a nucleophile, and so a rearrangement of this sort
v
amounts to intra-

molecular nudeophilic substitution. Now, as we have seen, nucleophilic substitution

can be of two kinds, S^2 and SN!- Exactly the same possibilities exist for a re-

http://www.islamway.com/mohammad/
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arrangement: it can be SN2-like, with the migrating group helping to push out

the leaving group in a single-step reaction; or it can be SN l-like, with the migrating

G

t SNl-like
b *

migration

G = migrating group

S = migration source

T = migration terminus

group waiting for the departure of the leaving group before it moves. This matter

of timing of bond-breaking and bond-making is, as we shall see, of major concern

in the study of rearrangements.

The term anchimeric assistance (Gr., anchi + meros, adjacent parts) is often

used to describe the help given by a migrating group in the expelling of a leaving

group.

In a rearrangement, a near-by group carries electrons to an electron-deficient

atom, and then stays there. But sometimes, it happens, a group brings electrons

and then goes back to where it camefrom. This gives rise to what are called neigh-

boring group effects: intramolecular effects exerted on a reaction through direct

participation that is, through movement to within bonding distance by a group
near the reaction center.

Neighboring group effects involve the same basic process as rearrangement.

Indeed, in many cases there is rearrangement, but it is hidden. What we see on the

surface may be this:

But what is actually happening may be this:

4
:W + __ _. --i- + -i-i-

Y ' '

i- 1
'

The neighboring group, acting as an internal nucleophile, attacks carbon at the

reaction center; the leaving group is lost, and there is formed a bridged intermediate

(I), usually a cation. This undergoes attack by an external nucleophile to yield

the product. The overall stereochemistry is determined by the way in which the

bridged ion is formed and the way in which it reacts, and typically differs from the
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stereochemistry observed for simple attack by an external nucleophile. If a neigh-

boring group helps to push out the leaving group that is, gives anchimeric assist-

ance it may accelerate the reaction, sometimes tremendously. Thus, neighboring

group participation is most often revealed by a special kind of stereochemistry or

by an unusually fast rate oj reaction.

We have, of course, encountered internal nucleophilic attack before. In the prepara-
tion of epoxides by action of base on halohydrins (Sec. 17.10), the bridged intermediate

the epoxide happens to be stable in the reaction medium, persists, and is isolated.

If a neighboring group is to form a bridged cation, it must have electrons to

form the extra bond. These may be unshared pairs on atoms like sulfur, nitrogen,

oxygen, or bromine; * electrons of a double bond or aromatic ring; or even, in

some cases, a electrons.

e

^c~ c c c~IT 7 - -

1 ^~--- ' r- --- r- --- r. .:. '

^^

^\

In making its nucleophilic attack, a neighboring group competes with outside

molecules that are often intrinsically much stronger nucleophiles. Yet the evidence

clearly shows that the neighboring group enjoys for its nucleophilic power a

tremendous advantage over these outside nucleophiles. Why is this? The answer

is quite simple: because it is there.

The neighboring group is there, in the same molecule, poised in the proper

position for attack. It does not have to wait until its path happens to cross that of

the substrate; its "effective concentration" is extremely high. It does not have to

give up precious freedom of motion (translational entropy) when it becomes

locked into a transition state. Between it and the reaction center there are no

tightly clinging solvent molecules that must be stripped away as reaction takes

place. Finally, the electronic reorganization changes in overlap that accompanies
reaction undoubtedly happens more easily in this cyclic system.

Enzymes function by accelerating, very specifically, rates of the organic reactions

involved in life processes. They evidently do this by bringing reactants together into

exactly the right positions for reaction to occur. Underlying much enzyme activity, it

appears, are what amount to neighboring group effects.

Problem 28.1 Draw the structure of the bridged intermediate (I, above) expec-
ted if each of the following were to act as a neighboring group. To what class of com-
pounds does each intermediate belong?

(a) -N(CH 3)2 (f)
- C6H 5

(b) -SCH 3 (g) -C6H4OCH 3-/?

(c) -OH (h) -C6H4O--p
(d) -O- (i) -CH-CHR
(e) -Br
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28.2 Hofmann rearrangement. Migration to electron-deficient nitrogen

Let us begin with a reaction that we encountered earlier as a method of syn-

thesis of amines: the Hofmann degradation of amides. Whatever the mechanism

OBr-

XNH2

An amide

R-NH2 +
A 1 amine

of the reaction, it is clear that rearrangement occurs, since the group joined to

carbonyl carbon in the amide is found joined to nitrogen in the product.

The reaction is believed to proceed by the following steps:

<D

(2)

X
NH2

O

+ OBr~ R-C + OH"
X
N-Br

H

R C + OH-
X
N-Br

O

X
N-Br
e

H2O

(3)

(4)

(5)

R-C' + Br-

N-Br
e

R-C

N

Simultaneous

R fi=C==O + 2OH- NH2 + CO3
-~

Step (1) is the halogenation of an amide. This is a known reaction, an N-
haloamide being isolated if no base is present. Furthermore, if the N-haioamide

isolated in this way is then treated with base, it is converted into the amine.

Step (2) is the abstraction of a hydrogen ion by hydroxide ion. This is reason-

able behavior for hydroxide ion, especially since the presence of the electron-

withdrawing bromine increases the acidity ofthe amide. Unstable salts have actually

been isolated in certain of these reactions.

Step (3) involves the separation of a halide ion, which leaves behind an

electron-deficient nitrogen atom.

In Step (4) the actual rearrangement occurs. Steps (3) and (4) are generally

(3,4)

Br~
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believed to occur simultaneously, the attachment of R to nitrogen helping to push
out halide ion. That is, migration is SN2-like, and provides anchimeric assistance.

Step (5) is the hydrolysis of an isocyanate (R N - C=O) to form an amine

and carbonate ion. This is a known reaction of isocyanates. If the Hofmann

degradation is carried out in the absence of water, an isocyanate can actually be

isolated.

Like the rearrangement of carbonium ions that we have already encountered

(Sec. 5.22), the Hofmann rearrangement involves a 1,2-shift. In the rearrangement

of carbonium ions a group migrates with its electrons to an electron-deficient

carbon; in the present reaction the group migrates with its electrons to an elec-

tron-deficient nitrogen. We consider nitrogen to be electron-deficient even though
it probably loses electrons to bromide ion while migration takes place, rather

than before.

The strongest support for the mechanism just outlined is the fact that many of

the proposed intermediates have been isolated, and that these intermediates have

been shown to yield the products of the Hofmann degradation. The mechanisfn

is also supported by the fact that analogous mechanisms account satisfactorily for

observations made on a large number of related rearrangements. Furthermore,

the actual rearrangement step fits the broad pattern of 1,2-shifts to electron-

deficient atoms.

In addition to evidence indicating what the various steps in the Hofmann

degradation are, there is also evidence that gives us a rather intimate view of

just how the rearrangement step takes place. In following sections we shall see

what some of that evidence is. We shall be interested in this not just for what it

tells us about the Hofmann degradation, but because it will give us an idea of the

kind of thing that can be done in studying rearrangements of many kinds.

Problem 28.2 Reaction of acid chlorides with sodium azide, NaN 3 , yields acyl

azides, RCON 3 . When heated, these undergo the CurtIMS rearrangement to amines,
RNH 2 , or, in a non-hydroxylic solvent, to isocyanates, RNCO. Using the structure

O

R-C N-N N

for the azide, suggest a mechanism for the rearrangement. (Hint: Write balanced

equations.)

28.3 Hofmann rearrangement. Intramolecular or intermolecular?

One of the first questions asked in the study of a rearrangement is this:

Is the rearrangement m/ramplecular or /Vifmnolecular? That is, does the migrating

group move from one atom to another atom within the same molecule, or does it

move from one molecule to another?

In the mechanism outlined above, the Hofmann rearrangement is shown as

intramolecular. How do we know that this is so? To answer this question, T. J.

Prosser and E. L. Eliel (of the University of Notre Dame) carried out degradation

of a mixture of w-deuteriobenzamide and benzamide- l5N. When they analyzed

the product with the mass spectrometer, they found only w-deuterioaniline and
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aniline- 15N. There was none of the mixture of cross-products that would have been

formed if a phenyl group from one molecule had become attached to the nitrogen

of another. The results of this elegant double labeling experiment thus show beyond

doubt that the Hofmann rearrangement rs intramolecular.

Cross- products*
not formed

28.4 Hofmann rearrangement. Stereochemistry at the migrating group

When optically active a-phenylpropionamide undergoes the Hofmann

degradation, a-phenylethylamine of the same configuration and of essentially

the same optical purity is obtained:

OBr

NH2

C6H 5 C6H 5

( + )-a-Phcnylpropionamide (
-

)- a-Phenylethylaminc

Retention of configuration

Rearrangement proceeds with complete retention of configuration about the chiral

center of the migrating group.

These results tell us two things. First, nitrogen takes the same relative position

on the chiral carbon that was originally occupied by the carbonyl carbon. Second,

the chiral carbon does not break away from the carbonyl carbon until it has started

to attach itself to nitrogen. If the group were actually to become free during its

migration, we would expect considerable loss of configuration and hence a par-

tially racemic product. (If the group were to become free really free we would

expect reaction to be, in part, intermolecular, also contrary to fact.)

We may picture the migrating group as moving from carbon to nitrogen via

a transition state, I, in which carbon is pentavalent:

w
/' \

>

I
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The migrating group steps from atom to atom; it does not jump.
There is much evidence to suggest that the stereochemistry of all 1,2-shifts

has this common feature: complete retention of configuration in the migrating group.

Problem 28.3 Many years before the Hofmann degradation of optically active
a-pnenylpropionamide was studied, the following observations were made- when the
cyclopentane derivative II, in which the -COOH and -CONH, groups are r/j to
each other, was treated with hypobromite, compound III was obtained; compound
III could be converted by heat into the amide IV (called a lactam). What do these
results show about the mechanism of the rearrangement? (Use models.)

ill

28.5 Hofmann rearrangement. Timing of the steps

We said that steps (3) and (4) of the mechanism are believed to be simul-

taneous, that is, that loss of bromide ion and migration occur in the same step:

(3,4) R-C > R-N=C=0 t Br-

One reason for believing this is simply the anticipated difficulty of forming a highly
unstable intermediate in which an electronegative element like nitrogen has only
a sextet of electrons. Such a particle should be even less stable than primary carbo-

cations, and those, we know, are seldom formed; reaction takes the easier, $^2-
like path. Another reason is the effect ofstructure on rate of reaction. Let us examine
this second reason.

When the migrating group is aryl, the rate of the Hofmann degradation is

increased by the presence of electron-releasing substituents in the aromatic ring;

thus substituted benzarnides show the following order of reactivity:

G: OCH,> CH,^> H> Cl> NO :

Now, how could electron release speed up Hofmann degradation? One way
could be through its effect on the rate of migration. Migration of an alkyl group
must involve a transition state containing pentavalent carbon, like I in the pre-

ceding section. Migration of an aryl group, on the other hand, takes place via a
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structure like V. This structure is a familiar one; from the standpoint of the migrat-

ing aryl group, rearrangement is simply electrophilic aromatic substitution, with

the electron-deficient atom nitrogen, in this case acting as the attacking reagent.

In at least some rearrangements, as we shall see, there is evidence that structures

N:

like V are actual intermediate compounds, as in the ordinary kind of electrophilic

aromatic substitution (Sec. 11.16). Electron-releasing groups disperse the develop-

ing charge on the aromatic ring and thus speed up formation of V. Viewed in

this way, substituents affect the rate of rearrangement the migratory aptitude

of an aryl group in exactly the same way as they affect the rate of aromatic nitra-

tion, halogenation, or sulfonation. (As we shall see, however, conformational

effects can sometimes completely outweigh these electronic effects.)

There is another way in which electron release might be speeding up reaction:

by speeding up formation of the electron-deficient species in equation (3). But the

observed effect is a strong one, and more consistent with the development of the

positive -charge in the ring itself, as during rearrangement.

We should be clear about what the question is here. It is not whether some groups

migrate faster than others there is little doubt about that but whether the rate of

rearrangement affects the overall rate the measured rate of the Hofmann degradation.

It is likely, then, that electron-releasing substituents speed up Hofmann

degradation by speeding up rearrangement. Now, under what conditions can this

happen ? Consider the sequence (3) and (4). Loss of bromide ion (3) could be fast

(3)

(4)

R-C' R-C + Br~

N

R-N=C=O

Simultaneous

and reversible, followed by slow rearrangement (4). Rearrangement would be

rate-determining, as required, but in that case something else would not fit. The
reverse of (3) is combination of the particle ArCON with bromide ion; if this were

taking place, so should combination of ArCON with the solvent, water more

abundant and more nucleophilic to form the hydroxyamic acid ArCONHOH.
But hydroxamic acids are not formed in the Hofmann degradation.

If ArCON were indeed an intermediate, then, it would have to be undergoing
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rearrangement as fast as it is formed; that is, (4) would have to be fast compared
with (3). But in that case, the overall rate would be independent of the rate of

rearrangement, contrary to fact.

We are left with the concerted mechanism (3,4). Attachment of the migrating

group helps to push out bromide ion, and overall rate does depend on the rate

of rearrangement. As the amount of anchimeric assistance varies, so does the

observed rate of reaction.

At the migrating group, we said, rearrangement amounts to electrophilic

substitution. But at the electron-deficient nitrogen, rearrangement amounts to

nucleophilic substitution: the migrating group (with its electrons) is a nucleophile,

and bromide ion is the leaving group. The sequence (3) and (4) corresponds to

an SN! mechanism; the concerted reaction (3,4) corresponds to a SN2 mechanism.

Dependence of overall rate on the nature of the nucleophile is consistent with the

SN2-like mechanism, but not with the Sisil-like mechanism.

28.6 Rearrangement of hydroperoxides. Migration to electron-deficient

oxygen

In Sec. 24.4 we encountered the synthesis of phenol via cumene hydroperoxide:

CH 3

C6H 5-C-O OH -C6H 5CH(CHi)2
Isopropylbenzene

(Cumene)

C6H 5OH
Phenol

CH 3COCH 3

Acetone

Cumene hydroperoxide

The phenyl group is joined to carbon in the hydroperoxide and to oxygen in phenol:

clearly, rearrangement takes place. This time, it involves a 1,2-shift to electron-

deficient oxygen.

(!) CHy-C-0-OH 4

CH 3

Cumene hydroperoxide

J

(2) CHj C O OH 2

CH 3

(3) CHj-C-O

CHj

CHj-C-O OH 2

CH 3

H 2O

Simultaneous
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(4)

(5)

Acid converts (step 1) the peroxide I into the protonated peroxide, which loses

(step 2) a molecule of water to form an intermediate in which oxygen bears only

six electrons. A 1,2-shift of the phenyl group from carbon to electron-deficient

oxygen yields (step 3) the "carbonium" ion II, which reacts with water to yield

(step 4) the hydroxy compound III. Compound HI is a hemi-acetal (Sec. 19.15)

which breaks down (step 5) to give phenol and acetone.

Every step of the reaction involves chemistry with which we are already

quite familiar: protonation of a hydroxy compound with subsequent ionization to

leave an electron-deficient particle; a 1,2-shift to an electron-deficient atom; reac-

tion of a carbonium ion with water to yield a hydroxy compound; decomposition
of a hemi-acetal. In studying organic chemistry we encounter many new things; but

much of what seems new is found to fit into old familiar patterns of behavior.

It is very probable that steps (2) and (3) are simultaneous, the migrating

phenyl group helping to push out (2,3) the molecule of water. This concerted

(2,3) CHr-^-O-YpH^ > CH 3-C=6-Ph + H2O

CH 3

mechanism is supported by the same line of reasoning that we applied to the

Hofmann rearrangement, (a) A highly unstable intermediate containing oxygen
with only a sextet of electrons should be very difficult to form, (b) There is evidence

that, if there is such an intermediate, it must undergo rearrangement as fast as it is

formed ; that is, if (2) and (3) are separate steps, (3) must be fast compared with (2).

(c) The rate of overall reaction is speeded up by electron-releasing substituents

in migrating aryl groups, and in a way that resembles, quantitatively, the effect of

these groups on ordinary electrophilic aromatic substitution. Almost certainly,

then, substituents affect the overall rate of reaction by affecting the rate of migra-

tion, and hence migration must take place in the rate-determining step. This rules

out the possibility of a fast (3), and leaves us with the concerted reaction (2,3).
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Problem 28.4 When a-phenylethyl hydroperoxide, Cc,H 5CH<CH,)O--OH,
undergoes acid-catalyzed rearrangement in H 2

1HO, recovered unrearranged hydro-

peroxide is found to contain no oxygen- 18. Taken with the other evidence, what does

this finding tell us about the mechanism of reaction

28.7 Rearrangement of hydroperoxides. Migratory aptitude

The rearrangement of hydroperoxides lets us see something that the Hofmann

rearrangement could riot: the preferential migration of one group rather than

another. That .is, we can observe the relative speeds of migration the relative

migratory aptitudes of two groups, not as a difference in rate of reaction, but as

a difference in the product obtained. In cumene hydroperoxide, for example, any
one of three groups could migrate: phenyl and two methyls. If, instead of phenyl,

PhC=OCH 3

CH 3

Ph-C-0-pH 2
+

CH 3

PhC-OCHj --> PhCCH 3 + CH 3OH

OCH 3

Acetophenone Methanol

Not obtained

methyl were to migrate, reaction would be expected to yield methanol and aceto-

phenone. Actually, phenol and acetone are formed quantitatively, showing that a

phenyl group migrates much faster than a methyl.

It is generally true in 1,2-shifts that aryl groups have greater migratory apti-

tudes than alkyl groups. We can see why this should be so. Migration of an alkyl

group must involve a transition state containing pentavalent carbon (IV). Migration

.S-T.

IV

Alkyi migration.

pentai a/ent carbon

Aryl migration:

benienonium ion

of an aryl group, on the other hand, takes place via a structure of the benzen-

onium ion type (V); transition state or actual intermediate, V clearly offers an

easier path for migration than does IV.

The hydroperoxide may contain several aryl groups and, if they are different,

we can observe competition in migration between them, too. As was observed in

VII
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the rate study, the relative migratory aptitude of an aryl group is raised by elec-

tron-releasing substituents, and lowered by electron-withdrawing substituents.

For example, when p-nitrotriphenylmethyl hydroperoxide (VI) is treated with acid,

it yields exclusively phenol and p-nitrobenzophenone (VII); as we would have

expected, phenyl migrates in preference to /7-nitrophenyl.

Problem 28.5 When /7-methylbenzyl hydroperoxide, />-CH 3C6H4CH2O OH,
is treated with acid, there are obtained p-methylbcnzaldehyde (61%) and p-cresol

(38%). (a) How do you account for the formation of each of these? What other prod-
ucts must have been formed? (b) What do the relative yields of the aromatic products
show?

Problem 28.6 Treatment of aliphatic hydroperoxides, RCH2O~OH and
R2CHO~-OH, with aqueous acid yields aldehydes and ketones as the only organic

products. What conclusion do you draw about migratory aptitudes?

28.8 Pinacol rearrangement Migration to electron-deficient carbon

Upon treatment with mineral acids, 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-butanediol (often called

pinacol) is converted into methyl tert-butyl ketone (often called pinacolone). The

CH3 CH3 CH3

CH3 C-C CH3 L> CH3 O-C-CH3 + H2O

OH OH O CH3

Pinacol Pinacolone

2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-butanediol Methyl tert-butyl ketone

3,3-Dimethyl-2-bulanone

glycol undergoes dehydration, and in such a way that rearrangement of the carbon

skeleton occurs. Other glycols undergo analogous reactions, which are known

collectively.as pinacol rearrangements.

The pinacol rearrangement is believed to involve two important steps: (1) loss

of water from the protonated glycol to form a carbonium iori; and (2) rearrange-

ment of the carbonium ion by a 1,2-shift to yield the protonated ketone.

R R R R R R

(1) R-C-C-R |l R-<:-C-R > H2 + R-C-C-R

OH OH OH+OH2 OH

^Rv R R R

(2) R-C-C-R > R-C-C-R ^= H> + R_C_<U
e

Both steps in this reaction are already familiar to us: formation ofa carbonium

ion from an alcohol under the influence of acid, followed by a 1,2-shift to the elec-

tron-deficient atom. The pattern is also familiar: rearrangement of a cation to a

more stable cation, in this case to the protonated ketone. The driving force is the
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usual one behind carbonium ion reactions: the need to provide the electron-

deficient carbon with electrons. The special feature of the pinacol rearrangement

is the presence in the molecule of the second oxygen atom; it is this oxygen atom,

with its unshared pairs, that ultimately provides the needed electrons.

Problem 28.7 Account for the products of the following reactions:

(a) U,2-triphenyl-2-amino-l-propanol
HONO

> 1,2,2-triphenyl-l-propanone

(Hint: See Problem 23. II, p. 763.)

(b) 2-phenyl-l-iodo-2-propanol + Ag* benzyl methyl ketone

When the groups attached to the carbon atoms bearing OH differ from one

another, the pinacol rearrangement can conceivably give rise to more than one

compound. The product actually obtained is determined (a) by which OH group
is lost in step (1), and then (b) by which group migrates in step (2) to the electron-

deficient carbon thus formed. For example, let us consider the rearrangement of

l-phenyl-l,2-propanediol. The structure of the product actually obtained, methyl

benzyl ketone, indicates that the benzyl carbonium ion (I) is formed in preference

to the secondary carbonium ion (II), and that H migrates in preference to

-CH 3 .

4<
H O

Methyl benzyl ketone

Actual product

H migrates

H H
-H 20,

H H

C6H 5-C C-CH 3

I I

OH OH
l-Phenyl-l,2-

propanediol

OH ifCH,
migrated

ifC6H 5

migrated

H

OH
il

CH3

a-PhcnyIpropionaldehyde

H
^.>C6H 5-C-i-CH3

ifH

O H
Ethyl phenyl ketone

Study of a large number of pinacol rearrangements has shown that usually

the product is the one expected if, first, ionization occurs to yield the more stable

carbonium ion, and then, once the preferred ionization has taken place, migration

takes place according to the sequence Ar > R. (We have already seen how it

is that an aryl group migrates faster than an alkyl.) Hydrogen can migrate, too,

but we cannot predict its relative migratory aptitude. Hydrogen may migrate in

preference to R or Ar, but this is not always the case; indeed, it sometimes

happens that with a given pinacol either H or R can migrate, depending

upon experimental conditions.
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Among aryl groups, relative migratory aptitude depends other things being

equal on the aliliiy of the ring to accommodate a positive charge. However,

as we shall see in the next section, strong stereochemical factors can be involved,

and may outweigh these electronic factors.

Problem 28.8 For the rearrangement of each of the following glycols show which
carbonium ion you would expect to be the more stable, and then the rearrangement
that this carbonium ion would most likely undergo:

(a) 1 ,2-propanediol (f) l,l-diphenyl-2,2-dimethyl-l,2-ethanediol

(b) 2-methyl-l,2-propanediol (g) l,l,2-triphenyl-2-methyl-I,2-ethanediol

(c) J-phenyl-l,2-ethanediol (h) 2-methyl-3-ethyl-2,3-pentanediol
*

(d) lj-diphenyl-l,2-ethanediol (i) U-bis(p-methoxyphenyl)-2,2-diphenyl-
(e) l-phenyl-l,2-propanediol 1 ,2-ethanediol

We have depicted the pinacol rearrangement as a two-step process with an

actual carbonium ion as intermediate. There is good evidence that this is so, at

least when a tertiary or benzylic cation can be formed. Evidently the stability of

the incipient cation in the transition state permits (SN l-like) loss of water without

anchimeric assistance from the migrating group. This is, we note, in contrast to

what happens in migration to electron-deficient nitrogen or oxygen.

Problem 28.9 The following reactions have all been found to yield a mixture of

pinacol and pinacolone, and in the same proportions: treatment of 3-amino-2,3-

dimethyl-2-butanol with nitrous acid; treatment of 3-chloro-2,3-dimethyl-2-butanol

with aqueous silver ion; and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the epoxide of 2,3-dimethyl-

2-butene. What does this finding indicate about the mechanism of the pinacol re-

arrangement ?

Problem 28.10 When pinacol was treated with acid in H2
1SO solution, recovered

unrearranged pinacol was found to contain oxygen- 18. Studies showed that oxygen

exchange took place two to three times as fast as rearrangement. What bearing does

this fact have on the mechanism of rearrangement ?

28.9 Pinacolic deamination. Conformational effects

Primary aliphatic amines react with nitrous acid to form diazonium salts

(Sec. 23.10).

RNH2 -I- NaN02 -f HX > RN2+X~ > R+X' -f N2

1 aliphatic amine 1

' > products

Unlike their aromatic counterparts, however, these diazonium ions are extremely

unstable, and lose nitrogen rapidly to give products that strongly suggest inter-

mediate formation of carbonium ions (Problem 23.11, p. 763).

If such an amino group is located alpha to a hydroxyl group, then treatment

with nitrous acid causes a reaction closely related to the pinacol rearrangement,

pinacolic deamination'.

R R

> R-C-C-R > R-C X>-R

I i
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This system permits many studies not possible with pinacols, since here thfe elec-

tron-deficiency is generated at a pre-determined position: at the carbon that held

the amino group

Problem 28.11 Give the structure of the carbonium ion generated : (a) by action

of acid on l,I-diphenyI-I,2-propanediol; (b) by action of nitrous acid on 1,1-diphenyI-

2-amino- 1-propanol .

Let us examine the stereochemistry of pinacolic deamination in some detail. ,

In this we shall see the operation of a factor we have not yet encountered in re-

arrangements: confornational effects. More important, we shall get some idea of

the methods used to attack problems like this.

When optically active 2-amino-l,l-diphenyl-l -propanol is treated with

nitrous acid, there is obtained 1,2-diphenyl-l-propanone of inverted configuration

but lower optical purity than the starting material. Reaction has taken place with

Ph C C CH 3

HONO
> Ph CII" ,i

OH NH2

Inversion (77%) plus racemization (23%)

equivalent to

inversion (88.5%) plus retention (1 1.5%)

racemization plus inversion: stereochemistry typical of SN! reactions, and con-

sistent with the idea of an open carbonium ion as intermediate.

In a series of elegant experiments, Clair Collins (of Oak Ridge National

Laboratory) has given us intimate details about the reaction: the intermediacy

of open carbonium ions, their approximate life-time, and the conformational

factors that affect their chemistry. Collins, too, carried out deamination of opti-

cally active 2-amino-l,l-diphenyl-l -propanol, but his starting material was labeled

stereospecifically (I) with carbon- 14 in one of the phenyl groups. He resolved

Ph

Ph*-

NH 2
-

COPh COPh*

-OH

-H

HONO
H- -Ph* + Ph-

CH 3

I

IJ-Diphenyl-
2-amino-l -propanol

CH 3

-H

Inversion:

migration ofPh*

CH 3

Retention:

migration ofPh

the products and, by degradation studies, determined the location of the radio-

active label in each. The inverted product had been formed exclusively by migra-

tion of the labeled group, Ph* ; the product of retained configuration was formed

exclusively by migration of the unlabeled group, Ph. (The 12% of retention ob-

served by Collins agrees, of course, quite well with the results of the earlier simple

stereochemical study.) ,
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On the basis of these results, Collins pictured the reaction as taking place as

shown in Fig. 28.1. Three conclusions were drawn, (a) An open carboniwn ion

isjormed. If, instead, migration of phenyl were concerted with loss of N2 , attack

N2
+

H0\x \XPh

Ph*

IV

!i

back-side

attack

front-side

attack

Less stable

conformers

Ph

CH

O

Ph*

Inversion Retention

Figure 28.1. Pinacolic deamination of optically active labeled 2-amino-

1,1-diphenyl-l-propanol.The most abundant conformer, II, of the dia-

zonium ion yields cation III. Cation HI does two things: (a) rearranges

by back-side migration of Ph*, and (b) rotates, in the easiest way possible,

to form cation IV, which rearranges by front-side migration of Ph.

would have been exclusively back-side, with complete inversion, (b) The car-

boniwn ion does not last long enough for very much rotation to occur about the

central carbon-carbon bond. If, instead, the carboniura ion were long-lived, there

would have been equilibration between the equally stable conformations III and

IV, leading to complete racemization and equal migration of Ph and Ph*.

(c) Conformational effects largely determine the course of rearrangement. The most

stable and hence most abundant conformation of the diazonium ion is II, in which

the bulky phenyl groups flank tiny hydrogen. Nitrogen is lost to yield carbonium

ion III. This first-formed cation is the species that undergoes most of the rearrange-

ment, and in the way consistent with its conformation: back-side migration of

Ph*. Some cations last long enough for partial rotation (involving eclipsing only

of the small groups CH 3 and OH) to conformation IV. which rearranges by
front-side migration of Ph.

The course of rearrangement is thus determined largely by the conformation

of the first-formed ion and, to a lesser extent, of the ion most easily formed from
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it by limited rotation. These conformations reflect, in turn, the most stable con-

formation of the parent diazonium ion.

Ph<

CH

,OH

H

HO,

Ph

N2+

Ph

H CH 3

Ph*

H

OH

Most abundant conformer

Furthermore, we can see that rearrangement of either cation III or cation IV

involves a transition state in which the bulky non-migrating groups methyl and

one phenyl are on opposite sides of the molecule: a so-called trans transition

state. In contrast, front-side migration of Ph* would require, first, formation of

the less stable cation V (either from a less abundant conformation of the diazonium

OH

j and Ph crowded together:

cation slow toform,
slow to rearrange

ion or, by rotation, from cation III); and then, its reaction via a crowded cis

transition state. Both these processes are slow, and their combination does not

happen to a measurable extent.

The fine print on page 235 described two extreme situations for the reaction of

different conformers. (a) If reaction of the conformers is much faster than the rotation

that interconverts them, then the ratio of products obtained reflects the relative popula-
tions of the conformers. (b) If reaction of the conformers is much slower than their inter-

conversion, then the ratio of products reflects the relative stabilities of the transition

states involved. It was pointed out that, whichever situation exists, we will in general

make the same rough prediction about products, since a particular spacial relationship

will affect conformer stabilities and transition state stabilities in much the same way.
In pinacolic deamination we have a rather special situation, where reaction and

rotation are of roughly comparable speeds, and hence both the populations and the

reactivities of conformers affect the product ratio. Most interesting of all, perhaps, is the

ingenuity that Collins used to show that this is so.

Conformational factors can determine more than the stereochemistry of re-

arrangement. In light of Collins' findings, let us examine work done earlier by
D. Y. Curtin (of the University of Illinois) with 2-amino-l-anisyl-l-phenyl-

1-propanol. This resembles Collins* labeled compound (p. 899), except that an anisyl

group (p-methoxyphenyl group) takes the place of one of the phenyls. Here, the

competition in migration is between a phenyl and an anisyl, instead of between

labeled and unlabeled phenyl groups.

Curtin prepared both diastereomeric forms, VI and VII, each as a racemic
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Ph

Ph CCH CH3 + An C CH CH3

CH3

VI (and cnantiomcr) Anisyl migration

(94%)

HO-

H2N-

Ph

Ph An
-An

-H
An C-CH CH3 + Ph C-CH CH3

4 O

CH3

VII (and cnantiomcr) Phenyl migration Anisyl migration

(**%) (12%)

modification. In the deamination of VI, migration of anisyl was found to exceed

that of phenyl, 94:6. This, we might say, is to be expected: with its electron-re-

leasing methoxyl group, anisyl migrates much faster than phenyl. But in the

deamination of the diastereomer VII, phenyl migration was found to exceed that

of anisyl, 88:12. Clearly, migratory aptitude is not the controlling factor in the

reaction of VII nor then, most probably, in the reaction of VI, either.

The most reasonable interpretation of Curtin's work is outlined in Fig. 28.2.

This assumes a situation exactly analogous to that indicated by Collins
9

work, a

reasonable assumption since anisyl and phenyl are of the same bulk. Whether

phenyl or anisyl migrates predominantly depends on which group is in the proper

location in the first-formed carbonium ion, and this again depends on the most

stable conformation of the parent diazonium ion. The minor product in each case

is due to front-side migration of the aryl group brought into position by the

easiest rotation of the carbonium ion.

In the case of diastereomer VII, for example,- phenyl is in position to migrate

in cation VII6, and does so. Competing with this migration is rotation about the

single bond to form cation VIIc, which reacts by anisyl migration. We notice that

the percentage of back-side attack by phenyl is the same (88%) as in the original

stereochemical study of 2-amino-l,l-diphenyl-l-propanol (p. 899). This should be

so, since the same competition is involved in both cases: phenyl migration vs.

rotation about a bond that is sterically the same. (Indeed, it was the quantitative

similarity of results in the two studies that gave Collins his first clue as to what

might be involved in such reactions, and led to his labeling experiment.)

In these particular reactions, then, just which group migrates is controlled,

not electronically by intrinsic migratory aptitude, but sterically by conformational

factors. This does not negate the idea of migratory aptitude. Groups do differ in

their tendencies to migrate, and in some cases the effects of such differences can

be very great. What we see here is simply that conformational factors can, some-

times, outweigh migratory aptitudes.



HO

Vic

back-side

attack

front-side

attack

Less stable

conformers

An

Anisyl migration

HO

VII-

H

H

Vllr

I

front-tide

attack

Less stable

conformers

CH3

O

H

An

Ph

Phenyl migration Anisyl migration

Figure 28.2. Pinacolic deamination of diastereomeric 2-amino-l-anisyl-

1-phenyl-l-propanols. In each case the most abundant conformer, Via or

Vila, of the diazonium ion yields a cation in which an aryl group is in

position for back-side migration via a trans transition state: anisyl in

VI/?, phenyl in VI 16. Such rearrangement predominates. Some of each

first-formed cation is converted through rotation into another cation, in

which the other aryl group is in position for front-side migration via a
trans transition state: phenyl in Vic, anisyl in VIIc. Such rearrangement

gives the minor product.

903
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Another point: here we have reactions not only where steric factors are power-
ful, but where electronic factors are weak. From the standpoint of the migrating

aryl group, remember, rearrangement is electrophilic aromatic substitution with

the migration terminus as electrophilic reagent. The reagent, a full-fledged car-

bon iurn ion in this case, is highly reactive and hence not very selective; it prefers

to attack anisyi rather than phenyl and, other things being equal, would do so.

But the preference is not a strong one, and here is less important than the steric

factors.

The strength of these electronic factors depends on how badly they are needed.
In SN2-like rearrangements, where the migrating group is needed to help push out the

leaving group, differences in migratory tendencies are very great. (That is, the migra-
tion terminus is an unreactive reagent and hence is highly selective.) Indeed, as we shall

see in Sec. 28.12, the strength of the effects of substituents in migrating aryl groups can
be used to measure the relative importance of SN i-likc and SN2-3tke rearrangements.

Problem 28.12 When Collins (p. 899) prepared, in optically active form, diastereo-
mers of l-amino-l-phenyl-2-p-tolyl-2-propanol (VIII and IX, Ar /Molyl) and

Ar

CH3
-

H-

-OH

-NH 2

COCH3 COCH3

HONO.

Ph

VIII Inversion Retention

Wo)

CH3

Ar-

il-

-OH

-NH2

Ph

IX Inversion

COCH3

H Ar

Ph

Retention

treated them uith nitrous acid, he observed the product distribution shown. Note that
IX rearranges with predominant retention. When Ar /?-methoxyphenyl, essentially
the same results were obtained. Account in detail for these findings.

28.10 Neighboring groop effects: stereochemistry

When treated with concentrated hydrobromic acid, the bromohydrin
3-bromo-2-butanol is converted into 2,3-dibromobutane. This, we say, involves

nothing out of the ordinary; it is simply nucleophilic attack (SN 1 or SN2) by
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bromide ion on the protonated alcohol. But in 1939 Saul Winstein (p. 474) and

Howard J. Lucas (of the California Institute of Technology) described the stereo-

chemistry of this reaction and, in doing this, opened the door to a whole new con-

cept in organic chemistry: the neighboring group effect.

CH3 CH-CH CH3

Br OH
3-Bromo-2-butanol

CH3-CH-CH-CH3

I

Br
I

Br

2,3-Dibromobutane

First, Winstein and Lucas found (Fig. 28.3) that (racemic) erythro bromo-

hydrin yields only the meso dibromide, and (racemic) threo bromohydrin yields

CH3

H-

H-

CH3

Br

CH 3

CH3

Erythro

Racemic

H-

HO- -H H

Threo

Racemic

CH 3 CH,

Racemic

Figure 28.3. Conversion of racemic 3-bromo-2-butanols into

2,3-dibromobutanes.

only the racemic dibromide. Apparently, then, reaction proceeds with complete

retention of configuration unusual for nucleophilic substitution. But something
even more unusual was still to come.

They carried out the same reaction again but this time used optically active

starting materials (Fig. 28.4). From optically active erythro bromohydrin they

obtained, of course, optically inactive product: the meso dibromide. But optically

active erythro bromohydrin also yielded optically inactive product: the racemic di-

bromide.

In one of the products (I) from the erythro bromohydrin, there is retention of

configuration. But in the other product (II), there is inversion, not only at the car-

bon that held the hydroxyl group, but also at the carbon that held bromine

a carbon that, on the surface, is not even involved in the reaction. How is one to

account for the fact that exactly half the molecules react with complete retention,

and the other half with this strange double inversion?
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CH3 CH3

H-

H-

-Br

-OH
HBr

H-

H-

CH3

Erythro

Optically active

-Br

-Br

Meso

CH3

H-

HO-

-Br

-H

HBr
H-

Br-

CH3

Three

Optically active

CH3

-H H-

-H

-Br

CH3

H
Racemic

Figure 28.4. Conversion of optically active 3-bromo-2-butanols into

2,3-dibromobutanes.

Winstein and Lucas gave the only reasonable interpretation of these facts.

In step (1) the protonated bromohydrin loses water to yield, not the open car-

bonium ion, but a bridged bromonium ion. In step (2) bromide ion attacks this

(0

Br
\
!- + H2

A bromonium ion

(2)

/ \
Br

+
'

B
'

r

Br

BBr

bromonium ion to give the dibromide. But it can attack the bromonium ion at

either of two carbon atoms: attack at one gives the product with retention at both

chiral centers; attack at the other gives the product with inversion about both

centers. Figure 28.5 depicts the reaction of the optically active threo bromohydrin.
The bromonium ion has the same structure as that proposed two years earlier

by Roberts and Kimball (Sec. 7. 1 2) as an intermediate in the addition of bromine

to alkenes. Here it is formed in a different way, but its reaction is the same, and

so is the final product.

Reaction consists of two successive nucleophiltc substitutions. In the first

one the nucleophile is the neighboring bromine; in the second, it is bromide ion

from outside the molecule. Both substitutions are pictured as being SN2-like;
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Br

Protonated
/Am>-3-bromo-2-butanol

Optically active

II

I and II are enantiomers

Racemic 2,3-dibromobutane

Figure 28.5. Conversion of optically active //ir0-3-bromo-2-butanol into

racemic 2,3-dibromobutane via cyclic bromonium ion. Opposite-side

attacks a and b equally likely, give enantiomers in equal amounts.

that is, single-step processes with attachment of the nucleophile and loss of the

leaving group taking place in the same transition state. This is consistent with

the complete stereospecificity : an open carbonium ion in either (1) or (2) might
be expected to result in the formation of a mixture of diastereomers. (As we shall

see, there is additional evidence indicating that a neighboring bromine is likely

to provide assistance in step (1).)

The basic process is, we see, the same as in rearrangements: intramolecular

(1,2) nucleophilic attack. Indeed, there is rearrangement here; in half the mole-

cules formed, the bromine has migrated from one carbon to the next.

Problem 28.13 Drawing structures like those in Fig. 28.5, show the stereo-

chemical course of reaction of optically active <'/rMro-3-bromo-2-butanol with hydro-

gen bromide.

Problem 28.14 Actually, the door opened by Winstein and Lucas (Sec. 28.10)

was already ajar. In 1937, E. D. Hughes, Ingold (p. 460), and their co-workers re-

ported that, in contrast to the neutral acid or its ester, sodium a-bromopropionate

undergoes hydrolysis with retention of configuration.

CHjCHBrCOO'Na*
Sodium a-bromopropionate

OH- CH 3CHOHCOO-Na'
Sodium lactate

Give a likely interpretation of these findings.

28.11 Neighboring group effects: rate of reaction. Anchimeric assistance

Like other alkyl halides, mustard gas (ftj0'-dichlorodiethyl sulfide) undergoes
hydrolysis. But this hydrolysis is unusual in several ways: (a) the kinetics is first-
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order, with the rate independent of added base; and (b) it is enormously faster

than hydrolysis of ordinary primary alkyl chlorides.

C1CH2CH2-S-CH2CH2C1 -^^ CICH2CH2-S-~CH2CH2OH

We have encountered this kind of kinetics before in SN! reactions and know,

in a general way, what it must mean: in the rate-determining step, the substrate is

reacting unimolecularly to form an intermediate, which then reacts rapidly with

solvent or other nucleophile. But what is this intermediate? It can hardly be the

carbonium ion. A primary cation is highly unstable and hard to form, so that

primary alkyl chlorides ordinarily react by SN2 reactions instead; and here we
have electron-withdrawing sulfur further to destabilize a carbonium ion.

This is another example of a neighboring group effect, one that shows itself

not in stereochemistry but in rate ofreaction. Sulfur helps to push out chloride ion,

forming a cyclic sulfonium ion in the process. As fast as it is formed, this inter-

mediate reacts with water to yield the product.

S:~"X
CH2-C:H2-CH2

-~+ CH2-CH2 -j^> RSCH2CH2OH

A sulfonium ion

Reaction thus involves formation of a cation, but not a highly unstable

carbonium ion with its electron-deficient carbon; instead, it is a cation in which

every atom has an octet of electrons. Open-chain sulfonium ions, R3S
+

, are well-

known, stable molecules; here, because of angle strain, the sulfonium ion is

less stable and highly reactive but still enormously more stable and easier to form

than a carbonium ion.

The first, rate-determining step is unimolecular, but it is SN2-like. As with

other primary halides, a nucleophile is needed to help push out the leaving group.

Here the nucleophile happens to be part of the same molecule. Sulfur has unshared

electrons it is willing to share, and hence is highly nucleophilic. Most important,

it is there: poised in just the right position for attack. The result is an enormous

increase in rate.

There is much additional evidence to support the postulate that the effect

of neighboring sulfur is due to anchimeric assistance. Cyclohexyl chloride under-

goes solvolysis in ethanol-water to yield a mixture of alcohol and ether. As usual

for secondary alkyl substrates, reaction is SN 1 with nucleophilic assistance from

the solvent (see Sec. 14.17). A C6H 5S group on the adjacent carbon can speed

a H2o/EtOH |VG ,

Cl

Relative rates of reaction

G:mms-C6H 5S H > c/$-C6H 5S

70,000 1.00 0.16
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up reaction powerfully but only if it is Irons to chlorine. The cis substituted chloride

actually reacts more slowly than the unsubstituted compound.
The trans sulfide group evidently gives strong anchimeric assistance. Why

cannot the cis sulfide? The answer is found in the examination of molecular models.

Like other nucleophiles, a neighboring group attacks carbon at the side away
from the leaving group. In an open-chain compound like mustard gas or like

either diastereomer of 3-bromo-2-butanol rotation abcut a carbon-carbon bond

can bring the neighboring group into the proper position for back-side attack:

anti to the leaving group (Fig. 28. 6a). But in cyclohexane derivatives, 1,2-substitu-

ents are anti to each other only when they both occupy axial positions possible

only for trans substituents (Fig. 28.66). Hence, only the trans chloride shows the

Figure 28.6. Anchimeric assistance, (a) Anti relationship between neigh-

boring group and leaving group required for back-side attack. (/>) In

cyclohexane derivatives, only //wis-l,2-substituents can assume anti rela-

tionship.

neighboring group effect, anchimeric assistance from sulfur. The els isomer reacts

without anchimeric assistance; through its electron-withdrawing inductive effect,

sulfur slows down formation of the carbonium ion, and thus the rate of reaction.

Let us look at another example of solvolysis. A very commonly studied system

is one in which the solvent is acetic acid (HOAc) and the substrates are alkyl esters

of sulfonic acids: ROTs, alkyl tosylates (alkyl /?-toluenesulfonates); ROBs, alkyl

Alkyl tosylate Alkyl acetate

brosylates (alkyl />-bromobenzenesulfonates); etc. Loss of the weakly basic sul-

fonate anion, with more or less nucleophilic assistance from the solvent, generates

a cation as part of an ion pair which combines with the solvent to yield the

acetate.
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When 2-acetoxycyclohexyl tosylate is heated in acetic acid there is obtained,

as expected, the diacetate of 1,2-cyclohexanediol. The reactant exists as diastereo-

mers, and just what happens and how fast it happens depends upon which

2-Acetoxycyclohexyl
tosylate

1 ,2-Cyclohexanediol
diacetate

diastereomer we start with. The cis tosylate yields chiefly the trans diacetate.

Reaction take* the usual course for nucleophilic substitution, predominant in-

version. But the trans tosylate also yields trans diacetate. Here, apparently, reac-

tion takes place with retention, unusual for nucleophilic substitution, and in con-

trast to what is observed for the cis isomer. Two pieces of evidence show us clearly

(+)-r/wiJ-2-Acetoxycyclohexyl

tosylate

Optically active

OAc
trans- 1 ,2-Cyclohexanediol

diacetate

Racemic

what is happening here: (a) optically active trans tosylate yields optically inactive

trans diacetate; and (b) the trans tosylate reacts 800 times asfast as the cis isomer.

The apparent retention of configuration in the reaction of the trans tosylate

is a neighboring group effect. The neighboring group is acetoxy, containing oxygen
with unshared electrons. Through back-side nucleophilic attack, acetoxy helps

to push out the tosylate anion (1) and, in doing this, inverts the configuration at the

CH,

0)

>OTs OTs'J

-C-C- + OTs-

An acetoxonium ion

CH 3 /.CH3

of
\

(2) _C __C + HOAc
I I

-c-c- + -c-c-
OAc AcO

carbon under attack. There is formed an acetoxonium ion. This symmetrical inter:
mediate undergoes nucleophilic attack (2) by the solvent at either of two carbons
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again with inversionand yields the product. The result: in half the molecules,

retention at both carbons; in the other half, inversion at both carbons.

The cis tosylate cannot assume the diaxial conformation needed for back-side

attack by acetoxy, and there is no neighboring group effect. Stereochemistry is

normal, and reaction is much slower than for the trans tosylate.

Compared with unsubstituted cyclohexyl tosylate, the 2-acetoxycyclohexyl

tosylates show the following relative reactivities toward acetolysis:

Cyclohexyl mws-2-Acetoxycyclohexyl m-2-Acetoxycyclohexyl
tosylate tosylate tosylate

1.00 0.30 0.00045

Reaction of the cis tosylate is much slower than that of cyclohexyl tosylate, and

this we can readily understand: powerful electron-withdrawal by acetoxy slows

down formation of the carbonium ion in the SN! process. Reaction of the trans

tosylate, although much faster than that of its diastereomer, is still somewhat

slower than that of cyclohexyl tosylate. But should not the anchimerically assisted

reaction be much faster than the unassisted reaction of the unsubstituted tosylate?

The answer is, not necessarily. We must not forget the electronic effect of the

acetoxy substituent. Although SN2-like, attack by acetoxy has considerable SN!

character (see Sec. 17.15); deactivation by electron withdrawal tends to offset

activation by anchimeric assistance. The cis tosylate is electronically similar to

the trans, and is a much better standard by which to measure anchimeric assis-

tance. (This point will be discussed further in the next section.)

In Sec. '17.15 we said that the orientation of opening of strained rings like halonium

ions and protonated epoxides indicates considerable SN l character in the transition state.

But if ring-opening has SN 1 character so, according to the principle of microscopic rever-

sibility, must ring-closing.

Problem 28.15 Of what structures is the acetoxonium ion a hybrid? To what
does it owe its stability, relative to a carbonium ion?

Problem 28.16 How do you account for the following relative rates of aceto-

lysis of 2-substituted cyclohexyl brosylates? In which cases is there evidence of a

neighboring group effect ?

aG HOAC
>

OBs

Relative rates

G cis trans

28.12 Neighboring group effects. Neighboring aryl

In 1949, at the University of California at Los Angeles, Donald J. Cram pub-

lished the first of a series of papers on the effects of neighboring aryl groups, and
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set off a controversy that only recently, after twenty years, shows signs of being

resolved. Let us look at just one example of the kind of thing he discovered.

Solvolysis of 3-phenyl-2-butyl tosylate in acetic acid yields the acetate. The

tosylate contains two chiral centers, and exists as two racemic modifications; so,

C6H5

CH3-CH-CH-CH3

OTs

3-Phenyl-2-butyl

tosyiate

CH,COOH CH 3-CH[-CH-CH3

6Ac

3-Phenyl-2-butyl
acetate

too, does the acetate. Solvolysis is completely stereospecific and proceeds, it at first

appears, with retention of configuration : racemic erythro tosylate gives only race-

mic erythro acetate, and racemic threo tosylate gives only racemic threo acetate

(Fig. 28.7). When, however, optically active threo tosylate is used, it is found to yield

CH 3

H-

H-

CH 3

-OTs

CH,

CH,

CH3

-H

-H

HOAc..
H-

H-

Erythro

Racemic

CH,

CH3

CH3

- OAc AcO-

CH3

CH3

-H

-H

CH3

Erythro

Racemic

H

CH 3

H-

CH3 CH, CH,

-H

-OAc

CH,

Threo

Racemic

Threo

Racemic

Figure 28.7. Acetolysis of racemic 3-phenyl-2-butyl tosylates.

optically inactive product, racemic threo acetate. We see here the same pattern

as in Sec. 28.10: retention at both carbons in half the molecules of the product,

inversion at both carbons in the other half (Fig. 28.8).

Cram interpreted these results in the following way. The neighboring phenyl

group, with its rr electrons, helps to push out (1) the tosylate anion. There is formed

0)

OTs

OTs-

A benzenonium ion
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(2) C C 4- HOAc
II

I I II
-C C + C C + H+

OAc AcO

an intermediate bridged ion a benzenonium ion. This undergoes nucleophilic

attack (2) by acetic acid at either of the two equivalent carbons to yield the product.

CH3 CH

H-

TsO-

-Ph

-H

HOAc
H

CH3

(+)-Thrco

Optically active

Three

Racemic

Figure 28.8. Acetolysis of optically active //ire0-3-phenyl-2-butyl

tosylate.

Problem 28.17 (a) Drawing structures of the kind in Fig. 28.5 (p. 907), show
how Cram's mechanism accounts for the conversion of optically active ///m;-3-phenyl-

2-butyl tosylate into racemic acetate, (b) In contrast, optically active erythro tosylate

yields optically active erythro acetate. Show that this* too, fits Cram's interpretation
of the reaction.

In the controversy that developed, the point under attack was not so much
the existence of the intermediate bridged ion although this was questioned, too

as its mode of formation. The 3-phenyl-2-butyl tosylates undergo solvolysis at

much the same rate as does unsubstituted .sec-butyl tosylate: formolysis a little

faster, acetolysis a little slower. Yet, as depicted by Cram, phenyl gives anchimeric

assistance to the reaction. Why, then, is there no rate acceleration?

Several alternatives were proposed: one, that participation by phenyl in

expulsion of tosylate occurs, but is weak; another, that bridging occurs, not in

the rate-determining step, but rapidly, following formation of an open cation.

H. C. Brown (p. 507) suggested that for unsubstituted phenyl, at least the inter-

mediate is not a bridged ion at all, but a pair of rapidly equilibrating open car-

bonium ions; phenyl, now on one carbon and now on the other, blocks back-side

attack by the solvent and thus gives rise to the observed stereochemistry.

By 1971, a generally accepted picture of these reactions had begun to emerge,

based on work by a number of investigators, prominent among them Paul Schleyer

at Princeton University. The big stumbling-block had been the widely held idea

that secondary cations are formed, like tertiary cations, with little assistance from

the solvent (Sec. 14.17). Using as standards certain special secondary substrates

whose structure prevents solvent assistance, Schleyer showed that ordinary second-

ary substrates do indeed react with much solvent assistance.

Cram's original proposal seems to be essentially correct: aryl can give anchi-

meric assistance through formation of bridged ions. Competition is not between
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aryl-assisted solvolysis and unassisted solvolysis; competition is between aryl-

assisted solvolysis and solvent-assisted solvolysis. Anchimeric assistance need not

cause anchimeric acceleration. Formation 6f a bridged cation and an open cation

may proceed at much the same rate, one with aryl assistance, the other with

equally strong solvent assistance.

On the assumption of these two competing processes, successful quantitative

correlations have been made among data of various kinds: rate of reaction,

stereochemistry, scrambling of isotopic labels, and Hammett constants (Sec.

18.1 1) to represent the relative electronic effects of various substituents in aromatic

rings. If neighboring aryl contains strongly electron-withdrawing substituents,

reaction products are normal chiefly alkenes plus inverted ester and the rate

of solvolysis is what one would expect for formation of an open cation slowed

down by electron-withdrawing inductive effects. As substituents become in-

creasingly electron-releasing (p-C\, /w-CH 3 , /?-CH 3 , /?-CH 3O) the rate increases

more than expected if only inductive effects were operating; the amount of "extra"

speed matches the amount of abnormal stereochemistry. Consider, for example,

acetolysis of 3-aryl-2-butyl brosylates. One calculates from the rate data that

w-tolyl assists in 73% of reaction; 68% of the product is found to have retained

configuration. For p-methyl, calculated 87%, found 88%; for p-methoxyphenyl,
calculated 99%, found 100%.

How much anchimeric assistance there is. then, depends on how nucleophilic

the neighboring group is. It also depends on how badly anchimeric assistance is

needed. The more nucleophilic the solvent, the more assistance // gives, and the

less the neighboring group participates. Or, if the open cation is a relatively stable

one tertiary or benzylic it may need little assistance of any kind, either from

the solvent or from the neighboring group.

In summary, an incipient cation can get electrons in three different ways:

(a) from a substituent, through an inductive effect or resonance; (b) from the

solvent; (c) from a neighboring group.

In all this, H. C. Brown played a role familiar to him: that of gad-fly the organic
chemist's conscience forcing careful examination of ideas that had been accepted per-

haps too readily because of their neatness. The turning point in this part of the great

debate was marked by the joint publication of a paper by Brown and Schleyer setting

forth essentially the interpretation we have just given.

In 1970, Olah (p. 160) prepared a molecule whose carbon- 13 nmr spectrum

(cmr) was consistent with a bridged benzenonium ion, and not with a pair of

equilibrating open cations.

CH2CH2C1

/?-Phenylethyl chloride Bridged
benzenonium ion

Problem 28.18 Quenching of Olah's solution with water gave a 3:1 mixture of

0-phenylethyl alcohol and a-phenylethyl alcohol. The spectrum showed the presence
not only of the bridged cation but, in lesser amounts, of an open cation. What is a

likely structure for the open cation, and how is it formed?
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28.13 Neighboring group effects: nonclassical ions
i

The rearrangement of carbonium ions was first postulated, by Meerwein

(p. 160) in 1922, to account for the conversion of camphene hydrochloride into

isobornyl chloride. Oddly enough, this chemical landmark is the most poorly

CH 3

Camphene hydrochloride

Cl
CH3

Isobornyl chloride

understood of all such rearrangements. With various modifications in structure,

this bicyclic system has been for over 20 years the object of closer scrutiny than

any other in organic chemistry.

We can see, in a general way, how this particular rearrangement could take

place. Camphene hydrochloride loses chloride ion to form cation I, which re-

arranges by a 1,2-alkyl shift to form cation II. Using models, and keeping careful

-- ci-

Camphene hydrochloride I H

track of the various carbon atoms, we find that cation II need only combine with

a chloride ion to yield isobornyl chloride.

Isobornyl chloride

We have accounted for the observed change in carbon skeleton, but we have

not answered two questions that have plagued the organic chemist for a genera-

tion. Why is only the exo chloride, isobornyl chloride, obtained, and none of its

endo isomer, bornyl chloride? Why does camphene hydrochloride undergo solvo-

lysis thousands of times as fast as, say, ferf-butyl chloride? To see the kind of

answers that have been given, let us turn to a simpler but basically similar

system.
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In 1949 Winstein reported these findings. On acetolysis, the diastereomeric

exo- and mto-norbornyl brosylates both yield e^-norbornyl acetate:

HOAC) , HOAc

Ac

and cnantiomcr

uro-Norbornyl brosylate

and enantiomer

e.v0-Norbornyl acetate

OBs

and enantiomer

?/K/0-Norbornyl brosylatc

If the staning brosylate is optically active the product is still the optically inactive

racemic modification. For example:

HOAc

-OBs

ix*Norbornyi brosylate

Optically active

OAc AcO

?jrc>-Norbornyl acetate

Racemic

Finally, oro-norbornyl brosylate reacts 350 times as fast as the endo brosylate.

Winstein interpreted the behavior of these compounds in the following way
(Fig. 28.9). Loss of brosylate anion yields (1) the bridged cation III, which

undergoes nucleophilic attack by solvent (2) at either C-2 or C-l to yield the

product.

Cation III is stabilized by resonance between two equivalent structures, IV

is a hybrid of and

and V, each corresponding to an open cation. The charge is divided between two
carbons (C-l and C-2) each of which held in the proper position by the particular

ring system is bonded to C-6 by a half-bond. The bridging carbon (C-6) is thus

pentavalent.

Reaction of the exo brosylate is SN2-like, as shown in Fig. 28.9: back-side

attack by C-6 on C-l helps to push out brosylate, and yields the bridged ion in a

single step. The geometry of the endo brosylate does not permit such back-side

attack, and consequently it undergoes an SN l-h'ke reaction: slow formation of the

open cation followed by rapid conversion into the bridged ion.

Open cation

III

Bridged cation
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*jco-Norbornyl brosylate

Optically active

OAc

(2)

*x0-Norbornyl acetate

Racemic

Figure 28.9. Conversion of optically active e*0-norbornyl brosylate

into racemic i.x0-norbornyl acetate via nonclassical ion. Brosylate anion

is lost with anchimeric assistance from C-6, to give bridged cation III.

Cation III undergoes back-side attack at either C-2 (path a) or C-l

(path b). Attacks a and b are equally likely, and give racemic product.

The two diastereomers yield the same product, racemic exo acetate, because

they react via the same intermediate. But only the exo brosylate reacts with anchi-

meric assistance, and hence it reacts at the faster rate.

What Winstein was proposing was that saturated carbon using a electrons

could act as a neighboring group, to give anchimeric assistance to the expulsion

of a leaving group, and to form an intermediate bridged cation containing penta-

valent carbon. Bridged ions of this kind, with delocalized bonding a electrons,

have become known as nonclassical ions.

W

\

/ + N

A nonclassical

bridged ion
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Interpretation of the behavior of the norbornyl and many related systems on
the basis of neoclassical ions seemed to be generally accepted until 1962, when
H. C. Brown declared, "But the Emperor is naked!" Brown's point was npt that
the idea of neoclassical ions was necessarily wrong, but that it was not necessarily

right. It had been Accepted too readily, he thought, on the basis of too little evi-

dence, and needed closer examination.

Brown suggested alternative interpretations. The norbornyl cation, for

example, might not be a bridged ion but a pair of equilibrating open carbonium
ions. That is to say, IV and V are not contributing structures to a resonance hybrid,
but two distinct compounds in equilibrium with each other. Each ion can*combine
with solvent: IV at C-l, V at C-2. Substitution is exclusively exo because the

endo face of each cation lies in a fold of the molecule, and is screened from attack.
Differences in rate, too, are attributed to steric factors. It is not that the exo sub-

strate reacts unusually fast, but that the endo substrate reacts unusually slowly,
due to steric hindrance to the departure of the leaving group with its cluster of
solvent molecules.

To test these alternative hypotheses, a tremendous amount of work has been

done, by Brown and by others. For example, camphene hydrochioride is known to

undergo ethanolysis 6000 times as fast as terf-butyl chloride, and this had been
attributed to anchimeric assistance with formation of a bridged ion. Brown pointed
out that the wrong standard for comparison had been chosen. He showed that a

number ofsubstituted (3) cyclopentyl chlorides (examine the structure ofcamphene
hydrochioride closely) also react much faster than rerr-butyl chloride. He attri-

buted these fast reactions including that of camphene hydrochioride to relief

of steric strain. On ionization, chloride ion is lost and the methyl group on the

jpMiybridized carbon moves into the plane of the ring: four non-bonded inter-

actions thus disappear, two for chlorine and two for methyl. For certain systems
at feast, it became clear that one need not invoke a nonclassical ion to account
for the facts.

In 1970, Olah reported that he had prepared a stable norbornyl cation in

SbF5-SO2 . From its pmr, cmr, and Raman spectra, he concluded that it has,

indeed, the nonclassical structure with delocalization of a electrons. The 2-phenyU
norbornyl cation, on the other hand, has the classical structure; this benzylic

~CH3

Norbornyl cation 2-Mcthylnorbornyl cation 2-PhenyInorbornyi cation

Bridget/ ion Some bridging Open ion

cation, stabilized by electrons from the benzene ring, has no need of bridging. The
tertiary 2-methylnorbornyl cation is intermediate in character: there is partial
9 delocalization and hence bridging, but weaker than in the unsubstituted cation.

(Interestingly enough, delocalization in the 2-methyl cation seems to come, not
from the C6~C7 bond, but from the C6 H bond; Olah pictures the back lobe of
the carbon-hydrogen bond overlapping the p orbital of C2 .)
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Thus, it seems, there are such things as neoclassical cations. What is still to

be settled is just how much they are involved in the chemistry of ordinary solvo-

lytic reactions.

Problem 28.19 (a) Show how a neoclassical ion intermediate could account

for both the stereospecificity and the unusually fast rate (if it is unusually fast) of re-

arrangement of camphene hydrochlortde into isobornyl chloride, (b) How do you
account for the fact that optically active product is formed here, in contrast to what

is obtained from solvolysis of norbornyl compounds?

PROBLEMS
1. Give detailed interpretation of each of the following observations.

(a) CH3
CH2CH 2CD2NH2 "j^ 1-butanol + 2-butanol

The 2-butanol is CH3CH2CHOHCHD2 + CH 3CHOHCH2CHD2

76.8% 23.2%

(b) CH3CH2CD2CH2NH2 "^> CH3CH2CD2CH2OH + CH3CH2CDOHCH2D
68% 23.9%

+ CH3CHOHCHDCH2D + (CH 3CHDCHOHCH2D + CH3CDOHCH2CH2D)
7.7% 0.4%

2. Treatment of 1 -methyl- 1-cyclohexyl hydroperoxide with acid gives a product of

formula C7H|4O2 , which gives positive tests with CrO3/H2SO4, 2,4-dinitrcphenyl-

hydrazine, and NaOI. What is a likely structure for this compound, and how is it formed ?

3. (a) Describe simple chemical tests that would serve to distinguish among the

possible products of rearrangement of l-phenyl-l,2-propanediol shown on page 897.

Tell exactly what you would do and see. (b) Alternatively, you could use the nmr spec-

trum. Tell exactly what you would expect to see in the spectrum of each possible product.

4. In the presence of base, acyl derivatives of hydroxamic acids undergo the Lossen

rearrangement to yield isocyanates or amines.

O

RNCO

(a) Write a detailed mechanism for the rearrangement.

(b) Study of a series of compounds in which R and R' were m- and ^-substituted

phenyl groups showed that reaction is speeded up by electron-releasing substituents in

R and by electron-withdrawing substituents in R'. How do you account for these effects?

5. (a) Show all steps in the mechanisms probably involved in the following trans-

formation. (Hint: Don't forget Sec. 21.5.)

3-Hydroperoxycyclohexene Adipaldehyde Cyclopcntene-

(6y )
1-carboxaldchydc

(#%)

(b) An important difference in migratory aptitude is illustrated here. What is it?
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6. Benzophenone oxime, C13HUON, m.p. 141, like other oximcs, is soluble in

aqueous NaOH and gives a color with ferric chloride. When heated with acids it is trans-

formed into a solid A, C13HUON, m.p. 163, which is insoluble in aqueous NaOH and
in aqueous HC1.

After prolonged heating of A with aqueous NaOH, a liquid B separates and is col-

lected by steam distillation. Acidification of the aqueous residue causes precipitation of

a white solid C, m.p. 120-1.

Compound B, b.p. 184, is soluble in dilute HC1. When this acidic solution is chilled

and then treated successively with NaNO2 and 0-naphthol, a red solid is formed. B reacts

with acetic anhydride to give a compound that melts at 112.5-114.

(a) What is the structure of A? (b) The transformation of benzophenone oxime into

A illustrates a reaction to which the name Beckmann is attached. To what general class

of reactions must this transformation belong? (c) Suggest a likely series of steps, each

one basically familiar, for this transformation? (Hint: See Sees. 16.5, 6.10, and 8.13.)

(d) Besides acids like sulfuric, other compounds "catalyze** this reaction. How might
PC15 do the job? Tosyl chloride?

(e) What product or products corresponding to A would you expect from a similar

transformation of acetone oxime; of acetophenone oxime; of p-nitrobenzophenone

oxime; of methyl /i-propyl ketoxime? (f) How would you go about identifying each of

the products in (e)?

7. Urea is converted by hypohatites into nitrogen and carbonate. Given the fact

H2N-C-NH2
Br2t H "

> N2 + C03
-- + Br~

O

that hydrazine, H2N NH2 , is oxidized to nitrogen by hypohalite, show that this reac-

tion of urea is simply an example of the Hofmann degradation of amides.

8. Treatment of triarylcarbinols, Ar3COH, with acidic hydrogen peroxide yields a

50:50 mixture of ketone, ArCOAr, and phenol, ArOH. (a) Show all steps in a likely

mechanism for this reaction, (b) Predict the major products obtained from /wnethoxy-

triphenylcarbinol, /?-CH3OC6H4(C6H5)2COH. From /Mjhlorotriphenylcarbinol.

9. (a) Upon treatment with acid I (R = C2H5) yields II and HI. Show all steps in

these transformations.

(b) Account for the fact that when R - C6H5 , 1 yields only II.

(c) Show the most likely steps in the following transformation:

(d) Predict the products of the pinacol rearrangement of 2,3-diphenyl-2,3-butane-

diol; of 3-phenyl-l,2-propanediol. Describe a simple chemical test that would show
whether your prediction was correct or incorrect.
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10. When dissolved in HSO3F-SbF5-SO2 , the glycol 1,3-propanediol is rapidly
converted into propionaldehyde. Write all steps in a likely mechanism for this reaction.

11. In the oxidation stage of hydroboration-oxidation, alkylboranes are converted

into alkyl borates, which are hydrolyzed to alcohols. It has been suggested that the forma-

tion of the borates involves the reagent HOO .

(i),
H2O2 + OH- 5Z HOO- + H2O

R3B + 3HOO- -^> (RO)3B -^> 3ROH
Trialkylborane Alkyl borate

(a) Show all steps in a possible mechanism for step (2), the formation of the borate.

(b) What did you conclude (Problem 15.10, p. 507) was the likely stereochemistry ofthe

oxidation stage of hydroboration-oxidation? Is your mechanism in (a) consistent with

this stereochemistry?

12. Account in detail for each of the following sets of observations:

(a) On treatment with aqueous HBr, both cis- and /fwi$-2-bromocyclohexanol are

converted into fraAW-l,2-dibromocyclohexane.

(b) Treatment of either epoxide IV or epoxide V with aqueous OH" gives the same

product VI.

CH3~CH-CH~-H2Br CH3 CHCH CH2 CH3 CH CHCH2OH3 \ / I \ / 2 3 \ / *

O ir O O
IV V VI

C6H5

(c) [C6H5COC(CH3)2]-Na+ + H2C-CH-CH2Ci

O

(d) The relative rates of formolysis of /?-GC6H4CH2CH2OTs for various G's are:

H2.1, OCH3 160, O- 108 .

(e) CH3CHClCH2NEt2 5Hi CH3CH(NEt2)CH2OH
(f) Either CH3CHOHCH2SEt or CH3CH(SEt)CH2OH 5^> CH3CHClCH2SEt

13. (a) In acetic acid solution nitrous acid converts 3-phenyl-2-butylamine into a

mixture of acetates. Examination of these products shows that in the reaction of the

CH 3
CH 3

CH 3 CH 3

(-h)-Erythro ( + )-Threo

3-Phenyl-2-butylamine

(+)-erythro amine phenyl migration exceeds methyl migration 8:1, whereas in the reac-

tion of the (+)-threo amine methyl migration exceeds phenyl migration 1.5:1. Suggest
a likely explanation.

(b) In contrast, solvolysis of the corresponding tosylates (Sec. 28.12) gives acetates

indicating no methyl migration for either diastereomer. How do you account for this

difference between the two systems?
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14. Spectroscopic and thin layer chromatographic analysis has shown that, even

when not found in the final product, epoxides are present during the reaction of such

pinacols as l,l,2,2-tetraphenyl-l,2-ethanediol. It seems most likely that epoxides repre-

sent a blind alley down which many molecules stray before pinacolone is finally formed.

(a) How are these epoxides probably formed? (b) What probably happens to them in

the reaction medium?

15. Labeled ArCH2
14CH2NH 2 was treated with HONO, and the ArCH2CH2OH

obtained was oxidized to ArCOOH, The fraction of the original radioactivity found in

the ArCOOH depended on the nature of Ar: p-NO2C6H4 8%, C6H 5 27%, p-CH 3OC6H4

45%. How do you account for these findings?

16. Collins (p. 899) prepared 1,1,2-triphenylethyl acetate triply labeled with 14C
(indicated as C*) and studied reactions (l)-(3) in ordinary acetic acid. The equilibrium

(1)

(2)

Ph2CH-C*HPh
HOAc

Ph2CH~-CHPh

OAc

Ph2CH C*HPh + Ph2C*H CHPh

OAc OAc OAc
50% 50%

* HOAc
Ph2CH-CHPh* + Ph*PhCH-CHPh

OAc
33%

OAc
67%

(3) Ph2CH-CHPh

OAc*

HOAc
Ph2CH-CHPh

OAc

product of (1) and (2) had the indicated distribution of labels. The rate of acetate ex-

change (3) was found to be identical with the rates of (1) and (2).

Collins concluded that bridged ions are not involved in this particular system.

(a) Explain in detail how his conclusion is justified. Show just what probably does

haopen. (Among other things: what results would be expected if a bridged ion were

involved?)

(b) Why might this system be expected to differ from, say, the 3-phenyl-2-butyl one?

17. Account in detail for each of the following sets of observations.

(a) Compound VII reacts with acetic acid 1200 times as fast as does ethyl tosylate,

(CH3)2C=CHCH2CH2OTs
VII

HOAc

(CH3)2C=CHCH2CH2OAr +
VIII

CHC(CH3)=CH2

H 2C
IX

and yields not only VIII but also IX. When the labeled compound Vila is used, product
VIII consists of equal amounts of Villa and VHIb.

<CH 3)2G-CHCH2CD2OTs
Vila

(CH 3)2C=CHCH2CD2OAc
Villa

(CH3)2C=CHCD2CH2OAc
Vlllb
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(b) The cyclopentene, derivative X (ONs = /7-nitrobenzenesulfonate) undergoes

solvolysis in acetic acid 95 time* as fast as the analogous saturated compound (XI), and

gives ^.vo-norbornyl acetate (XII).

NsO,
-/ -

X XI XII

(c) tf/7//-7-Norbornylene tosylate (XIII) reacts with acetic acid 1011 times as fast

H-r-OTs

XIII XIV XV XVI

as the saturated analog, and yields tf/7//-7-norbornylene acetate (XIV) with retention of

configuration. Solvolysis of XIII in the presence of NaBH 4 gives XV and XVI.

18. (a) We saw (Sec. 28.13) that optically active <?AO-norbornyl brosylate reacts with

acetic acid to give optically inactive fronorbornyl acetate. The related brosylate XVII

similarly reacts to give XVIII; yet in this case optically active brosylate yields optically

OAc
AcO

XVII xvni XIX

AcO

xx XXI

active acetate. Oddly enough, the complete racemization in the norbornyl reaction and
the complete retention here are taken as evidence of the same fundamental behavior.

On what common basis can you account foi all of the above observations? (Him: See

also part (b).)

(b) Brosylate XVII also yields XIX, but no XX. When XVII is optically active,

so is the XIX that is obtained. How do these facts fit into your answer to (a)?

(c) Brosylate XXI reacts with acetic acid 30 times as fast as the corresponding
saturated compound does, and yields (optically inactive) XX, but no XIX. How do

you account for these observations ?
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19. (a) Treatment of XXII with NaOCH 3 gives product XXIII; treatment of XXII
with R2NH gives the corresponding product XXIV. Show all steps in the most likely

mechanism for these rearrangements.

.0 NR 2

Ph COOCH 3

XXill

Ph rONR 2

XXIV XXV

(b) From the reaction of XXII with R2NH, there is also obtained XXV. How is XXV
probably formed? Of what general significance is its isolation?
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29

Molecular Orbitals.

Orbital Symmetry

29.1 Molecular orbital theory

The structure of molecules is best understood through quantum mechanics.

Exact quantum mechanical calculations are enormously complicated, and so var-

ious methods of approximation have been worked out to simplify the mathematics.

The method that is often the most useful for the organic chemist is based on the

concept of molecular orbitals: orbitals that are centered, not about individual

nuclei, but about all the nuclei in the molecule.

What are the various molecular orbitals of a molecule like? What is their

order of stability? How are electrons distributed among them? These are things

we must know if we are to understand the relative stability of molecules: why
certain molecules are aromatic, for example. These are things we must know
ifwe are to understand the course ofmany chemical reactions : their stereochemistry,

for example, and how easy or difficult they are to bring about; indeed, whether

or not they will occur at all.

We cannot learn here how to make quantum mechanical calculations, but

we can see what the results of some of these calculations are, and learn a little about

how to use them.

In this chapter, then, we shall learn what is meant by the phase of an orbital,

and what bonding and antibonding orbitals are. We shall see, in a non-mathematical

way, what lies behind the Hiickel An + 2 rule for aromaticity. And finally, we shall

take a brief look at a recent and absolutely fundamental development in chemi-

cal theory: the application of the concept of orbital symmetry to the understanding

of organic reactions.

29.2 Wave equations. Phase

In our first description of atomic and molecular structure, we said that elec-

trons show properties not only of particles but also of waves. We must examine a

925
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little more closely the wave character of electrons, and see how this is involved in

chemical bonding. First, let us look at some properties of waves in general.

Let us consider the standing waves (or stationary waves) generated by the

vibration of a string secured at both ends: the wave generated by, say, the pluck-

ing of a guitar string (Fig. 29.1), As we proceed horizontally along the string from

Nodal^ plane

Figure 29.1. Standing waves. Plus and minus signs show relative phases.

left to right, we find that the vertical displacement the amplitude of the wave

increases in one direction, passes through a maximum, decreases to zero, and then

increases in the opposite dhcction. The places where the amplitude is zero are called

nodes. In Fig. 29.1 they He in a plane the nodal plane- -perpendicular to the

plane of the paper. Displacement upward and displacement downward correspond

to opposite phases of the wave. To distinguish between phases, we arbitrarily

assign algebraic signs to the amplitude: plus for, say, displacement upward, and

minus for displacement downward. If we were to superimpose similar waves on

one another exactly out oj phase that is, with the crests of one lined up with the

troughs of the other they would cancel each other: that is lo say, the sum of

their amplitudes, f and , would be /ero.

The differential equation that describes the wave is a wave equation. Solution

of this equation gives the amplitude, <, as a function, /(Y), of the distance, .v,

along the wave. Such a function is a wave function.

Now, electron v\avc^ are described by a wave equation of the same general

form as that for string waves. The wave functions that are acceptable solutions

to this equation again give the amplitude, <^, this time as a function, not of a

single coordinate, but of the three coordinates necessary to describe motion in

three dimensions. It is these electron wave functions that we call orbitals.

Any wave equation has a set of solutionsan infinity of them, actually each

corresponding to a different energy level. The quantum thus comes naturally out ot the

mathematics.

Like a string wave, an electron wave can have nodes, where the amplitude

is zero. On opposite sides of a node the amplitude has opposite signs, that is, the

wave is of opposite phases. Of special interest to us is the fact that between the

two lobes of a p orbital lies a nodal plane, perpendicular to the axis of the orbital
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(Fig. 29.2). The two lobes are of opposite phase, and this is often indicated by +
and -

signs.

As used here, the signs do not have anything to do with charge. They simply

indicate that the amplitude is of opposite algebraic sign in the two lobes. To avoid

Nodal plane

(a) (b)

Figure 29.2. The p orbital. The two lobes are of opposite phase, indi-

cated either (a) by plus and minus signs or (b) by shading.

confusion, we shall show lobes as shaded and unshaded. Two shaded lobes are

of the same phase, both plus or both minus it does not matter which. Similarly,

two unshaded lobes are of the same phase; a shaded lobe and an unshaded lobe

are of opposite phase.

The amplitude or wave function, </> t
is the orbital. As is generally true for waves,

however, it is the square of the amplitude, <
2

, that has physical meaning. For electron

waves, <f>

2
represents the probability of finding an electron at any particular place. The

fuzzy balls or simple spheres we draw to show the "shapes" of orbitals are crude repre-

sentations of the space within which <
2 has a particular value the space within which

the electron spends, say, 95% of its time. Whether
<f>

is positive or negative, <
2

is of course

positive; this makes sense, since probability cannot be negative. The usual practice is to

draw the lobes of a p orbital to represent <
2

; if + or signs are added, or one lobe is

shaded and the other unshaded, this is to show the relative signs of </.

29.3 Molecular orbitals. LCAO method

As chemists, we picture molecules as collections of atoms held together by
bonds. We consider the bonds to arise from the overlap of an atomic orbital of

one atom with an atomic orbital of another atom. A new orbital is formed, which

is occupied by a pair of electrons of opposite spin. Each electron is attracted by
both positive nuclei, and the increase in electrostatic attraction gives the bond its

strength, that is, stabilizes the molecule relative to the isolated atoms.

This highly successful qualitative model parallels the most convenient quantum
mechanical approach to molecular orbitals: the method of linear combination of

atomic orbitals (LCAO). We have assumed that the shapes and dispositions of

bond orbitals are related, in a simple way to the shapes and dispositions of atomic

orbitals. The LCAO method makes the same assumption mathematically: to
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calculate an approximate molecular orbital, 0, one uses a linear combination (that

is, a combination through addition or subtraction) of atomic orbitals.

where $ is the molecular orbital

(f>A is atomic orbital A
<f>B is atomic orbital B

The rationale for this assumption is simple: when the electron is near atom A,

resembles ^A ; when the electron is near atom B, resembles ^B .

Now this combination is effective that is, the molecular orbital is appreciably

more stable than the atomic orbitals only if the atomic orbitals
<f>A and

</>B :

(a) overlap to a considerable extent;

(b) are of comparable energy; and

(c) have the same symmetry about the bond axis.

These requirements can be justified mathematically. Qualitatively, we can

say this: if there is not considerable overlap, the energy of is equal to either that

of
</>A or that of ^B ; if the energy of ^A and < B are quite different, the energy of

is essentially that of the more stable atomic orbital. In either case, there is no

significant stabilization, and no bond formation.

(a)

Figure 29.3. The hydrogen fluoride molecule: dependence of overlap on
orbital symmetry, (a) Overlap of lobes of same phase leads to bonding.

(b) Positive overlap and negative overlap cancel each other.

When we speak of the symmetry of orbitals, we are referring to the relative

phases of lobes, and their disposition in space. To see what is meant by require-

ment (c), that the overlapping orbitals have the same symmetry, let us look at one

example: hydrogen fluoride. This molecule can be pictured as resulting from

overlap of the s orbital of hydrogen with a p orbital of fluorine. In Fig. 29. 3a,

we use the 2px orbital, where the x coordinate is taken as the H F axis. The shaded

s orbital overlaps the shaded lobe of the p orbital, and a bond forms. If, however,
we were to use the 2pz (or 2py) orbital as in Fig. 29.3A, overlap of both lobes

plus and minus would occur and cancel each other. That is, the positive overlap

integral would be exactly canceled by the negative overlap integral ; the net effect

would be no overlap, and no bond formation. The dependence of overlap on phase
is fundamental to chemical bonding.
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29.4 Bonding and antibonding orbitals

Quantum mechanics shows that linear combination of two functions gives,

not one, but two combinations and hence two molecular orbitals: a bonding

orbital, more stable than the component atomic orbitals; and an antibonding

orbital, less stable than the component orbitals.

<A+ <!>A + <f>* Bonding orbital:

Stabilizes molecule

i/i-
=

</>A ^B Antibonding orbital:

destabilizes molecule

Two s orbitals, for example, can be added,

a orbital

Bonding

or subtracted.

s s a* orbital

Antibonding

We can see, in a general way, why there must be two combinations. There

can be as many as two electrons in each component atomic orbital, making a

total of four electrons; two molecular orbitals are required to accommodate them.

Figure 29.4 shows schematically the shapes of the molecular orbitals, bonding
and antibonding, that result from overlap of various kinds of atomic orbitals.

We recognize the bonding orbitals, or and TT, although until now we have not shown

the two lobes of a TT orbital as being of opposite phase. An antibonding orbital,

we see, has a nodal plane perpendicular to the bond axis, and cutting between the

atomic nuclei. The antibonding sigma orbital, or*, thus consists of two lobes, of

opposite phase. The antibonding pi orbital, TT*, consists of four lobes.

In a bonding orbital, electrons are concentrated in the region between the

nuclei, where they can be attracted by both nuclei. The increase in electrostatic

attraction lowers the energy of the system. In an antibonding orbital, by contrast,

electrons are not concentrated between the nuclei ; electron charge is zero in the

nodal plane. Electrons Spend most of their time farther from a nucleus than in

the separated atoms. There is a decrease in electrostatic attraction, and an increase

in repulsion between the nuclei. The energy of the system is higher than that of the

separated atoms. Where electrons in a bonding orbital tend to hold the atoms

together, electrons in an antibonding orbital tend to force the atoms apart.
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It may at first seem strange that electrons in certain orbitals can actually weaken the

bonding. Should not any electrostatic attraction, even if less than optimum, be better

than none? We must remember that it is the bond dissociation energy we are concerned

with. We are not comparing the electrosiatic attraction in an antibonding orbital with

no electrostatic attraction; we are comparing it with the stronger electrostatic attraction

in the separated atoms.

There are, in addition, orbitals of a third kind, non-bonding orbitals. As the

name indicates, electrons in these orbitals unshared pairs, for example neither

strengthen nor weaken the bonding between atoms.

Antihonding

'Bonding

oo oo o-O

oOo
Antihonding

Bonding

Antihonding

ir

Bonding

Figure 29.4. Bonding and antibonding orbitals.
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29.5 Electronic configurations of some molecules

Let us look at the electronic configurations of some familiar molecules. The

shapes and relative stabilities of the various molecular orbitals are calculated

by quantum mechanics, and we shall simply use the results of these calculations.

We picture the nuclei in place, with the molecular orbitals mapped out about them,

and we feed electrons into the orbitals. In doing this we follow the same rules that

we followed in arriving at the electronic configurations of atoms. There can be

only two electrons and of opposite spin in each orbital, with orbitals of lower

energy being filled up first. If there are orbitals of equal energy, each gets an elec-

tron before any one of them gets a pair of electrons. We shall limit our attention

to orbitals containing TT electrons, since these electrons will be the ones of chief

interest to us.

For the -n electrons of ethylene (Fig. 29.5), there are two molecular orbitals

since there are two linear combinations of the two component p orbitals. The

broken line in the figure indicates the non-bonding energy level; below it lies the

bonding orbital, TT, and above it lies the antibonding orbital, TT*.

Ci round Fxcited

LCAO's MO's stato state

Figure 29.5. Ethylene. Configuration of rr electrons in ground state and
excited state.

Normally, a molecule exists in the state of lowest energy, the ground state.

But, as we have seen (Sec. 13.5), absorption of light of the right frequency (in the

ultraviolet region) raises a molecule to an excited state, a state of higher energy.

In the ground state of ethylene, we see, both rr electrons are in the n orbital; this

configuration is specified as 7r2
, where the superscript tells the number of electrons

in that orbital. In the excited state one electron is in the TT orbital and the other

still of opposite spin is in the TT* orbital; this configuration, TTTT*, is naturally

the less stable since only one electron helps to hold the atoms together, while the

other tends to force them apart.

For 1,3-butadiene, with four component /; orbitals, there are four molecular

orbitals for TT electrons (Fig. 29.6). The ground state has the configuration 0i
2
^2

2
J

that is, there are two electrons in each of the bonding orbitals, $i and ^2 The higher

of these, ^2 > resembles two isolated n orbitals, although it is of somewhat lower
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First

Ground excited

LCAO's MO's state state

Figure 29.6. 1,3-Butadiene. Configuration of TT electrons in ground state

and first excited state.

energy. Orbital </i encompasses all four carbons; this delocalization provides

the net stabilization of the conjugated system. Absorption of light of the right

frequency raises one electron to
</>3 .

Ground Lowest
state excited state

Next, let us look at the allyl system: cation, free radical, and anion. Regardless

CH2 CH~CH2

e
Allyl cation Allyl free rVical Allyl anion

of the number of TT electrons, there are three component p orbitals, one on each

carbon, and they give rise to three molecular orbitals, 0j, ^2 and ^j- As shown

in Fig 29.7, ^ is bonding and ^3 is antibonding. Orbital ^2 encompasses only
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the end carbons (there is a node at the middle carbon) and is of the same energy

as an isolated p orbital; it is therefore non-bonding.

The allyl cation has IT electrons only in the bonding orbital. The free radical

has one electron in the non-bonding orbital as well, and the anion has two in the

non-bonding orbital. The bonding orbital $\ encompasses all three carbons, and

Anion

Figure 29.7. Allyl system. Configuration of ir electrons in cation, free

radical, and anion.

is more stable than a localized TT orbital involving only two carbons; it is this

delocalization that gives allylic particles their special stability. We see the sym-

metry we have attributed to allylic particles on the basis of the resonance theory;

the two ends of each of these molecules are equivalent.

Finally, let us look at benzene. There are six combinations of the six com-

ponent p orbitals, and hence six molecular orbitals. Of these, we shall consider

only these combinations, which correspond to the three most stable molecular

o

Benzene: first three LCAO's
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orbitals, all bonding orbitals (Kig. 29,8). Each contains a pair of electrons. The

lowest orbital, ^\ , encompasses all six carbons. Orbitals ^2 an(J 4*3 are of different

shape, but equal energy; together they provide as does ^ equal electron density

-H-

Ground state

Figure 29.8. Ben/.ene. Configuration of TT electrons in ground state.

at all six carbons. The net result, then, is a highly symmetrical molecule with con-

siderable delocalization of n electrons. But this is only part of the story; in the

next section we shall look more closely at just what makes bcn/cne such a special

kind of molecule.

29.6 Aromatic character. The Hiickel 4/i + 2 rule

In Chap. 10 we discussed the structure of aromatic compounds. An aromatic

molecule is flat, with cyclic clouds of delocali/ed n electrons above and below

the plane of the molecule. We have just seen, for ben/ene, the molecular orbitals

that permit this delocali/ation. But dclocali/ation alone is not enough. For that

special degree of stability we call aroniaticit\\ the number of n electrons must

conform to Huckel's rule: there must be a total of (4/i -f 2) n electrons.

Cyclopropenyl
cation

r\\o 7t electrons

Bcn/cnc

Six IT electrons

C'vclopcnladicnyl
anion

Si\ n ck'tiron*

All aromatic

C>clohcptatricnyl
cation

5/v

C>clooclatctraenyl
dianion

Ten n electrons
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In Sec. 10.10, we saw evidence of special stability associated with the "magic"
numbers of 2, 6, and 10 rr electrons, that is, with systems where n is 0, 1, and 2

respectively. Problem 5 (p. 447) described the nmr spectrum of cyclooctadeca-

nonaene, which contains 18 rr electrons (n is 4). Twelve protons lie outside the ring,

H

Cyclooctadecanonaene

Eighteen -n electrons

Aromatic

H

are deshielded, and absorb downfield; but, because of the particular geometry
of the large flat molecule, six protons lie inside the ring, are shielded (see Fig. 13.4,

p. 419), and absorb upfield. The spectrum is unusual, but exactly what we would

expect if this molecule were aromatic.

-h- H- -H-

Cation Free radical An ion

Figure 29.9. Cyclopentadienyl system. Configuration of IT electrons in

cation, free radical, and an ion.
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Huckel (p. 328) was a pioneer in the field of molecular orbital theory. He de-

veloped the LCAO method in its simplest form, yet "Huckel molecular orbitals"

have proved enormously successful in dealing with organic molecules. Huckel

proposed the 4n 4- 2 rule in 1931. It has been tested in many ways since then, and

it works. Now, what is the theoretical basis for this rule?

Let us begin with the cyclopentadienyl system. Five ,sp
2
-hybridized carbons

have five component p orbitals, which give rise to five molecular orbitals (Fig.

29.9, p. 935). At the lowest energy level there is a single molecular orbital. Above

this, the orbitals appear as degenerate pairs, that is, pairs of orbitals of equal

energy. The lowest degenerate pair are bonding, the higher ones are antibonding.

The cyclopentadienyl cation has four electrons. Two of these go into the

lower orbital. Of the other two electrons, one goes into each orbital of the lower

degenerate pair. The cyclopentadienyl free radical has one more electron, which

fills one orbital of the pair. The anion has still another electron, and with this

we fill the remaining orbital of the pair. The six rr electrons of the cyclopentadienyl

anion are just enough to fill all the bonding orbitals. Fewer than six leaves bonding
orbitals unfilled; more than six, and electrons would have to go into antibonding

orbitals. Six n electrons gives maximum bonding and hence maximum stability.

1

E

CyciOpcmauienyi Benzene Cycloheptatrienyl
anion cation

Figure 29.10. Aromatic compounds with 6 rr electrons. Configuration

of n electrons in cyclopentadienyl anion, benzene, and Cycloheptatrienyl
cation.
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Figure 29.10 shows the molecular orbitals for rings containing five, six, and

seven s/>
2
-hybridized carbons. We see the same pattern for all of them: a single

orbital at the lowest level, and above it a series of degenerate pairs. It takes

(4/i 4- 2) TT electrons lofill a set of these bonding orbitals: 2 electrons for the low-

est orbital, and 4 for each of n degenerate pairs. Such an electron configuration

has been likened to the rare gas configuration of an atom, with its closed shell.

It is the filling of these molecular orbital shells that makes these molecules aro-

matic.

In Problem 10.6 (p. 330) we saw that the cyclopropenyl cation is unusually

stable: 20 kcal/mole more stable even than the allyl cation. In contrast, the cyclo-

Cyclopropenyl
cation

Two TT electrons

Aromatic

Cyclopropenyl
free radical

Three it electrons

Cyclopropenyl
anion

Four IT electrons

propenyl free radical and anion are not unusually stable; indeed, the anion seems

to be particularly unstable. The cation has the Hiickel number of two -n electrons

(n is zero) and is aromatic. Here, too. ."omaticity results from the filling up of a

molecular orbital shell (Fig. 29.1 1).

+- f

Cation

Aromatic

Free radical Anion

Figure 29.11. Cyclopropenyl system. Configuration of n electrons in

cation, free radical, and anion.

In the allyl system (Fig. 29.7) the third and fourth electrons go into a non-bonding
orbital, whereas here they go into antibonding orbitals. As a result, the cyclopropenyl
free radical and anion are less stable than their open-chain counterparts. For the cyclo-

propenyl anion in particular, with two electrons in antibonding orbitals, simple calcula-

tions indicate no net stabilization due to delocalization, that is, zero resonance energy.
Some calculations indicate that the molecule is actually less stable than if there were no

conjugation at all. Such cyclic molecules, in which delocalization actually leads to

Stabilization, are not just non-aromatic; they are <wi//aromatic.
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Problem 29.1 When 3,4-dichloro-l,2,3,4-tetramethylcyelobutene was dissolved

at -78 in SbF5-SO2 , the solution obtained gave three nmr peaks, at 8 2.07, 8 2.20,

and 3 2.68, in the ratio 1:1:2. As the solution stood, these peaks slowly disappeared
and \\ere replaced by a single peak at 8 3.68. What compound is each spectrum prob-

ably due to? Of \\hat theoretical significance are these findings?

Problem 29.2 (a) Cyclopropenones (I) have been made, and found to have rather

unusual properties.

R O C- R
\
C R phenyl or //-propyl

O
I

They have very high dipole moments: about 5 D, compared with about 3 D for benzo-

phenone or acetone. They are highly basic for ketones, reacting with perchloric acid to

yield salts of formula (R 2C3OHKCIO4 . What factor may be responsible for these

unusual properties?

(b) Diphenylcyclopropcnone v\as allowed to react with phenylmagnesium bromide,
and the reaction mixture \\as hydroly/ed with perchloric acid There was obtained,
not a tertiary alcohol, hut a salt of formula [(C6H 5 )3C3]

4 C1O4 -. Account for the

formation of this salt.

(c) The synthesis of the cyclopropenones involved the addition to alkynes of
C:C1 2 , v^hich was generated from C^CCOONa. Shov\ all steps in the most likely mechan-
ism for the formation of CO->. (Hint Sec Sec. 9.16.)

29.7 Orbital symmetry and the chemical reaction

A chemical reaction involves the crossing of an energy barrier. In crossing

this barrier, the reacting molecules seek the easiest path: a low path, to avoid

climbing any higher than is necessary; and a broad path, to avoid undue restric-

tions on the arrangement of atoms. As reaction proceeds, there is a change in

bonding among the atoms, from the bonding in the rcactants to the bonding in

the products. Bonding is a stanili/mg factor; the stronger the bonding, the more

stable the system. If a reaction is to follow the easiest path, it must take place in

the way that maintains nut \immn hnmhng during the reaction pi-mess. Now. bond-

ing, as we visuali/c it, results from overlap of orbitals. Overlap requires that por-

tions of different orbitals occupy the same space, and that they he of the wmc phaw.
This line of reasoning seems perfectly straightforward. Yet the central idea,

that the course of reaction can be controlled hy orbital symmetry, was a revolu-

tionary one, and represents one of the really giant steps forward in chemical theory.

A number of people took part in the development of this concept: K. Fukui in

Japan, H. C. Longuet-Higgms in bngland. But organic chemists became aware

of the power of this approach chiefly through a series of papers published in 1965

by R. B. Woodward and Roald Hoffmann working at Harvard University.

Very often in organic chemistry, theory lags behind experiment; many facts

are accumulated, and a theory is proposed to account for them. This is a perfectly

respectable process, and extremely valuable. But with orbital symmetry, just the

reverse has been true. The theory lay in the mathematics, and what was needed

was the spark of genius to see the applicability to chemical reactions. Facts were
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sparse, and Woodward and Hoffmann made predictions, which have since been

borne out by experiment. All this is the more convincing because these predictions

were of the kind called
*'

risky": that is, the events predicted seemed unlikely on

any grounds other than the theory being tested.

Orbital symmetry effects are observed in concerted reactions, that is, in reac-

tions where several bonds are being made or broken simultaneously. Woodward
and Hoffmann formulated "rules," and described certain reaction paths as sym-

metry-allowed and others as symmetry-forbidden. All of this applies only to con-

certed reactions, and refers to the relative ease with which they take place. A
"symmetry-forbidden" reaction is simply one for which the concerted mechanism

is very difficult, so difficult that, if reaction is to occur at all, it will probably do

so in a different way: by a different concerted path that is symmetry-allowed; or,

if there is none, by a stepwise, non-concerted mechanism. In the following brief

discussion, and in the problems based on it, we have not the space to give the

evidence indicating that each reaction is indeed concerted; but there must he

such evidence, and gathering it is often the hardest job the investigator has to do.

Nor have we space here for a full, rigorous treatment of concerted reactions,

which considers the correlation of symmetry between all the molecular orbitals

of the products. We shall focus our attention on certain key orbitals, which con-

tain the "valence" electrons of the molecules. Even this simplified approach, we

shall find, is tremendously powerful; it is highly graphic, and in some cases gives

information that the more detailed treatment does not.

29.8 Electrocyclic reactions

Under the influence of heat or light, a conjugated polyene can undergo iso-

merization to form a cyclic compound with a single bond between the terminal

carbons of the original conjugated system; one double bond disappears, and the

remaining double bonds shift their positions. For example, 1,3,5-hexatrienes yield

1 ,3-cyclohexadienes :

A 1.3,5-hexatnene A 1 ,3-cyclohcxadiene

The reverse process can also take place: a single bond is broken and a cyclic com-

pound yields an open-chain polyene. Cyclobutenes, for example, are converted

into butadienes:

A c\clobutcnc A 1.3-butadiene

Such interconversions are called electrocyclic reactions.
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It is the stereochemistry of electrocyclic reactions that is of chief interest to

us. To observe this, we must have suitably substituted molecules. Let us consider

first the interconversion of 3,4-dimethylcyclobutene and 2,4-hexadiene (Fig. 29.12).

The cyclobutene exists as cis and trans isomers. The hexadiene exists in three forms:

cis,cis; cisjrans\ and trans,trans. As we can see, the cis cyciobutene yields only

heat

c7.v-3,4-Dimethylcyclobutene

heal

CH 3

/r0m-3,4-DimethyIcycIobutene transjrans-2A-He\'ddienc

Figure 29.12. Interconversions of 3,4-dimethyicyclobutenes and 2,4-

hexadienes.

one of the three isomeric dienes; the trans cyclobutene yields a different isomer.

Reaction is thus completely stereospecific. Furthermore, photochemical cycliza-

tion of the cisjrans diene gives a different cyclobutene than the one from which

the diene is formed by the thermal (heat-promoted) ring-opening.

The interconversions of the corresponding dimethylcyclohexadienes and the

2,4,6-octatrienes are also stereospecific (Fig. 29.13). Here, too, thermal and photo-
chemical reactions differ in stereochemistry. If we examine the structures closely,

we see something else: the stereochemistry of the triene-cyclohexadiene inter-

conversions is opposite to that of the diene-cyclobutene interconversions. For the

thermal reactions, for example, cis methyl groups in the cyclobutene become cis

and trans in the diene; cis methyl groups in the cyclohexadiene are trans and trans

in the related triene.

Electrocyclic reactions, then, are completely stereospecific. The exact stereo-

chemistry depends upon two things: (a) the number of double bonds in the polyene,

and (b) whether reaction is thermal or photochemical. It is one of the triumphs of

the orbital symmetry approach that it can account for all these facts; indeed, most

of the examples known today were predicted by Woodward and Hoffmann before

the facts were known.

It is easier to examine these interconversions from the standpoint of cycliza-

tion; according to the principle of microscopic reversibility, whatever applies to

this reaction applies equally well to the reverse process, ring-opening. In cycliza-

tion, two n electrons of the polyene form the new a bond of the cycloalkene.

But which two electrons? We focus our attention on the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) of the polyene. Electrons in this orbital are the
"
valence" eke-
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m-5,6-Dimethyl-l ,3-cyclohexadiene

fra/fs,ra,ru-2,4,6-Octatriene tow.s-5,6-Dimethyl- 1 ,3-cyclohexadiene

Figure 29.13. Intel-conversions of 2,4,6-octatrienes and 5,6-dimethyl-

1 ,3-cyclohexadienes.

trons of the molecule; they are the least tightly held, and the most easily pushed
about during reaction.

Let us begin with the thermal cyclization of a disubstituted butadiene,

RCH-CH-CH-CHR. As we have already seen (Fig. 29.6, p. 932), the highest

occupied molecular orbital of a conjugated diene is ^2 - It is the electrons in this

Q HOMO of

ground state

Conjugated diene

orbital that will form the bond that closes the ring. Bond formation requires over-

lap, in this case overlap of lobes on C-l and C-4 of the diene: the front carbons

in Fig. 29.14. We see that to bring these lobes into position for overlap, there

must be rotation about two bonds, C, C2 and C3 C4 . This rotation can take

place in two different ways: there can be conrotatory motion, in which the bonds

rotate in the same direction,
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or there can be disrotatory motion, in which the bonds rotate in opposite directions.

Disrotatory

Now, in this case, as we see in Fig. 29.14, conrotatory motion brings together

lobes of the same phase \ overlap occurs and a bond forms. Disrotatory motion, on

Conrotatory:

bonding

Disrotatory:

antibonding

Figure 29.14. Thermal cyclizacion of a 1,3-butadiene to a cyclobutene.

Conrotatory motion leads to bonding. Disrotatory motion leads to anti-

bonding.

the other hand, brings together lobes of opposite phase', here interaction is anti-

bonding, and repulsive. As Fig. 29.15 on opposite page shows, it is conrotatory

motion that produces the stereochemistry actually observed.

How are we to account for the opposite stereochemistry in the photochemical
reaction? On absorption of light, butadiene is converted into the excited state

shown in Fig. 29.6, in which one electron from fa nas been raised to fa. Now
the highest occupied orbital is fa, and it is the electron here that we are concerned
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CHj-^ \CH3-/
H /

conrotatory CHt

H

cw,ira/w-2,4 Hcxadicne cw-3,4-Dimcthylcyclobutene

CH H

v/ H / CH3
H CH,

trans /rj^-3,4-Dimethylcyclobutcne

Figure 29*15. Thermal cyclization of substituted butadienes. Observed

stereochemistry indicates conrotatory motion.

Oisrotatory:

bonding

Conrotatory:

antibonding

Figure 29.16. Photochemical cyclization of a 1,3-butadiene to a cyclo-

butene. Disrotatory motion leads to bonding, Conrotatory motion leads to

antibonding.
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!

00000

Q
(nro

3_y
U

(5

-If

fr -tf

LCAO's

H- * *

First

Ground excited

state state

Figure 29.17. A 1 ,3,5-hexatriene. Configuration of TT electrons in ground

state and first excited state.
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\ / \
HOMO of

conjugated diene

Ground state Excited state

with. But in / 3 the relative symmetry of the terminal carbons is opposite to that

in 02 Now it is the disrotatory motion that brings together lobes of the same

phase, and the stereochemistry is reversed (Fig. 29.16).

Next, let us look at the thermal cyclization of a disubstituted hexatriene,

RCHCH CHCH CH^=CHR, whose electronic configuration is shown in

Fig. 29.17. The HOMO for the ground state of the hexatriene is ^3 . If we compare
this with the HOMO for the ground state of butadiene (02 in Fig. 29.6), we see

that the relative symmetry about the terminal carbons is opposite in the two cases.

\ /

Conjugate diene

HOMO of

ground state

Conjugated triene

For ground state hexatriene it is disrotatory motion that leads to bonding and, as

shown in Fig. 29.18, gives rise to the observed stereochemistry.

CH
y'\
X ,**

rrfl/i.9,f/5,trfl5-2,4,6-Octatricne

disrotatory

5,6-c/s-Dimethyl- 1 ,3-cyclohexadiene

disrotatory

5,6-//ww-Dimethyl- 1 ,3 -cyclohexadicne

Figure 29.18. Thermal cyclization of substituted hexatrienes. Observed

stereochemistry indicates disrotatory motion.
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In the excited state of hexatriene, </ 2 is the HOMO, and once again we see a

reversal of symmetry: here, conrotatory motion is the favored process.

What we see here is part of a regular pattern (Table 29.1) that emerges from

the quantum mechanics. As the number of pairs of -n electrons in the poiyene

increases, the relative symmetry about the terminal carbons in the HOMO alter-

nates regularly. Furthermore, symmetry in the HOMO of the first excited state is

always opposite to that in the ground state.

Table 29.1 WOODWARD-HOFFMANN RULES FOR ELECTROCYCLIC REACTIONS

Problem 29.3 Thermal ring closure of three stereoisomeric 2,4,6,8-decatetraenes

(I, II, and III) has been found to be in agreement with the Woodward-Hoffmann rules.

CH,
ill

Two of these stereoisomers give one dimethylcyclooctatriene, and the third stereo-

isomer gives a different dimethylcyclooctatriene. (a) Which decatetraenes give which

cyclooctatrienes ? (b) Predict the product of photochemical ring closure of each.

Problem 29.4 The commonly observed conversion of cyclopropyl cations into

allyl cations is considered to be an example of an electrocyclic reaction, (a) What is

Cyclopropyl cation Ally! cation

the HOMO of the ally! cation? How many electrons are in it? (b) Where does this

reaction fit in Table 29.1? Would you expect conrotatory or disrotatory motion?

(c) What prediction would you make about interconversion of allyl and cyclopropyi
0u/0/f5 ?(d) About the interconversion of pentadienyl cations and cyclopentenyl cations?

Cyclopentcnyl cationPentadienyl cation
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Problem 29.5 Each of the following reactions involves one or more concerted

steps that take place in accordance with the Woodward-Hoffmann rules. In each case,

show exactly what is happening.

fa)
CF,

CN

7-Cyano-7-trifluoromethyl-
ncrcaradiene

CF3

CN

7-Cyano-7-trifluoromethyI-

tropylidenc

25

o

100

nona-l,3.5-triene
ciVBicyclo[4.3.0]-
nona-2.4-diene

trans-B\cyc\o[4.3.Q]'

nona-l,3,5-tricne nona-2,4-dicne

wO
w-Bicyclo(6.2 0]-

deca-2,9-diene

220

n.s,n.v,f/s,-C'yclo-

deca-l,^,5-tnene

//tf/n-Bic>do(4.40]-
dcca-2.4-ilicnc

(e)

'>-"'

<J + AgCI

hicyclo[3.1.0]he\une

2- Bromo-2-cycIohexenol

O

H.PO,

R R
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Problem 29.6 Stereoisomers IV and V are easily interconverted by heating. After

51 days at 124 during which time, it was calculated, 2.6 x 106 interconversions took

CD

place only IV and V were found to be present; there was none of their Stereoisomers

VI and VII. Propose a mechanism for the interconversion that would account for

this remarkable stereospecificity.

Ph

CD,

CH.,

Ph

VII

29.9 Cydoaddirkm reactions

In Sec. 27.8, we encountered the Diels-Alder reaction, in which a conjugated
diene and a substituted alkene the dienophile react to form a cyclohexene.

Diels-Alder reaction:

a [4 -f 2] cycloaddition

Diene Dienophile Adduct

This is an example of cycloaddition, a reaction in which two unsaturated mole-

cules combine to form a cyclic compound, with IT electrons being used to form two

new a bonds. The Diels-Alder reaction is a [4 + 2] cycloaddition, since it involves

a system of 4 tr electrons and a system of 2 IT electrons.

Reaction takes place very easily, often spontaneously, and at most requires

moderate application of heat.

There are several aspects to the stereochemistry of the Diels-Alder reaction.

(a) First, we have taken for grantedcorrectly that the diene must be in the

x-tran\

Requiredfor
Dieh-AMer reaction
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conformation (s-cis) that permits the ends of the conjugated system to reach the

doubly-bonded carbons of the dienophile.

(b) Next, with respect to the alkene (dienophile) addition is clear-cut syn

(Problem 8, p. 880); this stereospecificity is part.of the evidence that the Diels-Alder

Wels-AWcr reaction:

syn-addition

reaction is, indeed, a concerted one, that is, that both new bonds are formed in

the same transition state.

(c) Finally, the Diels-Alder reaction takes place in the endo, rather than exo9

sense. That is to say, any other unsaturated groups in the dienophile (for example,

CO O CO in maleic anhydride) tend to lie near the developing double

bond in the diene moiety (Fig. 29.19). For the endo preference to be seen, of course,

the diene must be suitably substituted.

Endo

Preferredfor
[4 + 2] cycloaMition

Exo

Figure 29.19. Stereochemistry of the Diels-Alder reaction, illustrated for

the reaction between two moles of 1, 3-butadiene.

Now are there such reactions as [2 + 2] cycloadditions? Can, say, two

molecules of ethylene combine to form cyclobutane? The answer is: yes, but

not easily under thermal conditions. Under vigorous conditions cycloaddition

may occur, but step-wise via diradicals and not in a concerted fashion. Photo-

chemical [2 + 2] cycloadditions, on the other hand, are very common. (Although
some of these, too, may be stepwise reactions, many are clearly concerted.)

Of thermal cycloadditions, then, [4 + 2] is easy and [2 f 2] is difficult. Of

[2 -f 2] cycloadditions, the thermal reaction is difficult and the photochemical
reaction is easy. How are we to account for these contrasts?
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^ heat

Difficult:

not a concerted reaction

In cycloaddition, two new a bonds are formed by use of TT- electrons' of the

reactants. The concerted reaction results from overlap of orbitals of one molecule

with orbitals of the other. As before, it is on electrons in the HOMO that we

focus attention. But which orbital does the HOMO overlap? Each new orbital

in the product can contain only two electrons. The HOMO of each reactant al-

ready contains two electrons, so it must overlap an empty orbital of the other

reactant; it picks the most stable of these, the lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO). In the transition state of cycloaddition, then, stabilization comes

chiefly from overlap between the HOMO of one reactant and the LUMO of ihe

other.

On this basis, let us examine the [4 + 2] cycloaddition of 1,3-butadiene and

ethylene, the simplest example of the Diels-Alder reaction. The electronic con-

figurations of these compounds and of dienes and alkenes in general have

been given in Fig. 29.5 (p. 931) and Fig. 29.6 (p. 932). There are two combina-

tions: overlap of the HOMO of butadiene (fa) with the LUMO of ethylene (TT*);

and overlap of the HOMO of ethylene (TT) with the LUMO of butadiene (fa).

In either case, as Fig. 29.20 shows, overlap brings together lobes of the same phase.

There is a flow of electrons from HOMO to LUMO, and bonding occurs.

LUMO

u
Symmetry-allowed

(a)

Symmetry-allowed

(b)

LUMO

Figure 29.20. Symmetry-allowed thermal [4 + 2] cycloaddition: 1,3-

butadiene and ethylene. Overlap of (a) HOMO of 1,3-butadiene and
LUMO of ethylene, and (b) HOMO of ethylene and LUMO of 1,3-buta-

diene.
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Now, consider a thermal [2 -f 2] cyclization, dimerization of ethylene. This

would involve overlap of the HOMO, n, of one molecule with the LUMO, TT*,

of the other. But IT and rr* are of opposite symmetry, and, as Fig. 29.21 shows,

lobes of opposite phase would approach each other. Interaction is antibonding

and repulsive, and concerted reaction does not occur.

HOMO

LUMO

Symmetry-forbidden

Figure 29.21. Symmetry-forbidden thermal [2 + 2] cycloaddition: two

molecules of ethylene. Interaction is antibonding.

Photochemical [2 -f 2] cycloadditions are symmetry-allowed. Here we have

(Fig. 29.22) overlap of the HOMO (**) of an excited molecule with the LUMO
(also TT*) of a ground-state molecule.

W W HOMO of
n ^

.*

excited state

LUMO of

ground state

Symmetry-allowed

Figure 29.22. Symmetry-allowed photochemical [2 + 2] cycloaddition:

two molecules of ethylene, one excited and one in ground-state. Interaction

is bonding.

If, in a concerted reaction of this kind, both bonds to a component are being

formed (or broken) on the same face, the process is said to be suprafacial. If the

bonds are being formed (or broken) on opposite faces, the process is antarafacial.

Suprafftcial Antmfacial
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These terms resemble the familiar ones syn and 0/1/1, but with this difference. Syn
and anti describe the net stereochemistry of a reaction. We have seen anti addition, for

example, as the overall result of a two-step mechanism. Suprafacial and antarafacialy

in contrast, refer to actual processes: the simultaneous making (or breaking) of two bonds

on the same face or opposite faces of a component.

So far, our discussion of cycloaddition has assumed that reaction is supra-

facial with respect to both components. For [4 + 2] cycloadditions, the stereo-

chemistry shows that this is indeed the case. Now, as far as orbital symmetry is

concerned, thermal [2 + 2] cycloaddition could occur if it were suprafacial with

respect to one component and antarafacial with respect to the other (Fig. 29.23).

supra,supra supra,antara

Symmetry-forbidden Symmetry-allowed

Figure 29.23. [2 -I- 2] Cycloaddition. Supra,supra: geometrically possible,

but symmetry-forbidden. Supra&ntara: symmetry-allowed, but geometri-

cally difficult.

Almost certainly, such a supra-antara process is impossible here on geometric

grounds. But if the ring being formed is big enough, both supra,supra and supra,

antara processes are geometrically possible; in that case orbital symmetry deter-

mines, not whether cycloaddition occurs, but how it occurs (Table 29.2).

Table 29.2 WOODWARD-HOFFMANN RULES FOR [/ + /] CYCLOADDITIONS

/ + j Thermal Photochemical

4/t supra-antara supra-supra

antara-supra antara-antara

4/t + 2 supra-supra supra-antara

antara-antara antara-supra

Cycloadditions are reversible. These cycloreversions (for example, the retro-

Diels-Alder reaction) follow the same symmetry rules as cycloadditions as they

must, of course, since they occur via the same transition states.

Problem 29.7 Give structural formulas tor the products expected from each of

the following reactions. Tell why you expect the particular products.

(a) /ra/;5,/ra/u-2,4-hexadiene + ethylene

(b) m?/tf-4-methyl-1 ,3-butadiene + maleic anhydride
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(c) frtf//5,/raffs-l,4-diphenyl-l,3-butadiene

(d) m-2-butene '-> A + B

(e) //ww-2-butene ~^> A + C

(f) r/j-2-butene 4 ftww-2-butene

maleic anhydride

A + B f C 4- D

Problem 29.8 On standing, cyclopentadiene spontaneously forms dicyclopenta-

diene (I), from which it can be regenerated by heating under a fractionating column.

I II

f)ic>clonentadicne

(a) What reaction has taken place in the formation of dicyclopentadicne? In the

regeneration of cyclopentadiene? (b) On what basis could you have predicted that

dicyclopentadiene would have the structure I rather than the structure II?

Problem 29.9 Each of the following reactions is believed to be concerted. Tell

what kind of reaction is involved in each case, and what significance it bears on orbital

symmetry theory.

C(C'N),

(cl

(d) f CHjOOCC^CCOOCHj
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(e) (CN)2C=C(CN) 2

NC CN
NC CN

29*10 Sigmatropic reactions

A concerted reaction of the type,

G

in which a group migrates with its a bond within a TT framework an ene or a

polyene is called a sigmatropic reaction.

The migration is accompanied by a shift in w bonds. For example:

G
I

c=c-c U3I Sigmatropic
reaction

.c,

c c
I; il

G
I

I Sigmatropic
reaction

In the designations [1,3] and [1,5] the "3" and "5" refer to the number of

the carbon to which group G is migrating (the migration terminus). The "
1
"

does not refer to the migration source; instead, it specifies that in both reactant

and product bonding is to the same atom (number i) in the migrating group.

The important Cope rearrangement of hexa-l,5-dienes, for example, is a

1331 Sigmatropic

reaction

A 1 ,5-hexadiene

[3,3] sigmatropic reaction, in which there is a change in position of attachment

in G as well as in the TT framework indeed, G itself is a ir framework.

In the transition state of a sigmatropic reaction, the migrating group is bonded

to both the migration source and the migration terminus; it is the nature of this

transition state that we are concerned with. In Sec. 1.8, for convenience we con-
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sidered bonding in the H2 molecule to arise from overlap between orbitals on two

hydrogen atoms. In the same way, and simply for convenience, we consider bond-

ing in the transition state for sigmatropic reactions to arise from overlap between

an orbital of an atom or free radical (G) and an orbital of an allylic free radical

(the TT framework).

This does not mean that rearrangement actually involves the separation and re-

attachment of a free radical. Such a stepwise reaction would not be a concerted one,

and hence is not the kind of reaction we are dealing with here. Indeed, a stepwise reac-

tion would be a (high-energy) alternative open to a system if a (concerted) sigmatropic

rearrangement were symmetry-forbidden.

In the transition state, there is overlap between the HOMO of one component
and the HOMO of the other. Each HOMO is singly occupied, and together they

provide a pair of electrons.

The HOMO of an allylic radical depends on the number of carbons in the TT

framework. The migrating group is passed from one end of the allylic radical to

the other, and so it is the end carbons that we are concerned with. We see that

\ /\

u12^45 1

HOMO of allyhc radicals

the symmetry at these end carbons alternates regularly as we pass from C-3 to

C~5 to C--7, and so on. The HOMO of the migrating group depends, as we shall

see, on the nature of the group.

Let us consider first the simplest case: migration of hydrogen. Stereochemically,

this shift can be suprafacial or antarafacial :

H Suprafacial

sigmatropic shift

Antarafacial

sigmatropic shift

H

In the transition state, a three-center bond is required, and this must involve over-

lap between the s orbital of the hydrogen and lobes of p orbitals of the two ter-
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minal carbons. Whether a suprafacial or antarafacial shift is allowed depends

upon the symmetry of these terminal orbitals:

Symmetry-allowed

migration of H

Suprafacial Antarafacial

Difficult for [ 1 ,3] or [ 1 ,51 shift

Whether a sigmatropic rearrangement actually takes place, though, depends not

only on the symmetry requirements but also on the geometry of the system. In

particular, [1,3] and [1,5] antara shifts should be extremely difficult, since they

would require the n framework to be twisted far from the planarity that it re-

quires for delocalization of electrons.

Practically, then, [1,3] and [1,5] sigmatropic reactions seem to be limited

to supra shifts. A [1,3] supra shift of hydrogen is symmetry-forbidden; since the

s orbital of hydrogen would have to overlap p lobes of opposite phase, hydrogen
cannot be bonded simultaneously to both carbons. A [1,5] supra shift of hydrogen,
on the other hand, is symmetry-allowed.

Suprafacial

migration of H

[1,3] [1.5]

Symmetry-forbidden Symntetry-allowett

For larger TT frameworks, both supra and antara shifts should be possible on geo-

metric grounds, and here we would expect the stereochemistry to depend simply on
orbital symmetry. A [1,7]-H shift, for example, should be antara, a [1,9]-H shift, supra,

and so on. For photochemical reactions, as before, predictions are exactly reversed.

The facts agree with the above predictions: [1,3] sigmatropic shifts of hydrogen
are not known, whereas [1,5] shifts are well known. For example:

The preference for [1,5]-H shifts over [1,3]-H shifts has been demonstrated
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many times. For example, the heating of 3-deuterioindene (I) causes scrambling

of the label to all three non-aromatic positions. Let us examine this reaction.

D
III

We cannot account for the formation of II on the basis of [1,3] shifts: migra-

tion of D would regenerate I; migration of H would yield only III.

M.3J-D

IMJ-H

But if we include the p orbitals of the benzene ring, and count along the edge

of this ring, we see that a [1,5] shift of D would yield the unstable non-aromatic

IVa

intermediate IVa. This, in turn, can transfer H or D by [1,5] shifts to yield all the

observed products (see Fig. 29.24).

So far we have discussed only migration of hydrogen, which is necessarily

limited to the overlap of an s orbital. Now let us turn to migration of carbon.

Here, we have two possible kinds of bonding to the migrating group. One of these

is similar to what we have just described for migration of hydrogen: bonding of

both ends of the n framework to the same lobe on carbon. Depending on the

symmetry of the * framework, the symmetry-allowed migration may be supra-

facial or antarafacial.
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IVh

Figure 29.24. Deuterium scrambling in indene via unstable intermediates

IVo and IVb: a series of [1,5] hydrogen shifts.

With carbon, a new aspect appears: the stereochemistry in the migrating

group. Bonding through the same lobe on carbon means attachment to the same

face of the atom, that is to say, retention of configuration in the migrating group.

Suprafacial

Retention in G

But there is a second possibility for carbon : bonding to the two ends of the

TT framework through different lobes of a p orbital. These lobes are on opposite

faces of carbon exactly as in an SN2 reaction and there is inversion of configura-

tion in the migrating group.

Inversion in G

Suprafacial Antarafacial

For [1,3] and [1,5] shifts, the geometry pretty effectively prevents antarafacial

migration. Limiting ourselves, then, to Suprafacial migrations, we make these

predictions: [1,3] migration with inversion; [1,5] migration with retention. These

predictions have been borne out by experiment.
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In 1968, Jerome Berson (of the University of Wisconsin) reported that the

deuterium-labeled bicyclo[3.2.0]heptene V is converted stereospecifically into the

300

OAc

OAc

VI

ex0-norbornene VI. As Fig. 29.25 shows, this reaction proceeds by a [1,3] migration

and with complete inversion of configuration in the migrating group.

VI

Figure 29.25. The deuterium-labeled bicyclo[3.2.0]heptene V rearranges

via a [1 ,3]~C shift to the norbornene VI. There is inversion ofconfiguration at

C-7: from R to S. (Or, using C-6 as our standard, we see that H eclipses

OAc in V, and D eclipses OAc in VI.)

In 1970, H. Kloosterziel (of the University of Technology, Eindhoven, The

Netherlands) reported a study of the rearrangement of the diastereomeric 6,9-

dimethylspiro[4.4]nona-l,3-dienes (cis-Vll and trans-VU) to the dimethylbicyclo-

[4.3.0]nonadienes VIII, IX, and X. These reactions are completely stereospecific.

heat

C/5-X

Chief product

As Fig. 29.26 shows, they proceed by [1,5] migrations and with complete reten-

tion of configuration in the migrating group.

To predict a different stereochemistry between [1,3] and [1,5] migrations,

and in particular to predict inversion in the [1,3] shift certainly not the easier

path on geometric grounds is certainly "risky". The fulfillment of such predic-

tions demonstrates both the validity and the power of the underlying theory.
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H

cti-VII c/s-VIII c/j-X

Figure 29.26. Rearrangement of m-6,9-dimethylspiro[4.4]nona-l ,3-diene.
Migration of G-6 from C-5 to C-4 is a [1 ,5]-C shift. (We count 5, ] , 2, 3, 4.)
Configuration at C-6 is retained, as shown by its relationship to configura-
tion at C-9. Successive [1,5]-H shifts then yield the other products.

Problem 29.10 In each of the following, the high stereospecificity or regiospeci-

ficity provides confirmation of predictions based on orbital symmetry. Show how this

is so. (Use models.)

(a)
heat

(b) When 1,3,5-cyclooctatricnc labeled with deuterium at the 7 and 8 positions was

heated, it gave products labeled only at the 3, 4, 7, and 8 positions.

(c)

PROBLEMS
1. Tropolone (I, C7H7O2) has a flat molecule with all carbon-carbon bonds of the

OH

same length (1.40 A). The measured heat of combustion is 20 kcal lower than that cal-
culated by the method of Problem 10.2 (p. 323). It* dlpole moment is 3.71 D; that of
5-bromotropolone is 2.07 D.
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Tropolone undergoes the Reimer-Tiemann reaction, couples with diazonium ions,

and is nitrated by dilute nitric acid. It gives a green color with ferric chloride, and does

not react with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine. Tropolone is both acidic (Ka = 10
~ 7

) and

weakly basic, forming a hydrochloride in ether.

(a) What class of compounds does tropolone resemble? Is it adequately represented

by formula I? (b) Using both valence-bond and orbital structures, account for the

properties of tropolone.

(c) In what direction is the dipole moment of tropolone? Is this consistent with the

structure you have proposed?

(d) The infrared spectrum of tropolone shows a broad band at about 3150 cm' 1

that changes only slightly upon dilution. What does this tell you about the structure of

tropolone?

2. Each transformation shown below is believed to involve a concerted reaction.

In each case show just what is happening.

(a)
IIO\ 250

nVBicyclo[4.2.01-
octa-7-ene

cis,trans-Cyc\o-

octa-l,3-diene
m,ns-Cyclo-
octa-l,3-diene

(b)

nVBicyclo[6.2.0]-

deca-2,4,6,9-tetraene Deca-1 ,3,5,7,9-pentaene

c/jr-9, 1 0-Dihydronaphthalene

(c) hv

CHV

II-

CH3

(d)

t-iA-9,1 0-Dihydronaphthalenc
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CH 2

(0 CH3

3. Each of the following transformations is believed to proceed by the indicated

sequence of concerted reactions. Show just what each step involves, and give structures

of compounds A-J.

(a) Electrocyclic closure; electrocyclic closure.

H

(b) [1,5]-H shift; electrocyclic opening.

200^ D .-
260 ^ r-> B > C

(c) Electrocyclic opening; electrocyclic closure. Final products are not interconvertible

at 170; be sure you account for both of them.

i7<r

Et

Et Me

(d) Three electrocyclic closures.

w,c/s-Cyclonona- 1 ,3-diene
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(e) A series of supra H shifts.

heat

heat

4. Account for the difference in conditions required to bring about the following

transformations:

CH,

CH}

CH}

CH,

WO'.

CH,

5. Give stereochemical structures of K and L, and tell exactly what process is taking

place in each reaction.
80-100

c/Xc/5f,cw-Cycloocta-l,3,5-triene
-> K

K 4- CH3OOCC -CCOOCHj -> L (C 14H 16O4)

L * cyclobutene + dimethyl phthalate

6. (a) The familiar rearrangement of a carbonium ion by a l;2-alkyl shift is, as we
have described it (Sec. 5.22), a concerted reaction. Its ease certainly suggests that it is

symmetry-allowed. Discuss the reaction from the standpoint of orbital symmetry. What
stereochemistry would you predict in the migrating group ?

(b) There is evidence that concerted 1 ,4-alkyl shifts of the kind

C C C-C

can occur. What stereochemistry would you predict in the migrating group ?

7. Discuss the direct, concerted, non-catalytic addition of H2 to an alkene from the

standpoint of orbital symmetry.
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8. The deuterium scrambling between II and HI has been accounted for on the basis

of intramolecular Diels-Alder and re/r0-Diels-Alder reactions. Show how this might oc-

heat

cur. (Hint: Look for an intermediate that is symmetrical except for the presence of deu-

terium.)

9. Suggest an explanation for each of the following facts.

(a) When the diazonium salt IV is treated with mwF,fra/f,y-2,4-hexadiene, N 2 and
CO2 are evolved, and there is obtained stereochemically pure V. (Hint: See Problem 18,

p. 844.)

CH 3

IV m-V VI

(b) In contrast, decomposition of IV in either cis- or fra/7.y-l,2-dichloroethene yields

a mixture of cis- and trans-VL

10. For each of the following reactions suggest an intermediate that would account

for the formation of the product. Show exact stereochemistry. (For a hint, see Fig.

29.24, p. 958.)

+ maleic anhydride

maleic anhydride

11. (a) The diastereomeric 6,9-dimethylspiro[4.4]nona-l,3-dienes (p. 959) were,

synthesized by reaction of cyclopentadiene with diastereomeric 2,5-dibromohexanes in

the presence of sodium amide. Which 2,5-dibromohexane would you expect to yield

each spirane?

(b) The stereochemistry of the spiranes obtained .was shown by comparison of their

nmr spectra, specifically, of the peaks due to the olefinic hydrogens. Explain.
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12. (a) Berson synthesized the stereospecifically labeled compound V (p. 959) by
the following sequence. Give structures for compounds M-R.

+ B2D6 , then H 2O2
> M + N (both C7H9DO)

M + N oxidation
> o + P (both C7H7DO), separated

O + LiAl(OBu-/)3H, then (CH 3CO)2O > Q + R (both C8HnO2), separated

Q is compound V on p. 959.

(b) Berson's study of the rearrangement of V to VI (p. 959) was complicated by the

tendency of VI, once formed, to decompose into cyclopentadiene and vinyl acetate.

What kind of reaction is this decomposition ?

13. (a) Woodward and Hoffmann have suggested that the endo preference in Diels-

Alder reactions is a "secondary" effect of orbital symmetry, and there is experimental
evidence to support this suggestion. Using the dimerization of butadiene (Fig. 29.19,

p. 949) as example, show how these secondary effects could arise. (Hint: Draw the orbitals

involved and examine the structures closely.)

(b) In contrast, [6 + 4] cycloaddition was predicted to take place in the exo sense.

This has been confirmed by experiment. Using the reaction of m-l,3,5-hexatriene with

1 ,3-butadiene as example, show how this prediction could have been made.

14. (a) The sex attractant of the male boll weevil has been synthesized by the follow-

ing sequence. Give stereochemical structures for compounds S-Y.

ethylene -f 3-methyl-2-cyclohexenone > S (C9H14O)

S
bromination

> T(QH I3OBr)

T + C03

--
-> U(C9H 120)

U -I- CH3Li > V (QoHifcO), a single stereoisomer (Hint: Examine structure of U.)

V -f IO4 -/OsO4 > W (C9H 14O3), a carboxylic acid

W + excess Ph3P-CH2 > X (C10H 16O2)
NaA1(QR)*H*

> Y (C 10H 18O),

the sex attractant

(b) The stereochemistry of the sex attractant was confirmed by the following reac-

tion. Give a stereochemical formula for Z, and show how this confirms the stereochemistry.

Y + Hg(OAc)2 , then NaBH4 > Z (C10H 18O)

15. (a) Although "Dewar benzene," VII, is less stable by 60 kcal than its isomer

benzene, its conversion into benzene is surprisingly slow, with an
"

act of about 37 kcal.

It has a half-life at room temperature of two days; at 90 complete conversion into ben-

zene takes one-half hour.

The high E*ct for conversion of VII into benzene is attributed to the fact that the

reaction is symmetry-forbidden. Explain.

VII VIII

(b) In Problem 18, p. 883, we outlined the synthesis of VIII. Although much less

stable than its aromatic isomer toluene, this compound is surprisingly long-lived. Here,

too, the conversion is considered to be symmetry-forbidden. Explain.
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16. (a) In the skin of animals exposed to sunlight, 7-dehydrocholesterol is converted

C8H 17

HO

C8H 17
= -CHCH 2CH 2CH 2CHN

CH,

7-Dehydrocholesterol

into the hormone cholecalciferol, the so-called "vitamin" D3 that plays a vital role in

the development of bones. In the laboratory, the following sequence was observed:

HO
7-Dehydrocholcsterol

HO
Pre-cholccalciferol

HO
Cholecalciferol

What processes are actually taking place in these two reactions? Show details,

(b) An exactly analogous reaction sequence is used to convert the plant steroid

ergosterol (p. 515) into ergocalcijerol, the "vitamin" Dr that is added to milk:

ergosterol pre-ergocalciferol ergocalciferol

What is the structure of pre-ergocalciferol ? Of ergocalciferol ?

(c) On heating at 190, pre-ergocalciferol is converted into IX and X, stereoisomers

of ergosterol. What reaction is taking place, and what are the structures of IX and X?
(d) Still another stereoisomer of ergosterol, XI, can be converted by ultraviolet

light into pre-ergocalciferol. What must XI be?

17. On photolysis at room temperature, trans-Xll was converted into c/s-XII.

When trans-Xll was photolyzed at 190, however, no cis-XU could be detected in the

trans-Xll cis-XU

reaction mixture. When trans-Xll was photolyzed at -190, allowed to warm to room
temperature, and then cooled again to 190, m-XII was obtained. If, instead, the low-

temperature photolysis mixture was reduced at 190, cyclodecane was formed; reduc-

tion of the room-temperature photolysis mixture gave only a trace of cyclodecane.

On the basis of these and other facts, E. E. van Tamelen (of Stanford University)

proposed a two-step mechanism, consistent with orbital symmetry theory, for the con-

version of trans-Xll into rw-XII.

(a) Suggest a mechanism for the transformation. Show how it accounts for the facts.

(b) The intermediate proposed by van Tamelen never isolated and never before

identified is of considerable theoretical interest. Why? What conclusion do you draw
about this compound from the facts ?



Chapter

3O
Polynuclear
Aromatic Compounds

30.1 Fused-ring aromatic compounds

Two aromatic rings that share a pair of carbon atoms are said to be fused.

In this chapter we shall study the chemistry of the simplest and most important of

the fused-ring hydrocarbons, naphthalene, C10H 8 , and look briefly at two others of

formula C14H10 , anthracene and phenanthrene.

Table 30.1 POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC COMPOUNDS

967
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All three of these hydrocarbons are obtained from coal tar, naphthalene being

the most abundant (5%) of all constituents of coal tar.

If diamond (p. 285) is the ultimate polycyclic aliphatic system, then the other allo

tropic form of elemental carbon, graphite, might be considered the ultimate in fused-ring

aromatic systems. X-ray analysis shows that the carbon atoms are arranged in layers.

Each layer is a continuous network of planar, hexagonal rings; the carbon atoms within a

layer are held together by strong, covalent bonds 1 .42 A long (only slightly longer than

those in benzene, 1.39 A). The different layers, 3.4 A apart, are held to each other by
comparatively weak forces. The lubricating properties of graphite (its "greasy" feel)

may be due to slipping of layers (with adsorbed gas molecules between) over one another.

NAPHTHALENE
30.2 Nomenclature of naphthalene derivatives

Positions in the naphthalene ring system are designated as in I. Two isomeric

monosubstituted naphthalenes are differentiated by the prefixes 1- and 2-, or a-

and /?-. The arrangement of groups in more highly substituted naphthalenes is

indicated by numbers. For example:

N02

NO2

1 ,5-Dinitronaphthalene

H2N

S 3H

6-Amino-2-naphthalcncsulfonic acid
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2-Naphthol

0-Naphthol

NO2

2,4-Dinitro- 1 -naphthylaminc

Problem 30.1 How many different mononitronaphthalenes are possible? Dini-

tronaphthalenes ? N itronaphthy(amines ?

30.3 Structure of naphthalene

Naphthalene is classified as aromatic because its properties resemble those of

benzene (see Sec. 10.10). Its molecular formula, C| H 8 , might lead one to

expect a high degree of unsaturation; yet naphthalene is resistant (although less* so

than benzene) to the addition reactions characteristic of unsaturated com-

pounds. Instead, the typical reactions of naphthalene are electrophilic substitu-

tion reactions, in which hydrogen is displaced as hydrogen ion and the naphthalene

ring system is preserved. Like benzene, naphthalene is unusually stable: its heat of

combustion is 61 kcal lower than that calculated on the assumption that it is

aliphatic (see Problem 10.2, p. 323).

From the experimental standpoint, then, naphthalene is classified as aromatic

an the basis of its properties. From a theoretical standpoint, naphthalene has the

structure required of an aromatic compound: it contains flat six-membered rings,

and consideration of atomic orbitals shows that the structure can provide rr clouds

containing six electrons the aromatic sextet (Fig. 30.1). Ten carbons lie at the

Figure 30.1. Naphthalene molecule.

TT clouds above and below plane of

rings.

:orners of two fused hexagons. Each carbon is attached to three other atoms by <r

bonds; since these a bonds result from the overlap of trigonal sp
2

orbitals, all

:arbon and hydrogen atoms lie in a single plane. Above and below this plane there

s a cloud of * electrons formed by the overlap of p orbitals and shaped like a

igure 8. We can consider this cloud as two partially overlapping sextets that have

i pair of TT electrons in common.
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In terms of valence bonds, naphthalene is considered to be a resonance hybrid

of the three structures I, II, and III. Its resonance energy, as shown by the heat of

combustion, is 61 kcal/mole.

X-ray analysis shows that, in contrast to benzene, all carbon-carbon bonds in

naphthalene are not the same; in particular, the C\ C2 bond is considerably shorter

(1.365 A) than the C2 C 3 bond (1.404 A). Examination of structures I, 11, and III shows

us that this difference in bond lengths is to be expected. The Q C2 bond is double in

two structures and single in only one; the 2 C3 bond is single in two structures and

double in only one. We would therefore expect the C| C2 bond to have more double-

bond character than single, and the C2 -C3 bond to have more single-bond character

than double.

For convenience, we shall represent naphthalene as the single structure IV,

in which the circles stand for partially overlapping aromatic sextets.

Although representation IV suggests a greater symmetry for naphthalene than exists,

it has the advantage of emphasizing the aromatic nature of the system.

30.4 Reactions of naphthalene

Like benzene, naphthalene typically undergoes electrophilic substitution;

this is one of the properties that entitle it to the designation of "aromatic." An
electrophilic reagent finds the TT cloud a source of available electrons, and attaches

itself to the ring to form an intermediate carbonium ion; to restore the stable

aromatic system, the carbonium ion then gives up a proton.

Naphthalene undergoes oxidation or reduction more readily than benzene,

but only to the stage where a substituted benzene is formed; further oxidation

or reduction requires more vigorous conditions. Naphthalene is stabilized by
resonance to the extent of 61 kcal/mole; benzene is stabilized to the extent of 36

kcal/mole. When the aromatic character of one ring of naphthalene is destroyed,

only 25 kcal of resonance energy is sacrificed; in the next stage, 36 kcal has to be

sacrificed.
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REACTIONS OF NAPHTHALENE

1. Oxidation. Discussed in Sec. 30.5.

O

CrO,, HOAc, 25

Naphthalene

2. Reduction. Discussed in Sec. 30.6.

O
1 ,4-Naphthoquinone

a-Naphthoquinone

(40% yield)

O

O
Phthalic anhydride

(76% yield)

Na, C2H 3OH, reflux

(010)
Naphthalene

1 ,4-Dihydronaphthalcne

OH, reflux

1 ,2,3,4-TetrahydronaphthaIene

Tetralin

H 2 , catalyst

Decahydronaphthalene

Decalin

3. Electrophilic substitution. Discussed in Sees. 30.8-30.13.

(a) Nitration. Discussed in Sec. 30.8.

@
Naphthalene ] -Nitronaphthalene

x-Nitronaphthalene

(90-95% yield)
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(b) Hatogenatfon. Discussed in Sec. 30.8.

Br2. CCI4, reflux

No Lewis acid

needed

Naphthalene 1-Bromonaphthalene

a-Bromonaphthalcnc

(75% yield)

CHAP. 30

(c) Sulfonation. Discussed in Sec. 30.11.

cone. H2SO4. 80

SO3H

Naphthalene

1-Naphthalcncsulfonic acid

ot-Naphthalenesulfonic acid

cone. H 2SO4, 160

160
P

2-Naphthalcncsulfonic acid

/9-Naphthalenesulfonic acid

(d) Friedel-Crafts acylation. Discussed in Sec. 30.10.

COCH 3

solvent:

CH3COClt AICI3

Naphthalene

1 -Acetonaphthalene

1-Naphthyl methyl ketone

(93% yield)

solvent: C6H 3NO2 iCOCHa

2-Acctonaphthalene

2-Naphthyl methyl ketone

(90% yield)

30.5 Oxidation of naphthalene

Oxidation of naphthalene by oxygen in the presence of vanadium pentoxide

destroys one ring and yields phthalic anhydride. Because of the availability of

naphthalene from coal tar, and the large demand for phthalic anhydride (for

example, see Sees. 30.18 and 32.7), this is an important industrial process.

Oxidation of certain naphthalene derivatives destroys the aromatic character
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of one ring in a somewhat different way, and yields diketo compounds known as

quinones (Sec. 27.9). For example:

(OIQ
2-Methylnaphthalene

CrO,, HOAc, 25

2-MethyI-l ,4-naphthoquinone

(70% yield)

Because of this tendency to form quinones, it is not always feasible to prepare naph-

thalenecarboxylic acids as we do benzole acids, by oxidation of methyl side chains.

Problem 30*2 Show how 1- and 2-naphthalenecarboxylic acids (a- and
jff-

wphthoic acids} can be obtained from naphthalene by way of the corresponding aceto-

jiaphthalenes.

30.6 Reduction of naphthalene

In contrast to benzene, naphthalene can be reduced by chemical reducing

agents. It is converted by sodium and ethanol into 1 ,4-dihydronaphthalene, and

by sodium and isopentyl alcohol into 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene (tetraliri).

The temperature at which each of these sodium reductions is carried out is the

boiling point of the alcohol used; at the higher temperature permitted by isopentyl

alcohol (b.p. 132), reduction proceeds further than with the lower boiling ethyl

alcohol (b.p. 78).

Na, C2H3OH, 78 ^

1 ,4~Dihydronaphthalene

Na,CsHt|OH. 132 ^

1 ,2,3,4-Tetrahydronaphthalenc

Tetralin

The tetrahydronaphthalene is simply a dialkyl derivative of benzene. As with

other benzene derivatives, the aromatic ring that remains is reduced only by

vigorous catalytic hydrogenation.

Ha,PtorNi
>

Tetralin Decalin

00
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Problem 30.3 Decalin exists in two s.tereoisomeric forms, m-decalin (b.p. 194)
and /r<ar/f$-decalin (b.p. 185 ').

CO
ci'5-Decaiin

irons-Decalin

(a) Build models of these compounds and see that they differ from one another.

Locate in the models the pair of hydrogen atoms, attached to the fused carbons, that

are cis or trans to each other.

(b) In /rcwj-decalin is one ring attached to the other by two equatorial bonds, by
two axial bonds, or by one axial bond and one equatorial bond? In m-decalin?

Remembering (Sec. 9.12) that an equatorial position gives more room than an axial

position for a bulky group, predict which should be the more stable isomer, cis- or
/ra/w-decalin.

(c) Account for the following facts: rapid hydrogenation of tetralin over a

platinum black catalyst at low temperatures yields cu-decalin, while slow hydrogena-
tion of tetralin over nickel at high temperatures yields /ra/w-decalin. Compare this

with 1,2- and 1,4-addition to conjugated dienes (Sec. 8.22), Friedel-Crafts alkylation
of toluene (Sec. 12.1 1), sulfonation of phenol (Problem 24.13, p. 803), and sulfonation

of naphthalene (Sec. 30.11).

30.7 Dehydrogenation of hydroaromatic compounds. Aromatization

Compounds like 1 ,4-dihydronaphthalene, tetralin, and decalin, which contain

the carbon skeleton of an aromatic system but too many hydrogen atoms for

aromaticity, are called hydroaromatic compounds. They are sometimes prepared,

as we have seen, by partial or complete hydrogenation of an aromatic system.

More commonly, however, the process is reversed, and hydroaromatic com-

pounds are converted into aromatic compounds. Such a process is called aroma-

tization.

One of the best methods of aromatization is catalytic dehydrogenation,

accomplished by heating the hydroaromatic compound with a catalyst like

platinum, palladium, or nickel. We recognize these as the catalysts used for

hydrogenation; since they lower the energy barrier between hydrogenated and

dehydrogenated compounds, they speed up reaction in both directions (see Sec. 6.3).

The position of the equilibrium is determined by other factors: hydrogenation is
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favored by an excess of hydrogen under pressure; dehydrogenation is favored by

sweeping away the hydrogen in a stream of inert gas. For example:

Pd. heat, stream of CO,

Pd, pressure

In an elegant modification of dehydrogenation, hydrogen is transferred from

the hydroaromatic compound to a compound that readily accepts hydrogen. For

example:

OH

2
C1
rOl

CI

C1 L;^C1
OH

Tetrachloro-

hydroquinonc

l-(a-Naphthyl)-

cyclohexcne
6

Chloranil

Tetrachjoro-
benzoquinone

1 -Phenylnaphthalene

The tendency to form the stable aromatic system is so strong that, when

necessary, groups can be eliminated: for example, a methyl group located at the

point of fusion between two rings, a so-called angular methyl group (Sec. 15.16).

angular methyl

CH(CH3)2 CH(CH 3 )2

Pd/C, heat

HOOC CH3

Abietic acid

(in rosin)

CH 3

l-Methyl-7-isopropylphenanthrenc

4H 2

CH4

C02

Aromatization has also been accomplished by heating hydroaromatic com-

pounds with selenium, sulfur, or organic disulfides, RSSR. Here hydrogen is

eliminated as H 2Se, H2S, or RSH.

Problem 30.4 In a convenient laboratory preparation of dry hydrogen bromide,

Br2 is dripped into boiling tetralin; the vapors react to form naphthalene and four

moles of hydrogen bromide Account, step by step, for the formation of these products.

What familiar reactions are involved in this aromatization ?

Aromatization is important in both synthesis and analysis. Many poly-

nuclear aromatic compounds are made from open-chain compounds by ring

closure; the last step in such a synthesis is aromatization (see, for example, Sees.

30.14, 30.19, and 31.13). Many naturally occurring substances are hydroaromatic;
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conversion into identifiable aromatic compounds gives important information

about their structures. For example:

HO
Cholesterol : a steroid 3'-Methyl- 1 ,2-cyclopcntcnophcnanthrcnc

Occurs in all animal tissues ( Dicls' hydrocarbon) .

Problem 30.5 Cadinene, Ci 5H24, is found in oil of cubebs. Dehydrogenation

with sulfur converts cadinene into cadalene, Ci 5H 18 , which can be synthesized from

carvone by the following sequence:

f BrCH 2COOC 2H 5 + Zn > A (,482203)

Carvone

A + acid *2L
[B]

^merization
> c (Cl2H 16O2), a benzene derivative

C + C2H5OH + H2S04 > D (C 14H20 2)

D + Na + alcohol > E (C12H 18O) ^ F (C12H17Br)

F 4- CH3C(COOC2H5)rNa+ > G (C2oH 3oO4)

H(C15H2202) 522i> i(C 15H21OCl)

J(Ci 5H200) 5^> K(C15H220)

K 4- sulfur
>tron>hcftting

> cadalene

(a) What is the structure and systematic name of cadalene? (b) What is a likely carbon

skeleton for cadinene?

30.8 Nitration and halogenation of naphthalene

Nitration and halogenation of naphthalene occur almost exclusively in the

1 -position. Chlorination or bromination takes place so readily that a Lewis acid

is not required for catalysis.

As we would expect, introduction of these groups opens the way to the

preparation of a series of <z//?/KZ-substituted naphthalenes: from 1-nitronaphthalene

via the amine and diazonium Salts, and from 1-bromonaphthalene via the Grignard

reagent
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Synthesis of a-subrtituted eiphthftleoes

Problem 30.6 Starting with

aliphatic reagents, prepare:

(a) 1-naphthylamine

(b) a-iodonaphthalene

(c) a-naphthonitrile

(d) a-naphthoic acid

( 1 -naphthalenecarboxylic

acid)

(e) a-naphthoyl chloride

(f) 1-naphthyl ethyl ketone

, halidcs, nitrites,

azo compounds, etc.

(See Chap. 23.)

alcohols, ketones, etc.

(See, lor example, Sees.

16.9, 16/t^nd 20.21.)X
1-nitronaphthalene, and using any inorganic or

(g) l-(aminomethyl)naphthalene,

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

l-(w-propyl)naphthalene

a-naphthaldehyde

(l-naphthyl)methanol

1-chloromethylnaphthalene

(l-naphthyl)acetic acid

(m) N-( 1 -naphthyl)acetamide

Problem 30.7 Starting with 1-bromonaphthalene, and using any inorganic or

aliphatic reagents, prepare:

(a) 1-naphthylmagnesium bromide

(b) a-naphthoic acid

(I-naphthalenecarboxylic acid)

(c) 2-( 1 -naphthyl)-2-propanol

(dimethyl- 1 -naphthylcarbinol)

(d) 1-isopropylnaphthalene

Problem 30.8 (a) When 1-chloronaphthalene is treated with sodium amide,
Na +NH2 ~, in the secondary amine piperidine (Sec. 31.12), there is obtained not only
I but also II,

(e) 1-naphthylcarbinol

(1-C10H7CH2OH)
(f) methyl- 1 -naphthylcarbinol

( 1 -( 1 -naphthyl)ethanol)

(g) 2-(l-naphthyl)ethanol

in the ratio of 1 :2. Similar treatment of 1-bromo- or 1-iodonaphthalene yields the same

products and in the same \ :2 ratio. Show all steps in a mechanism that accounts for

these observations. Can you suggest possible factors that might tend to favor 11 over I ?

(b) Under the conditions of part (a), l-fluoro-2-rnethylnaphthalene reacts to

yield III. By what mechanism must this reaction proceed?
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(c) Under the conditions of part (a), 1-fluoronaphthalene yields I and II, but in

the ratio of 3:2. How do you account for this different ratio of products? What two

factors make the fluoronaphthalene behave differently from the other halonaphtha-

lenes?

30.9 Orientation of electrophilic substitution in naphthalene

Nitration and halogenation of naphthalene take place almost exclusively in

the a-position. Is this orientation of substitution what we might have expected?

In our study of electrophilic substitution in the benzene ring (Chap. 11), we

found that we could account for the observed orientation on the following basis:

(a) the controlling step is the attachment of an electrophilic reagent to the aromatic

ring to form an intermediate carbonium ion; and (b) this attachment takes plaqe in

such a way as to yield the most stable intermediate carbonium ion. Let us see if

this approach can be applied to the nitration of naphthalene.

Attack by nitronium ion at the a-position of naphthalene yields an inter-

mediate carbonium ion that is a hybrid of structures I and II in which the positive

charge is accommodated by the ring under attack, and several structures like III

in which the charge is accommodated by the other ring.

H N02

I

More stable:

aromatic sextet

preserved

NO2

More stable:

aromatic sextet

preserved

III

Less stable:

aromatic sextet

disrupted

Alpha
attack

Attack at the 0-position yields an intermediate carbonium ion that is a hybrid of

IV and V in which the positive charge is accommodated by the ring under attack,

and several structures like VI in which the positive charge is accommodated by the

other ring.

Beta

attackIV

More stable:

aromatic sextet

preserved

VI

Less stable:

aromatic sextet

disrupted

In structures I, II, and IV, the aromatic sextet is preserved in the ring that is

not under attack; these structures thus retain the full resonance stabilization of one

benzene ring (36 kcal/mole). In structures like III, V, and VI, on the other hand,
the aromatic sextet is disrupted in both rings, with a large sacrifice of resonance

stabilization. Clearly, structures like I, II, and IV are much the more stable.
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But there are two of these stable contributing structures (I and II) for attack

at the a-position and only one (IV) for attack at the ^-position. On this basis we

would expect the carbonium ion resulting from attack at the a-position (and also

the transition state leading to that ion) to be much more stable than the carbonium

ion (and the corresponding transition state) resulting from attack at the /J-position,

and that nitration would therefore occur much more rapidly at the a-position.

Throughout our study of polynuclear hydrocarbons, we shall find that the

matter of orientation is generally understandable on the basis of this principle: of

the large number of structures contributing to the intermediate carbonium ion,

the important ones are those that require the smallest sacrifice of resonance

stabilization. Indeed, we shall find that this principle accounts for orientation not

only in electrophilic substitution but also in oxidation, reduction, and addition.

30.10 Friedel-Ctafts acylation of naphthalene

Naphthalene can be acetylated by acetyl chloride in the presence of aluminum

chloride. The orientation of substitution is determined by the particular solvent

used: predominantly alpha in carbon disulfide or solvents like tetrachloroethane,

predominantly beta in nitrobenzene. (The effect of nitrobenzene has been attri-

buted to its forming a complex with the acid chloride and aluminum chloride

which, because of its bulkiness, attacks the roomier beta position.)

solvent:

1-Acetonaphthalene
CHjCOCI. A1U3 I M(

Naphthalene

CHjCpq. Aici3
Methy, a .

naphthyl ketone

solvent: C6H 3NO2

2-Acctonaphthalene

Methyl /9-naphthyl ketone

Thus acetylation (as well as sulfonation, Sec. 30.11) affords access to the beta

series of naphthalene derivatives. Treatment of 2-acetonaphthalene with hypo-

halite, for example, provides the best route to 0-naphthoic acid.

2-Acetoriaphthalene 0-Naphthoic acid

Methyl /J-naphthyl ketone (88% yield)

Acylation of naphthalene by succinic anhydride yields a mixture of alpha and

beta products. These are separable, however, and both are of importance in the

synthesis of higher ring systems (see Sec. 30.19).
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H 2C

O

3 . C.H )N01

Naphthalene

A
Succinic anhydride

COCH 2CH2COOH

4-(l-Naphthyl)-4-oxobutanoic acid

0-( 1 -Naphthoyl)propionic acid

>|COCH2CH2COOH

4-(2-Naphthyl)-4-oxobutanoic acid

0-(2-Naphthoyl)propionic acid

Friedel-Crafts alkylation of naphthalene is of little use, probably for a com-

bination of reasons: the high reactivity of naphthalene which causes side reactions

and polyalkylations, and the availability of alkylnaphthalenes via acylation or

ring closure (Sec. 30.14).

Problem 30.9 The position of the COOH in /?-naphthoic acid was shown by

vigorous oxidation and identification of the product. What was this product? What

product would have been obtained from a-naphthoic acid?

Problem 30.10 Outline the synthesis of the following compounds via an initial

acylation:

(a) 2-ethylnaphthalene

(b) methylethyl-2-naphthylcarbinol

(2-(2-naphthyl)-2-butanol)

(c) 2-(sec-butyl)naphthalene

(d) l-(2-naphthyl)cthanol

(e) y-(2-naphthyl)butyric acid

(f) 4-(2-naphthyl)-l-butanol

(g) 5-(2-naphthyl)-2-methyl-2-pentanol

(h) 2-isohexylnaphthalene

(i) 1 -amino- 1 -(2-naphthyl)ethane

(j) j8-vinylnaphthalene

30.11 Sulfonation of naphthalene

Sulfonation of naphthalene at 80 yields chiefly 1-naphthalenesulfonic acid;

sulfonation at 160 or higher yields chiefly 2-naphthalenesulfonic acid. When

1-naphthalenesulfonic acid is heated in sulfuric acid at 160, it is largely converted

into the 2-isomer. These facts become understandable when we recall that sul-

fonation is readily reversible (Sec. 11.12).

cone. HaS04f 80
,

Naphthalene

l-Naphthalcnesulfonic acid

a-Naphthalenesulfonic acid

M cone. H 2SO4, 160

cone. H 2S04, 160'
->

2-NaphthalcnesuIfonic acid

j9-NaphthaIenesuIfonic acid
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Sulfonation, like nitration and halogenation, occurs more rapidly at the

a-position, since this involves the more stable intermediate carbonium ion. But,

for the same reason, attack by hydrogen ion, with subsequent desulfonation,

also occurs more readily at the a-position. Sulfonation at the ^-position occurs more

slowly but, once formed, the )3-sulfonic acid tends to resist desulfonation. At low

temperatures desulfonation is slow and we isolate the product that is formed faster,

the alpha naphthalenesulfonic acid. At higher temperatures, desulfonation be-

comes important, equilibrium is more readily established, and we isolate the

product that is more stable, the beta naphthalenesulfonic acid.

a-lsomer /Msomer
Formed rapidly: Formed slowly;

desulfonated rapidly desulfonated slowly

We see here a situation exactly analogous to one we have encountered several

times before: in 1,2- and 1,4-addition to conjugated dienes (Sec. 8.22), in Friedel-

Crafts alkylation of toluene (Sec. 12.11), and in Sulfonation of phenols (Problem

24.13, p. 803). At low temperatures the controlling factor is rate of reaction, at high

temperatures, position of equilibrium.

Sulfonation is of special importance in the chemistry of naphthalene because

it gives access to the beta-substituted naphthalenes, as shown in the next section.

Problem 30.11 (a) Show all steps in the Sulfonation and desulfonation of naph-
thalene, (b) Draw a potential energy curve for the reactions involved. (Compare your
answer with Fig. 8.8, p. 272.)

30.12 Naphthols

Like the phenols we have already studied, naphthols can be prepared from the

corresponding sulfonic acids by fusion with alkali. Naphthols can also be made

Sodium Sodium 2-Naphthol

2-naphthalenesulfonate 2-naphthoxide /9-Naphthol

from the naphthylamines by direct hydrolysis under acidic conditions. (This

reaction, which does not work in the benzene series, is superior to hydrolysis of

diazonium salts.)

dil. H2SO4, 200, 14 aim.

1 -Naphthylamine ] -Naphthol

a-Naphthol

(95% yield)
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The a-substituted naphthalenes, like substituted benzenes, are ihpst commonly

prepared by a sequence of reactions that ultimately goes back to a nitro com-

pound (Sec. 30,8). Preparation of ^-substituted naphthalenes, on the other hand,

cannot start with the nitro compound, since nitration does not take place in the

0-position. The route to 0-naphthyIamine, and through it to the versatile dia-

zonium salts, lies through j9-naphthol. j9-Naphthol is made from the 0-sulfonic

acid; it is converted into j8-naphthylamine when heated under pressure with

ammonia and ammonium sulfite (the Bucherer reaction, not useful in the benzene

series except in rare cases).

Synthesis of p-substituted naphthalenes

Naphtha-
lene

2-Naphthalene-
sulfonic acid

Halides,

nitriles, azo

compounds, etc.

(See Chap. 23) 2-Naphthalenediazonium
salt

Naphthols undergo the usual reactions of phenols. Coupling with diazonium

salts is particularly important in dye manufacture (see Sec. 23.17); the orientation

of this substitution is discussed in the following section.

Problem 30.12 Starting from naphthalene, and using any readily available

reagents, prepare the following compounds:

(a) 2-bromonaphthaIene (d) j-naphthoic acid

(b) 2-fluoronaphthalene (e) /3-naphthaldehyde

(c) j8-naphthonitrile (f) 3-(2-naphthyl)propenoic acid

Problem 30.13 Diazonium salts can be converted into nitro compounds by treat-

ment with sodium nitrite, usually in the presence of a catalyst. Suggest a method for

preparing 2-nitronaphthalene.

30.13 Orientation of electrophilic substitution in naphthalene derivatives

We have seen that naphthalene undergoes'nitration and halogenation chiefly

at the a-position, and sulfonation and Friedel-Crafts acylation at either the a- or

0-position, depending upon conditions. Now, to what position will a second

substituent attach itself, and how is the orientation influenced by the group already

present?

Orientation of substitution in the naphthalene series is more complicated than

in the benzene series. An entering group may attach itself either to the ring that

already carries the first substituent, or to the other ring; there are seven different
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positions open to attack, in contrast to only three positions in a monosubstituted

benzene.

The major products of further substitution in a monosubstituted naphthalene

can usually be predicted by the following rules. As we shall see, these rules are

reasonable ones in light of structural theory and our understanding of electrophilic

aromatic substitution.

(a) An activating group (electron-releasing group) tends to direct further

substitution into the same ring. An activating group in position 1 directs further

substitution to position 4 (and, to a lesser extent, to position 2). An activating

group in position 2 directs further substitution to position 1.

(b) A deactivating group (electron-withdrawing group) tends to direct further

substitution into the other ring: at an a-position in nitration or halogenation, or at

an a- or /9-position (depending upon temperature) in sulfonation.

For example:

-r C6H5N2+C1-

1-Naphthol
N=N C6H 5

4-Phenylazo- 1 -naphthol

OH
N02

1-Naphthol
NO2

2,4-Dinitro- 1 -naohthol

(gig)
"

+ C6H5N2+C>

2-Naphthol

N=N-C6H 5

i- NaOH. 0-5^ f^jf("")

>

|

OH

1 -Phenylazo-2-naphthol

(OO + HN 3

1-Nitronaphthalene

NO2

H^04.y
[OTO] and

NO2 | ^8-Dinitronaphthalene
1 ,5-Dinitronaphthalene Chiefproduct

2-Methylnaphthalene

QJQ)
1-Bromo-2-methy{naphthalene

These rules do not always hold in sulfonation, because the reaction is reversible

and at high temperatures tends to take place at a 0-position. However, the ob-

served products can usually be accounted for if this feature of sulfonation is kept

in mind.
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Problem 30.14 Predict the orientation in each of the following reactions, giving

structural formulas and names for the predicted products:

(a) 1-methylnaphthalene 4- Br2

(b) 1-methylnaphthalene + HNO3 + H2SO4

(c) 1-methylnaphthalene + CH 3COC1 + A1C13

(d) the same as (a), (b), and (c) for 2-methylnaphthalene

(e) 2-nitronaphthatene + Br2

(f) 2-methoxynaphthalene + Br2

Problem 30.15 How do you account for the following observed orientations?

(a) 2-methoxynaphthalene + CH3COC1 + A1C1 3 + CS2 > t-aceto compound
(b) 2-methoxynaphthalene + CH3COC1 + A1C1 3 + C6H5NO2 > 6-aceto com-

pound
(c) 2-methylnaphthalene + H 2SO4 above 100 > 6-sulfonic acid

(d) 2,6-dimethylnaphthalene -1- H2SO4 at 40 > 8-sulfonic acid

(e) 2,6-dimethylnaphthalene -f H 2SO4 -f 140 > 3-sulfonic acid

(f) 2-naphthalenesulfonic acid + HNO 3 4- H2SO4 > 5-nitro and 8-nitro com-

pounds

Problem 30.16 Give the steps for the synthesis of each of the following from

naphthalene and any needed reagents :

(a) 4-nitro-l-naphthylamine (f) 4-amino-l-naphthalenesulfonic acid

(b) 1,4-dinitronaphthalene (naphthionic acid)

(Hint: See Problem 30.13, p. 982.) (g) 8-amino-l-naphthalenesulfonic acid

(c) 2,4-dinitro-l-naphthylamine (h) 5-amino-2-naphthalenesulfonic acid

(d) 1,3-dinitronaphthalene (i) 8-amino-2-naphthalenesulfonic acid

(e) 1,2-dinitronaphthalene

We have seen (Sec. 30.9) that orientation in naphthalene can be accounted for

on the same basis as orientation in substituted benzenes : formation of the more

stable intermediate carbonium ion. In judging the relative stabilities of these

naphthalene carbonium ions, we have considered that those in which an aromatic

sextet is preserved are by far the more stable and hence the more important. Let

us see if we can account for orientation in substituted naphthalenes in the same

way.

The structures preserving an aromatic sextet are those in which the positive

charge is carried by the ring under attack ; it is in this ring, therefore, that the charge

chiefly develops. Consequently, attack occurs most readily on whichever ring can

best accommodate the positive charge: the ring that carries an electron-releasing

(activating) group or the ring that does not carry an electron-withdrawing (de-

activating) group. (We have arrived at the quite reasonable conclusion that a

substituent exerts its greatest effect activating or deactivating on the ring to

which it is attached.)

H Y H Y
G if electron-releasing: G is electron-withdrawing:

activating, deactivating,

attack in same ring attack in other ring
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An electron-releasing group located at position 1 can best help accommodate
the positive charge if attack occurs at position 4 (or position 2), through the

contribution of structures like I and II.

G is electron-releasing:

when on position 1,

Y it directs attack to

positions 4 or 2

This is true whether the group releases electrons by an inductive effect or by a

resonance effect. For example:

OH

An electron-releasing group located at position 2 could help accommodate

the positive charge if attack occurred at position 1 (through structures like III), or

if attack occurred at position 3 (through structures like IV).

H

in

More stable :

aromatic sextet

preserved

G is electron-releasing :

when on position 2,

it directs attack to

Y position 1

Less stable :

aromatic sextet

disrupted

However, we can see that only the structures like III preserve an aromatic sextet;

these are much more stable than the structures like IV, and are the important ones.

It is not surprising, therefore, that substitution occurs almost entirely at position 1.

30.14 Synthesis of naphthalene derivatives by ring closure. The Haworth

synthesis

Derivatives of benzene, we have seen, are almost always prepared from a

compound that already contains the benzene ring: benzene itself or some simple
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substituted benzene. One seldom generates the benzene ring in the course of a

synthesis*

While compounds containing other aromatic ring systems, too, are often

prepared from the parent hydrocarbon, there are important exceptions: syntheses

in which the ring system, or part of it, is actually generated. Such syntheses usually

involve two stages: ring closure (or cyclization) and aromatization.

As an example, let us look at just one method used to make certain naphthalene

derivatives: the Haworth synthesis (developed by R. D. Haworth at the University

of Durham, England). Figure 30.2 (p. 987) shows the basic scheme, which would

yield naphthalene itself (not, of course, actually prepared in this way).

All the steps are familiar ones. The reaction in which the second ring is

formed is
simply

Friedel-Crafts acylation that happens to involve two parts of the

same molecule. Like many methods of ring closure, this one does not involve a

new reaction, but merely an adaptation of an old one.

Problem 30.17 Why is ring closure possible after the first Clemmensen reduc-

tion but not before?

To obtain substituted naphthalenes, the basic scheme can be modified in any
or all of the following ways:

(a) A substituted benzene can be used in place of benzene and a /^-substituted

naphthalene obtained. Toluene or anisole or bromobenzene, for example, under-

goes the initial Friedel-Crafts reaction chiefly at the para position; when the ring is

closed, the substituent originally on the benzene ring must occupy a j8-position in

naphthalene.

^-Substituted

naphthalene

(b) The intermediate cyclic ketone (an a-tetralone) can be treated with a

Grignard reagent, and an alkyl (or aryl) group introduced into an a-position.

(c) The original keto acid (in the form of its ester) can be treated with a

Grignard reagent, and an alkyl (or aryl) group introduced into an a-position.
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Benzene*

I
Succtafc anhydride

h

0-Benzoylpropionic acid

,Zn(Hg),HCl

y

O
II

Clenimensen

y-Phenylbutyric acid

Ring closure:

HF or polypbosphoric acid Frie<M-Crafts acylation

Q

[QJ
a-Tetralone

I Zn(Hg) HCl Clemmensen reduction

(QJ
fctralm

Pd heal

\romatization:

fQlQ)
Naphtnaleae

I inure 30.2. Haworth synthesis of naphthalene derivatives.
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The success of this reaction depends upon the fact that a ketone reacts much faster

than an ester with a Qrignard reagent.

(1) dehydration

(2) hydrolysis

(3) hydrogenation

1,6-Disubstituted naphthalene

By proper combinations of these modifications, a wide variety of substituted

naphthalenes can be prepared.

Problem 30.18 Outline all steps in the synthesis of the following compounds,
starting from benzene and using any necessary aliphatic and inorganic reagents:

(a) 2-methylnaphthalene (f) 1,4,6-trimethylnaphthalene

(b) 1-methylnaphthalene (g) l-ethyl-4-methylnaphthalene

(c) 1,4-dimethylnaphthalene (h) 7-bromo-l-ethylnaphthalene

(d) 1,7-dimethylnaphthalene (i) 1-phenylnaphthalene

(e) 1,6-dimethylnaphthalene

Problem 30.19 Outline the Haworth sequence of reactions, starting with naph-
thalene and succinic anhydride. What is the final hydrocarbon or hydrocarbons?

(Remember the orientation rules for naphthalene.) Check your answer in Sec. 30.19.

ANTHRACENE AND PHENANTHRENE

30.15 Nomenclature of anthracene and phenanthrene derivatives

The positions in anthracene and phenanthrene are designated by numbers as

shown :

orX "tZ&^&r

Anthracene Phenanthrene

Examples are found in the various reactions that follow.
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30.16 Structure of anthracene and phenanthrene

Like naphthalene, anthracene and phenanthrene are classified as aromatic on

the basis of their properties. Consideration of atomic orbitals follows the same

pattern as for naphthalene, and leads to the same kind of picture: a flat structure

with partially overlapping IT clouds lying above and below the plane of the molecule.

In terms of valence bonds, anthracene is considered to be a hybrid of structures

I-IV,

and phenanthrene, a hybrid of structures V-IX. Heats of combustion indicate

VIII

Phenanthrene

that anthracene has a resonance energy of 84 kcal/mole, and that phenanthrene
has a resonance energy of 92 kcal/mole.

For convenience we shall represent anthracene as the single structure X, and

phenanthrene as XI, in which the circles can be thought of as representing partially

overlapping aromatic sextets.

XI

Phenanthrene

30.17 Reactions of anthracene and phenanthrene

Anthracene and phenanthrene are even less resistant toward oxidation or

reduction than naphthalene. Both hydrocarbons are oxidized to the 9,10-quinones

and reduced to the 9,10-dihydro compounds. Both the orientation of these reac-

tions and the comparative ease with which they take place are understandable on

the basis of the structures involved. Attack at the 9- and 10-positions leaves two
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benzene rings intact; thus there is a sacrifice of only 12 kcal of resonance energy

(84
- 2 x 36) for anthracene, and 20 kcal (92

- 2 x 36) for phenanthrene,

H H
9 , 1 0-Dihydroanthraccne

Phenanthrene

9, 10-Phcnanthrencquinone

Na.C 8HnQH.reflux

9, 10-Dihydrophenanthrene

(In the case of phenanthrene, the two remaining rings are conjugated; to the extent

that this conjugation stabilizes the product estimated at anywhere from to

8 kcal/mole the sacrifice is even less than 20 kcal.)

Problem 30.20 How much resonance energy would be sacrificed by oxidation or
reduction of one of the outer rings of anthracene? Of phenanthrene?

Both anthracene and phenanthrene undergo electrophilic substitution, with

a few exceptions, however, these reactions are of little value in synthesis because

of the formation of mixtures and polysubstitution products. Derivatives of these

two hydrocarbons are usually obtained in other ways: by electrophilic substitution

in 9.10-anthraquinone or 9,10-dihydrophenanthrene, for example, or by ring

closure methods (Sees. 30.18 and 30.19).

Bromination of anthracene or phenanthrene takes place at the 9-position.

(9-Bromophcnanihrene is a useful intermediate for the preparation of certain

9-subsiituted phenanthrenes.) In both cases, especially for anthracene, there is a
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te&dency for addition to take place with the formation of the 9,lG-dibfomo-9,10-

dthydro derivatives.

Br

FeBrt,
9-Bromophenanthrcflc

Phenaothrene

(OHO;
9, 10-Dibromo-9, 10-dihydrophenanthrene

H Br

Anthracene 9,10-Dibromo-9,10-dihydroanthracene 9-firomoanthraccnc

This reactivity of the 9- and 1Oppositions toward electrophilic attack is

understandable, whether reaction eventually leads to substitution or addition.

The carbonium ion initially formed is the most stable one, I or II, in which aromatic

OIOIOJ Substitution

Substitution

Phenanthrote

Addition
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sextets are preserved in two of the three rings. This carbonium ion can then either

(a) give up a proton to yield the substitution product, or (b) accept a base to yield

the addition product. The tendency for these compounds to undergo addition is

undoubtedly due to the comparatively small sacrifice in resonance energy that this

entails (12 kcal/mole for anthracene, 20 kcal/mole or less for phenanthrene).

Problem 30.21 Nitric acid converts anthracene into any of a number of prod-
ucts, III-VI, depending upon the exact conditions. How could each be accounted
for?

(a) Nitric acid and acetic acid yields III (c) Excess nitric acid yields V
(b) Nitric acid and ethyl alcohol yields IV (d) Nitric acid and acetic anhydride yields

9-nitroanthracene (VI)

IT OOCCH 3

III

H

Problem 30.22 Account for the following observations: (a) Upon treatment
with hydrogen and nickel, 9,10-dihydroanthracene yields 1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydroanthracene.

(b) In contrast to bromination, sulfonation of anthracene yields the 1-sulfonic acid.

30.18 Preparation of anthracene derivatives by ring closure. Anthraquinones

Derivatives of anthracene are seldom prepared from anthracene itself, but

rather by ring-closure methods. As in the case of naphthalene, the most important

method of ring closure involves adaptation of Friedel-Crafts acylation. The

products initially obtained are anthraquinones, which can be converted into corre-

sponding anthracenes by reduction with zinc and alkali. This last step is seldom

carried out, since the quinones are by far the more important class of compounds.
The following reaction sequence shows the basic scheme. (Large amounts of

anthraquinones are manufactured for the dye industry in this way.)

Phthal.c

anhydride 0-Benzoylbenzoic acid

O
9,10-Anthraquinone

The basic scheme can be modified in a number of ways.

(a) A monosubstituted benzene can be used in place of benzene, and a
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2-substituted anthraquinone obtained. (The initial acylation goes chiefly para.

If the para position is blocked, ortho acylation is possible.) For example:

COY

anh' d^ide
0-(/>-Toluyl)benzoic acid 2-Methyl-9, 10-anthraquinone

(b) A polynuclear compound can be used in place of benzene, and a product

having more than three rings obtained. For example:

O

Phthalic

anhydride
o-(2-Naphthoyl)benzoic

acid
l,2-Benz-9JO-

anthraquinone

(c) The intermediate o-aroyibenzoic acid can be reduced before ring closure,

and 9-substituted anthracenes obtained via Grignard reactions.

0-Benzoylbenzoic
acid

Anthraquinoid dyes are of enormous technological importance, and much

work has been done in devising syntheses of large ring systems embodying the

quinone structure. Several examples of anthraquinoid dyes are:

Indanthrene Golden Yellow GK

Indanthrone
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Problem 30.23 Outline the synthesis of the following, starting from compounds
having fewer rings:

(a) 1,4-dimethylanthraquinone (d) 2,9-dimethy[anthracene

(b) 1,2-ditnethylanthraquinone (e) 9-methyl-l,2-benzarrthracene (a potent
(c) 1,3-dimethylanthraquinone cancer-producing hydrocarbon)

Problem 30.24 What anthraquinone or anthraquinones would be expected from
a sequence starting with 3-nitrophthalic anhydride and (a) benzene, (b) toluene?

30.19 Preparation of phenanthrene derivatives by ring closure

Starting from naphthalene instead of benzene, the Haworth succinic anhydride

synthesis (Sec. 30.14) provides an excellent route to substituted phwianttaenes.

The basic scheme is outlined in Fig. 30.3. Naphthalene is acylated by succinic

anhydride at both the 1- and 2-positions; the two products are separable, and

either can be converted into phenanthrene. We notice that y-(2^naphthyl)butyric

acid undergoes ring closure at the l-position to yield phenanthrene rather than

at the 3-position to yield anthracene; the electron-releasing side chain at the

2-position directs further substitution to the 1-position (Sec. 30.13).

Substituted phenanthrenes are obtained by modifying the basic scheme in the

ways already described for the Haworth method (Sec. 30.14).

Problem 30.25 Apply the Haworth method to the synthesis of the following,

starting from naphthalene or a monosubstituted naphthalene;

(a) 9-methylphenanthrene (f) 1,4-dimethylphenanthpene

(b) 4-methylphenanthrene (g) 1,4,9-trimethylphenanthrene

(c) 1-methylphenanthrene (h) 2-methoxyphenanthrene (Hint: See

(d) 1,9-dimethylphenanthrene Problem 30.15, p. 9S44

(e) 4,9-dimethylphenanthrene

ProMem 30.26 Give structural formulas for all intermediates in the following ~

synthesis of 2-methylphenanthrene. Tell what kind of reaction each step involves.

Naphthalene f CH3CH2COC1 4 AIC13
S52i A (C13B I2O)

A 4 Br2 > B (Cj 3H irOBr>
B * CH(COQC2H5)2^Na

+ >

c |.KOH,hcat
> D HCI^

F 4 Zn(Hg) -i- HC1 > G (C 15H,6O2)

G
H -I- Zn(Hg) + HC1 * I (C15H t 6)

I
Pdtheat

> 2-methylphenahthrene

ProMem 30.27 Follow the instructions for Problem 30.26 for the following syn-

thesis of phenanthrene (the Bogert-Cook synthesis).

)3-Phenylethyl bromide -f Mg > A (C8H9MgBr)

A 4- cyclohexanone > B ^ C (C14H20O)

C 5^ D(C14H18)

phenanthrene

How could jS-phenytethyl bromide be made from benzene?
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O

i

Naphthalene Succmic anhydride

A1CU

COOH

0-0 *Naphtheyl)propioi ic acid

OOH

1 -NaphthyDbutyric acid -
-(2-Naphthyl)butyric acid

HF or polyphosphoric acid HF or polyphosphoric acid

1 -Keto-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydrophonanthrcne 4-Keto-i y2 >$,4-tetrahydrophenamhrene

Zn(Hg), CI

Figure 30.3. Haworth synthesis of phenanthrene derivatives.
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Problem 30.28 Follow the instruction for Problem 30.26 for the following

Synthesis of phenanthrene (the Bardhan-Sengupta synthesis).

Potassium + ethyl 2-keto-l-cyclohexanecarboxylate * A (C9Hi3O3K)
A 4 0-phenylethyl bromide * B (Ci 7H22O3)

B aq. KOH, heat HCI

D + Na f moist ether

E

G Se, heat

[F(C14H18)]
^

phenanthrene

D(C14H180)

E(C14H200)

^> G(C14H18)

Problem 30.29 Follow the instructions for Problem 30.26 for the following

synthesis of pyrcne:

4-Keto-l ,2,3,4-tetrahydrophenanthrene (C14H 12O)

B 4 acid + heat

+ BrCH2COOC2H5 4- Zn

+ C(C 18H18 2)

ether

DC -
aq. NaOH 4 heat -

E -5* F(C16H 120)

F 4- 7n(Hg) 4- HCI > G (C16H14)

O Pdthcat
> pyrene(C 16H10)

How could you make the starting material?

E(C16H14 2)

Problem 30.30 Outline a possible synthesis of chrysene by the Bogert-Cook
method (Problem 30.27, p. 944), starting from naphthalene and using any aliphatic

or inorganic reagents. (Hint: See Problem 30.7(g), p. 977.)

Chrysene

Problem 30.31 Outline an alternative synthesis of chrysene by the Bogert-Cook
method, starting from benzene and using any aliphatic or inorganic reagents.

30.20 Carcinogenic hydrocarbons

Much of the interest in complex polynuclear hydrocarbons has arisen because

a considerable number of them have cancer-producing properties. Some of the

most powerful carcinogens are derivatives of 1,2-benzanthracene:

H3

5,10-Dimethyl-
1 ,2-bcnzanthraccne

(QJ
1 ,2,5,6-Dibcnzanthracene

CH2-CH2

Methylcholanthrene
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The relationship between carcinogenic activity and chemical properties is far

from clear, but the possibility of uncovering this relationship has inspired a

tremendous amount of research in the fields of synthesis and of structure and

reactivity.

PROBLEMS

1. Give the structures and names of the principal products of the reaction (if any)
of naphthalene with:

(a) Cr03 , CH3COOH (g) Br2

(b) O2 , V2O5 (h) cone. H2SO4 , 80

(c) Na, C2H5OH (i) cone. H2SO4 , 160

(d) Na, C5HMOH (j) CH3COC1, A1C13 , CS2

(e) H2 , Ni (k) CH3COC1, A1C1 3 , C6H5NO2

(f) HNO3,H2SO4 (1) succinic anhydride, A1C1 3,C6H5NO2

2. Give the structures and names of the principal products of the reaction of

HNO3/H2SO4 with:

(a) 1-methylnaphthalene (g) N-(l-naphthyl)acetamide

(b) 2-methylnaphthalene (h) N-(2-naphthyl)acetamide

(c) 1-nitronaphthalene (i) a-naphthol

(d) 2-nitronaphthalene (j) /?-naphthol

(e) 1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (k) anthracene

(f) 2-naphthalenesulfonic acid

3. When 2-methylnaphthalene is nitrated, three isomeric mononitro derivatives are

obtained. Upon vigorous oxidation one of these yields 3-nitro-l,2,4-benzenetricarboxylic

acid, and the other two both yield 3-nitrophthalic acid. Give the names and structures

of the original three isomeric nitro compounds.

4. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis of each of the following from naphthalene,

using any needed organic and inorganic reagents:

(a) a-naphthol (o) l-amino-2-naphthol (Hint: Use prod-

(b) 0-naphthol uctof(n).)

(c) a-naphthylamine (p) 4-amino-l-naphthol

(d) /3-naphthylamine (q) l-bromo-2-methoxynaphthalene
(e) 1-iodonaphthalene (r) 1 ,5-diaminonaphthalene

(f) 2-iodonaphthalene (s) 4,8-dibromo-l,5-diiodonaphthalene

(g) 1-nitronaphthalene (t) 5-nitro-2-naphthalenesulfonic acid

(h) 2-nitronaphthalene (u) 1 ,2-diaminonaphthalene

(i) a-naphthoic acid (v) 1,3-diaminonaphthalene

(j) j8-naphthoic acid (w) 0-aminobenzoic acid

(k) 4-(l-naphthyl)butanoic acid (x) phenanthrene

(1) a-naphthaldehyde (y) 9,10-anthraquinone

(m) 0-naphthaldehyde (z) anthracene

(n) l-phenylazo-2-naphthol
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5. Naphthalene was transformed into another hydrocarbon by the following sequence
of reactions:

naphthalene + Na, C5H,,OH > A (C,oH, 2)

A + succinic anhydride, A1C1 3
> B (C I4H I<SO3)

B + Zn(Hg) + HC1 > C (C, 4H 18O2)

C + anhydrous HF > D (C, 4H I6O)
D -I- Zn(Hg) + HC1 > E (C, 4H I8)

E + Pd/C + heat > F (C 14H 10 , m.p. 100-101) + 4H 2

What was F?

6. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis ofeach of the following from hydrocarbons

containing fewer -rings

(a) 6-methoxy-4-phenyl- (c) 9-phenylanthracene

l-methylnaphthalene (d) 1-phenylphenanthrene

(b) 1,2-benzanthracene (e) 1,9-diphenylphenanthrene

7. Acylation of phenanthrene by succinic anhydride takes place at the 2- and

3-positions. The sequence of reduction, ring closure, and aromatization converts the

2-isomer into G and H, and converts the 3-isomer into G.

What is the structure and name of G ? Of H ?

8. When 4-phenyl-3-butenoic acid is refluxed there is formed a product, C 10H 8O,
which is soluble in aqueous NaOH but not in aqueous NaHCO3 , and which reacts with

bcnzenediazonium chloride to yield a red-orange solid. What is the product, and by
what series of steps is it probably formed ?

9. Anthracene reacts readily with maleic anhydride to give I, Ci 8Hj 2O3 , which
can be hydrolyzed to J, a dicarboxylic acid of formula C 18H 14O4 . (a) What reaction

do you think is involved in the formation of 1 ? (b) What is the most probable structure

ofl?0f J?

Anthracene reacts with methyl fumarate to give a product that on hydrolysis yields

K, a dicarboxylic acid of formula C 18H 14O4 . (c) Compare the structures of J and K.

{Hint: See Problem 8, p. 880.)

Anthracene reacts with p-benzoquinone to yield L, C2oHi 4O2 . In acid, L undergoes

rearrangement to a hydroquinone M, C20H ]4O2 . Oxidation of M gives a new quinone
N, C20H12O2 . Reductive amination of N gives a diamine O, C2 H 16N2 . Deamination
of O by the usual method gives the hydrocarbon triptycene, C2oH 14 . (d) What is a likely

structure for triptycene ?

10. Reduction of aromatic rings by the action of Li metal in ammonia generally

gives 1,4-addition and yields a dihydro compound. Thus from naphthalene, CioHg,
one can obtain C 10Hi . (a) Draw the structure of this dihydro compound.

Similar reduction is possible for 2-methoxynaphthalene (methyl 2-naphthyl ether),

(b) Draw the structure of this dihydro compound, (c) If this dihydro ether is cleaved

by acid, what is the structure of the initial product ? (d) What further change will this

initial product undoubtedly undergo, and what will be the final product?

11. Reduction of naphthalene by Li metal in C2HSNH2 gives a 52% yield of

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octahydronaphthalene. (a) What will this compound yield upon ozono-

lysis?

Treatment of the ozonolysis product (C 10H^O2) with base yields an unsaturated

ketone (C10H14O). (b) What is its structure? (c) Show how this ketone can be trans-

formed into azulene, Ci H8 , a blue hydrocarbon that is isomeric with naphthalene.
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12. (a) Azulene (preceding problem) is a planar molecule, and has a heat of combus-
tion about 40 kcal/mole lower than that calculated by the method of Problem 10.2

(p. 323). It couples with diazonium salts and undergoes nitration and Friedel-Crafts

acylation. Using both valence-bond and orbital structures, account for these properties

of azulene* What might be a better representation of azulene than the formula 1?

(b) The dipole moment of azulene is 1.08 D; that of 1-chloroazulene is 2.69 D. What
is the direction of the dipole of azulene ? Is this consistent with the structure you arrived

at in (a)?

13. (a) In CF3COOH solution, azulene gives the following nmr spectrum:

a singlet, 6 4 4, 2H
b doublet, 8 7.8, 1H
c doublet, 3 8.1, 1H
d multiple!,- B 9, 5H

and in CF3COOD solution, the following spectrum:

a singlet, 8 8.1, 1H
b multiple!, 8 9, 5H

What compound gives rise to the spectrum in CF3COOH? in CF3COOD? Identify

all nmr signals.

(b) In light of your structure for azulene (preceding problem), how do you account

for what happens in CF3COOH solution? What would you expect to obtain on neutral-

ization of this solution?

(c) Show in detail just how the compound giving rise to the spectrum observed in

CF3COOD must have been formed. What would you expect to obtain on neutralization

of this solution?

(d) At which position or positions in azulene would you expect nitration, Friedel-

Crafts acylation, and diazonium coupling to occur?

14. Azulene reacts with w-butyllithium to yield, after hydrolysis and dehydrogenation,
an /t-butylazulene, and similarly with sodamide to yield an aminoazulene. To what class

of reactions do these substitutions belong ? In which ring would you expect such substi-

tution to have occurred? At which position?

15. The structure of eudalene, CMH 16 , a degradation product of eudesmol (a terpene
found in eucalyptus oil), was first established by the following synthesis:

/Msopropylbenzaldehyde + ethyl bromoacetate, Zn; then H2O > P (Ci 4H2oO3)
P + acid, heat > Q (Ci4Hi 8O2)

Q + Na, ethyl alcohol > R (C12H 18O)

R HB^ KC^ HiOJHM^ SOC^ S (^H^C,)
S + AlCl 3,warm * T (C 13H 16O)
T + CH3MgBr, then H2O > U (C 14H20O)
U + acid, heat > V (C 14H 18)

V + sulfur, heat > eudalene (CUH 16)

What is the structure and systematic name of eudalene?

16. Many polynuclear aromatic compounds do not contain fused ring systems, e.g.,

biphenyl and triphenylmethane. Give structures and names of compounds W through U,
formed in the following syntheses of such polynuclear compounds.

(a) 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene + H2O, heat > W (C6H 3OC10
W + HCHO + H 2S04 > [X, C7H 5O2C13] > V (C| 3H*O2C!ft) t "Hcxa-

chlorophene," soluble in base

(b) /n-bromotoluene + Mg, ether > Z (C7H 7MgBr)
Z f 4-methylcyclohexanone, then H2O > AA (C14H20O)
AA T H+, heat > BB (C, 4H, 8)

BB + Pd/C, heat > CC (C 14H 14)
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(c) ethyl benzoate + C6H5MgBr, then H2O > DD (C19H 16O)
DD + cone. HBr > EE (Ci9H15Br)
EE + Ag * FF (C38H3o)

(d) (C6H5)3COH + C6H5NH2 + acid > GO (C25H21N)
GG 4- NaN02 + HC1; then H3PO2 > HH (C25H20)

(e) C6H5COCH3 + acid + heat > II (C24H 18) (Hint: Acids catalyze aldol con-

densations.)

17. When l-nitro-2-aminonaphthalene is treated with sodium nitrite and HC1, and
then with warm water, there is obtained not only l-nitro-2-naphthol, but also l-chloro-2-

naphthol. How do you account for the formation of the chloronaphthol? Consider

carefully the stage at which chlorine is introduced into the molecule.

18. Treatment of phenanthrene with diazomethane yields a product JJ for which
mass spectrometry indicates a molecular weight of 192. The infrared spectrum of JJ

resembles that of 9,10-dihydrophenanthrene; its nmr spectrum shows two signals of

one proton each at 8 -0.12 and 8 1.48.

(a) What is a likely structure for JJ, and how is it probably formed ? How do you
account for the formation of JJ rather than one of its isomers?

(b) When a solution of JJ in /i-pentane was irradiated with ultraviolet light, there

were obtained phenanthrene, 2-methylpentane, 3-methylpentane, and /i-hexane; the al-

kanes were obtained in the ratio 34:17:49. What happened in this reaction? What is

the driving force?

(c) The irradiation of JJ in cyclohexene gave four products of formula CyH^.
What would you expect these products to be?

(d) What would you expect to obtain from the irradiation of JJ in ro-4-methyl-2-

pentene? In /ra/M-4-methyl-2-pentene?

19. When dihydropentalene is treated with a little more than two moles of /i-butyl-

Dihydropentalene

lithium, a stable white crystalline material KK is obtained. In contrast to the rather

complicated nmr spectrum of dihydropentalene. the nmr spectrum of KK is simple:

a doublet, 8 4.98, J = 3 cps
b triplet, 8 5.73, / = 3 cps

peak area ratio a: b 2:1

What is a likely structure for KK? Of what theoretical significance is its formation

and stability?

20. (a) When either 1-chloronaphthalene or 2-chloronaphthalene is treated with

lithium piperidide and piperidine (Sec. 31.12) dissolved in ether, the same mixture of

products is obtained: I and II of Problem 30.8 (p. 977) in the ratio 31:69. Show all

steps in a mechanism that accounts for these observations. In particular, show why
2-chloronaphthalene yields the same mixture as 1-chloronaphthalene.

(b) Under the conditions of (a), 1 -bromonaphthalene and 1-iodonaphthalene give

I and II in the same ratio as 1-chloronaphthalene does. With 1-fluoronaphthalene,

however, the ratio of products depends on the concentration of piperidine. At high

piperidine concentration, I makes up as much as 84% of the product; at low piperidine

concentrations, the product ratio levels off at the 31 :69 value.

Account in detail for these facts. Tell what is happening to change the product

ratio, why the ratio is affected by piperidine concentration, and why the fluoride should

behave differently from the other halides.
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21. Give structural formulas for LL through UU. Account in detail for the

properties of compound UU.

3,5-dibromo-4-methylanisole + CuCN > LL (Ci H8ON2)

LL + KOH, then CH3OH, H+ > MM (C12Hi4O5)

MM + LiAlH4 > NN (C 10H 14O 3)

NN + PBr3 > OO (C 10Hi 2OBr2)

OO + Na > PP (C?oH24O2)

PP + CrO3
> QQ (Ci 8Hi 8O2), a pale yellow solid (Hint: A carbon-carbon bond is

formed.)

QQ + 2NaOH > RR (Ci 8Hi 6O2Na2), soluble in water

RR + O2 > SS (C 18Hi4O 2), a yellow solid

SS + LiAlH4 > TT(C18H 18)

TT + 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyanoquinone ("D.D.Q.") > UU (C 18H I6)

Compound UU undergoes nitration, bromination, and Friedel-Crafts acylation.

X-ray analysis shows that (except for the two methyl groups) UU is flat or nearly flat.

Ten carbon-carbon bonds are between 1 .386 A and 1 .401 A long. The nmr spectrum shows

peaks for 10H downfield, and for 6Hfar upfield:

a singlet, 8 -4.25 (r 14.25), 6H
b triplet, 58.11,2H
c doublet, 8 8.62, 4H
(/singlet, 88.67, 4H
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31

Heterocyclic

Compounds

31.1 Heterocyclic systems

A heterocyclic compound is one that contains a ring made up of more than one

kind of atom.

In most of the cyclic compounds that we have studied so far benzene,

naphthalene, cyclohexanol, cyclopentadiene the rings are made up only of carbon

atoms; such compounds are called homocyclic or alleydie compounds. But there

are also rings containing, in addition to carbon, other kinds of atoms, most com-

monly nitrogen, oxygen, or sulfur. For example:

Furan

HN'
H

Pyrazole 3-Pyrrolinc

Quinolinc

Thiophene

O
H

Pyrrolidine

N
H

Imidazole

O

Oxazole Thiazoic

l&oqumoiine Carbazoic

We notice lhai. in the numix*r!ng o( rnig

given the lowest possible numbers

. hctcro aioms are generally
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Table 31.1 HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

Actually, of course, we have already encountered numerous heterocyclic com-

pounds: cyclic anhydrides (Sec. 20.9) and cyclic icicles (Sec. 20.14), for example:
lactones (Sec. 20.15) and lactams (Problem 28.3, p. 891); cyclic acetals of dihydroxy

alcohols (Problem 23, p. 651); the solvents dioxane and tetrahydrofuran (Sec. 17.9).

In all these, the chemistry is essentially that of their open-chain analogs.

We have encountered three-membered heterocyclic rings which, because of

ring strain, are highly reactive: epoxides (Sees. 17.10-17.15) and aziridines (Sec.

22.6); the fleeting but important intermediates, cyclic haloniwn ions (Sees. 7.12 and

28.10) and cyclic sulfonwm ions (Sec. 28.11).

Heterocyclic intermediates are being used more and more in synthesis as protect-

ing groups, readily generated and, when their job is done, readily removed. We have

seen two examples of this: the temporary incorporation of the carboxyl group into

a 2-oxazoline ring (Sec. 26.6), and the temporary formation of tetrahydropyranyl

(THP) esters, resistant toward alkali but extremely easily cleaved by acid (Problem

16, p. 692).

In the biological world, as we shall see in the final chapters of this book, hetero-

cyclic compounds are everywhere. Carbohydrates are heterocyclic; so are chloro-

phyll and hemin, which make leaves green and blood red and bring life to plants

and animals. Heterocycles form the sites of reaction in many enzymes and co-

enzymes. Heredity comes down, ultimately, to the particular sequence of attach-

ment of a half-dozen heterocyclic rings to the long chains of nucleic acids.

In this chapter we can take up only a very few of the many different heterocyclic

systems, and look only briefly at them. Among the most important and most

interesting heterocycles are the ones that possess aromatic properties; we shall

focus our attention on a few of these, and in particular upon their aromatic proper-

ties.

We can get some idea of the importance as well as complexity of heterocyclic

systems from the following examples. Some others are hemin (p. 1152), nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide (p. 1 153), and oxytocin (p. 1 143).
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H ? H
v S /

CH *

C6H 5CH2C-N-{ Y T"CH 3

-H

COOH

Penicillin G
Antibiotic

Rose rpine
A tranquilizing drug

Copper phthalocyaninc

A blue pigment

.CH2CH2OH

do
Thiamine

Vitamin B,

Anti-beriberi factor

Nicotine

tobacco alkaloid

O,% "3

j;c~cH 2cH;
'

CH 3

Chlorophyll a

Grfen plant pigment:

catclyst for photosynthesis

FIVE-MEMBERED RINGS

31.2 Structure of pyrrole, furan, and thiophene

The simplest of the five-membered heterocyclic compounds are pyrrole, furan,

and thiophene, each of which contains a single hetero atom.

Judging from the commonly used structures I, II, and JH, we might expect each

of these compounds to have the properties of a conjugated diene and of an amine,

an ether, or a sulfide (thioether). Except for a certain tendency to undergo addi-

O Q O
Pyrrole

II

Furan

III

Thiophene
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tion reactions, however, these heterocycles do not have the expected properties:

thiophene does not undergo the oxidation typical of a sulfide, for example; pyrrole

does not possess the basic properties typical of amines.

Instead, these heterocycles and their derivatives most commonly undergo

electrophilic substitution: nitration, sulfonation, halogenation, Friedel-Crafts

acylation, even the Reimer-Tiemann reaction and coupling with diazonium salts.

Heats of combustion indicate resonance stabilization to t

mole; somewhat less than the resonance energy of benzeneJ36 kcal/moje),^but
much greater than that of most conjugated! dienes (about JTccal/mole). On the~basis

of these properties, pyrrole, furan, and thiophene must be considered aromatic.

Clearly, formulas I, II, and III do not adequately represent the structures of these

compounds.
Let us look at the orbital picture of one of these molecules, pyrrole. Each atom of

the ring, whether carbon or nitrogen, is held by a cr bond to three other atoms. In

forming these bonds, the atom uses three sp
2
orbitals, whijchjie in a pjane and are

120 apart. After contributing one electron to each a bond, each carbon atom of the

ring has left one electron and the nitrogen atom has left two electrons; these electrons

occupy p orbitals. Overlap of the/? orbitals gives rise to TT clouds, one above and one

below the plane of the ring; the -n clouds contain a total of six electrons, the aromatic

sextet (Fig. 31.1).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 31.1. Pyrrole molecule, (a) Two electrons in p orbital of nitrogen;

one electron in p orbital of each carbon, (b) Overlap of p orbitals to form

TT bonds, (c) Clouds above and below plane of ring; total of six TT electrons,

the aromatic sextet.

Delocalization of the n electrons stabilizes the ring. As a result, pyrrole has an

abnormally low heat of combustion; it tends to undergo reactions in which the

stabilized ring is retained, that is, to undergo substitution.

Nitrogen's extra pair of electrons, which is responsible for the usual basicity of

nitrogen compounds, is involved in the TT cloud, and is not available for sharing with

acids. In contrast to most amines, therefore, pyrrole is an extremely weak base

(Kb
- 2.5 x 10" 14

). By the same token, there is a high electron density in the ring,

which causes pyrrole to be extremely reactive toward electrophilic substitution: it

undergoes reactions like nitrosation and coupling with diazonium salts which are

characteristic of only the most reactive benzene derivatives, phenols and amines.
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It thus appears that pyrrole is better represented by IV,

or

IV

Pyrrole

in which the circle represents the aromatic sextet.

What does IV mean in terms of conventional valence-bond structures ? Pjyrrole can

be considered a hybrid of structures V-IX. Donation of electrons to the ring by nitrogen

VI

is indicated by the ionic structures in which nitrogen bears a positive charge and the

carbon atoms of the ring bear a negative charge.

Furan and thiophene have structures that are analogous to the structure of

pyrrole. Where nitrogen in pyrrole carries a hydrogen atom, the oxygen or sulfur

carries an unshared pair of electrons in an sp
2 orbital. Like nitrogen, the oxygen or

sulfur atom provides two electrons for the n cloud; as a result these compounds,

too, behave like extremely reactive benzene derivatives.

31.3 Source of pyrrole, furan, and thiophene

Pyrrole and thiophene are found in small amounts in coal tar. During the

fractional distillation of coal tar, thiophene (b.p. 84) is collected along with the

benzene (b.p, 80); as a result ordinary benzene contains about 0.5% of thiophene,
and must be specially treated if thiophene-free benzene is desired.

Thiophene can be synthesized on an industrial scale by the high-temperature

reaction between w-butane and sulfur.

CH 3CH2CH2CH3 + S

/i-Butanc
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Pyrrole can be synthesized in a number of ways. For example:

1007

HCCH T- 2HCHO > HOCH 2CpCCH2OH

1,4-Butynediol

NHj, pressure

H

Pyrrole

The pyrrole ring is the basic unit of the porphyrin system, which occurs, for

example, in chlorophyll (p. 1004) and in hemoglobin (p. 1152).

Furan is most readily prepared by decarbonylation (elimination of carbon

monoxide) of furfural (furfuraldehyde), which in turn is made by the treatment of

,oat hulls, corncobs, or rice hulls with hot hydrochloric acid. In the latter reaction

pentosans (polypentosides) are hydrolyzed to pentoses, which then undergo de-

hydration and cyclization to form furfural.

(C5H8 4)n

Pentosan

CHO

(CHOH)3

CH2OH
Pentose

oxide catalyst,

steam, 400

CHO

Furfural

(2-Furancarboxyaldehyde)

Furan

Certain substituted pyrroles, furans, and thiophenes can be prepared from the

parent heterocycles by substitution (see Sec. 31.4); most, however, are prepared

from open-chain compounds by ring closure. For example:

H2C-CH2

Acetonylacetone

(2,5-Hexanedione)

A 1,4-diketone

2,5-Dimethylfuran

H

2,5-Dimcthylpyrrolc

P2S3. heat w

2,5-Dimcthylthiophcne

Problem 31.1 Give structural formulas for all intermediates in the following

synthesis of acetonylacetone (2,5-hexanedione):

ethyl acetoacetate + NaOC2H5 > A (C6H9O 3Na)
A + I 2 > B (C 12H 18O6) 4- Nal
B H- dilute acid + heat > 2,5-hexanedione -H carbon dioxide + ethanol

Problem 31.2 Outline a synthesis of 2,5-diphenylfuran, starting from ethyl

benzoate and ethyl acetate.
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31.4 Electrophilic substitution in pyrrole, furan, and thiophene. Reactivity an

orientation

Like other aromatic compounds, these five-membered heterocycles undergo

nitration, halogenation, sulfonation, and Friedel-Crafts acylation. They are muc

more reactive than benzene, and resemble the most reactive benzene derivatives

(amines and phenols) in undergoing such reactions as the Reimer-Tiemann reaction,

nitrosation, and coupling with diazonium salts.

Reaction takes place predominantly at the 2-position. For example:

pyridine : 803 w
Furan 2-Furansulfonic acid

f- (CH 3CO)2

Furan Boron trifluoride

cthcratc

C6H 5COC1 r SnCl 4

2-Acetylfuran

COC6H 5

2-Benzoylthiophene

sI=NC6H 5

H

+ CHC13
f KOH

2-(Phenylazo)pyrrole

CHO

H

2-Pyrrolecarboxaldchyde

(Low yield)

In some of the examples we notice modifications in the usual electrophilic

reagents. The high reactivity of these rings makes it possible to use milder reagents

in many cases, as, for example, the weak Lewis acid stannic chloride in the Friedel-

Crafts acylation of thiophene. The sensitivity to protic acids of furan (which under-

goes ring opening) and pyrrole (which undergoes polymerization) makes it neces-

sary to modify the usual sulfonating agent

Problem 31.3 Furan undergoes ring opening upon treatment with sulfuric acid; it

reacts almost explosively with halogens. Account for the fact that 2-furoic acid, how-

ever, can be sulfonated (in the 5-position) by treatment with fuming sulfuric acid, and
brominated (in the 5-position) by treatment with bromine at 100.

COOH

2-Furoic acid
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Problem 31.4 Upon treatment with formaldehyde and acid, ethyl 2,4-dimethy!-3-
pyrrolecarboxylate is converted into a compound of formula CjgHj^ty , What is the
most likely structure for this product? How is it formed?

Problem 31.5 Predict the products from the treatment of furfural (2-furan-
carboxaldehyde) with concentrated aqueous NaOH.

Problem 31.6 Sulfur trioxide dissolves in the tertiary amine pyridine to form a
salt:

SO., t

Show all steps in the most likely mechanism for the sulfonation of an aromatic com-
pound by this reagent.

In our study of electrophilic aromatic substitution (Sec. 11.19 and Sec. 30.9),

we found that we could account for orientation on the following basis: the con-

trolling step is the attachment of the electrophilic reagent to the aromatic ring,

which takes place in such a way as to yield the most stable intermediate carbonium

ion. Let us apply this approach to the reactions of pyrrole.

Attack at position 3 yields a carbonium ion that is a hybrid of structures I and

II. Attack at position 2 yields a carbonium ion that is a hybrid not only of structures

III and IV (analogous to I and II) but also of structure V; the extra stabilization

conferred by V makes this ion the more stable one.

H H

attack at position 3 ^ // H

attack at positic

a "

H
III

H
IV

H
v

More stable ion

Viewed differently, attack at position 2 is faster because the developing positive

charge is accommodated by three atoms of the ring instead of by only two.

Pyrrole is highly reactive, compared with benzene, because of contribution

from the relatively stable structure III. In III every atom has an octet of electrons',

nitrogen accommodates the positive charge simply by sharing four pairs of electrons.

It is no accident that pyrrole resembles aniline in reactivity: both owe their high

reactivity to the ability of nitrogen to share four pairs of electrons.
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Orientation of substitution in furan and thiophene, as well as their high reac-

tivity, can be accounted for in a similar way. \

Problem 31.7 The heterocycle indole, commonly represented as formula VI,
found in coal tar and in orange blossoms.

It undergoes electrophilic substitution, chiefly at position 3. Account (a) for the aro-
matic properties of indole, and (b) for the orientation in electrophilic substitution.

(Hint: See Sec. 30.9.)

31.5 Saturated five-membered heterocycles

Catalytic hydrogenation converts pyrrole and furan into the corresponding

saturated heterocycles, pyrrolidine and tetrahydrofuran. Since thiophene poisons

most catalysts, tetrahydrothiophene is synthesized instead from open-chain com-

pounds.

/Q\ HN, t 200-230-
^
r\V >
H

Pyrrole Pyrrolidinc

(ft - 10 -) (ft- 10
- 3

)

HNi.30

Furan Tetrahydrofuran

BrCH2CH2CH2CH2 Br r Na 2S
-

hcat
> / \

7S

Tetrahydrothiophene

Saturation of these rings destroys the aromatic structure and, with it, the

aromatic properties. Each of the saturated heterocycles has the properties we

would expect of it: the properties of a secondary aliphatic amine, an aliphatic

ether, or an aliphatic sulfide. With nitrogen's extra pair of electrons now available

for sharing with acids, pyrrolidine (Kb
~ 10~ 3

) has the normal basicity ofan aliphatic

amine. Hydrogenation of pyrrole increases the base strength by a factor of 10 11

(100 billion); clearly a fundamental change in structure has taken place.

Tetrahydrofuran is an important solvent, used, for example, in reductions with

lithium aluminum hydride, in the preparation of arylmagnesium chlorides (Sec.
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25.4), and in hydroborations. Oxidation of tetrahydrothiophene yields telra-

methvlene sulfone (or sulfblane)* also used as a solvent (Sec. 1.21).

Q
0^0

Telramethylenc sulfone

(Sulfolanc)

We have encountered pyrrohdine as a secondary amine commonly used in

making enamincs (Sec. 26.8). The pyrrolidine ring occurs naturally in a number
of alkaloids (Sec. 7.9), providing the basicity that gives these compounds their name

(alkali-like).

Problem 31.8 An oider process for the synthesis of both the adipic acid and the

hexamethylenediamine needed in the manufacture of Nylon 66 (Sec. 32.7) started with

tetrahydrofuran. Using only familiar chemical reactions suggest possible steps in their

synthesis.

Problem 31.9 Predict the products of the treatment of pyrrolidine with:

(a) aqueous HC1 (d) bcn/enesulfonyl chloride -f aqueous NaOH
(b) aqueous NaOH (e) methyl iodide, followed by aqueous NaOH
(c) acetic anhydride (f) repeated treatment with methyl iodide, fol-

lowed by Ag2O and then strong heating

Problem 31.10 The alkaloid hygrine is found in the coca plant. Suggest a structure

for it on the basis of the following evidence:

Hygrinc (C 8H 15ON) is insoluble in aqueous NaOH but soluble in aqueous JHC1 It

does not react with benzenesulfonyl chloride. It reacts with phenylhydraxine to yield a

phenylhydra/one. It reacts with NaOI to yield a yellow precipitate and a carboxyltc
acid (C 7H 13O-N). Vigorous oxidation by CrO 3 converts hygrine into hygrinic acid

(C6H n 2N).

Hygrinic acid can be synthesized as follows:

BrCH2CH2CH ;Br + CH(COOC2H 5) 2 -Na 4 > A (C 10H l7O4Br)

A + Br2
> B (CioH 16O4Br2 )

B + CH 3NH 2 > C(CuHi 9O4N)

C 4- aq. Ba(OH)2 + heat + D 2+ E ^ hygrinic acid + CO2

SIX-MEMBERED RINGS

31.6 Structure of pyridine ^
Of the six-membered aromatic heterocycles, we shall take up only one,

pyridine.

Pyridinc is classified as aromatic on the basis of its properties. It is flat, with bond

angles of 120 ; the four carbon-carbon bonds are of the same length, and so are

the two carbon-nitrogen bonds. It resists addition and undergoes electrophilic

substitution. Its heal of combustion indicates a resonance energy of 23 kcal/mole.

i

[I
1 I j) equivalent to

k
t<r ^NT

1 II
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Pyridine can be considered a hybrid of the Kekul structures I and M. We
shall represent it as structure III, in which the circle represents the aromatic sextet.

In electronic configuration, the nitrogen of pyridine is considerably different

from the nitrogen of pyrrole. In pyridine the nitrogen atom, like each of the carbon
atoms, is bonded to other members of the ring by the use of sp2 orbital s, and pro-

vides one electron for
Jhe^7rj:loud.

The third sp
2 orbital of each carbon atom is

used to form a bond to hydrogerTfthe third sp
2 orbital of nitrogen simply contains a

pair of electrons, which are available for sharing with acids (Fig. 31.2).

unshared pair unshared pair

in sp
2 orbital in sp* ofbital

() (6)

Figure 31.2. Pyridine molecule, (a) One electron in each p orbital; two

electrons in sp
2 orbital of nitrogen, (b) The p orbitals overlap to form n

clouds above and below plane of ring; two unshared electrons still in sp
2

orbital of nitrogen.

Because of this electronic configuration, the nitrogen atom makes pyridine a much

stronger base than pyrrole, and affects the reactivity of the ring in a quite different

way, as we shall see.

31.7 Source of pyridine compounds

Pyridine is found in coal tar. Along with it are found a number of methyl-

pyridines, the most important of which are the monomethyl compounds, known as

picolines.

Oxidation of the picolines yields the pyridinecarboxylic acids.

COOH

Picoline Pyridinecarboxylic acid

(2-, 3-, or 4-) (2-> 3-, or 4-)

The 3-isomer (nicotinic acid or niaciri) is a vitamin. The 4-isomer (Isonicotinic acid)

has been used, in the form of its hydrazide, in the treatment of tuberculosis.
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:OOH

Nicotinic acid

Niacin

3-Pyridinecarboxylic acid

Anti-pellagra factor

NHNH

Isonicotinic acid hydrazide

(Isoniazid)

The increasing demand for certain pyridine derivatives has led to the develop-

ment of syntheses involving ring closure. For example:

2CH2=CH-CHO NH 3

Acrolein

3-Methylpyndme

j3-Picolme

@COOH

Nicotinic acid

31.8 Reactions of pyridine

The chemical properties of pyridine are those we would expect on the basis of

its structure. The ring undergoes the substitution, both electrophilic and nucleo-

philic, typical of aromatic rings; our interest will lie chiefly in the way the nitrogen

atom affects these reactions.

There is another set of reactions in which pyridine acts as a base or nucleo-

phile; these reactions involve nitrogen directly and arc due to its unshared pair of

electrons.

31.9 Electrophilic substitution in pyridine

Toward electrophilic substitution pyridine resembles a highly deactivated

benzene derivative. It undergoes nitration, sulfonation, and halogenatiOn only

under very vigorous conditions, and does not jjndergo
the Friedel-Crafts reaction

at all.

"""

Substitution occurs chiefly at the 3- (or /J-) position.

KNO, t H 2SQ4 , 300

Pyridine

3-Nitropyndine

H 2S04. 350'
^

SO 3H

3-Pyridinesulfonic acid

J-300L_^ jgjBr ^ Br^jBr^-^ ^^
3-Bromo- and 3,5-Dibromopyridinc

RX or RCOX, A1C1, > no reaction
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Let us see if we can account for the reactivity and orientation on our\ usual

basis of stability of the intermediate carbonium ion. Attack at the 4-position yields

a carbonium ion that is a hybrid of structures I, II, and III;

ct "xi b^K!** ^\i<^ ^wr

H Y H Y H
-H HO><, s><i Electrophilk

attack at

4-position

I I! Ill

Especially unstable:

nitrogen has se\tet

Attack at the 3-position yields an ion that is a hybrid of structures IV, V, and VI.

^ H H H

/^N^ N^LJ 3-position
H H

IV V VI

(Attack at the 2-position resembles attack at the 4-position just as ortho attack

resembles para attack in the benzene series.)

All these structures are less stable than the corresponding ones for attack on

benzene, because of electron withdrawal by the nitrogen atom. As a result, pyridine

undergoes substitution more slowly than benzene.

Of these structures, III is especially unstable, since in it the electronegative

nitrogen atom has only a sextet of electrons. As a result, attack at the 4-position

(or 2-position) is especially slow, and substitution occurs predominantly at the

3-position.

It is important to see the difference between substitution in pyridine and sub-

stitution in pyrrole. In the case of pyrrole, a structure in which nitrogen bears a

positive charge (see Sec. 31.4) is especially stable since every atom has an octet of

electrons; nitrogen accommodates the positive charge simply by sharing four pairs

of electrons. In the case of pyridine, a structure in which nitrogen bears a positive

charge (III) is especially unstable since nitrogen has only a sextet of electrons;

nitrogen shares electrons readily, but as an electronegative atom it resists the

removal of electrons.

Problem 31. 1 1 2-Aminopyridine can be nitrated or sultonated under much milder

conditions than pyridine itself; substitution occurs chiefly at the 5-position. Account for

these facts.

Problem 31.12 Because of the difficulty of nitrating pyridine, 3-aminopyridine is

most conveniently made via nicotinic acid. Outline the synthesis of 3-aminopyridine
from #-picoline.

31.10 Nucleophilic substitution in pyridine

Here, as in electrophilic substitution, the pyridine ring resembles a benzene

ring that contains strongly electron-withdrawing groups. Nucleophilic substitution

takes place readily, particularly at the 2- and 4-positions. For example:
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NH3 . 180-200-

2-Aminopyridine

* NH 3t 180-200*

NH2

=*

4-Chloropyndine 4-Ammopyndine

The reactivity of pyridine toward nucleophilic substitution is so great that even

the powerfully basic hydride ion, :H~, can be displaced. Two important examples
of this reaction are amination by sodium amide (Chichibabin reaction), and alkyla-

tion or arylation by organolithium compounds.

Pyridine

Na+NH2

- --

Sodium
amide 2

H:H

2-Ammopyridme

NH 3

Sodium salt of

2-ammopyridine

Pyridine

5- 84-

C6H5-Li

Phenyllithium

heat

Li 4

Li:H

2-Phenylpyridme

As we have seen (Sec. 25.8), nucleophilic aromatic substitution can take place

by a mechanism that is quite analogous to the mechanism for electrophilic sub-

stitution. Reaction proceeds by two steps; the rate of the first step, formation of a

charged particle, determines the rate of the overall reaction. In electrophilic sub-

stitution, the intermediate is positively charged; in nucleophilic substitution, the

intermediate is negatively charged. The ability of the ring to accommodate the

charge determines the stability of the intermediate and of the transition state lead-

ing to it, and hence determines the rate of the reaction.

Nucleophilic attack at the 4-position yields a carbanion that is a hybrid of

structures I, II, and III:

H Z
><

[j y

Nucleophilic
attack at

4-position

III

Especially stable:

negative charge
on nitrogen
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Attack at the 3-position yields a carbanion that is a hybrid of structures\IV, V,

and VI:

?H H H
Oij^V ^1 ^1 Nucleophilic

attack at

IV V VI

(As before, attack at the 2-position resembles attack at the 4-position.)

All these structures are more stable than the corresponding ones for attack on

a benzene derivative, because of electron withdrawal by the nitrogen atom. Struc-

ture III is especially stable, since the negative charge is located on the atom that can

best accommodate it, the electronegative nitrogen atom. It is reasonable, therefore,

that nucleophilic substitution occurs more rapidly on the pyridine ring than on the

benzene ring, and more rapidly at the 2- and 4-positions than at the 3-position.

The same electronegativity of nitrogen that makes pyridine unreactive toward

electrophilic substitution makes pyridine highly reactive toward nucleophilic

substitution.

31.11 Basicity of pyridine

Pyridine is a base with Kb
= 2.3 x 10

~ 9
. It is thus much stronger than pyrrole

(Kb
~ 2.5 x 10" 14

) but much weaker than aliphatic amines (Kb
~ 10~ 4

).

Pyridine has a pair of electrons (in an sp
2
orbital) that is available for sharing

with acids; pyrrole has not, and can accept an acid only at the expense of the

aromatic character of the ring.

The fact that pyridine is a weaker base than aliphatic amines is more difficult

to account for, but at least it fits into a pattern. Let us turn for a moment to the

basicity of the carbon analogs of amines, the carbanions, and use the approach of

Sec. 8.10.

Benzene is a stronger acid than an alkane, as shown by its ability to displace

an alkarfe from its salts; this, of course, means that the phenyl anion, C6H 5 ~, is a

weaker base than an alkyl anion, R~.

R:-Na+ + C6H 5 :H ^z R:H + C6H 5 : Na+

Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker
base acid acid base

In the same way, acetylene is a stronger acid than benzene, and the acetylide ion is a

weaker base than the phenyl anion.

C6H 5 :-Na
+ + HC-C:H ^Z C6H 5 :H -f HC=-C:-Na*

Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker
base acid acid base

Thus we have the following sequences of acidity of hydrocarbons and basicity of

their anions:

Relative acidity : HC-C : H > C6H 5 :H > R : H
Relative basicity: HCz-C:" < C6H5 :' < R:~
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A possible explanation for these sequences can be found in the electronic

configuration of the carbanions. In the alkyl, phenyl, and acetylide anions, the

unshared pair of electrons occupies respectively an sp
3

, an sp
2

, and an sp orbital.

The availability of this pair for sharing with acids determines the basicity of the

particular anion. As we proceed along the series sp
3

, sp
2

, sp, the p character of the

orbital decreases and the 5 character increases. Now, an electron in a p orbital is at

some distance from the nucleus and is held relatively loosely; an electron in an s

orbital, on the other hand, is close to the nucleus and is held more tightly. Of the

three anions, the alkyl ion is the strongest base since its pair of electrons is held

most loosely, in an sp
3 orbital. The acetylide ion is the weakest base since its pair of

electrons is held most tightly, in an sp orbital.

Pyridine bears the same relationship to an aliphatic amine as the phenyl

anion bears to an alkyl anion. Thq pair of electrons that gives pyridine its basicity

occupies an sp
2
orbital; it is held more tightly and is less available for sharing with

acids than the pair of electrons of an aliphatic amine. which occupies an sp
3 orbital.

Problem 31.13 Predict the relative basicities of amines (RCHhNHU), imines

(RCH-NH), and nitriles (RC N).

Pyridine is \\idely used in organic chemistry as a water-soluble base, as, for

example, in the Schotten-Baumann acylation procedure (Sec. 20.8).

Problem 31.14 Ethyl bromosuccinate is converted into the unsaturated ester ethyl
fumarate by the action of pyridine. What is the function of the pyridine? What advan-

tage does it have here over the usual alcoholic KOH?

Like other amines, pyridine has nucleophilic properties, and reacts with alkyl

halides to form quaternary ammonium salts.

r
CH3

N-Methylpyridinium iodide

(Pyridine mcthiodidc)

Problem 31.15 Like any other tertiary amine, pyridine can be converted (by

peroxybenzoic acid) into its N-oxide.

o-

Pyridine N-oxide

In contrast to pyridine itself, pyridine N-oxide readily undergoes nitration, chiefly in the

4-position. How do you account for this reactivity and orientation?

Problem 31.16 Pyridine N-oxides not only are reactive toward electrophilic sub-

stitution, but also seem to be reactive toward nucleophilic substitution, particularly at

the 2- and 4-positions. For example, treatment of 4-nitropyridine N-oxide with hydro-
bromic acid gives 4-bromopyridine N-oxide. How do you account for this reactivity and
orientation?
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Problem 31.1? The oxygen of pyridine N-oxide is readily removed by treatment

with PCIj. Suggest a practical route to 4-nitropyridine. To 4-bromopyridtne, /

31.12 Reduction of pyridine

Catal>tic hydrpgenation of pyridine yields the aliphatic heterocyclic compound

piperidine. C 5 H,,N.

^"
H 2 , Pt, HC1. 25, 3 atm.

B

Pyridine Pipendme

(Kh - 23 x 10-) (Kb = 2v 10
- 3

)

Piperidine (A'/,
-- 2 x 10~ 3

) has the usual basicity of a secondary aliphatic aniine.

Like pytidine, it is often used a^ a basic catalyst in such reactions as the

Knoevenagcl reaction (Problem 21.22 (f), p. 714) or Michael addition (Sec. 27.7).

Like the pyrrolidine ring, the piperidine and pyridine rings are found in a

number of alkaloids, including nicotine, strychnine* cocaine* and reserpine (see

p. 1004).

Problem 31.18 Why can piperidine not be used in place of pyridine in the Schotten-
Baumann procedure?

FUSED RINGS

31.13 Quinoline. The Skraup synthesis

Quinoline, C QH 7N, contains a benzene ring and a pyridine ring fused as shown

in f.

In general, its properties are the ones we would expect from what we have learned

about pyridine and naphthalene.

Problem 31.19 Account for the following properties of quinoline:

(a) Treatment with nitric and sulfuric acids gives 5- and 8-nitroquinoIines; treatment

with fuming sulfuric acid gives 5- and 8-quinolinesulfonic acids.

(b) Oxidation by KMnO4 gives 2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (quinolinic acid).

(c) Treatment with sodamide gives 2-aminoquinoline; treatment with alkyllithium

compounds gives 2-alkylquinolines.

Problem 31M 8-Hydroxyquinoline (8-quinolinol) is a reagent in inorganic

analysis. Suggest a method of synthesizing it.
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Quinoline is found in coal tar. Although certain derivatives of quinoline can be

made from quinoline itself by substitution, most are prepared from benzene deriva-

tives by ring closure.

Perhaps the most generally useful method for preparing substituted quinolines

is the Skraup synthesis. In the simplest example, quinoline itself is obtained from the

reaction of aniline with glycerol, concentrated sulfuric acid, nitrobenzene, and

ferrous sulfate.

CH 2OH

C6H 5NH 2
' H 2

The following steps seem to be involved:

(1) Dehydration of glycerol by hot sulfuric acid to yield the unsaturated

aldehyde acrolein :

CH, -CH-CH, - lSO
"-

ca
-> CH, CH-CHO+2H,0

OH OH OH
Glycerol

Acrolein

(2) Nucleophilic addition of aniline to acrolein to yield /?-(phenyIamino)pro-

pionaldehyde:

O

H CH

Aniline

CH 2

Acrolein

CH-,

H
0-( Phenylamino)propionaldehyde

(3) Electrophilic attack on the aromatic ring by the electron-deficient carbonyl

carbon of the protonated aldehyde (this is the actual ring-closing step):

O

H
A

cH

(^LNJ*
H

OH

OH

1 ,2-Dihydroquinoline
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(4) Oxidation by nitrobenzene resulting in the aromatization of thk newly
formed ring: I

C6H 5N02

1 ,2-Dihydroquinoline

C6H 5NH 2 f 2H 2O

Ferrous sulfate in some way moderates the otherwise very vigorous reaction.

Thus we see thai what at first appears to be a complicated reaction i actually

a sequence of simple steps involving familiar, fundamental types of reactions:

acid-catalyzed dehydration, nucleophilic addition to an a,j3-unsaturated carbonyl

compound, electrophilic aromatic substitution, and oxidation.

The components of the basic synthesis can be modified to yield a wide variety

of quinoline derivatives. For example:

aniline -f crotonaldehyde > 2-methylquinoline (quinaldine)

3-nitro-4-aminoanisole -f glycerol
- > 6-methoxy-8-nitroquinoline

2-aminonaphthalene -f glycerol

5,6-Benzoqumoline

( 1 -Azaphenanthrene)

Nitrobenzene is often replaced as oxidizing agent by arsenic acid, H 3AsO4 ,

which usually gives a less violent reaction; vanadium pentoxide is sometimes added

as a catalyst. Sulfuric acid can be replaced by phosphoric acid or other acids.

Problem 31.21 Show all steps in the Skraup syntheses mentioned above.

Problem 31.22 The dehydration of glycerol to yield acrolein involves acid-

catalyzed dehydration and keto-enol tautomerization. Outline the possible steps in the

dehydration. (Hint: Which OH is easier to eliminate, a primary or a secondary?)

Problem 31.23 What is the product of the application of the Skraup synthesis to

(a) 0-nitroaniline, (b) o-aminophenol, (c) 0-phenylenediamine, (d) m-phenylenediamine,

(e)p-toluidine?

Problem 31.24 Outline the synthesis of 6-bromoquinoline. Of 8-methylquinoline.

Problem 31.25 In the Doebner-von Miller modification of the Skraup synthesis,

aldehydes, ketones, or mixtures of aldehydes and ketones replace the glyceroi. If acet-

aldehyde is used, for example, the product from aniline is 2-methylquinoline (quinaldine).

(a) Account for its formation, (b) Predict the product if methyl vinyl kctone were

used, (c) If a mixture of benzaldehyde and pyrXivic acid, CHjCOCOOH, were used.

Problem 31.26 Account for the formation of 2,4-dimethylquinoline from aniline

and acetylacetone (2,4-pentanedione) by the Doebner-von Miller synthesis. (Hint:
See Problem 2Up. 724.)
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31.14 Isoquinoline. The Bischler-Napieralski synthesis

Isoquinoline, C9H 7N, contains a benzene ring and a pyridinc ring fused as

shown in I:

I

Isoqumohne

(Kt, 1.1 x ID' 9
)

Isoquinoline, like quinoline, has the properties we would expect from what we

know about pyridine and naphthalene.

Problem 31.27 Account for the following properties of isoqu incline. (Hint:
Review orientation in /^-substituted naphthalenes, Sec. 30.13.)

(a) Nitration gives 5-nitroisoquinoline.

(b) Treatment with potassium amide, KNH2 , ives 1-aminoisoquinoline, and
treatment with alkyllithium compounds gives l-alkylisoquinoline; the 3-substituted

products are not obtained.

(c) 1-Methylisoquinoline reacts with benzaldehyde to vield compound II, whereas

3-methylisoquinoline undergoes no reaction. (Hint: See Problem 21.22 (c), p. 714.)

An important method for making derivatives of isoquinoline is the Bischler-

Napieralski synthesis. Acyl derivatives of ^-phenylcthylamine arc cyclized by treat-

ment with acids (often P2O 5 ) to yield dihydroisoquinolines, which can then be

aromatized.

1 -Methyl-3,4-dihydroisoquinoline
N-(2-phenylethyI)acetamide

1-Methyl.soquinoline

Problem 31.28 To what general class of reactions does the ring closure belong?
What is the function of the acid? (Check your answers in Sec. 32.7.)

Problem 31.29 Outline the synthesis of N-(2-phenylethyl)acetamide from toluene

and aliphatic and inorganic reagents.
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PROBLEMS
1. Give structures and names of the principal products from the reaction (if any) of

pyridme with:

(a) Bis, 300
J

(i) acetic anhydride '

(b) H 2SO4 , 350'- (j) benzenesulfonyl chloride

(c) acetyl chloride, AJClj
-

(k) ethyl bromide

(d) KNO U H 2SO 4 , 300 (1) benzyl chloride

(e) NaNH:, heat, (m) peroxybenzoic acid

(f) CftH.sLi" (n) peroxybenzoic acid, then HNO 3 , H 2SO4

(g) dilute HC1 (o) H 2 , Pt

(h) dilute NaOH /
2. Give structures and names of the principal products from each of the following

reactions:

(a) thiophene 4- cone. H 2SO4

(b) thiophene 4 acetic anhydride, ZnCl 2

(c) thiophene 4- acetyl chloride, TiCl4

(d) thiophene 4- fuming nitric acid in acetic anhydride J

(e) product of (d) 4- Sn, HC1
(f) thiophene + one mole Br2

(g) product of (f) 4- Mg; then CO2 ; then H +

(h) pyrrole 4- pyridme .'SO.;

(i) pyrrole -f- diazoti/ed sulfanilic acid

(j) product of (i) 4- SnCU
(k) pyrrole 4- H : ,Ni -> C4H,,N

(1) furfural 4- acetone 4- base ^\
(m) quinoline 4- HNOj/H 2SO4 \

(n) quinoline N-oxide 4- HNO 3/H 2SO4 \
(o) isoquinoline 4- /i-butyllithium

3. Pyrrole can be reduced by zinc and acetic acid to a pyrroline, C4H 7N. (a) What
structures are possible for this pyrroline?

(b) On the basis of the following evidence which structure must the pyrroline have?

pyrroline 4- O^; then H 2O; then H 2O 2 -> A (C4H 7O4N)
chloroacetic acid f NH* > B"(C 1H 5O2N)
B 4- chloroacetic acid > A

4. Furan and its derivatives are sensitive to protic acids. The following reactions

illustrate what happens.

2,5-dimethylfuran -f- dilute H 2SO4
-> C (C6Hi O2)

C 4- NaOI --> succinic acid

(a) What is C? (b) Outline a likely series of steps for its formation from 2,5-dimethylfuran.

5. Pyrrole reacts with formaldehyde in hot pyridine to yield a mixture of products
from which there can be isolated a small amount of a compound of formula (C5H 5N)4 .

Suggest a possible structure for this compound. (Hint: See Sec. 32.7 and p. 1004.)

6. There are three isomeric pyridinecarboxylic acids, (C 5H 4N)COOH : D, m.p. 137;
E, m.p. 234-7; and F, m.p. 317

U
. Their structures were proved as follows:

quinoline 4- KMn04 , OH" > a diacid (C 7H 5O4N) ^ E, m.p. 234-7

isoquinoline 4- KMnO4 , OH- > a diacid (C 7H 5O4N) ^ E, m.p. 234-7 and

F, m.p. 317
What structures should be assigned to D, E, and F?

7. (a) What structures are possible for G?
m-tolutdinc 4- glycerol

Skraup
> G
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(b) On the basis of the following evidence which structure must G actually have?

2,3-diaminotoluene + glyccrol
Skraup

> H (C, H, ()JSU)

H + NaN0 2 , HC1; then H,PO2 > G

8. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis of each of the following from ben/ene,

toluene, and any needed aliphatic and inorganic reagents:

(a) 1-phenylisoquinolinc (e) 2-methyl-6-qumolmccurboxylic acid

(b) 1-benzylisoquinoline (f) 1,8-diazaphenanthrene (Hint. Use the

(c) 1,5-dimethylisoquinoline Skraup synthesis tvuce.)

(d) 6-nitroquinoline

1 ,8-Dia/aphcnanthrcnc

9. Outline all steps in each of the following syntheses, using any other needed

reagents:

(a) /2-cyanopyndme from /^-picolme

(b) 2-methylpiperidine from pyridine

(c) 5-aniinoquinolinc from quinoline

(d) ethyl 5-nitro-2-fu route from furfural

(e) furylacrylic acid, vS-^^CH^CHCOOH, from furfural

(f) 1,2,5-tnchloropentane from furfural

(g) 3-indolecarboxaldehyde from indole

10. Give the structures of compounds 1 through JJ formed in the following syntheses

of heterocyclic systems.

(a) ethyl malonate 1- urea, base, heat * I (( 4H 4O<N?), a pyrimidinc (l,3-diazine)

(b) 2,5-hexancdione I H :N NH> - * J (C H ION 2 )

J -f air K (CftHsNi), a pyndazine (1,2-dia/ine)

(c) 2,4-pentanedione f H.N NH> * L (C SH MN,), a pyrazole

(d) 2,3-butanedionc + ^-C,H4(NH 2 )i > M (C I(,Hi ()N 2 ), dquinovalme
(e) ethylene glycol f- phosgene * N (CM1 4O 3 ), a IJ-dioxolunone

(f) ff-aminobenzoic acid 4- chloroacetic acid -- > O (CgH yO4N)
O f base, strong heat -> P (C 8H 7ON), uuloxyl* an intermediate in the synthesis

of indigo

(g) aminoacetone > Q(C (,Hi N 2 )

Q -I- air - * * R (C ()
H 8N : ), a pyrazine (1,4-diazine)

(h) ethylencdiamine + ethyl carbonate - > S (CiH^ONU), an imidttzolidone

(\) o-C
ft
H 4(NH 2 ) 2 f acetic acid, strong heat > T (C\H hN : ), a henzimidazole

(j) ethyl 0-ammobcnzoatc + malonic ester > U (CuHnOjN), insoluble in dilute

acid

U 2**L> V(C 12HnO4N)
V + acid, warm > W (CyHyOiN), a c/ninoline

(k) repeat (j) starting with ethyl 3-amino-2-pyridinecarboxylatc * a 1,5-di-

azanaphthalcne

(I) benzalacetophenone 4- KCN -f acetic acid > X (C, 6H nON)
X f CH.OH, H\ H 2O ^> Y (C I7H I6O.O + NH 4

+

Y -f phenylhydra/ine > Z (C22H J8ON 2 ), a
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acrylic acid

pyrazoliilone

(m) acrylic acid -I H.N-NH, > AA '(OH SO 2N 2) > BB (CJH (1ON 2 ), a

(n) <?-CAH 4(NH : ) 2 f glycerol -^-> CO (C, ?H 8Nj), a 4.5-diazaphenanthrene

(o) di(tf-nitrophenyl)ucetylene 4 Br, > DD (C, 4H sO4N,BiO
DD + Sn, HCl -> EE (CMH PN 2 Br2)

EE -~> [FF (C 14H MN 2 Br)J > GG (C 14H ION 2), which contains four

fused aromatic rings

(p) w-ClC
()
H 4CH 2CH :CH ?NHCH, f C

f)
H 5Li -* HH (C,,,H,jN) f a tetrahydro-

iininoline

(q) 0-CIC ftH 4NHCOr ftH5 -f KNHj/NH, -> II (CM H<iON), a benzoxazo/e

(r) trans-l f base > JJ (CMHi 5ON), an oxdrolinc

.OTs

NHCOC6H 5

I

(s) How do you account for the fact that m-1 undergoes reaction (r) much more slowly
than truns-\ ?

11. The structuie of paparcrim\ QoH^iOjN, one of the opium alkaloids, has been

established by the following synthesis:

3,4-dimethoxybcn/yl chloride I- KCN - > KK (C,H,,O-.N)
KK + hydrogen, Ni LL (C,oH,sO 2N)

KK 4- aqueous acid, heat > MM -> NN (C 1()H UO<C1)
LL 4- NN - * OO (C\ H,,OsN)
00 + P2O 5 , heat > PP (C\ ()

H : ,O4N)
PP 4- Pd, 200

'

- papaverine

12. Plasmochin (also called Panwquine\ a drug effective against malaria, has been

synthesized as follows:

ethylene oxide 4- diethylamine * -> QQ(QH|sON)
OO 4- SOCU - - RR(C ft

H 14NCI)
RR 4- sodioacetoacetic ester > SS (C|?H^O^N)
SS + dilute H 2S0 4 , warm TT (C,,Hig6N)*+ CO 2 4 C,H 5OH
TT + H 2 , Ni > UU (CyH 2 ,ON)
UU -f cone. HBr - - VV (O,H 20NBr)

4-amino-3-nitroanisole 4- glycerol --^U WW (CioHgO^N?)
WW 4- Sn + HCl - > XX(C, H, ONj)
VV -f- XX * Plasmochin (C,,,H 2.)ONO

What <s the most likely structure of Plasmochin ?

13. ( )-Nicotme, the alkaloid in tobacco, can be synthesized in the following way:

nicotmic acid 4- SOCh, heat * nicotinoyl chloride (C6H 4ONC1)
nicotmoyl chloride f C,H 5OCH,CH,CH,CdCl > YY (Cu H,sO,N)
YV 4 NH 3 , H,, catalyst

- ZZ (C n H, 8ON 2 )

ZZ 4- HBr 4- strong heat > AAA (C,Hi 2N : ) -f ethyl bromide
AAA 4- CH^I, NaOH - - > ( )-nicotinc (Q HuN 2 )

( )-nicotine 4- ( + )-tartaric acid > BBB and CCC (both C, 4H 20O6N 2 )

BBB 4- NaOH > (
- )-mcotme 4- sodium tartrate

What is the structure of ( )-nicotine? Write equations for all the above reactions.

14. The red and blue colors of many flowers and fruits arc due to the anthocyanins,

glycosides of pyrylium salts. The parent structure of the pyrylium salts is flavylium

chloride, which can be synthesized as follows:
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salicylaldehyde 4 acetophenone
"ldo1

> DDD (C, 5H 12O2)
DDD 4 HC1 > flavylium chloride, a salt containing three aromatic rings

Flavylium chloride

(a) What is the structure of DDD? (b) Outline a likely series of steps leading from DDD
to flavylium chloride, (c) Account for the aromatic character of the fused ring system.

15. Tropinic acid, C8H i iO4N, is a degradation product of atropine, an alkaloid of the

deadly nightshade, Atropa belladonna. It has a neutralization equivalent of 94 1. It

does not react with benzenesulfonyl chloride, cold dilute KMnO4 , or Br :/CClj. Exhaus-

tive methylation gives the following results:

tropinic acid 4 CH 3 I > EEE (CgH, 6O4NI)
EEE 4 Ag 2O, then strong heat > FFF (C,H 15O4N)
FFF + CH 3 I

> GGG(C l()H 18O4NI)
GGG 4 Ag2O, then strong heat > HHH (C 7HO 4 ) 4 (CH 3 ) 3N -I- H 2O
HHH + H 2 , Ni -> heptanedioic acid (pimelic acid)

(a) What structures are likely for tropinic acid?

(b) Tropinic acid is formed by oxidation with CrO 3 of tropinone, whose structure has been
shown by synthesis to be

Now what is the most likely structure for tropinic acid ?

16. Tropilidene, 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene, has been made from tropmonc (Problem 15).

Show how this might have been done. (Hint: See Problem 23, p. 782.)

17. Reduction of tropinone (Problem 15) gives tropine and pseudotropine, both

CaHisON. When heated with base, tropine is converted into pseudotropmc. Give likely

structures for tropine and pseudotropine, and explain your answer.

18. Arecaidine, C 7H nO 2N, an alkaloid of betel nut, has been synthesized in the

following way:

ethyl acrylate + NH 3

Michacl
> III (C5H nO2N)

III + ethyl acrylate
Mlchacl

> JJJ (C, H|gO4N)

JJJ + sodium ethoxide
kmjnn

> KKK (C8H, 3O 3N)
KKK + benzoyl chloride * LLL (C 15H 17O4N)
LLL + H 2 , Ni > MMM (C, 5H, MO4N)
MMM + acid, heat > NNN (C6H<>O 2N), guvacine, another betel nut alkaloid 4

C6H 5COOH 4 CMisOH
NNN 4 CH 3I > arecaidine(C 7H,,O2N)

(a) What is the most likely structure of arecaidine? Of guvacine?
(b) What will guvacine give upon dehydrogenation ?
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19. Give the structures of compounds OOO through UUU.

thiophene + 3-hexanone + H^SO4 > OOO (C I4H, 8S 2)

OOO + (CH,CO),O + HC1O4
> PPP(C I6H, OS,)

PPP 4- N,H 4 + KOH -f heat + QQQ (C| ftH^SO
QQQ + C6H 5N(CHOCHO > RRR (C, 7H 22OS 2 )~ an aldehyde
RRR + Ag26 > SSS (Ci 7H 22O 2S 2 )

SSS was resolved

(+)-SSS + Cu, quinoline, heat -> CO 2 -f ( + VTTT (C lftH 22S 2)

( + )-TTT -f H :/Ni > UUU (C, 6H< 4 ), optically inactive

What is the significance of the optical inactivity of UUU ?

20. (a) Account for the aromatic properties of the imida/ole ring.

(b) Arrange the nitrogen atoms vfhistainine(thc substance responsible for many aller-

genic reactions) in order of their expected basicity, and account for your answer.

N
H
Histamine

21. When heated in solution, 2-pyridinecarboxylic acid (II) loses carbon dioxide

and forms pyridine. The rate of this decarboxylation is sloped down by addition of either

acid or base. When dccarboxylation is carried out in the presence of a kctone, R2CO,
there is obtained not only pyridine but also the tertiary alcohol 111. The N-methyl deriva-

tive (IV) is decarboxylated much faster than II.

(OlcOOHxN^w^ ^C(OH)R2 k^COO' k^CH2COOH

CH 3

II III IV V

(a) Show all steps in the most likely mechanism for decarboxylation of II. Show
how this mechanism is consistent with each of the above facts.

(b) In the decarboxylation of the isomeric pyridmecarboxylic acids (II and its iso-

mers), the order of reactivity is:

2 > 3 > 4

In the decarboxylation of the isomeric pyridmeacetic acids (V and its isomers), on the

other hand, the order of reactivity is:

2 or 4 > 3

How do you account for each order of reactivity? Why is there a difference between the

two sets of acids? (The same mechanism seems to be involved in both cases.)



Chapter

32

Macromolecules.

Polymers and Polymerization

32.1 Macromolecules

So far, our study of organic chemistry has dealt mainly with rather small

molecules, containing perhaps as many as 50 to 75 atoms. But there also exist

enormous molecules called macromolecules, which contain hundreds of thousands

of atoms. Some of these are naturally occurring, and make up classes of compounds
that are, quite literally, vital: the polysaccharides starch and cellulose, which pro-

vide us with food, clothing, and shelter (Chap. 35); proteins, which constitute

much of the animal body, hold it together, and run it (Chap, 36); and nucleic

acids, which control heredity on the molecular level (Chap. 37).

Macromolecules can be man-made, too. The first syntheses were aimed at

making substitutes for the natural macromolecules, rubber and silk; but a vast

technology has grown up that now produces hundreds of substances that have no

natural counterparts. Synthetic macromolecular compounds include: elastomers,

which have the particular kind of elasticity characteristic of rubber; fibers, long,

thin, and threadlike, with the great strength along the fiber that characterizes cot-

ton, wool, and silk; and plastics, which can be extruded as sheets or pipes, painted

on surfaces, or molded to form countless objects. We wear these man-made mate-

rials, eat and drink from them, sleep between them, sit and stand on them; turn

knobs, pull switches, and grasp handles made of them; with their help we hear

sounds and see sights remote from us in time and space; we live in houses and

move about in vehicles that are increasingly made of them.

We sometimes deplore the resistance to the elements of these seemingly all too

immortal materials, and fear that civilization may some day be buried beneath a

pile of plastic debris plastic cigar tips have been found floating in the Sargasso

Sea but with them we can do things never before possible. By use of plastics,

blind people can be made to see, and cripples to walk; heart valves can be repaired

and arteries patched; damaged tracheas, larynxes, and ureters can be replaced,

and some day, perhaps, entire hearts. These materials protect us against heat and

1027
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cold, electric shock and fire, rust and decay. As tailor-made solvents, they may
soon be used to extract fresh water from the sea. Surely the ingenuity that has pro-

duced these substances can devise ways of disposing of the waste they create: the

problem is not one of technology, but of sociology and, ultimately, of politics.

In this chapter, we shall be first and chiefly concerned with the chemical

reactions by which macromolecules are formed, and the structures that these reac-

tions produce. Then, we shall see how these structures lead to the properties on

which the use of the macromolecules depend: why rubber is elastic, for example,

and why nylon is a strong fiber. In later chapters, we shall take up the natural

macromolecules polysaccharides, proteins, and nucleic acids and study them

in much the same way.

In all this, we must remember that what makes macromolecules special is, of

course, their great size. This great size permits a certain complexity of structure,

not just on the molecular level, but on a secondary level that involves the disposi-

tion of molecules with respect to each other. Are the molecules stretched out neatly

alongside one another, or coiled up independently? What forces act between dif-

ferent molecules? What happens to a collection of giant molecules when it is

heated, or cooled, or stretched ? As we shall see, the answers to questions like these

are found ultimately in structure as we have known it: the nature of functional

groups and substituents, their sequence in the molecule, and their arrangement
in space.

32*2 Polymers and polymerization

Macromolecules, both natural and man-made, owe their great size to the fact

that they are polymers (Greek: many parts); that is, each one is made up of a great

many simpler units identical to each other or at least chemically similar joined

together in a regular way. They are formed by a process we touched on earlier:

polymerization, the joining together of many small molecules to form very large

molecules. The simnle compounds from which polymers are made are called

monomers.

Polymers are formed in two general ways.

(a) In chain-reaction polymerization, there is a series of reactions each of which

consumes a reactive particle and produces another, similar particle; each individual

reaction thus depends upon the previous one. The reactive particles can be free

radicals, cations, or anions. A typical example is the polymerization of ethylene

Rad- + CH2=-CH 2 > RadCH 2CHr
RadCH 2CH2CH 2CH2

- -> etc.

(Sec. 6.19). Here the chain-carrying particles are free radicals, each of which adds

to a monomer molecule to form a new, bigger free radical.

(b) In step-reaction polymerization, there is a series of reactions each of which

is essentially independent of the preceding one; a polymer is formed simply because

the monomer happens to undergo reaction at more than one functional group.
A glycol, for example, reacts with a dicarboxylic acid to form an ester; but each

moiety of the simple ester still contains a group that can react to generate another

ester linkage and hence a larger molecule, which itself can react further, and so on.
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HOCH2CH2OH f HOOCUJ/COOH

Ethylene giycol Terephthalic acid

-OHHOCH 2CH2 O C

O

HOCH2CH 2OH

HOCH 2CH 2 O C

6

p-C ft
H4(COOH)2

C-0-CH 2CHr-0-C-

O O

O-CH 2CH 2OH

-C O--CH 2CH 2OH

O

There is an alternative, somewhat less meaningful system of classification : addition

polymerization ,
in which molecules of monomer are simply added together; and con-

iensation polymerization, in which monomer molecules combine with loss of some simple
nolecules like water. As it happens, the two systems almost exactly coincide; nearly all

:ases of chain-reaction polymeri/ation involve addition polymerization; nearly all cases

Df step-reaction polymerization involve condensation polymerization. Indeed, some
:hemists use the term "addition polymerization'* to mean polymerization via chain reac-

tions.

Let us look first at chain-reaction polymerization, starting with the kind that

involves free radicals.

Problem 32.1 Examine the structure of each of the following synthetic poly-

mers.' Tell what class of compound it belongs to and give structures of the most likely

monomers.

(a) nylon 6,6 (fibers), -C(CH 2)4CNH(CH 2 )6NHC(CH ?)4CNH(CH2 )6NH-^

O O OO
(b) nylon 6 (fibers),

* CCH,(CH,)4NHCCH,(CHV)4NH~
I!

" "

I!

" ~

O O

(c) Carbowax (water-soluble wax), - -OCH 2CH 2OCH2CH2OCH2CH2

(d) Ncoprene (oil-resistant elastomer), ~CH 2C-CHCH2CH 2C CHCH2
-

Cl Cl

(c) Saran (packaging film, seat covers), - CH2CC1 2CH2CC12~
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Problem 32.2 Answer the questions of Problem 32.1 for each of the following

kinds of natural macromolecules: (a) a protein, p. 1 1 51; (b) a nucleic acid, p. 1178;

(c) starch (amylose), p. 1121 ; (d) cellulose, p. 1 126.

32.3 Free-radical vinyl polymerization

In Sec. 6.19 we discussed briefly the polymerization of ethylene and sub -

tuted ethylenes under conditions where free radicals are generated typically

in the presence of small amounts of an initiator, such as a peroxide. Reaction

u-CHv-CH -

G
Vinyl monomer

^- CH,CHCH,CHCH,CHCH,CH
"I "I "I "I
G G G G

or( CH 2CH ) ?l

G
Polymer

occurs at the doubly-bonded carbons the vinyl groups -and is called vinyl poly-

merization. A wide variety of unsaturatcd monomers may be used, to yield poly-

mers with diflerent pendant group* (G) attached to the polymer backbone. For

example:

CH 2 CH

Cl

Vinyl chloride

CH, CH
i

CN
Acrylomtnle

CH 2 CH --->

C6H 5

Slyrene

CH,

COOCHj
Methyl methacrylate

CH, CH ( H, CH CH 2 -CH"

!

"

\ I

Cl Cl Cl

Poly(vinyl chloride)

(PVC)

CH, CH -CH,-CH-CH,-CH

CN CN CN
Polyacrylonitnle

(Orion)

CH, CH -CH, CH CH," "

I

CH 3

CH-

C6H 5

Polystyrene

CH, CH,
i

! I

"

CH,-C CH,~C-CH,-C
"I "I

"
'

COOCH, COOCH 3 COOCH 3

Polyfmethyl methacrylate)

(Plexiglas, Lucile)

Polymerization involves addition of free radicals to the double bond of the

monomer: addition, first, of the free radical generated from the initiator, and then

of the growing polymer molecule. This is, of course, an example of chain-reaction

polymerization.

(1) Peroxide > Rad- <

^

(2) Rad- + CH 2
- CH > RadCH,-CH 1 Chain-Initiating

I

'

I (stepsG G }
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RadCH 2 CH + CH 2 CH -

G G
then steps like (3) repeated, until finally:

RadCH 2
- CH-CH2-CH -

^
| |

Chain-
G G

f propagating
steps

(4)

or

(5)

2Rad(CH2CH)nCH2CH -

G G

combination

Rad(CH2CH) rtCH2CH CHCH2(CHCH 2)nRad

G G G G

2Rad(CH2CH)nCH 2CH-

G G

Rad(CH2CH)nCH2CH2

G G

disproportionation

Rad(CH 2CH)nCH^CH

G G

Chain-

terminating

steps

In each step the consumption of a free radical is accompanied by the formation of a

new, bigger free radical. Eventually, the reaction chain is terminated by steps that

consume but do not form free radicals: combination or disproportionation of two

free radicals.

Problem 32.3 Free-radical polymerization of 1 ,3-butadiene gives molecules con-

taining both the following units,

CH2CH- CHCH 2 and ~CH2CH~

CH=CH2

the exact proportions depending on the temperature. Account in detail for the forma-
tion of the two different units.

Problem 32.4 Polystyrene formed with isotopically labeled AIBN as initiator

(CH 3)2C-N-N-C(CH 3)2 > N 2 + 2(CH 3 )2C-

CN CN CN
Azoisobutyronitrile

(AIBN)

was found to contain two initiator fragments per molecule. What termination reaction

is indicated by this finding?

Added compounds can modify the polymerization process drastically. For

example, in the presence of carbon tetrachloride, styrene undergoes polymeriza-

tion at the same rate as in its absence, but the polystyrene obtained has a lower

average molecular weight; furthermore, it contains small amounts of chlorine.
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This is an example of chain-transfer, the termination of one polymerization chain

(7) with the simultaneous initiation of another (8).

(6) CH 2
- CH- + CH 2 CH polyrncrization

> ~CH 2~CH-CH2-CH-

Ph Ph Ph Ph

(7) CH 2-CH- + CC1 4
n 'transrer

> - CH 2-CHC1 + -CO.,

Ph Ph

(8) CI.,C- + CH 2 --CH s. C1 3C~CH 2-CH-
styrcne

> polymer

Ph Ph

Ordinarily a growing polystyrene radical adds (6) to styrene monomer to con-

tinue the reaction chain. Every so often, however, it abstracts an atom from the

chain-transfer agent (7) to end the original polymerization chain and generate a

new particle (CC1 3
- in this case) that initiates a new polymerization chain (8).

Since one reaction chain is replaced by another, the rate of polymerization is un-

affected. Since the average number of chain-propagating steps in each reaction

chain is reduced, the average molecular weight of the polymer is lowered. A trans-

fer agent thus competes with the monomer for the growing radicals. The ratio of

rate constants for (7) and (6), A' lKUlsl(>r/A' polymcn2ation , is called the transfer constant \

it is a measure of how effective the transfer agent is at lowering the molecular

weight of the polymer.

Problem 32.5 For polymerization of styrene at 60, the following chain-transfer

constants have been measured. Account for the relative effectiveness of the members
of each sequence.

(a) benzene 0.018, ferf-butylbenzene 0.04, toluene 0.125, ethylbenzene 0.67, isopropyl-
benzene 0.86;

(b) w-heptane 0.42, 2-heptene 2.7;

(c) CC14 90, CBr4 13,600.

An added compound may react with the growing free radical to generate a

new free radical that is not reactive enough to add to monomer; a reaction chain

is terminated but no new one is begun. Such a compound is, of course, an in-

hibitor (Sec. 2.14). Many amines, phenols, and quinones act as inhibitors. Although
their exact mode of action is not understood, it seems clear that they are converted

into free radicals that do not add to monomer; instead, they may combine or dis-

proportionate, or combine with another growing radical to halt a second reaction

chain.

~CH 2
- -f Inhibitor > CH 2CH 2 -4- Inhibitor-

1 JL Unreactive:G G
cannot initiate

new chain

Since even traces of certain impurities, acting as chain-transfer agents or

inhibitors, can interfere with the polymerization process, the monomers used are

among the purest organic chemicals produced.
In an extreme case if the alkene is of low reactivity and the transfer agent of

high reactivity chain transfer is so effective that there is no polymerization. Then
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we observe simply addition of the "transfer agent" to the double bond, a reaction

we encountered in Sec. 6.18. For example:

CBr4
peroxidcs

> /i-C6H 13CHCH2CBr3

Problem 32.6 (a) Chain transfer can cause branching of a polymer molecule. Show
how this could happen. What is the chain-transfer agent? (b) Rather short branches

(4 or 5 carbons) are attributed to "back-biting." What do you think is meant by this

term ? Show the chemical reactions probably involved.

32.4 Copolymerization

So far, we have discussed only polymerization ofa single monomeric compound
to form a homopolymer, a polymer made up except, of course, at the two ends

of the long molecule of identical units.

Now, if a mixture of two (or more) monomers is allowed to undergo polymeriza-

tion, there is obtained a copolymer: a polymer that contains two (or more) kinds

of monomeric units in the same molecule. For example:

CH, CH 3

CH 2=-CH + CH2M: initiator^ _CH2 CH~CH2 C~

Ph COOCH3 Ph COOCH 3

Styrene Methyl Polystyrene(co-methyl methacrylate)

methacrylate

Through copolymerization there can be made materials with different proper-

ties than those of either homopolymer, and thus another dimension is added to

the technology. Consider, for example, styrene. Polymerized alone, it gives a good
electric insulator that is molded into parts for radios, television sets, and auto-

mobiles. Copolymerization with butadiene (30%) adds toughness; with acrylo-

nitrile (20-30%) increases resistance to impact and to hydrocarbons; with maleic

anhydride yields a material that, on hydrolysis, is water-soluble, and is used as a

dispersant and sizing agent. The copolymer in which butadiene predominates

(75% butadiene, 25% styrene) is an elastomer, and since World War II has been

the principal rubber substitute manufactured in the United States.

Let us look more closely at the copolymerization process. Consider free radical

vinyl polymerization of two monomers, Mj and M2 . In each step the growing free

1- MiM^MiM^MiMf
MiM 2M 2M!M2M|M|

1

-^> M,M2M 2M,M 2M,M,M 2
-

radical can react with either monomer to continue the reaction chain. What are

the factors that determine which monomer it preferentially reacts with?

First, of course, there are the relative concentrations of the two monomers;

the higher the concentration of a particular monomer, the greater its chance of
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being incorporated into the chain, and the more abundant its units are in the

final product.

Next, there are the relative reactirities of the monomers toward free radical

addition; in general, the more reactive the monomer, the greater its chance of

being incorporated into the polymer. We know that the reactivity of a carbon-

carbon double bond toward free radical addition is affected by the stability of the

new free radical being formed: factors that tend to stabilize the free radical product

tend to stabilize the incipient free radical in the transition state, so that the more

stable free radical tends to be formed faster. Now, stability of a free radical de-

pends upon accommodation of the odd electron. The group G stabilizes the radical

M- + CH, CH > [ M CH,__CH] v M-CH 2-CH

by delocalization: the phenyl group in styrene, through formation of a benzylic

radical; the vinyl group of 1,3-butadicne, through formation of an allylic radical;

the -COOCH 3 group of methyl methacrylate, through formation of a radical in

which acyl oxygen helps carry the odd electron. (Problem: Draw resonance struc-

tures to show how this last effect could arise.)

(We notice that the above discussion does not take into account the nature

of the attacking radical, and hence would predict the same relative reactivities for

a pair of alkenes toward all free radicals. We shall return to this pctint later.)

Now, let us see what kind of copolymer we would expect to get on the basis

of what v\e have said so far. In the copolymerization of styrene (Mi) and butadiene

(M 2 ), for example, reaction can proceed via either of two growing radicals: one

ending in a styrene unit ( Mj ), or one ending in a butadiene unit( M 2 -)- Either

radical can add to either monomer, to form a copolymer with styrene and buta-

diene units distributed randomly along the molecule:

- M|M :M:M|M2MiM|- Random copolymer

With these particular monomers, copolymerization is in fact random. Now, to-

ward either free radical type, it happens, butadiene is about 1.4 times as reactive

as styrene, so that, if monomer concentrations were equal, butadiene units would

tend to predominate in the product. Furthermore, since butadiene is consumed

faster, the relative concentrations of monomers would change as reaction goes on,

and so would the composition of the polymer being produced. These effects can

be compensated for by adjusting the ratio of monomers fed into the reaction ves-

sel; indeed, by control of the feed ratio, copolymers of any desired composition
can be made.

Random copolymerization. of the kind observed for styrene and butadiene,

is actually rather rare. In general, copolymerization shows, to a greater or lesser

extent, a tendency to alternation of monomer units. An extreme case is that of

MiM 2M|M 2MiM2MiM2 ' Alternating copolymer

stilbene (1.2-diphenylethene) and maleic anhydride, which copolymerize with

absolutely regular alternation of units; regardless of the feed ratio, a 50:50 co-

polymer is obtained.
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How are we to account for this tendency toward alternation? It must mean
that a growing radical ending in one unit lends to add to the opposite monomer.

Mr --^> ~'M,M 2
- > ~M|M 2M,- -^-> etc.

Clearly, the relative reactivity of a monomer does depend upon the nature of the

radical that is attacking it. Maleic anhydride is much more reactive than stilbene

toward radicals ending in a stilbene unit, and stilbene is much more reactive than

maleic anhydride toward the other kind of radical. (Indeed, these two compounds,

individually, undergo self-polymerization only with extreme difficulty.) A more

modest and more typical- tendency toward alternation is shown by styrene and

methyl methacrylate. Here, toward either radical ( M
, ) the

%s

opposite" monomer

(M 2 ) is about twice as reactive as the "same" monomer (M!).

The alternating tendency in copolymeri/ation was established on a quanti-

tative basis by Frank R. Mayo (of the Stanford Research Institute) and Cheves

Walling (of the University of Utah) while working in the laboratories of the U.S.

Rubber Company. Their work was fundamental to the development of free radical

chemistry: it showed clearly for the first time the dependence of reactivity on the

nature of the attacking free radical, and led directly to the concept of polar factors,

working not only in copolymerization and other additions of free radicals, but in

free radical reactions of all kinds.

Basically, Mayo and Walling's interpretation was the following. Although
free radicals are neutral, they have certain tendencies to gain or lose electrons,

and hence they partake of the character of electrophilic or nucleophilic reagents.

The transition states for their reactions can be polar, with the radical moiety

acquiring a partial negative or positive charge at the expense of the substrate

the alkene, in the case of addition. In copolymerization, a substituent generally

exerts the same polar effect electron-withdrawing or electron-releasing on a

free radical as on the alkene (monomer) from which the free radical was derived.

Electron-withdrawal makes a free radical electrophilic, but makes an alkene less

able to supply the electrons which that radical is seeking. An electrophilic radical

will, then, preferentially add to a monomer containing an electron-releasing group.

In a similar way, a nucleophilic radical, containing an electron-releasing substit-

uent, will seek out a monomer containing an electron-withdrawing substituent.

Styrene and methyl methacrylale tend to alternate because their substituents

are of opposite polarity: in methacrylate the COOCH 3 group tends to withdraw

electrons; in styrene the phenyl group tends (via resonance) to release electrons.

The transition states for addition to the opposite monomers are thus stabilized:

CH
I

CH- + CH 2=C

Ph COOCH

CHr-CH CH2

CH 3

CH 3

~CH 2-C + CH 2=CH

COOCHi Ph

Ph COOCH 3J

CH 3^ .

COOCH3 Ph
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Perhaps the most convincing evidence for the play of polar forces comes

from copolymerization of a series of ring-substituted styrenes; here relative reac-

tivities toward a variety of monomers not only fall into a pattern consistent with

the familiar electronic effects of the substituents, but show the same quantitative

relationships (the Hammett sigma-rho relationship, Sec. 18.11) as do ionic reac-

tions: dissociation of carboxylic acids, for example, or hydrolysis of esters.

The concept of polar transition states in free-radical reactions has recently been

questioned, at least for reactions in which hydrogen is abstracted halogenation, for

example. Here, it has been suggested, electron-withdrawing or electron-releasing groups
affect reactivity simply by strengthening or weakening the bonds holding hydrogen in

the substrate.

If we define polar effects on free-radical reactions as effects due to electron-with-

drawal or electron-releaserather than to accommodation of the odd electron then

there is no doubt about their existence ; it is the interpretation of such effects that is open
to question.

We must realize that polar effects are superimposed on effects due to delocal-

ization of the odd electron. Styrene and butadiene, for example, are highly reactive

toward any radical since the transition state contains an incipient benzylic or allylic

free radical. This high reactivity is modifiedenhanced or lowered by the de-

mands of the particular attacking radical.

Problem 32.7 (a) Draw structures to account for the strong alternating tendency
in copolymerization of butadiene (Mj) and acrylonitrile (M2). (b) Toward -~Mp
acrylonitrile is 2.5 times as reactive as butadiene, but toward ~~M2

* butadiene is 20

times as reactive as acrylonitrile. How do you account for this contrast?

Copolymers can be made not just from two different monomers but from

three, four, or even more. They can be made not only by free-radical chain reac-

tions, but by any of the polymerization methods we shall take up: ionic, coordina-

tion, or step-reaction. The monomer units may be distributed in various ways,

depending on* the technique used. As we have seen, they may alternate along a

chain, either randomly or with varying degrees of regularity. In block copolymers,

sections made up of one monomer alternate with sections of another:

liM 1
M

l
M 2M 2M 2M 2 Block copolymer

In graft copolymers, a branch of one kind is grafted to a chain of another kind:

|
Graft copolymer

Problem 32.8 Graft copolymers can be made by each of the following processes.
Show the chemistry most likely involved, and the structure of the product, (a) Poly-
butadiene is treated with styrene in the presence of a free-radical initiator, (b) Poly-
(vinyl chloride) is treated with methyl methacrylate in the presence of benzoyl peroxide,
(C6H 5COO)2 .
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32.5 Ionic polymerization. Living polymers

Chain-reaction polymerization can proceed with ions instead of free radicals

as the chain-carrying particles: either cations or anions, depending on the kind of

initiator that is used.

Cationic polymerization

Y CH2=CH -> Y:CH2-CH
An acid I I

G G
A carbonium ion

Y:CH 2-CH CH 2=CH -> Y:CH2-CH-CH2-CH --> etc.

G G G G

Anionic polymerization

r* e
Z: CH 2=CH --> Z:CH 2 CH:

Abase
<L

I,

A carbanion

Z:CH2-CH~CH2-CH: -> etc.

G G G G

Cationic polymerization is initiated by acids. Isobutylene, for example, under-

goes cationic polymerization to a tacky material used in adhesives. Copolymeriza-
tion with a little isoprene gives butyl rubber, used to make automobile innertubes

and tire liners. A variety of acids can be used; sulfuric acid; A1C13 or BF3 plus a

trace of water. We recognize this process as an extension of the dimerization dis-

cussed in Sec. 6.15.

CH 3 CH 3 CH 3 CH 3 CH 3 CH3

I^""~^N Ij^
--X I III

H+ CH=C CH 2=C CH2=C -> CH 3 C

CH3 CH3 CH 3 CH3 CH3 CH3

Anionic polymerization, as we might expect, is initiated by bases: Li +NH 2 ~,

for example, or organometallic compounds like w-butyllithium. For example:

-> NH2-CH2-CH-K+

k
NH2 CH 2 CH~CH2~CH-K + > etc.

k Ph
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CH 3 CH3

/i-BuLi -I- CH 2 C > w-Bu CH2 C-Li + > etc.

COOCH 3 CH3

Active metals like Na or Li can be used; here the initiation becomes a little more

complicated, as in the polymerization of styrene by the action of sodium metal

and naphthalene. A sodium atom transfers an electron (1) to naphthalene to form

a radical-onion , which then donates the electron to styrene (2) to form the styrene

(1) Na 4- .naphthalene 7~ Na +
naphthalene T

Naphthalene radical-anion

(2) naphthalener + CH-CH, > naphthalene + CHCH 2
7

Ph Ph

Styrene radical-anion

Formed by one-electron transfer

(3) 2CHCH 2
7 > -CH~CH 2-CR 2~CH-

Ph Ph Ph

A dianion

radical-anion. Like many other free-radicals, these dimerize (3). The resulting

dianion is the true initiator, and begins to grow at both ends:

-CHCH 2-CH 2CH-

Ph Ph

-CH- CH 2-CH-~CH,-CH-CH 2 -CH,- CH -CH2-CH^C
I

"

I

' "

I ! I

Ph Ph Ph Ph Ph Ph

Anionic polymerization is not limited to the vinyl kind, involving addition to

carbon-carbon double bonds. Ethylene oxide, for example, is converted by a small

amount of base into a high-molecular-weight polyether.

CH 3O~ + CH2 CH2 > CH 3O-CH 2-CH 2O-
x
o
x

CH 3O-CH 2-CH 2O- + CH2 CH2 > CH 3O-CH 2-CH2 O-CH 2 CH 2O
-

Problem 32.9 The presence of methanol during the polymerization of ethylene

oxide by sodium methoxide tends to lower the molecular weight of the product, (a) How
do you think it does this? What process is this an example of ? (b) What product will

be obtained in the presence of much methanol?

In 1956, Michael Szwarc (of the State University of New York at Syracuse)
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reported the following observations. When a sample of styrene was treated with a

little sodium naphthalene initiator, rapid polymerization took place and was

complete within a few seconds. When more styrene was added, it, too, underwent

polymerization; viscosity measurements showed that the molecular weight of the

polystyrene was now higher than before. If, instead of the second batch of styrene,

there was added butadiene, polymerization again took place; the product was

found to contain no (homo)polystyrene all styrene units were now part of a

(block) copolymer with butadiene. How are these results to be interpreted?

So far, we have not mentioned chain-terminating steps for ionic polymeriza-

tion. Such steps do exist. In cationic polymerization, for example, the growing
carbonium ion can undergo either of two familiar reactions: ejection of a proton
to form an alkene, or combination with an anion. But, particularly in the case of

anionic polymerization, termination often involves reaction with an impurity or

some other molecule not a necessary part of the polymerization system. Under

carefully controlled conditions, there are no termination steps or at least none

that happen very fast. Reaction stops when all monomer is consumed, but the

reaction mixture contains what Szwarc has named living polymer molecules. When
these are "fed" additional monomer either styrene or butadiene, for example-
they continue to grow. They are not immortal, however, but can be "killed**

by addition of a compound that reacts with carbanions: water, say. The generation

of living polymers is of immense practical importance; it provides the best route

to block copolymers, and permits the introduction of a variety of terminal groups.

Problem 32.10 Draw the structure of the product expected from the killing of

living polystyrene by each of the following reagents: (a) water; (b) carbon dioxide,

then water; (c) a small amount of ethylene oxide, then water; (d) a large amount of

ethylene oxide, then water.

32.6 Coordination polymerization

When we speak of organic ions as chain-carriers, we realize, of course, that

each of these must be balanced by an ion of opposite charge, a counterion. A grow-

ing carbanion, for example, has more or less closely associated with it a metallic

cation like Li + or Na +
. Ion pairs or even higher aggregates can play important

parts in polymerization. If the bonding between the reactive center and the metal

is appreciably covalent, the process is called coordination polymerization. The

growing organic chain is not a full-fledged anion, but its reactivity is due to its

anion-like character.

Until 1953, almost all vinyl polymerization of commercial importance was

of the free-radical type. Since that time, however, ionic polymerization, chiefly

in the form of coordination polymerization, has revolutionized the field. Follow-

ing discoveries by Karl Ziegler (of the Max Planck Institute for Coal Research)

and by Guilio Natta (of the Polytechnic Institute of Milan) who jointly received

the Nobel Prize in 1963 for this work catalysts have been developed that permit

control of the polymerization process to a degree never before possible.

These Ziegler-Natta catalysts are complexes of transition metal halides with

organometallic compounds : typically, triethylaluminum-titanium trichloride.
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Reaction involves nucleophilic addition to the carbon-carbon double bond in the

monomer, with the carbanion-like organic group of the growing organometallic

compound as nucleophile. The transition metal may play a further role in com-

plexing with the n electrons of the monomer and thus holding it at the reaction

site. Polymerization thus amounts to insertion of alkene molecules into the bond

between metal and the growing alkyl group. For example, in the formation of

polyethylene:

M-CH 2CH 3
* M~CH 2CH :CH 2CH 3

>
M^CH 2CH 2CH 2CH 2CH 2CH3

> etc.

M:H 2=CH 2 ^CH 2=CH2

Polymerization with Ziegler-Natta catalysts has two important advantages

over free-radical polymerization: (a) it gives linear polymer molecules; and

(b) it permits stereochemical control.

Polyethylene made by the free-radical process has a highly branched struc-

ture due to chain-transfer of a special kind, in which the transfer agent is a polymer

nw/ecu/e: a hydrogen atom is abstracted from somewhere along the polymer chain,

H

~CH2CHCH 2CHr~ ^"^"'V ~CH 2CH 2-H 4- ~CH2CHCH 2CH 2
^ CH?~CH2

>

CH 2

^
~CH 2CHCH2CH 2

~ -* etc.

and a branch grows at the point of attack. In contrast, polyethylene made by the

coordination process is virtually unbranched. These unbranched molecules fit

together well, and the polymer is said to have a high degree of crystallinity; as a

result, it has a higher melting point and higher density than the older (low density)

polyethylene, and is mechanically much stronger. (We shall look at the crystallinity

of polymers and its effect on their properties in Sec. 32.8.)

A second, far-reaching development in coordination polymerization is stereo-

chemical control. Propylene. for example, could polymerize to any of three differ-

ent arrangements (Fig. 32.1): isotactic, with all methyl groups on one side of an

extended chain; syndiotactic, with methyl groups alternating regularly from side

to side; and atactic, with methyl groups distributed at random. By proper choice

of experimental conditions catalyst, temperature, solvent each of these stereo-

isomeric polymers has been made. Atactic polypropylene is a soft, elastic, rubbery
material. Both isotactic and syndiotactic polypropylenes are highly crystalline:

regularity of structure permits their molecules to fit together well. Over a billion

pounds of isotactic polypropylene is produced every year, to be molded or extruded

as sheets, pipes, and filaments; it is on its way to becoming one of the principal

synthetic fibers.

Coordination catalysts also permit stereochemical control about the carbon-

carbon double bond. By their use, isoprene has been polymerized to a material

virtually identical with natural rubber: m-l,4-polyisoprene. (See Sec. 8.25.)
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H

H Hi r*u C-H

H M H M H " H " H
(b)

H

(0

Figure 32.1, Polypropylene, (a) Isotactic. (b) Syndiotactic. (c) Atactic.

The Ziegler-Natta polymerization of ethylene can be adapted to make mole-

cules of only modest size (C6-C20) and containing certain functional groups. If, for

example, the mctal-alkyls initially obtained are heated (in the presence ofethylene and

a nickel catalyst), the hydrocarbon groups are displaced as straight-chain 1-alkenes

of even carbon number. Large quantities of such alkenes in the Ci 2-C2o range are

M-(CH 2CH 2)nCH 2CH 3

C

consumed in the manufacture of detergents (Sec. 33.5). Alternatively, the metal-

alkyls can be oxidized by air to give straight-chain primary alcohols:

M~(CH 2CH 2 )nCH 2CH 3
30-95''

M~O(CH 2CH 2 )nCH 2CH 3

HjO.HjSQ.4
HO(CH 2CH 2)nCH 2CHj

"A chemist setting out to build a giant molecule is in the same position as an archi-

tect designing a building. He has a number of building blocks of certain shapes and sizes,

and his task is to put them together in a structure to serve a particular purpose. . . .

What makes high polymer chemistry still more exciting just now is that almost over-

night, within the last few years, there have come discoveries of new ways to put the build-

ing blocks together discoveries which promise a great harvest of materials that have
never existed on the earth." (Giulio Natta, Scientific American^ September, 1957, p. 98.)
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32.7 Step-reaction polymerization

Carboxylic acids react with amines to yield amides, and with alcohols to form

esters. When an acid that contains more than one COOH group reacts with an

amine that contains more than one NH 2 group, or with an alcohol that contains

more than one OH group, then the products are polyamides and polyesters.

For example:

HOOC(CH 2) 4COOH + H :N(CH 2 )6NH 2 > salt

Adipic acid Hexamethylenediamine I

H H

C(CH : )4C N(CH 2),N

H 2O

O 6 O
Nylon 66

A polytimicle

H
I

H

O

CH3oocaj)COOCH 3

Methyl terephthalate

HOCH 2CH 2OH
Ethylenc glycol

~CH,OH

-C-OCH 2CH 20-C

O O
Dacron

A polyester

-C~OCH 2CH 2O

O

O

Glyptal (an alkyd resin)

A polyester

These are examples of step-reaction polymerization (Sec. 32.2). Here, reaction

does not depend on chain-carrying free radicals or ions. Instead, the steps are essen-

tially independent of each other; they just happen to involve more than one func-

tional group in a monomer molecule.

If each monomer molecule contains just two functional groups, growth can

occur in only two directions, and a linear polymer is obtained, as in nylon 66 or

Dacron. But if reaction can occur at more than two positions in a monomer, there

is formed a highly cross-linked space network polymer, as in Glyptal, an alkyd

resin. Dacron and Glyptal are both polyesters, but their structures are quite

different and, as we shall see, so are their uses.

Problem 32.11 Work out a possible structure for an alkyd resin formed from

phthalic anhydride and glycerol, considering the following points: (a) In the first stage
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a linear polyester is formed. (Which hydroxyl groups are esterified more rapidly, prim-

ary or secondary?) (b) In the second stage these linear molecules are cross-linked to

give a rather rigid network.

Step-reaction polymerization can involve a wide variety of functional groups
and a wide variety of reaction types. Among the oldest of the synthetic polymers,
and still extremely important, are those resulting from reaction between phenols
and formaldehyde : the phenol-formaldehyde resins (Bakelite and related polymers).
When phenol is treated with formaldehyde in the presence of alkali or acid, there

is obtained a high molecular weight substance in which many phenol rings are

held together by ~ CH 2 groups:

0-Hydroxymethylphenol

HCHO,C6H 5OH

The stages involved in the formation of the polymer seem to be the following.

First, phenol reacts with formaldehyde to form o- or /7-hydroxymethylphenol.

Hydroxymethylphenol then reacts with another molecule of phenol, with the loss

of water, to form a compound in which two rings are joined by a -CH 2 link.

This process then continues, to yield a product of high molecular weight. Since

three positions in each phenol molecule are susceptible to attack, the final product

contains many cross-links and hence has a rigid structure.

The first stage can be viewed as both electrophilic substitution on the ring by

the electron-deficient carbon of formaldehyde, and nucleophilic addition of the

aromatic ring to the carbonyl group(Jgase catalyzes reaction by converting phenol

into the more reactive (more nucleophilic) phenoxide ion.^Acid catalyzes reaction

by protonating formaldehyde and increasing the electron deficiency of the carbonyl

carbon.))

H2CT
Basic

catalysis

Nucleophilic Electrophilic

reagent reagent
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+OH
OH H Jl H H

\ + [TNT H 2o r/^C^OH Acidic
4 ;C-OH

+
^TCH 2OH -^ (O) catalysis

H

Nucleophilic Electrophilic

reagent reagent

Urea reacts with formaldehyde to form the urea-formaldehyde resins, highly

important in molded plastics. Here, too, a space-network polymer is formed.

H H
i I

H-C----O + H 2N-C-NH 2 > HOCH2 N C NH 2

Formaldehyde ! II

Urea Methylolurea

H H H H
I

I II
HOCHv~N-C-NH, + O C-H > HOCH 2-N -C-N-CH.OH"

o
"

A
Dimethylolurea

H H N~CH,-N- C N
i

i

*"

u
i

HOCHv-N- C-N-CH,OH HCHa " rea
> O-C O CH,

'

I I

"

O _N-CH 2-N-C-N
H,C O

"I

Organic isocyanates, RNCO, undergo reactions of the following kinds (com-

pare Sec. 20.23), all of which are used, in one way or another, in the synthesis of

RN-C O + RX)H -> RNH C-OR'
An isocyanate .-

A urethane

RN C O + R XNH 2
> RNH-C-NHR'

6
A substituted urea

RN C =O + H 2
>

[

RNH C-OH I > RNH 2 + CO2

I O J I
RNCO

X RNH-C-NHR
A carbamic acid ll

Unstable

polymers. Reaction of ^//hydroxy alcohols with ^//isocyanates gives the important

polyurethanes.
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Problem 32.12 Give the structure of the polymer expected from the reaction of

ethytene glyeol and 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate, 2,4-(OCN)2C6H 3CH 3 .

32.8 Structure and properties of macromolecules

The characteristic thing about macromolecules, we have said, is their great

size. This size has little effect on chemical properties. A functional group reacts

much as we would expect, whether it is in a big or little molecule: an ester is hydro-

lyzed, an epoxide undergoes ring-opening, an allylic hydrogen is susceptible to

abstraction by free radicals.

Problem 32.13 Describe reagents and conditions if any that would be ex-

pected to cleave the natural polymers of Problem 32.2 (p. 1030) into monomers.

Problem 32,14 When pbly(vinyl acetate) is treated with methanol (b.p. 65)
in the presence of a little sulfuric acid, a substance of b.p. 57 distills from the mixture,
and a new polymer is left behind, (a) What reaction has taken place? What is the

structure of the new polymer? Why must it be prepared in this indirect manner?
(b) When this new polymer is treated with w-butyraldehyde in the presence of a little

phosphoric acid, a third polymer is formed, Butvar, which is used in making safety

glass. What reaction has taken place here, and what is the structure of Butvar?

It is in their physical properties that macromolecules differ from ordinary

molecules, and it is on these that their special functions depend. To begin with,

let us look at the property of crystallinity. In a crystalline solid, we know, the

structural units molecules, in the case of a non-ionic compound are arranged in

a very regular, symmetrical way, with a geometric pattern repeated over and over.

If a long molecule is to fit into such a pattern, it cannot be looped and coiled into

a random conformation, but must be extended in a regular zig-zag (see Fig. 32.2).

This lack of randomness corresponds to an unfavorable entropy for the system

(Sec. 18.11). On the other hand, the regularity and close fitting of the molecules in

a crystal permits operation of strong intermolecular forces hydrogen bonding,

dipole-dipole attractions, van der Waals forces which result in a favorable

enthalpy (heat content). As we shall see, this tug-of-war between entropy and

enthalpy is a key factor in determining the use to which a macromolecule can be

put.

(/>)

Figure 32.2. Long chain (a) in a random conformation, and (b) extended.
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Now, in general, a high polymer does not exist entirely in crystalline form

not even a polymer whose regularity of molecular structure might be expected to

permit this. The problem is the size of the molecule. As solidification begins, the

viscosity of the material rises and the polymer molecules find it difficult to move

about and arrange their long chains in the regular pattern needed for crystal forma-

tion. Chains become entangled; a change in shape of a chain must involve rotation

about single bonds, and this becomes difficult because of hindrance to the swing-

ing about of pendant groups. Polymers, then, form solids made up of regions of

crystallinity, called crystallites, embedded in amorphous material. We speak of the

degree of crystallinity of a polymer to mean the extent to which ii is composed of

crystallites.

Problem 32.15 Although both polymers are prepared by free-radical processes,

poly(vinyl chloride) is amorphous and poly(vinylidene chloride) (Saran) is highly

crystalline. How do you account for the difference? (Vinylidene chloride is 1,1-di-

chloroethene.)

Let us examine the various uses of polymers, and see how these depend on

their structure molecular and intermolecular.

Fibers are long, thin, threadlike bits of material that are characterized by

great tensile (pulling) strength in the direction of the fiber. The natural fibers

cotton, wool, silk are typical. Fibers are twisted into threads, which can then be

woven into cloth, or embedded in plastic material to impart strength. The tensile

strength can be enormous, some synthetic fibers rivalling on a weight basis

steel.

The gross characteristics of fibers are reflected on the molecular level the

molecules, too, are long, thin, and threadlike. Furthermore, and most essential,

they lie stretched out alongside each other, lined up in the direction of the fiber.

The strength of the fiber resides, ultimately, in the strength of the chemical bonds

of the polymer chains. The lining-up is brought about by drawing stretching

the polymeric material. Once lined up, the molecules stay that way; the tendency

to return to random looping and coiling is overcome by strong intermolecular

attractions. In a fiber, enthalpy wins out over entropy. This high degree of molec-

ular orientation is usually although not always accompanied by appreciable

crystallinity.

The key requirements of a fiber are, then, a molecular shape linear that

permits side-by-side alignment, and strong intermolecular forces to maintain this

alignment. In addition, the intermolecular forces prevent "slipping** of one mole-

cule past another. Now, what are these intermolecular forces?

The principal synthetic fibers are polyamides (the nylons), polyesters (Dacron,

Terylene, Vycron), polyacrylonitrile ("acrylic fibers," Orion, Acrilan), polyure-

thanes (Spandex, Vycra), and isotactic polypropylene. In nylon and polyurethanes,

molecular chains are held to each other by hydrogen bonds (Fig. 32.3). In poly-

esters and polyacrylonitrile, the polar carbonyl and cyano groups lead to powerful

dipole-dipole attractions. The stereoregular chains of isotactic polypropylene fit

together so well that van der Waals forces are strong enough to maintain align-

ment.
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H

O

H

O

H

I

H

H

C'
II

9

H

1

Figure 32.3. Hydrogen bonding in crystallites of nylon 66.

An elastomer possesses the high degree of elasticity that is characteristic of

rubber: it can be greatly deformed stretched to eight times its original length,

for example and yet return to its original shape. Here, as in fibers, the molecules

are long and thin; as in fibers, they become lined up when the material is stretched.

The big difference is this: when the stretching force is removed, the molecular

chains of an elastomer do not remain extended and aligned, but return to their

original random conformations favored by entropy. They do not remain aligned

because the intermolecular forces necessary to hold them that way are weaker than

in a fiber. In general, elastomers do not contain highly polar groups or sites for

hydrogen bonding; the extended chains do not fit together well enough for van

der Waals forces to do the job. In an elastomer entropy beats enthalpy.

One further requirement: the long chains of an elastomer must be connected

to each other by occasional cross-links: enough of them to prevent slipping of

molecules past one another; not so many as to deprive the chains of the flexibility

that is needed for ready extension and return to randomness.

Natural rubber illustrates these structural requirements of an elastomer:

long, flexible chains; weak intermolecular forces; and occasional cross-linking.

Rubber is c/s-l,4-polyisoprene. With no highly polar substituents, intermolecular

attraction is largely limited to van der Waals forces. But these are weak because of

CH\ H
CH2

CH 3

CH 2

Natural rubber

All cis-configurutions
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the all-c/5 configuration about the double bond. Figure 32.4 compares the extended

chains of rubber with those of its trans stereoisomer. As we can see, the trans

configuration permits highly regular zig-zags that fit together well; the cis con-

figuration does not. The all-trans stereoisomer occurs naturally as gutta percha\

it is highly crystalline and non-elastic.

Figure 32.4. Extended chains of (a) natural rubber, c/s-l,4-polyisoprene,

and of (6) gutta percha, its trans stereoisomer.

Cross-linking in rubber, as we have seen (Sec. 8.25), is brought about by

vulcanizing heating with sulfur which causes formation of sulfur bridges be-

tween molecules. This reaction involves reactive allylic positions, and thus de-

pends on the double bond in the polymer.

Chief among the synthetic elastomers is SBR, a copolymer of butadiene (75%)
and styrene (25%) produced under free-radical conditions; it competes with

natural rubber in the main use of elastomers, the making of automobile tires. All-

cis polybutadiene and polyisoprene can be made by Ziegler-Natta polymerization.

An elastomer that is entirely or mostly polydiene is, of course, highly un-

saturated. All that is required of an elastomer, however, is enough unsaturation

to permit cross-linking. In making butyl rubber (Sec. 32.5), for example, only 5%
of isoprene is copolymerized with isobutylene.

Problem 32.16 (a) A versatile elastomer is obtained by Ziegler-Natta copolv-
merization of ethylene and propylene in the presence of a little diene, followed by
vulcanization. How does the use of ethylene and propylene instead of just one or the

other help to give the polymer elasticity?

(b) A similar copolymer can be made without the diene. This is cured by heating,
not with sulfur, but with benzoyl peroxide. Why is this? What is the nature of the

cross-links generated here?

Although enormous quantities of man-made fibers and elastomers are pro-

duced each year, the major consumption of synthetic polymers is as plastics,

materials used in the form of sheets, pipes, films, and, most important of all,

molded objects: toys and bottles; knobs, handles, and switches; dishes, fountain

pens, toothbrushes; valves, gears, bearings; cases for radios and television sets;

boats, automobile bodies, and even houses.

The molecular structure of plastics is of two general kinds: long molecules,

either linear or branched; and space-network molecules.
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The linear and branched polymers may be more or less crystalline, and in-

clude some of the materials also used as fibers: nylon, for example. They include

the various polyalkenes we have mentioned: polyethylene, poly(vinyl chloride),

polystyrene, etc. On heating, these polymers soften, and for this reason are called

thermoplastic. It is in this softened state that they can be molded or extruded.

Space-network polymers (or resins) are highly cross-linked to form a rigid

but irregular three-dimensional structure, as in phenol-formaldehyde or urea-

formaldehyde resins. A sample of such material is essentially one gigantic molecule;

heating does not soften it, since softening would require breaking of covalent

bonds. Indeed, heating may cause formation of additional cross-links and thus

make the material harder; for this reason, these polymers are called thermosetting

polymers. This continuation of the polymerization process through heating is

often coupled with the shaping of the product.

Certain linear, thermoplastic polymers are, like the space-network polymers, amor-

phous and for basically the same reason. On cooling, their molecules form a rigid but

irregular three-dimensional structure; they are held there, not by covalent cross-links,

but by powerful dipole-dipole forces which lock the molecules into position before they

can shake down into the regular arrangement required of a crystal. These materials are

called glasses', poly(methyl methacrylate) Plexiglas, Lucite is the commonest one.

Like ordinary (inorganic) glass, they lack crystalline planes for reflecting light, and are

transparent. Like ordinary glass and like the space-network polymers they are brittle;

when struck, these molecules cannot "give" with the blow through the sliding of crystal-

line planes over one another; they either resist or break.

The rest of this book is devoted to organic compounds of biological impor-
tance. Many of these are macromolecules. We shall find that, just as the techno-

logical function of a macromolecule fiber, elastomer, plastic depends on its

structure, so does the biological function: to hold the organism together, to

nourish it, to control it, to allow it to reproduce itself.

PROBLEMS
1. Account for the fact that, whatever the mechanism free-radical, cationic, anionic

vinyl polymerization gives products with almost exclusively "head-to-tail" arrange-
ment of units.

2. Like other oxygen-containing compounds, alcohols dissolve in cold concentrated

H 2SO4 (Sec. 6.30). In the case of some secondary and tertiary alcohols, dissolution is

followed by the gradual separation of an insoluble liquid of high boiling point. How do

you account for this behavior?

3. Isobutylene does not give the kinds of stereoisomeric polymers (isotactic, etc.)

that propylene does. Why not ? What can you say about 1 -butene ?

4. Formaldehyde is polymerized by the action of a strong base like sodium meth-

oxide. Suggest a mechanism for the process, and a structure for the polymer. To what

general class of organic reactions does this polymerization belong?

5. A simple process for recycling polyurethanes has been developed by the Ford
Motor Company. Can you suggest a way to accomplish this ? What products would you
expect to obtain?

6. Suggest an explanation for the following order of reactivity toward the addi-

tion of BrCCl 3 in the presence of peroxides: C6H 5CH=CH2 over 100, 1-octene 1.0,

C6H 5CH2CH^CH2 0.7, C1CH 2CH=CH2 0.5, a 3CCH2CH=CH2 0.3.
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7. Account for each of the following observations, (a) In the presence of peroxides,

CCI 4 reacts with t-octene, RCH CH 2 , to give not only the 1 : 1 adduct, RCHC1CH 2CCI 3 ,

but also the 2:1 adduct, RCHC1CH 2CH(R)CH 2CC13. (b) In contrast, CBr4 adds to the

1-octene, to give only the 1:1 product, (c) Styrene reacts with peroxides in the presence
of CCU to give only polymer.

8. Outline all steps in a possible synthesis from non-polymeric starting materials of

each of the following polymers.

(a) Elastic fibers, used in girdles and bathing suits (Spandex, Lycra).

~CH 2CH 2O(CH 2CH 2O)nCH 2CH 2O -CO- NH

(b) A polyester resin, used in making pipe, boats, automobile bodies, etc.

OCH 2CH 2O~~CO-CH-CH 2-CO-OCH 2CH 2O~CO

V"
CHC6H 5

CH2

CHC6H 5

OCH 2CH 20~CO-CH-CH 2"CO~OCH 2CH20-CO

(c) A surface-active polymer.

fCH2CH(CH 3)O]nCH2CH(CH 3)OHX
NCH2CH2N

HO(CH3)CHCH2[0(CH 3)CHCH 2]/
X
[CH2CH(CH3)O]nCH2CH(CH3)OH

(d) OCH2CH2(OCH2CH2)nOCH2CH2CHCH2(CHCH2)nCHCH2OCH 2CH2

Ph Ph Ph

:coocH3

CH2

CH 3CCOOCH 3

/"If
\**tt2

CH 3CCOOCH 3

-CH2CHCH2CHCH2CCH2CHCH2CHCH2CH

OAc Cl OAc Cl CI OAc

9. Treatment of $-propiolactone with base gives a polymer. Give a likely structure

for this polymer, and show a likely mechanism for the process. Is this an example of

chain-reaction or step-reaction polymerization ?

10, When styrene is treated with KNH? in liquid ammonia, the product is a dead

polymer that contains one NH 2 group per molecule and no unsaturation. Suggest a

termination step for the process.
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11. When poly(vinyl acetate) was hydrolyzed, and the product treated with periodic

acid and then re-acetylated, there was obtained poly(vinyl acetate) of lower molecular

weight than the starting material. What does this indicate about the structure of the

original polymer? About the polymerization process?

12. (a) What is the structure of nylon 6, made by alkaline polymerization of capro-
lactam?

Caprolactam

(b) Suggest a mechanism for the process. Is polymerization of the chain-reaction or

step-reaction type?

13. In the Beckmann rearrangement (Problem 6, p. 919) oximes are converted into

amides by the action of acids. For example:

,
(C6H 5 ) 2C=NOH fSl> C6H 5C

Benzophenone oximc NHC6H
Benzanilide

Caprolactam (preceding problem) can be made by the Beckmann rearrangement. With
what ketone must the process start ?

14. Fibers of very high tensile strength ("high-modulus fibers") have been made
by reactions like the one between terephthalic acid and p-phenylenediamine,

p-CftKMNHi^. Of key importance is the isomer composition of the monomers: the more

exclusively para* the higher the melting point and the lower the solubility of the polymer,
and the stronger the fibers. How do you account for this effect?

15. Evidence of many kinds shows that the metal-carbon bond in compounds like

//-butyllithium is covalent, although highly polar. Yet living polystyrene solutions, which

are colored, have virtually identical spectra whether the metal involved is sodium, potas-

sium, cesium, or lithium. Can you suggest an explanation for this?

16. (a) When the alkane 2,4,6,8-tetramethylnonane was synthesized by an unam-

biguous method (Problem 13 (1), p. 544), there was obtained a product which was separated

by gas chromatography into two components, A and B. The two components had iden-

tical mol. wt. and elemental composition, but different m.p., b.p., and infrared and nmr

spectra. Looking at the structure of the expected product, what are these two components?
(b) When the same synthesis was carried out starting with an optically active

reactant, compound B was obtained in optically active form, but A was still inactive.

What is the structure of A? Of B?
(c) The nmr and infrared spectra of A and B were compared with the spectra of

isotactic and syndiotactic polypropylenes (Fig. 32.1, p. 1041). With regard to their spectra,

A showed a marked resemblance to one of the polymers, and B showed a marked resem-

blance to the other. It was concluded that the results "confirm the structures originally

assigned [by Natta, p. 1039] for the two crystalline polymers of propylene.'* Which polymer
did A resemble? Which polymer did B resemble?

17. Material similar to foam rubber can be made by the following sequence:

adipic acid + excess ethylene glycol > C
C + excess p-OCN -C6H 4--C6H,--NCO-p > D
D + limited H 2O > E

Write equations for all steps, and show structures for C, D, and E. Be sure to ac-

count for the cross-Unking in the final polymer, and its foamy character. (Remember:
A foam is a dispersion of a gas in a solid.)
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18. In the presence of benzoyl peroxide, allyl acetate gives poor yields of polymer of

low molecular weight. The deuterium-labeled ester, CH : CHCD2OAc, polymerizes 2

to 3 times as fast as the ordinary ester, and gives polymer of about twice the molecular

weight. How do you account for these facts?

19. Linseed oil and tung oil, important constituents of paints, are esters (Sec. 33.6)

derived from acids that contain two or three double bonds per molecule: 9,12-octadecadi-

enoic acid, for example. On exposure to air, paint forms a tough protective film; oddly

enough, after the initial rapid evaporation of solvent, this "drying** of paint is accom-

panied by a gain in weight. What kind of process do you think is involved? Be as specific

as you can be.

20. To use an <?poxy cement, one mixes the fluid "cement" with the "hardener,"

applies the mixture to the surfaces being glued together, brings them into contact, and
waits for hardening to occur. The fluid cement is a low-molecular-weight polymer pre-

pared by the following reaction :

+ H2C-CHCH2 C1 +OR- > "cement"

O

2,2-Bis(p-hydroxyphenyl)propane Epichlorohydrm Contains no chlorine

("Bisphenol A") l.xcets

The hardener can be any of a number of things: NH 2CH 2CH2NHCH2CH 2NH2,
diethylenetriamine, for example.

(a) What is the structure of the fluid cement, and how is it formed? What is the

purpose of using excess epichlorohydrin ? (b) What happens during hardening? What is

the structure of the final epoxy resin ? (c) Suggest a method of making bisphenol A, start-

ing from phenol.

21. Poly(methyl methacrylate) was prepared in two different ways: polymer F,

with initiation by benzoyl peroxide at 100
L>

; polymer G, with initiation by //-butyllithium

at -62. Their nmr spectra were, with considerable simplification, as follows:

F a singlet, 8 1.10

b singlet, 320
c singlet, o 3.58

approximate area ratios, a:b:c = 3:2:3

G a singlet, 8 1.33

b doublet, 8 1.7

c doublet, 8 2.4

d singlet, B 3.58

approximate area ratios, a:b:c:d = 3:1:1:3

Account in detail for the difference in spectra. What, essentially, is polymer F?
Polymer G ?
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33

33.1 The organic chemistry of biomolecules

The study of biology at the molecular level is called biochemistry. It is a

branch of biology, but it is equally a branch of organic chemistry. Most of the

molecules involved, the biomolecules, are bigger and more complicated than the ones

we have so far studied, and their environment a living organism is a far cry from

the stark simplicity of the reaction mixture of the organic chemist. But the physical

and chemical properties of these compounds depend on molecular structure in

exactly the same way as do the properties of other organic compounds.
The detailed chemistry of biological processes is vast and complicated, and is

beyond the scope of this book ; indeed, the study of biochemistry must be built upon
a study of the fundamentals of organic chemistry. We can, however, attempt to

close the gap between the subject "organic chemistry" and the subject "bio-

chemistry.
"

In the remaining chapters of this book, we shall take up the principal classes of

biomolecules: fats, carbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic acids. Our chief concern

will be with their structures since structure is fundamental to everything else and

with the methods used to determine these structures. Because biomolecules are big

ones, we shall encounter structure on several levels: first, of course, the sequence of

functional groups and the configuration at any chiral centers or double bonds;

then, conformation, with loops, coils, and zig-zags on a grander scale than any-

thing we have seen yet; finally, the arrangement of collections of molecules, and

even of collections of these collections. We shall see remarkable effects due to

our familiar intermolecular forces: operating between biomolecules; between

biomolecules or parts of them and the solvent; between different parts of the

same biomolecule.

We shall study the chemical properties of these compounds observed in the

test tube, since these properties must lie behind the reactions they undergo in living

organisms. In doing this, we shall reinforce our knowledge of basic organic

1055
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chemistry by applying it to these more complex substances. Finally, mostly in the

last chapter, we shall look very briefly at a few biochemical processes, just to

catch a glimpse of the ways in which molecular structure determines biological

behavior.

33.2 Occurrence and composition of fats

Biochemists have found it convenient to define one set of biomolecules, the

lipids, as substances, insoluble in water, that can be extracted from cells by organic

solvents of low polarity like ether or chloroform. This is a catch-all sort of defini-

tion, and lipids include compounds of many different kinds: steroids (Sec. 15.16),

for example, and terpenes (Sec. 8.26). Of the lipids, we shall take up only ihcfats

and certain closely related compounds. These are not the only important lipids

indeed, every compound in an organism seems to play an important role, if only as

an unavoidable waste product of metabolism but they are the most abundant.

Fats are the main constituents of the storage fat cells in animals and plants, and

are one of the important food reserves of the organism. We can extract these animal

and vegetable fats liquid fats are often referred to as oils and obtain such sub-

stances as corn oil, coconut oil, cottonseed oil, palm oil, tallow, bacon grease, and

butter.

Chemically, fats are carboxyltc esters derived from the single alcohol, glycerol,

HOCH 2CHOHCH 2OH, and are known as glycerides. More specifically, they are

triacylglycerols. As Table 33.1 shows, each fat is made up of glycerides derived

CH.-O--C R
II

O

H-O-C R'
II

O

r-0-C> R"

6
A triacylglyccrol

(A glyceride)

from many different carboxylic acids. The proportions of the various acids vary

from fat to fat; each fat has its characteristic composition, which does not differ

very much from sample to sample.

With only a few exceptions, the fatty acids are all straight-chain compounds,

ranging from three to eighteen carbons; except for the C3 and C 5 compounds, only
acids containing an even number of carbons are present in substantial amounts. As
we shall see in Sec. 37.6, these even numbers are a natural result of the biosynthesis

of fats: the molecules are built up two carbons at a time from acetate units, in steps

that closely resemble the malonic ester synthesis of the organic chemist (Sec. 26.2).

Problem 33.1 //-Heptadecane is the principal w-alkane found both in a 50 million-

year-old shale and in the blue-green algae, primitive organisms still existing. When
blue-green algae were grown on a medium containing stearic-18-MC acid, essentially all

the radioactivity that was not left in unconsumed stearic acid was found in //-hepta-
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decane. By what kind of chemical reaction is the hydrocarbon evidently produced ? Of
v\hat geological significance is this finding?

Problem 33.2 (a) Acetate is not the only building block for the long chains of

lipids. From a 50 million-year-old shale (see Problem 33.1) as well as from modern

organisms there has been isolated 3,7,11,15-tetramethylhexadecanoic acid,

3,7,1 1,1 5-Tetramethylhexadecanoic acid

What familiar structural unit occurs here?

(b) The long side chain of chlorophyll (p. 1004) is derived from the* alcohol

phytol, which is cis-7(R),H(R)-3J,Il,15-tetramethyl-2-hexadecen-l-ol. The acid in (a)

H2OH

c/5-7(R)-l l(R)-3,7,1 l,l5-Tetramethyl-2-hexadecen-l-oI

Phytol

was found to be a mixture of two diastereomers: the 3(S),7(R),11(R) and 3(R),7(R),-

11(R). Of what biogenetic significance is this finding?

Besides saturated acids, there are unsaturated acids containing one or more

double bonds per molecule. The most common of these acids are:

CH 3(CH,) 7CH-CH(CH 2 ) 7COOH CH 3(CH2)4CH --CHCH2CH CH(CH 2 ) 7COOH
Oleic acid Linoleic acid

(m-isomer) (c'/'s.c/s-isomer)

CH 3CH 2CH^CHCH 2CH- CHCH 2CH -CH(CH 2 ) 7COOH
Linoienic acid

The configuration about these double bonds is almost invariably cis, rather than

the more stable trans.

Unsaturalion with this particular stereochemistry has an effect that is seemingly

trivial but is actually (Sec. 33.8) of vital biological significance: it lowers the melt-

ing point. In the solid phase, the molecules of a fat fit together as best they can; the

closer they fit, the stronger the intermolecular forces, and the higher the melting

point. Saturated acid chains are extended in a linear fashion with, of course,

the zig-zag due to the tetrahedral bond angles and fit together rather well.

mw-y-Unsaturated acid chains can be similarly extended to linear conformations

that match saturated chains rather well (Fig. 33.1) But r/s-unsaturated acid

chains have a hend at the double bond, and fit each other and saturated chains

badly. The net result is that cis unsaturation lowers the melting point of fat.

While we synthesize fats in our own bodies, we also eat fats synthesized in

plants and other animals; they are one of the three main classes of foods, the others

being carbohydrates (Chap. 35) and proteins (Chap. 36). Fats are used in enormous

amounts as raw materials for many industrial processes; let us look at some of

these before we turn our attention to some close relatives of the fats.
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,COOH

COOH

Figure 33.1. Extended chains of fatty acids: (a) saturated,

(b) /raws-unfiturated, (r) m-unsaturated. Note bend in (c).

33.3 Hydrolysis of fats. Soap. Micelles

The making of soap is one of the oldest of chemical syntheses. (It is not nearly

so old, of course, as the production of ethyl alcohol; man's desire for cleanliness is

much newer than his desire for intoxication.) When the German tribesmen of

Caesar's time boiled goat tallow with potash leached from the ashes of wood fires,

they were carrying out the same chemical reaction as the one carried out on a

tremendous scale by modern soap manufacturers: hydrolysis ofg/ycerides. Hydroly-
sis yields salts of the carboxylic acids, and glycerol, CH 2OHCHOHCH 2OH.

NaOH
CH 2OH

CHOH

CH 2OH
Glycerol

fRCOO-Na*

\ R'COO-Na+

Soap

A glyceride

(A fat)

Ordinary soap today is simply a mixture of sodium salts of long-chain fatty

acids. It is a mixture because the fat from which it is made is a mixture, and for

washing our hands or our clothes a mixture is just as good as a single pure salt.

Soap may vary in composition and method of processing: if made from olive oil, it

is Castile soap; alcohol can be added to make it transparent; air can be beaten in to

make it float; perfumes, dyes, and germicides can be added; if a potassium salt

(instead of a sodium salt), it is soft soap. Chemically, however, soap remains pretty

much the same, and does its job in the same way.
We might at first expect these salts to be water-soluble and, indeed, one can

prepare what are called "soap solutions." But these are not true solutions, in which

solute molecules swim about, separately and on their own. Instead, soap is
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dispersed in spherical clusters called micelles, each of which may contain hundreds

of soap molecules. A soap molecule has a polar end. COO~ Na *
, and a non-polar

end, the long carbon chain of 12 to 18 carbons. The polar end is water-soluble, and

is said to be Imlrophilic (water-loving). The non-polar end is water-insoluble, and is

said to be Imlrophobic (water-fearing); it is. of course, soluble in non-polar solvents.

Molecules like these are called amphipathic: they have both polar and non-polar

ends and, in addition, are big enough for each end to display its own solubility

behavior. In line with the rule of "like dissolves like," each non-polar end seeks a

non-polar environment; in this situation, the only such environment about is the

non-polar ends of other soap molecules, which therefore huddle together in the

center of the micelle (Fig.' 33.2). The polar ends project outward into. the polar

/j^ /V

N^/S/V/VXA/WS/IM'/J

Figure 33.2. Soap micelle. Non-polar

hydrocarbon chains "dissolve" in each

other. Polar COO groups dissolve in

water. Similarly charged micelles repel

each other.

Water

solvent, water. Negatively charged carboxylate groups stud the surface of the

micelle, and it is surrounded by an ionic atmosphere. Repulsion between similar

charges keeps the micelles dispersed.

Now, how does a soap clean? The problem in cleansing is the fat and grease

that make up and contain the dirt. Water alone cannot dissolve these hydrophobic

substances; oil droplets in contact with water tend to coalesce so that there is a

water layer and an oil layer. But the presence of soap changes this. The non-polar

ends of soap molecules dissolve in the oil droplet, leaving the carboxylate ends pro-

jecting into the surrounding water layer. Repulsion between similar charges keeps

the oil droplets from coalescing; a stable emulsion of oil and water forms, and

can be removed from the surface being cleaned. As we shall see, this emulsifying,

and hence cleansing, property is not limited to carboxylate salts, but is possessed

by other amphipathic molecules (Sec. 33.5).

Hard water contains calcium and magnesium salts, which react with soap to

form insoluble calcium and magnesium carboxylates (the "ring" in the bathtub).

33.4 Fats as sources of pure acids and alcohols

Treatment of the sodium soaps with mineral acid (or hydrolysis of fats under

acidic conditions) liberates a mixture
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fractional distillation of these mixtures has been developed on a commercial scale

to furnish individual carboxylic acids of over 90" purity.

Fats are sometimes converted by transesteritication into the methyl esters of

carboxylic acids; the glycerides are allowed to react with methanol in the presence

of a basic or acidic catalyst. The mixture of methyl esters can be separated by

CH 2 ~O-C-R

6 CH 2OH f RCOOCHj

CH--0-C--R' + CH.,OH L> CHOH + J R'COOCH,

o Mcthano1 CH 2OH U-COOCH,
Glyccrol Mixture of

methyl esters

O
A glyceride

fractional distillation into individual esters, which* can then be hydrolyzed to indi-

vidual carboxylic acids of high purity. Fats are thus the source of straight-chain

acids of even carbon number ranging from six to eighteen carbons.

Alternatively, these methyl esters, either pure or as mixtures, can be catalyti-

cally reduced to straight-chain primary alcohols of even carbon number, and from

these can be derived a host of compounds (as in Problem 18.10, p. 604). Fats thus

provide us with long straight-chain units to use in organic synthesis.

33.5 Detergents

Of the straight-chain primary alcohols obtained from fats or in other ways

(Sec. 32.6) the C 8 and C, members are used in the production of high-boiling

esters used as plasticizers (e.g., octyl phthalate). The Ci 2 to C| S alcohols are used in

enormous quantities in the manufacture of detergents (cleansing agents).

Although the synthetic detergents vary considerably in their chemical struc-

ture, the molecules of all of them have one common feature, a feature they share

with ordinary soap: they are amphipathic, and have a large non-polar hydrocarbon
end that is oil-soluble, and a polar end that is water-soluble. The C J2 to C ls alcohols

are converted into the salts of alkyl hydrogen sulfates. For example:

w-C n H 23CH 2OH
Lauryl alcohol Lauryl hydrogen sulfate Sodium lauryl sulfate

For these, the non-polar end is the long chain, and the polar end is the

Treatment of alcohols with ethylene oxide (Sec. 17.13) yields a non-ionic

detergent :

CH 3(CH 2 ) 10CH 2OH + 8CH 2 CH 2 ^> CH,(CH 2 ), CH 2(OCH 2CH 2 ) 8OH
Lauryl alcohol O An ethoxylate

Ethylene oxide

Hydrogen-bonding to the numerous oxygen atoms makes the polyether end of the
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molecule water-soluble. Alternatively, the ethoxylates can be converted into sulfates

and used in the form of the sodium salts.

Perhaps the most widely used detergents are sodium salts of alkylbenzene-

sulfonic acids. A long-chain alkyl group is attached to a benzene ring by the action

of a Friedel-Crafts catalyst and an alkyl halide, an alkcne, or an alcohol. Sulfona-

tion and neutralization yields the detergent.

Formerly, polypropylene was commonly used in the synthesis of these alkyl-

benzenesulfonates: but the highly-branched side chain it yields blocks the rapid

biological degradation of the detergent residues in sewage discharge and septic

tanks. Since about 1965 in this country, such "hard" detergents have been re-

placed by "soft" (biodegradable) detergents: alkyl sulfates, ethoxylates and their

sulfates; and alkylbenzenesulfonates in which the phenyl group is randomly
attached to the various secondary positions of a long straight chain (Ci 2-C 18

range). (See Problem 17, p. 403.) The side chains of these "linear" alkylbenzene-

sulfonates are derived from straight-chain 1-alkenes (Sec. 32.6), or chlorinated

straight-chain alkanes separated (by use of molecular sieves) from kerosene.

These detergents act in essentially the same way as soap does. They are used

because they have certain advantages. For example, the sulfates and sulfonatcs re-

tain their efficiency in hard water, since the corresponding calcium and magnesium
salts are soluble. Being salts of strong acids, they yield neutral solutions, in contrast

to the soaps, which, being salts of weak acids, yield slightly alkaline solutions (Sec.

18.10).

33.6 Unsaturated fats. Hardening of oils. Drying oils

We have seen that fats contain, in varying proportions, glycerides of un-

saturated carboxylic acids. We have also seen that, other things being equal, un-

saturation in a fat tends to lower its melting point and thus tends to make it a

liquid at room temperature. In the United States the long-established use of lard

and butter for cooking purposes has led to a prejudice against the use of the cheaper,

equally nutritious oils. Hydrogenation of some of the double bonds in such cheap
fats as cottonseed oil, corn oil, and soybean oil converts these liquids into solids

having a consistency comparable to that of lard or butter. This hardening of oils is

the basis of an important industry that produces cooking fats (for example, Crisco,

Spry) and .oleomargarine. Hydrogenation of the carbon-carbon double bonds

takes place under such mild conditions (Ni catalyst, 175-190, 20-40 lb/in.
2
) that

hydrogenolysis of the ester linkage does not occur.

Hydrogenation not only changes the physical properties of a fat, but also

and this is even more important changes the chemical properties: a hydrogenated
fat becomes rancid much less readily than does a non-hydrogenated fat. Rancidity
is due to the presence of volatile, bad-smelling acids and aldehydes. These com-

pounds result (in part, at least) from attack by oxygen at reactive allylic positions in
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the fat molecules; hydrogenation slows down the development of rancidity pre-

sumably by decreasing the number of double bonds and hence the number of allylic

positions.

(In the presence of hydrogenation catalysts, unsaturated compounds undergo
not only hydrogenation but also isomerization shift of double bonds, or stereo-

chemical transformations which also affects physical and chemical properties.)

Linseed oil and tung oil have special importance because of their high content

of glycerides derived from acids that contain two or three double bonds. They are

known as drying oils and are important constituents of paints and varnishes. The

"drying" of paint does not involve merely evaporation of a solvent (turpentine,

etc.), but rather a chemical reaction in which a tough organic film is formed. Aside

from the color due to the pigments present, protection of a surface by this film is the

chief purpose of paint. The film is formed by a polymerization of the unsaturated

oils that is brought about by oxygen. The polymerization process and the structure

of the polymer are extremely complicated and are not well understood. The process

seems to involve, in part, free-radical attack at reactive allylic hydrogens, free-

radical chain-reaction polymerization similar to that previously described (Sees.

6.19 and 32.3), and cross-linking by oxygen analogous to that by sulfur in

vulcanized rubber (Sec. 8.25).

Problem 33.3 In paints, tung oil "dries" faster than linseed oil. Suggest a reason

why. (See Table 33.1.)

33.7 Phosphoglycerides. Phosphate esters

So far, we have talked only about glycerides in which all three ester linkages

are to acyl groups, that is, triacylglycerols. There also occur lipids of another kind,

phosphoglycerides, which contain only two acyl groups and, in place of the third, a

phosphate group. The parent structure is diacylglycerol phosphate, or phosphatidic

acid.

R'-C-0-CH2

A
I

R" C O CH

1C 1H2 O P-OH

OH
Phosphatidic acid

(A phosphoglyceride)

Phosphoglycerides are, then, not only carboxylate esters but phosphate esters

as well. Just what are phosphate esters like? It will be well for us to learn something
about them since we shall be encountering them again and again: phospholipids
make up the membranes of cells (Sec. 33.8); adenosine triphosphate lies at the

heart of the energy system of organisms, and it does its job by converting hosts of

other compounds into phosphate esters (Sec. 37.3); nucleic acids, which control

heredity, are polyesters of phosphoric acid.
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To begin with, phosphates come in various kinds. Phosphoric acid contains

three hydroxy groups and can form esters in which one, two, or three of these have

been replaced by alkoxy groups. Phosphoric acid is highly acidic, and so are the

o o o
1 I I I

HO-P-OH HO-P OH RO P--OH RO- P-OR

OH OR OR OR
Phosphoric acid Phosphate esters

monoalkyl and dialkyl esters; in aqueous solution they tend to exist as anions, the

exact extent of ionization depending, of course, upon the acidity of the medium.

For example:

Like other esters, phosphates undergo hydrolysis to the parent acid and

alcohol. Here, the acidity of OH attached to phosphorus has several effects. In

the first place, since acidic phosphate esters can undergo ionization, there may be

many species present in the hydrolysis solution. A monoalkyl ester, for example,

could exist as dianion, monoanion, neutral ester, and protonated ester; any or all

of these could conceivably be undergoing hydrolysis. Actually, the situation is not

quite that complicated. From the dissociation constants of these acidic esters,

one can calculate the fraction of ester in each form in a given solution. The depend-

ence; of rate on acidity of the solution often shows which species is the principal

reactant.

In carboxylates, we remember, attack generally occurs at acyl carbon, and in

sulfonates, at alkyl carbon, with a resulting difference in point of cleavage. In

?
.

Ar-S-O-}-R,

Z 7.

hydrolytic behavior, phosphates are intermediate between carboxylates and sul-

fonates. Cleavage can occur at either position, depending on the nature of the

alcohol group.

O.1 .
i

R ^O P OH R O * P OH
1 'IN
OH OH1

Z Z:

C O cleavage P O cleavage
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Here again the acidity of phosphoric acids comes in. Cleavage of the alkyl-

oxygen bond in carboxylates is difficult because the carboxylate anion is strongly

basic and a poor leaving group; in sulfonates such cleavage is favored because the

weakly basic sulfonate anion is a very good leaving group. Phosphoric acid is

intermediate in acidity between carboxylic and sulfonic acid; as a result, the phos-

phate anion is a better leaving group than carboxylate but a poorer one than

sulfonate. In these esters, phosphorus is bonded to four groups; but it can accept
more witness stable pentacovalent compounds like PC1 5 and nucleophilic

attack at phosphorus competes with attack at alkyl carbon.

In acidic solution, phosphate esters are readily cleaved to phosphoric acid. In

alkaline solution, however, only trialkyl phosphates, (RO)3PO, are hydrolyzed, and

only one alkoxy group is removed. Monoalkyl and dialkyl esters, ROPO(OH)2 and

(RO)2PO(OH), are inert to alkali, even on long treatment. This may seem unusual

behavior, but it has a perfectly rational explanation. The monoalkyl and dialkyl

esters contain acidic OH groups on phosphorus, and in alkaline solution exist as

anions; repulsion between like charges prevents attack on these anions by hydroxide
ion.

In most phospholipids, phosphate is of the kind

O

GO P OH

in which G is the glyceryl group with its two carboxylates and R is derived

from some other alcohol, ROH, most often ethanolamine, HOCH2CH2NH2 , or

choline, HOCH2CH 2N(CH 3)3
+

. Since the remaining OH on phosphorus is

R'-O O CH2 R'-C-0-CH2

R"~C O CH ->. R" C O-CH ~
i

1

| 0\ i|
I 0\~01 I \ O

I \CH2
- O-P-O> CH2-O-~P-O>

CH 2CH2NH 3
+ CH2CH2N(CH3)3

*

Phosphatidyl ethanolamine Phosphatidyl choline

(Ethanolarnine phosphoglyceride) (Choline phosphoglyceride)

highly acidic, the ester exists mostly in the ionic form. Furthermore, since the

alcohol ROH usually contains an amino group, the phosphate unit carries both

positive and negative charges, and the phospholipid is at this end a dipolar ion.

On hydrolysis, these phosphates generally undergo cleavage between phosphorus
and oxygen, P4-O ~R. \

Problem 33.4 Consider hydrolysis of (RO)2PO(OH) by aqueous hydroxide, and

giant that foi electrostatic reasons attack by OH cannot occur. Even so, why does not

attack by the nucieophile water lead to hydrolysis? After all, water is the successful

nucleophile in acidic hydrolysis. (Hint: See Sec. 20.18.)
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33.8 Phospholipids and cell membranes

The fats are found, we said, in storage fat cells of plants and animals. Their

function rests on their chemical properties: through oxidation, they are consumed

to help provide energy for the life processes.

The phospholipids. on the other hand, are found in the membranes of cells

all cells and are a basic structural element of living organisms. This vital function

depends, in a fascinating \vay, on their physical properties.

Phosphoglyceride molecules are amphipathic, and in this respect differ from

fats -but resemble soaps and detergents. The hydrophobic part is, again, the long

fatty acid chains. The hydrophilic part is the dipolar ionic end: the substituted

phosphate group with its positive and negative charges. In aqueous solution, as we
would expect, phosphoglycerides form micelles. In certain situations, however at

an aperture between two aqueous solutions, for example- -they tend to form bi-

layers: two rows of molecules are lined up, back to back, with their polar ends pro-

jecting into water on the two surfaces of the bilayer (Fig. 33.3). Although the

Water

Figure 33.3. A phospholipid bilayer.

Hydrophobic fatty chains held together

by van der Waals forces. Hydrophilic
ends dissolve in water.

Water

polar groups are needed to hold molecules in position, the bulk of the bilayer is

made up of the fatty acid chains. Non-polar molecules can therefore dissolve in this

mostly hydrocarbon wall and pass through it, but it is an effective barrier to polar

molecules and ions.

It is in the form of bilayers that phosphoglycerides are believed to exist in cell

membranes. They constitute walls that not only enclose the cell but also very

selectively control the passage, in and out, of the various substances nutrients,

waste products, hormones, etc. even from a solution of low concentration to a

solution of high concentration. Now, many of these substances that enter and

leave the cells are highly polar molecules like carbohydrates and amino acids, or

ions like sodium and potassium. How can these molecules pass through cell mem-
branes when they cannot pass through simple bilayers? And how can permeability

be so highly selective?

The answer to both these questions seems to involve the proteins that are also

found in cell membrane: embedded in the bilayer, and even extending clear through
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it. Proteins, as we shall see in Chap. 36, are very long chain amides, polymers of

twenty-odd different amino acids. Protein chains can be looped and coiled in a

variety of ways; the conformation that is favored for a particular protein molecule

depends on the exact sequence of amino acids along its chain.

It has been suggested that transport through membranes happens in the fol-

lowing way. A protein molecule, coiled up to turn its hydrophobic parts outward,
is dissolved in the bilayer, forming a part of the cell wall. A molecule approaches:
a potassium ion, say. If the particular protein is the one designed to handle potas-
sium ion, it receives the ion into its polar interior. Hidden in this hydrophobic

wrapping, the ion is smuggled through the bilayer and released on the other side.

Now, if the transport protein is to do its job, it must be free to move within the

membrane. The molecules of the bilayer, while necessarily aligned, must not be

locked into a rigid crystalline lattice as they would be if all the fatty acid chains

were saturated. Actually, some of the chains in the membrane phospholipids are

unsaturated and these, with their cis stereochemistry and the accompanying bend

(Fig. 33.1), disrupt the alignment enough to make the membrane semiliquid at

physiological temperatures.

Here, we have had a glimpse of just one complex biological process. Yet we
can begin to see how the understanding of biology rests on basic chemical concepts:

van der Waals forces and ion-dipole bonds; polarity and solubility; melting point

and molecular shape; configuration and conformation; and, ultimately, the se-

quence of atoms in molecular chains.

Problem 33.5 The degree of unsaturation of the membrane lipids in the legs of
reindeer is higher in cells near the hooves than in cells near the body. What survival

value does this unsaturation gradient have?

PROBLEMS
1. From saponification of cerebrosides, lipids found in the membranes of brain and

nerve cells*there is obtained nervonic acid. This acid rapidly decolorizes dilute KMnO4 and
Br2/CCl4 solutions. Hydrogenation in the presence of nickel yields tetracosanoic acid,

/i-C23H47COOH. Vigorous oxidation of nervonic acid yields one acid of neutralization

equivalent 1 56 3 and another acid of neutralization equivalent 137 2. What structure

or structures are possible for nervonic acid ?

2. When peanut oil is heated very briefly with a little sodium methoxide, its properties

are changed dramatically it becomes so viscous it can hardly be poured yet saponifica-

tion yields the same mixture of fatty acids as did the untreated oil. What has probably

happened?

3. On oxidation with O2 , methyl oleate (methyl 9-c/s-octadecenoate) was found to

yield a mixture of hydroperoxides of formula Ci 8H 34O4 . In these, the OOH group was

found attached not only to C-8 and C-l 1 but also to C-9 and C-10. What is the probable

structure of these last two hydroperoxides ? How did they arise? Show all steps in a likely

mechanism for the reaction.

4. Although alkaline hydrolysis of monoalkyl or monoaryl phosphates is ordinarily

very difficult, 2,4-dinitrophenyl phosphate, 2,4-(NO2)2C6H 3OPO3H2, does react with

aqueous base, and with cleavage at the phosphorus-oxygen bond. Suggest an explanation

for this.
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5. Spermaceti (a wax from the head of the sperm whale) resembles high-molecular

weight hydrocarbons in physical properties and inertness toward Br2/CCl4 and KMnO4 ;

on qualitative analysis it gives positive tests only for carbon and hydrogen. However, its

infrared spectrum shows the presence of an ester group, and quantitative analysis gives the

empirical formula C| 6H 32O.

A solution of the wax and KOH in ethanol is refluxed for a long time. Titration of an

aliquot shows that one equivalent of base has been consumed for every 475 10 grams
of wax. Water and ether are added to the cooled reaction mixture, and the aqueous and
ethereal layers are separated. Acidification of the aqueous layer yields a solid A, m.p.

62-3, neutralization equivalent 260 5. Evaporation of the ether layer yields a solid

B, m.p. 48-9. (a) What is a likely structure of spermaceti? (b) Reduction by LiAlH4 of

either spermaceti or A gives B as the only product. Does this confirm the structure you
gave in (a)?

6. As the acidity of the solution is increased, the rate of hydrolysis of monoalkyl

phosphates, ROPO(OH) 2 , rises from essentially zero in alkaline solution, and passes

through a maximum at the point (moderate acidity, pH about 4) where the concentration of

monoanion, ROPO(OH)(O~), is greatest. Cleavage is at the phosphorus-oxygen bond.

(a) Can you suggest a mechanism or mechanisms that might account for the fact that

this species is more reactive than either the dianion, ROPO(O~)2 , or the neutral ester?

(b) At still higher acidity, the rate rises again and continues to rise. To what is the

high reactivity now due ?

7. On the basis of the following synthesis, give the structure of vaccenic acid.

//-hexyl chloride -f sodium acetylide > C(C SH U)

C + Na, NH 3 ; then I(CH,)9CJ > D(C 17H 31 C1)

D+ KCN > E(C 18HMN)
E + OH~, heat; then H + > F (C 18H 32O2)

F + H 2 , Pd > vaccenic acid (C 18H 34O2)

8. From the lipids of Corynebacterium diphtherhtm there is obtained corynomycolenic
acid. Its structure was confirmed by the following synthesis.

rt-C l3H 27CH 2Br + sodiomalonic ester r G (C21H 40O4)

G + exactly one mole ale. KOH > H (C lyH 36O4)

H 4- dihydropyran (Problem 16, p. 692) > I (C24H44O 5)

m-9-hexadecenoic acid + SOCI 2
> J (C, 6H,QOC1)

I + Na, then J > K (C39H 72O4)

K -f dilute acid > L (C34H64O3)

L + NaBH 4
- > M (C34H 66O3)

M + OH -
, heat ; then H + > ( )~corynomycolenic acid (C32H 62O3 )

What is the structure of corynomycolenic acid ?

9. From saponification of the fatty capsule of the tubercle bacillus, there is obtained

tnbercnlostearic acid. Its structure was established by the following synthesis.

2-decanol -f PBr3
> M(C,T,H 2 ,Br)

N + sodiomalonic ester; then OH ~, heat; then H +
; then heat > O (C 12H24O2)

O + SOCJ 2
> P C>Hs "

> Q (C, 4H, 8O.)

Q -f LiAlH 4 > R (CPH, 6O)
R + PBn > S (CuH 25 Br)

S + Mg; CdCU; then C,H 5OOC(CH,) 5COC1 > T (CMH40O 3)

T + Zn, HC1 > U (C 2 ,H 42O 2 )

U + OH~, heat; then H + > tuberculostearic acid (C 19H 38O2)

What is the structure of tuberculostearic acid ?

10. Besides tuberculostearic acid (preceding problem), the capsule of the tubercle

bacillus yields Cif-phthienoic acid, which on injection, into animals causes the lesions

typical of tuberculosis. On the basis of the following data, assign a structure to this acid.
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C2rphthienoic acid (C27H 52O2) + O 3 ; then Zn, H2O > CH3COCOOH
C2rphthienoic acid + KMnO4 > acid V (C24H48O2)

methyl ester of V 4- 2C6H 5MgBr; then H 2O * W (C36H58O)
W + H+,heat > X(C36H56)

X + Cr03 > (C6H 5)2CO + ketone Y (C23H46O)
Y 4- I2> NaOH * CHI3

\r , n n T alc - KOH j A A tr* u f\ \V + Br2 , P > Z > acid AA (C24H46O2)

AA + KMnO4 > among other
%things, BB (C20H40O)

Compound BB was shown to be identical with a sample of CH 3(CH 2) 17COCH 3 .

Caution: KMnO4 is a vigorous reagent, and not all the cleavage occurs at the double

bond. Compare the number of carbons in AA and BB.

11. On the basis of the following nmr spectra, assign likely structures to the isomeric

fatty acids, CC and DD, of formula C !7H 35COOH.

Isomer CC a triplet, 8 0.8, 3H
b broadband, 8 1.35, 30H
c triplet, 8 2.3, 2H
d singlet, 8 12.0, 1H

Isomer DD a triplet, 8 0.8, 3H
b doublet, 8 1.15, 3H
c broadband, 8 1.35, 28H
d multiplet, 8 2.2, 1H
e singlet, 8 12.05, 1H

12. Juvenile hormones take part in the delicate balance of hormonal activity that con-

trols development of insects. Applied artificially, they prevent maturing, and thus offer a

highly specific way to control insect population.

The structure of the juvenile hormone of the moth Hyalophora cecropia was con-

firmed by the following synthesis. (At each stage where geometric isomers were obtained,

these were separated and the desired one (Z) or (E) was selected on the basis of its nmr
spectrum.)

2-butanone + [(CH 3O)2P(O)CHCOOCH 3] ~Na+ (See Sec. 26.2)

> EE(C9H 19 6P)
distillation

H3p04 + pp ((Z).C7Hi202)

> GG(C6H 120) -22+ HH(C6HHBr)
HH + [CH 3CH 2COCHCOOC2H 5] ~Na

+ > II (C13H22O3)

II + OH -, heat; then H+ ; then heat > JJ (C 10H 18O)

JJ + [(CH 3O)2P(O)CHCOOCH 3] ~Na
+ > KK distillation

>

LL + LiAlH4 > MM -^> NN (C 12H21Br)

NN + sodioacetoacetic ester >> OO (C18H 30O 3)

OO + OH", heat; then H+ ; then heat > PP (C 15H26O)

PP + [(CH 3O)2P(O)CHCOOCH 3] ~Na+ QQ
disti"ation

>

RR + m-ClC6H 4C02OH > SS (rac*/wc-C 18H 30O 3)

SS was a mixture of positional isomers, corresponding to attack by perbenzoic acid at

various double bonds in RR. Of these, one isomer (a racemic modification) was found to

be identical, in physical and biological properties, to the natural juvenile hormone. This

isomer was the one resulting from reaction at the double bond first introduced into the

molecule.

What is the structure of the juvenile hormone of Hyalophora cecropial Account for

the fact that the synthesis yields a racemic modification.

LL ((-C 13H22 2)

RR ((E)-C 18H 30 2)



Chapter

34
Carbohydrates, I.

Monosaccharides

34.1 Introduction

In the leaf of a plant, the simple compounds carbon dioxide and water are

combined to form the sugar (+ )-glucose. This process, known as photosynthesis,

requires catalysis by the green coloring matter chlorophyll, and requires energy in

the form of light. Thousands of (+ )-glucose molecules can then be combined to

form the much larger molecules of cellulose, which constitutes the supporting

framework of the plant. ( + )-Glucose molecules can also be combined, in a some-

what different way, to form the large molecules of starch, which is then stored in

the seeds to serve as food for a new, growing plant.

When eaten by an animal, the starch and in the case of certain animals also

the cellulose is broken down into the original ( 4- )-glucose units. These can be

carried by the bloodstream to the liver to be recombined into glycogen, or animal

starch; when the need arises, the glycogen can be broken down once more into

( + Vglucose. (H-)-Glucose is carried by the bloodstream to the tissues, where it is

oxidized, ultimately to carbon dioxide and water, with the release of the energy

originally supplied as sunlight. Some of the (-f )-glucose is converted into fats;

some reacts with nitrogen-containing compounds to form amino acids, which in

turn are combined to form the proteins that make up a large part of the animal

body.

(+ )-Glucose, cellulose, starch, and glycogen all belong to the class of organic

compounds known as carbohydrates. Carbohydrates are the ultimate source of

most of our food: we eat starch-containing grain, or feed it to animals to be con-

verted into meat and fat which we then eat. We clothe ourselves with cellulose in

the form of cotton and linen, rayon and cellulose acetate. We build houses and

furniture from cellulose in the form of wood. Thus carbohydrates quite literally

provide us with the necessities of life: food, clothing, and shelter.

Basic necessities aside, our present civilization depends to a surprising degree

1070
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upon cellulose, particularly 3$ paper: the books and newspapers we read, the

letters we write, the bills we pay and the money and checks with which we pay

them; marriage licenses, drivers' licenses, birth certificates, mortgages; paper in

the form of bags and boxes, sheets and rolls.

The study of carbohydrates is one of the most exciting fields of organic

chemistry. It extends from the tremendously complicated problem of under-

standing the process of photosynthesis to the equally difficult problem of unraveling

the tangled steps in the enzyme-catalyzed reconversion of (+ )-glucose into carbon

dioxide and water. Between these two biochemical problems there lie the more

traditional problems of the organic chemist: determination of the structure and

properties of the carbohydrates, and the study of their conversion into other

organic compounds.
In this book we shall learn something of the fundamental chemical properties

of the carbohydrates, knowledge that is basic to any further study of these com-

pounds.

34.2 Definition and classification

Carbohydrates are polyhydroxy aldehydes, polyhydroxy ketones, or com-

pounds that can be hydrolyzed to them. A carbohydrate that cannot be hydro-

lyzed to simpler compounds is called a monosaccharide. A carbohydrate that can

be hydrolyzed to two monosaccharide molecules is called a disaccharide. A carbo-

hydrate that can be hydrolyzed to many monosaccharide molecules is called a

polysaccharide.

A monosaccharide may be further classified. If it contains an aldehyde

group, it is known as an aldose; if it contains a keto group, it is known as a ketose.

Depending upon the number of carbon atoms it contains, a monosaccharide is

known as a triose, tetrose, pentose, hexose, and so on. An aidohexose, for example,

is a six-carbon monosaccharide containing an aldehyde group; a ketopentose is a

five-carbon monosaccharide containing a keto group. Most naturally occurring

monosaccharides are pentoses or hexoses.

Carbohydrates that reduce Fehling's (or Benedict's) or Tollens* reagent (p. 1075)

are known as reducing sugars. All monosaccharides, whether aldose or ketose, are

reducing sugars. Most disaccharides are reducing sugars; sucrose (common table

sugar) is a notable exception, for it is a non-reducing sugar.

34.3 (+)-GIucose: an aidohexose

Because it is the unit of which starch, cellulose, and glycogen are made up,

and because of its special role in biological processes, (-f-)-glucose is by far the

most abundant monosaccharide there are probably more (+ )-glucose units in

nature than any other organic group and by far the most important mono-

saccharide.

Most of what we need to know about monosaccharides we can learn from the

study ofjust this one compound, and indeed from the study of just one aspect: its

structure, and how that structure was arrived at. In learning about the structure of

(4- )-glucose, we shall at the same time learn about its properties, since it is from

these properties that the structure has been deduced. (+ )-Glucose is typical mono-
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saccharide, so that in learning about its structure and properties, we shall be

learning about the structure and properties of the other members of this family.

CH=NNHC6H5

Hcptanoic acid

Figure 34.1. (-f-)-Glucose as an aldohexose.

(d->Glucose has the molecular formula C6H12O<^, as shown by elemental

analysis and molecular weight determination. In Fig. 34.1 is summarized other

evidence about its structure: evidence consistent with the idea that (-j-)-glucose is
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a six-carbon, straight-chain, pentahydroxy aldehyde, that is, that (-f )-glucose is

an aldohexose. But this is only the beginning. There are, as we shall see, 16 pos-

sible aldohexoses, all stereoisomers of each other, and we want to know which

one (+)-glucose is. Beyond this, there is the fact that (+)-glucose exists in alpha

and beta forms, indicating still further stereochemical possibilities that are not

accommodated by the simple picture of a pentahydroxy aldehyde. Finally, we
must pinpoint the predominant conformation in which the compound exists. All

this is the structure of (-h)-glucose and, when we have arrived at it, we shall see

the features that make it the very special molecule that it is.

Problem 34.1 Assume that you start knowing only the molecular formula of

(+)-glucose. You carry out each of the reactions of Fig. 34.1 f and study each of the

products obtained: characterize the product as to family; determine its molecular

weight and,- if any, its neutralization equivalent. You identify 2-iodohexane and

heptanoic acid by comparison with authentic samples.

(a) For each product, tell what you would actually observe, (b) Take each piece
of evidence in turn, and tell what it shows about the structure of (+)-glucose.

34.4 ( )-Fructose: a 2-ketohexose

The most important ketose is ( )-fructose, which occurs widely in fruits and,

combined with glucose, in the disaccharide sucrose (common table sugar).

The following sequence shows that (-)-fructose is a ketone rather than an

aldehyde, and gives the position of the keto group in the chain:

CH2OH

C-0

CHOH

CHOH

CHOH

CH2OH
Fructose

Fructose is thus a 2-ketohexose.

CH 2OH

C(OH)COOH

CHOH

CHOH

CHOH

CH 2OH
Hydroxy acid

HI. heat

CH 3

CHCOOH

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH 3

a-Methylcaproic acid

(two diastereomers) (racemic modification)

34.5 Stereoisomers of (+)-glucose. Nomenclature of aldose derivatives

If we examine the structural formula we have drawn for glucose, we see that

it contains four chiral centers (marked by asterisks):

1 CHO

2 *CHOH

3 *CHOH

4 *CHOH

5 *CHOH

6 CH2OH
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Each of the possible stereoisomers is commonly represented by a "cross" formula,

as, for example, in I. As always in formulas of this kind, it is understood that

CHO

H

HO

H

H

H

OH

CH2OH
I

stands for

H

horizontal lines represent bonds coming toward us out of the plane of the paper,

and vertical lines represent bonds going awayfrom us behind the plane of the paper.

Only molecular models can show us what is really meant by formulas like I. A
correct model of one of these stereoisomers is difficult to build unless we follow certain

rules first clearly stated by the great carbohydrate chemist Emil Fischer:

(1) Construct a chain of carbon atoms with a CHO group at one end and a

CH2OH group at the other. (2) Hold the CHO group in one hand and let the rest of

the chainTiang down. (3) Take the CH2OH group at the bottom end in the other hand
and bring it up behind the chain until it touches the CHO group. (4) Now one hand can

hold both groups firmly and the rest of the chain will form a rather rigid ring projecting

toward you. (This is the object of the whole operation up to this point: to impart rigidity

to an otherwise flexible chain.) By this procedure you have CHO above CH2OH as in

formula I, and both these groups directed away from you. (5) Finally, still holding the

ring as described above, look in turn at each carbon atom, and attach the OH or H
to the right or to the left just as it appears in the "cross" formula. In each case, these

groups will be directed toward you.

The dissimilarity of the two ends of an aldohexose molecule prevents the

existence ofmeso compounds (Sec. 4.18), and hence we expect that there should be

24 or 16 stereoisomers eight pairs of enantiomers. All 16 of these possible stereo-

isomers are now known, through either synthesis in the laboratory or isolation

from natural sources; only three (-f)-glucose, (+ )-mannose, (-f )-galactose

are found in abundance.

Problem 342 Draw a "cross" formula of one cnantiomer of each of these eight

pairs, placing -CHO at the top, CH2OH at the bottom, and OH on the right on
the lowest chiral center (C-5).

Of these 16 isomers, only one is the (-f )-glucose that we have described as the

most abundant monosaccharide. A second isomer is (*~)*glucose, the enantiomer

of the naturally occurring compound. The other 14 isomers are all diastereomers
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of (-f-)-glucose, and are given names of their own, for example, mannose, galactose,

gulose, etc. As we might expect, these other aldohexoses undergo the same set of

reactions that we have described for glucose. Although as diastereomers they

undergo these reactions at different rates and yield different individual compounds,
the chemistry is essentially the same.

The products obtained from these other aldohexoses are generally given names
that correspond to the names of the products obtained from glucose. This principle

is illustrated in Table 34.1 for the aldohexose (H-)-mannose, which occurs naturally

in many plants (the name is derived from the Biblical word manna).

Table 34.1 NAMES OF ALDOSE DERIVATIVES

Type of Compound Type Name Examples of Specific Names

The structural formula we have drawn to represent (H-)-glucose so far could

actually represent any of the 16 aldohexoses. Only when we have specified the

configuration about each of the chiral centers will we have the structural formula

that applies only to (+ )-glucose itself. Before we can discuss the brilliant way in

which the configuration of (+)-glucose was worked out, we must first learn a little

more about the chemistry of monosaccharides.

Problem 343 (a) How many chiral centers are there in (->fructose? (b) How
many stereoisomeric 2-ketohexoses should there be? (c) Draw a "cross" formula of
one enantiomer of each pair, placing O=O near the top, and OH on the right on
the lowest chiral center (C-5).

34.6 Oxidation. Effect of alkali

Aldoses can be oxidized in four important ways: (a) by Fehling's or Tollens'

reagent; (b) by bromine water; (c) by nitric acid; and (d) by periodic acid, HIO4 .

Aldoses reduce Tollens
9

reagent, as we would expect aldehydes to do. They
also reduce Fehling's solution, an alkaline solution of cupric ion complexed with

tartrate ion (or Benedict's solution, in which complexing is with citrate ion); the

deep-blue color of the solution is discharged, and red cuprous oxide precipitates.

These reactions are less useful, however, than we might at first have expected.

In the first place, they cannot be used to differentiate aldoses from ketoses.
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Ketoses, too, reduce Fehling's and Tollens' reagents; this behavior is characteristic

of a-hydroxy ketones.

In the second place, oxidation by Fehling's or Tollens' reagent cannot be used

for the preparation of aldonic acids (monocarboxylic acids) from aldoses. Both

Fehling's and Tollens' reagents are alkaline reagents, and the treatment of sugars

with alkali can cause extensive isomerization and even decomposition of the chain.

Alkali exerts this effect, in part at least, by establishing an equilibrium between the

monosaccharide and an enediol structure.

CHO

H-C-OH

H-C-OH
>

Aldose

CHOH

C--OH

H-C-OH
i

Enediol

CH 2OH

C=0

H-C-OH
I

Ketose

CHO

HO-C-H
I

H-C-OH

Aldose

CH 2OH

C-OH
t

II

C-OH

Enediol

etc.

Bromine water oxidizes aldoses, but not ketoses; as an acidic reagent it does

not cause isomerization of the molecule. It can therefore be used to differentiate an

aldose from a ketose, and is the reagent chosen to synthesize the aldonic acid

(monocarboxylic acid) from an aldose.

Br2 + H 2

CHO

(CHOH),, -|

CH 2OH
Aldose

COOH

(CHOH) /;

CH 2OH
Aldonic acid

COOH
I

(CHOH),,

COOH
Aldaric acid

Treatment of an aldose with the more vigorous oxidizing agent nitric acid

brings about oxidation not only of the -CHO group but also of the CH 2OH
group, and leads to the formation of the aldaric acid (dicarboxylic acid).

Like other compounds that contain two or more --OH or - O groups on

adjacent carbon atoms, carbohydrates undergo oxidative cleavage by periodic acid,

HIO4 (Sec. 16.12). This reaction; introduced in 1928 by L. Malaprade (at the Uni-

versity of Nancy, France), is one of the most useful tools in modern research on

carbohydrate structure.
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Problem 34.4 Treatment of (+)-glucpse with HIO4 gives results that confirm its
aldohexose structure. What products should be formed, and how much HIO4 should
be consumed?

Problem 34.5 Identify each of the following glucose derivatives:

A + 4HIO4 > 3HCOOH + HCHO + OHC-COOH
B + 5HIO4_-> _4HCOOH + 2HCHO
C + 3HI04 > 2HCOOH + 2OHC-COOH
D + 4HI04

-> 4HCOOH + OHC-COOH

34.7 Osazone formation. Epimers

As aldehydes, aldoses react with phenylhydrazine to form phenylhydrazones.
If an excess of phenylhydrazine is used, the reaction proceeds further to yield

products known as osazones, which contain two phenylhydrazine residues per

molecule; a third molecule of the reagent is turned into aniline and ammonia.

(Just how the OH group is oxidized is not quite clear.)

CHO CH=NNHC6H 5

CHOH 6s2
> C-NNHC6H 5 + C6H5NH2 + NH 3

Aldose Osazone

Osazone formation is not limited to carbohydrates, but is typical of a-hydroxy

aldehydes and a-hydroxy ketones in general (e.g., benzoin, C6H 5CHOHCOC6H 5).

Removal of the phenylhydrazine groups yields dicarbonyl compounds known
as osones. For example:

CH=NNHC6H 5 CHO
I

C6H 5CHO, H +
|

C-=NNHC6H 5
-> C-O + 2C6H5CH=NNHC6H5

Osazone Osone Benzaldehyde phenylhydrazone

Problem 34.6 Aldehydes are more easily reduced than ketones. On this basis

what product would you expect from the reduction of glucosone by zinc and acetic

acid ? Outline a sequence of reactions by which an aldose can be turned intoa 2-ketose.

In 1858 Peter Griess (in time taken from his duties in an English brewery)

discovered diazonium salts. In 1875 Emil Fischer (at the University of Munich)
found that reduction of benzenediazonium chloride by sulfur dioxide yields phenyl-

hydrazine. Nine years later, in 1884, Fischer reported that the phenylhydrazine he

had discovered could be used as a powerful tool in the study of carbohydrates.

'"One of the difficulties of working with carbohydrates is their tendency to

form sirups; these are fine for pouring on pancakes at breakfast, but hard to work

with in the laboratory. Treatment with phenylhydrazine converts carbohydrates

into solid osazones, which are readily isolated and purified, and can be identified

by their characteristic crystalline forms.

Fischer found osazone formation to be useful not only in identifying carbo-

hydrates, but also and this was much more important in determining their

configurations. For example, the two diastereomeric aldohexoses (-f )-glucose and
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(H-)-mannose yield the same osazone. Osazone formation destroys the configura-

tion about C-2 of an aldose, but does not affect the configuration of the rest of the

molecule.

1 CHO 1 HC=NNHC6H5 1 CHO

2 H-C-OH 2 C=NNHC6H5 2 HO-C-H

3CHsNHNH2w

3

4

5

^ 3C6H>NHNH2

3

4

5

Epimers
give the

same
osazone

6 CH2OH 6 CH2OH 6 CH2OH

It therefore follows that (H-)-glucose and (+)-mannose differ only in configuration

about C-2, and have the same configuration about C-3, C-4, and C-5. We can

see that whenever the configuration of either of these compounds is established, the

configuration of the other is immediately known through this osazone relation-

ship. A pair of diastereomeric aldoses that differ only in configuration about C-2

are called epimers. One way in which a pair of aldoses can be identified as epimers

is through the formation of the same osazone.

Problem 34.7 When the ketohexose (
- Hructose is treated with phenylhydrazine,

it yields an osazone that is identical with the one prepared from either (+)-glucose or

(+ >mannose. How is the configuration of (
- Hructose related to those of (+ )-glucose

and (+)-mannose?

34.8 Lengthening the carbon chain of aldoses. The Kiliani-Fischer synthesis

In the next few sections we shall examine some of the ways in which an aldose

can be converted into a different aldose. These conversions can be used not only

to synthesize new carbohydrates, but also, as we shall see, to help determine their

configurations.

First, let us look at a method for converting an aldose into another aldose

containing one more carbon atom, that is, at a method for lengthening the carbon

chain. In 1886, Heinrich Kiliani (at the Technische Hochschule in Munich) showed

that an aldose can be converted into two aldonic acids of the next higher carbon

number by addition of HCN and hydrolysis of the resulting cyanohydrins. In

1890, Fischer reported that reduction of an aldonic acid (in the form of its lactone,

Sec. 20.15) can be controlled to yield the corresponding aldose. In Fig. 34.2, the

entire Kiliani-Fischer synthesis is illustrated for the conversion of an aldopentose

into two aldohexoses.

Addition of cyanide to the aldopentose generates a new chiral center, about

which there are two possible configurations. As a result, two diastereomeric cyano-

hydrins are obtained, which yield diastereomeric carboxylic acids (aldonic acids)

and finally diastereomeric aldoses.

The situation is strictly analogous to that in Sec. 7.7. Using models, we can see that

the particular configuration obtained here depends upon which face of the carbonyl

group is attacked by cyanide ion. Since the aldehyde is already chiral, attack at the two
faces is not equally likely. Both possible diastereomeric products are formed, and in

unequal amounts.
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Since a six-carbon aldonic acid contains OH groups in the y- and 5-posi-

tions, we would expect it to form a lactone under acidic conditions (Sec. 20.15).

This occurs, the y-lactone generally being the more stable product. It is the lactone

that is actually reduced to an aldose in the last step of a Kiliani-Fischer synthesis.

CHO

HO-C-H
H-C-OH
H-C OH

CH2OH

H C OH

CH2OH

Figure 34.2. An example of the Kiliani-Fischer synthesis.

The pair of aldoses obtained from the sequence differ only in configuration

about C~2, and hence are epimers. A pair of aldoses can be recognized as epimers
not only by their conversion into the same osazone (Sec. 34.7), but also by their

formation in the same Kiliani-Fischer synthesis.

Like other diastereomers, these epimers differ in physical properties and

therefore are separable. However, since carbohydrates are difficult to purify, it is

usually more convenient to separate the diastereomeric products at the acid stage,

where crystalline salts are easily formed, so that a single pure lactone can be

reduced to a single pure aldose.

Problem 34.8 As reducing agent, Fischer used sodium amalgam and acid. Today,
lactones are reduced to aldoses by the addition of NaBH4 to an aqueous solution of

lactone. If, however, lactone is added to the NaBH4 , another product, not the aldose,

is obtained.. What do you think this other product is? Why is the order of mixing of

reagents crucial?

Problem 34.9 (a) Using cross formulas to show configuration, outline all steps

in a Kiliani-Fischer synthesis, starting with the aldotriose R-(+>glyceraldehyde,

CH2OHCHOHCHO. How many aldotctroses would be expected? (b) Give configure-
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tions of the aldopentoses expected from each of these aldotetroses by a Kiliani-Fischer

synthesis; of the aldohexoses expected from each of these aldopentoses.

(c) Make a "family tree" showing configurations of these aidoses hypothetically
descended from R-( + )-glyceraldehyde. If the CHO is placed at the top in each case,

what configurational feature is the same in all these formulas? Why?
Problem 34.10 (a) Give the configuration of the dicarboxylic acid (aldaric acid)

that would be obtained from each of theJetroses in Problem 34.9 by nitric acid oxida-

tion, (b) Assume that you have actually carried out the chemistry in part (a). In what

simple way could you assign configuration to each of your tetroses?

34.9 Shortening the carbon chain of aidoses. The Ruff degradation >

There are a number of ways in which an aldose can be converted into another

aldose of one less carbon atom. One of these methods for shortening the carbon

chain is the Ruff degradation. An aldose is oxidized by bromine water to the

aldonic acid; oxidation of the calcium salt of this acid by hydrogen peroxide in

the presence of ferric salts yields carbonate ion and an aldose of one less carbon

atom (see Fig. 34.3).

CHO COOH COO -
)2Ca

+ +

H-C-OH H-C-OH H-C-OH

HO C H Br2 +H 2
>

HO C H CaCO,
>
HO C H HzOz.Fe**^

H C OH H C OH H-C OH

H-C-OH H C-OH H-C OH

CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH
An aldohexose An aldonic acid A calcium aldonate

CHO

HO C H +

H C OH

H-C-OH

CH2OH2

An aldopentose

Figure 34.3. An example of the Ruff degradation.

34.10 Conversion of an aldose into its epimer

In the presence of a tertiary amine, in particular pyridine (Sec. 31.6), an

equilibrium is established between an aldonic acid and its epimer. This reaction is

the basis of the best method for converting an aldose into its epimer, since the only

configuration affected is that at C-2. The aldose is oxidized by bromine water to

the aldonic acid, which is then treated with pyridine. From the equilibrium

mixture thus formed, the epimeric aldonic acid is separated, and reduced (in the

form of its lactone) to the epimeric aldose. See, for example, Fig. 34.4.

34.11 Configuration of (+ )-glucose. The Fischer proof

Let us turn back to the year 1888. Only a few monosaccharides were known,

among them (-f)-glucosc, (-)-fructosc, (+)-arabinose. (-t-)-Mannose had just
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-H 2o

An aldohexose Epimeric aldonic acids

O

C
,

CHO

HO-C-H
H -< H

H-C-OH

H-C OH

CH 2OH
An aldonolactone Epimeric

aldohexose

Figure 34.4. Conversion of an aldose into its epimer.

been synthesized. It was known that (-f)-glucose was an aldohexose and that

(-f)-arabinose was an aldopentose. Emil Fischer had discovered (1884) that phenyl-

hydrazine could convert carbohydrates into osazones. The Kiliani cyanohydrin
method for lengthening the chain was just two years old.

It was known that aldoses could be reduced to alditols, and could be oxidized

to the monocarboxylic aldonic acids and to the dicarboxylic aldaric acids. A theory
of stereoisomerism and optical activity had been proposed (1874) by van't Hoff

and Le Bel. Methods for separating stereoisomers were known and optical activity

could be measured. The concepts of racemic modifications, meso compounds, and

epimers were well established.

(-f)-Glucose was known to be an aldohexose; but as an aldohexose it could

have any one of 16 possible configurations. The question was: which configuration

did it have? In 1888, Emil Fischer (at the University of Wurzburg) set out to

find the answer to that question, and in 1891 announced the completion of a most

remarkable piece of chemical research, for which he received the Nobel Prize in

1902. Let us follow Fischer's steps to the configuration of (+)-glucose. Although
somewhat modified, the following arguments are essentially those of Fischer.

The 16 possible configurations consist of eight pairs of enantiomers. Since

methods of determining absolute configuration were not then available, Fischer

realized that he could at best limit the configuration of (H-)-glucose to a pair of

enantiomeric configurations; he would not be able to tell which one of the pair was

the correct absolute configuration.

To simplify the problem, Fischer therefore rejected eight of the possible

configurations, arbitrarily retaining only those (I-VI11) in which C-5 carried the

OH on the right (with the understanding that H and OH project toward the

observer). He realized that any argument that led to the selection of one of these

formulas applied with equal force to the mirror image of that formula. (As it
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turned out, his arbitrary choice of an OH on the right of C~5 in (H-)-glucose was

the correct one.)

Since his proof depended in part on the relationship between (-t-)-glucose and

the aldopentose (-)-arabinose, Fischer also had to consider the configurations of

the five-carbon aldoses. Of the eight possible configurations, he. retained only

four, IX-XII, again those in which the bottom chiral center carried the OH on

the right.

The line of argument is as follows:

(1) Upon oxidation by nitric acid, ( )-arabinose yields an optically active

dicarboxylic acid. Since the OH on the lowest chiral center is arbitrarily placed

on the right, this fact means that the OH on the uppermost chiral center is on

the left (as in X or XII),

COOH

CH2OH
(-)-Arabinose

Partialformula
X or XII

H-C-OH

COOH
Active
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for if it were on the right (as in IX or XI), the diacid would necessarily be an inactive

meso acid.

(2) ( )-Arabinose is converted by the Kiliani-Fischer synthesis into (+)-glucose
and (+)-mannose. (-h)-Glucose and (+)-mannose therefore are epimers, differing

only in configuration about C-2, and have the same configuration about C-3,

C-4, and C-5 as does (-)-arabinose. (-H)-Glucose and ( + )-mannose must be III

and IV, or VII and VIII.

1 CHO CHO 1

CHO 2 H-C OH HO C H 2 '

HO C H 3 HO-C-H HO C-H 3

!
>

|
and

j

C_ 4 C C 4

H-C OH 5 H-C OH H-C-OH 5

! I I

CH2OH 6 CH 2OH CH2OH 6

( )-Arabinose (-f-)-Glucose and (+)-Mannose: epimers

Partialformula Partialformulas

X or XII HI and IV, or VII and VIII

(3) Upon oxidation by nitric acid, both (+ )-ghicose and (+ )-mannose yield

dicarboxylic acids that are optically active. This means that the OH on C-4 is

on the right, as in III and IV,
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for if it were on the left, as in VII and VIII, one of the aldaric acids would neces-

sarily be an inactive meso acid.

( )-Arabinose must also have that same OH on the right, and hence has

configuration X.

CHO
i

HO-C-H

H-C-OH
H C- OH

CH 2OH

( )-Arabinose

(H-)-Glucose and ( + )-mannose have configurations HI and IV, but one

question remains: which compound has which configuration? One more step is

needed.

(4) Oxidation of another hexose, (+ )-gulose, yields the same dicarboxylic

acid, ( + )-glucaric acid, as does oxidation of ( + )-glucose. (The gulose was syn-

thesized for this purpose by Fischer.) If we examine the two possible configura-

tions for ( + )-glucaric acid, Ilia and IVa, we see that only Ilia can be derived from

two different hexoses: from III and the enantiomer of V.
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The acid IVa can be derived from just one hexose: from IV.

It follows that ( + )-glucaric acid has configuration Ilia, and theiefore that

(4- )-glucose has configuration III.

1 CHO

2 H C-OH

3 HO C-H

4 H-C-OH

5 H - C-OH

6 CH 2OH
Ml

( + )-G!ucose

(4- )-Mannose, of course, has configuration IV, and (-)-gulose (the enantiomer of

the one used by Fischer) has configuration V.

CHO CHO

HO C-H H-C-OH

HO C-H H-C-OH
I !

H-C-OH HO-C H
I I

H C -OH H-C OH
!

CH 2OH CH 2OH
IV V

( + )-Mannose (-)-Gulose

34.12 Configurations of aldoses

Today all possible aldoses (and ketoses) of six carbons or less, and many of

more than six carbons, are known; most of these do not occur naturally and have

been synthesized. The configurations of all these have been determined by applica-

tion of the same principles that Fischer used to establish the configuration of

(-f)-glucose; indeed, twelve of the sixteen aldohexoses were worked out by Fischer

and his students.

So far in our discussion, we have seen how configurations III, IV, V, and X
of the previous section were assigned to (-f )-glucose, (4- )-mannose, ( )-gulose,
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and ( -)-arabinose, respectively. Let us see how configurations have been assigned

to some other monosaccharides.

The aldopentose ( )-ribose forms the same osazone as ( )-arabinose. Since

(-)-arabinose was shown to have configuration X, (-)-ribose must have configura-

tion IX. This configuration is confirmed by the reduction of (-)-ribose to the

optically inactive (meso) pentahydroxy compound ribitol.

Hj.Ni

CH2OH

H-C-OH

H-C--OH

H-C-OH

CH 2OH
Ribitol

A meso compound

Inactive

The two remaining aldopentoses, (+ )-xylose and ( )-lyxose, must have the

configurations XI and XII. Oxidation by nitric acid converts (-f)-xylose into an

COOH

HO-C-H

would give HO-C-H

H-C-OH
I

COOH

Active

optically inactive (meso) aldaric acid. (+)-Xylose must therefore be XI and

(-)-lyxose must be XII.

Degradation of (
~ )-arabinose yields the tetrose ( )-erythrose, which therefore

has configuration XIII. In agreement with this configuration, (
-
)-erythrose is

found to yield we,?0tartaric acid upon oxidation by nitric acid.
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CHO

HO C H

H C-OH

H-C-OH

Ruff degradation

CHO

H-C OH
HNO3

COOH

H-C OH
I

CH 2OH
(-)-Arabinose

H-C OH

COOH
Mesotartaric acid

Inactive

H-C-OH

CH2OH
XIII

(-)-Erythrose

Degradation of (+ )-xylose by the Ruff method yields the tetrose ( )-threose,

which must therefore have configuration XIV. This is confirmed by oxidation of

( )-threose to optically active ( )-tartaric acid.

CHO

CHO

HO C-H

H-C OH

CH2OH
XIV

(-)-Threose

H C OH

HO C-H
H-C OH

CH2OH

Ruff degradation HNO,
COOH

HO C H

H-C-OH
COOH

(+ )-Xylose (-)-Tartaric acid

Active

Problem 34,11 Assign a name to I, II, VI, VII, and VIII (p. 1082) on the basis of
the following evidence and the configurations already assigned :

(a) The aldohexoses (+)-galactose and (-H-talose yield the same osazone. De-
gradation of ( + )-galactose yields (

-
)-lyxose. Oxidation of ( + )-galactose by nitric acid

yields an inactive meso acid, galactaric acid (also called mucic acid).

(b) (-)-Ribose is converted by the Kiliani-Fischer synthesis into the two aldo-

hexoses (+)-al!ose and (+)-altrose. Oxidation of ( -I- )-altrose yields optically active

( f )-altrarlc acid. Reduction of ( + )-allose to a hexahydroxy alcohol yields optically
inactive allifot.

(c) The aldohexose (-)-idose yields the same osazone as (-)-gulose.

Problem 34.12 Go back to the "family tree" you constructed in Problem 34.9,

p. 1079, and assign names to all structures.

Problem 34.13 What is the configuration of the 2-ketohexose (-)-fructose?
(See Problem 34.7, p. 1078.)

Problem 34.14 Give the configurations of (-)-glucose, (-)-mannose, and
(f Hructose.

34.13 Optical families. D and L

Before we can explore further the structure of (-f)-glucose and its relatives,

we must examine a topic of stereochemistry we have not yet touched on : use of

the prefixes D and L.

Most applications of stereochemistry, as we have already seen, are based

upon the relative configurations of different compounds, not upon their absolute

configurations. We are chiefly interested in whether the configurations of a reac-

tant and its product are the same or different, not in what either configuration

actually is. In the days before any absolute configurations had been determined,
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there was the problem not only of determining the relative configurations ot

various optically active compounds, but also of indicating these relationships once

they had been established. This was a particularly pressing problem with the

carbohydrates.

The compound glyceraldehyde, CH 2OHCHOHCHO, was selected as a stand-

ard of reference, because it is the simplest carbohydrate an aldotriose capable

of optical isomerism. Its configuration could be related to those of the carbo-

hydrates, and because of its highly reactive functional groups, it could be converted

into, and thus related to, many other kinds of organic compounds. (+ )-GIycer-

aldehyde was arbitrarily assigned configuration I, and was designated D-glyceralde-

hvde; ( )-glyceraldehyde was assigned configuration II and was designated

L-glyceraldehyde. Configurations were assigned to the glyceraldehydes purely for

CHO CHO

Y
- H H -

^
CH 2OH CH:OH

I II

D-GIyceraldehyde i -Glyceraldehyde

convenience; the particular assignment had a 50:50 chance of being correct, and,

as it has turned out, the configuration chosen actually is the correct .absolute con-

figuration.

Other compounds could be related configurationally to one or the other of the

glyceraldehydes by means of reactions that did not involve breaking bonds to a

chiral center (Sec. 7.5). On the basis of the assumed configuration of the glycer-

aldehyde, these related compounds could be assigned configurations, too. As it

has turned out, these configurations are the correct absolute ones; in any case, for

D-(- )- Lactic acid

COOH

Zn, H*

COOH COOH

r Y
CH,OH Of,OH CH 2Br

r )-Glyceraldehyde D-(
-
)-Glyceric acid D-(

- )-3-Bromo-

2-hydroxypropanoic
acid

Figure -34.5. Relating configurations to glyceraldehyde.
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many years they served as a convenient way of indicating structural relationships.

See, for example, Fig. 34.5.

To indicate the relationship thus established, compounds related to D-glycer-

aldehyde are given the designation D, and compounds related to L-glyceraldehyde

are given the designation L. The symbols D and L (pronounced "dee" and "ell")

thus refer to configuration, not to sign of rotation, so that we have, for example,

D-(-)~glyceric acid and L-(-f )-lactic acid. (One frequently encounters the prefixes

*/and /, pronounced "dextro" and "levo," but their meaning is not always clear.

Today they usually refer to direction of rotation; in some of the older literature

they refer to optical family. It was because of this confusion that D and L were

introduced.)

Unfortunately, the use of the designations D and L is not unambiguous. In relating

glyceraldehyde to lactic acid, for example, we might envision carrying out a sequence of

steps in which the CH2OH rather than the CHO group is converted into the COOH
group:

CHO CHj

CH2OH CH2OH COOH

(+ )-Glyceraldehyde ( + )-l ,2-Propanediol (+ )-Lactic acid

By this series of reactions, (+ )-glyceraldehyde would yield (+ )-lactic acid ; by the previous

sequence, (+)-glyceraldehyde yields (-)-lactic acid. It would appear that, depending
upon the particular sequence used, we could designate either of the lactic acids as D-lactic

acid; the first sequence is the more direct, and by convention is the accepted one. We
should notice that, whatever the ambiguity associated with the use of D and L, there is no
ambiguity about the configurational relationship; we arrive at the proper configurations
for (+ )- and (-)-lactic acids whichever route we use.

The prefixes R and S enable us to specify unambiguously the absolute configuration
of a compound, because their use does not depend on a relationship to any other com-

pound. But, by the same token, the letters R and S do not immediately reveal configura-
tional relationships between two compounds; we have to work out and compare the

configurations in each case.

The designations D and L, on the other hand, tell us nothing of the configuration of
the compound unless we know the route by which the configurational relationship has

been established. However, in the case of the carbohydrates (and the amino acids, Chap.
36), there are certain conventions about this which make these designations extremely
useful.

Problem 34.15 Which specification, R or S, would you give to the following?

(a) D-( + )-glyceraldehyde; (b) D-(-)-glyceric acid; (c) o-(-)-3-bromo-2-hydroxy-

propionic acid; (d) D-(-)-lactic acid.

Problem 34.16 The transformation of L-(+)-lactic acid into (+)-2-butanol was

accomplished by the following sequence of reactions:

L-(+)-lacticacid '*'''> A
a'''> B C

C KCN
> n H2HCl,heat

y g CHaOH.HCI^ p Na.CHjCOOH^

Q ^H+ H *fctPd (+>2-butanol

What is the absolute configuration of (+>2-butanol?
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34.14 Tartaric acid

Tartaric acid, HOOCCHOHCHOHCOOH, has played a key role in the

development of stereochemistry, and particularly the stereochemistry of the

carbohydrates. In 1848 Louis Pasteur, using a hand lens and a pair of tweezers,

laboriously separated a quantity of the sodium ammonium salt of racemic tartaric

acid into two piles of mirror-image crystals and, in thus carrying out the first

resolution of a racemic modification, was led to the discovery of enantiomerisrn.

Almost exactly 100 years later, in 1949, Bijvoet, using x-ray diffraction--and also

laboriously determined the actual arrangement in space of the atoms oY the

sodium rubidium salt of ( + )-tartaric acid, and thus made the first determination

of the absolute configuration of an optically active substance.

COOH

H~

HO-

-OH

-H

COOH
COOH

( + )-Tartanc acid

As we shall see in the next section, tartaric acid is the stereochemical link

between the carbohydrates and our standard of reference, glyceraldehyde. In

1917, the configurational relationship between glyceraldehyde and tartaric acid

was worked out. When the reaction sequence outlined in Fig. 34.6 was carried

out starting with D-glyceraldehyde, two products were obtained, one inactive and

CN

CHO

H- )H

CHjOH

o-< KilycerakichyJe

H-

H- -OH

(. H 2OH

CN

C H ?OH

COOH

-H

H

COOH

OH

CH 2OH

HO-

H- OH

COOH
IV

!>-(
- )-Tartanc acid

Figure 34.6. Configurational relationship between glyceraldehyde and
tartaric acid.
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one which rotated the plane of polarized light to the left. The inactive product was,

of course, mesotartaric acid, III. The active (-)-tartaric acid thus obtained was

assigned configuration IV; since it is related to D-glyceraldehyde, we designate it

D-(-)-tartaric acid.

On the basis of the assumed configuration of D-(+ )-glyceraldehyde, then,

L-(+)-tartaric acid, the enantiomer of D-(-)-tartaric acid, would have configuration

V, the mirror image of IV. When Bijvoet determined the absolute configuration

COOH

H

COOH

HO-

H-

-H

-OH

COOH

IV

D-(
- )-Tartanc acid

H-

HO-

COOH

-OH

-H

COOH

L-( + )-Tartanc acid

of (-f-)-tartaric acid, he found that it actually has the configuration that had been

previously assumed. The assumed configurations of the glyceraldehydes, and

hence the assumed configurations of all compounds related to them, were indeed

the correct ones.

The designation of even the tartaric acids is subject to ambiguity. In this book, we
have treated the tartaric acids as one does carbohydrates: by considering CHO of

glyceraldehyde as the position from which the chain is lengthened, via the cyanohydrin
reaction. Some chemists, on the other hand, view the tartaric acids as one does the amino
acids (Sec. 36.5) and, considering COOH to be derived from CHO of glyceraldehyde,

designate (-)-tartaric acid as i, and (+ )-tartaric acid as D.

Regardless of which convention one follows, this fact remains: (-)- and (+)-
tartaric acid and (+)- and (-)-glyccraldehyde have the absolute configurations shown
on p. 108$ and above.

Problem 34. 17 Give the specification by the R/S system of: (a) (-)-tartaric

acid; (b) ( + )-tartaric acid; (c) mesotartaric acid.

Problem 34.18 (a) From the sequence of Fig. 34.6 the ratio of products III: IV

is about 1:3. Why would you have expected to obtain 111 and IV in unequal amounts?

(b) Outline the same sequence starting from L-(-)-glyceraldehyde. Label each
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product with its name, showing its rotation and D/L designation. In what ratio will

these products be obtained?

(c) Outline the same sequence starting from racemic ( )-gIyceraldehyde. How do

you account for the fact that only inactive material is obtained in spite of the unequal
amounts of diastereomeric products formed from each of the enantiomeric glycer-

aldehydes?

34.15 Families of aldoses. Absolute configuration

The evidence on which Fischer assigned a configuration to (-f-)-glucose leads

to either of the enantiomeric structures I and II. Fischer, we have seen, arbitrarily

selected I, in which the lowest chiral center carries OH on the right.

CHO

HO-

H-

-OH

CH 2OH

CHO

HO H

CHO

H-

-H

-OH

-H

-H

CH 2OH

We recognize I as the enantiomer that would hypothetically be derived from

i>(+ )glyceraldehyde by a series of Kiliani-Fischer syntheses, the chiral center of

(+ )-glyceraldehyde being retained as the lowest chiral center of the aldoses derived

from it. (See Problem 34.9, p. 1079.) That (+)-glucose is related to D-(+)-glycer-

aldehyde has been established by a number of reaction sequences, one of which is

shown in Fig. 34.7. On this basis, then, structure I becomes D-(-f )-glucose, and

structure II becomes L-(~)-glucose.

In 1906 the American chemist Rosanoff (then an instructor at New York University)

proposed glyceraldehyde as the standard to which the configurations of carbohydrates
she Mid be related. Eleven years later experiment showed that it is the dextrorotatory

(+)-glyceraldehyde that is related to (+ )-glucose. On that basis, (+ )-glyceraldehyde
was then given the designation n and was assigned a configuration to conform with the

one arbitrarily assigned to (-f)-glucose by Fischer. Although rejected by Fischer, the

Rosanoff convention became universally accepted.

Regardless of the direction in which they rotate polarized light, all mono-
saccharides are designated as D or L on the basis of the configuration about the

lowest chiral center, the carbonyl group being at the top: D if the OH is on the
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CHO

H C-OH

CH2OH
D-(+ )-

Glyceraldehyde

Fig. 34.6
t

CHO

H C OH
i

HO H

H-C-OH

CH2OH
o-(+)-Glucose

COOH

HO C H

H-C OH

COOH
(-KTartaric

acid

HNOj

COOH

H-C-OH
HO C H

H C OH

H-C-OH

COOH
(+)-Glucaric

acid

CHO

HO C-H

H C-OH

CH 2OH
(-)-Threose

CH2OH
H C OH

HO-C-H
H-t-OH

H-C

Ruff
degradation

-OH

CHO
(+)-Gulose

Rufl

degra-
dation

CHO

H-C OH

HO C H

H-C-OH

CH 2OH
(+ )-Xylose

Figure 34.7. Relating ( + )-glucose to D-( + )-g!yceraldehyde.

CHO

H-C-OH

: OH

HO C H

H-C-OH

CH2OH
(-)-Gulose

right, L if the OH is on the left. (As always, it is understood that H and OH
project toward us from the plane of the paper.) (+)-Mannose and (-)-arabinose,

for example, are both assigned to the o-family on the basis of their relationship to

D-(+)-glucose, and, through it, to D-(+)-glyceraldehyde.

Until 1949, these configurations were accepted on a purely empirical basis;

they were a convenient way to show configurational relationships among the

various carbohydrates, and between them and other organic compounds. But so

far as anyone knew, the configurations of these compounds might actually have

been the mirror images of those assigned ;
the lowest chiral center in the D-series

of monosaccharides might have carried OH on the left. As we have seen, however,

when Bijvoet determined the absolute configuration of (-f-)-tartaric acid by x-ray

analysis in 1949, he found that it actually has the configuration that had been up
to then merely assumed. The arbitrary choice that Emil Fischer made in 1891

was the correct one; the configuration he assigned to (+)-glucose and, through

it. to every carbohydrate is the correct absolute configuration.

Problem 34.19 The ( + )-gulose that played such an important part in the proof
of configuration of D-(+)-glucose was synthesized by Fischer via the following se-

quence:
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D-(+)-glucose
HN 3

> (+)-glucaric acid
~ H2 A and B (lactones, separated)

A Na(Hg)
> C (aldonic acid) -^U D (Iactone)

Na(Hg) ' ttCld
> D-(+)-glucose

B Na(H8)
> E (aldonic acid) -=> F (Iactone)

"'"*> ac 'd
> (+)-gulose

Give the structures of A through F. What is the configuration of (-f )-gulose? Is

it a member of the D-family or of the L-family ? Why?

34.16 Cyclic structure of D-(+)-glueose. Formation of ghicosides

We have seen evidence indicating t^at D-(-f )-glucose is a pentahydroxy

aldehyde. We have seen how its configuration has been established. It might seem,

therefore, that D-(+ )-glucose had been definitely proved to have structure I.

CHO

H C-OH
!

HO-C-H

H-C-OH
H C OH

CH 2OH
I

D-(+)-Glucose

But during the time that much of the work we have just described was going

on, certain facts were accumulating that were inconsistent with this structure of

D-(-f-)-glucose. By 1895 it had become clear that the picture of n-(-f )-glucose as a

pentahydroxy aldehyde had to be modified.

Among the facts that had still to be accounted for were the following:

(a) D-(+)-Glucose fails to undergo certain reactions typical of aldehydes.

Although it is readily oxidized, it gives a negative SchifiT test and does not form a

bisulfite addition product.

(b) D-(+)-Glucose exists in two isomeric forms which undergo mutarotation.

When crystals of ordinary D-(-f-)-glucose of m.p. 146~ are dissolved in water, the

specific rotation gradually drops from an initial -f 112 to 4-52.7. On the other

hand, when crystals of D-( + )-glucose of m.p. 150 (obtained by crystallization at

temperatures above 98) are dissolved in water, the specific rotation gradually

rises from an initial + 19 to 4-52.7. The form with the higher positive rotation is

called a-r>( -f )-glucose and that with lower rotation p-D-(+ )-glucose. The change
in rotation of each of these to the equilibrium value is called mutarotation.

(c) D-(+ )-Glucose forms two isomeric methyl D-glucosides. Aldehydes, we

remember, react with alcohols in the presence of anhydrous HC1 to form acetals

(Sec. 19.15). If the alcohol is, say, methanol, the acetal contains two methyl

groups:

H H H
|

CH 3OH, H*
j

CH,OH, H+
j

~-C^O ; -C-OCH.J
* c_oCHj

Aldehyde Hemiacetal Acetal
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When D-(+ )-g!ucose is treated with methanol and HC1, the product, methyl

D-glucoside, contains only one - CH 3 group; yet it has properties resembling those

of a full acetal. It does not spontaneously revert to aldehyde and alcohol on con-

tact with water, but requires hydrolysis by aqueous acids.

Furthermore, not just one but two of these monomethyl derivatives of D-(-f )-

glucose are known, one with m.p. 165 and specific rotation 4- 158, and the other

with m.p. 107 and specific rotation 33. The isomer of higher positive rotation

is called methyl a-D-glucoside, and the other is called methyl-p-D-glucoside. These

glucosides do not undergo mutarotation, and do not reduce Tollens' or Fehling's

reagent.

To fit facts like these, ideas about the structure of D-(H-)-glucose had to be

changed. In 1895, as a result of work by many chemists, including Tollens,

Fischer, and Tanret, there emerged a picture of D-( -I- )-glucose as a cyclic structure.

In 1926 the ring size was corrected, and in recent years the preferred conformation

has been elucidated.

D-(+)-Glucose has the cyclic structure represented crudely by Ila and Ilia,

more accurately by lib and IHb, and best of all by He and IIIc (Fig. 34.8).

Glucose anomers: Hemiacetals

Reducing sugars

Mutarotate

11 a

H OH

lib

y-D-( + )-Glucose (m.p. 146, [*]= + 112)

HO~<CH"

H

nib me

j8-D-( + )-G1ucose (m.p. 150, [a]*
-- 19)

Figure 34.8. Cyclic structures of r>( 4- )-glucose.
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D-(-H)-Glucose is the hemiacetal corresponding to reaction between the alde-

hyde group and the C-5 hydroxyl group of the open-chain structure (I). It has a

cyclic structure simply because aldehyde and alcohol are part of the same molecule.

There are two isomeric forms of D-(+ )-glucose because this cyclic structure

has one more chiral center than Fischer's original open-chain structure (I).

-D-(+ )-Glucose and 0-D-(-f )-glucose are diastereomers, differing in configura-

tion about C-l. Such a pair of diastereomers are called anomers.

As hemiacetals, - and j9-D-(-f )-glucose are readily hydrolyzed by water. In

aqueous solution either anomer is converted via the open-chain form into an

equilibrium mixture containing both cyclic isomers. Thus mutarotation results

from the ready opening and closing of the hemiacetal ring (Fig. 34.9).
*

Mutarotation

Ring opens
here eCH2OH

a-D-Aldohcxosc

King opens
here

H

Open-chain form

Figure 34.9. Mutarotation.

The typical aldehyde reactions of D-(-f-)-glucose osazone formation, and

perhaps reduction of Tollens' and Fehling's reagents are presumably due to a

small amount of open-chain compound, which is replenished as fast as it is con-

sumed. The concentration of this open-chain structure is, however, too low (less

than 0.5%) for certain easily reversible aldehyde reactions like bisulfite addition

and the Schiff test.

The isomeric forms of methyl D-glucoside are anomers and have the cyclic

structures IV and V (Fig. 34.10).

Although formed from only one mole of methanol, they are nevertheless full

acetals, the other mole of alcohol being D-( + )-glucose itself through the C-5

hydroxyl group. The glucosides do not undergo mutarotation since, being acetals,

they are fairly stable in aqueous solution. On being heated with aqueous acids,

they undergo hydrolysis to yield the original hemiacetals (II and III). Toward
bases glycosides, like acetals generally, are stable. Since they are not readily

hydrolyzed to the open-chain aldehyde by the alkali in Tollens' or Fehling's

reagent, glucosides are non-reducing sugars.
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1 H-C-OCH3

2 H-C-OH
3 HO-C-H
4 H-C-OH
5 H-C-
6 CH20H

iva

Glucoside anomers: Acetals

Non-reducing sugars

Do not mutarotate

HO
6CH3 HO

>H

H

ivb

Methyl a-o-glucoside (m.p. 165, [a]= + 158)

ivc

H

HH

*2OH
Va vb vc

Methyl 0-D-glucosidc (m.p. 107, [a]- -33)

Figure 34.10. Cyclic structures of methyl o-glucosides.

Like D-(4-)-glucose, other monosaccharides exist in anomeric forms capable

of mutarotation, and react with alcohols to yield anomeric glycosides.

We have represented the cyclic structures of o-glucose and methyl D-glucoside in

several different ways: 0-r>glucose, for example, by Ilia, IIIb, and IIIc. At this point we
should convince ourselves that all three representations correspond to the same structure,

and that the configurations about C-2, C-3, C-4, and C-5 are the same as in the open-
chain structure worked out by Fischer. These relationships are best seen by use of models.

We can convert the open-chain model of D-glucose into a cyclic model by joining

oxygen of the C-5 OH to the aldehyde carbon C-l. Whether we end up with the a- or

^-structure depends upon which face of the flat carbonyl group we join the C-5 oxygen to.

lib and IIIb represent this ring lying on its side, so that groups that were on the right in

the vertical model are directed downward, and groups that were on the left in the vertical

model are directed upward. (Note particularly that the CH2OH group points upward.)
In the more accurate representations He and IIIc, the disposition of these groups is

modified by puckering of the six-membered ring, which will be discussed furtncr in

Sec. 34.20.

Problem 34.20 (a) From the values for the specific rotations of aqueous solu-

tions of pure a- and -D-(+)-glucose, and for the solution after mutarotation, calcu-
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late the relative amounts of a- and of 0-forms at equilibrium (assuming a negligible
amount of open-chain form).

(b) From examination of structures He and I lie, suggest a reason for the greater

proportion of one isomer. (Hint: See Sec. 9.14.)

Problem 34.21 From what you learned in Sees. 19.8 and 19.15, suggest a mecha-
nism for the acid-catalyzed mutarotation of D-(+)-glucose.

Problem 34.22 ( + )-Glucose reacts with acetic anhydride to give two isomeric

pentaacetyl derivatives neither of which reduces Fehling's or Tollens' reagent. Ac-
count for these facts.

34.17 Configuration about C-l

Knowledge that aldoses and their glycosides have cyclic structures immediately

raises the question: what is the configuration about C-l in each of these anomeric

structures?

*CH 2OH *CH 2OH

OH
(OCH3 )

a-D-Anomera

OH
(OCH3)

CH2OH
(OCH3 )

OH

OH
(OCH 3 )

/?-D-Anomers

Figure 34.11. Configuration of anomers of aldohexoses.

In 1909 C. S. Hudson (of the U.S. Public Health Service) made the following

proposal. In the D-series the more dextrorotatory member of an atfi-pair ofanomers

is to be named a-D-, the other being named j8-D. In the L series the more levorotatory

member ofsuch a pair is given the name -L and the other 0-L. Thus the enantiomer

of <X-D-(+ )-glucose is a-L-(-)-glucose.

Furthermore, the OH or OCH 3 group on C-l is on the right in an a-D-

anomer and on the left in a fi-D-anomer, as shown for Fig. 34.11 for aldohexoses.

(Notice that "on the right" means "down" in the cyclic structure.)
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Hudson's proposals have been adopted generally. Although they were origi-

nally based upon certain apparent but unproved relationships between configuration

and optical rotation, all the evidence indicates that the assigned configurations

are the correct ones. For example:
a-D-Glucose and methyl a-D-glucoside have the same configuration, as do

0-D-glucose and methyl 0-o-glucoside. Evidence: enzymatic hydrolysis of methyl

a-D-glucoside liberates initially the more highly rotating a-D-glucose, and hydrolysis
of methyl 0-D-glucoside liberates initially j3-D-giucose.

The configuration about C-l is the same in the methyl a-glycosides of all the

D-aldohexoses. Evidence: they all yield the same compound upon oxidation by
HI04 .

1 H C OCH3

2 CHOH
3 CHOH

4 CHOH

H C OCH3

CHO
2HKV

5 H-C
6 CH2OH

Methyl a-glvcoside
of any D-aldohcxosc

CHO

H-C
iH2OH

+ HCOOH

H C-OCH3

-ooc

-ooc
r>V-

CHjOH
Same Sr salt

Oxidation destroys the chiral centers at C-2, C-3, and C-4, but configuration is

preserved about C-l and C-5. Configuration about C-5 is the same for all mem-
bers of the D-family. The same products can be obtained from all these glycosides

only if they also have the same configuration about C-l.

The C-l OH is on the right in the a-D-series and on the left in the j8-D-series.

Evidence: results of x-ray analysis.

Problem 34.23 (a) What products would be formed from the strontium salts

shown above by treatment with dilute HC1 ?

(b) An oxidation of this sort was used to confirm the configurational relationship

between (+)*glucose and (-f)-glyceraldehyde. How was this done?

34.18 Methylation

Before we can go on to the jiext aspect of the structure of D-(+)-glucose,

determination of ring size, we must first learn a little more about the methylation

of carbohydrates.

As we know, treatment of D-(+)-glucose with methanol and dry hydrogen
chloride yields the methyl D-glucosides:
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Acetal formation

CH,OH, HO HO

CHAP. 34

H H

and a-anomer

B-D-( + )-G!ucose

Reducing sugar

Methyl jS-D-glucoside

Non-reducing sugar

OCH 3

In this reaction, an aldehyde (or more exactly, its hemiacetal) is converted into an

acetal in the usual manner.

Treatment of a methyl D-glucoside with methyl sulfate and sodium hydroxide

brings about methylation of the four remaining OH groups, and yields a methyl

tetra-O-methyl-D-glucoside :

Ether formation

<CH,) 2S04 .

__N_a J!L > CH 3o
OCH 3

CH 3

lo

OCH 3

H

Methyl 0-D-glucoside

Non-reducing sugar

Methyl 0-2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-gIucoside

Non-reducing sugar

In this reaction, ether linkages are formed by a modification of the Williamson

synthesis that is possible here because of the comparatively high acidity of these

OH groups. (Why are these - OH groups more acidic than those of an ordinary

alcohol?)

There is now an OCH 3 group attached to every carbon in the carbohydrate

except the one joined to C-l through the acetal linkage; if the six-membered ring

structure is correct, there is an OCH 3 group on every carbon except C-5.

Treatment of the methyl tetra-O-methyl-i>glucoside with dilute hydrochloric

acid removes only one of these OCH 3 groups, and yields a tetra-O-methyl-o-

glucose (Fig. 34.12). Only the reactive acetal linkage is hydrolyzed under these

mild conditions; the other four OCH 3 groups, held by ordinary ether linkages,,

remain intact.

What we have just described for D-(+)-g!ucose is typical of the methylation of

any monosaccharide. A fully methylated carbohydrate contains both acetal link-

ages and ordinary ether linkages; these are formed in different ways and are

hydrolyzed under different conditions.
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H

DETERMINATION OF RING SIZE

Hydrolysis of an acetal

1101

H Rin*!ns

dil ' HCI

H H

Methyl 0-2,3.4,6-tetra-O-

mcthyl-D-glucoside

Non-reducing sugar

Ring opens here-

CH,

H CH 3

H H

/3-2,3,4.6-Tetra-O-mcthyl-

D-glucose

Reducing sugar

CH 3o-r
UOH

CH
iCH 3CH 3

H OH
a-2,3,4,6-Tctra-O-mcthyl-

D-glucosc

Reducing sugar

Figure 34.12. Hydrolysis of a methyl glucoside.

34.19 Determination of ring size

In the cyclic structures that we have used so far for - and 0-D-(+ )-glucose

and the glucosides, oxygen has been shown as joining together C-l and C-5; that

is, these compounds are represented as containing a six-membered ring. But other

ring sizes are possible, in particular, a five-membered ring, one in which C-l is

joined to C-4. What -is the evidence that these compounds actually contain a

six-membered ring?

When methyl /3-D-glucoside is treated with methyl sulfate and sodium hydrox-

ide, and the product is hydrolyzed by dilute hydrochloric acid, there is obtained a

tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose. This compound is a cyclic hemiacetal which, in solution,

exists in equilibrium with a little of the open-chain form (Fig. 34.13, p. 1102).

This open-chain tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose contains an aldehyde group and

four OCH 3 groups. It also contains a free, unmethylated OH group at which-

ever carbon was originally involved in the acetal ring on C-5, if the six-membered

ring is correct. Determination of ring size becomes a matter offinding out which

carbon carries the free OH group.

What would we expect to happen if the tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose were vigor-

ously oxidized by nitric acid? The CHO and the free OH group should be

oxidized to yield a keto acid. But, from what we know about ketones (Sec. 19.9),

we would not expect oxidation to stop here: the keto acid should be cleaved on

one 'side or the other of the carbonyi group.
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OCH 3

H H

Methyl l-D-glucoside

<CH,)2S04 .

NaOH

Ring opens
/

here

di,.HCI
CH 3

I

OH
*

CH 30-

H H

0-2,3,4,6-Tctra-O-methyI-D-gIucose

H H

Methyl j8-2,3,4,6-tctra-O-methyl-D-glucosidc

2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose

Open-chain form

Figure 34.13. Determination of ring size. Methylation of D-glucose, fol-

lowed by hydrolysis.

Oxidation actually yields a trimethoxyglutaric acid and a dimethoxysuccinic

acid (Fig. 34.14, p. 1 103). A mixture of five-carbon and four-carbon acids could

be formed only by cleavage on either side of C-5. It must be C-5, therefore, that

carries the carbonyl oxygen of the intermediate keto acid, C-5 that carries the free

OH group in the tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose, C-5 that is involved in the acetal

ring of the original glucoside. Methyl 0-D-glucoside must contain a six-membered

ring.

By the method just described, and largely through the work of Nobel Prize

winner Sir W. N. Haworth (of the University of Birmingham, England), it has been

established that the six-membered ring is the common one in the glycosides of

aldohexoses. Evidence of other kinds (enzymatic hydrolysis, x-ray analysis)

indicates that the /re? aldohexoses, too, contain six-membered rings.
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Cr-C,
cleavife

H

H2OCH3 J

2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-

methyl-D-glucose

Hydroxyaldehyde Keto acid

COOH

H-C-OCH3

CH 30~G-H
H-C-OCH3

COOH
A trimcthoxy-
glutaric acid

COOH

C4-C5
H-C-OCH3

CH30-C-H

COOH
A dimethoxy-
succinic acid

Cleavage products

Figure 34.14. Oxidation of 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose.

Problem 34.24 The products of HIO4 oxidation of the methyl a-glycosides of

the o-aldohexoses are shown in Sec. 34.17. What products would have been obtained

if these glycosides had contained five-membered rings?

Problem 34.25 When either methyl a-L-arabinoside or methyl -D-xyloside is

methylated, hydrolyzed, and then oxidized by nitric acid, there is obtained a trimethoxy-

glutaric acid, (a) What ring size is indicated for these aldopentosides? (b) Predict the

products of HIO4 oxidation of each of these aldopentosides.

Problem 34.26 When crystalline methyl a-o-fructoside is methylated, hydrolyzed,
oxidized by KMnO4 and then nitric acid, there is obtained a trimethoxyglutaric acid.

(a) What ring size is indicated for this 2-ketohexoside? (b) How does this acid compare
with the one obtained from methyl a-L-arabinoside?

Problem 34.27 The crystalline methyl a- and jS-o-glycosides we have discussed

are usually prepared using methanolic HC1 at 120. When D-(+)-glucose is methylated
at room temperature, there is obtained a liquid methyl o-glucoside. When this so-called
4

V'-glucoside is methylated, hydrolyzed, and oxidized by nitric acid, there is obtained

a dimethoxysuccinic acid, (a) What ring size is indicated for this "y"*glucostde?

(b) Should the dimethoxysuccinic acid be optically active or inactive?.What is its abso-

lute configuration? (c) When the liquid 'V'-g!ycoside obtained from rX-Hructosc is

methylated, hydrolyzed, and oxidized by nitric acid, there is also obtained a dimethoxy-
succinic acid. How does this acid compare with the one in (b)?

If the name of a carbohydrate is exactly to define a particular structure, it

must indicate ring size. Following a suggestion made by Haworth, carbohydrates

are named to show their relationship to one of the heterocycles pyran orfuran.
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A glycose containing a six-membered ring is thus a pyranose and its glycosides are

pyranosides. A glycose containing a five-membered ring is a furanose and its

glycosides are furanosides. For example:

/J-D-Glucopyranose

HO

OH
H H

Methyl 0-D-glucopyranoside

OCHj

CH2OH

OH H
Methyl j3-D-fructofuranoside

34.20 Conformation

We have followed the unraveling of the structure of D-(-f)-glucose, and with it

structures of the other monosaccharides, to the final working out of the ring size in

1926. Left to be discussed is one aspect whose importance has been realized only

since about 1950: conformation.

D-(+ )-Glucose contains the six-membered, pyranose ring. Since the

C O C bond angle (11 1) is very nearly equal to the tetrahedral angle (109.5),

the pyranose ring should be quite similar to the cyclohexane ring (Sec. 9.14). It

should be puckered and, to minimize torsional and van der Waals strain, should

exist in chair conformations in preference to twist-boat conformations. X-ray

analysis shows this reasoning to be correct.

But there are two chair conformations possible for a D-( + )-glucopyranose

anomer: I and II for /3-D-(-f )-glucopyranose, for example.

CH.OH OH

H H

! II

More stable: Less stable;

all bulky groups equatorial all bulky groups axial

)-GlucopVranose
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Which of these is the more stable one, the one in which the molecules spend most of

the time? For -D-(-f)-glucopyranose, the answer seems clear: I, in which all

bulky substituents ( CH2OH and OH) occupy roomy equatorial positions,

should certainly be much more stable than II, in which all bulky groups are

crowded into axial positions. Again, x-ray analysis shows this reasoning to be

correct.

What can we say about -D-(+)-glucose and the other aldohexoses? This

problem has been largely worked out by R. E. Reeves (then at the U.S. Southern

Regional Research Laboratory) through study of copper complexes.

In general, the more stable conformation is the one in which the bulkiest

group, CH2OH, occupies an equatorial position. For example:

H
in

a-D-Glucopyranose
Stable conformation

H

\v

0-D-Mannopyranose
Stable conformation

H

H

a-D-Galactopyranose
Stable conformation

In an extreme 'case, to permit many OH groups to take up equatorial positions,

the CH2OH group may be forced into an axial position. For example:

H
OH

More stable:

4 equatorial OH's,
1 axial CH2OH

>H

Less stable:

4 axial OH's,
1 equatorial CH2OH

a-o-Idopyranose
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We notice that of all D-aldohexoses it is fi-D-(+)-glucose that can assume a

conformation in which every bulky group occupies an equatorial position. It is hardly

accidental that /M>(+)-glucose is the most widely occurring organic group in

nature.

In drawing structural formulas or making models for the aldohexoses, a convenient

point of reference is 0-o-(+)-glucose. We draw the ring as shown in I with C-l down,
C-4 up, and oxygen at the right-hand back corner and place all OH groups and the

CH2OH group in equatorial positions. We draw the structures of other D-family
aldohexoses merely by taking into account their differences from I. Thus a-D-(+)-

glucose (HI) differs in configuration at C-l ; 0-D-mannose (IV) differs in configuration at

C-2; a-D-galactose (V) differs at C~l and C-4. L-Family compounds are, of course,

mirror images of these.

In methylated and acetylated pyranoses, too, bulky groups tend to occupy

equatorial positions, with one general exception: a methoxy or acetoxy group on

C-l tends to be axial. This anomeric effect is attributed to repulsion between the

dipoles associated with the C-l oxygen and the oxygen of the ring.

Anomeric effect

OR
,OR

More stable

As we would expect for dipole-dipole interactions, the anomeric effect weakens

as the polarity of the solvent increases (Sec. 9.10). For free sugars dissolved in

water, the anomeric effect is usually outweighed by other factors; D-glucose, for

example, exists predominantly as the 0-anomer, with the OH on C-l equatorial.

Problem 34.28 Draw the conformation you predict to be the most stable for:

(a) 0-D-alIopyranose (d) a-D-arabinopyranose
(b) 0-D-gulopyranose (e) ]8-L-(-)-glucopyranose
(c) jff-o-xylopyranose CO 0-D-(-)-fructopyranose

PROBLEMS
1. Give structures and, where possible, names of the principal products of the

reaction (if any) of o-(+)-galactose with:

(a) hydroxylamine (h) CM3OH, HC1
(b) phenylhydrazine (i) CH3OH, HC1; then (CH3)2SO4 , NaOH
(c) bromine water (j) reagents of (i), then dilute HC1
(d) HNOj 00 reagents of (i) and (j), then vigorous oxidation

(e) HI04 (1) H2 , Ni

(f) acetic anhydride (m) NaBH4

(g) benzoyl chloride, pyridine (n) CN-, H*; then hydrolysis; then one mole
NaBH4

(o) H2 , Ni; then oxidation to monocarboxylic acid

(p) Br2(aq); then pyridine; then H+ ; then Na(Hg), CO2

(q) phenylhydrazine; then benzaldehyde, H*
(r) reagents of (q), then reduction to monocarbonyl compound
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(s) Br2(aq); then CaCO 3 ; then H2O2 ,
Fe + + 4

(t) reagents of (i), then NaOH
(u) CH 3OH, HC1; then HIO4

(v) reagents of (u); then Br2(aq); then dilute HC1

2. Write equations to show how D-(+ )-glucose could be converted into:

(a) methyl 0-o-glucoside (j) CHO
(b) methyl 0-2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucoside HOJ H
(c) 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose

(d) o-mannose H
|
OH

(e) L-gulose

(f) o-arabinose

(g) mesotartaric acid H
) OH

(h) hexa-O-acetyl-D-glucitol

(i) D-fructose

3. Besides D-fructose, there are three D-2-ketohexoses: D-psicose, D-sorboset and

n-tagatose. (a) Draw the possible configurations for these three ketoses. (b) Given the

configurations of all aldohexoses, tell how you could assign definite configurations to

the ketoses.

4. Draw stereochemical formulas for products A through O, and tell what aldoses

E, E', F, H, I, F, N, and O are related to.

(a) C1CH 2CHO + BrMgC-CMgBr + OHCCH2C1 > A (C6H 8O2C1 2), mainly meso
meso-A + KOH -> B (C6H 6O2), a diepoxide
B + H 2O, OH- > C (C6Hi 64)

C + H 2 , Pd/CaC03 D (C6H 12O4)

D + cold dilute KMnO4 > E and E7

(both C6H 14O6)

D + peroxyformic acid * F (C6H 14O6)

C + Na, NH 3 -> G (C6H 12O4)

G + cold dilute KMnO4 > H (Ct,H 14O6)

G 4- peroxyformic acid > I and I' (both C6Hi 4O6)

(b) frwis-2-penten-4-yn-l-ol + HCO2OH > J (CSH 8OO, 4-pentyn-l,2,3-triol

J -f acetic anhydride, then Pd/CaCO3 -f H 2
* K (CUH 16O6)

K -f HOBr > L and M (both CnHi7O 7Br)

L 4- hydrolysis > N (C 5H 12O 5)

M 4- hydrolysis > O (C5Hi 2O 5), a racemic modification

(c) Starting with 2-butyn-l,4-diol, outline a synthesis of erythritol ;
of DL-threitol.

(d) 2-Butyn-i,4-diol (above) is made by reaction under pressure of acetylene with form-

aldehyde. What kind of reaction is this?

5. When borneol (ROH) is fed to a dog, this toxic substance is excreted as com-

pound P, C6H9O6 OR, where R stands for the bornyl group. Compound P does not

reduce Benedict's solution. Tt reacts with aqueous NaHCO 3 with the liberation of a

gas. Treatment of P with aqueous acid yields borneol (ROH) and D-glucuronic acid

(Table 34. 1 ), which is oxidized by bromine water to o-glucaric acid.

(a) What is the structure of P?
(b) Hydrolysis of the polysaccharide pectin (from fruits and berries) gives chiefly

D-galacturonic acid; hydrolysis of the polysaccharide algin (from seaweed) yields D-

mannuronic acid. Give the structures of these uronic acids.

(c) There are two uronic acids related to D-fructose. Draw their structures. Give
the name and family of the aldonic acids formed from each "fructuronic acid" by re-

duction of the carbony,! group.

(d) What compound would you expect from the treatment of D-glucosone with

bromine water?
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6. The rate of oxidation of reducing sugars by cuprtc ion is found to be propor-

tional to sugar and [OH~], and to be independent of [Cu
+
*]. What does the kinetics

suggest about the mechanism of oxidation?

7. Upon oxidation by HIO4 the methyl glycoside Q yields the same product (shown
on p. 1099) as that obtained from methyl a-glycosides of the D-aldohexoses; however, it

consumes only one mole of HIO4 and yields no formic acid.

(a) How many carbon atoms are there in Q, and what is the ring size ? (b) For which

carbon atoms do you know the configuration? (c) When Q is methylated, hydrolyzed,
and then vigorously oxidized, the dicarboxylic acid obtained is the di-O-methyl ether of

( Martaric acid. What is the complete structure and configuration of Q ?

I 8. Salicin, C|jHi 8O7, found in willow (Salix, whence the name salicylic), is hydro-

lyzed by emulsin to D-glucose and saligenin, C7H 8O2 . Salicin does not reduce Tollens'

reagent. Oxidation of salicin by nitric acid yields a compound that can be hydrolyzed
to D-glucose and salicylaldehyde.

Methylation of salicin gives pentamethylsalicin, which on hydrolysis gives 2,3,4,6-

tetra-O-methy 1-D-glucose.

What is the structure of salicin ?

9. The optically inactive carbohydrate bio-inonose, C6H 10O6 , reduces Benedict's

solution, but does not react with bromine water. It is reduced to R and S, of formula

C6Hi 2O6 . Compounds R and S are oxidized by HIO4 to six moles of HCOOH, and
react with acetic anhydride to yield products of formula C i8H 24Oi 2 . Vigorous oxidation

of bio-inonose yields DL-idaric acid (the dicarboxylic acid from idose) as the only six-

carbon fragment.
What is the structure of bio-inonose? Of R and S?

'

If). Mtich of what is known about photosynthesis has been learned by determining
the fate of" radioactive carbon dioxide,

14CO2 . The 14C was found in many products,

including glucose, fructose, and sucrose. To measure the radioactivity of each carbon

atom in a particular molecule, degradations to one-carbon fragments were carried out.

Tell which position or positions in the molecule each of the following one-carbon

products came from.

Show how the activity of the carbon atom in every position could be figured out.

(a) glucose ^^SS^S^ CO2 4- arabinose
*uffdegradation

> CO2

glucose + HI04 > HCHO
glucose + CHjOH, HC1; then HIO4 > HCOOH

glucose
Lactobacil>uscasci

> 2 lactic acid (carboxyls are C-3 and C-4)

KMnO4

Y

C02 + CH 3CHO ^i> CHI3 + HCOOH
(b) ribulose (a 2-ketopentose) 4- HIO4 > HOCH2COOH 4- 2HCOOH 4- HCHO

ribulose 4- H 2 , Pt; then HIO4 > 2HCHO 4- 3HCOOH
ribulose 4- C6H5NHNH 2 > ribosazone

HC=NNHC6H5

ribosazone 4- HIO4 * HCHO 4- HCOOH 4- C=NNHC6H 5

CHO

11. Nucleic acids, the compounds that control heredity on the molecular level, are

polymers composed of nucleotide units. The structures of nucleotides have been deter-

mined in the following way, as illustrated for adenylic acid, a 'nucleotide isolated from

yeast cells.

Hydrolysis of adenylic acid yields one molecule each of a heterocyclic base, a sugar
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T, and phosphoric acid. The base is called adenine* and will be represented as R 2NH.
Adenylic acid has the formula R 2N- C<H 8Ov- OPO XH 2 .

The sugar T is levorotatory and has the formula'CsHjoOj ; it reduces Tollens' reagent
and Benedict's solution. T is oxidized by bromine water to optically active C 5HioO6 ,

and by nitric acid to optically inactive C 5H 8O 7 . T forms an osa/one that is identical

with the osazone obtained from another pentose, (
- )-U. Degradation of (

-
)-U, followed

by oxidation by nitric acid, yields optically inactive C4H bO6 .

(a) What is T?
Careful acidic hydrolysis of adenylic acid yields adenine and a .phosphate of T,

CsHi,O4 OPO 3H 2 . Reduction of the phosphate with H 2/Pt yields optically inactive V,
C 5H,,O4 OPOiH 2 . Hydrolysis of V yields optically inactive VV, C5H, 2O 5 , which
reacts with acetic anhydride to yield optically inactive X, Ci 5H 2:>O| .

(b) What is the structure of the phosphate of T?

Adenylic acid does not reduce Tollens' reagent or Benedict's solution. When hydro-

lyzed by aqueous ammonia, adenylic acid yields phosphoric acid and the nucleoside

udenosine. Treatment of adenosme with methyl sulfate and NaOH, followed by acidic

hydrolysis, yields Y, a methylation product of T. Compound Y has the formula CnH, 6O 5 .

Vigorous oxidation of Y yields 2,Vdi-O-methylmesotartaric acid and no larger frag-

ments.

Synthesis of adenosinc shows that a nitrogen atom of adenine is joined to a carbon
atom in T; synthesis also shows that T has the /^-configuration.

(c) Give the structure of adenylic acid, using R 2NH for the adenine unit.

(Check your ansuers in Fig. 37.5, p. 1 179.)

12. Give structural formulas for compounds Z through II. Tell what each piece of

information (a), (b), (c), etc. shows about the structures of Z and AA.

(a) D-glucose + CH^COCH,, H,SO4
> Z (C 12H 20OA ) + AA (CgH, 6O6 )

Z or AA -4 H ?O, OH > no reaction

Z
H -' H *

> AA -" '
H +

> D-glucose + CH 3COCH 3

To what class of compounds do Z and AA belong?

(b) Z or AA -f Benedict's solution -> no reaction

(c) Z + (CH,)>S04 , NaOH > BB (CnHU 2O6 )

BB + H,0, H + * CC (C 7H, 4O6 )

CC I C
ftH,NHNH 2

- - * DD (an osazone)

(d) AA -f (CH,)^S04 , NaOH * EE <CPH^O ft )

EE + H,O, H H - > FFCCoH^Oft)
FF + C

ft
H 5NHNH 2

^ GG (an osazone)

(e) FF f (CHOzSOi, NaOH * 2,3,5,6-tetra-O-methyl-n-glucofuranose

(f) CC + HN0 3 - HH (C6H I2 8 )

(g) CC + HCN, then H 2O, H + + II (a 8-lactone)

13. When either D-glyceraldchyde or dihydroxyacetone, HOCH 2COCH 2OH, is

treated with base, there is obtained a mixture of the following compounds:

Suggest a possible mechanism for this reaction. (Hints: See Sec. 34.6., Count the

carbons in reactants and products, and consider the reagent used.)
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14. In dilute acid, hydrolysis of D-glucose-1 -phosphate differs from ordinary alkyl

esters of its type (ROPOjF^) in two ways: it is abnormally fast, and it takes place with

cleavage of the carbon-oxygen bond. Can you suggest an explanation for its unusual

behavior ?

15. In Chap. 13, we learned about certain relationships between nmr spectra and

the conformations of six-membered rings: in Problems 8 and 9 (p. 447), that a given

proton absorbs farther downfield when in an equatorial position than when in an axJal

position; in Sec. 13.11, that the coupling constant, J, between anti protons (axial,axial)

is bigger than between gauche protons (axial,equatorial or equatorial,equatorial). It was

in the study of carbohydrates that those relationships were first recognized, chiefly by
R. U. Lemieuxfp. 1119).

(a) In the nmr spectra of aldopyranoses and their derivatives, the signal from one

proton is found at lower fields than any of the others. Which proton is this, and why ?

(b) In the nmr spectra of the two anomers of p-tetra-O-acetylxylopyranose the

downfield peak appears as follows:

Anomer JJ: doublet, 8 5.39, J = 6 Hz
Anomer KK : doublet, 8 6.03, / = 3 Hz

Identify JJ and KK; that is, tell which is the a-anomer, and which is the j8-anomer.

Explain your answer.

(c) Answer (b) for the anomers of o-tetra-O-acetylribopyranose :

Anomer LL: doublet, 8 5.72, J = 5 Hz
Anomer MM: doublet, 8 5.82, J = 2 Hz

(d) Consider two pairs of anomers: NN and OO, and PP and QQ. One pair are the

D-penta-O-acetylglucopyranoses, and the other pair are the D-penta-O-acetylmanno-

pyranoses.

Anomer NN: doublet, 8 5.97, J = 3 Hz
Anomer OO: doublet, 8 5.68, / = 3 Hz
Anomer PP: doublet, 8 5.54, / 8 Hz
Anomer QQ: doublet, 8 5.99, / = 3 Hz

Identify NN, OO, PP, and QQ. Explain your answer.

16. The rare sugar (-)-mycarose occurs as part of the molecules of several anti-

biotics. Using the following evidence, work out the structure and configuration of myca-
rose.

(i) lactone of CH 3CH(OH)CH-=C(CH 3)CH2COOH ^ hydroxylation
> RR (C 7H 12O4)

RR + KBH4 > (t)-mycarose

(ii) In the nmr spectrum of (-)-mycarose and several derivatives, the coupling constant

between C4-H and C5-H is 9.5-9.7 Hz.

(iii) methyl mycaroside + HIO4
- > SS (C8H 14O4)

SS 4- cold KMnO4 > TT (C8H 14O 5)

TT hydro>ysis
> L-lacticacid

(a) Disregarding stereochemistry, what is the structure of mycarose ?

(b) What are the relative configurations about C- 3 and C-4? About C-4 and C-5?

(c) What is the absolute configuration at C-5 ?

(d) What is the absolute configuration of (-)-mycarose? To which family, D or L,

docs it belong? In what conformation does it preferentially exist?

(e) (-)-Mycarose can be converted into two methyl mycarosides. In the nmr spec-

trum of one of these, the downfield peak appears as a triplet with J = 2.4 Hz. Which
anomer, a or , is this one likely to be ? What would you expect to see in the nmr spectrum
of the other anomer?

(f) In the nmr spectrum of free (-)-mycarose, the downfield peak (1H) appears as

two doublets with J 9.5 and 2.5 Hz. Which anomer of mycarose, a or jS, does this

appear to be?
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17. How do you account for the following facts? (a) In an equilibrium mixture of

methyl a-D-glucoside and methyl 0-D-glucoside, the a-anomer predominates, (b) In the

more stable conformation of /r0/is-2,5-dichloro-l,4-dioxane, both chlorines occupy axial

positions.

18. From study of the nmr spectra of many compounds, Lemieux (p. 11 19) found
that the protons of axial acetoxy groups ( OOCCH 3) generally absorb at lower field

than those of equatorial acetoxy groups.

(a) Draw the two chair conformations of tetra-O-acetyl-0-L-arabinopyranose. On
steric grounds, which would you expect to be the more stable? Taking into account the

anomeric effect, which would you expect to be the more stable?

(b) In the nmr spectrum of this compound, absorption by the acetoxy protons

appears upfield as two equal peaks, at 8 1.92 and 8 2.04. How do you account for the

equal sizes of these peaks? What, if anything, does this tell about the relative abundances
of the two anomers?

(c) When the acetoxy group on C-l is replaced by the deuteriated group OOCCD3,
the total area of the upfield peaks is decreased, of course, from 12H to 9H. The ratio of

peak areas 8 1.92:8 2.04 is now 1.46.1.00. Which anomer predominates, and by how
much? Is the predominant anomer the one you predicted to be the more stable?
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35

Carbohydrates II.

Disaccharides and

Polysaccharides

35.1 Disaccharides

Disaccharides are carbohydrates that are made up of two monosaccharide

units. On hydrolysis a molecule of disaccharide yields two molecules of mono-

saccharide.

We shall study four disaccharides: ( -f )-maltose (malt sugar), (+ )-celiobiosc,

(+ )-lactose (milk sugar), and (+ )-sucrose (cane or beet sugar). As with the mono-

saccharides, we shall focus our attention on the structure of these molecules: on

which monosaccharides make up the disaccharide, and how they are attached to

each other. In doing this, we shall also learn something about the properties of

these disaccharides.

35.2 (+)-Maltose

(-f )-Maltose can be obtained, among other products, by partial hydrolysis of

starch in aqueous acid, (-f )-Maltose is also formed in one stage of the fermentation

of starch to ethyl alcohol; here hydrolysis is catalyzed by the enzyme diastase,

which is present in malt (sprouted barley).
" ~~

Let us look at some of the facts from which the structure of (-f)-maltose has

been deduced.

(-f)-Maltose has the molecular formula C 12H 22On. It reduces Tollens' and

Fehling's reagents and hence is a reducing sugar. It reacts with phenylhydrazine to

yield an osazone, Ci2H2oO9(^NNHC6H 5)2 . It is oxidized by bromine water to a

monocarboxylic acid, (CnH2iO10)COOH, maltobionic acid. (+)-Maltose exists in

alpha ([a]
= + 168)and6eta([a] = + 112) forms which undergo mutarotation in

solution (equilibrium [a]
= +136).

All these facts indicate the same thing: (-f )-maltose contains a carbonyl

group that exists in the reactive hemiacetal form as in the monosaccharides we
have studied. It contains only one such "free" carbonyl group, however, since

1112
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(a) the osazone contains only two phenylhydrazine residues, and (b) oxidation

by bromine water yields only a wewocarboxylic acid.^
When hydrolyzed in aqueous acid, or when treated with the enzyme maltose

(from yeast), (-l-)-maltose is completely converted into D-(+)-glucose. This indi-

cates that (+ )-maltose (C^^On) is made up of two D-(+)-glucose units joined

together in some manner with the loss of one molecule of water:

2C6H 12 6
- H2

= C 12H22 H

Hydrolysis by acid to give a new reducing group (two reducing D-(+)-glucose

molecules in place of one (4- )-maltose molecule) is characteristic of glycosides;

hydrolysis by the enzyme maltase is characteristic of fl//j/7a-glucosides. A glycoside

is an acetal formed by interaction of an alcohol with a carbonyl group of a carbo-

hydrate (Sec. 34.16); in this case the alcohol concerned can only be a second

molecule of D-(+ )-glucose. We conclude that (+)-maltose contains two D-(-f)-

glucose units, joined by an tf//?//a-glucoside linkage between the carbonyl group of

one D-(+ )-glucose unit and an - OH group of the other.

Two questions remain : which OH group is involved, and what are the sizes

of the rings in the two D-(+)-glucose units? Answers to both these questions are

given by the sequence of oxidation, methylation, and hydrolysis shown in Fig. 35.1.

Oxidation by bromine water converts (+)-maltose into The monocarboxylic
acid n-maltobionic acid. Treatment of this acid with methyl sulfate and sodium

hydroxide yields tocta-O-methyl-D-maltobionic acid. Upon hydrolysis in acidic

solution, the methylated acid yields two products, 2,3,5,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-

gluconic acid and 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose.

These facts indicate that (+ )-maltose has structure I, which is given the name

4-O-(-i>glucopyranosyl)-D-glucopyranose. It is the OH group on C-4 that

serves as the alcohol in the glucoside formation; both halves of the molecule contain

the six-membered, pyranose ring.

OH
i

( + )-Maltose (y-anomer)

4-O-(a-D-Glucopyranosyl)-D-gIucopyranose

Let us see how we arrive at structure I from the experimental facts.

First of all, the initial oxidation labels (with a COOH group) the D-glucose

unit that contains the "free" aldehyde group. Next, methylation labels (as OCH3)

every free OH group. Finally, upon hydrolysis, the absence of a methoxyl group
shows which OH groups were not free.



H

H

(+)-Maltose

(a-anomcr)

H

HO

D-Maltobionic acid

(probably as a lactonc)

(CH,)aSO,NaOH

H

Octa-O-methyl-D-maltobionic acid

CH3

COOH

H~C-OCH3

CH30>
H OH

2,3,4,6-Tctra-O-mcthyl-

D-glucopyranose

(a-anomcr)

CH30-C-H
H C OH

H C OCH 3

CH2OCH3

2,3,5,6-Tetra-O-methyl-

D-gluconic acid

(probably as a lactone)

Oxidation

Methylation

Hydrolysis

Figure 35,1. Sequence of oxidation, methylation, and hydrolysis shows

that (+)-maltose is 4-O-(-D-glucopyranosyl)-D-glucopyranose.
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The oxidized product, 2,3,5,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-gluconic acid, must have arisen

from the reducing (oxidizable) D-glucose unit. The presence of a free OH group
at C-4 shows that this position was not available for methylation at the malto-

bionic acid stage; hence it is the OH on C-4 that is tied up in the glucoside linkage

of maltobionic acid and of (-f )-maltose itself. This leaves only the OH group on

C-5 to be involved in the ring of the reducing (oxidizable) unit in the original di-

saccharide. On the basis of these facts, therefore, we designate one D-(+)-glucose
unit as a 4-O-substituted-D-glucopyranose.

The unoxidized product, 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose, must have arisen

from the non-reducing (non-oxidizable) D-glucose unit. The presence of the free

OH group at C-5 indicates that this position escaped methylation at the malto-

bionic acid stage; hence it is the OH on C-5 that is tied up as a ring in malto-

bionic acid and in (-f)-maltose itself. On the basis of these facts, therefore, we

designate the second D-(+)-glucose unit as an a-D-glucopyranosyl group.

Problem 35.1 Formula I shows the structure of only the a-form of (+ )-maltose.
What is the structure of the 0-(+)-maltose that in solution is in equilibrium with I?

Problem 35.2 The position of the free OH group in 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-

glucosc was shown by tt>e products of oxidative cleavage, as described in Sep. 34JSL^
What products would be expected from oxidative cleavage of 2,3,5,6-tetra-O-meihyl-D-

gluconic acid?

Problem 35.3 What products would be obtained if (-f)-maltose itself were

subjected to methylation and hydrolysis? What would this tell us about the structure of

(+>maltoseY What uncertainty would remain in the (-f)-maltose structure? Why was
it necessary to oxidize (-t-)-maltose first before methylation?

Problem 35.4 When (4-)-maltose is subjected to two successive one-carbon do-

gradations, there is obtained a disaccharide that reduces Tollens' and Fehling's reagents
but does not form an osazonc. What products would be expected from the acidic

hydrolysis of this disaccharide? What would these facts indicate about the structure of

(+)-maltose?

35.3 (+)-Cellobiose

When cellulose (cotton fibers) is treated for several days with sulfuric acid and

acetic anhydride, a combination of acetylation and hydrolysis takes place; there is

obtained the octaacetate of (+)-cellobiose. Alkaline hydrolysis of the octaacetate

yields (-l-)-cellobiose itself.

Like (+)-maltose, (H-)-cellobiose has the molecular formula C12H22On, is a

reducing sugar, forms an osazone, exists in alpha and beta forms that undergo

mutarotation, and can be hydrolyzed to two molecules of r>(+ )-glucose. The

sequence of oxidation, methylation, and hydrolysis (as described for (+)-maltose)

shows that (+)-cellobiose contains two pyranose rings and a glucoside linkage to

an OH group on C-4.

(+)-Cellobiose differs from (+)-maltose in one respect: it is hydrolyzed by the

enzyme emulsin (from bitter almonds), not by maltase. Since emulsin is known to

hydrolyze only 0-giucoside linkages, we can conclude that the structure of (+)-

cellobiose differs from that of (-f)-maltose in only one respect: the D-glucose units
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are joined by a beta linkage rather than by an alpha linkage, (-f )-Cellobiose is

therefore 4-O-(jB-D-gliicopyranosyl)-D-gliicopyranose.

H
CH 2OH

H

H H
( -f- )-Cellobiosc (/J-anomer)

4-O-{-D-GlucopyranosyI)-D-glucopyranose

Although the D-glucose unit on the right in the formula of (-f-)-cellobiose may look

different from the D-glucose unit on the left, this is only because it has been turned over to

permit a reasonable bond angle at the glycosidic oxygen atom.

Problem 35.5 Why is alkaline hydrolysis of cellobiose octaacetate (better named
octa-O-acetylcellobiose) to (-f)-celJobiose preferred over acidic hydrolysis?

Problem 35.6 Write equations for the sequence of oxidation, methylation, and

hydrolysis as applied to (+>cellobiose.

35.4 (+)-Lactose

(+ )-Lactose makes up about 5% of human milk and of cow's milk. It is

obtained commercially as a by-product of cheese manufacture, being found in the

whey, the aqueous solution that remains after the milk proteins have been coagu-

lated. Milk sours when lactose is converted into lactic acid (sour, like all acids) by
bacterial action (e.g., by Lactobacillus bulgaricus).

(-f)-Lactose has the molecular formula C 12H22On , is a reducing sugar, forms

an osazone, and exists in alpha and beta forms which undergo mutarotation.

Acidic hydrolysis or treatment with emulsin (which splits /3-linkages only) con-

verts (-f)-lactose into equal amounts of o-(+)-glucose and D-(+ )-galactose.

(4- )-Lactose is evidently a j8-glycoside formed by the union of a molecule of

D-(-f )-glucose and a molecule of o-(-f )-galactose.

The question next arises: which is the reducing monosaccharide unit and

which the non-reducing unit? Is (-f )-lactose a glucoside or a galactoside? Hydroly-
sis of lactosazone yields D-(+)-galactose and D-glucosazone; hydrolysis of lacto-

bionic acid (monocarboxylic acid) yields D-gluconic acid and D-(+)-galactose (see

Fig. 35.2). Clearly, it is the D-(+)-glucose unit that contains the "free" aldehyde

group and undergoes osazone formation or oxidation to the acid, (-f )-Lactose is

thus a substituted D-glucose in which a D-galactosyl unit is attached to one of the

oxygens; it is a galactoside, not a glucoside.

The sequence of oxidation, methylation, and hydrolysis gives results analogous

to those obtained with (+)-maltose and (4- >cellobiose: the glycoside linkage

involves an OH group on C-4, and both units exist in the six-membcred, pyranose

form. (+)-Lactose is therefore 4-O(j8-D-galactopyranosyl)-D-glucopyranose.
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Problem 35.7 (a) Write equations for the sequence of oxidation, methylation, and

hydrolysis as applied to (-f)-lactose.

(b) What compounds would be expected from oxidative cleavage of the final prod*

uctsof(a)?

Problem 35.8 What products would be expected if (+ )-Iactose were subjected to

two successive one-carbon degradations followed by acidic hydrolysis?

35.5 (+)-Sucrose

(+ )-Sucrose is our common table sugar, obtained from sugar cane and sugar

beets. Of organic chemicals, it is the one produced in the largest amount in pure

form.

(-f)-Sucrose has the molecular formula^! 2H 22Qii. It does not reduce

Tollens' or Fehling's reagent. It is a non-reducing sugar, and in this respecTit

differs from the other disaccharides^we have stucfieotrMoreover, (+ )-sucrose does

not form an osazone, does not exist in anomeric forms, and does not show mutaro-

tation in solution. All these facts indicate that (-f)-sucrose does not contain a

"free" aldehyde or ketone group.
When (-t-)-sucrose is hydrolyzed by dilute aqueous acid, or by the action of

the enzyme invertase (from yeast), it yields equal amounts of o-(+)-glucose and

D-( )-fructose. This hydrolysis is accompanied by a change in the sign of rotation

from positive to negative; it is therefore often called the inversion of (-f )-sucrose,

and the levorotatory mixture of D-(+)-glucose and D-(-)-fructose obtained has

been called invert sugar. (Honey is mostly invert sugar; the bees supply the in-

vertase.) While (-h)-sucrose has a specific rotation of -f 66.5 and D-(+)-glucose

has a specific rotation of 4-52.7, D-(-)-fructose has a large negative specific rota-

tion of -92.4, giving a net negative value for the specific rotation of the mixture.

(Because of their opposite rotations and their importance as components of

(-l-)-sucrose, D-(+)-glucose and D-(-)-fructose are commonly called dextrose and

fevulose.)

Problem 35.9 How do you account for the experimentally observed [a] = -
1 9.9

for invert sugar?

(-f )-Sucrose is made up of a D-glucose unit and a D-fructose unit; since there

is no "free" carbonyl group, it must be both a D-glucoside and a D-fructoside.

The two hexose units are evidently joined by ajlycosjdejinkage^between CJ[ of

glucose and C-2 of fructose, for only in this way can the singleTink between the

two units effectively block both carbonyl functions.

Problem 35.10 What would be the molecular formula of ( + )-sucrose if C-l of

glucose were attached to, say, C-4 of fructose, and C-2 of fructose were joined to C-4
of glucose? Would this be a reducing or non-reducing sugar?

Determination of the stereochemistry of the D-glucoside and D-fructoside

linkages is complicated by the fact that both linkages are hydrolyzed at the same
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time. The weight of evidence, including the results of x-ray studies and finally the

synthesis of (-f)-sucrose (1953), leads to the conclusion that (+ )-sucrose is a beta

D-fructoside and an alpha D-glucoside. (The synthesis of sucrose, by R. U. Lemieux

of the Prairie Regional Laboratory, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, has been described

as "the Mount Everest of organic chemistry.")

H
X

CH2OH

HO

( + )-Sucrose

a-D-Glucopyranosyl/9-D-fructofuranoside

0-D-Fructofuranosyl a-D-glucopyranoside

(no anomers; non-mutarotating)

Problem 35.11 When (+)-sucrose is hydrolyzed enzymatically, the o-glucose

initially obtained mutarotates downward \o +52.7. What does this fact indicate about

the structure of (+)-sucrose?

Methylation and hydrolysis show that (+)-sucrose contains a D-glucopyranose

unit and a D-fructofuranose unit. (The unexpected occurrence of the relatively rare

five-membered, furanose ring caused no end of difficulties in both structure proof
and synthesis of (+ )-sucrose.) (+)-Sucrose is named equally well as either -D-

giucopyranosyl /9-o-fructofuranoside or 0-D-fructofuranosyl a-D-glucopyranoside.

Problem 35.12 (a) Write equations for the sequence of methylation and hydrolysis
as applied to ( + )-sucrose.

(b) What compounds would be expected from oxidative cleavage of the final

products of (a)?

35.6 Polysaccharides

Polysaccharides are compounds made up of many hundreds or even thou-

sands monosaccharide units per molecule. As in disaccharides, these units are

held together by glycoside linkages, which can be broken by hydrolysis.

Polysaccharides are naturally occurring polymers, which can be considered as

derived from aldoses or ketoses by condensation polymerization. A polysaccharide

derived from hexoses, for example, has the general formula (C6H10O5)n . This

formula, of course, tells us very little about the structure of the polysaccharide. We
need to know what the monosaccharide units are and how many there are in each

molecule; how they are joined to each other; and whether the huge molecules thus

formed are straight-chained or branched, looped or coiled.
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By far the most important polysaccharides are cellulose and starch. Both are

produced in plants from carbon dioxide and water by the process of photosynthesis,

and both, as it happens, are made up of D-(+)-glucose units. Cellulose is the chief

structural material of plants, giving the plants rigidity and form. It is probably the

most widespread organic material known. Starch makes up the reserve food supply

of plants and occurs chiefly in seeds. It is more water-soluble than cellulose, more

easily hydrolyzed, and hence more readily digested.

Both cellulose and starch are, of course, enormously important to us. Gen-

erally speaking, we use them in very much the same way as the plant does. We use

cellulose for its structural properties: as wood for houses, as cotton or rayon for

clothing, as paper for communication and packaging. We use starch as a food:

potatoes, corn, wheat, rice, cassava, etc.

35.7 Starch

Starch occurs as granules whose size and shape are characteristic of the plant

from which the starch is obtained. When intact, starch granules are insoluble in

cold water; if the outer membrane has been broken by grinding, the granules swell

in cold water and form a gel. When the intact granule is treated with warm water, a

soluble portion of the starch diffuses through the granule wall; in hot water the

granules swell to such an extent that they burst.

In general, starch contains about 20% of a water-soluble fraction called

amylose, and 80% of a water-insoluble fraction called amylopectin. These two

fractions appear to correspond to different carbohydrates of high molecular weight

and formula (C6Hj O5)n , Upon treatment with acid or under the inf uence of

enzymes, the components of starch are hydrolyzed progressively to dext in (a mix-

ture of low molecular weight polysaccharides), (+)-maltose, and finally D-(+)-

glucose. (A mixture of all these is found in corn sirup, for example.) Both amylose
and amylopectin are made up of D-(+)-gIucose units, but differ in molecular size

and shape.

35.8 Structure of amylose. End group analysis

(-h)-Maltose is the only disaccharide that is obtained by hydrolysis of amylose,
and D-(4* )-glucose is the only monosaccharide. To account for this, it has been

proposed that amylose is made up of chains of many D-(+)-glucose units, each

unit joined by an alpha glycoside linkage to C-4 of the next one.

We could conceive of a structure for amylose in which a- and /^-linkages regularly
alternate. However, a compound of such a structure would be expected to yield (+)-
cellobiose as well as (+)-maltose unless hydrolysis of the /^-linkages occurred much faster

than hydrolysis of the a-linkages. Since hydrolysis of the ^-linkage in (+)-cel!obiose is

actually slower than hydrolysis of the a-linkage in (+)-maltose, such a structure seems

unlikely.
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HO

Amylose

(chair conformations assumed)

How many of these a-o-(+)-glucose

units are there per molecule of amylose, and

what are the shapes of these large mole-

cules? These are difficult questions, and

attempts to find the answers have made use

of chemical and enzymatic methods, and

of physical methods like x-ray analysis,

electron microscopy, osmotic pressure and

viscosity measurements, and behavior in an

ultracentrifuge.

Valuable information about molecular

size and shape has been obtained by the

combination of methylation and hydrolysis

that was so effective in studying the structures

of disaccharides. D-(+)-Glucose, a mono-

saccharide, contains five free OH groups
and forms a pentamethyl derivative, methyl

tetra-O-methyl-D-glucopyranoside. When two

o-(+)-glucose units are joined together, as in

(-f)-maltose, each unit contains four free

OH groups; an octamethyl derivative is

formed. If each D-(+)-glucose unit in

amylose is joined to two others, it contains

only three free OH groups; methylation of

amylose should therefore yield a compound

containing only three OCHa groups per

glucose unit. What are the facts?

-H

H

2,3,6-Tri-O-methyl-r>glucosc

(ot-anomer;
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When amylose is methylated and hydrolyzed there is obtained, as expected,

2,3,6-tri-O-methyl-D-glucose. But there is also obtained a little bit of 2,3,4,6-

tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose, amounting to about 0.2-0.4% of the total product.

2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose

(a-anomer)

Consideration of the structure of amylose shows that this, too, is to be expected,

and an important principle emerges: that of end group analysis (Fig. 35.3).

Each D-glucose unit in amylose is attached to two other D-glucose units, one

through C-l and the otner through C-4, with C~5 in every unit tied up in the

pyranose ring. As a result, free OH groups at C-2, C-3, and C-6 are available

for methylation. But this is not the case for every D-glucose unit. Unless the amylose
chain is cyclic, it must have two ends. At one end there should be a D-glucose unit

that contains a "free" aldehyde group. At the other end there should be a D-glucose

unit that has a free OH on C-4. This last D-glucose unit should undergo methyla-

tion at four OH groups, and on hydrolysis should give a molecule of 2,3,4,6-

tetra-O-methy1-D-gl ucose.

Thus each molecule of completely methylated amylose that is hydrolyzed

should yield one molecule of 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methy1-D-gl ucose; from the number of

molecules of tri-O-methyl-D-glucose formed along with each molecule of the

tetramethyl compound, we can calculate the length of the amylose chain.

Here we see an example of the use of end group analysis to determine chain

length. A methylation that yields 0.25% of tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose shows that

for every end group (with a free OH on C-4) there are about 400 chain units.

But physical methods suggest that the chains are even longer than this.

Molecular weights range from 150,000 to 600,000, indicating 1000 to 4000 glucose

units per molecule. Evidently some degradation of the chain occurs during the

methylation step; hydrolysis of only a few glycoside linkages in the alkaline medium
would break the chain into much shorter fragments.

i 35.13 Consider an amylose chain of 4000 glucose units. At how many
places must cleavage occur to lower the average length to 2000 units? To 1000? To
400? What percentage of the total number of glycoside links are hydrolyzed in each

case?

Amylose, then, is believed to be made up of long chains, each containing 1000

or more D-glucose units joined together by a-linkages as in (-f )-maltose; there is

little or no branching of the chain.

Amylose is the fraction of starch that gives the intense blue color with iodine.

X-ray analysis shows that the chains are coiled in the form of a helix (like a spiral
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OH

Amylosc

(CH 3)jS04 , NaOH

Methylated amylose

HC1

2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-methyI-D-glucose and

0.3% yield

CH 3

H OH

2,3,^Tri-O-methyl-D"glucose

(fl + 1) molecules

Figure 35.3. End group analysis. Hydrolysis of methylated amylose. End
unit of long molecule gives 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose; other units

give 2,3,6-tri-O-methyl-D-glucose. *
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staircase), inside which is just enough space to accommodate an iodine molecule;

the blue color is due to entrapped iodine molecules.

Problem 35.14 On the basis of certain evidence, it has been suggested that the

rings of amylose have a twist-boat conformation, rather than the usual chair confor-

mation, (a) What feature would tend to make
any

chair conformation unstable?

(b) Suggest a twist-boat conformation that would avoid this difficulty. (Hint: What are

the largest groups attached to a ring in amylose ?)

Problem 35.15 When one mole of a disaccharide like ( -f )-maltose is treated with

periodic acid (under conditions that minimize hydrolysis of the glycoside link), three

moles of formic acid (and one of formaldehyde) are obtained.

HCHO

HCOOH

HCOOH

(a) Show what would happen to amylose (see formula on p. 11 23) when treated

with HIO4 . (b) How could this reaction be used to determine cha ; n length?

(c) Oxidation by HIO4 of 540 mg of amylose (from the sago plant) yielded 0,0102

millimoles of HCOOH. What is the chain length of this amylose?

35.9 Structure of amylopectin

Amylopectin is hydrolyzed to the single disaccharide (-h)-maltose; the se-

quence of methylation and hydrolysis yields chiefly 2,3,6-tri-O-methyl-D-glucose.

Like amylose, amylopectin is made up of chains of D-glucose units, each unit

joined by an alpha glycoside linkage to C-4 of the next one. However, its structure

is more complex than that of amylose.

Molecular weights determined by physical methods show that there are up to

a million D-glucose units per molecule. Yet hydrolysis of methylated amylopectin

gives as high as 5% of 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-gIucose, indicating only 20 units

per chain. How can these facts be reconciled by the same structure?

The answer is found in the following fact : along with the trimethyl and tetra-

methyl compounds, hydrolysis yields 2,3-di-O-methyl-D-glucose and in an amount

nearly equal to that of the tetramethyl derivative.
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Methylated amylopectin

1125

H
CH 2OCH3H

HO

H CH 3

H
*

OH

2,3,6-Tri-O-methyl-D-glucose

-90%

H

2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose

-Q
and

CH 3

H CH 3
|

H OH

2,3-Di-O-methyl-D-glucose

Amylopectin has a highly branched structure consisting of several hundred short

chains of about 20-25 D-glucose units each. One end of each of these chains is

joined through C-l to a C-6 on the next chain.

Amylopectin

(chair conformations assumed)
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Schematically the amylopectin molecule is believed to be something like this:

CHO

Amylopectin

Glycogen, the form in which carbohydrate is stored in animals to be released

upon metabolic demand, has a structure very similar to that of amylopectin, except

that the molecules appear to be more highly branched, and to have shorter chains

(12-18 D-glucose units each).

Problem 35.16 Polysaccharides known as dextrans have been used as substitutes

for blood plasma in transfusions; they are made by the action of certain bacteria on

(+ )-sucrose. Interpret the following properties of a dextran: Complete hydrolysis by
acid yields only D-(+ )-glucose. Partial hydrolysis yields only one disaccharide and only

one trisaccharide, which contain only a-glycosfde linkages. Upon methylation and

hydrolysis, there is obtained chiefly 2,3,4-tri-O-methyl-D-glucose, together with smaller

amounts of 2,4-di-O-methyl-D-glucose and 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose.

Problem 35.17 Polysaccharides called xylans are found along with cellulose in

wood and straw. Interpret the following properties of a sample of xylan: Its large

negative rotation suggests /^-linkages. Complete hydrolysis by acids yields only D-(+ )-

xylose. Upon methylation and hydrolysis, there is obtained chiefly 2,3-di-O-methyl-D-

xylose, together with smaller amounts of 2,3,4-tri-O-methyl-D-xylose and 2-O-methyl-

D-xylose.

35.10 Structure of cellulose

Cellulose is the chiefcomponent ofwood and plant fibers; cotton, for instance,

is nearly pure cellulose. It is insoluble in water and tasteless; it is a non-reducing

carbohydrate. These properties, in part at least, are due to its extremely high
molecular weight.

Cellulose has the formula (C6Hi O5)n . Complete hydrolysis by acid yields

r>(+ )-glucose as the only monosaccharide. Hydrolysis of completely methylated
cellulose gives a high yield of 2,3,6-tri-O-methyl-D-glucose. Like starch, therefore,

cellulose is made up of chains of D-glucose units, each unit joined by a glycoside

linkage 10 C-4 of the next.

Cellulose differs from starch, however, in the configuration of the glycoside

Cellulose
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linkage. Upon treatment with acetic anhydride and sulfuric acid, cellulose yields

octa-O-acetylcellobiose ; there is evidence that all glycoside linkages in cellulose,

like the one in ( + )-cellobiose, are beta linkages.

Physical methods give molecular weights for cellulose ranging from 250,000
to 1,000,000 or more; it seems likely that there are at least 1500 glucose units per

.molecule. End group analysis by both methylation and periodic acid oxidation

gives a chain length of 1000 glucose units or more. X-ray analysis and electron

microscopy indicate that these long chains lie side by side in bundles, undoubtedly
held together by hydrogen bonds between the numerous neighboring OH groups.

These bundles are twisted together to form rope-like structures, which themselves

are grouped to form the fibers we can see. In wood these cellulose "ropes" are

embedded in lignin to give a structure that has been likened to reinforced concrete.

35.11 Reactions of cellulose

We have seen that the glycoside linkages of cellulose are broken by the action

of acid, each cellulose molecule yielding many molecules of r>-( + )-glucose. Now
let us look briefly at reactions of cellulose in which the chain remains essentially

intact. Each glucose unit in cellulose contains three free OH groups; these are the

positions at which reaction occurs.

These reactions of cellulose, carried out to modify the properties of a cheap,

available, ready-made polymer, are of tremendous industrial importance.

35.12 Cellulose nitrate

Like any alcohol, cellulose forms esters. Treatment with a mixture of nitric

and sulfuric acids converts cellulose into cellulose nitrate. The properties and uses

of the product depend upon the extent of nitration.

Guncotton, which is used in making smokeless powder, is very nearly com-

pletely nitrated cellulose, and is often called cellulose trinitrate (three nitrate groups

per glucose unit).

Pyroxylin is less highly nitrated material containing between two and three

nitrate groups per glucose unit. It is used in the manufacture of plastics like celluloid

and collodion, in photographic film, and in lacquers. It has the disadvantage of

being flammable, and forms highly toxic nitrogen oxides upon burning.

35.13 Cellulose acetate

In the presence of acetic anhydride, acetic acid, and a little sulfuric acid,

cellulose is converted into the triacetate. Partial hydrolysis removes some of the

acetate groups, degrades the chains to smaller fragments (of 200-300 units each),

and yields the vastly important commercial cellulose acetate (roughly a ^//acetate).

Cellulose acetate is less flammable than cellulose nitrate and has replaced the

nitrate in many of its applications, in safety-type photographic film, for example.

When a solution of cellulose acetate in acetone is forced through the fine holes of a

spinnerette, the solvent evaporates and leaves solid filaments. Threads from these

filaments make up the material known as acetate rayon.
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35.14 Rayon. Cellophane

When an alcohol is treated with carbon disulfide and aqueous sodium hy-

droxide, there is obtained a compound called a xanthate.

RONa + S-C-S > RO-C-SNa ^1> ROH + CS2

S

A xanthate

Cellulose undergoes an analogous reaction to form cellulose xanthate, which dis-

solves in the alkali to form a viscous colloidal dispersion called viscose.

When viscose is forced through a spinnerette into an acid bath, cellulose is

regenerated in the form of fine filaments which yield threads of the material known

as rayon. There are other processes for making rayon, but the viscose process is

still the principal one used in the United States.

If viscose is forced through a narrow slit, cellulose is regenerated as thin

sheets which, when softened by glycerol, are used for protective films (Cellophane).

Although rayon and Cellophane are often spoken of as
"
regenerated cellu-

lose," they are made up of much shorter chains than the original cellulose because

of degradation by the alkali treatment.

35.15 Cellulose ethers

Industrially, cellulose is alkylated by the action of alkyl chlorides (cheaper than

sulfates) in the presence of alkali. Considerable degradation of the long chains is

unavoidable in these reactions.

Methyl, ethyl, and benzyl ethers of cellulose are important in the production

of textiles, films, and various plastic objects.

PROBLEMS
1. ( + )-Gentiobiose, Ci 2H 22On, is found in the roots of gentians. It is a reducing

sugar, forms an osazone, undergoes mutarotation, and is hydrolyzed by aqueous acid or

by emulsin to o-glucose. Methylation of ( 4- )-gentiobiose, followed by hydrolysis, gives

2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose and 2,3,4-tri-O-methyl-D-gIucose. What is the structure

and systematic name of ( + )-gentiobiose?

2. (a) ( + )-Trehalose, C| 2H 22On , a non-reducing sugar found in young mushrooms,
gives only D-glucose when hydrolyzed by aqueous acid or by maltase. Methylation gives

an octa-O-methyl derivative that, upon hydrolysis, yields only 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-

glucose. What is the structure and systematic name for ( + )-trehalose?

(b) (~)-/sotrehalose and ( + )-neotrehalose resemble trehalose in most respects. How-
ever, isotrehalose is hydrolyzed by either emulsin or maltase, and neotrehalose is hydro*

lyzed only by emulsin. What are the structures and systematic names for these two carbo-

hydrates?

3. Ruherythric acid, C25H 26O|j, a non-reducing glycoside, is obtained from madder
root. Complete hydrolysis gives alizarin (C| 4H gO4), D-glucose, and D-xylose; graded

hydrolysis gives alizarin and primeverose, CnH 2oO,o. Oxidation of primeverose with

bromine water, followed by hydrolysis, gives D-gluconic acid and D-xylose. Methylation
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of primeverose, followed by hydrolysis, gives 2,3,4-tri-O-methyl-D~xylose and 2,3,4-tri-

O-methyl-D-glucose.

What structure or structures are possible for ruberythric acid? How can any un-

certainties be cleared up?

4. ( + )-Rtiffinost\ a non-reducing sugar found in beet molasses, has the formula

CisHj^Ojh- Hydrol>sis by acid gives D-fructose, o-galactose, and D-glucose; hydrolysis by
the enzyme -galactosidase gives D-galactose and sucrose; hydrolysis by invertase (a

sucrose-splitting enzyme) gives D-fructose and the disaccharide melibiose.

Methylation of raftinose, followed by hydrolysis, gives 1,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-

fructose, 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyI-D-galactose, and 2,3,4-tri-O-mcthyl-D-glucose.

What is the structure of raffinose? Of melibiose?

5. ( 4- )-\h'lezitose* a non-reducing sugar found in honey, has the formula C| 8H 32O, 6 .

Hydrolysis by acid gives D-fructose and two moles of D-glucose; partial hydrolysis gives

D-glucose and the disaccharide tnranose. Hydrolysis by maltase gives D-glucose and

D-fructose; hydrolysis b> another enzyme gives sucrose.

Methylation of melezitose, followed by hydrolysis, gives 1,4,6-tri-O-methyl-D-fructose

and t\so moles of 2,3,4,6-tclra-O-meth>l-D-glucose.

(a) What structure of melczitose is consistent with these facts? What is the structure

of turanose?

Melezitosc reacts \\ith four moles of HIO4 to give two moles of formic acid but no

formaldehyde.

(b) Sho\\ that the absence of formaldehyde means either a furanose or pyranose
structure for the fructose unit, and either a pyranose or septanose (7-membered ring)

structure for the glucose units.

(c) How many moles of HIO4 would be consumed and how many moles of formic

acid \\ould be produced if the two glucose units had septanose rings? (d) Answer (c) for

one septanose ring and one pyranose ring, (e) Answer (c) for two pyranose rings, (f ) What
can you say about the si/e of the rings in the glucose units?

(g) Ansv\er (c) for a pvranose ring in the fructose unit; for a furanose ring.

(h) What can you say about the size of the ring in the fructose unit?

(i) Are the oxidation data consistent with the structure of melezitose you gave in (a)?

6. The sugar, ( + )-panosc % was first isolated by S. C. Pan and co-workers (at Joseph
E. Seagram and Sons, Inc.) from a culture of Aspergillus niger on maltose. Panose has a

mol. \\t. of approximately 475-500. Hydrolysis gives glucose, maltose, and an isomer of

maltose called isomaltose. Methylation and hydrolysis of panose gives 2,3,4-tri-, 2,3,6-tri-,

and 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose in essentially equimolar amounts. The high positive

rotation of panose is considered to exclude the possibility of any /^-linkages.

(a) How many monosaccharide units make up a molecule of panose? In how many
ways might these be arranged?

(b) Oxidation of panose to the aldonic acid, followed by hydrolysis, gives no maltose;
reduction of panose to panitol, followed by hydrolysis, gives glucitol and maltitol (the

reduction product of maltose). Can you now draw a single structure for panose? What
must be the structure of isomaltose?

(c) Panose and isomaltose can be isolated from the partial hydrolysis products of

amylopectin. What bearing does this have on the structure of amylopectin ?
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7. Cellulose can be oxidized by N 2O4 to [(C5H 7O4)COOH]n . (a) What is the structure

of this product ? (b) What will it give on hydrolysis of the chain ? What is the name of this

hydrolysis product ?

(c) The oxidation product in (a) is readily decarboxylated to (C5H 8O4)n . What will

this give on hydrolysis of the chain? What is the name of this hydrolysis product? Is it a

D or L compound ?

8. Suggest structural formulas for the following polysaccharides, neglecting the

stereochemistry of the glycoside linkages:

(a) An araban from peanut hulls yields only L-arabinose on hydrolysis. Methylation,

followed by hydrolysis, yields equimolar amounts of 2,3,5-tri-O-methyl-L-arabinose,

2,3-di-O-methyl-L-arabinose, and 3-O-methyl-L-arabinose.

(b) A mannan from yeast yields only D-mannose on hydrolysis. Methylation, followed

by hydrolysis, yields 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-mannose, 2,4,6-tri-O-methyl-D-mannose,

3,4,6-tri-O-methyl-D-mannose, and 3,4-di-O-methyl-D-mannose in a molecular ratio of

2:1:1:2, together with small amounts of 2,3,4-tri-O-methyl-D-mannose.

9. When &xylan(sez Problem 35.17, p. II 27) is boiled with dilute hydrochloric acid,

a pleasant-smelling liquid, furfural, CsF^Oi, steam-distills. Furfural gives positive tests

with Tollens* and Scruff's reagents; it forms an oxime and a phenylhydrazone but not an

osazone. Furfural can be oxidized by KMnO4 to A, C 5H 4O3, v\hich is soluble in aqueous

NaHCOj.
Compound A can be readily decarboxylated to B, C4H 4O, vhich can be hydro-

genated to C, C4H 8O. C gives no tests for functional groups except solubility in cold

concentrated H->SO4 ; it gives negative tests for unsaturation with dilute KMnO4 or

Br2/CCI 4 .

Prolonged treatment of C with HC1 gives D, C4H 8C1 2 , which on treatment with

KCN gives E, QH 8N2 . E can be hydrolyzed to F t C6H, O4 , identifiable as adipic acid.

What is the structure of furfural? Of compounds A through E?

10. Give a likely structure for each of the following polysaccharides:

(a) Alginic acid, from sea weed, is used as a thickening agent in ice cream and other

foods. Hydrolysis yields only D-mannuronic acid. Methylation, followed by hydrolysis,

yields 2,3-di-O-methyl-D-mannuronic acid. (Mannuronic acid is HOOC(CHOH)4CHO.)
The glycoside linkages in alginic acid are thought to be beta.

(b) Pectic acid is the main constituent of the pectin responsible for the formation of

jellies from fruits and berries. Methylation of pectic acid, followed by hydrolysis, gives

only 2,3-di-O-methyl-D-galacturonic acid. The glycoside linkages in pectic acid are

thought to be alpha.

(c) Agart from sea weed, is used in the growing of microorganisms. Hydrolysis yields

a 9: 1 : 1 molar ratio of D-galactose, L-galactose, and sulfuric acid. Methylation, followed

by hydrolysis, yields 2,4,6-tri-O-methyl-D-galactose, 2,3-di-O-methyI-L-gaIactose, and sul-

furic acid in the same 9:1:1 ratio. What uncertainties are there in your proposed structure ?

11* The main constituent of the capsule surrounding the Type 111 pneumonococcus,
and the substance responsible for the specificity of its antigen-antibody reactions, is a

polysaccharide (mol. wt. about 150,000). Hydrolysis yields equimolar amounts of D-

glucose and D-glucuronic acid, HOOC(CHOH)4CHO; careful hydrolysis gives cello-

biuronic acid (the uronic acid related to cellobiose). Methylation, followed by hydrolysis,

gives equimolar amounts of 2,3,6-tri-O-methyl-D-glucose and 2,4-di-O-methyl-D-glucur-
onic acid.

What is a likely structure for the polysaccharide?

12. Draw structures of compounds G through J:

amylose + HIO4 > G + a little HCOOH and HCHO
G + bromine water + H
H + H 2O, H* > I (C4H8O5) + J (C:H 2O3)
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13. (a) Show what would happen to cellulose when treated with HFO4 . (b) How could
this reaction be used to determine chain length ? (c) If oxidation by HIO4 of 203 mg of a

sample of cellulose yields 0.0027 millimoles of HCOOH, what is the chain length of the

cellulose?



Chapter

36
Amino Acids and

Proteins

36.1 Introduction

The name protein is taken from the Greek proteios, which means first. This

name is well chosen. Of all chemical compounds, proteins must a-lmost certainly

be ranked Jirst, for they are the substance of life.

Proteins make up a large part of the animal body, they hold it together, and

they lun it. They are four.vl in all living cells. They are the principal material of

skin, muscle, tendons, nerves, and blood; of enzymes, antibodies, and many
hormones.

(Only the nucleic acids, which control heredity, can challenge the position of

proteins; and the nucleic acids are important because they direct the synthesis of

proteins.)

Chemically, proteins are higji polymers. They are polyamides, and the mon-

omers from which they are derived are the a-amino carboxylic acids. A single

protein molecule contains hundreds or even thousands of amino acid units; these

units can be of twenty-odd different kinds. The number of different combinations,

that is, the number of different protein molecules that are possible, is almost

infinite. It is likely that tens of thousands of different proteins are required to

make up and run an animal body; and this set of proteins is not identical with the

set required by an animal of a different kind.

In this chapter we shall look first at the chemistry of the amino acids, and then

briefly at the proteins that they make up. Our chief purpose will be to see the ways
in which the structures of these enormously complicated molecules are being

worked out, and how, in the last analysis, all this work rests on the basic principles

of organic structural theory: on the concepts of bond angle and bond length,

group size and shape, hydrogen bonding, resonance, acidity and basicity, optical

activity, configuration and conformation.

1132
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36.2 Structure of amino acids

Table 36.1 gives the structures and names of 26 amino acids that have been

found in proteins. Certain of these (marked e) are the essential amino acids, which

must be fed to young animals if proper growth is to take place; these particular

amino acids evidently cannot be synthesized by the animal from the other materials

in its diet.

We see that all are alpha-amino carboxylic acids; in two cases (proline and

hydroxyproline) the amino group forms part of a pyrrolidine ring. This common
feature gives the amino acids a common set of chemical properties, one of which is

the ability to form the long polyamide chains that make up proteins. It is on these

common chemical properties that we shall concentrate.

In other respects, the structures of these compounds vary rather widely. In

addition to the carboxyl group and the amino group alpha to it. some amino acids

contain a second carboxyl group (e.g., aspartic acid or glutamic acid), or a potential

carboxyl group in the form of a carboxamide (e.g., asparagine); these are called

acidic amino acids. Some contain a second basic group, which may be an amino

group (e.g., lysine), a guanidino group (ajrginine), or the imidazole ring (histidine);

these are called basic amino acids. Some of the amino acids contain benzene or

heterocyclic ring systems, phenolic or alcoholic hydroxyl groups, halogen or sulfur

atoms. Each of these ring systems or functional groups undergoes its own typical

set of reactions.

36.3 Amino acids as dipolar ions

Although the amino acids are commonly shown as containing an amino group
and a carboxyl group, H 2NCHRCOOH, certain properties, both physical and

chemical, are not consistent with this structure:

(a) In contrast to amines and carboxylic acids, the amino acids are non-

volatile crystalline solids which melt with decomposition at fairly high tempera-

tures.

(b) They are insoluble in non-polar solvents like petroleum ether, benzene, or

ether, and are appreciably soluble in water^ ,/

(c) Their aqueous solutions behave like solutions of substances of high dipole

moment.
~

-

(d) Acidity and basicity constants are ridiculously low for COOH and

NH 2 groups. Glycine, for example, has Ka 1/6 x 10~ 10 and Kb
= 2.5 x

10~ 12
, whereas most carboxylic acids have AVs of about 10~ 5 and most aliphatic

amines have K^s of about 10
~ 4

.

All these properties are quite consistent with a dipolar ion structure for the

amino acids (I).

+H 3N-CHR-~COCr
I

Amino acids: dipolar ions

The physical properties melting point, solubility, high dipole moment are just

what would be expected of such a salt. The acid-base properties also become
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Name

AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS

Table 36.1 NATURAL AMINO ACIDS

Abbreviation Formula

CHAP. 36

(4- )-Alanine

( + )-Arginine
c

(-)-Asparagine

( + )-Aspartic acid

(-)-Cysteine

(-)-Cystine

( + )-3,5-Dibromotyrosine

( + )-3,5-Diiodotyrosine

( + )-GIutamic acid

(-f)-Glutamine

Glycine

(-)-Histidine
e

(
- )-Hydroxylysine

( )-Hydroxyproline

Ala s

Arg

Asp(NH2)

Asp

CySH

CySSCy

Glu

Glu(NH2)

Gly

His

Hylys

Hypro

CH 3CHCOO-
+NH 3

H2NCNHCH2CH 2CH2CHCOO '

^H2 NH2

H 2NCOCH 2CHCOO-

HOOCCH2CHCOO

HSCH 2CHCOO-

-OOCCHCH 2S SCH2CHCOO
-

Br

HOOCCH 2CH 2CHCOO
-

H2NCOCH2CH 2CHCOO

CH 2COO

O"
T

CH2CHCOO
H

*H 3NCH2CHCH2CH 2CHCOO
-

OH NH2
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Table 36.1 NATURAL AMINO ACIDS (continued)

Name Abbreviation Formula

1135

(
-
)-PhenylaJanine

c Phe

(-)-Proline Pro

(-)-Serine Ser

(
- )-Threonine

c Thr

(+)-Thyroxine

(
- )-Tryptophane

e
Try

(-)-Tyrosine Tyr

(+)-Valine .
Val

* Essential amino acid

HOCH2CHCOO-

CH3CHOHCHCOO~

I I

I I +NH 3

H 2CHCOCr

H

(CH 3)2CHCHCOO-
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understandable when it is realized that the measured Ka actually refers to the acidity

of an ammonium ion> RNH3 +,

+H 3NCHRCOO- + H2O ^=Z H3O + + H 2NCHRCOO"
Acid

= [H 3O *
][H 2NCHRCQO

"
]

[+H 3NCHROOO-]

and Kb actually refers to the basicity of a carboxylate ion, RCOO~.

+H 3NCHRCOO + H2O = +H 3NCHRCOOH + OH~*
Base

Kb
=

[
+H 3NCHRCQOH][QH-]

[+H 3NCH2COO-]

In aqueous solution, the acidity and basicity of an acid and its conjugate base

(CH 3COOH and CH 3COO~, or CH 3NH 3
4 and CH 3NH 2 ,

for example) are re-

lated by the expression Ka x Kb
= 10~ 14

. From this it can be calculated that a Ka

of 1.6 x lO-io for the -NH 3
+ of glycine means K, - 6.3 x iO~-s for --NH 2 : a

quite reasonable value for an aliphatic aminc. In the same way, a Kb of 2.5 x

10~ 12 for the -COO" of glycine means Ka
= 4 x 10~ 3 for -COOH: a quite

reasonable value for a carboxylic acid containing the strongly electron-withdrawing

(acid-strengthening) NH 3
+
group.

When the solution of an amino acid is made alkaline, the dipolar ion I is

converted into the anion II ;
the stronger base, hydroxide ion, removes a proton

from the ammonium ion and displaces the weaker base, the amine.

+H3NCHRCOO- + OH' 5= H 2NCHRCOQ- + H 2O
I II

Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker
acid base base acid

When the solution of an amino acid is made acidic, the dipolar ion I is converted

into the cation III; the stronger acid, H 3O +
, gives up a proton to the carboxylate

ion, and displaces the weaker carboxylic acid.

+H 3NCHRCOO- + H 30+ ^= +H 3NCHRCOOH + H 2O
I III

Stronger Stronger Weaker Weaker
base acid acid base

In summary, the acidic group of a simple amino acid like glycine is NH 3
+ not

COOH, and the basic group is COO" not NH 2 .

Problem 36.1 In quite alkaline solution, an amino acid contains two basic groups,NH2 and COO". Which is the more basic? To which group will a proton preferen-
tially go as acid is added to the solution? What will the product be?

Problem 36.2 In quite acidic solution, an amino acid contains two acidic groups,NH 3
+ and COOH. Which is the more acidic? Which group will more readily give

up a proton as base is added to the solution? What will the product be?
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Problem 36.3 Account for the fact that />-aminobenzoic acid or 0-aminobenzoic
acid does not exist appreciably as the dipolar ion, but p-aminobenzenesulfonic acid

(sulfanilic acid) does. (Hint: What is Kb for most aromatic amines?)

We must keep in mind that ions II and III, which contain a free NH 2 or

COOH group, are in equilibrium with dipolar ion I ; consequently, amino acids

undergo reactions characteristic of amines and carboxylic acids. As ion II is

removed, by reaction with benzoyl chloride, for example, the equilibrium shifts to

supply more of ion II so that eventually the amino acid is completely benzoylated.

H+ H +

H 2NCHRCOO- -<

+H 3NCHRCOO- ^= +H 3NCHRCOOH
OH- OH-

II I III

Where feasible we can speed up a desired reaction by adjusting the acidity or

basicity of the solution in such a way as to increase the concentration of the

reactive species.

Problem 36.4 Suggest a way to speed up (a) esterification of an amino acid;

(b) acylation of an ammo acid.

36.4 Isoelectric point of amino acids

What happens when a solution of an amino acid is placed in an electric field

depends upon the acidity or basicity of the solution. In quite alkaline solution,

H+ H+
H2NCHRCOCr ~<

* +H 3NCHRCOO- ~<

> "H 3NCHRCOOH
OH- OH-

II I III

anions II exceed cations III, and there is a net migration of amino acid toward the

anode. In quite acidic solution, cations III are in excess, and there is a net migra-

tion of amino acid toward thejgthode. If II and III are exactly balanced, there is

no net migration; under such conditions any one molecule exists as a positive ion

and as a negative ion for exactly the same amount of time, and any small move-

ment in the direction of one electrode is subsequently canceled by an equal move-

ment back toward the other electrode. The hydrogen ion concentration of the

solution in which a particular amino acid does not migrate under the influence of

an electric field is called the isoelectric point of that amino acid.

A monoamino monocarboxylic acid,
+H 3NCHRCOO~, is somewhat more

acidic than basic (for example, glycine: Ka
= 1.6 x 10- 10 and#&

= 2.5 x 10~ 12
).

If crystals of such an amino acid are added to water, the resulting solution contains

more of the anion II, H2NCHRCOO-, than of the cation III,
+H 3NCHRCOOH.

This "excess" ionization of ammonium ion to amine (l*II 4- H"1

") must be

repressed, by addition of acid, to reach the isoelectric point, which therefore lies

somewhat on the acid side of neutrality (pH 7). For glycine, for example, the

isoelectric point is at pH 6.1.
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Problem 36.5 (a) Will the isoelectric point be on the acjd^pr alkaline side of
pH 7 (neutrality) for a monoamino dicarboxylic acid? (b) For a diamlho monocarboxy~
lie acid ? (c) Compare each of these isoelectric points with that for glycine.

An amino acid usually shows its lowest solubility in a solution at the iso-

electric point, since here there is the highest concentration of the dipolar ion. As

the solution is made more alkaline or more acidic, the concentration of one of the

more soluble ions, II or III, increases.

Problem 36.6 Account for the fact that sulfanilic acid dissolves in alkalies ljut

not in acids.

Problem 36.7 Suggest a way to separaie a mixture of amino acids into three

fractions: monoamino monocarboxylic acids, monoamino dicarboxylic acids (the

acidic amino acids), and diamino monocarboxylic acids (the basic amino acids).

36.5 Configuration of natural amino acids

From the structures in Table 36.1, we can see that every amino acid except

glycine contains at least one chiral center. As obtained by acidic or enzymatic

hydrolysis of proteins, every amino acid except glycine has been found optically

active. Stereochemical studies of these naturally occurring amino acids have shown

that all have the same configuration about the carbon atom carrying the alpha-

ammo group, and that this configuration is the same as that in L-(~)-glycer-

aidehyde.

HO

CH2OH

L-Glyceraldehyde

Problem 36.8 Draw all possible stereoisomeric formulas for the amino acid

threonine. Naturally occurring threonine gets its name from its relationship to the

tetrose threose\ on this basis which is the correct configuration for natural threonine?

Problem 36.9 Besides threonine, there are four amino acids in Table 36.1 that

can exist in more than two stereoisomeric forms, (a) What are they? (b) Hov\ many
isomers are possible in each case? Indicate enantiomers, diastereomers, any meso

compounds.

36.6 Preparation of amino acids

Of the many methods that have been developed for synthesizing amino acids,

we shall take up only one: aminatkm of a-halo acids. Considered in its various
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modifications, this method is probably the most generally useful, although, like

any of the methods, it cannot be applied to the synthesis of all the amino acids.

Sometimes an a-chloro or a-bromo acid is subjected to direct ammonolysis
with a large excess (Why?) of concentrated aqueous ammonia. For example:

CH 3CH2COOH
Propionic acid

Br?, P CH 3CHCOOH

Br

NH * (excess)
> CH3CHCOO-

a-Bromopropionic acid

NH 3
+

Alanine

70% yield

The necessary a-halo acids or esters can be prepared by the Hell-Volhard-

Zelinsky halogenation of the unsubstituted acids (Sec. 18.19), or by a modification

of the malonic ester synthesis, the usual route to the unsubstituted acids. For

example :

r cooc2H 5

i* CH

[ COOC2H 5

Sodiomalonic
ester

COOC2H 5

> HC-CH2C6H5

COOC2H 5

Ethyl benzylmalonate

KOH
heat

5

HC1

COOH

H-C CH2C6H5

COOH
Benzylmalonic acid

I Br2 , ether,
reflux

C6H5CH2CHCOO-

NH 3
+

Phenylalanine

35% overall yield

NH 3 (excess) C6H 5CH2CHCOOH

Br

heat

COOH

Br-C-CH2C6H 5

COOH

Better yields are generally obtained by the Gabriel phthalimide synthesis

(Problem 11, p. 744); the a-halo esters are used instead of a-halo acids (Why?). A
further modification, the phthalimidomalonic ester method, is a combined malonic

ester-Gabriel synthesis.

O
Potassium

phthalimide

+ cicH2cooc2H5

Ethyl chloroacctate

2COOC2H5

Hd, H2O

Cr+H3NCH2COOH -f phthalic acid

Glycinc hydrochloride

89% overall yield
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O
Potassium

phthalimidc

COOC2H5

Bi CH

COOC2H5

Ethyl
bromomalonate

o
II COOC 2H 5

for N-CH^V' I

\{
COOC 2H 5

O

Pthalimidomalonic
ester

? COOC2H 5

COOC2H 5

HOOCCH 2CHCOO-

N1V
Aspartic acid

43 o overall yield

,
bast cone. HC1

heat

{excess
C1CH2COOC2H3,

jheat

COOC2H 5

[Ol /N~C-CH2COOC2H5

fi
COOC 2H 5

These synthetic amino acids are, of course, optically inactive, and must be

resolved if the active materials are desired for comparison with the naturally

occurring acids or for synthesis of peptides (Sec. 36.10).

Problem 36.10 Various amino acids have been made in the following ways:

Direct ammonolysis: glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, aspartic acid

Gabriel synthesis: glycine, leucine

Malonic ester synthesis: valine, isoleucine

Phthalimidomahnic ester method: serine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid

List the necessary starting materials in each case, and outline the entire sequence
for one example from each group.

Problem 36.1 1 Acetaidehyde reacts with a mixture ofKCN and NH 4C1 (Strecker

synthesis) to give a product, C 3H6N 2 (What is its structure?), which upon hydrolysis

yields alanine. Show how the Strecker synthesis can be applied to the synthesis of

glycine, leucine, isoleucine, valine, and serine (start with C2H 5OCH 2CH2OH). Make ail

required carbonyl compounds from readily available materials.

Problem 36.12 (a) Synthesis of amino acids by reductive amination (Sec. 22.11)
is illustrated by the following synthesis of leucine:

ethyl isovalerate + ethyl oxalate
NaOC*H5

> A (CnH, 8Os)

A + 10% H2S04 ~^> B (C6H 10O3) 4- CO2 + C2H 5OH
B + NH3 + H2

Pdthcat
> leucine

(b) Outline the synthesis by this method of alanine. Of glutamic acid.
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36.7 Reactions of amino acids

The reactions of amino acids are in general the ones we would expect of

compounds containing amino and carboxyl groups. In addition, any other groups
that may be present undergo their own characteristic reactions.

Problem 36.13 Predict the products of the treatment of glycine with:

(a) aqueous NaOH (d) acetic anhydride

(b) aqueous HCl (e) NaNO 2 + HC1
(c) benzoyl chloride -i- aqueous NaOH (f) C2H 5OH + H 2SO4

(g) benzyl chlorocarbonate (carbobenzoxy chloride), C6H 5CH 2OCOC1

Problem 36.14 Predict the products of the following reactions:

(a) N-benzoylglycine (hippuric acid) + SOC1 2 (g) proline -I- methyl iodide

(b) product of (a) -I- NH 3 (h) tyrosine + methyl sulfate + NaOH
(c) product of (a) 4 alanine (i) glutamic acid -f one mole

(d) product of (a) + C2H 5OH NaHCO 3

(e) tyrosine 4- Br2(aq) ( j) glutamic acid -f excess ethyl alco-

(f) asparagine -f hot aqueous NaOH hoi -f H 2SO4
+ heat

Problem 36.15 The reaction of primary aliphatic amines with nitrous acid gives

a quantitative yield of nitrogen gas, and is the basis of the Van Slyke determination of

amino nitrogen. What volume of nitrogen gas at S.T.P. would be liberated from 0.001

mole of: (a) leucine, (b) lysine, (c) proline?
~-

Problem 36.16 When a solution of 9.36 mg of an unknown amino acid was
treated with excess nitrous acid, there was obtained 2.01 cc of nitrogen at 748 mm
and 20. What is the fninimum molecular weight for this compound? Can it be one of

the amino acids found in proteins? If so, which one?

36.8 Peptides. Geometry of the peptide linkage

Peptides are amides formed by interaction between amino groups and carboxyl

groups of amino acids. The amide group,
~ NHCO -, in such compounds is

often referred to as the peptide linkage.

Depending upon the number of amino acid residues per molecule, they are

known as dipeptides, tripeptides, and so on, and finally polypeptides. (By con-

vention, peptides of molecular weight up to 10,000 are known as polypeptides and

above that as proteins.) For example:

+ H 3NCH,CONHCHCONHCHCOO-

rl . CH, CH 2C6H 5

Glycylglycme
Gly.Ala.Phe

A dlpeptlde
Glycylalanylphenylalanine

A tripeptide

+H 3NCHCO(NHCHCO)nNHCHCOO-

R R R
A polypeptide
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A convenient way of representing peptide structures by use of standard abbrevia-

tions (see Table 36.1) is illustrated here. According to convention, the N-termmal

amino acid residue (having the free amino group) is written at the left end, and the

C-terminal amino acid residue (having the free carboxyl group) at the right end.

X-ray studies of amino acids and dipeptides indicate that the entire amide

group is flat: carbonyl carbon, nitrogen, and the four atoms attached to them all lie

in a plane. The short carbon-nitrogen distance (1.32 A as compared with 1.47 A
for the usual carbon-nitrogen single bond) indicates that the carbon-nitrogen
bond has considerable double-bond character (about 50%)'; as a result the angles of

the bonds to nitrogen are similar to the angles about the trigonal carbon atom

(Fig. 36.1).

H O

x*j*x ^1N
23 1 11.4 12l

u
II 125

Figure 36.1. Geometry of the peptide link. Carbon-nitrogen bond has

much double bond character. Carbonyl carbon, nitrogen, and atoms
attached to them lie in a plane.

Problem 36.17 (a) What contributing structure(s) would account for the double-

bond character of the carbon-nitrogen bond? (b) What does this resonance mean in

terms of orbitals?

Problem 36.18 At room temperature, N,N-dimethyIformamide gives the follow-

ing nmr spectrum :

a singlet, 8 2.88, 3H
b singlet, 8 2.97, 3H
c singlet, 8 8.02, 1H

As the temperature is raised, signals a and b broaden and coalesce; finally, at 170,

they are merged into one sharp singlet, (a) How do you account for these observa-

tions? (b) What bearing do they have on the structure of the peptide linkage? (Hint:

See Sec. 13.13.)

Peptides have been studied chiefly as a step toward the understanding of the

much more complicated substances, the proteins. However, peptides are extremely

important compounds in their own right: the tripeptide glutathione, for example, is

found in most living cells; the nonapeptide oxytocin is a posterior pituitary hor-

mone concerned with contraction of the uterus; a-corticotropin, made up of 39

amino acid residues, is one component of the adrenocorticotropic hormone
ACTH.
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+H3NCHCH2CH2CONHCHCONHCH 2COOH or Glu.CySH.Gly

COO" CH 2SH

Glutathione

(Glutamylcysteinylglycine)

CH3CH NH2

O=C

CHNHCOCHNHCOCH
/ \
/ CH2C

I

I

f ^ n
Ileu.Tyr.CyS.
I

y
|

Glu. Asp.CS.

NH

V

H2N

. Asp.CyS. Pro. Leu.Gly(NH2)

NH 2

HCONHCHCONHCHCON

CH2

io

{,
CO;>NH2 1

Oxytocin

Ser.Tyr.Ser.Met.Glu.His.Phc.Arg.Try.Gly.Lys.Pro.Val.n

LGly.Lys.Lys.Arg.Arg.Pro.Val.Lys.Val.Tyr.Pro.Ala.Gly.-i

LGlu. Asp.Asp.Glu.Ala. Ser.Glu.Ala.Phe.Pro.Leu.Glu.Phe

a-Corticotropin (sheep)

We shall look at two aspects of the chemistry of peptides: how their structures

are determined, and how they can be synthesized in the laboratory.

36.9 Determination of structure of peptides. Terminal residue analysis.
Partial hydrolysis

To assign a structure to a particular peptide, one must know (a) what amino

acid residues make up the molecule and how many of each there are, and (b) the

sequence in which they follow one another along the chain.

To determine the composition of a peptide, one hydrolyzes the peptide (in

acidic solution, since alkali causes racemization) and determines the amount of

each amino acid thus formed. One of the best ways of analyzing a mixture of

amino acids is to separate the mixture into its components by chromatography

sometimes, after conversion into the methyl esters (Why ?), by gas chromatography.
From the weight of each amino acid obtained, one can calculate the number of

moles of each amino acid, and in this way know the relative numbers of the various

amino acid residues in the peptide. At this stage one knows what might be called
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the "empirical formula" of the peptide: the relative abundance of each amino acid

residue in the peptide.

Problem 36.19 An analysis of the hydrolysis products of salmine, a polypeptide
from salmon sperm, gave the following results:

g/100 g salmine

Isoleucine 1.28

Alanine 0.89

Valine 3.68

Glycine 3.01

Serine 7.29

Proline 6.90

Arginine 86.40

What are the relative numbers of the various amino acid residues in salmine; that is,

what is its empirical formula? (Why do the weights add up to more than 100 g?)

To calculate the "molecular formula" of the peptide the actual number of

each kind of residue in each peptide molecule one needs to know the molecular

weight. Molecular weights can be determined by chemical methods and by various

physical methods: osmotic pressure or light-scattering measurements, behavior

in an ultracentrifuge, x-ray diffraction.

Problem 36.20 The molecular weight of salmine (see the preceding problem) is

about 10,000. What are the actual numbers of the various amino acid residues in sal-

mine; that is, what is its molecular formula?

Problem 36.21 A protein was found to contain 0.29% tryptophane (mol. wt. 204).

What is the minimum molecular weight of the protein ?

Problem 36.22 (a) Horse hemoglobin contains 0.335% Fe. What is the minimum
molecular weight of the protein ? (b) Osmotic pressure measurements give a molecular

weight of about 67,000. How many iron atoms are there per molecule?

There remains the most difficult job of all: to determine the sequence in which

these amino acid residues are arranged along the peptide chain, that is, the struc-

tural formula of the peptide. This is accomplished by a combination of terminal

residue analysis and partial hydrolysis.

Terminal residue analysis is the identifying of the amino acid residues at the

ends of the peptide chain. The procedures used depend upon the fact that the

residues at the two ends are different from all the other residues and from each

other: one, the N-terminal residue, contains a free alpha amino group and the other

the C-terminal residue, contains a free carboxyl group alpha to a peptide linkage.

A very successful method of identifying the N-terminal residue (introduced in

1945 by Frederick Sanger of Cambridge University) makes use of 2,4-dinitro-

fluorobenzene (DNFB), which undergoes nucleophilic substitution by the free

amino group to give an N-dinitrophenyl (DNP) derivative. The substituted peptide
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alkaline

2N\O/F + H2NCHCONHCHCO~
~N02 R R' N02 R R'

2,4-Dinitrofluorobenzene Peptide Labeled peptide

(DNFB)
aq HCI. heat

+H 3NCHCOOH, etc.

N-(2,4-Dinitrophenyl)amino acid Unlabeled amino acids

(DNP.AA)

is hydrolyzed to the component amino acids, and the N-terminal residue, labeled

by the 2,4-dinitrophenyl group, is separated and identified.

InMts various modifications, however, the most widely used method of

N-terminal residue analysis is one introduced in 1950 by Pehr Edman (of the Univer-

sity of Lund, Sweden). This is based upon the reaction between an amino group

and phenyl isothiocyanate to form a substituted thiourea (compare Sec. 32.7).

Mild hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid selectively removes the N-terminal residue

as the phenylthiohydantpin, which is then identified. The great advantage of this

alkaline

C 6H5
NCS f H2NCHCONHCHCO~

medlum
> C 6H 5N C NHCHCONHCHCO-

Phenyl R R' S R R'
isoth,ocyanate pcptide Labeled peptide

H20, HCI

H5N NH -f H2NCHCO-

JZ
CHR R'

A phenyJthiohydantoin Degraded peptide

One less residue

method is that it leaves the rest of the peptide chain intact, so that the analysis

can be repeated and the new terminal group of the shortened peptide identified.

In 1967, Edman reported that this analysis could be carried out automatically

in his
*'

protein sequenator," which is now available in commercial form. Ideally,

residue after residue could be identified until the entire sequence had been deter-

mined. In actual practice, this is not feasible; after about the first 40 residues,

there is interference from the accumulation of amino acids formed by (slow)

hydrolysis during the acid treatment.
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Problem 36.23 Edman has also devised the highly sensitive "dansyl" method
in which a peptide is treated with 5-dimethylaminonaphthalenesulfonyl chloride, fol-

lowed by acidic hydrolysis. A derivative of the N-terminal residue is obtained which

can be followed during its analysis by virtue of its characteristic fluorescence. What
is the derivative? Why does it survive the acid treatment that cleaves the peptide

bonds?

The most successful method of determining the C-terminal residue has been

enzymatic rather than chemical. The C-terminal residue is removed selectively by
the enzyme carboxypeptidase (obtained from the pancreas), which cleaves only

peptide linkages adjacent to free alpha-carboxyl groups in polypeptide chains. The

analysis can be repeated on the shortened peptide and the new C-terminal residue

identified, and so on.

In practice it is not feasible to determine the sequence of all the residues in a

long peptide chain by the stepwise removal of terminal residues. Instead, the chain

is subjected to partial hydrolysis (acidic or enzymatic), and the fragments formed

dipeptides, tripeptides, and so on are identified, with the aid of terminal residue

analysis. When enough of these smaller fragments have been identified, it is pos-

sible to work out the sequence of residues in the entire chain.

To take an extremely simple example, there are six possible ways in which the

three amino acids making up glutathione could be arranged ; partial hydrolysis to

the dipeptides glutamylcysteine (Glu.CySH) and cysteinylglycine (CySH.Gly)
makes it clear that the cysteine is in the middle and that the sequence Glu.CySH.Gly
is the correct one.

Qlu.CySH + Gly Glu + CySH.Gly
Glutamylcysteine Glycine Glutamic Cysteinylglycine

acid

jlu.CySH.Gly-

Glutamylcysteinylglycine

Glutathione

It was by the use of the approach just outlined that structures of such peptides

as oxytocin and a-corticotropin (see p. 1143) were worked out. A milestone in

protein chemistry was the determination of the entire amino acid sequence in the

insulin molecule by a Cambridge University group headed by Frederick Sanger,

who received the Nobel Prize in 1958 for this work. (See Problem 12, p. 1162.)

Since then the number and complexity of completely mapped proteins has

grown rapidly: the four chains of hemoglobin, for example, each containing 140-

odd amino acid residues; chymotrypsinogen, with a single chain 246 units long;

an immunoglobulin (gamma-globulin) with two chains of 446 units each and two

chains of 214 units each a total of 1320 amino acid residues.

As usual, final confirmation of the structure assigned to a peptide lies in its

synthesis by a method that must unambiguously give a compound of the assigned

structure This problem is discussed in the following section.
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Problem 36.24 Work out the sequence of amino acid residues in the following
peptides:

(a) Asp,Glu,His,Phe,Val (commas indicate unknown sequence) gives VaLAsp -t-

Glu.His -h Phe.Val + Asp.Glu.
(b) CySH,Gly,His2,Uu2 ,Ser/i;*sCySH.Gly.Ser + His.Leu.CySH + Ser.His.Leu.

(c) Arg,CySH,Glu,Gly2 ,Leu,Phe2 ,Tyr,Val gives Val.CySH.Gly + Gly.Phe.Phe +
Glu Arg.Gly 4 Tyr.Leu.Val + Gly.Glu.Arg.

36.10 Synthesis of peptides

Methods have been developed by which a single amino acid (or sometimes a

di- or tripeptide) can be polymerized to yield polypeptides of high molecular weight.

These products have been extremely useful as model compounds: to show, for

example, what kind of x-ray pattern or infrared spectrum is given by a peptide of

known, comparatively simple structure.

Most work on peptide synthesis, however, has had as its aim the preparation

of compounds identical with naturally occurring ones. For this purpose a method

must permit the joining together of optically active amino acids to form chains of

predetermined length and with a predetermined sequence of residues. Syntheses

of this sort not only have confirmed some of the particular structures assigned to

natural peptides, but also and this is more fundamental have proved that

peptides and proteins are indeed polyamides.

It was Emit Fischer who first prepared peptides (ultimately one containing 18 amino
acid residues) and thus offered support for his proposal that proteins contain the amide
link. It is evidence of his extraordinary genius that Fischer played the same role in laying

the foundations of peptide and protein chemistry as he did in carbohydrate chemistry.

The basic problem of peptide synthesis is one of protecting the amino group.

In bringing about interaction between the carboxyl group of one amino acid and

the amino group of a different amino acid, one must prevent interaction between

the carboxyl group and the amino group of the same amino acid. In preparing

glycylalanine, for example, one must prevent the simultaneous formation of

glycylglycine. Reaction can be forced to take place in the desired way by attaching

to one amino acid a group that renders the NH2 unreactive. There are many
such protecting groups; the problem is to find one that can be removed later with-

out destruction of any peptide linkages that may have been built up.

+H3NCHCOO- > Q NHCHCOOH > Q-NHCHCOC1 Protection of
I I I amino group

Q-NHCHCOC1 + +H3NCHCOO- > Q-NHCHC-NHCHCOOH Formation

R R' R O R' linkage

QNHCHC NHCHCOOH > +H3NCHC NHCHCOO" Removal of the

A i A, A A A'
Protecting group

Peptide
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We could, for example, benzoylate glycine (Q = C6H5CO), convert this into

the acid chloride, allow the acid chloride to react with alanine, and thus obtain

benzoylglycylalanine. But if we attempted to remove the benzoyl group by hydrol-

ysis, we would simultaneously hydrolyze the other amide linkage (the peptide

linkage) and thus destroy the peptide we were trying to make. '

Of the numerous methods developed to protect an amino group, we shall look

at just one: acylation by benzyl chlorocarbonate, also called carbobenzoxy chloride.

(This method was introduced in 1932 by Max Bergmann and Leonidas Zervas

of the University of Berlin, later of the Rockefeller Institute.) The reagent,

C6H5CH2OCOC1, is both an ester and an acid chloride ofcarbonic acid, HOCOOH ;

it is readily made by reaction between benzyl alcohol and phosgene .(carbonyl

chloride), COC12 . (In what order should the alcohol and phosgene be mixed?)

ci-C-CI ''> C6H5CH20-C-Cl

A A
Phosgene Carbobenzoxy chloride

(Carbonyl chloride) (Benzyl chlorocarbonate)

Like any acid chloride, the reagent can convert an amine into an amide:

C6H 5CH 20-C-CI + H 2NR C6H 5CH2O-C-NHR

& Amine

An amide

Such amides, C6H 5CH2OCONHR, differ from most amides, however, in one

feature that is significant for peptide synthesis. The carbobenzoxy group can be

cleaved by reagents that do not disturb peptide linkages: catalytic hydrogenation or

hydrolysis with hydrogen bromide in cold acetic acid.

C6H 5CH2O-~C NHR-

HBr.
cold

C6H5CH 3 -I- FHO-C NHR I > CO2 + RNH 2

I o J

A carbamic acid

Unstable

C6H5CH2Br + rHO-C-NHRl > CO2 + RNH2+ rHO-C-NHRl

[ A ]

The carbobenzoxy method is illustrated by the synthesis of glycylalanine

(Gly.Ala):

C6H 5CH2OCOC1 + *H 3NCH2COO- > C6H5CH2OCONHCH2COOH
Carbobenzoxy Glycine Carbobenzoxyglycine

chloride

|soci 2

C6H 5CH2OCONHCH2COC1
Acid chloride of Carbobenzoxyglycine
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C6H 5CH20CONHCH2COCI + +H.,NCHCOO-

CH 3

Alanine

C6H5CH2OCONHCH2CONHCHCOOH

CH3

Carbobenzoxyglycylalanine

C6H 5CH 2OCONHCH2CONHCHCOOH ^^ +H 3NCH2CONHCHCOO~

CH 3 CH3

Glycylalaninc

Gly.Ala

+ C6H 5CH 3 + C02

Problem 36.25 (a) How could the preceding synthesis be extended to the tripep-
tide glycylalanylphenylalanine (Gly.Ala.Phe)?

(b) How could the carbobenzoxy method be used to prepare alanylglycine

(Ala.Gly)?

Methods like this can be repeated over and over with the addition of a new
unit each time. In this way the hormone oxytocin (p. 1143) was synthesized by
Vincent du Vigneaud of Cornell Medical College, who received the Nobel Prize

in 1955 for this and other work. In 1963, the total synthesis of the insulin mole-

cule with the 51 amino acid residues in the sequence mapped out by Sanger
was reported.

But the bottleneck in such syntheses is the need to isolate and purify the new

peptide made in each cycle; the time required is enormous, and the yield of product

steadily dwindles. A major break-through came with the development of solid-

phase peptide synthesis by R. Bruce Merrifield at Rockefeller University. Syn-

thesis is carried out with the growing peptide attached chemically to polystyrene

beads; as each new unit is added, the reagents and by-products are simply washed

away, leaving the growing peptide behind, ready for another cycle. The method

was automated, and in 1969 Merrifield announced that, using his "protein-making

machine," he had synthesized in six weeks the enzyme ribonuclease, made up
of 124 amino acid residues.

Problem 36.26 Give formulas for compounds A-G, and tell what is happening
in each reaction.

polystyrene + CH 3OCH 2C1 -> A + CH 3OH
A + C

ft
H 5CH2OCONHCH 2COO- +

NHEt3 > B + EtjNHCl
B + dil. HBr > C + C6H 5CH 2Br + CO2

C + carbobenzoxyalanyl chloride > D
D + dil. HBr * E + C6H 5CH2Bi + CO2

CF<COOH
F (C5H,o03N,) + G

36.11 Proteins. Classification and function. Denaturation

Proteins are divided into two broad classes: fibrous proteins, which are in-

soluble in. water, and globular proteins, which are soluble in water or aqueous
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solutions of acids, bases, or salts. (Because of the large size of protein molecules,

these solutions are colloidal.) The difference in solubility between the two classes

is related to a difference in molecular shape, which is indicated in a rough way by
their names.

Molecules of fibrous proteins are long and thread-like, and tend to lie side

by side to form fibers; in some cases they are held together at many points by

hydrogen bonds. As a result, the intermolecular forces that must be overcome by
a solvent are very strong.

Molecules of globular proteins are folded into compact units that often

approach spheroidal shapes. The folding takes place in such a way that the hydro-

phobic parts are turned inward, toward each other, and away from water; hydro-

philic parts charged groups, for example tend to stud the surface where they

are near water. Hydrogen bonding is chiefly intramolecular. Areas of contact

between molecules are small, and intermolecular forces are comparatively weak.

Molecular and intermolecular structure determines not only the solubility of

a protein but also the general kind of function it performs.

Fibrous proteins serve as the chief structural materials of animal tissues, a

function to which their insolubility and fiber-forming tendency suit them. They
make up: keratin, in skin, hair, nails, wool, horn, and feathers; collagen, in tendons;

myosin, in muscle $ fibroin, in silk.

Globular proteins serve a variety of functions related to the maintenance and

regulation of the life process, functions that require mobility and hence solubility.

They make up: all enzymes; many hormones, as, for example, insulin (from the

pancreas), thyroglobulin (from the thyroid gland), ACTH (from the pituitary gland);

antibodies, responsible for allergies and for defense against foreign organisms;

albumin in eggs; hemoglobin, which transports oxygen from the lungs to the

tissues; fibrinogen, which is converted into the insoluble, fibrous protein fibrin,

and thus causes the clotting of blood.

Within the two broad classes, proteins are subdivided on the basis of physical

properties, especially solubility: for example, albumins (soluble in water, coagulated

by heat), globulins (insoluble in water, soluble in dilute salt solutions), etc.

Irreversible precipitation of proteins, called denaturation, is caused by heat,

strong acids or bases, or various other agenis. Coagulation of egg white by heat,

for example, is denaturation of the protein egg albumin. The extreme ease with

which many proteins are denatured makes their study difficult. Denaturation

causes a fundamental change in a protein, in particular destroying any physio-

logical activity. (Denaturation appears to involve changes in the secondary struc-

ture of proteins, Sec. 36.16.)

Only one other class of compounds, the nucleic acids (Sec. 37.7), shows the

phenomenon of denaturation. Although closely related to the proteins, poly-

peptides do not undergo denaturation, presumably because their molecules are

smaller and less complex.

36.12 Structure of proteins

We can look at the structure of proteins on a number of levels. At the lowest

level, there is the primary structure: the way in which the atoms of protein mole-

cules are joined to one another by covalent bonds to form chains. Next, there is
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the secondary structure: the way in which these chains are arranged in space to

form coils, sheets, or compact spheroids, with hydrogen bonds holding together

different chains or different parts of the same chain. Even higher levels of structure

are gradually becoming understood: the weaving together of coiled chains to form

ropes, for example, or the clumping together of individual molecules to form larger

aggregates. Let us look first at the primary structure of proteins.

36.13 Peptide chain

Proteins are made up of peptide chains, that is, of amino acid residues joined

by amide linkages. They differ from polypeptides in having higher molecular

H H H

~N-C-C-N-C"C N-C-O~
1

A 'A U
weights (by convention over 10,000) and more complex structures.

The peptide structure of proteins is indicated by many lines of evidence:

hydrolysis of proteins by acids, bases, or enzymes yields peptides and finally

amino acids; there are bands in their infrared spectra characteristic of the amide

group; secondary structures based on the peptide linkage can be devised that

exactly fit x-ray data.

36.14 Side chains. Isoelectric point. Electrophoresis

To every third atom of the peptide chain is attached a side chain. Its structure

depends upon the particular amino acid residue involved: H for glycine, CH3
for alanine, CH(CH 3)2 for valine, CH 2C6H 5 for phenylalanine, etc.

H H H

~N CH C -N-CH-C N -CH-C

R 6 R' 6 R" O

Some of these side chains contain basic groups: NH 2 in lysine, or the

imidazole ring in histidine. Some side chains contain acidic groups: COOH in

aspartic acid or glutamic acid. Because of these acidic and basic side chains, there

are positively and negatively charged groups along the peptide chain. The behavior

H O H O
I

I !.

N-CH-C -N-CH- C

coo-

(CH 2 )4

+NH 3

of a protein in an electric field is determined by the relative numbers of these posi-

tive and negative charges, which in turn are affected by the acidity of the solution.

At the isoelectric point, the positive and negative charges are exactly balanced and

the protein shows no net migration; as with amino acids, solubility is usually at a

minimum here. On the acid side of the isoelectric point, positive charges exceed
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negative charges and the protein moves to the cathode: on the basic side of the

isoelectric point, negative charges exceed positive charges and the protein moves

to the anode.

While all proteins contain the peptide backbone, each protein has its own

characteristic sequence of side chains, which gives it its characteristic properties.

Different proteins have different proportions of acidic and basic side chains, and

hence have different isoelectric points. In a solution of a particular hydrogen ion

concentration, some proteins move toward a cathode and others toward an anode;

depending upon the size of the charge as well as upon molecular size and shape,

different proteins move at different speeds. This difference in behavior in an

electric field is the basis of one method of separation and analysis of protein

m ix t ures : electrophoresis.

Side chains affect the properties of proteins not only by their acidity or

basicity, but also by their other chemical properties and even by their sizes and

shapes. Hydroxyl and sulfhydryl ( SH) groups can form esters; amino nitrogen

is not only basic but nucleophilic. It seems likely that the "permanent" waving
of hair depends upon changes in disulfide ( S S ) cross-linkages provided by

cysteine side chains; that much of the difference between silk and wool is related

to the small side chains, H and -CH 3 , that predominate in silk fibroin; that the

toughness of tendon is due to the flatness of the pyrrolidine ring and the ability

of the OH group of hydroxyproline to form hydrogen bonds. Replacement of

one giutamic acid side chain in the hemoglobin molecule (300 side chains in all)

by a valine unit is the cause of the fatal sickle-cell anemia.

The sequence of amino acids in hemoglobin has been used to study evolution,

in the new science called chemical paleogenetics. In the beta-chain of hemoglobin,
for example, the horse differs from man at 26 of the 146 sites; a pig, at 10 sites;

and the gorilla at just one site. It has been estimated that, on the average, it takes

roughly ten million years for one successful amino acid substitution to occur

that is, a substitution that improves the chances of survival. (Such a change is

due to a change in the base sequence in a molecule of nucleic acid. Sec. 37.8.)

36.15 Conjugated proteins. Prosthetic groups. Coenzymes

Some protein molecules contain a non-peptide portion called a prosthetic

group; such proteins are called conjugated proteins. The prosthetic group is inti-

mately concerned with the specific biological action of the protein.

The prosthetic group of hemoglobin, for example, is hemin. As we see, hemin

CH=CH2 CH,

~CH=CH 2

HOOCCH2CH2 CH 2CH2COOH
Hemin
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contains iron bound to the pyrrole system known as porplnn (compare with the

structure of chlorophyll p. 1004). It is the formation of a reversible oxygen-hemin

complex that enables hemoglobin to carry oxygen from the lungs to the tissues.

Carbon monoxide forms a similar, but more stable, complex; it thus ties up hemo-

globin, prevents oxygen transport, and causes death. Hemin is separated from the

peptide portion (globin) of the protein by mild hydrolysis; the two units are

presumably held together by an amide linkage between a carboxyl group of hemin

and an amino group of the polypeptide.

Many enzymes require cofactors if they are to exert their catalytic effects:

metal ions, for example. Organic cofactors are called coenzymes and, if they are

covalently bonded to the enzyme, these too are prosthetic groups.

The coenzyme nicotinamicle adenine dinucleotide (NAD), for example, is asso-

ciated with a number of dehydrogenation enzymes. This coenzyme we see, is

OH

NH*

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)

( Diphosphopyridinenucleotidc)

made up of two molecules of D-ribose linked as phosphate esters, the fused hetero-

cyclic system known as adenine, and nicotinamide in the form of a quaternary

ammonium salt. In some systems one encounters nicotinamide adenine dinucleo-

tide phosphate (NADP), in which the -OH on C-2 of the left-hand ribose unit of

NAD has been phosphorylated. The characteristic biological function of these

dehydrogenation enzymes (see, for example, Sec. 37.5) involves conversion of

the nicotinamide portion of NAD or NADP into the dihydro structure.

(6)
CONH >

NAD

Like nicotinamide, many molecules making up coenzymes are vitamins, that

is, substances that must be supplied in the diet to permit proper growth or main-

tenance of structure, Undoubtedly it is for their coenzyme activity that these sub-

stances are needed.
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36.16 Secondary structure of proteins

It seems clear that proteins are made up of polypeptide chains. How are

these chains arranged in space and in relationship to each other? Are they stretched

out side by side, looped and coiled about one another, or folded into independent

spheroids?

Much of our understanding of the secondary structure of proteins is the result

of x-ray analysis. For many proteins the x-ray diffraction pattern indicates a

regular repetition of certain structural units. For example, there are repeat dis-

tances of 7.0 A in silk fibroin, and of 1.5 A and 5.1 A in -keratin of unstretched

wool.

The problem is to devise structures that account for the characteristic x-ray

diffraction patterns, and are at the same time consistent with what is known about

the primary structure: bond lengths and bond angles, planariiy of the amide group,

similarity of configuration about chiral centers (all L-family), size and sequence of

side chains. Of key importance in this problem has been recognition of the stabil-

izing effect of hydrogen bonds (5-10 kcal per mole per hydrogen bond), and the

principle that the most stable structure is one that permits formation of the maxi-

mum number of hydrogen bonds. On the basis of the study of simpler compounds,
it has been further assumed that the N H---O bond is very nearly linear, hydrogen

lying on, or within 20 of, the line between nitrogen and oxygen. In all this work

the simultaneous study of simpler, synthetic polypeptides containing only a single

kind of amino acid residue has been of great help.

The progress made on a problem of this size and difficulty has necessarily been the

work of many people. Among them is Linus Pauling, of the California Institute of Tech-

nology, who received the Nobel Prize in 1954. In 1951 Pauling wrote: "Fourteen years

ago Professor Robert B. Corey and I, after we had made a vigorous but unsuccessful

attack on the problem of formulating satisfactory configurations of polypeptide chains

in proteins, decided to attempt to solve the problem by an indirect method the method
of investigating with great thoroughness crystals of amino acids, simple peptides, and
related substances, in order to obtain completely reliable and detailed information about

the structural characteristics of substances of this sort, and ultimately to permit the

confident prediction of precisely described configurations of polypeptide chains in

proteins." (Record Chem. Prog., 72, 156-7 (1951).). This work on simple substances,

carried on for more than 14 years, gave information about the geometry of the amide

group that eventually led Pauling and his co-workers to propose what may well be the

most important secondary structure in protein chemistry: the a-helix.

Let us look at some of the secondary structures that have been proposed.

As a point of departure, it is convenient to consider a structure (perhaps

hypothetical) in which peptide chains are fully extended to form flat zig-zags:

7.2A

Extended peptide chain
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These chains He side by side to form a flat sheet. Each chain is held by hydrogen
bonds to the two neighboring chains (Fig. 36.2). This structure has a repeat dis-

tance of 7.2 A, the distance between alternate amino acid residues. (Notice that

alternate side chains lie on the same side of the sheet.) However, crowding between

side chains makes this idealized flat structure impossible, except perhaps for syn-

thetic polyglycine.

Figure 36.2. Hypothetical flat sheet structure for a protein. Chains fully

extended; adjacent chains head in opposite directions; hydrogen bonding
between adjacent chains. Side chains (R) are crowded.

Room can be made for small or medium-sized side chains by a slight con-

traction of the peptide chains:

Contracted peptide chain

The chains still lie side by side, held to each other by hydrogen bonds. The

contraction results in a pleated sheet, with* a somewhat shorter distance between

alternate amino acid residues (see Fig. 36.3). Such a structure, called the beta
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Figure 36.3. Pleated sheet structure (beta

arrangement) proposed by Pauling for silk

fibroin. Chains contracted to make room
for small side chains. Adjacent chains head
in opposite directions; hydrogen bonding
between adjacent chains.
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arrangement, has been proposed for silk fibroin, which has a repeat distance of

7.0 A and most closely approaches the fully extended, flat-sheet structure. It is

significant that, although 15 kinds of amino acid residue are found in silk fibroin,

46% of the residues are glycine, which has no side chain, and another 38% are

alanine and serine with the small side chains CH 3 and CH 2OH.
When the side chains are quite large, they are best accommodated by a quite

different kind of structure. Each chain is coiled to form a helix (like a spiral

A helix

(right-handed)

staircase). Hydrogen bonding occurs between different parts of the same chain,

and holds the helix together. For a-keratin (unstretched wool, hair, horn, nails)

Pauling has proposed a helix in which there are 3.6 amino acid residues per turn

(Fig. 36.4). Models show that this 3.6-helix provides room for the side chains and

allows all possible hydrogen bonds to form. It accounts for the repeat distance

of 1.5 A, which is the distance between amino acid residues measured along the

axis of the helix. To fit into this helix, all the amino acid residues must be of the

same configuration, as, of course, they are; furthermore, their L-configuration

requires the helix to be right-handed, as shown. It is becoming increasingly clear

that the alpha helix, as it is called, is of fundamental importance in the chemistry

of proteins.

(To account for the second repeat distance of 5.1 A for a-keratin, we must go
to what is properly the tertiary structure. Pauling has suggested that each helix

can itself be coiled into a superhelix which has one turn for every 35 turns of the

alpha helix. Six of these superhelixes are woven about a seventh, straight helix to

form a seven-strand cable.)

When wool is stretched, a-keratin is converted into 0-keratin, with a change in

the x-ray diffraction pattern. It is believed that the helixes are uncoiled and the

chains stretched side by side to give a sheet structure of the beta type. The hydrogen
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Figure 36.4. Alpha helix structure pro-

posed by Pauling for a-keratin. Makes
room for large side chains. Right-handed
helix with 3.6 residues per turn; hydrogen

bonding within a chain.
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bonds within the helical chain are broken, and are replaced by hydrogen bonds

between adjacent chains. Because of the larger side chains, the peptide chains are

less extended (repeat distance 6.4 A) than in silk fibroin (repeat distance 7.0 A).

Besides the x-ray diffraction patterns characteristic of the alpha- and beta-

type proteins, there is a third kind: that of collagen, the protein of tendon and skin.

On the primary level, collagen is characterized by a high proportion of proline

and hydroxyproline residues, and by frequent repetitions of the sequence

Gly.Pro.Hypro. The pyrrolidine ring of proline and hydroxyproline can affect

10 I O

Proline residue Hydroxyproline residue

the secondary structure in several ways. The amido nitrogen carries no hydrogen
for hydrogen bonding. The flatness of the five-membered ring, in conjunction
with the flatness of the amide group, prevents extension of the peptide chain as in

the beta arrangement, and interferes with the compact coiling of the alpha helix.

The structure of collagen combines the helical nature of the alpha-type

proteins with the inter-chain hydrogen bonding of the beta-lype proteins. Three

peptide chains each in the form of a left-handed helix are twisted about one

another to form a three-strand right-handed superhelix. A small glycine residue

at every third position of each chain makes room for the bulky pyrrolidine rings

on the other two chains. The three chains are held strongly to each other by

hydrogen bonding between glycine residues and between the OH groups of

hydroxyproline.

When collagen is boiled with water, it is converted into the familiar water-

soluble protein gelatin; when cooled, the solution does not revert to collagen but

sets to a gel. Gelatin has a molecular weight one-third that of collagen. Evidently

the treatment separates the strands of the helix, breaking inter-chain hydrogen
bonds and replacing them with hydrogen bonds to water molecules.

Turning from the insoluble, fibrous proteins to the soluble, globular proteins

(e.g., hemoglobin, insulin, gamma-globulin, egg albumin), we find that the matter

of secondary structure can be even more complex. Evidence is accumulating that

here, too, the alpha helix often plays a key role. These long peptide chains are not

uniform: certain segments may be coiled into helixes or folded into sheets; other

segments are looped and coiled into complicated, irregular arrangements. Look,
for example, at a-chymotrypsin in Fig. 37.1 (p. 1166).

This looping and coiling appears to be random, but it definitely is not. The

sequence of amino acids is determined genetically (Sec. 37.7) but, once formed,

the chain naturally falls into the arrangement that is most stable for that par-

ticular sequence.
' We find all our kinds of "intermolecular'* forces at work here but acting

between different parts of the same molecule: van der Waals forqes, hydrogen

bonds, interionic attraction (or repulsion) between charged groups. There is

chemical cross-linking by disulfide bonds. The characteristic feature of these
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globular proteins is that hydrophobic parts are turned inward, toward each other

and away from water like the hydrophobic tails in a soap micelle.

In their physiological functions, proteins are highly specific. We have en-

countered, for example, an enzyme that will cleave a-glucosides but not /?-feluco-

sides, and an enzyme that will cleave only C-terminal amino acid residues in

polypeptides. It seems clear that the biological activity of a protein depends not

only upon its prosthetic group (if any) and its particular amino acid sequence, but

also upon its molecular shape. As Emil Fischer said in 1894: ". . .enzyme and

glucoside must fit together like a lock and key. . . ." In Sec. 37.2 we shall see how
one enzyme is believed to exert its effect, and hov, that effect depends, in a very

definite and specific way, on the shape of the enzyme molecule.

Denaturation uncoils the protein, destroys the characteristic shape, and with

it the characteristic biological activity.

In 1962, M. F. Perutz and J. C Kendrew of Cambridge University were

awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry for the elucidation of the structure of hemo-

globin and the closely related oxygen-storing molecule, myoglobin. Using x-ray

analysis, and knowing the amino acid sequence (p. 1146), they determined the

shape in three dimensions of these enormously complicated molecules: pre-

cisely for myoglobin, and very nearly so for hemoglobin. They can say, for exam-

ple, that the molecule is coiled in an alpha helix for sixteen residues from the N-
terminal unit, and then turns through a right angle. They can even say vr//r: at

the corner there is an aspartic acid residue; its carboxyl group interferes with the

hydrogen bonding required to continue the helix, and the chain changes its course.

The four folded chains of hemoglobin fit together to make a spheroidal molecule,

64 A x 55 A x 50 A. Four flat heme groups, each of which contains an iron

atom that can bind an oxygen molecule, fit into separate pockets in this sphere.

When oxygen is being carried, the chains move to make the pockets slightly smaller;

Perutz has described hemoglobin as "a breathing molecule." These pockets are

lined with the hydrocarbon portions of the amino acids; such a non-polar environ-

ment prevents electron transfer between oxygen and ferrous iron, and permits

the complexing necessary for oxygen transport.

PROBLEMS
1. Outline all steps in the synthesis of phenylalanine from toluene and any needed

aliphatic and inorganic reagents by each of the following methods:

(a) direct ammonoJysis (d) phthalimidomalonic ester method

(b) Gabriel synthesis (c) Strecker synthesis

(c) malonic ester synthesis (f) reductive animation

2. (a) Give structures of all intermediates in the following synthesis of proline:

potassium phthalimide + bromomalonic ester > A
A + Br(CH 2)jBr

NaOCjH
*> B (C, 8H 20O6NBr)

B + potassium acetate > C (C20H 23O8N)
C + NaOH, heat; then H+, heat > D (C5H nO3N)
D -I- HC1 > [E (C5Hi 2NCI)] > proline

(b) Outline a possible synthesis of lysine by the phthalimidomalonic ester method.
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3. Give structures of all intermediates in the following syntheses of amino acids:

(a) ethyl acetamidomalonate [CH 3CONHCH(COOC2H 5)2 ] + acrolein
Michae

l>

F (C, 2 I

F + KCN + acetic acid > G (C, 3H 2(,O6N 2 )

G + acid + heat > H (C I3H, 8O 5N 2 )

H + H 2 , catalyst, in acetic anhydride

"

- > [I (C, 3H 24O 5N 2 )]

. acetic-anhydride .
(
~ ., ^ K,

v

I >. j (C|5H 26O ft
N 2 )

J + OH , heat ; then H *
; then heat > ( Hysine

(b) acrylonitrile + ethyl malonate
Michael

> K (C, H,O4N)
K + H,, catalyst > [L (C, H WO4N)] > M (C 8H I3O 3N)
M + SO.CU in CHCI 3 > N (C8H PO 3NC1)
N + HC1, heat > O (C5H IOO2NC1)"

O ^> ()-proline

(c) Glutamic acid has been made from acrolein via a Strecker synthesis. Show how this

might have been done. (Hint: See Sec. 27.5.)

4. Using the behavior of hydroxy acids (Sec. 20.15) as a pattern, predict structures

for the products obtained when the following amino acids are heated:

(a) the a-amino acid, glycine > C4H 6OiN-> (fliketopiperazine)

(b) thejS-amino acid, CH 3CH(NH,)CH,COOH~ > C4H f>O,

(c) the y-amino acid, CH 3CH(NH,)CH,CH,COOH > C5H gON (a lactam)

(d) the 8-amino acid, H 2NCH 2CH 2CH 2CH 2COOH > C 5H VON (a lactam)

5. (a) Show how the particular dipolar structure given for histidine in Table 36.1 is

related to the answer to Problem 20 (b), p. 1026.

(b) Draw the two possible dipolar structures for lysine. Justify the choice of struc-

ture given in Table 36.1. (c) Answer (b) for aspartic acid, (d) Answer (b) for arginine.

(Hint: See Problem 20.24, p. 686.) (e) Answer (b) for tyrosine.

6. (a) Betaine, CsHnC^N, occurs in beet sugar molasses. It is a water-soluble solid

that melts with decomposition at 300. It is unaffected by base but reacts with hydro-
chloric acid to form a crystalline product, C5H| 2O 2NCI. It can be made in either of two

ways: treatment of glycine with methyl iodide, or treatment of chloroacetic acid with

trimethylamine.
Draw a structure for betaine that accounts for its properties.

(b) Trigonelline, C7H7O2N, is an alkaloid found in coffee beans; it is also excreted

from the body as a metabolic product of nicotinic acid. It is insoluble in benzene or

ether, and dissolves in water to give a neutral solution. It is unaffected by boiling aqueous
acid or base. It has been synthesized as follows:

nicotinic acid + CH 3I + KOH > P (C8H IOO 2N1)
P + Ag2O + H 2O, warm > trigonelline + Agl + CH 3OH

What structure for trigonelline is consistent with these properties?

7. Addition of ethanol or other organic solvents to an aqueous
"
solution" of a

globular protein brings about denaturation. Such treatment also tends to break up
micelles of, say, soap (Sec. 33.3). What basic process is at work in both cases?

8. An amino group can be protected by acylation with phthalic anhydride to form
an N-substituted phthalimide. The protecting group can be removed by treatment with

hydrazine, H 2N NH 2 without disturbing any peptide linkages. Write equations to show
how this procedure (exploited by John C. Sheehan of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology) could be applied to the synthesis of glycylalanine (Gly.Ala) and alanylglycine

(Ala.Gly).

9. An elemental analysis of Cytochrome c, an enzyme involved in oxidation-reduction

processes, gave 0.43% Fe and 1 .48% S. What is the minimum molecular weight of the

enzyme? What is the minimum number of iron atoms per molecule? Of sulfur atoms?
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10. A protein, fi-luctoglohitlin, from cheese whey, has a molecular weight of

42020 105. When a 100-mg sample was hydrolyzed by acid and the mixture was made
alkaline, 1.31 mg of ammonia was evolved, (a) Where did the ammonia come from, and

approximately how many such groups are there in the protein?

Complete hydrolysis of a 100-mg sample of the protein used up approximately 17 mg
of water, (b) How many amide linkages per molecule were cleaved?

(c) Combining the results of (a) and (b), and adding the fact that there are four

N-terminal groups (four peptide chains in the molecule), how many amino acid residues

are there in the protein?

11. The complete structure of Gramicidin 5, a polypeptide with antibiotic properties,

has been worked out as follows:

(a) Analysis of the hydrolysis products gave an empirical formula of

Leu,Orn,Phe,Pro,Val. (Ornithine 9 Orn, is a rare amino acid of formula
+ H 3NCH 2CH 2CH 2CH(NH 2)COO-.) It is interesting that the phenylalanine has the

unusual D-configuration.
Measurement of the molecular weight gave an approximate value of 1300. On

this basis, what is the molecular formula of Gramicidin S?

(b) Analysis for the C-terminal residue was negative; analysis for the N-terminal

residue using DNFB yielded only DNP-NHCH 2CH 2CH 2CH(NH.OCOO . What struc-

tural feature must the peptide chain possess? .

(c) Partial hydrolysis of Gramicidin S gave the following di- and tripeptides:

Leu.Phe Phe.Pro Phe.Pro.Val Val.Orn.Leu

Orn.Leu Val.Orn Pro.Val.Orn.

What is the structure of Gramicidin S?

12. The structure of beef insulin was determined by Sangcr (see Sec. 36.9) on the

basis of the following information. Work out for yourself the sequence of amino acid

residues in the protein.

Beef insulin appears to have a molecular weight of about 6000 and to consist of two

polypeptide chains linked by disulfide bridges of cystine residues. The chains can be

separated by oxidation, which changes any CyS SCy or CySH residues to sulfonic

acids (CySO3H).

One chain, A, of 21 amino acid residues, is acidic and has the empirical formula

GlyAlaVal 2Leu2lleu(CySH)4Asp 2Glu4Ser2Tyr2

The other chain, B, of 30 amino acid residues, is basic and has the empirical formula

Gly 3Ala 2ValjLeu4ProPhe3(CySH)2ArgHis2LysAspGlu;iSerThrTyr2

(Chain A has four simple side-chain amide groups, and chain B has tv\o, but these

will be ignored for the time being.)

Treatment of chain B with 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB) followed by hydrolysis

gave DNP.Phe and DNP.Phe.Val; chain B lost alanine (Ala) when treated with carboxy-

peptidase.

Acidic hydrolysis of chain B gave the following tripeptides :

Glu.His.Leu Leu.Val.CySH Tyr.Leu.Val

Gly.Glu.Arg Leu.Val.Glu Val.Asp.Glu

His.Leu.CySH Phe.Val.Asp Val.CySH.Gly

Leu.CySH.Gly Pro.Lys.Ala Val.Glu.Ala

Ser.His.Leu

Many dipeptides were isolated and identified; two important ones were Arg.GIy and

Thr.Pro.

(a) At this point construct as much of the B chain as the data will allow.

Among the numerous tetrapeptides and pentapeptides from chain B were found:

His.Lep.Val.GIu Tyr.Leu.Val.CySH
Ser.His.Leu.Val Phe.Val.Asp.Glu.His
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(b) How much more of the chain can you reconstruct now? What amino acid

residues are still missing?

Enzymatic hydrolysis of chain B gave the necessary final pieces:

Val.Glu.Ala.Leu His.Leu.CySH.GIy.Ser.His.Leu

Tyr.Thr.Pro.Lys.Ala Tyr.Leu.Val.CySH.GIy.Glu.Arg.Gly.Phe.Phe

(c) What is the complete sequence in the B chain of beef insulin?

Treatment of chain A with DNFB followed by hydrolysis gave DNP.Gly; the

G-termmal group was shown to be aspartic acid (Asp).

Acidic hydrolysis of chain A gave the following tripeptides:

CySH.CySH.Ala Glu.Leu.Glu

Glu.Asp.Tyr Leu.Tyr.Glu

Glu.CySH.CySH Ser.Leu.Tyr

Glu.Glu.CySH Ser.Val.CySH

Among other peptides isolated from acidic hydrolysis of chain A were:

CySH.Asp Tyr.CySH Gly.Ileu.Val.Glu.Glu

(d) Construct as much of cnain A as the data will allow. Are there any amino acid

residues missing?

Up to this point it is possible to arrive at the sequences of four parts of chain A,
but it is still uncertain which of the two center fragments, Ser.Val.CySH or Ser.Leu.Tyr,

etc., comes first. This was settled by digestion of chain A with pepsin, which gave a

peptide that contained no aspartic acid (Asp) or tyrosine (Tyr). Hydrolysis of this peptide

gave Ser.Val.CySH and Ser.Leu.

(e) Now what is the complete structure of chain A of beef insulin?

In insulin the cysteine units (CySH) are involved in cystine disulfide links (CyS SCy).

Residue 7 of chain A (numbering from the N-terminal residue) is linked to residue 7 of

chain B, residue 20 of chain A to residue 19 of chain B, and there is a link between residues

6 and 1 1 of chain A.

There are amide groups on residues 5, 15, 18, and 21 of chain A, and on residues

3 and 4 of chain B.

(f ) Draw a structure of the complete insulin molecule. (Note: The disulfide loop in

chain A is a 20-atom, pentapeptide ring, of the same size as the one in oxytocin.)

In the analysis for the N-terminal group in chain B of insulin, equal amounts of

two different DNP derivatives of single amino acids actually were found. One was

DNP.Phe; what could the other have been?

(g) What would have been obtained if that second amino acid had been N-terminal?



Chapter

37

Biochemical Processes

Molecular Biology

37.1 Biochemistry, molecular biology, and organic chemistry

In the past four chapters, we have learned something about fats, carbohydrates,

and proteins: their structures and how these are determined, and the kind of

reactions they undergo in the test tube. These, we said, are biomolecules:

they are participants in the chemical process we call life. But just what do they

do! What reactions do they undergo, not in the test tube, but in a living

organism?
Even a vastly simplified answer to that question would fill and does a book

as big as this one. Having come this far, though, we cannot help being curious.

And so, in this chapter, we shall take a brief glance at the answer or, rather, at

the kind of thing the answer entails.

We shall look at just a few examples of biochemical processes: how one

enzyme of the thousands in our bodies may work; what happens in one of the

dozens of reactions by which carbohydrates are oxidized to furnish energy; how
one kind of chemical compound fatty acids is synthesized. Finally, we shall

learn a little about another class of biomolecules, the nucleic acids, and how they

are involved in the most fascinating biochemical process of all heredity.

The study of nucleic acids has become known as "molecular biology."

Actually, of course, all of these processes are a part of molecular biology biology

on the molecular level and they are, in the final analysis, organic chemistry. And
it is as organic chemistry that we shall treat them. We shall see how all these vital

processes even the mysterious powers of enzymes come down to a matter of

molecular structure as we know it: to molecular size and shape; to intermolecular

and intramolecular forces; to the chemistry of functional groups; to acidity and

basicity, oxidation and reduction; to energy changes and rate of reaction.

Since catalysis by enzymes is fundamental to everything else, let us begin

there.

1164
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37.2 Mechanism of enzyme action. Chymotrypsin

Enzymes, we have said, are proteins that act as enormously effective catalysts

for biological reactions. To get some idea of how they work, let us examine the

action of just one: chymotrypsin, a digestive enzyme whose job is to promote

hydrolysis of certain peptide links in proteins. The sequence of the 245 amino

acid residues in chymotrypsin has been determined and, through x-ray analysis,

the conformation of the molecule is known (Fig. 37.1). It is, like all enzymes,
a soluble globular protein coiled in the way that turns its hydrophobic parts in-

ward, away from water, and that permits maximum intramolecular hydrogen

bonding.

The action of chymotrypsin has been more widely explored than that of any
other enzyme. In crystalline form, it is available for studies in the test tube under a

variety of conditions. It catalyzes hydrolysis not only of proteins but of ordinary

amides and esters, and much has been learned by use of these simpler substrates.

Compounds modeled after portions of the chymotrypsin molecule have been

made, and their catalytic effects measured.

To begin with, it seems very likely that chymotrypsin acts in two stages. In

the first stage, acting as an alcohol, it breaks the peptide chain. We recognize this

as alcoholysis of a substituted amide: nuclcophilic acyl substitution. The products

are an amine the liberated portion of the substrate molecule and, as we shall

O O
li 'i

(Stage 1) -C-NH + E OH > ~C O-E + NH2
~

Protein Enzyme Acyl enzyme Part of

protein chain

Amide Alcohol Ester Amine

O
II

(Stage 2) -C O-E + H2O > -COOH + E -OH
Acyl enzyme Rest of Regenerated

protein chain enzyme

Ester Carboxylic Alcohol
acid

see shortly, an ester of the enzyme. In the second stage, the enzyme ester is hydro-

lyzed. This yields a carboxylic acid the other portion of the substrate molecule

and the regenerated enzyme, ready to go to work again.

What is the structure of this intermediate ester formed from the enzyme?
The answer has been found by use of simple esters as substrates, p-nitrophenyl

acetate, for example. An appreciable steady-state concentration of the intermediate

ester builds up and, by quenching of the reaction mixture in acid, it can be isolated.

Sequence analysis of the enzyme ester showed that the acetyl group from the sub-

strate was linked to serine-195. It is, then, at the OH group of this particular

amino acid residue that the enzyme reacts.

HOCH2CHCOO-
4 NH3

Sertne
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Reprinted by permission from R. E. Dickerson and I. Geis, The Structure and Action of
Proteins. Harper and Row, New York, 1969, p. 85. Copyright 1969 by Richard E. Dickerson
and Irving Geis.

Figure 37.1. Three-dimensional structure of a-chymotrypsin. Histidine-

57, serine-195, and isoleucine-16 are shaded. The hydrophobia pocket lies

to the right of histidine-57 and serine-196, where M is marked; it is boun-

ded by residues 184-191 and 214-227.

The and signs show the N-terminal and C-terminal ends of

chains A, B, and C The M and I stand for the methyl and sulfonyl parts

of the inhibitor, a tosyl group iheld as an ester of serine-195.

We can see one short segment of a-helix at residues 234-245; another

(mostly hidden) lies at 164-170. There is a hint of a twisted sheet beginning

with residues 91-86 and 103-108, and extending to their right.
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But evidence shows that certain other amino acid residues are also vital to

enzyme activity. The rate of enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis changes as the acidity

of the reaction medium is changed. If one plots the rate of hydrolysis against the

pH of the solution, one gets a bell-shaped curve: as the pH is increased, the rate

rises to a maximum and then falls off. The rate is fastest at about pH 7.4 (fittingly,

the physiological pH) and slower in either more acidic or more basic solution.

Analysis of the data shows the following. Hydrolysis requires the presence of a

free base, of Kb about 10" 7
, and a protonated base, of Kb about 3 x 10

~
5

. At

low pH (acid solution), both bases are protonated; at high pH (alkaline solution),

both bases are free. Hydrolysis is fastest at the intermediate pH where the weaker

base is mostly free and the stronger base is mostly protonated.

The Kb of the weaker base fits that of the imidazole ring of histidine, and there

is additional evidence indicating that this is indeed the base: studies involving

-
-f H^ >

H

Histidine Protonated histidine

Base Acul

catalysis by imidazole itself, for example. Now, examination of the conformation

of chymotrypsin (Fig 37.1) shows that very close to serine-195 there is a histi-

dine residue. This is histidine-57, and it is believed to be the one involved in enzyme

activity.

What about the stronger base which, according to the kinetics, is involved in

its protonated form? Its Kb fits the a-amino group of most amino acids an

a-amino group, that is, which is not tied up in a peptide link. But all the (free)

amino groups in chymotrypsin except one may be acetylated without complete
loss of activity. The exception is isoleucine-16, the N-terminal unit of chain B.

CH 3CH 2CH(CH 3)CHCOO-
+NH 3

Isoleucine

Presumably, then, this amino group cannot be acetylated, but must be free to be

protonated and do its part of the job.

Now, what is the job of each of these key units in the enzyme molecule? It is

clear what serine-195 does: it provides the OH for ester formation. What does

isoleucine-16 do? The descending leg of the bell-shaped rate curve was attributed

to protonation of this unit. But something else happens as the pH is raised above

7.4: the optical activity of the solution decreases evidently due to a change in

conformation of the enzyme molecule and in a way that parallels the decrease

in rate of hydrolysis. It is believed, then, that, through hydrogen bonding or

electrostatic attraction, the NH 3
+ on isoleucine-16 helps hold the enzyme chain

in the proper shape for it to act as a catalyst: to keep histidine-57 near serine-195,

among other things. At higher pH the -~NH 3
+

is converted into NH2 , and the

chain changes its shape; with the change in shape goes loss of catalytic power and

a change in optical rotation.
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Next, we come to the question : what is the role of histidine-57 ? We are observ-

ing an example of general odd-base ctttalysis: catalysis not just by hydroxide ions

and oxonium ions, but by all the bases and conjugate acids that are present, each

contributing according to its concentration and its acid or base strength.

Lei us look at this concept first with a simple example: hydrolysis of an ester

catalyzed by the simple heterocyclic base, imidazole. Catalysis by -hydroxide ions

RCOOR' + H 2

imidazol<
> RCOOH + R'OH

we understand: these highly nucleophilic ions are more effective than water at

attacking acyl carbon. Imidazole generates some hydroxide ions by reaction with

water, but these are already taken into account. We are talking now about hydrolysis
that is directly proportional to the concentration of the base itself: imidazole.

What seems to be involved in such reactions is something like the following. In

step (1), water adds to acyl carbon with simultaneous loss of a proton to the base;

(I) Y~0 B <= R--C-0- r- H:B

(2) R-C-O Z= 'C=O H R'OH -h B:

reaction is fast because, in effect, the attacking nucleophile is not just waiter, but

an incipient hydroxide ion. In step (2), transfer of the proton from the protonated

base is simultaneous with loss of the ethoxy group; again reaction is fast, this

time because the leaving group is riot the strongly basic ethoxide ion, but an in-

cipient alcohol molecule.

Reactions like (I) and (2) need not involve unlikely three-body collisions

among the reactive molecules. Instead, there is prior hydrogen bonding between

the base and \vater or between the protonated base and ester; it is these double

molecules that collide with the third reagent and undergo reaction, with the

dipole-dipole attraction of the hydrogen bonding being replaced by a covalent

bond.

Figure 37.2 depicts the action of chymotrypsin, with the imidazole group of

histidine-57 playing the same role of general base as that just described and with

protonated imidazole necessarily acting as general acid. There is general acid-base

catalysis of both reactions involved: first, in the formation of the acyl enzyme, and

then in its hydrolysis.

Chymotrypsin is not, as enzymes go, very specific in its action; it hydrolyzes

proteins, peptides, simple amides, and esters alike. There is one structural require-

ment, nevertheless; a relatively non-polar group in the acyl moiety of the substrate,
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typically an aromatic ring. Now, turning once more to Fig. 37.1, we find that

at the reactive site in the enzyme there is a pocket; this pocket is lined with hydro-

phobic substituents to receive the non-polar group of the substrate and thus hold

the molecule in position for hydrolysis. It is the size of this pocket and the nature

of its lining that gives the enzyme its specificity; here we find, in a very real sense,

Emil Fischer's lock into which the substrate key must fit.

/

"

C

(a)

His

H NH~

His+
'

-

V-Ser-0-C-ep-

H,s

-Ser-O-C + NH 2
-

Enzyme Protein Acyl enzyme

His, V
.O H

1 !*&
(/>) V-Ser-O-C^

Acyl enzyme

Protein

fragment

H0w
-Ser-OH 4- C

Enzyme Protein

fragment

Figure 37.2. Catalysis by the enzyme chymotrypsin of the cleavage of

one peptide bond in a protein : a proposed mechanism. Histidine and pro-
tonated histidine act as general base and acid in two successive nucleo-

philic substitution reactions: (a) cleavage of protein with formation of

acyl enzyme and liberation of one protein fragment; (b) hydrolysis of

acyl enzyme with regeneration of the enzyme and liberation of the other

protein fragment.

We see, then, some of the factors that give enzymes their catalytic powers.

The substrate is bound to a particular site in the enzyme, where the necessary

functional groups are gathered: here, hydroxyl of serine and imidazole of histidine.

In most cases, there are other functional groups as well, in molecules of cofactors

reagents, really bound by the enzyme near the reactive site. In the enzyme-sub-
strate complex, these functional groups are neighboring groups, and in their reac-

tions enjoy all the advantages we listed (Sec. 28.1) for such groups. They are there >

poised in just the right position for attack on the substrate. They need not wait

for the lucky accident of a molecular collision; in effect, concentration of reagents

is very high. Orientation of reacting groups is exactly right. There are no clinging

solvent molecules to be stripped away as reaction occurs.

All these factors are important, and can be shown independently to speed up
the rate of reactions, and very powerfully, too but they do not seem to be nearly

enough to account for the enormous activity of enzymes. Perhaps other factors

are involved. It has been suggested, for example, that the pocket in which reaction
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occurs fits the transition state better than it fits the reactants, so that relief of

strain or an increase in van der Waals attractions provides a driving force*. Perhaps

the correct factors are being considered but, in extrapolation to enzyme systems,

their power has been underestimated.

37.3 The source of biological energy. The role of ATP

In petroleum we have a fuel reserve on which we can draw for energy as

long as it lasts. We burn it, and either use the heat produced directly to warm our-

selves or convert it into other kinds of energy: mechanical energy to move things

about; electrical energy, which is itself transformed at a more convenient place

than where the original burning happened into light, or mechanical energy, or

back into heat.

In the same way, the energy our bodies need to keep warm, move about, and

build new tissue comes from a food reserve: carbohydrates, chiefly in the form of

starch. (We eat other animals, too, but ultimately the chain goes back to a carbo-

hydrate-eater.) In the final analysis, we get energy from food just as we do from

petroleum: we oxidize it to carbon dioxide and water.

This food reserve is not, however, a limited one that we steadily deplete. Our
store of carbohydrates and the oxygen to go with it is constantly replenished

by the recombining, in plants, of carbon dioxide and water. The energy for re-

combination comes, of course, from the sun.

We speak of both petroleum and carbohydrates as sources of energy; we could

speak of them as "energy-rich molecules." But the oxygen that is also consumed in

oxidation is equally a source of energy. What we really mean is that the energy

content of carbohydrates (or petroleum) plus oxygen is greater than that of carbon

dioxide plus water. (In total, the bonds that are to be broken are weaker contain

more energy than the bonds that are to be formed.) These reactants are, of course,

energy-rich only in relation to the particular products we want to convert them into.

But this is quite sufficient; in our particular kind of world, these are our sources

of energy.

The body takes in carbohydrates and oxygen, then, and eventually gives off

carbon dioxide and water. In the process considerable energy is generated. But in

what form? And how is it used to move muscles, transport solutes, and build

new molecules? Certainly each of our cells does not contain a tiny fire in which

carbohydrates burn merrily, running a tiny steam engine and over which a tiny

organic chemist stews up his reaction mixtures. Nor do we contain a central

power plant where, again, carbohydrates are burned, and the energy sent about

in little steam pipes or electric cables to run muscle-machines and protein-and-fat

factories.

In a living organism, virtually the whole energy system is a chemical one.

Energy is generated, transported, and consumed by way of chemical reactions and

chemical compounds. Instead of a single reaction with a long plunge from the

energy level of carbohydrates and oxygen to that of carbon dioxide and water

as in the burning of a log, say there are long series of chemical reactions in which

the energy level descends in gentle cascades. Energy resides, ultimately, in the

molecules involved; as they move through the organism, they carry energy with

them.
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Constantly appearing in these reactions is one compound, adenosine tri-

phosphate (ATP). It is called by biochemists an "energy-rich" molecule, but there

NH,

OH OH OH
I I IHO-P0 -P O P -O CH 2III
O O O

Adenosine triphosphate

ATP

is nothing magical about this. ATP does not carry about a little bag of energy which

it sprinkles on molecules to make them react. Nor does it undergo hydrolysis along-

side other molecules and in some mystical way make this energy available to them.

ATP simply undergoes reactions only one reaction, really. It phosphoryldtes,

that is, transfers a phosphoryl group, ~~PO3H 2 , to some other molecule. For

example :

ATP + R-OH > ADP + R-OP0 3H2

Adenosine An Adenosine A phosphate
triphosphate alcohol diphosphate ester

ATP is called a "high-energy phosphate" compound, but this simply means

that it is a fairly reactive phosphorylating agent. It is exactly as though we were to

call acetic anhydride "high-energy acetate" because it is a better acetylating agent

than acetic acid. And, indeed, there is a true parallel here: ATP is an anhydride,

too, an anhydride of a substituted phosphoric acid, and it is a good phosphorylating

agent for much the same reasons that acetic anhydride is a good acetylating agent.

When ATP loses a phosphoryl group to another molecule, it is converted into

ADP, adenosine diphosphate. If ATP is to be regenerated, ADP must itself be phos-

phorylated, and it is: by certain other compounds that are good enough phos-

phorylating agents to do this. The important thing in all this is not really the energy

level of these various phosphorylating agents so long as they are reactive enough
to do the job they must but the fact that the energy level of the carbohydrates

and their oxidation products is gradually sinking to the level of carbon dioxide and

water. These compounds and oxygen are where the energy is, and ATP is

simply a chemical reagent that helps to make it available.

We have seen that very often factors that stabilize products also stabilize the transi-

tion state leading to those products, that is, that often there is a parallel between A/f
and act To that extent, the energy level of the various phosphorylating agents may
enter in, too: less stable phosphorylating agents less stable, let us say, relative to phos-

phate anion may in general tend to transfer phosphate to more stable phosphorylating

agents. In addition, of course, if any of the phosphate transfers should be too highly

endothermic, this would require a prohibitively high aet for reaction (see Sec. 2.17).
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In following sections, we shall see some of the specific reactions in which ATP
is involved.

37.4 Biological oxidation of carbohydrates

Next, let us take a look at the overall picture of the biological oxidation of

carbohydrates. We start with glycogen ("sugar-former"), the form in which

carbohydrates are stored in the animal body. This, we have seen (Sec. 35.9), is a

starch-like polymer of D-glucose.

The trip from glycogen to carbon dioxide and water is a long one. It is made

up of dozens of reactions, each of which is catalyzed by its own enzyme system.

Each of these reactions must, in turn, take place in several steps, most of them

unknown. (Consider what is involved in the "reaction" catalyzed by chymotryp-

sin.) We can divide the trip into three stages, (a) First, glycogen is broken down
into its component D-glucose molecules, (b) Then, in glycolysis ("sugar-splitting"),

D-glucose is itself broken down, into three-carbon compounds, (c) These, in respira-

tion, are converted into carbon dioxide and water. Oxygen appears in only the

third stage; the first two are anaerobic ("without-air") processes.

The first stage, cleavage of glycogen, is simply the hydrolytic cleavage of acetal

linkages (Sec. 34.16), this time enzyme-catalyzed.

(C6H 10 5)n + *H 2 -^^> "C6H 12 6

Glycogen o-Glucose

The second stage, glycolysis, takes eleven reactions and eleven enzymes. The

sum of these reactions is:

D-glucose + 2HPO4 + 2ADP 3 " > 2CH 3CHOHCOO- + 2H 2O + 2ATP4 '

Phosphate Lactate

No oxygen is consumed, and we move only a little way down the energy hill

toward carbon dioxide and water. What is important is that a start has been made
in breaking the five carbon-carbon bonds of glucose, and that two molecules of

ADP are converted into ATP. (ATP is required for some of the steps of glycolysis,

but there is a net production of two molecules of ATP for each molecule of glucose

consumed.)

The third stage, respiration, is a complex system of reactions in which mole-

cules provided by glycolysis are oxidized. Oxygen is consumed, carbon dioxide

and water are formed, and energy is produced.

Let us look at the linking-up between glycolysis and respiration. Ordinarily,

the energy needs of working muscles are met by respiration. But, during short

periods of vigorous exercise, the blood cannot supply oxygen enough for respira-

tion to carry the entire load; when this happens, glycolysis is called upon to sup*

ply the energy difference. The end-product of glycolysis, lactic acid, collects in the

muscle, and the muscle feels tired. The lactic acid is removed by the blood and

rebuilt into glycogen, which is ready for glycolysis again.

The last step of glycolysis is reduction of pyruvic acid to lactic acid. (The

reducing agent is, incidentally, an old acquaintance, reduced nicotinamide adenine
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CH3COCOO- + NADH + H + > CH 3CHOHCOO- + NAD+
Pyruvate Reduced Lactate Nicotinamide

nicotinamide adenine
adenine

'

dinucleotide
dinucleotide

dinucleotide, Sec. 36.15.) Most of the time, however, glycolysis does not proceed
to the very end. Instead, pyruvic acid is diverted, and oxidized to acetic acid in

the form of a thiol ester, CH3CO-S-CoA, derived from coenzyme A and called

"acetyl CoA."

NH 2

CH 3 OH OHII I

HSCH2CH2NHCOCH2CH2NHCOCH(OH)CCH2O--P O P O CH2

\ H
CH 3 O O X

OPO3H2

Coenzyme A
CoA

It is as acetyl CoA that the products of glycolysis are fed into the respiration cycle.

The acetyl CoA that is fuel for respiration comes not only from carbohydrates
but also from the breakdown of amino acids and fats. It is thus the common
link between all three kinds of food and the energy-producing process. (Acetyl

CoA is even more than that: as we shall see, it is the building block from which

the long chains of fatty acids are synthesized.)

Thiols are sulfur analogs of alcohols. They contain the sulfhydryl group, SH,
which plays many parts in the chemistry of biomolecules. Easily oxidized, two SH
groups are converted into disulfide links, S-S-, which hold together different peptide
chains or different parts of the same chain. (See, for example, oxytocin on p. 1 143.)

Thiols form the same kinds of derivatives as alcohols: /A/aethers, /A/0acetals, thiol esters.

Thiol ester groups show the chemical behavior \\e would expect they undergo nucleo-

philic acyl substitution and they make a-hydrogens acidic this last more effectively

than their oxygen counterparts.

37.5 Mechanism of a biological oxidation

Now let us take just one of the many steps in carbohydrate oxidation and look

at it in some detail.

Although there is no net oxidation in glycolysis, certain individual reactions

do involve oxidation and reduction. About mid-way in the eleven steps we arrive

H 2O3P-~O-CH2CHOHCHO H 2O 3P O CH2CHOHCOOH
D-Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 3-Phosphoglyceric acid

at D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and its oxidation to 3-phosphoglyceric acid. In

the course of this conversion, a phosphate ion becomes attached to ADP to gener-

ate a molecule of ATP.
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Two reactions are actually involved. First, D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate is

oxidized, but not directly to the corresponding acid, 3-phosphog1yceric acid.

- -O3POCH 2CHOHCHO + NAD* + HPO4
- -

J=
D-Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate Phosphate

- -O3POCH2CHOH-C~OP<V + NADH + H +

6
1 ,3-Diphosphoglycerate

- -O3POCH2CHOH C O PO3
- ' + ADP3 - JZ

6 " -O3POCH 2CHOHCOO
- + ATP~ 4

1 ,3-Diphosphoglycerate 3-Phosphoglycerate

Instead, a phosphate ion is picked up to give the mixed anhydride, 1,3-diphospho-

glycerate. This is a highly reactive phosphorylating agent and, in the second

reaction, transfers a phosphoryl group to ADP to form ATP.

Now, how does all this happen ? The enzyme required for the first reaction is

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (" enzyme-that-dehydrogenates-glycer-

aldehyde-3-phosphate"). Its action is by no means as well understood as that of

chymotrypsin, but let us look at the kind of thing that is believed to happen. A
sulfhydryl group ( SH) of the enzyme adds to the carbonyl group of glycer-

aldehyde-3-phosphate. Thiols are sulfur analogs of alcohols, and the product is a

H

E--SH + RCHO > E S C R
Enzyme Aldehyde !

Hemithioacetal

hemiacetal: more precisely, a hemi/Afoacetal. Like other acetals, this is both an

ether (a thio ether) and an alcohol. Such an alcohol group is especially easily

oxidized to a carbonyl group (Problem 11, p. 649).

The oxidizing agent is a compound that, like ATP, constantly appears in

these reactions: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD). The functional group

here, we remember (Sec. 36.15), is the pyridine ring, which can accept a hydride

ion to form NADH. Like the hemiacetal moiety, NAD is bound to the enzyme,
and in a position for easy reaction (Fig. 37.3).

Oxidation converts the hemithioacetal into a thiol ester an acyl enzyme.
Like other esters, this one is prone to nucleophilic acyl substitution. It is cleaved,

with phosphate ion as nucleophile, to regenerate the sulfhydryl group in the

enzyme. The other product is 1,3-diphosphoglycerate. The molecule is (still) a

phosphate ester at the 3-position, and has become a mixed anhydride at the

1-position.

The anhydride phosphoryl group is easily transferred; in another enzyme-

catalyzed reaction, 1,3-diphosphoglycerate reacts with ADP to yield 3-phospho-

glycerate and ATP. The 3-phosphoglycerate goes on in the glycolysis process.

The ATP is available to act as a phosphorylating agent: to convert a molecule
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of D-glucose into D-glucose-6-phosphate, for example, and help start another

molecule through glycolysis; to assist in the synthesis of fatty acids; to change the

cross-linking between molecules of actin and myosin, and thus cause muscular

contraction.

i-NAD

~SH

-NAD'

i RCHO
base

-NADH

r-S C R

Enzyme 1,3-Diphospho-
coenzymc glyceraldehyde

-SH

R-C -0-PO.r

O

HPO4

~

NAD

NADH

-f-

-NAD +

-S-C-R
II

O

En/yme-
coenzyme

1,3-Diphospho-

glycerate

Figure 37.3. Enzymatic conversion of gIyceraldehyde-3-phosphate into

1 ,3-diphosphoglycerate.

The NADH produced is also available to do its job, that of reducing agent.

It may, for example, reduce pyruvate to lactate in the last step of glycolysis. The
extra electrons that make it a reducing agent are passed along, and ultimately are

accepted by molecular oxygen.

We are in a strange, complex chemical environment here, but in it we recog-

nize familiar kinds of compounds hemiacetals, esters, anhydrides, carboxylic

acids and familiar kinds of reactions nucleophilic carbonyl addition, hydride

transfer, nucleophilic acyl substitution.

37.6 Biosynthesis of fatty acids

When an animal eats more carbohydrate than it uses up, it stores the excess:

some as the polysaccharide glycogen (Sec. 35.9), but most of it as fats. Fats, we

know (Sec. 33.2), are triacylglycerols, esters derived (in most cases) from long

straight-chain carboxylic acids containing an even number of carbon atoms. These

even numbers, we said, are a natural consequence of the way fats are synthesized

in biological systems.

There are even numbers of carbons in fatty acids because the acids are built
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up, two carbons at a time, from acetic acid units. These units come from acetyl

CoA: the thiol ester derived from acetic acid and coenzyme A (Sec. 37.4). The

acetyl CoA itself is formed either in glycolysis, as we have seen, or by oxidation of

fatty acids.

Let us see how fatty acids are formed from acetyl CoA units. As before, we

must realize that every reaction is catalyzed by a specific enzyme and proceeds

by several steps steps that in some direct, honest-to-goodness chemical way,

involved the enzyme.

First, acetyl CoA takes up carbon dioxide (1) to form malonyl CoA. (To illus-

trate the point made above: this does not happen directly; carbon dioxide combines

(1) CH 3CO-S-CoA + CO 2 + ATP ^Z
Acetyl CoA

HOOCCH 2CO-S-CoA -f- ADP + phosphate

Malonyl CoA

with the prosthetic group of the enzyme acetyl CoA carboxylase and is then

transferred to acetyl CoA.) Just as in the carbonation of a Grignard reagent, the

carbanionoid character of the -carbon of acetyl CoA must in some way be in-

volved.

In the remaining steps, acetic and malonic acids react, not as CoA esters, but

as thiol esters of acyl carrier protein (ACP), a small protein with a prosthetic

group quite similar to CoA. These esters are formed by (2) and (3). which we recog-

nize as examples of transesterification.

(2) CH 3CO-S-CoA + ACP-SH ;_Z CH 3CO-S-ACP + CoA-SH
Acetyl-S-ACP

(3) HOOCCH 2CO-S~CoA + ACP-SH ^T HOOCCH2CO S-ACP + CoA-SH
Malonyl-S-ACP

Now starts the first of many similar cycles. Acetyl--S-ACP condenses (4) with

malonyl-S-ACP to give a four-carbon chain.

(4) CH 3CO-S-ACP + HOOCCH 2CO-S-ACP
~~v

CH 3COCH 2CO-S-ACP + CO2 + ACP-SH
Acetoacetyl-S-ACP

At this point we see a strong parallel to the rnalonic ester synthesis (Sec. 26.2).

The carbon dioxide taken up in reaction (1) is lost here; its function was to gener-

ate malonate, with its highly acidic a-hydrogens, its carbanionoid rc-carbon.

Here, as in test tube syntheses, the formation of carbon-carbon bonds is all-

important; here, as in test tube syntheses (Sec. 26.1), carbanionoid carbon plays

a key role. In the malonic ester synthesis, decarboxylation follows the 'condensa-

tion step; here, it seems, the steps are concerted, with loss of carbon dioxide pro-

viding driving force for the reaction.

The next steps are exact counterparts of what we would do in the laboratory:

reduction to an alcohol (5), dehydration (6). and hydrogenation (7). The reducing

agent for both (5) and (7) is reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate,

NADPH(Sec. 36.15).
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(5) CH 3COCH 2CO-S-ACP + NADPH + FT Z
D-CH 3CHOHCH 2CO-S-ACP + NADP*

D-j9-Hydroxybutyryl-S-ACP

(6) D-CH :CHOHCH 2CO-S-ACP 7= /ra-CH 3CH-CHCO-S-ACP + H 2O
Crotonyl-S-ACP

(7) /rtfflj-CH 3CH-CHCO-S-ACP + NADPH + H* ^Z
CH 3CH 2CH 2CO-S-ACP + NADP*

/7-Butyryl-S-ACP

We now have a straight-chain saturated fatty acid, and with this the cycle

begins again: reaction of it with malonyl-S-ACP, decarboxylation, reduction,

dehydration, hydrogenation. After seven such cycles we arrive at the 16-carbon

acid, palmitic acid and here, for some reason, the process stops. Additional

carbons can be added, but by a different process. Double bonds can be introduced,

to produce unsaturated acids. Finally, glycerol esters are formed: triacylglycerols,

to be stored and, when needed, oxidized to provide energy; and phosphoglycerides

(Sec. 33.8) to help make up cell walls.

Enzymes are marvelous catalysts. Yet, even with their powerful help, these

biological reactions seek the easiest path. In doing this, they take advantage of the

same structural effects that the organic chemist does: the acidity of a-hydrogens,

the leaving ability of a particular group, the ease of decarboxylation of j8-keto

acids.

37.7 Nucleoproteins and nucleic acids

In every living cell there are found nucleoproteins : substances made up of

proteins combined with natural polymers of another kind, the nucleic acids. Of
all fields of chemistry, the study of the nucleic acids is perhaps the most exciting,

for these compounds are the substance of heredity. Let us look very briefly at

the structure of nucleic acids and, then, in the next section, see how this structure

may be related to their literally vital role in heredity.

Although chemically quite different, nucleic acids resemble proteins in a

fundamental way: there is a long chain a backbone that is the same (except

for length) in all nucleic acid molecules; and attached to this backbone are various

groups, which by their nature and sequence characterize each individual nucleic

acid.

Where the backbone of the protein molecule is a polyamide chain (a poly-

peptide chain), the backbone of the nucleic acid molecule is a polyester chain

(called a polynucleotide chain). The ester is derived from phosphoric acid (the

acid portion) and a sugar (the alcohol portion).

base O base O

sugar O P O sugar OPO~
O O

Polynucleotide chain

The sugar is D-ribose (p. 1086) in the group of nucleic acids known as ribonucleic
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acids (RNA), and D-2-deoxyribose in the group known as deoxyrfbonucleic acids

(DNA), (The prefix 2-deoxy simply indicates the lack of an OH group at the

2-position.) The sugar units are in the furanose form, and are joined to phosphate

through the C-3 and C-5 hydroxyl groups (Fig. 37.4).

Base

Base

DNA

Figure 37.4. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA).

Attached to C-l of each sugar, through a ^-linkage, is one of a number of

heterocyclic bases: A base-sugar unit is called a nudeoside\ a base-sugar-phos-

phoric acid unit is called a nucleotide. An example of a nucleotide is shown in

Fig. 37.5.

The bases found in DNA are adenine and guanine, which contain the purine

ring system, and cytosine, thymine, and 5-methylcytosine, which contain the

pyrimidine ring system. RNA contains adenine, guanine, cytosine, and uracil. (See

Fig. 37.6.)

The proportions of these bases and the sequence in which they follow each

other along the polynucleotide chain differ from one kind of nucleic acid to another.

This primary structure is studied in essentially the same way as the structure of

proteins : by hydrolytic degradation and identification of the fragments. In this

way, and after seven years of work, Robert W. Holley and his collaborators at
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Cornell University, determined the exact sequence of the 77 nucleotides in the

molecule of one kind of transport RNA (p. 1181).

Adenine

Adenosine

H

Figure 37.5. A nucleotide: an adenylic acid unit of RNA. Here, the

nuclcoside is adenosine, and the heterocyclic base is adeninc.

NH2

Guanine Thymine 5-Methylcytosine

Figure 37.6. The heterocyclic bases of DNA and RNA.

What can we say about the secondary structure* of nucleic acids? The follow-

ing picture of DNA fits both chemical and x-ray evidence. Two polynucleotide

chains, identical but heading in opposite directions, are wound about each other

to form a double helix 18 A in diameter (shown schematically in Fig. 37.7).

Both helixes are right-handed and have ten nucleotide residues per turn.

Figure 37.7. Schematic representation of the double helix structure pro-

posed for DNA. Both helixes are right-handed and head in opposite direc-

tions; ten residues per turn. Hydrogen bonding between the helixes.
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The two helixes in DNA are held to each other at intervals by hydrogen bond-

ing between bases. From study of molecular models, it is believed that these

hydrogen bonds can form only between adenine and thymine and between guanine

and cytosine; hydrogen bonding between other pairs of bases would not allow

them to fit into the double helical structure. In agreement with this idea, the

adenine: thymine and guanine: cytosine ratios are found to be 1:1.

Less is known about structures of the various kinds of RNA, although here,

too, helixes are involved. In 1973, the precise shape of one RNA molecule the

transport RNA that delivers phenylalanine was reported: two short segments

of double helix at right angles to each other and held together by two Joops, the

whole making a sort of four-leaf-clover pattern.

So far we have discussed only the nucleic acid portion of nucleoproteins.

There is evidence that in one nucleoprotein (found in fish sperm), a polyarginine

chain lies in one of the grooves of the double helix, held by electrostatic

forces between the negative phosphate groups of the polynucleotide (which face

the outside of the helix) and the positive guanidium groups of the arginine

residues.

37.8 Chemistry and heredity. The genetic code

Just how is the structure of nucleic acids related to their function in heredity?

Nucleic acids control heredity on the molecular level. The double helix of DNA
is the repository of the hereditary information of the organism. The information

is stored as the sequence of bases along the polynucleotide chain; it is a message
"written" in a language that has only four letters, A, G, T, C (adenine, guanine,

thymine, cytosine).

DNA must both preserve this information and use it. It does these things

through two properties : (a) DNA molecules can duplicate themselves, that is, can

bring about the synthesis of other DNA molecules identical with the originals;

and (b) DNA molecules can control the synthesis, in an exact and specific way, of

the proteins that are characteristic of each kind of organism.

First, there is the matter of self-duplication. The sequence of bases in one

chain of the double helix controls the sequence in the other chain. The two chains

fit together (as F. H. C. Crick of Cambridge University puts it) like a hand and a

glove. They separate, and about the hand is formed a new glove, and inside the

glove is formed a new hand. Thus, the pattern is preserved, to be handed down
to the next generation.

Next, there is the matter of guiding the synthesis of proteins. A particular

sequence of bases along a polynucleotide chain leads to a particular sequence of

amino acid residues along a polypeptide chain. A protein has been likened to a

long sentence written in a language of 20 letters: the 20 different amino acid resi-

dues. But the hereditary message is written in a language of only four letters; it is

written in a code, with each word standing for a particular amino acid.

The genetic code has been broken, but research continues, aimed at tracking

down the lines of communication. DNA serves as a template on which molecules

of.RNA are formed. It has been suggested that the double helix of DNA partially

umfoils, and about the individual strands are formed chains of RNA; the process

thus resembles self-duplication of DNA, except that these new chains contain
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ribose instead of deoxyribose. The base sequence along the RNA chain is different

from that along the DNA template, but is determined by it: opposite each adenine

of DNA, there appears on RNA a uracil; opposite guanine, cytosine; opposite

thymine, adenine; opposite cytosine, guanine. Thus, AATCAGTT on DNA be-

comes UUAGUCAA on RNA.
One kind of RNA called, fittingly, messenger RNA carries a message to

the ribosome, where protein synthesis actually takes place. At the ribosome,

messenger RNA calls up a series of transport RNA molecules, each of which is

loaded with a particular amino acid. The order in which the transport RNA
molecules are called up the sequence in which the amino acids are built into the

protein chain depends upon the sequence of bases along the messenger RNA
chain. Thus, GAU is the code for aspartic acid; UUU, phenylalanine; GUG,
valine. There are 64 three-letter code words (codons) and only 20-odd amino acids,

so that more than onecodon can call up the same amino acids: CUU and CUC,
leucine; GXA and GAG, glutamic acid.

A difference of a single base in the DNA molecule, or a single error in the

"reading" of the code can cause a change in the amino acid sequence. The tiny

defect in the hemoglobin molecule that results in sickle-cell anemia (p. 1152)

has been traced to a single gene a segment of the DNA chain where, perhaps,

the codon GUG appears instead of GAG. There is evidence that antibiotics, by

altering the ribosome, cause misreading of the code and death to the organism.

Thus, the structure of nucleic acid molecules determines the structure of

protein molecules. The structure of protein molecules, we have seen, determines

the way in which they control living processes. Biology is becoming more and

more a matter of shapes and sizes of molecules.

At the beginning of this book, we said that the structural theory is the basis

of the science of organic chemistry. It is much more than that: the structural

theory is the basis of our understanding of life.

PROBLEMS
1. Carbon dioxide is required for the conversion of acetyl CoA into fatty acids.

Yet when carbon dioxide labeled with 14C is used, none of the labeled carbon appears in

the fatty acids that are formed. How do you account for these facts?

2. Taken together, what do these two facts show about chymotrypsin action?

(a) The two esters, p-nitrophenyl acetate and /?-nitrophenyl thiolacetate,

p-NO2C6H 4SCOCH 3 , undergo chymotrypsin-catalyzed hydrolysis at the same rate and
with the same pH-dependence of rate, despite the fact that SR is a much better leaving

group than OR. (b) There is no oxygen exchange (Sec. 20.17) in chymoirypsin-catalyzed

hydrolysis of an ester RCOOR .

3. In DNA, the bases are bonded to deoxyribose at the following positions (that is,

a hydrogen in Fig. 37.6, p. 1179, is replaced by C-l of the sugar): adenine and guanine,
NH in the five-membered ring; cytosine and thymine, NH.

(a) Draw structures to show likely hydrogen bonding between adenine and thymine;
between guanine and cytosine. (b) Can you account for the fact that guanine and cytcsine

pairs hold the chains together more strongly than do adenine and thymine pairs?
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4. For each enzyme-catalyzed reaction shown in the following equations, tell what
fundamental organic chemistry is involved.

(a) So that acetyl CoA can get through the membrane from the mitochondria where
it is formed to the cytoplasm where fatty acids are made, it is converted into citric acid.

OH

i 2CC*CH 3CO-S-CoA + HOOCCOCH 2COOH ;z HOOCCH 2CCH 2COOH + CoA-SH
Oxaloacetic acid COOH

Citric acid

(b) Cholesterol is made up of isoprene units derived from isopentenyl pyrophosphate
(Sec. 8.26), which is, in turn, formed from mevalonic acid.

CH 3CO-S-Co.A + CH 3COCH2CO-S-CoA ^Z

CH,

HOOCCH 2CCH 2CO-S-CoA + CoA-SH

OH
CH,

HOOCCH 2CCH2CQ~S-CoA + 2NADPH + 2H+ ^z

OH
CH,

HOOCCH2CCH 2CH2OH + 2NADP+ + CoA-SH

OH
Mevalonic acid

5. Three of the bases found in nucleic acids are uracil, thymine, and cytosine. (See

p. 1179 for their structures.) They have been synthesized as follows:

(a) urea + ethyl acrylate !!!> |A (C6HpO 3N2)] >

B (C4H 6 2N 2) + C2H 5OH
B + Br2 in acetic acid * C (C4H 5O2N 2Br)
C + boiling pyridine > uracil (C4H4O2N2)

Give structures of A, B, and C.

(b) Thymine (C5H6O2N2) has been made in the same way, except that ethyl methacrylate,
CH2~C(CH 3)COOC2H 5 , is used instead of ethyl acrylate. Write equations for all

the steps.

(c) uracil + POC1, heat >

D (C4H?N->C1 2), chlorine atoms on different carbon atoms
D + NH 3(alc), 100 > E (C^H^Cl) and F (C4H4N 3Ci)

E + NaOCH 3
> G (C5H 7ON 3)

G + HCl(aq) > cytosine (C4H5ON3)

Give structures of D through G.

(d) Six tautomeric structures for uracil have been considered. What are they?

'

6. In 1904, Franz Knoop outlined a scheme for the biological oxidation of fatty

acids that was shown 50 years later to be correct. In his key experiments, he fed rab-

bits fatty acids of formula C6H5(CH2)nCOOH. When the side chain (// + 1) contained

an even number of carbons, a derivative of phenylacetic acid, C6H 5CH2COOH, was ex-

creted in the urine; an odd number, and a derivative of benzole acid was excreted. What
general hypothesis can you formulate from these results?
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7. In the actual cleavage reaction of glycolysis, D-fructose-l,6-diphosphate is con-

verted into D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone, CH 2OHCQCH 2OH.
What kind of reaction is this, basically ? Sketch out a possible mechanism, neglecting,

of course, the all-important role of the enzyme. (Hints: The enzyme required is called

aldolase. See Problem 21.14, p. 711.)

8. Interpret each of the following facts.

(a) In the presence of the proper enzyme, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (Sec.

36.15) can oxidize ethanol reversibly to acetaldehyde. When D2O is the solvent, the re-

CH 3CH2OH + NAD + ^= CH 3CHO + NADH + H +

duced NAD formed (NADH) contains no deuterium. When CH 3CD2OH is oxidized,

the reduced NAD formed (NADD) contains one atom of deuterium per molecule.

(b) Enzymatic reoxidation by acetaldehyde of the NADD of part (a) gives NAD f

that contains no deuterium.

(c) If the NADD of part (a) is oxidized enzymatically by D-glucose, all of the original

deuterium remains in the NAD*.
(d) NADD can also be prepared non-enzymatically by chemical reduction (Na2S2O4

in D2O) of NAD*. This, too, contains one atom of deuterium per molecule. When it is

oxidized enzymatically by acetaldehyde, the NAD + formed still contains 0.44 atom of

deuterium per molecule.

(e) Acetaldehyde is reduced enzymatically by the NADD of part (a) to give ethanol

X. Labeled acetaldehyde, CH 3CDO, is reduced enzymatically by NADH to give ethanol Y.

Both X and Y contain one atom of deuterium per molecule. On enzymatic oxidation by
(unlabeled) NAD +

, ethanol X gives NADD and unlabeled CH 3CHO, whereas ethanol

Y gives unlabeled NADH and CH 3CDO.
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Answers to Problems

Chapter 1

1.1 Ionic: a, c, f. 1.6 Linear. 1.7 (a) Expect zero; (b) expect NF 3 > NH 3 . 1.8 a,

e, f. 1.9 (a) CH 3OH > CH 3NH2 ; (b) CH 3SH > CH 3OH; (c) H 3O+ > NH4 +.

1.10 (a) H 3
+

; (b) NH4
+

: (c) H 2S; (d) H2O. 1.1MQ CH 3

" > NH2
~ > OH~ > F- ;

(b) NH 3 >TT2O > UF; (c) SH" > Cl' ; (d) F' > Cl- > Br~ > I~ ; (e) OH' > SH~
> SeH-. 1.12 CH 3NH, > CH 3OH > CH^F. 1.13 (a) OH" > H2O > H3O+;
(b) NH 2

~ > NH 3 ; (c) S* > HS" > H2S. TT14 NH 3 > NF3 /
^ '

1. Ionic: a, d, e, g. 4, Octahedral. 10. (a) H3O+ ; (b) HC1; (c) HC1 in benzene.

Chapter 2

2.1 (a) -8 kcal; (b) +13 kcal; (c) -102 kcal. 2.2 (a) +46, +16, -24 kcal;

(b) +36, +33, -20 kcal; (c) +38, -32, -70 kcal 2.5 (a) (%C + %H) < 100%;
(b) 34.8.% 2.6 (a) 69.6% Cl; (b) 70.4% Cl; (c) 24.85 mg; (d) 26.49 mg; (e) 27.44 mg.
2.7(a)CH 3 ;(b)C 3H6Cl2 . 2.8 (a) 79.8; (b) C6H6 ; (c) 78. 2.9C4H 8O2 .

1. A, 93.9% C, 6.3% H; B, 64.0% C, 4.5% H, 31.4% Cl; C, 62.0% C, 10.3% H,
27.7% O. 2. (a) 45.9% C, 8.9% H, 45.2% Cl; (b) 52.1% C, 13.1% H, 34.8% O;
(c) 54.5% C, 9.1% H, 36.3% O; (d) 41.8% C, 4J% H, 18.6% O, 16.3% N, 18.6% S;

(e) 20.0% C, 6.7% H, 26.6% O, 46.7% N; (f) 55.6% C, 6.2% H, 10.8% O, 27.4% Cl.

3. (a)CH2;(b)CH;(c)CH 20;(d)C2H50Cl;(e)C3H 10N 2 ;(f)C 3H402Cl 2 . 4.C20H 21O4N.
5. C 14H 14 3N 3SNa. 6. (a) 85.8% C, 14.3% H; (b) CH 2 ; (c) C6H 12 . 7. C2H4O2 .

8. CH20. 9. CJ6H 10O2N2 . 10. (a) 942; (b) 6. 11. (a) -130; (b) -44; (c) -26;
(d) -2;(e) -13;(f) -

8; (h) 1st step +46; 2nd steps +10, -3,0; 3rdsteps -23, -5, -1.
12. +58, +20, -45; (b) act of a chain-carrying step >20 kcal. 13. (b) Highly im-

probable, since
"

act for reaction with CI 2 is much smaller.

Chapter 3

3.2 No. 3.3 Van der Waals repulsion between "large" methyls. 3.9 (a) and (b)

C3H8 ; (c) CH3CH2CH2D and CH3CHDCH 3 . 3.10 (a) 3; (b) 4; (c) 2; (d) 1. 3.14 (a)
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44% 1-Cl, 56% 2-C1; (b) 64% 1, 36% 3; (c) 55% 1, 45% 3; (d) 21% l-Cl, 53% 2-Cl,

26% 3-C1; (e) 28% l-CI-2-Me, 23% 2-Cl-2-Me, 35% 3-Cl-2-Me, 14% l-Cl-3-Me;

(f)45% l-Cl-2,2,3-triMe, 25% 3-Cl-2,2,3-triMe, 30% l-CI-2,3,3-tri-Me; (g) 33% 1-C1-

2,2,4-triMe, 28% 3-Cl-2,2,4-tFiMe, 18% 4-Cl-2,2,4-triMe, 22% l-Cl-2,4,4-triMe. 3.15 (a)

4% 1-Br, 96% 2-Br; (b) 0.6% 1, 99.4% 3; (c) p.3% 1, 99.7% 3; (d) 1% 1-Br,

66% 2-Br, 33% 3-Br; (e) 0.3% l-Br-2-Me, 90% 2-Br-2-Me, 9% 3-Br-2-Me, 0.2% 1-Br-

3-Me; (f) 0.6% l-Br-2,2,3-triMe, 99% 3-Br-2,2,3-triMe, 0.4% l-Br-2,3,3-triMe; (g) 0.5%
l-Br-2,2,4-triMe, 9% 3-Br-2,2,4-triMe, 90% 4-Br-2,2,4-triMe, 0.3% l-Br-2,4,4-triMe.

3.16 40: 1 . 3.17 1.15:1. 3.22 2,2-Dimethylhexane.

5. (e) 6. 6. One monochloro, three dichloro, four trichloro. 7. c, b, e, a, d. 10. (a)

1-, 2-, and 3-chlorohexane; (b) 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-chloro-2-methylpentane, and 1-chloro-

4-methylpentane; (c) 1-, 3- and 4-chloro-2,2,4-trimethylpentane, and l-chloro-2,4,4-tri-

methylpentane; (d) 1- and 3-chloro-2,2-dimethylbutane, and l-chloro-3,3~dimethylbutane.

11. Order of isomers as in Problem 10: (a) 16, 42, 42%; (b) 21, 17, 26, 26, 10%; (c) 33,

28, 18, 22%; (d) 46, 39, 15%. 16. (a) 2650 g; (b) 8710 kcal; (c) 170 g. 17. Carius:

mono, 45.3% Cl; di, 62.8% Cl. Mol.wt.: mono, 78.5; di, 113. 19. (a) Methane gas;

1.49 mg CH 3OH; (b) 59, w-propyl or isopropyl alcohol; (c) 3; CH2OHCHOHCH2OH.

Chapter 4

4.1 2 (mirror Images). 4.2 (a) 3; (b) 2; (c) 3 (2 are mirror images); (d) 1. 4.3 (a)

-39.0; (b) ^2.4; (c) -0.6. 4.4 Use a shorter or longer tube, measure rotation.

4.5 Chiral; b,

%

d, f, g, h. 4.6 (b) 3 of 5 are chiral. 4.7 (d) Mirror images: a, b. 4.9 3,
2, 1, Me. 4.15 (b) Neither active: one is achiral, other is a racemic modification]

3. Equal but opposite specific rotations; opposite R/S specifications: all other proper-
ties the same. 4. (a) Screw, scissors, spool of thread; (b) glove, shoe, coat sweater, tied

scarf; (c) helix, double helix; (d) football (laced), golf club, rifle barrel; (e) hand, foot, ear,

nose, yourself. 5. (a) Sawing; (b) opening milk bottle; (c) throwing a ball. 7. (a) and

(b) 3-Methylhexane and 2,3-dimethylpentane. 8. a, b, e, k, 2 pairs enantiomers; c, d, h,

j
pair enantiomers + 1 meso\ f, 4 pairs enantiomers; g, 1 pair enantiomers + 2 meso;

i, 2 diastereomers; j, 1 pair enantiomers. 11. Attractive dipole-dipole interaction.

12. 12% gauche (as non-resolvable racemic modification), 88% anti.

Chapter 5

5.5 (g) None. 5.7 (g) None. 5.9 (a) (CH3)2C=CHCH3 ; (b) (CH 3)2C=CHCH3 ;

(c)(CH 3)2C^(CH 3)2 .

3. b, d, g, h, i, k (3 isomers). 4. (b) 4 show geometric isomerism. 5. Differ in all

except (h); (1) dipole moment would tell. 11. Both solutions contain isopropyl cation.

12. (a) (CH 3)2G-CHCH 3 (major product) and CH 2=-C(CH 3)C2H5 .

Chapter 6

6.1 (c) 1-Butene 649.8, cw-2-butene 648.1, mww-2-butene 647.1. (d) 1-Pentene 806.9,

ci>2-pentene 805.3, /ra/w-2-pentene 804.3. 6.2 (a) H 3O+; HBr; (b) HBr; (c) HBr.
6.10 Orion, CH 2=CH CN; Saran, CH 2=CC1 2 ; Teflon, CF2=CF2 . 6.12 React with

HC1 (minimum act 26 kcal) or HBr (minimum act 10 kcal). 6.20 A, alkane; B, 2

alcohol; C, alkyl halide; D, alkene; , 3 alcohol.

6. 3 radical more stable than 2 radical, forms faster. 10. (d) Steps (2) and (4) are

too difficult with HC1. 16. 3-Hexene.

Chapter 7

7.2 (a) 4; (c) none. 7.4c,d,e,g. 7.6-0.89. 7.7 (f) R.Rimeso 29:71. 7,8(a)
5 fractions, two inactive, others active; (b) 5, all inactive; (c) 6, all inactive; (d) 2,
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both active. 7.9 Rapidly inverting pyramid. 7.11 (a) Racemic; meso; (b) syn; (c) anti.

7.1Z Racemic modification, a, c, d; meso, b.

1. (a) 3; (b) 5; (c) 7 (5 active); (d) 7 (6 active); (e) 1; (f) 3; (g) 2 (1 active); (h) 2.

3. A, (S,S); B, (R,S); C, (S,S); D, (S,S); E, (2R,3S)-4-bromo-l,2,3-butanetriol; F, (R,R);

G, (R,S). 5. Anti\ intermediate chloronium ion.

Chapter 8

8.4 (a) Propane. 8.5 Calcium acetylide. 8.6 H goes to terminal C. 8.7 1,3-Hexa-
diene. 8.8 (a) 56-60 kcal. 8.11 (c) Position of equilibrium. 8.15 Head-to-tail polymer
of isoprene.

7. No reaction: g through n. 8. No reaction: g through n. 14. (a) -42.2 kcal.

15. (a) Two CH 2 planes perpendicular to each other. 19, Geometric isomers.

23. Cyclohexene. 24. 1,3,5-Hexatriene. 25. (b) Myrcene, (CH 3)2O=CHCH2CH2C-

0-CH2)CH=CH 2 . 26. (a) Dihydromyrcene, (CH3)2C=-CHCH2CH 2C(CH 3HCHCH 3 ;

(b) 1,4-addition. 27. (c) 2 farnesyl units, head-to-head, form squalene skeleton.

Chapter 9

9.4 Trans is resolvable. 9.7 (a) kcal; (b) 2.7 kcal; (c) 1.8 kcal + undetnd. methyl-
methyl interaction; (d) kcal; (e) kcal; (f) 3.6 kcal. 9.8 (b) 3.6 kcal. 9.9 (a) cis >
trans\ (b) trans > cis; (c) 1.8 kcal/mole in each case. 9.10 More than: (a) 3.2 kcal;

(b) 6.8 kcal; (c) 2.3 kcal. 9.11 Resolvable: b, d. Meso: c (e and f do not contain chiral

centers). 9.12 (a) e; (b) a; (c) c, f; (d) d; (e) b; (f) none. 9.13 Pairs of enantiomers:

a, b, c, d. No meso compounds. None are non-resolvable racemic modifications.

9.17 (e) For the same degree of unsaturation, there are two fewer hydrogens for each

ring. 9.18 All are C6Hi 2 ; no information about ring size. 9.19 2, 2, 1, none.

4. (a) 4; (b) 6; (c) 7; (d) 9; (e) 5; (f ) 2; (g) all-equatorial, 5. A, c/s-dimethyl ; B, trans-

dimethyl. 7. (d) In the trans-isomer, both large substituents (the other ring) are equa-

torial; (e) high energy barrier ( act) between decalins since bond must be broken.

11. (a), (b), ,(c) 2 (1 active); (d) 2. 14. (a) 2; (b) 4; (c) 1 ; (d) 3; (e) 4. 15. (a) 1 ; (b) 2;

(c)l;(d)3;(e)3;(f)5;(g)4.

CO16. (b) I
17. (c) 18. (b)

Limonene p-Menthane a-Terpinene

Chapter 10

10.1
<ja)

+5.6 kcal; (b) -26.8 kcal. 10.2 (a) 824.1 kcal; (b) 35.0 kcal greater.

10.8 Ortho, 4-6; meta, -l;parat +87. 10.10 26.0%. 10.11 22.8%. 10.12 18.5%.
10.13 25.9^, 22.9%, 18.6%.

2. (a) 3; (b) 3; (c) 3; (d) 6; (e) 10; (f) 6. 3. (a) 2, 3, 3, 1, 2; (b) 5, 5, 5, 2, 4 (neglect-

ing stereoisomers; (c) none. 4. (a) 2; (b) 3; (c) 1 ; (d) 4; (e) 4; (f) 2; (g) 4; (h) 4; (i) 2;

0)1; 00 3; (I) 2. 5.(a)l;(b)1;(c)2;(d)l;(e)2;(f)3;(g)2. 6. Yes. 7. (c) No, the

ortho isomer would be chiral, and enantiomers would be possible. 8. Onho, 104;
meta, 63; para, 142. 9. (a) For n = 3, 5, 7, 9; n * 5 has poor geometry; (b) C9H9 ~.

ll.(a)C6H6Cl6 .
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Chapter 11

11.3 (d) Carbonium ion mechanism. 11.6 Large size of complex. 11.8 (a) RC^O* ;

(b) ArN2 +; (c) NO\ 11.9 (b) D*. 11.10 (a) 2.05; (b) 1.02 moles HC1:1 mole DO.

11.11 Mj BF4
~

11.12 (a) 6.77; (b) yes; (c) no; (d) yes. 11.13 (a) CH 3
-

CH 3
tOJCH3

H H
CHCr ; (b) CH 3CH 2

4
; (c) CH 3CH2

+
; (e)

+CH 2CH 2C1; (f) CH 3CHC1
+

; (h) inductive;

(i) resonance.

Cha

12.9 (a) Similar to Fig. 2.3, with Eart
- 19 kcal, and A# = +11 kcal; (b) 8 kcal;

(c) steric hindrance to combination.

6. -CH2C6H4CH2C6H4CH2C6H4 . 17. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-phenyldodecane.

26.

Indene Indane

27. X and Y, racemic and m?s0-C6H 5CH(CH 3)-CH(CH 3)C6H 5 ; 2, [QH 5C(CH 3)2-]2 -

Chapter 13

13.1 (a) (CH 3)3C +
; CH 2-CH CH2

+
; CH 3CH2

4
;

= 13.3 (a) A, 1,4-pentadiene; B and C,

l-Carotene

c/5" and f/wtf-t,3-pentadiene. 13.4 (a) 2, 1 ; (b) 1, 2, 3, 4(l,2-dibromopropane); (c) 3, 2;

(d) 2, 4, 3
; (c) 3, 1 ; (f ) 2, 4, 3, 5 ; (g) 2, 4 ; (h) 3, 1 , 5. 13.6 1 signal. 13.7 Electron release

by methyl groups. 13.9 (a) Neopentylbenzene; (b) isobutylene bromide, (CH 3) 2CBr-
CH 2Br; (c) benzyl alcohol, C6H 5CH 2OH. 13.12 (a) Ethylbenzene; (b) 1,3-dibromo-

propane; (c) //-propyl bromide. 13.16 (a) CH 3-; (b) CH 3CHCH 3 , CH 3CH 2CHCH 3 ;

(c) Ph 3C- . 13.17 Cyclohexane.

1. (a)CH,ClCHClCQ 3 ; (b)CH2ClCCl2CH 3 ; (c)(CH 3)2CHCH 2Cl; (d) C6H 5C(CH 3) 3 ;

(e)C6H 5CH 2CH(CH 3),;(f)indane(seeanswertoProb.26,Ch.l2);(g)C6H 5CH 2CCl(CH 3) 2 ;

(h) 1-phenyl-l-methylcyclopropane; (i) C6H 5CH 2CH 2CH 2Br; (j) CH 2C1CF2CH 3 . 2. X,
mi/is-J,3-dibrorno-/ra/;.s-l ,3-dimethylcyclobutane; Y, the c/$,c/>isomer. 3. See answer to

Prob. 11.11. 4. 1,2-DimethyIcyclopropene. 5. See Sec. 29.6. 6. B,

7. (a) eeeeee, eecaaa; (b) eeeeea; (c) eeeeaa, eeaeea; (d) eeeeee, no change; eeeaaa, split

into two peaks of equal area. 8. (a) H on C-l ; (b) equatorial H downfield from axial H.
9. 82% equatorial Br (axial H on C-l). 10. (a) Isopropylbenzene; (b) isobutylene;

(c) phenylacetyiene. 11. (a) Isobutylbenzene; (b) te/7-butylbenzene; (c) /?-cymene (p-

isopropyltoluene). 12. (a) a-Phenylethyl bromide, C$H 5CHBrCH3 ; (b) tert-pentyl-

benzene; (c) sec-butyl bromide. 13. D, a-Methylstyrenc, (
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Chapter 14

14.4 (a) 1.9%; (trt 16.4%; (c) 66.2%; (d) 95.1%; (e) 99.0%. 14.5 (a) Optical purity:

bromide, 60%; alcohol, 40%. (b) 33% racemization, 67% inversion; (c) 17% front-side

attack, 83% back-side attack. 14.7 Me, 300; Et 24; i-Pr, 1; f-Bu 1410. 14.13 AntL
14.14 All Cl atoms equatorial.

16. A, (lR,2S;lS,2R)-l,2-dichloro-l-phenylpropane; B, (lR,2R;lS,2S)-l,2-di-
chloro- 1-phenyipropane. 20. 1 , 1-DimethyIcyclopropane ; 1 , 1-dimethylcyclopropane-2-d.
21. (b) (CH 3)3C+, (CH 3)2CH +

. 22. (a) 1-Methylcyclopropene; (b) cyclopropene.

23. C,

Chapter 15

15.1 Intramolecular H-bond in ds-isomer (see Sec. 24.2). 15.5 (a) Leucine ~> iso-

pentyl alcohol; isoleucine -> active amyl alcohol. 15.8 C6H5CH(OCH 3)CH3 .

15.10 5>>/z-Addition, retention; or ^////-addition, inversion. 15.12 ^//-Addition, retention.

7. Intramolecular H-bond between OH and G. 8. Coprostane-3j3,6j3-diol, by
c/5-hydration at more hindered "top" face of molecule, (b) c/5-Hydration from beneath

gives alpha OH at C-l 1. 9. (b) e,e; (c) a,a. 10. Twist-boat. 12. ow//-Elimination.

Chapter 16

16.2 Free radical chlorination of neopentane. 16.9 With 100% inversion.

16.11 1HIO 4 , a, b, c, e; 4HIO4 , f, g; no reaction, d. 16.12 A, (CH 3)2C(OH)CH 2OH;
B, 1,2-cyclohexanediol; C, 2-hydroxycyclohexanone; D, HOOCCHOHCHOHCOOH;
E, HOCH 2CHOHCHOHCH 2OH; F, HOCH 2CHOHCOCHO; G, HOCH 2(CHOH)4

-

CHO. 16.13 Change concentration. 16.14 (a) 1, triplet; 2, doublet; 3, singlet.

1. (a) Two give iodoform; (c) one gives negative test. 11. (a) ff/tf/-Elimination.

13. B, HOCH 2CH 2OH; D, HOCH 2COOH; E, OHC(CHOH)CHO; F, CH 3(CH 2) 7CH=
CH(CH 2)7COOH; J, CHv-CHCOOH; M, HOCH 2C:-CH; O, CH 3COCH 3 ; S, CH 3

-

COONa; U, diacetate of c/s-l,2-cyclohexanediol; W, triacetate of glycerol; AA, 3-methyl-

biphenyl, /w-CH 3C6H 4C6H 5 ; GG, active 2,4,6,8-tetramethylnonane; HH, meyo-2,4,6,8-

tetramethylnonane. 15. (a) Protonated alcohols; (b) and (c) terf-butyl cation. 16. (a)

R 3C +
, stabilized by overlap of empty p orbital with TT clouds of rings, (b) Methyls located

unsymmetrically; plane of methyls and trigonal carbon perpendicular to and bisecting

ring. 20. NN, C6H 5CH 2CHOHCH 3 ; OO, C6H 5CH(CH 3)CH 2OH. 21. PP, 1,2,2-tri-

phenylethanol ; QQ, 1,1,2-triphenylethanol. 22. (a) sec-Butyl alcohol; (b) isobutyl

alcohol; (c) ethyl ether. 23. (a) a-Phenylethyl alcohol; (b) jS-phenylethyl alcohol;

(c) benzyl methyl ether. 24. RR, 2-methyl-2-propen-l-ol; SS, isobutyl alcohol. 25. TT,

3,3-dimethyl-2-butanol. 26. Geraniol, (CH 3)2C-CHCH 2CH 2C(CH 3)=CHCH 2OH.
27. (a) Same as Prob. 26; (b) geometric isomers; (c) in geraniol, H and CH 3 are

trans.

Chapter 17

17.7 (a) Configuration of (-)-ether same as (-)-alcohol; (b) maximum rotation is

- 18.3. 17.8 (a) Practically complete inversion. 17.10 Trifluoroacetate is weaker base,

weaker nucleophile, does not compete with alcohol. 17.18 (f) None. 17.26 4.

6. Polyisobutylene. 9. A, 3-bromo-4-methoxytoluene; B, 0-methoxybenzyl bromide;

C, 0-bromophenetole. 15. M, (CH 2=CH) 2O; N, C1CH 2CHOHCH2OCH 3 , retention;
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O, CH 3OCH,COOH; P, CH 3OCH2CH^CH2 ; Q, CH2-CH 2 ;

f\ I Iu CH2 O

S, QP T, CH 3CHO; u, racemic r/ww-2-chlorocyclohexanol, inversion;

CH3

V, racemic rra/is-methyl-l,2-cyclohexanediol, inversion; W, racemic and meso-
HOCH 2CHOHCHOHCH 2OH; X, racemic 2,3-butanediol; Y, me$o-2,3-butanediol.
16. w-Methylanisole. 17. K, anisyl alcohol. 18. (a) te/7-Butyl ethyl ether; (b) //-propyl

ether; (c) isopropyl ether. 19. L, /Mnethylphenetole; M, benzyl ethyl ether; N,
3-phenyl-l -propane*.

Chapter 18

18.1 91 at 110, 71 at 156; association occurs even in vapor phase, decreasing as

temperature increases. 18.2 (b) 2-Methyldecanoic acid; (c) 2,2-dimethyldodecanoic
acid; (d) ethyl w-octylmalonate, w-C8Hi 7CH(COOEt)2 . 18.3 (b) 2-Methylbutanoic acid.

18.4 (a) p-Bromobenzoic acid ; (b) p-bromophenylacetic acid. 18.7 (a) F > Cl > Br > I;

(b) electron-withdrawing. 18.19 o-Chlorobenzoic acid. 18.20 (a) 103; (b) ethoxyacetic
acid. 18.21 (a) Two, 83; (b) N.E. = mol.wt./number acidic H per molecule; (c) 70, 57.

18.22 Sodium carbonate.

19. A and B, racemic and m?$0-2,3-dibromobutanoic acid; C, meso-HOOCCHOH-

CHOHCOOH; F, m-H(X)CCH2CH -CHCH2COOH. 20. G, HQ-CMgBr;
CH 2

J, OHCCH 2COOH. 26. N.E. 165; o-nitrobenzoic acid. 27. Q, m-ethylbenzoic acid;

U, 3,5-dimethylbenzoic acid. 28. Tropic acid, C6H 5CH(CH 2OH)COOH ; atropic acid,
C6H 5C(=CH2)COOH; hydratropic acid, C6H 5CH(CH3)COOH. 29. (a) CH 3

-

CHC1COOH; (b) C1CH 2COOCH 3 ; (c)BrCH 2COOCH 2CH 3 ;(d) CH 3CH 2CHBrCOOH ;

(e) CH3CH2OCH2COOH. 30. (a) Crotonic acid; (b) mandelic acid; (c) p-nitrobenzoic
acid.

Chapter 19

19.1 RCH(OH)2 , 19.4 (a) Acetic, propionic, and A?-butyric acids; (b) adipic acid.

19.5 (a) 1
; (b) 1 ; (c) 1 ; (d) 2 (both active); (e) 2; (f) no change. 19.9 (a) Williamson syn-

thesis of ethers; (b) acetals (cyclic). 19.17 Internal "crossed" Cannizzaro reaction.

10. B, Ifjr ) C, KJI ) D, PhCH 2CH2C(OH)(CH 3)2 .

11. Hemiacetal is oxidized by mechanism of Sec. 19.9. 12. See Fig. 34.6, Sec. 34.14. 13. (a)

Cyclic ketal. 18. Hydride transfer from Ph2CHO~ to excess PhCHO. 20. Protonated
aldehyde is electrophile, double bond is nucleophile. 21. Chair: in E, all CC1 3 equa-
torial; in F, two equatorial, one axial. 23, (b) trans-lsomer: intramolecular H-bonding
between OH and ring oxygen. 26. (CH 3)2C=CHCH2CH 2C(CH3)==CHCHO, citral a
(H and CH3 trans), citral b (H and CH 3 cw); dehydrocitral, (CH3)2C=CHCH=
CHC(CH3)=CHCHO. 27. Carvotanacetone, 5-isopropyl-2-methyl-2-cyclohexene-l-one.
28. (a) 2-Butanone; (b) isobutyraldehyde; (c) 2-buten-l-ol. 29. (a) 2-Pentanone;
(b) methyl isopropyl ketone; (c) methyl ethyl ketonc. 30. P, p-anisaldehyde; Q, /wneth-
oxyacetophenone; R, isobutyrophenone.
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Chapter 20

20.3 Maleic acid is cis and fumaric acid is mww-butenedioic acid, HOOCCH=CH-
COOH. 20.4 G, naphthalene. See Fig. 30.2, p. 987. 20.5 Final product is 1-phenyl-

naphthalene. 20.6 9,10-Anthraquinone. See Sec. 30.18. 20.7 0-(p-Toluyl)benzoic acid

(p. 993). 20.8 (a) w-Acid: the only one that can form a cyclic anhydride. 20.16 Basi-

city of leaving group: Cl" < RCOO" < OR" < NH 2 ~. 20.17 Structure II in Sec.

20.17. 20.21 (a) Formic acid. 20.22 1-Octadecanol and 1-butanol. 20.27 (b) Nucleo-

philic addition. 20.28 (a) RCOC1; (b) RCOO'NIV, RCONH 2 , RCN, amides of low
mol.wt. amines; (c) RCOO-NH4

+
; (d) (RCO)2O; (e) RCOOR'. 20.29 (a) 102; (c) 4;

(d) no. 20.30 (a) Two, 97; (b) S.E. = mol.wt./number ester groups per molecule;

(c) 297.

10. (a) HOCH2CH 2CH 2CONH 2 ; (b) HOCH2CH2CH 2CH 2OH; (c) HOCH 2CH2
-

CH 2COOEt. 11. Second step is SN2 attack by benzoate anion. 17. A meso\ B, racemic.

18. C, CO 3 ; D, C2HSOCONH2 ; M, indene (see Chapter 12, Problem 26); O, trans-2-

CH3

methylcyclohexanol. 19. Progesterone.
I I / 20 AA 1,3-pro-

panediol; BB, 1,2-propanediol; CC, 2-methoxyethanol ; DD, dimethoxymethanol (di-

methylacetal of formaldehyde); EE, a-hydroxypropionaldehyde; FF, hydroxyacetone;

GG, 0-hydroxypropionaldehyde; HH, propionic acid; II, ethyl formate; JJ, methyl

rv
acetate; KK, m-l,2-cyclopropanediol; LL, I ) MM, CH2-CH CH2OH. 21. (a)

O ^Q^
Methyls are trans in NN, PP; cis in OO, QQ, RR; (b) NN is resolvable. 22. See p. 1087.

23. (a) Ethyl acetate; (b) methacrylic acid; (c) phenylacetamide. 24. (a) /t-Propyl for-

mate; (b) methyl propionate; (c) ethyl acetate. 25. SS, benzyl acetate; TT, methyl

phenylacetate; UU, hydrocinnamic acid, PhCH2CH2COOH. 26. Ethyl anisate.

27. VV, vinyl acetate. 28. (a) Ethyl adipate; (b) ethyl ethylphenylmalonate; ethyl acet-

amidomalonate.

Chapter 21

21.1 III, in which the negative charge resides on oxygen, the atom that can best

accommodate it. 21.3 Order of decreasing delocalization of the negative charge of the

anion. 21.6 (b) Hard to generate second negative charge. 21.7 Expect rate of race-

mization to be twice as fast as exchange. 21.8 (a) Both reactions go through the same
slow step (2), formation of the enol. 21.9 (a) HSO4

"
; (b) D2O. 21.11 Gives a mixture

of aldol products. 21.12 Electrophile is protonated aldehyde; nucleophile is enol.

21.14 Retro (reverse) aldol condensation. 21.20 (a) y-Hydrogen will be acidic. 21.23 Elim-

ination ->1- and 2-butene. 21.26 A, Ph3P=CHOPh; B, C2H5(CH3)==CHOPh;
C, C2HSCH(CH3)CHO; a general route to aldehydes. 21.27 D, 1-phenylcyclopentene;

E, Ph3P=CHCH2CH=PPh3 ; F, I(J1 > 21JO (a) Intramolecular Claisen

condensation leading to cyclization; (b) 2-carbethoxycyclohexanone; (d) ethyl 2,5-dioxo-

cyclohexane-l,4-dicarboxylate. 21.32 (b) 2,4-Hexanedione; (c) l,3-diphenyl-l,3-pro-

panedione (dibenzoylmethane); (d) 2-(EtOOCCO)cyclohexanone. 21.33 (a) PhCOOEt
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and PhCH 2COOEt; (b) EtOOCCOOEt and ethyl glutarate; (c) ethyNphthalate and

CH 3COOEt. 21.36 C, citric acid, (HOOCCH 2)2C(OH)COOH.

1. (e) Allylbenzene. 2. (e) Methylenecyclohexane. 3. (a) No reaction; (m) PhCH=
CHCH-=CH 2 ; (n) PhCH CHOPh ; (o) PhCH2CHO. 13. (b) lodoform test. 15. Triple

aldol cond., followed by crossed Cannizzaro reaction. 18. Dehydrocitral, (CH 3)2C=
CHCH-=CHC(CH 3)=-CHCHO, formed by aldol cond. on y-carbon of ,j3-unsaturated

aldehyde.

20. CH 3COCH 2COOEt + CH 3MgI -* CH4 t + (CH 3COCHCOOEt)-Mg+ +I-.

21. (b) C=C conjugated with second C=O; (c) intramolecular H-bonding,

O , a triketone. 23. (a) a, enol CH3 ;

CH3

/>, keto CH 3 ; c, keto CH2 ; </, enol CH=; e, enol OH. Ratios a\b and 1d\c

are equal (5.5 and 5.6) and show 85% enol. (b) All enol; conjugation with ring.

Chapter 22

22.4 R:~ undergoes rapid inversion.

6. (a) Putrescine, 1,4-diaminobutane; (b) cadaverine, 1-5-diaminopentane. 9. Pair

of enantiomers: a, c, e, f; one inactive compound, b; inactive cis-trans pair, d. 11. C,
CH 3CH2CH 2NH2 . Gabriel synthesis gives 1 amines free from 2 and 3.

Chapter 23

23.2 (CH 3)3N:BF3 . 23.6 1,3-Pentadiene (from thermal isomerization of 1,4-penta-

diene); 2-methyl-l,3-butadiene (isoprene). 23.8 Attack at acyl carbon less hindered than

at sulfur; sulfonate better leaving group than carboxylate. 23.9 Free amine is much more
reactive. 23.11 (a) /i-Butyl cation. 23.12 (b) 2-Methyl-2-butene, 2-methyl-l-butene, tert-

pentyl alcohol. 23.13 Leaving groups Cl~ > H 2O > OH . 23.18 (a) Electron with-

drawal makes diazonium ion more electrophilic. 23.21 (a) 2'-Bromo-4-hydroxy-3,4'-

dimethylazobenzene. 23.22 Reduction of azo compound formed by coupling N,N-
dimethylaniline with some diazonium salt (usually ~O 3SCeH4N 2

+ from sulfanific acid).

23.24 (a) That unknown is 3; (b) separate, test solubility in acid.

13. See Sec. 32.7. 14. Poor leaving group (OH~) converted into a good leaving

group (OTs~). 15. Reaction of PhN 2
+

is SN J-like; reaction of ;>-O2NC6H4N2
+

is

SN2-like. 20, Choline, HOCH 2CH 2N(CH 3) 3 +OH-; acetylcholine, CH 3COOCH2CH2
-

N(CH 3)3
+OH-. 21. Novocaine, p-H 2NC6H4COOCH2CH 2N(C2H 5)2 . 22. I, N-

methyl-N-phenyl-p-toluamide. 23. P, 1,3,5,7-cyclooctatetraene. 24. Pantothenic acid,

HOCH2C(CH 3)2CHOHNHCH 2CH 2COOH. 25. W, PhNH 3 +Cl-. 26. (a) w-Butyl-

amine; (b) N-methylformamide; (c) m-anisidine. 27. (a) a-Phenylethylamine; (b) j8-

phenylethylamine; (c) /?-toIuidine. 28. X, p-phenetidine (p-ethoxyaniline); Y, N-ethyl-

benzylamine; Z, Michler's ketone,p,p'-bis(dimethylamino)benzophenone.

Chapter 24

24.1 Intramolecular H-bond in o-isomer unaffected by dilution. 24.4 Benzene,

propylene, HF. 2^.9 /?-Bromophenyl benzoate, p-BrC6H4OOCC6H 5 . 24.12 (a) The
SO3H group is displaced by electrophilic reagents, in this case by nitronium ion.

24.17 N.E.

5. No reaction: b, c, f, n. 6. Reaction only with: c, p, r, s, t, u. 7. Reaction only
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with: c, h/i, j, k, 1, n. 13. (a) Nuclcophilic aliphatic substitution; (b) electrophilic aro-

matic substitution. 16. Phenacetin, />-CH3CONHC6H4OC2H 5 ; coumarane,

3-cumaranone, If j[ / carvacrol, 5-isopropyl-2-methylphenol ; thymol, 2-isopropyl-

\x^O
5-mcthylphenol; hexestrol, 3,4-bis(/?-hydroxyphenyl)hexane. 17. Adrenaline, l-(3,4-di-

hydroxyphenyl)-2-(N-methylamino)ethanol. 18. Phellandral, 4-isopropyl-3,4,5,6-tetra-

hydrobenzaldehyde. 19. Y, m-cresol. 20.Z,p-allylanisole; AA,/>-propenylanisole. 21. BB,

isopropylsalicylate. 22. Chavibetol,2-methoxy-5-allylphenol. 23. GG,C6H 5NHOH;
HH, /?-HOC6H4NH 2 ; (d) 2-methyl-4-aminophenol. 23. Piperine,

CH=CHCH=CHC N \ 24. Hordinene, /?-HOC6H4CH2CH2N(CH3)2

O
or ^-HOC6H4CH(CH3)N(CH 3)2 (actually the former). 25. a-Terpineol, 2-(4-methyl-3-

cyclohexenyl)-2-propanol. 26. Coniferyl alcohol, 3-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-2-pro-

pen-l-ol. 27. (a) UU, a ketal and lactone. 28. AAA, piperonal; BBB, vanillin; CCC,
eugenol; DDD, thymol; EEE, isoeugenol; FFF, safrole.

Chapter 25

25.4 (b) Nucleophilic aromatic substitution; (c) electron withdrawal.

1. No reaction: b, c, d, e, f, g, k, 1, n, o. 2. No reaction: h, i, j, k, m, n, o. 5. (o)
C6H6 + HfeCMgBr. Racemic modifications: f, h, k. Optically active: n. 13. Inductive

effect, o m > p. 14. N2
+

activates molecule toward nucleophilic substitution.

15. ArF -f R2NH ?
Ar^

-^
Ar^

> ArNR2 + F-. 18. (a) 28, N2 ; 44,

NHR2 NR2

CO2 ; 76, benzyne, C6H4 ; 152, biphenylene. (C)\ f(j| (b) Anthranilic acid.

Biphcnylenc

19. Tetraphenylmethane. 21. \( ^}\ \ 23. ArO + Ar' Br ^ Ar Br -H Ar'e.

CH3

Only carbanions with negative charge ortho to halogen are involved.

Chapter 26

26.3 Ethyl benzalmalonate, PhCH=C(COOEt)2 . 26.6 Nucleophilic substitution

(SN2); 1 > 2 3 (or none); aryl halides not used. 26.7 (a) CH 3COCH2CH2COOH,
a y-kcto acid; (b) PhCOCH2COCH3 , CH 3COCH2CH2COCH 3 , both diketones. 26,9 A,
EtOOCCOCH(CH3)COOEt. 26.11 (a) Charged end loses CO2 . 26.12 Gives relatively

stable anion, 2,4,6<NO2)3C6H2:
-

26.15 Gives relatively stable anion, PhC==C:-.

26.17, Bv ethyl 3-hydroxynonanoate. 26.18 E, Ph/~AcOOEt. 26.22 B, 2-benzal-

cyclopentanone; F, 3-phenyl-2,2KiiiiiethylpropanaL
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3. Cyclopentanone. 4. C, 1 ,3-cyclohexanedicarboxylic acid; F, 4,4-cyclohexane-

dicarboxylic acid; H, succinic acid; J, 1 ,2-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid. 5. K, 1,5-

hexadiene; O, 2,5-dimethylcyclopentanecarboxylic acid. 7. (b) Intramol. aldol cond. ;

(d) gives 3-methyl-2-cyclohexen-l-one. 11. (a) Retro (reverse) Claisen condensation.

13. S, l-phenyl-3-nonanone. 16. V, f^^K ? w C1CH2CH2CH2COCH2CH2
-

CH2C1. 17. Nerolidol, RCH 2C(CH 3)(OH)CH^CH 2 . 18. Menthone, 2-isopropyl-5-

methylcyclohexanone. 19. Camphoric acid, HOOCCH 2C(CH 3)(COOH)C(CH 3)2COOH.

CH 3
-

'

-CH3

-CH2COOH
H H

21. Phosphate ion, H2PO4 ~, a better leaving group than OH".

CH 3
'

20. Terebic acid, KjtcOOH Terpenylie acid,

Chapter 27

27.2 A, PhCH2CH 2CHO ; B, PhCH2CH2CH 2OH ; C, PhCH=CHCH2OH. 27.4 (d)~CH2CH~, ~CH2CH~, ~CH 2C(CH 3)~ 27.6 All less stable than I. 27.7 An amide.

I I I

CN COOMe COOMe
Orion Acryloid Lucite, Plexiglas

27.10 B, CH 3CH(CH 2COOH)2 ; D, S-ketocaproic acid; E, CH 3COCH 2CH2CH(COOEt)2 ;

F, PhCH(CH2COPh)2 ; H, H2C==CHCH(COOH)CH 2CH 2COOH; I, EtOOCCH=
C(COOEt)CH(COOEt)COCH3 ; J, HOOCCH=C(COOH)CH2COOH. 27.11 (a) K,
H2C==C(COOEt)2 ; (c) glutaric acid. 27.15 l,4-Diphenyl-l,3-butadiene + maleic an-

hydride; 1,3-butadiene + 2-cyclopentenone; 1,3-butadiene (2 moles). 27.16 (a) 3-

Ethoxy-1 ,3-pentadiene + p-benzoqutnone; (b) 5-methoxy-2-methyl-l,4-benzoquinone -f-

1,3-butadiene. 27.18 (a) Ease of oxidation; (b) ease of reduction. 27.19 p-Nitroso-

phenol undergoes keto-enol tautomerization to give the mono-oxime.

3. (a) C6H 5COCH2CH(C6H 5)CH(CN)COOC2H 5 ; (f) CH 3COCH 2C(CH 3)2CH-
(COOEt)COCH3 ; (h) (EtOOC)2CHCH2CH(COOEt)2 ; (j) O2NCH2CH2CH2COOMe;
(1) O2NC(CH2CH2CN)3 ; (m) C13CCH 2CH,CN. 5. A, (EtOOC)2CHCHPhCH2COCH2

-

CHPhCH(COOEt)2 ; B, (EtOOC)2CHCHPhCH2COCH=CHPh ; C, 4,4-dicarbethoxy-

3,5-diphenylcyclohexanone. 6. (d) 4-Acetylcyclohexene ; (g) 5-nitro-4-phenylcycIohexene ;

(h) l,4-dihydro-9,10-anthraquinone. 7. (a) 1,3,5-Hexatriene + maleic anhydride ;(b) 1,4-

dimethyl-l,3-cyclohexadiene 4- maleic anhydride; (c) 1,3-butadiene + benzalacetone;

(d) 1,3-butadiene + acetylenedicarboxylic acid; (e) 1,3-cyclopentadiene + p-benzo-

quinone; (f) UT-bicyclohexenyl (see Problem 6 (b)) + 1,4-naphthoquinone (see Problem

6(h)); (g) 1,3-cyclopentadiene 4- crotonaldehyde; (h) 1,3-cyclohexadiene + methyl vinyl

ketone; (i) 1,3-cyclopentadiene (2 moles). 8. $y/7-Addition. 9* (a) Racemic modifica-

tion; (b) meso\ (c) 2 meso\ (d) meso. 11. Conjugate addition of OH~, then r*/r0-aldo!

condensation. 12. C6H 5CH(C2H 5)CH 2COCH 3 , 4-phenyl-2-hexanone. 14. N, glycer-

aldehyde; P, aconitic acid, HOOCCH=C(COOH)CH2COOH; R, tricarballylic acid,

HOOCCH(CH2COOH)2 ; S, "tetracyclone", tetraphenylcyclopentadienone; U, tetra-

phenylphthalic anhydride; W, pentaphenylbenzene; BB, (CH 3)2C(CH2COOH)2 ; DD,
CH3CHOHC^CCH3 ; EE, CH3COG==CCH 3 ; FF, acetylacetone; GG, (CH 3)2C=CHCO-

OH;JJ,HOOCCH=C(CH3)CH2COOH; MM, (If QQ,
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17. IV is correct. 18, UU, (f y 19. /\-CH2CH2COOCH,

O

CH^ ^ /CH,
20. (b) C C is intermediate. 21. Intermediate aryne: dehydrocycio-

pentadienyl anion.

Chapter 28

28.1 (a) Ammonium ion; (b) sulfonium ion; (c) protonated epoxide; (d) epoxide;
(e) bromonium ion; (f) benzenonium ion; (g) oxonium ion; (h) ketone (dienone);
(i) cyclopropylcarbinyl cation. 28.2 N2 is leaving group. 28.3 Goes with retention, since

only cis amino acid can form lactam. 28.4 If reaction (2), Sec. 28.6, occurs, it is not
reversible; in view of substituent effect, then, (2) and (3) are concerted. 28.5 (a) p-
Methoxybenzaldehyde formed by migration of H; p-cresol (and formaldehyde), by
migration of p-tolyl ; (b) H migrates somewhat faster than p-tolyl 28.6 H migrates much
faster than alkyl. 28.7 Carbonium ion undergoes pinacoMike rearrangement. 28.9 Com-
petition between solvent attack and rearrangement independent of leaving group;
hence reaction is SN l-like, with intermediate carbonium ion. 28.10 Intermediate is

carbonium ion, which recombines with water faster than it rearranges. 28.14 Inter-

mediate is an a-lactone. 28.15 Oxygens carry charge by sharing electrons. 28.16 Neigh-
boring trans-Br and trans-l give anchimeric assistance. 28.18 a-Phenylethyl cation, by
H-shift.

1. Successive H-shifts occur. 2. CH 3COCH2CH 2CH2CH2CH 2OH, formed by
migration of ring carbon. 4. (a) Analogous to Hofmann rearrangement, with R'COO"
leaving group instead of X~. 5. Vinyl migrates predominantly, to give adipaldehyde,
most of which undergoes intramolecular aldol to cyclopentene-l-carboxaldehyde. 6. A,
PhCONHPh; B, PhNH2 ; C, PhCOOH. 8. (b) p-Methoxyphenol and benzophenone;
phenol and p-chlorobenzophenone. 10. Two successive H-shifts. 11. R undergoes 1,2-

shift, with retention of configuration, from B to O in intermediate R3B -OOH, with dis-

placement of OH". 13. Tosylate poorer leaving group than N 2 , requires assistance

ftom phenyl. 14. (a) Neighboring OH ; (b) hydrolyzed. 15. With p-CH 3OPh, nearly
all reaction via (symmetrical) bridged ion; with />-NO2Ph, most reaction via open cation;
with Ph, about 50:50. 17. Assistance by n electrons to give following intermediates

(in (b), may be nonclassical ion):

(a) (b) (c)

19. Nucleophilic attack on acyl carbon of XXII by Z to give tetrahedral intermediate:

* XXIII or XXIV
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Chapter 29

29.1 First, monocation ; then aromatic dication with 2 n electrons. 29.2 (a) Aromatic,

with 2 ir electrons:

HC1O4 fe>-OHClO4
-

29.3 (a) Con closure; I or III -> trans; II --> CM; (b) dis closure; I or III -> cis; II -* trans.

29.4 (a) 0i*, 2 fr electrons; (b) 4w + 2; dis (thermal); (c) 4/? t con (thermal); (d) cation, 4/i,

con; anion, 4/t + 2, </w. 29.5 (a) >w opening; (b) dis closure; (c) dis closure; con open-

ing; dis closure; (d) con opening (4 e); dis closure (6 e); (e) dis opening of cation (2 e),

then combination with water; (f) protonated ketone like a pentadienyl cation, with 4 ir

electrons ; con closure. 29.6 Via the cyclobutene, with con closures and openings. 29.7 (a)

c&-3,6-Dimethylcyclohexene; [4 + 2]; (c) Ph's are cis to each other (syn addition)

and cis to anhydride bridge (endo reaction); (d), (e), (f) all are tetramethylcyclobutanes;

in D, one methyl is trans to other three. 29.8 (a) Diels-Alder; retro-Diek-Alder;

(b) endo not exo. 29.9 (a) [4 + 2], not [6 + 2] ; (b) photochemical (intramolecular) supra,-

supra [2 + 2]; (c) supra,supra [6 + 4]; (d) supra,supra [8 + 2]; (e) supra,antara [14 + 2].

29.10 (a) supra [1,5]-H to either face of trigonal carbon; (b) [1,5]-D, not [1,3]-D or

[1,7]-D; (c) [l,3]-C (supra) with inversion at migrating C.

1. (a) Phenols; no; (b) dipolar structure is aromatic with 6 ir electrons (compare
answer to Problem 29.2); (d) intramolecular H-bond. 2. (a) Con opening (4 e); [1,S]-H

supra; (b) con opening (4 e); dis closure (6 e); (c) [1,7]-C supra and dis closure (4 e);

tl,7]-H supra; (d) [4 + 4] suprajupra; retro [4 + 2] supra,supra (presumably thermal);

(e) allylic cation (2 IT electrons) undergoes [4 -f 2] cycloaddition, followed by loss of

proton; (f) bridge walks around the ring in a series of supra [1,S]-C shifts. 3. (a) A,

/roiw-7,8-dialkyl-ci5,cw,cw-cycloocta-l,3,5-triene; (b) C, (CH3)2C=C(CH3)C(=CH2)C-

(CHj)===CH2; (c) D, 9-methyl-9-ethyl-/rfl/f5,c/5,ci5,c/5-cyclonona-l,3,5,7-tetraene; the dis

closure takes place with both possible rotations; (d) E, cw-bicyclo[5.2.0]nona-8-ene;

F, cw,/iwi5-cyclonona-l,3-diene; G, /iwu-bicyclo[5.2.0]nona-8-ene. 4. Symmetry-
allowed con opening impossible on geometric grounds for bicyclo compound; reaction

is probably not concerted. 5. K, c/5-bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-2,4-diene; L, Diels-Alder adduct,

which undergoes re/ro-Diels-Alder. 6. (a) [1,2] supra sigmatropic shift; ir framework is

a vinyl radical cation; HOMO is ir; predict retention in migrating group; (b) ir frame-

work is dtene radical cation; HOMO is ^2 ; predict inversion in migrating group.

7. Symmetry-forbidden. 8. IZ-Xv II 9. (a) [4 -I- 2] cycloaddition ofbenzyne

and diene; (b) [2 + 2] thermal cycloaddition symmetry-forbidden; reaction non-con*

H

certod, probably via diradicals. 10. f f\n T T "
11. (a)

dibromide gives c/5-VII (Fig 29.26); racemic dibromlde gives trans-Vll; cis-Vll contains

four non-equivalent olefinic hydrogens; trans-\\\, two equivalent pairs. 12. (a) M and

N, position isomers, both from syn exo addition; O and P, position isomers; (b) retro-

Diels-Alder. 13, (a) (Numbering from left to right in Fig. 29.19). Overlap between lobe

ofO3 of diene and C-3 of ene, carbons to which bonds are not being formed; (b) lobes
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corresponding to those in (a) are of opposite phase.

Jj CH,
14. (a)

(b) intramolecular solvomercuration possible only for cis isomer. 15. (a) Allowed ther-

mal con opening (4 e) would give impossibly strained r/Xf/X'wft?-cyclohexa-l,3,5-triene;

(b) allowed antara [1,3]-H impossible on geometric grounds. 16. (a) Con opening (6 e);

[1,7]-H antara; (c) dis closure. 17. (a) Via cw,cw,cw,cw,m-cyclodeca-l,3,5,7,9-pentaene;

(b) 10 TT electrons fits Huckel rule, but evidently not very stable, for steric reasons.

Chapter 30

30.1 2; 10; 14. 30.3 (b) rra/rs-Decalin more stable; both large groups (the other

ring) on each ring are equatorial; (c) ^//-addition, rate control; ^//-addition, equili-

brium control . 30.4 Benzylic substitution ; elimination of HBr to give conjugated alkenyl-

benzene; benzylic-allylic substitution; elimination to give aromatic ring. 30.5 (a) Cada-

lene, 4-isopropyl-l,6-dimethylnaphthalene; (b) cadinene has same carbon skeleton as

cadalene, follows isoprene rule. 30.8 (a) Via aryne; (b) direct displacement of F by
amine; (c) both direct displacement and elimination-addition occur. 30.9 1,2,4-Ben-

zenetricarboxylic acid; 1,2,3-benzenetricarboxylic acid. 30.17 Deactivating acyl group
transformed into -activating alkyi group. 30.19 Phenanthrene (see Sec. 30.19, and Fig.

30.3, p. 995). 30.20 23 kcal/mote; 31 kcal/mole. 30.22 (a) Most stable tetrahydro

product; (b) reversible sulfonation yields more stable product. 30.24 (a) l-Nitro-9,10-

anthraquinone; (b) 5-nitro-2-methyl-9,10-anthraquinone (with some 8-nitro isomer).

30.29 Pyrene,

3. 1-, 5-, and 8-nitro-2-methylnaphthalenc. 5. F, phenanthrene. 7. G, 1,2-benz-

anthracene; H, chrysenc. 8. a-Naphthol. 9. (a) Diels-Alder; (c) J, meso; K, racemic

modification. 10. (d) 0-Tetralone (2-oxo-l,2,3,4-tetahydronaphthalene). 11. (a) 1,6-

Cyclodecanedione; (b) bicydic unsaturated ketone, one 7-ring and one 5-ring. 12. (a)

IS 6 n electrons in each rin** (b) From 7-ring toward 5-ring; augmented by

Azufene

CCld4)ole. 13.(a) (+)rfj ((+) l> Aromaticity of 7-ring preserved,

(b) Protonation at -1; azulene upon neutralization, (c) Dcuteration via clectrophilic

substitution at C-l and C-3, and deuteration again at C-l comparable to the protonation

in (b); c^poct l,3^kkmteioazuicoe upon neutralization; (d) at C-l. 14. Nuctoophiiic
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H

substitution in the 7-ring, at C-4; aromaticity of 5-ring preserved, conjuga-

tion in 7-ring. 15. Eudalene, 7-isopropyl-l-methylnaphthalene. 16. Y, 2,2',3,3',5,5'-

hexachloro-6,6'-dihydroxydiphenylmethane; CC, 3,4'-dimethylbiphenyl; FF, compound I,

p. 394; HH, tetraphenylmethane; II, 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene. 17. N 2
+

activates

molecule toward nucleophilic aromatic substitution. 18. (a) JJ, methylene bridge be-

tween 9- and 10-positions of phenunthrene; (b) random insertion of methylene into n-

pentane; (c) three insertion products and one addition product. 1$. KK, M~5fey

Each ring contains 6 n electrons. 20. (a) Via an aryne; (b) direct displacement accom-

panies elimination-addition. Fluoride least reactive toward benzyne formation (p. 838),

most reactive toward direct displacement (Sec. 25.12). Piperidine shifts equilibrium (I)

toward left, tends to inhibit benzyne formation. 21. UU is aromatic, with 14 n electrons.

Methyl protons are inside aromatic ring; see Fig. 13.4, p. 419.

Chapter 31

31.1 B, [ CHiCOOEOCOCH 3 ]2 . 31.3 COOH deactivates ring. 31.4 Two units

of starting material linked at the 5-positions through a CH 2 group. 31.5 Sodium
furoate and furfuryl alcohol (Cannizzaro reaction). 31.10 Hygrine, Sacetonyl-N-

methylpyrrolidine; h\gnnic acid, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinecarboxylic acid. 31.11 Orien-

tation ("para"*) controlled by activativg NH 2 group. 31J3 Amine > imine > nitrile.

31.18 Piperidine, a 2" amine, would itself be acylated.^31.23 (a) 8-Nitroquinoline;

(b) 8-hydroxyquinolme (8-quinolinol); (c)4,5-diazaphenanthrene; (d) 1 ,5-diazaphenan-
threne ; (e) 6-methyiquinoline. 31.28 Electrophilic aromatic substitution or acid-catalyzed

nucleophilic carbonyl addition, depending upon viewpoint.

1. No reaction: c, h, i, j. 3. Pyrroline has double bond between C~3 and C-4.
4. C, acetonylacetone. 5. Porphin, with same ring skeleton as in hemin, page 1152.

6. D, 2-COOH; E, 3-COOH; F, 4-COOH. 7. (a) 5- or 7-methylquinoline; (b) G, 7-

methylqutnoline. 9. (e) Perkin reaction; (g) Reimer-Tiemann reaction. 10. (See below
for parent ring systems.) I, 4,6-trihydroxy-l,3-diazine; ICr3,6-dimethyl- 1,2-diazine;

L, 3,5-dimethyl-l,2-diazole; M, 2,3-dimethyl-l,4-diazanaphthalene; N, l,3-dioxolan-2-

one (ethylene carbonate); P, 3-indolol; R, 2,5-dimethyl-l,4-diazine; S, l,3-diazolid-2-

one (2-imidazolidone, ethyleneurea); T, 4,5-benzo-2-methyl-l ,3-diazole (2-methylbenz-

imidazole); W, 2,4-dihydroxyquinoline; BB, l,2-diazo!id-3-one (3-pyrazolidone); CC,
4,5-diazaphenanthrene; GG, two indole units fused 2,3 to 3',2'; HH, N-methyH ,2,3,4-

tetrahydroquinoline; II, 2-phenylbenzoxazole; JJ, the benzene ring of II completely

hydrogenated.

1,3-Diazine 1,2-Diazinc 1,2-Diazole l,4-Diazan*phthmtenc

(Pyrimidtnc) (Pyridazinc) (Pyrazolc) (Quinoxaline)
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1,3-Dioxolane Indole

(Bettzopyrrole)

1,4-Diazine

(Pyrazine)

1,3-Diazofe

(Imidazofe)

Benzo-1 ,3-diazole

(Bciizimidazole)

4,5-Diazaphenanthrene

(4,5-Phenanthroline)

Benzoxa/x>le

11. LL, 3,4-(CH 3O)2C6H3CH 2CH 2NH2 ; NN, 3,4-(CH3O)2C 6H 3CH 2COCl; OO, amide;

PP, a l-substituted-7,8-dimethoxy-3,4-dibydroisoquinoline; papaverine, the correspond-

ing substituted isoquinoline. 12. VV, (C2H5)2NCH2CH 2CH2CHBrCH 3 ; XX, 8-amino-6-

methoxyquinoline; Plasmochin, 8-amino group of XX alkylated by VV. 13. Nicotine,

2-(3-pyridyl)-N-methylpyrrolidine. 14. DDD, o-hydroxybenzalacetophenone; (c) oxygen
contributes a pair of electrons to complete an aromatic sextet. 15. Tropinic acid,

2-COOH~5-CH2COOH-N-methylpyrroIidine. 17. Pseudotropine has equatorial OH ,

is more stable. 18. (a) Guvacine, l,2,5,6-tetrahydro-3-pyridinecarboxylic acid; arecai-

dine, N-methylguvacine; (b) nicotinic acid. 19. UUU, one enantiomer of ethyl-/i-

propyl-/i-butyl-/?-hexylmethane; chirality does not necessarily lead to measurable optical

activity (see Sec. 4.13). 20. Aliphatic NH2 > "pyridine" N > "pyrrole" NH.
21. Dipolar ion loses CO2 .

Chapter 32

32.1 (a) Amide; see Sec. 32.7; (b) amide; 6-aminohexanoic acid; (c) ether; ethylene

oxide; (d) chloroalkene; 2-chloro- 1,3-butadiene; (e) chloroalkane; 1,1-dichloroethene.

32.2 (a) Amide; (b) ester; (c) acetal; (d) acetal. 32.3 1,2- and 1,4-addition. 32.4 Com-
bination. 32.6 Polymer is transfer agent. 32.9 (a) Chain-transfer.

2. Dehydration, polymerization. 4. Nucleophilic carbonyl addition. 5. Hydrolysis

gives amine, alcohol, and carbon dioxide. 9. OCH2CH 2COOCH 2CH 2COO~; chain-

reaction. 10. Growing anion abstracts proton from solvent. 11. Some head-to-head

polymerization*. 12. (a) ~NHCH 2(CH 2)4CO~; (b) chain-reaction. 13, Cyclohexanone.

15. Compounds are ionic, due to stability of benzylic anions. 16. A, meso, resembles

isotactic; B, racemic, resembles syndiotactic. 18. Monomer acts as chain-transfer agent.

19. Cross-linking by oxygen between allylic positions. 21. F, syndiotactic; G, isotactic.

Chapter 33

33.1 Decarboxylation. Fatty acids could be precursors of petroleum hydrocarbons.
33.2 (a) hoprene unit, (b) Likely that petroleum comes from green plants. 33.4 Alkoxide
is poor leaving group. 33.5 Preserves semiliquidity of membranes in colder part of body.

1. Nervonic acid, m- or /rww-CH3(CH 2)7CH^CH(CH 2),jCOOH (actually, trans}.

2. Transesterification to more random distribution of acyl groups among glyceridc mole-

cules. 3. Hybrid (allylic) free radical is intermediate. 4* Spermaceti, /t-hexadecyl n-

hexadecanoate. 6. Cleavage of monoanion as dipolar ion (or with simultaneous trans-
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fer of proton) easiest because of (a) protonation of alkoxy group and
1

fb) double negative

charge on other oxygens: +^ _

R-O^POr~ -S* ROH + H2P04
-

7. Vaccenic acid, c/s-CH3(CH2)5CH=CH(CH2)9COOH. 8. Corynomycolenic acid,

ci5-w-C 13H27CH2CH(COOH)CHOH(CH2)7CH=CHC6H 1 rff. 9. Tuberculostearic acid,

10-methyloctadecanoic acid. 10. C2rphthienoic acid, CH 3(CH2)7CH(CH3)CH2CH-
(CH3)CH==C(CH 3)COOH. 11. CC, octadecanoic acid; DD, 2-methyloctadecanoic

acid. 12. Juvenile hormone,

C2H5 CHr-CH2 HNx
CH2-CH2

/ X
H CH3

X X
COOCH 3

Chapter 34

34.3 (a) 3; (b) 8.^34.4 Glucose + 5HIO4 -* 5HCOOH -I- HCHO. 34.5 AJ glu-

conic acid; B, glucitol; C, glucaric acid; D, glucuronic acid. 34.6 Frucjflse. Aldose-*

osazone -> osone -> 2-ketose. 34.7 Identical in configuration at C-3, C-4, and C-5
34.8 Alditol. 34.9 (a) 2 tefroses; (b) 4 pentoses, 8 hexoses (see Problem 34.2); (c) D;

(d) L. 34.11 I, <+)-allose; II, (+ )-altrose; VI, (-)-idose; VII, ( + )-gaJactose; VIII,

(+)-talose. 34.15 (a) R; (b) R; (c) S; (d) R. 34.16 (SM+ )-2-butanol.v/34.17 (a) S.S-;

(b) R,R-; (c) R,S-. 34.18 (b) 1 : 3; (c) the isomerfavored in the L-series will be the mirror

image of the isomer favored in the D-series.
(\3irt9 L-(+)-Gulose. 34.20 (a) 36.2% a,

63.8% ft.
34.23 (a) CH 3OH, HOOCCHO, aOT D-glyceric acid. 34.24 HCHO instead

ofHCOOH. 34.25 (a) Six-membered ring; (b) HCOOH, OHC CHO, andHOCH2CHO.
34.26 (a) Six-membered ring; (b) enantiomer. 34.27 (a) Five-membered ring; (b) opti-

cally active, L-family; (c) enantiomer.

4. and ', allitol and galactitol; F, glucitol (or gulitol); H, glucitol (or gulitol);

I and T, allitol and galactitol; N, ribitol; O, arabitol (or lyxitol). 5. (a) P, glycoside of

glucuronic acid; (d) HOCH2(CHOH)3-COCOOH. 6. Rate-determining step involves

OH" before reaction with Cu+*: probably abstraction of proton leading to formation

of enediol. 7. (a) 5 carbons, five-ring; (b) C-l and C-4; (c) Q, methyl a-D-arabinofuran-

oside. 8. Salicin, o-(hydroxymethyl)phenyl 0-D-glucopyranoside. 9. Bio-inonose, the

pentahydroxycyclohexanone in which successive OH groups are trans to each other.

11. (a) T, D-ribose; U, D-arabinose; (b) 3-phosphate. 12. Z and AA are ketals: Z,

furanose with acetone bridging C-! to C-2 and C-5 to C-6; AA, pyranose, with acetone

bridging C-l to C-2. 14. SN l-type, with separation of relatively stable oxonium ion (see

Sec. 19.15). 15. (a) Proton on C-l most deshielded by two oxygens, (b) JJ, j3-anomer;

KK, a-anomer; (c) LL, 0-anomer; MM, a-anomer; (d) NN, a-mannose; OO, /8-mannose;

PP, )3-glucose ; QQ, a-glucose. 16. L-(
- )-Mycarose,

(e) a-glycpside ; (f) 0-anomer. 17. (a) Anomeric effect (Sec. 34.20) stabilizes the a-anomer ;

(b) anomeric effect stabilizes diaxial chlorines. 18. (a) On steric grounds, neither; anom*
eric effect would favor axial OAc on C-l. (b) Tells nothing: in either conformation two

OAc are equatorial, two are axial, (c) The e\a peak area ratio would be 2: 1 if C-l OAc
were all axial, 1:1 if half axial, 0.5: 1 if none axial. Ratio of 1.46: 1.00 shows C-l OAc
is axial in 79% of molecules.
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Chapter 35

35.4 D-Glucose and D-erythrose ; indicates attachment to other ring is at C-4. 35.8 D-

Galactose and D-erythrose. 35.10 Ci 2H20Qio non-reducing. 35.11 Sucrose is an

a-glucoside. 35.13 1 (0.0025%); 3 (0.0075%); 9 (0.022%). 35.14 (a) A large group in

an axial position. 35.15 (a) 3 molecules of HCOOH per molecule of amylose; (b) moles

HCOOH/3 = moles amylose; wt. amylose/moles amylose = mol.wt. amylose; mol.wt.

amylose/wt. (of 162) per glucose unit = glucose units per molecule of amylose; (c) 474.

35.16 A poly-a-D-glucopyranoside; chain-forming unit, attachment at C-l and C-6;

chain-linking unit, attachment at C-l, C-3, and C-6; chain-terminating unit, attach-

ment at C-l. 35.17 A poly-0-D-xylopyranoside; chain-forming unit, attachment at

C-l and C-4; chain-linking unit, attachment at C-l, C-3, and C-4; chain-terminating

unit, attachment at C-l.

1. Gentiobiose, 6-O-(j8-D-glucopyranosyl)-D-glucopyranose. 2. (a) Trehalose, -r>

glucopyranosyl a-D-glucopyranoside; (b) isotrehalose, a-D-glucopyranosyl jS-D-glucopy-

ranoside ; neotrehalose, 0-D-glucopyranosyl jB-D-glucopyranoside. 4. Raffinose, a-D-galac-

tosyl unit attached at C-6 of glucose unit of sucrose; melibiose, 6-O-(a-D-galactopyrano-

syl)-D-glucopyranose. 5. (a) Melezitose, a-D-glucopyranosyl unit attached at C-3 of fruc-

tose unit of sucrose; turanose, 3-O-(a-D-glucopyranosyl)-D-fructofuranose. 6. Panose,

a-D-glucopyranosyl unit attached at C-6 of non-reducing moiety of maltose; isomaltose,

6-O-(a-D-glucopyranosyl)-D-glucopyranose. 7. D-Glucuronic acid; (c) D-xylose. 12* I,

D-TH2OHCHOHCHOHCOOH; J, HOOCCHO. 13. (a) 3 molecules of HCOOH per

molecule of cellulose; (c) 1390 glucose units.

Chapter 36

36.1 NH2 > COO"; proton goes to NH2 to form +H3NCHRCOO~.
36.2 COOH > ~-NH3 +; COOH gives up proton to form +H3NCHRCOO-.
36.5 T6n acid side; (b) on basic side; (c) more acidic and more basic than for glycine.

36.8 4 isomers. 36.9 CyS-SCy, Hylys, Hypro, lieu. 36.11 Intermediate for Ala is CH3CH-
(NH2)CN. 36.12 A, (CH 3)2CHCH(COOEt)COCOOEt; B, (CH 3)2CHCH2COCOOEt.
36.15 (a) 22.4 cc; (b) 44.8 cc; (c) no N2 . 36.16 Minimum mol.wt. = 114; could be
valine. 36.19 Salmine, AlaArgsoGlyJleuProaSe^Va^. 36.20 Same as empirical for-

mula (preceding problem). 36.2170300. 36.22 (a) 16700; (b) 4. 36.23 A sulfonamide,
which is more resistant to hydrolysis than carboxamides (see Sec. 23.6). 36.24 (a)

Phe.Val.Asp.Glu.His; (b) His.Leu.CySH.Gly.Ser.His.Leu; (c) Tyr.Leu.Val.CySH.Gly.-

Glu.Arg.Gly.Phe.Phe. 36.25 (a) Cbz.Gly.Ala, SOC1 2 ; Phe; H 2 , Pd. (b) PhCH 2OCOCl,
Ala; SOC12 ; Gly; H2 , Pd. 36.26 In A, polystyrene has CH 2C1 groups attached to

rings; in B, CH2Br groups.

2. D, HOCH2CH 2CH2CH(NH 3
+)COO

-
. 3. (a) F, CH 3CONHC(COOC2H 5)2CH2

-

CH2CHO; J, CH3CONHC(COOC2H 5)2CH2(CH2)2CH 2NHCOCH 3 . (b) K, NCCH2CH2
-

CH(COOC2H 5)2 ; O, +H 3NCH 2(CH 2)2CHCICOO . 4. (a) Diketopiperazine, cyclic

diamide; (b) unsaturated acid; (c) y-lactam, 5-ring amide; (d) S-lactam, 6-ring amide.

6. (a) Betaine, +(CH3)3NCH2COO~ ; (b) trigonelline, N-methylpyridinium-3-carboxylate

(dipolar ion). 7. Polarity of solvent loweied; hydrophobic parts of organic molecules

come out of their huddle. 9. Minimum mol.wt. = 13000; minimum of one Fe atom
and six S atoms. 10. (a) Approx. 32 CONH 2 groups; (b) 395-398 peptide links plus

CONH2 groups; (c) 367-370 amino acid residues.

11. Val.Orn.Leu.Phe

Gramicidin S

Cyclic decapeptide
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12. Beef insulin:

Chain A : S S
NH2 NH2

GlyJleu.Val.Glu.Glu.Cy.Cy.A1a.Ser.Val.Cy.Scr.Uu.Tyr.Glu.Leu.Glu.Asp.Tyr,Cy.Asp.
:

I II
NH 2 S S NH 2

Chain B: S I

Phc. Val.Asp.Glu.His.Lcu.Cy. Gly. Scr. His. Leu. Val. Glu. Ala. Leu. Tyr. Leu. Val.Cy.Gly.-)

L-Glu.Arg.Gly.Phe.Phe.Tyr.Thr.Pro.Lys.Ala

(g) DNP.NH(CH 2 )4CH(NH^)COO- from e-amino group of Lys. If Lys had been ter-

minal, would have gotten a double DNP derivative of it, and no DNP.Phe.

Chapter 31

I. CO> becomes the COOH of malonyl-CoA in reaction (1), Sec. 37.6; this is

the carbon lost in reaction 4. 2. Slow (rate-determining) formation of a tetrahedral

intei mediate (see Sec. 20.17) followed by fast loss of OR or SR. 3. (b) Guanine and

cytosine. 3 H-bonds per pair; adenine and thymine, only 2. 4. (a) Aldol-like condensa-

tion between ester and keto group of oxaloacetate; (b) aldol-like condensation between

ester and keto group of acetoacetyl-CoA ; reduction of ester to 1 alcohol by hydride

transfer. 5. A, C 2H 5OOCCH 2CH 2NHCONH 2 ; B, a dihydroxydihydro-l,3-diazine (see

p. 1206 for parent dia/ine ring system); C, a dihydroxydihydro-5-bromo-l,3-diazine; E,

2-chloro-4-amino-l,3-diazine; F, 4-chloro-2-amino-l,3-diazine. 6. Biological oxidation

of fatty acids removes 2 carbons at a time, starting at carboxyl end: "/><7a-oxidation."

7. Retro (reverse) aldol condensation. 8. (a) Direct transfer of a hydride ion from G-l

of ethanol to C-4 of pyridine ring of NAD*. There are now two hydrogens on C-4

(see Sec. 36. 1 5) and, if one of them is D, C-4 is chiral center. (Because of chirality of rest

of NADD molecule, these are diastereotopic hydrogens; see Sec. 13.7.) Of the two hydro-

gens on C 4, only the one originally received from ethanol in part (a) is transferred back

to aldehyde, indicating transfer in both directions is stereospecific. (c) Transfer to D-

glucose of only the other hydrogen on C-4, indicating stereospecificity opposite to that

in (b). (d) Chemical reduction is not stereospecific, and gives mixture of diastereomeric

NADD molecules, (e) X and Y are the two enantiomers of CH 3CHDOH. Transfer is

stereospecific not only with regard to which hydrogen on C~4 is transferred, but with

regard to which face of acetaldehyde it becomes attached to. If D becomes attached to

that face, X is formed; if H becomes attached, Y is formed.
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Acetone, 619, / 620

preparation, 182, 255, 532

reactions, 704, 709, 721, 735

synthesis of substituted, 851, 856
Acetone cyanohydrin, 632

Acetonitrilc, 589

Acetonylacetone, 1007, 1023

Acetophenone (Methyl phenyl ketone), 619,
/ 620

infrared spectrum, 646

preparation, 623

reactions, 704, 711, 741, 858, 875

Acetophenone oxime, 744

Aceto-w-toluidide, 1 730, / 781
Aceto-o:toluidide, / 730

preparation, 757

Aceto-p-toluidide, / 730, 756

reactions, 343, 760, 771
Acetoxonium ions, 910, 911

o-Acetoxybenzoic acid (Aspirin), 804

2--Acetoxycholestane-3-one, nmr spectrum,
437

2-Acetoxycyclohexyl tosylate, 910-911
Acetylacetone, 1020

acidity, 702
nmr spectrum, 725

preparation, 719

Acetyl chloride, 659, / 660
Friedel-Crafts acylation. 979

preparation, 590

Acetyl CoA, 1173, 1176, 1181

Acetylcholine, 781

Acetylene, f 251

acidity, 257-259
hydrogenation, heat of, 280
industrial source, 43, 251-252
industrial uses, 252, 1007

reactions, 255, 256, 261-262, 454, 1007, 1107

structure, 248-250

2-Acetylfuran, 1008

Acetylides, 253, 256, 257-259

tt-Acetyl-a-Methylvaleric acid, 852

y-Acetyl-y-Methylvaleric acid, 851

Acetyl-S-ACP, 1176
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Acety(salicylic acid (Aspirin), 804

Acctylurea, 687
Acid anhydrides, 658, 667-670

addition to aldehydes, 714

cyclic anhydrides, 669-670

physical properties, 659, / 660

preparation, 667-668

reactions, 668-670, 673, 714

structures, 658
Acid chlorides, 658, 663, 668

conversion, into acids and derivatives, 665,

666
into amides, 665, 746-747, 755-756

esterification, 665

ketone formation. 622-623, 665-666
Friedel-Crafts acylation, 622-623,
625-626, 665

with organocadmium compounds, 623,

627-628, 666

nucleophilic substitution, 664

physical properties, 659-660, / 660

preparation from carboxylic acids, 590,

601, 663

reactions, 664-666, 1087

reduction, 622, 686

spectroscopic analysis, 688, / 689

structure, 658, 659

(See also Sulfonyl chlorides)

Acidity, 32-35

alcohols, 526

alkynes, 257-259

amides, 672, 758

carboxylic acids, 583, 597-601

dicarboxylic acids, / 606, 607

hydrocarbons, 258-259, 402, 1016-1017

-hydogen, 701-702, 717-718, 846, 847,

853, 857

imides, 672, 758

/?-keto esters, 717, 853

malonic ester, 847

phenols, 774, 790, 797-799

phosphates, 1064
and rate of reaction, 640-641, 773-774, 1167

relative series, of, 34, 258, 594

sulfonamides, 758
sulfonic acids, 458, 758

Acidity constants, 593

amides, 672, 758
amino acids, 1136-1137

carboxylic acids, 593-594, / 606

dicarboxylic acids, / 606

imides, 672, 758

phenols, I 788, 790

sulfonamides, 758
Acids (See also Acidity, Amino acids,

Carboxylic acids, Fatty acids, Sulfonic

acids)

Lewis definition, 33-34

Lowry-Bronsted definition, 32-33
and molecular structure, 34

Aconitic acid, 882

\CP, 1176

Acrolein, 643, / 866

reactions, 643, 868, 870, 876, 1013, 1018

preparation, 867

Acrylan, 1046

Acrylic acid, 61 3, / 866

hydration, 868

\cryloid, 867

ACTH, 1142, 1150

Actin, 1175

Activating groups, 340, 341-342, 360
. Activation energy, 52

and reaction rates, 55-59

Acylation, 625
of amines, 755-757

by benzyl chlorocarbonate", 1148

Friedel-Crafts (see Friedel-Crafts acylation)

Acrylonitrile, / 866
industrial preparation, 867

polymeri/ation, 867, 1030, 1033

reactions, 872, 875. 879. 880

Acyl azides, 889

Acyl carrier protein (ACP), 1176

Acyl compounds, nomenclature, 659

nucleophilic substitution, 660-664

structure, 658

Acyl group, 592, 625, 658

compared with alky! group, 663-664

compared with phosphate group, 1064-1065

compared with sulfonyl group, 757-758

nucleophilic substitution, 626, 660-663

Acylium ions, 626, 801

Adamantane, 285
Addition polymerization, 207, 1029
Addition reactions (See also Electrophilic

addition, Free radical addition,

Nucleophilic addition)
of aldehydes and ketones, 628-645
of alkenes, 177-224
of alkenylbenrenes, 397-399
of alkynes, 254-257
of conjugated dienes, 268
of cycloalkenes, 288
of cyclopropane, 289

definition, 178

syn- and anti-, 239-242
, /3-unsaturated carbonyl compounds,

868-875

Adenine, 1178-1180

Adenosine, 1179
Adenosine diphosphate (ADP), 1171,

1172, 1174
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 864, 1063,

1171-1172

Adenylic acid, 1108-1109

Adipaldehyde, 313

Adipamide, / 614

Adipanilide, / 614

Adipic acid, 605, t 606 (Hexanedioic acid

derivatives, / 614

esterification, 603

polymerization, 1042

preparation, 313, 850, 1011

Adiponitrile, 736
ADP (adenosine diphosphate) 1171, 1172,

1174
Adrenal cortical hormones, 515

Adrenaline, 127

(-)-Adrenaline, 809

Agar, 1130
A1BN (azoisobutyronitrile), 1031

Alanine, 1149

preparation, 739, 743, 1139, 1140
( + )-Alanine, / 1134

Albumin, 1150

Alcohols, 492-517, 518-551
addition to aldehydes and ketones, 633,

641-643
as acids, 520, 526-527

alkyl halides from, 455, 456

alykl sulfonates from, 527-528

analysis, 536-540, 545
iodoform test, 537-538
Lucas test, 536-537

periodic acid oxidation, 538

aromatic, synthesis, 531-533
classification 166, 493



dehydration, to alkenes (see Dehydration)
to ethers, 553-554

derivatives, 536, / 545

esterification, 520, 591, 602-603, 673

ethyl (see Ethyl alcohol)

hydrogen bonding, 495-497
industrial source, 43, 497-499, 1041

95%, 499

nomenclature, 493-494

oxidation. 528-530, 536, 537, 538

physical pioperties, 494-497, / 495

preparation, 500-503
aldol condensation, 712

Grignard synthesis, 501, 509-513, 530-533,

676, 683

hydroboration-oxidation, 500-501, 505-509

hydrolysis of halides, 502, 503

oxymercuration-demercuration, 500,

503-505

reduction, of aldehydes and ketones, 630,
636-637
of carboxylic acids, 591, 592
of esters, 676-677, 683-684
of fats, 1061

reactions, 518-535
as acids, 520, 526-527
with epoxides, 564-568, 1061

with hydrogen halides, 455, 518-519,
523-525

with phosphorus trihalides, 455, 456, 519

summary, 518, 521

reactivity, in dehydration, 519, 522
with hydrogen halides, 519, 523-524,
536-537

resolution of, 237, 670

spectroscopic analysis, / 412, / 421, 539-540

structure, 492

use in detergents, 1061

use in syntheses, 533-535

Alcoholysis
of acid chlorides, 665
of acid anhydrides, 669
of esters, 676, 682-683

Aldaric acids, 1075, 1076

Aldehydes, 516, 615, 658, 852-874

addition, of alcohols, 633, 641, 643
of aldehydes and ketones, 709-7*14

of ammonia derivatives, 632-633,
639-641, 645

of bisulfite, 632, 638-639
of cyanide, 637-638
of Grignard reagent, 501, 510-511, 637
of organo/inc compounds, 720-722

aldol condensation, 704, 709, 712, 713

related reactions, 714

aliphatic, preparation, 621, 622. 624-625

analysis, 630, 632-633, 634-635, 639,
645-646

aromatic, preparation, 621-622, 624, 625
Cannizzaro reaction, 633, 643-645

crossed, 644
Clemmensen reduction, 631, 636
vs. ketones, 617, 645

Knoevenagel reaction, 714

nomenclature, 618-619

nucleophilic addition, 628-629, 637-645
oxidation of, 630, 634-635, 645
Perkin condensation, 714

physical properties, 619-621, t 620

preparation, 621-622

oxidation, of alcohols, 528-529, 621,
624-625
of methylbenzenes, 621-622, 625

ozonolysis, 218-219

reduction of acid chlorides, 622
Reimer-Tiemann reaction, 797, 804-805

reactions, summary, 630-634, 703-705
reduction, to alcohols, 630, 636, 637

to hydrocarbons, 631, 636
reductive amination, 735, 736, 740-741

spectroscopic analysis, t 412, r 421, 646-647
structure, 617-618

unsaturated, oxidation of, 635

preparation, 711-712

reduction, 636, 712

(See also a, /8-Unsaturated carbonyl
compounds)

Wittig reaction, 705, 714-716
WoHMCishner reduction, 631, 636

Alditols, 1075

Aldohexoses (See also Aldoses; D-(-f )-

Glucose)
anomers, 1095, 1098

configurations, 1080-1085, 1098-1099

conformations, 1104-1106 ,

conversion to epimers, 1080-1081
definition of, 1071

derivatives, nomenclature, 1075

(-f-)-glucose as, 1071-1073
Kiliani-Fischer synthesis, 1078-1080

ring size, 1102
Ruff degradation, 1080

Aldol

preparation, 709

reactions, 711, 712

Aldolase, 1182

Aldol condensation, 704, 709-711

crossed, 712-713
related reactions, 714
use in synthesis, 712, 867

Aldols, 704

Aldonic acids, 1075, 1076

Aldopcntoses, configurations, 1082, 1084,
1086-1087

in Kiliani-Fischer synthesis, 1079

from Ruff degradation, 1080

Aldoses (See also Aldohexoses; D-( 4- )-

Glucose)
carbon chain, lengthening, 1078-1080

shortening, 1080

configurations, 1078

conformations, 1085-1087
definition of, 1071

derivatives, nomenclature. 1073-1075
effect of alkali, 1076

epimers, conversion into, 1077-1078,
1080-1081

families, 1092-1094
Kiliani-Fischer synthesis, 1078-1080
osazone formation, 1077-1078

oxidation, 1075-1077
Ruff degradation, 1080

Algm, 1107

Alginic acid, 1130

Alicyclic hydrocarbons, 283-318 (See also

Cycloalkanes, Cycloalkenes)

analysis, 312-313

angle strain, 289-293

Baeyer strain theory, 289-290, 291-292
conformational analysis, 294-301, 303-308

definition, 1002

dehydrogcnation, 286

1,3-diaxial interaction, 299-300

heats of combustion, 290-291, / 290

industrial source, 286

nomenclature, 283-285

physical properties, / 284

preparation, 286-287



cyctoaddition. 310-312, 984-954

ring closure, 287, 939-948

methylene addition, 310-312

reactions, 287-289
relative stabilities, 290, 293, 294, 297-298,

304-306

ring opening, 288-289
small ring, 288-289

stereoisomerism, 301-308

Aliphatic cyclic hydrocarbons (see Alicyclic

hydrocarbons)

Aliphatic compounds (see Alkanes, Alkenes,

Alkynes)
definition, 318

Aliphatic hydrocarbons (see Alicyclic

hydrocarbons, Alkanes, Alkenes,

Alkynes, Dienes)
Alizarin, 993, 1128

Alkaloids. 236, 543, 571, 1004

piperidine ring in. 1018

pyridine ring in, 1018

pyrrolidine ring in, 1011

in resolution of raccmic acids, 236
Alkanes, 40, 73-113

addition to alkenes, 181, 201-202

analysis, 112

bond dissociation energies, / 21, 102-103
classification by structure, 73

combustion, 95, 109-110

halogenation, 94, 95-109

mechanism, 97-98, 107-108

orientation, 98-100
relative reactivities, 100-101

homologous series, 79-80
industrial source, 87-88, 110

vs. laboratory preparation, 88-89
isomeric structures, 77-78, 79-80

methylene insertion into, 311

nomenclature, 80-84

physical properties, 85-87, / 86

preparation, 89-93

by coupling of alkyl halides with

organometallic compounds, 90, 92-93

by hydrogenation of alkenes, 89-90

by hydrolysis of Grignard reagent, 90,
91-92

by reduction of alkyl halides, 90, 91-92

by Wurtz reaction, 93

pyrolysis, 88, 95, 110-111

reactions, summary, 94-95

reactivity, 94

spectroscopic analysis, f 412, / 421, 444-445

structure, determination of, 111-112

uses, 87-88

Alkenes, 143-224 (See also Alkenylbenzenes,

Cycloalkenes, Dienes)
addition^ reactions, 179-182

of alkanes, 181, 201-203

anti-Markovnikov, 179, 189-190
of bromine azide, 247, 570
of carbencs, 310-312

dimerization, 180, 200-201

dectrophUic, 178, 191-197

free-radical, 181, 203, 207, 1030-1036
of halogens, 179, 186-187, 197-199,
242-246

halohydrin formation, 180, 199-200, 247,
530

hydration, 180, 191, 497-498

hydroboration-oxidation, 500-501,
505-509

hydrogenation, 179, 182-186
of hydrogen bromide, 179, 189-190,

203-205

of hydrogen chloride, 187, 189

of hydrogen halides, 179, 187-189
of hydrogen iodide, 179, 187-189
of iodine azide, 247, 570

Markovnikov, 179, 187-189, 195, 203-204

mechanism, electrophilic, 191-194,
197-199, 242-246
free radical, 203-207, 1030-1036

hydroxylation, 565-566
of methylene, 310-311
orientation in, 187-190, 194-195, 197

oxymercuration-demercuration, 500,
503-505

peroxide effect, 189-190, 203-205

polymerization, 206-207, 1030-1041

stereochemistry, halogens, 239-246

halogen azides, 247

halohydrin formation, 247

hydroboration, 501, 506-507, 509

hydroxylation, 242, 565-566

oxymercwratipn, 504
of sulfuric acid, 180, 190-191
of water, 180, 191,497-498

alkylation of, 181,201-203
alkyl halides from, 454, 455

analysis, 219-221

cleavage reactions, 182, 218-219
dimerization of, 180, 200-201
ease of formation of, 159 '

epoxides from, 562, 563

geometric isomerism in, 147-151

halogenation of, 182, 208-211, 456

hydration of, 180, 191, 497-498

hydrogenation, 179, 182-186
heats of, / 183

hydroxylation of, 181-182, 207-208,
565-566

stereochemistry, 565-566

hyperconjugation in, 266-267
industrial source, 110, 154, 1041

nomenclature, 151-153

ozonolysis of, 182, 218-219

physical properties, 152-154, / 152

polymerization (see Polymerization)

preparation. 154-160, 166-175
from alkyl sulfonates, 480, 481-482

coupling of allyl bromide with Grignard
reagents. 281

dehalogenation of vicinal dihalides,

155, 156, 489

dehydration of alcohols, 155, 156,

166-175, 521-523

dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides,

154-155, 156-160, 475-485
Hofmann elimination, 480, 752-755
reduction of alkynes, 155, 254-255, 256-257

Wittig reaction, 714-716

reactions, 177-224
relative reactivity toward acids, 195

resonance in, 266-267

spectroscopic analysis, / 412, 1 421, 444-445
stability of, 159, 184-186, 266-268
substitution reactions, 182, 208-211

Alkenylbenzenes (See also Arenes)

analysis, 400

conjugation, 395-396

preparation, 394-396

reactions, 396-399

Alkoxides, 527, 556

Alkoxy groups, analysis for, 570-571

Alkoxymercuration-demercuration, 555,
558-559

Alkyd resins, 1042

Alkylacetoacetic ester, 850



Alkylation
of alkanes, 110
of alkenes, 181,201-202
of amines. 742, 746, 752-755
of carbonyl and acyl compounds, 846-864

9>Alkylanthracenes, 993
B-Alkyl-9-BBN, 857

Alkylbenzenes, 372-389
analysis, 384-385, 399-400

electrophilic substitution, 383, 385, 386

halogenation, 383-384, 386-389

hydrogenation, 382
industrial source, 375-376

nomenclature, 373-374
oxidation, 382, 384-385

physical properties, 374-375, / 375

preparation, 376-377
C lemmensen reduction of ketones, 377,

636
Friedel-Crafts alkylation, 376, 377-382,

385
Wolff-Kishner reduction of ketones, 377,
636

reactions of, 372, 373, 382-389

summary, 382-383

spectroscopic analysis, / 421, 444-445

substitution, ring, 383, 385-389
side-chain, 383-384, 386-389

B-Alkyl-9-borabicyclo [3.3.1] nonane, 857

Alkylboranes, 856-858

2-Alkyl-4,4-dimethyl-2-oxazoline, 855

Alkyl free radicals, 47-49, 97-100

hyperconjugation, 216-218
relative stabilities, 102-103

stereochemistry, 237-239
structure, 62-63

Alkyl groups
electronic effects, 164

nomenclature, 81-83

Alkyl halides, 452-491
vs. alkyl sulfonates, 527-528
analysis. 486. 823-824
vs. aryl halides, 823-824, 825-826
bond dissociation energies, / 21, 61

bond lengths, / 825

coupling with organometallic compounds,
92-93

dehydrohalogenation of, 154-155, 156-160,
475-485

mechanisms, 157-158, 475^*80
dipole moments, / 825
elimination (See also dehydrohalogenation

above)
El, 475-476
E2, 475-480
stereochemistry, 480-484
vs. substitution, 457, 484-485

Grignard reagent from, 91-92
hydrolysis, 459-473

alcohol synthesis. 502, 503

glycol synthesis, 502
nomenclature, 452-453

physical properties, 453-454, 1, 453

preparation, 454-456
from alcohols, 455, 518-519, 523-524
from alkanes, 455
from alkenes, 179, 187-190, 209-210,

455, 456
from alkynes, 455

by halide exchange, 456
reactions, 456-458

with acetylides, 253, 260-261, 484-485
with alkoxides, 457, 470, 555, 556-558
with amines, 457, 746, 752

with ammonia, 457. 738-740
with cyanide ion, 457, 587. 588-589
with halide ion, 456, 457
with hydroxide ion (see hydrolysis

above)
with nucleophiles, 456, 457
with phenoxides, 555, 556-558
with sodioacetoacctic ester, 457, 850-852
with sodiomalonic ester, 457, 847-850
with water (see hydrolysis above)

reduction, 90, 91,92,458
solvolysis, 473-474
spectroscopic analysis, 486
structure, 452
substitution, nucleophilic, 456, 457,

459-474, 484 485
kinetics, 459-460, 461, 466-467
rearrangement, in SN 1, 470-471
relative reactivities, Sx l, 469-470, 471
SV 2. 464-465. 471

SN 1, 466-471

compared with SV2, 471-473
SV2, 461-465

compared with Sv l, 471-473
(See also Acetoacetic ester synthesis,

Friedel-Crafts alkylation, Malonic
ester synthesis)

Alkyl hydrogen sulfates, 190

Alkylmalonic esters, 847-848

Alkyl shift, 172, 857

Alkyl sulfonates

preparation, 459, 527-528
reactions, 458
and stereochemistry, 527-528

Alkynes, 248-262
acetylides from, 256, 257-259
acidity, 256, 257-259
alkyl halides from, 455
analysis, 259, 278-279
hydration, 255, 261-262
industrial source, 251-252
nomenclature, 250-251
oronolysis of, 278

physical properties, / 25 1

preparation, 252-254, 260-261
from acetylides, mechanism, 484-485

reactions, 254-259
as acids, 256, 257-259
addition, 254-255, 256

reduction, stereospecific, 155, 254-255
spectroscopic analysis, / 412, 1 421, 444 445
structure. 248-250

Alkynylbenzenes, 373, 374, 399 (See also

Arenes)
analysis. 400

Allene, /263 (See also 1,2-Propadienc)
Allenes, 262

optically active, 280

Allinger, N. L., 305, 315

Allitol, 1087

/?-D-Allopyranose, 1106
( + )-Allose, 1087

Allyl alcohol, 492, / 495

Allyl anton
electronic configuration, 932-933
molecular orbitals, 933

Allylbenzene. 374
Allyl bromide

coupling with Grignard reagents, 281

preparation, 209

Allyl cation, 268-271
from cyclopropyl cation, 946
electronic configuration, 932-933
ionization potential of free radical, 269
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molecular orbitals, 933
relative stability, 269

resonance, 269-270

AHyl chloride, / 453

preparation, 182, 209, 210

reactions, 716

AHyl cyanide, 875

2-AIlylcyclohexanone, 860

Allyl ether, / 553

Ally I free radical, 209, 210
electronic configuration, 932-933
HOMO, 955
molecular orbitals, 933
relative stability, 211
as resonance hybrid, 212-215

Allylic hydrogen, 210

Allylic substitution, 288

Allylidenetriphenylphosphorane, 7 1 6

Allyl iodide, f 45 3

Allyl phenyl ether, 572

Allyltriphenylphosphonium chloride, 716

Alpha helix, 1154, 1157-115,

Alternating copolymers, 1034

( + )-Altraric acid, 1087

(-t-)-Altrose, 1087
Aluminum isupropoxide. 520
Amide group, in peptide linkage, 1 141-1142
Amides

carboxylic acid, 591, 592, 603, 658, 670-672

acidity, 672, 758

analysis, 687-688
Hofmann degradation, 741-742, 888 893

hydrolysis, 671-672
nomenclature, 6^8-659
nucleophilic acyl substitution, 660-661

physical properties, 1 614, 659. / 660

preparation. 59 i, 665, 558, 670. 675, 682

reactions, 671-672

spectroscopic analysis, 688-690
vs. sulfonamides, 757-758
structure, 658

substituted, 746-747, 755-758

analysis, 776

hydrolysis, 757-758
nomenclature, 756

preparation, 746-747, 755-757

spectroscopic analysis, 776-778

Amidol, 807

Amination, of a-halo acids, 1138-1139

pyridine, 1015

reductive, 735, 736, 740-741, 742
Amines. 727-786

acidity. 758

acylation, 746-747, 755-757

alkylation, 742, 746, 752-753, 754

analysis, 754-755, 775-776
aromatic

acetylation, 746, 757. 759

basicity, 749-752
conversion into diazonium salts, 763, 765

coupling with diazonium salts, 772-774

nitrosation, 748, 763-765

ring substitution, 747, 758-760
snifonation, 760

basicity, t 729-730, 731, 745, 748-752, / 749

effect of substituents, 751-752
classification, 727-728
conversion into amides, 746-747, "755-757,

1148

derivatives, 776, t 781
exhaustive methylation, 754-755
Hinsberg test, 775-776
from Hofmann degradation of amides,

716 737 747-748, 883-893

Hofmann elimination, 479, 753-755
industrial source, 733

nitrosation, 748, 763-765
nomenclature, 728-729

physical properties, t 729-730, 729-731
preparation, 733-742

Ciirtius reaction, 889
Gabiiel synthesis, 744
irom halides, 734-735, 736-737,

738-740, 742
Hofmann degradation of amides, 736,

737, 747-748, 888-893
Lossen reaction, 919

reduction, of nitriles, 735-736, 737
of nitro compounds, 734, 736, 737-738

reductive amination, 735, 736-737,
740-741, 742

protection of amino groups 7 58-760

quaternary ammonium salts, 752-755
reactions, 745-786

with carbonyl compounds, 858-859
with nitrous acid, 748, 736-765
with sulfonyl chlorides, 746-747, 755-75'

775-776

summary, 745-748
salts, 729, 731, 745

spectioscopic analysis, f 412, / 421, 776-777

stereochemistry, 731-733

stiucture, 727

o-Aminoacetanilide, 737
Aminoacetic acid, 747 (See also Glycine)
p-Aminoacetophenone, 5 1 3

Amino acid residue, 1142
C-terminal residue, 1142, 1144, 1146
N-terminal residue, 1142, 1144-1146
terminal residue analysis, 1143-1146

Amino acids, 605, 1132-1149

acidic, 1133

basic, 1133

configuration, 1138
as dipolar ions, 1133, 1136-1137

essential, 1133, / 1134-1135
isoelectric point, 1 1 37 -11 38

natural, / 1114-113*5, 113R

physical properties, 1133, 1136-1138

preparation, 1138-1140

reactions, 1 141

structure, 1133

1-Aminoalkanes, synthesis, 733

1-Amino-l-anisyM -phenyl- 1-propanol,
deamination, 901 903

1-Aminoazulene, 999

p-Aminoben/ene sulfonamide (see

Sulfanilamide)

P-Aminoben/enesulfonanilide, 779

P-Aminobcnzenesulfonic acid (Sulfanilic

acid). 760
w-Aminoben/oic acid, f 580, t 600

formation, 844

o-Aminobcnzoic acid, 997 (See also

Anthranilic acid)

p-Aminobenzoic acid, / 580, / 600, / 730
as essential metabolite, 762

y-Aminobutyric acid, 728

3-Amino-2,3-dimethyl-2-butanol, 898

2-Amino- 1 ,1-diphenyl-l-propanol, 899-900
2-Aminoethanol, 565, 728 (See also

Ethanolamine)

1-Aminoheptane, 740

rt-Aminoisocaproic and (Leucine), 849

1-Aminoisoquinoline, 1021

2-Amino-4-methylbiphenyl, 823

l-Amino-2-(p-methoxyphenyl)-l-phenyl-2-
propanol. 904



l-(Aminomethyl) naphthalene, 977

l-Amino-2-methyl-l-phenylpropane, 133

2-Amino-2-methyM-propanol, 855

a-Amino-/?-methylvaleric acid, 849 (See also

Isoleucine)

2-AminonaphthaIenc. 1020 (See also

2-Naphthylamine)
4-Amino-l-naphthalenesulfonic acid, 984

8-Amino-l-naphthalenesulfonic acid, 984

5-Amino-2-naphthalenesu!fonic acid, 984

6-Amino-2-naphthalenesulfonic acid, 968

8-Amino-2-naphthnlenesuIfonic acid, 984

4-Amino-1-naphthol, 997

l-Amino-2-naphthol, 997

l-Amino-l-(2-naphthyl) ethane, 980

2-Aminopcntane, 741

///-Aminophenol, / 788

o-Ammophenol
physical constants, t 788

reactions, 1020

p-Aminophcnol, t 788

l-Amino-l-phenyl-2-p-tolyl-2-propanol, 904

u-Aminopiopionic acid, 739 (See also

Alanine)

/J-Aminopropiomtrile, 872

2-Aminopyndinc
preparation, 1015

icdctions, 10U
sodium sak, 1015

3-Aminopyridme, 1014

4-Ammopyridinc, 843, 10 IS

2-Ammoquinoline, 1018

5-Aminoquinoline, 1023

Aminosuccinic acid, 870

Aminotoluene, (see Toluidme)
Ammonia, 17-19

aiithty, 257 258

constant, 672

basicity, 17, 32-33

compared with amines, 749 750

constant, 748

bonding in, 17-19, 25

dipolc moment, I 23, 24 25

inversion, 18

unshated pair of electrons, 18, 25

Ammonium carbamate, 686
Ammonium formate, formate, 582
Ammonium glycinute, 734

Ammonium phthalamate, 672
Ammonium succinamate, 668

Ammonolysis, 665
of anhydrides, 668
of esters, 675, 682
of hahdes, 734, 736, 738 740

Amphipathic molecules, 1060

Amplitude, of wave, 926

Amyl alcohol, / 495, 498

Amylopectm, 1 120

structure, 1124-1126

Amy lose, 1120-1124

reactions, 1121-1122

structure, 11-20-1124

Amytal, 862
Anaerobic processes, 1172

Analysis (See ahu individual families and
itulh idual eTemfnts)

alkoxyl, 570 571, 800
Carius method, 69, 334

chromatographic, 1143

combustion, 67 69

dansyl method, 1146

by derivatives, 139

determination of structure, 111-112,
405-406

Dumas method, 333

electron spin resonance (esr), 443-444
elemental, qualitative, 67 68

elemental, quantitative, 68-69
infrared, 111, 112, 410 411, 444-445
Kjcldahl method, 333 334
mass spectrometric, 112, 406 409

methoxyl, 570-571
neutralization equivalent, 608
nucleat magnetic resonance (nmr), 111,

112. 414-443, 445

by periodic acid, 538

sapomfication equivalent, 687-688
Schnniger oxidation, 68
sodium fusion, 68

spectroscopic, 111-112, 405-451
(See also individual types and individual

families)

structure, determination of, 111-112,
405-406

ulliaviolet, 412 414
Van Slyke method, ammo nitrogen, 1141

x-ray, 112

Zeisel method. 570 571, 800

Anchimenc assistance, 886, 889, 907-911

Androst-9(ll)-ene, 516

Anet, !' A L . 438

Anethole, 791

Angle sti am, 289-293 (See alw Baeyer strain

theory, Bond angles)

Angular methyl groups, 514, 975

Anhydrides (see Acid anhydrides)
Aniline. 331 , 727, / 730

industrial preparation, 733

preparation, 827/836
protection of amino group, 760

reactions, 365, 73% 742, 746-747, 756, 760,

762,766,878, 1018. 1020

resonance, 364

Aniline hydrochlondc (t<v Anilmium
chloride)

Anilimum chloride, 729. 745

Anilimum hydrogen sulfato, 760

Anionic polymerization, 1037 1039

Amsaldehyde, / 620, 644
Anisic acid, t 580, t 600, 800

w-Anisidmc, / 730, / 749, 839

r;-Anjsidme, / 730, / 749

p-Anisidine. / 730, t 749

Anisole, 552, l 553, 5<?6, 773

Annulenes, 336, 447, 935

Anomeric effect, 1106

Anomers, 1096
Anturafacial reaction, 951

Anthocyanins, 1024

Anthracene. / 967, 988-996
dciivatives, pieparation by ring closure,

992 994

nomenclature, 988

reactions, 989-992, 998
resonance energy, 989

structure, 989
test for, 399

l-Anthracenesulfonic acid, 992
Anthiunilic acid

formation, 844

physical constants, t 5 HO / 600 614

Anthraqumoid dyes. 993

9, 1 0-Anthraqumone
physical constants, t 967

preparation, 990, 992, 997

Anthrone, 993

/3/i//-Addition, 240

Antiaromatic, 938



Antibiotics, 761, 1181

Antibonding orbitals, 929
antl Conformation

n-butane, 78, 300

in F2 elimination, 480- 482, 483

Antimony fluoride, 160-161

Aprotic solvents, 31-32, 849
Arabans. 1130

n-D-Arabinopyranose, 1106

< + )-Arabinose, 1081

(-)-Arabinose, 1082-1084
Arachidamidc, / 614
Arachidanilidc, t 614
Arachidic acid, / 614

Arecaidine, 1025

Arenes, 372-404 (See also Alkenylbenzenes,
Alkylben/enex Alkynylbenzenes)

analysis, 384-385, 399-400
industrial source, 375-376

physical properties, 374-375

preparation, 376-382, 394-396
reactions. 382-389, 396-399

addition reactions, 397-399

hydrogenation, 382, 396

oxidation, 382. 384-385, 396

ring substitution. 383, 385-387
side chain substitution. 383, 387-389

structure and nomenclature, 373-374

(+)-Arginine. Ml 34

Aromatic compounds, definition, 318

heterocyclic (sec Heterocyclic compounds)
polynuclear (see Polynuclear aromatic

compounds)
sources, 286, 375-376

Aromatic hydrocarbons (see Arenes;

Polynuclear aromatic compounds)
Aromaticity

of annulenes, 336, 447, 935

electronic configuration and, 936-937

experimental criteria of, 318, 327-328,
934-935

geometry and, 328, 330, 935

Hiickel rule and, 328-331, 934-938
nmr and, 328, 419, 935

requirements for, 328-331, 934-937
Aromatic properties, 318, 327-331 (See also

Aromaticity)
Aromatic proton, nmr chemical shift, / 421

Aromatic sextet, 328-330, 936-937, 969,

1005, 1012

Aromatization, anthracene derivatives. 992

hydroaromatic compounds, 286, 974-976

isoquinolinc derivatives, 1021

naphthalene derivatives, 974-976, 985-988

phenanthrene derivatives, 994-996

quinolinc derivatives, 1020

e>-Aroylbenzoic acids, 993

Aryl alkyl ethers, 552, 555

cleavage, 559 560, 800

oxidation. 800
Williamson synthesis, 556-558, 793-794,

799-800

Aryl bromides (see Aryl halides)

Aryl carbamates (see Urethanes)

Aryl chlorides (see Aryl halides)

Aryl fluorides, in nucleophilic aromatic

substitution, 835 (See also Aryl halides)

Aryl halides, 452, 817-845
vs. alkyl halides. 817, 818, 821

ammonolysis, 735, 736, 823, 827

analysis, 841

bond lengths, t 825

dipole moments, / 825, 826

electrophilic substitution, 342, 365-368

orientation, / 340, 4
366-367

reactivity, 365-367

Grignard reagent, 513, 822

hydrolysis, 793, 823, 826-827

low reactivity, 822, 823-824
structure and, 824-826

nomenclature. 331-332

nucleophilic substitution, 822-823, 826-841

bimolecular displacement, 822-823,
826-841

elimination-addition, 823, 835-841

physical properties, 818-819, t 819, / 825

preparation from dia/onium salts, 765-766,

767-768, 820-821

by halogenation, 349, 386, 820, 821

nitration, / 340

reactions, 821-823

structure, 817-818, 824-826

vinyl halides, similarity to. 823-826

Aryl iodides (See also Aryl halides)

preparation from aryl thallium compounds,
820-821

Arylmagnesium chlorides, 509, 822, 1010-1011

Aryloxyacetic acids, 805

Arylthallium compounds, 350-351

iodides from, 820-821

phenols from, 792-793

Arylthallium ditrifluoracetates, 351

Asparagine, 127, 1141

(-)-Asparagine, / 1134

Aspartic acid, 870, 1 140

( + )-Asparticacid, / 1134, 1181

Aspergillus niger, 1129

Asphalt, t 87

Aspirin, 804
Associated liquids, 30, 496
Atactic polypropylene, 1040-1041
Atomic orbitals (see Orbitals)

Atomic structure, 5

Atomic weights (see back inside cover)
ATP (adenosine triphosphate), 864,

1171-1172, 1174

Atropa belladona, 614, 1025

Atropic acid, 614

Atropine, 1025

Atropisomers, 140

Aureomycin, 761

Axial bonds in cyclohexane, 298-299

1-Azaphenanthrene, 1020

Azeotropes, 499, 602, 641

Azides, 889

A/obenzene, 744
Azo compounds, 767, 772-775
Azo dyes, 738

Azoisobutyronitrile AIBN, 1024

Azulcne, 998-999

Back-biting, in polymerization, 1033
Bacterial enzymes, 584
von Baeyer, Adolph, 289

Baeyer strain theory, 289-290, 292 (See also

Angle strain)

Baeyer test, 208, 220

Bakelite, 1043

Barbital,' 862

Barbiturates, 687
Barbituric acid, 687 <*.

-

Bardhan-Sengupta synthesis, 996
Bartlett. P.D., 884

Base-catalyzed halogen dance, 818, 845
Bases

. Lewis definition, 33-34



Lowry-Bronsted definition, 37-33, 236-237
and molecular structure, 34

Basicity, 32-35

alkenes, 178

alkoxide ions, 526

amines, 727, / 729, 731, 748-752, / 734
benzene ring, 337

carbanions, 257-259, 1017

carboxylate ions, 594

piperidine, 1018

pyridine, 1012, 1016-1018

pyrrole, 1005-1010

relative, 33, 257-259, 526, 1016-1017

Basicity constants, 748

amines, / 729, 748, / 749
amino acids, 1136-1137
ammonia, 748

isoquinolinc, 1021

pyridine, 1018

pyrrole, 1005

quinoline, 1018

Basketane, 285

9-BBN, 857
Beckmann rearrangement, 920, 1051

Beef tallow, / 1057

Bender, Myron, 679
Benedict's reagent, 1071, 1075

Benzalacetone, t 866

preparation, 704, 713

reactions, 879

Benzalacetophenone (Chalcone), t 866

preparation, 704, 713

reactions, 870, 873, 875, 879
Benzal bromide, t 453

Benzal-p-bromoacetophenone, 875
Benzal chloride, 361, / 453

preparation, 383, 386

Benzaldehyde, 618, / 620

reactions, / 340, 631, 704, 713, 714, 715,

730, 740, 1020

Benzaldehyde, acetal with glycerol, 651

Benzaldehyde diethyl acetal, 641

Benzaldehyde phenylhydrazone, 633, 1077

Benzaldoxime, 744

Benzamide, 659, / 660, 672
infrared spectrum, 689
Hofmann rearrangement, 889

preparation, 665

Benzantlide, t 730

preparation, 756, 1051

1,2-Benzanthracene, / 967

synthesis, 998
1 ,2-Benz-9,10-anthraquinone, 993

Bcn/ednne, 743

Benzene, 286, 318-336
aromatic properties, 318, 321-322, 324,

326, 327-328

biomination, 321, 344
carbon-carbon bonds in, 323-324
chlorination, 321, 349

derivatives, nomenclature, 331-333
"Dewai" tormula, 317, 965
disubslitution products, 320-321
electronic configuration, 934

electrophilic substitution, 322, 328

(See also Electrophilic substitution)
Friedel-Crafts acylation, 322, 348-349,

986 987
Friedel-Crafts alkylation, 322, 348-349
halogenation, 322, 349
heat of combustion, 322-323

hydiogenation, 286
heat of, 322-323

industrial source, 376

isoiner number and structure, 317-321, 324

Kekute stuicture, 317-321
Kurner method of absolute orientation,

332-333

Ladenburg pi ism formula. 335

mass spectrum of, 408

nitration, 322, 341-342, 344, 345-347

orbitals, 325-326. 933-934

physical properties, / 375

reactions, 321-322
vs. cyclohexene, t 321

resonance, 324-327

stability and, 324-325
as source of aromatic compounds, 375-376

stability of, 321-323, 324-325, 328, 330,

936-937

structure, 317-321, 324-327

sulfonation, 322, 339, 347-348

lhallation, 820

thiophene in, 1006

Benzenediazonium chloride, 747, 766
Benzenediazonium fluoroborate, 766
Benzenediazonium hydrogen sulfate, 766
1 ,4-Benzenedicarboxylic acid, 384

(Terephthalic acid)

Benzenesulfonamide, 758

Benzenesulfonanilide, 746
Benzenesulfonic acid, 331, 760

nitration, t 340

preparation, 322

Benzenesulfono-m-toluide, / 781

Benzenesulfonyl chloride, 757
in Hinsberg test, 775

Benzenonium ions, 346, 913, 914

Benzhydrol, 650, / 495 (Diphenylcarbinol)
Benzidine, / 730
Benzil, 645
Benzilic acid, 645

rearrangement, 645
Benzoic acid, 331, 579. t 580

industrial source, 584-585

preparation, 382, 384, 396, 665

reactions, t 340, 821

relative acidity, 595-596
Benzoic anhydride, 659

Benzoin, 1077

Benzonitrile, 589

nitration, / 340

Benzophenone, 619, 1 620

preparation, 623
in Wittig reaction, 71 5

Benzophenone oxime

geometric isomers, 744

reactions, 920, 1051

5,6-Benzoquincline, 1020

p-Benzoquinone, 877, 878

reactions, 877-880

m-Benzotoluidide, t 781

Benzotrichloride, 383,386, 1 453

physical constants, 1 453

preparation, 383, 386

Benzoylacetone, nmr spectrum, 726

o-Benzoylbenzoic acid

preparation, 669, 992

reactions, 992, 993

p-Benzoylbenzoic acid, 513

Benzoyl chloride, 659, / 660

preparation, 590, 601

reactions, 756, 794

Benzoylglycine, 1 147

Benzoylglycylalanine acid, 1147

/?-Benzoylpropionic acid, 987
2- Benzoylthiophene, 1008

3,4-Benzpyrene, 997



Ben/yl acetate, / 674

preparation, 591, 673

Benzyl alcohol, 492, t 495

esterification, 59 1,673
infrared spectrum, 539

preparation, 502, 503

Benzylatnine, / 729

physical constants / 729

preparation, 739, 740

reactions, 734

0-Benzylbenzoic acid, 993

Benzyl bromide, / 453

picparation, 388, 455

reactions, 556

Benzylbromomalonic acid, 1139

Benzyl cations, stability of, 397-398

Ben/yl chloride, 452, t 453

preparation, 383, 386

reactions, 378, 746, 808

reactivity, 361

Benzyl chloiocarbonate
in peptide synthesis, 1 148

synthesis, 686

Benzyl cyanide (Phcnylacetorjtrile), 587, 735

Benzyldi (-butyl) amine, 746

Bcn/yldimcthylamine. 734

Ben/yl ethyl ether, 572

Benzyl free radical

resonance stabilization, 3 89- -390

stability and ease of formation, 388

Benzylic hydrogen, 387

Benzyl iodide, / 453

1-Benzylisoquinoline, 1023

Benzylmagnesium chloride, 533

Ben/ylmalonic acid, 1 1 39

Benzyl mcth>l ketonc, 619, 897

formation, 897

nomenclature, 619

Benzyl phenyl ether, 556

Benzyne (See also

in nucleophilic aromatic substitilion,

835 841

structure, 836

Bergmann, Max, 1 148

Berson, Jerome, 959

Beryllium. 11

Beryllium chloride, 11-13

Betainc, 1161

Betaines, 705, 715

Bicyclic compounds, 288

/rowv-Bicyclo [4.4.0] deca-2,4-diene, 947

c-Bicyclo f6.2.0] deca-2,9-diene; 947

rw-Bicyclo [6 2.0] deca-2.4,6,9-tetraene, 961

Bicyclo [2.2.1] heptane, 285

I.r-Bicyclohexcnyl. 879-880

rw-Bicyclo [4.3.0] nona-2,4-diene, 947

/ra/w-Bicyclo [4.3.0] nona-2,4-diene, 947
Bicvclo [2.2.2] octa-2-ene, 285

cw-Bicyclo [4.2.0] octa-7-ene, 961

Bijvoet, J.M., 130, 229, 230, 1090
Bi layers, 1066
Bile acids, 515
Bimolecular displacement mechanism (See

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution)

Bimolecular elimination (E2 mechanism),
475 (See also Elimination reactions)

Biochemical processes, 1164-1183

biological energy, 1170-1172

biosynthesis of fatty acids, 1175-1177

chymotrypsin action, 1165-1170

heredity., 11 80-1 181

nucleoproteins arid nucleic acids, 1177-1180
oxidation of carbohydrates, 1172-1175

Biochemistry, definition, 1055

Biodegradable detergents, 1062

Biogenesis, 278

Bio-inonose, 1108

Biological energy, 1170-1172

Biological oxidation of carbohydrates,
1172-1175, 1182

mechanism, 1173-1175

Biosynthesis
of fats, 1056
of fatty acids, 1175-1177

Biot, Jean-Baptiste, 120

Biphenyl, / 375, 823

Bischler-Napieralski synthesis, 1021

2,2-Bis(p-hydroxyphenyl) propane, 1052

1,1 -Bis(p-methoxyphenyl ) -2,2-diphenyl-l ,2-

ethanediol, 898

Bisphenol A, 1052
Bisulfite addition products, 632, 638-639
Block copolymers, 1036, 1039

*

Boat conformation, 295

Bogert-Cook synthesis, 994

Boiling point, 29-30
associated liquids, 30, 495-496, 582, 789
chain branching and, 86
chain length and, 85

hydrogen bonding, intermolecular, 30, 495-
496, 582, 789

intramolecular, 789
ionic vs. non-ionic compounds, 29-30
molecular shape and, 86

molecular size and, 30, 85

polarity, 496
Bond angle, 13

Bond dissociation energy, inside front cover,

20-21, / 21

Bond energy, 20-21
Bond length, 10

Bond orbitals (see Orbital (s))
Bonds

bending, infrared absorption and, 410,
444-445

bent, 293

benzene, 324

covalent, 4-5, 9-1 1 (See also Covalent bonds)
dipole-dipole, 27-28
double (see Carbon-carbon double bond)
hybrid, 212

ion-dipole, 30, 158

ionic (see Ionic bonds)
one-and-a-half, 212, 324
orbitals (sec Oroital(s))
from overlap of orbitals, 9-1 1

TT (see TT bonds)
polarity, 22

a (see a bonds)
single (*ee Carbon carbon single bond)
stretching, infrared absorption and, 416,

444-445

triple (see Carbon-carbon triple bond)
Bond strength (sec Bond dissociation

energy)

9-Borabicyclo [3.3.1] nonane, 857

Borane, 505

tetrahydrofuran complex, 505

Borane-tetrahydrofuran complex, 505

Borazole, 327

Boric acid, 505

Borneol, 1107

Boron. 14

Boron trifluoride, 13-15

Boyd, T.A., 109

Bromination (See also Halogenation)
of alkanes, 95-109
of alkenes, 186-187
of alkylbenzenes, 387-388
of methane, 45



stereochemistry, 904-907

Bromine, / 408

p-Bromoac'etanilide

preparation, 820

reactions, 747, 757
Bromoacetic acid, / 600, 604
Bromoacetone

preparation, 706

reactions, 856-858

2'-Bromo-p-acetotoluidide

preparation, 343

icactions, 760, 771

Bromoalkanes, 95
3-Bromo-4-aminotoluene

preparation, 760

reactions, 775

m-Bromoaniline, t 730

physical constants, / 730

preparation, 736

reactions, 771
6> Bromoaniline, / 730

/'-Bromoaniline, f 730, 747

p-Bromoanilinium chloride, 757

m-Bromoanisole, 839

o-Bromoanisole, 839

9-Bromoanthracene, 991

p-Bromobenzaldehyde, 621

w-Bromobenzamide
physical constants, / 614

reactions, 736

m-Bromobenzanilide, f 614

Bromobenzene, 331, / 819, / 825

nitration, t 340

preparation, 322
m-Bromobenzenediazonium chloride, 771

p-Bromobenzenesulfonyl group, 458
w-Bromobenzoic acid, t 580, 1 614
o-Bromobenzoic acid, / 580, 586

p-Bromobenzoic acid, / 580, 581

1-Bromobicyclo [2.2.1] heptane, 162

1-Bromobicyclo [2.2.1] octane, 162
1-Bromobutane (see H-Butyl bromide)
2-Bromobutane (see ?c-Butyl bromide)
3-Bromo-2-butanol, 904-907, 909

3-Bromo-l-butene, 271

l-Bromo-2-butene, 271

/?-Bromobutyric acid, 868

w-Bromochlorobenzene, 344, 843

2-Bromo-l-chIorethane, 199

3-Bromo-5-chloronitrobenzene, 332

Bromocyclohexane (See also Cyclohexyl
bromide), 741

nmr and conformational analysis of, 442-

443, 447

2-Bromocyclohexanol, 921

r/.v-4-Bromocyclohexanol, 463

3-Bromocyclohexene, 1 82

3-Bromo-2-cycIohexenoI, 947

2-Bromocyclohexyl brosylate, 911

Bromocyclopentane, 288

l-Bromo-l,2-diphenylpropane, 480
Bromoethane (see Ethyl bromide)
2-Bromoethanol (See also Ethylene

bromohydrin)
preparation, 199

7-Bromo-l-ethylnaphthalene, 988

2-Bromoethyl nitrate, 199

o-Bromofluoroben/ene, 841

Bromoform, 45, / 453

rt-Bromoglutaric acid, 606

3-Bromo-l-hexene, 399

a-Bromohydrocinnamic acid, 1139

2-Bromo-5-hydroxybenzaldehyde, 343

D-( ) -3-Bromo-2-hvdroxvnropanoic acid,

1088- 1089

/7-Bromoiodobenzene, 332

2-Bromo-l-iodoethane, 199

a-Bromoisovaleric acid, 592
1 -Bromo-2-methoxynaphthalene, 997

1-Bromo-3-methylbutane, 534

2-Bromo-2-methylbutane, 158

3-Bromo-3-methyl-2-butanone, 854

l-Bromo-2-methylnaphthalene, 983

l-Bromo-2-methylpropane, 96

2-Bromo-2-methylpropane (See tert-Butyl

bromide)
1-Bromonaphthalene (a-Bromonaphthalene) ,

/ 967, 977, 1000

pieparation, 972

2-BromonaphthaIene, / 969

preparation, 982

w-Bromonitrobenzene, 77 1

Bromonitroben/enes, 344
Bromonium ions, 246. 906-907
(~)-2-Bromooctane, 236, 462, 467, 469

2-Bromopentane, 158

2-Bromopentanedioic acid, 606

9-Bromophenanthrene, 990-991
w-Bromophenol, t 788

preparation, 771

o-Bromophenol, / 88, 794, 802

/7-Bromophenol, 332, / 788

preparation, 795, 802

1-Bromo-l-phenylethane (See also

-Phenylethyl bromide)
preparation, 372, 387, 519

2-Bromo-l-phenylethane, 387

ci-Bromo-^-phenylpropionic acid, 1139

tf-Bromophcnyl p-toluenesulfonate, 794

1-Bromopropane (we /i-Propyl bromide)
2-Bromopropane (see Isopropyl bromide)
2-Bromopropanoic acid, 579
1 liomo-1-propene, 252

2-Bromopropene, nmr signals, 416, 432

3-Bromo-l-propene, 452 (See also Allyl

bromide)
,t-Bromopropionic acid, 579

preparation, 739

leactions, 1139

3-Bromopropyne, t 453

2-Bromopyridine, 1015

VBromopyridine, 1013

4-Bromopyridine, 1018

4-Bromopyridine N-oxide, 1017

6-Bromoquinoline, 1021

,-Bromostyrene, boiling point, 844
N Bromosiiccinimide (NBS), 209

//-F}rornoto1uenc, / 819, 844

synthesis, 771

o-Biomotoluenc, / 819, 844

synthesis, 765, 770

P-Biomotoluenc, ( 819, 844

synthesis, 770
2-Bromo-/Moluenediazonium chloride. 771

Bromotnchloromethane, 274, 1050
3 -Bromo- 1 ,1,1 -trichlorononane, 181

VBromo-5,5,5-trichloro-l-pentene, 274
1 -Brorno-5,5,5-trichIoro-2-pentene, 274
Brosyl (see p-Bromobenzenesulfonyl)
Brown, C. A.. 257
Brown, H. C.. 209, 238, 257, 505, 507, 856,

913-914, 918

Brucine, 237
Bs (see p-Brumoben/.enesulfonyl)
Bunnett, Joseph, 478, 479, 480, 818, 822, 834

1.3-Butadiene, 262

copolymcrization of, 1033, 1036, 1039. 1048

cycloaddition, 876-877, 949-950
Diels-Alder reaction, 876-877 047 ^CQ
electronic confie,!!ration *>?!



elecirophilic addition, 268, 271-273
free-radical addition, 274-275
heat of hydrogenation, / 263, 264
molecular orbitals, 932

polymerization, 275-276, 1031

preparation, 263

stabilization, 264-265
(See also Dienes)

Butanal, 618
(Sec also n-Butyraldehyde)

Butanes, 77-78
/i-Butanc, / 77, / 86

bromination, 96

chlorination, 95, 100

conformations, 78-79, 294, 300

dehydrogenation, 263

halogenation, 95-96, 100

isobutane, 77-78

preparation, 90, 287

(hiophcnc from, 1006
Butanedioic acid (see Succinic acid)

Butane-iaurAf interactions, 299-301, 305
( + )-2-Butanol, 1089
Butanone (methyl ethyl ketone), 619, 632
2-Butcnal (Crotonaldehyde), 704, 867

1-Butene, 146-147, / 147, 151, t 152
addition of hydrogen halides, 188

dehydrogenation, 263

dipole moment, 153
heat of combustion, 1 86

hydrogenation, 147
heat of, / 183, 185

O7onolysis, 182

preparation, 155

reactivity, 195-196
2-Butene, 146-147, / 147, 151, / 152

addition of hydrogen halides, 188

cyclopropane from, 310, 311

dehydrogenation, 263

geometric isomerism, 147-149
hydrogenation, 147

preparation, 155, 156, 158, 166

reactivity. 195, 196
t-is- and /iww-2-Butenes, 147 149

addition of bromine, stereochemistry,
239-245

addition of carbenes, stereochemistry, 3 1 1

addition of methylene, stereochemistry, 310
chlorohydrtn formation, stereochemistry, 247

dipole moments, 153

glycol formation, stereochemistry, 242
heats of combustion, 186
heats of hydrogenation, / 183

stability and, 184-185
hydroxylation, stereochemistry, 242

physical properties, / 147, / 152, 153
r/r-Butenedioic acid (Maleic acid), 867
//v/m-Butenedioic acid (Fumaric acid), 867
<r/.?-Butenedioic anhydride, 867
2-Butenoic acid, 581

3-Buten-2-ol, 494

Butter, / 1057

Butvar, 1045

n-Butyl acetate, / 674

ter/-Butyl acetate, 681

n-Butylacetylene, 253 (See also 1-Hexyene)
M-Butyl alcohol, t 495, / 496

dehydration. 155. 156

derivatives, / 545
industrial preparation, 712
oxidation, 621

prepaiation, 506, 636
sec-butyl alcohol, / 495

dehydration, 155, 166

infrated spectrum, 5*59

optical activity, 236

preparation, 498, 530
let /-Butyl alcohol, t 495

denydialion, 166

Friedel-Crafts alkylation with, 380

hydrogen halides reaction, 519, 523
lodoform test, 537

pieparation, 191, 498

n-Butylamine, / 729, 742, 763, 919

jcr-Butylamtne, t 729

/er/-Butylamine, t 729

//-Butylammonium bromide, 739

/i-Butylben/ene, / 375

infrared spectrum, 41 1

preparation, 380, 631
set -Butylbenzenc, / 375, 380
/*'//- Btitylben/cne, t 375, 380

wt'-Butyl ben/oate, 625

/?-5<?c-Butylben7oic acid, ^86

/i-Butyl bromide, t 453

j*r-Butyl bromide (See also 2-Bromobutane)
dchydrohalogenation, 158

physical constants, / 453

frrr-Butyl bromide, 103, 190, / 453
carbonium ion from, by electron impact, 162

case of elimination, 589

hydiolysis, 460, 470
SN! reaction, relative rate, 470
SN2 reaction, relative rate, 465

reaction, with cyanide ion, 589
v/ith iodide ion, 465

/iAifj-4-/<T/-Butvl-l -bromocyclohexane, 447

wr-Butylcarbinol, 494 (See also 2-methyl-l-

butanol)

preparation, 511

/i-Butyl cation

mass to charge ratio, 406

rearrangement, 171-173

/m-Butyl cation. 160

b> electron impact, 162

nmr spectium, 161

in SN! reactions, 466

n-But>l chloride, / 453
from /i-butane, 95, 100

dehydcohalogenation, 155, 156

Friedel-Crafts alkylation with, 380

tec-Butyl chloride, / 453
from w-butane, 95, 100, 226-227

dehydrohalogenation, 155, 156

enantiorncrs of, 125, 129, 132

lithiumdialkylcopper from, 93

stereochemistry, 228-229, 232 -235

/fr/-Butyl chloride, 452, / 453

dehydrohalogenation, 486
Friedel-Crafts alkylation with, 795
from isobutane, 96, 99

lithiumdialkylcopper from, $0

pieparation, 519, 523

trimethylacetic acid from, 588

4-/f//-Butylcyclohexene, 488

c/j-4-/er/-Butylcyclonexyl tosylate, 488

n-Butyldimethylcarbinol, 511 (See also

2-Methyl-2-hexanol)
Butylenes, 146-151

physical properties, 147

(See also Butene; Isobutylene)

n-Butyl ether, / 553, 554

ter/-Butyl fluoride

nmr spectrum, 161

tert-Buiyl free radical, 217

Butyl groups, 82

sec-Butyl hydrogen phthalate, 669
tert-Butyl hydrogen sulfate, 191



n-Butyl iodide, t 453

sec-Butyl iodide, 188, / 453
tert-Bulyl iodide, 187, / 453

//Butyl isopropyl ketone (2-Methyl-3-
heptanone), 623

w-Butyllithium, 855, 1037

/i-Butylmagnesium bromide, 531

2-(jtfc-Butyl) naphthalene, 980

/Me;-r-Butylphenol, 795

Butyl rubber, 1037, 1048

///-(/i-Butyl) toluene, 627

P-fcrr-Butyltoluene
nmr spectium, 424

.wr-Butyl tosylate, 528

1-Butyne (Ethylacetylene), 250, r 251

preparation, 260

2-Butyne (Dimethylacetylene), 250. / 251, 254
1.4-ButynedioJ, 1007

l-Butyn-3-ol, 714

3-Butyn-2-oJ, 714

w-Butyraldehyde, t 496, 618, / 620
in aldol condensation, 712
infrared spectrum, 646

preparation, 621,712
n-Butyramide, / 660

Butyric acid, ( 580, / 600

/i-Butyrophenone (Phenyl /t-propyl ketone),
619, / 620, 63 1

/i-Butyryl chloride, / 660

n-Butyryl-S-ACP, 1177

Cadalene, 976

Cadaverine, 743

Cadinene, 976
Cadmium chloride, 627
Cafteic acid, 808

Cahn, R.S., 124, 130

Calcite, Nicol prism, 118
Calcium acetate, 582
Calcium carbide, 251

Calcium cyanamide, 687

Camphane, 316

Camphene hydrochloride, 915, 918
Camphoronic acid, 863

Cannizzaro reaction, 633, 643-645, 709

Capric acid, t 580

Caproaldehyde, t 620

Caproamide, 736

Caproic acid, / 580, 796

Caprolactam, 1051

Carbamates, 685 (See also Urethanes)

Caprylic acid, / 580
Carbamic acid, 684-685, 1044
Carbamide (Urea), 684
Carbanionoid compounds, 92, 93, 510, 715,

720, 840-841

Carbanions, 701-726, 846-864 (See also

individual carbanions)
from acetoacetic ester, 717-718, 850
addition to aldehydes and ketones, 704-705,

709-711, 712-713, 714, 715-716, 719,
720-722

in aldol condensations, 704-705, 709-711,
712-713

basicity, relative, 1016-1017

charge accommodation, 701-702, 718
in Claisen condensation, 705, 716-720
from cyanoacetic ester, 874
in dehydrohalogenation, 477, 479
in halogenation of ketones, 706-707
from malonic ester, 847-849, 874
in Michael reaction, 873-875

in nucleophilic acyl substitution, 705,
720-722

in nucleophilic addition, 870-875
in nucleophilic aliphatic substitution, 93,

260-261, 847, 850
in nucleophilic aromatic substitution, 829-

833, 836-841

pyridine, 1087-1088

prbitals, 258-259, 1016-1017
in orgajioborane synthesis, 856-857
in Perkin condensation, 714
racemi/ation, 859-860
reactions, summary, 703-706
in Reformatsky reaction, 720-722
resonance, 701-702, 718
shape, 733

stereochemistry, 733
in Wittig reaction, 715

Carbazole, 1002

Carbenes, 308-312
Carbenoid compounds, 312

2-CarbethoxycycIopentanone. 718
Carbinol system for naming alcohols, 493-494
Carbitol, 566

Carboben/oxy -chloride, 686
in peptide synthesis, 1148

Carbobenzoxyglycine, 1 148

Carbobenzoxyglycine, acid chloride, 1148

Carbobenzoxyglycylalanine, 1149

Carbohydrates, 1070-1131 (See also

Aldohexoses, Aldoses, Mono-
saccharides, etc.)

biological oxidation, 1172-1175
classification, 1071

definition, 1071

disaccharides, 1112-1119

esterification, 668, 1127

fermentation, 497, 498-499

methylation, 1099-1101

monosaccharides, 1070-1111

nomenclature, 1071, 1073-1075, 1103-1104
osazone formation, 077-1078
oxidation, 1075-1077

polysaccharides, 1119-1128

o-Carbomethoxypheny Ithallium

ditrifluoroacetate, 351

Carbon, analysis for, 67-69
Carbonation of phenols, 796
Carbon-carbon double bonds

analysis for, 183, 186, 208, 219-221
in benzene, 323-327
in ethylene, 143-146

formation, 157

hindered rotation about, 145,. 148
infrared spectra, 445

length, 146

protecting, 156

reactions, 177-221
Carbon-carbon single bonds

in ethane, 73-76
infrared spectra, 445

length. 146, 267

rotational barrier, 75, 76
Carbon-carbon triple bonds, 248-250

infrared spectra, 445
Carbon-chain lengthening

synthesis of alcohols, 530-533
Aldol condensation, 709-714
of aldoses, 1078-1080
of alkanes, 92, 253, 260

synthesis of amines, 737, 741

of carboxylic acids. 768-769
Carbon-chain shortening

of aldoses, 1080



degradation of alkenes, 218

Hofmann degradation. 741

Carbon-halogen bonds, 368

Carbon-hydrogen bonds
infrared spectra, 444

lengths and hybridization, 267

Carbonic acid, 684

stability, 685
Carbonic acid functional derivations,

684-687
Carbonium ions (Sef also individual

cations)

in acetals, 642-643
in addition to <*, /J-unsaturated carbonyl

compounds, 869-870
from alcohols and alkenes, 379

in alkylation of alkenes, 202

from atkyl halides, 379

of anthracene and phenanthrene, 991

in electrophilic aromatic substitution, 346,

348, 352, 3*56-357, 359-368

from dehydration of alcohols, 169-174

delocali/ation, 268-271

ease of formation, 170-171, 195

electronic effect in, 162-163, 171

in electrophilic addition, 191-194

in electrophilic substitution in

naphthalene, 978
from free radicals, ioni/ation potentials,

164-165, 269, 397

of pyridine, 1014

reactions, 380

rearrangement of, 171-173
in rearrangements, 886-901
in SN! reactions, 466, 469

stability, 163-165, 170, 195, 269, 368

structure, 161-162
Carbon tetrabromide, 45, / 453
Carbon tetrachloride, 31. 44, / 453

addition to alkenes, 205

Carbonyl chloride (Phosgene), 684

Carbonyl compounds (5^ also Aldehydes,
Keto acids. Ketones, #, /?-Unsaturated
carbonyl compounds)

addition to, 704, 868-873

preparation, 867

structure and properties, 865-867

a, /Hmsatu rated, 865-884

Carbonyl group
and acidity of -hydrogens, 701-703
in aldehydes and ketones, 628-629
in aldol condensation, 710

bonding in, 613-618, 661
in carboxylic acids, 592, 597-599
in carboxylic acid derivatives, 660-662

geometry, 617-618, 661

Carbowax, 1029

o-Carboxyben/enediazonium inner salt, 844

Carboxylate anion, basicity, 593-594
structure, 597-599

Curboxyl group, 579
electron withdrawal by, 592, 593

Carboxylic acid anhydrides (see Acid
anhydrides)

Carboxylic acid chlorides (see Acid chlorides)

Carboxylic acids, 579-616 (See also

Dicarboxylic acids)

acidity, 592, 597-601
effect of substituents, 599-601

acidity constants, 593, / 600

aliphatic, acidity, 599-600

alpho-hnlogenation. 592

sources, 583-583
(see Amino acids)

analysis, 608-609
aromatic, acidity, 600-601

nomenclature, 581

preparation, 382, 384-385, 586

ring substitution, 340, 592

sources, 584-585

biosynthesis, 1 175-1 177

conversion, into acid chlorides, 590
into amides, 591

into esters (see esterification below)
into functional derivatives, 590-591
into salts, 583-584, 590

derivatives, 608, / 614

dicarboxylic (see Dicarboxylic acids)

esterification, 591, 602-603
mechanism, 680-682

reactivity, 603

(See also Esters)

from fats, 584, 1060-1061
functional derivatives, 590, 591-592,

658-700 (See also individual families)
acid chlorides, 590. 664-666
acid anhydrides, 667-668

analysis, 687-688

amides, 591, 670-672

carbonyl group in, 661-665

compared with sulfonyl derivatives,
713-714

esters, 591, 672-684

hydrolysis, 660, 665, 668, 671, 675

nomenclature, 658-659

nucleophilic substitution, 660-664

physical properties, 659-660, / 660, t 674

spectroscopic analysis, 688-690
structure, 658

halogenation, alpha (see Hell-Volhard-

Zelinsky reaction)

hydrogen bonding in, 582

hydroxy (see Hydioxy acids)

ioni/ation, 592, 593

keto (see Keto acids)

neutralization equivalent, 608

nomcticlatuie, 580-582

physical properties, / 580, 582-583

preparation, 219, 585-588
acetoacctic ester synthesis, 862

caibonation of Gngnard leagents, 586,

587, 588
via diazomum salts, 768-769
haloform reaction, 537-538, 973

hydiolysis of nitrites, 586- 588, 588 589.

768-769

Knocvenagcl reaction, 714
Kolbe reaction, 796, 803-804
malonic ester synthesis, 847-850

oiganoborane synthesis, 856-858
via 2-oxazolines, 855-856
oxidation of alcohols, 520-521, 528 S29,

585 586, 587

of alkenes, 219
or arenes, 382, 384 -385, 586

of methyl ketones, 630, 635, 973
Perkm condensation, 714

periodic acid oxidation, 538

Refoimatsky reaction, 720-722

reactions, summary, 590-592
reduction to alcohols, 591, 603 604

salts, 582, 583-584, 590

nomenclature, 582

physical properties, 583-584, 608 609

solubility, / 580, 582, 583-584
salts, 583-584

sources, aliphatic, 584, 1060-1061

aiomatic, 584-585



spectroscopic analysis, r 412, / 421, 609-610

substitution, alpha, 592

Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction, 592,
604-605

ring, 340, 592

unsaturated, from fats, 584, 1058,
1060-1061

a. /?-unsaturated, / 866, 866-867
electrophilic addition, 868

hydrogcnation. 721

nucleophilic addition, 870-872

preparation, 605, 867

Carboxylic acids, functional derivatives,
658-700 (See also Acid chlorides,

Acid anhydrides, Amides, carbonic
acid derivatives, Imides, Esters, Fats)

Carboxypeptidase, 1146

Carcinogenic hydrocarbons, 996-997
Cardiac glycosides, 515
Carius method, analysis for halogen, 69

analysis for sulfur, 334

ft-Carotene, 413,414
Carotenes, 313

Carvocrol, 809

3,8-Carvomenthenediol, 651

Carvomenthol, 652
Carvomenthone, 652

Carvone, 127, 976

(4- )-Carvotanacetone, 652
Castile soap, 1059

Catalytic cracking, (see Pyrolysis)

Catalytic dehydrogenation, 974-976 (See also

Aromatization, Dehydrogenation )

Catalytic hyd.ogenation, 183-184 (See also

Hydrogenation)
Catalytic reforming

of alkanes, 110, 376
of alicyclic hydrocarbons, 286

Catehol, 787. / 788
Cationic polymerization, 1037
Cell membranes, 1066-1067

( + )-Cellobiose, 1115-1116
Cellobiose octacetate. 1115, 1116

Cellophane, 1128
Cellulose

description, 1070, 1120

estcrification, 668

properties, 1126

reactions, 1 127-1128

structure, 1030, 1126-1127
Cellulose acetate, 1127
Cellulose ethers, 1 128

Cellulose nitrate, 1127

Cellulose trinitrate, 1127

Cellulose xanthate, 1128

Cerebrosides, 1067

Chain-reaction polymerization, 1028-1041

(See also Free radical

polymerization)
coordination polymerization, 1039-1041

copolymenzation, 1033-1036
free ladical vinyl polymerization, 1030-1033
ionic polymei i/ation, 1037-1039

Chain reactions

chiorination of methane, 49
combustion of alkanes, 109

free radical addition, 203-205
halogenation of alkanes, 96-97

Chain transfer, 1032
Chair conformation, 295, 301

Chalcone, / 866

Chao, T.H., 238

Chavibetol, 810

Chelation, 789

Chemical palcogenetics, 1152

Chemical shifts, 419-423, 1 421

Chichibabin reaction, 1015

Chirality, 123-126, 130
bond breaking, 229, 237-246

generation of chiral center, 226-228,
232-235

reactions of chiral molecules, 228-246
Chloranil, 975
Chiorination (See also Halogenation)

of alkanes, 95-109
of alkylbenzenes, 386, 388-389, 402

aromatic, 350
of methane, 43-45
and stereochemistry, 237-239

Chlorine
abundance of, aTCI, / 408
3GCI as tracer, 108

o-Chloroacetanilide, / 781

Chioracetic acid, / 600, 613

preparation, 592, 604

reactions, 794
relative acidity, 599

Chloroalkanes, 95 (See also Alkyl chlorides)

m-Chloroaniline, / 730, / 749

o-Chloroaniline, / 730, / 749, / 781

p-Chloroaniline, / 730, / 749

wi-Chloroben/amide, t 614

m-Chlorobenzamilide, / 614

2'-Chlorobenzanilide, / 781

Chlorobenzene, 331, / 819, / 825, 844

nitration, t 340

preparation, 322, 349

reactions, 365-368, 733, 791, 792, 818, 827

resonance, 824
m-Chlorobenzenediazonium hydrogen sulfate,

792
2'-Chlorobenzenesulfonanilide, t 781

p-Chlorobenzenesulfonic acid, 332
wi-Chlorobenzoate ion, 633
w-Chlorobenzoic acid, / 580, t 600, / 614
o-Chlorobenzic acid, t 580, t 600, 613, 817,

844

p-Chlorobenzoic acid, t 580, t 600, 613

m-Chlorobenzyl alcohol, 633

?wfo-2-Chloro-exo-2-bromobicyclo [3 . 1 .0]

hexane, 947

1-Chlorobutane, 95 (See also n-Butyl chloride)

2-Chlorobutane, 95 (See also sec-Butyl

chloride)

3-Chloro-2-butanol, 247

2-Chloro-2-butene, 268. t 453
l-Chloro-2-butene, 268, / 453

3-Chloro-2-butyl free radical, 233-235

a-Chlorobutyric acid, / 600

/3-Chlorobutyric acid, / 600
Chlorocarbonic acid. 685

2-Chlorocyclohexyl brosylate, 91 1

Chlorocyclopropane, 284, 285

2-Chloro-2,3-dimenthylbutane, 197

2-Chloro-3,3-dimethyIbutane, 197

3-Chloro-2,3-dimethyl-2-butanol, 898

Chloroethane, 95 (See also Ethyl chloride)

2-Chloroethanol, 494, 844 (See also Ethylene
chlorohydrin)

o-Chloroethylbenzene, 844

(1-Chloroethyl) benzene, 236, 383 (See also

a-Phenylethyl chloride)

Chloroform, 44, / 453
addition to alkencs, 205
test for alkylbenzenes, 399

- 1-Chlorohexane, 844

4-Chloro-2-hexene, 269

2-Chloro-3-hexene, 269



2-Chlorohydroquinone, 878

1-Chloro-l-iodoethane, 188, 818

Chloroiodomethanesulfonic acid,

enantiomers, 121

l-Chloro-2-iodopropane, 255

Chloromethane, 43-45 (See also Methyl
chloride)

1 -Chloro-2-methylaziridine, 732

l-Chloro-2-methylbutane (See also tert-Pentyl

chloride)

chirality, 229-231

photochemical halogenation of S-( -f )-

isomer, 238

preparation, 194, 541

3-Chloro-2-methylbutane, 541

y-Chloro--methylbutyric acid, 581

l-Chloromethylnaphthalene, 977

3-Chloro-2-methylpentane, 1 32

w-Chloro-N-methylphenethylamine, 844

o-Chloro-N-mcthylphenethylamine, 844

I-Chloro-2-methylpropane, 96 (See also

Isobuty] chloride)

2-Chloro-2-methylpropane, 96 (See also ter-

Butyl chloride)

Chloromycelin, 127

1-Chloronaphthalene, / 967, 977, 1000

2-Chloronaphthalene, / 967, 1000

l-Chloro-2-naphtho1, 1000

w-Chloronitrobenzene, 332, 817, t 819, 832

preparation. 820

o-Chloronitrobenzene, / 819, 828, 831-832

p-Chloronitrobenzenc, / 819, 827, 831-832

2-Chloro-4-nitrophenol, 332

4-Ch!oro-2-nitrotoluene, 343

4-Chloro-3-nitrotoluene, 343

Chloronium ions, 246

2-Chloropentane, 541

3-Chloropentane, 541

m-ChlorophenoI, / 788

preparation, 792

o-Chlorophenol, 787, t 788

p-Chlorophenol, / 788

preparation, 792

p-Chlorophenoxyacitic acid, t 614

p-Chlorophenoxyacetamide, t 614

p-Chlorophenoxyacetanilide, r614

Chlorophenylbutanes, 401

3-(p-Chlorophenyl) butanoic acid, 581

1-Chloro-l-phenylethane, 388 (See also

a-Phenylethyl chloride)

2-Chloro-l-phenylethane, 388 (See also

/?-Phenylethyl chloride)

0-Chlorophenyl phenyl sulfide, 908-909

Chlorophyll, 789, 1004, 1070

Chloroprene, 276

1-Chloropropane, 95 (See also n-Propyl
chloride)

2-ChIoropropane, 95 (See also Isopropyl
chloride)

2-Chloro-l-propanol, derivatives, 545

l-Chloro-2-pjropanol (See also Propylene
chlorohydrin)

derivatives, 545

preparation, 180, 199

2-Chloropropene, 255

3-Chloro-l-propene (see Allyl chloride)

/3-Chloropropionaldehyde, 868

Q-Chloropropionic acid, 613

3-Chloropropyne, / 453

4-Chloropyridine, reactions, 843, 1015

p-Chlorostyrene, 397

rt-Chlorotoluene, 361 (See also Benzyl
chloride)

//i-Chlorotoluene, / 819

nitration, 344

o-Chlorotoluene, 384, 386, 572, 765, t 819, 820

preparation, 765

/y-Chlorotoluene, 343, / 819

preparation, 384, 386

2'-Chloro-p-tnluenesulfonanilide, / 781

p-ChlorotriphenylcarbinoI, 920
Cholecaliferol, 966

Cholestane, 316

Cholestane-3/?, 6a-diol, 507

3-ChoIestanol, 521

3-Cholestanone, preparation, 521, 543

2-Cholestene, 517

Cholesterol, 507, 514, 517, 1182

aromatization, 976

biogenisis, 278

Choline, 781, 1065
Choline phosphoglyceride, 1065

k

Chromatography, 1143
Chromic acid, 634
Chromic anhydride, test for alcohols, 221, 536
Chromium (VI), 528

Chryscne, / 967, 996

Chymotrypsin
a-structure, 1159, 1165-1166
action. 1165-1170, 1181

Chymotrypsinogen, 1146

Cinchonine, 237

Cinnamaldehyde, t 866

synthesis, 704, 713, 867
Cinnamic acid, t 866, 871

synthesis, 714, 867

Cinnamyl alcohol

physical constants, 1 495

preparation, 636

reactions, 563

Cinnamylidenetriphenylphosphorane, 715
cis- and trans-isomers (see Geometric isomers

Citral, 652, 808, 881
Citric acid, 1182

Citronellol, 277
Claisen condensation, 677, 714, 716-720

crossed, 719

Cleavage, 218
of alkenes, 218
of alkynes, 278
of bonds, 21

of cycloalkenes, 288
of dienes, 279
of epoxides, 565, 567, 568-570
of esters, 677-678, 681
of ethers, 559-560
of ketones, 635

ozonolysis, 218-219

by periodic acid, 538

by permanganate, 219
Clemmensen reduction, 377, 626-627, 631,

636, 987

Coal, 1

in manufacture of acetylene, 251
as source of aromatic compounds, 376

Coal gas, 376
Coal tar, 376

as source of carboxytic acids, 585
Cobalt (HI) fluoride, 454

Cocaine, 236
Coconut oil, / 1057
Cod liver oil, t 1057

Codons, 1181

Coenzyme A, 782

Coenzymes, 1153

Coke, 376

Collagen, 1150,1159
Collins, Clair, 899, 922



Collision frequency, 56-58

Combination, in polymerization, 1031
Combustion of hydrocarbons, 42, 109-110

Competition (see Method of competition)
Concentration, and reaction rates, 459-4(0
Concerted reactions, 939-960
Condensation polymerization, 207, 1029

Conessine, 543

Configuration

absolute, 231, 1092-1094
ol aj<joses, 1085-1087
t)f amino acids, 1 1 38

of caibohydiates, 1081-1094, 1098-1099
CIA und //am, 149
D and L, 1087 1089, 1093

definition, 129

of ( + )-giucose, 1081-1085
and optical rotation, 131, 1098-1099

Rand. S., 130-133, 137-138, 1089

relative, 230

sequence uilcs for, 130-133, 137-138

Zand. 150

Conligu rational isomers, definition, 139

Conformation

anti, 78

boat, 295, 296, 297

chair, 295, 297

definition, 75

eclipsed, 75

envelope, 315

gauche, 78

half-chair, 297

nmr and, 447. 1 1 10

skew, 75

stability, factors affecting, 294

staggered, 75

twist-boat, 295, 296, 297

Conformational analysis, 75-76, 78-79,

138-140, 294

aldoses, 1104-1106

angle strain, 294

anomeric effect. 1 106

amylose, 1124

butanes, 78-79

cyclobutane, 298

cyclohexane, 294-299

derivatives, 299-301, 303-308

cyclohexanediols, 298, 902

cyclopentane, 298-299

decatin, 974

1, 3-diaxial interaction, 299

dipole-dipole interaction, 294

1, 2-dimethylcyclohexanes, 303-308

E2 elimination, 483

ethane, 75-76
factors in, 294

D-(-f)-glucose, 1104-1106

methycyclohexane, 299-301

nmr and, 447, 1110

proteins, 1154-1160

pyranoses, 1104-1106

rearrangement, 900-903

torsional strain, 75-76
van der Waals strain, 78-79

Conformational effects, in pinacolic

deamination, 898-904
Conformational isomers, definition of, 138-139

Conformers, 138

Conifery I alcohol, 811

Conjugated double bonds, 262
ultraviolet absorption band shift, 412, 413

in alkenylben/enes, 395-396
in a. fl-unsaturated carbonyl compounds,

711, 869, 871

Conjugated proteins, 1152-1153
Conrotatory motion, 941-948
Coordination polymerization, 1039-1041
Cope reaction, 714, 850
Cope rearrangement, 954
Copolymerization. 1033-1036
Copolymers, 1033

Copper acetylides, 261

Copper chromite, 684
Copper phthalocyanine, 1004
Corey, E. J., 92

Corey-House synthesis, 846
Corey, Robert B., 1154
Corn oil, / 1057

-Corticotropin, 1142-1143
Cortisone, 515, 877
< oi)iicnakterium diphtherium, 1068

Coiynomycolenic acid, 1068

Cottonseed oil, / 1057

Coulson, C. A., 293

Coumurane, 809

Coupling, of diaronium salts, 767, 772-775,
796

Coupling constants 435

Covalent bonds (wr Bonds)
Clacking (see Pyiolysis)

C rafis, James, 378
C i am, Donald J.. 911

w-Cresol, 787, / 788, 7%
o-Cresol, 766, / 788, 796, 802

p-Cresol. 343, / 788. 794, 896

infrared spectrum, 806

Cresols, industrial source, 376

wi-Cresyl acetate, 796

Crick, F.H.C, 1180

Cnsto, 1062

Crotonaldehyde, 636, 712, t 866, 879, 1020

synthesis, 704,711,867
//flm-Crotonamide, t 614

//<m5-Crotonanihde, / 614
trans-Crotonic acid, / 614, / 866, 868, 872

Crotonyl-S-ACP, 1177

Crotyl alcohol, t 495

Ciotyl chloride, / 453

Cjotyl iodide, / 453

Crystallinity of polymers, 1040, 1045-1046

Crystallites, 1046

Crystal structure

of macromolecules, 1045

and melting points, 26-27
and physical properties, 819

Cubane, 285

3-Cumaranone, 809

Cumene, / 375, 791, 893

Cumene hydroperoxide, 791

rearrangement, 791, 893-896
Cumulated double bonds, 262

Cupric bromide, 858

Cuprous methylacetylide, 256

Curtain. D. Y., 901

Curtius rearrangement, 889

Cyanamide, 684, 687

Cyanic acid, 684

Cyanides (see Nitrites)

Cyanoacetic ester, reactions, 850

3-Cyano-l ,3-diphenyl-l-propanone, 870

Cyanohydrins, 631, 637-638

/f-Cyanopyridine, 1023

a-C>ano-m-tolufc acid, 844

7 Cyano-7-trifiuoromethylnorcaradiene, 947

7-Cyano-7-trifluoromethyItropyIidene. 947

Cyclic anhydrides. 669-670

Cyclic bromonium ions, 243-246

Cyclic compounds (see Alicyclic
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hydrocarbons. Arenes, Aromatic
compounds, Hctcrocyclic compounds/

Cyclic esters, 674 (See also Lactones)

Cyclic ethers, 561 (See also Epoxides)
Cyclic halonhim ions, 570

Cyclic mcrcurinuim ions, 570

Cyclization, 287, 985-988

cycloaddition, 948-954

electrocyclic reactions, 939-948
Cycloaddition reactions

definition, 287
Dicls-Alder reaction, 876-878
and orbital symmetry, 948-954

Cycloalkanes, 87 (See also Alicyclic

hydrocarbons)
Cyclobutanc, 283, t 284

conformations, 298
reactions. 288-289

1.3-Cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid. 302

Cyclobutenes, electrocyclic reactions, 939-948

Cyclodecane, puckered ring, 291 -

cis, cis. cw-Cyclodecal-l,3,5-triene, 947

Cycloheptane, 1 284
1 ,3,5-Cycloheptatriene, 1025

CycloheptatrienyUanion, 328

Cycloheptatrienyl cation (Tropylium ion)
electronic configuration, 330, 936
molecular orbitals, 936
a- electrons, 328, 934

Cycloheptatrienyl radical, 328

1,3-Cyclohexadiene, 284, / 284, 323

reactions, 877, 879

1,4-Cyclohexadiene, / 284, 323

Cyclohexane, 284, / 284

analysis, 313
axial bonds, 298-301
conformational analysis, 294-298. 442-443

derivatives, conformational analysis,

298-301, 303-308

stcreoisomerism, 301-308

equatorial bonds, 298-301
heat of combustion, 290
industrial source. 286
nmr spectrum, 442-443

puckered ring, 291

Cyclohexanecarboxylic acid, 579, r 580

1,2-Cyclohexanediol diacetate, 910

Cyclohexanol, 492, / 495
industrial source, 286
nmr spectrum, 438
reactions, 519,521,741

Cyclohexanone
preparation, 521, 741

reactions, 705, 714, 860, 875

Cyclohexene, / 284, 323

preparation, 519, 741

Cyclohexene oxide, preparation, 562, 573

Cyclohexylamine, / 729

preparation, 741

Cyclohexyl bromide, 452, t 453

preparation, 523

Cyclohexyl brosylate, 911

Cyclohexylcarbinol, 491

Cyclohexyl chloride, / 453

hydrolysis and neighboring group effects,

908-909
cis, c/j-Cyclonona-l,3-diene, 962
cis, cis, rrani-Cyclononal,3,5-triene, 947
Cyclooctadecanonaene, 935
cis, r/j-Cycloocta-U-diene, 961

cis, franj-Cycloocta-l,3-diene, 961

1,5-Cyclooctadiene, reactions, 857, 863

Cyclooctane, / 284

<rfc-l,4-CyclooctanedioI, 863

c/j-l,5-CyclooQtanediol, 863

Cyclooctatetraenyl dianion, 934
1,3,5-CycIooctatricne, 960
1,3-Cyclopentadiene, 284, / 284

reactions, 875, 880, 953
Cyclopentadienyl anion

electronic configuration, 329, 935-936
molecular orbitals, 936

Cyclopentadienyl cation

electronic configuration, 328, 935
. molecular orbitals, 935

Cyclopentadienyl free radical

electronic configuration, 328, 935
molecular orbitals, 935

Cyclopentane, 284, / 284
conformational analysis, 298
derivatives, conformational analysis,

215-216
preparation, 631

stereoisomerism, 301-303

1,3-Cyclopentanedicarboxylic add, 302
1 ,2-Cyclopentanediol

cis- and /raru-isomers, 301, 307, 494

chirality, 302-303

Cyclopentanol, / 495

preparation, 630, 636
Cyclopentanone

formation, 667

reactions, 631, 636

Cyclopentene, 283, / 284

reactions, 858

Cyclopentene oxide, 563

B-Cyclopentyl-9-BBN, 858

Cyclopentenyl cation, 946

Cyclopropane, 283, t 284

preparation, 287

reactions, 288-289

Cyclopropanecarboxylic acid, 850

Cyclopropenones, 938

Cyclopropenyl anion, 937

Cyclopropenyl cation, 934, 937

Cyclopropenyl free radical, 937

Cyclopropyl anion, 946

Cyclopropyl cation, 946

2-Cyclopropyl-2-propanol, 545

Cycloreversions, 952

p-Cymene, t 375

(-)-Cysteine, /1 134

(-)-Cystine, t 1134

Cystochrome c, 1161

Cystosine, 1179
in nucleic acids, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1182

D, prefix, 1089

d, prefix, 1089

2,4 D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid), 800

Dacron. 1046

synthesis, 1042

"Dansyl" method, 1146

DDQ. 1001

DDT, 843
Dead polymers, 1050

Deamination, 898-904
Decahydronaphthalene, 971 (See also Decalm)
Decalin, 491, t 967, 974

conformations, 315

preparation, 971, 973

reactions, 974

n-Dccane, / 86

cis, cis, cis, cis, mM*-Deca-l,3,5,7,9-pentaene,
961

Decarbonylatkm, 1007

112*



Decarboxyiation
of aromatic acids, 593
of /J-ketoacids and malonic acids, 833-854

2,4,6,8-Decatotraene, 946
1 -Deceits,/ 152

n~Decylatcoh6U495

5-Decyne, / 25!

Degradation
amines (see Exhaustive methylation)
Hofmann (see Hofmann degradation)
by oxidation^ 219

by ozonolysis, 218-219
Ruff (see Ruff degradation)

Dehalogenation
of tetrahalides, 253-254
of vicinaldihalides, 155, 156

Dehydration
of alcohols. 166-175, 395, 519, 521-523, 554

ease of formation of carbonium ions,

170-171

mechanism, 167-169
order of reactivity, 166

rearrangement of carbonium ions,
171-174

of aldol products, 711

Dehydrobenzene, 836 (See also Benzyne)
7-Dehydrocholesterol, 966
Dehydrogenation

of alicyclic,hydrocarbons, 286
of hydroaromatic compounds, 974-976
industrial, 376, 395

Dehydrogenation enzymes, 1153

Dehydrohalogenation
of alkyl dihalides, 252, 253
of alkyl dehalides, 252, 253
of alkyl halides, 156-165, 395
order of reactivity in, 159
use in synthesis, 867

Delocalization energy, 215 (See also

Resonance energy)
Denaturation, of proteins, 1150
Denatured alcohol, 499 (See also Ethyl

alcohol)

n,L-Dendroketose, 1109

Deoxyribonucleic acids, 1178 (See also DNA)
D-2-Deoxyribose, 1178

Desulfonation, 350
of naphthalenes, 981

Detergents
manufacture, 154, 1041, 1061-1062

non-ionic, 1061

solubility and cleansing power, 32, 1061

Deuterium (See also Hydrogen)
exchange, 710, 843

isotope effects, 353, 358

labeling for nnw spectra, 437-439

labeling for reaction studies, 107-108,

838, 843, 889

separation, 107

Deuterium oxide, 107

o-Deuteriobromobenzene, 838

-Deuterioethyibenzene, 122

0-Deuteriofluorobenzene, 838

3-Deuteriomdene<, 957

2-Duteiioisobutane, 107-108

Dewar, James
benzene structure, 319, 826, 965

Dextrans, 1126

Dextrorotatory, definition, 119

Dextrose, 1118
DHP (Dichydropyrtn) 692

Dimceumide, 758

*m*Diacetaftts, 625

Diacetone alcohol
from aldol condensation, 704, 709
dehydration, 711

Dialkylacetoacetic esters, 820
Dialkylmalonic esters, 847-848
1,6-Diaminohexane, 736
1 ,2-Diaminonaphthatene 997

1,3-DiaminonapJithalene, 997

1,5-Diaminonaphthalene, 997

2,4-Diaminophenol (Amidol), 807
3,3'-Diaminospiro[3.3}heptane, 315

2,3-Diaminotoluentf, 1023

Diamond, structure, 285, 968
Diastase, 1112

Diastereomers, 133-135

comparison of properties, 135

formation, by generation of second chiral

center, .232-235

geometric isomers as, 148, 150
in resolution, 235-237
(See also Anomers, Epimers)

Diastereotopic protons, 418

1,3-Biaxial interactions, 299-3Q!, 305

1,8-Diazaphenanthrene, 1023
Diazo coupling, 339, 767

Diazocyclopentadiene-2-carboxylic acid,
sodium salt, 884

Diazomethane, 308
Diazonhim fluoroborates, 768
Diazonium hexafluorophosphates, 768
Diazonhim salts

coupling, 765, 772-775
preparation, 736, 763, 765
reactions, 738, 765-775, 820-821

replacement, 765-772
Diben/alacetone, t 866, 879
1 ,2,5,6-Dibenzanthracene, 996, / 967
Diborane, 505
Dibromoacetic acid, 604

3,5-Dibromo-4-aminotoluene, 759
m-Dibromobenzene, 324, 331, t 819

o-Dibromobenzene, 324, 331, t 819, 844
p-Dibromobenzene, 324, 331, f 819

2,4-Dibromobenzenediazonium chloride, 843

1,4-Dibromobutane, 1010

2,3-Dibromobutane
dehalogenation, 155

stereochemistry of elimination, 489

stereochemistry of formation
from 2-butenes, 242-246
from 3-bromo-2-butanols, 904-907

3,4-Dibromo-l-butene, 268
1 ,4-Dibromo-2-butene, 268

2/3, 3,Y-Dibromochalestane, 517
1 ,2-Dibromocyclohexane, 288
1 ,2-Dibromocyclopentane, 302
1 ,2-Dibramo- 1 ,2-dideuterio ethane,

stereochemistry of elimination, 489
9, 10-Dibromo-9,10-dihydroanthracene, 991
9.10 Dibromo-9,lO-dihydrophenanthrene, 991
4,8 Dibromo-1 ,5-diiodonaphthalenr, 997
1 ,3-Dibromo-l,3-dimethylcyclobutane, 446
1 ,2-Dibromo- 1 ,2-diphenylethane,

stereochemistry of elimination, 389
1,1-Dibromoethane, / 453
nmr spectrum, 426-427, 430

1,2-DibromVthane, 186, 199, 452, / 453
c/'j- and /ftmx-isoiners, 149 -

1,2-DibromoethVlene, 153

, 6fl-Dibromoi3fl-hydroxycholestane, 517
'

/453
li 802

1 ,2-Dibromo~2-methylpropane, 186
nmr spectrum, 432



2,6-Dibrumo-4-mtroanffliie. 772
2,6-Dibromo-4-nitrobcnzcnediazomura

hydrogen sulfate, 772
4.5-Dibromo-l-pentene, 268
1,2-Dibroino-l-phenylethane, 434
1.2-Dibromopropane, 179, 186

1.2-Dibromopropene, 255
3.5-Dibromopyridine, 1013
( + )-3,5-Dibromotyrosine, * 1134
Di-n-butylamine, reactions, 746, 757
N, N-Di-n-butylbenzenesulfonamide, 757
Dtcarboxylic acids, 606-607

physical constant*, 1 606
preparation, 606

Dichloroacetic acid, t 600, 613
preparation, 592, 604
relative acidity, 599

2.4-Dichloroaniline, 766
2.6-Dichlorobenzaldchyde, 863
2,5-Dichlorobenzamide, / 614
m-Dichlorobenzene, 766, t 819, 863
n-Dichlorobenzene, / 819, 844
r Dichlorobenzcne, / 819
2.4-Dichlorobenzencdiazonium hydrogen

sulfate. 766
2,5-Dichlorobcnzoic acid, / 614
1,2-Dichlorobutane, chirality, 228-229
2,VDichlorobutane, 135-137, 232, 233
Dichlorocarbene, 311, 804-805

0, /?'-Dichlorodiethyl sulfide, 907-908
1 ,2-Dichloro-l ,1 -difluoroethane, nmr

spectrum, 432
Dichlorodifluoromethane, 454
3,3-Dichloro-l .2-dimethylclopropanc, 311
1,2-Dichloroethane, / 453, 739 (See also

Ethylene chloride)
conformational analysis, 141-142

1 ,2-Dichloroethylene, 153

geometric isomerism, 149

, a'-Dichloroglutaric acid, 606
Dichloromethane, 44, / 454 (See also

Methylene chloride)

l,2-Dichloro-2-methylbutane, 238

l,2-Dichloro-3-methytbutane, 132

*mto-cfj-2,3-Dichloroncrbornane, 484
i/wij-2,3-Dichloronorbornane,, 484
2,3-Dichloropentane, 133-134
2,4-Dichloropentanedioic acid, 606
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 800
l,2-Dich!oropropane, 209
conformations, 441-442
nmr signals, 417

1,3-Dichloropropane, 287, 289

l,3-Dichloro-2-propanoI, 490

3,4-Dichloro-l,2,3,4-tetramethylcyclobutene,
938

Di(/J-cyanoethyl)amine, 872

Dicyclopentadiene, 953

Dicyclqpentadienyliron, 329
Dieckmann condensation, 714, 718
Diels-Alder reaction, 876-878

orbital symmetry, 948-954
stereochemistry, 880, 948-949, 965

Diets' hydrocarbon, 976
Dienes, 262-282

allcncs, 262, / 263

stability, 264

stereochemistry, 280
analysis, 278 -279

conjugated, 262-265. 266-278
1,2-vs. 1,4-addition, 268-274
bonds in, 264-268
cycloaddition, 876^878. 948-950
Diels-Alder reaction, 876-878, 948-950

etectrocyclic reactions, 94O-945
electronic configuration, 931-932
electrophilic addition, orientation,

268-274
rate vs. equilibrium, 271-274

free-radical addition,.orientation, 274
reactivity, 274-275

molecular orbitals, 931-932
polymerization, 275-277
resonance, 264-265
sigmatropic reactions, 954-960
stability, 263-265, 267-268

heats of hydrogenation, 1 263, 264
nomenclature, 262

preparation, 262-263
stability, 263-265, 267-268
structure, 262. 264-265, 267-268

Dienophile, 876

Diethylamine, t 729
m-Dielhylben/ene, 491

Diethyl benzylidenemalonate, 714
1 .2-Diethylcyclopentene, 542
Dtethylene'glycol, 566
N,N-Diethyl-o-toluidine, / 781

o-, m-. p-Difluorobenzene, I 819
1,2-Difluorotetrachloroethane, nmr spectrum,

443

3,3-Difluoro-2,2,3-tribromopropanenitrUe, nmr
spectrum, 443

Diglyme, 506

Dihalocarbenes, 311

9, 10-Dkhydroanthracene
preparation, 990
reactions, 992

Dihydromyrcene, 282

1,4-Dihydronaphthalene, / 967

preparation, 971, 973

cfe-9.10-Dihydronaphthalene, 961
Dihydropentalene, 1000

Dihydrophellandric acid. 809

9,10-Dihydrophenanthrene, 990
Dihydropyran, 692
1,2-Dihydroquinoline, 1019-1020
Dihydroxyacetone, 1 1 83

Dihydroxybenzene (see Catechol,
Hydroquinone, Resorcinol)

3.4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid, 810
2,4-Dihydroxyphenyl /i-pentyl ketone, 796
o-, m~, p-Diiodobenzene, t 819
1,1-Diiodoethane, r453
1,2-Diiodoethane, M53
1,2-Diiodoethylene, 153

Diiodomethane, / 453
( + )-3,5-Diiodotyrosine, 1 1134

Diisopentylcadmium, 628
Dimerization, of alkenes, 180, 200-201

3,4-Dimethoxybenzaldehyde, 633

3,4-Dimethoxybenzyl alcohol, 633

Dimethylacetoacetic acid, decarboxylation,
854

Dimethylacetylene, 250 (See also 2-Butyric)
Dimethylallyl pyrophosphate, 282
Dimcthylammc, 727, t 729

industrial preparation, 733

reactions, 745

synthesis, 742, 828
P-( Dimethylamino ) azobcn/ene, 747

3/? Dimethylaminoconanin-6-one, 543

3/3-Dimethylaminocon-5-cnine, 543

4-(Dimethylamino)-3-methyl-l-butenc r 755

5-(DimtUiylarnino)-l-pentene, 755

Dimethylammonium nitrate, 745
N,N-Dimeth> laniline, 365, 727, t 730

reactions. 735, 745, 747, 763
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N,N-Dimeihylanilinium acetate, 745

2,9-DJmethylanthracene, 994

1,2-Dimethylanthraquinone, 994
1,3-Dimcthylanthraquinonc, 994

1,4-Dimethylanthraquinonc, 994
N,N-Dimethylbenzamide, 756
5,10-Dimcthyl-l,2-bcnzanthraccne, 996
Dimethylbicyclo[4.3.OJnonadienes, 959-960

2,3-DimethyM,3-butadiene, t 263

2,2-Dimethylbutane, / 86

2,3~Dimethylbutane, / 86

2,3-Dimcthyl-2,3-butanediol, 896
2,2-Dimethylbutanoic acid, 586

3,3-Dimethyl-l-butanol, preparation, 501, 506

2,3-Dimethyl-2-butanol, 676
3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanol

dehydration, 171

preparation, 500, 504

3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanone, 703

2.3~Dimethyl-l~butene
heat of hydrogenation, / 183

preparation, 171 , ,

3,3-Dimethyl-l-butene, 151, 176

heat of hydrogenation, 183

2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene, t 152
heat of hydrogenation, 183

preparation, 171

2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene, epoxide, 898

Dimethyl rcc-butylamine, 728

3,3-Dimethyl-2-butyl cation, rearrangement,
172-173

3,3-Dimethyl-l-butyne, t 251

Dimethylcadmium, 628

N,N-Dimethyl-o-chloroaniline, t 781

3,4-Dimethylcyclobutene, 940. 943

5,6-DiraethyM-,3-cyclohexadiene, 941, 945
1 ,2-Dimethylcyclohexane

chirality, 306

conformational analysts, 304-307

stability of isomers, 304-305

1,3-Dimethylcyclohexane, 284

1,2-Dimethylcyclohexene, 542

1,2-Dimethyicyclopentane, / 284
industrial source, 286

2,5-Dimethylcyclopentanecarboxylic acid, 314

2,5-Dimethyl-l , 1-cyclopentanedicarboxylic

acid, 314
cfc-1 ,2-Dimethylcyclopentanol, 507
1 ,2-Dimethylcyclopentene, 507
1 ,2-Dimethylcyclopropane

cif- and /ranj-isomers, 302

preparation, 310

Dimethylethylamine, 735

N,N-Dimethylformamide
nmr spectrum, 1142
as solvent, 31-32, 849

2,5-Dimethylfuran, 1022

synthesis, 1007

2.3-Di-O-methyl-D-glucose, 1124-1135

2,4-DimethylgIutaraldchyde, 288

a, 0-Dimethylglutaric acid, 606

2,2-Dimethylheptane, 90

1,5-Dimcthylisoquinoline, 1023

1,4-Dimethylnaphthalene, 988

1,6-Dimethylnaphthalene, 988

1,7-Dimethyinaphthalen, 988

2,6-Dinwthylnaphthalene. 984

Dimethyl-1-naphthylcarbinol, 977

3,7-Dimcthyl-3-octyl acetate, 681

Dimethylolurea, 1044

2,2-Dimcthyl-3-oxobutanal, 860

3,3-DimethylpenUncdioic acid, 606

2.4-Dimcthyl-3-pemtnonef 632

4.4-Dimethyl-l-pentcnc, 183

Dimethyl-fe^pentylsulfojitum ethoxide. 754

Dimethyl-/er/pentylsulfonium iodide, 754

1,4-DimethyIphenanthrene, 994

1,9-Dimethylphenanthrcnc, 994

4,9-Dimethylphcnanthrene, 994

2,2-Dimethylpropanol, 676 (See also

Neopentyl alcohol)
2, 5-Dimethylpyrrole, 1007

2,4-Dimethylquinoline, 1020

6.9-Dimethylspirot4.4]nona-l,3-diene.

9^9-960, 964

Dimethyl sulfoxide, as solvent, 31-32, 849

2,5-Dimethylthiophene, 1007

a, /?-Dimethylvaleric acid, 581

2,4-Dinitroaniline, / 730

preparation, 823, 827

2,4-Dinitroanisole

preparation, 799

reactions, 828

2,4-Dinitrobenzenediazonium chloride, 773
Dinitrobenzenes, separation, 828

1,5-Dinitrobtnzoates (see specific alcohol.

derivatives)

2,4-Dinitrobenzoic acid, 581

3,5-Dinitrobenzoyl chloride, / 660

preparation, 601

reactions, 666
2,4-Dinitrobromobenzene, 843

2,6-Dinitro-4-rer/-butyl-3-methyIanisole, 808

2,4-Dinitrochlorobenzene, / 819

reactions, 735, 793, 799, 823, 827

4,4'-Dinitrodiphenylamine, 728

2,4-Dinitrofluorobenzene
reactions, 843
in terminal residue analysis, 1 144

1,2-Dinitronaphthalene, 984

1,3-Dinitronaphthalene, 984

1,4-Dinitronaphthalene, 984

1,5-Dinitronaphthalene, 968

preparation, 983

1,8-Dinitronaphthalene, 983

2,4-Dinitro-l-naphthol, 983

2,4-Dinitro-l-naphthylamine, 969

synthesis, 984

2,4-Dinitrophenol, / 788, 799

preparation, 793, 823, 827

N-(2,4-Dinitrophenyl)amino acids, 1145

2,4-Dinitrophenyl ethyl ether, 823

2,4-Dinitrophenyl methyl ether, 799

2,4-Dinitrophenyl phenyl ether, 843

l-(2,4-Dinitrophenyl)-2-phenylcthylene, 714

2,4-Dinitrophenyl phosphate, 1067

2,4-DinitrostiIbene, 7 14

2.4-Dinitrotoluene, 714

2,6-Dinitrotoluene, 332

^m-Diols, 634

1,4-Dioxane, / 553
industrial preparation, 561

Dipeptides, 1141 (See also Peplides)

Diphenylacetylene, / 375

a, /3-Diphenylacrylonitrile, 714

Diphenylamine, 728, / 730
1 ,l-Diphenyl-2-amino-l ,2-propanediol, 899

1.4-DiphenyM,3-butadiene, 953

2,3-Diphenyl-2-,3-butanediol, 920

l,3-Diphenyl-2-buten-l-one, 711

Diphenylcarbinol, / 495

Diphenylcyclopropenone, 938

1 ,l-Diphenyl-2,2-dimethyl-l,2*thanedioI, 898

1,2-Diphenylethane, 374, / 375

preparation, 378

l,l-Diphenyl-l,2-ethanediol, 898

1,1-Diphcnylethylenc, / 375

preparation, 715



1,2-Diphenylethylene,

2,5-Diphenylfuran, 1007

Diphenyhnethane. 374-f 375

preparation, 378

Diphenyimethyl bromide, / 453

Diphonylmethyl chloride, 1 453

1,9-Diphcnylphenanthrene, 998

l,l-Diphenyl-l,2-propanediol, 899

1,2-DiphenyM-propanone, 899-900

1,2-Diphenylpropene, 480-481

l,3-Diphenyl-2-propen-l-one, 704

1,3-Diphosphoglycerate, 1174-1175

Diphosphopyridinenucleoride (see

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide)

Dipolar ions, 761
amino acids as, 1133-1137

phospholipids as, 1065

Dipole-dipole interactions, 27, 294
in raacromolecules, 1045-1047

Dipole moments, 22-23, 1 23,, t 825

Dipoles. 22

Di-n-propylamine, ' 729

Diradicals, 211-212

Disaccharides, 1071, 1112-1119 (See also

Cellobiose, Lactose, Maltose, Sucrose)
Disproportionation of free radicals, 1031

Disrotatory motion, 941-948
Dissociation energy (see Bond dissociation

energy)
DMF, 31-32, 849

DMSO, 31-32, 849

DNA, structure, 1177-1180, 1181

and genetics, 1180

DNFB, 1144

DNP, 1144

DNP.AA, 1145

H-Dodecane, / 86
Dodecanoic acid, 579

l-Dodccanol, 684

n-Dodecyl alcohol, 1 495

6-Dodecyne, 253
Doebner reaction, 714
Docbner-von Miller synthesis, 1020
Double helix, for DNA, 1179
Double irradiation in nmr spectroscopy,

438-439
Double resonance, in nmr spectroscopy,

438-439
Double bonds (see Carbon-carbon double

bonds, carbonyl group)
Dow process, 791

Drugs, 686

Drying oils, 1062-1063
Dumas method, 333

Duprene, 276
Durene, / 375

Dyes
amhraquinoid, 993

azo, 774
use of naphthols, 982

Dypnone, 1 866

El mechanism (see Elimination reactions)
E2 mechanism (see Elimination reactions)

eclipsed conformation, 75
in E2 elimination, 483

Edman, Pehr, 1145

Egg albumin, 1159

/i-Eicosane, t 86
Elastomers, 1027, 1033

properties, 1047

Electrocyclic reactions, 939-948

Electromagnetic radiation, absorption,
410-414

wave lengths in, 409-410
related to frequency, 409

Electromagnetic spectrum, 409-410

Electronegativity, 22, 749

Electronegativky series, 2S7
Electronic configuration, 7, 8/931-934
Electronic effects, 35-36 (See also Inductive

effects, Resonance effects)

and acidity, 599-601
accommodation of change, 163

in addition to carbonyl groups, 510

of alkyl groups, 164

in amines, 751-752
in aromatic substitution, 359-36
and basicity, 749-752
in carboxylic acids, 593

effect of substituent groups, 751-752
in electrophilic addition. 195-199, 872-873
of functional groups, 867-868
in Hofmann degradation, 891-892

infrared absorption shift, 412
in naphthalenes, 984-985
in nucleophilic addition, 628, 872-873
in nucleophilic aromatic substitution,

828-833, 835
in polymerization, 1035

in SN! reactions, 469-470, 835

in SN2 reactions, 465, 835
and stability of carbonium ions, 163, 171

vs. steric effects, 892, 904, 911

Electronic transitions, 413

Electron paramagnetic resonance (see

Electron spin resonance)
Electron sharing, 4 (See also Bonds)
Electron spin resonance spectra, 406, 443-444
Electron spin resonance spectroscopy

of free radicals, 394
in reaction studies, 204

Electron spin, 7, 394

Electrophilic addition (See also Addition

reactions)
to alkenes, 191-202, 242-246
to alkenylbenzenes, 397-398
to alkynes, 254-257
to a, /3-unsaturated carbonyl compounds,

868-870
to conjugated dienes, 268
to cycloalkenes, 288

definition, 178

effect of substituent groups, 195-197, 868

hydroboration, 508

orientation and reactivity, 194*197

oxymercuratkm, 504

reaction mechanism, 191-194

rearrangement, 197

Electrophilic aromatic substitution, 337-371

alkylbenzenes. 383, 385

amines and amides, 747, 751-752
anthracene and phenanthrene, 990
aromatic ethers, 561

coupling of diazonium salts, 772-775
Friedel-Crafts acylatkm, 626

furan, pyrrole, arid thiophene, 1008-1011
effect of halozen, 365-368, 818, 822

naphthalenes, 971-972, 976-985
nitrosatioit of amines,' 764
orientation, 339-345

phenols, 801-803

pyridine, 1013+1014
reaction mffrhanfcfns, 545-353

ElcctrophorttU, 1152



Element effect, 478, 834

Elicl, E. L.t 889
Elimination-addition mechanism, 817,

835-841
Elimination reactions

by acctylides, 260
of alkyl sulfonates, 4S8

dehydration of alcohols, 522

B- and ^-elimination, 312
El mechanism, 475-486, 522

evidence for, 476

orientation, 480
E2 mechanism, 475-486, 522

evidence for, 476-478

orientation, 478-480

stereochemistry, 480-484
variable transition state theory, 479

ina-halogenated acids, 605
Hofmann elimination, 753

orientation, 478-480

preparation of alkynes, 252

stereochemistry, 4
ij
0-484

vs. substitution, 484-486, 557, 738-739

Empirical formula, determination, 69

Emulsin, 1115

Enamines, 858-861

Enantiomers, 121-124, 126-128

Enantiotopic protons, 417
End group analysis, 1122-1124
Endothermic reactions, 50.

Energy of activation (see Activation energy)
Energy factors, in reactions rates, 56

Energy sources, 1170

Enolization, 707-709
Enol-keto equilibrium, 261-262, 870, 871,

1076

Enthalpy change, 595
in macromolecules, 1045-1047

Entropy change, 595
in macromolecules, 1045-1047

Entropy of activation, 65 (See also

Activation energy)

"Envelope" conformation, 315-316
Enzyme action, 1165-1170

Enzymes
and neighboring group effects, 887

solubility and shape, 32

Ephedrine, 127

Epichlorohydrin, 1052

Epimers, 1078, 1079
interconversion of, 1080-1081

Epoxides, 562-570

cleavage, 564-570.
acid-catalyzed, 564, 565-566

base-catalyzed, 564-565, 567

orientation, 568-570
in glycol formation, 564, 565-566
from halohydrins, 562, 563, 887
in pinacol rearrangement, 922

preparation, 562-563

protonated, 565, 566, 569

reactions, 563-570
with Grignard reagents, 567-568

polymerization, 567, 1038, 1052

Equatorial bonds in cyclohexane, 298-299

Equilibrium, 594-596
in esterification, 602

Equilibrium constant, 594-596

Ergocalciferol, 316, 966

Ergosterol, 515

(-)-Erythrose, 693, 1086

Esr (see Electron spin resonance)
Essential oils, phenols from, 791-792
Esterification

of alcohols, 520, 591

by acid chlorides, 591, 665, 666, 673-674
by anhydrides, 669, 673

by carboxylic acids, 591, 602-603, 673,
674

by esters, 676, 682-683
relative reactivity, 603, 673
by sulfonyl chlorides, 527-528

of carbohydrates, 1072, 1098, 1127
of carboxylic acids, 591, 602-603, 673-674,

680-681
bond cleavage, 603
relative reactivity, 603

of cellulose, 1127
of dicarboxylic acids, 607
of glucose, 1072, 1098

of sulfonic acids, 527-528
(See also Esters; Transesterification)

Esters, boric acid

elimination from, 517
in hydroboration-oxidation, 921

Esters, carboxylic acid, 658, 672-684

(See also Fats)

ammonolysis, 675, 682

analysis, 687-688
Claisen condensation, 677, 705, 716-720

cleavage, 675-677, 714

cyclic (see Lactones)

hydrogenolysis, 676-677, 683-683

hydrolysis, 675

acid, 680-682
alkaline, 677-680

hydroxy {see Hydroxy esters)

keto (see 0-Keto esters)

malonic (see Malonic ester synthesis)

nomenclature, 659

nucleophilic substitution, 660-664

phenolic, 603, 666, 794, 800-801

physical properties, 659-660, / 674

preparation, 457, 520, 591, 602-603,
672-674

reactions, 675-684
with Grignard reagents, 676, 683

reduction, 676-677, 683-684

saponification equivalent, 687-688

spectroscopic analysis, / 412, 1 421, 688-690

structure, 658
transesterification, 676, 682-683

Esters, phosphoric acid, 1063-1065

hydrolysis, 1064-1065, 1068

Esters, sulfonic acid, 458-359, 480, 909

preparation, 527-528

Estrogen, 515, 809

Estrone, 515

Ethanal, 618

(See Acetaldehyde)
Ethanamide, 659

(See Acetamide)
Ethane

conformations, 74-76

physical constant, / 86

structure, 73-74
Ethanedioic acid (see Oxalic acid)

1,2-Ethanediol (see Ethylene glycol)

Ethanenitrile, 589

(See Acetonitrile)

Ethanoic acid, 579, 659 (Set Acetic acid)
Ethanoic anhydride, 659

(See Acetic anhydride)
Ethanol (see Ethyl alcohol)

Ethanolamine, 728

(See 2-Aminoethanol)
Ethanoyl chloride, 659

(See Acetyl chloride)



Ethene, 151

(Set Ethylene)
Ether (set Ethyl ether)

Ethers. 552-5*1, 57O-571

absolute, 554

analysis, 570-571
of carbohydrates, 1100, 1128

of cellulose, 1128

cleavage by acids, 559-560
as nucleophilic reaction, 560

cyclic, 561

(See also Epoxides)
electrophilic aromatic substitution, 561

as Grignard solvent, 91, 553-555, 822

hydrogen bonding, 553

industrial source, 553-554
nomenclature. 552-553

peroxides in, 554

physical properties, 553

preparation, 555-559

alkoxymercuration-demercuration, 555,

558-559
dehydration of alcohols, 554
from phenols, 555, 556-558, 793-794,
799-800

Williamson synthesis, 555, 556-558,

793-794, 799-800

stereochemistry, 558

protonated, 560

reactions, 559-561
as solvents, 91, 553-555, 561

sources, industrial, 561-562

spsctroscppic analysis, / 412, 1 421, 570-571,
/ 689

structure, 552-553
Zeisel method, 570

Ethidc ion, basicity, 259

p-Ethoxybenzoic acid, 552

3-Ethoxy-2.2-dimethylbutane, 555

2-Ethoxyethanol, 552, 564

N-Ethylacetamide, 756, / 781

Ethyl acetate, 520, 659, t 674

ammonolysis, 675
Claisen condensation, 705, 717, 719

Ethyl acctoacetate (See also Acetoacetic ester

synthesis)

preparation, 705, 717

reactions, 851-852, 874-875, 879, 882
relative acidity, 717

Ethylacetylene, 250
Ethyl acetylenedicarboxylate, 875, 879

Ethyl acrylate, 872, 875

Ethyl adipate
in Dieckmann condensation, 718

preparation, 602-603

Ethyl alcohol, 493, 1 495, 499-500

dehydration, 155, 156
iodoform test, 537

preparation, 191, 505

sources, 499

uses, 499

Ethylamine, / 729, 734

Ethyl p-aminobenzoate, 734

Ethylammonhim sulfate, 729

N-Ethylaniline, t 781

1-Ethylaziridine, 732
N-Ethylbenzamide, 1 781

Ethylbeitzene, 373, t 375

preparation, 377, 400
reactions, 382, 383, 387, 388, 396

Ethyl benzoate, 659, 1 674
in Claisen condensation, 705
hydrolysis, 675
preparation, 665
tracer studies of hydrolysis, 679

Ethyl benzoylacetate, 705, 719
Ethyl benzylidenemalonate, 714

Ethyl benzylmalonate, 1139

Ethyl bromide, 1 453, 742, t 825
nmr spectrum, 426-427, 430

Ethyl bromoacetate, 721, 856-858

Ethyl 0-bromobenzoate, 673

Ethyl bromomalonate, 1140

Ethyl a-bromopropionate, reactions, 720-849
Ethyl bromosuccinate, 1017

Ethyl 2-butenoate, 850

Ethyl n-butylamine, 742

Ethyl tert-butyl ether, 557

Ethyl n-butyrate, t 674
Ethyl carbonate, 684

Ethyl carbonate, 684, 719

Ethyl cation, 160
ionization potential of free -radical, 164

mass to charge ratio, 406

Ethyl chloride, 90, 95, / 453, / 825

conformations, 441
nmr signals, 416, 440-441

Ethyl chloroacetate, 1139

Ethyl chlorocarbonate, 684

Ethyl cinnamate, t 866, 879

preparation, 714

Ethyl crotonate, reactions, 870, 875, 879, 881

Ethyl cyanoacetate, reactions, 714, 850, 874,

879

Ethyl 0-cyanobutyrate, 870

Ethyl a-cyano-a'-methylglutarate, 874

Ethycyclohexane, 382, 396, 844

3-Eihylcyclopentenc, 284

Ethyl cyclopentylacetate, 858

Ethyldimethylacetic acid, 586

Ethyl 6,6~dimethyl-2,4-dioxocyclohexane-

carboxylate, 875

Ethyl 2,2-dimethylpropanoate, 676

Ethyl 2,4-dimethyl-3-pyrolecarboxylate, 1009

Ethyl 2,3-dioxo-l,4-cyclopentanedkarboxylate,
719

Ethyl l,3-dtoxo-2-indanecacboxylate, 720

Ethyl (l,3-diphenyl-3-oxopropyl) malonate,
873

Ethylene, 151, / 152

cycloaddition reactions, 949-951
electronic configuration, 931
heat of hydrogenation, 183
molecular orbitals, 931

polymerization, 1028, 1048

preparation, 155, 166

structure, 143-145
from thermal cracking, 1 10

Ethylene bromide, 452

Ethylene bromohydrin, 199, 452, 564 (See also

2-Bromoethanol)
Ethylene chlorohydrin, 492 (See also

2-Chloroethanol)

derivatives, 545

Ethylenediamine, 727, / 729, 739
Ethylene glycol, 494, t 495

polymerization. 1042, 1045

polymer with terephthalic acid, 1029

preparation, 208, 502, 503, 564

Ethylene oxide

detergents from, 1061
industrial preparation, 562, 563

polymerization, 1038

reactions, 564-565
with Grignard reagents, 567

Ethyl ethanoate, 659 (see Ethyl acetate)

Ethyl ether, 1 496, 552, 1 553

absolute, 554-555
as anesthetic, 554

hazards, 555



industrial source, 553-554
as solvent, 554-555

Ethyl formate, t 674, 719

Ethyl formylacetate, 719
Ethyl free radical, 103

Ethyl fumaratc

preparation, 1017

reactions, 879

Ethyl hexadecaaoate, 684

2-Ethyl-l,3-hexanediol, 712

2-Ethyl-l-hexanol, 491, 712

2-Ethyl-2-hcxenal, 712

Ethyl hydrogen sulfate, 191

Ethyl /J-hydroxyisovalerate, 720, 721

Ethyl 3-hydroxy-3-methylbutanoate, 720

Ethyl ^hydroxy-fl-phenyl-a-methylpropionate,
720

Ethyl iodide, 794

preparation, 187, 455, 519
Ethel crisobutylacetoacetate, 851

Ethyl isobutylmalonate, 848

m-Ethylisopropylbenzene, 374

Ethyl ketone, 619

Ethyllithium, 90

Ethylmagnesium bromide, 91

Ethyl malonate (See also Malonic ester)

preparation, 606
reactions, 585, 687, 714, 848-849, 850,

873-875, 879
Ethyl mandelate, 707

Ethyl a-methylacrylate, 874

Ethyl a-methyl-/3-ketovalerate, 718

Ethyl methylmalonate, 879

l-Ethyl-4-mcthylr.aphthalene, 988

Ethyl a-methyl-a-n-propylacetoacetate, 852

Ethyl methyl-/i-propy!malonate, 849

2-thylnaphthalene, 980

Ethyl p-nitrobenzoate, 734

Ethyl 5-nitro2-furoate, 1023

2-Ethyloctanoic acid, 585

Ethyl oxalate, 719, 881

Ethyl oxaloacetate, 719

Ethyl 3-oxo-2-methylpentanoate, 718

Ethyl palmitate, 684

Ethyl phenylacetate, t 674, 719

Ethyl a-phenylbenzoy cetate, 719

Ethyl y-phenylbutyrate, 602

Ethyl phenyl ether (see Phenetolc)

Ethyl phcnylmalonatc, 719

Ethyl pimelate, 719

Ethyl propionate, / 674, 678
in Claisen condensation, 718

Ethyl a-ft-propylacetate, 852

Ethyl n-propylmalonate, 849

Ethyl radical (see Ethyl free radical)

Ethyl stearate, / 674

p-Ethyltoluene, 374

N-Ethyl-p-toluenesulfonamidc, / 781

Ethyl tosylate, 520

Ethyl trimethylacetate, 676

preparation, 591

Ethyl n-valerate, 1 674

Eudalcnc, 999

Eudesmol, 999

Eugcnol, 650, 791
Excited state, of molecules, 931

Exhaustive methylatkm, of amines, 754
Exothermic reaction. 50
Extinction coefficients, 413

Farnesyl pyrophosphate, 282

Fats, 1055-1069. 1175

alcohol source, 498, 1060

biosynthesis, 855

carboxylic acid source, 584. 1060

detergents from, 1061-1062

hydrolysis, 1059-1060
industrial uses, 604
occurrence and composition, 1056-1059

phospholipids, 1063-1067

soap from, 1059-1060

unsaturated, 1062-1063

Fatty acids, 1056, 1058-1059

biosynthesis, 1175-1177
in fats and oils, H057

Fehling's reagent, 1071, 1075

Ferguson, Lloyd, 283

Fermentation, 497, 498-499

Ferrocene, 329
Fibers (synthetic), 1027

properties, 1046

Fibrin, 1150

Fibrinogen, 1150

Fibroin, 1150
Fibrous proteins, 1149

Fischer, Emil, 1077, 1081, 1147, 1160
Fischer proof, of < + ) -glucose configuration,

1081-1085

FlavyJium chloride, 1024-1025
Fluorine
bond formation, 11

"F nucleus and nmr spectra, 432
Fluoroacetic acid, / 600

o-Fluoroanisole, 840

Fluorobenzene, / 340, 766, / 819, 823

o-Fluorobenzophcnone, 662

Fluorocarbons, 454

l-Fluoro-2-methylnaphthalcne, 977

1-Fluoronaphthalene, 1000

2-Fluoronaphthalene, 982

p-Fluoronitrobenzene, 843

m-Fluorophenol, t 788

o-Fluorophenol, / 788

p-Fluorophenol, t 788
m-t o-, p-Fluorotoluene, / 819

Formaldehyde, 618, / 620. 879, 1007

formation, 279

polymerization, 1043-1044, 1049

preparation, 182, 535

Formalin, 620

Formamide, / 660
Formate ion, 633
Formic acid. 579, / 580, t 600
bond lengths, 223, 598

Formolysis, 913
Fossil fuels, 1

Free energy change, 594-595
Free energy of activation, 65 (See also

Activation energy)
Free radical addition, 203-207, 274-275,

397-398
Free radicals, 47 (See also individual free

radicals)

addition

to alkenes, 181, 203-207, 1050
to alkenylbenzenes, 398-399
to dienes, 274-277

alkyl, 47-49, 97-100
relative stabilities, 102-104, 21O-211, *8

resonance stabilization, 216-218

ally], 209-211
electronic configuration, 932-933
molecular orbitals, 932-933
relative stability, 388
resonance stabilization, 212-215

benzyl, 387-390



resonance stabilization, 388-390
definition, 47
delocalization of odd electron, 213-215, 217,

388, 393

detection, alkyl, 71

by esr, 394, 443-444
triarylmethyl, 394

diradicals, 211-212, 949
electron paramagnetic resonance (epr)

spectrum, 394, 443-444
electron spin resonance (esr) spectrum, 394,

443-444
formatic n, by abstraction, 47

by addition, 203-207, 1030-1031
from AIBN, 1031
from alkanes, 47-49
from alkenes, 203-207, 208-210
from alkylbenzenes, 387-388
in allylic substitution, 208-210

by N-bromosuccinimide, 209-210
from /*r/-butyl peroxide, 114
in concerted homobsis, 206
from dienes. 274-277
ease of, 103 104, 388

stability and, 104-105, 275
in halogenation, 47-50, 97-98, 208-211,
387-388
from inhibitors, 1032
from peroxides, 114, 203-206, 1030
from tetraethyllead, 72
from tetramethyllead, 72
from toluene, 387-388

hyperconjugation in, 216-218
methyl (see Methyl radicals)
Paneth mirror technique, 72

paramagnetLsm, 394
in polymerization, of alkenes, 206-207

of dienes, 275-277, 1031, 1033-1035
of styrene, 1030-1032, 1033-1036

vinyl, 1030-1036
racemization and, 238-239, 733
reactions, polar factors in, 388, 1035-1036
rearrangement, lack of, 107-108
resonance stabilization, 213-215, 217, 388
stable, 390-394
stability, 102-103

ease of formation and, 103-105
hyperconjugation and, 216-218
relative, 102-104, 21O-211, 388

stereochemistry, 238-239, 733

structure, 62-63
triarylmethyl, 393

triphenylmethyl, 390-394
vinyl, 207-208

Free radical substitution, 46-62, 63-67,
208-211, 386-388

Freon 12, 454
Friedel, Charles, 378
Friedel-Crafts acylation
of benzene, 322, 338, 987
of naphthalene, 972, 979-980
of heterocyclic compounds, 1008
of phenols, 796
in preparation of anthracene derivatives, 992
in preparation of ketones, 622, 625-627, 665
in preparation of naphthalene derivatives,

986
Friedel-Crafts alkylation

of benzene, 322, 338, 376-382
of phenols, 795, 803
reaction mechanism, 348-349
test for aromatic compounds, 402

Fries rearrangement, 796, 800-801

-D~Pructofuranosyl o-D-glucopyranoside, 1119

< + )-Fructose. 1087

(-) -Fructose, structure determination, 1073,

1075, 1078, 1087

D-Fructose, 1109, 1118

D-Fructose-l,6-diphosphate, 1183
Fuchsin-aldehyde reagent, 645

Fuels, synthetic, 110

Fukui, K., 938
Fumaric acid, t 606, 668, t 866, 876

Fumaryl chloride, 880
Functional derivatives of carboxylic acids,

658-700 (See also Acid chlorides, Acid
anhydrides, Amides, Carbonic acid

derivatives, Imides, Esters, Fats)
Functional groups, 177

Furan, t 1003
in carbohydrate nomenclature, 1 103

reactions, 561, 1008-1010

source, 1006-1007

structure, 1002, 1004-1006

2-Furancarboxaldehyde (see Furfural)
2-Furansulfonic acid, 1008

Furfural, / 1003

reactions, 1007, 1009, 1022, 1023

source, 1007

Furfuryl alcohol, / 1003
Furoic acid, / 1003, 1008

Furylacrylic acid, 1023
Fused ring aromatic compounds, 967-1001

(See also Polynuclear aromatic

compounds)
Fusel oil, 498

c/j-Fusion, 515
/ram-Fusion, 514

Gabriel synthesis, 744. 1139
Galactaric acid, 1087

a-D-Galactopyranose, 1 105

4-0- (jQ-D-Galactopyranosyl ) -D-glucopyranose,
1116-1117

( + )-Galactose, 1074, 1087

D-( + )-Galactose, 1106, 1116-1117
o-Galacturonic acid, 1107

Gas, natural, t 87

Gas oil, / 87

Gasoline, 109, 110

Caspar, P. P., 309
Gattermann reaction, 768

sauc/ie-conformation, 78
Gelatin, 1159
Genetic code, 1180-1181

(-f-)-Gentiobiose, 1128
Geometric isomerism, 145, 148-151, 225-226
Geranial, 652
Geraniol, 546-547

infrared spectrum, 551
nmr spectrum, 551

Geranyl pyrophosphate, 282
Glass, 1049
Globular proteins, 1149-1150

structure, 1159-1160
lamma-Globulin, 1146, 1159

Globulins, 1150
Glucaric acid, 1072, 1 1075, 1085
( + )-Glucaric acid, 1093

Glucitol, 1072, / 1075
Gluconic acid, 1072, 1 1075

D-(-)-Gluconic acid, 1116-1117
a-D-Glucopyranose, 1105

/?-D-Glucopyranose, 1104

/3-D-(+ )-Glucopyranose, 1104

/3-L-(-)-Glucopyranose, 1106



a-D-Glucopyranosyl fi-D-fructofuranoside,

1119

4-CMa-D-Glucopyranosyl) -o-glucopryanose,
1113

4-O-(#-i>-Glucopyranosyl ) -D-glucopyranose,
1116

D-Glucosazonc, 1116-1117

D-(+)-Glucose, acetylation, 1072, 1098
as aldohexose, 1071-1073
- and 0-forms, 1094-1096

in amylopectin structure, 1124-1126
in amylose structure, 1120-1124
anomers, 1095-1096

configuration, 1095

conformations, 1095, 1104-1105

specific
1

rotations, 1094

biological importance, 1070, 1072
in cellobiose structure, 1115-1116
in cellulose structure, 1070, 1126-1127

configuration, 1085, 1092, 1093
Fischer proof, 1080-1085

conformation, 1104-1105

cyclic structure, 1094-1098

configuration, 1095

conformation, 1104-1105

methylation, 1094, 1099-1101

ring size, 1101-1109
in dextrans, 1126
enantiomeric forms, 1092

epimers, 1078

formation, from arabinose; 1083
in photosynthesis, 1070

y-glucoside of, 1103

glucoside formation, 1095

(See also Glucosides)
in glycogen structure, 1126

glycolysis, 1172
as hemtacetal, 1095-1096

mutarotation, 1094-1096
in lactose structure, 1 1 16-1 118
in maltose structure, 1112-1115

methylation, 094, 1099-1101

O-methyl ethers, oxidation, 1103
molecular models, 1074, 1097

mutarotation, 1094-1096

nomenclature, of derivatives, / 1075

open-chain structure, in mutarotation, 1096
osazone (see Glucosazone)
oxidation, 1072, 1083, 1093

in body, 1070, 1172

reactions, 1072

reduction, 1072

ring size determination, 1101-1103
in starch structure, 1070, 1120

stereoisomers, 1073-1074

structure, 1071-1073
in sucrose structure, 1118-1119

L-(-)-Glucose, 1092
Glucose phenylhydrazone, 1072
D~Glucose-l-phosphate, 1110

D-Glucose-6-phosphate, 1175
Glucosides

as acetals, 1094-1095

configuration, 1097

conformation, 1097

formation, 1094-1098

hydrolysis, acid, 1095-1096
base, stability toward, 1096

enzymatic, 1099

methyl (see Methyl glucosides)

methylation, 1099-1101
oxidation by periodic acid, 1099

Glucosone, 1077
Glucuronic acid, 1 1075

Glutamic acid, 127, 1141

synthesis, 1140, 1161

(-f)-Glutamic acid,/ 1134
(4- )-Glutamine, / 1134

Glutamylcysteinylglycine, 1143
Glutaric acid, / 606

Glutathione, 1142-1143, 1146

Glyceraldehyde, 643

configuration, 132, 1087-1089

relationship to tartaric acid, 1090

relationship to glucose, 1092-1093

( + ) -Glyceraldehyde, 1089

D-( + ) -Glyceraldehyde, 1088, 1089, 1091-1093

R-Glyceraldehyde, 693

R-( + ) -Glyceraldehyde, 1079-1080

D-Glyc-raldehyde-3-phosphate, 1173-1 175,
1183

GlyceraIdehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase,
1174

D-(-)-Glyceric acid, 1088, 1089

Glycerides, 1056

hydrolysis, 1059

Glycerol, 492, t 495, 1018, 1020, 1022
from glycerides, 676

polymers from, 1042

Glycerol, acetal with benzaldehyde, 651

Glycine, / 1134
isoelectric point, 1137

preparation, 734

reactions, 1141, 1148

Glycine hydrochloride, 1139

Glycogen, 1070, 1126, 1175

biological oxidation, 1172

Glycolamide, t 614

Glycolanilide, / 614

Glycolic acid, ./ 614

Glycols, 207, 208, 494

analysis, 538

preparation, 181, 207-208, 396

rearrangement, 896-898

Glycolysis, 1172

Glycosides, 1097

Giycylalanine, synthesis, 1147, 1148-1149

Glyptal, 1042

Gomberg, Moses, 391

Graft copolymers, 1036
Grain alcohol (see Ethyl alcohol)

Grains, as alcohol source, 498
Gramicidin S, 1162

Graphite, structure, 968

Greiss, Peter, 335, 1077

Grignard reagent, 91-92
in alcohol synthesis, 509-513, 530, 637
choice of, 512-513, 531-532

decomposition, 512-513

preparation, 91, 458, 509, 512-513, 822

reactions

with acids, 92

with aldehydes and ketonet, 509-513
with cadmium chloride, 627
with esters, 676, 683
with ethylene oxide, 567-568
with water, 92

Grignard synthesis
of alkanes. 92
of alcohols, 501, 509-513, 530, 641, 637
of carboxylic acids, 586, 587, 588

limitations. 512-513

Grignard, Victor, 91

Ground state, of molecules, 931

Guaiacol, 806

Guanidine, 686, 687
Guanine

in nucleic acids, 1178, 1179, 1180



f?-i>-Gutopyranose, 1106
Gutose. 1075, 1084-1085
f + ^Gulose, 1093-1094
Gun cotton, 1127

Guttapercha, 281, 1048
Giivacine. 1025

Halides (see Alkyl halides, Aryl halides)

Haloform reaction, 630

rHalogenated carboxylic acids, reactions, 605

Halogenation
addition to alkenes, 179, 186>190
addition to alkynes, 239-246, 255
of aliphatic acids, 604-605
of aikanes, 95-109, 237-239
of alkylbenzenes, 386*389

allylie substitution in aikanes, 208-218
of amides, 888

aromatic, 819-821
of benzene, 322, 338
of ketones, 634. 703. 706-709
of methane, 43-6?
of naphthalene, 972, 976-978
order of reactivity, 45, 59-62
of phenols, 795, 802
of p>ridine, 1013
of pyrrole, furan, and thiophene, 1008

Halogen dance, base-catalyzed, 844-845

Halogens
addition to alkenes. 186-190
addition to alkynes, 255
effect on acidity, 599
effect on clectrophilic aromatic substitution,

365-368
order of reactivity, 45

Ualohydnns
orientation in, 200

preparation, 180, 199-200
Hammett equation, 596, 914

Hammett, Louis P , 596

Hammond, G. S.. 309

Hardening of oils. 1062-1063
Kaworth, R. D., 986

Haworth, Sir W. N . 1 102

Haworth synthesis. W--988, 994-995
Heat of activation, f>* (See also Activation

energy)
Heat of combustion
of aikanes, 290
of ben*fne. 322-323
of cyclealkanes, / 290, 290-294
of methane, 43

Heat of hydrogenation
acetylene, 280
alkenes. / 183. 183-1X6
benzene. 322-323

definition, 183

dienes, / 263, 264, 323

Heat of reaction, definition of, 50

Heavy metal acetylides. 259

Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction, 592, 593,
604-605

Hemiacetals, 641, 1095

Hcmimcllitine, / 375

Hemin, 789. 1152-1153

Hemithioacetals, 1174

Hemoglobin, 1146, 1150, 1152, 1159, 1160
Hemfrickson. James F.. 294

n-Heptadccane, / 86, 1056

Hrptaldehyde, / 620, 740

Heptanal, 740

n-ffeptane. t 86, 109

Heptanoic acid, 1072

1-Heptene, / 152, 153

n-Heptyl alcohol, 1 495

n-Heptylamine, 740

n-Heptyl bromide, 90, / 453

n-Heptyl chloride, / 453

n-Heptyl iodide, 1 453

1-Heptyne, / 251

Heredity. 1180-1181

Hertz, 409

Heterocyclic compounds. 1002-1026
five-membered rings, 1004-101 1

reactions, 1008-1011

structure, 1004-1006

source, 1006-1007
fused rings, 1018-1021

physical constants, 1003 *

six-membered rings, 1011-1018
uses, 1003

Heterolysis, 206
in acetylene, 250

Hcxa-O-acetylglucitol (Hexa-O-acetylsorbitol )

1072

1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexachlorocyclohexane, 447

Hexacyclopropylethane, 402
n-Hexadecane, t 86

1-Hexadecanol, 684

n-Hexadecyl alcohol, 1 495

3,3,4,4,5,5-Hexadeuteriocyclohcxanol, nmr
spectrum, 438

1,5-Hexadiene, I 263

2,4-Hexadiene, 940. 943

Hexamethylbenzene, t 375

Hexamethylenediamine, t 729, 736, 1011, 1042

Hexanamide, 736

rr-Hexane, 83, t 86

Hexanedioic acid, 605

2,5-Hexanedione, 1007

Hexanes, isomeric, 80

1-Hexanol, 565 (See also n-Hexyl alcohol)

2-Hexanol, 504

2-Hexanone, t 620

3-Hexanone, / 620

Hexaphenylethane, 390-394

1,3,5-Hexatriene, 262
electronic configuration, 944
molecular orbitals, 944

Hexatrienes, 945

1-Hexene, / 152, 479

2-Hexene, 479
3-Hexene, 255

Hexestrol, 809

n-Hexyl alcohol, / 495, 565

n-Hexylbenzene, 627

w-Hexyl bromide, 1 453

2-Hexyl bromide, 479

n-Hexyl chloride, .82. / 453, 844

2-Hexyl chloride
1

, 479

2-Hexyl fluoride, 479

n-Hcxyl iodide, / 453

2-Hexyl iodide, 479

4-w-Hexylresorcinol, 636, 801

1-Hexyne. / 251, 253

2-Hexyne,/251
3-Hexyne. / 251. 255

Highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO),
940

High-modulus fibres. 1051

Hine, Jack. 805

Hinsberg test, 775

Hippuric acid, 779, 1141

Hfctamine. 1026
Histidine, 1165-1170



(-)-Histidine, H134
Hoffmann, Roald. 938
Hofmann degradation, 736, 737, 741-742

rearrangement, 737, 888-893
Hofmann elimination, 747, 753-754
Hofmann orientation, 479, 480
Holley, RobertW . 1178

HOMO, 940

Homocyclic compounds, 1002 (See also

Alicyclic hydrocarbons, Cycloalkanes)
Homologous series, 79-80
Homolysis, 21, 205, 250

concerted, 206

Homopolymers, 1033

Hordinene, 811

Hormones, 515

House, Herbert, 92
HUckel. Erich, 328, 936
Httckel 4n + 2 rule, 328, 934-938
Hudson, C. S., 1098

Hughes, E. DM 907

Hyalophora cccropia, 1069

Hybrid bonds (see Bonds)
Hybridization (of atomic orbitals) (see

.Orbitals)

Hydration
ofalkenes, 180,191
of alkynes, 255,261-262

Hydraztne, 632, 920

Hydrazones, 632

Hydride ion, 662

Hydride shift, 172, 202
Hydroaromatic compounds, 974-976
Hydroboration-oxidation, 181, 500, 505-507,

921

Hydrocarbons, 40 (See also Alicyclic hydro-
carbons, Alkanes, Alkenes, Alkynes,
Arenes)

Hydrocracking (see Pyrolysis)

Hydrodealkylation, industrial, 376

Hydrogen (See also Deuterium, Protons,

Tritium)

abundance, 1 408
bond formation, 10

classification, 84-85

exchange, 707-708, 843

hydride character, 509
ionization of a-hydrogen, 701

isotope effects, 353

migration, 955-957

Hydrogenation
ofalkenes, 179, 182-186
of alkynes, 254, 256-257
of alkenylbenzenes, 397-398
of alkylbenzenes, 382
of aromatic hydrocarbons, 286
of esters, 676
heat of (see Heat of hydrogenation)
of nitro compounds, 733-737
of oils, 1062-1063

quantitative, 278

Hydrogen bonds, 27-28, 31, 294
in alcohols, 495, 496
in amides, 659
in amines, 729

boiling point and, 30, 495, 789
in carboxylic acids. 582
in DNA, 28, 1180
in ethers, 553
and infrared absorption shift, 412
in macromolecules, 1045-1047
and molecular shape, 28
in nitrophenols, 789
in phenols, 787

and physical properties, 30, 619, 789
in proteins, 28, 1150

Hydrogen bromide, 975
addition to alkenes. 189, 203-205

Hydrogen chloride, 29

Hydrogen fluoride

dipole moment, 1 23

molecular orbitals, 928

Hydrogen halides

reaction with alcohols, 518, 523-526
addition to alkenes. 179, 187-190
addition to alkynes. 255

Hydrogenolysis. of esters, 676, 683

Hydrolysis
of alkyl halides, 502
of alkyl hydrogen sulfates, 190-191
of amides, 671-672
in biochemical processes, 1167
of carboxamides vs. sulfonamides. 762
of carboxylates, 593-594
of carboxylic acid derivatives, 663, 668
of esters, 686
of fats, 1059-1060
of (-f) -maltose, 1113
of methyl glucosides, 1100-1101
and neighboring group effects, 908-909
of nitriles. 589, 638
of phosphates, 1064
of substituted amides, 757
of urea, 686

Hydroperoxides, rearrangement, 893-896

3-Hydroperoxycyclohexene, 919

Hydrophilic, definition, 1060

Hydrophobic, definition, 1060

Hydroquinone,787, t 788, 878

m-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, 343

o-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, 618 (See also

Salicylaldehyde)

p-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, / 620

m-Hydroxybenzoic acid, / 600

o-Hydroxybenzoic acid, 787 (See also Salicylic

acid)

p-Hydroxybenzoic acid, 787, t 580, 1 600

3-Hydroxybutanal, preparation, 704, 709

/?-Hydroxybutyraldehyde, preparation, 709

D-#-Hydroxybutyryl-S-ACP, 1177

3-Hydroxy-2,2-dimethylpropanoic acid, 881

0-Hydroxyesters, 720-722, 855

a-Hydroxyisobutyramide, / 614

a-Hydroxyisobutyranilide, t 614

a-Hydroxyisobutysic acid, 1 614

Hydroxylamine, 632

Hydroxylamine hydrochloride, 640

3-(N-Hydroxylamino)~3-phenylpropanoic
acid, 871

Hydroxylation of alkenes, 207-208, 502

Hydroxyl group, 518, 589

(-)-Hydroxylysine, / 1134

3-Hydroxy-2-methylpentanal, 709

4-Hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone, 704, 709

/}-Hydroxy-a-methylvaleraldehyde, 709

o-Hydroxyphenyl ethyl ketone, 801

p-Hydroxyphenyl ethyl ketone, 801

(-)-Hydroxyproline, t 1134

a-Hydroxypropionic acid (see Lactic acid)

/?-Hydroxypropionic acid, 868

0-Hydroxypropiophenone, 801

p-Hydroxypropiophenone, 801

8-Hydroxyquinoline, 1018

Hygrine, 1011

Hygrinic acid, 1011

Hyperconjugation, 216-218
in alkenes, 266

Hypohalite, 530, 635, 685



Hypophosphorous acid, 769

I

(-)-Idose, 1087

a-D-Idopyranose, 1105

Ignition test, 608
Imidazole, 1002
Imine-enamine tautomerism, 858-859

Imines, 740
Iminium ions, 859-860
Indanthrcnc Golden Yellow GK, 993

Indanthrone, 993

Indene, 404, 958

Indigo, 71

Indole, / 1003, 1010, 1023

3-Indolecarboxaldehyde. 1023
Inductive effects (See also Electronic effects,

Resonance effect)

in aromatic substitution, 360
and carbonium ion stability. 163

definition, 36
of halogens, 365, 818
of substituent groups on acids, 599-601

Infrared absorption bands, for organic

groups, 410, / 412
Infrared absorption shift, 410-412
Infrared spectra, 405, 410-414

analysis of alcohols, 539
of aldehydes and ketones, 646-647
of amines and substituted amids, 776-777
of carboxylic acids, 609, 647
of carboxylic acid derivatives, 688-689
of ethers, 571
of hydrocarbons, 444-445
of phenols, 805-806

Ingold, Sir Christopher, 124, 130, 160, 460,

463, 480, 907
Inhibitors

in chlorination of methane, 49-50
in polymerization, 1032

Initiators

for polymerization, 207, 1037-1038
Inorganic compounds, 1

Insertion reactions, of methylene, 311

Insulin, 1146, 1150, 1159
structure of, 1162-1163

Interkmic forces

of liquids, 29
of solids, 26
and solubility, 30

Intermolecular forces, 27, 29
in liquids, 29
in macromolecules, 1045-1049
in solids, 27
and solubility, 30-32

Intramolecular forces, 20
Intramolecular nucleophilic substitution,

885-924 (See also Rearrangement)
Intramolecular reactions, 287
Inversion

of ammonia, 18

of configuration, 462-463
of sucrose, 1118

Inversional isomers (see Stereoisomers)
Invertase, 1118
Invert sugar, 1118

Iodine, 60
tracer, 108

fotaoetic acid, r 600, 1 614
lodoaceumide, r 614
lodoacetanilide, 1 614

lodoacetone, 706, 707

o-IodoaniUne, 332

lodobenzene, 331, r 340, 766, / 819
0-Iodobenzoic acid, 821

2-lodobutane, 188

l-Iodo-2-butene, M53
2-Iodocyclohexyl brosylate, 91 1

lodoform, 630

melting point, 537
lodoform test

alcohols, 537

aldehydes and ketones, 537, 630
2-Iodohexane, 1072

2-Iodo-2-methylbutane, 188

3-Iodo-3-methyl-2-butanone, 854
*
1 -Iodo-1 -methylcyclopentane, 288
a-Iodonaphthalene, 977, 997, 1000

2-Iodonaphthalene, 997

2-lodopentane, 188

3-lodopentane, 188

m-Iodophenol, t 788

o-lodophenol, / 788
p-Iodophenol, t 788
2-Iodopropane, 179

/Modopropionic acid, t 614

/Hodopropionamide, / 614

3-Iodopropyne, t 453

p-lodotoluene, 817, 820

preparation, 820
0-, m-, p-Iodotoluene, f 819
Ionic bonds (see Bonds)
Ionic polymerization, 1037-1039
lonization (see Acidity, Acidity constants,

Basicity, Basicity constants)
lonization potential, definition, 164

Ir, see Infrared)

Isobornyl chloride, 915

Isobutane, / 77, 78, / 86

Isobutyl alcohol, 493, t 495, 506

Isobutylaminc, / 729
infrared spectrum, 777

N-Isobutylaniline, 735

B-Isobutyl-BBN, 858

Isobutylbenzene, 373, t 375

Isobutyl benzoate, 673

Isobutyl bromide, 190, t 453, 535, 848, 851
Isobutyl chloride, 96, / 453
Isobutylene, 146. / 147, 151, 152, 739, 858

dimerization, 180
heat of hydrogenation, / 183
nmr signals, 416, 432

Isobutylene bromide, 186

Isobutyl free radical, 103

Isobutylmagnesium bromide, 535
Isobutylmalonic acid, 848
Isobutylmalonic ester, 848

Isobutyraldehyde, 533, 735
Isobutyric acid, 586

Isocaproaldehyde, 618
Isocaproic acid, 848
Isocrotonic acid, / 866
Isocyanates

reactions, 888-889, 919, 1044

Isodurene, t 375
Isoelectric point

of amino adds, 1137-1138
in proteins, 1151-1152

Isoelectronic molecules, 308

Isoeugenol, 650, 791

Isohexane, 83, 84, 1 86

Isohexyl chloride, 83

2-lsohexylnaphthalenc, 980
Isolated double bonds, 262

Isoleucine, 498, 849, 1166

( + )-Itoleucine,M135
Isomer



conformational, 138-140

definition, 37

mirror-image (see Enantiomers)
stereo- (see Stereoisomers)

Isomerism, 36-37

alkanes, 82

alkenes, 146-151

alicyclic compounds, 301-303
alkyl groups, 82-83

alkynes, 250

butanes, 77-78, t 78

butylenes, 146-148, / 147, 149
cis-trans (see Geometric isomerism)
optical (see Optical isomerism)
substituted benzenes, 320-321

(See also Keto-enol tautomerism)
Isomer number, 116-117
benzene and, 319-321
tetrahedral carbon and, 116-117

Isomerization, industrial, 376

Isoniazid, 1013

Isonicotinic acid

physical constants, t 1003

preparation, 1012
Isonicotinic acid hydrazide, 1013

Isooctane, 201

Isopentane, 83, t 86

Isopentyl acetate, / 674

Isopentyl alcohol, / 495, 844

Isopentyl bromide, 535

Isopentyl chloride, 83

Isopentyl ether, 573

Isopentenyl pyrophosphate, 278, 282, 864

Isophthalic acid, 385, / 580, / 606

Isoprene

polymerization, 276, 1037, 1040
reactions, 879

rule, 277
units (in nature), 277

3~Isopropoxy-2,2-dimethylbutane, 559

Isopropyl alcohol, 180, 191, 493, t 495, 497, 537

Isopropylamine, f 729, 735

Isopropylben/f ne, 380, 791

Isopropyl bromide, 189, / 453, 476 519, 560,
* 825

infrared spectrum, 41 1

nmr spectrum, 433

Isopropyl cation, 160
ionization potential of free radical, 164

Isopropyl chloride, 82, 95, 194, t 453, t 825

dehydrohalogenation, 156
nmr signals, 416

1-Isopropylcyclopentene, 542

Isopropyl ether, t 553. 554

Isopropyl free radical

hyperconjugation, 217

/Msopropylglutaric acid, 653

Isopropyl hydrogen sulfate, 180, 191

Isopropyl iodide, 187, / 453

Isopropyl ketone, 632

Isopropylmagnesium chloride, 91

4-Isopropyl-l-methylcyclohexane, 863

1-Isopropylnaphthalene, 977

Isopropyl phenyl ether, 552

Isopropylsuccinic acid, 653

p-Isopropyltoluene (see p-Cymene)
Tsoquinoline, 1002, / 1003, 1021-1022
Isotactic polypropylene, 1040-1041

Isotope effects, 353-354, 402
in elimination reactions, 476
in sulfonation, 357-358

Isotopes, abundance of heavy, 1 408

Isotopic exchange, 679, 681

Isotopic peaks, in mass spectra, 408. 1 409

Isotopic tracers

in alkaline hydrolysis of esters, 678
in halogenation of alkanes, 107-108
in Hofmann rearrangement, 890

in organic chemistry, 108

(-)-Isotrehalose, 1128

Isovalent hyperconjugation, 267
Isovaleric acid, 592, 722
1UPAC system of nomenclature (See individual

families)

Johnson, W. S., 437

Kekule*, August, 2
benzene structure, 319

Kelvin, Lord, 124

Kendrew, J. C., 1160

a-Keratin, 1150

proposed helix structure, 1157-1159

Kerosene, / 87

Ketals, 641

Ketene, 308

preparation, 667

Keto acids, from tetra-O-methyl-D-glucose,
1101-1103

a-Keto acids, preparation, 853

fl-Keto acids, decarboxyiation, 848, 853-854

y-Keto-acids, in Haworth synthesis, 986-988

a-Ketobutyric acid, preparation, 853

Keto-enol tautomerism, 261-262, 707-708,
1020 (See also Imine-enamine

tautomerism)
acid and base catalysis, 798, 724-725
acid-catalyzed aldol condensation, 710

bromination, 707-708
in carbohydrates, 1076

composition, 725-726

electrophilic conjugate addition, 870

nucleophilic conjugate addition, 871

#-Keto esters, 705, 716-720, 853

(See also Acetoacetic ester synthesis,

Claisen condensation, Ethyl

acetoacetate)

2-Ketohexose, (-) -fructose as, 1073, 1087

2-Ketohexoside, 1103

Ketones, 617-657, 701-716, 720-722

addition, of ammonia derivatives, 632-633,
639-641

of bisulfite, 632,638-639
of cyanide, 631-632, 637-^38
of Grignard reagents, 509-512, 637
of organozinc compounds, 720-722

aldol condensation, 704, 709-713

analysis, 537, 745-646
Clemmensen reduction, 631, 636

in Haworth synthesis, 987

crossed Claisen condensation, 719

enamine formation, 858-861

enolization, 707-709
in Grignard synthesis, 509-513, 637

halogenation, 634, 703

acid-catalyzed, 706-707

base-promoted, 707-709
industrial source, 621

nomenclature, 618-^19

nucleophilic addition, 628-629, 704-705

oxidation, 537, 630, 635

physical properties, 619-621, 1 620

preparation, acetoacetk ester synthesis,

850-853



from acid anhydrides, by Friedcl-Crafts

acylation, 62)
from acid chlorides

by Friedcl-Crafts acylation, 623-424,
. 625-626
by organocadmium compounds, 623,
627-638

via enamines, 858-861
Fries rearrangement, 796, 800-801
organoboranc synthesis, 856-858
oxidation of alcohols, 521, 529-530, 622,

624
ozonolysis. 218-219

reactions summary, 630-634
reduction, to alcohols, 630, 636, 637

to hydrocarbons, 631, 636
reductive animation, 735, 736, 74O-741

Reformatsky reaction, 720-722
spectroscopic analysis, 646-647, t 689
structure, 617-618
unsaturated, preparation, 867

Wittig reaction, 705, 714-716
Wolff-Kishner reduction, 631, 636
(See also . /j-Unsaturated carbonyl

compounds)
Ketoptntoses, definition, 1071

7-Ketonorborncne, 882
Ketoscs

definition. 1071
effect of alkali. 1076

1 -Keto-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydrophenanthrene, 995

4-Keto-l,2,3,4-tetrahydrophenanthrene, 995
Kharasch, M S , 94, 189, 238
Kiliani, Heinrich, 1078
Kiliani-Fischer synthesis. 1078-1080
Kimball, G. E.. 243, 906
Kinetic energy distribution, 57

Kinetics, definition. 459

Kjeldahl method, 333
Kloostcrziel, H.. 959
Knocking, in gasoline engine, 109

Knoevenagel reaction, 714, 850, 1018

Knoop, Franz, 1182
Kolbe reaction, 339, 803-804
Kdrner, Wilhelm, 333
Korner method of absolute orientation,

322-333

Kossel, Walther, 3

L, prefix, 1089
/, prefix, 1089
Lactams, 891
Lactic acid

enantiomers, 121
in biochemical processes, 1172
from muscle contraction, 236

(-r-) -Lactic acid, 1089
D-(-)-Lactic acid, 1088, 1089

L-( + )-Lactic acid, 1089
Lactobacillus bulgaricus, 1116
Lactobionic acid, 1116-1117
/J-Lactoglobulin, 1162
Lactones, 674
fl-Lactones, 884
Lactosazone, 1116-1117
< + )-Lactose, 1116-1118

properties, 1116

source, 1116
structure, 1116-1117

Ladenburg, Albert, 335
benzene structure, 335

Lanosterol, 278
Lapworth, A., 707

Lard, 1 1057
Laurie acid, 579, t 580

Lauryl alcohol, 684, 1061

Lauryl hydrogen sulfate, 1061

LCAO method. 927-928
Leaving groups, 456

in acyl substitution, 661
Le Bel, 1081

Lemieux, R. V., 1119
Leucine. 127, 498, 849, 1141

synthesis. 1140
(-)-Leucine, t 1135, 1181

Levarorotatory, definition, 119
Levulinic acid, 652
Levulose, 1118

Lewis, G. N., 3

acid and base definition. 33-34
acids, 349, 378

Life, origin of, 4*
Ligroin, / 87

Limestone, 251

Limoncne, 317, 490
Linalool, 547
Lindlar's catalyst, 257
Linear combination of atomic orbitals

(LCAO), 927-928
Linear free energy relationships, 596
Linear polymers, 1042
Linoleic acid, t 580, 1058
Linolenic acid, / 580, 1058
Linseed oil, 1052, 1063

composition, / 1057

Lipids, 1056
Lithium aluminum hydride, *>07

in reduction of acids, 592, 604
Lithium amide, 1037
Lithium di-$ec-butylcoppcr, 93
Lithium di-ferf-butylcopper, 90
Lithium diethy1copper, 90
Lithium dimethylcopper, 93
Lithium hydride, 509

Living polymers, 1039

Longuet-Higgins, H. C., 938
Lessen rearrangement, 919
Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO), 950
Lowry-Bronsted

acid and base definition, 32-33
Lubricating oil, t 87

Lucas, Howard J., 905
Lucas reagent, 536
Lucas test, 524, 526
Lucite, 867, 1030, 1049

LUMO, 950
Lycopene, 313
Lycra. 1050

(-f)-Lysine, / 1135, 1141, 1160

(-)-Lyxose, 1086. 1087

M
Macromoiecules, 1027-1052

definition, 1027-1028
structure and properties, 1045-1049

"Magic" acid, 94
Magnesium-halogen bonds, 91

Magnetic moments
in free radicals, 394
of nuclei!, 414

Malaprade, L., 1076
Maleic acid, t 606, 668, 4 866



Maleic anhydride, / 660, 866, 877, 879, 880

polymerization, 1034
Malic acid, 236, 237
MaIonic acid, 605, / 606

decarboxylation, 853
Malonic ester (see Ethyl malonate)
Malonic ester synthesis, 847-850, 1139

MalonylCoA, 1176

Malonyl-S-ACP, 1176

Malonylurea, 687

Maltase, 1113
Maltobionic acid, 1112
D-Maltobionic acid, 1113-1114

( + )-Maltose, 1112-1115

rt-and/K 1112, 1115
from amylose, 1120

reactions, 1112-1115, 1124

structure, 1112-1115

Mandelonitrile, 631
Mandelic acid, 613, 631

Manganese (VII), 528

Mannans, 1130
Mannaric acid, / 1075

Manmtol, / 1075

Mannonic acid, / 1075

/3-o-Mannopyranose, 1105
Mannosaccharic acid, t 1075

( + )-Mannose, 1074, 1075

structure determination, 1078, 1083-1085

(-)-Mannose, 1087

Mannuronic acid, / 1075, 1107

Markovnikov's rule, 188-191, 502, 506
Mass spectra, 406-409
Mass spectrometers, 406
Mass to charge ratio, 406, 407

Mayo, Frank R., 189, 1035

McKillop, Alexander, 345, 351

Meerwein, Hans, 160, 915

Melander, Lars, 355

( + )-Melezitose, 1129

Melibiose, 1129

Mellitic acid, 608

Melting point, 26-27
ionic vs. non-ionic compounds, 26-27
and molecular symmetry, 374

P-Menthane, 317, 863

2-Menthene, 482-483

3-Menthene, 482-483

(-)-Menthol, 622

Menthone, 863

(-)-Menthone, 622

Menthyl chloride, 483
Mercuric acetate, 503
Mercuric trifluoroacetate, 558
Mercurinium ions, 504

Merrifield, R. Bruce, 1149
Mesitoic acid, 588, 603, t 614

Mestylene, / 375, 446, 773
nmr spectrum, 422, 423

Mesityl oxide, t 866

preparation, 704, 711

reactions, 630, 702, 869, 870, 875, 879
Meso compounds, 137

Mesotartaric acid, 6.13, 1087, 1090-1091

Mesyl (see Methanesulfonyl)
Metabolite antagonism, 762

meto-directing groups, 339-345, 828
Metal hydrides, 637
Metals, 520

Methacrylamide, 694

Methacrylic acid, 632, t 866

Methallyl chloride, 882
Methanal. 618

Methane, 40-72
bond formation, 15-17

physical properties, 27, 29, 31, 41-42, 43,
f 86

reactions, 42-46, 252

halogenation, 43-67
oxidation, 43

source, 42

structure, 40-41, 116-117

Methanesulfonyl group, 458
Mefhanoic acid, 579

Methanol, 31, 43, 494, f 495

(-)-Methionine, f 1135

Methoxyaniline (see Anisidine)

p-Methoxybenzaldehyde, 644

m-Methoxybenzoic acid, / 580, 1 600
o-Methoxybenzoic acid, t 580, t 600

p-Methoxybenzoic acid (see Anisic acid)

p-Methoxybenzyl alcohol, 644

3-Methoxy-2-biphenylcarboxylic acid, 841

(3-Methoxy-2-biphenylyl) diphenylmethanol,
841

3-Methoxyhexane, 552

4-Methoxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone, 869
1 -Methoxy-2-methyl-2-propanol, 568

2-Methoxynaphthalene, 984

6-Methoxy-8-nitroquinoline, 1020

2-Methoxyphenanthrene, 994

6-Methoxy-4-phenyl-l -methylnaphthalene, 998
p-Methoxytriphenylcarbinol, 920
Methyl acetate, t 674

infrared spectrum/ 689

preparation, 669

N-Methyl-m-acetotoluidide, t 781 -

N-Methyl-o-acetotoluidide, / 781

N-Methyl-p-ac<Hotoluidide, t 781

Methylacetylene, 146

Methyl acrylate, / 866, 867, 879

Methylallylphcnylben/ylanimonium iodide,

73?
Meihylamine, 727, / 729, 733, 742

2-(N-Methylamino) heptane, 728

4-(N-Mcthylamino)-4-methyl-2-pentanone,
870

2-Methyl-4-aminophenol, 775

flr-Methylaniline (see Toluidine)

N-Methylaniline, 365, 727, / 730, 742, 763, 843

infrared spectrum, 777

preparation, 757

p-Methylanisole, 800 (See also Methyl
p-tolyl ether)

2-Methyl-9,10-anthraquinone, 993

Methyl rt-L-arabinoside, 1103

P-Mcthylbenzaldehyde, 896

N-Methylbenzanilide, 757

9-MethyI-l,2-benzanthracene, 994

N-Methylbenzenesulfono-p-toluidide, t 781

Methyl benzilate, 645

Methyl benzoate, 591

N-Methyl-o-benzotoIuidide, .' 781

N-Methyl-p-benzotoluidide, t 781

w-Methylbenzyl alcohol, 591

p-Methylbenzyl hydroperoxide, 896

Methyl bromide, 45, / 453, 459, 461-465, 742,
/ 825

2-Methyl-l-bromobutane, 519

2-Methyl-l,3-butadiene, / 263 (See also

Isoprene)

4-Methyl-l,3-butadiene, 952

2-Methylbutanoic acid (See also

a-Methylbutyric acid)

chirality, 230

preparation, 521



2-Methyl-l -butanol, / 126, 494 (See also

-wc-Butylcarbinol)

derivatives, 545

enantiomers, 121
from fermentation, 236
from fusel oil, 231

reactions, 171, 229-231
specific rotation, 120, 231

3-MethyM-butanol (See also Isopentyl
alcohol)

derivatives, 545

synthesis, 535

2-Methyl-2-butanol, 494

3-Methyl-2-butanol, 494

derivatives, 545

preparation, 506

3-Methyl-2-butanone, 619
2-Methyl-l-butene

heat of hydrogenation, / 183

preparation, 158

3-Methyl-l-butene, / 152, / 183

synthesis, 534-535

2-Methyl-2-butene, / 152, / 183

preparation, 158, 171,470, 534

2-Methyl-2-butenoic acid

preparation, 638, 881

3-Methyl-2-butenoic acid, 630
Methyl rer-butylamine, 742

2-Methyl-l -butyl cation, 172-173
Methyl terf-butyl ether, 552

preparation, 556
Methyl n-butyl ketone, 532
Methyl tert-butyl ketone (See also

3,3-Dimethyl-2-butanone, Pinacolone)
preparation, 896

reactions, 703, 858

3-Methyl-l-butyne, / 251

rt-Methylbutyric acid, 581

preparation, 586

rt-Methylcaproic acid, 1073

Methyl cation

ionization potential of free radical, 164
structure, 160

Methyl chloride, t 23, 43, 46-49, / 453, / 834
(See also Chloromethane)

Methylcholanthrene, / 967, 996

a-Methylcinnamic acid, 635

0-Methylcrotonaldehyde, 882

Methylcyclohexane, / 284

conformation, 299-301

1,3-diaxial interactions, 299
industrial source, 286

4-Methylcyclohexanol, 490

1-Methyl-l-cyclohexyl hydroperoxide, 919

4-Methylcyclohexylideneacetic acid, 315

Methylcyclopentane, / 284
industrial source, 286

1-Methylcyclopentanol, 504

//ww-2-Methyl-l -cyclopentanol, 501

1-Methylcyclopentene, 501

3'-Methyl-l ,2-cyclopentenophenanthrene, 976

2-(l-MethylcycIopentyl) ethanol, 542

Methylcyclopropane, 416

5-Methylcytosine, 1178, 1179

4-Methyl-3,3-diethyl-5-isopropyloctane, 84

t-Methyl-3,4-dihydroxsoquinoline, 1021

5-Methyl-l ,3-dihydroxybenzene, 808

N-Methyl-2,4-dinitroaniline, 735

N-Methyl-2,4-dinitrodiphenylamine, 843

Methyl dodecanoate, 684
Mcthylcne, 308-311

Methylcne bromide, 45

Methylene chloride, 44 (See also

Dichioromethane)

Methylenecyclohexane, 705

Methylenetriphenylphosphorane, 705, 715
Methyl ether, 36-37, / 553

Methylethylamine, 728, 734, 747

N-Methyl-N-ethylaniline, 728

N-Methyl-N-ethylbenzamide, 747

Methylcthyl-n-butylamine, 742

N-Methyl-N-ethylbutyramide, 756
Methyl ethyl ketone, 619, t 620

Methylethyl-2-naphthylcarbinol, 980

2-Methyl-3-ethyl-2,3-pentanediol, 898

N-Methyl-N-ethyl-p-toluenesulfonamide, 747
Methyl fluoride, 454

Methyl free radical, 62-63, 103

Methyl 0-D-fructofuranoside, 1104

Methyl -o-fructoside, 1103

Methyl /?-o-glucopyranoside, 1104
Methyl -D-glucoside

formation, 1094-1095*
reactions, 1100
structure and properties, 1096-1097

Methyl 0-o-glucoside
formation, 1094-1095

reactions, 1100, 1101-1102
structure and properties, 1096-1097

2-Methyl-3-heptanone, 623

6-Methyl-2-heptene, 222

6-Methyl-5-hepten-2-one, 881

2-Methylhexane, 572

2-Methyl-2-hexanol, 531

3-Methyl-2-hexanone, 852

5-Methyl-2-hexanone, synthesis, 851, 858

a-Methylhydrocinnamic acid, 722

2-Methyl-4-hydroxyacetophenone, 796

4-Methyl-2-hydroxyacetophenone, 796

Methyl iodide,/ 453

Methyl isobutyl ketone, * 620

Klethylisopropyjacetylene, 250

3-Methyl-2-isopropyl-l-butene, 541

Methyl isopropyl ketone, 619
1 -Methyl-7-isopropylphenanthrene, 975
1 -Methylisoquinoline, 102 1

Methylisourea, 687

Methyl laurate, 684

Methyllithium, 93

Methylmagnesium iodide, 91

a-Methylmandelic acid, 707

Methyl mesityl ketone, 669

Methyl methacrylate, t 866, 867

polymerization, 1030, 1033, 1035, 1036, 1038
1-MethyInaphthalene, / 967, 984

synthesis, 988, 998

2-Methylnaphthylene, / 967, 973, 983, 984

synthesis, 988

2-Methyl-l,4-naphthoquinone, 973

Methy1-1-naphthylcarbinol, 977

Methyl a-naphthyl ketone, 979

Methyl /?-naphthyl ketone, 979

Methyl p-nitrophenyl ketone, 628

2-Methylnorbornyl cation, 918

Methyl cw-9-octadecenoate, 677

3-Methyloctane, 93

Methyl oleate, 677, 1067

Methylolurea, 1044

Methyl orange, 70, 775

Methyl 4-oxo-7-methyloctanoate, 628

y-MethylparaConic acid, 724

1-Methylpentanal, 618

3-Methylpentanal, 618

4.Methylpentanal, 618

2-Methylpentane, 84 (See also Isohexane)

3-Methylpentane, 84, t 86

3-Methylpentanedioic acid, 850
3-Methyl-2-pcntanol, 530



4-Methyl-2-pentanol, esters, 545

3-Methyl-3-pentanol, 530

4-Methyl-2-pentene, 151

4-Methyl-2-pentenoic acid, 867

4-Methyl-3-penten-2-one, 630, 702, 867 (See
also Mesityl oxide)

4-Methyl-2-pentyne, 250

1-Methylphenanthrene, 994

2-Methylphenanthrene, 994

4-Methylphenanthrene, 994

9-Methylphenanthrene, 994
Methyl phenyl ether (see Anisole)

Methyl phenyl ketone, 623 (See also

Acetophenone)
2-Methyl-3-phenylpentane, 374

5-Methyl-2-phenyl-3-pyrazolidinone, 872

2-Methylpiperidine, 1023

Methylpropane, 84 (See also Isobutane)

2-Methyl-l ,2-propanediol, 898

2-Methylpropenoic acid, 866

a-Methyl-/?-phenylpropionic acid, 722

2-Methyl-l,2-propanediol, 568

2-Methylpropene, 151 (See also Isobutylenc)

2-Methylpropenoic acid, 632 (See also

Methacrylic acid)

Methyl fi-propyl ketone, 619

Methyl-w-propylmalonic acid, 849

Methyl-n-propylmalonic ester, 849

N-Methylpyridinium iodide, 1017

2-Methylpyrrolidine, 755

3-Methylpyrrolidine, 755

2-Methylquinoline, 1020

8-Methylquinoline, 1020

2-MethyI-6-quinolinecarboxylic acid, 1023

Methyl radical, 62-63 (See also Methyl free

radical)

Methyl salicylate, 804

a-Methylsuccinic acid, 849

Methyl sulfate, reactions, 556, 794

Methyl terephthalate, 1042

Methyl -2,3 ,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucoside,
1100-1102

N-Methyl-p-toluenesulfono-o-toluidide, t 781

N-Methyl-p-toluenesulfono-p-toluidide, 1 781

N-Methyl-m-toluidine, t 781

N-Metbyl-o-toluidine, / 781

N-Methyl-p-toluidine, / 781

Methyl m-tolyl ether, 572

Methyl o-tolyl ether, 573

Methyl p-tolyl ether, 572 (See also

p-Methylanisole)

Methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide, 715

a-Methylvaleraldehyde, 618

/J-Methylvaleraldehyde, 618

y-Methylvaleraldehyde, 618

a-Methylvaleric acid, 848-849

Methylvinylcarbinol, / 495

Methyl vinyl ketone, reactions, 875, 879, 1020

Methyl /?-D-xyloside, 1103

Mevalonic acid, 864, 1182
Mevalonic acid 5-pyrophosphate, 864

Mevalonic acid 5-pyrophosphate 3-phosphate,
864

Meyers, A. I., 855
MIBK (see Methyl isobutyl ketone)

Micelles, 1060
Michael addition, 873-875, 1018

Michael condensation, 850
Micrococcus ureae, 686

Microscopic reversibility principle, 350, 940

Midgley, T. C., Jr., 109

Migratory aptitude, 895-896, 897

Miller, Stanley, 42

Moffit, W. A., 293

Molecular biology, 1164
Molecular formula, determination, 67, 70
Molecular orbitals, 8-17, 925-966

bonding and antibonding orbitals, 929-930
LCAO method, 927-928
orbital symmetry and chemical reactions,

938-960

theory, 925
wave equations, 925-927

Molecular rearrangement (see Rearrangements)
Molecular weight

end-group analysis, 1121-1124

by mass spectrometry, 70, 407
of peptides, 1144
of polysaccharides, 1121, 1124, 1127

Molozonides, 218

Monomer, 206

Monosaccharides, 1070-1111 (See also

Aldohexoses, Aldoses, D-(-f)-Glycose,

etc.)

analysis, 1076, 1077

classification, 1071

definition, 1071

reactions, 1075-1077, 1100

Morphine, 236

Morpholine, 860
Ms (see Methanesulfonyl)
Mucic acid, 1087
Musk (synthetic), 808

Mustard gas, 907-908
Mutarotation

of D-( + ) -glucose, 1094, 1096
of ( + ) -maltose, 1112

(-)-Mycarose, 1110

Myoglobin, 1160

Myosin, 1150, 1175

Myrcene, 282

Myristic acid, / 580

N

NAD (Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide),

1153, 1172, 1174, 1183

NADD, 1183

NADH, 1175, 1183

NADP, 1153

NADPH, 1176-1177

a-Naphthaldehyde, 977, 997

/3-Naphthaldehyde, 982, 997

Naphthalene, / 967
industrial source, 376

nomenclature, 968-969

reactions, 970-988, 993, 995, 998

structure, 969-970
test for, 399

1-Naphthalenecarbamates (See specific

alcohol, rt-naphthylurethane)

1-Naphthalenecarboxylic acid, 973, 977

2-Naphthalenecarboxylic acid, 973

Naphthalene derivatives

orientation of substituents, 982-985

synthesis by ring closure, 985-988

1-Naphthalenediazonium salts, reactions,

977, 982

1-Naphthalenesulfonic acid, / 967

preparation, 972, 980-981

2-Naphthalenesulfonic acid, / 967

preparation, 972, 980-981

reactions, 984

Naphthenes, 87, 286 (See also Cycloalkanes)

Naphthionic acid, 984

a-Naphthoic acid, 973, 977, 997

/?-Naphthoic acid, 973, 980, 982

preparation, 979, 997



1-Napfcltiol, / 967

preparation, 981, 997
reactions, 983

2-Naphthol, / 967

preparation, 981, 997

reactions, 982, 983

Naphthols, 981-982

a-Naphthonitrile, 977

0-Naphthonitrile, 982

1,4-Naphthoquinone, 879, t 967

preparation, 971

o-(2-Naphthoyl) benzoic acid, 993

a-Naphlhoyl chloride, 977

/Ml-Naphthoyl) propionic acid, 995

preparation, 980

/M2-Naphthoyl) propionic acid, 995

preparation, 980

N-( 1-Naphthyl) acetamide, 977

(1-Naphthyl) acetic acid, 977

1-Naphthylamine, / 967, 977

preparation, 997

reactions, 977, 981

2-Naphthylamine, / 967

preparation, 997

reactions, 982

4-( 1-Naphthyl) butanoic acid, 997

4-(2-Naphthyl)-l-butanol, 980

2-(2-Naphthyl)-2-butanol, 980

y-( 1-Naphthyl) butyric acid, 995

y-(2-Napththyl) butyric acid, 980, 995

1-Naphthylcarbinol, 977

l-(-Naphthyl)cyclohexene, 975

l-(l-Naphthyl)ethano1, 977

l-(2-Naphthyl)ethanol, 980

2-(l-Naphthyl)ethanol. 977

1-Naphthyl ethyl ketone, 977

1-Naphthylmagnesium bromide, 977

(1-Naphthyl) methanol, 977

1-Naphthyl methyl ketone, preparation, 972,
979

2-Naphthyl methyl ketone, preparation, 972,
979

5- (2-Naphthyl )-2-methyl-2-pentanol, 980

4-(l-Naphthyl)-4-oxobutanoic acid, 980
4-(2-Naphthyl )-4-oxobutanoic acid, 980
2-(1-Naphthyl) -2-propanol, 977

3-(2-Naphthyl)propenoic acid, 982
Natta, Giulio, 1039
Natural gas, 42, / 87

NBS, 209

Neighboring group effects, 544, 885-924
by acetoxy, 909-911
anchimeric assistance, 907-911
by aryl, 887,911-914
by bromine, 887, 904

by carbon, 887, 91 1-914, 915-919
by iodine, 911

by nitrogen, 887
nonclassical ions, 915-919
by oxygen, 887
reaction mechanism, 885-887
reaction rate, 907-91 1

stereochemistry, 904-907, 910-911, 912-914
by sulfur, 887, 907-909

Neomenthyl chloride, 482-483
Neopentane, / 86

Neopentyl alcohol, 176, 525, 591, 676
Neopentyl cation

mass to charge ratio, 406

rearrangement, 470

Neopentyl chloride, 455

Neopentyl ethyl ether, 470
Neopentyl halides, 470
Neoprene, 276, 1029

( + )-Neotreha1ose, 1128

Neral, 652
Nerol, 317

Nerolidol, 863
Nervonic acid, 1067
Neutralization equivalent, 608
Newman, M. S., 75
Newman projections, 75, 300
Niacin, 1012
Nickel boride, 257
Nicol prisms, 118
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD),

1153
reduced (NADH), 1153

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
(NADP), 1153

Nicotine, 1004

(-)-Nicotine, 1024
Nicotinic acid (3-Pyridine^arboxylic acid),

t 1003, 1012

decarboxylation, 1026
Nitration

of anthracene, 992
of aryl halides, 818
of benzene, 322, 338
of naphthalene, 971, 976-978
orientation in substituted benzenes, t 340
of phenols, 795, 802
of pyridine, 1013
of pyrrole, furan, and thiophene, 1008
reaction mechanism, 345-347, 355-356

Nitriles

hydrolysis, 589, 638
infrared absorption frequencies, / 412

nomenclature, 589

preparation, 588-589, 638, 768-769

reduction, 735, 737
Nitrile synthesis

of carboxylic acids, 587, 588-589

m-Nitroacetanilide, / 730
o-Nitroacetanilide, / 730, 737

p-Nitroacetanilide, / 730, 760, 828

/>-Nitroacetophenone, 623

3-Nitro-4-aminoanisole, 1020

l-Nitro-2-aminonaphthalene, 1000

w-Nitroaniline, t 730, / 749

o-Nitroaniline, / 730, / 749, 1020

/7-Nitroaniline, / 730, 734, / 749, 772

preparation, 760

o-Nitroanisole, 794

9-Nitroanthracene, 992

w-Nitrobenzaldehyde, 513

p-Nitrobenzaldehyde, 618

preparation, 622

Nitrobenzene, 331, / 340, 733, 777, 820, 1018

orientation of elcctrophilic substitution,

362-363

preparation, 322
m-Nitrobenzoic acid, 332, / 580, / 600, 613

preparation, 592
o-Nitrobenzoic acid, / 580, 586, / 600

p-Nitrobenzoic acid, 384, 579, / 580, / 600, 613

relative acidity, 595-596
Nitrobenzoic acids, 345

m-Nitrobenzophenone, 626

P-Nitrobenzophenone, 896

/?-Nitrobenzoyl chloride, / 660, 622

/j-Nitrobenzyl ad ipate, / 614

P-Nitrobenzyl alcohol, 493

preparation, 644

p-Nitrobenzyl benzoate, 385

P-Nitrobenzyl bromide, 452, 794

/j-Nitrobenzyl m-bromobenzoate, / 614

p-Nitrobenzyl m-chlorobenzoate, / 614



p-Nitrobenzyl /rrrw^-crotonate, / 614

p-Nitrobenzyl glycolate, /614

p-Nitrobenzyl a-hydroxybutyrate, t 614

p-Nitrobenzyl isophthalate, 385

p-Nitrobenzyl phenylacetate, / 614

p-Nitrobenzyl phthalate, 385

p-Nitrobenzyl salicylate, r614

p-Nitrobenzyl terephthalate, 385

p-Nitrobenzyle 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoate, t 614

o-Nitrocinnamic acid, 613
Nitro compounds

importance, 768, 769, 821

infrared absorption frequencies, t 412

reduction, 734, 736, 737-738
removal of nitro group, 770

2-Nitro-p-cresol, 343

o-Nitroethylbenze, 372

p-Nitroethylbenzene, 372

Nitrogen
amino, Van Slyke determination, 1141

analysis, 333-334
electronic configuration, 8

Nitrogen trifluoride, / 23, 24, 25

5-Nitroisoquinoline, 1021
/Ti-Nitromandelic acid, 638

Nitromethane, 879

3-Nitro-4'-methylbenzophenone, 619

1-Nitronaphthalenc, / 967, 977, 982, 983

preparation, 971, 997

2-Nitronaphthalene, / 967, 984

preparation, 982, 997

5-Nitro-2-naphthalenesulfonic acid, 997

l-Nitro-2-naphthol, 1000

4-Nitro-l-naphthyIamine, 984
Nitronium salts, 346

w-Nitrophenol, / 788
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, 789

o-Nitrophenol, / 788, 794

chelation, 789

preparation, 795, 802

P-Nitrophenol
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, 789, r 788,

794

preparation, 795, 802, 827

Nitrophenols, infrared bands, 790

p-Nitrophenyl acetate, preparation, 673, 794

p-Nitrophenylacetamide, / 614.

p-Nitrophenylacetanilide, / 614

p-Nitrophenylacetic acid, / 600, 1 614

o-Nitrophenyl methyl ether, 794
3-Nitrophthalic acid, 613

1-Nitropropane, 734

3-Nitropyridine, 1013

4-Nitropyridine, 1018

4-Nitropyridine N-oxide, 1017

5-Nitroquinoline, 1018

6-Nitroquinoline, 1023

8-Nitroquinoline, 1018

Nitrosation, 339, 763-765
of phenols, 796, 803

P-Nitroso-N,N-dimethylaniline, 728, 828

preparation, 747, 763-764
N-Nitroso-N-methylaniline, 763

4-Nitroso-2-methylphenol. 796
Nitrosonium ion, 764

P-Nitrosophenol, 803

/?-Nitrostyrene, reactions, 714, 879

Nitrosyl chloride, 764
0-Nitrotoluene, 332, 770

preparation, 383

p-Nitrotoluene, 769, 770, 771

preparation, 383

p-Nitrotriphefiylmethyl hydroperoxide, 896
Nitrous acid

reactions with amines, 748, 763-765
reaction with urea, 686

Nodal plane, 926
Nodes, waves, 926
Nmr (see Nuclear magnetic resonance)
Nomenclature (see specific families)
n-Nonadescane, t 86
H-Nonane, t 86, 90, 93

Non-bonding orbitals, 930
Nonclassical ions, 917

1-Nonene, / 152

1-Nonyne, / 251

Noradrenaline, 808

Norbornane, 285
Norbornene, 500

exo-Norborneol, 500

Norbornyl acetate, 916-917, 923
Norbornyl brosylate, 916-917

Norbornyl cation, 918
an//-7-Norbornylene acetate, 923

cmff-7-Norbornylene tosylate, 923

Norcarane, 458

Norticyclene, 285

Novocaine, 781
Nuclear energy, 1

Nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr)
spectroscopy, 405-451

absorption frequency, 414-415
alcohols, 539

amides, 689, 778

amines, 689, 778

azulene, 999

carboxylic acid derivatives, 691

carboxylic acids, 610
chemical shifts, 419-423, / 421

8 scale, 420
T scale, 420
of 1, 2, and 3 hydrogens, 421
reference point, 420

conformational analysis and, 446-451
coupling constant, 428-429, 435

conformations and, 435, 447

decoupling spins in, 438-439
deuterium labeling, 438-439
double resonance method, 438-439
esters, 690
field strength, 415

fluorine, 433, 443

hydrocarbons, 435
inversion of molecules and, 440
magnetic moment in, 414
molecular change effects, 439-443
monosaccharides, 11101111
peak area and proton counting in, 423-425
phenols, 806

protons in, 414ff

aromatic, 419, 420, 423
chemical shifts (see chemical shifts above)
counting of, and peak area, 423-425
deshielded, 419-420
diastereotopic, 418

enantiotopic, 417-418
equivalent, 416-417, 439^143
exchange, 440
neighboring, 431

non-equivalent, 431

shielded, 419

side-chain, 423
rotations about single bonds in, 440-443
signals in, 416

intensities, 416, 423-425
number of, 416-419

positions of, 416, 419-423

splitting of, 416, 425-434



spectra, 414-416
complicated, 437-439

spin (of nuclei) in, 414

spin-spin coupling, 425-434
structural information from, 416

temperature effects, 443

theory, 414-416
Nuclear spin, 414
Nucleic acids, 1027, 1030, 1063, 1108,

1177-1180

denaturatton, 1150

genetic code, 1080-1081

heredity and, 1080-1081

primary structure, 1 177-1 178

secondary structure, 1179-1180

Nucleophilic acyl substitution

in acid chlorides, 664-666

acylation of organocadmium compounds,
705

vs. addition, 661

vs. alkyl substitution, 663-664
in carboxylic acid derivatives, 660-663
in Claisen condensation, 705, 717
in esters, 675
in Friedel-Crafts acylation, 626
in hydrolysis of amides, 671, 757

Nucleophilic addition (See also Addition

reactions)
vs. acyl substitution, 661
to aldehydes and ketones, 628-645
in aldol condensation, 704, 717
in alkynes, 254
in Cannizzaro reaction, 644
to carbonyl compounds, 704
of organozinc compounds, 704
to a. /3-unsaturated carbonyl compounds,

868, 870-873
in Wittig reactions, 705

Nucleophilic aliphatic (alkyl) substitution

vs. acyl substitution, 663-664
alcohols, 524
in alkylation of esters, 847-853, *706

alkyl halides and organometallic compounds,
92-93, 456-457, 705

alkyl sulfonates, 458
in ammonolysis of halides, 738-740
in cleavage of ethers, 560
electronic effects, 835
in ether formation, 554

tt-halogenated acids, 605

kinetics, 459-460
in Michael addition, 706, 873-875
mechanisms, 461-473, 829-830
in synthesis of acetylides, 256, 706
in Williamson synthesis, 556

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution, 825-841
bimolecular displacement, 826-835

mechanism, 829-830, 833-835

orientation, 831-832

reactivity, 826-829, 830-831, 832-833
elimination-addition (benzyne), 823, 835-841
in pyridine, 1014-1016

Nucleophilic sulfonyl substitution, 757

Nucleoproteins, 1177-1180

Nucleosides, 1178

Nucleotides, 1178

Nylon 6, 1029, 1051

Nylon 66, 780, 1029, 1047, 1101

synthesis. 1042

Oblivon, 723

Octa-O-acetylcellobiose, 1116, 1127
9. 12-Octadecadienoic acid, 1052

n-Octadecane, / 86
cfr-9-Octadecanoic acid, (see Oleic acid)
r/j-9-Octadecen-l-ol, 677

n-Octadecyl alcohol, / 49S
1,4,5,8,11, 12,13,14-Octahydro-9,10-

anthraquinone, 877

AV-Octalone, 875

Octa-O-methyl-D-maltobionic acid, 1113-1114
n-Octane, / 86
mass spectrum, 407

Octane number, 109

(-f )-2-Octanol, 462, 468, 469, 491

(-)-2-Octanol, 462, 491

2,4,6-Octatriene, 941, 945

1-Octene, t 152, 1033, 1050
infrared spectrum, 411

w-Octyl alcohol, / 495

/i-Octyl bromide, / 453
2-Octyl brosylate, 649, 650
/i-Octyl chloride, / 453

n-Octyl iodide, 93, / 453

1-Octyne, / 251

4-Octyne, / 25 1,844
Odor

acid chlorides, 660

amines, 730

carboxylic acids, 582
and configuration, 127

esters, 660
Oil of wintergreen, 804
Oils

definition, 1056

hardening of, 1062-1063
Olah, George, 160, 246. 346, 504, 914, 918
Oleic acid, 579, / 580, 1058

Oleomargarine, 1062

Oleyl alcohol, 677
Olive oil, / 1057

Olivetol, 808

Optical activity, 117-120
in amines, 732
and chirality, 128, 229-231
and configuration, 1098-1099
in cyclic compounds, 303, 306
and enantiomerism, 123
in naturally occurring substances, 236

Optical families, 1087-1089
Optical isomers (see Stereoisomers)
Optical purity, 231-232, 469
Orbitals 6 (See also Molecular orbitals)

atomic, 5-7
bond, 10-11

hybrid, 11-12, 145-146
molecular, 8-9, 925-938
overlap of, 9-10
P, 6-7
v, 144-145, 249, 326

s, 6, 7, 144

<r, 10, 74

sp, 11-13

sp* t 13-15

sp*, 15-17
Orbital symmetry, 938-960

Orcinol, 808

Organoborane compounds, 856-858

Organocadmium compounds
in preparation of ketones, 623, 627-628

reactivity, 627

Organolithium compounds, 840-841

Organometallic compounds
addition of carbenes, 312

coupling with alkyl halides, 92
Grignard reagent, 91
use in synthesis, 846

Organozinc compounds, 720



Orion, 867, 1030, 1046

Ortho effect. 601, 752

ortho, para-directing groups, 339-345, 747,

794, 800, 822 (See also Orientation,
Substituent groups)

Osazones, 1077-1078

Osones, 1077

Oxalic acid, / 606, 652
Oxaloacetic acid, 1182

Oxazole, 1002

2-Oxazoline, reactions, 855-856
Oxidation

of alcohols, 520, 528-530, 621, 622,
l>24-625

mechanism, 529
of aldehydes and ketones, 630, 634-635
of alkenes, 219
of alkenylbenzenes, 396
of alkylbenzenes, 382, 384-385
of amines, 730

biological, tf carbohydrates, 1172-1175
of carbohydrates, 1075-1077
of glycols, 538
of methane, 43
of methylbenzenes, 621
of naphthalene, 971, 972-973

Oximes, 632, 640
Oxirane, 562
Oxonium ions, 801

Oxonium salts, 536, 570

Oxygen exchange
in hydrolysis of esters, 679-681
in rearrangement studies, 895, 898

Oxygen transport, by hemoglobin, 1160

Oxymercuration-demercuration, 181, 500,
503-505

Oxytocin, 1142-1143, 1149

Ozonides, 218

Ozonolysis
of alkenes, 218
of alkynes, 278
of cycloalkenes, 313
of dienes, 279

P-2 catalyst, 257

Paints, 1052, 1063
Palmitic acid, t 580, 743

biosynthesis, 1177

Palm oil, / 1057

Palm kernel oil, t 1057

Pamaquine, 1024

Pan, S. C., 1129

Paneth, Fritz, 72

( + )-Panose, 1129

Panothenic acid, 782

Papaverine, 570

synthesis, 1024
Paraffins (see Alkanes)
Paraformaldehyde, 620

Paraldehyde, 621

Paramagnetic resonance absorption (see

Electron spin resonance spectroscopy)

Paramagnetism, 394
Para red, 775

Pasteur, Louis, 120, 128, 1090
Pauli exclusion principle, 7, 214

Pauli, Wolfgang, Jr., 8

Pauling, Linus, 10, 1154
Peanut oil, / 1057, 1067
Pectic acid, 1130

Pectin, 1107
Pendant groups, 1030
Penicillin G, 1004

Penicillium glaucum, 127

Penta-O-acetylglucose, 1072

w-Pentadecane, / 86

1,3-Pentadiene, I 263

1,4-Pentadiene. 262, t 263
Pentadienyl cation, 946

Pentaerythritol

physical constants, t 495

synthesis, 724

Pentamethylbenzene, / 375
n-Pentane

nomenclature, 83

physical constants, / 86, t 496
2,4-Pentanedione (Acetylacetone), 1020, 1023

acidity, 702
enol in, 724-725
nmr spectrum, 725

preparation, 719
Pentanenitrile (see Valeronitrile)

Pentanes, 80, 83
Pentanoic acid, 581

2-Pentanol, 537

derivatives, t 545

3-Pentanol, 537

derivatives, / 545

2-Pentanone, 619, / 620
reductive amination, 741

3-Pentanone, / 620

1-Pentene, t 152, 158, t 183, 754
2-Pentene, / 152, 158, / 183, 185. 754
Pentosan, 1007

Pentose, 1007

-Pentyl acetate, 1 674
w-Pentyl alcohol, f.495

ter/-Pentyl alcohol, 493, / 495, 504 (See also

2-Methyl-2-butanol)
w-Pentylamine, 736

tt?i7-Pentylbenzene, 380, 381, / 453

/er/-Pentyl cation, 470

-Pentyl chloride, 82, / 453, 519

/e/7-Pentyl chloride, preparation, 194, 524

(See alxo 2-Chloro-2-methylbutane)
te/7-Pentyl ethyl ether, 470

w-Pentyl iodide, / 453

terf-Pentyl iodide, preparation, 188 (See also

2-Iodo-2-methylbutane)
Pentyl phenyl ketone, 622

2-Pentyltrimethylammonium ion, 753-754

2-Pentylurethane, 686

1-Pentyne, / 251

2-Pentyne, / 251, 260

Peptide chains, 1151, 1154-1158

Peptides, 1141-1149, 1169

peptide linkage, 1141-1143
structure determination, 1143-1147

synthesis, 1147-1149

Perfluoroheptane, 454
Periodic acid, 530

analysis of carbohydrates, 1076

analysis of glycols, 538
Periodic table, inside back cover
Perkin condensation, 714, 867

Permanganate test, 536
Peroxide effect, 189-190
mechanism, 201-203

Peroxides

analysis for, in ethers, 554
effect on orientation, 397
removal from ethers, 554

Peroxybenzoic acid, 563

Perutz, M. R, 1160

Petroleum, 1

constituents, 87

source of alcohols, 498
source of aromatic compounds, 376



source of carboxylic acids, 585

uses, 88, 252
Petroleum coke, t 87

Petroleum ether, t 87

Phases, of orbitals, 925-927

Phases, of waves. 926

(-)-Phellandral, 809

/j-Phellandrene, 316
( -)-Phellandric acid, 809

Phenacetin, 809

Phenanthrene, / 967, 988-996
nomenclature, 988

reactions, 989-992, 998, 1000

structure, 989

synthesis, 995, 997
test for, 399

Phenanthrene derivatives, 994-996

9,10-Phenanthrequinone, / 967, 990
Phenetole, / 553

infrared spectrum, 571

preparation, 555, 794

Phenol, 331, t 788 (See also Phenols)
industrial source, 376, 791

preparation, 560, 827, 893

reactions, I 340, 365, 556, 564, 793-798,
801, 802-805

relative acidity, 798

use, 791

2,4-PhenoIdisulfonic acid, 803

Phenol-formaldehyde resins, 1043

Phenolic acids, 803-804
Phenolic aldehydes, 804-805

Phenolic esters, 603
Phenolic ethers

analysis, 570

cleavage, 559-560, 570

preparation, 555, 556-558, 793-794, 799-800

spectroscopic analysis, 571, / 689, 806

substitution, in ring, 561

Phenolic ketones, 801, 803

Phenols, 787-814

acidity, / 788, 790, 793, 797-799
effect of substituents, 799

aldehydes from, 797, 804-805

analysis, 790, 805

carbonation, 796, 803-804

coupling with diazonium salts, 767, 772-774

electrophilic substitution, 794-797, 801-805
from essential oils, 791-792

esterification, 603, 794, 800
ether formation, 555, 556-558, 793-794,

799-800

formation, during diazotization, 769, 773
Friedel-C rafts acylation, 796
Friedel-Cnifts alkylation, 795, 803

Fries rearrangement, 796, 800-801

halogenation, 795, 802

hydrogerf bonding, 789-790
industrial source, 791-792

ionization, 790, 797-799
Kolbe reaction, 796, 803-804
nitration, 795, 802-803

nitrosation, 796, 803

nomenclature, 787

oxidation, 788, 802

physical properties, 787-790, / 788
in polymerization, 1043-1044

preparation, 792-793
from arylthallium compounds, 792, 793
from diazonium salts, 766, 769, 792
from sulfonic acids, 981-982

reactions, with diazonium salts, 767, 772-774
with ferric chloride, 805

with formaldehyde, 1043-1044
'

Reimer-Tiemann reaction, 797, 804-805

ring substitution, 794-797, 801-805

salts, 790, 793

sources, industrial, 793-796

spectroscopic analysis, / 689, 805-806

structure, 789

sulfonation, 795, 803

Williamson synthesis, 555, 556-558, 793-794,
799-800

(See also Hydroquinones)
0-Phenolsulfonic acid, 795, 803

p-Phenolsulfonic acid, 795, 802, 803

Phenoxyacetic acid, 794

2-Phenoxyethanol
preparation, 564, 565, 567

Phenylacetaldehyde, 618, / 620

Phenylacetamide, 591, t 614

N-Phenylacetamide, 746 (See also 'Acetanilide)

Phenyl acetate, t 674

Phenylacetic acid, 579, / 580, 587, / 600, / 614

Phenylacetonitrile, 735

Phenylacetylene, 374, / 375

preparation, 399

(-)-Phenylalanine, / 1135, 1181

synthesis, 1139, 1160

/2-(Phenylamino)propicnaldehyde, 1018

w-Phenylanisole, 840

9-Phenylanthracene, 998

4-Phenylazo-l-naphthol, 983

l-Phenylazo-2-naphthol, 983, 997
2- (Phenylazo) pyrrole, 1008

N-Phenylbenzenesulfonamide, 746

Phenyl benzoate

preparation, 666, 794

l-Phenyl-l,3-butadiene, 402, 705

2-Phenyl-2-butene, 374

4-Phenyl-3-butenoic acid, 998

l-Phenyl-2-buten-l-ol, 691

l-Phenyl-l-buten-3-ol, 691

4-Phenyl-3-buten-2-one, 704

3-Phenyl-2-butyl acetate, 912-913

3-Phenyl-2-butylamine, 921

( + ) -Phenyl sec-butyl ketone, 707

3-Phenyl-2-butyl tosylate, 912-913

y-Phenylbutyric acid, 581, 987

Phenyl carbitol, 566

m-Phenylenediamine, t 730, / 749, 1020

o-Phenylenediamine, / 730, t 749, 1020

p-Phenylenediamine, / 730, 734, / 749

in polymerization, 1051

l-PhenyI-l,2-ethanediol, 396

rearrangement, 898

l-Phenylethanol (see -PhenylethyI alcohol)

2-PhenyIethanol (see /j-Phenylethyl alcohol)

Phenyl ether, 552, / 553

N-(2-Phenylethyl)acetamide, 1021

a-Phenylethyl alcohol, 493, / 495, 537

preparation, 511, 565, 630

/3-Phenylethyl alcohol, / 495, 535

preparation, 511, 565

-Phenylethylamine, t 729

preparation, 741

(-)-a-Phenylethyamine, 890

/?-Phenylethylamine, / 729

preparation, 735

a-Phenylethyl bromide, / 453 (See also

1-Bromo- 1-phenylethane )

preparation, 372, 455

/3-Phenylethyl bromide, 1 453

a-Phenylethyl ferr-butyl ether, 559

a-Phenylethyl chloride, 236, / 453

preparation, 383

-Phenylethyl chloride, / 453, 914

preparation, 383



Phenylethylene, 374 (See o/jc^Styrene)
a-Phenylethyl hydroperoxide, 895

-Phenylethyl iodide, 1 453

fl-Phenylglutaric acid, 882

Phenylglyoxal, 645

4-Phenyl-2,6-heptanedione, 882

2-Phenyl-2-hexanol, 512

l-Phenyl-2-hexene, 401

Phenylhydrazine, 632
in carbohydrate studies, 1077

Phenylhydrazine hydrochloridc, 640
Phenylhydrazones, 632, 640

2-Phenyl-l-iodo-2-propanol, 897

1-Phenylisoquinoline, 1023

Phenyl isothiocyanate, 1 145

Phenyl ketone, 623

Phenyllithium, reactions, 823, 840, 1015

Phenylmalonic ester, 719
l-Phenyl-3-methyl-2-butanol, 532
Phenylmethylcarbinol, 511 (see a-Phenylethyl

alcohol)
1-Phenyl-2-methyl-2-propanol, 531

1-Phenylnaphthalene, preparation, 975, 988
2-Phenylnorbornyl cation, 918

5-Phenyl-2,4-pentadienal, 713

1-Phenylphenanthrene, 998
1 -Phenyl-1,2-propanediol, 897, 898
3-Phenyl-l,2-propanediol, 920
3-Phenylpropanoic acid, 581

l-Phenyl-2-propanone, 619

3-Phenylpropenal, 704, 867

1-Pheiiylpropene, 491
cis- and /ra/u-isomers, 399

preparation, 395, 403, 522

reactions, 401

2-Phenylpropene, 520
3-Phenylpropene, 374, 395

3-Phenyl-2-propen-l-ol (see Cinnamyl
alcohol)

Phenylpropiolic acid, 854

a-Phenylpropionamide, 236
(-H)-a-Phenylpropionamide, 890

Phenyl propionate, 801

Phenyl w-propyl ketone, 631

2-Phenylpyridine, 1015

Phenylsuccinic acid, 882

Phenylthiohydantoins, 1145

Phenyltrimenthylammonium iodide, 735

Phlorogucinol, 808

Phosgene, 684

manufacture, 685

reactions, 685

Phosphate esters, 1063-1065

Phosphatidic acids, 1063

Phosphatidyl choline, 1065

Phosphatidyl ethanolamine, 1065

3-Phosphoglycerate, 1174

3-Phosphoglyceric acid, 1173

Phosphoglycerides, 1063-1065, 1177

Phospholipids, 781, 1063-1067
in cell membranes, 1066-1067

Phosphonium salts, 715

Phosphoric acid, 1064-1065

Phosphorus pentachloride, 601

Phosphorus trichloride, 601

Phosphorus trihalides, 519

Phosphorus ylides, 715

Phosphorylation, 1171

Photosynthesis, 1070. 1108
Phthalamic acid, 672
Phthalic acid, 385, / 580, / 606

industrial source, 585
Phthalic anhydride, / 660

in polymerization, 1042

preparation, 667, 971

reactions, 669; 992-993

Phthalimide, 660. 672

preparation, 672
Phthalimidomalonic ester, 1140
Co7 Phthienoic acid, 1068

Physical-organic chemistry, 596

Phytol, 1058

a-Picoline, / 1003, 1012

0-Picoline, / 1003, 1012, 1014, 1023

preparation, 1013

y-Picoiine, / 1003, 1012
Picolinic acid, / 1003

Picramidc, / 730
Picric acid, t 788

preparation, 802, 827

Picryl chloride, I 819, 827, 828

Pinacol, 896
Pinacolic deamination, 898-904

Pinacolone, 896
Pinacol rearrangement, 896-898

Piperic acid, 810

Piperidine. 843, 977, / 1003, 1QQB
in alkaloids, 1018

preparation, 810, 1018

Piperine, 810

Piperonal, / 620

preparation, 650- -651

Piperonylic acid, 810

Plane-polarized light, 117-118
Plasmochin (Pamaquine), 1024

Plasticizers, 1061

IMastics (See also Polymers)
industry, 276

preparation, 206-207
structure, 1048-1049

uses, 1027-1028, 1048

Plexiglas, 867, 1030, 1049
Pmr (see Electron spin resonance)
Polar factors, in polymerization, 1035-1036
Polarimeters, 118

Polarity
of bonds, 22-23
of molecules, 22-25

Polarization, of halogens by alkenes, 198

Polaroid, 118
Pollution

from automobile emission, 109-110
from plastics, 1027-1028

Polyacrylonitrile, 1030

Poly(allyl acetate), 1052

Poiyamides, 1042

Polyarginines, in nucleoproteins, 1 180

Polybutadiene, 276

copolymers, 1033, 1036, 1048

Polychloroprene, 276

Polyesters, 1042

Polyethylene, preparation, 206, 1040-1041

cw-Polyisoprene
preparation, 277, 1040, 1048

structure, 276
Polymerization, 1027-1052 (See also Chain

reaction polymerization, Free-radical

polymerization)
of alkenes, 181,206-207
reactions, 1028-1045
stereochemical control, 1040

Polymers, 1027-1052

definition, 206
formation, 1028

industrial, 867

Poly(methyl methacrylate), 1030, 1052

Polynuclear aromatic compounds, 967-1001

PolynuclcoUde chains, 1177



Poly(oxypropylene) glycols, 567

Polypeptides, 1141 (See also Peptides)
Polypropylene, 1040-1041

Polysaccharides, 1027, 1119-1128

definition, 1071

Polystyrene, 1030, 1031-1032

copolymers, 1033

living, 1051

properties, 1033

Polystyrene(co-methyl methacrylate), 1033,

1035

Polyuretbane foam rubber, 567

Polyurethanes, 1044

recycling, 1049

Poly (vinyl acetate)

reactions, 1045

structure, 1051

Poly(vinyl chloride)

copolymers, 1036

preparation, 206, 1030

properties, 1046

PoJyXvinylidene chloride), 1046

Ponnamperuna, Cyril, 236

Porphin, 1153

Porphyriri system, 1007

Potassium amide, 844
Potassium di-/?r/-butylphenoxide, 857

Potassium terf-butoxide, 311

preparation, 520
Potassium , -dibromopropionate. 582
Potassium phthalimide, 1139
Potassium triphenylmethide, 844
Potential" energy changes

in U-vs. 1,4-addition, 272
in chlorination of alkanes, 98
and conformation, 76, 79, 297
in halogenation of methane, 52-55, 61, 64,

66
in hydrogenation of alkenes, 184

Power sources, 1

Pregenolone, 693
5a-Pregnane-3a-ol-20-one (acetate ester), 543

Prehnitene, / 375

Prelog, V., 124, 130

Primeverose, 1128

Probability factor, and reaction rates, 56

Progesterone, 692-693

(-)-Proline, / 1135, 1141

synthesis, 1160

1,2-Propadiene, / 263

Propanal, 618 (See also Propionaldehyde)
Propane, 76-77, / 86, 179, 213., 289

Propancdioic acid (see Malonic acid)

1,2-PropanedioI, 494, 898 (See also

Propylene glycol)

( + )-l,2-Propanediol, 1089

1.3-Propanediol, 494, / 495, 921

1,2-Propancdione, 279

1,1,2-Propanetricarboxylic acid, 849

2-Propanol, 180 (See also Isopropyl alcohol)

Propanone (see Acetone)
Propargyl chloride, / 453 v
Propenal, 866 (See also Acroleta)
Propene, 1 152 (See also Propyl^e)
Propenenitrile, 866 (See also Acrylonitrile)

Propenoic acid, 579, 866 (See also Acrylic

acid)

fl-Propiolactone, 1050

Propiolic acid, 883

Propionaldehyde, 182, 521, 618, t 620
in aldol condensation, 709

Propionamide, 1 660
Propionic acid, 278, / 580, 1139

infrared spectrum, 609

Piopionyl chloride,/ 660
Propiophenone, / 620
n-Propyl acetate, 1 674
/i-Propyl alcohol, 289, / 495, 506

/i-Propylamine, t 729, 746

preparation, 734

n-Propylbenzene, 373, t 375, 380, 400
nmr spectrum, 433

/i-Propyl bromide, 189, / 453, 455, / 825

Propyl cation, 406

/i-Propyl chloride, 82, 95, 416, 1 453, 1 496,
/ 825

dehydrohalogenation, 156

/f-Propyldimethylamine, 746

n-Propyl 3,5-dinitrobenzoate, 666
Propylene, 145, 151, / 152, 153, 184, 213

polymerization, 1040, 1048"

preparation, 156

reactions, 179-182
Propylene bromide, 179

Propylene chloride, 209

Propylene chlorohydrain, 199 (See also

1-Chloro-2-propanol )

Propylene glycol, 494, 1 495

preparation, 182, 208

Propylene oxide, 562

n-Propyl ether

infrared spectrum, 571

/i-Propyl iodide, t 453

preparation, 187

n-Propyl isopropyl ether, 555

n-Propylmagnesium chloride, 91

n-Propylmalonic ester, 849

Ai-Proplymethylamine, 746
1-(n-Propyl) naphthalene, 977

n-Propyl phenyl ether, 557

/i-Propyl m-tolyl ketone, 623

n-Propyltrimethylammonium iodide, 746

Propyne, t 251

preparation, 252
Prosser, T. J., 889
Prosthetic groups, 1152-1153

Protection, of amino groups, 759-760,
1147-1148

Proteins, 1027, 1030, 1149-1160
classification and function, 1149-1150

cleavage, 1169

denaturation, 1150
DNA and synthesis, 1180

structure, 1150-1160

alpha-Proteins, 1157-1159

tete-Proteins, 1157-1159
Protein sequenator, 1145
Protic solvents, 31

Protocatechuic acid, 810
Protonation

of aromatic compounds, 338

mechanism, 350
Proton magnetic resonance spectrum

(pmr), 415

Protonlysis, 857

Protons, in nuclear magnetic resonance

alignment, 414
chemical shift for characteristic, 1 421

counting, 423-425

equivalence, 416-418, 420, 439-443
and position of nmr signals, 419-423

shielding and deshielding, 419-420

spin-spin coupling, 425-434
Pseudocumene, / 375

Pseudotropine, 1025

D-Psicose, 1107



Puckered rings, 291

Purinc, 1002

Purity, of synthetic products, 770
Putrescine, 743, 882

PVC, 1030 (See also Polyvinyl chloride)

Pyran, 1103

Pyranose ring, 1103-1104

Pyrazole, 1002

Pyrene, t 967

synthesis, 996

Pyridine, t 1003, 1018, 1011-1018
in alkaloids, 1018

as base, 666

basicity, 1016-1018

reactions, 1009, 1013-1018, 1022, 1023

source, 1012-1013

structure, 1002, 1011-1012

Pyridineacetic acids, 1026

dccarboxylation, 1026

2-Pyridinecarboxylic acid, 1012, 1022, 1026

3-Pyridinecarboxylic acid, 1012, 1022, 1026

(See also Niacin, Nicotinic acid)

4-Pyridinecarboxyhc acid, 1012, 1022, 1026

(See also Isonicotinic acid)

2,3-Pyridinedicarboxylic acid, 1018

Pyridine methoiodide, 1017

Pyridine N-oxide, 1017, 1018

3-Pyridinesulfonic acid, 1013

Pyrimidine, 1002

Pyrolysis, of alkanes, 110-111, 263

Pyroxylin, 1127

Pyrrole, / 1003

basicity, 1005, 1010

reactions, 1008-1010, 1022

reactivity, 1009

source, 1006-1007

structure. 1002, 1004-1006

2-Pyrrolecarboxaldehyde, 1008

Pyrrolidine, / 1003

basicity, 1010

preparation, 1010

reactions, 860, 1011

structure, 1002

3-Pyrroline, 1002

Pyruvic acid, 1020

in biochemical processes, 1172

Quantum mechanics, 3, 5, 925-934

Quaternary ammonium hydroxide, 753

Quarternary ammonium salts, 740, 752-755,
1017

Quinaldine, 1020

Quinine, 236, 237

Quinoline, 1002, t 1003, 1018-1020

reactions, 1022, 1023

synthesis, 1019-1020

5-Quinolinesulfonic acid, 1018

8-Quinolinesulfonic acid, 1018

Quinolinic acid, 1018

8-Quinolinol, 1018

Quinones, 878

R, prefix, for configuration, 130

R, symbol for alkyl group, 89
Racemic modification

definition, 127-128

formation, 227

Racemization, in SN! reactions, 467-469
Radical-anions. 1038

Radicals (see Free radicals)

Radioactive labeling, 899 (5** also Isotopic

tracers)

( + )-Raffinose, 1129

Rancidity, of fats, 1062
Random coplymers, 1034
Rate constant, 460
Rates of reaction, 55-59

Rayon, 1128

Rearrangement, 885-924
of carbonium ions, 171-174
conformational effects, 899-904
in dehydration of alcohols, 523
in eiectrophilic addition, 197

in Friedel-Crafts alkylation, 380
in Hofmann degradation, 737, 742, 888-893
of hydroperoxides, 893-896

neighboring group effects, 904-919
in pinacolic deamination, 898-904

pinacol rearrangement, 896-898
in SN! reactions, 470-471

Reducing sugars, 1071

oxidation rate, 1108
Reduction (see Hydrogenation, and specific

compound or family)
Reductive amination, 735, 736, 740-741

Reeves, R. E., 1105

Reformatsky reaction, 720-722

Reforming (see Catalytic reforming)
Regiospecific reactions, 189

Reimer-Tiemann synthesis, 339, 624, 797,
804-805

Reppe, W., 252

Reserpine, 1004
Resins

structure, 1049

synthesis, 1050

Resolution, of racemic modification, 228,
235-237

Resonance

allyl radical, 212-215

alkenes, 266
aromatic amines, 750

aryl and vinyl halides, 824-826

benzene, 324, 361-368

benzyl cation, 398

benzyl radical, 389-390
carbanions with a-ionization, 701

carboxylic acids, 597-598

chloronitrobenzenes, 832-833

conjugated dienes, 264-265

phenols, 798
Resonance energy

alkyl free radicals, 217

allyl radical, 213
anthracene and phenanthrene, 990

benzene, 324

benzyl radical, 389-390

conjugated dienes, 265

definition, 211

naphthalene. 970

pyrrole, furan, and thiophene, 1005

triphe lylmethyl radical. 394

Resonance stabilization

aromatic amines, 750, 759

benzyl radical, 389-390

carboxylic acids, 597

phenols, 798-799

urea, 686

Resorcinol, 636, 787, 1 788, 796

Respiration, 1172-1173
Reversible reactions, 594-596

Ribttol, 1086



Ribonucleic acids, 1177-1178 (See also RNA)
o-Ribose, 1177

(-)-Ribosc, 1086, 1087

Ring closure, 292, 985-988, 992-996 (See also

. Cyclization)

electrocyclic reactions, 939-948

preparation of isoquinoline derivatives, 1021

preparation of quinoline derivatives,

101<M020
Ring opening reactions, 288-289

electrocyclic reactions, 939-948

,RNA, 1177-1179
and genetics, 1180 ,

messenger-, 118 1

structure, 1177-1180

transport-* 1181

Roberts, John D., 212, 440, 837

Rosanoff, M.A., 1092
Rotational barrier (See also Carbon-carbon

bonds)
in ethane, 75
in propane, 76

Rotational isomers, 225
Rtfbber (See also crfr-Polyisoprene)

preparation, 277

structure, 276, 1047-1048

vulcanization, 276, 1048

Ruberythrtc acid, 1 128

Ruff degradation, 1080

Russell, Glen, 107

Saccharic acid. 1072

Sacrificial hyperconjugation, 266

Safrole, 650, 651,792
Salicin, 1108

Salicylaldehyde, 618, t 620

preparation, 794, 804

Salicylamide, / 614

Salicylanilide, / 614

Salicylic acid, / 580, 1 600, / 614, 787

preparation, 803

Salmine, 1144

Sandmeyer reaction, 767-768

Sanger, Frederick, 1 144, 1 146

Saponification equivalent, 688

Saran, 1029

Sarett, Lewis, 877

Sayt/eff, Alexander, 478

Saytzeff orientation, 478, 479, 480
SBR rubber, 1048
Schiff test, 645

Schlcsinger, H. 1., 507

Schlcyer, Paul, 913-914

Schoniger oxidation, 68, 486
Schotten-Bauman reaction, 666, 674, 756

Schrddinger, Erwin, 5

Seconal, 862

Selectivity, and reactivity, 106

Semicarbazide, 632
Semicarbazide hydrochloride, 640

Semicarbazones, 632, 640

Sequence rules, for configuration, 131-133

Serine, in chymotripsin, 1165-1170

(-)-Serine, 1135
Sex hormones, 515

1,2-Shifts, 173, 889, 893, 896

stereochemistry, 891

Sickle-cell anemia, 1152, 1181

Sigma orbitals, 10 (See also Molecular

orbital*)

Sigmatropic reactions, 954-960
Silk fibroin, proposed structure, 1155-1157

Silver acetylidc, 256
Silver ethylacetylide, 259
Silver mirror test, 630, 635
Silver nitrate, 486

Simmons, H. E., 312
Simmons-Smith reaction, 312

Singlet methylene, 309

Skell, P. S., 310
Skew conformations, 75

Skraup synthesis, 1018-1020

Smith, R. D., 312
SN 1 reactions

*

of alcohols, 524
mechanism and kinetics, 466-467

reactivity, 469-470

rearrangement, 470-471

stereochemistry, 467-469
vs. SN2 reactions, 471-473

%
SN2 reactions

cleavage of epoxides, 569
mechanism and kinetics, 461, 829-830

primary alcohols, 525

reactivity, 464-465

stereochemistry, 461-463
vs. SN 1 reactions, 471-473

Sneen, R. A., 649

Soaps
cleansing power and solubility, 32, 1060

manufacture, 1059-1060

Sodamide, 235, 1015 (See also Sodium amide)
fcxJioacetoacetic ester, 717-718, 850
Sodiomalonic ester, 847, 1139
Sodium acetylide

formation, 256, 257

reactions, 253, 260
Sodium alkoxides, 556
Sodium amide, 1015 (See also Sodamide)
Sodium a/ide, 889
Sodium benzenesulfonate, 791
Sodium benzoate, 582, 590, 757
Sodium borohydride, 5Q3L^07. 636, 712
Sodium , bromopropionate, 907
Sodicm 3-butyn-2-oxide, 714
Sodium chloride, 26, 29
Sodium cyanoacetate, 606
Sodium cyanohydridoborate, 740
Sodium 2,4-dinitrophenoxide, 793
Sodium ethoxide, 520
Sodium ethylacetylide, 260
Sodium formate, 644
bond lengths, 598

Sodium fusion, 68, 486
Sodium hypoiodite, 537
Sodium isopropylacetylide, 256
Sodium lactate, 907
Sodium laurate, 590
Sodium lauryl sulfate, 1061

Sodium mandelate, 645
Sodium 2-naphthalenesulfonatet 981
Sodium 2-naphthoxide, $81
Sodium o-nitrobenzenesulfonate, 828
Sodium p-nitrobenzoate, 644
Sodium phenoxide, 556, 791

formation, 793

reactions, 565, 796, 808
Sodium salicylate, 796, 804
Sodium trichloroacetate, 862

Solid-phase peptide synthesis, 1 149

Solubility, and structure, 30-32
Solvation, 526

Solvents, 31-32

Solvolysis, 473-474, 909-919

Solvomercuration, 505, 558
Sorbic acid, / 866
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